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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, DECENEER 10, 1969

Houst or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SVBCOMbarrEE ON LABOR

OF TIM COMMITVEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The select subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Ho:n. Dominick V. Daniels
(chairman of the sehet subcommittee) presidig.

Present: Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Hawkins, Ford, Green,
Burton, Ayres, Quin, Esch, Steiger, and Collins.

Also present: Representatives Pucinski, Reid, Ashbrook, De Den-
back, Landgrebe, and Ruth.

Staff members present : Dan Krivit, counsel for the subcommittee;
and Marty LaVer, minority legislative assistant ; Loretta Bowen,
clerk; and Sue Nelson, research. assistant.

(UAL 10908, 91st Cong., first sessl

BILL To develop and strengthen a synistematie National, State, and local manpower
policy and provide for a co-nprehensive delivery of manpower services

...3e it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the tInited States
of America in Conyress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Com-
prehensive Manpower Act of 1969."

FINDINGS AND STATE,MENT OF PURPOSE

SEC. 2. In recognition of the unmet needs of the unemployed and underem-
ployed, the Congress finds that it is essential to the welfare of all Americans
that concerted a,tion be taken by National, State. and local governments to more
effectively and economically utilize State and Federal funds for manpower
training, work experience, job placement, and other services. Further, that it
is essential to (1) establish explicit priorities for the allocation of these funds
to insure that they are used to reach and assist those in greatest need of man-
power services ; (2) to establish clear cut goals for the total system of man-
power training, work experience, placement, and other services to maximize the
effectiveness of the system in assisting individuals to find and maintain gainful
employment ; (3) to enlist the full support of private indastry in securing jobs
for enrollees of manoower programs ; (4) to link together and coordinate the
efforts of Federal, State, and local public and private agencies involved in per-
forming manpower services; (5) to facilitate a smoother transition for students
leaving the Nation's educational institutions and entering the world of work ;
(6) to develop new approaches for improved services and changes in tradi-
tional organizaLional patterns used to assist economically disadvantaged and in-
sufficiently trained individuals; and (7) to coordinate the Nation's manpower
needs and services as closely as possible with economic development, transporta-
tion planning, new residential housing, and other factors related to the devel-
opment of new job opportunities.

AUTIIORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

Sao. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
making grants under this Aet the sum of $2,000,000,000 for the fiscal year 1971,

(1) 8



2

$2,300,000,00 for the fiscal year 1972, $2,500,000,000 for fiscal year 1973, and
$3,000,000,000 for the fiscal year 1974. For the fiscal year 1975, and each succeed-
ing fiscal year there is authorized to be appropriated only such sums as the Con-
gress may hereafter authorize hy law.

USE OF rIINDS

Sec. 4. From the SULD; appropriated for making grants under this Act for a
fiscal year, the Secretary shall reserve 30 per centum for making grants author-
ized under section 12. The remainder of such sums shall be used by him to make
grants to assist States tc, carry out comprehensive manpower plans as herein-
after provided,

ALLOTMENTS TO STATES

SEC. 5. (a) The Secretary shall allot among the States the funds remaining
after he has made the reservation required by section 4 in accordance with uni-
form standards, and in arriving at such standards, he shall consider only the
following factors :

(1) the proportion which the manpower allotment of a State during the
preceding fiscal year bears to the total manpower allotments of all States
during the preceding fiscal year ;

(2) the proportion which the nonagricultural labor force of a State bears-
to the total nonagricultural labor force of the United States ;

(3) the proportion which the unemployed within - State bears to the total
number of unemployed in the United States ; and

(4) the proportion which the potAation, age fourteen through seventeen
years, in a State bears to the total population, age fourteen through seven-
teen years, in the United States. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the allot-
ment for the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Ter-
ritory of the Pacific Islands shall be $150,000, and none of the remaiabig
States shall be allotted less than $1,000,000.

(b) The amount of any State's allotment under subsection (a) for any fiscal
year which the Secretary determines will not be required for such year shall, if
section 10 does not provide for its expenditure, be available for reallotmeut
from time to time, on such dates during such year as the Secretary may fix, to
other States in such amounts as the Secretary shall determine.

DEVELOPMENT Or COMPREBENSIVE MANPOWER PLANS

sec. e The Secretary shall enter into An agreement with the Governor of each
State under which a planning group will develop a comprehensive manpower
plan for the State. Such planning group shall consist of the appropriate State
agencies, including the State education agency and the State employment service,
and representatives of labor, management, private agencies active in the man-
power field, and the public, appointed by the Governor. Each such agreement
shall

(1 ) require each comprehensive manpower plan to set forth a long-range
program plan (or. as is appropriate, a supplement to, or revision of, a pre-
viously submitted long-range program plan) for programs to be carried
fyn with assistance under this Act, which preo-ram plan extends over three
years beginning %vial the fiscal year for which'the comprehensive manpower
plan is submitted, describes the present and projected needs for programs
provided for in this Act, and sets forth the long-range program objectives;

(2) re-nire each comprehensive manpoyer plan to set forth an annual
pro,;ran Ian, which describes the content of, and allocation of Federal funds
to, programs, services, and activities to be carried out under the plan during
the year for which Federal funds are sought, and indicates how and to what
extent such programs, services, and activities will carry out the program
objectives set forth in the long-range program plan ;

(3) require (A) that institutional training be, where possible, arranged or
provided through State education or training agencies and that such train-
ing and on-the-job training provided for under the plan be of high quality
and be so constituted as to duration and content as to meet the special needs
of trainees, (B) that adequate and safe facilities, and adequate personnel and
records of attendance and progress be provided, and (C) that is the case
of on-the-job tra ining, each trainee's program involve reasonable progression
and reasonable compensation considering such factors as industry, geograph-
ical region, and trainee proficiency ;

9



3

(4) require each comprehensive manpower plan to give special em-
phasis to the employment and training needs of persons who are from
poverty families using as an index of poverty the minimum income per
household of a given size, composition, and farm or nonfarm status, as set
forth by the Social Security Administration ;

(5) set forth priorities in terms of target groups, and varieties of pro-
grams established by the Secretary in light of national needs ;

(6) set forth a program for providing Placement services which will uti-
lize the facilities and services of the State employment services as well as
facilities and services from other sources, and which will make effective
placement services available, not only to persons who have completed train-
ing under a comprehensive manpower plan, but also to other categories of
persons;

(7) require that personal and educational and vocational counseling,
testing, and evaluation be utilized to assure that each individual served will
be provided appropriate services, and that follownp services be provided to
insure that training is effectively utilized by the trainee ;

(8) establish the criteria to be used in fixing training and other allow-
ances and compensation for services ;

(9) establish the criteria to be used in fixing the payments to be made to
employers participating in on-the-job training and similar programs ;

(10) require the utilization to the maximum extent feasible of public
and private profit and nonprofit agencies and organizations, and of all the
State and local agencies and organizations, which are capable of contribut-
ing to the program, with priority given to skills centers and other education
and training programs 'tmerated or arranged through State and local edu-
cational agencies ; and

(11) require the establishment and operation of a data system which will
provide, in readily accessible form, statistical information sufficient to en-
able the administrators of the plan to evaluate the effeetiveness of programs
carried on under the plan and to determine means of improving their
effectiveness.

COMPREMENSIVE MANPOWER PLANS

SEC. 7. (a) Any State which disires to receive a grant from funds allotted it
under section 5 shall submit through the Governor th.ereof to the Secretary a
-comprehensive manpower plan developed pursuant to an agreement entered into
under section 6, but no such plan shall be submitted until a public hearing has
been held on the plan. The comprehensive manpower plan of a State must

(1) provide that responsibility for carrying out the plan is placed in the
Governor of the State ;

(2) provide for as varied and extensive manpower programs (and re-
lated activities) and work experience programs as is consistent with the
needs and resources of the State and with the amount of Federal assistance
being provided ;

(3) set forth the method of administration and the organizational r4truc-
trim to be used in carrying out the plan ;

(4) meet the guidelines and standards prescribed by the Secretary under
section 6 ;

(5) provide for coordination of the programs carried on by the State with
those carried on by any metropolitan area any part of which lies within the
State ;

(6) take into consideration manpower programs carried on under title I
of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, the
Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1905, the Public Works and Eco-
nomic Development Act of 1965, or any other Federal or State law ;

(7) set forth such fiscal control and fund accounting pracedures as may
be necessary to assure proper disbursement of, and accounting for, Fed-
eral funds paid to the. State or metropolitan area (including any such funds
Paid by either of them to any other public or private agency) under this
Act : and

(8) provide for making such reports, in such form and containing such
information, as the Secretary may reasonably require to carry out his
functions under this Act, and for keeping such records and for affording
such access thereto as the Secretary-may find necessary to assure the cor-
rectness and verification of such reports.

(b) The comprehensive manpower plan of a State may include any
.0( or all) of the following types of prograt, rvices, o4.activities
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(1) A program for testing, counseling, and selecting for occupational training
those unemployed or underemployed persons who cannot reasonably be expected
to secure appropriate full-time employment without training.

(2) A special program for the testing, counseling, selection, and referral of
youths for occupational training and further schooling, who because of inade-
quate educational background and work preparation are unable to qualify for
and obtain employment without such training and schooling.

(3) A special program of testing, counseling, seleetion, and referral of per-
sons forty-five years of age or older for occupational training and further school-
ing designed to meet the special problems faced by such persons in the labor
market.(4) Programs of training for persons who, though employed, are in need of
additional skills.

(5) Programs for the attainment of basic education and communications and
employment skills, by those eligible persons who indicate their intention to and
will thereby be able to pursue, subsequently or concurrently, courses of occupa-
tional training of a type for which there appears to be a reasonable expectation
of employment, or who have completed or do not need occupational training but
do require such other preparation to render them employable.

(1.1) Programs to provide 'appropriate physical exaniinations, medical treat-
ment, and prostheses for persons seleeted or otherwise eligible to be selected for
training under this Act.

(1) Experimental programs for part-time training of persons, including em-
ployed persons, to meet eritieal skill shortages.

(8) Programs for on-the-job training needed to equip persons selected for
training with the appropriate skills, and giving special consideration to on-the-job
training urograms which devote systematic effort to providing new opportunities
for advancement through more systematic development of career ladders.

(9) Programs to provide part-time employment and useful work experience for
students from low-income families who are in the ninth through twelfth grades of
school (or are of an age equivalent to that of students in such grades) and who
are in need of the earnings to permit them to resume or maintain attendance in
school.(10) Programs to provide unemployed, underemployed, or low-income persons
(aged sixteen and over) with useful work and training (which must include
sufficient basic education and institutional or on-the-job training) designed to
assist those persons to develop their maximum occupational potential and to ob-
tain regular competitive employment.

(11) Special programs which involve work activities directed to the needs of
those chronically unemployed or underemployed poor who have poor employment
prospects and are unable, because of age,. lack of employment opportunity, or
otherwise, to seeure appropriate employment or training assistance under other
programs, and which, in addition to other services provided, will enable such
persons to participate in projects for the betterment or beautification of the eom-
munity or area served by the program, including without limitation activities
which will contribute to the management, conservation, or development of natural
resources, recreational areas, Federal, State, and loeal government parks, high-
ways, and other lands.

(12) Special programs which provided unemployed, underemployed, or low-
income persons with jobs leading to career opportunities, including new types of
careers, in programs designed to improve the physical, social, economic, or cul-
tural condition of the community or area served in fields including without lim-
itation health, education, welfare, neighborhood redevelopment, and public safety,
which provide maximum prospects for advancement and continued employment
without Federal assistance, which give promise of contributing to the broader
adoption of new methods of structuring jobs and new methods of providing job
ladder opportunities, and which provide opportunities fox further occupational
training to facilitate career advancement.

(13) Special programs which concentrate work and training reseurces in urban
and rural areas having large concentrations or proportions of low-income, un-
employed persons, and within those rural areas having saL ;tantial outmigration
to urban areas, which are appropriately focused to assure that work and training
opportunities are extended to the most se-,rerely disadvantaged Persons who can
reasonably be expected to benefit from such opportunities, and which are sup-
ported by specific commitments of eooperation from private and public employers.

(14) Special programs for referring persons who have finished training to
employment opportunities in urban and suburban areas oritside their own
neighborhoods. ii



(15) Programs for needy persons who require work experience or special
family and supportive services, as well as training, in order that they may be
assisted to secure and hold regular employment in a competitive labor market.

(10) Supportive and follow-up services to supPlement work and training pro-
grams under this or other Acts including heala cervices, counseling, day care
for children' transportation assistance, and other :-oeciall services necessary to
assist individuals to achieve succef,s in v .

raining programs and in
employment.

(17) Employment e, nters and mobile service units to provide
recruitment, counseling, and placement ser -,. veniently loeated in urban
neighborhoods and rural areas and easily acec, to the most disadvantaged.

(1S) Prog- _us of the type described in sectio It ), with particular emphasis
on programs .avolving intrastate and local ow

(19) Prog:_ms to establish and operate, in with the State educa-
tion and other appropriate State agencies, centers to provide basic educa-
tion, employability, and communications skills, pre eational training, vocational
and teelmieal programs, and supplementary or relayed instruction for on-the-job
trainim; whether conducted at the jobsite or elsewhere.

(20) 'Programs to make relocation payments to allow viiemployed persons to
relocate themselves and their families in localities .7:fording employment
opportunities.

(21) Programs to provide guidance, counseling, testing, and jrA3 referral'
services to unemployed and underemployed persons.

(22) Programs to evaluate the effectiveness of other programs carried on
under the plan.

(23) Programs to equip migrant and seasonal farmworkers through educa-
tion and training to meet the changing demands in agricultural employment
and to take advantage of opportunities for regular or permanent employment.

(24) Programs under which a cooperative working relationship is developed
between education and training institutions and private employers.

APPROVAL OF PLANS

SiEc. S. The Secretary shall not approve any comprehensive manpower plan
of .ft State which fails to meet the :equirements of this Act and the standards
and guidelines prescribed by him under section 6. The Secretary shall not ap-
prove the comprehensive manpower plan of a State until the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare has given his approval of those aspects of the plan
relating to institutional training, including the operation of skills emters. Any
political subdivision dissatisfied with the comprehensive manpowe': plan sub-
mitted by the State shall have the right to appeal to the Secretary. The Secretary
shall not approve such a plan until hc has afforded each such political subdivision
an opportunity for a hearing on its appeal.

ADMINISTRATION OF PLANS

SEC. 9. Whenever the Secretary, after reasonable notice and opportunity for
a hearing to the appropriate official of the State which submitted a plan, finds

(1) that the plan has been so changed that it no longer complies with the
requirements of this Act or of the standards and guidelines prescribed under
section 6 ; or

(2) that in the administration of the plan there is a failure to c mtply
substantially with any such requirement ;

the Secretary shall notify such official that no further payments will be made
with respect to such plan (or, in his discretion, further payments with respect
thereto will be limited to portions thereof not affected by such failure) ; until
he is satisfied that there will, no longer be any failure to comply. Until he is so
satisfied, the Secretary slmdl make no further payments with respect to such
plan (or shall limit payments to portions thereof not affected by such failure).

DIRECT FUNDING RY SECRETARY

SEC. 10. Where a State fails to submit a comprehensive manpower plan to the
Secretary within a reasonable time, or the Secretary disapproves such a plan
or discontinues Payments with respect to such a plan under the authority of
section 9, he and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall jointly
formulate and carry out a comprehensive manpower plan in such State. Such a
program shall meet the requirementsilis Act applicable to plans Submitted
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by States, except that where the Secretary has discontinued
respect to a portion of a plan under section 9 the program whici
directly shall be similar in character to the portion of the ph_
to which payments were discontinued. In carrying out this sectioz
has failed to submit a plan or the Secretary has disapproved it, tl
ment may be utilized. In carrying out this section where the
discontinued payments, the sums withheld may be utilized.

IN C EN T IVE GRANTS

;ments, with
--7y out

. Stat
allo-

ry ha.

SEc. 11. (a) In order to encourage States to expand and improve Jie
services, and activities provided under their comprehensive mar -)or
the Secretary may make incentive grants to States. An ineenti, g

be made to any State which the Secretary finds has developed a conal
manpower plan which shows resourcefulness and imagination in ran1;.ir.
use of the manpower resources of the State and is carrying out sn
a highly effective and efficient manner. An incentive grant may

,grams.
plans.
t may

:Tectiv,
lan Ii
:made

to any State which makes expenditures from non-Federal sources i: ..arrying
out its comprehensive manpower plan. Such a grant may not exeet-d 75 per
centum of the amount so expended. At the time he makes an incentive grant
the Secretary shall make public a statement detailing the reasons ie has made
the finding required by this section. Incentive grants made to a State shall be
used by it to supplement the funds paid to the State to carry out its comprehensive
manpower program.

(b) There is authorized to be appropriated for making grants under this
section the sum of $100,000,000 for the fiscal year 1972, $115,000,000 for the fiscal
year 1973, $125,000,000 for the fiscal year 1974, and $150,000,000 for the fiscal
year 1975. For each fiscal year thereafter only such sums may be appropriated
as the Congress may hereafter authorize by law.

DIRECT GRANTS

SEC. 12. (a) The Secretary may utilize the sums reserved mulor soeticri 4,

either directly or through grants to or contracts with public and private agencies
and organizations (including States and metropolitan areas), for the following
types of programs, services, and activities:

(1) programs which, though eligible for inclusion in a comprehensive
manpower plan can be effectively carried out only on a national or multi-
state basis;

(2) programs, services, and activities carried on under title I of the
Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 : Provided, That special
emphasis slmll be placed on carrying out research projects showing promise
of finding solutions to problems arising in carrying out this Act ;

(3) programs, services, and activities which, though not included in a
comprehensive manpower plan, will supplement such plans and meet needs
which are uniquely national, interstate, or regional in character ;

(4) programs to provide incentives to private employers, other than
nonprofit organizations, to train or employ unemployed or low-income persons,
including arrangements by direct contract, reimbursements to employers for
a limited period when an employee might not be fully productive, payment
for on-the-job counselhig and other Tapportive services, payment of all or
part of employer services, payment of all or part of employer costs of sending
recruiters into urban and rural areas of high.concentrations or proportions
of unemployed or low-income persons, and payments to permit employers
to provide employees resident in such areas with transportation to anti from
work or to reimburse such employees for such transportation ;

(5) Programs, services, and activities supplementary to activities carried
ou under a comprehensive city demonstration program approved under title I
of die Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 196( :

(6) educationally oriented projects (with the approval of e Secretary
of Health, Education, anti Welfare) where the Secretar- or Educa-
tion, and Welfare finds that in a manpower context, the e.,:11: .:,,tional corn-
mimity is significantly modifying its methods, or ,, . or developing
effective linkages with industry, labor organizations, and ot r grorns or
organizations; and

CO experimental and demonstration progranas of trai- Ing t!.-7_ I etll ition
for persons who are in correctional institutions and are fa n. thereof to
obtain employment upon release.

13
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(b) In carrying out this section the Secretary shall give special emphasis to
programs meeting the needs of low-income persons who are chronically un-
employed.

FUNCTIONS OF THE SECRETARY

Sito. 13. (a) In carrying out this Act, the Secretary is authorized and directed
to use his authority under the Act of June 6, 1933 (the "Wagner-Peyser Act"),
with a view to insuring that the activities of the United States Employment
Service and of the systems of State employment offices are coordinated with ac-
tivities carried on under this Act.

(b) The Secretary shall carry out research programs and demonstration and
evaluation programs designed to assist States and metropolitan areas to make
their programs more effective.

(e) The Secretary 8111111 carry on a program for the continuing evaluation of
the effectiveness of programs, services, and activities provided ander this Act.
In carrying out this subsection, the Secretary shall make maximum use of the
data systems of States.

(d) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to States to assist them in
preparing their comprehensive manpower plans, but the amount of such grant
shall not exceed 1)0 per centum of the cost of such preparation.

(e) The Secretary shall make technical assistance available on a contimling
basis to assist States in developing and carrying out their comprehensive man-
power plans.

(f) In carrying out the responsibilities under this Act, the Secretary shall
provide, directly or through grants, contracts, or other arrangements, training
for specialized or other personnel and technical assistance which is needed in con-
nect ion with the programs established under this Act or which otherwise pertains
to the purposes of this Act. Upon request, the Secretary may make special assign-
ments of personnel to public or private agencies, institutions, or employers to
carry out the purposes of this section ; bu.' no special assignments shall be for a
period of more than two years.

(g) There is authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to
enable the Secretary to carry out his functions under this section .and the func-
tions transferred to him by section 18 for the fiscal year 1970, and each of the
three succeeding fiscal years.

DEFINITIONS

SEO. 14. For purposes of this Act
(1 ) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Labor.
(2) The term "State" includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin

Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

ADVANCE FUNDING

SEC. 15. To the end of affording the responsible State, local, and Federal officers
concerned adequate notice of available Federal financial assistance for programs,
services, and activities provided for under this Act, appropriations for grants,
contracts, or other payments under this Act are authorized to be included in the
appropriation Act for the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which they are
available for obligation. In order to effect a transition to this method of timing
appropriation action, the preceding sentence shall appiy notwithstanding that
its initial application under any such Act will result in the enactment in the same
year (whether in the same appropriation Act or otherwise) of two separate ap-
propriations, one for the then current fiscal year and one for the succeeding fiscal
year.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

SEC. 16. No comprehensivc manpower plan shall be approved under this Act
unless thc Sciary satisfies himself that the State has not reduced or is not
rducing its own level of expenditures for programs of the type included under
the plan, or expenditures for vocational education.

OTHER AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS

SEC. 17. (a) The Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare shall enter into arrangements under which the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare will supervise and evaluate all instructional training provided
under this Act so as to protect the United States against loss and to assure that
the training provided id of high educational quality.

14 .



(b) In the performance of his functions under this Act the Secretar7, in order
to afford limiecessary expense and duplication of functions among Government
agencies, shall use the available services or facilities of other agencies and in-
strumentalities of the Federal Government. Bach department, agency, or establish-
ment of the United States shall cooperate with the Secretary and, to the extent
permitted by law, provide such services and facilities as he may request for his
assistance in the performance of his functions under this Act.

ANNUAL REPORT

SEC. 18. Not later than one hundred and twenty days after the close of each fis-
cal. year, the Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall
prepare and submit to the President for transmittal to the Congress a full and
complete report on activities carried on under this Act during such year.

TRANSFER 01? JOB CORPS

SEc. 10. (a) All functions of the Director under part A of title I of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964 are, effective July 1, 1969, transferred to the Secretary
of Labor.

(b) So much of the personnel, property, records, and unexpended balances of
appropriations, allocations, and other funds employed, held, used, available, or to
be made available, in connection with the fnnetions transferred by subsection (a)
of this section as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determineshall
be transferred to the Depart-,..e.nt of Labor on July 1, 1969.

(c) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget shall deem necessary in order to effectuate the transfer provided for
in subsection (a) of this section shall be carried out in such manner as he shall
direct and by such agencies as he shall designate.

REPEALS

SEC. 20. Titles II, ill, and V of the Manpower Development and Training Act
of 1962, and pert B of title I and title V of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
are repealed, effective July 1, 1970.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 21. For purposes of planning and preparing for carrying out programs
under this Act, including the preparation and approval of comprehensive man-
power plans, this Act shall be effective immediately, but for purposes of making
grants under sections 4 and 13, this Act shall become effective July 1, 1970, ex-
cept that the repeals provided for under sectiou 20 shall not affect the disburse-
ment of funds mider, or the carrying out of, any contract, commitment, or other
obligation entered into prior to July 1,1970.

EN:TENSION or ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT PROVISIONS

22. Section 101 of the Economic Opportunity Act is amended by Inserting
hclure the period at the end of the first sentence the following ", except that he
shall [2arry out part B until June 20, 1971". Section :304 a such Act is amended
by striking out "three" and inserting "four".

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL TO RE INCLUDED IN 71ANPOWER REPORT

Sno. 23. Section 107 of the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 is
amended by adding at the end. thereof the following new sentence: "The Presi-
dent's report shall ffiso include appropriate information with respect to educa-
tional programs which relate to the purposes of the Comprehensive Manpower

mit. 11620, 91st Cong., first sess.l.
A BILL To assure an opportunity for employment to every American seeking work and

to make available the edneation and training needed by any persons th qualify for
employment consistent with his highest potential and capability and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and Rouse of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as "The Manpower
Act."
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STA.TENMST 01? ?Imposes

Sec. 2. The Congress finds and declares that
( a) To attain the objectiv,_: of t.le Employment Act of 1946 "to promote maxi-

mum employment, production and purchasing power" we must assure an oppor-
tunity for a gainful, productive job to every American who is seeking work and
make available the education and training needed by any person to qualify for
employment consistent with His highest potential and capability.

(b) It is within the capability of the United States to provide every American
who is able and willing to work, full opportunity, within the framework of a free
society, to prepare himself for an obtain employment at the highest level of
productivity, responsibility, and remuneration within the limits of his abilities.

(c) The growth of the Nation's economic prosperity and productive capacity is
limited by the lack of sufficient skilled workers to perform the demanding pro-
duction, service, and supervisory tasks necessary to the full realization of eco-
nomic abundance for all in an increasingly technical society, while, at the same
time, there are many workers who are working below their capacity end who
with appropriate education and training could capably perform jobs requiring
a higher degree of skill, judgment, and attention.

(d) The human satisfaction and sense of purpose so important to employment
cannot be fulfilled unless employees have a reasonable opportunity to advance
in employment to positions of greater responsibility, status, and remuneration.

(e) The placement of unemployed or underemployed workers in private em-
ployment is hampered by the absence of a sufficient number of appropriate entry
level employment opportunities to satisfy the need therefor and that the prepara-
tion of workers now occupying such places for, and their employment in, more
responsible positions would increase the number of appropriate entry level em-
ployment opportunities.

if) It is in the interest of workers, employers, and of the Nation to promote
the filling of skill requirements in industry and to provide for the upward mo-
bility of industrial workers by a program that will enable employers to educate
and train their employees for positions of greater responsibility, to provide oppor-
tunities for advancement to industrial workers, and to create employment oppor-
tunities for the unemployed.

g) The guarantee of meaningful employment opportunities for all Americans
requires public investment to the extent the private sector is unable to provide
such opportunities.(h) There are great unfilled public needs in such fields as health, recreation,
housing and neighborhood improvement, public safety, maintenance of streets,
parks, and other governmental facilities, rural development, transportation,
beautification, conservation, and other fields of human betterment and public
improvement and that to meet these nrgent public needs it is necessary to devote
greater resources to public service and to expand public service employment.

(i) The organization and delivery of manpower training services is increas-
ingly complex, the technological nature of the services is expanding and the
trained staff to provide such servieess is scarce, thus requiring an intensive
program of technical assistance and staff training to public and private agen-
cies providing manpower services, and

(j) The economic prosperity of the United States and the well-being and hap-
piness of its citizens would be enhanced by the establishment of a comprehensive
manpower policy and program designed to assure every American an opportunity
for gainful productive employment and to provide the education and training
needed by any person to qualify for employment consistent with its higl;a-st poten-
tial and capability.

TITLE' IMANPONVER SERVICES PROGRAM
GENERAL eesPONSIBtLrTlES

Sec. 101. (a) The Secretary of Labor (hereinafter reft :Ted to as the Secretary)
shall develop and carry out a program of comprehensive manpower services under
this title that will(1) provide for the prompt referral of all those persons who are qualified

n (1 are seeking work to suitable employment opportunities ;
(2) guarantee training end related manpower services to all other per-

sons who are unemployed, in danger of becoming unemployed, employed in
public service jobs authori%ed in title employed in low-paying jobs

t"
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who could. through further training qualify for job opportunities that would:
provide an adequate standard of living for themselves and their families ;

(3) provide appropriate training and related manpower services for per-
sons in correctional institutions to assist them in obtaining suitable employ-
ment upon release;

(4) provide appropriate training and related manpower services for per-
sons who have recently been or will shortly be separated from military
service ;

(5) develop an early warning system and standby capability that will
assure a timely and adequate response to major economic dislocations aris-
ing from changing markets, rapid technological change, plant shutdowns, or
business failure ;(6) promote and encourage the adoption of employment practices by
public agencies, nonprofit agencies, labor organizations, and private firms
that will remove unreasonable barriers to employment, without reducing
productivity, and expand opportunities for upward mobility ;

(7) reduce the level of youth unemployment by improving the linkages
between educational institutions and job m:1:.kets; and

(8) :,upport and encourage the development of broad and diversified train-
ing programs by Public, nonprofit and private employecs designed to im-
prove the shills and thenthy the promotion and employment opportunities
of employed workers.(b) The Secretary shall be responsible for the coordination of the activities

of other Federal agencies that may contribute to the accomplishment of the
purposes of this Act, for promoting the maximum possible coordination of State
and local public agencies and private agencies and for recommending to the
President and to the Congress combinations of programsor shifts in responsibility
that facilitate the achievement of the purposes of this Act.

COMPONENTS OF MANPOWER SERVICES PROGRAMS

SEc. 102. (a) In meeting the responsibilities imposed on him by section 101,
the Secretary shall, to the extent needed in each State and local area, provide
a comprehensive manpower services program for all those eligible under this
title which shall include but shall not be limited to the following :

( 1 ) Occupational counseling and testing services to the extent needed by each
individual.

(2) Basic education as needed to remedy the absence of or obsolescence of
earlier schooling.

(3) Outreach to find the discouraged and undermotivated and encourage and
assist them to enter employment or programs designed to improve their
employability.

(4) Prevocational orientation to introduce those of limited experience to
alternative occupational choices.

(5) Short-term work experience with public and non-profit agencies for those
unaccustomed to the discipline of work.

(6) Communication and employability skills for those pursuing, subsequently
or concurrently, courses f oceupational training who require such other prepa-
ration to render them employable and for those with sufficient skills for suitable
employment who require such preparation to become employable.

(7) Occupational training designed to improve and broaden existing skills
or to develop new ones.

(8) On-the-job tru.,;.ning provided by public, nonprofit and private employers.
(9) Part-time training for employed persons where such training would lead to

improved employment opportunities.
(10) Programs to provide part-time employment, on-the-job training, or useful

work experience for students from low-income families who are in the ninth
through twelfth grades of school (or are of an age equivalent to that of studenta
in such grades) and who are in need of the earnings to permit them to resume
or maintain, attendance in school.

(11) Special programs for jobs leading to career opportunities including new
types of careers, in programs designed to improve the physical, social, economic,
or cultural conditions of the community or area served in fields including but
not limited to health, education, welfare, neighborhood redevelopment, and public
safety, which provide maximum prospects for advancement and conaued em-
ployment without Federal. assistance, which give promise of contributing to the
broader adoption of new me fil? of structuring jobs and new methods of pro-



viding job ladder opportunities, and which provide opportunities fo further
occupationoal training to facilitate career advancement.

(12) Programs to provide incentives to private employers, nonprofit organi-
zations, and public employers to train or employ unemployed or low-income
persons, including arrangements by direct contract, for reimbursement to em-
ployers for the cost of recruiting aud training such employees to the extent that
such costs exceed those customarily incurred by such employer in recruiting and
training new hires, payment for on-the-job counseling and other supportive
services, including transportation, aud payments for other extra costs including
supervisory training reqifired by the program.

(13) Ski ll training centers wherever a consolidatioii of occupational training
and related maupower services would promote efficiency and provide improved
services.

(14) Supportive and followup services to supplement work and training pro-
grams -wider this and other Actss, including health services, comiseliag, clay care
o children, trausportatioa assistance, and other special services necessary to

aasist individuals to achieve success in work and training programs.
(15) Employment centers and mobile employment service units to provide

recruitment, counseling, anil placement services, conveniently located in urban
neighborhoods and rural areas and easily accessible to the most disadvantaged.

(16) Special job development efforts to solicit job opportunities suited to
the abilities of the disadvantaged job seeker and to facilitate the placement
of individuals after training.

(17) Job coaching for a limited period to assist the employer and the worker
to insure job retention.

(18) Relocation payments and other special services as needed to assist un-
employed individuals and their families, to relocate from a labor surplus area
to another area with expanding employment opportunities where a suitable
job has been located. Preference for such assistance shall be provided those who
have been provided training before relocation or have been accepted for on-the-
jab and other types of employer-directed training.

(ii) Where appropriate, the services authorized by this section may be pro-
vided. in whole or in part. through residential programs.

MANNER OF PROVIDING SERVICES ; ALLOWANCES

SEC..103. (a) The Secretary shall carry out section 102 either directly or
through contracts with public or private agencies and organizations. Section 3709
of the Revised Statutes of the United States (41 U.S.C. 5) Fihall not apply to
such contracts.

(h) The Secretary, in the case of programs he earr os out directly, and con-
tracts entered into under subsection ( a), may whera appropriate provide for
the payment of weekly allowances to individuals receiving services under section
102. Such allowances shall be at a rate prescribed by the Secretary which when
added to amounts received by the trainee in the form of publia assistance or
unemployment compensation payments 001 zpproximate the minimum wage
for a workweek of forty hours under section 6(a) (1) of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 1938 or, if higher, under the applicable State minimum vage law,
or where the trainee is being trained for particular employment, at a rate equal
to 80 per centum of the weekly wage for such employment, whichever is greater.
In prescribing allowances, thd Secretary may allow additional sums for special
circumstances such as exciaptional expenses incurred by trainees including but
not limited to meal and travel allowances or he may reduce such allowances by
an amoimt reflecting the fair value of meals, lodging, or oth-ar necessaries fur-
nished tc: the trainee. The Secretary shall take such action as may be necessary
to insure that such persons receive no allowances with respect to periods during
which they are failing to participate in such programs, training, or instruction
as prescribed herein without good cause. Notwithstanding the preceding pro-
visions ;:f this subsection, the Secretary may, In the case of programs carried
on oiltshia the continental United States, make appropriate adjustments in allow-
ances which would otherwise be payable under this Act to reflect the special
economic circumstances which exist in the area hi which the program is to be
carried c. Allowances shall not be paid for any course of training having a
duration n dxcess of one hundred and four weeks.

(c) For purposes of subchapter I of chapter 81 of title 5, United States Code,
persons receiving services under section 102 shall be de"ied civil employees of
the -United States within the meaning of the term *emPloyee" as defined in sec-

44-425-70---a t. 1 ---2 8
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tion 8101 of title 5; 'United States Code, and the provisions of that subchapter
shall apply, except that in computing compensation benefits for disability or
death, the monthly pay of such a person shall be deemed to be his allowance
for a month, if he is receiving one, but in no event shall the monthly pay be
deemed to be less than the minimum wage for four workweeks of forty hours
each under section 6(a)(1) of the Pair Labor Standards Act of 1938, or, if
higher, under the applicable State minimum wage law.

( d) (1) No allowance shall be paid to any person for any period for which
a money payment has been made with respect to the need of that person under
a State plan which has been approved under title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI of the
Social Security Act and which meets the requirements of the first sentence of
paragraph (2) of this subsection. The Secretary is authorized to pay to any such
person (A) such sums as the Secretary determines to be necessary to defray
expenses of that person which are attributable to receipt of services pursuant
to the provisions of this Act, and (B) an incentive payment of not more than
the difference between such money payment and the amount of the allowance to
which such person would have otherwise been entitled.

Notwithstanding the provisions of titles I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI of the
Social Security Act, a State plan approved under any such title shall provide
that no payment made to any person pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection
shall be regarded (A) as income or resources of that person in determining his
need under such approved State plan or (B) as income or resources of any other
person in determining the need of that other person under such approved State
plan. No funds to which a State is otherwise entitled under title I, IV, X, XIV,
or XVI of the Social Security Act for any period before the first month begin-
ning after the adjournment of the State's first regular legislative session which
adjourns more than sixty days after the enactment of this subsection shall be
withheld by reason of any action taken pursuant to a State statute which pre-
vents such State from complying with the requirements of this paragraph.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF MODE OF OPERATION

Siac. 104. (a) In exercUng his authority under section 103, the Secretary shall
select that mode of operation which, in his judgment, will

(1) enable him to achieve the objectives of this Act most economically
or efficiently, or, where services are urgently needed, to provide such services
most quickly and effectively ;

(2) assure that these services will be provided without discrimination on
the basis of race, creed, sex, age, or national origin

(3) enable persons seeking manpower services to be served by tbe smallest
number of suppliers of such services, and most conveniently for the individ-
ual being served ; and

(4) assure that services provided each individual will be tailored tc meet
his individual needs and capacities.

(b) In carrying out a program of the typc: described in paragraph (8) of sec-
tion 102(a ) the Secretary shall make such arrangements as he deems neces;Jary
to insure adherence to appropriate training standards, including assurances--

(1) that the training content of tbe program is adequate, involves reason-
able progression, and will result in the qualification of trainees for suitable
employment ;

(2) that the training period is reasonable and consistent with periods cus-
tomarily required for comparable training;

(3) that adequate and safe facilities, and adequate personnel and records
of attendance and progress are provided; and

(4) that the tooinees are compensated by the employer at such rates, in-
cluding periodic increases, as may be deemed reasonable under regulations
bereinafte.: ,u,,norized, considering such factors as prevailing industry prac-
tices and trainee proficiency.

TITLE IIOCCUT'ATIONAL TRAINING IN INDUSTRY

CONTRACTS FOR UPGRADING PROGRAMS

SEC. 201. The Secretary is authorized and directed to enter into contracts
with private or public employers under the terms of which the employer under-
takes to provide the necessary education and skill training to prepare employees
for positions of greater skill, responsibility, and remuneration in the employ of
such employer.

119-1
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REQUIREMENTS I .3 'OR CONTRACTS

SEC. 202. Any such contract must contain assurances satisfactory to the Secre-
tary that :

(a) the positions for which employees will be trained are positions that
cannot with reasonable effort be filed by the employer with unemployed or
underemployed workers already possessing such skills and willing to ac-
cept such employment ;

(b) the selection of trainees shall be based upon merit, ability, and length
of service, and that no person shall be selected as a trainee until such per-
son has been in the employ of the employer for a period of not less than six
months;(c) the training content of the program is adequate, Involves reasonable
progression, and will result in the qualification of trainees for suitable em-
ployment in a recognized skill or occupation in the service of that employer
and of other employers in the same industry ;

(d) the training period is reasonable and consistent with periods cus-
tomarily required for comparable training ;

(e) adequate and safe facilf ties ; and adequate personnel and records of
attendance and progress are provided;

(f) successful completion of the employee's training program can reason-
ably be expected to result in an offer of employment in the employer's own
enterprise in the occupation for which be will be trained at wage rates not
less than those prevailing for the same or similar occupations in that in-
dustry;(g) the training and placement of such employees is part of a program
that can reasonably be expected to lead directly to the employment of an
equivabart munber of new employees in entry level employment ; and

(h) the trainees are compensated by the employer at such rates, includ-
ing periodic increases, as may be deemed reasonable under regulations here-
inafter authorized, considering such factors as industry practice and trainee
proficiency, and that in no event shall the wages or employment benefits of
any trainee be less than those received by him immediately before his start-
inr such training program.

PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYERS

SEc. 203. Such contracts shall provide for payment to the employer undertak-
ing a training program under this title in an amount equal to-

(a) ninety per centum of the instructional expense, other ordinary and
necessary training costs, and trainee wage payments for the time spent In
training less the value a productive services rendered by such trainee, plus

(b) a bonus payment to reward the efforts of employers whose programs
under this title have resulted in substantial upgrading and high retention, to
be computed as follows :

(1) at the end of the Erst twelve months following the completion
a a program authorized under this title, twenty per centum of the sum
arrived at by multiplying the number of employees upgraded under such
program by the average increase in. annual earnings of these upgraded
employees ; and

(2) at the end of the second twelve months following the completion
of a program authorized unde7 this title, ten per centum of the sum ar-
,:ived at by multiplying the number of employees upgraded under such
program by the average increase in annual earnings of these upgraded
employees.

IviANPOWER UTILIZATION STUDIEs

SEC. .204. The Secretary is authorized to provide financial support for studies
of the utilization of manpower and of job design by any employer or group of em-
ployers in industries where there are a large number of unskilled employees,
with :t view to redesigning and rearranging the work patterns involved in the
jobs, so that career ladders may be created where they do not exist, or are
clearly illadecinate.

TITLE III---7-PTJBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT
CONTRACTS FOR runizo SEIWICE EMPLOYMENT

SEC. 301. The Secretary may contract with any Federal, State, or locai govern-
mental agency, or with any private nonprofit organization, to provide useful pub-
lic service employment to unemployed persons. .:f
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REQUEREMENTS FOR CO/CITRACTS

SEC. 202. Each contract entered into under section 301 shall provide that
(a) all persons employed thereunder, other than necessary technical,

supervisory. and administrative personnel, will be selected from among
eligible unemployed persons ;

(b) to the maximum extent possible, technical, supervisory, and admin-
istrative personnel shall he recruited from. among eligible unemployed per-
sons;

(c) persmis employed Under such contracts will be paid at rates com-
parable to the rates of pay prevailing in the same labor market area for per-
sons employed in similar occupations, but in no event shall any person em-
ployed under such contract De paid at a rate less than that prescribed by sec-
tion 6(a) (1) el the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1038, as amended and

(a) all pers: employed under such contracts will be assured of work-
man's compens t. ion, retirement, health insurance, unemployment insurance,
and other benefits at the same levels and to the same extent as other em-
ployees of the contractor, and to working conditions no less favorable than
such other employees enjoy.

INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEES

,SEc. 303. Every person employed under contract under section 301 shall be
advised, prior to entering upon employment, of his rights and benefits in con-
nection with such employment.

ENTITLEMENT TO EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND PROTECTION

,SEC. 204. No contract shall be enterecl into under section 301 with a contractor
who is, or whose employees are, under State law, exempted from the operation
of the State workmen's compensation or unemployment compensation laws, gen-
erally applicable to employees, unless the contractor shall undertake to provide,
either through insurance by a recognized carrier, or by self-insurance, as allowed
by .State law, that the persons employed under the contract, shaH enjoy workmen's
compensation and unemployment compensation coverage equal to that provided
by law for covered employment.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

SEC. 305. (a) No contract shall be entered into under section 301 unless the
Secretary determines that the execution of the contract will. result in an increase
in employment opportunities over those which would otherwise be available
and that it will not result in a reduction in the employment and labor costs
of the contractor or the displacement of persons currently employed, including
partial displacement resulting from a reduction in hours of work or wages or
employment benefits.

(b) Where a labor organization represents employees who are engaged in
similar work to that performed under the contract in the same labor market area,
such organization shall be notified by the Secretary prior to the awarding of
the contract.

SAFE AND IIEALTECFUL WORECING CONDITIONS

SEC. 300. All contractors under section 301 shall provide their employees with
safe and healthful workirg conditions.

EVALUATION OF CONTRACT PROPOSALS

'SEC. 307. In evaluating com;ract proposals received under this title, the S.2cre-
tary shall consider the cost to the Government in relation to-

(a ) the number of eligible unemployed persons who will be provided with
suitable employment under the contract ;

(b) the need of the community for the services to be provided under the
contract ;

(e) the nature and extent of unemployment in the community in which
the contract is to be performed ;

(d) -;:he extent to which employment under the contract will prepare
eligible unemployed persons for regular private or public employment or
for other programs conducted pursuant to this Act ;
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(e) the degree to which effective linkages to other programs under
this Act are provided so that enrollees are able to secure needed training
and other services necessary to prepare them for regular private or public
employment ; and

(f) the extent to which effective systems have been developed to provide
priority to enrollees for entry into occupational training or directly con-
trolled employer training programs designed to lead to regular employement.

PREFERENCE

SEC. 308. (a) Preference shall be given to any prospective contractor who is
operating an upgrading program authorized in title II and is prepared to assure
maximum opportunity for enrollees to qualify for the entry level positions that
become available as a consequence of the upgrading program.

(b) Preference shall also be given to prospective contractors in accordance
with the proportion of the total cost they are prepared to assume.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE SECRETARY TO ENROLLEES

SEC. 309. The Secretary shall on behalf of the enrollees be responsible for
(a) assuring that every reasonable opportunity to find suitable regular

employment or to enter a program authorized by title I has been explored
before the individual is certified for public service employment ; and

(b) maintaining a continuing review of the status of each enrollee to
assure that he is receiving consideration for referral to suitable regular
employment or to programs authorized by title I.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 310. For the purposes of this title
( a ) The term "eligible unemployed person" means any individual aged eighteen

to sixty-five, inclusive, who has demonstrated that he is able .and willing to work
and (A) has been unemployed for five or niore weeks, or (B ) is employed on
.a part-time basis, though able and willing to accept full-time employment.

(b) The term "part-time basis" means less than thirty-five hours a week for
a continuous peliod of ten weeks or niore.

(c ) The term "private nonprofit organization" means any nonprofit educa-
tional institution, .or any private nonprofit hospital, or any private nonprofit
organization cer:dfied by the Secretary to be engaged in appropriate public service
activities in the community or area to be served.

TITLE IVEVALUATION; TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE;
'STAPP DEVELOPMENT

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

SEC. 401. (a) In carrying out his duties under thiS Act, the Secretary shall:
(1) Survey, at regular intervals, the various training programs and opportu-

nities available to or utilized by staff of manpower service programs, including
both managerial and technical staff.

(2) Analyze the manpower programs, operating or planned, ineluding the
conceptual basis, the operating structure, and the clientele to be served, in order
to determine current and future staff training requirements thus correcting or
avoiding deficiencies in staff performance and enhancing the impact of programs.

(3 ) Plan for and provide directly or by contract an integrated system of
short term mid intermittent staff training and instruction in managerial and
technical matters relating to the conduct of manpower training programs and
services, including but not limited to on-the-job training, tte establishment and
maintenance of fellowships and traineeships, exchange programs, and such other
devices as are deemed necessary or appropriate. The staff training system thus
established shall be aime d. at and include manpower training and service staff
at Federal. .State, and local levels funded directly or indirectly by this Act and
speeial attention shall be given to the utilization of .this staff training system
in a manner which will increase the number and effectiveness of previously dis-
advantaged persons serving in career staff capacities. Training under this section
shall provide for such stipends and allowances (including travel and subsistence
allowances) as may be deemed necessary, except that no such training or
instruction (or fellowship or scholarship) shall be provided for any one course
of study for a period in excess of four years.
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TECH NICAL A S SIS TAN CE

SEC. 402. The Secretary shall
(a) Plan for, establish, and maintain, directly and through contracts, a

prograni of technical assistance to public and private agencies, institutions,
and e,uiployers in order to assist such organizations in operating programs more
effectively and providing services under this Act, in the most effective and
efficient manlier possible.

(b) Provide for, directly and through contract, the development and distribu-
tion of technical manuals and guides in order to assure the early dissemination
of information concerning advanced or improved techniques related to man-
power services and their delivery. Such information shall include techniques
developed both as a result of this Act find through other resources.

(c ) Make, upon appropriate request, the special assignment of personnel to
public or private agencies and employers to provide technical guidance with
regard to programs funded under this Act ; t ut no such assignments shall be for
a period of more than two year.

(a) Without regard to the civil service laws or the classification provisions
of title 5, United States Code, ,mploy highly specialized or qualified personnel
from public or private agencies and institutions, and assign them to units of
the Department engaged in work under this section, for purposes of technical
guidance or assistance. Such special assignments shall be limited to five per year
and shall not exceed nine months in any two years for any individual and such
persons shall not hold, or exercise the authority of, any policy or supervisory
position. The Secretary may arrange for payments for subsistence, travel, and
wage or salaries for individuals thus assigned; Provided, That such wage or sal-
ary payments shall not exceed the wage or salary that said individuals would
otherwise receive had the assignment not been made.

EVALU:...TION

SEC. 403. The Secretary shall
(a) Provide for the systematic evaluation of the management and impact of

manpower programs and services provided under this Act. Such evaluation may
be conducted directly or by contract and shall include the comprehensive analy-
sis of programs and analyses of particular program or service components, cost
effectiveness, and impact upon and receptivity of the trainee and the community.

(b) Compile the findings of such evaluations, with the recommendations for
corrective action and a list of such actions as are implemented. This compila-
tion, together with such supportive documents as may be required, shall be sub-
mitted by him to Congress annually by April 1.

(c) Allocate 1 per centum of the sums appropriated in any fiscal year to carry
out titles I, II, and III for the purposes of this section.

TITLE VMANPOWER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
SEC. 501. For the purspose of achieving the objectives set forth in this Act,

the Secretary shall
(a) Conduct (directly, or through grants or c6ntracts) permanent and on-

going prograMs of research and evaluation of
(1) the impact, benefits and problems created by technological progress

and other changes in. the structure of production and demand on the use of
the Nation's human resources ;

(2) practices of employers and labor organizations which tend to impede
or facilitate the vertical, lateral, or geographical mobility of workers ; and

(3) the adequacy of the Nation's public and private manpower develop-
ment efforts, not limited to those carried on under this Act, to meet fore-
seeable manpower needs.

(b) Establish a program of experimental, developmental, demonstration,
and pilot projects, directly, or through grants or contracts, for the purpose
of improving the techniques and demonstrating the effectiveness of specialized
methods of achieving the objectives of this Act. In carrying out such programs,
the Secretary may, where appropriate consult with other agencies of the United
States Government.

SEC. 502. The Secretary, serving. ar the President's principal adviser on man-
power, shall report to the President on the manpower implications of the Federal
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budget, and shall make recommendations to the President in regard to the budget
and to manpower programs generally.

Sac. 503. In carrying out the responsibilities under this Act, the Secretary
shall provide, directly or through grants, contracts, or other arrangements,
training for specialized or other personnel and technical assistance which is
needed in connection with the pograms established under this Act or which
otherwise pertains to the purposes of this Act. Upon request, the Secretary may
make special assignments of personnel to public or private agencies, institutions,
or the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, the Demonstration Cities, and Metropoli-
tan Development Act of 1960, .and other relevant Federal statutes.

LABOR MARKET INFORMATION AND JOB MATCHING PROGRAM

,Sac. 504. (a) The Secretary shall develop a comprehensive system of labor
market information on a National, State, local, or other appropriate basis, in-
cluding but not limited to information regarding

(1) The nature and extent of impediments to the maximum development of
Individual employment potential including the number and characteristics of all
persons requiring manpower services.

(2) Job opportunities and skill requirements.
(3) Labor supply in various skills.
(4) Occupational outlook and employment trends in various occupations, and
(5) In cooperation and after consultation with the Secretary of Conunerce,

economic and business development and location trends. Information collected
under this subsection shall be developed and made available in a timely fashion
in order to meet in a comprehensive manner the needs of public and private users,
including the need for such information in recruitment, counseling, education,
training, placement, job development, and other appropriate activities under this
Act and under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, the Social Security Act,
the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 tbe Wagner-Peyser
Act, the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, the
Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1080, and other
relev4nt Federal statutes.

(b) The Secretary shall develop and publish on a regular basis information on
available job opportunities throughout the United States on a National, State,
local, or other appropriate basis for use in public and private job placement and
related activities and in connection with job matching programs conducted pur-
suant to this subsection. The Secretary is directed to develop and establish a pro-
gram for matching the qualifications of unemployed, underemployed, and low-
income persons with employer requirements and job opportunities on a National,
State, local, or other appropriate basis. Such programs should be designed to
provide a quick and direct means of communication among local recruitment,
job training and placement agencies and 03 ganizations, and between such agen-
cies and organizations on a National, State, local, or other appropriate basis,
with a view to the referral and placement of such persons in jobs. In the develop-
ment of such a program, the Secretary shall make maximum possible use of
electronic data processing and telecommunication systems for the storage,
retrieval, and communication of job and worker information.

(c) The Secretary is authorized to and shall plan, establish, and operate,
directly or through contract, an information service, to make available to
agencies, organizations, and other groups and persons concerned with manpower
programs and services, information on resources, techriques, anti concepts useful
in the conduct of training programs covered by this Act. Such information shall
include that derived from research, experimental and demonstration programs,
and the evaluated experience of Federal. State, and local operations. The informa-
tion shall be so designed as to be helpful in the establishment and improvement
of training programs and related activities covered under titles I, II, and III.

Sac. 505. Not less than 2 per centum of the sums appropriated in any fiscal year
to carry out titles, I, II, and III of this Act shall be available only for carrying ont
the provisions of this title.

SEC. 506. The Secretary shall make such reports to the President as he shall
deem appropriate or the President shall require and the President shall submit
to the Congress, not later than April 1 of each year (beginning not less than nine
months after the effective date of this Act) a report pertaining to manpower
requirements, resources, utilization, and trainbig.

(4it,:.
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TITLE VIMISCELLANEOUS

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 601. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
necessary to carry out this Act. Funds appropriated under this Act shall remain
available for one fiscal year beyond that for which appropria ed.

ADVANCE FUNDING

SEC. 602. To the end of affording responsible Federal, State, and 1 7fficials
concerned, adequate notice of available Federal hnancial assistance f,
provided for under this Act, appropriations for carrying out this Act ;17e .:utlior-
ized to be included in the appropriation Act for the fiscal year precedina- le fiscal
year for which they are available for obligation. In order to seek a t nAtion to
this method of timing appropriation action, the preceding sentenc all apply
notwithstanding that its initial applicatit ii under this Act will i the
enactment in the same year (whether in the same appn oriation Act '7-wise)
of two separate appropriations, one for the then curTent fiscal year L._ le for
the succeeding fiscal year.

OTHER AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS

&sc. 603. (a) In the performance of his function under this Act, th, ,e-LTetary,
in order to avoid unnecessary expense and Auplication of funet. among
Government agencies shall use the available services or facilitie f other
agencies and instrumentalities of the Federal Government. Each department,
agency, or establishment of the United States is authorized and directed to co-
operate with the Secretary and, to the extent permitted by law, to provide such
services and facilities as he may request for his assistance tii the performance
of his functions under this Act.

(b) The Secretary shall carry out his responsibilities under this Act through
the maximum utilization of all possible resonices for skill development available
in industry, labor, public and private educational and training institutions, State,
Federal, and local agencies, and other appropriate public and private organiza-
tions and facilities.

PROHLEITION ON RELOCATING ESTAI3LISHMENTS

ElEo. 604. The Secretary shall not use any authority conferred by this Act to
assist in relocating establishments from one area to another. Such limitation
shall not prohibit assistanee to a business entity in the establishment of a new
branch, affiliate, or subsidiary of such entity if the Secretary finds that assistance
will not result in an increase in unemployment in the area of original location
or hi any other area where such entity conducts business operations, unless he
has reason to believe that such branch, affiliate, or subsidiary is being established
with the intention of closing down the operations of the existing business entity
in the area of its original locations or in any other area where it conducts such
opera tions.

LABOR STANDARDS

SEC. 605. All laborers and mechanics employed by contractors or subcontractors
in the construction, alteration or repair, including pathting Rnd decorating of
projects, buildings and works which are federally assisted under this Act shall
be paid wages at rates not less than those prevailing on similar construction in
the locality as determined by the Secretary in accordance with the Davis-Bacon
Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 276a-276a--5). The Secretary shall have, with respect
to such labor standards, the authority and functions set forth in Reorganization
Plan Numbered 14 of 1950 (15 ER. 3176 ; (14 Stat. 1267 ; 5 U.S.C. 133-133z--15),
and sectitm 2 of the Act of June 13,1934, as amended (48 Stat. 948, as amended;
40 U.S.C. 276(c) ).

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

SEC. 606. (a) The Secretary shall appoint a National Manpower Advisory
Committee which shall consist of ten members and shall be composed of rep-
resentatives of labor, management, agriculture, education, and training, and the
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Public in general. From the members appointed to such Committee the Secretary
shall designate a Chairman. Such Committee, or any duly established .--nbcom-
mittee thereof, shall from time to time make recommendations to the Secretary
relative to the carrying oat of his duties under this Act. Such Committee shall
hold not less than two meetings during each calendar year.

(b) For the purpose of making expert assistance available to persons formu-
lating and carrying on programs under this Act, the Secretary shall. where
appropriate, require the organization of a community, State, and/or regior. sil basis
of labor-management-public advisory committees.

(c) The National Manpower Advisory Committee may accept gifts or bequests,
either for carrying out specific programs or for its general activities or for its
responsibilities under subsection (b) of this section.

(01 Appointed members of the National Manpower Advisory Committee shall
paid compensation at the rate of $100 per diem when engaged in the work of

:he National Manpower Advisory Committee, ineluding travel time, and shall be
_illowed travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by law
for persons in the Government service employed intermittently and receiving
,rompensation on a per diem, when actually employed basis.

DEFINITION

Sm. 607. For the purposes of this Act, the term "State" includes the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands.

REPEAL OF EXISTING LAWS

SEc. 608. Titles I, II, III, and V of the Manpower Development and Training
Act of 1962 and part B of title I of the Economic Opportunity Act are repealed.
effective June 30, 1969.

EFFECTIVE DATE ; TRANSITION PROVISIONS

SEc. 609. (a) This Act shall take effect July 1, 1969.
(b) Notwithstanding the repeals made by section COS, in order to permit an

orderly transition from programs earried out under the provisions of law re-
pealed, to programs carried on under this Act, the 'Secretary may continue to use
the authority provided in such repealed provisions of law for such period of time
as may be necessary, but not in excess of two years beyond the effective date
of this Act.

[H.R. 13472, 91st Cong., first sess.]
A BILL To establish a comprehensive manpower development program to assist persons

in overcoming obstacles to suitable employment, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Umited States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Manpower
Training Act of 1969".

STATEMENT OF F/NDINGS AND PURPOSE

SEC. 2. The Congress finds and declares tha t-
(1) The Nation's prosperity, economic stability, and productive capacity are

limited by a lack of workers with sufficient skills to perform the demanding
production, service, and supervisory tasks necessary in itn increasingly techno-
logical society. At the same time, there are many workers who are unemployed
or are employed below their capacity who, with additional education and train-
ing, could make a greater contribution to the national economy and share more
fully in its laments.

(2) The problem of assuring mc.aningful employment opportunities will be
compounded by the continued rapid growth of the labor force. It is imperative
that these new workers, including the many young people who will enter the
labor force, be provided with adequate academic and vocational skills which will
allow them to work at the level of their full potential.

(8) The placement in private employment of unemployed, underemployed, and
low-income workers is hampered by the absence of entry level opportunities.
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Th_ise oppoz:tunities can be augmented by assisting orkers now in entry level
jobs to improve th. _r skills and advance to more der..anding employment.

(4) Expansion public service employment op: ortunities for unemployed,
underemployed, a, low-income persons will allow the Nation to meet more
adequately the ui alfilled public needs in such fields as health, recreation,
housing and neighborhood improvements, public safety, maintenance of parks,
streets, and other mblic facilities, rural developmerLt, transportation, conserva-
tion, and other lie) s of human betterment and public improvement.

(5) The public nd private educational system has the major responsibility to
provide the acadei_ic, technical, and vocational trai::ng opportunities necessary
to prepare attenc students for the world of 7- ->rk. This system must be
strengthened to :. lieve its goals, amd its sneer is critical to lessening the
need for remediH ::._ianpower program . Elut, -The , effective opportunities have
not been provide._ individuals or their access i-co m continues to be restricted,
remedial servicc should be provided as a par- of our Nation's manpower
programs.

(6) Improve,_ raining and employment opportunities are vital to develop-
ing capacity fo.-7 self-support by pLblic assistance recipients, and the manpower
system must assume special responsibility and accountability for training,
placing, and upgrading these persons.

(7) Experience has shown that the administration and delivery of effective
manpower programs are extremely complex matters, requiring a more compre-
hensive, unified, and.flexible approach, and the active cooperation of employers,
employees, and other public and private agencies, individuals, and organizations.

(8) The effectiveness of manpower programs would be improved by a more
coordinated approach in evaluating the needs of individual participants and
mobilizing available resources to meet these needs. It is, therefore, the purpose
of this Act to establish a comprehensive and coordinated national manpower
program, involving the efforts of all sectors of the economy and all levels of
government. The program should be designed to provide greater opportunities
for training and related services necessary to assist individuals in developing
their full economic and occupational potential.

TITLE I
STATE PLANS AND GRANTS

ELIGIBLS ACTIVITIES.

SEC. 101. The programs and activities for which funds under this title may be
expended shall include, but are not limited to, the following :

(1) basic education, including literacy and communications skills which
will assist individuals to become more employable or more suitable for
participation in occupational training ;

(2) outreach, counseling, testing, work evaluation and adjustment, work
sampling, recruitment, placement, and followup services ;

(3) orientation to work discipline and acclimation te the work situation;
(4) institutional and on-the-job occupational training, including training

of employed workers for the purpose of upgrading their skills and improving
the utilization of ava liable manpower ;

(5) supportive Services, including health services, physical examinations,
the furnishing of prosthetic devices, child care, bonding, and other special
services, including residential support, deemed necessary for enhancing the
employability of participants in programs assisted under this title ;

(6) work experience for unemployed and disadvantaged individuals,
including the performance of socially useful work in public and private
agencies or organizations in the fields of health, public safety, education,
recreation. streets, Parks, and municipal maintenance, housing and neighbor-
hood improvement, conservation and rural development, beautification, and
other fields of human betterment and community improvement, including
the establishment, operation, or strengthening of any such program ;

(7) part-time work for students in ninth through twelfth grades (and
youths of equivalent ages) to assist them in remaining in or returning to
school ; and with such employment opportunities developed in consultation
with educational authorities to enhance, to the extent feasible, the educa-
tional growth of such students ;
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(8) relocation assistance, including grants, loans, and the fur! siting of
such serv es as will aid an involuntarily unemployed individual t relocate
in an area where he may obtain suitable employment ;

(9) the development of job opportunities including activities designed
to promoz=.> job restructuring and redesign for the purpose of proviLing more
effective r tilization of manpower ;

(10) incentives to public or private employers including reimbr-.sements
for a limited period when an employee newly hired or being upgra( A might
not be fully productive ;

(11) training for specialized or other personnel and technical a -:sistance
which is needed in connection with the programs estabilshed u- der this
title or which otherwise pertain to the purposes of this title ; ant

(12) such other programs and activities as the Secretary deems necessary
to carry oat the purposes of this Act.

urtArIs TO STATES WITH COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER AGENCIES

SEC. 10f!.. (a) The Secretary of Labor shall, in accordance with such regulations
as be may prescribe, make grants to a State equaling 66% per centum of funds
apportionod to the State and available for the purpose if the Secretary deter-
mines that such State has submitted a plan approved in accordance with section
104, is complying with provisions of that plan, and is :

(1) Maintaining a State comprehensive manpower agency which (A) shall
include the State public employment service, the unemployment compensation
agencies (unless specifically exempted by the Secretary), agencies administering
or providing for adminstration of programs authorized by this Act, and agencies
.established by State law administering manpower programs or program com-
ponents not assisted by Federal grants-in-aid ; and (B) includes agencies admin-
istering programs authorized by the Vocational Education Act or the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act where the State so requests ; Except, that the Secretary may
with the concurrence of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare refuse
to make grants as provided in this section by reason of a decision of the State not
to so include such agencies. The State comprehensive manpower agency shall
confokm to such methods of administration as are found by the Secretary to

be necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan (including methods
relating to the establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit
basis : Except, that the Secretary shall exercise no authority with respect to
selection, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed in ac-
cordance with such methods). The agency shall be responsible for consulting
with the State manpower planning organization which develops the State com-
prehensive manpower development plan under section 104, for receiving funds
under this Act and the Wagner-Peyser Act, and for administering or providing
for the administration of those activities in the approved plan which are au-
thorized by this Act and the Wagner-Peyser kct. In carrying out programs
asSisted under this Act, the agency shall be required to the fullest extent pos-
sible to utilize those so4:yices and facilities not financed under this Act, which
are available from Fddercl, State, and local agencies. Where services and facili-
ties financed under other authority are not available without reimbursement, the
comprehensive manpower agency shall be required to the fullest extent possible
to pnrchase the use of facilities and services from Federal, State, and local agen-
cies where available at reasonable cost. The agency may also make appropriate
arrangements to utilize the services and facilities of private agencies, organiza-
tions, and businesses. The Secretary of Labor shall determine whether a State
has established a coinprenhensive manpower agency and is eligible to receive
grants under this section.

(2) Providing for the designation of a local prime sponsor who shall be re.-
sponsible for planning, administering or providing for the administration of pro-
grams assisted under this Act in any Standard Metropol:tan Statistical Area or
other area or areas which the Secretary deems appropriate. Prime sponsors shall
be designated by the Governor or Governors of the States in which the area is
located, from among the towns, cities, and other such units of leoal general
government within the area : Provided, That if a unit or units of local general
government representing 75 per centum of the population of an area, determined
in accordance with regulations which the Secretary shall prescribe, concern as
to the nomination of any other public body or private agency or organization as
a prime sponsor, the prime sponsor so nominated shall he designated by the
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Governor. In designating a prime sponsor for an area, the Governor shall
consider thE, distribution of population, work force, and disadvantaged persons
within tlw Area. For the nirposes of this paragraph, the highest approprhite
eleet e :1 7P officials of each unit of local general government shall represent
such L ir Th- identity of prime sponsors designated by the Governor shall be
included the annual State plan and be subject to approval by the Secretary.
Area pla Trrepared by the prime sponsors in consultation with appropriate
manpow( -: ,Alvisory bodies shall be included in the State plan where they are
found by Governor to be consistent with the requirements of the Secretary
-under .11 104. Where sneh a plan has not been includc d in the State compre-
hensivc the Secretary shall, upon request of the prime sponsor, determine
after eom,u.tation with the Governor whether the area couiprehensive phth is
consisten:- with the requirements of section 104. If the Secretary determines
that the pLin is consistent with these requirements, it shall be included in the
State

(b) The Secretary shall, with the concurrence of the Secretary of Health,
Education, ;,nd Welfare, with regard to program components described in sec-
tion 104( b). ,n:omulgate standards of exemplary performance in administering
programs assisted under this title. The standards shall relate to planning for
the allocation of resources, program effectiveness, and efficiency and economy,
inchuling unit costs, in carrying out such programs. Any State eligible for
grants under this section, whose conduct of programs assisted under this title
is determined by the Secretary to be complying with these standards shall re-
ceive 100 per centum of the funds apportioned to the State and available for the-
purpose, in lieu of the 06% per centhm authorized by subsection (a).

(a) Whenever the funds granted to a State under this section would be less
than the funds apportioned to the State under section 601 and available for
the purpose, the Secretary shall utilize the remainder of such apportioned funds
to carry out the provisions of the State plan, either directly, or through such
arrangements With public or private agencies, individnals, or organizations as .
he finds appropriate.

GRANTS TO CARRY OUT STATE PLANS IN ABSENCE OF STATE COMPREtIJN1VF
MANPOWER AGENCY

SEC). 103. (a 1 In the event that a State has submitted a plan approved in
accordance with section 104, but has not met the requirements of section 102, the
Governor may, by agreement with the Secretary, designate a single State agency
for the purpose of administering or providing for the administration of the State
plan. Such agency shall have demonstrated competence in administering man-
power programs. Where an agency is designeted 'ander this section, and the State
is complying with provisions of the approved plan, the Secretary shall grant to.
the State 25 per centum of the funds apportioned to the State under section
601 and available for the purpose, for use in administering or providing for the
administration of those portions of the State plan which he may find appropriate.
The Secretary shall utilize the remaining funds apportioned to the State and
available for the purpose to carry out the in7ovisions of the State plan, either
directly, or through such arrangements with public or private agencies, in-
dividuals, or organizations as he finds appropriate.

(b) In the event that a State has submitted a plan approved in accordance
with section 104, but

(1) is not eligible for grants under section 102 ; and
(2) has not designated a single State agency in accordance with sub-

section (a) ;
the Secretary shall utilize the funds apportioned to such State and available for
the purpose, to carry out the provisions of the approved State plan, either
directly, or through such arrangements with public or private ag:qicies. indi-
viduals, or organizations as he finds appropriate.

APPROVAL OF STATE COMPREUENSIVE MANPOWER DEVELOPMEN - i'LANS

Secretary for approval in accordance with the requirements of this.see Hon. Such
plan shall, except as otherwise provided in this Act :

(1) Provide for the concthct of programs financed under this Act and the
Wagner-Peyser Act, including the furnishing of services to eligible individuals,

29
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-xtent, in such manner, and in accordance with such rules, regulations,
is of performance, and annual guidelines as the Secretary, after con-

a with the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, determines are
.-ry for the purpose of (A) providing coordinated and comprehensive
.ce to those individuals requiring manpower and manpower-related serv-

._ order to achieve their full economic and occupational potential; (B)
increased occupational opportunities and work experience for eligible

.aals; (0) lessening the number of persons receiving public assistance or
1ount of the payments made under that program; (D) providing intensified
to relieve skill shortages; and (E) providing for a more effective utiliza-

C manpower in our economy. Rules, regulations, standards of performance,
delines established by tlm Secretary of Labor relating to program com-

p el.s of the kind designated in subsection (b) shall have the concurrence of
te S,.-eretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(2) Provide for the development of standards for evaluating the effectiveness
of programs carried out under the State plan in achieving the objectives of this
Act and provide adequate assurances that such standards will be considered. in
dotcnining whether to renew or supplement assistance to agencies administer-
ing ..)grams pursuant to such plan.

Provide for the establishment and support, subject to the leadership of
the --)vernor or his designee, of a State manpower plannino- organization,
whien shall be responsible, in consultation witli other interesteeState agencies,
for developing the State's comprehensive manpower development plan and advis-
ing the Governor concerning utilization of resources for their intended purposes
in order to assure that manpower programs and program components are com-
pLementary in the State including, but not limited to, those provided by this
Act. ,ther Federal and State statutes, and to the extent practicable, activities
of Fivate employers and private nonprofit organizations. A State manpower
plar=trig organization shall (1) be established pursuant to State law, or by action
of -6L_ Governor of the State for the purposes of this title, or (2) be an existing
bod7 designated by the Governor for the purpose of this title and in accordance
\\MTh tandards prescribed by the Secretary and the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. The organization shall provide for broad representation from
i-Le manpower training and employment resources of the State in the develop-

of the State plan, including persons representative of :
(A) State agencies administering or coordinating manpower training,

Inployment, apprenticeship, general and vocational educational, vocational
rehabilitation, welfare, industrial development, labor, economic opportunity,
human resource development, and other related programs ;

(B) local public and private nonprofit manpower, training, and employ-
ment prorams including prime sponsors and local comprehensive area man-
power planning agencies ;

(C) typical client groups, including low-income groups, to be served by the
programs ;

(D) the general public, including business, labor, and social welfare
organizations.

Notwithstanding any other provisons of law, any State plan and plan of service
or portions thereof, which are required to be submitted to the Department of
Labor or the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, pertaining to
manpower training programs or directL related employability development serv-
ices aimed at qualifying individuals for employment in nonprofessional occupa-
tions, shall be reviewed by the State manpower planning organization. The plan

plan of service, along with the recommendations of the orcr'-anization will be
tted to the Governor. The Governor shall be responsiblefor revising such
and plans of service or portions thereof, to assure that they arc comple-
y and that the allocation of resources provided within the manpower

p: and pron-ram components of the plan or plans of service best meet the
ST and area nee'ds. After making the necessary adjustments the Governor will
p7---s..7-it the plan and plan of service to the appropriate Federal acencies, for

pr,-Tap
Provide for the establishment and support of an area comprehensive
,Isr planning advisory body or bodies in any fta-:.:ard metropolitan sta-

.,=-711'.. rea or other area or areas which the Secretary deems appropriate. The
flh1 opropriate elected executive official col! each Imir id' local general gay-
rrj; .-erved by an advisory body or their designees shall have the opportunity

, of, members of the area advisory body. Where a r Ana) sponsor has been
pnrsuant to s2ction 102 area served by an advisory body, the
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prime sponsor (as represented by its highest appropriate elected executive
official or his designee where such sponsor is a unit of local general government)
shall be responsible for the establishment of the advisory body. The advisory
body will select its own chairman in accordance with rules prescribed by the
Secretary. In the absence of a prime sponsor or in the event of a failure of the
prime sponsor to fulfill his responsibilities under this paragraph, such responsi-
bilities shall be fulfiled by the highest appropriate elected executive officials of
the units of local general government within the area, or by the Governor if such
officials fail to act ihi a timely manner. Area advisory bodies shall include
representatives of those interests required to be represented in State manpower
planning organizations provided under paragraph (3).

(5) Contain or be supported by adequate assurances satisfactory to the Sec-
retary that appropriate State manpower planning organizations and area
comprehensive manpower planning advisory bodies shall have an opportunity
fully to assess the operation of the State and area programs and provide such
advice as may be appropriate. Staff supporting such bodies shall have competence
in the disciplines associated with the program areas subject to the organizations'
planning responsibilities. The State manpower planning organizations and area
comprehensive manpower planning advisory bodies shall be empowered in their
own discretion, or at the request of the Secretary, to convey their assessment or
evahiations of the State and area programs to the Secretary, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the Governor, and the general public.

(6) Provide for participation of members of low-income groups in the planning
and evaluation of State and area programs established under this Act.

(7) Provide such other assurances or information as the Secretary may find
necessary to carry out the purposes of this title.

(b) The Secretary shall determine whether a State plan rneets the require-
ments of this Act : Except, that with regard to programs (or program com-
ponents) authorized to be included in such plan under section 104(a) which are
of a health, education, or welfare character or which are under the usual and
traditional authority of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
plan may not be approved without the concurrence of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Such programs include basic education ; institutional
training ; health, child care and other supportive services ; new careers and
job restructuring in the health, education, and welfare professions ; and
work-study programs(c) The Secretary may approve all. or any portion of a plan submitted by
a State.

PLANNING GRANTS

SEe. 105. The Secretary is authorized to make grants to the States for the
purpose of establishing and maintaining State manpower planning organizations
and area advisory bodies and for developing comprehensive plans for submis-
sion to the Secretary pursuant to this title. Planning grants shall be made to
a State from funds apportioned to such State under section 601 and P'rallable
for the purpose.

NONCOMPLIANCE OR ABSENCE or AN APPROVED PLAN

SEC. 106. (a) If the Secretary determines, after notice to the State and
opportunity for hearing, that a State which has been determined to be eligible
for grants under section 102 or 103 (a) is no longer complying with the require-
ments of these provisions relating to (1) the maintenance of State comprehensive
manpower or lead agencies ; (2) the designation of local prime sponsors ; (3)
the inclusion of area plans in the State plan ; or (4) compliance with exemplary
standards, he may determine that the State is no longer eligible. for receiving
grants under section 102 or 103(a) and withhold such further grants or portions
thereof under these provisions as may be appropriate.

(b) In the event that a State has not submitted a comprehensive manpower
development plan, approved in accordance with section 104, the Secretary may,
after consultation with State and appropriate local. governments, provide man-
power serOces in the State authorized by this Act from funds apportioned to the
State and available for the purpose.

(c) In the event that a State does not comply with any part of its approved
plan, the Secretary may reduce its gra accordingly and provide the services
provided for in the plan either directly, or through such arrangements as he may
deem appropriate.
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(d) To the extent that a State plan does not provide for all the services re-
quired in accordance with the Secretary's guidelines, the Secretary may provide
such services as are needed to meet these guidelines out of the funds apportioned
to the State under section 001 and available for the purpose.

(e) No determination of noncompliance under this section shall be made
without concurrence of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare respect-
ing those matters with regard to which his concurrence was required in the
approval of grants under section 102 or 103(a).

ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 1.07. No financial assistance for any program under this title shall be
provided unless the Secretary determines that participants in such programs are,
except as otherwise provided, unemployed, underemployed, low income, or other-
wise disadvantaged persons sixteen years of age or over who are not adequately
prepared for suitable employment in their area of residence : Except that the
Secretary may authorize the participation of other persons and may impose ad-
ditional qualifications in order to facilitate the efficient utilization of manpower
resources or otherwise carry out the purposes of this Act.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Sm. 108. No financial assistance for any program or project under this title
shall be provided unless the Secretary determines that :

(1 ) Compensation and allowances will be furnished to participants in accord-
ance with the requirements of section 109, except as otherwise provided or as
the Secretary may otherwise prescribe, and fair procedures will be adopted and
utilized in determining the eligibility and amount of any compensation or
allowances to which a program participant may be entitRd.

(2) Conditions of employment or training will be appropriate and reasonable
in the light of such factors as the type of work, geographical region, and
proficiency of the participant.

(3) Appropriate standards for the health, safety, and other conditions appli-
cable to the performance of work and training or any project are established
and will be maintained.

(4) Appropriate workmen's compensation protection will be provided to all
participants.

(5) No discrimination will be exercised, threatened, or promised by any person
wi. h responsibilities in the operation of any program, against or in favor of any
program participant or any applicant for participation in such program because
of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, union membership, lack of union
membership, political affiliation, or beliefs.

(6) The project does not involve nor will any participant be employed on
the construction, operation, or maintenance of so much of any facility as is used
or to be used for sectarian instruction or as a place for religious worship.

(7) The proo4ram will not result in the displacement of employed workers or
impair existing contracts for services or result in the substitution of Federal
for other funds in connection with work that would otherwise be performed.

(8) The program will not provide assistance in relocating establishments
from one area to another. This limitation should not prohibit assistance to a
business entity in the establishment of a new branch, affiPate, or subsidiary, if
the Secretary of Labor finds that assistance will not result in an increase in
unemployment in an area where such business entity is located or conducts
business.(9) Funds utilized to carry out a State plan will be used to supplement, to the
extent practicable, the level of funds that would otherwise be made available
from non-Federal sources for the purpose of planning and administration of
programs within the scope of this Act and not to supplant such other funds.

(10) The State agency and appropriate local "prime sponsors" will make
such reports, in such form and containing such information as the Secretary
may from time to time require, and will keep such record and afford such access
thereto as the Secretary may find necessary to assure that funds are being
expended in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

COMPENSATION AND ALLOWANCES

SEC. 109. (a) For the purpose of this section, a basic allowance shall be ecpr'i
to a proportion of the average weekly wage in employment covered by the un-

444; z
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employment compensation law in the Stat2 in which an individual was referred
for participation in institutional training or other manpower development ac-
tivities referred to in paragraph (c) (2) (without regard to the State in which
such participation occurs) during the most recent four calendar quarter period
for which such data are available. The average weekly wage shall be computed
under regulations issued by the Secretary and irrespective of the limitation on
the amount of wage shall be computed under regulations issued by the Secre-
tary and irrespective of the limitation on the amount of wages subject to con-
tribution under such State law, reported by employers as paid for services cov-
ered under the State laws. The basic allowance shall be 40 per centum of such
average weekly wage during the period July 1, 1970, through June 30, 1971 ; 45
per centurn of such average weekly wage during the period July 1, 1971, through
June 30, 1972 ; and 50 per centum of sum average weekly wage on July 1, 1972,
and thereafter : Provided, That a basic allowance shall not exceed 40 times the
minimum hourly wage provided in section 6(s) (1) of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act a 1938, as amended Provided further. That such basic allowance
through June 30, 1972, in any State shall uot be less than the amount of the
average weekly gross unemployment compensation payment (including allow-
ances for dependents) during the calendar year 1969 for a week of total un-
employment in such State.

(b) For the purposes of this section, a dependents' allowance shall equal $5
per week for each dependent, to a limit of six dependents

(c) Persons, except those specified in subsection (d), who are participating
on a full-time basis in the following programs assisted under title I in (1) in-
stitutional training; or (2) other manpower development activities which are
not compensated by an employer or subject to subsections (g) or (h) ; shall
receive a baMc allowance plus a dependents allowance for his dependents as
specified in subsection (b) for each week of full-time par. 1 cipation : Except,
that no individual shall receive allowances under this subsection which are
less than the unemployment compensation (including allGwances for dependents)
to which sucb person would be entitled under any Federal or State unemploy-
ment compensation law if he were not participating in such activity.

(d) The following participants in full-time institutional training or other
manpower devc"mment activities described in subsection (c) shall not be en-
titled to allow 'ea provided in subsection (c) :

(1) A pub' assistance recipient under programs assisted under titles I,
IV, X, XIV, alt., XVI of the Social Security Act, who shall be paid, in addition to
any public assistance payments to which he may be entitled, incentive payments
of not more than $30 per month under regulations prescribed by the Secretary.

(2) A participant (age twenty-two and older) who is not the head of a house-
hold, as defined by the Secretary. Such participant shall receive one-half of the
allowance computed under subsection (c) : Except, that an individual who is
not subject to this paragraph at the commencement of the period of participa-
tion shall not become subject thereto until the completion of such period.

(3) A participant who is under eighteen years of age, unless such participant
is the head of a household, as defined by the Secretary. Such participant shall
receive a suitable weekly allowance, determined in accordance with the rules
prescribed by the Secretary, but not to exceed the basic allowance prescribed in
subsection (a) : Provided, That any allowance under this paragraph shall not
be less than the unemployment compensation (including allowances for de-
pendents) to which such person would be entitled under any Federal or State
unemployment compensation law if he were not participating in such activity.
An individual who is not subject to this paragraph at the commencement of the
period of participation shall not become subject thereto until the completion of
such period.

(4) A participant receiving unemployment compensation under any Federal
or State unemployment compensation law. Such participant shall receive for
each week of training, allowances equal to the difference between (1) any allow-
ance to which he would otherwise be entitled under subseetions (c) and (d) of
this section and (2) the unemployment compensation (including allowances for
dependents) which he received for such week.

(5) A participant engaged in employer-compensated on-the-job tra Ming or
work experience assisted upder this title. The allowances of such participants
shall be computed in accordance with subsections (c) or (d), as appropriate,
and shall Lc reduced in accrdance with rules and regulations prescribed by the
Secretary, which shall take into account the hours of such work experience
or on-the-job training and the amount of comnensat:on therefor.
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(e) A participant engaged hi the activities described in subsection (a) on
less than a full-time basis shall receive a rethiced basic allowance, computed in
9ccordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, and a dependent's
allowance if participation is in excess of twenty houzs each week. Public assist-
ance recipients shall receive an incentive payment as provided in subsection (O.).
Such redueed basic allowance shall be computed taking into account : (1) the
hours of participation in such activity ; (2) the allowance to which lie would
be entitled under subsections (e) and (d) if lie were engaged in training on a.
full-time basis ; (3) compensated work experience or on-the-job training assisted
under this title in which the participant is engaged ; and (4) unemployment
compensation which the participant is receiving.

(f) No allowance under subsections (e), OD, or (e) of this section may be
paid for any portion of a training period which extends beyond one hundred
,and four weeks.

(g) Workers in programs providing work experience under this Act shall be
compensated at a rate not less than the applicable minimum wage rate, but in tit)
ease less than the rate prescribed by section 0 (b) of the Fair Labor Standards
Act.

(h) Workers engaged in employer-compensated on-the-job training under
this Act shall be compensated at it rate uot less than the higber of (1) the ap-
plicable minimum wage rate, or (2) the prevailing wage paid to workers of like
experience performing similar work in the locality.

(i) A participant undertaking training of work-experience or other manpower
development activity described in subsection (c) on either a full-time or part-
time basis, shall receive allowances for tt:ansportation and maintenance, in,
addition to the applicable training allowance or wage. The amount of allowances
provided under this subsection shall be determined in accordance with regula-
tions prescribed by the Secretary.

(j) A participant who has successfully completed a program of full-time par-
ticipation, of not less than fifteen weeks' duration, in institutional training or
other manpower development activities described in subsection (c) shall receive,
upon completion of his period of participation, a completion bonus which shall
be equal to twice the allowance to which he is entitled under subsections (c) or
(d) for his last week of full-time participation during such period.

INTERSTATE AGREENIENTS

SEC. 110. In the event that compliance with provisions of this title requires
'cooperation or agreements between States, the consent of Congress is hereby
:given to such States to enter into snch agreements to facilitate such compliance,
.subject to the approval of the Secretary.

INI'ERAGEN CY CONCURRENCE

SEC. 111. In any instance under this title in which the Secretary is authorized
to conduct programs dire:Iiy or thougll appropriate arrangements with public
or private agencies, individuals, or organizations, he shall first obtain the concur-
rence of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare with regard to the
.conduct of programs involving any activities of the kind described in section
104(b).

ADVISORY PANELS

SEC. 112. In carrying out his responsibility under this title, it-minding the mak-
ing of airy de;:erminations hereunder, the .S,cretary may request the advice of the
manpower advisory committees established under section 003, the Intergovern-
mental Advisory Council. established under section 004. State manpower planning
organizations, area planning advisory bodies, and such boards or panels of ex-
perts and consultants as he may deem appropriate.

TITLE IIJOB CORPS
A MENDM EN TS TO THE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT

Sec. 201. (a) The Economic Opportunity Act of 1001, as amended, is furthcr
.amended as follows:

(1) Subsection (a) of section 100 is repealed.
(2) Subsection (b) of section 115 is amended to read as follows:

"(b) The Director may enter into agreements with States or local prime
sponsors to administer, assure, or assist in the administration of the pro-
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grams provided in this part. The Director may, pursuant to regulations, pay
Part or all of the operative or administrative costs of such programs."

(b) Section 810(a) of the Economic Opportunity Act of 19(14 is amended by
striking the word "and" immediately preceding paragraph (3) thereof, by substi-
tuting a semicolon for the period at the end of the subsection, and by adding the
following :

"and (4) with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, in Job Corps Centers
opera) ed under title II of the Manpower Training Act of 1969."

(c) Section 833 (b) of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 is amended to
read as follows :" (b) Individuals who receive either a living allowance or a stipend under
this title shall, with respect to such services or training:

" (1) for the nurpmies of subchapter III of chapter 73 of title 5 of the
united States Code, be deemed persons employed in the executive branch of
the Federal Government"(2) for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 1 et
seq.) and title II of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 401 et seq.), be deemed
employees of the United States, and any service performed by an individual
as a volunteer shall be deemed to be performed in the employ of the United
States ;

"(3) for purposes of the Federal tort claims provisions in title 28, United
States Code, be deemed employees of the Government ; and

"(4) for purposes of the subchapter I of chapter 81 of title 5 of the United
States Code (relating to corn pensation to Federal employees for work in-
juries), be deemed civil empl,:,yees of the United States within the meaning of
the term 'employee' as defined in section 8101 of title 5, United States Code,
and the provisions of that subchapter shall apply except as follows :

"(A) In computing compensation benefits for disability or death, the
monthly pay of a volunteer shall be deemed that received under the
entrance salary for a grade GS-7 employee, and sections 8113 (a) and
(b) of title 5, United States Code, shall apply to volunteers ; and

"(B) Compensation for disability shall not begin to aecrue until the
day following the date on which the injured volunter is terminated."

TRANSFER OF JOB CORPS

SEC. 202. (a) Title I, part A, of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as
amended (sections 101-118), is transferred to the Manpower Training Act of
1969 and inserted as sections 203 through 220, respectively, as amended by subsec-
tion (e) of this section.

(b) All references to part A of title I of the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964 or any provision thereof are hereby deleted from the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1904. Any reference to part A of title I of the Economic Opportunity Act or
any provision thereof in any other law of the United States shall be deemed to be
a reference to title II of this Act or the corresponding provision therof.

(c) So much of the personnel, property, records, and unexpected balances of
appropriations, allocations, and other fund- employed, held, used, available, or to
be made available in connection with the functions transferred by subsection (a)
of this section as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine shall
be transferred to the Department of Labor.

(d) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget shah deem necessary in order to effectuate the transfer provided
for in subsection (a ) of this section shall be carried out in such manner as he
shall direct and by such agencies as he shall designate.

(e) Sections 203-220 of this Act as tranferred by subsection (a) are amended
as follows :

(1) The word "title" shall be substituted for the word "part" wherever' it
appears.(2) The word "Secreta,y" shall he substituted for the word "Director"
wherever it appears.

(a) The words "Department of Labor" shall be snitstituted for "Office of
Economic Opportunity" wherever they appear,

(4) Section 205 (1) is amended by deleting all the words in paragraph (1)
following "United States" and substituting the following : "or a native and citizen
of Cuba who arrived in the United States from Cuba as a nonimmigrant or as a
parolee subsequent to January 1, 1959, under the provisions of section 214(a) or
212(d) (5), respectively, or any person admitted as a conditional entrant under
section 203(a) (7) of the Immigration and Nationality Act."



(5) Paragraphs (2) through (5) of section 205 are redesignated as (3)
through (6), respectively, and the following new paragraph (2) is inserted :

" (2) has attained age fourteen but not attained age twenty-two at the
time of enrollment ;".

(0) The reference in sections 205(5) to sections 104 and 105 are changed to
"200" and "207", respectively.

(7) The reference in section 208(c) to section 600 (3) is changed to "205 (1)."
(8) The, reference in section 209 (1)) to "part B of this title" is deleted and

the following is substituted therefor : "titles 1 and III of this Act and title I of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964".

(9) Section 210 is amended by adding a new subsection (e) to read as follows:
"(e) in conducting programs under this title, the Secretary shall consult with
the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare with regard to institutional
training provided for enrollees of the Job Corps.".

(10) Section 211 is amended by adding a new subsection (e) as follows :
" (e) Under such circumstances as the Secretary may determine, he may prescribe
by regulation changes in th e. amount and method of payment of allowances and
provision of expenses to correspond more closely to the methods and amounts
prescribed in title 1 of this Act. Such changes may thelmle provision of higher
allowances to cover appropriate enrollee expenses and offsetting charges to
enrollees for living expenses.".

(11) Section 214(d), as amended, is further amended by deleting "the Depart-
ment of Labor and".

(12) Section 214(e) is amended by inserting a comma after the word "feasible")
by deleting the words "in aceordnee -with section 637 (b) of this Act", and by
changing the reference to 109 -,!) to 7c).

(13) Section 214(e) is further p.:_)cmied by striking out the comma and insert-
ing a period in lieu thereof aft:-.f. "employment service offices" and deleting the
words "and shall furnish copies of such records to the Secretary of Labor."

(14) Section 215(a) is amended by striking out the reference to section 608
and substituting in lieu thereof "section 605."

(15) Section 215 (b) is amended by striking out both references to "part B
of this title" and substituting in lieu thereof "Title I of this Act" and by striking
out the reference to :..-)ction 608 and substituting in lieu thereof "section 605."

ikection 216 is amended by striking out the last sentence.
(ri ) S:iction 217(c) is amended by striking out the word "Act" and substitut-

ing in lieu thereof "title".
(18) Section 219 is amended by striking out subsection (a) and the first

sentence of subsection (b), and redesignating subsections (b) through (d) as
subsections (a) through (c), respectively.

(19) A new section 221 is added to read as follows :

"ADDITIONAL ATITITORITIES

"SEe. 221. In addition to such other authority as he may have, the Secre-
tary is authorized, in carrying out his functions under this title, to--

"(1) utilize, with their assent, the services and facilities of Federal agen-
cies without reimbu=)ment, and, with the consent of any State or a political
subdivision of a SttvLe, accept and utilize the services and facilities of, the
agencies of such State or subdivision without reimbursement ;

"(2) allocate and expend, or transfer to other Federal agencies for
expenditure, funds made available under this title as lie deems necessary to
carry out the provisions hereof, including (without regard to the provisions
of section 4774(d) of title 10, -United States Code) expenditure for con-
struction, repairs, and capital improvements ; and

"(3) expend funds made available for purposes of this title, without
regard to any other law or regulation, for rent of buildings and space in
buildings and for repair, alteration, and improvement of bnildings and
space in buildings rented by him; but the Secretary shall not utilize the
authority contained in this subsection

" ( A) except when necessary to obtain an item, service, or facility,
which is required in the proper administration of this title, and which
otherwise could not be obtained, or could not be obtained in the cmantity
or quality needed, or at the time, in the form, or under the conditions
in which it is needed, and

" (B) prior to having given written notification to the Administrator
of General Services (if the exercise of such authority would affect an
activity which otherwise would be under tiliprisdiction of the General
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Services Administration) of his intention to exercise such authority,
the item, service, or facility with respect to which. such authority is pro-
posed to be exercised, and the reasons and justifications for the exercise
or such authority.

TITLE IIISPECIAL FEDERAL PROGRAMS
INFORMATION, RESEARCH, AND DEVELOPMENT

SEC. 301. (a) To assist the Nation in expanding work opportunities and
assuring access to those opportunities for all who desire it, the Secretary shad
establish a comprehensive program of manpower research utilizing the methods,
techniques, and knowledge of the behavioral and social sciences and such other
methods, techniques and knowledge as will aid in the solution of the Nation's
manpower problems. This program will incincle, but not be limited to, studies
the findings of which may contrihnte to the formulation of Imuipower policy ;
development of manpower programs ; increased knowledge about labor market
processes ; reduction of unemployment and its relationships to price stability ;
promotion of more effective manpower development, training and utilizVon ;
imuroved national, regional, and local means or measuring future labor demand
and supply ; culmneement of job opportunities; np-grading of skills ; meeting of
manpower shortages; easing of the transition from school to work, from one jeb
to another, and from work to retirement ; and improvement of opportunities for
employment and advancement through the reduction of discrimination and dis-
advantage arising from poverty, ignorance, or prejudice.

(1) The Secretary shall establish a program of experimental, developmental,
demonstration, and pilot projects, through grants to or contracts with public
or private nonprofit organizations, or through contracts with other private
organizations, for the purpose of improving techniques and demonstrating the
effectiveness of specialized methods in meeting the manpower, employment, and
training problems. In carrying out this subsection with respect to programs
designed to provide employment and training opportunities for low-income
people, the Secretary shall consult fully with the Director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity. In carrying out this subsection the Secretary of Labor
shall, where appropriate, also consult with the Secretaries of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, Conamerce, Agriculture, and Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, and such other agencies
as may be appropriate. Where programs under this paragraph require institu-
tional training, appropriate arrangements for such training shall be agreed to
by the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(c) The Secretary shall conduct such research and investigations as give
promise of furthering the objectives of this Act either directly or through grants,
contracts, or other arrangements.

LABOR MARKET INFORMATION

SEC. 302, (a) The Secretary of Labor shall develop a comprehensive system
of labor market information on a national, State, local, or other appropriate
basis, including but not limited to information regarding--

(1) the nature and extent of impediments to the maximum development
of individual einPloyalent potential including the number and characteristics
of all persons reqniring manpower services ;

(2) job opportunities and skill requirements ;
(3) labor supply in various skills ;
(4) occupational outlook and employment trends in various occupations ;

a nd
(5) in cooperation and after consultation with the Secretary of Com-

merce, economic and business development and location trends.
(b) Information collected under this section shall be developed and made

available in a timely faslthm to meet in a comprehensive manner the needs of
public and private risers, including the need for such information in recruitment,
counseling. education, training, placement, job development, and other appropri-
ate activities nnder this Act and under the Econrmic Opportunity Act, the Social
Security Act, the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, the
Wagner-Pevser Act, the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the Yocat7onal Re-
habilitation Act, the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act
of 1960, and other relevant Federal statutes.
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MANPOWER UTILIZATION

SEC. 303. The Secretary shall establish a program for the improvement of man-powee utilization in sectors of the economy experiencing persistent manpowershortages, or iu other situations requiring maximum utilization of existing man-
power. The Secretary shall conduct this program either directly or through such
other arrangements as be may deem appropriate.

EVALUATION,

SEC. 304. The Secretary shall provide for a system of continuing evaluation of
all programs and activities conducted pursuant to this Act, including their cost
in relation to their effectiveness in achieving stated goals, their impact on com-munities and participants, their implication for related programs, and the ade-
quacy of their mechanism for the delivery of services. He shall also arrange for
obtaining the opinions of participants about the strengths and weaknesses of theprograne-:.

TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

SEC. 303. In carrying out his responsibilities under this Act, the Secretary ofLabor, in consultation with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,where appropriate, shall provide, directly or through grants, contracts, or other
arrangements, training for specialized or other personnel and technical assist-ance which is needed in connection with the programs established under this Act
or which otherwise pertains to the purposes of this Act. Upon request, the Secre-
tary may make special assignments of personnel to pubilc or private agencies,institutions, or employers to carry out the purposes of this section ; but no such
special assignments shall be for a period of more than two years.

TITLE IV
NATIONAL COMPUTERIZED JOB BANK PROGRAM

FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

SEC. 401. The Congress hereby finds that the lack of prompt and adequate in-
formation regarding manpower needs and availability contributes to unemploy-
ment, underemployment, and the inefficient utilization of the Nation's man-
power resources. The Congress further finds that the development of electronic
data processing and telecommunications systems has created new opportunities
for dealing with this difficult problem. It is therefore the purpose of this title
to enlist the tools of modern technology in a cooperative Federal-State effort to
reduce unemployment and underemployment and more adequately meet the
Nation's manpower needs.

E5TAI3LI5IIMENT OF THE PROGRAM

SEC. 402. The Secretary shall develop and establish a computerized job bank
program for the purpose of--

(1.) identifying sources of available manpower supply and job vacancies ;(2) providing an expeditious means of matching the qualifications of un-
employed, underemployed, and disadvantaged persons with employer require-
ments and job opportnnities on a National, State, local, or other appropriate
basis ;

(3) referring and placing such persons in jobs; and
(4) distributing and assuring the prompt and ready availability of infor-

mation concerning manpower needs and resources to employers, employees,
public and private job placement agencies, and other interested individuals
and agencies.

Maximum effective use shall be made of electronic data processing and tele-
communications systems in the development and administration of the program.The program established under this title shall be coordinated with the compre-
hensive manpower program established under title I.

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

SEC. 403. For the purpose of carrying out the program established in section
402, the Secretary is authorized to make grants to State or local agencies for
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the planning and administration of the program, including the purchase or other
acquisition of necessary equipment. The Secretary may conduct the program on
a regional or interstate basis either directly or through grants, contracts, or other
arrangements with public or private agencies an organizations. He may also
conduct the program when he finds that a State or local program will not ade-
quately serve the purposes of this title. The Secretary may require that any
information concerning manpower resources or job vacancies utilized in the
operation of job-bank programs financed under this title be furnished to him at
his request. He may, in addition, require the integration of any information
concerning job vacancies or applicant, into a job-bank system assisted under
this title.

EXPERIMENTS, DEMON STRATIONS, rizszAnen AND DEVELOP ME NT

SEC. 404. The Secretary may conduct directly, or through contracts, grants, or
other arrangements with public or private agencies or organizations, such ex-
perimental or demonstration projects, research and development as he deems
necessary to impove the effectiveness of the program established under this title.

RULES, REGULATION S, AND STANDARDS

SEC. 405. The. Secretary shall prescribe such rules and regulations, and stand-
ards as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this title, including
standards to assure the compatibility on a nationwide basis of data systems used
in carrying out the program established by this title, and including rules and
regulations to assure the confidentiality of information submitted in confidence.

TITLE V
ACTIVE MANPOWER POLICY AS AN ECONOMIC STABILIZER

FINDINGS AND runrosz
Sze. 501. The Congress hereby finds and declares that an active manpower

policy can be a significant economic stabilization tool. The manner in which man-
power program reesources are used can enhance' price stability when unemploy-
ment is relatively low and can help prevent increases in unemployment when
the rate of economic advance slows down. The Congress further finds that a
timely increase in available manpower program resources as an economic slow-
down begins, can both ease the impact of unemployment for ti a affected indi-
viduals and reduce the pressures which tend to generate furtner increases in
unemployment. It is, therefore, the purpose of this title to provide an automatic
increase in manpower program resources in a timely manner when serious de-
terioration in the level of economic activity is reasonably anticipated.

EXTENDED APPROPRIATIONS

Sze. 502. (a) For the purpose oi providing rapid action in situations involv-
ing excessive unemployment, until the Congress shall have all opportunity to
act. there is hereby appropriated, ont of moneys in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, and in addition to the sums heretofore appropriated to carry out
the provisions of this Act during the current fiscal year, an amount eqnal to 10
per eentrun of such sums heretofore appropriated. Funds appropriated under this
title shall he utilized, without regard to the apportionment formula prescribed
in section G01., in financing training and related activities for unemployed imli-
viduals as anthorized by title I of this Act which afford the most effective oppor-
tunity to alleviate the situation.

(b) Subsection (a) shall become effective only for that fiscal year during
which the Secretary determines that for each of the most recent three consecu-
tive calendar months ending prior to the date on which a determination is made,
the rate of national unemployment (seasonally adjusted) had increased to 41/2
per contum or higher.

(e) During any fiscal year in Which a determination is made under subsection
(h) which requires an appropriation under subsection (a), no further obligation
of funds so appropriated may be made subsequent to D. determination by the Sec-
retary that the rate of national unemployment (seasonally adjusted) has re-
ceded below 41/0 per eentum for tnree consecutive months.

(d) Whenever the Secretary letermines that the Unemployment rate criteria
prescribed in subsection (b) or (e) have been met, he shall promptly notify
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the Congress and the Secretary of the Treasury, nud shall publish zilch de-
termination in the Federal Register. At such time, the Secretary shall recom-
mend to the Congress any further steps he believes appropriate.

CONDUCT OF TITO PROGRAM

.SEc. 503. The Secretary is authorized to make grants to or contracts with pub-
lic agencies or private nonprofit organizations, or contracts with other private
organizations for the purpose of carrying out the program provided for by
this title. In carrying ont this section. the Secretary shah, where appropriate, con-
sult with the Secretaries of Health, Education. and Welfare, Commerce, the
Interior, Agriculture, and Housing and Urban Development, the Chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers, and the Director of the Office of Economic
Opportunity. In order to achieve maximum economic stabilization effect, the
Secretary shall develop and maintain (or cause to be developed and maintained)
contingency plans for the expeditious implementation of the program authorized
by this title. TITLE VI

MLSCRLLAN ECUS

APPORTIONMENT

SF.c. 601. (a) Seventy-five per centnm of the funds appropriated to carry out
the provisions of this Act (except titles II, IV, and V) and available for the pur-
pose shall be apportioned to the States for grants under title I in accordance
with criteria established by the Secretary : Pro rfded, That no amount may be
apportioned to any State which exceeds nine times the contribution made by such
State in cash or kind to carry out programs authorized by title I. The Secretary
may waive all or a portion of this matching requirement when he determines that
special circumstances warrant such waiver. Apportionment criteria shall include
the number of individuals in the labor force, the number of unemployed, and
the estimated number of disadvantaged individuals as determined by the Sec-
retary who reside in the State as compared to the number of such individuals
in the Nation. The Secretary shall designate for use in any standard metro-
politan statistical area or other area or areas within a State which he deems ap-
propriate, a minimum share of the funds apportioned to the State under this
subsection. Such mininmm share shall be determined by the Secretary in ac-
cordance with the proportion which (1) the number of persons within the
labor force and (2) the estimated number of disadvantaged individuals within
such area bears respectively to the number of all persons within tin., labor
force and all disadvantaged individuals within the State.

(b) Five per centum of the funds appropriated to carry out the provisions of
this Act (except titles II, IV nud V) and available for the purpose, shall for such
eriod and in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe,
de available for further apportionment to States and areas for which an appor-
tionment has been made under subsection (a) and for which additional con-
tributions to such activities are being made by Stathor local public agencies or
instrumentalities. Such additional apportionment shall equal $2 for each $1 of
such non-Federal fonds. An additional apportionment may be made to a State
o area under this subsection only if tbe Secretary determines that in the con-
duct of programs assisted under title I. such State or area is comnlyino. with the
standards of exemplary performance prescribed by the Secretary under section
102.

(c) The Secretary is authorized to make reapportionments from time to time
of the unobligated amount of ally apportionment to a State under subsections
(a) and (b) (1) to the extent that the Secretary determines it will not be
required for the period such apportionment is available, or (2) where a State
is not complying with a plan approved under section 104: Except, that no funds
apportioned to a State under subsections (a) or (b) in any fiscal year may be
reapportioned to any other State or for other purposes for any reason before
the expiration of the ninth month of such fiscal yaar and only upon fifteen
days' advance notice to such State of the proposed reapportionment.

(0) Twenty per centum of the funds appropriated to carry out the provisions
of this Act (except title II, IV, and V) and available for the purpose, and such
other available funds are not apportioned to a State .or otherwise required to
be held available tor apportionment under section 601 (a) or (b) may be ex-
pended by the Secretary as he may find necessary or appropriate to carry out the
purposes of this Act, including programs and activities authorized by title I.
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Notwithstanding any other provision, the Secretary may utilize Lands subject
to this anhsection to cmulact programs and activities either directly, er through
such arrangements with pnhlie or private agencies, individuals, or organizations
as he may find appropriate. In comlacting any programs described in section
104 (to, the -'-crotary shall first obtain the concurrence of the Secretary of
Health, Edo ion, and welfare.

PUBLICATION OTh APPORTIONMENT FORMULA

Sao. 602. As soon as practicable after the effective date of thia Act, the Sec-
retary shall publish in the Federal Register the apportionment formula estab-
lished pursuant to section 601. as well as the percentage of funds appropriated
to carry out the purposes of this Act which shall be apportioned to a State. The
Secretary shaR review such apportionment formula annually and at such other
times as the 'circumstances may warrant and may revise or modify such formula.
Whenever tile Secretary establishes or revises such apportionment formula, he
shall also promptly publish in the Federal Register the factors which he had con-
sidered in arriving at the apportionment. the weight ascribed to the various
factors, and the statistical data found necessary in determining the
apportionment.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

Ste. 603. (a) The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, shall appoint a National Manpower Advisory Com-
mittee which shall consist of at least ten but not more than fifteen members
and shall be composed of men and women representing labor and management in.
equal numbers, the public in general, and other groups interested in such ac-
tivities as manpower training, employment, vocational education, and vocational
rehabilitation programs. From the members appointed to such Committee the
Secretary shall designate a Chairman, Such Committee, or any duly estab-
lished subcommittee thereof, shall from time to time make recommendations
to the Secretary concerning problems and policy relating to employment, man-
power, and to the earrying oat of his duties under this Act. Such Committee
shall hold not less than two meetings during each calendar year.

(h) For the purpose of making expert assistance available to persons formu-
lating and carrying on programs under this title, the Secretary shall, where
appropriate, require the organization on a regional basis of labor-management
public advisory committees.

(c) The National Manpower Advisory Committee may accept the name of'
-the Department of Labor and employ 'al: dispose of gifts or bequests, either for
carrying out specific programs or for its general activities or for such responsi-
bilities as it may be assigned in furtherance of subsection (h) of this section.

(d) Appointed members of the National Manpower Advisory Committee shall
be paid compensation at a rate of un to the per diem equivalent of the rate for
GS-1S when engaged in the work of .:ational Manpower Advisory Committee,
including traveltime, and shall be a ed travel expenses and per diem in lien.
of subsistence as authorized by law (5 U.S.C. 5703) for persons in the Government
service employed intermittently and receiving compensation on a per diem, when
actually employed, basis.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Sec. 004. The Secretary of Labor, in consul fa tion with the Secretary of Health,,
Education, and Welfare, shall establish an Intergovernmental Advisory Council
on Manpower to advise him with regard to matters involving intergovernmental
relationships in the development and conduct of programs under this Act, includ-
ing, but not limited to the assignment of manpower responsibilities among Fed-
eral, State, and local governmental units, apportionment of funds, desig;lation
of program areas, selection of prime sponsors, and State and area compliance with
provisions of this Act. Members of the Council shall be selected by the Secretary
from among governors, mayors, and other elected State or local public officia.4.
In selecting members of the Council, the Secretary shall assure an equitable'
balance in the political affiliation of its members. The Secretary shall designate
a Chairman of the Council. Members of the Council shall receive no compensa-
tion and shall not he a Federal employee for any purpose. They shall be allowed'
travel expetmes aud per diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by section 5702
of title 5, United States Code for persons in the Government service employed'
intermittently and receiving compensation on a per diem, when actually em-
ployed basis.
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REPORTS

SEC. 605. The Secretary of Labor shall make such reports and r.2:ioniniendations
.to the President as he deems appropriate pertaining to manpower reqiiireinents,
resources, use, and training, alai his recommendations for the forthcoming liseal
year, and the President shall transmit to the Congress within sixty days .after
tlie beginning ,of each regular session a report pertaining to manpower require-
ments, resources, utilization, and training.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 606. For thcpurposes of this Act, the terms
(a ) "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of Lahor :
( b ) "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Terri-
tory of the Pacific Islands : and

(c) the term "United States" when used in a geographical sense includes
all those places named in subsection (b) , and all other places continental or
insular, sni4ect to the jurisdiction of the United States.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

SEC. 807. The Secretary may prescribe such rides and regulations under this
Act as he deems neeessary. Such regulations may include adjustments in ally
requirements of title I relating to elected officials of State and local governments,
where such adjustments are necessary in light of the special status or govern-
mental structure of such States, and may include adjustments authorized by sec-
tion 204 of the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968.

AUTHORITY 'TO CONTRACT AND EXPEND FUNDS

Sze. 608. The Secretary may make such grants, contracts, or agreements, estab-
lish such procedures (subject to such policies, rules, and regulations as he may
prescribe), and make such payments, ill installments and in advance or by way of
reimbursement, or otherwise allocate or expend funds made available under this
Act, as he may deem necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act,
including necessary adjustments in payments on account of overpayments
.or underpayments. Tbe Secretary may also withhold funds otherwise payable
under this Act in order to recover any amounts expended in the current or im-
mediately prior fiscal year in violation of any provision of this Act or an approved
State plan. Any funds so withheld shall be available for reapportionment by the

'Secretary in accordance with section 601 (c) : Except, that funds withheld during
a fiscal year to cover ainounts expended in a prior fiscal year shall be available
for immediate reapportionment.

ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS AND VOLUNTARY SERVICES

SEC. 609. The Secretary is authorized, in carrying out his functions mid re-
sponsibilities under this Act, to

(1) accept in the name of the Department, and employ or dispose of in
furtherance of the purposes of this Act, or of any title thereof, ally money or
property, real, personal, or mixed, tangible or intangible, received by gift,
devise, bequest, or otherwise ; and

(2) accept voluntary and uncompensated services. notwithstanding the
Provisions of section 3079 (b) of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 0115 (b) ).

CRIMINAL PROVISION S

SEC. 610. Title 18 of the United States Code is amended by adding a new section
665 to read as follows :

"THEFT OR EMBEZZLEMENT FROM MANPOWER FUNDS ; IMPROPER INDUCEMENT

"SEC. 665. (a) Whoever, being an officer, director, agent, or employee of, or
conneeted in any capacity with, any agency receiving financial assistance under
the Manpower Training Act of 1969 embezzles, willfully misapplies, steals, or ob-
tains by fraud any of the moneys, thnds, assets, or property which are the sub-,
ject of a grant or contract of assistance pursuant to this Act shall be fined not
.more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than two years, or both ; but if
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the amount so embezzled, misapplied, stolen, or obtained by fraud does not ex-
ceed 1;,:100, he shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than
one year. or both.

"(b) Whoever, by threat of procuring dismissal of any person from employment
or of refusal to emPloY or refusal to renew a contract of employment in connec-
tion with a grant or contract of assistance under the Manpower Training Act of
1909 induces any person to give up ally money or thing of any value to any person
(including such grantee agency) shall be fined not more than $1,000, or im-
prisoned liot more than one year, or both."

APPROPRIATIONS AUTII ORIZED

SEc. 611. (a ) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1911, and for each fiscal year thereafter, such slims as may be
neces:,ary to carry out the provisions of titles I, III, IV, V, and VI of this Act.

(b ) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending
June 0. 1072. and for each fiscal year thereafter, such sums as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of title II of this Aet.

LIMITATIONS ON USE OF APPROPRIATED FUNDS

SEC. 012. (a) Funds appropriated under the authority of this Act may be trans-
ferred, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of tile Budget, between
departments and agencies of the Federal Government, if such funds are used for
the purposes for which they are specifically authorized and appropriated.

(b) The Secretary is authorized to accept and utilize in carrying out the
pi.ovisions of this Act funds appropriated to carry out other Federal Statutes
if snob funds are utilized for the purposes for which they are specifically author-
ized and appropriated. To the extent that the provisions of this Act are incon-
sistent with the provisions of such otly,n. Federal statutes, the provisions of the
latter shall govern, except as provided under subsection (e).

(e) Pursuant to regulations prescribed by tbe President, where funds are
advanced for a program to any agency assisted under this Act, any .one Federal
agency may be designated to act for all in administering the funds advanced.
In such eases, a single local share requirement may be established according to
the proportion of funds advanced by such agency, and any such agency may
waive any technical grant or contract requirement (as defined by such regula-
tions) which is inconsistent with the similar requirements of the administering
agency or which the administering agency does not impose.

(d) The Secretary is authorized to vest in public or private nonprofit agencies
title to equipment purclmsed to carry out the provisions of this Act purchased
with funds appropriated for the -purpose, as he may deem appropriate.

(e) Funds appropriated to carry out titles I, II, III, IV, and VI of this Act
shall remain available for obligation for one fiscal year beyond that for which
appropriated.

ADVANCE FUNDING

,SFe. 013. (a ) For the Purpose of affording adequate notice of funding avail-
able tinder this Act for appropriations, grants, contracts, or other payments under
this Act are authorized to be included in the appropriation Aet for the fiscal year
preceding -the fiscal year for which they are available for obligation.

(b) In order to effect a transition to the advance funding method of timing
appropriation action, the anlendment made by subsection (a) shall apply not-
withstanding that: its initial application will result in the enactment in the same
year (whether in the same appropriation Act or otherwise) of two separate
appropriations, one for the then current fiscal year .11,t1 one for the succeeding
fiscal year.

PAYMENTS TO PUBLIC ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS

Sze. 611. Notwithstandina he provisions of titles I. IV, N. XIV, and XVI
of the Social Security Aet, a State plan approved under any such title shall
provide that no payment made to any person pursuant to section 109(d) (1) or
109(0) of this Act shall be regarded (A) as income or resources of that person
in determining his need under such approved State plan, or (B) as income
or resources of any other person in determining the need of that other person
nnder such approved 'State plan, No funds to which a State is otherwise entitled
nnder titles I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI of the Soeial Security Act for any period
before the first month beginning after the adjourment of the State's first regular
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legislative session which adjourns more than sixty days after the enactment
of this section shall be withheld by reason of any action taken pursuant to a
State statute which prevents such State from complying with the requirements
of this paragraph.

LABOR STANDARDS

SEC. 615. All laborers and mechanics employed by contractors or subcontractors
in any construction, alteration, or repair, including painting and decorating of
projects, buildings, and works which are federally assisted under this Act, shall
be paid wages at rates not less than those prevailing on similar construction in
the locality as determined by the Secretary of Labor in accordance with the
Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 276a-276a-5). The Secretary of Labor
shall have, with respect to such labor standards, the authority and functions set
forth in Reorganization Plan Numbered 14 of 1950 (15 P.R. 3170; 64 Stat. 1267)
and section 2 of the Act of June 1, 1934, as amended (48 Stat. 948, as amended ;
40 U.S.C. 276(c) ).

PROVISIONS AFFECTING EXISTING AUTHORITIES

SEC. 616. (a) The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1902, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2571 et Seq.) , is hereby repealed.

(b) Title V, part A of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended (42
U.S.C. 2701 et seq. ), is hereby repealed.

(c) Title I, part B of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"PART BRESEATICII, EXPERIMENTAL, AND DEVELOPMENTAL AUTHORITY IN TEM

MANPOWER AREA

"STATEMENT or PURPOSE

"SEc. 120. It is the purpose of this part to provide authority for the conduct of
research, experimental, and developmental activities focused on providing more
effective means for dealing with the employment and employmcnt-related prob-
lems of the economically disadvantaged.

"ACTIVITIES AUTHORIZED

"SEc. 121. (a) The Director is authorized to contract with or 'provide finan-
cial assistance to public agencies or private organizations for the payment of all
or part of the costs of developing and carrying out programs designed to further
the purposes of this part. Programs assisted under this part shall be of an experi-
mental, developmental, demonstration, or pilot nature and shall be structured
in such manner as the Director deems will best equip them to yield information
as to the relative effectiveness of various approaches (incl- 'ing new approaches
and refinenn Tits or variations of traditional approaches) directed to the solu-
tion of the employment and employment-related problems of the economically
disadvantaged. Such programs may include provision for supportive and follow-
up services.

"(h) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 202 of the Manpower Training
Act of 1969, the Director may, after consultation with the Secretary of Labor,
carry out activities under the authority of this part which are of the type pro-
vided for in subsection (b) and (c) of section 215 of such Act.

"(c) In formulating plans for the implementation of this section, the Direct ,r
shall consult with the Secretary of Labor, and, as appropriate, the heads of other
Federal agencies.

"TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING

"SEc. 122. the Director may provide (directly or through contracts or other
appropriate arrangements) technical assistance to assist in the initiation or
effective operation of programs under this part. He may also make arrangements
for the training of instric.1-ars and other personnel needed to carry out programs
under this part.

'RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

"SEC. 123. The Director is authorized to contract with or provide financial
assistance to public agencies or private organizations for research pertaining
to the purposes of this part. He shall also provide for the careful and systematic
evaluation of programs related to the purposes of thif; part, directly or by con-
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trading for independent evaluations, with a view to measuring specific benefits,
so far as practical, and providing information needed to assess the relative
potential of the various approaches employed in such programs for contributing
significantly to the solution of employment and employment-related problems of
the ecomanically disadvantaged. In formulating plans for the implementation
of this section, the Director shall consult with the Secretary of Labor and, as
a ppropriate, with the heads of other Federal agencies.

"spECIAL CONDITIONS

"Ssc. 124. Participants in programs under this part shall not be deemed Federal
employees and shall not be subject to the provisions of law relating to Federal
employment, including those relating to hours of work, rates of compensation,
leave, Imemployment compensation, and Federal employment benefits, except
that participants designated by the Director in projects and activities carried
out by the Director pursuant to section 121(h) of this Act shall be deemed
Federal employees to the same extent and for the same purposes as enrollees in
the program conducted by the Secretary of Labor pursuant to title II of the
Manpower Training Act of 1969."

(d) The amendment of the provisions of title I--13 of the Economic Oppor-
tunity Aet of 1064 and the repeal of the Manpower Development and Training
Act of 1962, as amended, provided for in this section shall not affect any grant
or contract entered into pursuant to such statutes prior to the effective date
of this Act. Unexpended appropriations to carry out the authorities repealed
under subsection (a) and the authorities provided in title 1, part B of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 prior to its amendment by this Act shall,
except as directed b the President, be made available to carry out the provisions
of this Act.

EFFECTIVE DATES

SEC. 617. (a) Titles I, III, IV, V (except section 502(a)), and VI shall become
effective on July 1, 1970.

(h) Title II shall become effective on July 1, 1911, exeent for section 201 (a),
which shall become effective on the daze of enactment of this Act.

Mr. DANums. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
We meet this morning for the purpose of considering RR. 10908,

H.R. 11620, and H.R. 13472, bills to establish a revised national
comprehensive manpower program.

The Employment Act of 1946 adopted as a national policy the
commitment to strive to maintain a.total supply of jobs in the Nation.
Since that time numerous legislative enactments have implemented
this important goal.

Qriguially it was widely believed that the fault in being jobless
rested almost exclusively with the uaemployed. But experience has
revealed that if people were deficient, so, too, was the system.

The unemployed or underemployed not only lack basic jeb skills
iand education, but also are often trapped n the slum-ridden -.;ore of

inner cities and poverty-stricken rural areas.
Ironically, the most disadvantaged of our citizens are those, least

likeiy to know about manpower services. Thus, ninny of the present
unemployed and underemployed are disillusioned. Their training and
placement in jobs are compounded by many obstacles such as family
and child care problems and legal and credit questions.

According to the 1969 manpower report, about 11 million people
were jobless at some time during 1968. Of this great pool of unem-
ployed about 4.5 million are nonwhite. Half are women. Four million
are youth under 21 years of age. Three million live in urban slums and
3 million live in rural depressed areas. About 2.8 million persons were
without jobs in an average week.

One of the purposes of these hearinas is to reexamine our Nation's
manPower policy in a rational and unbiased manner. There are many

45
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questions which must be asked during these extensive defiberations
before we will 5e, able to determine the wisest conrse of action.

We will want to know the proper roles of the Federal Governmel,t,
of the States, of local communities, and of the private seetor in formu-
lating mid implementing manpower policy.

Does the administration bill sufficiently detail boy potential par-
ticipants should be involved in phinnimy or implementation of
manpower programs!

And, how can existing educational and training resources be tapped,
rather than investing new moneys in wasteful duplication ?

On August 12, President _Nixon stated in his message to Congress :
Manpower training is central to our commitment to aid the disadvantaged

and to llelp people off welfare payrolls. Intelligently organized. it will save tax
dollars .ow spent on welfare, increase revenues by widening the base of the
tax-paying public, andmost importantlift human beings into Uves of greater
dignity.

During the Course of these hearings we intend to seek the n dvicc of
the professional expert and also to reach out to those people who sel-
dom have a voice in the development of legislation which so vitally
affects them.

I pledge that these hearings will not deal in broad generalizations
that can conceal critical differences. Assessment of labor planning and
policy will have little meaning unless focused upon particular occupa-
tions, industries, and indivIduals.

Intelligent action on a national level depends to a great extent
upon careful attention to details on a local level. We can no longer
abide the trial and error process of identifying problems and grasping
at solutions based upon misconceptions or faulty information.

It is my sincere hope that, after careful and conscientious study of
these proposed bills, our efforts will make it possible for all who wish
to be employed to work at an occupaaon of their choice with com-
plete dignity.

Our first witness this morning is Hon. George P. Shultz, Secretary
of Labor.

Secretary Shultz, I extend to you a most cordial welcome.
I note you have a prepared statement. Before you proceed, I am

quite sure that you are acquainted with my colleagues on this sub-
committee. They are Mr. James O'Hara, Mr. Hawkins of the State
of California, Mr. William Ford of Micllic,an mulct Mrs. Edith Green
of the State of Oregon., and to my right one of my minority colleagues,
Mr. Quie of Minnesota.

Also on my right is Mr. Marty Ea \Tor, and on my left is counsel
for the subcommittee, 11/11. Dan Krivit.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE P. SHULTZ, SECRETARY OF LABOR;
ACCOMPANIED BY ARNOLD R. WEBER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR MANPOWER, AND MALCOLM LOVELL, MANPOWER ADMIN-
ISTRATOR

Secretary SI-IULTZ. Thank you. May I introduce my colleagues here,
Arnold -Weber, Assistant Secretary for Manpower, and Malcolm.
Lovell, Manpower Administrator.

I am very privileged to appear before this committee to discuss
the general subjects of manpower legislation. That is especially so

g ik
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because I am aware of the creative and. immvative role that this com-
mittee and counterpart in the Senate have played over the past few
years in the development of this whole field which has been a very
rapidly moving effort. I am also aware of the fact that Congressman
O'Hara has developed a bill, as has CongresSman Steiger, to put our
efforts into what we see as a continuing evolution and effort to make
the large sums that are now devoted to this purpose really effective
in helping the people to whom they are directed.

So it has been in the spirit of continuing development and creative
effort in this field that I especially welcome the opportunity to appear
here.

Of course, I am going to devote my attention in my statement to the
proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I welcome the oppor-
tunity to discuss with you the proposed Manpower Training Act of
1969. Through this legislation we hope to lay the foundation for a
comprehensive national manpower systemone that can serve die
needs of the individual while affording States and localities a major
role in manpower planning and program administration.

The Manpower Training Act has evolved from a careful review of
our experience with the policies and procedures that have guided na-
tional manpower training efforts over the past 8 years. At the same
time, the proposed legislation consciously seeks to break new ground.

The act will create a new fr- -iework for a constructive partnership
between Federal, State, and local governments in the spirit of the
New Federalism.

We are confident that this new approach will greatly benefit the in-
dividual who needs manpower services. It will also strengthen the in-
stitutions of State and local government that have heretofore lacked
the tools to cope with critical manpower and economic problems.

This morning I would like to outline the major features of the pro-
posed Manpower Training Act. However, to underscore the signifi-
cance of the legislation, I think that it is important to describe briefly
the development of our national manpower policies and problems that
have arisen in the implementation of specific programs.

BACKGROUND AND GROWTH OF MANPOWER roLacrEs AND PROGRAMS

From modest beginnings in 1961, mailpower programs have grown
to major dimensions. They nov7- encompass classroom skill training for
the unemployed, work experience for the young and the unskilled, on-
the-job training for the disadvantaged in our urban slums, and a
variety of other services.

The way these progrtuns arose and the form tha tz. they took contrib-
uted to a set of problems which ha ve intensified with each pasing
year.

In looking back we can recognize that the multitude of manpower
pro!Trams developed around three distinctly separate sets of con-
cepts, objectives, and constituencies.

The, first modern manpower programs. the Area Redevelopment Act
of 1O(11. focused on the economic development of depressed areas. The
AEA sought to improve local public facilities and provide incentives
to attract aiid establish new econornie enterprises.
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Limited in scope, the training of depressed area residents was viewed
as a supportive service to the process of economic redevelopment.

In 1962 Congress addressed itself directly to the needs of the un-
employed worker through the Manpower Development and Training
Act. The MDTA was a response to the persistent unemployment that
characterized the economy at the time. Such unemployment was largely
felt to be the result of pervasive technological changes that were wip-
ing out old jobs and creating new ones.

The solution was to provide the displaced workers with the oppor-
tunity to acquire new skills and iii,reased occupational mobility. The
persons initially served by.the MDTA had a history of occupational
attachment and active participation in the lal-or force.

In 1964 a new sot of policy considerations was applied to manpower
programs with the national commitment to a war on poverty. The
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, particularly title I--P, made man-
power programs not only an instrument of labor market policy but of
social policy as well. In essencr-;, this act created a mandate to expand
work and training opportunities for the disadvantaged member of our
population.

In 1967 special attentio.n was given to the welfare recipient as a
target group for manpowei- through the enactment of the work
incentive proo-ram under t a athority of the Social Security Act.

Thus sincj'1961 a complex set of manpower programs lv's been es-
tablished, funded by different acts and aimed at different client groups.

Together they affirm a national. commitment to manpower policies
and programs and have resulted in. assistance to some 4.5
individuals.

However, this pattern of development has also created major prob-
lems of concept and administration.

First, there has been a proliferation of categorical programs, each
with its own statutory base, funding source, and eligibility
requirements.

Such categorization has built-in rigidities that frustrate efforts to
allocate resources so that the overall manpower program can be geared
to local needs and circumstances. There is an overriding concern with
filling available slots for a particular program rather than developing
the mix of services the individual nees to become a productive worker
and the community requires to cope with local problems.

Secon:i there has been an excessive duplication of administrative
systems 1or the delivery of manpower services. Some programs are
operated by public agencies, -Ythers by nonprofit private organizations,
and still others by profitmaking companies.

Although some competition a A. experimentation is heathly and de-
sirable, the duplication of services and agency responsibilities can
become counterproductive. In addition, we have also been over-
whelmed by the slicer numbers of different sponsorssome 10,000
who deal directly with the Federal Government.

In a typical State, for example, we deal With individual school dis-
tricts in the Noighborhood Youth Corps .n-school program ; with city
halls and independent community action agencies in the ,:eighbo,thoot
Youth Corps out-of-school prog-rams, a nd ne w careers programs : with
rural county frovernments or arencies in the operation mainstream
prooTain ; State ,.;mployment services and vocational education agencies
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in the MDTA-institational program ; the Employment Service and'
welfare departments with reo.ard to the work incentive program; and
with ividual employers alid unions for MDTAOJT.preapprentice-
ship aod JOBS -programs.

Multiply this by 50 States and the dimensions and complexity of
the problenm become apparent.

Third, I believe that th..:we is an overcentralization of manpower pro-
gram administration in Washington. To the present, manpower pro-
grams have largely reflected Federal initiative and control, with little..
effort to tap the capabilities of governmental units at the State and
local level.

This problem is particularly acute at the local level. The chief elected
offici a l sour mayors and county commissionershave little cont:,ol
Over fiscal resources, program administration, or those ntechanisms Han
do eN ist for coordination Of manpower programs.

Fourth, th,ere have been few effecti ve attempts to coordinate man-
power programs with other complementary wo!,rains and institutions
such as vocational rehabilitation, vocational education, and
The absence of effective coordination has made it difficult, if not 3m-
possible for a State or a community to develop a plan that will encom-
pass all the resources that are available--from various sourcesto
assist the unemployed and underemployed.

Last, manpower policies have not been used effectively to support
fiscal and monetary policies in dealing wIth fluctuations in national .
economic activity.

By attacking skill shortages and creating constructive alternatives
for unemployed workers, manpower programs can help to mitigate
some of the undesirable consequences of changes in any dynamic
economy.

TELE A NI' 'WEE TRAINING ACT

The proposed Manpower Training Act attempts to build upon the-
past commitments and achievements of the Congress in this area, while
addressing itself di --ctly to the major deficiencies described above. The
legislation io far rc.,clung and complex but the salient featurc may be
cle rly identified.

1. Program ColtSolidatian.The Manpower Training Act will con-
solidate manpower programs now administered by the Department of
Labor, including those funded under the Manpower Develop inent and
Training Act and Title IB, Community -Work and Training Pro-
grams, and IA, Job Corps, of the Economic Opportunity Act.

The Office of Economic Oppo-tunity will continue its role in man-
power research and proo-ram development through a new part B of
title I of the Economic Opportunity Act. This antliority will
strengthen OEO's role in working with the Department of Labor to
develop innovative appmaches to manpower training.

The Work .Thcentive Program has been omitted from the bill because
it is an integral part of the family assistan( plan presently under
consideration by the Congress as an amendment to the Social Security
Act.

Howe,-er, re(: 'al language has 1....een proposed for the Social.
Securit Act and the Manpower Traininp- Act to insure that the'
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manpower component of the family assistance plan will be linked
closely with MTA's proposed system of adininistration, thus avoiding
duplication.

2. Decategorization.The new act eliminates the various categorical
programs and provides flexible funding for a comprehensive man-
poWer program in each State and area.

By eliminating categorical programs, we can better direct, our re-
sources to the needs of the individual .and the community. Each State
and local plaucan reflect special requirements rather than being warped
by predete: mined "slots" in particular programs with a predetermilied
mix of services.

3. DecentraZization.Th et provides for the establishment of a
consolidated manpower deli .ery system decentralized to the States and
metropolitan areas. Such decentralization, will take place as the re-
spective Governors and mayors demonstrate an interest in and develop
administrative capability to plan and carry out manpower programs
responsive to standards established by the Federal Government.

The system of decentralization spelled out by the act permits con-
siderable flexibility. The main elements are : (a) an equitable distribu-
tion of resources among the States, cities, and rural areas; (b) the.
submission by States of annual comprehensive manpower plans re-
sponsive to local needs and national guidelines and priorities; and (c)
the unified administration of niairp ver services through designated
State and metropolitan area prime sponsors.

A. TI1E1 APPORTIONMENT OF MANPOWER F UNDS

Seventy-five percent of the bulk of the. MTA's appropriation will
be apportioned to the States through a basic formula system with a.
f-.30-10 matching requirement. An additional 5 percent will be available
to match 2-1 new State expenditures in those States meeting exemplary
performance standards. The remaining.. 20 percent will be retained by
the Federal Government for use in national projeAs, research and de-
velopment, and Federal administration.

Metropolitan areas (standard metropolitan statistical areas or other
suitable areas) will be guaranteed a -fair share of the State's appor-
tionment, based on the area's proportion. of labor force participants
and disadvantaged residents compared with State totals. This special
"pass-through" provision in the act assures an equitable distribution
of resources to all areas, urban and rural.

The. decentralization of program and fiscal administration over these
funds will occur in three stages.

First, the State will receive full control over 2:-) percent of its ap-
Imrtioninent when the Governor desipliates a State "lead agency," and
a comprehensive State manpower plan has been des-eloped and is
approved by the Secretary of Labor ;

Second, the State will assume full control over (16% percent of its
apportionment when

( a) A State comprehensive manpower agency has been ortranized
which will be designated tile State prime sponsor ; and

(b) In major metropolitan a re::_s, local prime sponsors have. been
desinated by the 'Governor in cooperation with local heads of
govermnent.

4-1 --I25--70-- t.
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Thirdly, the State will achieve full control over 100 percent o-f its
apportionment when the State and its local partners meet standards
4:..2 exemplary performances established by the Secretary of Labor.

B. THE COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER PLAN

The State comprehensive manpower agency, local prime sponsors,
and ,re-ft advisory bodies must function together to develop and imple-
ment the State's comprehensive manpower plan.

The plan will define the State's need for manpower services in both
rural and urban areas. It will prescribe programs to meet that need
and set specific; plans to relate different programs to each other. After
approval by the Secretary of Labor, the plan will be used as the basis
for funding the succeeding fiscal year's program. Its multiyear projec-
tions will provide Federal agencies with invaluable data for the.
Federal programing, planning, and budgeting cycle.

The State manpower planning council will be responsible for as-
sembling the State's comprehensiv, manpower plan..The council will
include representatives of State agencies adininistering or coordinat-
hig manpower training, employmelit, apprenticeship, general and
vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, welfare, industrial
development, labor, economic opportunity, buman resource develop-
ment, and other related programs. It must also include broad r:Tze-
sentation from local prime sponsors, typical client groups (including
low-income groups) to be served by the programs, and the general
public.

Supported by an independent staff, the State manpower planthng
council will review plans prepared by the State comprehensive man-
power agency. Such plans, incorporating local prime sponsors' plans,
will cover all activities carried out under the Manpower Training Act.

In addition, the council has the power to review any State plan or
plan of service relating to manpower activities under any other Fed-
eral grant-in-aid program administered by the Departments of Labor,
or Health, Education, and Welfare.

All such plans will be submitted, along with the council's recom-
mendations, to the Governor for his review and approval. The Gov-
ernor then submits the plans to the Secretary of Labor or other ap-
propriate Federal agencies for final approval.

Local inputs to the overall planning process will be made by local
prime sponsors (which I will discuss later) and are advisory bodies.
Organized by the local prime sponsor, the membership of an area ad-
visory body will parallel that of the State manpower planning council.

The local prime sponsor will be responsible for the preparation of
manpower plans for activities assisted under the Manpower Training
Act. Both bodies rei in the power to appeal directly to the Secretary
if they are not satisfied with the disposition of local plans by the State
gencies.

C. STATE Ax-n LOCAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Some of the most creative and cludlenging aspeci ; of the Manpower
Training Act relate to the rovisions for State comprehensive man-
power agencies and local prii.ie sponsors.

The State comprehensive manpower agencythe State prime spon-
sormust be directb iesponsible to the Govere.or. It will be composed
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of the State public employment service, the unemployment compensa-
tion agency and other State-funded manpower agencies. In addition,
at the State's initiative, or by the joint concurrence of the Secretary of
Labor and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the com-
prehensive manpower agency may include the vocational education
agency, the vocational 7-41abi1itation agency, the welfare department
or other agencies supported by Federal grants-in-aid. Thus, the Man-
power Training Act provides a framework within which a broad range
of itianpower and training related agencies can be reorganized into
a single administrative structure at the State level.

The State comprehensive manpower a gency will receive and athnin-
ister funds under the Manpower Training Act and the Wagner-Peyser
Act in accordance with. the appro-;ed Plans. It will subcontract the
appropriate funds to prime sponsors to carry out approved com-
prehensive programs in major metropolitan areas. In smaller urban
and in rural areas it may also subcontract activities to local agencies
or carry out such programs directly through its own local manpower
offices.

As a first operating requirement, the State comprehensive manpower
agency is directed, to utilize or purchase the services available from
existing Federal, State, and local agencies. These can include the voca-
tional education and vocational rehabilitation agencies if they are not
part of the comprehensive manpower agency. However, the compre-
hensive manpower agency remains responsible and accounti-ble for
carrying out the approved plan of service and for the fiscal manage-
ment, of the prog.--..m.

At the local level the Manpower Training Act lays a foundation for
meaningful cooperation between the myriata of municipal and county
governmentscentral city and suburbanwhich fragment our major
metropolitan areas.

The presumptive areas of service will be standard. metropolitan
statistical areas (or SMSA's) , of which the Bureau of the Budget has
identified 233 in the United States. An SMSA is that grouping of
communities around a major city which constitute its true lebor marliet
area. For this reason, we have focused on the concept of standard metro-
politan statistical areas as program areas. However, as Secretary of
Labor, I would retain the flexibility to alter the dc'Sii;.ition the a,-;ea
of service should objective planning and administrative con;:iderations
dictate.

A local prime sponsor must be designated by the. Governor in each
SMSA (or any part thereof ) in that State. The prime sponsor has the
key role at the. local level. The prime sponsor develops the annual plan
for all MTA-funded manpower activities. This plan is then submit-
ted to the State comprehensive manpower agency for inclusion in the
State plan.

Next, the prime sp,msor must administer the manpower services
specified by tEe plan throughout the entire metropolitan area. This can
be accomplished both through providing; such services directly through
its own offices and through subcontracting various components to em-
ployers, community action agenciec, local-employment services offices,
and other manpower ak.,ncies.

Finally, the prime sponsor must evnluate the, effectiveness of each.
component- and the appropriateness of the overall plan.

xt,
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There are two methods by which such metropolitan area prime spon-
sors will be designated :

First, the Governor may designate the prime sponsor from among
the cities, counties, or other units of local general government within
the metropolitan area. In accordance with regulations which I would
establish the designated government in most cases would, be the are
principal city R:o vern m ent. Thus, under this first method, the arc
principal mayor woudd. be responsible for administering manpower
programs to scrve the entire metropolitan area. This responsibility
nuiy be carried out through this city manpower agency, community
action agency or other designated agent.

Under the second method, local chief executives can agree upon
another public or private agency other than the Governor's initial
choice. If these officials represent at least 75 percent of the area's
population, then the Governor must designate their choice as the prime
sponsor. Such an organization, for example, could be the public man-
power agency of another municipality or county ; a nonprofit, area-
wide community action agency ; a State agency ; or a special manpower
commission under the local council of governments.

In practice, the designation of local prime sponsors -will be a com-
mon decision arrived at by the Governor and the principal mayors and
county officials of a metropolitan area after thorough discussion. How-
ever, unsettled disputes over the designation of local prime sponsors
and the scope of the program area may be referred to the Secretary
of Labor for final resolution.

4. M anpower T raining as an, Economic Stabilizer.In order to
better integrate manpower policies with national economic policies,
we lui.ve built into the Manpower Training Act a mechanism that
antomatically triggers additional funds that could be spent for train-
ing programs. The appropriate provision provides that in any fiscal
year in which the-national unemployment rate reaches 4.5 percent for
3 conseeutive months, the Secretary of Labor could spend additional
funds on authorized programs equal to 10 p: -cent of the amount then
appropriated under the act for that year.

This trigger in the Manpower Training Act is complementary to the
extended benefits provision included in the unemployment insurance
amendments that were passed by the House of 1:(- presentatives. When
the national rate of insured unemployment has risen to at least 4.5
percent for 3 monthsequivalent to an overall unemployment rate of
5.5 to G percent--individuals who exhaust their re,gular bc :leas ,.-ould
be elegible for up to an iditional 13 weeks of jobless pay.

Both of these triggei. -g provisions will serve to cushion some of the
shock of It temporary rise in the rate of unemployment. that occ.nrs
periodically in our economy. Under the terms of the.MTA in particu-
lar, an unemployed worker could use this period to improve his skills
throupli training; We should strive to minimize unemploymenl at
any time. but if it does Occur then manpower programs can provide
a conArucLi Ye alternative for many individuals.

Can our povernmental ap-encies do the job?
That question is, put, and put often, and I think it is a fair question

for us to face squarely.
The development f an effecti ve Manpower Services System linking

Washinpton with the States and the cities will not be an easy
It wil/ (lemand our best efforts at all levels. It wM demand new

3
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willingness by State and local governments to assume new responsi-
bilities. Will these efforts be forthcoming? I believe they will. There
is encouragMg evidence that governmental units at all levels are
becoming increasmfrly responsive to the special demands of adminis-
tering manpower programs.

At the Federal level, we have devoted much effort to overhauling
the Manpower Adi !inistration of the Department of Labor so it can
7.2aovide more effective support to field operattons. Earlier this year,
we reorganized the Manpower Administration by (1) abolishing
separa'4e program bureaus and creating a single unified operations
arm, and (2) establishing a single line of authority to the regional
offices and from the regional offices to the States. These actions should
improve communication between Federal Government and State
and local agencies while permitting expanded technical support. and
monitoring.

At the State and local levels there has been a recent wave of inno-
vation. Many States and localities are reassessing their administrative
structures for the delivery of manpower, antipoverty, and welfare
services. For example, in Utah a State manpower council has been
established by legislative direction. The council's primary mission is
to coordinate and plan all manpower programs in the State. In
California, a cabinet-level reorganization resulted in the establishment
of a new Department of Human Re-sources Development with overall
responsibility for job training and placement services for the unem-
ployed and underemployed. Related developments have taken place in
at least 10 other States including Oregon, Michigan, and Illinois.
Similar -trends are discernible in several major cities. I believe that the
passage of the Manpower Trainino. Act would stimulate further
widespread action by the States and cities.

THE CHANGING PTJBLT.0 7.'.7A11"1:. Y MEN T SERVICE

In addition t.o assessing the willingness of units of general govern-
ment to assume responsibility for the administration of manpower
programs, we have a special interest in gatiing the potential effective-
ness of the Feder 1-State Employment service system. -Under the
terms of the proposed legislation, it is expected that the State Employ-
ment Service will play a major role in the Comprehensive Manpower
Agency a.nd the delivery of manpower services at the State and local
levels.

It is true that until recent years, the public Employment Service did
not focus heavily on the needs of the disadvantaged population ;
be ,. the same criticism could have been made of other established
institutions. In fact. the Employment Security System is adapting to
its changing role and mission. TheH, changes have not been uniform,
but the shift. of Employment, Service resources to serving the disad-
vantaged as well as its traditional clientele is evident.

For example, in fiscal year 1969 over 1.6 million disadvantaged
applicants were served by the 2,400 local public employment offices.
Disadvantaged applicants accounted for 48 percent of all Employment
Service counseling interviews, about 58 percent cf MDTA enrollments
and higher percentaues for o'ller manpower programs. The disad-
vantaged accounted Tor nearly 18 percent o f all nonagricultural place-
ments in fiscal year 1969. Although reliable statistical comparisons

r-1
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with earlier years cannot be made, we can assume that many more
disadvantaged are being helped now than in the early sixties.

There has also been a change in the staffin.o- pattern of the Employ-
ment Service agencies enhancing the ability of these agencies to serve
a disadvantaged clientele. A recent survey showed that minority group
members now make up 14 percent of tbe staffs of tbe 50 State Employ-
ment Security agencies, up from 12 percent 2 years ago. While overall
staff increased 9 percent during the 2 years, minority employees ros
30 percent.

Several other developments provide evidence of the expanded mis-
sion and capability of the lie Employment Sen :

First, the Employmem. Service has become the key deliverer of
manpower services in the. concentrated employment program.

Second, the Employment Service is playing an increasingly larger
role, in our larp.est programJob Opportunities in the Bus Mess Sector
(jOBS). Over 1,000 Employment Service staff will assist employers
in drawing up acceptable JOBS proposals and providing followup
technical assistance in 1970.

Third, a new employment security automated reporting system
(ESARS) is being tested. The primary purpose of ESARS is tc
provide a reporting system based on individnals served. Data from
this ',ystem will provide an improved means of "tracking" individuals
and facilitate the future planning and evaluation of programs
and operations at the State. and local level. Heretofore, this essential
data has not been available at either the State or Federal levels.

Fourth, the Employment Service is rapidly expanding its Job
Bank System. The first Job Bank was established in Baltimore. Within
months, the total placements of disadvantaged applicants increased
from less than 20 percent to more than 50 percent of total placements
in the geographic area served by the Job Bank. The system uses com-
puters to provide all counselors and placements interviewers in the
Employment Service and outside cooperating agencies with a daily
listing of job openings in the area which are listed with the Employ-
ment Service or these agencies. Our target is to have 54 Job Banks
in operation before this fiscal year is concluded and 76 by the end of
Calendar 1970.

Fifth, we are moving toward a far-reaching redesign of local office
operations that will enable the Employment-Service to meet its re-
sponsibilities to those who ).ed limited assistance, while freeing
R-onnel and other resources to provide intensive services to those

severe employability problelos. The new design will rely heavily
on computer-assisted job matching- systui,s.

Lastly, we are making a major effort to pruvidc incsmployment
insurance claimants with more job information directly from the
office, thus easing the burden on the Employment Service and reducing
the averag period of joblessness of unemployme-t ilsurance claim-
ants. At 'Elie moment, we are trying out this approach in five cities.

These changes have been initiated as part of a ,!reneral strate.gy
and with the active cooperation of the Employment Seenrity agencies.
The Manpower Training Act is the crucial legislative ingredient that
will cr o-ive broader meanin and substance to these improvements.

In''his manpower IT. essage to the Congress earlier this year, Presi-
dent Nixon suggested that manpower training must be looked upon
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with "new eyes." We ha ve done this and gained a wider perspective
on national manpower policies and programs. The overall record of
these programs has been positive and substantial in the past. Through
the M-anpower Training Act we hope to expand tliEse achievements.
The ultimate objective of the MTA is not to enter into a period of
bureancrati- i)liss but to provide more effective services to the indi-
viduals and .:orrimunities that need them. If we do this, and at the
same time forge a partnership that will help to ;nvigorate established
institutions of Government, this will be a major achievement for the
Con -ress and our manpower programs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for a very comprehensive

explanation of the administration's Manpower ni raining Act.
I feel that. you should be highly complimented here this morning

bv the presence of so many of my colleagues on the subcommittee.
Because of this attendance I am going to limit. the cpiestioninp. to 5 min-
utes by each member of the committee.

Mr. Secretary, the general thrust of this leL,rislation is to provide
for greater State participation in the local programs. Section 104(a)
would provide for submission of a program to the Secretary for
approval.

The Secretary could, therefore, exercise a measure of control over
the program content since the plan must provide for conduct of the,
program according- to rules, regulations, and guidelines established
by the Secretary t. carry out the general purpose of the act.

How can this provide for a greater State and local role in the
management of the system?

Secretary SIEULTi. I think what we seek, Mr. Chairman, is not to.
as some people have said, turn all manpower programs over to the
State or to the city but rather to create a partnership among the
Federal, State and local nnits of irovermnent.

Our feeling is that each level of 6l-overnment has something to con-
tribute to this process and that the present situation which concen-
trates all of the authority and control in the Federal Government is
not. the right way to go about it. We need to distribute this control, so
to speak, more widely across these different units of Government.

I think, as the State and local unis take hoM of this and develop
their capacity to plan and adnnnister these 'programs, the amount of
involvement of the Federal Government is likely to diminish. Never-
theless, we feel, and I feel, that it is very important to maintain a role
of the Secretary of Labor or th e. Federal .Grovernment in this picture.

Mr. DANIELs. -Would he mai mtrol over the iirograin regard-
less of what the individual Sta u d do

Secretary SILULTZ. No, I don L. think so. The States would make a
plan. In Ina1dn,9.- that. plan, the States need to work with the individual
cities so Lhe Stat's plan is a buildup, you might. say, of the var-
ious compoent, parts here. Th, '- would have, been worked out and.
would come the Secretary of Labor and for that matter, to the Sec-
retary of kIEW, sicce, this -vc-ould involve units of work outside the
Depar!-anent oI Labo:, We wk.ald look at that and would take part and.
participate in it.

But I think inat the expectation and hope would be that the State
plan would be fine and satisfactory as developed.

f7.7 et.
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At the same time, of course, 'We would put forth national guidelines
and priorities and expect people to pay some attention to these.

For example, at the present time, as I noted in my statement, we
have a considerable emphasis on helping disadvantaged people
through the manpower program.

I would think that would be an appropriate national priority. Or,
to take another example, we have a terrible pyoblem of unemployment
among teenage Negroes, particularly those. living in cities.

Therefore, an appropriate national priority wouhl be to say wher-
ever you have this problem, the people should really address them-
selves to do sometldng about it.

I think there are these kind f interplays between the different units
of Government that are apprJpriate.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Secretary, section 104(a) (1) of the. ;Ada; inistra-
tion bill, states that the Secretary of Labor would determine -those ele-
ments necessary for providing coordinated comprehensive assistance
and would require the State plan to provide increased occupational
opportunities for eligible individuals.

Who should be an eligible individual is unclear. Would you kindly
explain?

Secretary Sii.-unTz I am sorry, I didn't hear the last part of the
questi on.

Mr. DANIELS. Who should be considered an eligible individual ? It
is not clear under the act Whether this is to be resolved by the Secretary
of Ltibor, the State, or a local official.

Mr. W.seErt. The general definition of "clientele" included in the
proposed leg:slation, Mr. Chairman, specifies unemployed, underem-
ployed, disan.irantaged, over 16, with the exception that the Secretary
can modify this standard where it is viewed as appropriate and
necessary.

Mr. DANIELS. Who would determine the eligibility of such a
person ?

Mr. Wtnun. The Secretary would establish g-uidelines and eligibility
will be determined by the prime sponsor, be that the State agency or
the local level within the framework of these guidelines that are estab-
lished by the Secretary.

Mr. DANIELS. The legislation provides in section 102(a) (2) that
the area plans prepared by prime sponsors, and not included in the,
State comprehensive plan, could be so included if the prime spel.,a)r
requested and obtained determination of the Secretary aft,er consulta-
tion with the Government that the area plan was consistent with
qtlirernent of section 104 of the act.

'ould this poibly provide for an effective means of bypassing
State manpou Or officials so that the program would be developed cli-
rectly as a resu:t cif consultation between local and Federal Govern-
ment ?

Secretan Silt-T.7Z. The problem v.-hieb that addresses is an occasion
which file State government and city government don't agree. It

seemed to us important to have some sori of appeal process so that
when the Secretary of La.bor is considering a State plan, he has before
hint \di at differences of view there may be within the State to consider.

And, having those before him, he can then maize a determination of
what he thinks is the right answer. I think the Manpower Training

7 ,
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Act, addresses the problem directlythe need to develop a mileh bet-

ter, stronger working relationship between these ihree levels of

go vernment.
It isn't only the Federal-State relationship that needs development

but also the State-city relationship.
Thel'e will be difficulties and pains and agonies in that process and

this is an effsrt to address that, recognize it, and provide some way to

keep the show on. the road as these institutions are developing.
I might say that I think there is a sort of parailel here if you think

about this from the standpoint of how do you administer.
There is a parallel here with the pmblems that we have in labor-

management relations. If you have an arbitrator all, of thc time, then

the, parties don't work out their differences for themselves.
We want to encourage them to work out their differences for them-

selves and at the. same time, as a matter of absolutely last resort, you

can have an arbitrator.
But we think that the arbitrator or the administrator, you might say,

should handle himself in such a manner that lie encourages people

to work these things out within the State and not to place excessive

reliance on the Secretary of Labor or some other official to Conle lii

and, settle things.
lt is not desigrned as a method for having the Federal Government

work directly with the local government. The whole thing has to come

up in the context of the overall State plan.
Mr. DANIELS. What is that particular situation ? Suppose a local

community wants a program lint the governor does not and there
appeal to the Secretary. Who makes such a decision ? Or take anothe.-
situationthe mayor of a large city like New York wants a part ictila r

program but the mayors of the surrounding com»iunities do not. Who
would prevail in a situation like that?

Secretary SHULTZ. The second illustration deals with a situation

within the metropolitan area. Here the whole thrust of this act. is to

force, in effect, program planning in terms of the labor market aren,

the metropolitan area, rather than simply in terms of the particular
boundaries that happen to be the governmental jurisdictions thin; ere

established.
We want to have the program be coextensive, with the practical labor

markets so the prime sponsor is appointed through a process that is
to reflect that fact, and the plan that is drawn up for that area has
to 'be responsive to the full scope of the labor market.

So the idea. is to address that problem and no doubt within any
given metropolitan area, as people worry about the central city and
surrounding suburban areas and relationship to each other in devel-
oping these plans, there will be stresses and strains, but we think this
is the. path to progress because people have to address themselves to

this problem.
Otherwise, they can't come to a solution. The jobs are growing in

the suburbs. There are a lot. of .people who live in the central city.
The two things are connected. And having units of administration
that don't see that, so to speak, is artificial.

So we want to encourage that side of it. I hope I am being respon-
sive to the second part of your question.
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On the first part, suppose the local unit however it. works it out
has a, pr(T-rain that it wants and the Governor doesn't want. What
you are posing, I think, is that tlw Governor and the mayor must
agree in general on what is a good thing for this particul t v.

However, there is one thing they can't agree on. ii,verytt Ise
is agreed t.o. That is the example that you posed. The mayor, this
case, wants to appeal his view as the State plan comes before the
Secretary of Labor.

-Well, in this case, the Secretary of Labor obviously trie3 to do the
best job he can in an objective way of seeim, what meets the needs as
best. be can determine it, based on thic evidence 1,as before him.

He does have the ability under this contract to exercise. his view on
a. line item basis, so it isn't a ouestion of acceptimr or rejecting the
whole. thing, but rather, you can go to that particular item that was
brought un in your example.

We think that is a very important part of the act.
Mr. DANIELS. My time is up. I will call upon Mr. O'Hara from

Michi (ran. Do you have any questions?
Mr.O'HA.RA. Mr. Secretary, thank you for coining. I wish to join

Mr. Daniels to thank you and I want to compliment you on a very
brilliant and effective presentation of the administration's bill.

Mr. Chairman, it is now 11 o'clock and we have a number of other
members present. I don't believe that I have any questions with respect
to the Secretary's statement. I think I understand the admii iistrat ion's
bill and what the Secretary has had to say about it.

I would like to ask the Secretary, though, you. do envision as in-
dicated in your statement a major role for the State emplopeont
agencies, do you not, Mr. Secretary ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'HARA. I seem to recollect that a few vears ao-o you were a

chairman of a task force that made a study of idle Staie employment
agencies, were you not ?

Secretary Smit,Tz. Yes, I was.
Mr. O'HARA. Wasn't Mr. Weber associated with you?
Secretary SHULTZ. Ile was the vice chairman, I believe.
I have a long history of association with this oronnization,

Say.
Mr. O'HARA. Yes. I think the, report would be very useful. Are

there any copies of that report in print ?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, we would be glad to simply it. It wa=. done,

I think, shout 190f1. It was a task force appointed by the then Secre-
tary- of Labor Willard Wirtz, and we made a report to him at that
time.

Mr. O'HARA. Could you supply us with a. copy, Mr. Secretary ?
Secretary Surrurz. Certainly.
Mr. O'HARA. I ask for unanimous consent that a copy of the report

-which will be furnished by the Secretary be printed as an appendix to
the record of the hearing covering this bill because I think that would
be very useful.

Mr. DANIELS. Is there any obje,ction?
If there is no objection, it is so ordered.
(Appendix follows the completion of the hearings.)
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for coming before us.

9
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Mr, DANIELS. My colleague from Minnesota, do you have a ques-
tion?

Mr. Qum. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
First, I want to compliment the Secretary for an outstanding state-

ment and outstanding proposal to bring together the fragmented man-
power pi.ograies and get away from the categorical approach which is
used to find people to fit programs rather than programs to fit people.

I am also pleased with the effort that you have made to fit this pro-
gram into President Nixon's concept of new federalism and, since we
have a piece of lecrislation that might come up later this week on the
Economic Opporeunity ActI am sure you will be administering
more of it more than 0E0 willI am please( liat you have developed
your own method of States assuming admin rative responsibilities.

I think it is very well done and will permit iiiem to assume respon-
sibility as they develop their capability to do so.

I am heartened to see this.
One question I would have is : What determination will you make

on a State program to see if it is ,Yeinplary or not to enable them to
get the full 100 peirent, or 75 percent

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. We would set up and issue criteria by
which we would judge performance and use them as the basis for judg-
ing exemplary performance.

We think it is very important to have this element in what you
might call the staged incentive for development of ability at the State
and local levels. We want to place the emphasis, not so much on how
well organized you are, or how good a plan you had by some abstract
concept, but really on the outcome. I-Ias the program really performed
well ? That would be our objective there.

Mr. QUM. Would you anticipate then that no State would be able
to secure the 100 pement the first year ? Would they have o prove
themselves in that first year ?

Secretary Snue-rz. That is correct. They would have to have a per-
formance to look at and on which we could make ajudgment.

iMr. Quin. You have set your criteria of what s exemplary pro-
grams after you have seen the, experience of some. States, or do you have
'that in mind. already ?

Secretary StrueTz. We have been working on that and we have
some ideas on that subject. We intend to continue to work with the
States and develop a set of criteria that we think are reasonable, work-
able,usa ble, objective without. beino. mechanical.

I don't think a sheer mechanical approach is really adequate.
We will develop these as we go along. We have already done a fair

amount of wori:.
Mr. Quit:. What about the changes that occur in the needs for man-

power training in a community ? I understand this is one of the
things you are going to get away frona when you get a change from
that complete categorization that is presently the case.

Sometime they run a little bit longer than they might need to be-
cause they have the funds for the categories and we find the people to
fit them.

How do you anticipate the money would be going, to the community
so they could have flexibility to shift to other training programs with-
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out going back really to make justification all the way up the line to
you?

Secretary Simurz. First of all, of course, they have the annual
plan and, in addit ion to the annual plan, we. want to see a projection
ahead and get people thinking about. their area as it is now. We want.
them to realize what is needed nowwhat do they think is going to
happenwlutt do they need to do in light of what may happen.

This is going to be revised each year. The funds, not being cate-
gorized, are flexible as they come to that locality. Hence, the com-
munity can fit the program content with the needs that it sees and as
it evolves.

If, in the light of the operation in a given year, something or other
happens that necessitates a shift in the plan, as that always can happen,
then we are ready to look at that and let it be changed if it seems to
he justified. But we think there ought to be a little feedback mechanism
in that.

Mr. Qum. So is it possible for the State under its plan to have
within it the mechanism by which they would approve or disappi-ove
the shifts in the local communities' programs so they would not neces-
sarily have to go all the way to you in order to get approval?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, that would be possible as part of the State
plan, within some scope.

Mr. Qui.E. Is it tins scope that would be laid out in that State
comprehensive plan that. would give them the flexibility ?

Secretary SHULTZ. That would be part of the plan. When I was at
the university, in budgeting we always had this item labeled "con-
tingency" and we were able to use that with some flexibility.

Mr. Quin. Then would you expect that the local community or the
prime sponsors could also have some flexibility within their plan
in which they could move?

Secretary Syitrurz. Yes.
Mr. QuiE. In order to get away from categorization because you

could have a danger of this turning out again to be categorization if
yon don't have thisflexibility.

Secretary Sianm. Yes, that is correct, and I think we want to en-
courage, in our manner of administration, the idea of not just getting
in a rut, providing the same programs through every year, but rather,
in each planning period, we ought to look at the problems in as fresh a
way as yon can, and have a fresh program approach to it.

Mr. QUM. The fear that some people have raised, mostly those in
vocational education, is tin..t they don't have the assurances which were
written into the law in Manpower Development Training Act, institu-
tional programs would be conducted through vocational education.

I know from experience in working with vocational educators that
they dislike giving up assurances because we had a hassle here in 1963
trying to get earmarking money.

I think it would be (rood if yob could explain your expectation of
the use of money for institutional programs which Would he strictly
educ.ational programs and the extent vocational education would ho
utilized.

Secretary SHULTZ. Our presumption would be to utilize them, if
they are able, to do the work that the prime sponsor in the plan called
for.

6,1
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I might read from the act here and I think this was covered to some
extent in my statement:

In carrying out programs under th;s Act the agency. the manpower agency,
shall he required to the fullest extent possible to utilize those services and facili-
ties under this Act which are available front State, Federal, and local agencies.

Where facilities financed under other authority are not ;: veilable, the man-
power agency shall be required to the fulinst extent possible to purchase use of
facilities and services front Federal, State, and local agencies where available at
reasonable cost.

The agency nmy also make appropriate arrangements to utilize serviccs and
facilities of private agencies, organizations. and busine,,ses.

So there is a strong presumption of purchase of service there.
Mr. QUIE. I know my time is up but may I finish this one subject

with one question.
The last question is: You are giving responsibility to an effective

,overnment or State agency to make the determination to the extent to
which vocational education would be utilized in this State as they
judge particular capabilities of vocational education rather than mak-
ing a national judgment of requirement that every State utilize voca-
tional education.

Is that the understanding?
Secretary Si iur:rz. The pattern of what would happen would no

doubt vary by State. The act permits that. There will be some States
where the Governor has the ability, and the wish, to include in the
manpower agency vocational education and/or vocational rehabilita-
tion. He can do that if he wants to. It is up to him.

By the same token, if the Secretary of HEW and the Secretary of
Labor together want to do it, let us say the Governor wants to but he
needs concurrence, then they can do it.

However, it is not necessary in order to have a plan qualified.
At the same time, we would create y this act, in addition to the

manpower agency, a planning council. The planning council must
have on it vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and so on.

That council reviews all of these plans. The objective is to see that
there issome place, in the State, where what is done with this manpower

imoney s judged as a coordinated proposition with what is happening
with all of the other various kinds of related manpower type funds.
This will insure that the whole thing has a chance of hanging together.

That is, of course, at the planning stage as distinct from the operat-
ing stage.

Mr. QUM Tha»k you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Michigan, Ah.. Ford, do you

have questions?
Mr. Fon». Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to join my colleagues to welcome the Secretary here

and thank you for this explanation of the administration's plan.
I would like to observe that I have been fasenated, as have many

others, with the term "federalism." You have givehl me a new definition
here and I arn afraid it is going to come as a great surprise to our States'
rip-hts advocates who thought all of the time that it was something
they wanted.

As I gather the total thrust of what you are doing here is sug.fPesting
that the Office of the Secretary will draw guidelines, these. guidelines
will then direct the structuring of State agencies that will ultimately

e2
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have the overall control of all manpower programs within that State,
whether they are funded by Federal funds or from other sources.

ln that correct?
Secretary SITULTZ. As distinct, from any guidelines by the Secretary,

the act sets up this structure in it general way and specifies what must
be in the. program at the minimum, and what can be included at the
option of the. governor. It specifies requirements for the operating
agency and winY: has to be part of the plannin.-:; agency.

This is a_ par of ow effort to assure that you get comprehensiveness
and interrelatedness of plin ming. That is part of the act,.

The natural priorities and guidelines would be programmatic, you
might say, as distinct from the institutional arrangements through
which any program flows.

Mr. FoRn. I am interested in structure now because the first part
of your statement says the greatest. weakness in the present prolifera-
tion of programs is that there is a contracting arrangement between
the Federal Government and all the variety of areas of government
across the country.

I gather that you would narrow that down to 28:; standard statisti-
cal areas that you mentioned plus the States and any special areas
that you might find were peculiarly distinct from the standard
statistical areas. Presumably we could be back up to several hundred
different arrano.ements.

But the onAhing that you direct here as a condition to a State
assuming control over these prourams, even two-thirds of the control,
is that a State Comprehensive M-anpower Agency shall he created.

Then you say that as Secretary, you will direct what that State
manpower agency is supposed to encompass in terms of its areas of
responsibility.

Do you envision accepting as a State comprehensive manpower
agency an agency that was set up only to administer Federal pro-
arams while some other variety of acrencies administer State-funded
programs?

Secretary SHULTZ, The State comprehensive agency would includt,
for example, the unemployment compenr,ation agency. Unemployment
insurance is a Federal-State system.

Mr. FORD. Do I understand correctly that what you are saying is
that to comply, a State would have to come to you showina that they
have created a State comprehensive manpower ao.ency thaq adminis-
tered all manpower and allied programs including those now handled
by the State educational agency, which as you describe it, could
coordinate them.

In other words, in a State like New York where the Federal contri-
bution to manpower constitutes a very small portion of the total cost,
the legislature, in order to assume control over t 7o thir ds of the
Federal funds coining into that State, would have a) confer on the
governor the coordinating authority for all of the existing programs
including educational programs that might be related to manpower
training?

Secretary SHULTZ. I would like to ask Mr. -Weber to comment on
that and then, if I could, I would like to come back to the first _part
of your statement about the multiplicity of acrencies and make a
comment on that.
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Mr. WEBER. The general framework to the establishment of State
agency, Congressman Ford, is specified in section 1(ki!. (a ) (1) , and
what it says is that a State Comprehensive Manpower Agency shall
include State public employment service and unemployment agency
and agencies establisht.td by State law Amin isterilw manpower pro-
grams and manpower components not assisted by Federal grants and
aids.

Mr. FORD. Except that in response to Mr. Quie, it was indicated
this would include vocational education.

Mr. WEBER. No, sir. There is a mandatory group of agencies that
has to be brought together in a comprehensive plan.

Mr. FORD. Is vocational education included in the mandatory
group ?

Mr. WEBER. No, sir, that is at the discretion of the Governor or
jointly with concurrence of the Secretary of Labor or Secretary of
HEW.

Mr. O'HARA. But it is mandatory when the Secretary of Labor or
the Secretary of HEW decides?

Mr, WEmiai. Yes, but there has to be joint. concurrence.
Mr. O'HARA. It might not be mandatory, depending on what the

Secretary of HEW or Secretary of Labor decide in their own private
conversations?

Secretary Sirourz. To put it another way, it could not happen if
the Secretary of HEW did not want it to happen.

Mr. O'HARA. Rut if you both want it to happen, it becomes
mandatory ?

Secretary SHULTZ. There is another aspect of this that might be
confusing. There is a manpower agency that is an operating agency
and then there is the planning council. Those are two different. units.

On the planing council the vocational-education and vocational-
rehabilitation must. be present. That does not have discretion over
what they will do but it is a way of saying that all of these units get
put into the same place and have to look at. their plans in a coordinated
fashion.

Mr. FORD. YOU cite my own State of Michigan as one of the 10
that made some progress toward getting a coordinated manpower
agency.

With all due respect to the colleague .sitting to your left, for whom I
have the highest regard, both for administrative ability and very
effective political activitythat is a personal reference and I mean
it complimentarilywe haven't done a damn thing in Michigan that
anybody could really point to with :pride in terms of coordinating the
separate efforts of the Federal funding programs, State funded pro-
grams, county funded programs, and city funded programs, and the
educational funded programs which run the whole lunge of categories
of support.

We have done some thinp-s in terms of providing advice and con-
sultation but there is no agency that is actually administering any mix
of programs such as you concede here.

Yon can't get such an agency in the State of Michigan, by having
a forward-looking governor sit down and write a man and say, "This
is how it. shall be," particulitav when in your bill you attach the
matching of Federal funds with State funds as a condition to receiving
the money.
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That. means the. State legislature is ultimately going to hare to niake
the decision on creating the structure and making the necessary trans-
fers of jurisdiction into this central onerating agewy.

I am fearful that this is further than we have ever gone at the
Federal level in trying to tell a State le!rislature how they ought to
struc . are the administration of a program in their State.

How do you do it at the State level ? For example, how does Gov-
ernor Rockefeller, in his State, make a determination such as yon
indicated that. the bulk of the funds should go into New York City
because that is where the problem is. I understand you would give
them that kind of flexibility and then turn around to a State. legis-
lature which has been as unresponsive to the. needs of New York City
as the New York Lepishit lire has traditionally been, and say at the same
tinw, i want you to put. all of the money into New York City but I
want you to restructure all of our State 'finance programs so that the
same people will be running them."

There. is goin!Y to be a. fi-ind of natural fear, it seems to me, on the
part of that and other legislatnres that the mayor of New York is
going to run the manpower program.

When you 'alk about mixin!v up standard statistical areas with local
mayors and you say the principal mayor would be the logical person
to run the program, I will take you back to Michigan again.

I don't know how the people out in Miara's city are going to feel
about the mayor of the city of Detroit deciding which direction man-
power training should take. I am sure you are aware, because you
have touched on it, of the great competition between the central city
or principal city and its environs for the location of new industry.

The school districts fight like the very devil to get more tax base.
It seems to me that you are suggesting that we at the FeCteral
level get right in the middle of that fight. You are asking all of the
mayors, of about three or four counties surrounding the city of
Deiroit including; the county that Detroit is in, to pick from their
midst. a mayor that they would trust to pattern these programs so
that there will be some equal distribution as to need between the
unemployed hi the suburba.n and semirural areas and unemployed
in the city.

You are asking a tremendous amount of the mayor of the city of
Detroit because I suspect that if he goes very far in the direction
of meeting the demands that are going to come from the peripheral
cities, he. won't be the mayor the next time around.

By the same token, if the mayors in the peripheral cities go too
far hi endorsing the power of the mayor in the central city, they
won t he armmd ihe next

It is unfortunate that we have reached this stage in modern devel-
opment, but I don't understand how we can be helping this already
volatile situation by imposing the Federal Government on them.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you. Your time is up. Perhaps the Secretary
would desire to comment cn your remarks.

Secretary STTELTZ. Well, I kept count for a while and I would say
there are about 150 questions that. ha.'.-e to be answered.

Mr. Form. That gives you some icka: of the macmitude of my
confusion.

Secretary Snuurz. May I say the magnitude of the problem, and
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I think you have touched on a wide variety of the points that are
critically important.

I agree with you. I think my statement suggested this--that the
problems we have to deal with in the manpower area, are very impor-
tant problems and the solutions to them are not going to he easy to
find in local areas.

We think that what is called for here is a real active creativity in
the localities and States along with the Federal Government., 'n
making this work well.

I th.mk you would probably agree with me that whatever th3
tensions between, say, the suburbs and the city, the fact of the matter
is that these are attached economic units and that is all there is to it.

There is no way that various mayors and county commissioners can
get P. ;ay from that ultimate fact.

So we are saying let us face up to it and let us see if we can't
provide some incentive and provide some tools with which, if people
want to work together, they can. This ought to encourage a better
partnership at that level and at a higher level.

Mr. FORD. If they don't face. up to it, what is the consequence?
Do they lose the Fed.el al program?

Secretary Strourz. No. All we have provided here is a set of incen-
tives for people to struAure themselves, get a planning mechanism,
gt some admmistrative capacity, look at these problems.

If they just can't lace it, the money goes to the State and is passed
to the city in any case. It is just that is administered the same way
it is now, essentially by the Federal Government, but as soon as yoa
have a plan, that is the incentive here, a plan and administrat:ve
capacity, then they take over.

That is related to your earlier comments about the myriad of C011-
tracting .arrangements. We want to get away from that so when we
wind up with the State of Michigan, they have, let us say, created these
various 'agencies and they are working through the plan. Then, basic-
ally, what we do is approve the plan working with them. Say we
approve that plan and their capacity to operate well, then the State
of Michigan, through the various prime sponsors that are designated
in the plan, administers this money and writes the contract.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Secretary, at precisely whai- stage are the 66%
percent funds given ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, here are these three stages. There has to
be a delivery system in order to get to the two-thirOs

Mr. DANIELS. First, the State indicates desire to come in and par..
ticipate in the program and f,,3-ts 25 percent. Then when does the 66%
percent stage occur ?

Secretary SHULTZ. The first part they have to designate a lead
agency, so they are starting.

The second part--they have the mechanics in place to make a plan
and carry A out. They have the planning mechanism, they have the
administrative mechanism set in place. the prime sponsor is identified,
and so forth. That is part of the plan. Then they have two-thirds.

At that time they are actuIly adrninisterng a very large flow of
funds relative to that State and so, at that point, we can begin to say,
all right, plans and administrative arrangements are one thing, how
about performance.

44-425-70-pt. 1-5 C6
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Of course, we are looking at performance all of the time, but now
we have a chance to lift that up and make it the major element in
m ov ing to the 100-percent level.

Mr. DANIELS. But you haven't answered specifically when the 662/3
percent is delivi..ed in hand to the State, to the governor for distribu-
tion in that State. I would like tc know specifically when that occurs.

Secretary SHULTZ. It occurs when they have a plan which is ap-
proved by the Secretary of Labor. That plan, of course, includes not
only the pl.ograin for what ought to be done but also the administra-
tive arrangements throughout the State to get it done. We think this
will work.

I can put it more technically but I think that is the essence of it.
Mr. DANIELS Thank you.
Doe,s, the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Esch, have a question ?
Mr. ESCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chaii man.
Mr. Secretary, I, too, join with my colleagues in welcoming you

here today and also complimenting you and your staff for what I think
will be a monumental contribution in the area of manpower training.

There are two major concerns that I would like to address my ques-
tioning to which are related to your testimony but I think are recur-
ringconcerns to this committee.

First of all, it is my understanding t7-at you have placed great em-
phasis upon .the utilization of the employment service as a delivery
vehicle and historically and empirically, the employment service has
perhaps not been the most significant contributor in the area of job
placement, in the area of counseling, and in the area of job identifica-
tion.

You have given specific testimony indicating that is changing but
I would like to get into a little dialog with you to have some specific
assurances to how much that is changing, to what degree has the pat-
tern for effective counseling within the employment service een
changed within the past year.

Secretary SHULTZ. I would say the emPloyment service, even today,
is a very different organization than the one that I was working with,
let us say, in the late 1950's, trying to figure out how displaced meat-
packing workers could get themselves jobs in some given community.

The coming of these various manpower programs and stages that I
have described in my testimony has changed their mission and out-
look. While there is still a lot of ground to be covered, there have been
significant changes.

As a measure of change, I could point out, in terms of personnel,
there now is a much greater representation of minority groups in the
employment service itself.

Second, you may look at the flow of clientele through the employ-
ment service. You see a very much higher proportion of disadvantaged
being served in various categoriescounseling, the traitling program,
and so forth.

Third, they are changing; methods of operating and making use of
ithe modern nformation technology through computers. We are work-

ing very hard on that and it is a strong:, exciting development.
Mr. F.SCH. May. we interrupt and ask you to what degree do you

have any beginning evaluation of how successful the job bank concept
is?
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Secretary SHULTZ. We think it is a development of extraordinary
importance. It has worked well in the city where it has been applied
and has had a chance to get itself estr ished.

The first one was started in Baltimore about 18 months ago, and it
had a rather dramatic experience there. We are now up to ths eighth
installation, and we expect to get 51 additional ones going by the end
of the year.

So we are pushing on this very hard and the results today, as well
as the theory of it, suffgest that rt should be quite effective.

I might note also Sat this new ESARS system implies a different
way of thinking about the work of the office in terms of individual
people rather than in terms of functions.

You don't worry so much about how many individual people you
register to counsel and serve but rather, you say, "Here is this person,
what happened to that person, what took place there'?"

When you look at it that way, we think you are making the whole
process more effective for the individual as distinct fram making just
a record for the office.

Mr. Escx. I thMk it is important to crive assurances to this commit-
tee that the employment service of 1966''is not the same as the employ-
ment service of the seventies. Equally, the function has been on indi-
viduals and attempting to counsel to relate, them to the work and to
follow through with them.

I hope that this is a new thrust.
Mr. WEBER. I was going to add, Congressman Esch, that although

the proposed bill does say that the employment service is presumptve
deliverer of manpower services, as the Secretary indicates, we think
it is changing and we thing it is going to bs able to assume these
responsi bilities.

It does not have a mormpoly. That is, if it does not perform and
there is objective evidence that demonstnites this, you can get alterna-
tive deliverers of services and eJ-c',-1..ody understands that.

Mr. EscH. There is anotler major area of concern that this com-
mittee has had collectively and that was related to by the gentleimm
from Minnesota, Mr. Quie. There has been a major dichotomy on the
national level, again, vocational education and manpower training, and
this Ir:s permeated down to the local level and perhaps it is the heart of
our problem that the failure to weld the educational community as it
relates to the work and the adult manpower training program, I quite
frankly see nothing within this comprehensive manpower training pro-
gram to overcome this major fallacy of two directions, and I am vitally
concerned that we might find a way, that this committee might explore
the possibility of even more explicit recognition of the need to utilize
vocational education within the K through 12 or community college
structure and manpower training.

I would like your first reaction, Mr. Secretary, would you look with
disfavor if the committee takes the manpower training program and
attempted in some way to place a special emphasis on the need to co-
ordinate the manpower training program with local K through 12 or
community college vocational educational program ?

I know you have reference to it in the legislation but it seems to me
it doesn't have as high priority as it might have.

Would you like to comment?
C 8
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Secretary SHULTZ. In the development of this act, we worked very
hard with the HEW to develop a mechanism that will lead people to
plan at the State level for the use of the various funds, vocational edu-
cation, vocational rehabilitation manpower, in a manner that is con-
sistentthe one with the other. We also hope to encourage the advisory
bodies, at the city level or community level, to achieve the same thing.

At the same timc, I think it is important that the one not dominate
the other and I believe the concern was expressed, and I agree with it,
by the vocational education people.

They in effect said, "Our world is a world of education. We want to
tLink about vocational education in terms of the person coming
through the school system. That is our primary concern," they said.

Now, at, the same time, this system of vocational education is the
place where we would purchase services for the adult population for
whom we will say remedial work is being done. That is the plain thrust
of the Manpower Act. But they don't want to have a situation, as I
understand it, where these remedial nee,ls dominate the inschool system
needs. And, of course, we, I don't think, can subscribe to the notion
that the funds appropriated, essential to do remedial work for the
adult population, .are diverted from that use into the development of
the inschool curriculum.

That is an important problem but it is a different one and you need
to address that in its own terms.

I think what we have tried to do is tt, recognize these different ob-
jectives and to create administrative ar d planning mechanisms that
will encourage better articulation at the local and State level, as well
as the national ley el, of these programs with respect to each other.

I think this is important to do, just as it is important to recognize
there are somewhat-different problems involved.

Mr. Eson. May I acld one word of comment, Mr. Chairman?
I appreciate your comments, Mr. Secretary, and I still feel, how-

ever, that recognizing where the nature of the problem of remedial
work is, that it is within the nonwhite population between ages of
16 and 22, basically.

Any truly comprehensive manpower training program must rot wait
for a remedial program but must involve the schools beginning at age
14, 15, 16, and I am very much concerned that we don't lose sight of
our objective.

I don't see them as a dichotomy.
Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ: I accept that to a degree. But remedial work is

always going to be with us even though the school system does a superb
job because there are changes going on in the labor market all of the
time.

I think that is certainly a fact of life for at least a long period of
time.

Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from California,Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Secretary, I, too, wish to commend you on a

very excellent statement. I have just two or three questions.
First, with respect to the concept of using manpower training as

economic stabilizers. My understanding is that it provides that when
the national unemployment rate leaves 4.5 for 3 consecutive months,
the device ,,,,perates.
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In connection with that, in what way will this help those groups who
are now in poverty pockets, minorities, and others, whose unemploy-
ment rate has exceeded this by twice over for more than 3 consecutive
years, as a matter of faet, all of their lives ?

In what way will this type of economic stabilizer be of any assist-
ance then to these groups who are perhaps the most disadvantaged
and those who certainly need help, not tomorrow, but today ?

Secretary SHULTZ. That particular provision is no substitute for
direct attention to the problem you refer to and which should get
high priority attention in the operation of the Manpower Training
Act, which is fundamental and basic flow of work.

The economic stabilizer part of the bill is a kind of add-on to this
basic flow of work and which would have a strong thrust in the direc-
tion you mentioned.

Mr. IT-AWKINS. Do you believe some formula could be worked out
whereby these well defined areas could, prior to that time, be given
this economic stabilization and not depend on some vague undefined
special program that never somehow takes place?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir; I think it can. As a matter of fact, we
have tried to do that in the Manpower Training Act. The device for it
is essentiiIlly directing funds in terms of a formula that includes the
relative proportion of the so-called disadvantaged in that State or
area.

Mr. HAwKINs. Would you consider this one of those appropriate
and natural priorities that you refer to that would receive specia .
consideration under the comprehensive manpower proposal ?

Secretary SHULTZ. It is part of the formula that is proposed in tle
act.

Mr. HAWKINs. Mr. Secretary, certainly this type of proposal:has
been suggested before but there is the persistent unemployment s.tua-
tion that is getting worse rather than better and nobody seems to,come
up with any implementation of the proposal.

I hope that you propose to implement it better than it has bem thus
far.

Secretary SnraHz. What we are talking about in this act, (.4 course,
is essentially the method for that which you do.

A separate question is "what should be the level of ac6vity that
you should apply to this general area of work ? How much money
should be appropriated for it?" That is another issue and one we talk
about in our Appropriations Committee hearings. Still another issue
is your view of this national trigger in the event thfit the level of
economic activity changes.

Mr. HAwRiNs. The second question, you made no reference to special
impact programs.

I assume that they, too, would be coordinated, wherever programs
are dele,gated to the Department of Labor to operate, that they would
also be brought into the comprehensive plan ?;

Secretary SHULTZ. The special impact program, I assume you are
referring to that as a technical name, is in MO, not in the Department
of Labor now, and would not be consolidated in the Labor Department
now.

It would remain in 0E0.
Mr. HAWKINS. You are not administering those programs in dele-

gation of (1) (d) ?
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Secretary SHULTZ. We were, but we are no longer doing so. That
has been returned to 0E0 to administer.

Mr. HAWKINS. Assuming that you do retain such programs under
delecration, they would be brought in, is that your idea ?

SeCretary SHULTZ. First of all, we are not seeking to have that.
We don't think that is in our Jurisdiction, really. It is an economic
development type of program. That is why we didn't have it. Of course,
as a given area makes up its manpower plans for the use of manpower
fundS, it is going to be lookino. at the development of its own local
economy and what sort of need's there are.

To that extent there would obviously be coordination.
Mr. HAWKINS. I have a clipping from the Los Angeles Times of

December 4 pertaining to nine companies that were (riven better than
$5 million presumably by the Labor Department alicl had employed
only 199 persons,

Are you acquainted with that problem ?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAwKiNs. These were special impact programs in which these

several companies had been pledged $7,908,000, nine companies in-
volved, and they were to employ 3,426 persons but have thus far
employed only 199.

ln what way will this proposal get to the bottom of such problems
as that in which we are giving to companies the money to train
individuals and apparently they are doing everything but training
individuals ?

Secretary STMLTZ. Those contracts were awarded by the prior
administration at the national level.

We have been workino. on them to see if some better results could
be obtained. We don't t-think that the performance is very good,
frankly. We are very dissatisfied with it. It is not our doing and we
think it is wrong.

Mr. HAWKINS. I am fully aware that these contracts were signed
prior to your time and I am not trying to saddle them on you.

I am simply trying to find out whether or not this type of a situa-
tion is going to be ch-anged, whether or not this money which is being
made available to train the hard-core unemployed are still going to
be aiven to companies to merely use the disadvantaged as an excuse
butprimarily to expand their operations. Also I would assume in this
instance that there are those who obtained a commission for having
obtained the contracts for the companies involved. As I say, I know it
was before you became Secretary, but it seems to me this type of
program should be better monitored and certainly if this new program
is to be instituted, there should be ad<quate safeguards from prevent-
ing this type of thing from recurring.

Secretary Simurz. I agree with you. Under the Manpower Train-
ing Act, of course, you woul4 not be admMistering these special
impact type of programs.

That. would be in OEO. Hower, the thing we are trying to
0.et

Mr. HAWKINS. You will get this under the JOBS program under
which you are assignino. contracts to private companies.

Secretary SHULTZ. To the extent manpower money is being used
by a private company but involved in another way in a special impact,
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since manpower money is involved. The structure of MTA would be
different than it is now in that such a thing would happen with local
involvement, so th3 local people are going to have a look at this as
well as ourselves and the States and see what is going on as distinct
from what happens ; namely, a Washington program that was written
up in Los Angelcs which didn't get anywhere.

Mr. HAwKiNs. Mr. Secretary, I would have greater confidence if
we did have more Federal control. I disagree with the whole theory
of returning to agencies, the State and city of Los Angeles in particu-
lar, any operation of this program, because I don't have any confidence
in it.

Secretary SHULTZ. But this example that you brought up, that
blame needs to be shouldered entirely by the Federal Government.
That is our mess, lock, stock, and barrel.

Mr. HAwKiNs. I would certainly hope that by returning it to the
State and local governments you aren't going to get into a larger mess
than this because I wonder who is going to do the monitoring. If you
are gomg to monitor the Federal money, then I would have greater
contidence that what you are doing is correct.

Secretary SHULTZ. We think we will be able to do a better job of
monitoring, teclmical assistance, and so on, and administer the MTA
structure so you will have a better articulated system of checks and
balances.

So it isn't just the Federal Government and for that matter it isn't
just the city government or State government.

It is an effort to get an articulated system involving all three.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Collins, do you have

any questions ?
Mr. COLLINS. Mr. Secretary, I am very much concerned with this

bill. I think this manpower development bill is one of the finest pro-
°Tams that you have in Congress.

I am concerned as to what extent we can implement it. I am con-
cerned with the unskilled labor situation as such and this we have
discussed in the findings and purpose of the administration bal.

-We use language in sections 3 and 6, where we refer to assisting
workers to improve their skills and advance to more demanding
employment. -We use the term "more demanding employment."

Over here under section 6, we say "Develop capacity for self-support
by public assistance recipients." The manpower system may assume
special accountability for upgrading these persons.

We have in this country today a feeling about what is dignity in.
employment. The other day I read where a group said they would never
accept jobs of a certain type which they considered demeaning
jobs, being a domestic, doing maintenance work, working for city
sanitation, filling stations and grocery clerks, or such jobs as that.

Let me start by asking, is there an:thing lacking in dignity in
honest employment of any type ?

Secretary 'SHULTZ. When you say honest employment, that is a
broad term and if you say of any type, that is also pretty broad.

So I would like to have some examples.
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Mr. COLLINS. Take some of these jobs that people have questioned
as lacking dignity like being a domestic or working in a filling station
or acting as a cleanup man in a hospital, or washing dishes in a
restaurant.

Do those jobs lack dignity ?
Secretary Stroprz. Not mherently. They may lack dignity in some

cases if they are administered in a manner that is careless of the
human being involved. Let me say, when you look at categories of
employment where wages are very low, speaking now in economic
terms, people don't paymuch

i
attention to a source that is very inexpen-

sive and sometimes use t carelessly.
Mr. COLLINS. Bight here we are talking about public as:::6tance

recipients. Let us take someone who is on welfare today. If they turn
down a job of this nature, would you feel it your responsibility in
the Department of Labor to train them as a sheet metal or electronics
engineer, or technical person, if they turned down a job of this type?

Secretary SHULTZ. The approach that we would take under the
family assistance plan would be to have each registered individual
have an employability plan developed. That employability plan would
take into account the kinds of job openings available, the situation of
the individual, the individual's ability and training, the family situa-
tion, the time that can be made available by that individual, and a
lot of other factors. Thus, a plan for that person's employability would
be dev el op ed .

Then the problem is to get that person employed. Now, sheet metal
work is suitable for some people and not others. It is available in some
connnunities and not others.

So I don't see anything especially magic about sheet metal work.
Mr. 'COLLINS. Our problem here is the unskilled workers who h e

no background of any type.
I am wondering whether or not it is necessary for them to move

into a technical field first or whether you have any responsibility for
people who turn down an interim job in the meantime ?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think the general way in which people learn
skills is on the job. You have training that gets them a step on the
job ladder at some place. You don't expect to take somebody who has
no skills, no labor force experience, or attachment, and qualify that
person directly into some upper echelon job.

You try to (Y 0.et that individual into some eneral line of work for
which he or she''has some aptitude and they get''started.

They generally will get started at the first step in the job ladder.
But we think it is a matter of °Teat importance to be able to say to

people, "If you will work at it, if you have some ambition, you can
get ahead."

We are going to accompany our efforts to get disadvantao.ed people
let us sayinto jobs and help them get upgraded if they have the
ability for it, if they have the ambition for it, and the desire for it.

We think this desire of upgrading is a very important idea to get
into these procrrams and we are working, for example with the National
,k1liance of gusinessmen in the JOBS program. 'They are very much
in agreement that we need to give a lot more attention

i,
in that pro-

gram, to the upgrading concept so the people don't get mpacted into
these jobs and so they wil ave a chance to move ahead.
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Mr. Colas Ns. In upgrading, you have no objection to encouraging
people and would you be incline'd to eneourage people to take the level
of job that they are now able to hold ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Certainly that is the level of job that. they are
able to hold.

Mr. COLLINS. A very unSkilled simple job. Any job is better than
nothiner.

Secraary SHULTZ. I won't just buy that offhandthat any job
is better than nothing. I won't buy that.

Mr. CoLLINs. Which honest job is better than being jobless ?
Secretary SHULTZ. I can conjure up employment situations that

would expose people to hazards; that would expose them to a lack
of dignity in a manner of supervision ; that would pay very minimal
amount covered by the minimum wage, and so on. Such as those I
won't consider to be better than nothing.

Mr. COLLINS. If a man were unemployed, the fact that if he could
take $2. an hour, he shouldn't take it ?

Secretary SHULTZ. You said any job and now you have switched it
to $2 an hour.

Mr. COLLINS. That is the minimum.
Secretary SHULTZ. Now let us be more specific and let us describe

a job that you might expect a person to take.
Mr. COLLINS. Let us start at $2. Grand Prairie has sanitation trucks

and when they got the wetbacks that come in from Mexico and Immi-
gration pulled them off and sent them back to Mexico, they didn't
have anyone riding on sanitation trucks lacause peor le didn't think
that job had dignity and yet here was a city of 50,006 people anal it
was a real crisis.

Is there anything lacking in dignity of working on a satiitation
truck, or is $2 not acceptable wage, or is there any reason why people
should not be encouraged to take that job ?

Secretary SHULTZ. There is a famous economist named Adam Smith,
who wrote a book on "The Wealth of Nations" and he ha s. some very
interesting material about labor markets and how they operate.

He describes the process by -vhich somebody might be attracted
to a given job as involving "The net advantages on that job' as com-
pared with other jobs."

Now, in other words, when you consider taking some job, sanitation
department job, we will say, you consider that in terms of its net
advantacres and disadvantages.

It hasz'the advantage that it pays $2 an hour or whatever you say it
pays. It has the disadVantage that you are constantly involved in very
smelly material. And people have different ideas about what they
want to do. So as people evaluate these different jobs and what is
available to them, they may choose not to take these jobs that are
physically burdensome or unpleasant.

I will make a public prediction that as we have a labor force of
higher and higher levels of education and as we continue to have jobs
in our society like sanitation trucks and such work, we are (Poing to
have to wind up paying a lot more for unpleasantness, so t7) speak,
than we do for some degree of education. There is going to be, and I
think gradually there is already taking place. an inversion of what
we normally think of as the wage structure..
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Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman's time is up. We have one more mem-
ber of the subcommittee who should be afforded the opportunity to
ask some questions.

The Chair proposes to continue the questioning and answering
period until a quorum is called in the House which will be sometime
between 12 and 12 :30.

I would like to make this suggestion, however, that in the event any
member of the subcommittee desires to propose some questions to you,
Mr. Secretary, that they be submitted to yoi in writing, and will you
be kind enough to answer those questions ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir ; I would be delighted.
Mr. DANIELS. And they will be inserted as if asked at this hearing.
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Burton.
Mr. BURTON. As I understand the Administration's bill is bill H.R.

13472 by Mr. Ayres for himself, Messrs. Ford, Quie, Ashbrook, Del-
lenback, Ruth, and others ; is that correct ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Secretary, I have been under the impression that

you played a very constructive role in the development of the Ad-
ministration's family assistance program.

Would you very briefly describe to us your view of the Labor De-
partment's input as it would relate to what we would be doing here
with the Manpower bill?

Secretary SHULTZ. The family asSistance plan and Manpower
Training Act need to be looked at as coordinate operations in order
that the training aspects and the job placement aspects of the one be
consistent with the other, and that we don't create another set of ad-
ministrative separate arrangements of one kind or another.

e have taken care to draw out the proposed language in such a
way that they are coordinate and that the administration of the train-
ing and working aspects of the family assistance program would flow
naturally thrcugh the administration arrangements set up by the
Manpower Training Act.

We won't have to set up new and different things. We have taken
special interest and care on that. It is certainly related to the Man-
power Training Art.

Mr. BUTZTON. Will you develop for us the $720 notion that is in the
family plan and relate that, if it cam be related, to the possible $30 a
week allowance, or is it a month, in the Ayres bill?

Secretary Snurxrz. They propose Lwo different kinds of questions.
In the family assistance plan, you have people who are receiving wel-
fare. They are not workers. They are receiving assistance.

We want to provide incentives Such that people will be encouraged
to support themselves, at least certain categories of people, perhaps
not everybody, depending upon the family situation involved.

At the same time as we administer a work test to certain people
and say "you must under certain conditions support yourself and
work," we want to be able to say "if you work and start earning money,
you will be financially better off than if you just received welfare."

In order to achieve that, two kinds of things have to be paid close
attention to and they pose, I think, extremely difficult problems for a
measure like the Family Assistance Act.
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You have to pay attention to the rate at which welfare payments are
reduced as income rises for, if you reduce the welfare amounts too
rapidly, you take away all incentive to work.

Now this $720 idea that is in the family assistance plan is designed
to give a big leg up on that and to say that you pass through that
amount be'iore there are any reductions at all, so there is, in a sense,
no tax on that amount.

That is related, as well as this incentive idea, to the fact that it costs
something to go to work.

If you are going to sit at home, you don',`, incur the Lxpense of trans-
porting yourself to and from work. We can think of a list of expendi-
tures, which require some extra here. A person could be worse off by
securing work instead of better off, and we want to avoid that.

Mr. BURTON. Let me restate by way of speculafxm what appears to
be one way to look at these two matters.

It appears as if in the work training and family assistance you are
allowing the same dollar amount of $30 a month perhaps, but in the
family plan, you are in effect permitting another $30 a month or $1 a
day for job expenses.

Is that One way, but perhaps not the precise line of reasoning, for you
to justify the difference between $30 training allowance here and $60 a
month annualized in the family program?

Secretary SHULTZ. The training incentive is an add-on to the wel-
fare payment as a person goes into training. The exemption, $720, is
an exemption of income earned in consideration of how much you are
0. croin to reduce the welfare amounts.e, So one envisages the setting of somebody taking training. The other
envisages the setting of somebody at work anci receiving income.

You have two different problems to deal with.
Mr. BURTON. Now; there is one point tha.; we may find ourselves

in some disagreement on as the bill evolves. You permit an add-on
to public assistance, do you not, at $30 a month ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, that is apparently in the WIN program
and that is carried forward in the plan.

Mr. BURTON. Some of us may think that $30 ought to be brought
in as outside income and ignored, and let the public-assistance pro-
gram .proceed with whatever its allowcnces arerather than con-
structing them the way they are constructed now. Because, as I under-
stand it, among other things, this additional allowance is paid for
and really appears as a public-wsistance expense, does it not ?

Am I incorrect on that ?
Secretary SHInirz. As to where the money actually comes from in

terms of the appropriations ?
The WIN. appropriation currently is an appropriation under the

Social Security Act and we administer that programing so far as the
training aspects are cimcerned.

Who actually pays that $30we had better check on that and see
where that comes from. I don't believe that comes out of the employ-
ment service. I know it doesn't come out unemployment insurance.

Mr. BURTON. Does this $30 figureand you have it in terms of not
more thanis that an ongoing amoua of $30?

Secretary SHULTZ. For the duration of the training, it is a rate.
Mr. BURTON. SO I would assume that is a uniformly applicable rate ?
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Secretary SIIITLTZ. Not more than, yes. It has been pretty much
uniform.

Mr....ProN. So it is uniformly applicable. If thefe is a mandate,
Tattier than permission to set the rate at $30, I assume we would be
making no alteration in the current practice or policy ; is that correct?

Secretary SI FULTZ. I guess that is rig:A ; yes.
Mr. D.-xu.s. The !rentleman from Ore(Yon, Mr. Dellenback.
Mr DELLENBACK. Thank you very mug, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your giving; me the chance to make a. .ol.iiment, as

I am not a member of the subcommittee.
Mr. Secretary, Mr. Weber, and Mr. Lovell, we appreciate your

being here this morning. I think that in this manpower program we
are dealing with both one of the most critical pieces of legislation
before the Congress this session and one of the most exciting that
we have.

I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Shultz, very much. Frankly, I
don't know what this says about similarity of background or method
of operation of mind, but every time you appear before one of our sub-
committees, your testimony has taken this same general turn, of just
not leaping into the 9pecifics of the bill but laying the background of
what has Caen done.

I think this is the best way to analyze the problem. I have had staff
covering the hearing this morning and the problem has been opened
up and we will be goi.:-g forwar d. in the subcommittee and with the
committee with further detailed analysis.

I think this has been an excellent beginning and backgrmmd and we
appreciate your help again with this important legislation.

Secretary SnueTz. Thank you, Congressman Del lenback.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentieman from Illinois, Mr. Pucinski, any

questions ?
Mr. Puciicsiu. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for extend-

ing me the courtesy of questioning the Secretary this morning.
I am not a inemb,r of the subcommittee but there is a provision

in the act that is of concern to me. I am not sure the Secretary has
had a chance to study this but I think when he gets a chance to look
at it, he will agree somebody put in a "mickey" in this bill.

On page 7 of the bill where we discuss section 102, the State Com-
prehensive Manpower Agency, we provide that, " (a) Shall in-
clude the State public employment service, unemployment compensa-
tion agencies, unless specifically exempted by the Secretary, agencies
administering or providing for administration of programs author-
ized by this act, and agencies established by State law administering
manpower programs or not assisted by Federal grant-in-aid.

" (b) Includes agencies adminierino- programs authorized by Vo-
cational Education Act or Vocational fehabilitation Act, if the States
so request, except the Secretary in .y, with the concurrence of the Secre-
tary of :.Iealth, Education, and ViTelfare, refuse to make grants as
provided in this section by reason of decision of the State not to include
such agencies.

"The State Comprehensive Manpower Agency shall conform to
such methods of administration as are found by Lhe Secretary to bo
necessary with a proper and efficient operation of the plan, includiner
methods related to establishment and maintenance of personnel stand-
ards on a merit basis."
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Now, Mr. Secretary, I submit that this provision puts the Depart-
ment of Labor lock, stock and barrel in total management and
administration of our public schools, something that we have very
carefully avoided on this cominittee i.,!om doing with all of the other
educaConal

We have gone to great pains to make sure that the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act does not (rive the Federal Government any
right to interfere with managementof local public schools and every
other bill we have passed here has all sorts of prohibitions against in-
terference by the Federal Government. And yet this languao.e first of
ail, says that concerning vocational olucation, the. Adminarator of
the Vn2ational Act, may be included in the Sate Comprehensive
Manpower Agency.

If he is not, and if the Secretary of Labor and Secretary of FIEW
decide that the State administrator of vocational education should
have been included they can withhold funds until he is included,
but then once the State vocational affency is included in the State
Comprehensive Manpower Agency, tat agency must conform to such
methods of administration as are found by the Secretary to be neces-
sary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan, including
methods relating to establishment and maintenance of personnel
standards on a merit basis.

Surely, Mr. Secretary, you do not seek such broad powers for the
Federal Government. Since I was the cosponsor of the Vocational
Educational Amendments of 1965, T have a veu deep interest, in
vocational education and nmst protest against ally provision which
would give the Secretary of Labor the right to determine personal
standards for all vocational educators.

I wonder if we could get your thinking on this.
Secretary SHULTZ. I feel as though somebody slipped me a "mickey"

and I certainly did not. have any intention of slipping one to my friend.,
Mr. Ayres. But you read the bill accurately and I had read it before
and that is the way we intended it.

The first point that I wodd make is that the States and cities are
not ferced to do anything under this act. There are incentives there
in terms of tbeir control over the planning for administration of this
money, but if they choose not to do that, the money still w11. go to
those States and cities.

A will be administered the way it is now administered.
As far as the involvement of vomtional edncation is concerned, we

thought about that a lot and worked on it very hard because we have
two things that I think we are all trying to achieve.

On the one hand, we want to have the manpower effort go forward
in a manner that is coordinated with what is going on in vocational
education as you use the vocational educational system a great deal
in the manpower training effors ard, at the same time, the vocational
educational effort benefits from that kind of contact with the world
of worlr.

So you want this kind of relationship.
At the same timeand Congressman Ashbrook was working the

otiier side of the street before you came in herewe do not want to
see the manpower effort as a vehicle for interferino- or distortino. in
any way the regular education system of which the vocational eClu-
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cational me.lanism is an important part. You have these two things
t,.) deal with., and we have tried to construct a mechanism here that
allows you Lo work along both of these lines.

Mr. P-acricsuf. Mr. Secretary, in answer to your first statement,
section 102 clearly provides that the Secretary of Labor shall in accord-
ance with such regulations as he may prescribe make grants to
a State if the Secretary determines that the State has submitted such
plan for approval, and so this is not 1Jermiss:7.ve.

This is not arbitrary. The Secretary will withhold or can withhold
up to 66 percent of the funds if a State fails to adopt a State plan.

And, of course, as I said earlier, you have in this bill statez.1 that
the State Comprenensive Manpower Agency shall conform to such
methods as you, the Secretary, established. That is the first point.

Secretary SHULTZ. I think I can stop you right there just a moment.
There is no ability on the part of the Secretary of Labor to deny
funds to a State. If the State chooses not to adopt an administrative
mechanism that is more or less in line with these efforts to get more
State and local involvement, the money is still going to be spent in
that State. It is just a question of the manner in which it is spent.

Mr. PIICTNSKI. I will not press the point now, but I wc-ai ci. like you
to look at this. I think when you look at the language in the bill,
I know you too well, I respect you too highly to believe that you would
want this language to stay in the bill.

Now the second thing I want to make.
Secretary &it ULTZ. I feel like I have just been conned.
Mr. PIICINSKT. The second thing is that I hope that the day is

going to come when the Manpower TrainhiL Program is going to be
phased out, there will be no need for a separate manpower trainino, in
this country because we will have such an effective vocational-Au-
cational system in 1,his country that every American. is going to
crradukte from high school with a marketable skill.), We have. that commitment from Dr. Allen. We have that commit-
ment from Grant Venn. We have that commitment from Secretary
Finch.

So it is my judgment that we will want to look very carefully at
this whole business of vocational education in this bill.

Secretary SHuffrz. I would like AD respond, Mr. Chairman, to two
thincrs, if I may.

M7. DANIELS. Unfortunately, I know you desire to answer that
pretty potent question.

Secretary SHULTZ. First, I would like to read from 106(e) :
No determination of noncompliance under this section sl.all be made without

concurrence of the Secretary of HEW respecting VaosP matters with regard to
which concurrence was required and approval of grants under section 102 or
103(a).

So this is not some unilateral matter of the Secretary of Labor. As
far as the commitments that you mentioned that you had gotten from
various people, let me say that you will never get such a commitment
from me.

I don't think that voc.Itional education and manpower are synony-
mous terms.

I follow that by saying that I am all for the development of strong
vocational education in the schools and of using that means to avoid
as much as we possibly can the tremendous remedial problems that we
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now face and have and must deal with. There is no ducking these
problems.

However, even if we had perfected vocational education, we still
would have all sorts of so-called manpower problems because people
shift their jobs, new things come along, and you need to do a great
deal of work on unemployment compensation and our whole adult
training area as well as in on-the-job training of various kinds, in
developmg systems of labor-market information.

All of these things are completely separate and distinct.
Mr. PrraNsia. You are aware, though, that one-third of those in

this country are takino- vocational educational courses are adults?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. PUCINSKI. I hope you do nit ever try to bring vocational edu-

catiot. ..,ack to that dark era when it was for the dingalings and dum-
dums who were the dropouts and that is what we would do if we
put vocational education in the Labor Department.

Secretary Snurzz. We have no desire to have the vocational educa-
tion system in the Labor Department.

At the same time. I also don't subscribe to the notion that the only
place anybody can learn somethinp- and I say this as a person who has
spent his life in education, I thin.V it is untrue that the only place a
person can learn somethin,sr is in school.

He will learn a iloG of things on the job. There is a lot of training
to be done there.

Mr. ProNsiu. I am in aoTeement on that.
Mr. DANIELS. I have one'' final member. I would like to call on him

if he has any comments. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to pay tribute to the Secretary. I apologize I was not

here for your statement, though I have read it in detail. I would
hope, Mr. Chairman what happens is that we have a chance to get
the Secretary and dr. Weber and Mr. Lovell back as we have other
witnesses who come in to discuss what I consider to be one of the most
important pieces of legislation that we can act on in this Congress.

There are some differences in approach. There are some different
points of view and emphasis. The Secretary's impetus and leadership
have made it possible for the Administration to come out with a very,
very important andgood bill.

I also think it iis mportant for all of us to remember that what has
happened has been so eloquently stated by the Secretary in terms of
the reliance upon the categorical approach and the fact that the
system that we have today just doesn't work; we have to make a
change.

I salute you, Mr. Secretary, I thank you for coming and I look
forward to having you back.

Secretary SErtourz. Thank you, Congressman Steiger.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Secretary, the Chair has prepared a number of

ylestions to present to you today but time will not permit me to ask
those questions at the present time, so I shall write you a letter and
submit the questions to you, and you may respond to them at your
convenience.

This committee intends to have extensive hearings. We would like
to hold as many as possible. I would like to call on Mr. Ford again.

Mr. FoRo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The portion in the bill that is for distribution of the funds, subject
to 10 percent matchina by the States, states that apportioning criteria
shall be prescribed b; the Secretary and shall include the number
of individuals in the labor force, number of unemployed, and esti-
mated number of disadvantaged individuals in the state as com-
pared with such individuals in the Nation. I assume that these two
previous criteria would be measured against the total number of
unemployed in the country and the number in the labor force.

I assume, as we do when we are trying to work out formulas, that
you have made some projection of how this would distribute the
funds among the several States.

Do you have available to the committee or could you submit to the
coimmttee your estimates of where the money will go and what the
approximate proportions or amounts are assuming appropriation at
the level asked for in your bill. Where would we distribute that money ;
how would this formula as you view it spread it out?

Secretary SHrrurz. We could do it. There are difficulties in doing
it. We need to develop data, for example_, on the disadvantaged better
than we now have. We are working on that. Of course, a formula like
this is designed to change as circumstances change in various parts
of the country.

So we are a little hesitant about putting that kind of information
out because if gives people an idea of rigidify.

Mr. FoRD. In our experience this committee takes a beating on
formula as much as anyone else because we do try to use the flexible
criteria.

Our experienc, has been that you can't sell a formula to a legislative
body like the Congress unless you take the pragmatic approach, being
able to give some projection of who gets what under that formula.

They have some idea of what they are getting now and if the formula
is going to produce any drastic shifts1 it will face some real difficulties.

I personally think these are the criteria that ought to be the center
of a formula with room for such other things as experience with edu-
cational formulas shows that you have to crank in because you can't sit
here in WaShington and visualize the special problems all over the
country.

I would appreciate whatever you can give us in the way of a projec-
tion of how this formla would work.

Secretary SHULTZ. We will do that.
Mr. DANIELS Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you on behalf of myseH

and the members of my committee. I want to thank you and Mr.
Weber and Mr. Lovell for giving us your opinions on this legislation.
The material you submit will be inserted at this point in the record.

(The material referred to follows :)
The following information regarding distribution of funds under the proposed

MTA was requested by Congressman Ford. Because the specific method of
apportioning funds has not been determined, we have used one of the alternatives
under consideration as a basis for making the requested estimate.

The attached table presents an illustration of one possible method of appor-
tioning funds under the Manpower Training Act- The 1970 Manpower budget
request was used as the base for the illustration, with 75 percent of $1,065.7
million distributed among the states.

The formula used for the distribution is one of a number of possible formulas
under consideration. The primary difference in the various formulas is in the
determination of the numbers of disadvantaged. Since there exists no statistical
series on the disadvantaged, it is necessary to use other indications as a proxy,
such as family income, number of poor persons, or income tax data. Many of

, .
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the factors considered provide an indication of poverty but are of limited use
because they are not available on a current, regularly published basis. Because
Of these problems, work is. continuing on the development of a suitable formula
and the one used in this illustration should not be considered as necessarily
representative of the final formula.

The formula used in the illustration is based on the following factors:
A. Average annual state work force as percent of the T.T.S. Work force.

(1.968).
B. Average annual state unemployment as percent of U.S. unemployment

(1968).
C. State estimates of the numbers of disadvantaged persons as percent

of U.S. total. These estimates were prepared by state employment agencies
as part of an experimental program to develop annual manpower planning
data.

Factors A, B, and C were summed and tbe total for each state expressed as a
percent of the U.S. total to yield the apportionment factor.

TABLE I.-EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE APPORTIONMENT UNDER PROPOSED MTA
USI NG SELECTED FACTORS

Apporti0nment
factor

Allocations
(millions).

Total, United States 100. 00 $1, 065. 7

Alabama 2. 07 22. 1

Alaska . 23 2. 5

Arizona . 67 7. 1

Arkansas 1. 03 11. 0

California 10, 56 112. 5

Colorado . 87 9. 3

Connecticut 1. 50 16. 0

Delaware . 23 2. 5

District of Columbia . 90 9. 6

Florida 2. 93 31. 2

Georgia 2. 43 25. 9

Guam
Hawaii . 37

Idaho . 33 3. 5

Illinois 5. 37 57. 2

Indiana . 2. 30 24. 5

Iowa 1. 27 13. 5

Kansas . 90 9. 6

Kentucky 1. 33 14. 2

Louisiana 2. 07 22. 1

Maine . 47 5. 0

Maryland 1. 67 17. 8

Massachusetts 2. 90 30. 9

Michigan 4. 37 46. 6

M nnesota 1. 83 19. 5

Mississippi 1. 10 11. 7

M ssouri 2. 33 24. 8

Montana . 33 3. 5

Nebraska . 53 5. 6

Nevada . 37 3. 9

New Hampshire . 30 3. 2

New Jersey 3. 50 37. 3

New Mexico . 60 6. 4

New York 9. 30 99. 7

North Carolina 2. 70 28. 8

North Da kott, . 30 3. 2

Ohio 4. 67 49. 8

Oklahoma 1. 33 14. 2

Oregon 1. 10 11. 7

Pennsylvania 5. 37 57. 2

Puerto Rico
Rhode Island . 47 5. 0

South Carolina 1. 53 16. 3

South Dakota
. 30 3. 2

Tennessee
2. 13 22. 7

Texas
5. 47 58. 3

Utah
. 53 5. 6

Vermont
. 20 2. 1

Virginia 1.77 18.9

Virgin Islands
Washington

1. 77 18. 9

West Virginia
1. 07 11. 4

Wisconsin
2. 10 22. 4

Wyoming..
.17 1. 8

I Based on work force, unemployment, and estimated numbers of disadvantaged persons.

Note: The apportionment formula used in this table is one of a number of alternative formulas under consideration and

s used for illustrative purposes only.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Washington, D.C., Javsary 29, 1970.

Hon. DOM/NICIC V. DANIELS,
Chairman, Select SubcommWee on Labor, Committee on Educaton and Labor,

House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR, CHAIRMAN : Enclosed are our responses to the questions submitted

by the Subcommittee in your letter of December 10. I understand that a copy has
already been forwarded informally to your staff so that you might have the bene-
fit a our responses for the hearings currently underway.

In addition, we have enclosed a copy of the Employment Service Task Force
Report (December 1965), as requested by Congressman O'Hara and some il-
lustrative estimates of the possible distribution a manpower funds under the
Manpower Training Act, as requested by Congressman Ford.

I would like to underscore the fact that these budget estimates are merely il-
lustrative and are based on the FY 1970 budget request There are several sig-
nificant statistical problems which must be resolved, including how the disad-
vantaged are to be identified and what weights are to be given to the three
apportionment factors. Of course, the actual level of funds received State by
State under the Manpower Training Act will be governed far more by the level
of Congressional appropriatiors tlmn by the apportionment factors.

We have tried to provide full answers to your questions without being un-
necessarily exhaustive. If there are any points which require further clarifica-
tion, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,
MALCOLM R. LOVELL, Jr.,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Manpower and Manpower Administrator.

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS RAISED BY SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR, COMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Questkm No. 1. Under what circumstances could a Governor fan to establish
or designate a State Comprehensive Manpower Agency? (Sec. 102(a) (1))

Answer. The proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969 provides the States the
opportunity to plan and administer a comprehensive manpower program. It does
not require them to do so.

A basic objective a the MTA is decentralization of planning and operation of
manpower prograrc:: to the States and areas. However, the bill recognizes that
existing institutions at the State and local level are not immediately adequate
to assume full responsibility for a program of such vital concern to many sectors
of our economy, most particularly the disadvantaged members of the labor force.
Accordingly, the bill proposes a phased decentralization during which planning
and administrative capacity will be progressively developed. Thus, a State can
decide that it will not participate in the decentralized administration of man-
power programs at all ; it can participate at the first 25% level ; or it can move
toward full participation by establishing a State comprehensive manpower
agency and meeting the other requirements for phase 2 and ultimately phase 3
decentralization. In any circumstance where the State does not put into place the
necessary institutional reforms to participate fully in management of the decen-
tralized program, the Department of Labor will administer the amount appor-
tioned to that State (or the balance not administered by the State) in a manner
comparable to that through which the present manpower programs are now
operating.

Question No. 2. It is not inconsistent to deny the Governor two-thirds of kis al-
lotted fund for failing to designate a Comprelwnsive Manpower Agency; then
permit payment of 25% of the allotment after the Secretary and Governor have
fl6.6ignated a State agency to administer the State plan? (Sec. 103 (a)) Shouldn't
either the incentiive be offered to the Governor to create a Comprehensive Man-
power Agency, with funds denied if one is not established, or there should be no
requirement at an concerning the designation of the State agency?

Answ er. The three-stage decentralization process envisioned in the proposed
MTA recognizes that there will be different situations in the different States.
The MTA seeks a major restructuring of State agency responsibilities in the
manpowe,. field, as well as development of effective local manpower institutions.
This is a hing-term process. Pro-iiding an opportunity to the States to participate
directly in the administrative control of the manpower programs at a modest
level in the beginning (albeit at a level higher thiln the current fragmented pro-
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grams provide) is a calculated step to help the States begin to develop the kind

of manpower planning and administrative capacity required to run the full
program. Each State could move up to exercise administrative control over two-

thirds of its apportionment when it accomplishes the organizational reforms in

its manpower institutions prescribed in the bill; namely, establishment of (1)
a comprehensive manpower agency, (2) a State manpower planning organization,

(3) area program jurisdictions (normally SMSAs) and area prime sponsors
(normally the Mayors of the central cities), and (4) area nainpower advisory
bodies. When this stage of decentralization is reached each State will be respon-
sible for administration of a substantial part of the resources apportioned to

it. It may secure administrative control over the total of apportioned funds upon

meeting objective standards of exemplary performance. Thus, the 25% State
control at the first stage of decentralization process is essential to the Iong-run

development of the State's manpower capacity. It is a significant element in the
MTA strategy to change existing institutions by working with and through

them and offering meaniugul incentives to secure the changes required.
Question No, 3. General thrust of the legislation is to provide for greater State

and local control of programs. However, Sec. 104(a) would require the Gov-

ernor to submit the State plan he develops to the Secretary for approval. The
Secretary could therefore ewercise a measure of control over program content,
since the plan must provide for the conduct of programs according to rules, reg-

ulations and guidelines established by the Secretary to carry out general purposes

of the program. How can this provide for greater State and local role in the
management of programs?

Answer. The NITA seeks to establish in the manpower field, a new concept of

State grant program--one that provides for significant State and local discretion

and control over allocation of resources and performance of services but which
also preserves effective Fethral stewardship. Accordingly, the Act reserves ulti-

mate Federal control over program content both to assure that State and local
administrators are properly responsive to client needs and to make possible a

national manpower program. The rules, regulations and guidelines established
by the Secretary are for the purpose of carrying out the general purposes of the

program. The State and local authorities would fill in this framework and would

manage the programs. This is unlike the present varied operations in which
State and local authorities' relationships to the Federal Government, where

they exist, approximate the relationship of agent to principal on a project-by-
project basis. The proposed change would substantially increase the State and
local roles, making them responsible for the whole program, albeit, with close
Federal scrutiny and approval of annual plans and continual monitoring during

the operating year.
Question No. 4. Section 104(a) (1) states that the Secretary of Labor would

determine those elements necessary for providing coordinated, comprehensive
assistance, and would require that the State plan provide increased occupational
opportunities for "eligible" individuals. Who is to be an "eligible" indiividual is

unclear, and who has the aothority to determine eligibility is not clearly resolved

iv the draft bill as among the Secretary of Labor, the State or local officials.

Answer. Section 107 specifies that participants in MTA programs are to be
"unemployed, underemployed, low income, or otherwise disadvantaged persons
16 years of age or over who are not adequately prepared for suitable employment

in their area of residence : Except that the Secretary may authorize the partici-

pation of other persons . . ." State plans and area plans included in them would
be required to serve only those individuals specified as eligible in Section 107,

unless the Secretary authorizes, in advance, other persons to be considered eligi-

ble for specific purposes in order to achieve efficient utilization of manpower re-

sources. The vehicle for such advance authorization by the Secretary of other
individuals deemed to be eligible would be the annual planning guidance developed

by the Secretary and issued to States and areas in accordance with which their
comprehensive manpower plans would be developed. In some instances it is con-
ceivable that the Secretary would approve a State plan which makes provision

(with appropriate justification) for providing manpower services to some persons
not established in advance as among the eligible individuals.

Question No. 5. The legislation provides in Section 102 (a) (2) that area plans

prepared by prime sponsors, and not included in State Comprehensive Plans,
could be so included, if the prime sponsor requested and obtained the determina-
tion of the secretary (after consultation with the Governor) that the area plan

was consistent with the requirements of Section 104 of the Act.
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(a) Could tkts possibly provide for an effective means of bypassing State
Manpower officials, so that the program would be developed directly as a result of
consultations behreen local and Federal government?

(b) If a local area did appeal over the head of a Governor, is it very realistic
to expect that appeals to the Secretary would be approved, or that the Secretary
would withhold f unds?

Theoretically, the Secretary holds reserve power, but the thrust of the legisla-
tion is tO turn power over to the State and local areas.

(e) What happens if a mayor wants a program,, and the Governor doesn't and
they can't settlewho wins? Or if the mayor of a city wants a particular plan,
and the mayors of Ms surrounding suburbs do not?

If the Secretary of Labor would have to intervene to settle these disputes
would it not make for greater inefficiency in program administration and greater
involvement on the part of the Federal government?

Answer. (a) This provision is designed to give the area prime sponsor (Mayor)
the right to a hearing at the Federal level if his plan is not included in the State
plan, or really if the State plan modifies in an unacceptable way his area plan.
The language requires the Secretary to consult with the Governor in making his
determination on the Mayor's appeal. Thus this section would involve consulta-
tion with both parties and combines the prime sponsor's right to a fair hearing at
all levels with the negotiations with the Governor designed to result in agreement
on what should be in the State plan as finally approved. Clearly, the intent is
not to bypass State officials.

(b) The purpose of the local area appeal is to provide an avenue for the area
prime sponsor to seek redress if the State plan as submitted by the Governor
includes provisions which would be inimical to the sound conduct of the area
manpower program in the eyes of the area sponsor. In exercising his power to
approve the State plan, the Secretary would be governed by his best judgment as
to what the most effective program would be given the manpower facts, area and
State priorities, and proposed deployment of resources which constitute the issue.
It is expected that the Secretary would use his authority to assist the Governor
and the Mayor to reach an accommodation on the manner in which best to deploy
manpower resources available for the area's programs. Accordingly, it is not un-
realistic to expect that the Secretary would approve all or parts of the area plan.
One of the significant features of the bill is that the Secretary would not have to
withhold all the funds from the State and/or the area and stall the whole de-
centralized program while one particular aspect of the State/area plan was being
questioned. The line item veto provision affords the Secretary the opportunity of
approving the balance of the plan while withholding approval and funds for that
part or parts of any plan that is not presented in a satisfactory and approvable
manner. It is certainly realistic to anticipate the exercise of such line item veto
and partial withholding of funds.

(c) The powers reserved to the Secretary to operate the program within any
jurisdiction in the event that an approvable plan cannot be developed will be a
powerful incentive for the several parties mentioned to come to an amicable
agreement for only then will any of them secure direct participation in adminis-
tering the manpower program. We do not believe that Mayors and Governors will
he in disagreement in any substantial number of cases or that participating
Mayors will not be able to plan effectively for the general good of the area.

The Federal Government is one of the parties in the program and its role is as a
partner with certain specific powers under Section 102 (a) (2) to prevent a dead-
lock. The very existence of explicit authority of this kind will do much to assure
State/local ngreement in order to preclude its use.

Question No. 6. Prime sponsor (Sec. 102 (a) (2)) designated either by Governor,
or unit of local General government representing 75% of the population.

(a) Section 102 (a) (2) require,s the identity of the prime sponsor to be sub-
ject to the approval of the Secretary of Labor. Is this not providing the Secretary
with substantial control over what would otherwise be a matter of local
determination?

(b) Section 102(a) (2)the legislation states that in designating the prime
sponsor, the Governor would consider the following criteria: "distribution of
population, work force, and disadvantaged persons in the area". What assurances
have you that these criteria will be considered, and once considered, not rejected?
Shcadn't it be made mandatory that these criteria be represented in the selection
of the prime sponsor, or have no criteria at all?
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(c) Section 104(a) (4)area advisory body would be established by the prime
.sponsor or by the highest official of the unit of local government in the SMSA. or
other appropriate area designated by the Secretary of Labor. Would it not be
possible for the same official from the unit of local government to serve as both
area advisory body member and prime sponsor (legislation states on p. 16, lines
4-7 : "The highest appropriate elected executive offlotal of each unit of local
government. served by an advisory body or their designees hall hare the oppor-
tuntty to become members of the advisory body".)

(d) Both the prime sponsor, designated by the Gorernrr or nonii»ated by a
unit of local government, and the area advisory body, established by the prime
sponsor or unit of local general government do not have to have members of the
community, the poor, etc., among their representation. Are they not quite removed
from the community that they are to serve?

Answer. (a) The overall objective of the proposed MTA as indicated elsewhere
is to establish a new type of Federal-State-local grant-in-aid program the identify-
ing features of which are State and local discretion and administrative control
subject to the exercise of Federal stewardship. Accordingly, the answer is that
the Secretary would have substantial ultimate control over the designation of local
prime sponsors parallel to :le ultimate control of most other judgmental matters
not specifically prescribed in the statute. For example, the Secretary wonA be
constrained just as is the Governor to accept the designation of a local prime spon-
sor when the heads of local governments representing 75% of the population of au
area are in accord on the identity of their prime sponsor.

( b ) The language in question is admittedly weak, i.e., the word "consider". The
in ten:, is that the Secretary would exercise his discretion to withhold approval of
a State plan in which the designation of the local prime sponsor did not follow
the distribution of population, work force, and disadvantaged persons in the area
unless there were other overriding considerations. It would be much preferable
to retain the criteria rather than abandon them, and if necessary, to strengthen
them while still allowing some administrative discretion to the Secretary.

(o) It would be possible for the same official body from a udit of it,-tal govern-
ment to serve on (not "as") the area advisory body while being the prime sponsor.
'The intent of the language quoted in the question is to assure all those units of
local general government in the area covered by a prime sponsor who are not
designated as the prime sponsor an equitable opportunity to participate in the
planning and oversight of the area's comprehensive manpower program.

(d) Both the State comprehensive manpower planning organization and the
area comprehensive manpower planning advisory bodies must have representa-
tion from the community, the poor, clients to be served, etc. The intent of the
language is to make these bodies representative of the communities that they are
to serve, not to isolate them from the communities. Thus, the State manpower
planning agency will have representation from area agencies and interested client
groups including, among others, prime sponsors, local comprehensive manpower
planning agencies, and typical client groups including low income.groups to be
served by the programs (Section 104(a) (3) ). Area advisory bodies shall include
.corresponding representation .( Section 104(a) (4) ). Further, inclusion of low in-
come groups in planning and evaluation of State and area programs is specifically
required under Section 104(a) (6).

Question No. 7. The Community Action Agencieswhat is their status? ney
could participate, but legally they have no position or role under the legislation.
Couldn't a State abolish them by simply not funding their programs?

Answer. Community Action Agencies may participate in the following ways :
1. A public CAA may be a prime sponsor if designated by the local unit of

government named by the Governor.
2. A private CAA may be a prime sponsor if the heads of local government

representing 75% of the population in the program area agree. As a prime sponsor,
the CAA would have responsibility for planning, administering or providing for
the administration of area programs and establishing area (local) comprehensive
manpower planning advisory bodies. Section 104(a) (4).

3. A CAA may as a delegate agency, provide services and facilities in local
manpower programs, either with or without reimbursement. Section 102 (a) (I).

4. CAA's, could receive funds directly troni Secretary to provides services :
(a) where a State has not developed a comprehensive manpower planning

capability or failed to establish a comprehensive manpower agency.
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(b) where a State is not in compliance with its approved comprehensive
manpower plan,

(c) where a State has failed to meet exemplary performance standards,
(d) for experimental and demonstration programs(Title III, Sectio:a 301

(b) ), or as a part of the Secretary's discretionary funds (20 percent) under
Section 601(d).

Consistent with the overall intent of the New Federialism, however, they
would not be mandated a specific role under the legislition. It would not seem
possible for a State (or an area prime sponsor) to abolish any CAA by not
utilizing them in the conduct of manpower programs inasmuch as financial
support for the basic CAA organization structure comes from the Office of
Economic Opportunity, not the Department of Labor's manpower program.
It is assumed that where CAA's can make a positive contribution to any aspect
of manpower programs they would be called upon by State and/or area prime.
sponsors to do so. In addition, it is not unlikely that the CAA's may in many
circumstances be the vehicle for providing the participation required for rep-
resentatives of the poor in planning, monitoring, and evaluating manpower pro-
grams as follows :

In the State manpower planning organization. Section 104(a) (3) (c ) .
On local area Planning advisory bodies. Section 104(a) (4). (State and

local planning bodies will receive support for independent staff.)
In planning and evaluation of State and area (local) programs estab-

lished by the ActSection 104(a) (6) ; also participation in the evaluation
of all programs and activities of the Act. Section 304.

In addition DOL interprets Section 603 to provide for representation
of the poor on the Regional and National Manpower Advisory Committees
to be established.

Question No. 8. What kind of assurances do you have that local successful
programs, often developed over the objections of City Han, or State officials,
would be retained? A Governor could fail to fund a program even if it were
Sucessful.

Answer. The initial selection of programs to be provided in an area or State
plan will be the decision of the prime sponsors and planning oouncil and
planning advisory body. No 100% assurances can be given that on-going
programs will be continued under the new prime sponsor. However, it is as-
sumed that in the overwhelming majority of the cases, the prime sponsor
will be every hit as concerned as we are with seeing quality manpower
programs operated which are effective in meeting client's needs. Lxemplary
performance sthndards will help meet this objective. Then too the member-
ship of both the planning council and advisory body includes representatives
of groups to be served. It is felt that Ilese influences will be sufficient to
assure that successful programs are retained.

Finally, the State and area are required to operate under a plan approved
by the Secretary. Suceossful local programs could not be omitted from such
a plan without questions being raised by the Federal Government as to the
reasons. If there is no good reason to exclude any given program, it would
probably be included in the approved plan at the suggestiou of the Secretary
and once included the Governor or area prime sponsor could not withhold
funding aribitrarily.

Question No. 9. In designating the SMSA, or other area where a suburb,
comprised a good percentage of that area, couldn't politica/ fights arise be-
tween the local governments in choosing the prime sponsor?

Answer. Under the provisions of Section 102(a) (2) it is expected that
in most instances Governors, in consideration of the distribution of pop-
ulation, work force, and disadvantaged persons within the SMSA, would
designate the Mayor of the central city as prime sponsor for the area (or at
least tl'at major portion of the SMSA most suitable for sound manpower
programming). Only where there is substantial concensus among most units
of local government on some other prime sponsor, for example an area-wide
CAA or Council of Governments, would the "75 percent rule" be exercised.

Where more than one governmental body is iw:olved in choosing the prime
sponsor there is always tie possibility of initial disagreement. However,
there is no reason to believe that between the Federal, State, and local au-
thorities involved, reasonable compromises could not be reached. As indicated
above the MTA seeks to provide a system to incentives to secure the estab-
lishment and maintenance of State and local manpower institutions through
which to run a decentralized program. The incentive offered is substantial
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State and local governmental participation in the planning and administra-
tion of manpower programs funded by Federal resources. The penalty for
not reaching reasonable cooperative arrangements at the State and area level
is the withholding of decentralized control over the Federal resources. We be-
lieve that with the judicious application of this incentive and the potential
presence of the Federal Government at the bargaining table, reasonable ac-
commodation to the substantive interests of all parties can be anticipated.

Question No. 10. Tinder the proposed legislation, the Employment Services
of the State would take over the operational and financial responsibility of man-
power programs. What assurances have you that they will be equipped, staffed
or responsive to the needs and problems of the Poor, unemTloyed and under-
employed.?

Answer. The basic premise underlying the question is mistaken. The question
suggests that the Employment Service pure and simple would "take over" man-
power programs under the MTA. Under the MTA, the plannin-, evaluation, and
oversight of operations of manpower programs would be bLught under the
effective control of the Governors and the Mayors. Section 104(a) (3) specifically
authorizes the G-overnor's revision of and reqnires his concurrence on plans
under which Federal funds are to support manpower training programs and re-
lated employability development services before they are submitted to Federal
agencies for funding. The vehicle for helping the Governor review and revise
such plans is the State manpower planning organization which is responsible
for putting plans of the several State agencies together into a comprehensive
manpower plan for the State and advising the Governor on revisions needed in
component program plans to achieve a comprehensive State plan. Area MTA
plans are to be prepared by the area prime sponsor, i.e., Mayor, with the advice
of an area manpower advisory body (Section 102(a) (2)). At both State and
area levels, these bodies have meaningful oversight roles.

In any event, the Employment Service in recent years has begun significant
reforms which will better equip it to carry out its potential responsibilities
under the Manpower Training Act. As a deliverer of manpower services to
various anti-poverty programs tbe Employnwnt Service has found it necessary
to redirect its efforts to the needs of the poor and disadvantaged. Thera hari..-
been changes in staffing patterns of State Employment Service agencies, includ-
ing increased representation of minority groups, to enhance the ability of these
agencies to serve the disadvantaged. More services are being provided to the
disadvantagedcounseling, outreach, job development, etc.in order to relate
them to work and to provide the necessary follow through.

In addition, use is being made of modern techniques and methods of opera-
tion. The rse of computers has been introduced, and the job bank has been
developed to provide a more effective communication network between local
offices and cooperating agencies for use of tile Employment Service in providing
to the job seeker either a job or a training opportunity.

The use of computers relieves the specialist from many routine clerical func-
tions associated with his particular job, thus allowing him to give more intensive
personalized employability services to disadvantaged applicants. The total system
is being drawn closer together and tied to a funding method that places respou-
sibility on local management for goal. accomplishment.

What the MTA proposes is that the State Employment Service wonld be
absorbed into a larger comprehensive agency with a variety of other manpower
concerns. Such ancy, under the effective control of the Governor, would be
less parochial in outlook than any existing State agency. This approach is part
of the strategy of relying upon but bringing about fundamental changes in
existing manpower institutions to the end that they are fully responsive to
the needs of the clients served, as well as the larger community.

Section 102(a ) (1) establishes that the State Comprehensive Manpower Agency,
not the State Employment Service, shall have operational and financial respon-
sibi:ity for manpower programs. By statute the comprehensive manpower agency
must include the Employment Service, the unemployment compensation agency,.
agencies administering MTA-funded programs, and State-funded manpower agen-
eies. However, the State can choose to broaden the composition of the compre-
hensive manpower agency by incorporating the vc-ational education agency, the
vocational rehabilitation agency, the welfare agency, and a variety of other-
manpower-related programs into the CMA.

Within the comprehensive manpower agency the Employment Service should
play a prominent role. It can be expected to be a major deliverer of manpower'
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services through the requirement the Act places upon the comprehensive man-
power agency to utilize fully the services and facilities of existing agencies
and programs. However, the Employment Service will carry out whatever
appropriate role is assigned it within th comprehensive manpower agency
under the State's reorganization plan.

In the final analysis, evaluation of performance of the comprehensive man-
power a geney, using the performance standards required by the statute, will
assure that the agency focuses its best efforts on serving the poor, unemployed,
and underemploye(1.

Question No. 11. The legislation provides under Secticn '102(4) that the Secre-
tary would give information concerning manpower needs and resources to private
job placement agencies. Considering that they charge a fee for the services they
render, wouldn't it be unfair to make the unemployed pay for a program set up
to benefit them, and at the same time have a private agency make a profit for
work done by the Federal Government? Shouldn't this be ellan.ged to private non-
profit organization?

Answer. A basic premise of ithe Act, and particularly Section 402, is to
mobilize, and use, every availa'lle resource and modern technology to assure ef-
fective operation. We would expect that to be qualified to participate, any agency
including accredited private employment agencies would be required to contrib-
ute in the input of job openings to the job bank system as well as to partake
of its informational benefits. We agree with the concept that unemployed per-
sons should not be required to pay a fee to a private agency if a suitable job
placement is made as a result of that agency's participation in the job bank.

Question No. 12. How do you work supportive services into the computerized
job bank system under Title IV? What assurances have you made that employ-
ment services won't become too depersonalized as a result of computerization and
therefore discourage the disadvantaged from seeking them?

Answer. The computerized job banks system under Title IV is a system of us-
ing electronic equipment to match job requirements and applicant qual-dcations.
Supportive services are not involved at this "file search" stage. The equipment
is capable of performing routine clerical tasks quickly and accurately. By reduc-
ing the amount of time staff must spend on elerical tasks, staff time is freed to
give more personalized service and thus encourage the disadvantaged to seek
such service. Thus, the installation of the computerized job bank system is viewed
as a necessary element in achieving the fundamental restructuring of the Em-
ployment Service local offices. Far from depersonalizing seivices for the disad-
vantaged, the automated capacity will help provide personalized services to them.
Under the model local office system now being installed on a pilot basis in ten
offices, the new system will provide services to applicants at three levels, geared
to the individuals' differing needs :

Job-ready applicants receive the first level a service. This includes as-
sistance in selecting suitable job openings from an inventory of job oppor-
tunities. Individuals will be expected to make these selections largely on a
self-help basis, however.

Applicants who are job ready but have special problems (owing, for ex-
ample, to their race, age, physical handicaps, or the particular kinds of
jobs in which they are interested) receive an intermediate level of service.
This includes interviewing, vocational counseling, aptitude or proficiency
testing, and job development, as appropriate. In this group, as in the first
one, applicants will have considerable responsibility for helping themselves
and making decisions about the services they need.

Disa dvantaged applicants receive the third level of servicethe indepth
services provided for in the Employability Development Model.

The employability development team concept thus will be the activity to which
most of the personaliied staff time will be devoted.

Question No. 13. What would be the criteria for exemplary standards as stated
in Section 102(2) (b)?

Answer. The proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969 provides that the Secre-
tary of Labor shall, with the concurrence of the Seen lacy of Health, Education
and Welfare where relevant, promulgate standards ( f exemplary performance
which shall relate to (a ) planning for the allocation of resources, (b) program
effectiveness, c ) and efficiency and economy, including unit costs, in carrying
out such programs. It is clear that such standards must be objective and ex-
pressed and applied in absolute terms.
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Preliminary work on the standards is in process and will be pushed forward
as rapidly as possible. The listing that follows is no more than indicative of the
range of variables that must be consolidated and qui_ntified. Much work remains
to be done before we can fix upon precise standards, test their feasibility, assign
weights, and propose them for adoption and promulgation.

I. Standards for planning:
(a) Reflects national goals in State plans.
( b ) Reflects needs and particular circumstances of the State.
(c) Data used are adequate. (Authentic, relevant and reliable)
(d) Technical reliability of projections.
(e) Describes/indicates the management and training processes to be em-

ployed.
(f) Includes an appropriate expenditure schedule and operations time-

table.
H. Standards of program effectiveness:

(a) Conformity of clientele served to that described in the plan.
( b) Number of enrollees entering employment.
(c) Change in earnings pre- and post-training in relation to the clientele

served.
(d) Other significant and measurable outcomes, e.g.,

(i) Number enrollees returned to school,
(ii) Reduction in welfare dependency,

(e) Holding power of program in relation to clientele served (dropouts).
(f) Proportion of those served to the estimate of need contained in the

plan.
(g) The mix and levels of services actually provided by category of per-

sons served and the estimated costs and benefits obtained from each such
service.

(h) Estimates of the number of persons who will need services, by years
for the next five years, and the level of resources required to serve them.

HI. Standards of efficiency and economy:
(a) Participation rates, i.e., efficiency in keeping authorized training slots

filled.
(b) Enrollee "turn-over" rates (in programs funded under the "slot" con-

cept).
(c) Ratio of reported costs to obligations.
(d) Efficiency in use of availaLle funds as reflected by enrollment rates/

(e) Ratio a overhead costs to training and allowance costs.
(f) Costs of supportive services by component, at least for "benchmark"

occupations and/or client groups.
(g) Ratio of actual to planned obligations and expenditures.
(h) Ratio of deobligations to obligations.

Question No. 14. The legislation states in Section 102 (a) (1) that the Secre-
tary, with the concurrence of the Secretary of HEW, may refuse a State its
grant because it has failed to include in its comprehensive manpower agency,
those agencies administering programs under the Vocational Education Act or
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. Under what circumstances would a State fail
to include these agencies, and why would failure to include these two be suffi-
cient grownri,s for nct giving a State its grant ?

Answer. The language in Section 102 (a) (1) concerning the inclusion of voca-
tional education or vocational rehabilitation programs in the comprehensive
manpower agency effectively leaves the matter to the State. Clearly, both pro-
grams provide some fundamental services closely related to, if not in some in-
stances at least, identical with so-ealled manpouer services. AccordinglY, they
Should be utilized by the comprehensive manpowe agency if only on a purchase
of service basis as would be required by the Act. The language in the bill is
designed to say to the States (1) consider carefully the inclusion of agencies
administering vocational education and vocational rehabilitation in the compre-
hensive manpower agency, (2) if you decide not to do so the Secretary a Labor
may not for that reason deny recognition of the comprehensive manpower agency
and consequent denial of a 66%% grant, (3) if you decide ta include one or
both, the Secretary of HEW may not veto that decision, and (4) in the last
analysis the only way a State may be required to include one or the other pro-
grams in the comprehensive manpower agency is when both the Secretary of
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Labor and the Secretary of HEW conclude that it is imperative that such pro-
gram be included, given the total circumstances in that particular State. A main
.concern of the MTA is to develop a significant degree of comprehensiveness in
the "manpower programs and program components" administrative structure of
the State government. There may be instances in which the only way such com-
prehensiveness can be achieved in a given State is to include one a the agencies
administering either of the above programs.

Question No. 15. The legislation states in Section 102(a) (1) that the "State's
comprehensive 2nanpower agency" shall conform to such methods of administra-
tion as are fouiul by the Secretary to be necessary for the proper and efficient
.operation of the plan (including methods relating to the establishment and
ma/intenance of personnel standards on a merit basis . ." Does that section per-
tain to civil service, or other statulards of merit, such as the State's, Governor's
Planning Agency's, competitive exam? Wouid the State's pian contain the cri-
teria for personnel standards?

Answer. Presently the function of prescribing merit system standards under
Title III and Title IX of the Social Security Act and the Wagner-Peyser Act,
is vested in the Department of Labor. This power of prescribing standards would
continue under the proposed Manpower Training Act. The actual operation of a
merit system and its standards has been, and under the MTA would be performed
by the States (consistent with each State's Personnel Act), such legislation being
in agreement with the federally prescribed standards. The State's plan would
contain the statement that proposed personnel standards for the State's compre-
hensive manpower agency are in accord with the State Personnel Act.

Question No. 16. In designating the prime sponsor and area advisory body
(Section 102 ( a ) 104(t%) (4)) reference is made to the highest appropriate elected
official of a unit or units of local general government. Who decides who is appro-
priate, and what are the criteria?

Answer. References in Sections 102 and 104 are to the "highest appropriate
elected eoecutive official". The language thus is the general language needed to
identify the elected executive head of local government which will be a different
officer in variou local jurisdictionsMayors. county executives, etc. The regula-
tions authorized by Section 601 would establish the ground rules for deterinining
who the elected executive head of local government is in particular circum-
stances. As concerns the quostiou of which elected executive among several in a
metropolitan area is the appropriate one, the criteria to be used would relate
primarily to the number of persons in the labor force and the number of disad-
vantaged persons residing within the jurisdictions of the several local govern-
ments. In general that unit of local government with the largest "target
population" would be the appropriate elected official.

Question No. 17. Title II contains some amendments in reference to the Job
Corps. What are the specific plans for the Job Corps program? What changes do
you forsee in its opo-ation as part of the Manpower Training Act?

What are your specific plans for the Job Corps?
Answer. Job Corps is being restructured to relate more to local communities and

to other Manpower Administration service programs, inaccord with the directions
Iaid out in the Reports of the Secretary of Labor on Restructuring the ,fob Corps.

New Centers are being established which are located in or near large cities.
These 30 centers will have a total capacity of about 5,000 youth, making up one-
fifth of total Job Corps capacity. They will recruit from a specific locality and
place enrollees in jobs in those localities. They will be designed to take maximum
.advantage on a cooperative basis of training, recreation, and other facilities in
the community in which they are located. We trust that they will be in a true
sense, "Community ,Tob Corps Centers," and will be helpful and appreciated
members of their communities.

At 'the same time, the existing Job Corps Centers are being redirected as much
as feasible. and their programs are being improved and Tevise,i to become more
successfully rela tql to other manpower 'programs and objectives. Conservation
Center work projects are being redesigned to be incidental to skills training
objectives, rather than being controlled by the work performance needs of the
sponsoring conservation agency. Vocational training and counseling programs
are being improved and redesigned to fit better with jobs and populations served.
Basic education is being emphasized for enrollees with low education levels.
More two-way community involvement and cooperation is being required of
Cen ters.

91
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The redirection of existing Centers is often handicapped by their location and
size. As funds and good planning permit, Centers will be increasingly related to
designated geographic territories for enrollee input and placement, even, though
the 'Center may be located some distance from the input and output territory.
Some Centers in isolated locations with no nearby sources of recruits should be
selocated.

All Center programs will 'be more closely 'tailored to the job placement oppor-
tunities of enrollees in the communities from which they come or 'into (villa
they should and can relocate. Job ;Corps programs will be improved by use of
the enrollee employability development 'plan concept, which should be made up
when a youth is accepted for any manpower service program. A greater effort
will. be made to ensure that only youth who need a change of environment to a
residential support facility will be enrolled in Job Co-ps for such residential sup-
port. Some youth who need Job Corps training will be enrolled only for training;
others in other training programs who need residential support, will be enrolled
in Job Corps only for such residential support.

These programmatic 'actions, as they are vut into effect, will require considera-
tion of changes in Job Corps organization. Obviously, certain functions previously
performed in Job Corps Headquarters will be decentralized to 'the Regions. This
will serve to bring Job Corps operations even closer to State and local community
needs and programs.

What changes do you foresee in the Job Corps if the MTA were adopted?
The proposed Manpower Training Act, in itse'f, has little mandatory effect on

Job Corps, except to move its authorization fr; 'a the Economic Opportunity Act
to the MTA. Several provisions will remove inoperative clauses, and facilitate
operations. The proposed removal of the requirement to assign 40 percent of
male enrollees to 'Conservation Centers will 'facilitate relocation of Centers when
feasible and funds are available to do so. 'Central funding is continued, under a
separate title of the MTA, although authorization is included permitting the
delegation of Job Corps camps to State or area prime sponsors when they develop
appropriate administrative capacity and as suitable delegation details can be
worked out. As it becomes feasible, the Job Corps will become the residential
component of a comprehensive manpower services delivery system.

Question No. 18. Title V of the legislation calls for an automatic increase of
10 percent in. the level of appropriations if the rate of unemployment reaches or
exceeds 111,4 percent for three consecutive months.

(a) Why 4% pereenthow was that percentage arrived at?
(b) lVould retraining bc the entire answerwouldn't it be conceivable

that public service employment in some instances be more appropriate for
alleviating these conditions?

(c) Section 502(c) states that once the rate of national unemployment
recedes below 4% percent for three consecutive months, no further obligation
of funds may be made. What happens to the individual just beginning train-
ing program? Are therc sufficient funds for him to continue training?

Answer. (a) An unemployment rate of 4% percent indicates that jGblesr....iss
has reached a high level and that steps are appropriate to help keep it from
going higher. The unemployment rate of 4% percent selected as the "trigger" for
an automatic increase in funds under the MTA corresponds to the figure used
in the 'triggered program under the unemployment insurance system. The trigger
in the unemployment insurance bill relates to insured unemploymentwhich at
any given level of economic activity is somewhat below total unemploymentso
the use of the same numerical figure for the total unemployment rate means ;that
the manpower training services would be 'triggered into operation a few months
in advance of the triggering of the extended unemployment insurance benefits.
Inasmuch as there is some lead time required to translate additional budgetary
obligational authority into actual training opportunities, while the added unem-
ployment benefits become available virtually 'immediately when the trigger is
reached, the 'two 'would become operationally effective at about the same 'time.

(b) The intent 'of 'the trigger program in the MTA is not to provide all the
additional resources necessary to meet the situation if the rising unemployment
connoted by reaching pevcent for three consecutive months were to go on to
recessionary levels. Rather the intent is to provide the virtually instantaneous
added money 'to help meet the immediate situation pending action. by the Con-
gress for the provision of more adequate resources should it deem 'that necessary.

,,In these circumstances retraining seems to tie the appropriate first recourse and
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in refurbishing the skills of recently unemployed workers during the down period
of the economy, while the opportunity costs of retraining both to the workers and
to the community are lowest. The question of the desirability, and if desirable,
the level of public service employment 'to meet any given recession situation is
one to be considered explicitly by the Congress at the time.

(c) The provision in \Section 502(c) terminating the further obligation of
funds when unemployment recedes below the trigger level would only be operable
if the trigger level was reached on the unemployment up-trend and subsequently
declined below the threshold level during a single fiscal year. Otherwise it is
assumed the added authority would be obligated by the end of the fiscal year in
which the trigger level is reached or would have reverted. The individuals en-
rolled in programs financed by the increased funds would not be affected inas-
much as amounts to finance the entire course of training and attendant allow-
ances would be obligated at the time the training program was established as
is currently the practice under the MDTA.

Question No. 1D.How does public service employnzent fit into the Manpower
Training Act of 1969?

Answer. The bill does not contemplate a massive "employer of last resort"
public employment program. It does recognize that public service employulent
is a useful part of an overall manpower program, particularly such approaches
as New Careers and Public Service Careers. Further, there are situations such
as some rural areas and core city neighborhoods in which direct public employ-
ment is an appropriate device to meet an immedia te manpower problem. It is for
these reasons that, under the MTA, a State comprehensive manpower plan can
provide any type program the area and 'State manpower planning councils and
the Governor and/or Mayor decide is best suited for that State/area, within the
broad range of decategorized activIties authorized in Section 101. If it is felt
there is a need tor public service employment program within the State, such a
program could certainly be included in 'the State plan (e.g., Section 101(6) ).

The MTA planning process prescribes that State manpower plans shall be
multi-year in nature. Part of the reason for requiring multi-year plans is to per-
mit assessment of the development strategy envisioned by the State and area
in the event that considerable Public employment of the Operation Mainstream
type is deemed necessary to meet the local manpower needs during the first year
or so. Where appropriately justified and particularly where long-term projections
in the plan indicate the -way out," public service employment could clearly be
included in an approved State plan.

Question No. 20. Scction 611(a), Authorizations for appropriations, does not
specify a figure. How much will the program cost? Are there any estimates of
what the authorizations to be asked will be?

Answer. The President's FY 1971 budget includes a modest Aded
amount for MTA start up costs over and above funds for operating existing man-
power programs at somewhat higher levels. At the FY 1970 initial re-
quest levels, the overall manpower program is just under $21/2 billion. Of that
amount some $1.6 'billion would he in programs to be handled in the future under
the MTA, including over $1.4 billion subject to the MTA State apportionment
requirements. Clearly the base authorization for the MTA would not be less than
the corresponding FY 1971 manpower program resources requested in
the President's budget. In light of explicit requests from the Senate Committee,
the Department will develop specific authorization levels for discussion with both
Committees in Executive sessions prior to mark up of the bill.

Question No. 21. What is the Labor Department's current definition of
disadvantaged?

Answer. Following is the text of the Manpower Administration Order defining
"disadvantaged", and a Field Memorandum updating the family income criteria
used to determine "poor" in the definition.

Manpower Administration Order No. 1-69.
Subject : Definition of the term "disadvantaged" individual.

1. Purpose: To define the term "disadvantaged" individual for use in manpower
programs: to amend the definitions in all policy directives and issuances of the
Manpower Administration ; to revise the dollar amounts of the poverty level by

U.S. DEPARMENT OP LABOR.
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION,

IT'ashington, D.C., January 16, 1969.

s 3
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family size and location (farm/nonfarm) which are used to determine "low in-
come" in EOA manpower programs and to determine "poor" in the subject
definition.

2. Background. The administration of manpower programs requires a a defini-
tion of the term "disadvantaged" individual which restricts use of the term
to persons who are relatively severely disadvantaged in securing employment. In
addition, a precise and uniform dednition is needed for reliable reporting, mean-
ingful evaluation, and communication among the various Fedel l, State and local
agencies administering manpower and related programs.

3. Statement of Policy. The term "disadvantaged" individual as used in con-
nection with all programs under the jurisdiction of the Manpower Administra-
tion is defined as follows :

a. Definition. "A disadvantaged individual, for manpower program purposes,
is a poor person who does not have suitable employment and who is either (1)
a school dropout, (2) a member of a minority, (3) under 22 years of age, (4)
45 years of age cr over, or (5) handicapped."

The test to determine if an individual is disadvantaged is : member of poor
family, and unemployed, underemployed, or hindered from seeking work, and
has one or more of the following characteristics : school dropout, minority mem-
ber, under 22 years of age, 45 years of age or over, handicapped.

The five basic combinations of the definition are
Poor school dropout without suitable employment ;
Poor minority member without suitable employment ;
Poor youth without suitable employment ;
Poor older worker without suitable employment ;
Poor handicapped worker without suitable employment.

Clearly, any one individual might meet several of the tests at once, e.g., the
poor unemployed, Negro, handicapped, teenage dropout.

b. Meaning of Terms in Definition.
(1) Member of Poor Family. A person will be deemed "poor" for purposes of

the definition of disadvantaged if he (she) is a member of a family (1) which
receives cash welfare payments, or (2) whose annual net income in relation to
family size and location does not exceed the following criteria :

Family size

Income
nonfarm

Income
farm

1

2

$1,600
2,100

$1,100
I, 500

3
2, 600 1, 800

4
3, 300 2, 300

5
3, 900 2, 800

6
4, 400 3,100

7
4, 900 3, 400

8
5, 400 3, BOO

9
5, 900 4, 100

10
6, 400 4, 500

11
6, 900 4, 800

12
7, 400 5, 200

13 or more
7, 900 5, 500

A family consist of one or more persons living in a single household who are
related to each other by blood, marriage or adoption. All persons living in one
household who are related to each other are regarded as one family. An indi-
vidual living alone or in group quarters is considered a family.

Family income is net cash income from all sources by all family members,
excluding capital gains and losses as well as one-time unearned income receipts
such as insurance payments and gifts. Non-cash income, such as wages received
in the form of food or housing, or the value to owner-occupied property, is ex-
cluded by this definition.

Farm or non-farm family income will be determined by location of residence
as determined by the 1960 Census definition. Farm is the location category of
persons living in rural territory (outside the corporate limits of a city of 2,500
or more, or outside of an urbanized area contiguous to such a city) on places of
10 or more acres from which sales of farmproducts amounted to $50 or more, or
on places of less than 10 acres from which sales of farm products amounted to
$250 or more.

Si 4
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(2) Persons Who Do Yot Have Suitable Employment. People who do not have
suitable employment are (a ) the unemployed, (b) the underemployed, and (c)
persons hindered from seeking work.

(a ) rinemployed. Unemployed persons are those civilians (no age limit) who
have no employment and are available for work, aud

Had engaged in any sr-i!cific job-seeking activity within the past 4 weeks.
Principal activities include : Registering at a public or private employment

office ; meeting with prospective employers ; checking with friends or rela-
tives; placii.g or answering advertisements ; writing letters of application;
or being on a union or professional register,

Were waiting to be called back to a job from which they had been laid
off,* orWere waiting to report to a new wage or salary job scheduled to start
within the following 30 days.*

Persons registering through a component of any manpower program will be
deemed to be engaged in job seeking activity, even though the application may be
for training, etc., rather than an iinmediate job.

(b) Underemployed. Underemployed persons are those working below their
skill capacity, or those who are or have received notice that they will be working
less than full-time in their industries or occupations, or those who have received
notice they will be unemployed because their skills are becoming obsolete.

(c) Persons Hindered from Seeking Work. This category recognizes that there
are some people who are not seeking work but who would enter the labor force if
given appropriate assistance in overcoming barriers to employment. WhetheK.-
or not persons should be considered potential labor force participants depends in

part on their attitudes toward labor force participation and in part on whether
or not overcoming the hindrances from which they suffer is a part of current
manpower policy. Examples of persons who would fall into this category are in-
dividuals who would be working or looking for a job if they thought jobs, trans-
portation or child care facilities were available. Also included in this category
would be persons, not otherwise handicapped, who do not seek employment
because of their attitudes or motivational problems. Not included in this category
would be persons who do not require employment assistance because they are
over the retirement age, are too severely handicapped, or are fully-occupied
homemakers.

(3) Characteristics of Individuals. An individual must be either (a) a school
dropout. (b) a member of a minority, (e) under 22 years of age, (d) 45 years of
age or over, or (e) handicapped to be classified as disadvantaged.

(a ) School Dropout. A school dropout is a person who was not graduated from
a high school. In nearly all high schools, graduates have completed 12 years of
school. However, before World War II a few Southern schools graduated stu-
dents after 11 years. For statistical purposes, then, a dropout is one who has
completed less than 12 grades of education, excent in those schools mentkined
above.

(b) Member of Minority. Members of the minority are Negroes, American
Indians, Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos, Koreans, Polynesians, Indonesians, Ha-
waiians, Aleuts, Eskimos, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans and other people
with Spanish Surnames.

(c) Under 22 Years of Age. Individuals under 22 years of age are called
"youth." People are classified as "youth" until they reach their 22nd birthday.

(d) 45 Yea/rs of Age or Over. Individuals 45 years of age or over are called
"older workers." People are classified as "older workers" starting from the date
of their 45th birthday.

(a) Handicapped. Handicapped worker is one who has a physical, mental, or
emotional impairment or chronic condition which could limit work activities.

4. Authority and Directives Affected: This order rescinds Manpower Adinin-
istration Order 2-68 and supersedes the definition of disadvantaged presented in
Interagency Cooperative Issuance No. 69-3. This order further modifies, to the
extent inconsistent therewith, the term "disadvantaged" as used in any other
issuances or instructions of the Manpower Administration.

5. Effective Dates: This order is effective immediately.
STANLEY H. RIITTENBERG,

Assistant Secretary for Manpower.

*Such persons would not normally be considered "without suitable employment." de-
pending upon the job and the conditions of return.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., November 7, 1969.
Field Memorandum No. 205-60.
To : All Regional Manpower Administrators.
Subject : Revised 0E0 Income Poverty Guidelines.

The income poverty guidelines used to determine program eligibility for all
OEO'funded manpower programs have recently been revised. These same income
thresholds are used to determine "poor" in the definition of the term "Disadvan-
taged Individual" (MAO 1-69).

The revised poverty guidelines, by family size and location are :

Annual net irrome

Family size Nonfarm Farm

I $1, 800 81, 500

2 2, 400 2, 000

3 3, 000 2, 500

4 3, 600 3, 000
5 4200, 3, 500

6 4, 800 4, 000

7 5, 400 4, 500

8 6, 000 5, 000

9 6, 600 5, 500

10 7, 200 6, 000,

11 7, 800 6, 500,

12 8,400 7, 000
13 9, 000 7, 500

Far families with mare than 13 members, add 86Ce", :.;: eachaeditional member in a nonfarm family and $500 for each.
additional member in a farm family.

These new guidelines are effective immediately.
In the near future, a TESPL will be issued to advise State agencies of the

revised poverty guidelines. A forthcoming CAMPS issuance will be used to advise
Area and State CAMPS committees of this change. Because of the inherent
time lael in processing these issuances, all RMA's should advise State agencies,
CAMPS committees, contractors for Title IB programs including CEP con-
tractors, and State and local NAB representatives of the revised guidelines.

It is anticipated that MAO 1-69 will be revised at an early date to reflect
the changes in income poverty guidelines and to incorporate other changes being
discussed with 0E0. Pending such revisions, the definition of the term "Dis-
advantaged Individual" will remain unchanged, except for the applicability of
the new poverty thresholds.

J. L. BLAKE,
Deputy Manpower Administraf

for Employment Security.
Question No. V. Where does the Work Incentive Program for welfare recipi-

ents fit into the comprehensive manpower program? Will there be a separate
WIN train/lag program in, each local entity? Who determines the emphaLis to be
placed on training public welfare recipients, Federal, State or local government?

Answer. The Work Incentive Program is expected to be replaced by the man-
power training provisions ( Section 102, revising Part C) of the Family Assist-
ance Act, which is being considered bY another Committee of the House.

These provisions of the FAA have been written, however, to be integrated
fully into the MTA. Section 434 of the Family Assistance Act requires that man-
power programs for FAA recipients be part of an "integrated and comprehensive
manpower training program" carried out by all the authority available to the
Secretary of Labor "under any other Act" (ie., the MTA). Furthermore, FAA
appropriations can be used by the Secretary of Labor "to the same extent and
under the same conditions" as if they were appropriated under the MTA in
providing programs for FAA recipients. Thus, FAA funds will be subject to the
same State planning process as MTA funds and can be administered by the
State comprehensive manpower agency.

The FAA itself requires that all thosewith certain specific exceptionswho
are 16 and over, in a family receiving benefits, must register with the local
Employment Service office. They can then be included in the various manpower
training programs being provided under the State comprehensive manpower plan,
irrespective of where they reside in the State. ,

RR
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Congressional appropriations for Title IV of the Family Assistance Act will
.establish the minimum level of resources available for training FAP recipients.
'The FAA provides for equitable distribution of funds among the States. State
and local planning organizations will determine, subject to concurrence by the
Secretary, what additional manpower resources may be devoted to this client
group under the comprehensive manpower plan.

Mr. DANIELS. The committee will stand adjourned and will recon-
vene at the call of the chair.

(Whereupon, at 12 :27 p.m. the select subcommittee recessed, to re-
convene subject to call of the chair.)



MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, 1970

I-TousE op REritEsEx-rArrivEs,
SELECT SUWOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF TIJE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LAROR,
aAington, D.0 .

The subcommittee met at. 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Burton, Quie, Steiger,
Er'enborn, and Collins.

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel ; Marty LaVor,
minority legislative coordinator, Charles W. Radcliffe, Minority
Counsel for Education ; Loretta Bowen, clerk ; and Cathy Romano,
research assistant..

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
Today, we will continue with hearings on various bills that have

been introduced, FLR. 10908, H.R. 11620, and ILK. 13472, dealing with
nmnpower.

Our first witness this morning is Dr. Sar A. Levitan, director of the
Center for Manpower Policy Studies, George Washington University.

I extend a most cordial welcome to you. I notice you do have a
prepared statement. You are at liberty to read yonr statement., sum-
nmri ze it and proceed in any fashion that you deem advisable.

STATEMENT OF DR. SAR A. LEVITAN, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
MANPOWER -POLICY STUDIES, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVER-

SITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. LTNITAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With your permission I
would like to include the prepared statement in the record and say a
few words for an opener and leave the rest of the time for discussion.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, your printed statement will
appear at this point in the record.

(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF SAR A. LEVITAN. CENTER FOR MANPOWER POLICY STUDIES, GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

The 91st Congress has the opportunity to improve the manpower programs
initiated by its predecessors during the past decade. After eight years of con-
,-innous expansion, during which we witnessed a tenfold increase in manpower
appropriations, the time is long overdue to consolidate the federally-supported
categorical and disjointed manpower efforts. This is a very propitious year to
concentrate on chores which do not carry any immediate expanded price tag.

44-42:1-70--pt. 1-7
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The members of the Select Subcommittee on Labor have '_aken the leadership
in proposing measures to improve the effectiveness of manpower programs. It ,s
noteworthy in an election year that these efforts have bipartisan support. This
Subcommittee has before it three bills which deserve serious consideration :
Congressman Steiger's Comprehensive Manpower Act (H.R. 10908), Congress-
man O'Hara's Manpower Act (H.R. 11620), and the Admii. istration's Manpower
Training Act (H.R. 13472). My comments today will focus on the Administration
bill.

ADMINISTRATION AND FUNDING

The Ma-mower Training Act pulls in states as partners in administering man-
power programs without ignoring the responsibilities of elected officials at the
local level or the overall role of the federz.1 government. The Secretary of Labor
is charged with the responsibility of monitoring federally-funded programs to
insure that federal objectives are being carried out, and the Administration would
leav the Secretary 20 to 25 percent of the total manpower funds appropriated
by Congress for experimental and demonstratimi as well as for initiation of
Programs where states and localities do not carry out federal objectives.

I believe that the improvement in the administration of the manpower pro-
grams should precede any further expansion of funds. At the federal level this
means combining the appropriate manpoWer programs under consolidated fund-
ing, removing categorical eligibility criteria, and discouraging proliferation of
local sponsors funded by the federal government. The intent is not to discourage
experimentation or innovation, but to assure that all levels of govermnent share
responsibility for manpower programs and to encourage elected state and local
offiicals to play an active role in manpower efforts.

Improved administration alone is not enough to carry out effective programs.
I I only helps to secure a better return on the funds, but it is no substitute for
adequate appropriations. It is unfortunate that both the Administration and
the O'Hara bills ignore any counnitment to expand funds for manpower pro-
grams. This gap is filled by the Steiger provision which authorizes increased
federal appropriations for manpower programs administered by the Labor De-
partment, rising to $3 billion annually by 1974 or about double the current
appropriations. Improving the administration of the manwhver programs would
also justify, indeed dictate, the expansion of additional funds to meet needs.

SCOPE OF LEGISLATION

My own preference would be to establish a federal Department of Education
and Manpower. This department would include the present functions assigned to
the Office of Education and the manpower programs of the Social and Rehabili-
tation SPTvice of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the
programs under the Manpower Administration of the Labor Department.

The scope of the present bills under consideration before the Subcommittee is
much narrower. It is unfortunate that the Administration bill does not even
include all of the programs that are now under the jurisdiction of the Labor
De.partment's Manpower Administration. The Work Incentive program (WIN)
estabiished in 1967 under the Social Security Act is excluded from the Administra-
tion bill. It is not clear whether the decision reflects jurisdictional problems
among executive agencies or is based on the judgment that a more ambitious
scope would create Congressional problems in "processing" the bill. Possibly, the
Administration did not want to become a party to a jurisdictional hassle between
this committee and the Committee on Ways and Means.

Whatever the ultimate fate of the President's Family Assistance Plan, it is
quite clear that during the years ahead there will be an increasing interdepend-
ence between public assistance and work oriented manpower programs. The
Family Assistance Plan is an overdue recognition that a fnll-time job is not
necessarily a cure for proverty. There will be an increasing need to tie in train-
ing programs for relief recipients, along the lines designed by WIN, with those
for other persons who experience difficulties in securing and holding a job. An
overhaul of the current manpower programs should recognize this fact and
include WIN, the program devoted to training relief recipients.

My plea is to extend the jursdiction of this committee to cover training pro-
vided under WIN, and to include the program as an integral part of the con-
solidated manpower programs covered by the bill which this Subcommittee may
approve.

-99
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ECONOMIC STABILIZER

Possibly the most significant hum-Native feature of the three bills is the Ad-
ministration's proposal providing for a trigger mechanism to increase expendi-
tures for manpower programs when unemployment rises. The Administration
bill provides for an automatic increase of 10 percent in manpower funds when
unemployment reaches 4.5 percent of the total labor force for three consecutive
months.

While this provision attempts to integrate manpower programs with overall
economic policy and is admirable in principle, it is adequate only as an opener.
As ally poker player knows, more than an initial investment is necessary to win
the game. The soundest economic principles are not good enough to feed unem-
ployed workers and their families. The Administration's proposal is only a teaser
and needs additional commitment before it becomes part of effective economic
policy. At thc present level of appropriations, an increase of 10 percent in funds
allocated to manpcwer programs means a boost 'of about $160 million.

The automatic stabilizer proposed by the Administration is supposed to com-
pensate the victims of policies aimed at restraining inflation. The :Taw millioli
in additional funds proposed by the Administration is adequate to provide only
for a small minority of the prospective victims of the constraining economic
policies. According to Labor Departmont estimates, a rise of unemployment
from the current 3.4 percent to 4.5 percc tt would during the course of one year
raise the number of persons unemployed 15 weeks or longer from 2.5 million to
3.9 million, a boost of 1.4 million I.)ng-term Unemployed. The number of persons
unemployed 26 weeks or more during the year would rise from 1 million to 1.8
million. Using again the Labor Departhient's own estimates, it would take more
than $2 billion to absorb all the long-term unemployed under current MDTA or
other work experience programs.

The resort to temporary countercyclical expemlitures to provide income or
jobs to the unexnployed is not without its precedents. In the 1958-195.9 recession,
Congress provided for Temporary Extended TJnemployment Compensation at
a total eost of more than $600 million. During 19131-11)02, the pricetag of the
Temporary Extended Unemployment Compensation was nearly $800 million, and
an additional $850 million was appropriated to create jobs in depressed areas.
It is true that in both cases unemployment rose to 6 percent and even higher,
but our experience during the past decade clearly indicates that the government
should step in before unemployment reaches such a high level. And one a the
salutary lessons we have learned during the sixties is that the threshold ofpublic
tolerance for unemployment has declined. The Administration's proposal to raise
manpower funds when unemployment reaches 4.5 percent is therefore sound, but
it is not commensurate with the needs of those who become victims of govern-
mental fiscal and monetary .dolicies.

The government must assume responsibility for those who become unemployed
as a result of its policies to reduce inflationary pressures. Without raising here
any questions about the wisdom of these policies, not a single spokesman for the
Administration would argue that the burden of the resulting unemployment
should be placed on those who can least afford it.

My recommendation would be to adopt the Administration's proposal of au-
tomatically boosting the funds allocated to manpower programs by 10 pereent
when unemployment reaches 4.5 percent But Coness should extend this pro-
vision by boosting manpower funds 10 percent for each two-tenths percent increase
in unemployment. This would mean that the funds allocated to manpower pro-
grams would rise automatically by 60 percent when unemployment reaches 5.5
percent. This provision, together with another Administration proposal calling
for an automatic extension of unemployment insurance when the number of
covered unemployed reaches 4.5 percent (about equivalent to 5.5 percent of total
unemployment), would provide a measure of automatic aid to the victims of
monetary and fiscal policies.

The Manpower Training Act is fl sound and imaginative design for the ad-
ministration of the Labor Department's manpower programs. Tile passage of this
bill with appropriate changes based on the Steiger and O'Hara bills will go a
long way toward consolidating and improving the effectiveness of existing man-
power programs that focus on the needs of people who have difficulty in competing
in the labor market.

1 OD
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Mr. DAN IELS. You may proceed.
Mr. LEVITAN. Since this is my first testimony under the 1969 Tax

Reform Act, I think that a n introductory statement is in order. The
Center for Manpower Policy Studies u ith which I am associated is
supported by funds from the Ford Fmmdation. My bearing witness
before this subcommittee is subjef.t to the constraints of the legislation
which you enacted in section 4915 of that law. The record should there-
fore show that my testimony is based on nonpartisan research and
should not in any way be construed as lobbying, perish the thought.
But you gentlemen, I am sure, know the difference between lobbying
and research.

Mr. DANIELS. We appreciate your coming here in the pliblic interest
to give your views.

Mr. LEVITAN. For the past few years I have advocated the consolida-
tion of federally supported manpower programs that would also
discourage proliferation of sponsors of manpower projects at the local
level.

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that each of the three bills before you
will achieve, to some extent this end, and the administration bill is
both constructive and imaginative in achieving the ends I mentioned.
Many provisions of this bill need clarification. I am sure that your
hearings will bring these out and that the subcommittee will improve
on any of the pending bills,

But, I would like to stress that sound administration is not enough.
The name of the game is running manpower programs; it is not how
to do it without money. If my reading of today's newspapers is correct,
the matter of money may be on your mind this morning.

I think it vould be appropriate to spend a few mimites discussing
the money provisions of the three bills. Unfortunately, the administra-
tion bill does not touch on money. I do not think that you can run
manpower programs without a commitment for future spending.

In this connection, I think that Mr. Steiger's bill, which has a definite
conunitment of rising expenditures, should be a welcome amendment
to the administration bill. Reasonable people may disagree about the
exact amounts, but I think that Mr. Steiger's provisions are in the
right ball park.

As I point out in my prepared statement, a 10-percent rise in total
expenditures based on a total appropriation of roughly $1.6 billion
means that an increase, in case unemployment rises, of $160 million.
I hate to talk about $160 million as "only," but a rise in unemployment
from the current 3.1 to 4.5 percent means an annual increase of
1.4 million long-term unemployed of 15 weeks Jr more. The proposed
$160 million will buy very little training or very little work support
for them. I recommend that instead of-a single 10 percent increase
in appropriations when unemployment reaches 1.5 percent, there be
a definite tie between increases in manpower funds and increases in
unemployment.

If you add 10 percent in manpower money for every 0.2 percent
increase in the level of unemployment, that would give., Mr. Chairman,
about some $960 million additional funds by the time unemployment
reaches 5.5 percent.

Mr. DANIELS. At that point, the Steiger bill authorizes $100 million
for fiscal year 1972, $115 million for fiscal year 1973, $125 million for
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fiscal year 1974, and $150 million for fiscal year 1975 to be used by the
Secretary for the purpose of making incentive grants.

Mr. LEVITAN. This is only one part. Mr. Steiger's bill also provides
for increasing authorizations rising to $3 billion by 1974.

Mr. DANIEEs. That is true. He provides for $2 billion for fiscal
Year 1971, $2,300 million for fiscal year 1972, $2.5 billion for fiscal year
1973, and $3 billion for fiscalyear 1974.

Mr. LENITAN. I am referring to this authorization. Based on earlier
legislation, it is very important to ha ve a definite commitment and to
avoid the annual hassle about anthorizations. I think Mr. Steiger's
provisionsand reasonable men will discharge upon the. exact
amountare within the ballpark.

I think the administration has a very imaginative provision in the
economic stabilizer provision; namely, increasing expenditures for
manpower programs if unemployment rises.

Mr. DANIELS. How much do you recoimnend ?
Mr. LEvrrAy. It is an arbitrary figure, but my recommendation

would add roughly $1 billion to manpower funth by the time unem-
ployment reaches 5.5 percent.

If you would also adopt the Administration's provision of an
antomatic stabilizer in connection with unemployment insurance,
which would become effective when unemployment rises to about 5.5
percent, the two proposals top.ether would provide a. significant
amonnt of money for those who are forced into long-term unemploy-
ment in a recession. -

Mr. Chairman within a week or so the National Manpower Policy
Task Force is scheduled to release a rather comprehensive analysis of
the issues raised by the three bills that are before your subcommittee.
I don't have it here, but when it becomes available sometime next
week, with your permission, I would like to give it to yonr staff for
insertion in the record.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Levitan, thank von very flinch for your testi-
mony. I want you to know it is indeed appreciated. The material you
will snbmit will be inserted in the record following the conclusion of
yonr testimony.

As you are aware, and as you indicate inyour testimony, there are
ithree bills pending before us on this very mportant subject matter.

The O'Hara bill, H.R. 11620, differs substantially in the approach to
tackling this problem from the Steiger bill. The Steiger bill would
place the administration and the operation of the program primarily
in the States, whereas under the O'Hara bill, and also iinder the
administration bill, the, thrnst wonld direct most authority for the
administration of the manpower progrmns to the Secretary of Labor.

Do you care to conunent ?
Mr. LEvrrAx. The administration would not give a great deal of

authority to the Secretary of Labor, though it places upon him the
responsibility of administering manpower programs. I don't see that
the O'Hara bill changes very imich from what we have now, except it
takes HEW out of the manpower progrtillls and puts the programs in
only one department in the Federal ,zstablishment. I don't think that
that is enough. I think that Congress has a greater responsibility than
just charging the Secl'etary of Labor to administer manpower pro-
fframs. The issue is between Mr. Steiger's approach which gives most
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of the power to State Governors and the administration's approach
which provides for shared responsibility between States, localities,
and the Federal Government.

In light of serious differences that might develop between States
'and localities, I would go along with the administration's provision
to provide for an automatic pass-through. The trouble is that the
-.administration bill, section 102 (a) (2), I believe, is not very clear as
-th how the "pass-through" would work.

I have it on good authority, namely from the manpower adminis-
trator, Mr. Malcolm Lovell, that the "pass-through" would mean that
the money would go to the mayor of the central city. The administra-
tion should clarify the intent of this section.

I think this is a very reasonable provision for the simple reason
that most of the funds under the Manpower Training Act are allo-
cated to the disadvantaged. The mayor of the central city has the
biggest problem as far as the long-term unemployed and those who
have difficulty competing in the labor market are concerned. There-
fore, if we are to put the money in the hands of a responsible elected
official, which I believe we should, then passino- the money to the
mayor of the central city who has to deal basicalry with this problem
is a, reasonaWe way of doing it.

Mr. DANIELS. How does public service employment fit into the
Manpower Training Act of 1969 ?

Mr. LEVITAN. Under the Steiger and administration bills, there is
no special provision for public service employment. Each community
or each State would work out a plan, and then if a State and com-
munity want public employment, they can have it. If a state wants to
have other types of manpower programs, it can stress others.

The O'Hara bill stresses public employment. But the O'Hara bill
does nOt provide for any definite funding and administration of public
employment. It is another exhortation of <guaranteeing public employ-
ment, and I am afraid that we may not be able to deliver.

A. reading of the O'Hara bill does not tell us what is being promised :
What level of wages, Nyliat kind of employment, what happens at the
local level under the merit system? All these points are not clarified.

Some compare the public provision to the public works of the
thirties, but that is not very helpful. I am all for the type of PWA
programs that we had in tlie thirties. As my very good friend Garth
Mangum once said, "There is nothing wrong with raking leaves, if
there are leaves to be raked."

Under the PWA and WPA there were lots of very constructive
projects that were built. I am old enough to rememl-)er a cartoon
that appeared in the New Yorker, in which two ladies were looking
at a magnificent bridge. One said to the other, "Mabel, did they build
it all leaning on the shovels?" You can do a great deal with public
works.

The O'Hara bill apparently suggests that public employment would
be for people who cannot get employment. There are few skilled con-
struction workers who are unemployed, which would require building
public works without skilled labor. There are too many problems
connected with public employment.

I believe we ought to experiment more with public employment
projects. We ought to try to have that. Under the administration bill
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and the Steiger bill, if a community wants public employment projects,
it can include them as part of its manpower plan.

I hope that whatever bill comes out from this committee, it will not
be more exhortation and another promise of guaranteed employment
which we really are not likely to carry out because nobody knows what
it will cost and because there is no clear design to overcome the tech-
nical problems that are involved in implementing a guaranteed em-
ployment plan.

Mr. DANIELS You would not eliminate the concept of public em-
ployment entirely to alleviate unemployment?

Mr. LEVITAN. I certainly would not. All you need for public em-
ployment experimentation is a little more money. As I suggested a few
minutes ago, Mr. Steiger's bill would authorize the expenditure of
enough money for experimenting with public employment. The ad-
ministration's economic stabilizer, increasing funds when unemploy-
ment rises, would permit public employment even if the rhetoric prom-
ises training. But I think that we should not guarantee public em-
ployment since we don't know what we are guaranteeing.

Mr. DANIELS. What is your opinion, Dr. Levitan, as to role for work
incentive programs for welfare recipientshow would you place that
in the manpower ptogram ?

Mr. LEVITAN. I think that the Manpower Training Act, and for that
matter all three bills, are entirely too narrow in scope. My own prefer-
ence would be to have a Department of Education and Manpower that
would include not only the work incentive programs, but would include
the programs of the Office of Education, the work relief programs, and
the Labor Department's manpower programs.

I can sympathize with the Secretary and the administration for try-
ing not to get into jurisdictional problemsbetween your committee, Mr.
Chairman, and that of the Ways and Means Committee. But I am not
subject to these constraints.

I would definitely include WIN as part of the manpower package
because whatever Congress will do to the Family Allowance Plan that
the President suggested recently we are going to have in the seventies,
increased interdependence between work and relief or income st.pple-
ments for the working poorfor people wha can't make, it on their own
and who live in poverty even if they work full time.

As .you know, Mr. Chairman, there are now about 3 million people
working full time, who still live by Government definition in poverty.
I think that during the 1970's Congress is going to struggle even more
with linking work and income supplements. This is not the place to
talk about the family allowance plan or about what type of supple-
ments should be provided.

But any legislation dealing with manpower programs for the dis-
advantaged should include those who are on relief as part of the
package.

Therefore, it seems to me it would be a mistake to enact legislation
which will not include the WIN program. That might create some
jurisdictional problems with Chairman Mills. This is something I can't
worry about. Those are "details."

Mr. DANIELS. I would like to call upon my good colleague, from the
State of Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger. Do you have any questions ?

M. STEmEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Levitan, first of all, I want to pay tribute to the work tha -. you
have done, what the Center for Manpower Policy Studies has done,
because I think your crroup has been one of the groups most responsi-
ble for the very fact we are having hearings today and the whole
concept of manpower training.

There is no disagreement, is there, insofar as you are concerned,
either about the concept of decategorization or about the concept of
decentralization or the decisionmaking insofar as what programsought
to be carried on?

Mr. LEvITAN No, I don't think ihere is any disagreement on that.
I think all three hills would do that in one form or another. The
O'ITara bill, of course, would do that less than the administration bill
and your bill. But the question is how much power would you put in
the hands of State governments.

I do think that we have to decentralize manpower programs. I am
not sure if we planned it now that we would divide the country into
50 States. But faced with the fact. we have the 50 States, the best
way is to utilize them and to build up their capability.

I am concerned, Mr. Steiger, that your bill might put too much
power in the hands of the Governors. Until the States build up their
capability, and also, given various political problems and differences
between States and metropolitan areasvery frequently the States
and cities are controlled by different political partiesyou are going
to give too much responsibility to State govermnents to adminis-
trate manpower programs.

Mr. STmumi. Are you satisfied that using the. SMSA is a reasonably
good method of attempting to determine the area to be encompassed
and, secondly, if there is to be a passthrough, you do agree that the
power for the decisions ought to be in the hands of the mayor of the
largest single entity of local-government in th SMSA ?

Mr. Luvrrax. As I said before, Mr. Steiper, the answer to the latter
part of your question is yes. The mayor of the central city is going to
have the bulk of the problems. He is !ming to have the bulk of the
unemployment, and most of the disadvantaged reside in his area. So
if anyone is to be designated prime sponsor, I think the mayors of the
central cities should be responsible.

As for being satisfied with the SMSA concept, lets bear in mind that
this isjust something the economists and statisticians created. Nobody
ever lives in the SMSA. It is just a convenient way to designate a
labor market or an area. where i)eople work. You can't run programs
on the basis of SMSA's boundaries, created by manpower analysts.

What do you do with large metropolitan areas ? There will be a
great deal of problems. The administrators will have to struggle
with it. In some cases they will have to break up SMA's in metro-
politan areas; Washington is a very good example.

What is going to happen in Prince Georges County or in Montgom-
ery County or Alexandria. Virginia? Will the Labor Department give
one bundle of money to -Washington, D.C., and ignore Alexandria,
Silver Spring, and other communities? Obviously not. There will have
to be a departure from the SMSA concept within the State. They will
have to work out all sorts of problems as to how to allocate the fluids.

But in the final analysis. I think that the administration approach
which you, Mr. Steiger, seem to be endorsing, and I know you have been
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struggling with itis sound. If the mayors of the various jurisdic-
tions don't get together, then the mayor of the central city, whether he
has 50 percent of the population, or 60 or 40 percent of the population
of the SMSA, but he is certainly going to have the bulk of the disad-
vantaged and should be made responsible for the manpower programs.

Mr SM1GER. Are you satisfied in terms of what is contamed in all
three, of the bills before this subcoimnittee in terms of the question
of the adequacy of insuring that the training is available both for
those who are disadvantaged and perhaps unemployed as well as for
those who are presently employed but. who need to upgrade to open
job opportunities ?

Mr. LEMAN. I think, Mr. Steiger, that the experienceI ahnost
said the poverty kick in the 1960'sis dissipating itself. In the next
few years you will be more and more concerned about upgrading and
about avoiding the leapfrogging that might have resulted from the
manpower programs. For instance, if a family had an income of $3,300
or $3,600, the head f the family was entitled to enroll in these pro-
grams. If a person happened to work a little harder and earned $3,100,
he was not entitled to enroll.

I am not condemning that ldnd of an approach. If we wanted to do
something for the poor, the rigidity was necessary. We passed many
programs for the poor, and then the middle-class and rich people
reaped the benefits.

So I think the approach we used in the 1960's was perfectly proper.
But in the 1970's I think we are going to place more and more
emphasis on the "forgotten American," or the "troubled American,"
or whatever the favorite phrase happens to be. You will have to do
something for them because they are going to demand it. I think they
are going to get some attention which they didn't get in the 1960's.

That is why I like your provision, Mr. Steiger, of authorizing auto-
matic increases in manpower programs. If you are going to legislate
programs, then you also have to provide the money. The automatic
increases that you provided, though only an authorization, are a
commitment, to coin a phrase, "a step in the right direction."

If the programs work well and are worthwhile. is obviously
left to the future; at least there is a commitmen, for the next few
years that if the programs work, you don't have to go for authorizing
legislation and for substantive legislation. Once the commitment is
made, it is up to the appropriation procedures.

Mr. STEIGER. As you know, one of the criticisms that has been
leveled against the administration's bill is the feeling on the part of
some that it provides for the employment service to be the pi:ime
sponsor and the major agency involved in the delivery of services.

Do you have any comment on that criticism or any suf;gestion to
make about how one handles that problem?

Mr. LEvITAN. I share the concern about the capability of the
employment service to perform in many places. But we have 2,400
offices of the employment service and we are not going to have a
separate and additional publicly supported employment service for
disadvantaged persons. So the question is how to improve the employ-
ment service.

I think, however, that some have shown exaggerated concern about
what will happen to good programs and what will happen to well-
operating CAA's?
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you agree that the manpower money goes to the mayor of the
central city, and if he has a good CEP or a good CAA, I don't believe
that he will let the employment service take over these procrrams.
I think that is an exaggerated fear, although the Labor Depatment
has obviously favored its own employment service. But at the same
time, either under your bill or under the Administration hill, wher-
ever you have a good CEP and a good CAA, it is not likely that it
would he turned over to the employment service.

I think we have 5 years experience in fundincr competing organiza-
tions in the manpower field and I don't. see thaethe Manpower Train-
ing Act would abolish the CAA's.

Mr. STEIGER. One last question before I yield the floor for those
who have been patient with me. I appreciate the Chairman's willing-
ness to give time.

Jack Conway, in his statement which follows, cites the tcs-cimony
of the executive director of the Los Angeles Community Union, given
before the Senate Public Welfare Subcommittee that held hearings
in Los Angeles.

The director in that statement said, "I submit the Administration
bill is remiss in the most crucial area. That is the participation of the
community groups." That is the one sentence I want to highlight.

This is something- which I know you have struggled with long and
hard. I would be interested in any comments you have about this
concept and what1 if anything, we ought to do or can do to answer
that kind of criticism, if it needs answering.

Mr. LEVITAN. Sure, it needs answering, because if Jack Conway
says it, I am sure that concerned citizens are worried about it. So I
would share Jack Conway's worry.

But lets look at the record. In the last 5 years you spent a lot of
money on community action agencies. Few developed a capability to
deliver manpower services. And there is no reason to prevent com-
munity action agencies from continuing to act as sponsors of pro-
grams while employment services perform these functions in most
communities.

The fact that many of the employment services will not do their
job under any of the bills before tins subcommittee is quite obvious.
But that is happening right now. This bill is not going to perfect
the delivery of services in every city.

But at the same time, I thia: Mr. Conway has a very legitimate
concern. Whether in the legislation itself or in the committee report,
there should be some language that would guarantee or at least pro-
tect the effective CAA from being ignored in favor of the employment
service. I would not want to see a monopoly of one agency doing all
the delivery of the services.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from California, Mr. Burton, do you

have any questions?
Mr. Bun Tox. Yes.
What authority would you give to the CAA ? How will we protect

their existence from the possibility of tlie elimination of their fund-
ing? More importantly, how much required community involvement
should we spell out ?

Mr. LEVITAN. Mr. Burton, manpower funds are no- the only funds
for community action agencies. I hope and I pray, although I cannot
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lobbybut I can pray I am surethat yc'i will not discontinue CAP.
If you give money fOr CAP or CAA's, then there won't be anything
that would stop them from experimenting, from developing demon-
stration projects, if this is what the community want to do with CAA
money.,

Under the Administration bill, there is nothing to preventI don't
know exactly how Mr. Steiger will allocate the fundsthe Secretary
of Labor from using the -20 percent money for various types of
experimentations.

Mr. BURTON. Yes, I understand that side of it. But the other side
of the coin is what should we rtquire by way of participation?

Mr. LIWITAN. I would continUe with title 2 of the Economic Op-
portunity Act. If the CAA's will develop effective experimentation
projects, then they will be pulled in. If they don't, then they will not.

Mr. BURTON. Are you saying that if they have an approved plan,
that then they could supersede in the core cities the Department of
Employment Delivery System?

Mr. tuyrrAN. I don't see why not. There is nothing in either bill that
would prevent it. And I understand that in a number of cities, the
community action mr''encies will continue as prime sponsors under the
mayor of the city. Idon't see why that would be discontiimed.

Mi. BURTON. You made the point, in one of the bills that the public
service employment program was perhaps misleading in the sense that
it dicba make specific enough promises; or to the extent that if there
was a promise at all, there was a great danger it wouhl not be fulfilled.

How woukl you perfect that notion so that promises were both
specific and fmided, therefore reducing to the extent we can, as the
authorizing committee, the likelihood that it is promise not intended
to be kept or a promise so vague as not to be understandable?

Mr. LI:TITAN. I don't think that that can be done because it is not
only a question of money. It is a question of concepts and means of
hnplementation. For whom are you going to guarantee this employ-
ment.? Are you going to guarantee it to everyone? Fine. Then at what
wage level are you going to guarantee public employment? What
type of employment would you guarantee?

Mr. BURTON. Which wage level would you suggest? Prevailing
wages?

Mr. LEVITAN. Obviously, minimum wages. I would not be against
the law and you might even talk me into raising the minimum wages
a few cents more. But at the same time, given the minimum wages,
that is not enough.

Mr. Buirrox. You have raised them and knocked them down. Let
us talk about prevailing wacre for comparable work in the area.

Mr. LEVITAN. That is what-t. I was corning to, Mr. Burton. I would
say therefore that wages would vary from community to community;
In some communities, you find lots of people are willing to work at
minimum or prevailing wages for simple types of tasks such as the
traditional road and sCream clearances, building of simple roads, and
SO on.

Mr. BURTON. Hospital aides?
Mr. LEVITAN. Hospital aides.
Mr. BURTON. Teacher aides?
Mr. LEVITAN. You might find that $1.60 is the prevailing, wage in

the community and you may have people who willgaccypt these kind
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of jobs. In Operation Afainstnmin, we. have something like that. In
your city, Mr. Burton, I don't think you call get 1)eople, hospital aides,
at $1.60 an hour.

Mr. BturroN. No. I want you to answer my questions. I asked you a
question, then you pose a condition upon wliich you can answer, then
you wipe the condition out and say this of course doesn't work. I didn't
even ask that question. I asked you not what wouldn't work. I asked you
what you would recommend to its.

It occurs to me that we could guarantee the minimum wage and
overtime provisions in any event, including fringe benefits but have
prevailing wage structures including fringe benefits, whichever are the
higher. I didn't want. to lead you into that. I wanted to see if you would
come to that. Does that not disturb you ?

Mr. LEITITAN. No, not in the least.
Mr. BURTON. If that wage factor were handled, then we would be

talkin g. about fundinfr and at least on those two points we would elim-
inate the vagueness of the promise, would we not ?

Mr. LEVITAN. Yes.
Mr. BURTON. How do we gei- to the more critical question as to

whom should this ofportunity rim? If you were called upon to give
us your best opinion, whether or not you approved of the notion, to
whom should this opportunity run ?

Mr. LEVITAN. I would think, Mr. Burton, that it would depend
upon the local merit system regulations, the policies of the various
institutions, the traininff that can be done, the kind of vacancies that
are available, and the Idnd of people who are looking for jobs and
who cannot get work in the open labor market.

Mr. Binrrox. You are not advocating that this national legislation
be hamstrung by the great variety of local merit system arrangements
built in by each city oligarchy, are you?

Mr. LEvrrAN. -When you blame it on city oligarchy, I am not for
that.

Yon see, Mr. Burton, if you are going to put people in jobs, in a
hospital or in a school, then iheir qualifications and working conditions
have to be determined by local customs and local practices. If you
are going to give a city some money to hire these people, then you may,
as a. condition of giving the money, say that they will forego all their
previous practices. I really don't think we want to do that.

Again you will acuse me of Dot giving a clear answerI would
suggest that there is a problem of credential ing and of imreasonable
qualifications. These thm(rs I think should be subject to a case-by-case
handling in each city ancrin each State. The community in presenting
a manpower plan will have to specify public employment conditions.
You can't do it, Mr. Burton, on a national basis. You might and should
make. provisions to pay prevailing wages. Then let the community work
it out. You can't do it from Washington. Local practices differ too
much.

If you want to fund programs on a case-by-basis as we have done
in the last 7 or S years then the Labor Department officials in Wash-
Mgto» a re forced to slinfile papers instead of doing the things they
do hest : Provide technical assistance, monitor projects, and help with
evaluation.
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Mr. BURTON. Should I conclude from your remarks that the legisla-
tion should require observance of public merit system regulations?

Mr. LEVITAN. No.
Mr. BURTON. One final question : Develop for us again, if you will,

the criticism in your statement that the WIN program is effectively
precluded from the operation of apparently all three of these bills.

Mr. LEVITAN. That is correct.
Mr. BURTON. I don't understand that. Will you tell us why you

think (hat is an irrational exclusion?
Mr. LEVITAN. I wouldn't say irrational, but I would not do it that

way for the simple reason that as I suggested before, Mr. Burton, I
think that there is going to be an increasing.interdependence between
work and the manpower programs for the disadvantaged. Tins is not
a partisan matter anymore. Whether you favor the Democratic
O'Hara bill guaranteeing employment, or whether you go the route
of family assistance plan that the President snggestea, we are going to
have increasing income supplements.

Any program that deals with work incentives for relief peopleand
I am sufficiently old-fashioned to believe that we ought to encourage
people to workought to encourage them, sometimes goad them, into
working. Therefore a program that deals with encouraging people to
work should be part of the manpower package.

Mr. BURTON. May I just redo this. If this committee excludes from
its consideration all those potentially eligible under tile administra-
tion's family plan, we are in effect precluding ourselves from having
this lepislation have an impact on the whole layer of the lowest income
people or wage earners in the country.

Mr. LEVITAN. If you pass this legislation, and improve the delivery
of the programs for -disadvantaged there will be some carryover to
WIN and to other working poor if Congress also enacts the Family
Assistance Plan. But I don't see any reason for having that as a sep-
arate package since both programs would be supported mostly by
Federal funds.

Also, the same institutions that would be developed under WIN are
going to expand to a much larger extent under the Family Assistance
Plan. Whatever manpower bill is finally approved, it would duplicate
institutions supported by WIN. Day care will be necessary especially
for a woman on WIN or on other training programs.

There will also be, I think, an increasingI referred to it. before
emphasis on helping people who are above the poverty level. Let -Is
say the family makes $5,000 Or $6,000 a year and the woman woeh-..s.
She may have need for day care provisions just as much as her poor
neighbor. Therefore there is no reason for having a separate program,
day care under WIN, and duplicate facilities under the otlier man-
power programs.

Mr. BURTON. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Erlinborn, do you

have any questions?
Mr. EuLENnoux. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will take just a minute or two. I have read your statement, Mr.

Levitan, since I came in. I notice that it apparently approves of the
<reneral direction of the administration's manpower bill. Is my impres-
r...
smn correct?
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Mr. LEVITAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Do you feel there are elements in both the Steiger

and O'Hara bills that also have merit that might be considered or,
in your opinion, might well be added to the administration bill ? Is
that correct ?

Mr. LEvrTiav. That is correct.
Mr. ERLENBORN. WOUld you like to spell out briefly the provisions

of the Steiger and O'Hara bills that you think have merit and would
be good additions to the administration bill ?

Mr. LEvrrAw. One provision of the Steiger bill, which I already sin-
gled out and which deserves definite consideration, is the commitment
of additional funds as the programs are improved and as the load of
the programs increase.

I just mentioned that manpower programs should not be limited only
to the poor, that we may want to do something for the $5,000 to $10,000
:a year familiesprovide day care facilities or upgrading. If you agree
with this approach, then that bill requires additional coimnitment.

Mr. Steiger's provision of an automatic increase in .authorization,
building up to $3 billion by 1974, seems to me a not excessive or unrea-
sonable amount.

The O'Hara billand I am singling out one provision from each to
show nonpartisanshipemphasizes public employment. Despite the
very real problems to which I alluded earlier, I think that the O'Hara
bill calls attention to upgrading and to creating jobs for people who
can't compete effectively in the labor market. I think we ought to
experiment a great deal more with efforts of providing work, of creat-
ing jobs.

Mr. ERLENBORN. You mentioned rroviding jobs in the public se.ctor
for those who can't compete in the labor market. Would you define
what you mean Iry can't compete ? Physical handicap ?

Mr. I_AVITAN. Physical, mental, educational discrimination, the whole
gamut of thin os. that can prevent people from getting jobs, and also

=7,deny opportumties for promotion.
I think that the emphasis we placed in the beginning of the last

decade just on a job is not enough. We have found as a result of our
experimentation with the 0E0 programs and with the manpower
programs that very frequently it is not a question of a job. It is a ques-
tion of a job with an opportunity that does not stop at $1.60.

There are many jobs that don't lead, to promotion. The whole health
field is filled with these kinds of jobs that place unrealistic obstacles
to promotions of workers starting at entry jobs. This works also to
the detriment of these institutions for the simple reason that it cuts
off the supply of personnel above entry level jobs because they simply
don't promote.

As a result, these institutions suffer a high turnover because there is
no hope for the people at the bottom who enter amenial job in the hos-
pital. Workers who seek upgradingand have the ability to learn find
that. there are no institutional provisions for them to learn and to be
promoted.

I think this is the point which Mr. Burton referred to before Man-
power programs can help stimulate personnel changes in hospitals
and other public and educational institutions. This is something very
much worth working for in the manpower programs.lii
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Mr. EELENBORN. I take it that your approval of the administration
approach includes an approval of a unified delivery system, rather
than havina separate parallel and somewhat competing programs as
we presentfy have?

Mr. LEVITAN. That iS correct, sir.
Mr. EnLnisinons. Also, an approval of the concept of greater State

involvement? Some even describe the administration bill as ultimately
being a vehicle for dispensation of funds to the States more than
anything else.

Would you agree with that and approve of it ?
Mr. LEVITAN. If the intent is the dispensation of funds to a State

to build up a technical capability, then I would definitely approve. I
hope the administration bill would be clearer on that point.

The responsibility of the Federal Govermnent should not end with
the disbursing of money as we do under the education grant in aid
programs. All the Federal Government does is calculate how much a
State gets under the formula provided by you gentlemen in Congress.

I think the city mayor has a responsibility and the State Governor
has a responsibility and the Secretary of Labor or the Congress of
the United States has a responsibility for manpower programs. Not
only is it a local responsibility but also a Federal responsibility, not
because you in your generosity give the money, but because manpower,
prooTams are frequently national problems that should be dealt with
at trie national level.

Therefore, what the administration bill does is to take into con-
sideration all the levels of government. And I see no reason that we
should assign responsibility for manpower programs entirely to the
State.

Mr. DANIELS. Will the gentleman yield there ?
Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. Where would you put the ultimate responsibility of

the administration iD the program, the Federal, State, or local
authorities?

Mr. LEVITAN. Neither, sir, for the simple reason I think it is not
anybody's responsibility. Providing tbe plan of what should be done
in Community "X", Mr. Daniels, -obviously is the mayor's responsi-
bility if he wants to discharge his duties and to be reelected. A large
city can develop the capability with little teclmical assistance from the
State government.

But in a smaller community or in a rural area, we can't expect that
the local county super,'isf..3 or whoever runs the county wonll be able
to develop that kind of capability.

Mr. DANIELS. Would j -,u disburse this authority fl2-,...-ongst all three
levels of government ?

Mr. LEVITAN. Yes, sir. I think that each level of onvernment has
certain responsibilities for manpower programs. 'Die State should
provide technical assistance and develop better capabilities to help
communities. The Secretary of Labor has the responsibility of dis-
bursing the money, providing technical assistance and monitoring
and evaluating manpower programs. The Federal Government does
very little of that now for the simple reason that they spend too much
time shuffling papers. They are forced into that position because they
are required to administer categorical programs. Federal personnel
should be available to monitor programs t see that whatever objec-
tives and goals that you in Congress eltgb 14-as national policy are-
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carried out. Somebody has to see that your policies are carried out.
I think this is the responsibility of the manpower programs and should
be in the Labor Department.

Mr. DANIELs. Thank you.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very mach.
Mr. DAND:Ls. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEmEn. One of the problems, Mr. Levitan, and you mention

it in your statement. when you y that you favor a Department of
Education and Manpower Train .,g, let. us assume that that ideal is not
reachable in the foreseeable future. What, if any. criticisms or sugges-
tions have you to offer in terms of concern that. isbeing raised by people
in vocational eduction Over the provisions o 1' the manpower bills and
the fact that they think this tends to set. up duplicative training
institutions ?

Mr. LEvrrAN. I would say, Mr. Steiger, and I know irw friends in
HEW are going to hit me for it, that those are scare tactics to prevent
passage of the Manpower Training Act or similar legislation. During
the past 7 years under the Manpower Development and Training Act,
HEW worked With the Labor Department and no dual training system
thweloped. The allegation is also made that NYA supposedly created
a dual school system in the 1030's. It did not.

Instead of outright opposition to the MTA or the Steiger bill or the
O'Hara bill, some raise the specter that manpower programs would
create a local school system or duplicate training programs.

Mr. STEICIER. Thank you.
Mr. DAmEt.s. On behalf of the committee, doctor, I want to thank

you for your testimony.
(The following pamphlet wf s submitted for the record :)

I Mr ROVING T II E NATION'S MANPOWER EFFORTS
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FOREWORD

The National Manpower Policy Task Force is a private nonprofit organization
of academic manpower experts. It is devoted to the promotion of research in
manpower policy. This statement iNpresents the combined judgment of the Task
Force members. Despite divergence-, of opinion on details, the members agreed
to a unanimous statement withoueindiating individual exceptions.
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IMPROVING TIIE NATION'S MANPOWER EFFORTS

During the sixties the federal government launched a series of illauptiwer
programs. The over-all direction and thrust of these efforts was saln;Jary ; they
emphasized the needs of millions of citizens who could not compete successfully
in the labor market because of a lack of skills or motivation, deficient education,
or discrimination. The execution of these programs. however. left much to be
desired. The multiplicity of program sponsors at the local level made the delivery
of effective manpower services very dif&alt. The programs were characterized
by varying eligibility criteria, overlapping services, and conflicting regulations.
After seven years of expanding the manpower programs, there is a pressing need
to overhaul thes categorical and disjointed efforts.

As we (Alto a new decade, we should take advantage of the lessons that
have been I arned from the vast experim Altation of the sixties. Improving the
administration of manpower programs and related services to maximize their
illipact is just as important at this moment as adding funds, and as the admin-
istration of manpower programs is improved. it is essential that funds be further
expanded. Considering the extent of need, the additional funds become eyen
more justifiable as the effectiveness of the programs is enhanced.

The A.dministration and Congress have recognized the Pressing neea for a
comprehensive manpower effort building on the experience of the sixties. Three
major proposals are now pending before Congress. and we believe that the enact-
ment of lww legislation will provide, in the words of Se.retary of Labor George
1'. Shultz, "more effective services to the hidividuals and connnunities that need
them . . . and at the same time invigorate established institutions of govern-
ment ... and our manpower programs." Enactment of the best provisions in each
of tile three bills would be an achievemsnt comparable to the initiation and
expansion of the manwiwer programs of the last seven years.

THE PROPOSALS

The major proposals for overhauling existing manpower programs enjoy bi-
partisan support. Sponsors of the bills are Representative \\Milani A. Steiger
(IIR 1090S), Representative James G. O'Hara (HR 11(120), and Senator -lamb
S/(. Savits (S 2S3S, proposed by the Administration). All have a common objective
and approach. though they differ in respect to the responsibilities assigned to
federal, state, and local levels. All can be appropriately described as comprehen-
sive remedial manpower legislation insofar as they embrace services aimed at the
I mployment of disadvantaged persons. The bills contemplate the consolidation
ol several discrete pieces of manpower legislation and list a broad range of
services that can be provided, leaving the mix of serviees offered to individuals
in any particular state or community to administrative discretion.

Ali three bills seek some form of state and local planning to adapt the use of
funds to area needs, and all seek flexibility in working out specific programs. The
Administration and Steiger Pills would shift the locus of state and local authority
from professional or comma ot..7-based administrators to elected officials.

Both the O'Hara and the dministration bills contain specific features wldch
go beyond the issues of consolidating comprehensive remedial services and of
shifting state and local responsibility. The O'Hara bill places no restrictions
upon eligibility for services except that only unemployed workers can qualify
for public service employment. The Steiger and Administration bills emphasize
the training and employment of the unemployed and the poor, and the O'Hara
bill also provides for the upgrading of traines after they are employed.

The scope of all three bills is limited to the consolidation of the Manpower
Development and Training Act, the manpower programs of the Economic Oppor-
tunity Act (the Job Corps retains its separate identity in the Administration
bill), and the Employment Service insofar as it s involved in such programs.
The Work Incentive progrino (WIN), unemployment insurance, and the admin-
istrative funds for the Eiv,Aoyment Service would remain unaffected because
they are currently funded under the Social Security Act. The Vocational Rehabil-
itation and Vocational Education Acts are also untouched by the proposed legis-
lation, except that the Administration bill promises closer coordination with
existing manpower programs. The decision to consolidate only the manpower
programs currently administered by the ::.,abor Department, and to exclude
related programs administered by other agencies, probably reflects the sponsors'
belief that more ambitious efforts would kid the chances of the proposed
legislation.
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The Steiger bill anticipates agreements between the Secretary of Labor and
the governor of each state which would provide for manpower services based
upon plans drawn up by the state education agency and the employment service
as well. aS representatives of labor, management, and public and private
manpower agencies. Institutional training (with preference for skill centers)
would be provided by state education agencies with HEW approval ; state
employment agencies would cffer placement services. Seventy percent of the
available federal funds would he allocated among the states according to the size
of their labor force, number of unemployed, and number of youths aged 14 to
17. The other 30 percent is for use by the Secretary of Labor for national,
experimental, and demonstration projects. Where states proved to be unrespon-
sive to the needs of their disadvantaged populations, the Secretaries of Labor
and HEW are authorized to mount direct federal programs. On the other hand,
incentive grants could be made to the "resourceful and imaginative" states. Only
the Steiger hill carries a specified expenditure authorization, which would rise to
$3 billion annually by 174.

The O'Hara bill places responsibility upon the Secretary of Labor to provide
"comprehensive manpower services," either directly or through contracts with
state and local public agencies or private organizations. It does not contain the
specific allocation provisions to states and cities found in the other bins. The
O'Hara bill also includes a provision for upgrading employed workers, a public-
service job-creation program, and an allocation of 2 percent of appropriated
funds to research.

The Administration bill authorizes the governor of each state to appoint state
"prime sponsors" for manpower programs. For metropolitan areas, the governor
would appoint a prime sponsor from units of local government, unless the highest
elected officials representing 75 percent of the population of the metropolitan area
agree upon a public or private agency to serve as prime sponsor. The prime spon-
sor at the state level would be a comprehensive manpower agency composed of
the state public employment service, the unemployment compensation agency,
and state-funded man-ower agencies. Other agencies could be included at the
discretion of the governor. The Administration bill would also create state man-
power planning agencies with representation from state agencies, private groups
and potential clients. Thci governor of the state would be required to obtain
federal approval for a three- to 'five-year comprehensive plan to he updated
annually. Parallel plans would be prepared at local levels. Seventy-five percent
of available federal funds would be allocated rto the states. Each state would
initially receive 25 percent of its total allocation after a plan is devel.oped and
approved, 67 percent upon designation and approval of its state and local prime
sponsors, and the balance upon evidence of "exemplary performance." An addh
tional 5 percent of total f,deral thnds would support supplementary efforts, with
the states and localities ae.ding $1 for every $2 contributed by the federal govern-
ment. A "pass through" of funds to the local prime sponsor would be guaranteed.
The remaining twenty percent of federal funds would be retained for use at the
discretion of the Secretary of Labor who would also develop federal standards
and priorities for state and local planning.

The Administration bill also calls for an independent Job Corps, provides for
the establishment of national, regional, and local computer-based job banks, and
autlmrizes a 10 percent increase in manpower expenditures whenever unemploy-
ment rises above 4.5 percent for three consecutive montIm.

CENTRAL QUESTIONS

1. "Creative Federalism"
Existing manpower programs stimulate competition but also promote confusion.

Tidier administration of manpower programs is to be encouraged, and the present
bills contribute to this by moving in the direction of consolidated funding of man-
houpr programs. Accompanying every federally-sponsored program is the issue
concerning the proper roles of state and local governments. This problem is com-
pounded because political and economic boundaries are not identical. Although
most metropoltan areas are subdivided into autonomous local government
jurisdictions, the contiguous communities form cohesive labor markets and
economic units.

Proposed shifts in governmental roles must take into account the inherent limits
of the federal govermnent to plan and operate programs and the increasing steps
takon by state an.d local governments to improve their capabilities in administer-
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ing manpower programs. At the same time, we must face the fact that even where
states and localities are desirous of taking over manpower programs, they o':ten

lack the capacity to do so. While some are now capable of assuming such planning
and operational responsibilities, others will require time, perhaps several years
before they can do so effectively.

The three bills deal differently with these problems. The O'Hara bill would
retain the Secretary of Labor's authority to contract for agreed services with
state and local governments as he sees fit. The Steiger bill would transfer author-
ity to state governors. The Administration bill also bolsters the governors' author-
ity, though it includes a mandatory "pass through" of funds to the local
govenmients which would have the right to choose their own prime sponsor for
metropolitan manpower programs. For this provision to become operative, the
Administration bill requires, as we hare noted, that the chief executives repre-
senting 75 percent of the metropolitan population must agree on a prime sponsor.
Otherwise the authority to select the prime sponsor belongs to the governor, and
in most cases he would be obliged to select the mayor of the central city to act as
prime sponsor of metropolitan manpower programs.

Although there are some differences in details, the Administration bill includes
much that we proposed in our January 19G9 position paper on this question. It
seeks to design a balanced system of shared power. It retains federal control,
guidance, and appraisal, while providing state or local initiative in ways calcu-
lated to enhance pclitical accountability, energize local talent, and improve admin-
istrative performance. Preserving this delicate balance is essential, but there is
the real danger that a restrictive interpretation of the Administration's bill could
tilt i.he balance too heavily toward the states. If,this effort to devise a fruitful
compromise results in unlimited state control, then it would be preferable to
continue our present system.

We agree with the Administeation approach which vests in the Secretary of
Labor over-all responsibility for manpower programs. We also believe that the
detailed planning and organizing of services are hest performed at levels that are
in immediate contact with the beneficiaries of the services. The Secretary should
therefore be charged with systematically turning over responsibility for these
tasks to sta te and local governments wherever he finds the capability, and he
should be eharged with encouraging and supporting the development of that capa-
bility. In the meantime, he must have the flexibility to organize the highest quality
manpower services Within the resources allotted to him. The Administration bill
retains for the Secretary of Labor diseretionary power over at least one-fourth
of the mannowe'a funds. and we believe that should permit him the necessary
flexildlity to meet his responsibilities.
2. Incentives and Planning

Even if the best proposals of all bills were adopted, basic problems associated
with planning and delivery of manpower services would remain. The incentives
offered by the Administration and Steiger bills forexemplary performance requir-
ing state and local matching of funds are not likely to encourage special efforts.
And past exTerience with state or local "planning" by federal edict, usually per-
formed to gralify for federal largesse, does not justify excessive optimism. None-
theless, the current proposals offer an orderly mechanism for disbursing federal
fdnds and provide for project monitoring to assure that federal objectives are
pursued. We believe that the -Administration bill's provision empowering the
Secretary of Labor to "item veto" specific proposals without invalidat,ne: an
entire state or local manpower plan is a potentially effective way of preserving
his over-all responsibility for the administration of manpower policy. There is also
provision for review of state plans in the light of national objectives.

3. Scope
Consolidation Of most of the )rograms currently administered by the Labor

Department, is an important step in improving the effectiveness of federally-
funded manpower programs, primarily for the disadvantaged. We look forward to
the time when the proposed consolidation will be broadened to include such major
related programs as the Work incentive program. Vocational Rehabilitation and
Vocational Education should be planned jointly with the remedial manpower
program. We attach great importance to the fact that the pending legislation
would permit, and even encourage, governors to exercise wide diseretion in bring-
ing all m inpower and manpower-related programs under the purview of man-
power planning agencies. The potentialities can be gleaned from efforts in Califor-
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Ma, Michigan, Oregon, Utah, and other states that are experimenting with compre-
hensive manpower Planning agencies. These new developments should be carefully
monitored so that successful patterns can be quickly disseminated for the
guidance of other states.

A truly comprehensive manpower policy, however, would be concerned with
economic, edueational, welfare, and lalmr market measures. The development
and effective utilization of high-level talent and skills are also important com-
ponents of manpower policy with federal responsibility.

4. Preventive and Re»tedial Training
Fears have been expressed that consolidated manpower programs would estab-

lish a dual edneational system. We believe that such fears are unfounded. The
expansion of manpower p-agrams during the past seven years lias left vocational
educators in control of institutiomal training. Out of the experience of the sixties
have emerged nniltiple tracks for getting tile disadvantage,' into jobsinstitu-
tional skill training, on-the-job training, work experience, and subsidized private
employment. It is at least seven years too late to be fearful of a dual system.

We also believe that there is little basis for the criticism that the proposed bills
will shift funds from preventive vocational education to remedial manpower
programs. Vocational education has unquestionabli lr.tat underfmaled. But this
has ocearrlel becanse prevention has been roalee..3mph.izt:d, not because remedial

.;nis have been overfinanced. Only the Steiger bill specifically autborizefi
ill remedial funds and none of the bilis recommend that any inefot!ses

cc.: result of diversion front elsewhere. The emphasis ill all three bills
is eonsolidating present remedial funds. The proposed ler;islation would not

the legitimate differences between preventive and r.nuedial education.
i.'eu..olidation of manpower programs for the disadvantaged is not likely to
infringe upon the educator's domain in offering vocational :raining. If both
vocational and general education programs were more effecti ve, there would
be less need for remedial manpower programs. Yea rs that manpower programs
will encroach upon vocational education are theretore unwarranted.

At the same time, the absence of cooperation in planning and operating
tmining programs ander traditional vocational and manpower programs leaves
a notable gap in the move toward a comprehensive manpower poliey. This void
ivill become even more detrimental as vocational schools place increased emphasis
on programs for the disadvantaged, as specified in 'lie Vocational Education
Act, of lOGS. One way of fostering closer working arrangements between Officials
of manpower programs and vocational educators is to encourage the former
to purchase services offered by vocational schools. Vocational educators should

eliconraged, through appropriate flinding arrangements, to make greater use
of the Employnient Service in determining labor market needs and in placing
graduates of vocational schools. Vocational educators and the administrators
of manpower programs should also intensify their efforts by utilizing their
psources to accommodate the varied needs of institutional and on-the-jab
trainees as well as enrollees in other manpower programs.
5. Political Respon8ibil ity

Another issue raised by the Administration bill, and to a lesser extent by
the Steiger bill, whether in; thority over manpower programs should rest with
elected officials of general government or with the relatively permanent and
autonomous civil servants administering funetional agencies. The trend for many
years has been to remove pulgie service functions from political pressures by
placing respocsIbilit:,- the minds of permanent civil servr ats. State and local
goveratuents oied to f,snlate selected governmental functions. By pro-
teeting these aetl% ,:ies from inimediecte political pressures, it was astanued,
their qualitt amf 'net.; tt-ould be enhanced. Until the past decade, federal
legislation gem supporr.,,n this i.metice.

But the char been repented3,' voiced that long-established public aget cies
dominated by ein r-rei:ed professional tend to lo.,e touch with tbe changinf;
interests and needs of xogram ,aries. The proposed solution is to shift
responsibility to elected ofirlals wit.) are presumably more responsive to the
wishes of the electorate. Ponicai officials, it is argued, are not Committed to
the stattt n r,. in particular ?.gencies and programs and are therefore more likely
to respond positively 1.0 'de expressed interests of partieipants and to proposed
innovations.

More recently, therefore, such tlirerse legislation as model cities, health, and
law enforcement has emphasized the role of elected sta.fe and local officials.
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This new tendency, of which the manpower ldll is perhaps the most far-reaching
example, reflects impatience with the sluggishness of functional agencies ill

meeting the problems generated by rapid social change.
Vesting ultimate responsibility for performance with elected officials does

not negate the need for leolessional competence. The trend toward profession-
alization of personnel involved in delivering marmewer training and related
services is likely to act as a brake on impetuous changes in policy and apprmelt.
Hut it can also be argued that the shift in authority and funds to elected
officials requires alternative:3 to traditional agencies. Connnuaity action developed
as a federally supported effort has involved program beneficiaries in eeatiling;
it has challenged traditional agencies with innovative programs, and it leis
provided alternative routes to surface talented individuals who would rr t have
made it through customary chaimels of cavil service and professional require-
ments in the ordinary course of events.

It would be most unfortunate if these benefits were lost. The best of the
community action agencies can continue to perform these functions to some
degree and serve as an additional watchdog on political performance. Legislation
or regulations should stress the importance of their involvement in the planning
process and, where past performance warrants, their potential use as prime
sponsors for manpower progress.

We are convinced, however, that it is time to place responsibility for per-
formanee in the hands of elected officials who must allsw,61. to the voters they
serve. We share the concern over the competence and commitment of many state
and local governments and agenvies. On the other hand, we are not persuaded of

the till-sufficiency of the federal government's wigdom. Projects 11111st, ill the
final analysis. be implemented by local talent. Experience has clearly demon-
strated that there are definite? Unfits io the number of grants and Contracts the
Irepartment of Lahor eau negotiate, fund. monitor, and evaluate. lielying pri-
marily apon governors, with "pass tarongh" to ttle mayors, requiring account-
ability for decisions at both levels, is he 'keeni g with demoeratic concepts.
Smaller communities and rural areas have ti..nelt to gain by improving the
capability of state governments.
6. Job Creation. in the Public Sector

All three bills under considerati MI provide for Imblie service employment. In
the Administration and Steiger bills, such employment is merely one among
the many enumerated activities." Tints a sub.-,antial miblie service
elnldoyinent program could be developed only at the expense of other program
components that are already underfinanced, and only at the initiative of state
and local authorities who have had little or no experience in desigrang and

dministerhig this kind of program.
In the O'Hara bill, however, public service employment is an es.sential emu-

Portent. expressed iii a new concept guaranteed work or training for ever,-, em-
ployable Tbe emphasis is upon providing income for needy pert-sons.
-The need of the community for the services . . ." is only one of six criteria to
be considered in cc:limiting proposals, and eligibility is 'limited to unemployed
or part-thne workers win.: have been unable to find other employment or to qualify
for a training program. If employment in such projects is indeed "guaranteed,"
it will be essential to develop solntions for the problems of motivation and
surpervision that are likely to arise ; and it ruul he difficult t,-t identify jobs that
are within the capabilities of a work force composed exclusively of the hard-to-
employ. Moreover, the "gnarantee" concept implies an open-ended commitment
of fonds, with expenditures determined by the number of eligiltle tutplicants. TI
wonlel be desirable to develop some basis for a reasonalrly firm estimate of ccsts
in Order 0 avoid the possiiiility of a rep/fait/Hon or liznilation of the employment
"gun ra ntee."

There are compelling reasons for a substantial federal initiative in this area
new and linaliticittated itroblems a. e being met and solved. We believe that

the fedeval government. without precluding programs of this kind by state and
loeal governments. should undertake 1 he development of viable approaches to

seetor job ereation. Since it is likely that more than one pattern Will be
needed, a rya:to/table a 11101/ Ilt of exl terhnentation. closely mon itoreo and thoroughly
analyzed, is essezdial to design 0 large-seale program of public serviee employ
meld. We sorely know (atoll:At to move well I wyonil the plot`, program stage: but
Wf. would be taking unknown and possibly large -tasks by launching an open-
ended Kogra ne if gaul ranteed employment.
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The O'Hara bill sets forth a highly desirable and perhaps essential goal for
our affluent society by giving a guarantee of work or training to everyone who is
willing and able to work but who is excluded from or unable to compete in eon.
ventional labor markets. We accept that. goal. We recognize, however, the lack
of necessary experience to 'achieve it and urge active experimentation with
projects to help determine the most efficient means of guaranteeing work to all
who seek employment.

SUMMARY : TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER romea-

The manpower programs .affected hy the three hills have been ehiefly remedial.
focusing upon reducing the employment disadvantages of iadividuals who have
difficulty competing in local labor markets. This is an essential aspect of any
manpower policy. All three bills continue this reine(lial emphasis insofar as
priorities in authorized services are concerned, and all contain provisions that
wii, strengthen the foundations of a national manpower policy more compre-
hensively than one which is primarily remeeial in character.

The Administration bill, in particular, mandates important practical steps in
this direction. Noteworthy are the provisions for a commiterized job bank pro-
gram, for automatic increases in appropriations when the level of economic
activity deteriorates, and for research colwerning labor market resources and
processes and their relation to the over-all operation of the economy, both na-
tionally and locally. Such meehanisms are necessary ingredients of a manpower
program which seeks to maximize prodoctive employment and the economic
welfare of all inembers of the labor force 'as well as to satisfy the total
power needs of private and public employers. Implementation of tIn .4e provisim s

ma

is essential for 'preventive and remedial action. and for making it possible to
synchronize manpower policy with other over-all economie policies in Sluml-
taneously achieving stability and growth in a high employment economy.

For maximum effectiveness, manpower policy must differ significantly in
recession and inflationary periods. One of the dangers in shifting operating
responsibilities to state and local levels may be the creation of a rigid system
unable to adjust rapidly to changing economic enviromnents affecting the nation
as well as particular localities. This danger can be avoided if the federal govern-
ment is responsible for ensuring the counter-cyclical contributions of the system.

All three bills endorse the concept of a single comprehensive manpower pack-
age for the disadvantaged, embracing the eombined services and at least the
budgets of the present programs. They also uniformly provide for flexible aaapta-
thm to community and individual needs. The differences in the bills are chiefly
matters of implementation, plus the addition of peripheral proposals.

As we did in our January 1969 repor. prior to the introduction of these bills.
we endorse without reservation the N.mprehensive concept. The Steiger bill is
commendable for its forthright budget authorization, the O'Hara bill for its
upgrading and public service emilloyment provisions, and the Administration bill
for its commitment to the needs of the disadvantaged, its efforts to develop state
and local responsibilities whil retaining a strong federal role, and its provisions
for job banks and an automatic economic stabilizer.

We urge Congress to enact this year manpower legislation which embodies the
best of the three bills. This actien would not only strengthen state and local
manpower planning and operating responsibilities under federal support and
guiclan,v, but would also be a significant step toward the development of a
nalional manpower policy.

Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Jack T. Conway, president
the Committee for Community Affairs.

STATEMENT OF SACK T. CONWAY, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE FOR
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY WOODY GINSBURG,
DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND PUBLIC POLICY. AND JACK BEIDLER,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE FOR COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Mr. CONWAY. It is a pleasure to appear before your committee today.
Mr. Chairman.
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I would like to make a couple of opening statements in order to
clarify my particular posture here. As Mr. Levitan pointed out, there
is ft new tax law which is in effect as of the first of January. It, affects
all kinds of organizations and people. I happen to be the president of
two organizations. One is a tax-exempt, nonprofit corporation called
the Center for Community Change. .

T5nder the new law, I would not, be able to appear-here today and try
to influence the committee unless I did it in a form which was char-
rieterized as research and analysis and nonpartisan and so on.

Vre are going to equip ourselves to be able to do that kind of thing.
are going to create a special division in the center for community

change called research and public policy. Mr. Ginsburg, on my left,
will be the director of that and would be in a position to respond to
any requests from any committee or any part of the Government,
either Federal, State or local, to respond On. matters of this kind within
the framework of the new tax law.

On the other hand I am the. head of an organization called the
Committee

ifor
Community Affairs which is not a tax-exempt organi-

zation and s in a position to attempt to influence the legislative proc-
ess. I tun appearing today as a. representative of that organization

ibecause I would hope, unlike Mr. Levitan, to nfluence you in your
del iberations.

So I am appearing here today as a. witness clearly attempting to
influence your judgment.

Mr. BURTON. Would you repeat that, please? [Laughter.]
Mr. CONWAY. Mr. Jack Beidler on my right is the executive director

of the Committee for Community Affairs. I am sure most of you have
seen him on the Hill and in your offices at one time or other. He is a
registered lobbyst. He is here in a legitimate capacity.

Mr. STEIcEa. Do we have to ask two sets of questions ?

Mr. !CONWAY. You can ask any questions you want but I am answer-
ing them as the head of the organization that is free to come here
and try to influence you.

I really want to do two things here today, if I can. I have a prepared
statement which you have. The thrust of that statement is essentially
twofold.

One is that I express concern about, the fact that there is an unusual
amount. of attention being paid to the administrative, machinery of the
manpower legislation. I think that under the guise of this kind of
tightening up, it. is possible to throw the baby out with a bath and
if the Congress of the -United States were in effect to turn back the
manpower programs to the State employment services, at this stage

iof its development, I think t would be a very serious mistake.
Not because the present. system is perfect. It isn't by a long way.
But I think there has been an enormous amount of progress made

in the last decade, starting with the area redevelopment bill, and then
the various manpower bills that your committee has brought forward,
and the competition that was injected into the manpower training
area by th3 passage of the Economic Opportunity Act.

I was the first. community action director of OEO. We spent, an
enormous amount of time in those early weeks and months of the
Office of Economic Opportunity attempting to set up some kind of
working relationship with the Department of Labor and the employ-
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ment services around the country in order to get into operation some
form of manpower training and some form of employment programs
which would loosen the whole system up and begin to provide some
kind of results in this area.

It was a horrendous battle, I want to assure yor,, working with the
Department of Labor at that time. It has changed a great deal siiise
then. I think for the better.

But loosening up the control of the Employment Service in the De-
partment of Labor was the single most important thing I think that
came out of the Economic Opportunity Act in this area, followed on,
of course, by a whole series of efforts on the part of the Congress of the
I7nited States co influence the executive branch of the Government to
experiment, tG try different kinds of things.

The green. thumb program was a ,crood example, an effort to kind of
put together .programs within the States in the open areas where it
would be possible to get labor incentive programs comparable to the
kinds that .1-,1 e done under the WPA affecting the lives of adults.

The special impact program was another example of the Congress
working its will in attempting to influence the course of events and to
bring about conditions within the various communities that would
provide jobs, coupled with some form of economic development on a
smle large enough to begin to affect the course of events in a particular
community.

The concentrated employment program is another example of the
Congress in a sense forcing its will on the executive branch to try to
bring about a specialized kind of program that would provide direct
employment for unemployable adults.

A whole series of youth programs were developed, the Job Corps,
the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Experimental and Development
Section of the Departmem, of Labor, some of which are very good.

I think it has to be said that all through this period most of the
progress, most. of the innovation that has been made, and there hasn't.
been enough of it, was made outside of the framework of the Employ-

t Ser vice.
I think that it. would be a serious mistake to pnt the control and the

administration of all manpower programs back into the hands of the
Employment Service.

When I testified before the Senate, your colleague, Gaylord Nelson,
Wil.,.very much concerned about the question that you raised a little bit
earlier, about why liot give the State an opportunity to show that with
their modmuization and the way things have been moving in recent
years, why not give the States an opportunity to show that they could
carry out creative and effective manpower programs.

I don't think that any effort should be made to stop the States from
doing that. On the other hand, I think it would be a terribk- thing to
let. the !States and the. Governors in particular stop other kinds of pro-
grams if they don't fit into a pa rtieular format.

Already, I think by administrative design, the present administra-
tion of the Department of Labor is stifling the concentrated employ-
ment program by making it a requirement that a program has to come
up through the State and has to get the approvals. You can get the
approvals in some States for programs of this kind, but there are other
States where you just bat your head against a wPll and can't make any
progress at all. -.7
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In your State, Congressman Burton, the Watts Labor Action Com-
mittee is carrying out an extensive manpower program, none of which
has been approved by the State, none of which has come through the
State administration.

When Ed Torres testified before the Senate subcommittee in Los
An7eles, he was really addressing himself to this kind of question. If
he has to go to the State employment. service to get approval to he able
to carry out the manpower program in east Los Angeles, he feels and I
think he is right, that he just isn't going to make it that way. that the
only way to make it is really to be able to direct his attention and
energies to the Secretary of Labor and use the flexibility that the

m
pres-

ent law provides the St' retary of Labor to get some progra.designed
for east Los Anp-eles, which is meaningful to the people who live there,

This was a program in east Los Angeles designe(' for that area espe-
chilly. Three companies were given, with the cooperation of the. city of
Los Angeles, a 50-year lease on the old city jail, to carry out an eco-
nomie development program under this special impact section of the
0E0 legislation. That was 2 years ago. Some $2,200,000 in money was
made available to these three companies and nothing has happened.

Now, the .community is quite upset by the fact that some of that
money is already spent. There have been no jobs created in the jail.
The, jail is still there and it is still empty. The question is what do you
do? Ilow do you ge.t, hold of these things ? There. is no automatic
answer.

I don't think that I would be doing you a favor, or anybody that I
am associated with a favor, if I tried to give you the impression that it
is possible to pass a law and to make somebody do something he doesn't
want, to do. I think that that is always the problem in the question of
administering any Federal program.

If the Secretary of Labor does not want to do something, or if the
President of the United States doesn't want to see something done,
then it is very difficult to make things happen in the area that is under
the control and direction of that particular public official.

I think that Secretary of Labor Schultz has good motives and I
think that he is going to try to use what authorities he has under the
present manpower bill to do a better job. But I think that it has to be
said in all good conscience that the former Secretary of Labor put
together by administrative edict, a program which is now called the
JOBS program, which is on the verge of being a national scandal. An
enormous amount of money has been made. available to the business
community to create jobs, to train people, hard-core people, and to
absorb.them in the system some effective way.

I think that the outside lirnits of the number of people who have
been employed under that program is probably 35,000, maybe 40,000.
That is about 10 percent of what the objectives of that ivogram were
set out to be.

The difference with t' program is that any kind of downturn, eco-
nomic downturn, as approaching now because. of the efforts of
the administration to lize and to hold back the pressures of infla-
tion, is going to catch alt of those people, throw them out, and inter-
rupt the, whole 'process of manpower training under that pro!,-ram.

The, automobilr, industry is a (Tood example of, an industry that made
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a very strenuous effort under the JOBS programs. I think they de-
served a lot of credit for that. They tried to make the program set
forth by the Government work. Yet, when Chrysler, and General
Motors, and Ford, and American Motors now are confronted with lay-
off situations, who is ooing to get laid oft : the guys who have been
brought in under this JOBS program, because they are the most re-
cently hired, because they don't have the seniority. They are going to
be affected along with a lot of other people.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Conway, what would you describe as the weak-
nesses of that JOBS program and how would you remedy the situation
and prevent a recurrence

Mr. CONWAY. I think that if there is an answer to it, and. I believe
there is, it lies in the area of a combination of public service employ-
ment and stimulation of private sector training and employment ef-
forts. I don't think you should sacrifice all of the efforts in the private
sector just to obtain a public service employment program.

On the other hand, I think that you can't expect the private sector to
assume responsibility in an area where they really don't have responsi-
bility. Yon can't say to every employer in this country, large or small,
"You have got to hire more people than your business requires." Yon
can try it, but I don't think it would work.

So that what I think has to happen, that is the, second point of my
statement. I think this country has to face up to the fact that we have
to work up a system which provides employment 7.'or people who are
unable to Obtain employment, in the private sector.

Call it public service, call it employer of last resort, which is what
the National Commission on Automation called itthat is a lousy term.
I think Andrew Brimmer has turned around wery well. I point that out
in my statement. He calls on the Federal Government to serve as an
employer of first instance.

Why not? Everybody I think in this country believes that working
is a good thing. And that it is good for the soul and it is good for the
income, it is good for the neighborhood, the city, the State, and it is
good for the country. Why don't we provide jobs, if people can't get
them in the private sec:,)r? It seems to me that is as logical and sensible
as anything we can decide to do.

If we can address ourselves to that side of the equation and at the
same time that we are providing jobs of first instance, as Andy Brim-
mer has suggested, allow the free working of the economy to operate
and allow the conditions to prevail which will create the strongest
oconomy in the private sector. The more employment that we can
create in the private sector, the better. The, more employment that we
can create that way, the less the need is for any kind of public sector
or first instance employment. It seems to me the two have t )-
gether. We might just as well face it now.

Every city in the country is starved for money. They can't hire the
people that they need to even run the, cities, let alone the hospitals and
the parks and the other parts of the city government. The same t king
is true with counties and States. All ldnds of nonprofit corporations.
if they had the money, could put people to work and put them to work
in very constructive, creative jobs.

I think that the best thing to do is to just face these facts and to do
something intelligent about it. I would hope that my appearance here
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today would influence you in that direction. I came here for that pur-
pose. I am prepared to answer any questions.

We have a great deal of experience working with local community
organizationS. That is what we ars all about in Los Angeles, Chicago,
Now Jersey, in the south, and in the Mexican community, the black
community, the Filipino community, Appalachia.

The problems are the same all over. There are not enough jobs, not
enough education, not enough skills, too much discrimination, great
difficulties getting hooked effectively into the system. Something has
to happen. I would hope that out of the deliberations of this com-
mittee would come some new look.

I don't care really whether the emphasis is here or whether this
section provides that so much as I am concerned about the purpose
of the legislation. I think we ought to reward the Governors and the
State employment services and the mayors and. the cities an the pri-
vate organizations for developing good prog..,.ns that work. The leg-
islation I would hope wou'id be flexible enough to permit that.

I don't think we should put anybody in a monopoly position, whether
it is a Governor or a State employment se-viee or a mayor. The best
thing to do is to reward success, I think, in this area and give the
Secretary of Labor the authority and the responsibility. It is easier
to lean on Ore guy than it is t,) lean on 50 Governors.

When yo,. lean on the Seci.etary of Labor, he is paid to be leaned
on and to make adjustments and so on and most of them accommodate
and do a pretty good job.

My feeling would be to give him the tools to work with, set up the
machinery for a public sector employment program in this country
and let us get about the problem. We can do an awful lot of things to
clean the country up, make it a better place to live, and provide an
enormous amount of dignity to people who are unemployed now by
giving them a chance to earn a living. They won't stay in that kind
of employment very long if they can get a better job. Anybody want,3
to move up, get more money, cleaner jobs, be more creative. Give them
a chance to get hooked into the system and the system will work.

Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Conway, on behalf of the committee I want to

thank you for a very fine statement. Before I proceed, I would like
to insert your statement in the record immediately preceding your oral
testimony if there is no o7Jjection.

( The statement referred to follows ;)

S1ATrMEIT OF JACK T. CONWAY, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE FOR COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS, ON MANPO W ER PROPOSALS

Mr. Chairman, my name is Jack T. Conway. I am President of the Committee
for Community Affairs, and I appear today on behalf of that organization to
r:omment on the manpower proposals before you.

Manpower policy is an increasingly important part of our social policy. As
our society become:7 more complex, frnd as our national goals become more
clearly defined, we find increasing etuphi:sis on the availability of jobs for all
and for adequate training for those jobs.

The Administration bill, H.R. 13472, introduced by Mr. Ayres. addros2es itself
to reordering the machinery of job training. It does nothing about job creation.
Until it does so, the bill is meaningless, fo.7 job training has no purpose when
jobs do not exist.
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Jobk,Ssness is increasing. Because of projected defense cutbacks and tight
fiscal and monetary policies, in a few months hundre.,:'... of thousands of those
now employed may be unemployed.

This eommittee must address itself to this problem.
In my statement, I shall comment both on the machinery of job training and

ou job creation.
Tlw promise of a comprehensive single manpower unit which the Adminis-

tration's bill sets forth is unrealistic, The proposal is bound to founder On the
realities of the relationships between various levels of government and on the
method of operation of many state employment services.

The Administration bill en', '.sions complete cooperation and agreement between
the Governors. Mayors and the Secretary (if Labor in the choice of manpower
Programs and id their administration.

The lila yers t,re provided With an opportunity to submit individual plans
affecting their geographic areas to be incorporated in a state plan which the
Governor, in turn, submits for approval to the Secretary of Labor. In the drawing
up of the state plan, should the plan of an individual Mayor be revised or
Idoeked, an appeal could be made to the Secretary of Labor to overrule the
Gov. rnor's action. Also, under the Administration bill, the Secretary can
withhold funds from a state when in his judgment the state has not perfornwd
well in carrying out. its various manpower programs as measured against a
series of guidelines which the Department of -Labor will develop. Is it realistic
to expeet that appeals over the head of the Governor have lunch likelihood of
Iwing accepted or tlmt the Secretary of Labor would withhold a significant
portion of a s`..ate's manpowec funds?

Under the poverty program. the Governor's veto has proved highly effeetivo.
The few vetoes which have been overridden in 'Washington have been done only

fter great politica I expense.
It is unreasonable to expect the Seeretary of Labor to uphold a mayor against

his governor in any but a tiny minority of eases.
Thus the Mayor's power can he sustailied only with the support of his Governor,

whose basic political interests probably lie elsewlwre.
Further, the Ad mini:,,traLion bill rxises serhms questions about partieipation

of community groups. Many private agencies now working to meet the manpower
problems of the poor will be submerged or, more likely, eonipletely elhninated
as the state employment services take over the manpower funetions. These
private agencies have performed most effectively in rencning persons who for

Hong reasons luu, little or in I contiebdice in established government employ-
::Orvice units. We feel it would be a 11141/': crtOI tO wipe out many of

I it po it ive values such agencies have contributed iii reaching and invidving
these segments of the popnlation for the first time.

In testimony before the Senate Manpower Subcommittee earlier this month,
Estonhan E. Torres, Exeeutive Director of The Ea st Los Angeles Community
Union, a community organization seeking- to improve the condition of imor people,
said : "I submit that the Administration bill is remiss in a most criwial area,
arg,.. :hat is the pa rtieipation of community groups. Commumty organizations
suelt as TELACU and others represented here will cease to function in the
Inammwer problems of the poor if State Employment Services take over that
rune; 1oii. OrganNations working in the ghetto a 11(i Ira rri have been most effective
lii sid to of the Employment Service and the JOBS program in reaching and
(4,11111111We:1 ling With persons who for various reasons have lost confidence in
government or emphiyer-oriented agencies."

There is serious danger, when all ma;:power programs are placed in one
agency, that that agency will "cream" the most easily trained from the ranks
of the jobless. leaving the ha rdcore jobless without any real training program.

The continued exisf,:mee of contractual relationships with private community
groups emild ass,:e toe use of part of our manpower funds in areas which may
be of little incest, as opposed to more powerf»; competing interests, to the
mayors.

Under the bill advocated by the Administration, the governor selects a human
resources agency to manage the stute's manpower programs. Almost without
exception this be the state employment service. The state employment serv-
ices vary widely in their ability to carry out the broad mamlate.-; of the man-
Power bill ; and perhaps there is even a wider variance in their piAlosophy and
competenee towards helping the disadvantaged, the poor and minority groups.
Yet the bill, operationally. will turn over to the state employment agencies the
entire management and control of fir manpower funds. Through the lmwer
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a key state employment agency has it can, in turn, dominate the agencies at
the local levels which will be assigned the task of carrying out the programs.
Will the new influence of state agencies in carrying manpower policies
lavan that those most in need of manpower services the urban poorwill
receive them more effectively than now? Or will the powerful rural-suburban
complexion of so Inany state legislatures work against manpower programs being
surciently respon.'.ve to the group most in need of training nod job develop-
inent assistance?

it has been a fact that the employment services have been wholly lacking
in innovation and effectiveness and that they lnive been influenced by the needs
of employers rather than the jobless.

When our manpower programs fall into the halals anJ the mold of the em-
ployment services, they will cease to be an effective arm of public policy in
dealing with the jobless.

Mr. Chairman, in many respects good many of the kinds of changes sue.'-
gested are presently within the administrative discretion of the Secretary of
Labor sheald he wish to take a strong leadership role in handling the whole
question of manpov.,er delivery. Today the Secretary has within his authority
the power to select that agency or agencies which he thinks are best able to
carry out specific programs. For extunple, the establishment of the Concentrated
Employment Programs was achieved through administrative decision. Recently,
shifting some of the supervision and direction of that program was likewise ac-
complished through administrative procedures. Sueh realignment did not re-
quire legislative sanction.

I think it far better that the responsibility for balancing the conflicting in-
terests of eommunity groups and city administratPais, of inner-city and suburbs,
of mayors and governors, remain in the anuds of the Secretary.

Oilly when he holds the reins of power will anyone be answerable for the
expenditure of federal manpower furds. Let him, not 50 governors and hun-
dreds of mayors, report to the Congress and to tlw people.

This objective would be achieved if the O'Hara bill, HR 11020, were enaeted.
The 0'.9.ara bill would give the Se,Tetary sufficient flexibility to assure that
manpower programs can be effectively coordinated and will reach all of those
classes of individuals which need assistance.

Ender the O'Hara bill, the Secretary could delegate manpower authority to
anyone he saw fitgovernors, mayors or others. Their failure to offer a balanced
prog-am could result in termination of tneIz authority. Their satisfactory per-
forw Ince would be rewarded by the continued support of the Secretary. And
the ;weretary himself would be answerable for the effectivenes:: of manpower
programs.

Mr. Chairman, in a number of ways the preoccupation with the system of
manpower delivery services in some of the hills before Congreso diverts at-
tention from the crucial need to create a sufficient number of jobs to make a
.signilicant reduction in unemployment. The latest figures released by the
government show that three million persons are totally unemployed and a
million more are forced to work on 'part-time schedules because of economic
fa ctors.

Equally significant is the rising trend of the w_iemployinsait rate figures
together with an evident willingness on the part of the present Admimistration
to allow that trend to continue as part of its efforts to curb inflation.

While there can he wiCe-spread agreement on the w)tion of simplifying and
centralizing the manpower programs of the government, that agreement should
not blind us to the important need to provide sufficient funds to expand :;o1-.
opportunities, particularly in the Fablic sector. Without jobs, there can 1r, no
purpose to manpower training.

There seems to he a broad consensus eu the fact that the key population that
needs to be served under manpower legislation is the disadvantaged pear. The
major program designed to assist such workers has been the JOBS vogram
carried ont through the activities of the National Alliance of Busine-;smen. But
after more than a year of operations, less flint 35.000 persons nit i, jobs whieh
have Leen contracted for between the Department of Lalmr and privam em-
ployers positions which were to be fhled by poor persons with insufficient skills,
education. etc.

It is our view, therefore, that unless additional fluids are approjwiated for the
financing of new jobs, primarily in the public sector, the goal of a stiarp reduc-
tion 'di the number of hard core unemployed will continue to elude us.
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The need for public service employment was emphasized by Andrew F. Brim-
mer, a member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, on
December 2, 196.3:

"I also realize th-.i. sonm further rise in the level of unemployment cannot be
avoided if we are to restore a reasonable degree of price str. ility. This is ob-
viously ail unfortunate and unwelcomed by-product of the e'.:ort to elmek infla-
tion. Rather than pretend that it ,n be avoided, we should get on with the modi-
fications fa public policies that N. al be necessary to ensure that the trirden of re-
storing price stability does not fall excessively on those least able to bear it.
These policy measures should incli a substantially strengthened unemploy-
ment compensation system and greatly expanded training and retraining facil-
ities. But we should also realize that even these improved arrangements would
uot cushion the impact of a significantly reduced rate of economic activity on
young people and on some members of min irity groups who have not actinired
the rights to benefits derived from a long histy of gainful employment. For the
latter groups, we will simply hav-3 to find ways of providing income directlyper-
haps even having the Federal Government serve as an employer of first instanec
fot this relatively small proportion of the labor force."

It is not neceary for me to dwell at length on the potential for job oppor-
tunities in the public sector. That need has been established by a series of pres-
tigious committees over the past several yearschief among them being the
Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress, better known as
the Automation Coramission. That commission identified over five million jobs
that, with adequate financing, state and loeal governments as well as nonprofit
agencies ..merating cu. the public sector coold fill in order to meet our social needs.

Job opportnnitie.3 in the public ..Jector fulfill the twin objectives of, first, help-
ing to erase our enormous social deficits in a long list of fields such as education,
recreation, conservation, health, anti-pollution, etc., and. second, offering to the
ucemployed and underemployed the dignity of contributing productively ta
socoty.

I submit, Arr. Chairman, that our manpower training policy cannot hope to
meet its objectives without the creation of a broad public service emiaoyment
program. Such a program would be provkled should I-1.R. 11e2o be enacted.

In its provisions for reorganization of federal manpower programs, and in its
provision for a program of public service employment, the O'Hara bill is far
preferable tc the Administration bill,

I urge its enactment.
Mr. DANIVLS. I would like to call upon the author of one of the

bills before this committee, my colleague from Michigan, Mr. O'Hara.
Mr. O'HARA. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank Mr.

Conway for his eloquent stateinent. But he has left me rather speech-
less.

Mr. STEIGER. I just Can't imagine, that. (Laughter)
Mr. O'HARA. He has outlined the very reasons why I think it is

so important that we pass a bill, that the bill that we pass I deeply
believe, as he obviously believes must include a public service em-
ployment component, and that we can't have a comprehensive man-
power program worthy of the name unless we provide job opportu-
nities for those who are trained for employment.

To the extent that the private labor market is unAble to prov:de
those opportanties, we nmst provide them. I think unless we come
to grips with timt probkm, we are sort of ducking the major issue
in manpower, wouldn't you say ?

Mr. CONNWAY. Yes., I think that is the question we have to chin and
you migh as well face it.

Mr. OTIARA. I share your view as outline,: in your writteit testimony
that. the administrativ e. design of the administraticn's bill is one that
sort of diffuses responsibihty, sets up a pattern and hands the re-
sponsibility out all over the country and that there is no really effec-
tive check on the efficacy with which these programs are operated
once they have been dAliated.
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ture. But I think that. we do have to realize that we can't help
everyone.

Mr.SCHERLE. Did you make an attempt to supplement some field of
education for these people that were being trained on the job ?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. The skill training centers, we worked with the area
11 community colleges, very successfully in these areas. At the present
time under the National Alliance of Businessmen we have our own
training center located at the concentrated employment program area,
but. it. is staffed by area 11 people and controlled by the NAB program.

We are putting people throup-h training right now-, with the con-
sortium we have estahlished. This w-as the contract with the Depart-
ment of Labor, to reimburse companies for the extraordinary train-
ing costs.

Mr. ScHEnLE. Did you have people go on to higher institutions of
learning after they went throu.oh your program ?

Mr. ALLEN. I think most. of the businesses stress the importance of
first, I think if there is any possibility that. the person can return
to the secondary school and receive a high school diploma, this is
something the -person should do. This could be worked out. through
part-time work in other areas. If this is impossible, of course, you
have the GED equivalency.

Mr. SCHER:Y.. Then it was not your intent to provide them with a
sufficient. amount of backp-round with which they could ;pursue addi-
tional objectives in the field of education or coller-e ?

Mr. ALLEN. No, I think this is a byproduct perhaps of the system
that we established. Many businesses do prorideby the way, all hard
coe unemployed people are not school dropouts. Many are high school
graduates. Many companies have free tuition programs or evening
community college programs and I think a few of the hard core people
baye taken advantage of this.

Mr. ScHERLE. Could the Federal proo-rams be as suecessful than
yours? Could they be mer,2-ed into what you are doing to become more
effective?

Mr. ALLEN- I feel the important thing is for the people in a com-
munity to take an assessment of the problem at hand and then to ban
together in a united way to attack the problem, and to do everything
po=zsible. they can to solve that problem.

I think it is an obligation as a citizen of the community. When they
run into roadblocks, when they run into financial hurdles, where they
do not have the resources to moye forward as fast. or as effectively as
they possibly could, then I think that we have to look for help_

There. has always been a question in my mind here in Des Moines as

to whether we have reached that Paint, do we really need the help, or
could we do a lot more if we would make up our minds to ?

If the country is to solve the inequities of the past and to make a
country a better place for all citizens. I think there is nino- to have
to be some Federal funds available.

But I would hope these funds would be directed to concrete pro-
Jrains that would be closely audited and evaluated and that the money
would be used in the most efficient way possible. I think in the past
these things have gotten so big and we have crone in so many different
directions and we have had a lot of little empires built, up so to speak,
and we have had people afraid someone is 0-oing to infringe on their
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empires, tear down their castles and so on that we sometimes deny the
end product of our project which is to help people and put them to
work.

This has got to be the predominant thing in our mind if we are
going to succeed.

Mr. SCIIERLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the zentleman from Wisconsin, Mr.

Steio-er.
MT. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know we are running out

of time. I do want to simply tell Mr. Alien how very helpful-this
testimony has been. This is one of the reasons, as Congressman Scherle
has already indicated, why we make these irips so we can have the
opportunity to hear people in the field as to how what already is goinp-
on really is working. What is the size of the JOBS contract with whicli
you are associated now '?

Mr. ALLEN. The consortium contract involves six companies. The
contract is at $200,000. Peoplewise we are talking about 105 jobs.

Mr. STEIGER. It is $213,000 and 123 jobs ?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, that is probably it.
Mr. STEIGF.R. You indicated that the American Employers Council,

a non-NAB program, had SOO jobs pledged by 174 companies.
Mr. ALLEN. That was a pledge. By the way. that is the Merit

Employers Council. When we merged, so to speak, and I don't. know
whether the natiomil NAB office would agree with me, but when we
established the coalition between the Merit Employers Council and
the National Alliance of Businessmen, we had a pledge campaio-n and
this is where those jobs appear.

Mr. STEICER. You now have 115 companies in Des Moines that
pledged jobs ?

Mr. ALLEN. These are the companies that have paid off, so to spe.ak,
or have acted on their pled<1.e.

The reason that all of the companies have not acted, perhaps some
of the pledmes were insincere. Perhaps there has been a slowinc, of the
particular liusiness and there have been layoffs and other reasons.

Mr. STEIGER. What specifically is the relationship between the Merit
Employers Council-NABS, and' concentrated employment pro:rain ?

Mr. ALLEN. We depend upon the concentrated empioyment program
to refer to us the people to assimilate into the work 'force. In other
words, we have, as I mentioned, so many jobs open today. The con-
centrated employment, program and the out-of-State employment serv-
ices are aware of these openings. They refer to us the people to fill
these jobs.

Mr. STEIGER. You have indicated some difficulties, say with CEP in
Des Moines. I would like specifically to know wlmt you :-iee as the
problenis as to why CEP in this city has done really such a very bad
job, if I may characterize it that wav in terms of the goal it has set,
the number of placements it, has, and the !:;:2 million-plus that have been
-t,:nent since 3.069 throuoth January of this year on that procrram in
this city ?

Mr. .A.LLEN. Mv comments would beWere you summarizing, Con-
gressman, my feelings toward CEP or were those your own ?

Mr. STEIGER. No. I was simply making an inferential judgment
based on the facts as I see them in terms of what their goal was and
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where they etand and they are a long way from their goal and a lot of

money has been spent. 'What I am iriterested in is what you see as the

reasons for the failure of CEP to do as good a job as they had expected

to do ?
Mr. ALLEN. I would preface my initial remarks by saving that when

the concentrated employment program came back in ffes koines that
the business community was solidly behind it. In fact, the first director
was a businessman on loan from Northwestern Bell Telephone. In
startinn- a program such as this, there are many obstacles. Many of

these were aniicipated initially and ;nany unforeseen problems were

created.
My assessment is that I think that the concentrated employment

program has done some good in Des Moines. At one point, I took the
liberty of liguring out the net frain in the work force that could be
ettributed to CEP and the money that had been spent. up to that time
and I came up with the fiffure of between $11,000 and $12,000 per

17,erson.
I don't know who makes a jud!rment on how much it. is worth to

put a person to work. Do you put them in the work force and make
them a success?

Perhaps this is an economical figure. The money that I was talking
about es-far as CEP is concerned mi.o-ht not seem like mueh money in
Washin2ton, but here in Des Moines Iowa, it seems like a lot, of money.
I think that the nature of our people. is to take a frood look at every
dollar they spend and to try to utilize fully the potential that is in that

I feel and I would commend CEP in certain respects, but I think
overall that perhaps more could be done. The people who are running
the program. I think, are sincere, are compassionate, they have spent

a lot of time planning and chanp:ing plans and so on. I don't know
whether we can lay the blame, if there is any blame, in any certain

direction.
But I think it is very important. that we take a very good look at this

program or any other prop-ram that we. have coming our way and
establish frood controls on a local level, audit the programs and evaluate
and progress from there.

Mr. =:rEIGER. I did not clearly understand what you were discussincr

in terms of the educational center run by the area community college
which was associated with the CEP program. Is this a differeni institu-
tion than the MTTA skill center at the Des Moines skill center?

Mr. ALLEN. The center is located in the buildina and is occupied by

the concentrated employment service.
Mr. STEIGER. You are talkin7 about having created under CEP

'though, run by the community college a separate institution strictly
for t'EP, which is different than tfiat run by the Des Moines skill
center ? Is that. correct ?

Mr- ALLEN. Yes, this particular center relates more directly to the
consortium effort that we are involved within training people under the
contract with the Deoartment of Labor_

Mr. STEIGER. TWV did the. consortium decide to use this CEP center
versus the Des Moines skill center ?

Mr. ALLEN. Because of the limitations on the center to handle the
people that. we would be workinc, with.
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Mr_ STEIGER. It is not a question of program offered by the skill
center, but is it just simply that their facility is limited to what it
could offer ?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. You have been very helpful. I may eome back to you

with some further supplementary questions when we leave and I have
a chance to review some of this. Thank you for coming.

Mr. DANTELs. Mr. Allen, I have one further question. You mentioned
in response to questions from Congressman Steiger that the cost per
trainee was about $11,000 to $12.000. Can you break that down for us ?
Over what period of time? How many people are involved in the
program ?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes, I can make that available for you.
Mr. DANTELs. Could you submit that for the record ?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. You can address your communication to me. I will

incorporate it in the record.
(The information requested follows :)

AMERICAN REPUBLIC INSURANCE COMPANY,
Des _Voinc., Iowa. May 22.1970.

Representative DOMINICK V. DANIELS.
Chairman. Select Sebeomnzitter on Labor.
402 Cannon Building.
1l'a-4thigton. D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE DANIELS The information I furnished the Select Sub-
committee on Labor during the March 31 field hearings in Des Moines was based
on information I received during a meeting held December 19, 190. with repre-
sentatives of the City. C.E.P. and N.A.B. pr.?sent. Mr. Richard Wilkey. Assistant
to the City Mi:nager, stated the following facts. During an 15 month period
begenning July 1. 1965. the C.E.P. Program had an intake of 1153 people. Of this
number, 51G were referred to employers with 272 people being hired. Out of the
272 who were employed, they experieneed a net gain of 170 jobs. This means that
out of the 272 employed 170 remained on the job. If you divide 170 into the 2.3
million dollars spent during the 15 month period, yon arrive at a cost per person
of 513.723.00. The question of how much we helped the people who were not '
employed, is. of eourse, a dcult question to answer. Regardless of this aspect
I feel the costs are exceptionally high.

If I can be of any additional help, please contact me at your convenience.
Respectfully yours.

ORVILLE L. ALLEN, I-jeC Presirlent.

Mr. DANIELS. On behalf of the committee. I want to express our
thanks to you.

Our final witness of the day is Mr. Charles C. Ingers-)11, admin-
istrator of the Broadlawn Polk County Hospital.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. DTGERSOLL, ADMINISTRATOR, BROAD-
LAWN FOLK COUNTY HOSPITAL, DES MOINES, IOWA; ACCOM'A-
NIED BY I. W. COE , EXECUTIV.t; VICE PRESIDENT. IOWA
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION; AND R W. BERGLUND, COUNSEL

Mr. IN-Oimzor.L. I have with me Mr. L. IV. Coe, execntive vice presi-
dent of the Iowa Hospital Association and Atty. Richard Bergltmd
who is counsel for the association.

I will be actually testifying on behalf cr! the association as its presi-
dent-elect.
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We have a membership of 140 hospitals here in Iowa. My interest
today and the interest of our association is a little bit broader than
just the hospital field. Actually, if I may presume, I am going to
attempt. to represent the health field. Although, obviously our associa-
tion only represents a. modest part of it since the providers in nursing
homes, industry, the public health, governmental services and others
are also deeply involved in providing health services.

The point is, of course, we are a very large employer of professional
and technical and ancillary skills in our health system.

It is estimated now by the U.S. Public Health Service that the
American health system employs something in excess of 3.300.000
people out of the total work force in this country. Approximately a
third of this, a little over -1 million, are.people with advanced degrees,
postgraduate training of one type or another. But, of significant im-

portance. two-thirds are people whose work area does not. require
this level of skills and knowledge.

It is, of course, to this f-rroup that we direct our interest and I
believe your bill either directly or indirectly applies. It certainly
will address itself to that.

I listened with interest to Mr. Allen's report to you. We are a part
of the hospitals here in Des Moines, also involved in this merit em-
ployment. system effort of the comimmity.

We have taken in the hard-core unemployed and attempted, I think,
to create career ladders for not only the people in this area, but within
our own institution where perhaps in the past a janitor was a janitor
and a painter was a painter. We have now over the, years recently
reviewed our job levels and said, "Where can that person progress ?

To what other areas or perhaps modestly more skills, better pay, more
personal recognition, where can he.go? Or is it a dead end job ?

I think we are attempting to do this in a realistic way in the health

field.
Mr. STEIGER. Do you have a new careers contract.?
Mr. INGEns.u.L. Yes: we do.
Mr. STEIGER. With the Labor Department ?
Mr. IxoEnsoLL. I have become a little cloudy there, Congressman,

because much of this is handled through my personnel director. Al-
though I am involved in it, I sometimes forget with whom the vari-
ouswe were at one time working with five different agencies in
creating jobs, and so forth. We have new careers, because we have
created them in our occupational therapy department and in our
psychiatric social work department., where -we brought people in
without. high school degrees.

They gained education toward equivalency at the same time that
they were being trained by our people and also had taken some work
at Drake University. This was toward creating advancement for
them and it was the new careers program. But I have forgotten with
whom the contract was signed.

I have a question for the committee, nnd I am sure you "mow the
answer, and I don't. These bills that von are now considering, do they
supplement, replace, or are they totally different than the health man-
power bill, the most recent one of which was 490? Is this in competi-
tion with, supplemental to, or a replacement of ?
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Mr. DANIELS. What we are endeavoring to do by the. legislation
under consideration is to review all of our manpower prorTams, to
make a study of those which have been very effective, those that have
not been too effective, those that have been wasteful, some have been
very proo-ressive and others have not.

Mr. STEIGER. If the chairman would yield, it. is supplemental to the
Health Manpower Act of 196S, which is under the jurisdiction of the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee in the House of Rep-
resentatives. It is not n replacement for nor a substitution for that
act.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Thank you. Con7ressman.
Mr. SCIIERLE. Mr. Ingersoll, I think it would be interestinp- for the

committee, since you brouplit it up, to give us your ::reneral feelin:r
on the heaith manpower bill.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Thank you, Congressman. I appreciate it.
Mr. SCIIERLE. We are going to take into consideration all manpower

bills and if for some reason this health nmnpower affects you one way
or the other we would want to kmow this.

Mr. DANIELS. If I may add to what the Confrressman has said,
even though we nmy not have jurisdiction.

We will make sure your message gets back to the appropriate
committee.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I can make an observa-
tion here along this line. I appreciate the opportunity. Perhaps the
gentleman with me may embellish it here to make it more clear.

I think the hospital system acro..-s the United States is no stranger
to educational programs. We have had a practice over the last. infl
or more years of teachmo- the skills to the o-personnel workin in th

i
e

hospitals since there was no one else doing t. This is back in history
a ways.

But more recently, of course, the vocational schools, the area com-
munity colleges, )unior colleges, baccalaureate and hio-her grade pro-
crrams have filled a role of considerable importance in the skillee,
professions again, for the most part.

The hospital itself is still to a great measure attempting to train
its own housekeeping staffs, its own dietary nurses aides and order-
lies, and ward clerks, and so forth, wherein again perhaps one-third
of 1111 the people in the hospital are in these supporting service areas,
laundry, maintenance.

Mr. SCHEME. If I may interrupt, do you have any general com-
plaint as far as the Federal programs are concerned as if affects your
business?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes. I do; in about one minute here.. Thank you,
Congressman.

We are cooperating with running our own training programs. co-
operatino- with the o-ther trainincr programs. What we are finding,
however, is that we have a significInt problem, Congressman Scher le,
in the area of nursino-. We need nursing. We need, trained nurses. We
need to guarantee the continuity of their coming into the labor market.

We view with sio-nificant alarm, great alarm, the fact that there are
schools. approved schools. with competent faculty who are closing
across the Nation due to the, extreme costs of continuing their opera-
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tion. For the most pakst, these are located in hospitals. At one time there

were 2,000 schools Of nursing. There are now approximately 750 in

this country.
Iowa a few years kg,,).0 had 2-2- I think it was about 6 years ago. We

now have 15 hospitaLsupported schools. There are many reasons for

this. I graduated ftom. a relatively surall school that oTaduates

in the vicinity of 34 te 35 4udents a year. A number ofthem go
into the armed serviees_ 0.0 to work for Veterans' Administration,

qts-thool systems. induy ; ihat is fine. Our school is 52 years old now.

But we also emi)loy ?'3.1ne Of our own. graduates.
And as the noose IS drawn tighter on the supply of nurses, we are not

going to have anyorte to supervise the folks trained at the area com-

munitv colleges, the People trained at the vocational schools, the li-

censed.' practical nursqs, the war aides, and so forth that can be trained.

They are trainabl baneedaatisheeIpgalei thfat can advance aren't going to
have any supervisiOzt, ty _ear and my colleagues do, that

there is a shortage ofAurses coining so rapidly that we are really facing
rather catastrophl,e situations.

Mr. ScnEu Ivtr ilat is the shortage of nurses today in Iowa or hos-
pital personnel that Could be trained in various schools ? Do you have

any figure ?
Mr. INGERSOLL.

have it. In the professional areas, it is
qon't r

III) to 20variously reported"
Mr. Scunntx. ggestion as far as Federal programsepaelrlycent.

t are concerned ? Aduatio 1 fin.anonig, additional schools ? What would
na

you recommend?N71,1at

is your Su

Mr. INGERSis7 , It is not necessarily additional schools. We have

been an exponent, sit, of encouraging the Federal loan program, the

repayable Icr -. r progz.ana.
Ifthe student apNvincr for access to a school of nursing can receive

some support. in the -w of a loan to pay her tuition. and her room and
board, and his, becanse we certainly have male students, too, they can

achieve. They- can g.taduate. They can go into the labor market with

jobs begging for Qth Al to eolne-
I can give you brio/1y for the record, or for the other groups' record,

if that will help, a rather interesting set of data for my own school

for this current seh001 year wherein we have ADC mothers that are
achieving, will graduate this year. They have had a very hard time
taking 27 months °lit of their life with children at home and for the
most part as far as
wouldn't l AD

imow, no husbands helping. It couldn't be or they

-. on. C.
They are goinir to

ci
be in the labor market productively employed.

a equate level.They will gradua-te kt an
If they hadn't had the Federal funds and they are cmFederal student

loan, they wouldn't be there. Next year we will have fewer of these

because we will lia \-e
I

a reduction in our Federal loan program.
It is to this that was speaking which is an aside to your specific

hearings, but I thin&
3fr. SerTEtzt.E. We are primarily trying to find wars to create em-crermane in tlie total.

ployment by trainitia. neople who have the desire io be employed.
Hopefully it will 410tiy'ate those people to find their place in society.

I don't Imow o a greater field of opportunity available than those inf
the field of 1iosp1t4I s or medical assistance. Particulary with the in-
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creased attention that medicaid and medicare bring, the medical service
field will certainly increase. We have got to provide therefore some
means of training these people to fill these new medical jobs.

Would you advocate then what Congress recommends, more money
in the field of student loans for these people ?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir. I think that is the specific area, to
strengthen the national effort in this regard. We do not need significant
money for other supportive educationit would be appreciated, but
it is the student loan area with the payback arrang,ed over 10 years as
the Congress has provided in the past, which is a d.elightful arrange-
nient. Most of these young folks coming from families of a large num-
ber of children and very low income, can't go to the bank or to
the building and loan agency and borrow $1,000 or $1,200 because they
have not collateral.

So the Federal loan is the key to it, yes, sir.
Mr. SCHERLE. Don't the hospitals realize that thay are going to

have to have an increasing number of nurses to str nent those that
are quitting or are going to retirement ? How do .ey anticipate get-
ting these nurses if they don't train more nurses?

Mr. I:SZGERSOLL. Hospitals in recent years have taken stock of the
work assignment allocated to the various levels of people, Congress-
man, and I think realistically we are attempting through self-evalua-
tion, through the project. that Mr. Coe can speak to, to relieve the
nurse of nonnursing duties so that she may concentrate her effort
on supervising her team instead of doing make-work that anoner
person could do.

I think we perhaps will not need a significantly greater number of
nurses in hospitals and nursing homes than we have now, except as
the population expands, but we certainly will have to maintain and
slightly improve our present position.

One way is to get the nurse back to nursi g and not have her do non-
nursing functions.

Mr. ScnERLE. Our primary interest, of course, is to fir d out what we
can do to assist these people. If your total aztalysis of the situation is
more money, then perhaps we have to take inother look in that field
to provide the means that they will have to have in the near future.

Mr. INGERSOLL. The loan funds, I can't help but think, come home to
roost for the benefit of the country without being something that is
paid out that is hard to evaluate the end result. The loans do get paid
back and become a revolvingloan.

Mr. Coe might mention this effort that we were attempting to work
out here with the baccalaureate school here in Iowa.

Mr. COE- About 6 months ago, I was asked by one of the agencies in
Washington to write a grant in the area. We are talldng about the
hard core young men and women who have the intelligence level of
carrying baccalaureate work in nursing. I wrote a grant and I was
very happy to do it. It came out of the American Association of Medi-
cal Colleges. I think what they were doing were sopping up some of
the 0E0 grants.

Anyway, this was on request. So I proceeded to get a college that
would accept, they would increase their enrollment here in Iowa by
12. I also found with amazement that the committee on welfare people
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inade up of key people around the State to find ont the number of
highly intelligent -voim7sters in this arena of poverty, ho rd core
poverty, would come up wIth these 12 people who are now either about
a half a jump ahead of the r=lierift or in some menial t.:sk or maybe
croing to a vocational school and being under-edueated for the abili-
ties tit:a they are capable of hamll ing.

In that grant, arid I think the reason it was turned down was really
the specific-ation which I think is a very moral issue, a moral obliga-
tion on my part, that I wanted a guarantee that once I recruited 12 of
these peoplebecause they have lived on disappointmentsthat they
would onarantee that they would finish. I think the addendum that I
put onthis was a thing that really squelched the grant. in the first.
place.

They got the hardest part of the job done which is to get a school to
accept 12 more and bring them in and integrate them into the rest. of
beginning classes. So we have people and we have schools that will
be willing to take them. Our Association is willing, we have got the
talent to help develop along with other expertise in curriculum and
this kind of thing.

The wealmess is we don't know where to find these people. But. from
this welfare group, the know where to find them. I was amazed at
the. number of some of these young ladies on ADC second high in their
class. One was from over here in east Des Moines. One boy who is in
trouble all the time is a National Merit Scholar winner, bilt they are
interested in this area. How can we break. this link loose because we
are not talking about the people we train, I think we are talking about
people we ea n educate that are in this group.

I think we are losing a lot of ground in this area.
Mr. ScnEttLE. AIr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. DANTELs. AIr. Ingersoll, what. do yon estimate to be the number

of :iurses in this country ?
Mr. INGERSOLL. -)00.000 to 250,000. This is not my estimate. But it -

is the Surgeon General's estimate and it has been updated by the 'ELS.
Public Health Service.

Mr. DANIELs. rIow many are we traininr. this Year?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Approximately 80,000, 60,000 of whom are in hos-

pital diploma si'bools and :20,000 from baccalaureate and junior college
sel tools.

Mr. DANIELS O course, we do under our cultural exchange pro-
grams permit. :1 nUmber of nurses to come here from foreign countries
to aid durinf: a Period of emetT-encies such as Korean and Philippine
nurses.

Mr. INGERSOLL. yes, sir. Tbere are problems with that, but this is
true. I think in some areas, the nurses, the licensedskilled nurse, regard-
less of her ability, command of English and so forth, is important.

Mr. DANIELs- I know in my State nurses are required to have a
knowledge of the English lanc,ruage. Otherwise, they will not be ad-
mitted. I think even under the immigration laws they must have a
knowledge of the E'rirlish language. .

We have found your testimony most interesting.
Mr. INGEr.soLL. We appreciate the opportunity. Mr. Chairman. I

grant, we are slightly afield of the main purpose, the main thrust of
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your hearings but I fliink we are complementary to your hearhigs. We
complement you but. we are also parallel in this area of employing the
people that the earlier speakers testifyinr wer e. directiii r. their atten-
tion to, and that. your bills, Mr. Steiger :md the administration bill
touch on.

You asked a question earlier that I didn't answer. I will now. i would
hope that. this is a Federal-State partneNhip with an opportunity for
the people at. the State level to zive local direction, local administra-
tion to the bill that you are. passing and also the Health Manpower
bill.

We feel that we all have an input that. is important, that the con-
sumer does, the educational groups do, the other State aftencies that
are involved, prorram and planning and others, the area community
colleges, all of them that are involved in this want to be close to the
source of decision.

And from time to time, even in my little operation, I become weary
having to have my comptroller call Washington, D.C. to talk abont
the Nurse Trainhig Act. There isn't anyone else to talk to. We have
to keep calling Washinpton. We fret the answer. Don't misunder-
stand me. But it is very impersonal. You just get somebody at the end.
of a number that you can't really talk to and convey your message.

We will do much better. I think, implementing our educational pro-
grams and training programs if they can be deeply rooted in the
States.

Mr. DANIErs. I would like to recognize my colleaoue, from Wis-
consin, Mr. Steicrer.

Mr. STEIGER- I have no questions. I very much appreciate Mr.
Ingersoll cominr-. I listened with !Treat interest. I think we have a
lot to learn about what we do about the delivery of health care serv-
ices. The kind of job you are doing is extremely important..

Mr. INGERSOLL. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. That concludes our hearing today. I want to thank

you gentlemen for your presence and your testimony.
The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 2:25 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR,

OF THE CommrrrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
Seattle, lirash.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m. in the
Olympic Room Seattle Cetter, the Honorable Dominick V. Daniels
(chairman of die subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels (presiding), Meeds, and Steiger.
Also Present.: Daniel Krivit, majority counsel, and Marty LaVor,

minorit3r legislative coordinator.
Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Laborwill come to order.
Originally it was widely thought and believed that the fault of

being Jobless rested exclusively with the unemployed. Experience has
revealed that if people were deficient, so, too, was-the system. The un-
employed and underemployed not only lacked basic job skills and edu-
cation, but also were often trapped in the slum-ridden area of the
inner cities and poverty stricken rural areas.

Unfortunately, the -disadvantaged of our ciitzens are those least
likely to know about manpower services. Many of the presently tin-
employd or underemployed are disillusioned.

The purpose of these field hearino-s are to learn from the administra-
tors of the Manpower programs mid elected officials how to coordinate
and improve the delivery system of manpower services. And to ques-
tion recipients of manpower services to learn how to make Man-
power programs more responsive to individual needs of the unem-
ployed and the underemployed.

There are several important bills before our committee dealing with
this subject matter.

Before I call our first witness to testify, I would like to introduce
the members of the subcommittee who have accompanied me to Seattle
this morning.

On my immediate left is Congressman Lloyd Meeds of the State of
Washington, a representative of this area and an original sponsor of
one of the bills, H.R. 11623, which is identical with a bill sponsored by
my colleague, Mr. O'Hara, who introduced H.R. 11620.

On my right is Cono-ressman Steiger of the State of Wisconsin.
He is the sponsor of H.R. 10908.

I am pleased to say to you we are happy to come here to the State
of Washington to conduct these hearings because we Imow you have a
serious manpower problem up here. We are interested in obtainino-
your views on how to implement the present law and how it may be
revised in order to get the most effective program.

. (699)
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It is the feeling of our committee that. every person, regardless of
who he is, who desires an opportunity to work should be afforded that
opportunity of not only obtainin7 a job to his liking but also to be
gainfully employed with dignity.

I recognize the gentleman from Washington, Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to just take a moment to welcome you and my collearue,

Bill Steiger of Wisconsin, to the most beautiful city in the Northwest.
You should have been here yesterdayas the fishermen saybecause
we had sunshine and it was a lovely day. Today, unfortunately, it is
raining. I hope before the subcommittee leaves the area that you will
have an opportunity to see much of what we have to offer yon. Un-
fortunately, right now it is beyond the clouds somewhere.

I am very happy you. Mr. Chairman, and Bill Steiger have taken
your timeremember, these gentlemen could be in their own con-
gressional districtsto come to this city in the Northwest and to hold
these hearings here in an area where we have a very special problem,
a problem which I hope does not spread to the rest of the colmtry.
Today we have in this State 8.3-percent unemployment. Unfortu-
nately. I think it makes a large portion of our lerislat ion questionable
as to whether it can really be implemented.

We are faced here not only with the problem of implementing the
manpower program but also with the problem of having a high un-
employment rate. We need some place for the people to go after they
are trained.

I am reminded of what Leon Keyser linfr said before our committee
in Washington, D.C. He said :

We have also learned from recent and costly experiences that Manpower
Training programs, however well devised and necessary, constitute a mixture
of utility and futility unless there is adequate job creation.

I think, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Steiger, that this is the unfortunate
situation in which we find ourselves in the State of Washington at
this time. I am hopeful that those portionS of this legislation which
create utilityand there are many portions of both pieces of legisla-
tion that do thisI hope those can be implemented. I hope those
aspects of both pieces of legislation which under l,resent economic
circumstances create the futility, that is to say, the futility of training
people and having no place for them to utilize those training skills.
I hope those are not held out as a panacea while the economic con-
ditions are such as they are.

I would also-like to make special mention of the fact that both of
my colleagues are very industrious and capable members of the floor
committee. Mr. Steiger is one of the most Imowledgeable people in
Congress on the entire question of manpower training. Of course
Chairman Daniels has been in this business for some time and is one
of the most respected and well-recognized Members of Congress, not
only in this field but in others. It is with a great deal of pleasure that
I welcome both of these gentlemen here.

Mr. DA.NrErs. Thank you, Lloyd, for your very kind remarks.
Our first witness this morning is the Honorable Wes Uhlman, mayor

of the city of Seattle.
Mayor Uhlman. I extend to You a most cordial welcome. I am indeed

happy you saw fit to come here-to testify today.
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STATEMENT OF HON. WES =MAN, MAYOR, &Lux OP SEATTLE

Mr. ITIILMA N. Thank you, Congressman Daniels.
I would like to welcome you to Seattle. We are privileged to have

you distin,ruished Members of the Congress here in our city on this
very impoAant subject.

For your inforrnation, we have arranged for ou and members of
your immedhtte staffs to be our guests at the Space Needle on the
campus of this center for lunch. I am sorry I will be unable to attend
with you, but I have a lonstanding commitment.

Mr_ DANIELS. May I tharaz you for your very kind invitation.
Mr. ITniumAx. The subject which brings you here today is of

national priority and vital to the economy of this region.
Our employment problems are worse than many other areas in the

country. Without question, the fiscal policies of the national adminis-
tration are contributing to an economic recession that is growing more
serious each week.

Prompt action by the Congress is essential to provide local govern-
ment with some of the tools to do what we can in this period of
ttconornic difficulty and rising unemployment.

The big cities of America, and the Seattle area, are in critical need
at this time, they need money, improved program management of
fragmented manpower programs. and authority.

Your focus and ours must be on job-creation efforts as well aL
management reform. This was the consensus of the Western Mayors
Conference which I hosted last week here in Seattle.

I would like to comment briefly on the several bills before your
subcommittee.

We welcome the introduction of many of the concepts contained in
these bills. The decentralization of manpower services from the Fed-
eral level to the local level is a major step_ Pending legislation
recognizes the ability of local communities to deal with their own
problems. More importantly, it will reduce the proliferation of ear-
marked programs at the Federal level which has resulted in the
current hodgepodge of programs that has often confused even the
experts in the fiefd.

The reference in the legislation to the "highest appropriate execu-
tive" of a local unit of ,<rovernment is a welcome addition, but these
references should be made much more specific.

The mayor's office of the major city in a standard metropolitan
statistical area (SMSA) should be the prumptive local prime spon-
sor responsible for planning and administering programs itsisted by
the act. Another local prune sponsor should only be considered where
the mayor either does not want to be prime sponsor or where it can
be demonstrated that his office is not competent to manage such duties.

The provision that units of local (rovernment encompassing 75.per-
cent of the population of the SMSX', or a combination thereof, may
choose their own local i)rime sponsor would be of little aid to major
cities_ Seattle, being the 16th largest city in the country, of course,
is in that category_ Few, if any, of them contain that much of the
SMSA population and most surrounding suburban communities have
little interest in mank)ower programs. I would urge again that the

-ity in the SMSA be the presumptive local prime sponsor.
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I would also like to raise some questions concerning the role of State
government in the manpower field. Major cities, including Seattle,
have found it. of little benefit to have the State inserted between the city
and its dealings with the Federal Government. This is especially true
with manpower procrrams. The State definitely has a role M overall
statewide manpower plaiming and a direct role in unincorporated areas
and small communities. However, in cities like Seattle, the State plays
little direct role and would undoubtedly adversely afect the bulk of
the funds getting down to the people who need it as quickly as pos-
sible. shOrt, there is inserted one more layer of red governmental
tape to penetrate.

It is also indicated in the legislation that if a local area advisory body
develops a plan for an SMSA, the Governor may include such plan in
the statewide plan or he may exclude it at his discretion. While there is
some provision for mediating such a situation, this is most unsatisfac-
tory. It. is important that any plan developed by a local area advisory
body be mandatorily included in the State plan and the Governor be
allowed to make comments on that local plan if he so desires.

While I urge the prompt passage of the bills sponsored by the ad-
ministration, with certain amendments as I have just discussed, I want
to underline the significant need for a job creation program authorized
in a bill such as H.R. 11620, introduced by Representitive O'Hara of
Michigan.

The administration bill would provide the. needed coordination of
delivery systems, but in the present economic squeeze, coordination of
training and delivery services mean little if jobs are not available.
Here in Seattle our unemployment is approaching 10 percent, which
is more than twice the national average. We need money to provide
work for our citizens. Many public service positions could be made
available if funds to provide salaries were available from the Federal
Government.

In short, gentlemen, we need the approaches expressed in both bills
to solve our several manpowerproblems.

The city of Seattle is proud of its past efforts at providing training
and jobs for our citizens. We are also aware of our past shortcomings
in this area. -We are now ready to assume additional responsibility with
regard to manpower efforts. Not only have we taken steps to deal with
our own internal situation, but, also, we want to assume the planning
and management of all manpower programs in our area. I ask that you
give my office and the city the chance to get involved and exercise the
leaderihip needed in these programs at the local level. The national
administration may create severe local employment or welfare prob-
lems through national policy, the state may exacerbate these employ-
ment or welfare problems by inefficient or inept delivery systems. but
the people, gentlemen, sit in the mayor's office. We are simply asking
for the tools to solve these problems.

I would introduce at this time Ed Singler. He is the citY of Seattle
manpower coordinator.

Mr. DaxiEr..s. Does he desire to make a statement ?
Mr. SINGLER- No.
Mr. DAXIELS I want to thank you for your comments. I would de-

duct from what you have said that. you support the administration bill
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sponsored by Cork?Tessman O'Hara, supporting the view_ of decentral-
izin5, the programs, that each State would formulate its own plans
which they would submit to the Secretary of Labor for approval ?

Mr. Unr..-mAx. As a matter of fact, I support the concept for decen-
tralization and returning to the local level the manpower delivery
systems. I submit., however, that the veto power given to the Governor
is simply something that is inimical to the system if we really want to
talk about the client., and by the client. I mean the person with whom we
are dealing on the local level.

I feel, for examplea major difference which ought to be in the
billthat the burden should be put on the Governor to tell why the
local plan is not a solid one instead of the other way around.

Mr. DANIELs. In other words, should the Governor disapprove of the
iocal program or vetoes it., as the bill provides, he should explain and
give the specific reasons why that plan is being vetoed ?

Mr. trim-xxic.. As I understand in reading the arbitration provisions
in the bill, the secretary of state is the entity to which the arbitration
is provided. I am suogesting simply that the burden of proof be
shifted. The bill, as it now stands, stands with the city. I am suggest-
ing since the cities are where the problems are, the Governor ought
to have the burden of proof in the arbitration procedure to show why
that city's program is not a solid one in the statewide plan.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Mayor, on page 2 of your statement, you have
mentioned that many of the manpower programs are fragmented.
Would you relate to us your experiences with the existing manpower
programs, your criticisms thereof, and what you believe could be done
to improve those programs.

Ili-mmax. I think, first of alland again, as I mentioned, I am
a new mayor and I have come into this office and found that from a
management standpoint we have no management tools over the various
delivery systems that come in from Labor, HEW, and all the rest.. Very
often we have foundI have foundwe don't really know what the
interaction of one program is with another Federal program. As a
matter of fact, not too long ago I recently had in my office a representa-
tive from two Federal ap-encies. They certainly agreed with me that
the delivery systems we currently have are not coordinated.

I was so pleased when Secretary Lovell was out last week and an-
nounced a small planning grant for us in the office of the mayor of
Seattle and other cities to gear ourselves up to the point where we
would laiow better what we are talking about so we can take the re-
sponsibility I am requesting here in my testimony today.

Mr. DA3aEr.s. You mentioned in the course of your testimony the
unemployment rate here in Seattle is about 10 percent. Would you tell
this committee what the population is of your area and where you
find the most unemployment, what these unemployed are doing and
what is being done to reemploy them or retrain them in another, pro-
crram ?

Mr. UTIIZIA.N. First of all, the population of the city of Seattle is
approximately 510,000.

Second, of course, the big problem we are faced with here in the
city is the aerospace indusixy. As you .kmow, we are in a slump in the
aerospace industry on a national basis. This arises from a series of
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reasons, such as the policies of the national administration and others.
In any event, in answer to your question, there is very little we can
do in terms of retraining individuals if there are no jobs to retrain
them for. This, of course, is the frustration we are faced with here.

This is why I would favor a real comprehensive Manp(?wer Act if
we are ooing to do something about manpower ; instead of just dealing
with the superficiality of the-delivery system, croing into the very basic
question, the very basic need, of job creation7This is really what we
need in our area.

Mr. DANIELS. What type persons are composing the 10 percent of
which you speak?

Mr. ITTarar.AN-. I was speaking just recently with one of the newsmen
who was filming for one of our local channels the line of people wait-
ing for food stamps. He noted some 17, 18, 19 .persons in that line
dressed like you and I are, obviously Boeing enomeers. In discussing
this question as to who is unemployed with the Beeing Co., representa-
tives and other persons in our area, I think it is more accurate to say
we are talking about the very top level management, in the $25,000 to
$30,000 category on down to a substantial number of Boeing engineer
types at the $10,000 to $20,000 level. This is probably one of the largest
categories. Of course the first person always laid off in an economic
recession is often the minority person.

Mr. DANIELS. In regards to these people in the upper levels do you
believe there are sufficient opportunities for employment in this area
for them without the need or necessity for a retraining program to
retrain them?

Mr. UHLMAN. I think many of them have skills that are of a suf-
ficient level that retraining would really not be appropriate if, in fact,
we could continue some type of aerospace related indusLry here or
'diversify with the aerospace related industry. They are highly skilled
people. It would seem to me to be a waste of manpower training re-
sources if we retrain them for something else when eventually we
lmow that in this particular industiy there will be an upswing very
shortly.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you not believe we are on a collision course when
we are here conductinc, hearings for the purpose of adopting legisla-
tion which will insure='to every man and woman who desires employ-
ment, has the will to be employed, and to obtain a job at a decent
salary so they can live in decency and respect, when at the same time
our national administration is promoting lefrislation to increase
nnempl oyment ?

Mr. UntarA.N. Congressman Daniels, you just made my speech.
Mr. STEIGER. What specific legislation is the administration pro-

moting that encourages unemployment ? You have fascinated me.
Mr. DANIELS. For the administration that has the power of issuing

directives and orders to various agencies of the government, such as
in the monetary and fiscal area, to slow down the economy and increase
unemploymentfor example, in the Defense Department, they have
removed, or intend to remove somewhere between 60,000 and 80.000
people. And at the same time they are urging many people in the 'De-
fense Department to involuntary retirement, I am well acquainted
with this because I also serve as chairman of the Insurance, Health and
Retirement of the House Post Office Civil Service Committee.
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Mr. STEIGER. Without taking away from the mayor's statement7--
which I have some very serious disapTeements in terms of one part in
the earlier moments of his statementactually

Mr. DAN-IELs. Mr. Steio-er, I will recognize you for the purpose of
questioning Mayor Uhlnum.

Mr. STEIGER. Actually, we are not talking about legislation at all.
You can talk about policies of the national administration any way
you want to. I would fairly characterize, would I not, Mr. Mayor, the
situation facing us here in Seat le is not so much related to national
legislation but it is the specific call to disengage from Vietnam, the
ending of 707's on the production line, the almost complete termina-
tion of the 727's and 737's, and some increase in 747 which poses for
your particular city a unique type of problem. Is this something the
national administration did or is this just something that relates
specifically to the aerospace industry ?

Mr. UTILMAN. I think it is quite accurate to say the national ad-
ministration is now undergoing an absolute policy, an announced
policy of cooling off the economy. That is a quote from the press. In-
cluded in that coolino- off policy is, of course, the directives by the
Federal Reserve Board which have had disastrous effect on the aero-
space industry.

The Boeing Co., for your informationand you may be more in-
formed 'about thisis basically, in our area, in commercial aircraft
production and is not connected with the military. The manipulation
of thejnterest rates in keeping with the national policy directly affects
the ability of commercial airlines

Mr. STEIGER.. Mr. Uhlman, you are aware that is not the admin-
istration but the Federal Reserve Board ?

Mr. UHL-31AN. I am also aware the Federal Reserve Board reflects
the administration's policy. This has been the norm and I would
stand on the statement of the President that the present policy of the
administration is to cool off the economy.

Mr. STEIGER. What kind of public service jobs would you offer to
Boei engineers?

Mr. UHLMAN- I think, first of all, there are tremendous opportuni-
ties in the city government itself. We have the need for the capabilities
of these very highly trained men.

Second, back to the job-creation capability, we should have as a
national policy the right of every individual, whether a Boeing engi-
neer or whether an unskilled laborer, the right to earn a living, par-
ticularly here in our city. This ought to be the national policy instead
of the current cooling-off policy which really, in effect, says we have
mflation and, therefore, as your portion of the fig-ht against inflation,
you are going to be laid off. You realize this is quite a2high price to be
paid. But, you 'mow, we all have to be good soldiers in this fight
ao-ainst inflation. A person who has just lost his job with Boeing
or anywhere else, it is very hard to convince him, personally, to be as
good a soldier as he should be because he is the person being laid off
from his job. I think our national policy should be something else. In-
stead of saying we are going to cool off our economy by laying you,
you, and you off, we are going to cool our economy by perhaps creating
more employment.
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Mr. STEIGER. 'Wouldn't it better to have said we shoolel,ha:, old-
our economy in 1966 instead of continuing to play polit1-g- ii;417---t /71
the Johnson administration ? I will just interject that pafl:inll -3.sti,l, V.E:

I am impressed by your nonpartisanship, as I say. yoti -.-,,,,,.---1,30.-
answered my question what kind of public service eoll7jillex.c.te -0.e
you going to give to a 'Boeing engineer.

Mr. Umar....kx. Congressman Steiger, we have had a _ls.,:e1.37 ati'llall-ipl
phenomenon happening in our city. It was called For'
It was a euphemism for a voluntary act of getting citize0ar, ,,,itkx. 0111 -e1"

in a very massive bond issue. We Rave voted more boni0 :-1-,--ai.;11b.--i.C'e'.5.'

I'm told, than any other area in the country on a per cal- --p"-Nfe4e
have a tremendous reservoir of capital capability al-lenfe- 1.1-s1511:

down on the building of these various projects for wia
ZiPl ifbi;fortunately, right now we are having to hold our ca
_..vional

are alre,,:i.dy authorized because we do not have the epr consolltef',-,
or the Job- training capability to implement th o' to ohnien ci.,
I suppose, when you come right down to it, we are davalcinair,;e vol. i1
which is the answer to many things which the national a

a
ar

il
e'%r.ro.ti°,el'ePle"'fas to realize, and that is money on the local level. The cou313,

nagging and pressing problems in our cities across the 1 lit L.--, aot ,-,4...y. 41
Mr. STEIGER. Mayor, I sympathize with you on the di1P:irelailt-uatiu,

faced by a man in your position. Let me ask a couple of11' baoNit q11,e'i5
tions. We have a lot of witnesses today and I will coole
point you have made. f s .

You indicated a degree of unhappiness about the role '9-lit te e°111'

that. I am particularly interested. for what rea otilcrPOste;ernment insofar as manpower pohcy is concerned. I a0
son y w-helze tile

State government's participation in the manpower polio att t. is tiie
impact of the recent agreement between the city of e-D 2' ,Di
Joint Manpower Board. with the State of Washifigton 9' (3-% 'Q.; ir'
dicate a lack of understanding on the part of the State 9 , cur ,ile

Mr. UHLMAN. Congressman Steiger, I certainly co,i-r,ern
rhetoric of the national administration on givino- the- Go that 4.1.4tipo'len,J
to the people. Thus I would ao-ree very much Nvith yoo.
governmental unit closest to the people is the city. I ha.0 711:state
governmental hat for 11 years. I served four terms iinn taliosSetxitIo1S.:-
and one term in the State Senate. Thus I feel I aul
serve the governmental processes both on this level and t let Nt loes'eli

elttai::':e rOt13:5

I would stand by the statement? in my formal statem
all we are doing is adding one more layer of crovermoeaa" l'4tiw e;
We will hire one more group of people in our -State caP %).t 0.0

to sit, one more level o--1 bureaucracy, one more level (.cstiohs: that ce

his representative will agree with-me when I make (t)

could save some money by not hiring more crovernmellt -41t;iroyee*

majority of problems, are in the great cities. I thinat- till_Af.... 'e.,,:, r 1,,,°e

bulk of our manpower 13roblems, our emplvoment prob-T

goini to take the same proof. I think without any

employees. In keeping with the national administrado1W11-5it to the next generation to eliminate this duplication ot ---^ Ieot.c
That is really my objec-tion at this point in time.

than the unincorporated areas, but most of the pro13'-m ' ere 4-
I realize ihere are many problems in the smaller t e:' 14, t

Go the

,nroportion exists in the city of Seattle as oppoQe-d to 'le 't, of v
Ije

State of Washington.
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7Str. &rraoEtt. But in the State of Washington there has been, at
lteo;I:t4 of willinoness of the State government

-177:-..r. That is right. We have the Model Cities neighbor-
liololdr Of the citY- This is a real landmark move. At the same time, this

in anY way change the basic statement I have and that is, whyidl

levelmore of bureacracy. That is what we are talking about.
are ready t° take over, to take charge, to take responsibility for

thesebIN e if You. give us the tools the right, the opportunity. All
we ask-toblems

from Goilgress is the right to chart our own destiny in this field_
Pe°1z.1e sit in ?,3°37 office. They don't sit in Congress. They don't sit

in the r, overn ors, oftce. They don't sit anywhere. They come down to
of this job is I don't have at the

present the tillY ---'4-e and sit In- The frustration
aVailable.

ools to deal with the problem. I just happen to be

yr- S-rEiocx- I Wen understand that.
Of attel,olpeciaeov,

what would you recommend to the committee in terms
-n-L1 g t° wol'k out a greater degree of coordination between the

maYorV2ouffiee anda m lnanpower programs funded under the proorams
such s odel Cities
problelQa acreucies s

,., or MDA or any number of other unrelatednabor

focalfor us tc,
What I would like to have the opportunity to do is

\vitho

be the point, for us to take the basic responsibility. for all
of thee manpower proarams instead of having someone else do it. I

tit question ads will occur here in the city of Seattle if youthink

these

iitively approach theIlive it a, chance .(7) occur, if you give us the right to sit down and cre-

Mr- ST.E/a3t- Let me ask a few other things,. if I may, Mr. Mayor.
One, -there

problem.

is a. corttinuing criticism of all the bills really, particularly
that h programs over to. the elected governmental offi-
cA,s, 1)e; i --V turning

it the Illayor or Governor, we are effectively getting rid of those
alias bYprogr n.on'governmental agencies. Do you agree with this criti-

cism ? If not, would it be possible for you to give us some view from
your staaidnoint, for example, as to the operation of a subprogram here
in eat.t.ie 2.
,.1Yr- triai, Well, I certainly do not a.gree. The reason I would not

lin'ee Qould be classically pointed. to here in our local area through the
cperaticai of the Green amendment in terms of turning over this
kind 0..r pr()graln to the community action ag-encies. Frankly, if you
are goirLg. to ,_,crive Your elected governmental leadership the blame, then
yoush---ould also give them the responsibility. I suspect 0E0 programs
here I-°cally are overspent by, say, three-quarters of a million dollars. I

classic example of why I would not agree and whv I
wouid
think

that re feel rill' locally elected or State elected officials ought to have7 that is a

joonsibilitY-Mr- 6TE/GEF-. What is the relationship between your office and the
coultutit. action agencies and specifically with respect to the over-
sP-kenfril4o. ojr whatever happened to that half million or more dollars ?
..-----r- ty I think the basic relationship should be as it origin-
a-Liy cotrunenced tO be, and that is before the Green amendment, as mv
undera. - what was originally intended to be. I think-
that I'smr ie

mg was, this is
t.l. best at,Tallg, ement.
STEIGER' -I- Ilank- yoll.
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Mr- DANIELS- I recognize the gentleman from Washington, Con-
gressman Meeds.

Mr. MEEDS- Thank you. 31r. Chairman.
I was struck 13:v your 'example of the people who are in the fight

against yinflation. I am reminded of a ver affirmative fellow in my dis-
trict who was fired recently from his job *because of the lack of employ-
ment. He thought in broaching; this subject to his wife when he got
home that he ought to approach it very affirmatively. He came in the
door and lie said. 'lloney, you will be happy to kulow we are on the
cutting edge of the fight against inflation. I have just been cut." This
is precisely what is happening in this area. 1

I am also aware that von recognized in your statement, Mayor Uhl-
man, and in your answers to questions that we really have two things
here. -we have a delivery system, coordination of a delivery system,
and we have in. all of these tills a very high-flown statement with re-
gard to the right of people to employment and better living:, training
for jobs, things like that, which, under the present economic circum-
stances in our area, are actually unattainable. We find ourselves in the
role of going out with another program which promises to solve prob-
lems for these people. It seems to me that these go right down the path

thof rai sin 0- e aspirations of 13eople only to have them dashed on the un-
employment picture which is presently very much upon us here.

1 think we
ITt le

ltil issecbormlls, ittee have to make this distinction. There are
some thino-s i which you have pointed out, with regard to
coordination and with regard to placing under decentralized control

and management of manpower programs that deerve
comment.
the planning

I was also struck by your statement and by your responses with re-
gard to various questions and aspects of this bill. As to the public
services aspect, I am sure you are aware that the Steiger bill and the
administration bill Provide very little in the way of public service
employment. On the other hand, the bill which I am sponsoring, which
is identical to the bill of Mr. O'Hara, provides a whole section with re-
gard to public service employment. My question to you would be that in
view of the particularly high unemployment in this area, would you
think that increasing our efforts in the. field of public service employ-
ment would help take up the slack and perhaps not constitute a futility
in the area of promises to people with regard to employment?

Mr. UHL_-Ny07- Congressman Meeds, I could not agree with you
more. If we are going to expect local o-overnments to assume the role
the administration espouses we assumethat we are going to need, to do
it. The city o-overnment for many years has been overloaded. City hall
has been a place where business has gone on as usual. Many of us
across the Nation who are assuming the role of -mayor these days only
do so on one condition and that is that we bring city hall back alive
again, revitalize it, turn it into a creative and inventive entity which
can solve these problems. We can only do so through a new corps of
city employees who are problem solvers and who can augment not
only the jobs that exist, but bring in new skills. I think it is an accurate
statement to say that city government today is in great need of new
skills, just as basic industry is. I think the teclmoloolcal chancres that
are occurring in technical fields, for example, the teclinological 'Zhanfres
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in waste disposal, these changes require new employees, new skills,
iwhich, of course, s stated in your bill and the 0 wara bill.

Mr. MEEDS. One of the criticisms which we have

bPolue tk itl Ihges e

often heard is
it constitutes make-work projects, ritreet up Pa
in the Parks. Is this the type of public service -von have in mind,

Mr. UHLMAN'. Absolutely not. We are talkin_ Boeing
encrineers and these are highly skilled people. These are tho kind of
people we ought to be taking in at this point in thne when they are
available.
-... Mr. Mr.Ens. And are not the costs of the public hospitals in this city
soaring astronomically and could not this be he lped by
public. service employment ?

Mr- UULMAN. If you and I were back practicing law again, I would
call that a leadino- question. I would sav yes- -We hid a articles
in our local newspaper which pointed fo the

is trying

problem in Seattle, which,
of course, is an integral part of the kaleidoscope across
these soaring costs.

Mr. MEJED. And isn't it true this city

the Nation,

skills of
valiantly to adopt

a whole new app.roach to rapid transit which will take the
thousands of engineers and technicians to really put it into operation ?

Mr. tinu,t,c. 'Without question there is a tremendous opportunity
in the field of transportation. In fact, we stand on the threshold as to
Whether or not our city and our region will be movin - ahead org

Mr. Mr.ras. Finally, and very properlY, you painted out th:-Lt among
standing stagnant.

those people in addition to the 130eing engineers who were becoming
unemployed, that the marginally employed people are always the
first to lie unemployed and the last to he employed- I think you are
striking right at the Promise of kmerica. We have held out in the
last 4 or 5 years the hope that the marginally emploYed is the person
who could be trained and who could be placed in enloyment. Po You
see any Prospect of utilizing private enterprise to alleviate and share
this job training and emPloyment effort when they are, in fact,
required by the exigencies of the economic conditions to he faced with
laying off people wIth 20 years of experience? The first group you
mentioned, the Boeing engineers, what chance do
participate in the promise Of America?

they have to really

Mr. ITRLALAN. This is a very difficult problem we are faced with
now. I just met yesterday in my office with the local business leadership
trying to make 'NAP go in our area. They are just throwing up their
hands hi our area, it just won't it will not- Unfortunately, we-have been
in the position of employing these all-black 6

employees and all of a
sudden they are on the job for a short Period of time months, 9
months, and they are just beginning to achieve the skills. T hen, because,
as you say, the exagencies of the administration and the policies
thereof, we must tell them we are sorry- --Nro wonder there is a rrtge
and frustration and an eruption of violence. It is a natural
phenomenon.

Mr. AIEED.S. Thank you Mr. Mayor.
Mr- DAXTFT.S Mayor Uhlman, on behalf of the committee, I wish

to extend our appreciation to you.
Mr- triccmAx. Thank you.
Mr. DANizeLs. Our next witness is 31r. Richard W. lienistad, legal

assistant to the Governor of the State of Washington.
... ... ,.
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STATEMENT OF FICTIARD W. HEMSTAD, LEGAL ASSIST.ANT TO
GOV. DANIEL X. EvANS, STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. HEMSTAD. Mr- Chairnian and members of the subcommittee,
lon behalf of the admi Iistration of the State of Washington. I am

delighted to have this opportunitY to be able to address some comments
to you on this critically important area of manpower and manpower
trainina. I wish to point out that we are not unaware of the fact that
this suCcommittee is hearino- testimony on two additional comprehen-
sive manpower bills, R.R. 1.0908, the' Steioer bill, and H.R. 11620,
the O'Hara bill. 110wever we have conclude% -7hat the proposed man-

.A.ct el 1,w proviPower Training des rhe more acceptable vehicle
State, and local effort maT be mountedupon which a combined "L-,

to and those problems inherent in unemploy-etfectively meet,
ederal,

ment and underemplovinent as they exist within the State ofovercorae,

Washing-ton.
The State administration has previously conveyed an expression of

general, as well as spec, endorsement of the Manpower Training
Act of 1969 to its eouo.ressional

our

deleg-ation, which, I feel, bears
repeating here.

-In general, the MT-A. recognizes the necessity for terminating pro-
liferation of manpower programs, and evidences an awareness of the
need for directing both financial and technical, to the
individual needs of Lae underemployed and unemployed.

Further, and specifiesli,, the pposed legislation seeks to, first, de-
.1._ resources,

categorize the manY and vurie manpower programs in. existence;
second, decentralize adtninistrative authority and control with respect
to resources; ana, third, foster a new rela-plannino- and utilization of
tionship baween all levels of goveniment designed to meet and solve
the individual problems of our citizens of less fortunate circumstance.
The State adminisratiolo. StrOnt,t oiy supports these general and specific
objectives of the MT&

ashikztou is undertaking siThe State of W gthficant steps to estab-
lish actual support for the purposes and objectives inherent in the
MTA.One of the primary requisites of this proposed legislation is the
establishment of a' coMPrehensive manpower agency within the State.
During the 1969 sessiou the State legislature, an executive reouest
bill was introduced callino- for the rnerger of three major State agen-
cies involved with th ,,tate'se Manpower resources, which would have
provided an approPriate entity- for designation as the comprehensive
manpower agencY- Thouoth this bill failed of passage, the State
administration has fol10-41 closely the legislative discussions at the

submittino-national level and III-LS A a further proposal to the
State legislature

the

until eono.ress provides Se critically needed national
manpower policx-.

,-Leferred

proposed MTA calls for the establishment.-A- second requisite of
manpowerof a State ra aring structure responsible for the develop-

ment of a comprehensive
A-Am

released today,
State Plan- By executive order which is being

Governor Evans has reconstituted the State compre-
hensive area manPower plannIng emmeil, CAMPS, and has directed
it to assume prime responsibility: under the Governor's leadership for

planniv..... Copies oState manpower f this executive order have loeen
made available to each Tizlinber Of this subcommittee.
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In recognition of the need for establishing planning bodies at the
local level, as called for in the MTA, a recently executed agreement
between the city of Seattle and the State of "Washington creates a
Seattle Joint manpower Board with representatives from the State
department of employment security, vocational rehabilitation, public
assistance, the State office of economic opportunity, the office of the
Governor, and the city of Seattle.. Through joint effort, exercised in
the spirit of responsive oovernmental action, it is expected that the
needs of the unemployedand underemployed residents of the Seattle
central area will be answered in an effective and meaningful maimer
by a unique experiment in cooperation between State and city
oovernments.

I might emphasize here that so far as I am aware, this is the only
place in the country where this type of effort between the city an-d
State government has been undertaken. We are sincerely attempting
to weld our efforts with the city of Seattle, particularly as to the serious
problems in the core area of 'the city, in order to come up with some
solutions.

These efforts, then, are representative of the positive action taken
by the State administration to date, all of which are compatible with,
and supportive of, the objectives of the proposed Manpower Training
Act of 1969.

What has been said up to now should not be construed as a blanket
endorsement of all aspects of the proposed legislation under consid-
eration. Specifically, the State administration feels compelled to voice
exception to five areas of vital concern which, in our opinion, can be
acceptably modified without damaging the intended purposes of this
proposed-bill.

First, the MTA does not adequately take into consideration the sub-
stantial efforts which the States have made in recent years to encourage
regional planning. While the MTA assumes the standard metropolitan
statistical areas are the appropriate pianning units, this often will not
be the case. For example, within W-ashington State, 13 planning
regions have been established which could well provide the structure
for a more approyriate planning system. It is imperative that the
Governor of each State have the authority, within the context of plan-
ning efforts in his State, to determine the appropriate geographical
boundaries for manpower planning purposes.

Second, the MTA envisions that the Governor will be the chief
administrative authority responsible for approving and administer-
ing a State plan which incorporates responsive action to meet the
needs of residents of SMSA's. In the delegation of his authority, the
Governor is authorized to designate local prime sponsors responsible
for the planning and administration of programs assisted under the
MTA in any SMSA. However, tbe appointing authority of the Gov-
ernor is considerably diluted, if not completely removed, in those in-
stances wherein Units of local government representing T5 percent of
the population in an area concur as to the nomination of a public
body, private agency: or organization as a prime sponsor. In such
event, the Governor is compelled to certify the selected prime spon-
sor. We view this as discouraging cooperative efforts between State
and local authorities in manpower planning and administration. We
urge that the designation of prime sponsors, where they may be re-
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quiredunits, be made by the Governors after consultation with the inter-
ested
thoritv

of local government.
Third, prune sponsors in SMSA's .are clothed Nyith unilateral au-

aiid. responsibility for plannmg and adininistration of pro-
graan, s- wi-91P their area- The State auministration views this as a
i-ractionallzmg of overall administration, inviting duplication of effort

itrIe trallationship to

to the ultimate detriment of the citizens to be served.

s7rte

the proposed bill would guarantee a fractional amount of

t:
s aPPortioned funds to SMSA's within the State. The

specific aMount guaranteed is based upon a formula which may haveltl specific needs and priorities existent within the
SArs--..k or elsewhere within. the State: rather the formula arbitrarily
assumes a constant eed within the SMSA of sufficient magnitude as
to require a continuous grant of a guaranteed amount, whether such
condition or need, in fact, exists. It is our view that the State-local
I3.lanning systeta should be empowered to determine priorities in the

sible fash
riorities in a respon-held of ulanpow

opvernor shall include,
the tate plan, any local plan prepared by a prime sponsor

which coraPorts with the Secretary's regulations enacted pursuant to
s_reet ion 104 of the bill. Obviously, such a decision.mvolves judgment.

' n the judgment of the Governor, the plan falls to meet legal re-
quirements and is, therefore, excluded from the State plan, the prime
sponsor has authority to request the Secretary of Labor to review
4" f i

the matter. Such review is accomplished through consultation between
tile secretary and .hr e Governor. While we do not suggest that the

ecretarY NY°1:11.d arbilranly or capriciously overrule the Governor's
Judsrment, it is felt that the Governor's decisionshould be final upon
a sirowing that it is suPPorted by substantial evidence.

the oI appreciate. pportunity to discuss with you today the critically
por subject of manpower planning and programing and I wish1/nlaut

,to express again our support for the basic objectives of the Manpower
-iraining Act.

Mr. DA-N1Er-s. Thank you, Mr- Hemstad. I see that your testimony
here today is in direct variance with the previous witness, the mayor
°f the city of Seattle.

Mr. fivIsTAn. Yes-
Mr. P-43clEr-s. Do you care to make any comments regarding his views

as to the mayor having some option concerning the plannmg- of the
ProwTrains On.. the local level inasmuch as he is the person in the com-
balurity who ls closestto the people?

Mr. flEittsTAn. Our basic concern is that, a particular city is not
necessaray the most effective focus for governmental planning over
a. Period of tinae with the substantial need for providing comprehen-
sive planning 'units now being created. The city does not necessarily
relate to the kind of structures being created throughout this State,
and throulithout other States in the Nation, to effect comprehensive
Program P anning.

Alt% DANTELs. Let's take a situation where you have a prime sponsor
to develop a plan. In the opinion of the mayor of a large city, he feels
that that plan is a good plan 'and meets the needs and problems of the
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community. It is submitted to the Governor and the Governor vetoes
the plan. Where do we go from there ?

Mr. H TA mEmsD. There are a couple of probles. First, the quest-ion
is posed as to how the plan was originally devised at the local level. I
heard the mayor's comments with respect to the fact that. the city is the
primary area of concern for manpower planning. Obviously in our
developing communities today there's a very direct relationship_ be-
tween the city where the people are and the greater metropolitan
area where the jobs are. So it has to involve an area that is other
than just that of the mayor's. Some device has to be created whereby
all of these elements have an interest in the kind of plans developed.
The jobs may well be in the suburbs and not the cities, yet the cities
do not have the job capabilities. For example, in this area, most of
the Boeing operations are outside the city of Seattle. Of course many
of the people who work at Boeing live in Seattle. but many more of
them live in the suburbs and surrounding areas.

Mr. DANWLs Perhaps I misunderstood. The sponsor theory, as I
understand it, would take into consideration those areas which do
surround the main city. It would not just involve solely and exclusively
the city itself. It would take in all the environs of the city of Seattle,
all the surrounding communities. Therefore, the mayor would not be
dealing with just. the problems of the city.

Mr. HEMSTAD, That is right. There is a question posed as to whether
the mayor, from his comments, should be the presumptive prime spon-
sor himself.

Mr. DANIELs. I would recognize at this time my coll7igue from the
State of Washington, Mr. Meeds. Do you have any questions ?

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to see you here this morning, Dick. I would like to

compliment you and the Governor for what I consider to be a very
enlightened approach to the manpower program.. I think the com-
mittee should Iniow that this State is on the leading edge in their
efforts to establish a comprehensive manpower program in this State.

As I am sure you are well aware, Mr. Hemstad, all of these bills
are similar in some respects. First of all, they all seek to consolidate
the authority in the Secretary of State or the Governor for manpower
programs and to cut down on the fragmentation which is taldng place.
.1 think we then get into a matter of degree as to how much authority
is vested by one bill in the Governor or mayor or how much is placed
with somebody in a standard metropolitan statistical area and a num-
ber of other things.. The real question that comes to my mind in
listening to your testimony is, as you very properly pointed out, this
is the only State you are aware of that has developed the kind of
coordination in manpower programs between the State and city of
Seattle, for instance, that you mentioned..

Now, why should we on this committee pass legislation which auto-
matically gives to the governors of all the States that responsibility
when, bv your own testimony, our Governor in this State is the only
one who has undertaken to use it thus far? Wouldn't it be better to
pass legislation which would retain in the Secretary of Labor the right
and authority to give that authority to a State Governor not only if he
manifested interest but had the capability of carrying through with
it ?
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Mr. HEMSTAD. I would have to support a general statement such as
you have just proposed. I would think it would be appropriate for
the Secretary of Labor to have the residual authority where the
Governor would have the broad mandate.

Mr. MEEDS. Would you say even if we went to a State plan proposal,
as is envisioned in the Steiger bill, that a State plan ought not to be
accepted in which there is not a proper coordinated role and coopera-
tive role between State and municipal governments ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. If we devise such a State plan,Dr at least theg,uidelines

for such a State plan, do you think that ought to be one of the guide-
lines which shoulcl be required to be met before the acceptance of this ?

Mr_ HEMSTAD. I think the guidelines should require the act of invole-
ment of local government in development of the plan, yes.

Mr. MEEDS. Now we get into the degrees of involvement, of course,
and that is too complex and deep to go into here, but on the question
of the veto authority it is my understanding that with regard to the
Governor's ability to override or, as you put it, you were not in favor
of the Secretary of Labor being able to deal directly with the munici-
palities and believe that the Governer should have t.he final authority
in that regard. Am I correct in paraphrasing what you said ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Again, it is a matter of emphasis. From our point of
view it would appear to be appropriate that once the State plan is
de.veloped and there having leen the act of involvement of the local
government in developing the plan, the final form of the plan should
normally be accepted in the absence of substantial evidence that the
needs and interests of the local government have been taken into
consideration.

I might make the general further comment that outside the Federal
Government itself, the State is the only unit of government that has
the authority and the responsibility to see to it that comprehensive
planning occurs. Unies.-- the Federal Government is going to absorb
into itself, or retain unto itself, in this case, the profusion of cate-
gorical programs and the overall responsibility for minutia of the
plan, there is no real place for that responsibility to be placed other
than the State government.

Mr. Mr_nos. On a somewhat different subjectit is the same subject
on which I asked questions of Mayor Uhlmanthe question of public
service employment., is the State of Washington in any position with
its own fmiding to offer any broad scale public service employment
program or, ind.eed, would they wish to ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Any broad scale mass of public employment would
have to be supported primarily through the funding of the Federal
Government since the Federal 6.overnment is the only level of govern-
ment at the present state of our development which has the resources.

Mr. MEEDS. Would the State be interested in any large-scale public
manpower programs such as this?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. And do you think, particularly in view of the economic

circumstances here, that such a program might, indeed, be advisable ?
Mr. HEMSTAD. It. would have to be well thouoht out and a lot of

planning, but, in a generalization, there could be advantages, yes.
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Mr. MEEns. You are aware, are you not, that for approximately 300
positions in the public land sector of this State, they have had over
3,500 applications from young people to work in the public lands, the
Forest Service?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Are you talking about summer employment?
Mr. MEEns. Yes.
Mr. HEMSTAD. I think the needs there are great. For example, our

State Department pioneered in this area and employs in its summer
program SOO disadvantaged youths and we have done so for the last
t wo summers.

Mr. MEEDS. Finally, what would you advise this committee with
regard to the multipurpose or multifaceted approach we are taking
here in not only coordination of manpower programs, computerized
job banks, what. would you advise us with regard to the, in effect,
guarantee of employment which is being held out by thesebills ?

Do you think that. is realistic under the present economic circum-
stances in this State ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. I don't really read these bills as holding out a guar-
antee of employment. I think a separation of the problemson the one
hand, what is the kind of delivery system we can create that would
work most effectively is one probkm and the creation of jobs is another.
I think we have to address ourselves to both of these and whether
they can be done in one or two bills, that. is for Congress to decide.

With regard to the delivery system, we have very serious problems.
It has created a chaotic situation. I sympathize with the major's prob-
lems, but the Governor's would be exactly the same. The problems on
the State level with the profusion of programs in the manpower area
make it unbelievably complicated and almost impossible.

Mr. MEEDS. Perhaps we ought to separate and make two bills out
of this and pi 1hole one of them which, in effect, is holding out the
promise of training, then employment, and concentrate instead on the
delivery system and the consolidation of the manpower programs at
this time.

Mr. HEMSTAD. From our point of view, the concept of a broad grant
of power or authority to the State would provide us with the capabil-
ity or freedom to develop a delivery system that is going to be
workable.

Mr. MEEDS. You are not asking for any block grants without
cruidelines?

Mr. HEIIISTAD. No; I really think the Federal Government has to set
up the guidelines.

Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. I now recognize Mr. Steiger from Wisconsin, author

of one of the bills.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hemstad, I appreciate your testimony. I must say in certain

respects for the first time the mayor and the Governor have at least
agreed we should both be categorized and decentralized_ This is one
area of agreement between the mayor and the Governor for which I
am grateful.

MEEns. And for which the Governor is grateful.
Mr. STEIGER. Let. me ask you specifically about the problem you

raise on page 4 of your statement about the administration's bills and
_
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the relationship between what the State of Washington is doincr in
regional planning and the use of the standard metropolitan statistacal
area. First of all, in the action you have taken in regional planning,
your planning bodies do not coincide with the SMSA's is that correct ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. SMSA's, if they coincide, it is laro-ely coincidental.
Some boundaries, for example, of the SMSA's wilr fall within a re-
gional planning area. I am not aware of any offhand that would fall
within two regions, but. the SMSA's are not identical with the plan-
nhig areas.

Mr. STEIGER. How many SMSA's are there in the State of
Washington ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Tbere are three.
Mr. STEIGER. And Seattle, King County, and what other counties

are included in theSMSA with a population of what ?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Kino- County and nohonlish County are certainly
in excess of a million, I would guess, between a million and a million
and a half.

Mr. STEIGER. What is your reaction to liniiting the applicability of
the SMSA's to only the larger SMSA's of a million or a. million and
five hundred thousand or more or conversely, what is your reaction
to enabling the Governor, in conjunction with whomever, to work out
some alternative to the SMSA insofar as regionalism is concerned?

Mr. HEMSTAD. Our State administration, I am- quite sure, would-
favor the latter approach providing to the Governor the judgmental
authority to determine within his State what is the appropriate kind
of local planning to rely upon. The SMSA may or may not be the
most appropriate. Your other alternative of emphasizing only the
larger SMSA's would be a preferable solution, I think, to what we
presently see in this bill at the present time. I suspect there are, and
will become, even a larger number of SMSA's throughout the country
as our population grows. Hence, there will be a greater fragmentation
of manpower delivery systems.

Mr. STEIGER. Are there any State Constitutional provisions which
would make difficult the application of the administration's manpower
bill?

Mr. HEMSTAD. I am not aware of any. We have a separately elected
superintendent of public construction who has the whole authority
over programs under him. I don't know of anything in the bill that
would conflict with that.

Mr. STEIGER. Thirdly, is the Executive order you released today on
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System the kind o model you
would look to in the State insofar as planning.- manpower?

Mr. HA3ISTAD. We see the reconstituted CAMPS system as the
prime nnit having responsibility for manpower planning in the State.
What. that will evolve into, at least in part, depends upon the bill
Congress eventually passes in this area. This is a relatively loose system
of coordination beiween various entities that have manpower respon-
sibilities with the objective, however, of coming up with a single plan.
There are other alternatives of consolidation of departments and the
like which become very difficult. because of political problems.

Mr. STEror.u. Do you have any specific problems with the proposed
makeup of the State manpower planning agency ? Is it too inflexible?

Mr. HEMSTAD. As I recall, the language is fairly generalized with
regard to the requirements for a comprehensive manpower agency.
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Mr. STEIGER. You are satisfied it gives you the flexibility you need'?
Mr. FIESISTAD. I think it is sufficiently flexible, yes.
Mr. STEIGER. What has been the response of the State government

insofar as the increase in unemployment in the State of Washington ?
Haven't3rou just recently increased your unemployment State benefits ?

Mr. HE:UST-AD. We have just enacted a. comprehensive new law
which, from our point of view, is one of the best in the country with
regard to unemployment compensation. I was somewhat disturbed
with regard to the remarks by the mayor about unemployment rates.
I am not prepared here to respond specifically to that. If the committee
wishes, I will certainly see that we provide you with information on
the present situation here.

Mr. STEIGER. I would ask the executive order be made a part of
the record.

( The document referred to follows :)
STATE OF WASHINGTON,

OFFICE OF TELE GOVERNOR.
Olympia, TVaqt.

EXECUTIVE ORDER

COOPERATIVE Pr A, MANPOWER PLANNING SYSTEM

The prosperity and general welfare of the state is dependent upon the capacity
e its citizens to train for and secure employment consi.stent with their abilities
and interest ; and

It is recognized that such employment should provide for the citizen's basic.
financial and human needs ,to make possible his sharing in the rewards of modern
America ; and

The needs and problems of a number of citizens are of sufficient gravity ithat
personal or private TeSOUTees and capacities cannot deal effectively with them,
thereby providing justification for the utilization of public funds ; and

Federal and State manpower 'appropriations being necessarily limited, it is of
the utmost importance to develop just, economical, effective and coordinated op-
oration of manpower services such as vocational training, 'work experience, job
development and placement, together with other programs and .supportive
services ; and

The effective utilization of funds requires the establshment of a system where-
by goals are properly defined and met in the operation of a comprehensive and
integrated system of manpower services ; and

Such a system should inelude the coordination of all federal, state, local public
and private efforts in meeting the needs for manpower services 'and should desia,
implement and evaluate new and ima.native approaehes in providing manpower
services to the people of the State of Washington within a structure of priorities
based on need ; and

The Federal Government through the Federal Interagency Cooperative Issu-
ances creating the Cooperative Area Manpower Planing System has urged and
encouraged governors to assume whatever leadership they deem appropriate in
furthering comprehensive manpower planning ; -and

The existing state COoperative Area Manpower Planning System lacks legisla-
tive ,...nction, both federal and state, for the desitation of agency representa-
tion on the State committee ; and

Department heads of state agencies involved in manpower tservices have con-
siderable discretion to coordinate and cooperate with one another in delivering
needed services to the people of the State of Washington_

Now, therefore, I, Daniel J. Evans, Governor of the State of Washington, by
virtue of the power vested in me as the Chief Executive, and in accordance with
the 'charge to the governors of these :United States contained in the Interagency
Cooperative Issuanees creating and 'expanding the Cooperative Area Manpower
Planning System, do hereby proclaina the following Executive Order :

1. There is hereby created the Governor's Manpower Coordirmting Com-
mittee. hereinafter referred to as 'the committee," which shall succeed to all
of the powers of the exiSting state eonimittee of the same name whicj is
hereby abolished_
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2. The voting members on the committee shall be appointed by the Governor
upon consultation with the respective agencies and shall include representa-
tives of the following :

The Department of Employment Security
The Division of Vocational Education
The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
The State Board for Community College Education
The Department of Labor and Industries
The Washington State Office of Economic Opportunity
The Department of Public Instruction
The Office of Program Planning and Fiscal Management
The Department of Public Assistance
The Office of the Governor

Additional members may be added by the Governor as may be appropriate.
3. The Governor shall appoint a chairman of the committee who shall serve

at his pleasure.4. The Governor shall appoint an Executive Director for the committee
who shall be administratively responsible to the Governor and shall serve at
his pleasure. The Executive Director shall have authority to hire. contract
for, and direct the activities of a secretariat to provide support and assist-
ance to the committee in carrying out its duties and responsibilities. All
employees hired by the Executive Director shall be covered by the Wash-
ington State Civil Service System.

5. To assure continuity and quality in plannin,, and evaluation, no
committee members shall have more than one alternate to the committee and
this alternate member may be changed only by written notice to the chair-
man not less than Eve calendar days in advance of a regularly scheduled
meeting.

6. The state Manpower Advisory Committee as now constituted (repre-
senting management, labor and the public), will continue to provide counsel
and advice to the Governor's Manpower Coordinating Committee. To ensure
close cooperation, the Executive Director of the Governor's Manpower Co-
ordinating Committee will serve as Executive Secretary to the state Man-
power Advisory Committee.

7. The committee shall be responsible for the coordination of manpower
planning and programming for the State of Washington. Included in its
responsibilities the committee shall :

(a) develop an annual comprehensive manpower plan for the State
of Washington.(b) evaluate state manpower programs and provide policy advise
for appropriate action,

(c) cause to be created local and reaional coordinating committees
whose membership shall include appropriate public officials and private
individuals involved in manpower planning, manpower services and the
interests and welfare of low-income groups,

(d) issue timely and informative reports to the Governor outlining
Washington State manpower problems and needs for manpower services,

(e) provide a working interagency set of priorities for the delivery of
services to those groups with manpower problems,

(f) review any manpower plan developed by a local or regional coor-
dinating committee to ensure its total compatibility with the compre-
hensive manpower plan for the State of Washington, and

(g) issue reports to the Governor evaluating the effectiveness, prob-
lems, progress and cost of each member agency's manpower programs.

S. The committee may establish such subcommittees, request such addi-
tional staff assistance from any agency of State <,covernment and contract with
such consultants as may be appropriate and necessary to carry out its
responsibilities.In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the

State of Washington to be affixed at Olympia, this 31st day of March Nineteen
llundred and Seventy. Daxml. .T. Evaxs,

Governor of Washington.
[ssat]

B:7 the Governor :
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Mr. STEIGER. I appreciate your coming.
Mr. HEINISTAD. Thank you.
Mr. DAXIELs. The Chair will authorize a short recess.
(There followed a short recess.)
Mr. DANIELS. This select subcommittee will come to order.
I would like to call to the witness table Dr. Hal Gilmore, Adminis-

trative Assistant, Intermediate School District VIII, Everett, Wash.,
and Mr. Lloyd Repman, Director, Snohomish County Economic
Development Council, Everett, Wash.

You gentlemen are on one panel ?
Mr. REF...Lax. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. Then the Chair would like to suggest each of you

give your testimony and then be open to questioning.
Mr. GmmonE. Fine.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you have a prepared statement?

Mr. REPMAN. Yes ; we do.
Dr. Gilmore and I first would like to thank all of you for inviting

us to testify. We hope we have something to contribute.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you desire to submit your statement for the record

and then summarize your views?
Mr. REP3IAN. Yes.
Mr. DANTEts. Without objection, your statement at this point will

be printed in bulk in the record.
(The document referTed to follows :)

STATEMENT OP Dn. HAT GILMORE, ADMINISTRA.TIVE ASSISTANT, INTERMEDIATE
SCHOOL DISTRICT 109, EVERETT, WASTE., AND LLOYD REPMAN, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
SNOHOMISH COTYSTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, INC., EVERETT, WASH-

Gentlemen, it is our considered recommendation that you do not attempt
passage of a comprehensive Manpower Act at this time. we believe that while the
need is evident and the proposals reflect promising measures, all of these meas-
ures and concepts are substantially covered under present legislationbut not
adequately funded. Further, the process by which monies flow to the local areas
is often too burdened with red tape and seldom arrives in sufficient time or
quantity to effectively meet the needs of the individual.

It is our thesis that the local level, hereinafter defined, is "where the action
is--and where the problem is. Therefore, we propose that the local established
agencies, through a Coordinating Task Force, jointly develop comprehensive pro-
grams tailored to fit the local need. At this level, each agencywould receive federal
funding to carry out its portion of the total package which relates to its major
purpose.

It is further recommended that a comprehensive CoordinatingTask Force be
established at the state and federal levels as well as the local level. These Task
Forces need to be comprised of the people from each of the concerned agencies
who are experts in their fields, and who are directly involved with manpower
and the economic structure, such as Commerce, Labor, HEW, HUD, etc.

In this scheme of things the federal level would
(a) establish broad guidelines in terms of the national interest,
(b) require procedures which guarantee coordination and cooperation at

the state and local level,
(c) set forth requirements which would result in flexible approaehes by

the existing agencies so as to open up avenues of innovative approaches,
(d) provide arbitration machinery, and
(e) through its taxing powers, supply the funds.

The state level would
(a) provide technical assistance,
(b) monitor the programs,
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(c) provide arbitra.tion machhiery and
(d) expedite the fiow of funds through to the local leveL

The basis for our testimony and recommendations, is the E..73.C. Manpower
Needs Analysis which was carried on by the Occupational Training Task Foree
of the Snohomish County Economic Development CounciL

The balance of this statement consists of five sections :
Definitions
Assumptions
Positions
The ap_a Manpower Needs Analysis
Recommendations

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions are provided in order to clarify our meanings with
respect to the following terms:
I_ Economic Structure

The eeonomic structure is the interrelation of all parts of the economy as
measured by such tools as the Input/Output Study and other studies mentkmed
in the attaehed E..73.0. Manpower Needs Analysis.
2_ Manpower

Manpower refers to the Labor required to effect the productive procees within
the economic structure.
3. Manpower Training

Manpower training is that system of education which relates directly to the
technical skills required by a person to effectively work within a specific job.

4. Vocational Education
Vocational education is that portion of the total educational enterprise which

directly relates instruction to the technical and academic sl,fills required for
employment.
5. Occupational Education

Occupational Education is conceived to mean the total education for a person
in the areas of academic, technical and social stfills required for the world of
work, now and throughout a person's life span.
6. Local Area and -Local Agencies

The terra "local" refers to a sub-regional area of the state whichis sufficiently
large enough to contain a reasonable cross section of the various parts of the
economy and is or could be served by a substantial educational system capable
of providing occupational education, vocational training and/or manpower
training.

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions were made in order to lay the groundwork for our
recommendations:

1. The problems relating to trained manpower ari. se primarily from social and
technological changes in our society more than from the institutions heretofore
engaged in education and training.

2. Within the American tradition the concept of a caste system is not acceptable
and any divisive forces within or without the training process are not acceptable.
Manpower trahfine-.. vocational education and occupational education go hand in
hand with the academic, technical, and social skills required for a worker, both
non-professional or professional.

3. Vocational Education provides to the educational system the realism that
brines the "outside" world into academic education.

4. Each ageney or oraanization is created for a specific purpose and is, or
should be, designed to best meet that purpose.

5. It is neeessary in developing the "whole man" or "total person" that these
various agencies must effectively cooperate in providing a total service.

6. There is a need to provide a constant updating of the processes and pro-
cedures established by each of the agencies to meet the changes in the social
and technological aspects of our society.
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POSITIONS

The following positions have been taken by the authors of this testimony in
order to give direction to the recommendations.

1. It is necessary to develop legislation and through it programs which will
not generate division of our society into classes or castes. Manpower training
through vocational education is an integral part of the American educ-ational
system and is in the democratic tradition of America. Personal development of
the individual should not be channeled as elsewhere in the world.

2. It is necessary to relate this training directly to the jobs available and to
the dynamic economic structure of our country.

3. Existing resourcestools, people, and agenciesare available to develop
this relationship.

4. It is necessary to interrelate the technical training provided with the
academic and the social education. It is this interrelationship which provides the
realism of the world of work to the academic and social educational processes.
It further provides the technically oriented person a means for personal devel-
opment as a citizen who will make a contribution to society_

5. Occupational education which combines the concepts of academic. teehnical
and social skill development should be the major goal of legislative enactments
and subsequent programs.

6. It is important that manpower training be closely related to the school
systems and these, in turn, jointly provide for the needs of our young people
in particular the so-called -dropouts".

S. Each agency or organization has its own major function and should develop
its activities related to that function and not become so widespread in its activi-
ties as to dilute the purpose for which it was formed.

9. In order to properly interrelate the activities of various ageneies and or-
ganizations, it is neces.sary that effeetive cooperation aud coordination of their
expertise be built into the system at the local, state and national levels in oreer
to nialmize manpower development

10_ Distinction needs to be made between cooperative work-study programs
and "On-The-Job" training programs. In work-study programs the training in
the field is part of the extension of the school into the community. In "On-The-
Job" training programs the training is related to ongoing "in-house industrY"'
and apprenticeship training programs.

11. From our point of "iew there are portions of the three suggested bills
which are excellent and certainly need to be taken into eonsideration in ally
overall manpower development system.

32. Present Vocational Education Acts now substantially provide for the de-
velopment of trained manpower in America. The things that are missing are
adequate funding to provide these proposed programs, the coordinated involve-
ment of public and private agencies. and the direct relations:hips to the jobs
within the economic structure.

13. The needed changes in our present institutions will most effectively be
brought about through the channeling of funds to programs which require spe-
cific types of cooperation and coordination or the public and private sectors
specifically responsibleLabor, HEW, Commerce, HUD, etc.

14. The essential and most important level in which this coordination and
cooperation must occur is at the local level where you can have the direct in-
volvement of the people who use manpower and the people who provide tne
training and education directly to the person.

THE E-D-C. MANPOWER NEEDS ANALYSIS

The authors of this statement have been engaged in the lccal community level
with major elements of the communityeducation. labor, business/industry and
public agenciesin the process of determining manpower needs of our local area
and the development of plans to meet those needs. Attached to and a nart of
this statement is the methodology of this empirical investigation. Through this
process we believe we have demonst.ated the concepts embodied in our positions
stated above and in our recommendations which follow.

Essentially the <toncepts upon which the E.D.C. Manpower Needs Analysis was
developed were that each agency is designed for a specific purpose and that the
coordination and cooperation, between and among these agencies can provide the-
total program necessary to fully develop the trained person. It was carried on in.
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a local area as defined above and was able to provide the direct involvement
of all the major elements of the community. We submit that this processprovides
the key answer to the problems of des-eloping trained manpower for our nation's
economy.

RECOM NDATIONS

The following recommendations are made on the basis of our ext-rience at
the local level in the process of developing the E.D.C. Manpower Needs tnalysis.

We would recommend that :
1. Vocational education and specific manpower training programs be consid-

ered as complementary.
2. The training function related to occupational and vocational education

remain under the auspices of the education system, but that -non-educators",
e.g., technical industry supervisors. journeymen, etc., be included as instructors.

3. Cooperative work-study programs are a part of the training related to
vocational and occupational education in terms of being an extension of school
programs.

4. --On-The-Job" trainino- such as `in-house industry" or apprenticeship train-
ing programs can and shoUld continue as part of an overall Manpower Develop-
ment system which covers the full spectrum of employment expressed within
the total economic structure. Such programs are supplementary to and comple-
ment occupational and vocational education.

5. Within the educational system it is appropriate to provide specialized coun-
seling. testing and specific follow-up activities. Activities such as the relocation
of employees. outreach programs and placement programs should logically be
placed within other agencies designed for those functiona

6. There should be established at the local level a Coordinating Task Force
representing education, labor, bminess/industry, and other public agencie3. The
membership should include both decision makers and the technical people. Ap-
pointments Lthould be made by the agency involved.

7. The program development for training should be jointly developed by the
local Coordinating Task Force which could operate in a "neutral" meeting
ground and provide the opportunity for innovation and freedom from fear of
tradition, chaune, or established policy.

S. There shoUld be an arbitration commission established from the major
agencies at the state and federal levels, e_g., Department of Labor, Commerce,
HEW, to arbitrate any jurisdictional disputes over the guidelines and procedures
at the state and Federal levels on the development and operation of the programs
at the local level.

9. In order to produce effective change within the existing agencies to make
them dynamic and responsive to the ongoing social azd teelmolocal real world
changes. funds are allocated to the local level only after concurrence for the pro-
gram has been <riven by the local Coordinstbig Task Force.

10. The statZ' and federal level Coordinating Task Forces set the policies,
guidelines, and priorities based upon the recommendations from the local level ;
and will, when required, act in the capacity of an arbitration commission.

11. Other regulations with time limits will be a part of the program which would
require basic cktanges within existing agencies to meet manpower training needs.
For example, non-educators", e.g., technical industry supervisors, journeymen,
etc., be included as instructors. Criteria for instructor qualifications should be
based primarily on experience, past perforntance and ability to teach.

12. Appropriations be adequate to carry out the programs..
1.3. Funding remain flexible and timely in order to develop the needed training

programs quickly and in response to the changing economic conditions at local
and regional levels.

14- Forward funding be applied in order that appropriate planning can take
place.
E.D.C. MANPOWER NEEDS ANALYSIS* FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT

PRELIMMNARY REPORT

This project was developed to relate the planning and implementation of oc-
cupational education to the dynamMs of our economy. The thesis which forms

`This analysis has been co-sponsored by the Snohomish Cannty Economic Development
Council, Inc. and Intermediate School District 109 partially supported by a Title III, nSEA
Project, "CORPS FOR TIM" -
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the basis for the investigation was that optimal programs of instruction will
result from a sustained involvement of all the resources of the community
education, labor, business/industry and public agenciesin the planning, de-
velopment and implementation process. The task was to relate training to actual
jobs and to the specific requirements of those jobs.

PURPOSE

Long-Range Goal
The major purpose was to maximize the transferability of academic and

technical sldlls learned in a realis'dc occupational education setting by providing
basic information about the current and projected manpower demands of our
complex economic, social and cultural structure.

Specific Objectives
The project is designed specifically to obtain data and an analysis thereof the

local manpower needs as they relate to the economic structure. This structure is
reflected through the "Washington State Inpu.:/Output Analysis" and other
rel;---ted studies for the present status and for future projections of employment
quantitatively and qualitativelyto develop a higher degree of accuracy in fore-
casting. The following are specific objectives sought through the application of
the investigation :

Synthesize input materials and information into a useable set of projec-
tions for occupational curriculum development.

Update projections periodically and provide continuous feedback to the
Task Force and the community.

Finance the project from many segments of the community on a joint
venture basis in order to generate the necessary money and to create vested
Partnership interests.

Utilize the expertise of a consultant to provide objectivity and to aid users
in synthesizing data and developing constructive solutions to problems_

Provide a neutral ground for discussion. exploration, and recommendation,
from which innovation can be attempted without fear of breaking with
tradition, established policy, existing b-reaucratic inerija, or threats to
self-preservation.

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE INVESTIGATION

Economic Structure
Complexity of Work and Education

As the demand for diversified manpower becomes greater through the speciali-
zation of tasks performed by-man, the problem of providing formalized occupa-
tional education becomes more complex and difficult.

I/0 Study Economic Structure
One tool for measuring the complex economic structure within which man works

is the Input/Output Study_ This shows the interrelationship of sales and pur-
chaser in terms of transactions among all members of the economic system.

Other Tools
In addition to the I/0 Study several other tools and sources for measuring the

economy and the variability of manpower needs were used. These include studies
and projections by the :

Washington State Department of Employment Security
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Snohomish County Plamiing Commission
Arthur D. Little and Co., Inc. (Boeing 747 Impact StnaY)
Snohomish County Economic Development Council, Inc. (Snohomish River

44-425-70pt. 2-3 7:31
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Basin Planning Study)
Puget Sound Governmental Conference
Washington State Department of Commerceand Economic Development
Bureau of Labor Statistics
National Planning Association

Labor Market and Technology
These tools give a reflection of the labor market by correlation to the SIC Code

of industrial classification. This, coupled with technological advances, provides
the basis for manpower employment projections.

Local Variation
Because of the localized nature of the educational process and job sources, it

is important to obtain information in depth on the local variation of the available
employment in order to realistically design curricula to meet local as well as
state, regional and national manpower needs.

"Grassroots" Realism
Local input also provides a "grassroots" participation and realism against

which to compare generalized pzojections developed from theoretical models and
mass statistics. It provides a more valid empirical approach to determine co-
efficients for statistical projection formulae.

Size of the Sub-Region
The sub-regional areas (for defining local variation) must be large enough

to provide a sufficient cross section of the economic structure in order to re-
flect the inter-relationships between major sements of the economy including
well defined governmnetal units and occupational training institutions. 7or
this project the general limits of a county were utilized.

Composite Sum of Local Data
The integration of data from these local areas will provide realistic informa-

tion at the state, rmi.onal and national levels. Economic, social and political deci-
sion making can then be based upon a knowledge of the sub-regional variations
as well as the overall picture. Comparison and synthesis of individual source
Projections can be used to develop a refinecl summation.

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Tools for Employment Analysts
There are three existing tools used in classifying manpower needs in this

project. They are the Standard Industrial Classification Code (SIC) and the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) breakdown of jobs. The third tool, a
local Employment Needs Survey, provided data on current and future labor
market requirements of the local area within the context of the larger region.

SIC Code
The SIC Code breaks down the total industry structure in terms of nine major

categories. Refinement within each of the major divisions allows more detailed
analysis as required. This device is now used by the Employment Security Of-
fices for reporting. (Most sub-re0onal areas publish monthly status reports of
current employment for their area). By projecting employment under this clas-
sification a year-to-year comparison based on actual operating conditions can
be made. A continuous updating thus becomes possible. This process can be com-
puterized and trend lines developed.
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DOT
Within each SIC category are several occupations, many of them appearing in

more than one of the categories. The DOT gives not only a major source of job
classification by title but provides a detailed description of the job.

Whole Person Concept
Extensions of the DOT description, in turn. provides identification of the

academic, technical and social skills required for a given job. The "whole or
-totar person concept can thus be applied with the development of a specialized
skill for the individual. It also provides the basis for later skill transferability
or acquisition of new lt-ius and assists in the development of personal confidence.

Local Emplo:iment Survey

The local Employment Needs Survey yields specific information regarding
current and future labor needs of local government business and industry. This
is requested in gross numbers and for specific jobs within the operation.. In addi-
tion, academic, technical and social skill requirements are sought. Current and
future plans for Occupational Training are asked for. These include in-house
programs as well as use of private and public educational institutions.

OCCUPATIONAL CURRICULA

Specific Tasks and Skills
Central to the development of realistic educational programs is the delineation

of specific tnsks or skills required by the jobacademic, technical and sociaL
These can be identified through the local Employment Survey and the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles (DOT) as they are related to the major classifications
of employment ( SIC).

Performance Objectives
Flowing from this identification of tasks will be the statements of performance

objectives which must be met by the students. At this point, curriculum special-
ists must develop training packages to be offered to the trainee.

Numbers To Be Trained
The gross demand for new positions coupled with indices of turnover, retire-

ment and death provide the quantitative basis for decision makinz, on the num-
ber of students to train- This, in turn, has implications for teachers, facilities,.
equipment and materials.

Basis for Curriculum Changes
A constant feedback from employers to curriculu2n planners, educators, and the

community reptrding the adequacy of the trainee and changes in manpower re-
quirements due to shifts in the economic structure will provide the basis for
c-ontinual updating of the curricular offerings to meet the job demands.

PROCESS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Key Is Involvement
The key to making the project work is obtaining the involvement of repre-

sentatives from all the major sectors of the communityeducation, llthor, busi-
ness/industry, and public agencies. It is necessary that at least one representa-
tive, who has expertise, from each sector work together in a small worMaig
committee to initiate action-

Initial Community Meetings
The process is begun with a commtmity-wide forum to discuss occupational

education. All sectors of the public and private conanauaity must be included and
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a general announcement through the news media is desired. Key leaders in all
fields should be contacted first and the meeting developed around them. The
major purpose of this gathering is to allow all to state their interest and con-
cerns. Criticism should be encouraged with the idea that the problems be iden-
tified. These problems will form the basis for needed joint action to explore and
develop innovative solutions.

Separate Sessions

It is then important to follow this meeting with discussion sessions for each
major sector separately_ The purpose of these sessions is to refine the concerns
and problems from their points of view. The value of these groups working
together will be a broader perspective of the problem and the wider range of
suggested solutions, or combination of solutions, leading to innovative approaches.
At this time it is extremely valuable to request representatives from the state
level to begin participating with the people as members of the team.

Sponsoring Agency

An established agency within the community should be requested to sponsor
this investigation. There are three major criteria for selection. It should : 1)
represent all elements of the community, 2) be concerned with economic and
social development of the community. and 3) have concern for geographical area
large enough to represent the general area covered by the established institu-
tionseducation, labor, business/industry, and public agenciesand large
enough to represent a cross section of the economy as described above under
Theoretical Basis for the Investigation. If such an agency does not exist, the
original committee mentoned above will need to act in this capacity.

Formation of an Occupational Education Task Force

A second community-wide meeting should then be called in order to present
a summary of the criticisms and a general guideline which would involve the
community in seeldng practical solutions for the problems. It is helpful to bring
in one or more outside speakers at this point to broaden the lmowledge and infor-
mation of the local community on this subject. The end result of this meeting
would be to form an Occupational Training Task Force, backed by the community
to pursue innovative solutions. The composition of this Task Force should include
the four major segments of the communitylabor, education, business/industry
and public agencies. It should also include local professionals worldng in their
areas of exPertisaLimits and Functions of the Task Force

The Occupational Training Task Force will need to set priorities and a sequence
for working on the problems. The Task Force must also defire its limits of
activities which will generally be in the overall planning, development and co-
ordinating functions, not operation of training programs.

Manpower Needs a Logical First Step

The need for more accurate information about jobs in the future will generally
take precedence over other needs. This is the logical first requirement upon
which innovative solutions will be developed. This investigation was developed
from this type of community involvement and is itself an innovative approach
to developing manpower projections.

Manpower Consultant

At this point it is important to seek help from a person knowledgeable in the
field of manpower development and the economic st.ructure. This person should
become the Task Force's consultant He will haVe three major functions: 1)
bring to the group his expertise in this field. 2) help the group synthesize its
findings as an objective outside observer, and 3) relate to other local, regional
(and beyond) forecasts, economic employmentanalyses, etc.
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Joint .Financial Participation
In order to carry out an analysis of manpower needs as described in the

Theoretical Basis For The Investigation it is necessary to raise funds to pay the
consultant to procced. The joint-participation by contributions from the local
institutions is important as each group then has a vested interest in the results
and they will find its appropriate to continue active participation with more
interest in its completion. Further, this joint-venture concept permits more to be
accomplished with a given amount of funds.

Interaction of the Consultant and the Community
It is very important and necessary that constant interaction between the

consultant and the community, through the Task Force take place. It is at this
juncture that the realism of the operating world is brought into the analysis.
Here it is possible for the consultant and the working Task Force to test their
ideas, projections, and other resource data against the realities of the economy.
State level people shoirld be continually involved.

Feedback to the Community
It is important that frequent feedback to the community on the progress of the

analysis take place at major bench mark points. Equally important will be the
comments and suggestions received by the Task Force from the community.

Local Employment Survey
The local Employment Survey is essentiaL This needs to cover not only all the

major employers but also a representative cross section of types and sizes of
other businesses and industries. All major employers and as many smaller ones
as money will allow should be interviewed. The balance can be covered by a
mail survey with at least one follow-cp.

One-to-One Contacts
Essential to a successful analysis is a large amount of one-to-one contact

between members of the To,sk Force, members of the community and state rep-
resentatives. This is the best method for creating understanding of the process.
Here, radio. TV, and press media as members of the team are invaluable.

Role of the University Level
Equally important is a close working relationship with the professional people

at the universides. The latest on theoretical and scientific knowledge isavailable
at this level and is important to fitting the bits and pieces into a meaningful
whole.

Focus on the Trainee
Paramount to all of this activity is the trainee to be served. The focus of an

this activity must be upon him and Ms need to be educated and trained for the
world of work.

OCCUPATIONAL TRAMTING TASK FORCE STEERING COMM ISE MEMBERSHIP

Dr. Hal Gilmore, Adm. Ass't., Intermediate School Dist. 109Co-Chairman
Mr. Jack Martin, Manager, Employment SecurityCo-Chairman
Mr_ Lee Abbey, Training Chief, 747 Division, The Boeing Company
Mr. P. L. Cope, Secretary, Retail Clerks Local #44S
Mr. Bob Humphrey, President, First Federal Savings
Mr. Paul Hylton, Assistant for Occupational Education, Community College

District V
Mr. Bert Ibsen, Secretary, Sheet Metal Workers
Mr. Ed Ostling, District V Supervisor-Coordinating Council for Occupational

Education, Div. of Vocational Rehabilitation
Mr. Lloyd V. Repman, Managing Director, Snohomish County Economic Develop-

ment Council, Inc.Ex Officio
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.00CUPATIONAL TRAINING TASK FORCE

MANPOWER
NEEDS
ANALYSIS

GOAL

OCCUPATIONAL
TRAINING TO

MEET JOB DEMANDS

PROGRAM. FACILITIES. EQUIPMENT INVENTORY

1969 1970
1975

STATEMENT OF DR HAL GILMORE, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT VIII, EVERETT, WASH., AND
LLOYD REPMAN, DIRECTOR, SNOHOMISH COUNTY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, EVERETT, WASH.

Mr. GnzioRE. We'd like to read parts of it.
Gentlemen, it is our considered recommendation that you do not,

attempt passage of a comprehensive Manpower Act at this time. We
believe that wiiile the need is evident and the proposals reflect promis-
ing measures, all of these measures and concepts are substantially
covered under present legislationbut not adequately funded_ Fur-
ther, the process by which moneys flow to the local areas is often too
burdened with redtape and seldom arrives in sufficient time or quan-
tity to effectively meet the needs of the individual_

It is our thesis that the local level, hereinafter defined, is "where
the action is"and where the 13roblem is. Therefore, we proposed that
the local established agencies, through a coordinating task force, joint-
ly develop comprehensive programs tailored to fit the local need. At
this level, each agency would receive Federal funding to carry out its
portion of the total package which relates to its malor purpose.

Mr. REYMAN. It is further recommended that a comprehensive co-
ordinatina task force be established at the State and Federal levels as
well as tee local level. In this scheme of things the Federal level would
establish broad cruidelines in terms of the national interest; require
procedures whic17 guarantee coordination and cooperation at the State
and local level; would set forth requirements which would result in
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flexible approaches by the existing agencies so as to open up avenues
of innovative approaches ; would provide arbitration machinery and,
through its taxing powers, supply the funds.

The State level would provide technical assistance, monitor the
proo-rams, provide arbitration machinery, and expedite the flow of
fun% through to the local level.

Mr. GILMORE. The basis for our testimony and recommmdations is
the EDC manpower needs analysis which was carried on by the occu-
pation training task force of the Snohomish County Economic De-
velopment Council.

At this point Pa now like to move to page 6 :And read from our pre-
pared statement.

The authors of this statement have been engaged at the local community level
with major elements of the communityeducation, labor, busines;s/industry, and
public agenciesin the process of determining manpower needs of our local area
and the development of plans to meet those needs. Attached to and a part of this
statement is the methodology of this empirical investigation. Through this process
we believe we have demonkrated the concepts embodied In our positions stated
above and in our recommendations which follow.

Mr. REPMAN. Essentially the concepts upon which the EDC man-
power needs analysis was developed were that each agency is designed
for a specific purpose and that the coordination and cooperation be-
tween and among these agencies can provide the total program neces-
sary to fully develop the trained person. It was carried on in a local
area as defined above and was able to provide the direct involvement
of all the major elements of the community. We submit that this process
provides the key answer to the problems of developing trained man-
power for our Nation's economy.

Mr. GILMORE. The fc,Ilowing recommendations are made on the
basis of our experience at the -local level in the process of develop-
ing- the EDC manpower needs analysis.

We would recommend that vocational education and specific man-
power training programs be considered as complementary.

Mr. REPMAN. We would recommend that the training function re-
lated to occupational and vocational education remain under the aus-
pices of the education system, but that "noneducators"; for example,
technical industry supervisors, labor-trained journeymen, be included
as instructors.

Mr. GILMOR.E. Cooperative work-study programs are a part of the
training related to vocational and occupational education in terms of
beino- an extension of the school programs.

317. REPMAN. "On-the-job" training such as "in-house industry" or
apprenticeship training programs can and should, continue as part of
an overall manpower development system which covers the full spec-
trum of employment expressed within the total economic structure.
Such programs are supplementary to and complement occupational
and vocational education.

Mr. Gm3rouE_ Within the educational system it is appropriate to
provide specialized counseling, testing, and specific followup activities.
Activities such as the relocation of employees, outreach programs, and
placement programs should logically be placed within other agencies
designed for those functions.
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Mr. REPMAN. There should be established at the local level a co-
ordinating task force representing education, labor, business/industry,
and other public agencies. The membership should include both de-
cisionmakers and the techni,zal people. Appointments should be made
by the agency involved.

Mr. GILMORE. The propram development for training should be
jointly developed by the local coordinating task force which could
operate in a neutral meeting ground and provide the opportunity for
innovation and freedom from fear of tradition, change, or estabhshed
policy.

Mr_ REPMAN. There should be an arbitration commission estab-
lished from the major agencies at the State and Federal -levels; for ex-
ample, Dppartment of Labor, Commerce, HEW, and so forth, to ar-
bitrate any jurisdictional disputes over the guidelines and procedures
at the State and Federal levels on the development and operation c,f
the programs at the local level.

Mr. Gumor..E. In order to produce effective change within the exist-
ing agencies to make them dynamic and responsive to the ongoing so-
cial and technological real world changes. funds should be allocated
to the local level only after concurrence for the program has been given
by the local coordinating task force.

Mr. REFMAN. The State and Federal level coordinating task forces
set the policies, guidelines, and priorities based upon the recommenda-
tions from the local level and will, when required, act in the capacity
of an arbitration commission.

Mr. GMMORE. Other regulations with time limits will be a part of the
program which would require basis changes within existing agencies
to meet manpower training needs. For example, "noneducators," like
technical industry supervisors, journeymen, and others, be included
as instructors. Criteria for instructor qualf ations should be based
primarily on experience, past performance and ability to teach.

Mr. REPMAN. Appropriations should be adequate to carry out the
programs.

Mr. G-mmoa.E. Funding should remain flexible and timely in order
to develop the needed training programs quickly and in response to
the changing economic conditions at local and recrional levels.

Mr. REI'MAN_ Forward funding be applied in order that appropriate
planning can take place.

Mr. DANIELS. Does that conclude your statement?
Mr. GrumonE. That would conclude our major statement for sum-

marizin,g this work.
Mr_ DAx-i-Ers. Gentlemen, you state there is no need for the passage

of any comprehensive Manpower Act at this time, that in your opinions
all vou would need presently would be adequate funding, and then you
proceed to set forth .a program of how you would operate manpower
programs and you_ direct your attention particularly to the local level.

If you looked at the various bills before the subcommittee, why could
it not be possible, after all you have stated, for this to take place under
any one of the three bills ?

Mr_ REPMAN. Sir, in our opinion the essence of all three bills are
reflected in some of our recommendations and it is our feeling that the
structure of t.he machinery exists but the coordination of the struc-
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ture, for instance, Labor, HEW, HITD, has not been effected to
maximize the efforts to focus on the trainee or the youth. We are really
in no wav attempting to put down the recommendation of the bills. We
are saying the structure exists, but we have not put in the operating
positions.

Mr. DANTELs. Regardless of what view you take, their primary ob-
jective is to coordinate the various programs, some of which we I.:now
have worked and some -which have, not. been nmctionally operative.
But, on the other hand, we do have many programs that proliferate all
these ar-encies you talk about and it is our objective to coordinate these
programs, and eliminate those which are wasteful in effect, and to come
up with really fine productive programs.

Mr. REPMA-N. 'We recognize that, sir. I would like to elaborate. A
program which is worthwhile but not funded would not be operable
at any level, State or local. That is one of our concerns. Recognizing
that proliferation can occur, there is a need now more than ever before
to put the various o-roups who are solving individual problems uni-
laterally within that community back together to look at the total
problems within the economic structure. I hope we have made this
point. We are attempting to relate this to the economy. That is the
major role of our manpower analySis.

Mr. DANIELs. Then, as I understand your answer, you are placing
concentration on the operation of these programs at the local level ?

Mr. REPMAN. Yes, sir. This is where the problem is and this is where
the definition varies. The question was raised earlier about an SMSA.
This is a classic example of how their problem could be approached
statistically but not realistically. For instance, Snohomish County and
this county are together under one SMSA. but the local variation of
Snohomish County is different as the problems in Snohomish County
are different than they are in King County. The same applies to Clark
County in southern Washington which is included in the Portland
SMSA. Our conclusion is that this ldnd of technique just like many
other agency structures, without being coordinated, sliows we are not
working with the tools we already have. The coordination at the State,
Federal, and local level is mandatory if we are going to come up with
answers and not exercises in futility.

Mr. GmmortE. I wouM like to conmient with respect to this. It seems
to me that, for example, the 1963 and later 1968 amendments to the
Vocational Education Act say pretty much the same thino- as is beino-
said here in this manpower trainino- program and the various bilrs
before you. What I view here is that you already have leo-islation en-
acted which substantially can take care of the problem if-the difficult
problem of coordination and cooperation and intent is solved. It does
not seem to me that the establishment of a sepa rate Manpower Traithng
Act would solve the problem of coordination and cooperation any bet-
ter than the old act. Consequently, we gave as an example that area in
which you have to make it possible for existing agencies to move more
flexibly.

I think in our own State the requirements for the vocational educa-
tion teachers is that they have 3 years of journeyman experience
behind them. This is the kind of certification that is required in
joining Manpower Training. But to develop a whole new paralled
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system for training people for the work when you already have .a
system. in existenceI woukl like to make one further statement in
regard to this. It seems to me the vocational education aspect of our
total education system in these United States is tluit. which real iy com-
bines the real world with the academic world and if you separate this
from the educational system, it is going to withdraw further and
further from the realities of the world and academic teaching would
be less and less responsive to the needs of certain large r)ortions, up to
SO percent, of the population it serves. We need more than ever to put
into the educational system the vocational aspects.

Mr. DANIELS. I would recognize the aentleman from Washino-ton,
Congressman Meeds.

Do you have any questions ?
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like at the outset to commend both of these gentlemen for

their prepared statement. and their comments and also for something
they have not talked about which is, I think, one of the finest efforts
of any area I have seen to coordinate the educational system with the
final goal of employability and employment. They have thought t.heir
efforts, chere is not a culmination of it yet but they are working
throuei the program they have talked about., been assuring that square
pegs will go into square holes and round pegs will go into square holes
in the Snohomish County area. I think this is one of the essential ele-
ments which must be available for any manpower program, the identi-
fication of needs and skills to fill those needs. It is goino- to have to be
projected not only on a local basis but on a regional basis and finally
on a national basis. That all, of course, would be made possible under
sonic of this legislation which asks for a computerized job bank
program in the United States. So, I think they have done some of the
spa4ework which will be essential to the creation of that job bank.

I am particularly struck by their statements with regard to voca-
tional technical education, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Steirer, and very
crenerallv speaking I have taken the position for some time that the
present emergent and overpowering need for manpower training pro-
grams is largely the result and failure of our education system yester-
any and for years. I am very concerned and I am very happy to note
concern in your testimony that with the passage of legislation such
as we have before us without some changes we may, in effect, be
creating a dual system which would further detract from the new
efforts of our vocational technical education system to share its proper
role in training.

As I understand your testimony, it is that vocational teclmical
education should be very much a part of any manpower program, is
that correct ?

MT. REPMAN. Yes_
Mr. MEEDS. Do you have a fear that we may, by some of this

legislation the way it is now, be creating dual vocational programs?
Mr. OrmmoRE. I might respond first. It. seems to me that this is

reflected in our testimony. We do, indeed, have such a fear- As I looked
at. the long list of various kinds of things to be provided in this act
administered through the Department of Labor, I feel that we could
0-o through these vocational education bills and find almost identically
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the same kind of thincrs there ; hence, I have the feelincr this is indeed to
create a dual system in the long run.

Mr. MEEDS. If you had it before you, you could read it for yourself.
But since you don't, I will read it to you.

On page9, line4, of the O'Hara -Meeds, et al., bill, "We provide for
skill training centers whenever a consolidated training and related
manpower service would promote efficiency and provide improved
se rv ices."

It would be my interpretation of that provision, and perhaps we
need to chanae these bills in other ways, that if the Secrei iv of Labor
were going to create a skill center in a given area to meet manpower
needs, that he could only do so when there was a consolidation of that
manpower skill training center with the local occupational, educational,
and related manpower services.

-Would you think my interpretation is correct or, if I am incorrect,
is this the type of interpretation needed ?

Mr. REPmAx. I think you are very correct, Mr. Meeds. I think that
Dr. Ginsberg brought this up and Dr. Gilmore and I discussed this
project with 'him a couple of weeks ago. It is obvious in the local areas
that any particular K- to-12high school would not have the capability
of having the capital investment to provide the facility, so we do have
a very real problem in a skill center which would, combined, reduce
duplication but would also provide more facilities for the same
dollar investment.

Mr. MEEDS. A skill center which was, for instance, constructed and
equipped under the authority of the manpower bill could very well
be located on the campus of a community college or a comprehensive
high school and could serve that educational acrency and also manpower
needs of the area ?

Mr. REPMAN. That is correct.
Mr. MEEDS. I see no reason why a skill center sO located ought not

to be going24hours a day.
Mr. REPMAN. That would make full utilization of the building.
Mr. MEEDS. So, perhaps with this legislation, and maybe in a some-

what changed form, we could add emphasis on the role of vocational
education ultimately being the real manpower program in the United
States.

Mr_ REPMAN. Yes, sir, provided that we consider a total person's spe-
cial skills as well as the technical skills to help him become a better
citizen.

Mr. MEros. But do you think any good manpower program should
look ultimately to the integration of that program with our educa-
tionaLprogram ? Is it not the function of education to prepare the
whole man ?

Mr. REPMAN. Yes.
Dr. Gilmore ?
Mr. Guziona. Yes ; I would agree. We made a distinction in our

definition. Manpower training for a specific job is a little different sort-
of thing. We are talldng about a technical skill that would make this:
job and that man employable for that specific job, which may not be.
here. Also, with respect to the recommendations, we made a distinftion
that he works steady, where the person out in the field is given experi-
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ence by on-the-job training, which is more to the technical problems of
working in that particular job, so I see the need for integrating these

two but also the need for the specific training of in-house industries,
these. types of training progra: as, to coexist and complement the gen-

eral vocational educational traininz.
Mr. REPMAN. That goes back to the coordination of the skills. Wel-

fare, if it is involved. should be sittinz in this action. If we are talking
about housing, HUD, who is responsible for plamiing and housing,
should be sitting in the action because logically HUD_ is in charge of
the recommendationi: for housing and housing is an industry which
provides employment. This is our argument at all three levels. If we
are going to really solve the problem and not go through a planning
exercise, we are concerned that we do not dump this :nto a planning
stage and that would be the end of it because the coordination of the
skills directly involved and the youth and trainee are the most impor-
tant things to integrate.

We have all the pieces of the action. We put them together to focus

on the problem at all three levels. I think these are the essential parts
of the problem rather than to come up with a reinvented wheel that will
also solve the problem but will create a further time delay.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you both, gentlemen. I appreciate your being

here.
Mr. DANIELS. I now recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin, Con-

gressman Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have listened with great interest to what you have said and I

must say that you leave me somewhat confused. You talk, on the one
hand, about the fact that you do not believe a comprehensive Man-
power Act ought to be passed and by that I trust that you are not sug-
gesting that we maintain the present proliferation of programs, lack
of coordination and the failure to be able to adequatelyplan and oper-
ate a program which does, in fact, cover the whole man because this
is where you go if we don't passanything It is not a question of nothing
versus something, it is a question of maintaining our present system
built up since the early 1960's of grants.

Are you saying that is what we ought to do, we ought to maintain
the -present system ?

Mr. GILMORE. May I begin an answer on that ? Obviously, no. We
used Headstart as an example. Headstart was a program for young
people that provided a new innovative way to work with these folk, and
I think in any proo-ram, Job Corps, NYC, all of these, that Head-
start now has founea home where the basic training aspect is loc,ically
placed within that established agency and I think this is what '='should

be happening to these various programs that are innovative in nature.
I don't think they should remain out there to be disconnected, but I
don't think we are creati:ng P. whole new act, a whole new parallel sys-
tem. I don't think that is the answer. I think makino- those agencies
more responsive which are already established to dj'the things they
were established to do is the answer.

Mr. STEIGER. But, in fact, we cannot do that unless we pass specific
legislation which pulls those presently existing manpower programs,
not vocational education but manpower programs MDTA, those au-
thorized by the Ecloidtaa Opportimity Act which are today in sepa-
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rately split categories and centralized in the District of Columbia,
Washington., and, therefore, spread as they go out on the grant-type
basis to over 10,000 grantees across this country.

So, in effect, you are not saying we ought not to pass that ; are you ?
Mr. GILMORE. What I am sayinc, is that you should strengthen the

acts you already have passed andhave the various proliferated pro-
0-rams brought together in an agency already established to do that
tiunction.

Mr. STEIGER. Which. is the Labor Department ?
Mr. GuatoRE. The Labor Department, it seems to me, should take

the replacement problem and the job bank problem but it seems to me
that we already have an educational system that isthere for the main
purpose of providing training and that there is no need to reestablish
a whole new system of training.

Sr. STEIGER. But, in fact, if you go through my bill or any bill you.
will find in there repeatedly references, which I think we can
strengthen, which say that you shall use ex.1,3ting institutional facilities
where they exist for the purpose of institutional-Lype training.

Mr. Guaronn. One point. I think you say in several places in all
the bills that you should have the Department of Labor obtain con-
currence from HEW or approval. I would submit why not say it ought
to be HEW obtaining concurrence or approval from Labor and also
from Commerce?

Mr. STEIGER. If you go that route, of course, then you are talldng
about the Department of Education and Manp,--Aver training. Let's lay
that one aside. I have supported that and I think that is eventually
where we ought to go but at this point I am talking about just what
we do to take the exiaing manpower progTams that are operated by
the Department of Labor, not by the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, decategorizing them and decentralizi g them.

Are you telling me that you oppose that decategorization and de-
centralization ?

Mr. GnatoRE. If I had to have a choice, I would certainly much
rather see all these brought together in the Department of Labor if
they could not be in any other way. I think they would be much more
effective if you take them as major training components of our total
educational system and place them within that specific acrency.

Mr. REPMAX. Another reason for this, Congressman Aei-rer, we
are tryinc, to relate the recommendations and the economic seructure
rather thIn planning a job program over here without recognizing
what typft of economic or employment opportunity is going on over
here. We are doing_ a theoretical plan over here. If we can cross the
structure or the job demand to the community at the local level be-
cause there is local variations, then you would maximize the reality of
this thing and get the job trainee aimed at a job existing in the economic
structure.

Now, with the help of those agencies that have specific tasks assigned
to them and a coordinated planning basis, then we would have some
real planning and not more exercises.

Mr. STEIGER. Would I be fair in saying that you do in fact, or
would, in fact, support the concept, for example, contained in the ad-
ministration bill for an area planning body made up a public, busi-
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ness, labor, social organizations, those public agencies such as employ-
ment apprenticeship, general vocational education, industrial develop-
ment, labor, human resources development ? They would all go to-
crether ?

Mr. REPMAN. Absolutely. This is our thesis.
Mr_ STEIGER. Fine. That's a step down the road_
Mr. REPMAN. That is the thesis of our manpower tnalysis. We

started out at the local level with the same equipment, bnt it is im-
portant that those people who participate on that committee be experts
and decisionmakers and not letterhead appointees.

Mr. STEIGER. I think we all would agree with that. I don't think
we would fmd anybody in disagreement with that. I must say that from
what we heard yesteiday in Des Moines and I loaow from conversa-
tions with people in Wisconsin that this concern has been expressed
insofar as competition between HEW and the Department of Labor
is concerned and the fear has also been expressed about the creation
of a dual system. I think as one member of this committee that I feel
very strongly there ought not to be a dual system and we have to
work in legislation to be sure that that does not happen. I would just
simply state to you it is not the intent of my bill and I do not believe
it is the intent of the administration bill to do that. This is a fear being
expressed by vocational educators particularly.

The question is what do we do today with the existing programs
which are now zgoino- on and which are not now meeting the needs of
the individuals invocved.

I think Lloyd Meeds is the man who is perhaps more responsible
than any other Member of Congress for the Vocational Education Act
of 196S and I was pleased to be cospo.osor with him of that act.
That act serves a purpose. What we do now to better organize the
delivery system of the existing manpower programs serves another
purpose, not an antithetical purpose, to the 196S act but comple-
mentary and supplementary purposes.

Your testimony is helpful and your concern, I feel, is very deeply
felt. I think what you said in your statement to all of us is further re-
enforcement to be sure we don't do something we don't want. to do in
creating a dual system.

Mr. GiazfoRE. Thank you very much_
Mr. DANIELS. Gentlemer. , thank you very much.
The committee will adjourn for luncli and shall reconvene at

o'cl ock_
(Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 12 :35 p.m., to reconvene

at 2 p.m.)
Aramnxoox SESSION

Mr. DANIELS. The hearing will come to order.
Our next witnesses are Dr. Norwood Cole, Mr. Willard Bill, and

Mr. Walter Roberts.
Pl:.,se step forward.
Mr. CoLE. Thank you, .Mr. Chairman. Mr. Bill will make our

statement..
Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed, Mr. Bil1 -
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STATEMENT OF WILLARD BILL, DIRECTOR OF MDTA, SKAGIT VAL-
LEY COMMUNITY COMTY,GE, muNT VERNON, WASH., ACCOMPA-
NIED BY DR. NORWOOD COLE, PRESIDENT, AND WALTER
ROBERTS, ASSOCIATE DEAN OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. BILL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is an
honor to testify today before this committee on behalf of five Indian
groups. These groups are the Tula lip, Swinomish, Upper Skagit,
Lummi, and Nooksack. The program is being operated on the Tula lip,
Swinomish, and Lummi Indian Reservations. This program is Indian
oriented and that is why I was considered for appointment as director.
I am a Duwamish, Muckleshoot Indian and a schoolteacher of S years'
experience. In the program we are attempting to hire Indians where-
ever possible in profesional or paraprofessional positions. In my re-
port today I will describe the project in hopes thatfrom the description
you may gather ideas that may bO pertinent to pending legislation.

Skagit Valley Community College is the local sponsoring agency.
The program falls under the department of vocational education
which is headed by Walt Roberts. Today I am reporting on behalf
of Dr. Norwood M. Cole, president of Skagit Valley Community
College. I want to add at this point a very important fact. It took
a good deal of courage for the college to undertake the sponsorinp- of
this project. To quote a line from the application :

Training facilities on any of the three reservations are very inadequate. Each
reservation has tribal buildings that may be used if renovated to fit the particular
goals of a portion of the program.

Another line rmds:
Most of the renovation Of buildings will be done by the students in the builiiing

maintenance program as a part of the laboratory experience directly related to
the training sectiOn outline. All work will be done under the supervision of a
quaiiifiecl instructor.

The decision had to be made whether to hold classes on the reserva-
tion or on the school campus. I believe that it wa :. the right decision to
teach cla...es on the reservation. The tribal leaders have stated that
mo.=.t of the students would not have attended if classes had been
taught on the Skagit Valley campus.

On December 3, 1969, we began the building man maintenance pro-
gram with five students in each class. We brought in more studenta as
we were able to provide better facilities. The class has had to have a
large number of laboratory hours because they were charged with
providing facilities for the other classes.

Then we break it down here into the three schools, the square footage
for each school and the purpose of remodeling these buildings. For
example, on the Lummi School the main floor provides three
rooms, office occupaticn, and the garage provides the garage facilities
for us. This was the former garacre for the Columbia Day School and
we were using such facilities which existed before the school gym
burned, to the ground, so this is goin(g. to be a part of our program.

At the Tulalip School, the tribal h.eadquarters, we are remodaing
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that and we were using about three different buildings for classrooms
here. They are mentioned here.

The "Webb" shed, that was used in former days by Swinomish
fishermen to store their nets and was going to be torn down. We moved
it to our school location and we are remodeling it for the garage.

The health occupations unit began January 5, 1970, on the Lumrni
Reservation. The teacher, a Lummi Indian, is an L.P.N. We also have
an R.N. who is a regular member of the Skagit Valley College staff.
The program is designed to train the ivomen for nurses aide positions.
Another important factor that we hope will come out of the program
is better health care of these individual Indian women and their
families

The office occupations classes began February 9, 1970. This has also
proven to be a much needed class not only for the trainee but for the
tribes as well. The tribes are able to use the trainees in on-the-job type
training in the community action program offices, tribal offices, and
in tribal functions. There has been a marked improvement in this class.

The mechanical cluster began March 2, 1970. This class 'also has
a number of 'ancillary benefits other than teaching the trainees to re-
pair engine's. Our claes will at least be able to repair the cars of the
trainees to a point where the trainee will be able to get to work. We
feel this service will encourage the trainee to habitually maintain his
car so that he can be relied upon to get to work every day at starting
time.

We also repair tribal vehicles to 'further strengthen the tribal struc-
ture and help the tribe to provide services to the_ reservation popula-
tion that otherwise might not be Provided. This also provides the
trainees with vehicles and parts to work that do not cut into the pro-
gram funds. We also ask any person or agency to make out a work
requi-ition to present to the teacher prior to the teacher assigning a
trainee to laboratory experience.

Our basic education teachers have a responsibility of teaching the
trainees for a period of 2 hours per day. The teacb.er must keep two
goal, in mind : (1) The GED is a need for many of our trainees. We
have books on how to study for the GED and the teachers are teaching
with the thought that our trainees will be taking the exam. We have
made arrangements for the Skagit Valley College counselor to test for
the GED on each inflividual reservation. (2) The teadiers are making
instruction as relative to everyday living as they can. We feel that we
need to teach in areas, interest rates or loans for example, that will be
practical rather than deal in theory. We have had a numb,:r of evening
insezvice workshops provided by Ray Pruiett, director of extem:ion
courses at Skagit Valley College- The workshops have covered : (a)
audiovisual facilities, (b) library services, (c) philosophy, (c1) teach-
ing techniques, (e) GED and other basic education materials and other
related material.

We have used the metropolitan achievement test March 27 on the
Swinomish Reservation to tesi:, for glade level. If this test proves satis-
factory, we will use it on the other reservations. We also have the
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option of using the GATB and exams at the. disposal of employment
security.

The trainee's first step in entering our proo-ram is to visit his local
employment security office in Everett, Mount'''Vernon, or Bellingham.
The Washington State Employment S=7curity Department then does
the referral to the local reservation school. The local office also assists
our teachers in making out the weekly training- allowance form. The
local office will also test the trainees and do the job development. They.
have also provided help in filing out the MA-102, which is the termina-
tion or transfer form. As our staff becomes more familiar with the
forms, we will become more proficient. Employment security has been
of great help to our program and we appreciate their cooperation.

The Indian advisory committee, 11 members, has a key role in the
success of this program. The committee is composed ok 11 Indians
and represent the rndians that the program serves. They offer their
advice on the policy that the program should follow. These are some of
the suggestions that they have made : (1) An S-hour trainino- day to
be relative to the employment day, (2) arriving on time ever;day for
training, (3) safety training on ihe job, (I) punishment for drinking
during the training, and (5) an insistence on trainees taking pride in
themselves.

Despite many handicaps, we have had an attendance record of about
90 percent. It has been amazing to me that we have had that high a
percentao-e. This is due to the fact that (a) the classes are held on the
reservation, and (b) the advisory committee plays a bin- role in trainee
enrollment, conduct, attendance, and termination. We 7-eel that for the
program to succeed, the advisory committee must be kept informed by
letter and also by day to day contact about the total proo-ram. To the
degree that the Inclian advisory committee participate; in the pro-
dram to that degree the program will be a success.

Other pertinent data: (1) The National Opinion Research Center
is using the ABLE in testing all trainees at the Tulalip school. This
is a program that extends over a period of 21-A years to test the benefits
of MDTA training. Tulalip falls within the urban area. (2) We have
been able to provide day care at Dimmi through our health occupa-
tions class. This has been a necessity, particularly in 'ight of the $35
per week training allowance. If a female trainee has to pay for day
care out of her allowance, it leaves her ver7 little money to pay her
bills. Some of this day care trainin 0- that ihese women received was
not good. (3) Tulalip made sioniecant step by havinIg- a meeting on
the reservation of their adjaceft Marysville school district superin-
tendent and all principals. I was able to sit in on this meeting and I
related to them that I was impressed by the fact that the adimilistra-
tors would attend such a meeting at tribal headquarters. (4) On April
6, 1970, all superintendents of island and Skagit Counties will meet
at our Swinomish school.

We have a list ol agencies here which is not complete which we have
contacted and we will contact in the future as far as helping us in our
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program there. As to the future years, I won't go into those because
each of those would be quite a case in itself, particularly number (5).

Agencies contacted : (a) Employment Security, concerning traanees
MDTA training allowance and advances; (b) Public Assistance, con-
cerning food stamps, child care services; (c) Washington State Parole,
regarding two of our trainees who are on parole ; (d) Salvation Army,
concerning emergency help for trainees: (e) Western Wasbi gton
State College, regarding New Careers testing; (f) American Legion,
assistance for a trainee who is a veteran; (g) Whatcom Foundation,
Inc., application for financial assistance for housing for a trainee; (h)
Bellingham Technical School, one trainee 'was enrolled; (i) Lummi
Health Clinics referral of trainees in need of medical care ; (j) BIA,
regarding training information; (k) School principals (Tulalip) ;
(1) Karman Center (drugs).

The flexibility of Skag,it Valley College in handling this program
cannot be overemphasized. The college was able to recognize the de-
ficiency of Indian education because of the fact that Swinomish was
the teaching responsibility of Skagit Valley College prior to the begin-
ning of the program. However, by offering the classes in the familiar
setting of the reservation, we can enroll a larger number of trainees.
it is our desire that any program wishing to deal with employment
training of Indians consider the flexibility of Skagit Valley College,
training on the reservation and consultation with an Indian advisory
group.

Recommendations : (1) Many programs have been attempted on
our reservations that were of a short duration. I would encourage that
some mechanism be found to fund iNIDTA or other training program
for over the present 1-year period. Our greatest danger is not a
failure in training employable Indians, but to once again disillusion
the Indian by starting a program, offering hope, and then withdraw-
ing the program ; (2) the relatinnship between Employment Security
and Skagit Valley Community College has been a good one and I
would recommend that this relationship as it exists in our MDTA
program be continued; (3) the employment and education problems
on reservations are unique and difficult to understand. It is our belief
that local people and local agencies are best equipped to deal with
these unique problems. A community collep-e, such as Skagit Valley,
is able, because of its contact with the reservation, to understand and
deal more effectively than a regional office; and (4)...the reservations
are in a rural area and this fact again points up the importance of
consulting with local Indian, educational, and employment resources..

To quote from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
No buttoned dow n zealot, fresh off a jet from Washington and to the big

city born, skipped onto the reservation this time with a head and briecase
chocked with idea s for improving the Indians' lot.

The Indians participated in the planning of every step along the way with
Skagit Valley school ofAciais and, in the doing of it, got a training program
tailored to reservation needs.

(The document referred to follows :)
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APPENDIX I.REPORT OF LABOR FORCE: (X) MARCHTULALIP RESERVATION, WASHINGTON, 1970

A. Total resident Indian population (b plus c)

b. Within the reservation
a_ Adjacent to reservation

d. Total under 16 years of age included on line "a"

RESIDENT INDIAN POPULATION OF WORKING AGE (16 YEARS OLD
AND OVER)

E. Total 16 years and over (a minus d)_

f. 16 to 19
g. 20 to 24
h. 25 to 34
I. 35 to 44
j_ 45 to 64
lc_ 65 years and over

M. Not in labor force (16 years and over). total (n phis o plus p plus q)_._

n. Students (16 years and over, including those away at school)_
o. Men, physically or mentally disabled, retired, institutionalized,

etc
p. Women for wham no child-care substitutes are available_ _ _

q. Women, housewives, physically or mentally disabled, insti-
tutionalized, etc

Av3ilable labor farce (16 years and over) (e minus m)
S. Employed, total (t plus u)

L Permanent (more than 12 months)
u_ Temporary (including Persons away on seasonal work)_ _

V. Unemployed (r minus s)
w. Of these. persons actively seeking work

Total Male Fe.nale

535 273 252

475 242 233
60 31 29

235 119 116

300 154 146

69 36 33
60 31 29
45 23 22
38 19 19
64 30 34
24 10 14

129 59 70

44 19 25

40 40
22 22

23 23

171 95 76
98 67 31

39 24 15
59 43 16

73 28 45
19 16 3

Mr. mEEDs. Thank you very much, Mr. Bill.
Would either you, Dr. Cole or Mr. Roberts, have anything that you

would like to add ?
Mr. COLE. Congressman Meeds, of course, you were in on the early

planning of this project. Mr. Roberts was the person who worked very
hard, very diligently over ahnost a year's time in the preparation of
this program. The point is, I think, in most areas of education one has
to decide what kind of primities one does want to expend the avail-
able resources on. We felt in the case of our Indians that there had
been too much paternalism for hundreds of years now and we should
go to them for advice. I think yclu were in on a meeting one night,
which was the most thrilling thing that ever happened to me, when
one of the participants said for the first thne, "Somebody has come
to us and asked us what we want." That has been the attitude under
which this program was developed.

Walt worked on this most of last year in the development of this
along with the others and there is no telling how much money Skagit
Valley College expended in its program without any kind of help,
withc-ut any planning, and I would like for Wait to explain a little bit
of the planning in just a moment.

One other thing that I would emphasize hereLnd that is rural areas
do have problems just as much as the city areas and I would disagree
with the Honorable Mayor when he said all problems are in the cities.
They are not. The same conditions exist. We have our poor, we have
our minorities. We do have a little more time to do some planning.
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But if the big cities had done some of this planning and used some of
their resources wisely, maybe some of the problems would have been
solved long before this.

So, I would close by saying it is important for us to have local self-
determination. But, at the same time, I would also recommend that
we do have a coordinated effort.

Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Dr. Cole.
Wa lt ?
Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you, Mr. Congressman.
I think I'd just like to say that I wish in the formation and develop-

ment of the bills which you are presenting that you would take a very
close look at the implications of putting the responsibility into one
agency. I thipk if you digest the report Mr. Bill made very closely,
you will fmd this is an educational venture with labor as the support-
ing- element.

I am not going to try to take anything away from the responsibility
of labor in all of these determinations, but I would like to say that
I would hope that HEW would have a very strong voice in any bills
that you might put before Congress.

In the formation of this program and in the development, I think
that education needs a strong voice. I know that Skagit Valley College
put itself out on a limb. We made decisions that I think in this case
only education can make. I think this came from years -,f experience
working with groups such as the Indians. I'm not saying that labor
might not have the perception to do the job we did. They are doing it
and we need them very badly. But I am not too sure in th.e rural areas.
I think you can call the State of Washington, in general, a rural area
and it needs to have a strong voice in education. I think labor is very
effective in the -netropolitan areas, but I would say in the rural areas
their education system has the flexibility, it has the klow-how, it has
the perceptibility to implement some of the programs_that are unique
in nature. I think many of us have the ability to implement such
programs.

Thank you.
Mr. MEnos. Thank you very much, Walt, and thank you all, gentle-

men.
I have a couple of brief question.% I will direct this question to you,

Mr. Bill. I have had several letters since the inception of our hearings
on manpower bills from Indians entreating us not to placethe respon-
nibility for manpower programs on a State basis but to retain the juris-
diction in the Federal Government for manpower programs: I Imow
that is a very general statement, but I got the definite impression from
many of these letters that the Indians who were spealdng for their
tribes becaus4 . they were directed from tribal councils were very appre-
hensive about dealing with the State governments under which they
found themselves. Could you comment on that and give us a:iy insight
that perhaps we could use in this legislation, Mr. Bill ?

Mr. Dinn. First, I would have to know which Indians. There are as
many varied Indian opinions as there are varied other opinions. I
would have to "'mow who those Ind i ans were, No. 1.
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No. 2. I can only speak for the five reservation groups and particu-
larly for the three where we are holding our schools in, and we work
on a, day-to-day basis with them. I have their advice and it is their
advice upon wicich this program is working, that it is effective and that
the trainees are taking tremendous pride in themselves. This is not
something that these people take casually because we are dealing with
trainees who have had records of unemployment and we know why.
They don't cret to work on time. They come to work not in condition
to work. They don't stay on the job. They stay a week and quit. They
wind up in prison. So, I'lmow the reasons and that is not a casual state-
ment. This group says this program works and they do not mind the
jurisdiction it is und.er right now. They are in favor of it because it
is working.

So, speaking for those three tribal councils, if I can do that, I would
say that we would differ with those Indian letters you have received.

MEEDS Thank you.
As I recall now, the funding for this program, the overall program,

is comikg through the Department of Labor ; is it not ?
Mr. COLE. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. How much funding do you hare for the present yet! r

under which you are operating ?
Mr. BILL. A total funding Of $708,000.
Mr. MEEDS. How many 'Indian people do you have in training at

the t)rsent time?
Mr. Brtz. Approximately 130.
Mr. MEEDS. All of this is being directed through Skagit Valley Col-

lege; is it not ?
Mr. BILL. '1`,s; the training is provided by Skagit Valley Com-

nnmitv College along with referral.
Mr.'"MEEDS. is this the type of admonition, Walt, that we have from

you, that you want to keep HEW in it ? Is this what you are saying ?
Are you talking about local educational agencies?

Mi. ROBERTS. I am saying that we should take a very close look at
a cooperative venture that would put both labor and HEW on an equal
level. Perhaps what we need at the national level is, and I hate to say
"super azency," something that would be responsible, a board, if you
so desire that would be responsible to see if it is labor. HEW or both
that would do the job at the national level and see if there are multi-
ao-encies which have to be involved in this kind of thing and that they
are utilized.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Steiger?.
Mr. STEIGER. Chairman Meeds, I listened with great interest and I

must say that I am pleased to lmow the kind of work you ht., ve. done.
Since you raised the 9uestion, Mr. Bill, about number (j) the Bureau

of Indian Affairs, you said that is a case history in itself, I would be
fascinated to laiow what is oPing on.

Mr. BILL. Well ofaciallyI am going to make our first presentation
to the Bureau of Indian Affairs next Tuesday in Portland, Oreg. There
is a regional meeting of the Bureau of Indian Affairs superintendents.
Again, it is on the idvice of the committee that I op to them and tell
them about our program and seek cooperation *-ithOut being abrasive.
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This will be a chore, but they tell me it can be done. So, here again I
am following their thinking. We can see many ways in which they can
help.

For example, our program is termed prevocational. These trainees
could do this at Sakagit or wherever.

Mr. MEEDS. Bell ingham
Mr. BIM.. Yes, Bellingham.
If the Bureau would fund those Indians to attend those schools,

we could make a real breakthrough. Again, they would not have to re-
locate the trainees; they would not have to be relocated from the
reservation to a rural area or urban area. They could stay home and go
to a school rather than going to Seattle, Tacoma, Los Angeles or some
other area. We are going to make a big pitch for that and hope that in
this way this will be one of the ways in which they will help our
p rogram.

Mr. STEIGER. I will watch that with great interest.
Mr. CoLE. May I comment ?
Mr. STEIGER. Yes.
Mr. COLE. I have looked with some interest concerning this par-

ticular subject. and it seems to me one of the real problems with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, and I know they have been castigated from
time to time and I have been one who did so and I think they needed it,
as a matter of fact, it is the attitude with which they have worked with
the Indians. They have not worked with them, in most cases, but
they have provided a paternal attitude. In their programs they say,
"We are <rivinfr this to you," and I think this is a real problem in
dealing with any kind of groups. You cannot fro to them and ten
them this is what is !rood for them. You have to point out that you are
there to work with. them and find out what they need. A great deal of
the background in :hi:: particular program we are talking, about, here
comes as a result of friendship that a number of us have had with
the leaders of the Indian gr,ups. It wasn't until about 5 years ag(,
when I became president of Skagit Valley College that I could do mucil
about it. After that we began to go and work with these people.

For instance, we went out and had a great deal of conversation
with the tribal leaders in attemptincr to find out what we could do for
them and with them a:id one of the first prooTams we did was to offer
a course m the repair of small irotors because the Swinomish are con-
cerned principally with fishing. It is a big part of their economy. So,
what they did was to clean out an old oyster shed and we took an
instructor, equipment, and so forth out there and that was the be-
ginning. We wanted to start with some program that would be suc-
cesssful and from that we offered others.

I might add the community colleges in the State of Washington
have to charge a tuiticn. Well, it was not avIdlable. The tuition was
unavailabk to these people . so we financed it out of our regular college
budget. This goes back to my earlier remarks. If you are willincr to
put your money where your commitment is, a lot of this can be accom-
plished.

Mr. STEIGER. I must say that I was pleased by Mr. Roberts' refer-
ence to the fact that not an the problems in this country exist in one
area of the country or in one specific locality.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. IfEEDS. Thank you, gentlemen, for appearing. We appreciate
your testimony.

The next witness will be Mr. Lou Steward, educational director,
Washington State Labor Council, Seattle, Wash.

Mr. Stewart, it is a pleasure to welcome you before this committee.
You have been before four other committees of this Congress and it
is always a pleasure to have your advice.

Please proceed. You may read your statement or summarize. If
you prefer the latter, your entire statement will be made a part of
the record.

Mr. STEWART. Thank you.
Gentlemen, if you don't mind, I would prefer to read it. I think I

can cover more ground in less time. You have a long hearing day be-
hind you and more yet to come.

For the record, my name is Lewis 0. Stewart. I am the educational
director, Washington State Labor Council, AFLCIO.

First, I want to thank you very much for holding this Seattle hear-
ing so that we can contribute our local views to the national legisla-
tive process and especially so since I have learned, that you could
have been enjoying a week's Easter vacation. We are grateful to you.

STATEMENT OF LEWIS 0. STEWART, EDUCATIONA.L DIRECTOR,
WASHINGTON STATE LABOR COITNCIL, SEATTLE, WASH.

Mr. STEWART. President Davis wanted very much to come and tes-
tify today. However, he was already com:Atted to a meeting of the
Conservaiion Cor °Tess being held in Wenatchee. He sends h Is re-
spects and best wishes.

I want also to take this opportunity to express the approval of the
Wasnington State Labor Council to fhe House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor for the Vocational Education Amendinents of 1968.
The state labor council by convention action in 1968 formally and
unanimously endorsed that legislation and. applauded our own Con-
gressman, Lloyd Meeds, for his role.

I am grateful to you this morning, Congressman Steiger, for saying
that Lloyd had contributed more than any other single Congress-
man to that bill. Mr. Steicrer, I thank you for that statement.

We have compared the ihree bills considered here today. As is often
the case where thze persons, or groups of persons, write legislation
in response to a critically urgent need, each of the three bills has com-
mendable f&Itures. However, we believe that the bill which responds
to the most pressing problem in the State of Washington is the O'Hara
bill. The Meeds bill is o-..te which I hadn't seen nor d.id i know about.

Mr. MT.Ens. It is the same as the O'Hara hill.
Mr. STEWART. Privately I will give you the same message, Con-

gressman Meeds.
Tho single most crucial problem in Washington is unemployment.

According to the latest available data, we have almost 10,000 persons
who were previously employed and are now unemployed. The "cov-
ered" unemployment rate jumped from 4.5 percent in It-arch 1969,
to 7.9 percent, reported as of March 25, 1970, and, as vou heard this
morning, it was 8.3 percent very recently.
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We have unemployment rates of 18 percent in two employment se-
curity department districts, with over 14 percent reported 'by the Ana-
cortes office in Congressman Meeds' district, and I am sure that you
are aware of it.

Mr. MEEDs. I surely am.
Mr. STEWART. Total unemployment was estimated to be 97,100 or

7.1 percent of the labor force.
Much of this unemployment, of course, is based on the cutback by

the Boeing Co. The State department of employment security showed
ianothei decline of 5,300 persons employed m the aerospace ndustry

from mid-February to mid-March 1970.
In addition to the cutbacks at Boeing, the building and construction

trades have been hard hit by the freezes on capital construction ordered
both by President Nixon and by Governor Evans. Just one example,
and I could cite many, believe me, during February and March of 1970,
out of 650 structural iron workers in Seattle, from 220 to 250 have
been out of work.

Yesterday we were conducting a legislative workshop over in Pasco.
I complimented the_ people there, there were so many Luilding and
construction tradesmen present. I was somewhat dismayed. when I
learned that they -ould rather have been workilecr and earning a
hvmg than being in ..iy workshop.

This administration, under the guise of alleviating the inflationary
spiral by raising interest rates, has caused severe cutbacks in the home-
building industry. I hope you realize raise in interest rates last
year alone will cost more in a 30-year payoff on a home or office build

i

-
ing than the total labor cost that went nto that building and that is the
increase in labor, the increase in interest, and not the totai interest.

Please do not dismiss my picture of our unemployment rates as
being only temporary. To be sure, we pray that these extreme rates
will improve. But Washington is and has -oeen a high "covered un-
employment" State, as shown in the following table.

The msured unemployment rate for the United States is 1964 was
3.7 percent, for Washington State it was 6.6 percent, with Washington
ranl.±ig second; for the United States in. 1965 it was 2.9 percent, for
Washington State it was 4.8 percent, with Washington ranking third;
fer the United States in 1966 it was 2_2 percent, for Washington State
it was 3 percent, with Washington ranking eleventh ; for the United
States in 1967 it was 2.4 percent, for Washington State it -was 3.3 per-
cent, with Washingt,on ranki .g sixth ; for the United States in 1968
it was 2.2 percent, for Washington State it was 3_2 percent, with
Wrshington. ranking sixth ; and the 5-year average for the United
States is 2.7 percent, for Washington State it is 4.2 percent, with
Washington ranldng third.

Now, my purpose in stressing the unemployment picture in a hearing
on these manpower bills are twofold, first, the O'Hara bill, H.R. 11620,
end the Meeds bill, is the only one of the three bills which has public
service employment as a component part of the bill. We are not advo-
cating public service employment as sort of a necessity. Howe .-er, as a
last resort, if people cannot work in private industry, we think public
service employment is the answer.
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It is one thing for government, whether local, State, or Federal, to
provide financial assistance to the training of persons so that they
may become self-sustaining. It is something else again to see that those
persons, so trained, can actually go to work and apply their new skills.
If they must compete for jobs with unemployeo persons, who have
previously been employed and are now lookino- for work, they have
very little chance if any, of actually getting japs. You cannot expect
a businessman to look favorably upon a new applicant for wor when
there is an experienced man with a good work record right behind
him. If a previously unemployed man undertakes training for the pur-
pose of getting a job and then, after his training, he still can't go to
work, the result is even more tragic than his original situation. The
O'Hara bill is the only one of these three bills which even attempts to
contemplate some degree of assurance that work experience will follow
trainino-.

I mist:ht saw at this point, Cono-ressman Steiger, that one of the best
features, I Clink, of your bill isthat you inquire that the State plan
include the State plan for puttino- people. to work. But, again, it is
only a plan and (Ices not provide assurance of employment as the
O'Hara bill does, in our view.

In addition to competing with people who have been worldng and
are now unemployed, many of them who are unemployed are highly
skilled people which makes it even tougher for the newly trained
person to get his on-the-job experience.

Second; we had a purpose in stressing the cutbacks at Boeing and
in t'ae building and construction trades here in Washington. The.%
kini-ls of layoffs or cutbacks put literally thousands of persons, who
possess finr skills, in addition to just being previously employed, out
of work and in ihe job market. The newly trained people would not
only be ceinpeting with previously employed persons with good work
records, but they would be competing un many instances with highly
skilled, underemployed (intermittently employed) persons whose
skills and job know-flow are highly adaptable to other kinds of work.
This situation makes it doubly difficult for the newly trained entrant to
cret his first on-the-job experiences.

The O'Hara bill, with its provisions to put trainees on the job, even
if such work must be provided, addresses itself to the single toughest
problem facing manpower educators. That emphasis alone would cause
us to support the O'Hara bill.

I would like to point out after I prepared my statement I found in
yesterday's Post-Intelligencer on page 6 an item from the New York
Times that Senator Gaylord Nelson, Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Employment, Manpower, and Poverty, "Questioned the policy of com-
mitting money for job training when there might not be jobs for the
trainees." We think we are in pretty good company with .5:-enator
Nelson or vice versa.

Mr. STEIGER. I'm sure, "vice versa."
Mr. STEWART. No comment.
The O'Hara bill provides yet another solution to o-etting the newly

trained person regular employment. Unlike the other two bills being
considered here today, the O'Hara bill also provides for upgrading the
sbills of underemployed persons. Again, we ask how effective is a man-
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power training procrram which adds entrants to an already over-
loaded, bottom level7lowest skilled category of work, where thousands
of persons are already working at less than their potential capacities?
The O'Hara bill would make room for newly trained.persons, by as-
sisting other persons already on their jobs, but potentially capable of
doim hi!dier levels of work, to move up their career ladders.

Before I sum up, if I may, I should like to comment on a couple of
pieces of testimony this ,-aorning. I should like to point out to the com-
mittee that :he conflicting testimony of Mayor Wes Uhlman and
Mr. Ifemstad, representing the Governor, very aptly illustrates the
present, let alone future, cumbersome coordination a the conditions
contemplated in the adinmistration's bills. The Meeds mid O'Hara bills
cut all that short and make one per,on, the Secretary of Labor, re-
sponsible for manpower training programs. In the administration
bill that. our Governor seems to favor so well, tlie plethora of
additional !,overnmental eoordination may create some. en,ployment
itself in government bureaus or bureaucracies, but that won't be fer
the persons who need the employment the most.

1 invite you to inspect page V of the Library of Congress analysis
of October 1. 1969, and vou will see an organizational flow chart based
on the administration bill that would take at least 3 years to set in
motion.

I would also like to point out that the programs you have. heard
,about this morning, the very excellent program going on up in
Snohomish County and the very excellent program going on at,
Skagit Valley College, could be carried on under the O'Hara bill and
without tbe Secretary of Labor having to get concurrence from the
Secretary of HEW, without the Governor having to get approval from
a local administrator or vice versa. With one person, the Secretary of
Labor, responsible for establishment through contractual procedure
either with public or private agencies, every one of the effective schools
in the State of Washin.7ton could be used.

I would further point out that the compelling use of HEW that the
educators seem to ask for would not even be a subject. for discussion
here today if the educators and HEW lmd been doing their business
over the past several years, and we question why they have to be
brought into the act at all.

We appreciateand I am still referring to the testimony this
morningthe efforts of tbe Governor by bis Camps executive order,
however belated it is, but I should like to point, out that less than 2
months ago the legislature in the State of Washington at the personal
request. of the Governor split vocational rehabilitation away from the
education family where it has been a job training agency ever since.
Organized labor helped to set it up in 1933. They split it away from
vocational education and moved it over to he welfare, a<rencies. Now
we need an executive order to put them back together again in this
Camps program.

The O'Hara bill cuts out this kind of arbitrary, if not frivolous,
administration of manpower agencies and vests the administration
and responsibility for manpower in the. Secretary of Labor.

As far as the requirement of the State plan that both the Steiger
bill and administration bill contemplate, let me, cite, Congressman
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Meeds, that it has been now almost 2 years since the Vocational Amend-
ments of 1968 went through the Congress and, as you know, we sup-
ported that, and one of the main points on which we based our sup-
port was the requil'ement of a State plan for vocational education.
Almost 2 years have gone by and still in the State of Washington we
do not have one single coordinated comprehensive State plan for voca-
tional education covering both federally financed and State financed
education, whether in the common schools or community colleges or
the vo-tec institutions. Now, if we have to have a comprehensive State
plan before manpower training is effective, it would look to me like

at least 3 years and maybe more before we were qualified.
In sum, then, we urge that this select committee do recommend to

your parent Committee on Education and Labor endorsement of
the O'Hara bill as that bill which truly answers the problems of
getting manpower trained, getting them to work so as to utilize their
training, and getting nndertrained and underemployed manpower a
more effective portion of the good things in life.

Finally, we want to comment that section 2 of the O'Hara bill is one
of the finest statements of human rights to be published in recent years.
It is a statement to which every American citizen can subscribe. Even
the most reactionary, antilabor espouser of the so-called "Right to
Work" laws must be hard put to refuse to join with trade unions in

supporting the philosophy expressed in section 2 in its entirety and
especially the declaration in paragraph (b), and I would like to
read it :

(b) It is within the capability of the United States to provide every Amer-
ican who is able and willing to work, full opportunity, within the framework
of a free society, to prepare himself for and obtain employment at the highest
level of productivity, responsibility, and remuneration within the limits of his

Thank you again for the opportunity to be heard on this matter of
critical and crucial importance.

Mr, MEEDS. Thank you very much, Lou.
I was particularly impressed with one thing which I think you

poMted out that no one mentioned this morning and I am sorry I
overlooked it in previous questions because I would have liked to have
asked other witnessesl:bout it. You say the O'Hara bill makes room for
newly trained persons by persons already on thei2 jobs but potentially
capable of doing higher level work moving up their career laddera.

Mr. STEWART. Upgrading ; that's right.
Mr. MEEDS. I have to ao-ree with you and I want you, if you will, to

enlarge on it a little bit. f have to agree with you that retraining and
upgrading and upward mobility is a, very important part of an v obod
manpower training bill and it seems to me that this may need to be one
of the most important aspects of the Manpower Training Act bill,
because if we are going to make room at the bottom for those who
have no skills, we are

t'obing
to have to move those who have capabili-

ties of acquirmg morehiglier skills up higher.
Would you like to comment on how you think upward mobility

fits into the total picture, Lou ?
Mr. STEWART. -Well, I could comment, Congressman, both generally

and specifically. I don't really know what you want.
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Every oraphie picture, tha, you .-ve of the makeup of our labor
.force iii the,se United States shows that. the low-skilled and semi-
skilled segments of employment. decrease year by year by year, and
vet this is the precise place where most entry level job tratning,
employment training, is aimed for.

Now, if the low-skilled or semi-skilled occupations require. 7rewer
and fewer people, and this is where our training is preparing peopFe
to go, then it seems logical that we have. to get some of the people out .

of there. Also . besides the absolute number of jobs, this is the very
first place that. people are laid off and put out of the labor tuarket
long before the en!,ineers yon heard about tliis morninp. that Boeing
was layin!, off, the ordinary helper classifieations in the Boein<e plant,
and I cite that as just. one example and not a whole case.

I. don't know if I have answered your question or not..
Mr. Maros. Yes, you have..
Mr. STEIGER.. You also stressed the necessity of vocational t'klnrii-

tioanl trainirp.. just. give you some Si atisties that are. pretty close

to accurate because I don't recall exactly. In 1908 we spent about 2.1
billion dollars in job training programs across the. Nation, the Fed-
eral Government (lid. We trained over 1 million people, trained or re-
trained over 1 million people. JUdging on a. 75 percent. job retention
level of those trainees of over 6 months, it would he, somewhere
around 975,000 people who were. trained and who were capable of
assimilatim routine jobs over these 0 months.

During the same. period of time 900,000 young people dropped out
of our hipli schools and, so, with the expenditure of $2.1 bdlion we
were able to extricate probably 900,000 to 975,000 people. During the
same period of time the 900,000 people who were dropping out of our
high schools, many of these, a good share, in fact, will enter the pool of
employability.

Now, what role can vocational education play starting to cut at the
source, of the problem here rather than in dealing with the manifesta-
tion and the ultimate result of the problem?

Mr. STEWART. If I may answer your questions by using an example
or two, I shall. It has been demonstrated here in the State of Wash-
ington in several places, over in the tricities and just south of Seattle
and the, common school districts of High Line, Federal Way, and
South Central, that vocational educational programs set up to allevi-
ate the dropout program to give, students a program to which they
can tie, to give the students something that they will find interest in,
these. kids not. only stay in school but, lo and behold, their academie
grades pick up. I think here are two very small examples of what
vocational education, per se, has done and this conld be multiplied by
as many districts as there are in the country.

Mr. ?HEEDS, Thank you, Lou, very much. Again, I appreciate your
being here.

'N Tr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, MT. Chairman.
I appreciate. very much your testimony, Mr. Stewart. What has been

the, result of the aftermath of the confrontation which took place in
Seattle between the blacks and the building trades?

Mr. STEWART. What has been the result?
-Arr. STEIGER. yes.
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Mr. STEwAirr. There have been a number of results. One,. I think
some of the. unions which, I believe, candidly had been practicing some
discrimination, whether knowingly or not, have now been alerted to
the problem and are now more actively e.ngaged in the Operation : Out-
reach, an AFLCIO and Department of Labor program which the,
State Labor Council and the Kin.e. County Central Labor. Council
both endorsed '2, Years ago last February. The one or two unions who
were resisting that operation are now actively participating and, bet-
ter yet, making it go. That is one result.

Second, there is a court. case pending, a court case on whether.or not
the unions and the employers must chan!re their apprenticeship sys-
tem to provide. for something like the Philadelphia plan, something
like a quota. system in violation of the. Civil Rights Aet. That
case is still pendhyr, so I cite the editorial way in which I ii117;wered
your question. I wouldn't, comment further.

lr. STEfolaz. Yon are not, editorializing that there is a quota sys-
tem proped by the Philadelphia plan, ore. you?

Mr. Saanv Airr. Oh yes: insofar ns I use the word "quota." I have edi-
toriolized this because the people. who have advocated this Philadel-
phia, plan say it is not a quota system.

Mr. SMWEE. That is correct. It isn't.
M. STEwAirr. That's what I keep hearino them saV.
Mr, Srrmoint. Has the Philadelphia plan been proposed in Seattle'?
Mr, STEwAirr. Something similar to it was agreed to between an or-

ganization called the Central Area Contractors Association, which, so
far as I know, is not made up of contractors, and the city p-overnmem,
not Mayor I:filinan but. his predecessor, and the executive officer of
King County in which a. quota of minority people. black people if
you ivill, have to be employed on capital ;:onstruction work. There
was an attempt. This was not the Philadelphia plan. per se, in that
Art Fletcher himself did not come out here, so far as I know, and use
the muscle.of the Secretary of Labor. I-Towever, the same priciple was
involved. So, insofar as the same principle was involved, my answer
is a modified yes.

Mr. STE10ER. Ifas there been an increase in minority employment
in the, building trades since this'?

Mr. STEWART. cannot answer that, not that I am tryi no- to evade
it, but mostly because your ouestion contains a fact. Your question
contains the fact that there needed to be an i:icrease in the buildin!).
trades. This is not. the case, so I cannot answer your question directly.

For example, the Cement Finishers' Union liad more than twice
its fair proportion of minority people in the union. In other words,
it had more than twice the ratio of blacks to the whites found in the
population at 'Jorge and the ceme»t finishers are in the lmild hip- trades.
Now, these, are the. hip- p-roups of bnildinp- tradesmen. Some of the
smaller unions, and I will mention one which I mentioned in my testi-
mony, the. Structural Iron Workers, have not had Hack members or
any substantial number of tbera. They have actively been supporting
mid working with Operation Outreach in order to get minority peo-
plo prepared to go to work on a structural iron job.

Let. me point out to you that you ean't take just any person and
him. say, on the Seattle First National bank Building on a struc-
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tural iron job without considerable preparation, so it will take a little
while for these two or three unions, and I would say three at the most
who have had a very small proportion.of black people, a year or so,
to make an improvement in that situation.

Mr. STEIGER. In your support for public service employment, does
this also include support for public works construction employment
as well as opportunities in the health or recreation field?

Mr. STEwmrr. By all means. By all means. I would support Mayor
Wes Uhlman's and Congressman Meeds' observations about the need
for the transportation system to be developed and it could be devel-
oped hero under the O'Hara bill or with the help of the O'Hara bill.
This is public works and I support it very much so.

Now, to be sure, we have barely scratched the surface in some of the
service-type occupations. We could expand those greatly, but there
could also and must also be far more employment in the traditional
kinds of crafts.

Mr. STE/GEP. Thank you.
Mr. S'I'EWAwr. I am sorry, Chairimui Daniels, that I did not ham

the opportunity to speak before you. I am very happy that you are
here in Seattle and I want to extend President Joe Davis' greetings
on behalf of the State Labor Council, AFLCIO. Thank you for
coining.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you for coming. I'm sorry that I did not hear
your testimony. I had to step out for a minute.

Our next witness is Charles A. Johnson, program specialist, Coor-
dinating Council for Occupational Education for the State of Wash-
inQton.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. JOHNSON, PROGRAM SPECIALIST, CO-

ORDINATING COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION FOR THE

STATE OF WASHINGTON, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK H. WIMER,
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH, COORDINATING

COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, AND DENNIS E.
ROLEY, DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES AND SPECIAL

PROGRAMS, COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION

Mr. JouNsoN. If I may, I would like to state I share the splendid
misery of being able to testify before your committee. There are two
members here who do not have statements to make, but are available
for questioning if you would like to later.

Mr. DANIELS. You may have the witnesses sit alongside you.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Frank H. Wimer, director of- planning and re-

search, and Dennis E. Roley, director of administrative services and
special programs.

Mr. DANIELS. You have a prepared statement. Do you desire to read
your statement or submit it for the record? You are free to proceed
in any manner you so desire.

Mr. JonNsoN. I think in the interest o-f time, Mr. Chairman, that
I will speak extemporaneously and follow, however, the general text
as prepared.
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Mr. DAxIELs. Without objection, your statement will be inserted
in the record at this point.

(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT BY C IIARLES A. JOHN SON, PROGRAM SPECIAL 1ST, WASII N GTON STATE
COODINATING COU N CIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL ButrcArioN

Honored members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Charles
A. Johnson and I am privileged to present the viewpoint of the Coordinating
Connell for Occupational Education for the State of Washington, the agency
responsible for our State's programs of vocational education and vocational
relmhilitation. I convey special greetings to Congressman Meeds from Mrs. Fred
Radke, Chairman of the Coordinating Council, and from Mr. Ernest Kramer,
State Director of Vocational Education. Both of them, and their staff members,
have put tremendous amonnts of personal and professional dedication, of
thoughtful consideration, into the areas of interest which bring this Committee
here today. All of us are mindful of the overriding concern of the Committee
itself which the holding of such a hearing signifies, and are grateful indeed for
the opportunity to exelmnge ideas and viewpoints with you.

We all stand at a crucial crossroads. A dangerous divergence, a separatism
is being proposed that deserves our most critical and candid attention. Despite
one's best efforts to maintain a strict objectivity. I suppose that the members
of the Clminittee in this, or any other fact-finding mission, tend to wonder
what special personal bias might he tcriding to color the thoughts of persons
who appear before you. I am reminded of a phrase tlmt was commonly nsed with
regard to the circumstances i II Pre-World War II Europe. ln response to a
question about personal feelings toward those alliances which were building
up during the 1930's, many people tended to answer, "I'm neutral". A frequent
rejoinder was. "Yes, I know. but whose side are you neutral on?"

In speaking to you today in the capacity of a Vocational Education Program
Specialist for the Coordinating Council for Occupational Education, I do, of
course, repreoent "the establishment". Ilowever. it may lie germane to addi-
tionally mention that I came into my present assignment by way of a background
in the 1irivate vocational school field, both here in Washington State and prior
to that. in California. My basic orientation is to the pragmatic, elst-conseions,
eonsmaer-directed world of the profit-seeking private sector. The world .where
only thz fit survive. The world where the customer is Id ng and wlier; the busi-
ness of vocational education has only one possible goal if the student-customer
is to be satisfieda job.

Only in very recent. times has this goal come into sharp focus as perhaps the
only valid measure of effectiveness with which to gauge vocational education
programs ill many agencies of the public F,ector. The Congress is to be compli-
mented for its interest in and recognition of the needs of peoph, as a primary
activity and proper mandate to all who underta ke people-oriented voca tiona 1
training responsibilities. It is a real testimonial that Pnblie Law 90-576 almost
was unanhnonsly supported, with differences of only a minor nature ill resolving
final passage. Our Wmthington State delegathai Was particularly active in its
support of this landmark legislationa fact for wldeh we can all be justly
proud.

Never before in our country's history have the issues which you seek to iden-
tify and effectively deal with, been of greater significance nor more urgently
deserving of the utmost in thoughtful, considered, intense examination. I some-
times wonder if Rudyard Kipling may have been addressing himself to members
of the -United States Congress when he penned his famous lines entitled "If",
which start. "If you can keep your head when all about you are losing theirs and
blaming it on yon . . . ." Never before have the cries, "Do something, do some-
thing", been louder or more insistent in the land. And it's the "What to do, what
to do" response that brings us all here today.

Can I quickly summarize several key points upon which th( e appe:Ir = to he
general agreement? Perhaps the most critical of these is the c. nerstone--what
is vocational education. The Advisory Council on Voeational Edurati )11 pro-
vided an answer in the very title of its general report; a report width provided

signitieant point of beginning in the development of Public Law 90-576. The
report was entitled, quote, Vocational EducationThe Bridge Between Alan
and I-Iis Work, unquote, and it said in part, and I quote again :
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"The centralitN of work in the day-to-Jay lives of peorde and the ways in
which influences the social, c7ivic, cultural, and personal relationships of in-
dividuals, must take on new meanings and a new emphasis in the total educa-
tional rifocess. An oecupation is the most occupying of all hnman activities.
It sets the standard of living, it infinemes iamily relationships. mid it controls
the quantity and quality of civic par Acipal ion and resptaisibility. Education
looms large as a. factor in the solution of the social itWieavals of the Miff's. nd
the ability to perform the work that society is willing to buy is one of the ele-
ments related to the social problem."

We submit that there is an incontrovertible relationship that must exist be-
tween the specialty field of vocational education and the broader-based under-
taking we refer to as general education. The road to separatism is filled with
perils. It may well hold out the lure of short-term solutions, but seldom indeed
has been found satisfactory for achieving geimine equality for those who become
obliged to make a choice, or for whom circumstances force a choice of diverging
roads. Separatism somethnes only serves to perpetuate the very inequities we
may have hoped to correct.

If anything of value can be singled out as of paramount importance from
what's been learned in educational circles or, even more appropriately, by the
whole of our society in recent years. it might he hoped that this would be the
fallacy of the college syndrome. I will hope that Lowell Borkett, Executive
Direetor of the American Vocational Association, was looking backward in time
when he recently observed in rent:irks to the Subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower and Poverty of the Senate's Labor and Public Welfare Committee,
that, quote, "There is something terribly wrong with its values when a society
stigmatizes its craftsmen; when our educators cannot instill in their students
a regard for the dignity of work; when a refrigerator technician, or a plumber,
can earn $20,000 a year and yet be considered a second-class citizen, educationally
and socially."

Can't We hope that a lessening luis and is occurring in the unrealistic status
hierarchy, fostered in large measo by a preoccupation with only an academic
concept in education which has per:4ed in an implicaton to ;ill wu citizen
and particularly our youth, that only some :15% of those who inhabit the world
of work can be considered as first-class citizens?

And, as the basic architects of legislation which will set events in motion that
must heavily influence the destinies of these persons for years to conic, can the
Congress afford to think in terms of creating a second educational system, in
preference to strengthening the sinews and resources within the existing system ;
a system with the potential competence for an educational focus which is truly
comprehensive.

The legislation currently being considered seems to us to be clearly a step
toward greater divergence, removing vocational education and manpower train-
ing activities from the mainstream of public education and therefor limiting or
entirely removing the primary source we have, uniquely, in our educational
system to bring realistic, meaningful education to ALL people, while simul-
taneously de-emphasizing the artificial status environment that is plaguing the
world of occupations.

No one could deny the need for bringing order out of what certainly have
become sonic chaotic conditions related to manpower concerns. Truly compre-
hensive ma.npower planning is essential and the legislation currently being
considered ln the name of comprehensive manpower systems is certain'y dealing
with an area which demands careful restructuring. However, we feel that no-
where in these present proposals is there the most critical element needed to
assure its successnamely, that the responsibility for the educational competence
of the manpower program would rest clearly with the program of education.
Instead, wc see several proposals. each of which appears to further proliferate
manpower training activities rather than to reduee such proliferation.

Justifiable criticism of many H.E.W. functions comes from many qnarters.
Coupled with the criticism there is frequently some specific suggestion for-

improvement. Of particular significance to the Congress should be the recognition
that suggestions and criticisms are coming from within the educntional com-
munity itself, not alone from its detractors or its outside critics. James Nemmer,
for example, in his book "-Who Controls American Education", was openly
critical of many of the O.E.O. research projects nndertaken to seek out the
improvement at the root level of educational programs. But he fkpplauded the
urgent need for more research, fie commended the devOopment, for example,.
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by Dr. Zacharias at M.I.T. of the concepts and structure of regional educational
laboratories under the J965 Elementary and Secondary Educatiwi Act. Improve-
ment has resulted from research. Charles Jung, Project Director for the Regional
Educational.Laboratory in Portland, Oregon, was quoted in the March 9th edition
of the X ationat Obser rcr as sayilig that the labs might. well have paid off,
had they been permitted to continue. -The notion'', he says, -that when there
isn't an innuediate product payoff the work ought to be stopped is a very
short-range view."

Commenting on the President's pi.opoed National Institute of Education under
whi0: Mr. N calls for "a new era of reform and progress for those who teach
and those who learn, through educational research", Mr. Jung observed that "It
(the National Institute) had better be a lot more than the past kind of demon-
stration projects that haven't given people the chance to learn the DO-IT side of
things ; the whole issue of adapting innovations to the local setting. If this prob-
lem isn't attneked, it will mean we'll just have another great big shuffling, a lot
of chaos, and very little payoff."

Time and again, in the observations of vocational education in light of its
relative successes and failures :,s the alternately infant, child and adolescent
member of the educational family, one cannot lose sight of the critical relationship
littween funding and. failure. Only in fairy stories does a kind Godmother appear
to provide what finery it took for Cinderella to attend the ball equally outlined
with her more favored sisters. Being a stepchild isn't usually that much fon.
Realistic parents know it takes just as much money to make each child equally
presentable. Looking at the comparative budgeting, however, whether national,
state or local, it appears that for many years those with the responsibilities for
funding priorities have had an abiding faith that a fairy Godmother really does
exist and that little Cinderella would make out OK in spite of her being left in
the ashes by them.

Only as recently as March 17, the Select Labor Suh-Committee heard Andrew
Biemiller of the AFL-CIO state, in support of his contention that the Federal
government should subsidize jobs in the pablie serviee. that. and I quote, "We
are :naler no illusions as to cost. It will not be cher.p." unquote. He quoted
President George Meany's testimony of May 7, 1965. in part, quote, "Let me deal
for a moment with the reactions of those who talk only about the cost. They are
the ones who never discuss how costly it is to do nothing." unquote.

Just one further referencenot to labor the point. Donald M. Kendall, President
of Pepsi-Co was quoted in the March 30th (current) issue of U.S. News and World
Report, as the outgoing chairman of the National Alliance of Businessmen as
follows: Question, "What is the average cost of training a hard-core individual so
he can hold a job?" Answer, -It runs about $2,900 on a countrywide basis." Mr.
Kendall later responded to another question about whether this amount could
possibly be justified, by supporting figures evidencing the gains from converting
"tax eaters" into taxpayersan immediate saving, he said, of as much as $3,100
per year for the head of a family of four.

Far from a restatement of the age-old cliche that all it takes to cure anything is
more money, let me close by reasserting the several points which comprise our
principal concerns. Admittedly, money woes must be one of these. The facts are
visible to anyone comparing appropriations for higher education and vocational
education. But, isn't it true that one tends to put his money where his heart is.
And that the disastrous and cruel misalignment of priorities to support a status
hierarchy has been a product of our culture, a long time in the building?

It might then appear that at long last many of us are in agreementlabor,
industry and the educational communitiesthat our priorities must be realigned
at whatever the cost. We are in agreement that people. not programs, count. We
are in agreement that the Statement of Purpose contained in the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 as a definition of what vocational education ought to du,
simultaneously and completely serves as a definition of what manpower training
ought to do ; only the persistence of semanticists seems to prevent the terms from
achieving complete interchangeability. ion know the wording of that statement :

". . so that persons of all ages in all communities of the Statethose in
high school, those who have completed or discontinued their formal education
and are preparing to enter the labor market, those who have already entered the
labor market but need to upgrade their skills or learn new ones, those with special
educational handicaps, and those in post-secondary schoolswill have ready
access to vocational training or retraining which is of high quality, which is
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realistic in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employ-
ment, and which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from
such tra i ning."

If such be our agreement, then it now appears the difference is resolved chiefly
into the means by which to deliver the services to the ultimate userthe
unemployed, the underemployed, the never-employed.

Our contention here today is that the thrust of this currently proposed legisla-

tion would establish such activities in a different setting, away from the primary
feducational activities instead of the alternative of establishing some form et
interdepartmental council or coordinating body as a vehicle through which the
conceptual objectives of coznprehensive manpower h.gislation could be achieved.
In adopting these pending bills, were the Congress to accept the lure of short-term
possible gain of administrative orderliness through the super-agency Department
of Labor concept, we feel then a long-term loss becomes equally inevitahie. You
cannot escape the simultaneous statement contained in such action that education
Is one thing but occupational training is something else ; that educators can
continue to prepare the favored class for academic pursuits but tradesmen, crafts-
men and ill the noncollege bound belong in another camp divorced from educa-
tional excellence. You would rove that the semanticists had been right all fzlong
and, we fear, set hack for many more years the hard-won current gains toward
real unification through one single educational system for all persons, touching

eveione in only varyinn- degrees.
What a price to payfor the ability Mr. Biemiller visualized in summarizing

labor's rationale for supporting the O'Hara Billthe simplistic and attractive
statement that, and I quote, "It points the finger at the Secretary of Labor and
says, You're it.' . . . If things go wrong, the Secretary of Labor is responsible
and he should shoulder the .)lame." Such tidiness may indeed be strong impetus
for the sepport lent this bill by the frequently quota] number of one hundred and
eleve,t w-F,00nsors. But, Mr. Chairman, may I submit with no intent at levity
that it also may well have been an extremely tidy baby that slid down the drain
with the bath water.

Thank you for this opportunity to express our sincere concern to your eminently

concerned Committee.
Mr. JOHNSON. The viewpoint I am presenting is the viewpoint of

the Council for Occupational Education for the State of Washing-
tion. I would stipulate that that is the agency responsible for our pro-
(Tram and for our council statewide.

would not want the opportunity to pass unnoticed to bring greet-

ings to Congressman. Meeds from Mrs. Fred Ratke, chairman of the,

coordinating council.
In addition, I would like to highlight the fact; the premise upon

which this testimony is based is contained in the second paragraph,
that we stand at 'a, crucial crwsroads. A. dangerous divergence, a
separatism, is being proposed by the three pieces of legislation that
your committee has under consideration.

I would also suggest that I would want to establish my own persona!

bias in this situation because perhaps I bring to my present office a
backp.ror nd that may be somewhat different than that of the establish-
ment. I am at the moment a part, of that "extra layer" of Stale <Tovern-

meat the mayor referred to this morning, but I reached that ti,roagh
private, enterprise. I think perhaps my peronal bias it., for a real
recognition of the need for vocational education to exist.

I think the development of Public Law OCI--576, and the statement
contained on page 3 of the prepared testimony from the 'Vocational
Education Report from the Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion, states very clearly the fact that vocational education is becoming
more essential and important in the daily lives of people all over the
country.. We have to take A new look at perhaiis lAow to render service

to those nidividuals.
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think I would want to quote directly from the testimony on
page 3.

We submit that there is an incontrovertible relationship that must exist be-
twen the specialty field of vocational education and the broader-based under-
taking we refer to as general -ducation. The road to separatism is fined with
perils. It may well hold out a- lure of short-term solutions, but seldom indeed
has been found satisfactory for achieving genuine equality for those who become
obliged to make a choice, or for whom circumstances force rt choice of diverging
roadt:. Separatism sometimes only serves to perpetuate the very inequities we
may have hoped to correct.

The college syndrome is a fallacy. There is a place in the general
stream of education for each system and each, then, should be
touched by it. Then all we need to relate is the degree to which they
are to be. touched and the means by which they ,.re to he touched.

We fear the establishment of a second educational system in
preference to this strengthening of the existing system because we
feel the educational competence that is required in this business of
preparing i)eople for the world of work may not be provided in the
bills that'. are before you. We see a divergence from the mainstream of
public education with two entities being established rather than one
and vocational education being removed from the mainstream. I think
testimony was given earlier today expressing the. concern of educators
for the removal of vocational education in that the approach of voca-
tional education has been emerging in recent years to work itself back
down into the K-to-12 system down into the grade, school, begimiing to
approach the problem at its root rather than, wait for the problem
to develop. I am talking in terms of postsecondary education for the
average individual invOlved in the manpower training, talking to
him at a point in his life where he has already left the educational
system and we are approaching him with something new. Maybe the
fact is the solution lies in keeping the strong emphasis on vocational
education as a part of the original education system, and that might,
then, approach the root cause of the problem rather than waiting to
treat Hie result of the subsequent problem.

We think mueli of the criticism of the functions at the present
level perhaps as envisioned_ by HEW. It is very justifiable. I think,
however, Congress should recognize a great deal of that criticism is
coming out. of the educational community itself. We are aware, the
educational conummity is aware, of the shoitcomings which exist.
,Tame: Koerner, whom I quote on page 5 "Who Controls American
Education," he, however, did not say, "no not do research." Here,
again, / think that may be one of the laxities that exists in these

tlie. lack of educational research to take apart the lack of account-
ability is one of the key points.

The President's proposal, which I allude to on page 6, in his state-
ment of March 9 he. made provision for additional echicational re-
search under the establishment of the National Institute for Educa-
tion, the NIE proposal, which I am sure you are familiar with.

think, again, that vocational education, if that be on trial, and
sometimes it appears as thomh it is, that wt., do not want to take
what the youngsters today call cop-out and say the reason for this has
simply been the lack of funding. On the ether hand, I don't think you
can irnore the relationship betwAy cess and funding.
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e relate on page 6 and parte 7 to those issues of the lack of fund-
ing and the need for fundieg and we also find there is a great deal
of support for this contention that more money is needed. It comes
from labor. I quoted Airlrew Biemiller on page 6 and I quoted
Mr. Kendall, outgoing president. of Pepsi-Cola .,. and also outgoing
chairman of the National Alliance of Businessmen. He doesn't think
that is a lot of money because. he backs it up by saying it is a gain
of $3,100 per year for the head of a family of four.

I think, perhaps, in an effort to summarize, chat I would want. to
read from the prepared statement on page 8. Our contention here
today is that, the thrust of this currently proposed legislation would
establish such activities in a different. setting, away from the primary
educational activities in.;tead of the alternative of establishing some
form of interdepartmental council or coordinating body as a vehicle
through which the conceptual objectives of comprehensive manpower
legislation could be achieved. In adopting these pending bills, were
the Congress to accept. the lure of short-tenni possible gain of admin-
istrath-e orderliness through the superagency Department of Labor
concept, we feel then a long-term loss becomes equally inevitable.. You
ea »not.escape the simultaneons statement contained in such action that
education is one thing, but occupational training is something else;
that educators can continue to prepare toe. favored class for academic
pnrsuits but. tradesmen, craftsmen, and all the. noncollege bound be-
long in another camp divorced frcm educational excellence. You
would prove that the semanticists had been right all along and, we
fear, sa back for many more years the hard-won current [rains toward.

real unification firough one sinple ednca tional system foe all persons,
touching everyone in only varying degrees.

Our contention is there is no separation between those two things.
They Decd to be one, nor is there one.. If you set rip a system whereby
the college-bound individual becomes a part of one track and the work-
bound individual becomes a, part of another track, this is the separa-
tism that we see that is inherently damaging and is really retrogres-
sion because we have tried so hard for so long to come away from
that point in our thinking. It simplistic say, as Mr. Biemider
said in my sununary on page 9 :

It points Vac finger at the Secratary of Labor and says, "io-a're it." If things
go wrong, the Secretary of Labor is responsible and he should shoulder the
blame.

I submit that may not be an adequate answer to give to the unfor-
tunate individual who is less well prepared as a result of that entity.

The tidiness, if that be the answer, may be available through these
las. I don't think effectiveness, which should be the answer, is going

to be available through them.
That summary is the substance of my statement. You will have the

opportunity to read my complete testimony. I would like for you to
pass it along to the members of the committee and we are available to

you for questioning.
Mr. DANIELs. I would like to thank yon for a very concise presenta-

tion of the issue. I want to assure you that all the members of the
subcommittee will look at your statement., study it and give, it due
ennidoration.
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In ex'tmining the three bills before us, have you from any such ex-
ainim ; ion, determined the separation of any of the educational pro-
oTams

Mr. Sonxsox. Do we think separation would result from them?
Arr. DANIELS. Yes.
Arr. JonxsoN. Yes, sir ; we do.
MD. DANIELS. Would that be involved with all three bills?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; to a lesser degree. I think we would feel

there is a priority in the three bills, if we were to choose the lesser of
the evil the least of the evils and the most least--is that possibleof
the three, t.lcv would be in that rank of priority. None of them, how-
ever, would, we feel, work positively toward the solution.

Arr. DANIELS. Mr. Meeds, do you have any questions?
Arr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Charley, thank you for an excellent presentation. Your statement

very concisely brings out some of my own fears. May I also say that
the. question of what more vocational education can do to replace man-
powe:- programs or become part of manpower programs or to make
manpower programs necessary has not been answered to my saiisfac-
tion as a member of Congress. I rather feel that. we need to do some-
thing rather in two stages. The necessity of manpower programs is
here and now and present. and critical. Vocational education, as we
know it in America today, is not equipped to deal with that problem.
What kind of a bill do we enact, if anything, which will bridge that
gap between the situation I described mu.' the day which I am sure both
of mis are looking forward tc as I said earlier, wh,m manpower pro-
grams will be largely obviated beeause education is doing a better job.
Do we. need manpower lepislation that has a phase-in factor which at-
tempts to bring vocational education in as much as possible in both a
role of meeting the emergent manpower program and taking over more
of the skilleetraining and coordi :mating it with job finding in the fu-
ture. or do we simply do nothing in the manpower field ?

Mr. JoiaxsoN. Certainly I would not want to say we. should do noth-
ing. I quote Ruflyard Kipling to you as probably being your mentor
in this moment in time, "If you keep your head when peop16 all about
you are losing theirs and blaming it on you." The impetus to do some-
thing, however, our concern is let's try to do it within the framework of
what exists, what. can be done. I suspect the position we are represent-
ing is the bills tend to address themselves to the delivery of service to
people to the detraction of the quality of that service. We have the
mechanism now to establish the quality of service, that is, within the
HEW concept. and within the various State's functions, such as the
capital here in the State cf Washington. Our concern is perhaps they
tend to lose contact with the competence that must follow in the crea-
tion of a new type of program.

If you are sayinfr in a short-rancre view what we are saying, then,
that, we need some kind of a coordinating effort, the proliferation
should be reduced and not increased, the proliferation, the entry of so
:nany structured to nonstructured agencies, committees, subcommittees,
groups, into the business of manpower training because it seems to
have heen looked at as 'a different. kind of ball game from the business
of vocational education, we feel it is the. same ball game and ought to
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be handled in the same fashion as vocadonal education. In the long-
range view, if that is your question, which way ought to be the long-
range view, I think there are several possibilities or areas open to you.
I think that the message of the President on the 9th of March with re-
0-ard to the establishment of new funding sources, new ways of fimding
riigher education, and include in it vocational education, to a large
extent it stresses the tremendous values that can be obtained in the
handling of manpower training by our colleagues.

I don't know whether my cohorts here have anything additional
in that reeurd.

Mr. WTMER. Perhaps rather than Mr. Meeds' feeling that we are in
opposition and taking a defensive attitude, what we are concerned
with phnarily is not that we oppose this type of legislation, because
there are lots of good things in these bills, I want to assure you, but by
this type of legislation we separate for the individual the services he
needs into two separate streams. This is the concern we would have.
We want to be sure the individual has the right and the chance to get
an integrated program of education general education, orientation to
work and job equity skills combined so that it is effective for him. We
would not want to see a separate system, two parallel systems going on
at the same time. This would be our concern.

Mr. MEEDS. It certainly is my concern. I would say I put it on a
parallel with the concern whether we should enact anything at this
time other than a coordinated delivery system. I can clearly see the
necessity of that. As I said earlier this morning, I have some real res-
ervations about holding out any promises to anyone other than we
might make the system more efficient.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. DANIEhs. I recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr.

Steiger. Do you have any questions?
Mr. STEIGER. What is the 'Washington State CoerdMating Council

for Occupational Education?
Mr. JOHNSON. It is what its name implies, Mr. Steiger. It is an

entity created by the legislat:Ire of the State to coordinate the activ-
ities of occupational education. At the present time, it consists of two
operating divisions, the division of vocational education and the divi-
sion of vocational rehabilitation. From it stem two additional inter-
local agreements that function in such a way the division of vocatonal
education is a resource agency for the community college system in the
State of Washington, on the one hand, and for the superintendent of
public construction's office, on the other. It stands between these two
school systems as a service resource acrency.

Mr. WIMER. I would add it is, in terms of national legislation, a
State board for vocational education.

Mr. STEIGER. Would I be fair in characterizing the present situation
insofar as relationships between concentrated enaployment prograhis
and Youth Corps Job Corps, MDTA, and yourselves lacking any
real coordination?

Mr. JOHNSON. I would want to say the MDTA_ programs are func-
tioning- under the jurisdiction of the coordinating council.

Mr. STEIGER. The institution MDTA?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
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If I understood the rest of your question to indicate NYC and so
forth, those are not at this point in time the jurisdiction you related
to

Mr. STEIGER (interrupting). You have very little to do with them,
is that fair to say ?

Alr. Jolt xsox. Yes ; I think that is a fair statement.
Mr. STEIGER. If that is the case, then would it not be better to at-

tempt to decategorize the present programs, bring them together to the
extent you can and create at either both the State and local level some
mechanism for the crossfertilization between your program and those
present. programs ?

Mr. Jonxsox. Absolutely.
Mr. STEIGER. If that is the case, then what specifically would you

recommend in terms of adequate provisions to prevent the creation
of a dual school system? Are you suggesting by your statement that
the language on pages 17 and 18 of the administration bill, or that
which is found in section 6, subsection 3, of my bill, won't do the job
in terms of requiring the utilization of presently existing vocational
institutions?

Mr. WIMER. I would like to speak to the word "utilization." I think
this is one of the problems. The term "utilization" is different, if you
are talking about the Department of Labor utilizing another agency's
facilities or whether :you are talking about these agencies cooperating
in a delivery system for people; there is a difference.

Mr. STEIGER. I understand that, but under both the administration
bill and my bill you are not talkino- about the Department of Labor
utilizing, you are talking about the State comprehensive manpower
agency and a local prime sponsor under the leadership of the mayor
of a certain city, SMSA, which is asking how to serve better the
individuals and say, you know, we will contract with you to provide
us this service and maybe we will contract with somebody else to pro-
vide another kind of service. Is that a wrong concept in terms of how
to use the resources and talents of vocational education ?

Mr. WIMER. The basic concept, no, if it can be implemented in that
manner.

Mr. STEIGER. That is what we are intending to implement. Now,
my problem is you appear and you tell us we are creating; a dual sys-
tem, you tell us you don't think we really ought to have a Comprehen-
sive Manpower Act because you are afraid we aregoing to do something
to the ongoing vocational educational system. I have listened to you,
I want to know why, I want to know what the problem is.

Mr. WIMER. I don't think we have saidexcuse me, maybe I am
speaking out of turnI don't think we have said we, don't think thore
needs to be some comprehensive manpower legislation.

Mr. JoHNSON. There does need to be.
Mr. WimER. Yes, there does. There are a number of parts of this

whole thing which need to be coordinated. One of them is we cannot
afford to have lii Federal agencies proposing separate programs to a
community which are unrelated and uncoordinated, all of this. There
is a need. What we are saying is the means by which you do that does
not necessarily have to be imposed under one agency, but that it can be
coordinated throw-di other means. One of the things the Governor's
representative mentioned is the CAMPS. This is a mechanism by which
there can be coordination of these programs at the State, level.
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Mr. STEICER. But yo:, wouhl agree, would you not, that you don't
want to keep the present, system we are using now in the manpower
programs, do you?

Mr. WI M El{. The proliferation, I think we would agree with that.
Mr. STEIGER. And you would agree, also, wouldn't you, the present

system works against the individual which we all agree is the one
whom we owe the most?

Wprra. Because we cannot get total delivery to the person
of all the services we need to that individual when he needs them.

Mr. STEIGER. OK. So there is a wide variety, all of which brings me
back to my whole problem of the thrust of your statement because I
want to know where we are creating a dual education system, where
eve.n in the Meeds-O'Hara bills we have created a dual school system.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, it seems to me, Congressman Steiger, answer-
ing you off the top of my head, historically each time a new central
thrust, a new central responsibility of a new agency is given a degree
of responsibility for the creation of a manpower training program,
that it undertakes its own direction because it then has the key, which
is funding, to do the funding that it wishes to do. Historically
those things which have been done have not always been in keeping
either with the best educational. philosophy, nor even necessarily in
connection with, in consultation with educators, so that moneys, then,
are expended on demonstration projects and the empirical evidence
that appears as a result of the project becomes the ew.dence on which
you can hopefully- proceed. Now, it seems to me the Department of
Labor is the reposior of the key responsibility for the implementation
of this, timt once again you introduce the opportunity for, and I
think, perhaps, the key I would want to say is at that point the bills
failureto m,andate labor seeking out educational competence from the
educational community. You may correct me, it is your bill, but I
don't recall there being in the wording of the bill a requirement that
it seek out the educational competence.

Mr. SI:EIGER. I would refer you to section 6. I think that is one of
the provisions I tried very clearly to put in just for that reason.

Let me go back to just one other point, Mr. Jolnison. for one mo-
ment. As I indicated this morning, I am well aware of this feeling,
and I hope by my own comments you do not .1ret from me sonic indica-
tion that I attempted to develop a dual school system because clearly
I am not. My problem with what you have just told me is that, in fact,
labor has them now. There is no change. This is something that has
been given to the Department of Labor since we passed the Manpower
Development Training Act in 1062. All we have done is to add on a
variety of different kinds of programs, all of which have historical-
ly been deposited in the Department of Labor. So it isn't as if there
were some new grant of authority to the Departine»t of Labor. If
anythingbecause I happen not to agree with the approach in the
O'Hara-Meeds bill as the right approachI must say I am pleased
by your last statement. There is a lot in it. That is why I want the
States hr,olved, that is why I want to give the real responsibility to
the States and the local government. It, is not the Secretw:y of Labor,
it is the people who work on the occupation level.

Mr..,TouNsoN. I think those are treating effect and not cause. The
cause is in the common school system, the real root cause is existent
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in the failures of the common school system. The labor programs,
_NYC, whatever programs you want to refer to, are treating effect,
they are. not treating cause, the effect being the unemployed and un-
employable and umleremployed individuals as a result of an ineffec-
tive eoninion school system. That is what. turns them out. Now, we
are saying if you apply the major thrust to treating cause and in so
doing siphon off away front the existing program of education, gen-
end education, if you siphon off vocational education_ and take it. some-
where out away from there and remove educators from their respon-
sibilitieswe are not saying that they are free of responsibilities, tliey
have them, and we are not either saying they perform that responsibil-
ity effectively, they sure haven't.--however, if you attempt to relieve
them of that responsibility by creating a new system which says,

you flake out these people and we will take care of them when
!ret. them." and that. scents to us what would occur, then yoll weaken

the attack on the eause of the problem. We are saying vocational ed-
ucation's impetus should be funneled into the existing program of
existing education, not taken away.

Mr. STEiont. I don't disagree. with you at all. I think that is the
thrust of the. Vocational Education Act of l968, but that is not the
ol,vious allSwer to the problem of those who are no lone.er in the school
system. some kind of training, including that offerelin a vocational
institute.

Mr. JOHNSON. Then we would say the existing programs, as we
have enumerated them, are remedial kinds of programs to handle that
kind of failures that have already occurred. Yet, there they are. There
is no way to turn the clock back so you do the best you can to handle
them on a remedial basis. But to proliferate those programs, to en-
large. them, to make them more encompassing is, also, in our opinion,
adding to the problem instead of taking away from it.

Mr. STEIGER. I shall review very closely
Mr. JOHNSON. Right now, what I would want to saythis is a fast

summary, we have not had the opportunity to digest it, but it is a
possible alternative as to what is being recommended, maybe -Mrs.
Green's recommendation which starts in section 6 of H.R. 10908, the
creation on a long-range basis of a Department of Education and
Manpower. Without having the time to digest it thoroughly, I would
not. like to recc,mmend to the council we are in support. of this. How-
ever, they do seem to have in it the essense of what we might want to
look at. in terms of lonp--term agreements.

Mr. STEIGER. ThanCyou, Mr. Johnson.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Johnson, and your colleagues. I would

like to thank you for coming here.
Mr. Jot 1NSON. Our thanks to you.
Mr. DANIELS. Our last witness is Mr. John A. Murphy, president,

-Washington Vocational Association.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. IVICTRPHY, PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON
VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Munrir7. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Meeds, Congressman
Steicrer.
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I will be very brief. I have a very short statement to present. I am
sure at the end of it you will not have ally questions.

My name is Jo lm A. Murphy. I am the State president of the Wash-
Mgton Vocational Association, an affiliate of the American Vocational
Association.

It is a. privilege for me to appear before you today. I would like
to compliment the Members of Congres,.-; on dieir intel.est in vocaticnal
education and the needs of the people with which this acti vity is
primarily concerned. It is a real testimonial that Public La w 570 of
the 90th Congress was virtually mmnimous ill conoTessional support
and that, what differences existed were certainly o7f a minor nature
as compared to the concept which that legislation represented. We are.
most appreciative of the support being given to this important educa-
tional area and are particularl:r proud of the active help that has
been given to the program of vocational education by the members
of our Washington State congressional delegation. Public Law 576
of the 90th- session represents a major milestone in vocational educa-
tion and even more scrinificantly tends to suggest some important.
modifications in the taal educational thrust in our Nation in the
interest that more people can be motivated and served by education.

At the outset, I think it is important to relate briefly what the pre-
cise mission of vocational education is. Vocational education consists
of that educational endeavor through which one learns to become a
competent worker. The goal of vocational education is gainful em-
ployment. The terms manpower training and vocational education
may be used interchangeably. No manpower program has ever been
funded and operated, the education and traininff components of which
could not have been conducted under Public Law 576. Employment
is the, most occupying of all human activities. It sets the standards of
living which influence family relationships and it controls the quan-
tity and quality of civic participation and responsibility. In tile social
upheavals of the 1960's, education looms as a principal factor in the
solution to these problems. A very important relationship must exist
between the specialty field of vocational education and education
generally. Please permit me to quote from Public Law 576 :

So that persons of all ages in all communities of the State, those in high
school, those who have completed or discontinued their formal education and are
preparing to enter the labor market, those who have already entered the labor
market but need to upgrade their skills or learn new ones, those with special
educational handicaps, and those in post-secondary schools will have ready access
to vocational training or retraining which is of high quality, which is realistic
in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, ancl
which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such
training.

The role that vocational education presently plays and the potential
that exists is of great significance. Our educational system must per-
form adequately m terms of both makincr a life and making a living.
In these critical times, we must place a arong emphasis on practical
educational activities and deemphasize the trend in our culture that
has been created by a preoccupation of things academie. The goal
should be to provide more and better trained people for the manpower
needs of our country. The educational program is the one activity
that touches everyone in varying degrees. Therefore, it is necessary
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that the educational program be as strong and realistic as possible.
We feel that the responsibility for legislation relating to manpower
training should rest with the program of education and the educa-
tional competence continued therein. To remove vocational and man-
power eduction and training activities from the mainstream of public
education would remove the primary source we have in our education
program to accomplish its goal. We think of vocational education as
applying to all persons for life M the world of work. Vocational
education programs provide education and training in more than 500
recognized occupations. It is conducted in public and private secondary
institutions, area vocational technical schools, junior and 4-year col-
leges, and universities. It is conducted M industries through appre-
ticeship and cooperative vocational educational programs.

The Washington Vocational Association feels that as necessary
elements for a comprehensive manpower program consideration should
be given to the following : (1) That the educational component of the
manpower programs be so defined that departments involved in the
adminisftation of manpower programs will have a clear understanding
of the intent of the legislation; (2) that existing facilities be utilized
rathei than creating new facilities to meet the community occupation
needs ; (3) the Walington Vocational Association in convention at
Cheney, Wash., in August 196, went on record by unanimous acclama-
tion resolving to oppose any further proliferation of vocational edu-
cation ; and (4) an ongoing joint vocational education/vocational re-
habilitation study coimnittee sponsored by the Washington Voca-
tional Association with membership comprised of education, labor,
management, the Grange, and State legislature, in a report completed
in January MO recommended a critical examination of the unre-
stricted proliferat ion of training and rehabilitative services being done
by agencies other than the division of vocational education and the
division of vocational rehabilitation.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your committee,
crentlemen.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Murphy, I want to thank you for a very fine state-
me.nt. Other witnesses today have expressed a

k'oTeat
fear, and nmybe an

unwarranted fear, they feel as to the possibledisruption of vocational
education programs. Can you tell me why ?

Mr. MURPHY. It is not a fear. All it is, Mr. Daniels, is a reminder
to a congressi- a1 deleo-ation in Washington, D.C., which is promoting
or promulgatino. legidation affecting our entire Nation, that we, a dis-
tance removed zfrom Washington, D.C., have concerns in this area
and we would like the vocational education program strengthened
rather than proliferated. It is not a fear, it just a concern.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Meeds, do you have any questions?
Mr. MEEDs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Murphy, in the State of New York about the turn of the cen-

tury, they had a test which. they conducted for feeble-mindedness. The
test consisted of the following: The suspect was led into a room whieh
had nothing but a bucket, a spigot from which water was running into
the bucket, and a ladle. The suspect was told to empty the bucket. The
anard then left the room. If the suspect commenced to ladle out the
thicket without. turning off the spioot and continued to do so, he was
declared feebleminded. lf, on the otF .4wd., the suspect. reached up and
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turned off the spigot and then emptied the bucket, he was declard
normal.,

This is our education system today, that is to say, are we not fail-
ing to turn off the spigot and 'aren't manpower programs such as
we are discussing here today going to remain with us always as a
major component. Not that there isn't always some, even under the
best of circumstances, necessity -for a manpower training program,
particularly an upgrading. What are we doing to turn off th e. spigot
is my question. Can't vocational education play a much more sub-
stanttal role in turning off that spigot? How does this bill here miti-
gate this? I think it is a proven point the Manpower Act has uot doiw.
the job it has been charged with. Can you name me one educational
vocational program in the State of IVashington where there is not
only a vocational education and training, basic education involved,
but also a followthrough to see the student trained gets a job, :-;ounsel-
ing and guidance with regard to that job? Can you tell me of one
program?

Mr. MURPHY". I think the cooperative propTam, the DVR and the
school programs are these types of prowrams.

Mr. MEEns. Where is this fu uct i c n in g
Mr. Muurriy-. Tacoma has several schools involved, Edmonds has

one. I believe Mount Vernon has one right now, Vancouver.
Mr. MEEDS. ?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, working coopecatively with the Common schools.
Mr. Mimps. And they are clomg all of these things ?
Mr. MURPEIY. Actually what they are. doing Is they are taking the

potential school dropout at the Dintlt year and involving hint in spe-
cific academic and vocational, prevocational programs, then follow-
ing up after he receives a. certificate equivalent to a high school di-
ploma, following that through with specific vocational programs along
with prevocational programs he had prior thereto.

Mr. MEEDS. Then what are they saying about jobs, what are they
doing about IP; acing him?

Mr. MITD.Dr,11% The preyocational adviser, who was formerly his
schoolteacher, has been removed from the mainstream of education
and is now defined as a prevocational adviser, be finds a -;ob in what
they call a community lab experience in which the young man or eirl
works 3 hours a day, usually at no expense because this is a parr of
their educational proe-ram. They may be working at a filling station.
the girl may be wort's:mg as a nurse's aide in a hospital, a waitress,
what have you, depending upon what the. individual's interests are.
This is the key as far as I am concerned. Tbe interest must be, the
academical vocational program must be in sympathy with the inter-
ests the individual has.

MI% MEEDS. So far you have described basic education, a vocational
technical education, and cooperative education. What do you do about
job placement ?

Mr. MURPHY. You work very cooperatively with the unions in the
locality. So far as placing the individuals, we know by prior educa-
tion, experience and so on that the-y have aptitudes to go into certain
fields.

Mr. MEEDS. Then you follow that up with further counseling,
guidance and check-backs to find out if that person is still on the job
maybe 6 month.§ifuira year from then?
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Mr. Mc IWHY. ExaCt ly, until such time as it has been proven to
us through their initiative, motivation and job experience that they
no longer will require the services of a public agency.

Mr. MErDs My commendation. That is a -1 ery good program. That
is the thing we need more of.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. That is in existence in the State of Washington?
Mr. MURPHY'. It ic.s been since the year 1955.
Mr. DANIELS. Is it in cooperation with all the schools throughout

the State'?
3Ir. MURP:IY. I am speaking now not from vocational education

but more vocational rehabilitation, which is my held. LTnfortunately,
it would require probably about 10 times the staff we have at the
present time to accommodate the needs of the State of -Washington
if we were to try and implement this in every school that would
like to have these services. As a matter of fact, the State department
has deliberately avoided becoming involved ID the city of Seattle
because Seattle alone could occupy our entire staff because there
are that many potential dropouts and dropouts -.1-e would like to see
back in the mainstream.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Steiger, do , a have any questions?
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Murphy, what is the relatiouslup between the

vocational education division of the State trovernment and your own
Washington Vocational Association and tTie. Seattle SOIC?

Mr Munrwr. First of all, the Washington Vocational Associa-
tion is a professional association. You are familiar with that, I am
sure, as you are with AVA. There is no relationship actually between
that and SOIC as such. It may be a few of the employees in SOIC
are eligible for membership.

Mr. STEIGER. I really should have asked Mr. Johnson before he
got away, but is there a direct relationship between the division of
vocational education in the State and SOIC? You can refer that
back to Mr. Johnson if you wish.

Mr. -MURPHY. From the standpoint of my own division, which is
the division of vocational rehabilitation, we work very closely with
SOIC. We have a vocational counsel who counsels, guides and assists
in job training costs, and so forth, physical restoration, whatever
services are necessary to enable that person to reach the end product
of employment, which is our goal with every person we are working

with.
Mr. STEIGER. So you do have
Mr. MEI-WHY. Yes, sir; we do, absolutely. As a matter of fact, I

think vocational rehabilitation is probably more involved with other
agencies than any other agency in Government really because we
deal with all agencies, not only Federal hut State, local, and private
agencies.

Mr. STEIGER. In you,- testimony, you don't really refer sprcifically
to these three bills before this subcommittee. Do you s_upport any one
of the three? Do vou oppose all of them ?

Air. Mu-urn-17. i' support the concept of all of them., but I feel we have
been derelict in the past in meeting.nlimpower needs. I think in reach-
ing the disadvantaged, the underprivileged, the school dropouts, there
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is an awful lot that still has to be done. These three bills, I am sure,
are aimed at this type of problem that our entire society foxes.

Mr. STEIGLR. Did you have the opportimity to leviaw Jovell Bur-
kett's statemen. ?

Mr. MuttruY. Yes; I diJ. In fact, I used it as a guideline.
Mr. STEIGER. DO you share his views in this matter?
M r. RPIR Y. Absolutely.
Mr. DAN-IELs. Mr. Murphy, on behalf of the committee, I thank you

for extending your views to us.
Mr. Mumurv. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. I would like to say that today I have found the testi-

mony of all the witnesses ?:,ost interesting and informative. Thus far
om hearing here today, together with tile other field hearings and trips
that ;ve have conducted, have been most productive. I am very, very
happy to have had the opportunity to accept the invitation of my col-
league, Mr. Meeds, to come here to Seattle and meet so many well
informed and interesting witnesses.

Thank you, gentlemen.
(Whereupon, at 4:25 p m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

call of the Chair.)



MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

SATURDAY, APRIL 4., 1970

ITOT,TSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SURCOMINIIrrrEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND Lawn,
Los Angeles, Calif.

The subcommittee met at 9 :45 a.m., pursuant to recess, in a classroom,
California Museum o..1' Science and Industry, Exposition Park, 700
State Drive, Laos Angeles, Calif., Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chairman
of the subconnnittee) presiding.

Present,: Representatives Daniels Hawkins, and Scher le.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel ; Martin LaVor,

minority legislative coordinator ; Loretta Bowen, clerk ; and Will Hen-
derson minority assistant clerk.

Mr. bANI7LS. The S.ilect Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
Today complete a week of hearings and field investigations on

the important subject of establishing a national manpower program.
Several bills have been introduced dealing with a revised comprehen-

sive manpower policy. This is a matter for which the Congress has
a great concern. It has been a policy of the U.S. Government, under
the 1946 Employment Act, to enable any man or woman who desires
to work to obtain employment at a fair salary, so that each American

imay maintain his prestige and dignity as an ndividual.
We do know that there are many millions of people in this country

v7ho are unemployed or are disadvantaged and not given a fair chance
nor a fair opportimity to live with dignity and respect.

It is our purpose in conducting these hearings to see what call be
done to improve this situation. I know it, is a most difficult task, and
the legislation before us offers several approaches as to how this may
be accomplished.

The parpose of these hearings is to learn at firsthand the opinions
and the views of the people. We have traveled across the length and
breadth Of this land this week to receive testimony so that when we
return to 'Washington we will have a better understanding of the sub-
ject matter before us.

Before we proceed with the witnesses this morning, I would like
to introduce the Members of Congress who appear with me.

To my immediate right is a Congressman from this State of Cali-
fornia, your Representative, Augustus Hawkins, who has worked very
diligently on this subcommittee in connection with this legislation.

To my immediate left is Congressman 'William Scherle of Iowa,
who is the ranking minority member of the subcommittee.
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I will call upon my distinguished colleague from California, Mr.
Hawkins, to introduce our first witness.

Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, I wish to express my appreciation to

the subcommittee for meeting in Los Angeles this weekend. I think it
has been an exciting 2 days of hearings. and I appreciate the fact that
you and our distinguished colleagim from Iowa, Mr. Scherle, have
taken the time during this Easter week in order to come out to Los
Angeles. We are delighted that you have honored us with your
presence.

This first witness is not one that was scheduled to appear before this
subcommittee when we left Washington. Last week a report was made
by the Southern California Research Council, which has been dis-
tributed among us this morning. And the chairman of the (Troup that
made this report, which was just released this week, is Dr. Gordon K.
Douglass, who is chairman of the department of economics of Pomona
College.

Dr. Douglass graduated from Pomona Collegne, had his doctorate
at MIT. For 5 years he was chief economist for Sylvania Electronics.
He has also taught at Cal Tech.

Witholit giving any views on this report, which I am sure none of
us has had an opportunity to read, it is certainly a report which reflects
the views of the academic world, p,s well as the business executives.
And I believe, although I may i. wrong, but I believe this is the first
instance in which this report will have been given to any official
government unit.

So I think that we are extremely honored and privileged to have
as the first witness, Dr. Douglass.

Mr. DANIELS. Dr. Douglass, will you please step forward?
We are pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF DR. GORDON K. DOUGLASS, CHAIRMAN, DEPART-
MENT OF ECONOMICS, POMONA COLLEGE, AND SOUTHERN CALI-
FORNIA RESEARCH COUNCIL, POMONA COLLEGE, CLAREMONT,
CALIF.

Dr. DOUGLASS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and members
of the subcommittee.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you have a prepared statement, Dr. Douglass?
Dr. DouGLAss. I think the prepared statement that I would like to

leave with you is the report that you have in your hands.
And the dearee to which you wish to use that for your official state-

ment at the liearing should be left up to you.
Mr. DANIELS. I propose then that the report be filed with the sub-

committee, not incorporated in full.
Dr. DOUGLASS. Fine.
Mr. DANIELS. And if you will furnish the subcommittee with about

a dozen more of these, so that we can distribute them to the other
members of the committee.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman; in addition to that, may I suggest
that the conclusions and recommendations, which really only cover
two pages of the report, be also included in their entirety in the official
record? That would be the pages 4 and 5.
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Mr. DANIELS. IS there any objection? Without objection, then, it
will be so ordered.

(The information referred to follows :)
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report of the Southern California Research Council is about poverty
amid plenty, today's preeminent paradox of American life. Its preparation
commeneed almost 2 years ago during the full bloom of national regional
prospc. Ity.

Even then, the barren life of poverty was shared by 22 million Americans.
Now we are flirting with recession, traditional nemesis of the poor. Two years
ago, too, the war on poverty was raging fiercely. Today it flounders, the victim
of exaggerated expectations and a rearrangement of national priorities. The poor,
in short, are in trouble. Aud for this reason, so are aLl Americans, as the following
findings-in-brief will show :

Among America's most affluent citizens live some of her poorest. Poverty in
southern California abounds, especially among the elderly, the young, the ethnic
minorities, the poorly educated, and the physically and emotionally handi-
capped.

Being poor is much more than lacking money. In many casesperhaps in
mostit is a lack of basic services such as medical care, of unequal educational
and social mobility, of barred participation in the political processes of a democ-
racy. and of undermined social status and self-respect. What really should matter
to Americans is the cost of poverty to the paor, not its cost to the rest of society.

The problems of poverty are not soluble in the context of our present institu-
tional arrangements. The price of eliminating extreme deprivation is not just
billion of dollars, but is changes in entrenched institutional patterns with which
the comfortable and the well to do are generally satisfied and in which many of
them have vested interests.

The institutions of public assistance demand immediate reform. The present
welfare system has failed. Inadequate in coverage and in benefits, perverse in
family and work incentives, and preposterously expensive to operate, it fosters
the very conditions it should be designed to relieve.

The Nation needs an income maintenance system which makes cash payments
to all with identifiable needs, at higher levels and more equitably than now,
with built-in voluntary incentives. The current administration proposal called
'the family security system does not meet these tests. The universal income sup-
plement program of the President's Commission on Income Maintenance program
does. The SCRC enthusiastically endorses the latter proposal.

Local labor market institutions also cry out for reform. Disadvantaged workers
still face overt discrimination in the marketplace and overt discrimination in
hiring and supervisory procedures ; still lack adequate information about hidden
personal resources, counseling and training services, and employment oppor-
tunities ; and Still face employers with little knowledge of available skills or about
how to develop them. Their problems are compounded in southern California by
the rapidity of changing economic conditions here and by the skill-orientation
of many Southland industries.

The able-bodied poor deserve more help in acquiring skills which are in need,
work experience, and positive work attitudes. Federally assisted manpower
programs, though enormously helpful to some, have reached meaningfully no
more than 1 in 12 of the chronically poor people f.or whom employment could be
an escape route from poverty.

Private sector participation in such programs is rising rapidly but still is
regarded by most participating firms as "experimental." On-the-job training
projects still tend to involve relatively few disadvantaged individuals compared
to the total number of employees in each sponsoring firm.

A few training programs in southern California, for example. Nartrans, a
subsidiary of North American Rockwell Corp., stand out as successful ex-
periments.

To stimulate deeper and longer lasting involvement of the private sector in
manpower development, SCRC recommends to Government the development on
an incentive tax credit system along the lines proposed by the advisory panel
on private enterprise to the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders.

For the same purpose. SCIIC recommends that. Government and industry
search for additional ways to involve the private sector hi manpower develop-
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ment programs. The enviromuent of business decisions must be changed suffi-
ciently to permit further involvement by firms in essentially social programs,
unaccompanied by higher competitive risks.

Few skirmishes against poverty can be won through the "services alone"
approach of Lhie war on poverty. Jobsas well as job opportunities through train-
ingmust be expanded for the disadvantaged. This requires a national connnit-
meat to maximum employment, and a significantly larger role for government at
all levels hi the placement of marginal workers.

The SCRC endorses the notion that Government should serve as an "employer
of laSt resort." I )edicating the Government to such a role would permit useful
community enterprises which only Government can undertake, now neglected,
to be operated properly. It represents a strategic halfway house between fruit-
less Qlependence upon private labor markets to absorb all the disadvantaged, and
exclusive dependence upon public assistance programs to meet their considerable
needs.

The prospects for large numbers of new job opportunities for the poor opening
up in ghetto areas are limited. The prospects of such opportunities develophig
in mhiority-owned and operated industries are even more so. Ghetto antarehy is
impossible. Any large-scale increase in minority employment by minority enter-
prises will have to come through successful competition with white-owned enter-
prises for markets outside the ghetto, and such competitive success is likely to
develop slowly.

"Gilding" the ghetto is self-defeating in the long run. Rather, a longer term
strategy of ghetto dispersal is needed. The poor eventually must move from the
center of metropolitan areas like Los Angeles outward to subUrban communities
offering greater opportunity socially and economically.

The key ta implementing a ghetto dispersal strategy is housing policy. The
..iCRC recommends that ass significantly larger share of public outlays for low-

income housing be earmarked for suburban rather than central city areas.
The awesome problems of poverty cannot be solved without the commitment.

both public and private, of greatly increased levels of resources. Current levels
cd spending to abate poverty ai..e wholly inadequate. Outlays should be more than
doubled.

(The complete report referred to appears in the subcommittee files.)
Mr. DANLELS. AR right, Dr. Douglass, you may proceed.
Dr. Dotaa,Ass. Thank you.
Last Tuesday, as Representative Hawkins indicated, the 17th an-

nual report of the Southern California Research Council was released
to the public.

Its subject is : "Poverty in Southern California," and its concern
is with righting the. rightable wrongs of poverty. A copy of this 100-
page report is in your hands.

Congressman Hawkins, on your behalf, has asked me to review the
report's findings as they pertain to manpower policies of the Federal
Government, and to answer y.-our questions about them.

Thank you very much for inviting mile to do this.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you want to elaborate upon your report to any

extent ? It might be well for the record if you would summarize it as
briefly as you can.

Dr. DOUGLASS. I will be happy to.
First, let me des.:tribe briefly for you what the Southern California

Research Council is, so you will be able to put this report hito con-
text for yourself.

This is an independent organization of academic economists and
business executives which is sponsored jointly by two of the distin-
onished private liberal arts colleo-es in Sonthern California : Pomona
College and Occidental College.
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It meeives its support. from approximately 50 large corporations
whose lieadquarters, or major activities, are in the Southern California
are.a, and from the John Randolph and Dora Haynes Foundation.

It was established almost 20 years ago, on the urging of the Com-
mittee for Economic Development, as one of several regional research
centers that were being set up under their recommendations and report
around the country.

This is the 17th report that you have in your hand. The purpose
of the. Southern California Research Council is to address itself to
lairt icular social-economic problems of southern California., make rec-
ommendations concerning them, and do what it can to makefamiliar to
yourselves and other public and private agencies these recommenda-
tions in the hope that these recommendations may have some influence
on public and private policy.

The end of SCRC, of course, is to essentially contribute to the
dialog about public and private policy revisions.

The yeport, as you can see, is approximately 100 pages long. I can
only highlight for you its principal themes and recommendations.

The principal theme of the report is simple and disturbing. It is that
the poor are in trouble, and so, too, are all Americans therefore.

The second chapter of the report, following the recommendations
and conclusions, deals factually with the nature of poverty, both in
southern California and in the Nation as a whole. It suggests, for ex-
ample, that in southern California there are approximately 1,200,000
poor people in the official sense of that word. I am using now Federal
Government poverty benchmarks.

And that means that this 1,200,000 people are members of approxi-
mately a quarter of a million families.

On the average, these families' annual income falls short of the
poverty line defined by the Federal Government by approximately
$800 per year.

Of these 1,200,000 poor people, approyimately 40 percent are chil-
dren 18 or younger. Approximately 20 percent are senior citizens,
65 or older. So that the majority, one might say, are in the nonpro-
ductive age groups.

Of the families headed by parents within the productive age range,
the vast majority are headed by a working head. More than 65 percent
are so headed.

-We know also from our research that the poor families tend to
cluster together in southern California. We know that this is particu-
larly true in the district represented by Representative Hawkins and
other Congressmen representing the east Los Angeles area.

There are also so-called pockets of poverty around the remainder of
the 15 counties comprising southern California.

The main point of these remarks is to suggest that poverty is still
very much in evidence. It represents at least 9 percent of the families
in southern California. It is heavily concentrated in the young and the
old. It is heavily concentrated in the ethnic minoritiesthose poorly
educated, those who are handicapped, and that it is concentrated es-
pecially in particular neighborhoods.

Chapter 3 of the report talks some about the economics of poverty
and identifies particularly the kind of mass poverty which comes from
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experiences like the 1930's, where ao-gregate demand is low. It talks
about insular poverty, like Appalachia, where the economic base of the
region has disappeared for one reason or another, and the resources
formerly employed in that areain that disappearingeconomic. base
do not wish to move away.

The remedy for the first kind of poverty is essentially the monetary
and fiscal policies of the Federal Government. The remedy for the
second kind, which is quite different, is either out-migration of the
resources, or economic development programs to create a new eco-
nomic base in the area.

The third kind of poverty is generally what is called case poverty,
which derives from a variety of causessome specific to the individual,
some specific. to the society itself.

Because of this wide spectrum of causes, case poverty has to be
dealt. with in a variety of ways. And I take it. that your hearings today
are concemed primarily with this third kind of poverty, and parti-
cularly with the solutions to it, that impact on those who are able to
work.

The fourth chapter turns its attention to the welfare prop-ram at all
levels of p-overnment. For those who are unable to earn their way out
of povertTy, the Nation, SCRC believes, desperately needs an equit-
able and simple way to transfer income to the poorwe believe all
the poor.

Those then who are now approved and now receive assistanceand
only half of them receive assistance in amounts which raise them above
the poverty line.

Tinder existimr income maintenance prop.rams assistance is re-
served primarily for the aged, the disabled, the blind veterans, and
mothers.

It is denied to poor households who have workinp- heads, for the most
part.

The adminisration proposal, the family security pi7op-ram introduced
last fall in the Congress and recently ordered out of the Ways and
Means Committee, would double coverasre. But it would still deny
coverage, to approximately one-third of the poor.

It would compel work and we believe it would improve administra-
tive efficiency rel atively little.

The Southern California Research Council prefers more conclusive
coverage, 'higher benefits, voluntary work incentives and lower ad-
ministrative costs.

The proposal of the present, Commission on Income Maintenance
Programs, headed by Ben Hineman, meets these tests, we believe, and
the SCRC in its report endorses the kind of a proposal that is
applicable.

Chapter 5 deals with the. particular concerns you have today with
jobs and job training. For those 'able to work, jobs and job training
must be. provided in larger measure, and more. imaginatively than
previously.

Federally assisted manpower programs, though enormously hel pfnl
to some, have reached meaningfully no more than 1 in 12 of the
chronically poor people for whom employment could be an escape
route from poverty.
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Private sector participation in such programs is still regarded
mostly as experimental by the firms engaged in it, and still involve
small numbers of on-the-job trainees compared with total employment.

To stimulate further participation in private, on-the-job training
programs, SCRC endorses an incentive tax credit system to supplement
the contract approach now being administered by the Labor Depart-
ment.

And further changes in the environment of business decisions to
permit firms to become more highly involved in essentially social pro-
grams, and accompanied by higher competitive risks. Jobs, tuo, must be
expanded. This requires a national commitment to full employment,
as your opening remarks implied, Mr. Chairman, and a new role for
govermnent as an employer of last resort.

Chapter 6 deals with the. problems of creating and helpin7 to create
minority capitalism ventures. It endorses programs to stimulate devel-
opment of minority-owned and managed businesses, but it regards
such ventures as a relatively minor source of new job opportuthties
for the poor in ghetto areas.

In the short run, ghetto autarchy, SCRC believes, is impossible.
Any large-scale increase, in minority enterprises will have to come
through successful competition with white-owned enterprises for mar-
kets outside the ghetto. And such competitive success is likely to
develop relatively slowly.

Chapter 7 speaks to the question of the trade-offs between what has
come to be called 7ilding the ghetto and dispersing the ghetto. The
SCIte is persuaded tliat the longer term strategy of ghetto dispersal,
rather than ghetto gilding, is desirable.

The temptation to gild is very high, bnt the costs are extremely
high, also.

Ghettos affect the whole metropolis, aggravating central city
finances, metropolitan transportation problems, and raising housing
costs. Costs are hi7h to ghetto residents personally, as well.

In short, programs which concentrate on beautifying a fundamen-
tally ugly structure within the metropolis, we believe, are doomed to.
failure. Dispersal is better for several reasons. First., because jobs
demonstrably are moving to the suburbs, secondly, because most of the
sociological and educational evidence suggests that integrated educa-
tion is better, and because transportation costs could be minimized
tlnough dispersal of these concentrations.

Housing costs could be minimized and housing quality could be
improved through reordering the priorities, particularly of Federal
housing systems.

Housing for poor families in the suburbs, and the implicit assump-
tion in programs to improve central city housing, is creation of large-
nmnbers of new units on vacant land in the suburbs.

Finally, chapter 8 asks the question: "Can All This Be Financed ?"
Current levels of spending to evade poverty, SCRC believes, are totally
inadequate. By 1975, based on calculations of the National Planning
Association, the costs, nationwide, of financing a true war on poverty
should approximate $75 billion, or about 22 percent of anticipated
govermnent outlays at all levels.
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Can we afford so ninch ? The SCRC thinks we probably can, espe-
cially with the help of accelerated progress toward instituting revenue
sharing, and perhaps the development of Urban Development Banks,
which can serve, as an additional source of funding for capital im-
provements in local and State government, and divert and release funds
for program purposes which are now tied up in those programs.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by making a few commentsnot
just by describing what the report says, but by trying to relate what
some of the recommendations in the. report say to the. particular legis-
lation which is under consideration by your subcommittee.

The chapters on jobs and job training, chapter 5, speaks in the gen-
eral way about certain features 'of the three proposals now under con-
sideration by this subcommittee.

First, SCRC does agree with the premise of all three bills, that there
is now improper and there is excessive fragmentation of manpower
programs, and that there is considerable need for centralization of the
plannino- and coordination.

Seemly, SCRC endorses the notion of -.Ile Federal Government
serving as an employer of last resort. This particular recommendation
of SCcZC is found in the O'Ha.ra bill that is under your consideration.

On the other hand, SCRC endorses the notion that local manpower
systems and local leadership of them should be encouraged. And we
hazard the guess, on pages 60 and 61 in. the report that this goal is
probably fonnd most prominently in the administration bill.

Finally, SCRC believes that greater incentive is required to induce
private sector participation in on-the-job training. Whether or not this
follows the route of an enlargement of the incentives under the existing
kinds of contract programs with the Labor Department, or whether it
follows the route suggested in car report of an incentive tax credit
approach, I think is a debatable issue.

I would regard these two approaches as complements, and not sub-
stitutes. But in our experience in developing this report., it is our strong
impression because we are so close to many business firms, that under
the present contract systems there are insufficient incentives for .fil-ais

to make a full commitment, to on-the-job training for disadvantaged
people.

Until those commitments can be embraced in some way, it is fool-
hardy to expectas I think the "War on Poverty" has expected
historically, for the private sector alone to absorb all newly-trained
people coining out of federally supported manpower programs.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANnas. Dr. Douglass, I want to compliment you on a very

fine. statement. I am quite sure that this report will be of great interest
to the members of our committee, as well as the Congress of the United
St ates.

In analyzing the three bills before us, the O'Hara bill, the admin-
istration bill, and the bill sponsored by Congressman Steiger, do you
support the notion of the Federal Government maintaining its juris-
diction over the subject matter of manpower, or the idead proposed
in the administration bill of decentralizationurging the States
to create an agency on manpower, subject to certain criteria of the
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Federia Governmentand vesting complete authority, then, in the
State o-overnment to deal with its manpower problems?

Dr. DOUGLASS. Mr. Chairman, I received these bills on Thursday
afternoon, and have not had time, really, to consider them carefully
nor am I a legislative expert.

So I must plead that I am not very well qualified to speak to some
of the administrative questions that you have just raised..

I can read to you, briefly, two paragraphs from a portion of chap-
ter 5 which summarize as best SCRC could its general attitude on this
question.

I am reading from the first column on page 61 :

At the moment, it is doubtful whether the Federal Government will allow any
community -manpower system to work.

Ma-j I say, parenthetically, that the previous page spells out in some
more detail what we meant by "community manpower systems."

On the one hand, it has sponsored development of numerous locally based
decision-making groups, such as the Community Action Agencies, Concentrated
Employment Program agencies, and Model Cities.

On the other, it has continued to launch new programs which bypass these
agencies. We doubt that the Federal Government can have it both ways. It must
decide soon whether the complex of manpower and related programs is to operate
as a national system, or whether those programs are to be treated as federally
assisted community programs that must be molded by local leadership into
community systems. Our vote is for the latter.

If community manpower systems are to evolve as the primary instruments of
manpower policy, the uniformika in design of local programs which has been tra-
ditional must give way to flexibility. Local initiative in program design must
be fostered. Federal agencies must preserve in the systmn a consultative role,
offering their broader perspective and greater knowledge of local experiments
freely, but they should abandon their rights of review and approval in all but
exceptional cases.

The Federal right of veto would have to be held in reserve, of course, to guard
against breakdowns or pe.:versions of local planning systems, e.g., when effec-
tive minority group participation in the planning process can be assured only

by Federal intervention.
Mr. DANIELS. You related in the course of your remarks that there

are 1,200,000 people unemployed in southern California
Dr. DOUGLASS. Not unemployedI meant 1,200,000 poor people.

This includes children and old folks, as well as those within the pro-
ductive yearswhether employed or unemployed.

The criterion is that they are poor.
Mr. DANIELS The gentleman from California, Mr. Hawkins, do you

have any questions?
Mr. HAWKINS. Dr. Douglass, I am sure that there are many ques-

tions we could ask, but I would like to try to confine them to a few,
if possible.

You spoke of the voluntary work incentive concept, and the fam-
ily assistance plan. Would you elaborate on why you think that
the voluntary incentive is more desirable than the present provision,
which is in the proposal, to prnvide on a compulsory basis some form
of employment as a condition of receiving assistance ?

Dr. DOUGLASS. Yes. I think that let me say now that I am express-
ing a personal view, and indeed, my answer to all of your questions
must plead that I dare not speak for SCRC.
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I think the two reasons why I would support a voluntary rather
than compulsory system are first, a reason basedupon my empirical
evidence about the effect of various income maintenance programs
on work incentives.

The other, I suppose, has to do with some questions about the rights
of individuals. This can be placed in constitutional terms if one
wi:thes to.

The first point is thQ following: It is my understanding from tho
reading of recent literature that there is mounting evidence, particu-
larly out of Mathematica's experiment in New Jersey, that there are
more or less disincentives to work, where within the range of income
maintenance that is being experimented with in New Jersey cities
than we had originally supposed.

Both the Nixon welfare proposal and the ITineman proposal sug-
(rest, for example, relatively low floors on their imome maintenance
programs.

And both suggest a 50-percent effective tax relief as outside income
is eanied.

Some of the mathematical experiments have involved such a 50-
percent rate and a range of guaranteed floors similar to those two
proposals.

Their findings suggest, to my understanding, that there is rela-
tively negligible work disincentive. If a person is qualified to work
and has work opportunity, he will choose to work rather than not
workwhether or not he is compelled. to.

F think the constitutional question is spoken to on page 56 of the
reportnot in this context, but in the context of the WIN, the work
incentive program, already legislated and in effectcomplementing
the. AFDC program.

It says, in effect : "The most significant flaw in the WIN program
is the compulsory rather than voluntary nature of participation in
the program. The program clearly represents an infringement upou
the freedom of welfare recipients. One important liberty sacrificed
by the program is the freedom of the recipient to choose his own vo-
cation. Since ultimate control of the WIN enrollee's employability
plan and permanent placement in a job rests with a WIN administra-
tive team, the WIN participant's ability to choose his vocation is
largely circumscribed, if existent at all.

"Another of the program's infringements of liberty is a require-
ment that welfare recipients otherwise eligible, but with preschool
,children, leave their children in day-care centers while participating
in WIN trainmg. The right to bring up children clearly includes the
right to care for one's children or the right to determine what kind of
care they should receive.

"The WIN program, however, forces recipients with children to
place them in State-run centers which may or may not be adequately
run. The program thus stands in a constitutional shadow by compelling
welfare recipients, as a condition of subsistence, to accept the judg-
ment and decisions of Government agencies and caseworkers in place
of their own repurding their lives."
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Mr. HAWKINS. Dr. Douglass, yon read two of the paragraphs on
page 61, but the third paragraph on that same page says :

"Thus SCRC essentially shares the spirit of the Nixon administra-
tion's proposed. comprehensive Manpower Training A.ct."

Would you elaborate on what you mean by the "spirit"? Are you
referring to the centralization concept ?

Dr. DOUGLASS. Yes.
Mr. FlAly Eaxs. When you. speck of the spirit?
Dr. DouGLAss. Yes. That act, i am aware, has many other character-

istics.
Mr. HAWKINS. In other words, you are not in a sense endorsing in

its entirety this particular proposal as compared with, let's say, the
O'Hara bill, which does include

Dr. DOUGLASS. Yes.
Mr. HAwiir.Nrs (continuing). A comprehensive or mil:lie service pro-

gram which you also endorse, in a sen.,e, on another page.
T)r. D4,t-GLAss. Quite so. No, we are not endorsincr the bill as such.
Mr. E A WKINS. Now, you alSo referred to and male reference this

morning to one of the chapters that deals with "Gilding the Ghetto,"
and indicated some reservation about black capitalism.

Dr. DOUGLASS. This is chapter 7, beginning on page 71, for the
record.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. Tbere is another practice which is very
.current at tW.s time for plants to be opened up in ghettos. Lockheed,
for example, recently opened a branch in the Imperial Park in South
Los Angelesjust a few days ago, this week, I think, in fact.

I think almost the same day that von made the reportthat the
Aerojet Co. announced a new plan for the Aerojet Co.the Watts
Manufacturing Co,

These are branches of large companies that also have big plants
in La Puente and. Ihtrb:mk, and other places.

In te"ms of this report, how would such practices he treated? Is
it more desirable to concentrate on getting these branches located in
the ghetto area ? Would it be more desirable to persuade these com-
panies to provide employment in their major plants along with housing
and other services included ?

Dt_ es the report address itself to that question, and does it take
any position ?

br. DOUGLASS. It. doesn't address itself to that particular question.
I mi!)-ht ,!-ruess how the members of the committee would react to
that, though.

I would guess that virtually all of them would endorse multiple
plant operations in both suburban and central city for the large
manufacturing firmsif this be desirable from a pratmaking point
of view.

As you know, virtually all of the industry employers of major
corporations which have recently located in the poor neighborheods
have done so under substantial Federal subsidization, either in the
form of substantial forgiveness of tax or subsidy in land purchase, or
what ever.

Our own guess probably would be that unless these very substantial
subsidies from the Fedeml Government remain available, or perhaps
even increased, it is rather unlikely that a substantial employment
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base can be established in these inner (i.ty areas. There are some
significant cost disadvantages to locating there.

In the absence of the subsidies, I might even hazard an offhand
but indefensible notion that it may well be that there is no combination
of incentives that will reverse the suburbanization of the job base in
most metropolitan areas of the United States.

You can regard it, and you can create through subsidies, some
reverse, but I think the economics of spatial location almost compels
firms to locate in the fringe, rather than in the central city area.

Mr. HAwKINS. Then you would not automatically classify these
practices of establishing these branch plants as "gilding the ghetto' ?

Dr. DOUGLASS. No ; I would not.
Mr. IlAwKrgs. On page 4 of the report, under "Conclusions and

Recommendations," you make this statement :
The problems of poverty ore not ioluble in the context of our present institu-

tional arrangements.
Would you elaborate on what appears to be a rather comprehensive

and profound statement ?
Dr. DarronAss. Ambiguous statement ? Inside, the front cover this is

elaborated somewhat. If I could refer you to the last paragraph there :
"The SCRC is fully aware that the price tag on true reform is high
very high, indeed. It is denominated not only in billions of dollars, .

but also in the currency of uncertainty which accompanies introduction
of any new or unfamiliar institutional pattern.

Most of us do not want the institutional arrangements with which we are
familiar changed, especially if we have vested interests in the status quo. We
would prefer, if we could, to avoid these costs. But we cannot avoid them, for the
costs of doing nothing are higher still. Existing institutions which perpetuate Un-
equal opportunity and isolate the poor produce inequity, injustice, and finally
violence
and so on.

hat we really have in mind, primarily, are the institutions of the
existing income maintenance programs, the institutions of existing
local jol.) markets, and the institution of existing housing markets.

A VOICE. Mr. Chairman may we have one of those reports ?
Mr. DANIELS. I do not kiiow if we have any extra copies.
Mr. HAWKINS. They may be purchased.
Dr. DocvmAss. Would you like me to answer her question ?
Mr. DANIELS. You may.
Dr. DOUGLASS. These reports are for sale by the Huntley Book Store

of the Claremont Colleges. The address is Clarem nt., Calif., the ZIP
code is 91711.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, I have other questions, but I don't

want to take all the time. Perhaps if we do have time.
Mr. SCHERLE. Well, I would like to yield to my colleague at this

time to pursue his line of questioning. I think that they are very
timely.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, I will pursue it at least one or two further
questions.

The statement has 'been made during these hearings thatwell, there
is apparently general agreement across the country in the consolida-
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tion of the programs and the delivery of services on an integrated
basis.

There is a great controversy, however, on the question of whether
the manpower proposal should contain any j oh-creating provision.

One of the bills does address itself to thisI think that it is probably
true to say that under any one of the three bills, that such activities
could be promoted.

But one of the bills directly addresses itself to a public service em-
ployment program. Would you care to give us the benefit of the
thinking of the group that made this report as to the acceptance,
particularly in the private sector, of the program which is going to
provide immediate and comprehensive jobsjob development in the
public sector among the different public agencies ?

Dr. DOUGLASS. I can't answer the question in quite so broad and gen-
eral a forms but I can answer it in somewhat more specific form by
describing to you, in just a moment, the organization of our research
committee within the Southern California Research Council that made
this recommendation.

At the beginning of the research project, we organized what is
called the "Business Executive Research Committee," to whom each of
the contributing firms .appoints a middle-management business
executive.

This committee out of 50 firms is composed of almost that number
of management business executives. These tend to be men well .along
their advancement in the companies, men who increasingly share the
social concerns of the public sector.

When we first started this study, I must confess that the house was
divided in this committee over the idea of public service employment
Tor remedial job creation purposes.

But by the end of the study, I think it. is fair to characterize the
group as having ahnost reached a mind that this recommendation was
one of the strong recommendaticns of the report.

If I may express a very personal sense of this change in attitude, it is
a change which comes from working with the material and drawing
one's own conclusions from it ;Ls much as persuasion from me or
someone else.

I also might comment that I see a remarkable change in attitude
among this level of management persons within the private sector over
the last 2 or 3 years, a change so fundamental that I think the question
ou have asked might be answered that there certainly will not be as
much resistance in the future OS there has been in the past to this
concept.

Beyond that., I think I can't answer it.
Mr. TrEwn-ixs. I think you have answered it. satisfactorilyat least

for me.
You have referred to an incentive-type credit system stimulating

employment in the private sector. While this is not a new idea, it r-er-
tainly has not been widely accepted, and it is not my recollection that
any of the bills actually relate to this concept..

Would you just elaborate somewhat on that, and how this would
operate, and how you think this would achieve some of the objectives;
that would it, for example, result in the employment of personswho
would not otherwise have been employed by providing some tax credit ?
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(An individual approached the dais from the audience and appro-
priated a documei )

Mr. HAWKINS. May I ask the gentleman not to keep that. It belongs
to one of the members. You may borrow it, but it does belong to one of
the members of the committee.

You may look it over, but would you please return it. Thank you.
A "VOICE. Thank you.
Mr. 1-Lkwii-ixs. Yes. Thank you.
Whether or not it would actually result, let's say, in providing some

tax relief for a company that would have employed this person had
he been, let's say, capable anywayand it is a hioifiy controversial
subject, but it is certainly one of the intriguing concepts.

And if it is going to actually achieve the objective, certainly I think
many of us, offhand, including myself, who had resistance to it, would
consider changing our position in this respect.

But would you elaborate on that?
Dr. DouoLAss. I might refer you to page 57, where we speak to this

specifically.
The first paragraph essentially spells out our view that the advisory

panel on private enterprise of the Curran Commission had T1: ve-ly
interesting idea, when it propo:;cd the notion that "r:. he 'hard-core'
unemployed identified and recruited by Federal or local agencies, first
would be given 'green cards' ; any employer who then hired a green-
card holder would be eligible to take a. tax credit equal to a share of
the wages and fringe benefits paid the employee-75 percent for the
first 6 months, 50 percent for the second 6 months, and 25 percent for
the second year ; unless the employee remained on the job at least 6
months, no credit would be allowed."

We go on to describe the pros and cons of this kind of an idea in
the next paragraph or two, where a tax incentive scheme would be,
in the advisory panel's language, "relatively simple, automatic and as
self-enforcing as a Government program can be.

"Compared with the contract approach, it would undoubtedly bring
quicker and more extensive participation by business firms. Employers
wh.) have declined to negotiate JOBS contracts because of the Gov-
ermnent supervision involved, including a number of large corpora-
tions, probably would find the tax concession easier to accept.

"The future success of the JOBS program, moreover, depends to a
large degree on the continued vitality of the National Alliance of
Businessmen ; were its vitality to flag, as so often is the case of vol-
untary organizations, the continued success of the contract approach
would depend upon development of another and surely more costly
means of inducing firms to negotiate additional contracts with tbe
Labor Department."

I might say parenthetically that this is very much the response that
you meet to these three billsit's the alterna'ave you proposed.

"Then, too. the. tax credit approach, by appearing to subsidize the
employer rather than the individual, could avoid the indignities that
often accompany direct. payments to trainees.

"Finally, it can be shown that the already existing encouragement
of investment in plant and equipment, such as the 7-percentinvestment
credit and accelerated depreciation, without a corresponding encour-
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agement to employment and human resource investments, biases the
market against the hiring of low-skilled labor and in favor of labor-
displacing capital investments."

The final paragraph simply spells out that it would probably be
harder to monitor this program, measure its success, and there would
certainly need to be some kind of a reporting system built into such
legislation which would be either on a voluntary or compulsory basis,
but which would require enough information to insure that the funds
were being spent effectively.

Mr. HAwKixs. Thank you, Dr. Douglass.
My colleague, Mr. Scher le, has been so patient. I don't want to take

up all of his time.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Scher le.
Mr. SCHERLE. I appreciate the questions proposed by my colleague,

Mr. Hawkins, because they are always excellent and they are alwv
to the point, and they always bring forth a fine opinion of the subject
matter.

Dr. Douglass, it is an extreme pleasure to be a member of this com-
mittee and to receive your testimony this morning. My compliments
to you and your group, particularly for what I think is one of the
most impressive statements we have had up to date on manpower
training.

Dr. Douor, Ass. Thank you.
Mr. SCHERLE. I note the great amount of research, and I can assure

you that this thing will go a long way in our final decision and in
compiling the legislation which will be in our manpower bill.

Doctor, you did pose one or two questions in regard to tbe adminis-
tration of the family assistance plan.

Would you explain to the committee what you mean by saying that
there would be possibility of denying coverage?

Dr. DOUGLASS. Well, this program, as you know, is replacement,
essentially, from an AFDC program. It broadens coverage in the
sense that it makes eligible, for the first time, families with fathers
that work.

This is a significant broadening of coverage. It still permits income
transfers for households headed by working males, as long as their
income does fall short of the break-even income in the Commission's
schedule.

It denies eligibility, though, yet to childless families and to single
households. And these are the groups that compose this thirdas
referred to in the report.

Mr. SCHERLE. You made the statement., to which I concur whole-
heartedly, that a major problem facing this country is that too many
people are not able to improve their present status.

Do you have any suggestions how we are to alkviate that situation?
Dr. DOUGLASS. Well, referring agam to the administration proposal,

as you know, there are certain federally guaranteed floors that are
established in that legislation for old ag,e assistance.

I would endorse those, although these are benefits ordinarily to
elderly people in the States that do not now have generous benefits.

The various alternatives to the income maintenance program Iike the
Nixon and Hineman proposal would include things like the child al-
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lowances, general allowances as you know, in this form of guaranteed
income maintenance.

So the Southern California Research Council and Select Committee
did look at these and chose not to endorse any of them, because in
virtually all of them they do not distinguish between the rich families
and poor families, and we think on efficiency grounds, if we are ad-
dressing the question of poverty, this is not the proper solution to
poverty.

It's a very costly program, for in a sense, it redistributes income
among all income groups, rather than just the poor, which one might
identify as the objective of policy revision.

So we tend to reward the kinds of income maintenance programs
that are, among academicians, referred to as "negative income" type
as probably the better route.

We do think that probably, over time, we should look toward a
gradual increase in those programs, and one of the reasons we like
the Hine.men program is that the -floor is $600 higher than in the
Nixon proposal.

Mr. SCHERLE. Since it is impossible to assist a child much beyond
giving some monetary compensation, because they have not reached
their productive years, do you think that it would be advisable to
change some of the social security laws as they exist today to provide
additional means for people ?

We havein some occupationsmandatory retirement at 65, turn-
ino- out many good people, who have a lot of experience, to pasture,
and spend millions of dollars trying to find ways, to put them back
to work. It doesn't make sense to me.

And so far as the social security laws are concerned, why they are
only allowed to earn a certain amount of money without paying the
amount. of taxes involved.

Would you be in favor of maybe changing that ? Making those regu-
lations just a little bit more readjusted as far as the elderly are con-
cerned?

Dr. DOUGLASS. We didn't address this question at all, and I myself
don't know very much about it. I am not really informed to answer that
question. I am sorry.

Mr. SCHERLE. This subject has always bothered me, why force
people into retirement who really have no business in retirement. at that
stage of the game, and then turn around and try to find some projects
to keep them busy.

Now, I _think that this country can benefit from the wisdom and
knowledge accumulated by these people with their years of experience,
rather than to find some makeshift work and restrict their income

rticularly in the years where, through inflation, it is difficult for
them to keep up with the cost of living.

Dr. DOUGLASS. Yes.
Mr. SCHERLE. Doctor, I surely subscribe also to your dispersement

of the ghettos. The gilding of the ghettos, I think, would be a wrong
approach. I would IS rAsee them obliterated entirely. Do you be-
lieve that to try to relo %let an area that really is a ghetto is money
wasted ?

p.
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We should try to clean it up, and do 'away with it, and establish a
decent place for those people to live and work and go to school, rather
than let this blight on our society exist, by just trying to paint it over.

Dr. DOUGLASS. If you will permit me to introduce the element of
time in responding to that comment, I think it is probably fanciful.
to suppose that one can divert the lion's share of resources now being
used to support remedial education, remedial housing, and other means
of improving the neighborhoods of the poor toward akernative spatial
investments in the short run.

One cannot establish the idea of dispersal in even a few years. But
I would urge that these two programs are really complementalT, aml
what we are suggesting here is a margin, and it makes a good deal of
sense to look again at the distribution, particularly of Federal funclN
for housing development, and direct a larger share, but by no mer,..s
nearly all of them, toward developing housing alternatives, forcing
the poor into suburban areas.

Mr. SCHERLE. Well, this is exactly what I had in mind. You just r.ic
it more eloquently.

Rather than spend a great deal of money on a continuity of the ghetto
area, we, should go on from there as much as the funds are practical and
possible to help create a better area.

Doctor, wlmt is your general thinking as far as skill centers are con-
cerned at the present time? Do they provide the means to an end as far
as results are concerned, or do we find a perpetuation of locking people
into the poverty category, and just paying a great deal of money in
administrative costs?

Dr. DouopAss. Well, I think one has to distinguish between the serv-
ices being rendered, which hopefully broaden opportunities, and build
human capital in individuals who are receiving benefits, and the achnin-
istrative costs of procuring those benefits.

My experience with skill centers is relatively limited. My impression
is that institutionalized training depends upon the careful coordina-
tion of the kind of training programs that are being designed with
knowledge of job opportunities as graduates come out of them, and
that there have been some sigthficant breakdoWns between knowledge
of employment opportunities and the design programs, even in
Southern California.

I am also inclined to believe that these centers ou edit to be more than
one-stop types of affairs, where counseling, recruitment, training, Imd
placement and followthrough should be coordinated carefully.

But I hesitate and really would prefer not to make comments about
specific skill centers, because I know relatively little about, them.

Mr. SCIIERLE. Well, the reason I make the statement is because I per-
sonally have taken a deep interest in what happens to the young people.

I find in many cases it is makeshift employment ; it is a place where
administrative costs are almost prohibitive, compared to results. There
is nothing more criminally negligent than to build the hope of a person
and then not provide the means for him to rise above the level of
poverty.

We have many programs tlmt have done little or nothing for the
poor people. To give an example, we had a program in Iowa that was
perhaps close to $20,000 to teach Iowa women how to pick chickens.
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Now, this is a little ridiculous, because I know very few woman in
Iowa who don't, know how to pick a chicken. Furthermore, there is
very little future in picking chickens today, since it is all done by
machines.

Now, these people were locked in poverty. Picking chickens has
no future. But, the people who administered the proo-ram had a future,
because, they weren't helping those. people at all. Ae-nd this is not only
true in Iowa, but clear across the country.

This is wrong as far as I am concerned. We have the centers to
provide the means for perpetuation to the people who administer
the program but care little nothing about the people who should
be benefited by it.

Another thino- that concerns me deeply, and you touched on it
on page 57 here:

We don't mind, and neither does the taxpayer mind, appropriating money
for programs that will help the people for whom the program s designed, hut
we are extremely frustrated when we find the following

It would make it more difficult for the public to know the cost
of the program. We can't seem to find where the buck stops. We
0-et shoved from pillar to post because nobody has the answers to
I, -what the program is, and how can you judge a program if you
don't know tbe cost or whether the expenditures are made.

What kinds of people get jobs? How long do they retain those
jobs? What efforts are made to follow through after you have
trained these people? These are of great concern. Why have a pro-
gram, if you are not going to follow through and find employment
for your own people?

And tbe training being purchasedchicken picking is a good
itemand the characteristics of i.ndividuals who benefit from the
program. This, to m-5, would create much more despair, and bitter
despair, if the young adult who has a firm desire to establish himself
in a program and then, in the end, we just shove him outdoors and
say, "Go find your own opportunity." I think this is too bad.

Doctor, my compliments to you again for a fine piece of work.
This is a masterpiece, as far as I am concerned. It will be digested

completely. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. On behalf of the committee, I extend you our sin-

cere thanks.
Dr. DOUGLASS. Thank you for inviting me.
Mr. D.!_NIELS. Our next witness will be Mr. Hascal 0. Humes,

consultant, MDTA programs, Compton, Calif.
You may proceed, -Kr. Thunes.

STATEMENT OF RASCAL 0. HUMES, CONSULTANT, MDTA
PROGRAMS, COMPTON, CALIF.

Mr. HUMES. I am Hascal Humes. I am the vice president and gen-
eral manager of TASK, and I have the job of recruiting and orienta-
tion and analysis of job development under the request by Mr. Haw-
kins' office to make this report to you.

I thought there were several factors which should be brought. to
mind. One deals with the state of the south central Los Angeles area.
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The major factor is in the state of the supposed MDTA or business-
sponsoredGovernment-sponsored programs.

I think the request was that I cite both the ineffectiveness and the
effectiveness of some of these programs. I realize tlmt time is short,
and I am not going to take nearly the time I would like to.

Other than read from this, if this is in order, I would like the com-
mittee to make a cursory review of this particular introduction, and
if they have questions, I will be happy to dispose of them.

Mr. DANIELS. The Chair will offer a suggestion. We can incorporate
these important documents in the record. They will appear in full,
and you may proceed to summarize and give us the highlights of your
program. Following your presentation, we will ask you some questions.

(The material referred to follows :)
In the immediate wake of the Watts riots of 1965, the mass media, the indus-

trial giants, and the various governmental agencies showed varying degrees of
interest in rectifyhig the unemployment problem in the then, as now. devastated
area of Watts. Then, as now, the south Los Angeles area is that Los Angeles
area with by far the highest unemployment rate in the cOunty.

That the recent austere anti-inflation program has had a disastrous effect on
the black populace can be seen in the ever-increasing lines at the unemployment
imairanee windows of the Department of Human Resources.

In the MDTA program, slots are being filled, not jobs. When a trainee is fired
from an NAB job, another trainee Is (wieldy inserted and an appalling cycle
is continuedthe treadmill of futility.

What are the major manpower programs supposedly devised to alleviate the
lack of employment for the poor in this area? They are OJT, CEP, NYC, STEP,
YTEP. Jobs Now, Jobs 70, MA5, MA4, and NAB.

TASK has determined that in all too many instances OJT, which could be
the most meaningful of all the programs if the original intent of the progl.am
were followed, has perhaps met the stiffest resistance on ar. introductory level.
It also has had the highest mortality level. Originally set np to provide on-the-
job training for unskilled poor people in entry-1evel jobs, it has demonstrated
a consistent inability to give the promised relief.

The potential employers have had great difficulty in accepting the fact that
government funds are only to be used to cover training costs. It is not a salary
subsidy. Far too few employers have been able to show itemized training costs
to the Department of Labor monitors.

In many instanees the subcontracting agency has been a bit too eager to effect
a contract with an employer, with the result that such errors of judgment. inclmle
the followthg :

I. Greatly limited training periods.
2. Persistently minimal salaries.
3. Little or no aetual assurance of job permanence after training.
4. No salary increase after training period.
5. Little or no supervision on actual job.
6. Very few new skills taught.
Periodically, the job slots are filled by relatives of the interviewer, so that

the persons for whom the jobs were intended never hear of them.
The Federal government must increase its role as an employer of the disad-

vantaged. The truculence of private industry to provide job progression beyond the
beginning level is constant and deplorable. Methods must be found to change
this attitude of industry. Until then, the various governmental agencies must
iminediately take up the slack. Moreover, the overall ..ixisting practice of over-
seeing and monitoring those companies who have accepted government funds must
be heightened.

The black business concept cannot even remotely begin to solve the nemploy--
nwnt problem of the disadvautaged. Those businesses often need people in a sales
capacity. There -are no rehnbursement programs for those employers who hire
commissioned workers. A few of the businesses which cannot utilize training
because of their selling nature would include :

1. Journalistic publications.
2. Anto sales.

797
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3. Travel agencies.
4. Office equipment sales.
5. Clothing apparel stores.
There are some Job sources which have not even remotely tapped. For ex -

ample, the relatively new program at the University of Iowa by which "assistants
to physicians" are being trained to pert:orm actual surgery without the guidance
or presence of a physician. Why can't tois type of training be initiated and set
up in the veterinary profession?

There are too many training slots for gas station attendants and not nearly
enough for automobile mechanic traineesspecifically, automobile mechanics in
the foreign car field. In this field, tools used are based upon the metric system ;
therefore, the foreign car mechanic is a different breed of cat from a domestic
mechanic. Minorities are becoming more aware of the feasibility of buyf ug small
foreign cars as opposed to second-hand American cars. There is at this time no
known certified black auto mechanic in the Watts area.

In the paramedical professions (X-ray technicians, lab technicians, medical
technologists, therapeutic teclmicians, dental assistants and technicians), there
are far too few contacts made with small private clinics to determine the need for
these positions.

There is still a persistent and pervasive reluctance to hire perspective employees
with police records. The percentage of the disadvantaged job seeker is well above
50 percent. For the employer to self-righteously say or advertise that he is an
"equal opportunity employer" is to say nothing unless that employer ill hire
a black or brown with a police record. The figures which definitely describe
the cost of incarceration as compared to the cost of unemployment are disparate
enough to make every employer who has an employee problem literally beat at
the doors of the parole boards and penal institutio»s. That is, of course, if wc
are to assume that the object of confinement is to rehabilitate as well as to punish.
These correctional institutions would be better serving the job market if they
would include one or two additional items in their budgetsnamely, funds for
equipment and machinery which could be used to train the inmates for future
employment. This would, to a small degree, silence the cry of the employer who
says, "Even at the entry level, my employees need more training."

It is, moreover, the opinion of TASK that a new institution must arise from
the plethora of existing and, for the most part. failing MDTA programs. Industry
and government must innovate producer and consumer cooperatives in indigenous
mid-city areas. The transportation problem alone, should an applicant be able
to secure a job on paper, Prevents the accepted applicant from retaining the
proper trainee job. The obvious difficulty of assimilating the ghetto resident
into the mores of the habitually employed must be solved by the employers.

There is little evidence that employers with MDTA contracts are working
imaginatively with the unions to solve the problem of unemployment as it affects
minorities. There has been an increasing unawareness of union structure, the
legal status of the unions, and most of all .the meaning of the apprentice pro-
gram as opposed to an on-the-training program.

Too often a persuasive job is not done by an NAB job developer in attempting
to open up training spots for a specific skill.

The unions indicate that they are concerned about the pay and fringe bene-
fits for all workers, because all workers are potential union members. The unions
insist and rightly so, that the beginning wages offered by an employer of NAB
or Jobs Now or Jobs 70 are not at all con»nensurate with the beginning wages
of a union apprentice.

One must liken CEP to a union hiring hall, except that the employer must take
whom the union sends. This is not so with the well-trained person that CEP
sends to the employer.

The employers have the big meetings and indicate that pledges _have beci,
made, but in many instances the pledge is not kept in the interim time from
that of th original pledge to that exact time when the applicant is sent from
CEP.

In summation, pledges are not being honored and hiring practices are retro-
gressing to the extent that the wouId-be trainee is now so dispirited that one can
see him on the street corners of Watts in ever-increasing numbers, not even
trying anyone.

If the corporate giants really believed that the various on-the-job training
programs .Yrad be considered economic: boons rather than their contributed
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portion toward social justice. I am sure that the NAB type of AIDTA pograms
would be far more successful than they are now proving to be.

It must then be the tnsk of all concerned. in the absence of any other allevia-
tion of unemployment for the disadvantaged, to find a method to convince the
same corporate giants that it i. financially possible to train, and to retain after
training, these erstwhile trainees front the ranks of the disadvantaged.

M. Hum Es. Some of the things I found, both living in the Watts
areaand I am sure the Watts area needs no definition to the commit-
teeI initiate. my report by statimr unequivocally that Watts was
distinffuished in 1965, in a very real sense just as it is now, :by having
the highest unemployment rate in the country.

And I expect, since the county of Los Angeles is one of the major
counties populationwise in the Nation, that it would rank highest
among the unemployment ratios in the country.

I would also submit that the austere, anti-inflation program has
had a disastrous effect npon the black populace, and we see an ever-
increasing line at the unemployment windows in the Department of
Human Resources.

My particular interest in this is perhaps with the MDTA programs.
Our agency has found that there is perhaps a particular truculence on
the part of the hushwss grants, the nidustrial giants, especially in this
area, to go really wholehearted in the training programs.

Such constant omittances or exclusions as I have listed here in train-
ing periods have vastly limited the salaries, which are persistently
minimal. There is l'ittle or no actual assurance of job permanence after
training.

In many cases there is no salary increase after the trainina period.
The supervision that was requested at the time of the contract7making
this a 1 to 4, or a 1 to 5, or a 1 to 6 ratio as a supervisory person teach -
ing or advising trainees, is practically nonexistent.

And then, in the last instance, very few new skills are being taii!rht.
Without naming the companies to which I am prepared ti) answer

in the report, which I have in the portfolio, an example is one major
company in this area which had been using the "bull' for its job pur-
poses. The company proceeded to enter into the NAB program, which
is the National Alliance. of Businessmen, by retirin,<Y the. "bullthe
tractorthe lifting devicethe mechaniznir deviceand us; ng people
to pick np heavy metal.

I would submit this is not a traniing program, because the old
method of picking and bending is somet1r4g that most people are used
to for a number of years.

Digressing slightly from that, I find that the same industrial giants
whom I referred to, are not beinp- exposed. They do too much screening.

For example, the concentrated employment prooTtun which is set
up extensively to both show and envision for the Department of
Human Resources of this State, ways of placing minorities onto actual
payrolls, does quite a bit of screeningextensive screening, plus re-
cruitment, plus job development ; and when a request comes from an
industry, Tor example, that is involved in the NABS program, the sup-
position by me, and by others in the concentrated employment pro-
gram, is that it just isn't a hi rinfr hall.

A request has come down for 10 people who have been sufficiently
inotivated by the concentrated employed program, and who have 110
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physical difficulties or other difficulties, except they are waiting and
filled with anxiety to go to work.

In ether instances, they are basically ready to go to work. Instead
of submitting them to the training program, whatever that might
mean at the particular day, these people would further screen and
eliminate so that only one out of fourthat is, of the requested 10
are hired. I submit that unless there is scrne real reason for cause for
rejection, they should have to be accepted.

Not so with the concentrated programs. Therefore, arid the people
are snt back, and some activity process continues.

Some of the many reasons given are: Criminal records, records of
job inconsistency, records of job absenteeismall of this sort of
thingthey are, in fact, getting your job.

Of course, in many instances, the person sent by welfare workers
and welfare workers where more than the one generation is represented
by the person sentthe ridiculousness of this type of overscreening
is such, in my opinion, and in the opinion of TA.SK, that it obviates
the original puipose of the very terms that we are talking about in
concentrated employment terms.

If, in fact, the herculean task of moti-vating these people who have
been found, who have been herded, who have been constantly herded
with the futilityif, in fact, the motivation has been affected by NYC
or a KJ, or an MA-4 procrram sufficiently to get the to the doors,
then I would like to suggesqif

na
I could diYress for just a little bit

I in iplit sug<rest that this is no mean task in iaelf.
For example, in the area of Watts, there, is a transportation problem

that perhaps is unique to this area. There is one bus system, privately
owned, but services Watts as such. The minimal fare for this par-
ticular bus system is 37 cents. I think no transfers are honored by the
city of Los Angeles in effecting a way out of the ghetto.

That is, the buses there do not cooperate beyond this ghetto.
So that in asking a person to come to work, for example, in Bur-

bank or Low,- Beach or Pomona or wherever else these tax-lessened
areas are that: these companies place their prime factories, the job itself
becomes almost herculean to eveli reach the destination of the prospec-
tive employer.

So I would submit that the further screeninp- which I mentioned
before is a task that may make this a conversion.

Perhaps Los Angeles, as most of you know is the largest city in
area:. Watts, for example, is located at the soutlieast end of that city.
It is not at all ridiculous to assume that a person getting up at 5
o'(!ock in the morning, taking one of the privatr, igency buses that I
mentioned, making a second transfer at sonic time in the morning,
-:.ould then perhaps reach work at 7 :30if he were lucky, and if he
made all the connections.

This, I would submit then, would produce a 12-honr day for a mini-
mally wap-ed job in a training position, where once having reached
the fraining level, aud once having been accepted by the employer, or
the industry, the constant inclusion of all the pressures that wordd
come to bear on this particular individual, or individnals, would be
such that discouragement would be obvious, quickly; $1.80, I think,
is the minimal daily cost. for transportation from a point in Watts
to Burbank, for example.
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I answer, when we talk about concentrated employment rolls, we are
talking about persons who really are at the bare bottom of employ-
ment. In most cases they have had. no employment for a number of
years, and in so many cases the point reaches a number of months,
so that they have no money.

They are asked then to report daily for at least 2 week3 before.there
is a paychecl: coming. The company supposedly will include, if the
contract includes it, a certain paramedical or actual medical bits of
assistance.

But I would submit that these first-aid stations that are in the com-
panies are little more than just that that they can be. Oftentimes there
is a registered nurse on duty, but not a physician to examine the medi-
cal and dental needs of these particuar people with any acuity.

So that it is safe to assume that, 45 percent of these people have
actual illnesses which make it almost incredulous or would seem to
make it almost incredulous.that they were able to get to work in the
first place.

Dnce having gotten there, their strong personal motivation would
do away with the myth that those on welfare don't want to work
ally way.

I will mention, just briefly, the idea of the black business concept.
And on this particular matter, and a few other things, I agree totally
with the speaker who preceded me. It is a good idea. However, the
flaws in this concept as being an alleviator of the needs for minority
persons, whether they are ill the Chicano area. of East Los Angeles or
the black area of Watts, or in a mixed area of Hawthorne, there aren't
enough independent strengths in the many minority businesses that
are now cropping up to make, any definite penetration, any definite
relief as far as jobs are concerned.

So many of the black businesses are sales types of situations, and
tli e. contracts call for, if you wish, a positive job. That is, where there
is a: commission, the Department of Labor is more than reluctant to
entersuito a contract with such On organization.

This would include journalistic. publications, Bible sales, travel
agencies, office equipment sales, clothing apparel sales, cosmetic sales
all those where the bulk of the income must be on a commission
basis.

And these, for the most part, are rejected by the Department of
Labor or the agency that the Department of Labor has designated as
the. prime contractor.

I would submit, toc,, that there are far too many unskilled jobs
being offered, and too much emphasis being placed on the sort of semi-
skilled position. I think all of us know too well that the gas station
attendant is not a mee.hanic. But once the person has gone past the
matters of courtesy to the driver, into the station and upon %1_1.:?, wiping
of the windows and the insertion of gas, and perhaps the putting of
the. can of oil, inflating of tires, that there is little technical know-how
that need be learned.

I have noted, for example, one of our largest sellers of petroleum
prodacts has been most favored, if you wish, in this manner by having
a cras stal-ion attendant. contract, I would like to see far more, and for,

the most part, they are nonexistent for auto mechanic positions at a
training level open.
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And then, too, since the minority groups are finally realizing that
small cars are practical, and this is an entirely new thinp-, that foreign
car mechanics be trained. TASK knows of no black auto mechanic in
the entire Watts area. We know of no similar situation in adjacent
areas.

For those who are fortunate enough to purchase a foreign car, when
that car breaks down, they have to go extremely far out of the areas
with most of the things.

They have to go well beyond the boundaries of the particular resi-
dential area to receive primary care for the vehicles.

I am aware, too, that the bureau of apprenticeships, training, and
standards, has great difficulties, mostly with the unions, in effecting
traiiing in the training spots in the apprentices that have been open
for a number of years.

But I would also submit again that the job developer of the par-
ticular agency investigating apprenticeships and the possibility of
placing a person there is not selling himself strongly enougth. He is
not selling the prospective trainees strongly enor,gh. There is a paucity
of automobile mechanics.

In fact, there is a paucity of farmers, electricians, carpenters, what
hare you.

It would seem to me that if some lines could be broken, some ar-
rangements could be made between the unions and industry to actually
effect a meaningful training program. Later on, the stopgap, non-
skilled jobs that produce little in the form of continuity or far that
matter, of job performance could be eliminated.

We have in our particular area, too, a giant hospital building. It is
a block from my residence and a block from my office. This is the
Martin Luther King Hospital. This itself is a type of travesty, because
the hospital is expected to be finished in 1970, and the projection for
1971 is that the paramedical profeasions and the paramedical spots
that. must be there for .any good hospital operation by any standards
of the boards and internal medicine, pediatrics, or technology, or what,
have you, and by my own investigation won't be there or at least will .
not be filled at all to the capacity that will be necessary to carry on this
hospital.

Nor will there be the X-ray technicians, the blood chemists, the
analysis expertsmerely those who would use the hemolysiseffec-
tively using a centrifuge. None of this training is going on today in
any great. degree..

Once again, I would like to indicate that I am not hurling any
caustic. comments to any group or what. not. But the fact is that
unless there is a 400-percent increrse in the trairlinp facilities for
this particular hospital, it. will not be staffed with the people from
the Watts area.

This was the original purpose. It was supposed to gil-e relief to
perhaps some 1,000 plus jobs. We just. don't see it.

I have mentioned that there is a persistent and pervasive reluctance
to hire persons with police records. I have mentioned the truculence,
and in order to be other than nolvi Itruistic in getting trainees into the
jobs, and preserving the records.

I have mentioned the hirinp- ball here that should be maintained
and is not.
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would feel also that, the representations made by the representa-
tives of labor and the Chamber of Commerce, are vastly reduced,
once the actual time of taking on the trainees if considered. If I remem-
ber correctly, some 3 years ago, or two and a half years ago, when NAB

first proposed by the Federal Government, there was a strong
tendency to perhaps overestimate the number of persons that would
be included In the training program.

I would submit to this honorary group that under the present ad-
ministration, the almost total ignoring of these original commitments
is such that most trainees feltwho once being advised by some em-
ployees who no longer wanted to go to Burbank or Pomona or to Long
Beachdiscouraged to even possibly enter that program.

In slight summation, I would include the fact that having made
visual and visible presentations at the Department of Human Re-
sources, at unemployment windows, and the welfare windows, the hue
and cry is not so much for the check for the welfare worker, but,
"Where can I get jobs?"

And, once again, the job development part of any poverty agency
should lie the, strongest, because. I would submit that of the three
major factors that perhaps keep people in povertylack of jobs, lack
of education, and lack of hmising, the job still has to rank among the
foremost. There are far too many agencies for our own area that have
job development, but it is the least important and the least apt, and
the least funded.

It seems to me that in some instances the idea is to perpetuate the
same onerous activity that the giants are doingto keep the book
On such programs too long, and on KJ programs too long, to keep
them actually in step too long, rather than develop jobs and place them
out into greater industry.

We would suggest that until the underlying work that must be done
to alleviate the transportation problem, whether it be busingwhich
makes one think in terms of education, but I am not talking about that
nowI would have a lot to say about the human values, but I think
our task this morning must be jobs and must be manpower problems.

But until the good moguls of our areas can realize that transporta-
tion alone is a major problem, that the malnutrition with which 'a
person must emerge from his house, would produce the fatigue that
makes the supervisor, or the immediate foreman on job, feel he had a
slacker.

All these factors are major factors, and in this whole panorama of
lobs they must in some way be eliminated before we can fulfill the
hope that was given, to these people immediately following the Watts
riots. We haven't lived up to it.

NIELS. Thank you, Mr. Humes.
Mr. Humes, what would you suggest as an improvement in some of

these manpower programs? Do you think that there should be greater
stress placed upon counseling and guidance, and also on the develop-
ment of new programs for which there will be a job at the other end
of the training period? I would like to get your views as I am sure you
must have some experience in this regard.

Mr. HITMEs. Yes, I've had that kind of experience with a large
agency here that worked with the Urban League. On may own I have
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also been employed by one of the aircraft giants in the Seattle area as
assistant persomiel manager.

So my talk to you this morning is not based on what I have heard
second hand, it is a firsthand exposure.

I don't feel for the one partthis is an answer to the first part of
you questionwhat we need at this point is too many new programs.
If the tenets of some of the old programs would be adhered to more or
less religiously, that is, if in fact trainees on OJT programs, for ex-
ample, were given a meaningful time to learn a new taskmeannigfnl
taskwith continuity along the way, then there would certamly be
no need to replace OJT.

If, for example, at the end of assuming work habits, planting trees,
or picking up trash, or what have you, on a concentrated employment
program, if once the, necessary habits of getting to work, realizing the
responsibility of the job, the handling of the family budget that come
from receiving a pay check, if once these things have been realized,
then this peison could be placed in an elementary job in industry, or
in the Federal Government., or the city, or the county government,
then certainly there would be no need to replace any of the programs.

But, I know firsthand that in too many instances there have been
persons on a set, prognim which paid $2 an hour$2.50, years ago
they are still on the same set program, and they are still being paid
the same $2.

And I will submit that this is reprehensible at first blush. Everyone
knows that tlai cost of living has increased, and perhaps the families of
these persons have increasedand everything has increased as far
as the expenses of this pelson who made the $2 an hour.

And he went, into it even then knowing that it was too little for the
job of securing his standards.

Mr. SCHEMA:. Will the chairman yield for a moment, for a question ?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes.
Mr. SCUT:R.1,E. Mr. Humes, I was interested in your remarks. Hasn't

this program been evaluated to see whether or not that same individual
or that. same j oh pays $2.50 an hour ?

Mr. HumEs. I didn't mention, if you wish, sir, $2.50 an hour. The
pay is set by the employers, $2 an hour.

Now then, so far as I know, within the confines of the Kennedy-
Javits bill, there is no room for progression, despite tbe amount of
time the person remains in the concentrated employment program.

Now, am I. addressing myself to your question ?
ME. SITEM,E. I was wondering if this has been the habit of the pro-

gram since its inceptionthat some chanp-es should have been made
along the line, and not wait until suddenly we come around to discuss
these things. Where are the people who evaluate, this program'?

Where are the, people who see what is right, or wrong in this pro-
gram ? Do they just. go on drawing their high salary, and caring little
or nothing about who is beilar trained ?

This has been my argument through aU these programs.
Mr. Trp-mr.s. OK. There is no need for me here to indicate that, there

am certainly some persons who are completely insincere as administra-
tors of the poverty profframs.

-However, I don't think that, this is the major factor that, prevents
active and meaningful iob development. and it would be mmiss for
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me to say that no insincerity goes on and, you know $200 suits are be .
ing worn by the adininistrators.

Mr. SCHERLE. If the gentleman will yield, that was not necessarily
my full intent. However, this situation does exist, and we are faced
with them every day.

The problem is: Why haven't changes been made since this point of
criticism does arise at this time'?

Mr. Hum Es I would answer that by saying this: In the NYC pro-
()Tam the mandates come down from the head of the N.eicrliborhood
Youth Corps on a national levelthat the original $1.60 which was
proposed as the minimum amount for a kid working both in school
or rather out of school program, has now been reduced so as to include
something just below the minimal acceptable wage.

That is in documents that come to my view and to my knowledge--
that there is a push on non- to pay $1.25 an hour to a pe..son who was
paid $1.60 an hour.

So in the light of this, if I might, this might be the reason, and I cer-
tainly can't answer thatwhy the administrators have not asked for
an adjustineEt, from $2 to $2.25 an hour.

Mr. Son Em,E. Where do these documents come from that you had
reference to just a moment ago'?

Mr. Hum Es. From the hierarchal levelon top.
Mr. Sol imn.r.. Well, when the NYC was originally developed, it was

not the intent of the drafters to say, "Once you enter this program you
are supposed to remain in it, for the rest of your life."

This is the program devised and defined to help those people either
on it temporary basis, hopefully, through summer employmentto
try to motivate them for employment, and give them sonic type of em-
ployment so that they can go on to bigger and better things. Isn't
that correct ?

Mr. Itc3rEs. I couldn't but agree with you, obviously with the
placement and the semantic term of "youth," they conldr expect to
be in this program for the rest of their lives.

On the other hand, for the continuity and progressionor for the
continuity of going from otle job to another job, a step up, then, I
would submit to this body that. a reduction from $1.60 certainly would
do more than just dissuade them from staying in this particular pro-
grambut would send them back to the streets from whence they
came.

Mr. So imu.t:. Are these. new rates from the region or from the Fed-
eral Govermnent ?

Mr. HumEs. From the, Federal Government, I would submit, because
certainly no regional adininistrator would be able to make rates.

Mr. SCIIIMLE. In other words, since the inception of this program,
the hourly rates have been reducedthey haven't even been kept
stable?

Mr. Hum ES. That's right.
Mr. SC:III:11LE. And this directive conies from the Federal Gov-

ernment ?
Mr. HUMES. That's right, from the Federal Government.
Mr. Scni-au,E. Could you submit the document to this committee

to ine and this committeethat states the original fee be reduced?
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Mr. IItimEs. Yes, I certainly will do that.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Scher le, I will be glad to provide the Department

of Labor's directive on NYC-2 program changes for the record.
Mr. Sou EnLE. Fine.
(The document referred to follows :)

STANDARDS FOR NYC-2

I. PURPOSE

This directive provides standards and nistructions for NYC-2 programs. The
program will be put into effect in areas designated by the Regional Manpower
Administrator. Current instructions for NYC-I prograins are applicable to
NYC-2. except as they are altered by this directive.

II. OBJECTIVE

Eaea NYC-2 project is expected to have strong education, skill training, work
experience and supportive services components. The education components must
not be compromised to provide funds for strengthening other eomponents. If
funds are limited, project goals will be narrowed by training in fewer occupa-
tions, offering fewer supportive services, and reducing or eliminating cultural
development activities. Enrollees need education, a saleable skill aud placement
after completion of training. Projects must be designed to meet these basic
requirements.

III. REGIONAL .1 AN POW ER ADM IN ISTRATOR

A. Contracting officer
The IIMA will serve as contracting officer for all NYC-2 projects.

B. Prior approval of project director
The InIA shalt approve the project director prior to his employment by the

sponsor.
IV. ANNUAL PROJECTION OF GOALS

In conjunction with the CAMPS program, the sponsor shall prepare annually
all estimate of goals.

V. LOCATION

NYC-2 programs are designed primarily for Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSA) and growth areas, where, in the opinion of the Regional Man-
power Administrator, economic conditions and area resources provide oppor-
tunities for job placement or further training for disadvantaged youth.

VI. PROJECT SIZE

The project size shall be consonant with the number of post NYC opportuni-
ties for placement in jobs, schools, or further training that are available in the
community.

VIL ELIGIBLE PERSONS

A. Basic criteria for enrollment
1. I) isadvantaged.Before eurolhnent each applicant must meet the "disad-

vantaged" criteria. ,
2. Agc.Only persons 16 and 17 years of age may be entolled.
3. Employment Status.At the time of enrollment the applicant must be

unemployed, employed in a job that consistently averages 20 hours a week or
less, or in a dead end job substantially below the level of skill his pialidcations
could bring in the job market following NYC training.

4. School Record.Enrollment of qualified applicants may be delayed until
the sponsor can obtain the applicant's school record and,'or an appraisal of the
applicant, including his potential to return to school.
B. Other considerations

1. Enrollee Potential.Those applicantE shall be enrolled who are believed
to be in greatest need of education, skill training. and work experience, and
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who are believed to be able to qralify for one of the occupations Or edncational
programs in which vocational pre2a ration is being given.

2. Special Cases. (a) Continuation or night school : Youths attending con-
tinuation or night school less timn 20 hours per week, and who are otherwise
eligible, may be enrolled in an NYC-2 project.

( b) New employment after enrollment : New employment in itself does not
make an enrollee ineligible. Reference to the poverty level applies Only at the
time of initial enrollment. Employed enrollees may have reduced schedules
with proportimmtely reduced weekly payments, if such reduced enrollment time
will adequately serve the enrollee's employability plan and the purposes of
the NYC project. If the iiew employment interferes with the enrollee's per-
formance on the project, it will be justification for termination of the enrollment.

3. nestrictions.(a) Qualified for employment or advanced training Appli-
cants who are already qualified for referral to suitable employment shall not
be enrolled. Applicants who qualify for available advanced training in other
manpower programs shall nor be enrolled.

(b) Primarily interested in income : Candidates who the evidence indicates
are interested in or need only an immediate wage job, rather than a training
program shall not be enrolled.

N'IIL PERIODS OF ENROLLMENT

No person shall remain enrolled past his nineteenth birthday or the second
anniversary of his enrollment in NYC-2, whichever conies first, except persons
enrolled between their 17th and 1Sth birthdays may remain for a maximum
period of two years.
Terminations

1. Maladjustmenit.No enrollee shall be terminated for maladjustment mitil
after the counselor has made at least three attempts to modify or satisfactorily
adjust his training plan or his attitude toward the project.

2. Employment.An enrollee who takes employment before the end of his
training plan shall be termthated if the employment is equivalent to completion
of the plan.

:3. Completion of employability pla/LAn enrollee shall be terminated when
satisfactorily placed in a job, educational institution or another training
Program.

4. Termination. date.Termination is official separation from formal participa-
tion in the project. The termination becomes official when the termination form.
MA 102 is prepared.

Termination restrictions.Tiefore an enrollee is terminated the sponsor must
be certain that all requirements of the Additional General Provisions, Clause
A-:34Terminatimi of Trainees or Enrollees, have been met.

IN. WAGES. itOUR5. AND LI:AVE
A. I ly'agem

1. Enrollee eampensation.Compensation shall consist of work experience
wages or incentive payments or a combination of both. Compensation is based
upon a full time schedule .of 40 hours per week, or a less than full time schedule
with inventive payments prorated. No enrollee shall be scheduled for less than 10
hours of total participation thne per week. In no case shall compensation for
hours spent in work experience exceed the maximum payment.

Compensation for a full time enrollee shall be 84 of the basic MDTA allow.
:ince for the current quarter in the state where the project is located. Enrollees
scheduled for less than full time participation shall receive a prorated amonnt
In a State where the project has a 3/1. MDTA basic rate of less than $26, the
rate shall be $26, not .the lesser amount.

Enrollee-. zlia II lw paid the legal Federal, State or local minimma wage, or
the prevailing wage for comparable work whichever is highest, for all time spent
in work experience.

2. Compatation.(a) Regular payments : Au enrollee shall be paid the maxi-
mum rate if all scheduled work experience time has been utilized and there are
no absences from particiliting services. If all the scheduled work experience time
has not been utilized the thne lost from work experience is subtracted prorata
from the time scheduled for this activity. Time lost from scheduled non-work
experience participation is deducted prorata from the thne scheduled for this
activity.
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(b) Less than full-time enrollment : Prorata payments shall he made to
persons scheduled for less than full-time participation. Example: An enrollee
schedulti(1 for 20 hours total iiarticipation (8 hours work experience and 32
hours non-work experience) shall receive $13, if the State's maximum NYC-2
compensation is $20. Work experience will be $1.4:1 X 8-----$11.00. the remainder
($1A0), will be credited to other participation time.

(c) Compensation for wo,ik experience Ls (ulnal to the hours worked timett
the applicable ra te Of pay.

Compensation foi non-work experience pa rtieipation is equal to the hours.
ill the project. other than work experionee, times the hourly rate of pay for
non-work experience participation.

The hourly rate for 11011-WO rk experhmee participation is computed by divid-
ing the total compensation for non-work experience p;trticipation by the weekly
total time spent ill non-work experience partieipation.

Total weekly compensation is the total of the compensation for work experi-
ence and the compensation for non-work experience partieipation.

(d) Work training in industry tind co-operative components.: Enrollees sched-
uled to participate in WTI or Co-op programs may not receive project funds
for pro.1et participation for thly week in which the enrollee is scheduled to
work for a. designated for-profit employer. NYC-2 enrollees referred to WTI
or Co-op programs will eceive no wages or other participation funds from
NYC-2 (hiring snch weeks.
B. hours

1. )"un and part time enrolinient.Unless specified otherwise in the enrollee's
employability plan, the enrollee will be a full-time enrollee. A full-time enrollee
will be scheduled for 40 hours of participation, including ally sehednled work
experience each week. Enrollees, who because of outside employment or special
conditions are unable to enroll full-time, may be permitted to enroll on 11 part-
time IIIISiS.

2. Hours for participation in work caperience.Hours scheduled for work
experience will be arranged for the mutual convenience of the employer and the
.enrollee, so long as: thC total number of hours spclit in work experience does
not exceed IA of his total participation time in the program ; the hours seltcd-
tiled ill any one week do not exceed the number required to bring his earningn
up to the total weekly payments as established.

3. Hours for participation in, other activities.-11ours for participation in
.activities other than work experience would comprise the difference between

the total participation rate and the unmber of scheduled work experience hours
during the week. Less than full-time enrollees will have their honrs of participa-
tion stated in their employability plan.

4. Abscnces.Absences may be excused for good eanse. Filexensed absenves
will result in prorata loss of enrollee compensation. Continued absellees shall he
cause for termination. (See termination requirements, Section VIII, B. 5.)

5. Compensation, for hours of transportation.(a) A maximum of two hours
per 8 hour day is allowed for transporting enrollees between a central pickup
location to ii district worksite. In snch cases, time spent in transit shall be con-
sidered work time in computing enrollee wages and maximum hours of work
-allowed, provided however that totai transportation times does not e7--ceed 25

percent of total work experience time.
(h) If sponsors choose to develop projects where more than two hours of

travel time is required each day, enrollees shall be compensated for all travel
time. However. compensation for travel in excess of two hours each day shall
be paid by the sponsor and from funds ontside the project budget. (i.e. such
compensation cannot be made from Federal funds to the project budget or from
funds that. make up the sponsor's (ron-Federal matching contribution).

(a) Exception to (a) & (b) above, compensation for travel time in excess
of two hours per day May be granted by the Regional Manpower Administrator
as 1111 allowable cost to the project budget in areas where it is Common practice
to travel more than two hours per day to and from worksites or schoolsites.

(d) Total participation time, including transportation time, may not exceed
40 hours per week. The rate of compensation to and from work experience work-
sites and central pickup paints shall be the wage established for work experience.
The time spent between other participation sites and a central pickup point will be
treated as hours of participation.
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C. Leave
Schedules for sick and annual leave and holidays must be reasonable and in

conformity with local practices. Accumulated leave shall be used to cover puriods
of absence, but no payments for accumulated leave may be made to terminatecl
enrollees. The purpose of leave accumulations is to stabilize compensation.

X. ENROLLEE FILE

The enrollee file consists of two folders. The first folder, which is open to
inspection by the enrollee. contains enrollee-provided information, attendance nua
prodnction records, schedules, training plan, and similar materials. The second
folder will contain test records, counseling records, assessments, health records
and other materials which require interpretation by a trained person. This
record should be considered confidential and maintained in a separate tile.

XI. ENROLLEE GOALS
A. First prioritySchool

1. Return, to secondary school.--When a trainee willingly could make a fruitful
transition back to high school. the project shall give first priority to helping him
make that transition.

2. Post-secondary education.If a trainee does not return to high school but
has the potential and desire for eventual admission to a community college or
post-secondary trade schoo'., such a goal shall be the enrollee's first priority.
B. Second prioritySkill tr aining and job

In the case of those trainec .? for whom formal education is not appropriate,
the project shall help them achieve the General Education Development certifi-
cate (GED) or provide remedial education to the degree feasible. The project also
shall attempt to help said trainee to either (1) .achieve apprenticeship or (2)
learn a specific salable skill or trade through pratcical training that has recog-
nized status among potential hirers, and to be hired in such a skill or trade.
C. Third priorityJob only

If neither of the above sets of goals is found appropriate for an individual,
the project shall comprehensively prepare him for, and place him in, the best
unskilled of semi-skilled entry job of which he is capable.

XII. PATTERNS OF TRAINING

Each project shall organize its training activities into three general pat-
ternsEducation, Skill Training and Work Experience.

A. Education.Education is basic to an enrollee's preparation for employment.
If an enrollee is not expected to return to school an education program shall be
developed for him that will provide the most suitable education to a person of his
capabilities. This Program may range from simple remedial education to prepa-
ration for a General Education Development certificate. The education schedule
has priority over all other project activities.

B. Skill tradning.To compete succussfully for unsubsidized employment the
enrollee needs to have a useful skill. Each enrollee shall be trained for the highest
skill of w hich he is capable consonant with the resources of the area. Prepara-
tion for apprenticeship or a license to practice a trade shall he given preference
over practical training for a salable skill, when possible.

C. Work emperience.Enrollees who are not able to benefit from more ad-
vanced skill training wifl, be trained to meet the requirements for a semi-
skilled or unskilled job. Those who are expected to be trained for semi-skilled or
unskilled work will be trained in the use of basic tools, general requirements for
entry occupations, and special training for their employment objectives. Each
enrollee must have some work experience in his training plan.

xrEr. ENROLLEE PLANS

A. Training outline and schedu7e.Each enrollee shall have a Training Out-
line and 'Schedule. The project training outline for the planned patterns of train-
ing (education, skill training and work experience) will be modified to meet the
enrollee's special needs, and a timetable for completing each segment of the train-
ing will be included. This training outline and schedule will be in conformity with
the enrollee's training plan. -*:. 4
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B. Training plan (employability plan).Eaen enrollee shall assist the coun-
selor in preparing his Training Plan. This training plan will outline the enrollee's
qualifications, needs, objectives and how the objectives will be attained.

XIV. MODIFICATION FOR SCHOOL

A. Return to school, in-school place available.Enrollees who return to school
full time shall be enrolled as quickly as possible in the In-School program and
terminated from the Out-of-School program. Out-of-Schcool sponsors shall estab-
lish linkages with In-School sponsors to insure enrollment of Out-of-School NYC
enrollees as soon as possible. Applicants from Out-of-School programs should be
given first priority for In-School openings.

B. Return, to school, no in-school place available.If the trainee desires to
return to school and no In-School places are available, then the NYC-2 sponsor
should make provisions for the enrollee to pursue his education full time in con-
tinuation or night school or part time in regular high school. In the event an
arrangement is made, the enrollee's attendance shall be considered as the educa-
tion component of his training plan.

XV. PROVISION OF SERVICES

A. Role of sponsor.Responsibility for all aspects of NYC training and services
for enrollees lies with the sponsor, including the formulation and management of
each enrollee's employability plan, although parts of its operations may be dele-
gated to other agencies. The sponsor shall give the project director authority
sufficient to operate the program, within the context of the agreement. However,
the sponsor shall not duplicate services available in the community unless it can
demonstrate that it can provide the services with quality and economy greater
than other presumed or existent suppliers.
B. Delegation of responsibility

1. The employment service.The sponsor shall give priority to manpower serv-
ices available through the Employment Service. Form 32, Summary of ES serv-
ices, will describe the services to be furnished by the ES, the locations at which
services will be available, and the schedules of such services.

2. Alternative services.To the extent necessary, the sponsor may negotiate
for manpower services from otaer suppliers if the ES cannot provide the quan-
tity and quality of services needed.

XVI. RECRUITMENT

Each project's recruitment efforts shall be targeted to attract those candidates
whose characteristics and needs are most appropriate for what that particular
project does best.The project shall try to reach and enroll dropouts soon after they drop out of
full-time attendance in regular school.

XVII. ASSESSMENT

Within two weeks of enrollment each enrollee shall be interviewed by a coun-
selor to assess the enrollee's (1) potential for academic and skill learning, (2)
vocational interests, (3) personality, (4) environmental factors that may affect
performance, and (5) academic achievement. At least every three months the
enrollee shall be reassessed to determine what educational and other progress has
been made.

XVIII. ORIENTATION

The purpose of orientation is to introduce the program ix, the enrollee giving
him n clear idea of how it works to serve him. Durhig the orientation period
the enrollee should get basic information about program components and opera-
tional information, such as hours of work, non-discrimination rquirements. when
and how he gets paid, and what is expected of him. Orientation ghould be con-
dacted in groups and be arranged in a manner that will help the enrollee feel
at ease. Orientation must be completed within two weeks of enrollment.

XIX. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
A. Goals

I. Return of enrollee to regular school attendance.
2. Secure a General Education Development certificate.
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3. Become enrolled in a community college or technical school.
4. Qualify for apprenticeship program.
5. Qualify for license of skilled occupation.
0. Acquire basic academic skills necessary to hold a job.
T. Increase the enrollee's employability.

B. Methods
An acceptable learning atmosphere for enrollees shall be provided. Schedules

shall be arranged to the maximum benefit of the enrollee. Classes need not be
limited to conventional day time hours. Enrollees liaIl be encouraged to study
on their own initiative outside of class hours and to use education equipment
and training materials. Instructors shall be chosen with regard to their ability to
inspire enrollees in addition to their professional qualifications.

1. Approoch.NYC-2 training shall utilize the enrollee's initiative and unique
learning style, shall focus on active performance rather than passive reception,
and shall be organized to elicit a flow of frequent recognizable successes.

2. Priority in 'use of resources
(a) Free education services from the public school system.
( ?)) Paid education services from the school system, community colleges, trade

schools, business firms, or other community agencies.
(c) Educational services from the sponsor. (The sponsor may provide educa-

tional services as a first priority if they are superior to those obtainable else-
where.)

X. SKILL IRAINING PROGRAM

A. Purpose.Each sponsor shall arrange for skill training sufficient to help
each trainee achieve one or more of the following goals : (a ) diploma from a
vocational school, (b) recognized, job-useful certificate for completion of a skill
course, (c) license in a trade, (d) the ability to operate a particular machine
or process, (e) the ability to perform a particular kind of skilled job, and (f )
basic tool skills and confidence that will make it easier to learn other or more
advanced skills later.

Skill training should be relevant to the enrollee's training plan. Such skill train-
ing may commence under NYC-2 and be continued under another program. WTI
is encouraged, as are COOP arrangements in which the project may help a
trainee obtain full-time or part-time employment, continuous or cyclical, as a
terminal phase designed to provide work exru-ience, orientation to the world
of work, skill training, and an entree to a permanent job.

Training shall not be given in occupations or under conditions unacceptable
to other manpower programs. Any appropriate and recognized training techniques
may be used, including classroom, workshop, laboratory, and simulated produc-
tion. Generally, skill training will be scheduled for the latter part of the enroll-
ment period.B. 8ources--Controcts for services shall give consideration to the relative
quality of the service to be supplied. Priority for obtaining skill training services
is as foalows:

1. Public vocational schools, commercial colleges, commercial trade schools,
community colleges, or other agencies.

2. Business firms that currently operate skill training programs for their own
employees. Private firms may subcontract to operate a skill training component,
provide services or furnish training sites.

3. Sponsor-provided training.
XXI. WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRANI

Work experience is that part of the project which is a productive work situa-
tion as distinguished from formal training. All enrollees must have some work
experience, but no enrollee shall be in the work experience component for more
than one-third of his total time in the project.

A. Work experience.Work experience should :
1. Provide opportunities which may lead to other more advanced steps
2. Provide for possible future employment at the worksite
3. Provide a means of rounding out an enrollee's Preparation for work
4. Provide the enrollee with an understanding of the disciplines of working
B. Supervision.The sponsor shall have control of the assignment of enrollees

to individual supervisors. Sponsors shall provide supervisors with orientation
in the supervision of enrollees.
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XXI:. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

A. Ilea serrices.--The purpose of health services is to bring the health of
each enrollee up to that of the average citizen. Appropriate time shall be sched-
uled for the performance of health services. Time spent in health services shall
be charged to administrative leave.

1. Examinations.Medical, dental, ophthalmic and hearing examinations shall
be provided. Medical care and nther related services should be obtained from
other sources such as Neighborhood Health Centers, when available.

Medical reports.Full reports of all medical services furnished enrollees
:mgh the project (with or without cost to the project) shall be maintained

in die enrollee's file.B. Conneting.Counseling shall be provided to each enrollee and shall deal
with the enrollee's problems with emphasis on the future rather than the past.

C. TransportatiomStandard critcrth for transportation in NYC-1 will apply,
except that the project also may reimburse for necessary enrollee transportation
costs between home and worksite or pickup point in excess of $5 per week.

D. Dag carc.When lack of day-care services for pre-school children of en .
rollees impedes particilmtion in the project, the project weay arrange to pay for
day care services or to provide day care services.

E. Financial training.Each project may offer training in consumer educa-
tion and money management.

XXIII. PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP

A. PlacementThe sponsor shall take appropriate action to assure that en-
rollees have access to opportunities for employmaut, higher education, scholar-
ships, more advanced training and apprenticeship. Upon completion of NYC-2
training the sponsor is expected to provide each enrollee with appropriate place-
ment in work, education or training. Full use of the Employment Services is
expected.B. Follow-Un.The sponsor shall contact each terminated enrollee at appro-
priate intervals for a period not to exceed two years. Appropriate services shall
be offered the terminated enrollee to the degree such services can be provided
without. additional cost to the project.

XXIV. LINKAGES

A. Manpower programs.Arrangements for exchange of information and serv-
ices, including referral of NYC enrollees to other programs, must be established
between NYC-2 sponsors and tile sponsors of other manpower programs (MDTA,
OJT, NC, JOBS, PSCP, CEP and Job Corps are examples). The CAMPS organi-
zation may be used in the development of these linkages.

B. Institations of higher cdncation.Arrangements for education and train-
ing of enrollees shall be made with available institutions offering technical train-
ing and academic training above the secondary school level.

C. Potential hirers.Each project shall establish linkages with two or more
major potential hirers in the ,:oinniunty, at least two of which shall be for-profit
firms, for the purpose of cooperative efforts in the training and placement of
enrollees. These linkages shall be in addition to any CO-OP or WTI sub-agree-
ments. Letters of intent to hire shall be obtained from for-profit employers as
far ns possible in advance of enrollee terminatton.

X XV. STAFF G

Staff acyclopment.Stafe development shn.:1..t include but not be limited to
1. Staff training.
2. Travel to other manpower projects to learn their methods.
3. Travel to regional office technical conferences.
4. :,7pecial efforts in recruitment of top personnel.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Munes, how can we improve the administrative
procedures of insuring an enrollee in the program a job upon the con-
clusion of his training period ? What would- you recommend?

Mr. HumEs. I would ask thatand the word "altruistic" comes
hereas a. director that the on-the-job training and. the Urban League,
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smile 37,;!ars ago, my push then was, "Mr. Employer, it's economically
feasible for you to train this person who hasn't had a job. For the one
thing, you are going to have a nonjob hopper. You are gomg to have
a simply loyal employee. You are going to get someone .who has no
other methodology as far as working is concerned; that is, you are
the original taker of this person. And you can mold him m your own
way, if you wish"to borrow a phrase from one of the old hymns, this
person can be molded in the way that. the employer wants linn to be.

So it is economically feasible to accept fl'e training once we do
away with the idea that the personnel dept. tient or the industrial
relations department of the particular emplo..er feels that he is being
altruistic about doing his social bit in accepting live or six, seven, eight,
nine trainees for whatever perioa it is.

Then we will go a long way toward solving some of thr. immediate
manpower problems.

would stress a great emphasis be placed on the primary negotnttions
between manufacturing--or between president in the industrial rela-
tions departmentand in turn his personnel relations department, and
whoever is assigned to work actually with the source of sendIng a
trainee to his particular company so that. they might be assimilated into
that company.

Mr. DANTELs. Well, are there any specific recommendations that you
would like to make with regard to the administrative procedures?

Mr. HumEs. Right. Without holding, for example, the Lockheed Co.
up as a point of public execution, let's just assume that the Lockheed
Co. is one of the companies that is not holding forth to its contract in
toto by any one of the various methods that I have listed here.

No contract should be entered into unless the pledge given is ad-
hered to. The monitoring that is done now is minimal. The monitoring
should be constant, and shoukl be in a far gi eater interim period than
it is now ; that is, let's say that it has been every 3 weeksit should now
be every week to sce that the particular employee is adheiing to the
contract or to the subcontract.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
I recognize the gentleman from. California, Mr. Hawkins. Do you

have any questions?
Mr. FlAwKixs. Well, Mr. Humes, first I would like to congratulate

you on what. I think is a very, very excellent statement and presenta-
tion, and also to thank you for your appearance before the committee.

I have.several questions, but I will try to cover the questions in one.
Directing yourself to a statement that you made concerning the

training facilities for the Martin Luthe,: King Hospital, yon indicated,
iI believe, that here s an instance where jobs will be available, and

nothing, or very little is being done at the present time to train, par-
ticularly those who are disadvantaged, or those who live in the area,
for the jobs that will be made available in a facility of th's kind.

Now, just where does the fault lie? Is it in policy, administration,
lack of coordination, or the rules and regulations governing these
programs? ell, jnst -vho is responsible for this situation that obvi-
ously does exist?

Mr. HUMES. I would say this, Congressnilm Hawkins, that the word
"lie is a very harsh word, but it would have to be an accurate word
in this instance. And I would say the administrators of certain pro-
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grams are lying to the administrators of the county, -for exainple,
when and if, and I would suppose that such a premise has been made,
that a certain number of paramedical persons will be ready, having
been trained or who are now being trained, which I will submit is
is not factual.

And that to maintain the present program, this type -A prevarication
continues as far as expectancy is concerned. In fact, a parallel may be
ivel I drawn here as with the _National Alliance of Businessmen. The
reason we don't Seewhich is in partial answer to your question a
moment ago, Congressmanwhen we see that slots are tilled, that "X"
trainee and "Y" tra; lee have been knocked out of their particular
training spot that1'.ts been filled by another person.

In so many ins: ances the same thing is oc,.:urring as far as the Martin
Luther King Hospital is concerned. Where a person has fallen by the
wayside, there is no noting to show that this person was dropped at 6
weeks or he fell out of the program at 11 weeks, as far as being an X-
ray technician or a hydrotherapy technician or a blood chemist, or what
have you.

But that same person is then brought into the program, and it's at
the same level as the person that has been out of the program was
brought in some 12 weeks ago.

For example, from Orange County, which is one of our least poor
counties in the entire State of California, from Orange County comes a
proposal recently to initiate a dental assistant and medical assistant
program within this particular area.

I am told, and I have seen the documentation that went to, for exam-
ple, Equitable Insurance Co., and then it was supposed to stop over at
the Ford Foundation in Detroit to possibly get funding for the
program.

And I would submit that if this least important of paramedical pro-
fessionsthat is, the medical assistant who is partly a clerk and partly
a keeper of recordsand I am not at all demeaning this spotI'm
merely s.iying that if, in fact, at this date there is an effort to effect a
school for this on the supposed premise that the other assistants will be,
you know, filled for the opening of the Martin Luther King Hospital,
then surely these positions that are of a far greater technical nature as
far as the work is concerned, r7.e definitely in trouble and definitely
absent.

Mr. HAWKINs. Mr. Humes, ould it be true to say that the board
which administers this hospital, and which presumably has on it per-
sons from the communitythat is, community involvement through
the boardis somewhat faulty in not programing any programs in
such a way that the commitment that this is going to be, in a sense, a
community hospital, and not just another county hospital, such as the
one we now have, that they are somewhat at fault ?

Mr. Humns. I would say that if I said that someone was at fault, I
would be overly

Mr. IlAwKINs. I was trying t, find out how you would say it.
Humns. Yes. Well, I would say that it has been deplorable.

Mr. HAwiraNs. Well, there are many other questions I would like
to ask, but the time is limited.

Again, I want to thank you for your cooperation.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
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I recognize the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. S6IERLE. Mr. Humes, we visited a project yesterday that is

funded partiallyat about $2 million for training personnel for the
Martin Luther King Hospital.

Now, is this part of the direction that you were telling us that is
not being fulfilled ?

Mr. HumEs. That. would have to be part of the direction. I would
submit that if this committee had investigators that could look into
the actual, you know, navel of the curricidumof those who have said
"We are training," using the present participle, find out where they
are, what the staff is that is doing the training, and you will find a
possible misrepresentation.

Mr. SCHERLE. Well, if this is true in this field, then perhaps maybe
some of the other things we were told, are just as much of a fabrication,
as far as the results of the training is concerned.

We were told specifically yesterday by people who are in charge
of the project that -pi-sonnel were being trained for Martin Luther
King Hospital.

Now, I hesitate to use the choice of words that you did, but in this
case, I have to agree with youthat is, if it is not true, it is a big;
lie, and it's unfortunate that this promise has been made by these proj-
ect administrator, in this situation, and it has not been fulfilled.

Mr. Humes, if I may continue for just a few morefirst of all,
you were very critical in paragraph 5 of the first page of your :7tate-
ment, of the OJT. Yon say, first of all, that it has met the stiffest
resistance on an introc',uctory level, and it also had the highest
mortality level.

it has demonstrated a consistent inability to give the prom-
ised relief."

Now, under those circumstances, that's almost enough of a criterion
for me to say "Scrap the program."

Mr. FIumEs. I would agree with you, but I think your question was,
Mr. Congressmanwell, nowhat I read into your question was that
if the enfire tenets and structure of the original program were adhered
to, would it then be necessary to ,crap the program? My answer
would be no.

Mr. SenERLE. Where is the failure then? That it is not being admM-
iRtered the way it was written? Is this the fault of the originator or
is it once acrain the fault of the Administrator ? It certainly can't be
the fault of Congress, because when we write the law, we write a law
in broad terms.

Mr. HumEs. I have eliminated the fault of Congress and the culpa-
bil ity of Coiv.ress in this particular question.

What. I am saying is if what Congress has written were followed.
you know, involved in this particular program

Mr. SCTIERLE. Who iS not followinp the design of the law ?

Mr. HUMES. For the most part, NABthose involved in the Na-
tional Alliance of Businessmen.

And for the second part, the administrators of the particular
progra iris.

Mr. SCUERLE. This p-oes back to what I have said time and time
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To continue along a line similar to that one, is it possible that when
we. have men in CEP, or women in OJT or CEP, that through their
enthusiasm that they may oversell a trainee to the extent that maybe
the employer was not getting what. was promised to him, and he be-
comes a l ittle sour on the project ?

Arr. Hu-AtEs. If I were to actually convince a guy from ally skid row
that, despite his alcoholic record, despite his attendance record on the
job or despite his criminal record, he would be given a square shot
at, the. job, then I could very well get a substantial number to come
alonp- to a job situation.

Now, T. would say, though, that perhaps this is one of the exclusions
that I made in this particular report, that there is a major gap be-
tween the image of the person in the industrial relations departine»t

nd wliat is actually being presented.
That is. if the personthis is just 10 mo»ths agomost of the people

then who woola likely p.et to the industrial relations oiliceor persclls
who literally had no other source to turn to, fhan a CEP or a K.T pro-
gram, as such, didn't in fact represent the dregs of the supposed job
nmrketand I don't think that there are any who are, prepared for
this type of job market.

Mr. ScHERLE. Well, weren't they a little bit overzealous in selling
the tra inee,? lInt according to yonr statement, then you feel that they
are not ?

Mr. I-h-rAtEs. Rip-114.. I don't think thatand by "they.," I mean both
the. job developers and the primary contact., whatever plant we're talk-
inp- aboutwere unrealistic as to what to expect as far as the actual
t ra inee _applicant.

Mr. SCHEELE. Now, you wr.-:re critical about some of the programs
and the way they were selected.

Doesn't the Human Resources Department do the selection of
trainees, and aren't the jobs themselves supposed to be selected or
administered on a need basis for the community ?

Mr. HITME:. Well, let me say this, and I will use the analogy of your
cli i cken-pi ckin'

Arr. SCIMITLE. Well, there is no future in chicken-pickin'.
Arr. Hi-AtEs. I would say with that exlusion that there are far too

many of this type of thing, and this then mi.crlit be the faultwhere-
ever the link is. It Inirlit lie the. fahlt of the Health, Education, and
Welfare Se.cretary. It, mip-ht be the. fault of the, Transportation Sec-
retary.

It might, well be the fault of the Department, of Labor.
Arr. Scumu,E. I would prefer to come lower than that.
Mr. lIpArEs. OK, but what I am saying at this point is, if in fact

programs are being used on paper, that show a progression. I would
say that It. would be up to an independent agency or an independent
person who has no axe to grind, other than report. simply what is
beim!, done.

And what is being reported as being done ho amazinp%
Air. Scan:lux. Well, what would yon recommend alolkir that line

for correcting this sitnat ion ?
Arr. Iii-AtEs. To adhere, to what Congress has proposed.
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Mr. SCHEIME. You see, Mr. Hurrls, we keep going back not to the
fault of the generosity given by the taxpayers through the Congress to
the needy, but we keep ooing back down to the people who administer
the program. Their faillre to monitor and evaluate the programs, re-
sults in hurting that poor hapless individual that had the desire or
motivation to be trained.

And through the negligence of the administrator, he has failed to
live, up to his responsibility.

Mr. Hum Es. 1 would have to submit. that if in fact there has been
too much emphasis placed on the administration of the program, my
castigation of some of the problems of the program, then would have
to say that in all too many instances, there are some administrators
who are insincere.

But there are many others who are, not, insincere. But there is that
fine and not so finethere, is a broad gap monitoring the program.
seeing that it:s effected. and hewn to the ideas of Conr-ress in making
legislation for this relief of poverty in the first, place.

Mr. Scum-n.1% When a, person administers a program. and Cioe,,, not
fulfill his, capileity I.:: the extent that those people do sign up n,id are
encourao-ed to ort',.',,aye. i? the.proyrams, .and they are. just. carried
along with Ile rk-silit;,, durim-, the program or durino- the very
end, then. sonr.:11;np:

Now, so long a:.=, (ind idiniiiistrators who do not act. in the best
interest, of the taxpayers to effectuate. pro<Yrams, to help those iii an
unfortamate situation, then we can not justify ourselves how tin-se
trustees of the. people, use that, money if we don't give their value
recei ved.

Mr. Hum The simple answer to that question, sir, is that so many
of the :othistries themselves are almost, totally subsidized, at,
least in ce:' ii departments, by the Federal Government. And the
appalling t.i..:,ficiencies in some of these companies, such as Loekheed
with its unprecedented request of $600 iiiihhion. nnd imprecede-ted
action must be taken to bail them out of this, there is this type of
management which I think is prevalent in both labor

Mr. SonErn.E. Mr. Humes, Nvhen we train people for a job, this
will not .ever materialize if we fail to remember that you will not have
employees until you have, employers.

So it, is not, nmeh good to train a person for a jobif in the end
there is no job to go to.

_Arr. Humrs. Well, Hint cerlainly ean't be a,..!-Yued.
Mr. DANIELs. Thank you, Mr. Tiumes.
Mr. DANIMS. I ask inianimons consent that the statement. of Mr.

Humes be inserted in the record immediately precedimr his testimony.
Our next witness is Mr. Cliff ML 'West Side Neighbolhood

C.niter, Los Anpvles. f.
Will 3.on step forward, Mr.

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD Iv! - NAPP 1."3,7W CAREERS PRO-
GRAM COORDINATOR, IN BEHALF OF WEST SPTC, NEIGHBORHOOD
CENTER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Arr. DA-Nums. Will yew summari27, fo- e reeord and stilmlit your
statement for the. Ivo-ord. 0 -c
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Mr. Ali:CLAIN. Well, I can. I can do that, if you wish.
(Mr. McClain's prepared statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD MCCLAIN, NAPP NEM" CAREERS PROGRAM COORDINATOR

Gellnelhell: On January 8, 1970, Mrs. Opal C. Jones, Executive Director of the
Neighborhood Adult Partieipation Project, in her testimony given at the Senate
Sub-Cmilinittee 011 Employment. Manpower a ml Poverty ; made this statement
"The NAPP Neighborhood 'Workers. or the New Careerists ore concerned and
hove been concerned, about the quality of services that ore provided in the neigh-
borhoods where they live.

"We ha ve been concerned about the kind of leadership that we have in the
agencies, therefore, the New Careerists were able to provide assistance to serve
the agency through employnwm as a vital part of the agencies' personnel.

-Since the ogency constituted a part of the neighboriiood. it needed and utilized
the strengths. knowledge and skills of the New Careerists. That means the neigh-.
borhood adults wlm live where the agencies are locoted.

"Theiecore. we have sought a creative approach to manpower and that is this :
That although the odult is unemployed and meets the low income criteria ziflouil.
employment. many times we have found that it is the agency that is poor
the agency is in need of help from its own neighbors and New Careerists.

"Ill order to insure the Mita:live delivery of services and to bring services and
programs closer to the people, the New Careerists ....ere placed in agencies not
as recipients. or problems. or clients ; but partners, staff and problem solvers.

"The placement of New Careerists ill our social institutions resulted at increased
involvement of neighborhood adults in managing their own affairs, planning
Programs that were relevant to their own problems and needs and speaking in
their own behalf without the traditional applk.ant leader professional like me
who has served as their spokesman before.

"The Careerists serve as a link between the social institutions n the neigh-
horhoods and they helped the decision makers to become more sensitive ; more
knowledgeable mid more realistic :about the people they wei,i supposed to serve.

"'This was not easy at first, and in many times it is still difficult because there
is resistance on the part of many professional adults who fail to accept the New
Cureerists as a new partner and a new colleague in their agency.

"Also, ninny times a New Careerist was not given the job assignment that was
needed to help insure the expected delivery of services. Many times they were
given dull routine jobs that nobody else wanted.

"The necessary jabs that could a'leviate tension in the neighborhood and
meaningfnl jobs that could bridge tlic commnnicatiOn gap iu the r_tommunity be-
tween the decision makers and the people were considered as controversial by
some agencies and administrators."

Mrs. Jeric-s further commented on the problems encountered by the New
C--ceerisrs stating "Unfortunately, many of our agencies utilized the New
Careerists as "free labor" and failed to keep their commitment for future
employment after sixteen (16) to twenty (20) months training. It is my
opinion vliat if you want to make New Careers work. which means give the
neighborhood rho opportunity to serve :tsell, you will give the neighborhood
the power to develop and implement its programs."

I must say that tile neighborhood, with tic: able assistance of Mrs. Opal
Jones. has developed programs ; but we have been writt.n out when it conies
to iniplementlition.

Take the Aide ill the school program formerly known as the Education Aide
Progriun. This program was written initially by the NAPP Aides and the

NAPP staff. These people who live in the community, ivho saw the letds get
their heads busted at Manual Arts and Jefferson high schools, who felt the
frustration of knowing that the kids had legitimate gripes lmt also realizing
that they must get an education flow ! ! utilizing the terribly inadequate Mein-

es. programs personnel, curriculum, ete.
The question NV11; made here about the Martin Luther King Hospital. If the

neighborheod was allowi7t1 to contract and train, ky utilizing the agencies in the
areas that could give on-the-job training, then they could staff Martin Luther
King IIspital with people of the community.
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The Bank of America is doing this in its Watts branches that it is opening up.
They train lircin the manager all the way down in other branches, and now, when
they are opening up an office in Watts, they can move these people ovcr and they
can fill positions with people who live in the eolmunnity.

The people of the neighborhood use NAPP as a vehicle, and I want you to
understand that we are first for our community ; the project is a means to the
end. Opal Jones is our "professional"; her word carries the weight of formal
education and, I must add, the credence of practical experience.

la other words, if I say it you might question my credentials but hers are
the same as yours.

I will list for you some changes that must be made to make New Careers
most effective.

1. Groups like NAPP, Inc. should be allowed to carry on New Careers progrnms
with three (3) to five (5) year funding.

2. Administrative control of New Careers programs must be in the hands of
the neighborhood group.

a. Ground work must be lain so that community groups can bid Or contracts
to provide services to themselves. They can hire their own professionals.
Mrs. Jones can serve fis the best example of how valid this move is.

4. State, county and local agencies which deal in the areas of Health. Educa-
tion and Welfare must be accountable to the neighborhood which they serve.
Community governing hoards to deal with each unit or sonie consistent means
mnst be established.5. Decentralization of administrative control of those agencies must take

. place immediately.
U. The Federal Government must effectively institute a New Careers Pro-

gram in all ithases of its operations. so as to affect a change in tlm National
thrust as it relates to manpower development and utilization. Just think, many
bright minds die in the Post Office.

The major issue of the day is Human Dignity. The New Careerists must be
afforded the opportunity to gain the skills and knowledge which will be
accompanied by an attitude that will equip them so that thcy can join the
economic inainsfreani. But we mnst not lose sight of the fact that service,
quality service, must be efficiently, and with the maximum amount of effective-
ness, rendered to all those who nc2ti it. It is a proven fact that through New
Careers this goal will be achieved.In closing, there is going to be a taking over of the institutions in our
iwighborhoods by the people who livc in that neighhorhoodin other words
Connuunity Control ! And those of you who don't want this to happen are going
to say that the people are "looting" nst as sonic of you said about the people
who were taking that junk back in '65 that they had already paid for two or
three (hues.Yes, 3-ou will call those who move to take control of the resources and
instruments of self determination wititin their connaunity "looters", "rioting
looters", hut yon are wrong. Those of us who believe in community control, who
understand and know that the peonle of the neighborheod ean serve themselves,
\\N ` will know that they are merely repossessing hat is rightfully theirs. They
paid for these institutions with hundreds of years of blood. sweat and tears.
They won't be comsidered "rioting looters"; they might, in fact, be angry,
impatient repossessors.

Gen,minen. this is Aincrica, we must have a government of, by and for the
People, and we will have it with or without those presently concerned!

Please take this opportunity to sit down with the people of our nighborhoods
andPlan. for we must establish a goal or have a sense of direction.

to find a common reality.
Set Prioritie.s., setting a common goal and an agreed npon sequence of events.
.Wore to Implementation, all parties most have a role, a constant commit-

ment. and a supportive attituth,.
Thank you.

DAN1ELs. Thank von now-, Mr. McClain.
Would you kindly tell the committee how long the nei,e-hhorhood

adult participation proJect was established. and by wnom?
Mr. MuCLAnc. It is a program started hack in April of It is

funded through OEOthrongh the office of EY0A.
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Mr. DANIELs. Is this a. voluntary community action program ?
Mr. McCLAIN. No, it was funded through the Federal Government.
Mr. DANIELS. Who heads the prog-ram?
Mr. Mc(%.A.I.S". TII C program Ims its own board of dina!tors.
In other words, what I am saying is that it is made up of the c

m i
om-

unity and agencies of the community. It is incorporated, and t is
under the direction of Opal C. Jones.

Mr. I .s.VNIELS. Do you serve in any capacity on the executive board ?
Mr. Mc'LAIN-. No, I don't..
Mr. DANIELS. Do you have any position whatsoever ?
M. Mc:CLAIN-. No, I don't.
-Mr. DANIELs. What is the composition of the. executive board ?
M. McCLAIN. It is ,omposed of 13 representatives from the com-

munityfrom each the poverty pocketseach of 13 poverty pock-
of Los Ani:Aes County, and 12, I believe, sympathetic agency

peoplepeople who bold a position in the various human services,
agencies, in the county.

Mr. DANIELS. Are any representatives of local government involved ?
Mr. MCCLAIN-. You mean elected officials?
Mr. DANIELS. Such as the mayor or the commissioners or the coun-

cilmenwhatever their title may be in this community?
Mr. McCLAIN. I really can't say that there are any directly now. I

am not saying some of the elected officials didn't have something to
say about- who these people who were (..,osen fromfrom the profes-
sional groupso there may be representatativeekcted officials.

Mr. DANIELS. By whom are you funded ?
M. McCLAIN. We are fundedwell, now, there are two portions :

we have a New Careers portion, which is funded by the Department of
Labor, and the community action portion, which is funded by 0E0
throudi the office of EY0A.

Mr. DANIELS. Are you familiar with the amount of funding that has
been gi tO NAPP ?

Mr. McCLAIN. I don't know the exact figure. People have been
throwing all sorts of figures around the last few months about how
much money we had for various reasons.

I think it's a point, too, from the community action portion, .c.nd we
only get a sinall amount from the Department of Labo in terms of
tile supportive services for the New Careers.

The city sdmols have the administrative control over the New
C:1 in the schools.

efully, we can make a lot of changc!s in this situation.
Mr. DANIELS. Now, would you describe to the committee your New

Careei: programwhether or not you feel that it is operating satis-
factorily, and if not, what can be. done to improve that program?

Mr. MCCLAIN. Well, what I think I would rather do is talk about,
in a. general sense, rather than deal in specific programsfor many
reasonsbut I think tlmt it's quite effective in this sense : we have
allowed people who want to do something in New Careers.

No. 1, everybody wants to have a meaningful job. We want
to feel .that through their lifetime, they lire going to be able. to bold
a posItion that means somethingthat is meanIngful in the terms of
the :11-1ount of yesponsibility and meaningful in terms of the amount
of financial gain that is going to come so that they can support their
family.
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But the second, and many times the most important thing, is that
they want to render service to their community. You know, they are
tired of needing health services, of needing good educationbecause
they see tiwir kids dropping out along the way-50 percentand they
want to do something about this.

So throngh this they move into the human services field, and. they are
allowed to moveor they are attempting to mov.e. I think what we
have to talk about is how much restriction there is for them to move
on to their professional position, and that is why I say that community
organizations such as the NAPP should have the administrative con-
trol so that a person will feel free, when he sees something in his par-
ticular school that is not going right, to say, you know, to the adminis-
tratoror to whoever is involvedthat this should be changed, that
this is something that maybe we n-ed to sit down and talk about.

Maybe you can explain to me N, tiy it's happening, and then we can
e-et tocrether and figure out how t hage it

Recently, in the Brown community, there were a couple of inci-
dents at Roosevelt Highat T.,neoln High. The people who were
working in the school there were sod: of put on the carpet .because
they identify very strongly with some of the gripes and grievances
that these students have.

And many people took this as being disloyal to the school, when
they were not being disloyal to the school.

They were trying to point out that, "Hey, this is part of the school.
These students are just as much a part as those students who are sitting
there and saying nothing."

And we should sit down and try to see what it is that their gripes
are, and try to find some effective means of incorporating them into
the school system with the. kind of administrative control that I arn
speaking of by the community.

Then the. people will be more stable and more sound, when they
make these kinds f determinations, and woni, be pressured out and
won't feel that they can't speak their piece.

Mr, Daniels. Tlninkyou, Mr. McClain. I am very glad to be able to
hea r your testimony this morning.

I call upon my collgue from California, Mr. Ilawldns. Do you
have any qnestions?

Mr, IIAwKixs. Mr. McClain, just two.
Just to clarify the structural position of the Neighborhood Adult

Participation project, is it true to say that this is a community-oriented
agency which is a delegate agency of the Economic and Youth Oppor-
tunity Agency, which in turn is a local OEO-NAPP agency?

Mr. MoCeitx. Yes.
Mr..HAwlircs. So it is a delegate agency of that, which in turn has

one third elected officials on its board of directors ?
Mr. McCLAIN. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS, One third community agencies and one third rep-

resentative. of the poor ?
Mr. MCCLAIN-. Yes.
Mr. I-lAwiuxs. Thr,, other question: On page 2 of your statement you

say that many of the agencies utilize New Careers as free labor, and
fail to meet. their commitment for future employment.

What agencies are you specifically referring to?
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Mr. MCCLAIN. I am referring to the County agencies, and to the
PSS in terms of the Health Department. I am talking abont the Proba-
tion Department--tliese acrencies.

Mr. TIAwKiNs. They make definite commitments that they would
use the new careerists in their agencies, and thereafter fail to employ
them ; is that what you are saying ?

Mr. McCLAIN. That was the end of the Operation Atainstream
that is, the way it was stated to be, and the way it was moving.

In the sense that when it came to thatth,v had to sicrn on the
dotted line and say, "Yes, we will"that is when we realry had the
d ifficul ty.

In the beginning they did say, "Yes, we will bring them in and well
work this out."

As a matter of fact, in DPSS, they developed a resource unit. which
is now being manned by "X" social workers, who have been upgraded.

The Office of Urban Affairs is an outgrowth, so to speak, of the
school aid program, which should have been manned, I feel by people
in the community, rather than to use the people out of the classroom
to give them some administrative responsibility and exposure, and
then mo e them in as vice-principals and principals.

I think that their function -vould have been served by el:um-nullity
people.

Mr. HAWKINS. Who is actually monitoring these contracts or com-
mitments that are being effectuatedafter the commitment is made
and, let's say, the agency faults in its commitment Is this reported to
any local ap-ency, and who determines that the. commitment has not
been kept ? Or wlio insists, or who attempts to insist that the commit-
ment be kept ?

Mr. McCLAIN. In terms of what I spoke about earlier about what
happened before when they wouldn't live up to their coinmitment,
it was a situation where it was not a written commitment that they
would absorb these people.

I can speak to right now, the L. A. Board of Education has, in a.
contract that it. signed with EYOA as a subcontractor, that if they
cannot find tin funds, they can termiinne one or more of the enrollees.

Recey y they had an election (m t1i e. tax override. As a result. of the
defeat of this tax override, it is now being said that. they don't have
the money to create the positions for these people who have been
traininv. for 2 years.

'But we contend that, "Yon didn't even think about the tlX over-
rid e. when you first entered into the agreement, so why use this as an
out ?"

So what we have to do now, through '.1te Department of Labor, is
try to ret m commitnwut that there will be some solid positions funded,
which is quite difficult right now with all these various kinds of Imid-
ings, with hard moneyswhich is really an established positicm wit lin.
n n agency; not, nn aiclcontinnons nid. programan aid pro,Erain
which moves people into permanen. ,sitions thi, serve particul;:-.:
purposes M makin p. that, agency n Itective.

HAwKINs. Thank yon, Mr. "A n.
Mr. DANnms. I recognize the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. SCIIFP,L1'.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McClain, what is your busines?.Th
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Mr. McCIAIN. I am the program coordinatorI don't know when
the last contract came throughmy title might have changedwith
the Neighborhood Adult Participatin project in the New Careers
unit.

Mr. SCHEELE. Your job is in a position of administrator of the
Federal poverty program? .

Mr. MCCLAIN. I guess you might say that.
Mr. SCHEELE. Mr. McClain, can you tell ine what are the major

manpower programs supposedly devised to alleviate the lack of em-
ployment for people in this area ?

I-Ie said they are: OJT, CEP, NYC, STEP, YTEP, JOBS-1m.y
0I3S 1970, MA-5, MA-4, and NAB.
Now is New Careers something other than ally one of these or are

you part. of all of them ?
Mr. McCLAIN. No. I think the concept sort of moves with some of

it. I think you have to separate some of those you spoke about. What
I am saying : Take the NYC program. This is dealing with youth,
you know, and I think they come from 16 to 17in the high school
dropouts, you know.

Soand then when you talked about STEP and YTEP, they
haven't been one of the agencies that is administering one of the
I believe it's six different types of ao-encies that are administering in
NYC programs. And I would just lirce to say at this particular point:
these components are overlapping in terms of each one of the groups
NYC groupsthat are held by each o:il these six agencies.

Mr. ScHERLE. If I may interrupt thereis that right, that they
should overlap?

Mr. McCLAIN. It is right that they should not overlap.
As a matter of fact, if you would take the NYC program and give

it to a community organization, such as the NAPP program, they
could in effect deal with itwe have 13 centers, so we cover the county.

In other word., if you had two different kinds of agenciesif the
State had one, and the city had another, then probably of these 13
pockets, three or four of them would be hit. Because as soon as this
arises, some action was happenino. in Watts or in East Los Angeles,
all of everything would move inro the area.

And what wolild be happening in the East Valley would be nothino..
Mr. SCHEELE. In other words, your recommendaton would be tha

they are now overlapping, and they should not. And if you had the
power to do it, you would make sure that they would retrench and
realine themselves so they wouldn't be overlapping ?

Mr. McCLAIN. ; I wouldn't even say that. I would say that you
have some acrencies, like the United Waythe city and the State and
the county±7that shouldn't even have anything at all to do with it,
other than providing whatever kind of training that they could.

And I would say this in terms of why I say this: you give it to the
community organizations; first of all you reduce the administrative
overhead. You give an opportunity for people to work and learn cer-
tain kinds of certain things in personnel practicebookkeeping, and
different kindsso you would open up another area of new careers.

You would increase the enrollment slots, because your funding
would be so that you would have more money for the trainees than
you would have for the administrative.
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You would increase the supportive services, because we have sup-
portive services built into our particular program.

You would maximize program visibility, which would work very
effectively in terms of public relations.

You would ereate local administrative jobs, which I said, and
you would heighten the community control, and you would concen-
trate your focus upon the enrollee need, and you could focus the
programing upon realistic job development, and the programs would
be accountable to the local community.

you would have pressure to move on those people that should be
opening up their doors, and letting these kids in.

Mr. SCHERLE. In other words, of all these different. Federal funded
projects that I have mentioned, even NYC has six affiliate units that,
,overn NYC ?

Mr. MCCLAIN. Difierent components.
Mr. ScuunLE. Yes. Different components of NYC.
How do you keep track of all this?
Mr. MCCL AIN. If I were allowed to ask someboe..y irom EYOA to

give an answer to that, maybe they could
Mr. SCHERLE. Have you made recommendations that this be changed,

and that it be simplified ?
Mr. MCCLAIN. Well, what I am doing now is presenting it to you

gentlemen, and we will take it from the bottom up, but, we would like
to start. at the top, and then we will work our way up. Maybe we'll meet.
somewhere.

Mr. SCHERLE. In other words, you want. us to help you el.ange it ?
Mr. MCCLAIN. Yes.
Mr. SCHERLE. I assure you that we will.
Mr. McCIuN. But in changing it, please.keep this in mind : that we

want. the control in the community. Don't. take it. from those who have
any kind of tie, whether it. be limited, and then give it t.o the State
or some other like that., because the. State has failed in the first place.

They have failed in the classroom, No. 1, which are the kids that
drop out. And they failed when they turned around and came to
the Department of Employment, which is now Human Resources and
Development.

So I would say don't give them any more money. Give the money
to the community, and then we'll work our way so that we can get
something going, and perhaps train people that can move into those
a!Tencies and do an effective job.

Mr. SCHERLE. How can you blame the State for y- .1. dropout prob-
lem ?

Mr. McCLAIN. Well, I'll tell you : No. Ii, the teachers are blaminr
the, Stato. The-y say that the State should be getting more money so
that they can have more classrooms and be able to pay better salaries
and so fortha lot of other little things.

Mr. ScHERLE. Mr. Chairman, I wish we could stay here for a longer
time but our time is limited.

Thank you, Mr. McClain. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. MeCiain.
Mr. MCOLAIN. All right.
Mr. HAwKINs. Mr. Chairman ?
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Hawkits.
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Mr. ITAwKixs. The NAACP, in deference to time, has presented
a statement from the. Watts branch, which 1 would like, to ask be
inchided in the record at this point.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, the statement will be inserted in
the record.

(The statement referred to follows :)
STATEMENT FOR LOS ANGELES NAACP

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Labor and Education Committee of the U.S.
Congress :

My name is Edward D. -Warren, I al,. the President of the Watts Branch
of the NAACP, and I am submitting this statement in its behalf.

Since 1909 the NAACP Las been in existence and in the forefront of the Negro's
struggle for freedom and -quality, including equality of opportunity to participate
in government as elected officials and as voters. Equality of opporttmity also
eovers the right to a quality education on a par with, and of the same degree of
excellence as, that accorded white students in the south or the north. Today
the NAACP is vitally concerned with the right of black Americans to participate

the total labot market from skilled aerospace jobs to skilled construction trade
jobs, and this is particularly so of the apprenticeable trades.

The lack of black journeymen in the skilled construction trades is an indict-
ment against the construction industry. That less than f.ce years ago only two
percent of the apprentices in Califo7nia were black was an indication even then
of tne degree of racial discrimination. This beco.mes disturbing when we realize
what very small part of 'am blue collar working force in California consists of
blacks. It becomes alarming when we realize that the greater Watts riot of 1965
led only to token involvement in the apprenticeable trades, and that this resulted
only after the McCone Commission issued a report pointing up the efft of racial
discrhnination in the construction trades. Today, five years later, there is about
a six percent black involvement in apprenticeships in the state of California.
Black apprentiees in the Steam Fitters, Pipe Fitters, and Airconditioners Local
250 became possible only after the federal government filed a suit in feUeral
court, and even this suit resulted only in tokenism.

It is revolting thai: we mnst have the need for a Philadelphia Plan, a Los
A»geles Plan, or any other kind of plan in order to get even black symbolic
participation or show-caseism in some of the apprenticeship programs.

As of December S. 1969 the Department of Labor was funding a number of
programs California to prepT e black youths to participate in the apprentice-
able trades. They are known as Outreach Programs. and cowlitute a new alpha-
bet for labor : BACOP-200 job slots $250,927 ; VACOP-70 job slots $102,703 ;
SKACOP-100 job slots $125,332 ; MAFO-50 job slots $65,257 ; LEAP-50 job
slots $74,24S; and San Francisco Apprentice Opportunity Foundation-100 job
slots $119.211 San Diego Industrial Affirmative Action Committee, Ine.-40 job
slots $52,047. These figures total out at $789,725 for 610 job slots. This corn-
mittment is for the total minority community. It does not includ'a the recently
negotiated plam-t<.7.s program or the carpenters program.

These Outreach Programs are unrealistic because they do not start to meet the
needs of black youth seeking to enter the construction trades. If they were
realistic they would admit frankly that this was a quota s stem, which aecording
to labor is undesirable, and which is certainly not a dedieatably conceived pro-
gram. These programs are a blatant ami deceptive attempt to give the impression
of affirmative action and at the same time actually to control and limit the input
of black workers into the skilled construction work fc 'ce. The..e appears in this
matter to be collaboration and secret sanction between the trade union move-
ment and management. The input of tbe Outreach Programs is disgraceful and
insulting, and is tokenism at its low7.st ebb.

These programs, whi1e masquerading under the pretense of inclusion, are
actually programs of control, limitation, and exclusion :

(1) They only prepare minority youth for admittance to apprenticeshp
programs, without guaranteeing admittance to apprenticeship upon completion
of preparatory training ;

(2) Their numbers are iiraited ;
(31 They lengthen an already long-drawn-out apprenticeship qnalificatio»

program into an almost never ending procedure;
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(4) They further imply tnat all black youth require tutorial help to pass the
apprenticeship exairinations;

(5) They are too costly pi.r student ;
(9) Beeause they have no employment guarantee, they breed resentment,

discontent, dissatisfaction, and lack of faith in many of the .,avernmental
agencies that appear to be catering to labor and the establishmcat ; and

(7) They contain no vehicle or mechanism for community involvement ;
rather, mast of the advisory rosters look like trade union councils.

In Calif' -:nia one of the A'Aijor claims made is that the apprentice prog-A anis are
voluntary, and trade unions may pull out of them if they -tAre dissatisfied with
them. It is obvious that there is a need for compulsory apprenticeship program:J
regulated by the federal government.

The NAACP is primarily concerned with helping to improve these programs
so that they may achieve maximum goals, and be meaningfu_ 'and relevant
to black community youth. Training skilled workers without regard to color
is essential to an American program. To that end the NAACP offers the
following recommendations :(1) That ro federal tax exemption status be granted to any trust fund,
promotional fund, or pension fund where racial discrimination hinders the
entry of black apprentices. or limits their participation or excludes them;

(2) That any "Collective Bargaining Agreement" that comes within the
province of NLRB shall include an apprsaticeship equal opportunity clause, and
the method of implementation shall be included:

(3) That a program shall be structured into the U.S. Department of Labor,
providing trusteeships to be established whenever guilt in racial discrindnation
in apprenticeship programs is proved(4) That criteria for BAT and state apprenticeship programs be estab-
lished that will not overly favor ex-union officials as com r.ltants and fieldmen

(5) That school systems receiving federal funds should not participate in
apprenticeship programs that exclude or limit black involvement, and that
school systems should monitor by visual o' servation all of their classes of
related instruction to that end;

(kJ) That arprenticesbip promotioaal campaigns be conducted in minority
communities by the Outreach Programs ;

(7) That admittance to apprenticeship programs be guaranteed to all who
complete the Outreach Programs;

S) That all advisory committees be weighted with a minimum of one-third
members from minority communities who are not part of a trade, similar to
Model Cities Councils ; and

(9) That Outreach Programs be moved from the fringes of apprenticeship
programA) i :to the mainstream of apprenticeship programs.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. George L. Sirls. I don't know whether be is
still here. or not, but he wanted to prcsent a statement, but he has
given to me a letter which explains whit he wanted to say, and I
also offer this material which is to be found on the table, for the ben-
efit, of the members.

would ask that his letter be inserted in the record at this point.
Mr. DANIELS. Are there any objections? Both the letter and state-

ment will be placed in the record.
(The letter referred to follows :)

U.S. POST OFFICE.
Los Angeles. Calif., April 2, 1970.

Hon. Aum.s-rus F. HAWKINS.
Congressma n, 21st Congressional District,
Los Angeles, Calif.

DEAN CONGRESSMAN It. has eolne to my .Atention that you are holding hear,.
ings relating to expenditure of Federal funds t'Arough certain socio-economic
Programs in the Los Angeles area. on April 1970.

You may recall that my function is in the Office of Contract Compliance. v Lich
relate:A to equal employment opportunity practlees of Government contractors.
In connection with lay function dialogue Wiill sources eapable of training and
ninkim: referrals to these contractors is vital to both the Contraei Compliance
Office and the minority communitie.3. One such organization is the Transportation
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Opportunity Program whkth is engaged in training truck drivers and automotive
mechanics for ever nal employment in the trucking industry.

The Transportation Opr ortunity Program, Inc., located ir Pico Rivera, has
been of immense assistance to our office in providing l'eady applicants to truck-
ing contractors. This office has continually expressed its interest in the future
existence of this program. Certainly, it is tb._ most reliable referral source avail-
able to the Contract Compliance Office in the Los Angeles area.

Eighty-five percent of the graduates of this school are presently employed.
This includes automotive mechanics as well as truck drive

More than half of the graduates from both the automotive and truck driver
fra ine; programs are of minority backgrounds. Placement ratio is comparable to
that of its graduates.

My present concern is with the distinct probability that this program will ex-
perience difficulty in getting approved funds in 1970, from the Lo?partment of
Labor, on which its existence depends greatly.

I believe it to be pertinent to the Los Angeles community's intefe:,t, and sig-
nificant to the 'Arc-jean-American and black communities, that a bona fide rep-
resentative of transportation Opportunity Program appear before your
committee.

My request is mac .E. with the earnest intent to amplify the import.mce of
this program to the working minority community.

Your consideration of this request will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

GEORGE L. Snas, Contract Compliance Examiner.
D.xxl.s. I believe there. are some people in the audience who

would like to testify tochty, however. lye have r-one beyond the scheduled
time to conclude hearine..

If you will give us your nalne and address, I vcill e.ssure you flukt, you
may tile a statement, :knd it will be i 1.-nrpGra ted in the official.

A VoicE. No, God bless you for t but von see, this gentleman
hired me. I am one Of the :new careerists, and this is important for you
to hearbecause you usually put it in the trash. can.

Now, the new careerist is very important.
Mr. DANIELS. How much time would you need to present your

testimony?
A Votui... Three minutes.
Mr. DANIELS. Yon may now proceed to testify for 3 minutes.
For Lhe purpose of the record, will you give your full name and your

ii dth'ess ?

STATEMENT OF MRS. DANIEL SMITH, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mrs. SMITH. Mrs. Daniel Smith, S731 South Dalton Avenue, Los
Angeles.

And God bless you, because you need God to work with you,
First, I would like to mention about the scrapphiganol. what I

understand isthese programs that is being taken out of the, COIIIP'11-
nitywhich is a failure. Don't do it.

Now, if a person is iii this program as a trainee, which I am a
trainee in one of the prop-rams, then if Lhey don't come up to what
you call your expectations, he is put, out, or expelled, or whatever it is,
and we Lopefullyanother person takes his place.

Now, if the personthe people th at, al:e doing the trainingif they
are not doing the job, instea-' of scrapping the program, how about get-
ting some of them out and getting some of the people in the -elike
methat loves and cares for peGple and understandjust not a capi-
talist to step on top of somebody else in order to remain.
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Now, the new careers programs areby the. way, I am a member (,:E
the Black Education Commission and I am concerned with educa-
tionI am working with the boardof education as an education aid e
and on this prop-ram I was hired through .NAPPthisgentleman that
just left here. He happen to have hired me. I'm not joining his blood,
but he come to have hired me.

Nowand I went to several ilthers which they didn't like reality,
and I wasn't hired. Sonow, this program provides for you to go to
school. Now, if a person haven't finished high school, they can go and
finish. I happen to have finished high school, and I have some college
credits.

If vou have finished high school, then you can go on to college, which
I am-doing now.

Now, if you wish to take a trade, you can do that. If you want to
take a subcourse, you can do that. That's all right.

Now, I am involved in a program where f am working on my AA,
because I have some junior college creditswhich I have collected,
but I didn't stick with a majorso I have to go on and get this AA,
and then after that I can continue and get the bachelor's, which I
think is beautiful.

Now, I work in the health office, and I am involved with the chil-
dren in the community and so forth.

I am active in the PTA and the community council, and all this
type of things.

So the type of prop-rams is what the people need. So this idea of the
State having everythingof course, the State is just peoplepeople
like me that's working -for the Statepeople like you. But it seems
to have a different tang once they get control of a bodythey just
put this Federal Government, whowe're supposed to be scared to
death about it. .

So that the community is involved, and they should have people
that is involved. Now, like this Martin Luther Ring Hospital which
washas been mentioned. The people seeminglymaybe I was wrong,
butgot the wrong impression, but we're involved, which is in the
community.

One, I know when I was coming up, I couldn'tmy child couldn't
even fUnction with the Boy Scouts, because the woman that was over
it didn't. want a black bov in it.

So, you know. therefore it's a lot of black peoplethey are black
ones because of the racism. And it's still existent right now.

So, you know, I mean when they don't come out to this community
meeting, there is a reason for it. And the people like Mr. Hawkins
and other people around here, and you, that. cares, and the preachers
and all these folks, come out and ao what should be done Jor these
people in the communityinstead of shutting the program and taking
their money and running somewhere else.

Becausethe Federal Governmentthese people up at Washinp--
ton is not doing their job. They are just sitting up there and mak-
ina records and coming to work when they get ready, and using
moneyand even that -they are gettinglook at Nixon : all of his
money is tax free. His family is running all over the world, you
know, being vacated and all this kind of thing, so .you Iniow, I mean
all right, well, I'll get back to the community. [Laughter.]

.1.,
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So if vou are talking about waste, you know, the 'United States is
being wasted, period.

So let's get over here and let. these community people try. .:k.nd if
they should waqte some, like you have been wasting some, then let
somebody like me that cares come in there andanelike others, like
some of you that cares, like Mr. Hawkins who cares, and like Mr-
Knox, and others in the room that don't know a damn, but cares,,
and come in there and sav, "Well, if you're not concerned with. these
people, let's introduce somebody else and net somebody else, instead
of scrapping the program," because we nee-d these programs.

The peopie needs them, and God bless all of You, because every man
in here lieeds God. I know most of you rejected-Himdon't even know-
there is a God.

Some of you say, "How do I know it's God," and you don't know
what's right and -what's wrong, and half of you areyou puff on
marijuana and you think it ought to be legalized and all this kind
of thiric,, and we have a big thhig going to tell the youngsters they
just haa to stop smoking it.

But I hear professionals and big-wigs say, "Let's all smoke." And.
that's why I'm overwhelmedand all a this type of thino-.

So you-don'tlet's get cracking on it. And please, get the community
involved, because the community is the only one that's goino- to solve
our own problem, because you people is up in Washington, or up in
downtown, and you are in a big hotel or something, and then when
vou have meetino.s like this, you stop the people from talking. You
-didn:t want me to talk, and. I thank God that God moved on you,
and von obeyed Himand I want to obey you.

So-, please, I thank you for visiting with you, and God thanks you.
[Applause.]
Mr. HAwKrxs. Mr. Chairman, I was just assurino- the young lady

that we are haying an Equal Employment Opportunity in Los- o-Ane-
les. hopefully next-Thursday and Friday.

Now, will you give Mr. linox your name at this time, and you will
be scheduled as a witness, and be presented that way.

Fine, thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Mrs. Smith, I would like to clarify one or two points

that you have raised.
No. 1 is the salary of President Nixon, the salary of the Vice Presi-

dent, and the salaries of all of the Members of Congress are taxabl--,.
Second, I would like you to know that although Congress has been

in recess this past week, this committee has been. working. This com-
mittee is vitally concerned, and that is the reason why we are here.
We do want to hear your problems.

VoicE. Thank von.
Another VOICE. Mr. Chairman, will you please advise us how the

witnesses were selected to appear before your subcommittee ?
Mr. DAN=LS. These hearings were advertised_ I made an amiounce-

ment in Washington that hearings would be held in these various cities
across the country.

I then asked Mr. Hawkins to invite anyone from this neighborhood
that he wanted to have give their views on the subject of manpower.

No witness who has expressed an interest, in testifying has been
denied that opportunity.
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I would like to further announce that 1:3 hearings have already
been held in the District of Columbia.

A VOICE. Where are those notices advertised?
Mr. DANIELS. They are given out frenerally to the press in Wash-

ington by the subcommittee staff. They submit the news release to
the pre, including the wire services, and I am told by Mr. Hawkins
that notice of these hearings appeared in the Los Angeles Times.

Mr. HAWKINS. That was one of those that actually carried it. It
was released to all of the newspapers, including the community news-
papers and the metropolitan ones.

3Iy understanding is that the Los Angeles Times did carry a notice,
and I am sure that the Los Angeles Sentinel and many of the--

A -VOICE. Yes, the Times did carry a notice about these hearings.
Another VOICE. They did.
A THIRD VoicE. That's what they said, they did carry a notice of

these hearings.
Mr. SCHERLE. Here's a news release from Mr. Hawkins about the

meeting here in Los Angeles. "Hearings are open to the public. It tells
who they are, what they are, where they are--

Mr. DANIELS. These hearings will be continued in Washington.
MANY VOICES. In Washington? We can't make it to Washington.

That's too far away. Why not here ?
Mr. DANIELS. Anyone who desires to can make a statement, and

send it to us, and I will incorporate it in the record.
This official record of the testimony will be distributed to the public

and all Members of Congress.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, could I again request that anyone

present who would like to file a statement, that the record be kept open
so that statements can be filed, which will go into the official record.

This person who is a consultant for the manpower program and
OCS has specifically requested permission to file a statement. And I
ask that she be allowed to file a statement in the official record, as well
as anyone else who is present.

Mr. DANIELS. It will be so ordered.
The committee will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12 :35 p.m., the hearing was closed.)



MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, APREL 9, 1970

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

Commir= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
W ashington, D .0 .

The subcommittee met at 9:10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick "V. Daniels (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Daniels, Meeds, Gaydos, Scherle, Steiger,
and Collins.

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit. counsel ; Loretta A. Bowen,
clerk; Suzie Nelson, research assistant ; Cathy Romano, research as-
sistan; and Marty LaVor, minority legislative coordinator.

Mr. DANTEES. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
We meet this morning to continue hearings on legislation to estab-

lish a comprehensive national manpower program, to assure an op-
portunity for employment to every American seekino- work, and to
make available education and training needed by any person to qualify
for employment, consistent with his highest potential and capability.

I -would like to recognize at this time my distinguished colleague
from Montana, Hon. Arnold Olsen, who will introduce the first
speaker.

It is my plasure to have you with us today, Mr. Olsen. I have lmown
you since you have come to Congress, ana I don't lmow of a more
energetic, industrious, and hardworldng Congressman than the Con-
gressman for the great State of Montana-

STATEMENT OF HON. ARNOLD OLSEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MONTANA

Mr. OLSEN. Thank vou very much, Mr. Daniels, and Mr. Gaydos;
it is a real pleasure an-d an honor to come before your subcommittee,
especially this morning.

I am here, of course, by invitation and also, at the request of John
Melcher, the Congressman from easiern Montana, who had another
meeting and just could not attend.

At his request. I am here to introduce these people from a very dis-
tinguished tribe of Indians, the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, at.Fort
Pec-k Indian Reservation.

Mr. William Youpee, the witness I am introducing, has had an out-
standing career as a leader in that tribe, and is now in his fifth term
of 2 years, so he is in his 10th year, a very distinctive privilege and

(823)
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honor which testifies to the fact that he is an outstanding leader in
his tribe to have such a term.

He has brought with him others of the Fort Peck tribe, Mr. Joe
Day and Mr. Leslie Fourstar. If you two gentlemen will stand.

They have with them Anson Baker, the Superintendent, who repre-
sents the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

These people are doing an outstandino- job, as you will learn from
.

their testimony. I am not deeply involved in this program, because it
is over in the other district, but these are fine people, and outstanding
leaders, and I recommend them to you for whatever testimony they
have to give, and I thank you for this privilege.

I must excuse myself, because I am due to meet with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs over in another building, and then as Mr. Daniels
knows, we have two other special meetings that we must attend this
in ornin.

Mr. DAN-1E1s. I thank you for your appearance, and I extend a most
cordial welcome to you, Mr. Youpee, and to the distinguished mem-
bers of your tribe.

You may now proceed with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM YOUPEE, CHAIRMAN, FORT PECK TRIBAL

EXEC uTIVE BOARD, ASSMIBOINE AND SIOUX TRIBES, FORT
PECK INDIAN RESERVATION, MONT.; ACCOMPANIED BY ANSON

BAKER, SUPERMTENDENT, REPRESENTING THE BUREAU OP

INDIAN AFFAIRS

Mr. YOL-PEE. I want to thank Congressman Olsen for the introduc-
tion, and also -want to thank the committee for allowing us time to
testify before this distinguished committee this morning.

My name is William Youpee. I am chairman of the Fort Peck
Assiniboine-Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, in
Montana. I am also President of the Fort Peck Tribal Industries.

I appear today in behalf of the Indian people of the Fort Peck
Reservation to comment on the manpower project that has been under-
way on our reservation since late 1968.

I refer to the Fort Peck Tribal Industries operation at Poplar,
Mont., that is managed under contract by Dynalectron Corp. Our
plant has been handling Department of Defense contracts for over-
hauling rifles under the set-aside program.

The establishment of the Fort Peck Tribal Industries and tne op-
portunity for Indian people to prove that they are capable of hanclling
Government contracts to overhaul rifles is the most important eco-
nomic event that has happened on the Fort Peck Reservation in
many years.

As on most Indian reservations, unemployment has been a chronic
problem at Fort Peck. During the period 1C)65 to 1968, the percentage
of unemployment to the total labor force has ranged, on a seasonal
basis. from 45 to SO percent.

These conditions, which ham persisted for a long, long time, have
taken a heavy toll in Indian hope, initiative, and self-respect. We
estimate that more than half of the Indian families at Fort Peck live
on less than $3,000 per year and many live on much less.
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Tribal leaders and the Bureau of Indian Affairs have recognized
for a long time the seriousness of the situation. Since 1962, we. have
been trying to attract some industry to our reservation so that our
people could find employment, but we were never successful until we
teamed up with the Dynalectron Corp.

From the standpoint of industry, our reservation is not so attractive
as many other locations because of our isolation, distance from
markets and raw materials and because of our cold climate.

Over the years we have talked to many different firms about lo-
catiner on the Fort Peck Reservation, but to be perfectly honest, most
of them were very marginal operators. One company simply used its
negoiations with us to force a loan from their home bank. The bead
of another company was an out-and- out "con" man. Many people have
come to the reservation with schemes of one kind or another to get
their hands on sonic Indian money or some 7ederal money. We were
sometimes discouraged, but we never quit

Understanding all that we have been through in trying to attract
some industry to Fort Peck, I am sure that. you can imagine the new
hope and enthusiasm the success of Fort Peck Tribal Industries has
generated. Especially so, since this company is tribally owned.

At. almost the same time that Tribal Industries was formed, the
C&M Construction Co. of Billings, Mont., agreed to put up a building
at Poplar in which to construcehouses for our low-rent housing pro-
mram. With the 20 or so men employed by C&M Construction Co. and
the 12.5 employed by Tribal Industries, we had a sudden decline in
unemployment.

In September 196S, 47 percent of the Indian labor force -,7as unem-
ployed, another 15 percent were only seasonally or temporarily
employed.

By March 1969, when both these companies had their plants in
operation, unemployment had been reduced 10 percentdown to only
37 percent of the labor force. This may not sound like very much, but
it had a pronounced and immediate effect on the economy of the area
and.the attitudes of Indians and non-Indians alike. There was a new
feeling in the business community that perhaps, after all, we could do
something to improve things here.

We do not consider what has been done so far by Tribal Indus-
tries and Dynakctron as anything but a beginning of what we must do
to provide jobs and training. for Indian people. We still have more than
300 -people who need jobs- Most of these also need training.

Our population is increasing at the rate of about 2 percent per year.
And Indiati people who have had to move away from the reservation
are hearing about Tribal Industries and are comin'g back. We don't
want to discourage this because many of them bring back training and
skills that we need very badly.

Our education record at Fort Peck is much better than on many
reservations, and it. is improving, but we have many adults who will
require additional training to be a.Me to handle jobs in industry.

Only about one-third of our adult population has completed high
school and about 10. percent have received some formal vocational
training under DIA. and other programs. Many were trained by
Dynale.ctron for specific jobs in the rifle overhaul operations, but will
need additional training when we shift over to nonmilitary tvpe -work.
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Being able to obtain Department of Defense contracts under the
set-asid.e program has given us the chance we needed to prove to our-
solves and to others that we can do a good job in industry.

We appreciate having had this opportunity, but we also realize
that in order to develop a more stable economy and a dependable
work force, we need to base it on long-term commercial-type products.
We are working on this problem now with the help of the Small Busi-
ness Administration.

SBA has employed the Cambridge Marketing Group, Inc., to help
find appropriate industries and products for Fort Peck. We hope we
can make the transition from military to civilian goods as smoothly
as possible.

To do this, we have applied to the Economic Development Admin-
istration for funds to build a storage facility and utility building on
our newly completed industrial park, so that we will have the space
we need to expand our operations and make our planned changeover
to commercial work possible.

I should mention that the Poplar Development Corp. is furnishing
part of the funds for the buildingan indication of the new feeling
of hope that now exists among both Indians and non-Indians on the.
reservation.

Mr. Chairman, we have not only been working to improve job op-
portunities on the reservationwe have been worldng to improve all
kinds of conditions.

I would like to tell you something about our reservation and about
the things we have A.-:ready accomplished and the thino-s we are work-
inp; on now.

The Fort Peck Indian Reservation covers over 2 million acres of
farm and ranch land in northeastern Montana. Lands on the reserva-
tion were allotted to individual Indians in the early 1900's and then
the reservation was opened to homesteadincr. Today, the Indians on
Fort Peck own less than half of the reservation land.

There are more than 6,200 enrolled members of the Assiniboine and
Sioux Tribes, but only about half of these people live on the reserva-
tion today. There are altogether about 4,000 Indians, including Indians
enrolled at other reservatmons, who live at Fort Peck. There are twice
as many white people.

Most of the people live in the southern part of the reservation where
the Burlington Northern Railroad and US. Highway No. 2 pass
through the area and where the principal towns are located. The Roose-
velt County seat is at Wolf Point. About one-fifth of its 4,200 popula-
tion are Indian.

Poplar, where tribal and BIA headquarters are located, is a town
of about 2,500 population, of which over half are Indians. Poplar is
where we have built our industrial park and where Fort Peck Tribal
Industries is located.

The Fort Peck tribes did not accept the Indian Reorganization Act.
We adopted our present constitution and bylaws in 1960. We conduct
our tribal business through an executive board comprised of 12 voting
members (two from each of six districts), a chairman, vice-chairman,
and sergeant-at-arms, who are elected by the people.
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Fort Peck was the first Indian reservation in Montana and the sec-
ond in the Nation to take advantage of the Public Housing Adminis-
tration low-rent housing program.

In 1962, we formed -the ii'ort Peck Housino- Authority, composed
of both Indian and non-Indian members, and aarted our drst housmg
program.

Since that time, we have completed 86 units of low-rent housing
and 50 mutual help homes. We are now completing 20 more units of
low-rent housing and have approval from HIID to-begin 100 units of
Turnkey III housino- and 50 more Turnkey Mutual Help homes.

Under the BIL& housingimprovement program, we have completed
the improvement of 49 Indian homes and are now worldng on 22 more.

We will continue to improve existino- housing and build now homes
until adequate housing is available fO'r every Indian family on the
reservation.

We built a new tribal headquarters building by force account in
1965 and a new pail in 1966.

Last year, we built a new office buildino- to lease to the BIA, an
industrial park, and sewer and water sysams for the community of
Frazer.

We have received approval from HUI) for three new community
halls to be built in Frazer, Wolf Point, and Fort Kipp. We expecV
approval momentarily for two more community centers for Oswego
and Brockton.

We have applied to EDA for funds to build a 50-unit motel, an arts
and crafts center and an industrial storage buildincr for the industrial

rk.
We have applied for, and received, a grant from am) for compre-

hensive plannmo- on the reservation.
We are now working on applications to obtain funds for Hope

Rancha home on the reservation for predelingtnnt Indian boys and
girls. 'We hope through this means to work with the youngsters and
their families to start helping Indian people resolve some of problems
that have grown out of years of poverty and despair.

We have taken full advantar.e of r.,zieral programs for depressed
areas. We have active community action program of our own and have
taken part in many education and training programs: Headstart,
Upward Bound, Job Corps, health and home management training,
home improvement traininp- NYC. emercrency food and medical serv-
ices, prevocational traininf;for tribal inaustries and operation main-
stream. VISTA. and legal services.

We have established a plannino- district under EDA and employ a
staff to help us in plannino- and makinp- industrial contracts.

We have nearly completea a sanitation improvement program with
the help of the public health service, Division of Indian Health, that
has taken nearly 7 Years. and has improved Indian sanitary facilities
from one end of the reservation to the other.

Tribal land holdinfis are beino- increased and consolidated through
a eontinuino- program of land purchasino-. We would like to be able to
buy all of the trust land that individuarIndians sell, solhat this land
would not be going out of Indian control, but our income is not suf-
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ficient to permit us to do this. We have to confine our purchase to the
best land and key tracts in an effort to consolidate tribal holcUngs.

Irrigation works being constructed bv the Bureau of Indian Affairs
will increase the present 16,529 acres Of irrigated 'crop land to 24.67S
acres during the next few rears.

Mr. Chairman, I would-like to call your attention to the pablieation
attached to this statement called "Ito-blights of Fort Peck Indian
Reservation." It provides further informaiion about the progress we
have been making at Fort. Peck.

In the past S years, we feel that we have accomplished a lot in hous-
ing, sanitation, community improvement, education and economic
development. These things are all important and all of them need to
he done. But the most important single advance we have made is the
creation of Fort Peck Tribal Industries.

This tribally-owned and operated enterprise will have the greatest
and most far-reaching economic and social effect on the lives of Fort
Peck Indians of anything we have done. It is our first step in providing
jobs for our people.

We must not stop now and we will not stop now, but we need the
continued support of Federal training and set-aside programs until
we are strong enough to compete on an equal basis with any other
company.

I hope that what I have said has given you some idea of how things
are on my reservation and how much we need continued sl:pport. from
the Federal Government.

I would also like to mak-e it clear that we do not favor haying funds
for our tribes, or for any Indian tribes, channeled through the State.

The manpower programs that -vou are considering are badly needed,
but funds for Indian reservations should be made direct. and not placed
in the States hands to be dispensed as they see fit.

As Indian tribes, we are not. subject to State jurisdiction and we
can see no advantage whatsoever in being placed in that position in
relation to obtaining Federal funds, whatever the program may be.
It is a political fact of life that Indian reservations have no influence
or power within the State setup as do cities and counties.

There has been a lot talk in government circles about helping the
Indian people develop and letting Indian people make their own de-
cisions about theIr futpre. This is all that we ask. Give us the chance
to build a. better life f=n- ourselves by our own efforts and in our own
way. Do nct place us in the position of having to look to State organi-
zations for approval of our plansthe same States -71-ho for so many
years have ignored us and looked down on us.

The tribes at Fort Peck support the amendment proposed by the
National Congress of American Indians (to S. 2S3S) that werld estab-
lish an Office of Indian Manpower Training in the Department of
Labor, which would have direct. authority and ft separate appropria-
tion to devise and fund special manpower programs and activities on
Indian reservations amid amOnfr Indian groups.

Now, Mr. Chairman. in conclusion. I would like to say that we have
gotten many reports. many people have been talking to us and asked us
how come this workS on our reservation, where it doesn't work in other
places. but I think a lot of the credit should go to the Dynalectron
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Corp., who have done such a wonderful job as management in our
industries. And I would like to say, on behalf of the other delegates
and myself, that we certainly appreciate coming before your commit-
tee, and thank you very much.

Mr. DANIELS. Well, thank you, Mr. Toupee. Rather than ask ques-
tions at this time. I think it would be better if we proceeded with the
testimony of the other witnesses, and upon the conclusion of all of the
testimony, the members of the committee will present questions to you
as a panel.

Our next witness is Mr. Jack E. Vestal, vice president of Dyna-
lectron Corp. of Fort Worth, Tex., who is accompanied by Mr. Walter
L. O'Neil, director of management services.

'Ton may proceed, Mr. Vestal.

STATEMENT OF JACK E. VESTAL, VICE PRESIDENT, DYNALECTRON
CORP., FORT WORTH, TEX.; ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER L.
O'NEIL, DIRECTOR OF MANAGEMENT SERVICES, DYNALECTRON
CORP., FORT WORT.E;

Mr. VEsTAL. Mr. Chairman, members of this subcommittee, we
appreciate the opportunity to present our views on the proposed
legislation being studied by this committee. We recognize that
the ultimate bill will have a long-lasting impact upon the lives of
disadvantaged citizens for whom these training programs are
intended.

With this serious thought in mind, we lmve examined the prior
testimony offered to this subcommittee and have attempted to analyze
the three bills being studied.

We have combined the results of our research with our experience
in manpower training, and prepared our testimony with the hope
that we can provide some information that will be helpful to this
committee in its task of formulating a comprehensive Manpower
Training Act.

The primary thrust of our statement will be directed toward the
issue of training. To set the stage for this discussion, we believe it
would be helpful to highlight the development of Fort Peck Tribal
Industries, the economic contributions of this industry to the local
community, and to discuss the objectives of industry and government
m this important program.

First, I would like to explain the relationship between Dynalectron
Corp. and Tribal Industries. Under a management agreement. Dyna-
lectron furnishes the management capabilities to perform the mar-
keting, finance, production, legal, and general management functions
necessary to perpetuate this company.

These management functions are performed by Dynalectron within
authorized budgets, which are approved by Mr. Toupee and the
board of directors of Tribal Industries.

All management decisions of significance are previously coordinated
with, and approved bv, Mr. Toupee and/or the board of directors.

The primary market for this industry was furnished by the Small
Business Administration under the authorizations set forth in section
S (a) of the Small Business Act.
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Briefly, this section of the act authorizes the Small Business Ad-
-mi.nistration to select certain Government pr ,curement for placement
in industries concerned with disadvantaged citizens.

The involvement of the disadvantao-ed in employment and/or
-ownership.

In Tribal Industries' case, both elements were present; the em-
-ployee complement is 100 percent Indianexcluding five Dynalectron
managersand the company is 100 percent Indian-owned.

Inctustry'sor in this case, Dynalectron'spart in this situation
-consisted of development of the business concept, proposal prepara-
tion, contract negotiation, refurbishment and operations of the facil-
ity, and formulation and conduct of training profframs for the Indian
people.

The business objective of Fort Peck Tribal Industries is identical
to that of any American industry, that is, to produce profits. It is
further dedica-ted to the proposition of providing Indian employment,
and establishing Indian management.

The Government objective was to create a business environment on
the reservation whereby disadvantafred Indians could obtain stable
and meaningful employment in an industry owned by Indians.

If this ()Illative is satisfied, the Indians will have the opportunity
to shape their own destiny .rough the process of self-determination.

Now that we have some basic understanding of the objectives of
industry and Government in this joint venture, we would like to dis-
cuss the economic situation that existed at the Fort Peck Reservation
prior to the establishment of Tribal Industries.

Due to seasonal employment, unemployment varied on the reserva-
tion from a 43-percent unemployment average in the summer, to a
55- to SO-percent average in the winter. For women, the year-
round average is 60 percent.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs statistics noted that 54 percent of
the Indian families were far below the poverty line, and the per
capita income was listed at $806. The economic situation at Fort Peck
was critical, due to the absence of employment.

When Dynalectron first reviewed the situation at Fort Peck, we
were disappointed due to the lack of adequate facilities and a void
in experienced, skilled industry employees.

Usually, when a new company, division, or operation is formed, the
total employee complement is comprised of 97 percent induStry-
oriented, skilled personnel, with all levels of management, super-
vision and skilled job classifications filled with experienced people.

At Fort Peck, we immediately recognized that m excess of 95 per-
cent of the employees of Tribal Indust-ries would be without any prior
industry experience. The inexperience of the labOr force caused serious
concern as to whether or not the facility could be a success under such
obvious and overwhelming liabilities.

It would be dishonest to say today that we were 100-percent con-
fident that Fort Peck Tribal Industries would be a success when we
started this operation 15 months ao-o.

Based upon our examination gf the potential risk factors and a
basic plan of action to address these individual risks, it was concluded
that Fort Peck Tribal Industries represented an acceptable business
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risk for all parties concerned. The risk was thoroughly discussed with
the tribes and the Government prior to the incorporation of Fort Peck
Tribal Industries.

The reason that the high-risk factor was acceptable was due to the
need for social reformation on the reservation. It has lona- been con-
cluded by the Indian people that meaningful employment must be
available on the reservation to provide a Platform for favorable ad-
justments of social behavior.

By and large, the relocation of Indian people to large cities has not
been successful. In accepting this program. SBA explained that social
reformation was a Government responsibility; therefore, the contract
workload was offered to Tribal Industries as a catalyst, for socioeco-
nomic progress for the tribe.

In a joint meeting with Government, industry, and the tribe, it. was
mutually agreed that the Government would accept the risk of plac-
ing a Government. procurement in Fort Peck Tribal industries. while
the tribes would be financially exposed to a $35,000 riskma

i
, and 'Dyna-

lectron Corp. would risk its investment and da ge to ts corporate
imafre in the event of failure.

Therefore, with full recoomition of the risks involved, the partner--
ship consuimnated the coneractual agreements in December of 1968,,
and commenced the work at hand.

We have now arrived at the point in our testimony at which we
will address the training program at Fort Peck Tribal Industries..

The training program at Fort Peck Tribal Industries was de-
veloped, negotiated and funded through the Office of Economic Op-
portunity, and more specifically, through the branch concerned with
India.n community-action programs.

The objective Of the training program was to train 72 Indian peo-
ple of the Assiniboine-Sioux Tribes for industrial positions, and to
prepare five tribal members for management positions. Here I would
like to speak briefly about the management training program.

Five members of the tribe, based upon their potential, were se-
lected to become management trainees. These five men were sent to
our Division for 10 weeks of concentrated management training. The
primary thrust of this program was to develop communication skills,
and to expose the trainees to management processes.

In. addition to classroom training, these trainees were placed under
the direction of department managers in an actual business environ-
ment.. They were <riven assignments and were encouraged to partici-
pate in decisionmaldng. After completion of the 10 weeks, the trainees
were returned to Tribal Industries.

These five men are now performing the duties of assistant managers
in production, quality control, finance, personnel, and contracts.

We are very pleased with the accomplishnients of the management.
trainees, as they have advanced far beyond the normal progress
milestones anticipated when dealing with inexperienced personnel..
Perhaps this is an indication of what can be accomplished when In-
dians are granted the opportunity to compete.

Now we would like to address the issue of sldll training in this.
program. Originally, it was expected that 72 persons would be selected
for training, although we knew our personnel requirements would be-
for 123 employees.
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The reason was a fimding limitation in the CAP program. Shortly
before the program, we decided that we would attempt to train 123
within the fimding limitations of the contract. The criteria used in
the selection of the trainees were that the individual must be head
of household, 1S years or older, a disadvantaged person, and a person

of Indian heritage.
The selection committee was comprised of representatives from the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Montana State -Employment Service;

the Public Health Service, Dynalectron Cory- Tribal Industries, the
Fort Peck Tribe, and the Office of Economic Opportunity. Approxi-
mately 650 potential trainees were interviewed, and 14f ultimately
were selected for training.

The trainee profile developed from questionnaire statistics pointed
to an average ao-e of 29, three dependents, a record of at least one
arrest and conviaion and an education acluevement level of approxi-
mately sixth grade. The 147 prospective trainees were divided into
two groups with an anticipated 3-week training period.

Tile training program included job orientation and job related edu-
cation, and vocational training in an in-plant environment. In our
judgment now, the most impoitant element of our training program
was the inclusion of moneys for over-the-shoulder, on-the-jO-b training

type instructors. These instructors were the same individuals who
were involved in the vocational training period.

It was our belief that these instructors had gained the confidence
of the trainees during the prevocational period and would be a favor-
able influencing factor on the trainees in the OJT environment.

Based upon our experience at Fort Peck, we now know that when

a trainee completes a training period he still lacks the basic confidence
to address the job successfully.

That is to say that he is confident that he has successfully completed
his training and gained the training sl6lls needed to do the job, but it
is yet unanswered in his own mind whether or not he can successfully

and adequately.perform his job in a production environment.
The over-the7shoulder supervision provided in the OJT environment

proved to be a valuable asset in restoring and maintaining the em-
ployee's confidence in himself and in his ability to do his prescribed
task.

Looking back on the training procrram now, we believe one of the
severe liabilities encountered was the weather conditions existing in
Montana during the months of December 1968. and January 1969.

During this. period, the early morning average temperatures were
minus 26- deo-rees, with a recorded low of minus 66 degrees. With these
severe weatlier conditions, the trainees were traveling distances vary-
ing from 1 to 60 miles over unmaintained rural roads to reach the
training site at Poplar, Mont.

With the presence of severe temperatures, the normal nose, throat,
and chest diseases were always expected. However. this problem was
further: coinpli.Cated with the:presence of the Hong 'Kong flu epidemic
of 196S. Many of the trainees were affected by the Hong-Kong flu and
did ini-ss soinetraining-SessionS as a result.

In spite of-these hardships, the trainees displayed an extraordinary,
dedication and interest in the training program, as they recognized
this was an op-oortunity for self-improvemenf.
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Six weeks after the traininc, program had started, we had selected
123 adequately trained individuals who were ready to assume their
responsibilities in the production environment. Ten weeks from the
start of the training program, Fort Peck Tribal Industries made their
first delivery on the Mi., M2 carbine contract.

The accomplishments made at Fort Peck during this first 10-week
period cannot be overemphasized.

First, we were starting, a new industry. The new industry was being
located in an old high school zymnasium that required complete reno-
vation to make it suitable for industrial operation. This included the
basic electrical wiring, installation of approximately $90,000 worth of
equipment, and interior construction.

Looking back now, we review this 10 weeks as an extraordinary
accompliShment on the part of the Government, the Indian people, and
industry. It was a difficult task that could only have been accomplished
with the true and total spirit of cooperation of all participating
parties.

.t,;ince the first delivery in February of 1909, Fort Peck Tribal Indus-
tries has met each and every delivery schedule commitment, and pro-
duced a total revenue of $920,000, with earnings of $106,000.

In the accomplishment of the business objectives, social reformation
has started as a result of the catalyst provided by Fort Peck Tribal
Industriesthe catalyst being a local payroll of approximately
$700,000.

The effect of this local payroll in social reformation is documented
in a survey conducted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in late 1969.

This survey pointed out that significant strides had been made in
home improvement, which was documented in local purchases of paint,
furniture, and other items of supplies that are used in home renovation.

The school superintendent noted that the children of the Fort Peck
Tribal Industries employees were noticeably better dressed, better fed,
were more attentive in their class, and were progressing more favorably
in their academic work.

Law enforcement records indicated that during the year, the crime
rate on. the reservation had dropped significantly. Misdemeanors had
dropped by some 38 percent, while felonies had dropped 16 percent.
We believe this particularly significant when we think that the State
and National crime rates are rising at an alarming rate.

It was also noted that new employment was being developed in the
local area as a result of the added local payroll. Equally important, was
that the local businessmen, the Government, and the tribe noted a
defiuite boost in the spirit and enthusiasm of the Indian people. They
obv2.ously believed that at long last they were being granted the oppor-
tunity to prove themselves to be useful citizens.

I can now say without reservation, that the employees of Fort Peck
Tribal Industries have proven themselves to be useful, productive
citizens.

It has often been said that the Indian people have not been success-
ful in adapting to the job environment dictated in metropolitan indus-
tries. Probably this observation is correct, in that the relocation
programs that have been provided to the Indian people have not been
successful because a large percentage have become frustrated in their
industry jobs and have returned to their homes on the reservation.
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If the experience has been that the Indian people do not remain in
the cities under the relocation program, it would seem that we should
abandon such programs and concentrate the efforts and moneys toward
programs that would bring employment to the people in the rural
areas.

Earlier in my. comments, I stated that we had examined the prior
testimony offered to this subcommittee. A quotation from the testimony
of Leon J. Keyser ling is appropriate here.

In the thira paragraph, on page 6 of Mr. Keyser ling's testhnony,
he states :

I would include also the restoration of reasonable equality of incomes and
public services in our rural areas, instead of continuation of the vain !lope that
our rural people 'can be rescued by flooding into the big cities, where they hare
greatly added to the imemployment and relief roles, and to the complication
of all urban problems.

This is particularly true with the Indian people.
Wi hout addressing the issue of the right or wrong of the situation,

the re:iervation environment over the past 100 years has developed in
the Indian people a feeling of security that. is not found in the
metropolitan areas.

In recognition of this fact, it seems that it would be an intelligent
decision to decide to bring industry opportunities to the reservation
rather than spend moneys uselessly in attempting to relocate them in
the metropolitan area.

Predicated upon our experience with Fort Peck Tribal Industries,
we have had an opportunity to see firsthand the problems of the
Indian people. Our observation has been that the Indian people are
intelligent, they are extremely patriotic they desperately want to be
productive citizens, and they never complain about the abuse that may
have been placed upon themand they continue to support our Gov-
ernment in times of need. They are not a people looking for a hand-
out. They desperately and sincerely want to earn their way.

Unfortunately, because of their exposure to the reservation way of
life, they are not well suited for immediate adaptation to the metro-
politan or urban life styles.

If you can accept these facts as bein,g valid, then we would like to
make some recommendations that we believe can bring about social
reformation on the reservation, and at the same time, give the children
of the present adults a vehicle or platform on which they may launch
a new life and find their way into the mainstream of American citi-
zenship as we lolow it.

Our recommendations are as follows:
1. That Congress provide the means to weld together resources of

Government that are available now for the special purpose of bringing
about social reformation on the reservation.

The first step would be to take advantage of the provisions of sec-
tion 8(a) of the Small Business Act which authorizes SBA to set
aside certain Government procurements for special purpose projects
such as minority enterprises.

Under this program, we are sun-gesting that $50 million be set aside
from the Government procuremerit system and be desionated for place-
ment on Indian reservations.
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The initial $50 million would be merely a start and would .be
developed in a pilot program which would provide an opportunity for
SBA to evaluate the proper concepts for formulating a major thrust
in the years t.o come.

As this concept is developed, one of the major challenges that will
face the Small Business Administration will be to encounige apd
induce industry to participate with the tribes in bringing about social
reformation by establishing industrial projects on the reservation.
Dynalectron Corp. certainly will attempt to do its part.

However, this task is much too large for any one or tWo or three
industries to accept. In fact, it will take many, many industries to
accomplish the job effectively.

The reason that one industly cannot adequately handle this tre-
mendous challeno-e is because the management talent necessary to
undertake this tremendous task is not availab le any one company_

The Small Business Administration is equipped to handle the
contract negotiations; however, they- will desperately need the sup-
port and efforts of all arms of Government if the task is to be
accomplished.

Therefore, all departments and azencies of Government must be
stimulated to create the necessary spirit of cooperation if the total
task is to be accomplished.

Also, the Government must make a lo-range commitment and not
become discouraged when faced with setbacks. It is a difficult job
but it is a job that must be done.

The next recommendation is that training programs should be
directed to programs where there are jobs available or provided.

If jobs are not available why spend training funds?
Training programs should increase allowances for special industry

counseling because we have found that the over-the-shoulder type
industry instructors are desperately needed to reassure these people
that they are capable of doing the job.

When their confidence beg-ins to fade, it must be restored by some-
one who has been associated with them not only in the training pro-
gram, but in the production situation as well.

Special consideration should be given to preemployment orienta-
tion because it is in thas period that the employee is properly motivated
and taught to understand what industry expects of him, what he can
expect of industry, and what they can do collectively.

He must be made to understand that he is a vital and important
element in the overall scheme of business, and as such, business is
desperately counting on him to do his share at all times.

3. Our third recommendation, and this is made without namino- any
specific iniividuals or organizations, nor do we have any in mind, is:
If we Pare to have meaningful social reformation, we must eliminate
the social-oriented instructor and his misleading vocabulary from
training programs, because they have accomplished little or nothino%

In fact, we believe that the social-oriented instructor is often a per-
son without any prior industry skill, has no understanding of the
overall objective of industry: which isto earn profits.

4. Fourth, and this we believe to be the key to success, is that the
Government must encourage industry participation. and industry
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participation must provide experienced management, technology, and
business development planning. Without this element, the industry will
not survive.

In conclusion, we, Dynalectron Corp., a small part of American
industry, would like to sugo-est that we all cease talking about the
need to do something, and 0-Won with the job at hand.

If Government is interested, which I sincerely believe is the case,
then let us spend the tax dollars on proo-rams that provide not only
training, but jobs, as well.

Perhaps training centers for disadvantaged people provide part of
the answer. But personally, I think the record of such centers does not
justify the expenditures, so it is my recommendation that training
centers be eliminated from consideration under the bills that are
before this committee, and, I sugo-est that the training activities or
programs that are considered in trie bill resultincr from this commit-
tee's studies be directed and limited to training prog-rams that are
associa ted with a business plan that will provide meaningful jobs for
the tra in ees.

I believe another consideration that should be studied carefully by
this committee is the means and methods by which trainino- funds are
administered. It has been our experience that the administration of
the 72unds is confusing, particularly when they are limited or re-
strited by the approval of the State.

We believe that in some cases, the training funds or programs are
(lelaved for reasons other than those normally associated with business
. -judgment.

F-or this reason, we strongly recommend that the Secreta-,y of Labor
be granted the power to approve or disapprove funds, rather than
placing the approval on the State level.

Also, I would very strono-ly suo-crest that trainilg funds be withheld
from organizations which are no-t industry-o.riented and experienced.

I would :Urther suggest in industry programs: that iridustry be
required and obliged to furnish industry-experienced personnel to
perform the teaching or instruction work.

I have observed in visits to Job Corps centers now closed, that the
personnel who were managing and training were not Mdustry-ex-
perienced people. In fact, the predominance of these people were school
teachers, ex-parole officers, or people wh(: had been mvolved in social
work.

It is my judgm,mt that althoucrh these people are a necessary and
valuable asset .7to our country, tfey are, nevertheless, unqualified to
prepare. other people for indusiry jo'bs.

Without the actual experience of worldng for an industry I find
it difficult to imagine how anyone could assume the responsibility of
preparincr another individual for industry work. On the other hand,
I am not and have never been a teacher, therefore, I could not imagine
myself taking on the task of preparing some inexperienced indiviaual
in the methods and techniques of effective teachinfr.

Alor.o- these same lines, I have heard that the disadvantaged should
particilkite in formulating the programs which will ultimately provide
for them an opportunity t-o escape from the ghettos.

Also, there are those who suogest that-these disadvantaged indi-
viduals or groups should contr*Of and determine the instruetors and
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the mana.o.ement of the programs which are directed to eliminating
their despai r.

This seems ridiculous, in my opinion, because I do not believe that
unemployed, unskilled, uneducated., disadvantaged people are prepared
to address the many pitfalls and problems associated with their social
reformation nor do I believe that they are experienced and responsi-
ble enough to manage the tremendous funds which are required in
such a program.

I am sure that we can all recall examples of programs managed by
the disadvantao-ed and these are the programs that have caused the
predominance of criticism from taxpaying communities.

I make these comments fully aware that many elements of the social
welfare community will be extremely critical and cry out that the
private enterprise system, with its profit motivation, is attempting to
take advantage of low-income individuals.

To be honest, I must point out that the duty of industry in o,:r
democracy is to earn profits from its efforts, and I am saying here
today that if industry is to he encouraged and induced into this chal-
lenging area of desperate need, there must be the recognition of

profits.
I do not view this task that must be done any differently from

any other task that the Government requires in performing its func-
tion, and as such, if a service is required, then the Government must
expect to pay for this service. Any other suggestion or notion would be
ill fated from the start.

So, I once again suo-gest that industry is needed in this most im-
portant program, and if you are going to secure the experience industry
has gained through the years, then you must pay a profit for its use.

Mr: Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I respectfully
subnut that I do not have the technical competence to evaluate the con-
sequences of the provisions of the three bills before this committee.

Therefore, the comments that I have offered today are gained from
experience in a successful project that has been totally involved with
the Indian people at Fort Peck Tribal Industries.

I would like to say that I lolow that the Indian people are an in-

telligent, progressive, productive people when they are given
opportunity.

Therefore, I trust that in the formulation of the resulting bill that
is placed before Congress, a special provision will recognize the train-
ing needs on Indian reservations or include the Indians' interest in
your report to Congress.

In.the past, training- programs have ignored the Indian reservations.
For instance, it is only within the last few weeks that the National
Alliance of Businessmen's Jobs '70 program has been extended into
the State of Montana.

This is just another example of how the Indian reservations have
been Ignored, or were the last to beconsidered.

It Is my hope that this committee will assume the responsibility of
draftmg a provision that will assure the Indians are not again ignored.
in this vital and important bill that will result in a comprehensive
Manpower Training Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. DANIELS. Mr. O'Neil, do you have a prepared statement to
deliver ?

Mr. O'NEm. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any testimony. I am here
to assist in answering the questions where I can.

Mr. DANLErs. All right.
May I ask if any of the other men who are with you: Mr. Youpee,

desire to come to the witness table to answer any questions that may
be presented ?

Mr. YOLTEE. Yes. Superintendent Baker is here with me.
Mr. DANIELS. I would like to introduce my colleagues who serve

with me on the committee. To my immediate right is Mr. Joseph
Gaydos, ConoTessman from the State of Pennsylvania ; and to my left
is the ranlang_ minority member of the committee, Mr- William
Scherle, from the State of Iowa ; and my colleague from Wisconsin,
Conressman William Steiger.

When did the Dynalectron Corp. establish this program at Fort
Peck ?

Mr. VEsTAL. It was establishedeffective December 1968. That is
when it was consummated. We had speut practically a year in the
preliminaries leadino- up to the consummation of the agreement and
the program.

Mr. DANIELs. Was this grant obtained from the Small Business
Administration?

Mr. VESTAL. Yes
'
sir ; it was.

Mr. DANrELs. Inwhat amount of money?
Mr. VESTAL. The basic contract was approximately $750,000. Isn't

that correct ?
Mr. O'NErL. And that delivery requirement under that contract

was for 44,000 M-1 and M-2 carbines. Now we are talking about the
Department of Defense contract.

Did you have reference to the CAP training program ?
Mr. DANIELS. I believe in your testimony you made reference to

the Small Business Administration, enabling you to establish this
industry on this reservation.

Mr. O'NEIL. Correct.
Mr. VESTAL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. In addition to the Small Business Administration

grant, were there other funds channeled into the reservation?

Mr. VESTAL. Walter?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, we had a training program which was funded by

the Indian desk in the community action programs in OEO. The
amount of that contract was $106,000.

Mr. DANLELS. Did Dynalectron have a role in that?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir; we performed the training itself, and pro-

vided the instructors. The ai-Trage trainee cost under this program was
approximately $900. This was the yOcational training program that
we conducted prior to starting our production efforts.

Mr. DANIELS. How many 'trainees were enrolled in your program ?
Mr_ O'NEIL. There were 147 involved in the proo-ram. Through the

process of elimination and dropout, we trained 1237and employed 123,
which is our present work force.

Mr. DANLELs. And those 123 trainees were the ones who were em-
ployed at this plant for the handling of these rifles ?
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Mr. O'NErr.,. Yes, sir ; that is correct.
Mr. YourEE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DANIELs And how long was the training program ?
Mr. O'NErr.,. The training program was 3 _weeks. We broke it up into

two groups. The first group we started in December, and finished
about the middle of January, and then the second group after that.
So overall, it was 6 weeks, for the two f.r.rouPs-

Mr. DANTELS. Am I correct in stating that at the end of your train-
incr period, each one of the trainees who successfully concluded the
course was guaranteed a job.

Mr. O'NEIL. That is correct.
Mr. VESTAL. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'NEIL. And in talking about the job guarantee, we think that

motivation in the training programs is probably the most important
element, and we think that one of thewell, the single most important
motivation was the fact that the trainee knew that if he successfully
(.-ompleted the training program be would have a job. We think this is
very important.

Mr. DANIELS. In connection with this job program, what (guarantee
or assurance is there that this companY will continue functioning in
the future?

Mr. O'NEir... The (ruarantee that it will continue in the future is like
any company, it is only guaranteed bY the efforts of the pieople,
and Dynalectron Corp. is committed to participating with the Indi-
ans in developing a viable industry oil the reservation. So this is the
guarantee.

We will just have to see.
Mr. DANTELs. Presently, the industry is engaged in turning out rifles

under our defense program. Now in the event of the curtailment or
stoppage of a contract for this purpose, what will happen to this
industry in which the Indians are now presently employed?

Mr. O'NEIL Well, we have been, in discussions with the commercial
arms companies attempting to developa capability, a similar capability
for commercial applications, commercial rifles and pistols. As a matter
of fact, tomorrowFridaywe have a meeting with the Winchester
Arms Co., for preliminary negotiations of developing this capability
for Fort Peck Tribal Industries. So we are reasonably confident that
we are going to develop a commercial aPplication for these. services.

Mr. DANIELS. Can you forecast. when this company will be on a com-
petitive basis ?

Mr. O'NEIL. Do you want to answer that ?
Mr. VESTRAL. Presently, we are on a competitive basis, we are very

proud to say. Starfing into the second year of operation, we are pro-
ducing 3.1-14 rifles for the Army at something over $3 per rifle less than
they paid last year for the same service.

So we feel in the field of repairing small arms and the like, we are
now competitive. When I say "we," I speak of the Fort Peck Tribal
Industries.

Mr. Youpee, perhaps you would have Some comment on that
Mr. O'NEIL. Well, I might add something on the competitiveness, if

you let me. The $3.41 per rifle is not too significant, but over the overall
contract, which is delivery of 37,000 units, that represents a total saving
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to the Government, just. on this procurement, in excess of $100,000, so
that shows that they are in a competitive situation, already, in Depart-
ment of Defense work.

Mr_ SCHERLE. Mr. Chairman, will you yield a moment at that point ?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes. I recognize Mr. Scherle.
Mr. SCIIERLE. Who are you competitive with, outside of the Fort

Peck Tribal Industries ?
Mr. O'NEIL. Well, under this situation, the competition is simply that

they go back to last year's procurement, and see what the rifle cost last
year in the procurement. Now last year, the competitive price was
something over $22, and our contract is right at $19 per rifle.

Mr. Scnm,E. Well, would you be more specific as to what other com-
panies you are competitive with ?

Mr. O'NEEL I don't know the company ,
i,

but for instance, the Govern-
ment was presently doing this in-house, n their own Army depot.

Mr. ScHEALE. It seems-that anything the Government gets a hold of,
usually costs three times as much as private industry, so this is no
competition.

Are you competitive with anybody else in free enterprise?
Mr. O'NEIL. I don't laiow of anyone else except the manufacturer of

the guns who would be involved in it, and they have not been able to be
competitive with the in-house Government, so whether it is being done
in a commercial operation, I don't know.

Mr. ScHEnnE. In other words, then, you are not really competitive
with anybody except Government under which you now serve under
contract.

Mr. O'NEIL. That is correct.
Mr. SCLIERLE. Then vou are not. in real competition.
Mr. O'NErc... That is'the only comPetition we have.
Mr. SCECERLE. It is no competit'on, to compete against. the

Government.
Mr. Chairma n
Mr. DANIELS. In the trainino- program would you tell this committee

what were the most. significaneparts of ia
Mr. VESTAL Walter.
Mr. O'NErr. Yes, sir, I think that the most important thing is in

motivation of the trainee, which, as we said is a job at the elid-of the
training program.

I think that probably, most important in adapting the trainee to an
industrial work or position is that money spent in the on-the-job train-
ing, which is over-the-shoulder instruction.

I would say those are the most important things involved in the train-
ing program.

Mr. DANIELS. Could you give us a better description of what you
mean by this over-the-shoulde-r instruction ?

Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir, what we mean by this is normally, industry
will have one supervisor, for say, 10 employees. and he has various
duties in seeing to it that these particular individuals accomplish
whatever the technical work scope mip-ht situation with in-
experienced employees like we are taikin<r a bon: the disad:anta.,ed,
your ratio becomes abOut 1-to-5.

So you need an additional supervisor for 10 employees, whereas if
they are experienced, you would only need one supervisor.
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In this situation, you need two. What we are talking about i this
over-the-shoulder supervision, which helps him in his technical job.

Mr. DA.xims. Mr. Youpee. what is the Indian population, an,1 the
non-Indian population on this reservation ?

Mr. YorrEE. Slightly over 4.200. The total population is around
7,000. But living on the reservation, about 4,200.

Mr. D, NIELS. What happens to the difference between the 4200, and
the 7,000 ?

Mr. YorrEE. Excuse me. Mr. Chairman, but I gave you the total
population. That includes the youngsters. You aske'd for the adults.

Mr. DANIELS. No, I mean the total populationboth the adults and
the children.

Mr. YOUPEE. Living on the reservation, it is 4,200.
Mr. DANIELS. 4,200.
Mr. YOCPEE. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS- And are they all Indians'?
Mr. YourE.E. All Indian.
Mr. DANIELS. And what is the non-Indian population ?

Mr. YOUPEE. Probably 8,000.
Mr. DANIELS. Are they engaged in industry and other work on the

reservation ?
Mr. YOL7PEE. We have very little industry on the reservation. Most

of them are enfraged in private businesses, like grocery stores, and
whatnot, and farmin,g and cattle raising.

Mr. DANIELS. Of the 4,200 Indians, what is the average rate of un-
employment prior to the establishment of this project ?

Mr. YOUPEE. About 47 percent. And it goes up to as high as SO per-
cent during the winter months, because much of our employment there
is seasonal:work, during the harvesting season.

Mr. DANIELS. Now perhaps, Mr. Vestal, you can tell the committee
what observation you have made as to the eifect of the establishment
of this program on the reservation. Have you noticed any change in
the attitude of the people ?

Mr. VESTAL. Yes, sir. There has been a very definite change in the
attitude. As I mentioned before, the crime rate had been substantially
reduced. The people appear eager to get to work and earn meaningful
pay checks.

Walt, do you have any further comment ?
Mr. O'NEm. Oh, there are a lot of things you notice in their attitude,

I think, and maybe their awareness of what is going on, and what is
happenin

t-'I think, going back to the training program that we tried to moti-
vate the people by tellino- them that they would have a fringe package
like any other industry. They weren't really concerned with this at the
time. -We thought we had made a point. It seems now that they are
very much conscious of the fringe package, which is 2 weeks paid
vacation. A guy said he had nevez had one before, or company-paid
insurance, and things like this. We feel that this is important and that
they are becoming aware of the things. This, in turn, makes them
more stable and competent employees that you can count on.

Mr. VESTAL. I might add that as time goes by, I think we will see
much more of this, because they begin to get an accumulation of vaca-
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tion on the books and will look forward to taking a vacation and get-
ting back to work:

This is somewhat of an experience for them.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Youpee, have you noticed any change in the local

economy ?
Mr. YOUPEE. Yes. Many of the Indians now are able to go and buy

things. Many of these people who are employed by industry now were
formerly on the welfare rolls. Now they are able to go out like any
other citizen and buy equipment like refiigerators, stoves, and stuff on
contract, from business organizations. If crives the Indian a lot of
self-respect that was needed for many, many years, because of the
unemployment.

The Indian people don't believe in getting a free ride. They believe
in earning their way. This has certainly helped the people and the
economic conditions there on the reservation.

Mr. DAN-rms. Were any of the 123 people who were given employ-
ment in this rifle plant formerly on relief ?

Mr. YOLTEE. The majority of them were, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Gaydos, do you have any questions ?

Mr. GAYDOS. The retention rate during training, Mr. O'Neil, was
excellent, and in fact, it is very superior. Has that continued, during
now full employment ? Have any of theindividuals left ?

Mr. O'NEIL. Yes ; they have_ In fact, the turnover rate has been real
significant in 1969, but we recognized this was going to be a problem,
and anticipated it when we started. We more or less tried to program
for it. What we did we set up a. situation where we were going into an
overhire situation, when we thought that the absenteeism or turnover
rate might be extremely high. Then we had overtime provisions, and
multishifts at certain points during production to eliminate any pro-
duction backlog; but the turnover rate, in 1969, was 240 percent, which
is shocking. It is quite shocling.

Mr. GATDos. I can't understand that. Now we are going to go back
and use deductive reasoning. You made a good point, and I was very
impressed with the fact that your retention rate was quite substantial,
exceptional, and then you find out within a 6-month period that

Mr. O'Nrm. : this was 12 months.
Mr. GAYDOS. A I2-month period, you have actually replaced the

enti re force.
Mr. O'NErt,. Well, that is not true. That is not true.
Mr. GAYDOS. Well, I want to have it explained, because it is con-

fusing to
Mr. 0'7.. EIL. Well, what happens, and what is probably an advantage

of being in a rural area, is that you can find your man when he leaves
your prant, whereas in Washington, D.C., or New York City, if he
leaves you, then you probably won't see him again; but on the reserva-
tion, and in a town of a couple of thousand, there are not many places
he can cro, so we have the same people coming back. We checkeI the
recordsbefore coming here this week, and there are 70, I believe 73
people who are retained from that training program. That, we feel, is
a pretty good record.

Mr. GAYDOS. Now, stop right there. The 73, were there breaks in
their employment record?
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Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. GArnos. They would leave and come back again and leave, and

maybe we could in all justification attribute that to agam the in-
dividual being in a new field. He was used to unemployment for years,
and he still hasn't acclimated himself. That would be a fair assessment,
I would think.

Mr. O'NErL. Yes, sir; I would think so
Mr. GAYDOS. Yet, he has come back, after leaving ; he has come

back.
Mr. O'NmL. Yes. We have, Iwould say, about 35 to 37, or, 40, is

probably a more reasonable number, who have been there from the
very sta.:et a year ago, and are there today.

Mr. GAynos. Still there ?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir ; 15 months, without any break.
Mr. GAYDOS. The reason I referred to that is because I personally

am in full agreement with the &serration made by Mr. Vestal on page
12 in his testimony when he suggests that training programs and all
activities pertaini ig thereto should only be initiated when we have the
job opportunity.

It seems to me that the approach has been just actually a grandeur
type of approach to the problem, train everybody for every conceivable
type of job, and then after he is trained, you have no place to put him.

Again, I go back to your record. I was hopeful that the trainees
would have set and skill, and had the time to continue the employment,
but if they have come back, I would say that criticism would be some-
what negated, because the-y have come back, and you are utilizing the
talents which you trained them for originally.

Let me get off that subject and ask is there any representation on the
Fort Peck Tribal Industries, on their board, from your corporation ?

Mr. VESTAL. No, sir ; there is not.
Mr. GAYDOS. That is completely a separate development corporation.
Mr. VESTAL. Yes, sir.
Mr. GATDOS. What is the hourly rate that you pay now ? The aver-

age ? Not getting into supervision.
Mr. O'NErL. The hourly rate, average, without getting into super-

vision, is $2.20.
Mr. GATDOS. $2.20 an hour. Does that compare favorably to rates

paid in the immediate area and throughout the State ?
Mr. BAK.Ea. Yes.
Mr. GAYDOS. I wanted to ask practically the question regarding

what work do they do ? Now we are talking about what I still believe
is a successful training program.

How complicated is the work that the individual trainees now do ?
Is it reboring of rifle barrels, or mechanical reimirs on the rifle, or
the arms ? What kind, of work do they do ? How technically are they
trained ?

Mr. O'NErL. Well, the technical work scope simply requires the
removal of the phosphate coating from the rifles. Then we have a re-
plating process ; and then you go into theit is like any other assem-
bly/clisassembly operation in an overall plant, and it is parts
inspections, and so forth. They have certain provisions or precision
measuring devices with which they examine the parts, and then test-
fire the rifle. 85,4.
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It is, I would say, similar to any other assembly/disassembly
operation.

Mr. GAMOS. Well, how complicated was the training program, if
I may ? What occupations does a trainee now have claim to, or could
he go to ? "What is his trade or art, now that he went through the
program ?

O'NEIL. He can assume an assembly job of any typeas in elec-
tronic assembly ; the same principles and techniques are used in that
as in mechanical assembly, so he can gain employment in a similar job.

An example of this, some of the people who were in our training
programs and are now gone are employed by AVCO, at Glasgow.
Mont., in assembly-type work. They went to AVCO as experienced,
trained individuals.

Mr. GAYDOS. To clarify my conception, he couldn't go to littsburgh,
for instance, and seek employment or file an application in one of our
factories where he would be, say, an assistant machinist or anything
like that.

Mr. O'NEIL. No we are not doing any machine work right now.
Mr. Gsa-Dos. That is the nature of the program. I mean you come

before us, and I appreciate your appearance, and you talk about a
training program, and if you are tarkino- about one that has no depth,
then I question the value of the program7this entire sphere of the prob-
lem that we now experience.

How long was the training program, when it was originally initi-
ated ? Was it a 6-week program, or 6 months, or what ?

Mr. O'NEim. No, the program, the prevocational or vocational train-
ing period was 3 weeks, and the reason it was such a short time
was the limitation of funds in the commimity action program.

We thought we needed more time than we had, but that is all we
had. The next thino- that compelled us to have a very short training
program was the ctlivery requirements. We didn't have any choice.
So we had to train, do what we could, to teach them the basic prin-
ciples of assembly and disassembly of the M-1 rifle; the assembly/dis-
assembly techniques and production, and parts nomenclature, and get
on with the job. That is all we had.

Mr. GATDOS. And you did utilize the feature of OJT, on-the-job
training and supervising.

Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. GATDOS. Of necessity, you had to do that, because it was a short

training program.
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. GAYDOS. How much did your. company invest, from private

capital sources ? if you want to answer the question. I am just curious,
because we see a group action here, from the 0E0, and you have
grants.

What did you invest ?
Mr. I-ESTAL. It would be very difficult to say with any degree of

accuracy, because as I mentioned before, there was some time over a
year, of cretting into this program and becoming involved with it,
where I hld people traveling assigned. and so on and so forth, that I
didn't account for it separatefy. It was thrown into a lump burden pool.

Mr. SCIEERLE. Will the gentleman yield at that point for one
question ?
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Mr. GAYDOS. Yes.
Mr. SCHEELE. Weren't you under contract at that time ?
Mr. VESTAL. No, we were not.
Mr. ScHERLE. While you were traveling back and forth ?
Mr. VESTAL. NO. Sir.
Mr. SCHEELE. This was all at company expense ?
Mr. VEsrAL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHEELE. What company margin of profit do you have ?

Mr. VESTAL. At the present time it is difficult to say, because I don't
have it accounted for during the precontract period. If I had those
precontract costs identified, I doubt very much if I would have any at
this point in time.

Mr. SCHEELE. I will get into it later. Thank you.
Mr. VESTAL. I am finessing now, sir, and. I am not trying to be

,evasive.
Mr. GAEDOS. I want to make an observation, though I agree with

you that you are not in business for your health.
Mr. VESTAL. NO, Sir.
Mr. GAYDOS. You are in business to make a profit. That is the basis

of the entire act. It is a fair profit, in this country, as I understand it,
and I know some of my colleao-ues and I want to compliment you for
looking at or cooperating, rathel, with the Fort Peck Tribal Industries,
or selecting the site, and for taking a so-called calculated risk in some
instances. You don't laiow the longevity of the Government contract or
the work.

I think you have contributed something to the deficiencies existing
on the reservation, and I am hopeful that as.you have stated here, that
you are now investigatincr possibilities of incurring more clientele, so
to speak, that you wouhflike to enlarge this operation, and get into
.strictly private competition, and I want to commend v ou and the firm
that vou do represent.

I fi.Iso want to observe in closingwe are short of time, and others
of my collea7ues want to ask some questionsthat I agree again
completely with your observation that I think that maybe our ap-
proach to this problem should be the one that you suggest, and that
is that you combine intrinsically the job opportunities with job train-
ing, because I think that is one of the deficiencies in the program.

I wish we had you up in Pittsburgh and could put you tO work on
that.

Mr. DANIELS. I recogn.ize the gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Scherle.
Mr. SCHEELE. Mr. Ch.airman, thank you.
In all candor. I was much more impressed by your statement than

by your responses in the question and answer period. As a result you
have made me a little apprehensive about your program.

First of all, why did the SBA select you when you had no
experience ?

Mr. VESTAL. May I ask, sir, where you drew that conclusion ?
Mr. SCHEELE. All right
Mr. DANIELS. Excuse me, Mr. Scherle. While you are contemplatina.

the question you are about to ask, I would like to make a statement tO

the panel before me.
I must leave briefly to attend an important meeting, an executive

session of the House Post Office and Civil Service Conimittee, and I
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shall return later. I am asking my colleague, Mr. Gaydos, to preside
in my absence.

Mr. YOUPEE. Mr. Chairman, before you go, my delegation, in appre-
ciation for letting us appear here today, would like to perform a little
ceremony with you, at your convenience, later on.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you. I will return at 11 :30 a.m.
Mr. GAynos. (presiding). Mr. Scher le, I think you were asking.
Mr. SCHEELE. On page 3 of your testimony you say :
I would be dishonest to say today that we were 100 percent confident that

Fort Peck Tribal Industries would be a success when we started this operation
15 months ago.

Based upon our examination Of the potential risk factors and a basic plan of
action to address these individual risks, it was concluded that Fort Peck Tribal
Industries represented an acceptable business risk for all parties concerned.

Mr. VESTAL. I think I might be able to clear that up.
Mr. Scimarx. Go ahead.
Mr. VESTAL. In the first place, you mentioned that. we didn't. haxe

the experience. We have many operations in my division alone. We
also have many other operations. We have six branch operations, and
within my division currently, we are doing approximately $40 million
a year.

To guess, for a moment, which is an educated guess, we probably have
invested in travel, transportation, people, and precontract costs, some
$40,000. 'And

Mr. Scp:ERLE. Other than the initial investment of your company,
are you on an annual or a 2-year contract?

Mr. ITEsTAL. We are on an annual contract.
Mr. SCHEELE. What is your profit now, as far as your contracts are

concerned ?
Mr. O'NEIL. I can answer that.
Mr. SciTERLE. Ten percent, fifteen ?
Mr. O'NEIL.. I can answer that. On the management services Con-

tract, the profit ratio year to date is, I believe, 9.7.
Mr. SCHEELE. About 10 percent.
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir: close to that.
Mr. ScHERLE. Is that cost-plus ?
Mr. VESTAL. No sir ; it is straight fixed price.
Mr. SCHERLE. 140Vir much of an effort would it. be to take one of the-

Indians off the reservation and bring him in and start a job on the
assembly line ? Could he do it in a day?

Mr. O'NEnc.. No.
Mr. ScHERLE. Two days ?
Mr. O'NEIL. I don't Imow how you could: say a number of days,.

Concrressman, because what individual are you talEng about?
SCHEELE. Well, I think we are working with the Indians on

the Fort Peck Indian Reservation ; aren't we?
Mr. O'N-E-nr.. Each one of themthey are just like any other person;

they are all different.
Mr. ScHERLE. All right, if a man applies for a job with this project,.

are you going to screen him before you hire him anyway ?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SCIIERLE. All right, after you get through screening him, and
you brino- him into your plant, flow long does it take for him to be
adapted t7o that assemlily line ?

Mr. 0'o-,. And be productive ? At a level that you expect in
industry ?

Mr. SCHEIME. ; not normal industry just in this project_
Mr. O'NEIL. In this project ? I would say it would vary with the job,

but I would say from 6 to 10 weeks.
Mr. SCHERLE. SiX to ten weeks on the job.
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes,_sir.
Mr. SCHEME. What are some of the menial jobs in the assembly

line ? Haying worked on assembly lines, I lmow they are not all com-
pletely intricate or detailed.

Mr. O'NEIL. No: I really don't. Now, what was the question again ?
Mr. ScHERLE. What are some of the menial jobs on the assembly

line, like dipping the rifles in the tanks, and different things like that'?
Mr. O'NEIL. The plating. Well, the platingI would say that some

of the meaningful jobs are, of course, disassembly of the rifle. When
you talk about labor, direct

Mr. ScITERLE. Do they actually make the parts there, or do they
just assemble and disassemble ?

Mr. O'NEIL. We assemble, disassemble, remove the plating, replate,
and then assemble and test fire and package.

Mr: ScuEnLE. Well, I am a, gun collector myself, and there aren't
too many guns that I can't strip in just a matter of a few minutes,
and put back together, some blindfolded.

Mr. O'NEIL. That is right.
Mr. &MIME. You have mentioned in here that these Indians are

intelligent. I have to agree with you, I have a great respect and admira-
tion for the American Indian. In fact, this would be a poor country,
if it wasn't for the sacrifices they have made, so I am sympathetic
with the Indians, but not necessarily with this program.

Now, why do you have to pay $900 per enrollee for a 3-week
course to teach these men to fit on an assembly line, if when you get
them in the plant, 3rou also have to give them on-the-job training ?.
What do you train them for in those 3 weeks!

Mr. O'NEIL. What do we train them on?
Mr. SCECERLE. What do vou do with them the 3 weeks which is

entirely foreign to the job it..4"elf ?
Mr. O'NEIL. OK. What we did during that time is we tried to

explain to them what this industry was, how it was started, where
they would have some understanding. We also went into what was
expected of them, to be there on work, just like they would explain to
you when you worked in that assembly plant, I supposeor you
knew it from your father working. OK

Now, the next thing is to impart some instructions. We had to be-
cause the jobs there are so manylike you say, material conirol,
inventory control, some of them are working in purchasing; and of
these 123 people you are talking about, some of them were secretaries.
Also, clerical work, of all types.

So it is not really a fair question to compare what we did with 123
or 147 that we originally selected, in that situation, to what we do,
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today, with one individual. Because here, we were trying to prepare
a complete total work force that was previously inexperienced, Con-
oTessman. And that was the real challenge that faced us at that time.

Mr. SCHERLE. hat do you do today, now, if vou replace these
people that leave their jobs ? Do you still have a S-week orientation
course, at $900 per employee ?

Mr. O'NEIL. No, sir we do not.
Mr. SCIMRLE. Why the difference?
Mr. O'NEIL. The difference is that you are approaching a single

individual, rather than a group of 123 to try to start a new operation.
That is the only difference.

Mr. SCHERLE. Well, how many steps did you have in your 3-week
course that you could orientate all these people to fit in a mass
produced item ?

Mr. O'NEIL. I don't understand that.
Mr. SCHERLE. How many different phases? If you had all the dif-

ferent secretaries unskillea and skilled workers and, all those that
assembled, disassembled, plated and broke down. How many instruc-
tors would you have had to orient all these people in 3 weeks' time, in
different job opportunities for that project ?

Mr. O':;EIL. How many instructors did we have ?
Mr. &MERLE. Yes.
Mr. O'NEIL. Six.
Mr. SCIEERLE. And these six were qualified to teach 123. How many

different fields or jobs are there in this project ?

Mr. O'NEIL. All right, there is the plating shop. No. 1. Those jobs
associated with plating. Removal, the operation of wheel abrader.

Mr. Son-Er/LE. Well, can't you give me 10, 12, 15 different jobs ?
Mr. O'NEIL- OK. The platinv shop. There is inventory control,

material control, stock refurbisl&ent, assembly, test firing, and then
inspectors : clerks, and secretaries, and, in the accounting section, we
have bookkeepers.

Mr. SCHERLE. You had six instructors teach this varied assortment
of jobs in 3 weeks with an average sixth grader, and they fulfilled
the needs?

Mr. O'NEIL. I am not saying whether we fulfilled the needs or iot.
I am saying that after a. year's operation, it was alive and successful.
So I assnme that the answer to your question is yes, it was successful.
Maybe we were lucky. Luck beats skill any time.

Mr. SCELERLE. Well, this is difficult to believe, regardless of what
you want to call it.

You said again that employing these 123 people made a great signifi-
cance in your unemployment rate.

How can 123 people employed out of 4200, make a great significance
in your unemployment rate ?

Now psychologically, I can go along -with it, but this is like a frog
on Lake Erie when you compare the small amount of employees in
such a vast area.

Mr_ O'NELL. Congressman, I don't think that you include your
children lit your unemployed work force count.

Mr. STEIGEIL If my colleague will yield, what is "like a frog on
Lake Erie"? You missed me.
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Mr. SCHEM,E. The small amount of employees in a vast area.
Mr. GAYDos. That is a big pond.
Mr. SCHEELE. Yes.
Mr. O'NEn,. Of the work force,the available work force, there were

650 people unemployed, so out of that 650, we employed 123, which
reduced it, I think, significantly. That is roughly a sixth; isn't it ?

Mr. SCHEELE. Where do you get your 650 ?
Mr. O'NEIL. From the Mon- tana Employment Service, Montana

State Employment Service. They were the ones that prepared the
fig,ures. Anson, did you have any figures on that ?

Mr. BAKER. Yes. We have a labor force report here, broken down
in March 1968 ; March 1969. The Indian population on the reserva-
tion, total was 3,840 ; available for labor force 16 and over, 917; em-
ployed, 483; permanent. 319; temporary, 164; unemployed, 434;
actively seeking work, 220.This is 1968, in March. March 1969, popula-
tion, total, Indian. 3,919; available force, 16 and over, in 1969, 822;
total employed, 51e

Mr. SCHEELE- Excuse me but, if I may interrupt here what I am try-
ing to follow through with is the question posed by the chairman. as to
how much of a difference this made as far as the project was concerned.
I don't think 123 employed would relatively make much of a signifi-
cant chancre in the overall population, as far as the ratios were
concernee

To follow the chairman's questioning, too, what would happen if the
Defense Department decided to terminate their contract ?

Mr. O'NEIL. We would be in trouble.
Mr. SCHERLE. You would be out of business. In other words, you

are only operating because of the Government, again, and if they
decided-to cut down, then all these people would have nothing.

Mr. O'NEIL. That is true, at the present time. I don't Imow whether
you were here when we said that we are enterino- into preliminary
negotiations with Winchester, starting tomorrow, .ro develop the com-
mercial application of these same skillS, Congressman.

Mr. SCHEELE. IS it possible that you can incorporate this in the
present buildino-, in a larger operation, to where you would also not
only rely uporithe Government, but also have private involvement,
and maybe, hopefully, run both of them, and if you ever did run into
the precarious situation where the Government backs out, wouldn't
these people just be left high and dry ?

Mr. O'NEIL. That is what we are working toward right now.
Mr. BAKER. I might add there. Congressman, the town of Poplar,

the non-Indian group there, the chamber of commerce have formed
a development corporation to negotiate with the tribes now to take
over the financing portion of the loan for a large operation, or with
private industry.

We have three good, solid leads at this time, facing over into the pri-
vate sector part.

Mr. Sclmnrz. You mentioned that the average per capita income
was $806 in 1968. Did they have food stamps, housing, or any type of
any assistance ?

Mr. You.e.LE. Congressman, they did receive, as I saymany of them
are on GAand some of them were eligible from the county for ADC,
and other welfare assistance, and we also have-
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Mr. SrnEnt,E2 Have you included that in your overall figure here ?

Even though all of them wouldn't be entitled to it.
Is this just the average net income earned over and above any gov-

ernment assistance ?
Mr. O'NETL. Anson. that came from a BIA pamphlet we extracted

from there. I don't recall what the basis of the $806 was.
Mr. BAKER- The average income. This includes the subsidy; yes,

the Federal subsidy.
Mr. O'NEIL. It does.
Mr. VESTAL. But not medical.
Mr. BAKER. No.
Mr. ScItEntx. Why would the tribes, Fort Peck Industries, be ex-

posed to a $35,000 risk?
Mr. O'NErt. The working capital requirement under this contract

was insured under an SBA loan, and the $35,000 represented 10 per-
cent of that loan which is a requirementor a little above 10 percent
of the total loana cash contribution on the part of the tribe to secure
the SBA loan for working capital.

Mr. SeuEnLE. You would have risked your investment and damage
to your corporation. if you failed ?

Mr. O'NEu... Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHERLE. Are there any other programs on the base other than

this ?
Mr. YOUPEE. Yes: we have the community action program, man-

power training programs, and EPA district. or EDA group. Then
the Bureau of Indian Affiairs offers some work there. But that is about
the size of it.

Mr. ScnEram. Is this the largest program or the largest project on the
entire base?

Mr. Yourrx. Yes; it is. In fact. it might be the largest in the eastern
half of Montana.

Mr. Scritrax. I want to compliment the Sioux for their dedicated
interests that they have taken in these various programs.

It seems like the American Indian is very eneraetic, very deter-
mined. very successful in his endeavors to help his own people to help
themselves.

Can you give me any reason why in some of the otherprograms we
don't find that same dedication and retention and determination we do
with the American Indian ?

Your programs seem to be so much more successful than so many of
the others we have had.

Mr. YOUPEE. Well, my only answer, Congressman, would be that
its not only the Indians,.but is a community effort ; everybody getting
involved and everybody taking part.

Mr. SCHEME. Is it because you feel that you are isolated ? Is it be-
cause You have been looking so long for maybe an opportunity, that
everySOdy pitches in and helps?

Now, for instance, here you have, even with severe weather condi-
tions, the trainees traveled from 1 to 60 miles. This is pretty remark-
able.

Mr. YourEE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SCHERLE. And I don't find this dedication or retention rates
in a lot of other programs that we have funded and appropriated
money to.

Mr. YOUPEE. I might say that our tribe, on a couple of occasions,
has invited industry out to the reservation. In fact, you might say we
laid the red carpet out for them. We paid their expenses out there and
back home to take a look at what we had to offer, and like I say in my
statement, all we were lookino- for was a chance for the Indian people
to prove that we can compete' with the non-Indians, given a chance.

Mr. ScHEELE. Well, I am quite impressed with the remarks of Mr.
Vestal on page 11. Some of this, I could have written myself.

No. 3. Our third recommendation, and this is made without naming any speci-
fic individuals or organizations, nor do we have any in mind, is: if we are to
have meaningful social reformation, we must eliminate the social-oriented in-
structor and his misleading vocabulary from training programs, because they
have accomplished little or notIting.

That statement could serve in total, as far as the 0E0 and the
poverty program is concerned here in America.

You have also made another excellent statement on page 12, that :
I believe another consideration that should be studied carefully by this com-

mittee is the means and methods by which training funds are administemd. It has
been our experience that the administration of the funds are confusing, parti-
cularly when they are limited or restricted by the approval of the State.

Now that last part, I couldn't 0-o along with, because I am a firm
believer in States rights. Now, wey do you object to this going to the
States ?

Mr. O'NEIL. I will answer that, Congressman, and it is not based
on any experience except our own, and that is just one program,
which is the CAP program.

What happened is that we wrote the training program, wrote the
technical work scope that we are goino- to try to address and priced
the thing, then negotiated here in Walington with the Indian desk
in 0E0and we were delayed in implementing the program simply
because it had to go to the State for the Governor's approval.

Well, I don't object to the Governor's approval, Congressman, but
if he is going to approve it, he should be in line when you are preparing
your proposal, pricing- it and neo-otiating it.

Mr. ScHEELE. Well; do you ake him into your confidence when you
settino- forth this plan ? I think as Governor of a State, he in es-

sence is tee Chief Executive of that State.
Mr. O'NEILL.Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHERLE. He should be well aware of the needs of all the peo-

ple. No Governor who is susceptible to the claims of the electorate
would jeopardize his position by neglecting anybody intentionally, and
deliberately, if he felt that these things were at stale. There is not any
Governor who is not a humanitarian enough to Imow what the needs
of his people are.

M_y next question is, who are you responsible to, now ? Just to the
0E0, aren't you ?

Mr. O'NEIL. We are not responsible to them for anything now. We
are through with that program.

Mr. SCHERLE. With what program ?
Mr. O'NEIL. The training. The training program is over.

44-125--70pt. 2-11 8
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Mr. SCHERLE. Well, you have got a contract here, under the Fed-
eral Government.. you are responsible to the Defense Department
now ; is that true ?

Mr. O'Nzu... Yes sir ; that is correct.
Mr. SC-FIER-1 -You

.fret
no more 0E0 funds, for any purpose, and all

you have now is a contract with the Defense Department ?
Mr. O'NEIL. Right.
Mr. Soimax. You receive $750,000. Of what funds was that ini-

tially, to set up what ?
M.r. O'NEIL. That contract is like any contract, Congressman, that

you would
Mr.. Son-Entn. Excuse me. I made a mistake in a figure. You re-

ceived $106,000 for a training program from CAP.
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sounatas. You no longer have anything to do with 0E0.
Mr. O'NExr... No, sir.
Mr. Solizaux. You are completely free of all strings and redtape as

far as 0E0, you are operatino- unaer nothing now but strictly a con-
tract with the Defense Departnient.

Mr. O'NEIL. Right.
Now I would like to go back to one question you raised about the

Governor, Congressman, and that is that we infer that there were
some other reasons, you know, political reasons. That is not our ob-
jection. If the Governor's office is going to have the approval or the
responsibility for approval, then our only suggestion is that his office
be the one that we neo-otiate with, discuss-the program with, the whole
thi g, rather than iiithis situation it just appeared to us that it -was
just going through that office, you laiow.

Mr. SCHERLE. Well, through this contract, is the Governor still in-
volved in this contract?

Mr. O'NEIL. No sir.
Mr. Scanarx. *ell, then Why do you have any fear of the States,

if you don't have anything io do with any elected officials anymore ?
Mr. O'NEIL. Well, we don't. We were Just talkino- about sugg,estions

based on our experience, for things for this commiitee to consider.
Mr. SCTTRRLP 'Well, I believe that as long as you are in business for

profit, that as long as you are utilizing taxpayers' money, I firmly
and sincerely believe that you should be res- ponsible to someone.

Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ScHEr.L.E. I have little faith in the 0E0, because when they send

out their own auditors, to audit their own books nobody is going-
to jeopardize their position or bring back anyLinz tfiat is not
complimentary.

We have seen this too often. It is like putting a fox in the chicken
house.

On page 13, and I have to agree with this :
I have heard that the disadvantaged should participate in formulating the

programs which will ultimately provide for them an opportunity to escape from
the ghettos. Also, there are those who suggest that these disadvantaged indi-
viduals or groups should control and determine the instructors and the man-
agement of the programs which are directed to eliminating their despair.

I think this whole statement is extremely correct. Just to show
you bow ridiculous some of it is, the 0E0 not too long ago was pay-
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ing poor people of the disadvantaged $35a day in about seven Southern
States as consultants, and I said, "Why ?" And they said. "Well, who
is in a better position to loaow the problems than the poor ?-

This is more than sufficient for self-sustenance, as far as they are
personally concerned, but I am like you are : If there are poor or dis-
advantaged, there are problems or reasons for it, unfortunate situa-
tions emero-encies, of some type, but if they are not skilled, if they are
not educat;d, there is no way they can help their present situation
and somebody with a little bit more lmow-how or luiowledge should he
hired to assist them to where they can reach the ultimate commen-
surate with their limitation, so I am complimentary as far as this, and
in many other areas, too.

The only thing I am concerned about initially was that as trustees
of the people anti the taxpayers, we have got to make sure that the
money is well spent..

But I would suggest that you continue your purpose with private
enterprise and see if you can't branch out into private industry. If the
Government pulls out of this thing, then these people are worse off
than they were before, because you have raised their standard of
living, and it is too late to go back.

Mr. GAYDOS. I want to thank Mr. Scherle for his probing questions,
and now Mr. Steiger, who is a Congressman froth the State of Wis-
consin will take over.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ScitERLE. You might explain to him what the frog on Lake

Erie is. [Laughter.]
Mr. STEIGER. As I understood your response to my colleague from

Iowa in your statement, Mr. Vestal, on the question of the role of the
State, in essence you are saying that you do not believe that it works
appropriately, if the State is not involved in the earliest stages, and
therefore, your recommendation really is not that the State ouzght not
to be involved, but rather it is the quest of when the State becomes
involved, so that if a judortent has to be made, there is some real
basis on which the Governor n make a judgment. Is that appro-
priate ?

Mr. VESTAL. Well, first of all, I would like to say that we have no
quarrel with States' rights, and this item certainly is not to be con-
fused with that.

From my own viewpoint, it is a matter of simplicity in the admin-
istnition of the training funds. Walt, you may have reason to comment
further on that.

Mr. O'NEim. Well, I think just to go back and restate our comment,
which is exactly what you said, Congressman, is that if they are going
to have the authority to make those decisions, well, then, ales should
be the people that vou are talking to initially and developing your
program with. And if they have nothing to do except, you laiow,
Just sign an X, well then, we say no.

Mr. STEIGER. I think that is a perfectly appropriate point. OE0 has
just announced some new cruidelines on the role of the State, among
other things, to provide ttlat they are invol ved at a much earlier
stag:e, so that you don't go through this process of negotiating out here
and then going back there and the Governor either signs it or doesn't
sign it an.d, frankly, doesn't really know why he does either, I think,.
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which is not a very good way of doing it, so I think in essence they
are trying to move in the direction that you are recommending, and
that that is helpful to the committee.

Second, what is the relationship, if I may ask the tribal rep-
resentatives, between the Fort Peck tribal executive board and
this venture and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and what role has.
BIA played?

Mr. YOUPEE. Do you want to answer ?

Mr. BAKER. Yes- as far as the Fort Peck executive board, they are
the legal entity of the reservation, as far as their tribal rights, that
is their tribal government, and they merely formulated Fort Peck
Tribal Industries, which actually is an arm of another legal entity,
to go into this venture.

In other words, to be separate and apart from the executive board,

for numerous reasons. For free enterprise, to separate it from the
political entity over here, and as far as Bureau of Indian Affairs, our
role primarily there is to provide technical assistance, advice and we
have an area of trust and responsibility as far as their tribal moneys
and their lands are concerned

This is the area that we assist them in.
Mr. STEIGER. What does BIA now do, which is simliar to thel6nds

of other governmental training and manpower programs that have
been undertaken on the reservation ?

Mr. BAKER. BIA right now as far as training, we have AVT, adult
vocational trainino- for various trades, we have OJT moneys, very
limited funds in trus area, we assist the tribes in these areas, but our
primary role here the last few years, you might say, it would be cor-
rect to state that we have been the 1)olicy, have been the advocates of
the tribes for their wishes and desires and planning their economic,
socioeconomic development.

Mr. STEIGER. And what kind of job opportunities exist for the OJT
or BIA-Lype training programs that are now carried on? What do
you do with them, either the men or the women on the reservation,
after they have completed their training?

Mr. BAKER. We have, as far as OJT on the reservation, BIA, we
have none. The only type that is going on now is what is going on
with Tribal Industries.

Mr. O'NEIL. We don't have anything there now.
Mr. BAKER. We don't have anything there, so we have not been

pushing this, because there is no iob assurance here. They have been
using some of these training moneys in your urban areas, and your
trade schools, and placing them in jobs in thc, larger cities there.

Mr. STEIGER. Lastly, will you fill me in a little bit about S. 2838, to

establish an Office of Indian Manpower Training in the Department
of Labor ?

Mr. YOUPEE. This, Mr. Congressman, is an amendment that came
out of the National Congress of American Indians. I think all the
tribes feel like we do, that funds for Indian reservations should be

yni v_ in .nrossfire offunded direct and not be channeled through the State, because we
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because like in my statement, I said we are not under jurisdiction of
the State, and we see no purpose in having the funds directed to the
State.

Mr. STEIGER. Who is the sponsor of S. 2838 ?
Mr. YourEE. Pardon ?
Mr. STEIGER. Who is the sponsor of that bill ?
Mr. YOLTPEE. I don't remember offhand.
Mr. O'NELL. I don't recall, either.
MT. STEIGER. Thank you very much.
Mr. GATTIOS. Thank you, Mr. Steiger.
Until Mr. Meeds has an opportunity to review some of the testi-

mony, I have several questions I would like to ask, fill-in questions,
but before I get into them, I would like to ask Mr. Vestal, here you
have gone through this program you are vice president of a corpora-
tion that is apparently a succesfik corporation, of which this activity
is a very small facet, of the overall operations.

Now, would you do it again ?
Mr. VESTAL. I certainly would.
Mr. GAYDOS. And whv would von do it aaain?
Mr. VESTAL. Well, as we said, as I sailbefore, we are profit moti-

vated, certainly, and we see potentially a future in this. We also feel
a very distinct responsibility, as a small part of American industry
to do this, if we see we can, and, we have seen that we can. And, we
have seen that we can do it successfully.

So I would say two basic things to be more specific. Profit motives,
and the ability to use our resources to help the plight of the American
Indian and other disadvantaged people.

Mr. orAYDOS. Taking like circumstances and experience ratios, have
you .found in your experience in this project that the Indian is com-
parable as a source of labor power as any other nationality or
ethnic group in this country

Mr. VESTAL. From what I have seen so far, I would say more than,
more so than the average_ There again, we have been into it only some
15 months, on a program that is somewhat limited in teclmology. But
the indications are, yes, absolutely.

Mr. GArnos. Chairman Youpee, you know the closest I have been
associated with Indians and their problems is probably -Jim Thorpe
from up at Carlisle University, the great athlete, who has gained
national prominence and is a historical figure. We don't have the

iproblems n our immediate areas. It doesn't mean that we are not
concerned with them.

But I can ask you Mr. Chairman, have you experienced this to be
a meaningful and valuable experience as far as helping you with one
of your primary problems, and maybe an individual from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs could comment, ihat you would encourage activities
such as this?

Could you, or would you, like to enlarge it, and have you had the
has the Indian reservation benefited from the activities of these
0.entl emen ?

Mr. YOLTEE. I will let the superintendent here talk first, and then
I will answer.

Mr. BARER. I think that one area that has been most sianificant to
the Indian people there, and I have a special feeling for them, because

8
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I am also an enrolled member of the tribes in North Dakota, is that
here for the first time a corporation from free enterprise have identi-
fied themselves with a (Troup of people here

'
Indian people, and this

has given more than the statistics here that we have been jockeying
around with.

They have identified them as a meaningful person into the society,
and it has pulled in various facets on that society, of that area, that
have never before been done, non-Indian community groups, church
groups, and it has pulled these forces together to emerge in regaining
their identity.

Another interestino- area that the tribes are exploring right now is
in the area of law an% order. They are explorino- training moneys to
regain these police officers, because 80 percent of their time in that
area is primarily problems in domestic social problems, public rela-
tions, communications. We have very little training in this area, so
this is another area that they are 0-oing into.

They have made some contacts here in the last couple of days. En-
forcement per se for these police officers is darn good, in the 20-percent
area. This has probably been overemphasized, but to regather the
social graces that have heretofore been overlooked; this is the area
concerninz our police officers who are without any question our agents
for 24 hours a day on the streets, but very

ilittle
training has been fo-

cused in this area. And this is another area n which the tribes are very
interested, to regain the human dignity and make for a viable com-
munity, in the cross-cultural conflicts we have had.

So these are things we can't put price tags on, and I think Tribal
Industries, per se, has been seriously looking into this area, also.

Mr. Gayoos. Thank you for a very informative response.
Mr. Meeds, from the State of Washinzton, may have some questions.
Mr. ME-Ens. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, the reason I am late is that I have been all morning in

a meetinir with the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
with regard to Indian education economic development, and the
realinement which is presently taling place within the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and so I beo- your inthilgence for my not having been
here to hear your preparedastimony.

I have a very general question, and the way I see it touched on here
by both the testimony of Mr. Vestal and Air. Youpee, perhaps you
would each like to answer it in your own way.

I think, Mr. Vestal, you in yoUr testimony said something to the
effect that we have to not only provide training but jobs as well, and
I guess my question goes to the basic question of whether we ought
to at this time enact any manpower legislation which would have the
effect of holding out the promise of jobs to people, -when our economic
system, under which we are operating, at least in the present time, does
not hold that promise, at least, to me.

We have a rising unemployment rate, and it seems to me t,hat under
such circumstances, until we can get our economy under control, and
can cut down the unemployment rate, there is very little chance, even
assuming we do enact manpower programs, that they are going to have
the ultimate goal of finding a job for someone, because jobs just aren't
available.
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Would you like to comment on that ?
Mr. VESTAL. Yes, sir ; I would.
I still go back to my statement that training without jobs is

meaningless.
Mr. MEEns. Frustrating, too.
Mr. VESTAL. Completely frustrating and a complete waste of tax-

payers' money. I can use a specific example of this. A few years ao-o, I
had an opportunity to receive the graduate list of one of our Job COrps
Centers, which is now closed, and I desperately needed aviation tech-
niciansdesperately. I was spending _thousands of dollars trying to
recruit them. I didn't find one aviataon technician on a list of 400
names. I fomid lots of cooks and bakers, and things that I didn't need,
nor did I have any awareness that there was a need for those graduates
anywhere in industry.

So as far as I am concerned, the money spent for that training was
completely wasted.

So, again going back to this, if there is a possibility that the unem-
ployment setup, that no procrrams, government programs, if you will,
are available for this, then Ztainly I would suggest that we not spend
money to train someone for a job that does not exist.

Mr. MEEDS. There are some good aspects. First of all, all of these
bills are good bills, in the respect that they consolidate the manpower
programs, and place more authority in the Secretary of Labor, which I
think needs to be done. But it seems to me that perhaps we ought to
divide our efforts, and just have a bill which goes to themodernization,
the consolidation, the Job Bank concept, an.a. certainly not get into it
this time the promise of holding out jobs to people, because they are
simply not there, and I am gla d. you mentioned aviation technicians.

If 3-ou want aviation teclmicians now, all you have to do is go to
the State of Washington, where you will find about 16,000 of them
un empl o yeti.

Mr. VESTAL. Yes, sir ; I lmow.
Mr. MEEDS. And that is what brings this to mind.
Mr. VESTAL. Mr. Meeds if I may, the ultimate oal of this problem

that we are involved in in F
cr

ort Peck, of course, is t7o get less dependent
upon government procurements, and, more dependent upon commercial
items, products and services, if you like.

But to do that, it has to be started, in our judgment, or, it needs to be
started, with a Government procurement under 8--A; as we have said
in our testimony. But, to continue it, the ultimate objective of using
8--A is designed bv the Small Business Administration to put small
businesses, such as this, so that they can provide mainly for employ-
ment, particularly to disadvantaged persons. But then the obligation
on the part of that small business, together with us (l3ynalectron), if
we are participatinn- with them, our obligation is to put them in a com-
mercial environmea just as soon as we can or as soon as it is feasible.

But to delay starting that, on an across-the-board situation, is to
delay the ultimate objective being achieved.

MEEDS. Would you like to comment on my very general ques-
tion, Mr. Youpee'?

Mr. YourEE. I don't think I would speak out on it any further than
what. Mr. Vestal stated, Mr. Congressman.
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Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. GAypos. Is that all, MT. Meeds ?
Mr. MEEDS. Yes ; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GA-Enos. Mr. Collins, from the State of Texas.
Mr. CoLL.rys. I was sorry I didn't get here earlier to hear about th4s,

because we have all been interested in this prograxu that you have. This
is one of the real success programs, and I agree with the statement
that you made about the way to really get people involved is to have
a job.

You know, we have had. this Job Corps program, where we o-o off
and do a vao-ue sort of a training, and then when we finall; get
through, we aly have 20 percent of the original applicants that end
up with a job.

Well, specifically, now, what percentage of the people that we have
started here, that we have trained, have stayed on positions there in
this work ?

Mr. VESTAL. Go ahead.
Mr. O'NEIL. To answer that, we covered it a little bit earlier.
Mr. CoLtaxs. I am sorry I didn't hear it. I hate to repeat.
Mr. O'NEIL. I will try to recall the exact figures. I believe it was

40 people out of 123 that have been with us from December of 1968
through today.

Mr. Comm.'s. The whole time.
Mr. O'NELL. Yes, sir. There is another 30 to 35 people that have

fallen out of the training program for one reason or another, and
Mr. Cormxs. Are they with you very long, or can you tell pretty

quickly whether they are adapted or not ?
Mr. O'NEIL. Well, like the 35 that we are talking about they are

with us today.
Mr. CoLL.Ixs. Well, that is one-third of your group stayed, went the

route ?
Mr. O'NEEL. Yes, sir. But some of them have fallen out, and then

we have been able to induce them to come back.
Mr. Comaxs. To bring them back.
Mr. O'NErL. Then there is another group that we trained and em-

ployed for some time, and were good employees, but they are now
employed by AVCO, over at--

Mr. CoLLExs. That is a good thing you are doi-ag, though. I like to
see that, where you can train people to make such a skilled man out of
them that we can put them in other industry. How many have gone
that way, would you say ?

Mr. O'NErL. I believe there are about 17.
Mr. COLL.MTS So that has been one contribution.
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. Commis. Now, how long does it take you to tell whether a person

is °ping to make a good hand or not, whether or not you want to keep
the%). or whether or not they adjust to the job ?

Mx:. O'NEIL. Well, our experienceof course, that is an individual
judgmentbut our experience at Fort Peck is that all of these people
have been the type that we have wanted, and have been successful
in making the conversion from prior unemployment to whatever we
expected of them in industry; but the ones that fall outit is because
of a personal social problem, whatever it may be, the various leasons
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that we located, but as far as makino- a judgment on whether we want
them or not, it is a very short time, relly.

Mr. COLLINS. What -would you say about the job adjustments ? Do
we have any problems there ? Can you see with these people going into
it ?

They have never done mechanical or industrial work of any type
before ; have they ?

Mr. BAKER. No.
Mr. COLL-cgs. It is just a completely new field. What is the

absenteeism ?
Mr. BARER. Walt, do vou want to answer that ?
Mr. O'NEILL. Yes ; ihe turnover rate at the industry last year, as

we talked about before, earlier, was 240 percent, which is shoclang and
alarming, but as we said, when we started this project, based on the
experience of other people, we tried to talk to other companies that
had been involved in employing the disadvantaged, and they said,
"Gosh, one of the biggest things you are goino- to have is absenteeism
and turnover, so you had better look at it an% recognize it,"so we
did, and we had a program where we were, No. 1 : going to overhire,
hire more people than we needed, and we were _prepared to go into a
multishift, to take care of production backlog that might occur from
absenteeism on one station.

The next thing was overtime, where necessary. Then the other thing
that we did iswe went into a more extensive cross-training program
than you would normally in industry when you are dealing with ex-
perienced people. lVhat this would doif we had several people out
from one work station, we just simply transferred some of those from.
another work station and kept the overall production flow moving,
but now, this year--

Mr. CoLLIN-s. What is the absenteeism, though ? Is it a very bad
problem ?

Mr. OEILL. Yes, it still continues to be a problem, until it gets to
about 5 percent, and then

Mr. COLLINS. You won't get down that low. What causes absentee-
ism ?

Mr. O'NEIL. Well, I think personally, and I will let Mr. Youpee and
Mr. Baker have their say, but I will say what I thinkI think that on
the reservations their single largest, toughest social problem is the
problem with alcohol, and I think that this is somethin 0- that has
developed over years of unemployment and frustration annd despair,
and they had little to turn to to release their despair and frustration,
except alcohol, so I think drinldng is the single laro-est problem that
they have, which is the ,contributing factor to abseriteeism. I will let
Mr. Youpee and Mr. Baker answer.

Mr. CoLLiNs. Is that a problem out there ?
Mr. BARER. I would say that it is one of the major contributing

problems, yes. You have idle hands and idle minds.
Mr. COLLINS. Do you have a drug problem with these people ?
Mr. BARER. No, I would say not.
Mr. CoLtmcs Not at all ?
Mr. YourE.E. No.
Mr. Cour=s. Let me ask you, there is no differential between men

and women ? Evrything today, you. just keep reading it all the time,
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that we treat everybody exactly alike, among workers. Frankly, is
there any difference in their productivity, or their absenteeism, or
anything else ? What percentage of women employees do -you have

Mr. BARER. Walt ?
Mr. O'NEIL. We have about 40 percent women.
Mr. CoLLrys. You are oiving them a real good chance. Is there any

difference in their 13roductivity ?
Mr. Th.ere are some jobs that women do better than men.

Intricate assembly work, they do much better.
Mr. Cotzugs. Yes, that is true. We have seen that. I was out at

Texas Instruments, and I noticed they were using them on it, because
they have more patience.

Now what about their absenteeism?
Mr. O'NEIL. I would say that it is about the same, which is rather

surprising.
Mr. COLLINS. Usually women are more consistent.
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. CoLLExs. But YOU do hire 40 percent, so you have made it a

policy here to (rive them an equal opportunity, literally, on jobs
IL

?

Mr. O'NE.17'Well, I don't Imow whether it was equal opportunity,
but we felt that there were jobs that they could do better than men
and be more productive. Of course, you always have the requirement
to comply with equal opportunity.

Mr. Corraws That is right. This has been a very, very interesting
program. I appreciate it.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you, Mr. Collins.
President Youpee, and Mr. Vestal. and Mr. O'Neil, our representa-

tive from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, I would like to have your
name on the record. I missed it up here.

Mr. BAKER. Anson Baker.
Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Baker I express, I am sure, the feelings of the

chairman, who unfortunately was called away, of this subcommittee
and all the members of the subcommittee that appeared in and out
durino- the hearing, the deep appreciation for all of you taldng your
time t''o appear before this committee.

Now, although some of the questions were somewhat probing, and
I hope you don't misinterpret them, because I am sure they were
offered with sincerity, and this is how we do business here. It is the
only way we can do it, in order to gain a cross section of the opinions
and the experiences of individuals throughout the country.

Again I know if the chairman were here, he would express himself
in like terms. Thank you for coming. It has been my pleasure to ask
you some questions and to hear your testimony, and I am sure it is
most meanmgful; it is all going to be part of the record, and I hope
that sometime you come back again, when we need you. Thank you
very much.

The hearing stands adjourned at this time.
Mr. VESTAL. Tha k you, Mr. Chairman.
( Whereupon. at 11:17 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to

the call of the Chair.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

MONDAY, APRIL 20, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 :05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, Hawldns, Scherle, and Quie.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel ; Charles "W_ Rad-

cliffe, minority counsel for education; Loretta Bowen. clerk; and
Cathy Romano, research assistant.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
This morning we continue with hearings on pending legislation to
establish a comprehensive manpower program to afford an opportunity
for employment to every American seeking work, consistent with his
sElls and potential.

Our first witness this morning; is Hugh Calkins, Chairman of the
National Advisory Council on 'Vocational Education, accompanied
by Dr. Rober.. Worthington and Dr. Calvin Dellefield, executive
director.

STATEMENT OF HUGH CALKINS, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ADVISORY
COUNCLI ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
ROBERT WORTHINGTON, COUNCIL MEMBER; AND DR. CALVIN
BELLE_-RTF,T.1), EXECUTIVE 33/HECTOR

Mr. CALKINS. Mr. Chairman, I regret that Dr. Worthington is de-
layed in a flight and will be here later.

Mr. DANIELS. That is certainly understandable. You may proceed.
Mr. CALKINS. We are pleased to testify this morning on what we

regard as the most important group of bills before the House at the
present time..

We testify in qualified opposition to all three of the comprehensive
manpower proposals which have been introduced. I say qualified be-
cause there are many features about all three of the bills which we
warmly endorse. We are very much in favor of the principle of co-
ordination which runs through all three of the bills.

We are very much in favor of the principle of planning at the local
level for metropolitan areas and at the State levels for areas which
are not so densely populated, which is found in Congressman Ayres
bill.

(861)
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We believe that there is currently much too much overlapping,
duplication, confusion, in the administration of manpower programs,
and we are sure that the Congress will want to adopt some kind of
legislation which will bring order to the present chaos.

The second thing which we feel quite confident of is that there will
be in the next few years substantial progress in enlarging the size of
our effort to deal with long-term employment.

During the sixties we II-aye wrestled with that problem by attacking
what we in the advisory council call the pool of unemployed.

We have spent $11/4 billion, are currently spending $117, billion a
year in a whole galaxy of programs designed to rescue adults who
are unemployed over long perfods of time many of whom are dis-
advantaged by cultural limitations, health,limitations, or education
limitations.

These proo-rams trv to enlist these people in programs, find them
iobs and folrow up after they have been employed_ We are very much
in flavor of that approach to what we regar-d as one aspect of the
problem, but we believe that is only an approach to one aspect of the
problem and by itself it will never succeed.

The reason it will not succeed is that it is a little like trying to clean
up the lake you don't want by pumping out the water without clam-
milng up the stream that is feeding the lake.

Tile programs that we now have concern themselves with the pool,
but they do not concern themselves with the steady fiow of young
people into the pool, young people who lack the skills and training
and background and attitudes that are necessary for employment.

One of the things which we now know fairly clearly is that our
rather expensive efforts to deal with the problem of the pool of un-
employed have not in fact significantly reduced that pool despite the
period of rather unprecedented prosperity and the unprecedented tight
Job market and low unemployment figures which we have enjoyed
until very recently in this country.

We have in our prepared testimony, which I assume will be a part
of the record, done the best we can to collect national figures showing
that nationally the pool of long-term unemployed has not declined.

I Laiow from figures in my home city of Cleveland that the $15 mil-
lion spent each year on manpower programs there have not been suc-
cessfiil in reducing the pool of long-term disadvantaged unemployed
below 23,000 which it was at the beginning of that period.

Every year those programs find jobs for something like 8,000 people,
of whom something like- 4,000 or 5,000 stick with the jobs and seem to
be more or less permanently lifted out of the pool.

But every year there flows in the pool about the same number of
people a few of them in migrants to Cleveland, but most of them
producls of the Cleveland school system, most of them dropouts from
the Cleveland schools, who come into the market at 17 or 18 without
the training skills they need to hold jobs.

I think there is widespread recognition that it is not a sensible policy
in this country to spend $1.1A billion dealing with the pool when our
effort in dealing with the flow is as small as it is.

In our prepared testimony, we try to add up the number of dollars
that are spent for the flow; and, that is a little difficult, because in a
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sense all of the Federal mmieys that go into education in one way or
another, most of them, are directed to this problem of the flow.

You could say that Headstart was designed in this direction if you
wanted to. But if you look just at the dollars which are specifically
targeted on this, the dollars under the vocational amendments, our
arithmetic shows there are only about $65 million, a really trifling sum
compared to $11/0 billion of Federal money which is aimed directly at
the problem of dealing with the flow.

For the most part, we still have the problem of the flow to State and
local governments, and for the most part State and local crovernments
don't do a very good job of trying to avoid dumping into the pool every
year thousands and thousands of young people who don't have the
attitudes and skills that are necessary.

Now we believe that perhaps the basic reason why we have not yet
done it, begun to deal effectively with the flow problem in this country
is that we.have not decided how best to go about doing it.

The comprehensive manpower bills which are before you, some of
them, propose a method of dealing with that problem, and we do not
think that it is a good method.

The Ayres bill and the Steiger bill both define as the target popula-
tion people who are 16 and over. This would be a substantial extension
of the present concept of manpower because the, present manpower
programs in general are targeted at a somewhat older group of
'people, the people already in the pool of unemployed, but it is clear
to those who have worked in the manpower program that we must do
something more effective with the 16- to 20-year-old group.

We must, somehow cut down this flow of young people into the pool,
and the proposal as we understand it, at least under two of these bills,
is that this be done through the manpower programs.

We believe that for the United States to concentrate its efforts at
this flow problem through what are now conceived to be manpower
programs would be a tragic mistake.

I'Ve think it would be bad educationally, and we think it would be a
terrible waste of a very scare national resource, which is Federal
dolhirs.

We think it would be a mistake educationally, because we think it
would create essentially a dual educational system. That is, it would
create a system in which the public schools, supported largely by State
and local funds, provide career training for those who are pretty suc-
cessful educationally, for those who are going to go on to college, for
those who are going to go on to 2-year community colleges, for those
who are going to become technicians, for those who make the grade
educationally.

For those others those who do not find schooling so easy, there would
be a substitute system, rtm by- the Labor Department, run by a local
prime sponsor who, under the Ayres bill, would be the mayor, a kind of
a backup system for the kids that could not make it in the regular
system.

Now, I come from a school district in Cleveland where more than
half the population is of a minority group, and one of the things I am
most aware of is that group of young people have very high goals and
ambitions.

They have high educational goals and ambitions.
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1,0 h

In general, the minority people in this collt)ip t,I.. \-0 We" ecillea-
tional aspirations than do the white majority 'pakt7 countrY3 and to
create a system in which we try to deal wittillOr.0 Nalent 11331eng an
urban black population by creating essentiollyjor i.inqucatioilal estab-
lishments one for those who make it and ote ' "ipse who don't, is
doomed to fail. ih

01
There are some minority group young pei3Piek.1..4 4 eVe

1 an,- A 1V 1 ,10 are

glad to enroll in skill centers and. manpovrer co c1,1 kki5 at tile,age of
16 and 17, but the overwhelmi g majority of tki i..):14%raritage24 Yottng
people in the city of Cleveland and in evo6 eivpr 4d5,C01111LI'y Want

a hpostihigh-school
2-year institution.. w

e%rt3fi fre aigh school diploma, or a college diploxilal cate ro

They don't want a second-class educati0A- 4% e.,ate a sYstete in
which the responsibility for career traibillg 1,S, ,z)t4t,5e .1-030 will cro

kr 19,directly into employment at the ages of 1% 14li
pk- is ros1onsit5e

in a htickup system run by the Department e glr, k`, OKI -OM t1a3"or,
designed for fhose who would otherwise be lizie :Ncl, it No-1 sinIply
fail.

The second reason why we oppose a piala 4t-hlpr. til-.4 create this 1-%:ind

of separate backup system for career trai-hil 7:Pit . Ow who Ilre going
directiv into employment at ages 16 or 17 iy t -10' 1 terribly wastotoi
of Federal money.

We now htl..e an. educational system iix tIli5i tIA'A:tk`y in Wilieh_rxiost
of the costs, something like 88 or 90 pereetit o' Cogts, are Paid by
State and local governments. ierkm

One of the zroups whom State and local go`, 4igento are liot serv-
ing but who 1-vould serve, are those who droP 0 thocil- b°"-ore they

4,(Traduate.
If the Federal Government gets into the I D i l' e c t, i i f t r 3 71 1 1 g : to Pro-

vide career training for that group of yousn f'artve, then tP-eir elatire
educational cost will be borne by the Feriel'a,l ietk ek.nrctent.

Under the Ayres bill, to make the probielll 00 tl.c,rse, it t taaaada-
tory that the Federal Government pay stipen'is N.S thOSe IC:74,0 ate in
training and if we assume that the trainingcOpa..\;"111 be P,)1Pula a Year
and the 'stipend cost will be $1,500 a year. :We " e 05t of $3,000 for
each young person trained, and all of thos:clolipet%aN federal dollars.

Now by contrast: if we have a system whikli '1:3 .- tc), reatilveQthis l'er-y
real problem by using the public school sp5tAtrvpir ili-Nno the 'tate and
locally supported 2-year institution whicii P/g11 11 th- en at the end
of the 12th grade, by so using the commuoi.2 r,p11143%to ice :will be_ittsing-
the system in which. most of the costs will I'-' t" nr State anu: local

e°crovernments.
I say most of the costs, because it is oieAr It that soroe part of

this must be paid by the Federal Governtuelit, pt%1N301 costs illOre to
provide the kind of career training that a coa-p, 1:1V- or a Inachin_

than this does to provide the kind of en,0e, i'l ).;13thearat, c:ar,f3:1VUT:
ist needs or a technician needs, or a data Pr Irks

teacher needs, and because these addition0 &A,t ti;",`N aSsoeTlea %-..itli

occupational career trainino: it is essential t*cl'i e Fecierit4.1 Govern-
ment, or the State governments, or both -Iiiffrq.kV these e'""ta' Costs.

Moreover, when we try to deal with die d1A9 1.,Altge.d pcTulation,
there are additional costs that are involveci,, ar,s9 t-i7k,til..rilig t'le Tonn,g
people who have dropped out of school lagtiliv 'tekb_ get tile kuld of
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basic education and attitudes they need, finding jobs for them, follow-
ing them up when they are on the jobs, these are the kinds of costs
which in the manpower bills programs build up per .1.pita costs to
$1,500 or frequently $3,000 an41 sometimes even $7,000 in some pro-
(*rams.

If the _public school systems and the community colle,ges are going
to deal effectively with the problem of disadvantaged people 16 through
20, they must have substantial Federal subsidies, but Federal subsidies
used in that form will go, we calculate, about four times as far as
Federal moneys under the Ayres bill or under the Steiger bill.

If the Federal Government pays all the costs, it is going to cost the
Federal Government something hke $3,000 per student. If the Federal
Government will say to the community colleges and public school of
the country, if you will operate career trainino- programs for young
people 16 through 20 who meet disadvantaged criteria, we will pay
you the extra cost of those programs, then for every student enrolled
the state will make its normal contribution of $750 for or so per pupil,
the State and local governments, and the Federal Government will
only be called upon to pay the excess over that.

If the cost of the program is $1,500 a year, the cost to the Federal
Government would be $750, which is 25 percent of the $3,000 it -would
cost under the O'Hara or the Ayres bill which is the source of my 25-
percent figure.

Federal dollars are scarce. It will be very expensive in this country
to deal with the problem of career training for this group of young
people who constitute the flow into the pool of unemployment. It is
extremely important, hi our judgment, that the Federal dollars not
be wasted, and it is extremely important that they be used in a way
which will draw forth as many State and local contributions as is
possible.

We are convinced that if the Federal Government will pa3r the pri-
mary resourcenot the sole resource, because there are some l6ds who
are so turned off by school that they ought to go to some other institu-
tionbut the primary resource for dealing; with, career training for
people 1.4 to 17 who constitute the flow into t'he pool of the unemployed,
it is going to be the public school system, the secondary institutions
and die community collegoc.

If the Federal Government Will say that, the Federal dollars will
harness themselves to State and local dollars and together accemplish
the job within what the Federal budget will allow.

Now in order to make that possibk, v:e propose one r_aajor change
in the Ayres bill and the major change i to substitute for the local
prime sponsor, who is the mayor in the concept of the Ayres bill, a
local agency, the local agency to be composed of the mayor, the super-
intendent of schools, the president of a community college most con-
cerned with the problem, perhaps a representative of the State em-
ployment service, possibly in many communities somebody from the
business community or the labor community.

That ao.ency would have the responsibility for preparing the local
plzm, and it would hire a staff which would adnunister the local plan.

The staff would report to the agency.
The local plan would have to be approved by the State, by the man-

power authorities in the State, a-al at the Federal Government level
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by the Department of Labor and by the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare.

There are objections to substituting an acrency like the mayor and
we are aware of and have considered-these objections.

It is often said that a committee can't effectively reach a decision,
and the example of CAMPS is used to show that our proposal won't
work.

We do not accept the example of CAMPS as a relevant example,
ibecause CAMPS s an attempt to coordinate in which the coordinating

body is given no authority.
We agree that you don't p-et very far if you take a group of dif-

ferent .?-overnment units, each of whom has its own budget and say
to them, you cooperate, but we are not proposing that.

We are proposmo- that you create an agency composed of people
who occupy responale poSitions in various units of government, and
then you, here give some money to that ao-ency, and you attach a string
to the money and you say, you can't have the money until you agree
upon the program.

The money which we contemplate would go to the agency would
include the one and a half billion of Federal money now ,oping into
manpower programs and such Federal money as goes into the prob-
lem of the flow at the moment, which is the $65 million I mentioned of
vocational education money, and perhaps the several hundred million
that goes into the neighborhood youth program.

That agency would have the authority to spend that money and
such additional money as Congress added to the available resources
as time went on, and the agency could not o-et the money until it had
reached agreement, and there could be appropriate appeal procedures,
such as the Ayres bill now provides.

We believe that this kind of a.pattern would accomplish the purpose
which we have in mind, which is to require that the mayors sit down
with the superintendents and with the community college presidents
and develop a workable plan for dealing with not only the people in
the.pool, but also the people in the flow.

We believe that this kind of required ag-reement between the man-
power people locally, the mayor and the school superintendent and the
president of the community college, will correct some of the abuses
which we now find under manpower programs, and correct some of
the abuses which we now find in educational programs.

The abuse that bothers us in the manpower programs arises when
a local manpower administrator as has happened on a number of
occasions throw-rhout the country, makes a contract with a private con-
cern for performing the same functions which is essentially being
performed by a public agency at a cost three or four times as much per
student as the public acrency in expending, and the private contractor,
of course, can be successful, because he can hire away the best people
from the public ao-ency, but the net effect is not a contribution to im-
proving performance.

At the educational side, we think that this required consultation or
rather this required agreementbetween the superintendent and the
mayor is whaea (Treat many school superintendents and colleo-e presi-
dents in this comilry need.
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There are far too many school systems in which the school au-
thorities tend to wash their hands of career training for people who
don't rind school easy- There are too many community colleges who
are trying to turn themselves into 2-year liberal arts colleges.

If a local plan tc; be approved by an a<rency consisting of the super-
intendent, the president of the communiey college, the mayor, the head
of the employment service, if that kind of a requirement is imposed on
localities, we think will at last have what the country needs, which is
a method by which the school systems can be made to really look hard
at the fact -that they are turning out these many thousands of young
people wit.out basic training slims, and the mayors will be able to
exercise effective pressure on the school systems and the community col-
leges to cause them to perform the function that they ought to perform.

-This will not be., a large change in the Ayres bill, but it will be one
which we believe has enormous sionificance for the success of this
country in achieving what we all want, which is a period during which
this pool of hard-core unemployed that has stuck with us so long at
last begins to decline.

That won't happen until we have a system which begins to shut off
the flow of people into the pool, as well as a system that helps people
out of the pool when they are there.

Dr. Dellefield and I will be happy to respond to questions. I think
Dr. Worthington has not yet made it, and I apologize to you. He would
have added comments on how this problem appears from his
standpoint.

Mr. DAICTFILS. Mr. Calkins, before we continue, I would like to insert
your written statement in the record.

(The document referred to follows :) .

STATEMENT OF HUGH CALEMCS, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ADVISORY CoITICCLL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The National Advisory Council on Vocational .Education was created by the
Congress through the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, Public Law
90-576. It is composed of persons apPOlated by the President from diverse back-
grounds in labor, management, education and the general public. It is charged by
law tO review the administration and operation of vocational programs, including
their effectiveness in meeting the purpose for which they were established, in
order to advise and Make recommendation to the Commissioner of Education, the
Secretary of HEW. and the Congress.

The council has felt compelled to take a stand on the comprehensive manpower
development proposals presently before the Congress, because it feels that the
interconnectedness of vocational education and manpower development in the
occupational Preparation effort of the nation should at last be realized and
planned without conflict.

The Council testified on February 9 before the Senate Labor and Public Wel-
fare Subcommittee on Employment. Manpower and Poverty chaired by ,Spn.
Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.). In mid-April, the Council will also Present its position
before the House Education and Labor Select Subcommittee on Labor, chaired by
Rep- Dominick V. Daniels (D-N.J.).

The thrust of the Council's position is in favor of modification of the manpower
bills in two major respects, to make them truly comprehensiveexpand the con-
cept of the local plaU1 to enable and require communities to focus effort toward
reduciug the flow of untrained youth as well as reducing the pool of unemployed;
expand the authority for implementing the local plan so as to include the super-
intendent of schools and the heads of the appropriate post-secondary career
development institutions.

As presently proposed. the manpower measures provide onlY for those already
unemDloyed and vest authority over the local plan in the mayors. The Council
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believes such an arran..ement will inevitably create a dual school system, casting
the disadvantaged in the role of second-class citizens, while absolving the regu-
lar school system of responsibility.

The Council's recommendations also call for a change in the funding formula.
It is our contention that a significant reason for reluctance on the part of local
school systems to (-:cpand vocational programs is the added cost over average
per-pupil cost for general education. We propose the Federal 0.overnment finance
only this higher portiona significant saving to it over fully-financed manpower
programs.

We hope you will review the six specific recommendations for remedying what
we see as the major weaknesses in the manpower proposals, as set forth in the
attached position paper. 2,:o reply is necessary. but we would of course welcome
your comments and will be pleased to answer any questions you or your staff
might have.

POSITION PAPER ON COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT LEGISLATION, EY
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

I. THE RACEGROUND

Since the beginning of this decade, it has become more widely recognized that
the unemployment problem of the United States, is primarily a problem, not for
the population as a whole, but for a segment which lacks the skills and prepara-
tion necessary to get and keep available jobs in an increasingly technological
society.

The Federal government has responded to this problem primarily through an
array of programs directed at those who are already unemployed. In fiscal 1970
these programs account for approximately 81.5 billion of Federal expenditures.
The Manpower Development and Training Act, which includes Institutional
Training, On-the-Job Training, etc., is budgeted at approximately $733 million.
The Economic Opportunity Act, which includes Job Corbs, Neighborhood Youth
Corps, New Careers, etc.. is budgeted at approximately $842 million.

These programs have had some success in finding jobs for the unemployed but
have not had significant effect in reducing the overall numbers of unemployed
men and women. In October 1969. for the second consecutive quarter, Labor
Department statistics reported that the unemployment rate in the poverty
neighborhoods of the nation's 100 largest cities (5.1% as compared to the over-
all rate of 3.5) had shown no over-the-year improvement The spread between
white and non-white unemployment averages has also been unaffected. In 1961,
prior to the MDTA and EOA legislation, the non-white unemployment rate
(12.4%) was approximately double that for whites (6.0%). In 1968, after both
programs had been operating. the non-white unemployment rate was 6.7% as
compared to 3.2% among whites, still more than double.

The reason the annual expenditure of $1.3 billion has not reduced the pool
of unemployed people is simple: The number of men and women who are lifted
out of unemployment through the manpower programs is almost es.-actly matched
by the number of young men and women who enter the job market without the
skills and preparation necessary to qualify them for employment.

National statistics relating to the flow of unqualified young people into the
job market are difficult to compare numerically, though the unemployment rate
among this group seems to be commonly agreed. For instance. Daniel Schreiber.
in an article in American Educatiow., June 1968. placed the figure at 700.000
dropouts per year prior to high school graduation, 17.4% of whom remained
unemployed. In the Statistical Abstract of 19(39 the cumulative dropouts between
16 and 21 years of age are listed at 2,734.000, with their rate of unemployment
given at 17%.

The inescapable conclusion is that this nation will never reduce its pool of
unemployed nntil it gives as much attention to prevention as it gives to reme-
diation. The Federal govermnent is currently investing $1.5 billion a year toward
reducing the pool. What is it investing in reducing the flow?

If that question is regarded broadly enough, the Federal effort may be seen
as substantial, for much of the Federal support for elementary and secondary
eduction, headstart, health and welfare can be viewed as aimed in part at a
reduction of the flow of untrained people into the job market. I3ut if those
Federal programs which are directly aimed at the potentially unemployable are
considered alone, the Federal effort is pitifullyone might say foolishlysmall.
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Total-Federal appropriations for vocational education in fiscal 1970 will prob-
ably amount to approximately $250 million. Of this amount, 15% or about $37.5
million, is required to be devoted to young people and adults whose academic.
socioeconomic or other handicaps 'would potentially prevent them from succeed-
ing in regular vocational programs without speciul counseling. tutoring, or other
support or assistance. Some of the balance is used to support vocational edu-
cation in big city and rural areas where concentrations of unemployed youth
are found, but the available statistics indicate that as yet such pockets of youth
unemployment receive certainly no more, and probably substantially less. than
their pro rata per pupil share of the remaining $212.5 million of vocational
education funds.

If we estimate the potentially unemployable portion of the youth population to
constitute 20% of the total youth population, and estimate that this group re-
ceives SO% of the 15% earmarked for disadvantaged youth and adults, and
75% of its pro rata share of the balance, the sum total of the direct Federal
effort to reduce the flow can be calculated as follows :
Earmarked funds SO percent X$37,500,000 $30. 000. 000
Other funds-75 percent X 20 percent x $212,500,000 000, 000

Total 62, 000, 000

This is less than 5% of the $1.5 billion of Federal funds allocated to the prob-
lem trf the pool.

The lack of Federal funds to deal with preventing this problem, as contrasted
with the availability of Federal funds to deal with remedying this proMem. has
consequences in communities thronchout the United States which can only be
described as extraordinary. For instance, at the Woodland Job Center in
Cleveland. there have been, side by side, two programs. One. aimed at young
adults who are already unemployed, is financed by 100% Federal dollars. The
other, for youth not yet unemployed, but destined to be if they are not trained.
is conducted with 100% local dollars.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education believes that these
conditions are wasteful and inefficient. If we are to make a sitificant impact
on unemployment in the United States, we must work to prevent the problem
of the flow of untrained youth at least as hard as we work to remedy the problem
of the pool of the unemployed.

IL THE PROPOSED MANPOWER LEGISLATION

When viewed in the light of this background. the legislation proposed to the
Congress relating to comprehensive manpower development progrAms is clearly
deficient.

The proposals embody several principles of unouestioned validity :
t a) The proposals contemplate the coordination of presently scattered, over-

lapping, confusing and duplicating arrangements in the manpower field for
recruiting, training, counseling and placing unemployed adults and youths.

(b ) The .Tavits-Ayres Bill. S-2S3S and H.R. 13472, contemplate a locally-
developed plan in metropolitan communities and a state-developed plan in less-
popula ted areas.

In the opinion of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, the
proposals are deficient in two major respects :
1. The pa-opo8cas require a plan to deal with the pool but not with the flow

All of the comprehensive manpower bills which are now before thc., Congress
purport to deal with "manpower" programs. -Manpower" is defined broadly,
it is true. In the Javits-Ayres Bill, for example it embraces basic education and
institutional training, as well as job development and other activities traditionally
associated with manpower programs, for "unemployed, under-employed, low-
income or otherwise disadvantaged persons 16 years of age or over who are not
adequately prepared for suitable employment in their area of residence."

Despite the latitude that this definition suggests, it seems clear that the focus
of the legislation is on the kind of problems which are Sraditionally regarded
as "manpower" as distinguished from those traditionally carried out by second-
ary schools, area vocational schools, technical institutes and community col-
leges. This becomes most clear when the stipend arrangements are considered.
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Section 109 of the Javits-Ayres Bill requires that substantial stipends be paid
to all participants of the program. Since it must

sPonsor
of the bilLdo not intend the Federal government

be assumed that theto pay sub
all low-income students enrolled in hiab schools, the inference

and by the state is a plan
is that the plan

Which is to be prepared by the local .1.)riaie

staotial stipesPnondssoro

for those adults and youthful dropouts who require stipends for the support
of themselves and their families Na'hile they are receiving training.

In our view it is extravagant nonsense to Confuie a plan to reduce unemploy-
ment to those programa which include onlY those people needing stipends for
support To attack the problem of unemploYed by cormentratin

eN-pensive plan to drain an
g on the Pool while

PaYing no attention tO the flow iS like deSigning anriver which feeds the late. Surely, anunwanted lake without diverting the
intelligent approach to eliminating structural Inaemppvment in a community
hould design means to reduce the flow of untrained youth into the ranks of the

unemployed as well as means to help those who are already unemployed find
jobs.

It is dangerous to plan half a campaign. The danger arises not merels- from
the fact that the unplanned half may be badly conducted T-t arises also from
the fact that the planning process itself concentrates o Perhaps unwarranted
proportion of attention on the Part of the campai wiliCh iS being planned. Re-gn
quiring local communities and states to Plan their manPower programs, while
permitting their preventive programs to continue helter-skelter, can only lead
to a further concentration of attention and resources on the remedial programs.
at the expense of the preventive ones.
2. The proposals exclude e.ditcatore from tke Plannfirig- By doing so, they salt

tend to create a separate training system for di$adrantaged youths which.

particiwill be a disaster both educationally and financially
The Javits-Ayres Bill makes greater provisions Dation by educators

in the planning of manpower programs than the other Proposals before the
Congress. Under the Javits-Ayres Bill, geneies are required

and facilities which are.-to the fullest extent possible" to utilize the services
available from schools and community colleges. re

local

aspects
aud state a

-.hose

Education, and Welfare"are of a health, educational or welfare character or
of the Plan "which

under the usual
and traditional authority of the SecretarY o.2....,./Iealth.

which are

require the concurrence of the Secretary of act-aly. as well as the approval of the
Secretary of Labor. School administrators and community College officials are
required to be included in the advisory committee which will
local

consult with the
Prime sponsor. State educational authorities may be included, and in the.

discretion of the Secretary of Labor may be required to be included, in the
comprehene stat z. n.,.-:....n---7.-cr agen.c.ji.

While trle Advisory Couradl welcomes this awareness of the importance of
the role of the schools and post-twelfth grade institutions, AN.
.these provisions are an adequate substitute for

e do not believe
fiNing responSibiliTS Where it

belongs. There is a world of difference between advising the man who has the.
responsibility and s37.aring the responsibility. /ii too Many communities vest-
ing responsibility fo.::- overcoming unemploYability in City Flail will lead the
school superintendents and area vocational sellocd, techn"1 institute and com-
munity college officials to wash their hands of tbeir resPonsibilities. A compre-
hensive local plan 'for preventing and limiting unemployahility should be
prepared bY a staff which reports to an agencY in which Manpower and education
authorities both have effective voices.

The sponsors of the pending manpower PPoPosais appear to be Motivated by
a belief that educators are too often failing to meet their responsibility for
preparing the disadvantaged for the world of Work. The Advisory Council does
not quarrel with this conclusion as a statement of fact. " e believe, however.
that it is a traec mistake to draw from the fact the 0-onclusion that the
responsibility should b.?. shifted elsewhere-

Such a shifting of responsibility would discourage and weaken the substan-
tial and growing number of educators whO do recognize and meet their
responsibility to prepare the disadvantaged for emploYment it would encour-
age and strengthen those who cling to the outtnoded idea that the only worthy-

education is the one capped by a baccalaureate tiegree.
,

There are two reasons why encourao-ine.e- ed dieate their respon-
sibilities for the vocational training of die'-sadvantaged youths

to abncators will be fatal to the
national effort to eliminate unemployment- One is educational; the other is
financial.
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The educational reason is that many of the young people who constitute th. e
flow into the Pool of unemployed bitterly and properly resent the implication
that they should be trained in programs for :-..ec.-ond-clns:: citizens. They
want a high school diploma, not merely a skill center certificate. They want
access to a community college, not a manpower institute for unemployables. They
want to keep their options open, not close them by climbing off the college oppor-
tunity ladder when they are fifteen. As the Coleman Report has confirmed. the
young people are right: The disadvantaged will learn more and faster in the
mainstream than in separate institutions designed for them alone.

The proposal that mayors should have responsibility for the basic education
and job training of 16 and 17 year olds in programs in which stipends. fully
furnished by the Federal government, are mandatory, is a frightening one. The
Prospect that this legislation will create in cities and other ',ow-income areas a
dual system of education, in which the schools will serve the successful while
City Hall conducts at Federal expense programs for the unsuccessful, is. a real
one.

The cost to the Federal government of operating such a system would be
startling. It is a fair estimate that the flow of untrained youths into the unem-
ployed pool amounts to about 750.000 young persons each year. For the Federal
government to train half this number of young people, at an estimated cost of
1,500 each, and to provide a stipend of about the same amount to each.

would cost the Federal government $1,125,000,000 each year. By contrast, if
improved vocational education in the nation's high schools could lure the same
nuniber of students back into the schools, and if the Federal government were
to pay the additional cost of the vocational education program, as the Advisory
Council recommends, the cost to the Federal government would only be 25%
as high. Federal dollars will go much further when they are matched by state
and local dollars through vocational education conducted in the school systems,
area vocational schools, technical institutes and community colleges than they
Will in the support of a separate, Federally-finaneed set of training institutions
for the disadvantaged.

The statement of purpose of the javits-Ayres Bill provides that "The public
and. private educational system has the major responsibility to provide the
academic, technical and vocational training opportunities necessary to prepare
attending students for the world of work. This system must be strengthened
to achieve its goals, and its success i critical to lessening the need for remedial
manpower programs. But, where effective opportunities have not been provided
to individuals or their access to them continues to be restricted, remedial serv-
ices should be provided as a part of our nation's manpower program."

This is an admirable statement. It is a pity that the text of the Bill does not
carry it out

lit RECOMME,NDATIO*Xs

Accordingly, the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education makes
the following recommendations:

First. that local communitias be required and enabled to plan both to reduce
the flow of untrained youth and to reduce the pool of unemployed.

Our reasons for recommending that the local and. state plans encompass both
the problem of reducing the flow and the Problem of reducing the pool have
been fully stated earHer in this position paper.

Second. that the Meal plan employ, to the maximum. existing mainstream
snstitutions and programs_

Similarly, we have fully stated earlier in this position paper our reasons for
believing that mainstream institutions facilities and programs will tend to be
more effective than separate programs. The latter shouki be regarded as the
back-up, and not as the principal. reliance.

Third that the local authority which prepares the plan and administers Fed-
eral :rapport for Me plan. include not only the mayor, but also the superintendent
of schools and the heads of the appropriate post-secondarY career development
sn-stitutions.

We assume that the precise composition of the local authority should vary from
community to community. In some cases. several mayors should be represented:
in some, several school superintendents. The president of the area vocational
school, technical institute and/or community college shouli almost always be in-
cluded. Possibly. the director of the state employment service office, or an official
of the Chamber of Commerce. should be a part of the group. Our intent is that
the plan be prepared by an agency which represents all the major institutions in
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the community which share the responsibility for the plan. We contemplate a
staff reporting to the agency, probably paid out of state funds, and not drawn
from the civil service of any of the units of government which make up the
agency.

We are aware of the dangers of committee management. We believe, however,
that there are differences between past experiences and what we are here pro-
posing. Federal money is a great incentive. If the money is not available unless
agreement is reached, we believe that agreement will be reached.

Moreover, shared responsibility realistically reflects the diversity of the Ameri-
can political scene. In some cities the mayor is more alert to the unemployment
problem than the school superintendent. In others. City Hall may be corrupt and
the school system more effective.

In any event, even if it could be shown that a price in efficiency will have to
be paid for substituting au agency for the mayor as the prime sponsor, we advo-
cate paying that price. The national unemployment problem will not be solved
overnight. Intimately, as the Preamble to the Javits-Ayres Bill recoz-lizes. the
sehools and comnmnity colleges must perform the job. Shifting the responsibility
to someone else is not the way to reproduce a responsive educational system.

Fourth. that the local body which prepares the plan should include both pro-
fessional and non-professional representatives of the local community.

In the preparation of the plan (as distinguished from its administration) we
advocate participation by individuals and organizations including representatives
of the.disadvantaged. in addition to those which should share the administrative
responsibility. In this we do not differ from the sponsors of the Javits-Ayres Bill,
who have made a similar proposal.

Fifth, that the Federal funds which are Aubjeet to the plan, include not only
stun-power training funds, but also vocational education and related training
funds earmarked for the disadvantaged.

The Council does not recommend that funds be shifted out of existing man-
power programs. We believe that more Federal funds should be allocated to the
flow of untrained youth, but not at the expense of the funds now allocated to the
pool of the unemployed. On the basis of 1009 appropriations, the Council recom-
mendation is that the plan would provide for the expenditure of the $1.5 billion
presently allocated to Manpower and the 15% set aside for disadvantaged
students under the Vocational Education Amendments of 190S.

We anticipate that the legislation would mandat le use of these presently
appropriated funds in approximately the present proportion as between the
remedial and the preventive effort. We expect that local planners will conclude
that the existing effort to reduce the flow of untrained persons is inadequate and,
if additional Federal funds are not made available for that purpose. will
increasingly find state and local funds for that end.

Soon after the new program is introduced, we anticipate that theproportionate
allocation of funds between remedial and preventive efforts would more nearly
reflect a reasonable division between these two necessary parts of the total effort.

Skeih. that Education be given. an, equal voice with Labor at state and Federal
levels -in supervising the formation and administration, of the plan.

At the state and Federal levels, no less than locally, the Advisory Council con-
templates a sharing of responsibility between education and labor authorities.
We do not recommend that the responsibility be in a separate authority, distinct
from education and from the balance of the state effort in the labor field. Such a
separation would be counter to one of our major objectives. which is to infuse
vocational education into the entire educational curriculum.

IV_ CONCLUSIOx

The Congress and the Administration have an opportunity in 1970 to bring
order to what is now a sea of chaos. It will be done well only by a comprehensive
plan. designed locally where population densities permit and by states for ruraI
communities, which deals with unemployability in all of its aspects.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education will be glad to coop-
erate with members of the Congress and the Adndnistration in developing the
details of this proposal.

For the Advisory Council :
HrGEC CanKtxs. Chairman.
RORERT WORTHIYGTON.

Chairman,. Committee on Manpower Programs.
Cat.vrx DELLEFIELD

Executive Director.
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Mr. CAL-Fri-srs Thank you.
Mr. axic-i-Frs. Mr. Ca lldns, you made reference in your statement

to the pool of =employed, and that despite the billions of dollars
that have been spent by the Federal Government, the pool of the =-
employed is not reduced and seems to grow larger and larger.

How do you account for this?
Mr. CALsnis By the simple fact that we have not paid much at-

tention to shutting off the flow into the pool. If you visualize the
bucket with a faucet pourino- into it, we have been bailing out the
other side of the bucket, ancr have had some success in domg so but
we have done very little to try to effectively reduce the annual flow
of =sinned, untrained people into the pool.

Mr. DAN-rEr.s. In your testimony you emphasized that the present.
school systems, local secondary schools, vocational schools, and com-
munity colleges could do a much more effective job than many of the
manpower training programs that exist.

If that is so, how do you account for the fact that our schools today
experience a large number of dropouts?

If our secondary schools were doino- an effective job, would you
have this large percentage of dropoua which fall into this pool of
unemployed ?

Mr. Cltmixs. I am more concerned about the kinds of skills that
students who leave school take with them or do not take with them
than I am about -whether or not they drop out.

I sometimes think we are too much concerned about the dropout
statistics by themselves. One of the thinfts that one would observe, for
example, is that in a period of rising employment, dropout rates 'will
always rise.

This does not indicate that schools do appear to do a poorer job
in times of rising employment. It simply indicates that more job
opportunities are available.

There are a number of young people who ought to leave school be-
fore the 12th grade, for whom 12 years of schooling is too much.

My concern is that at the present time they leave school at the 10th
grade or the 11th grade without the kinds of slnlls they ought to have.

Now it is entirely true that the school systems have not performed
well to date, and there are some complex historical reasons for that.
One of the reasons is that until quite recently the vocational legisla-
tionuntil 1962the vocational education leo-islation was so desioned
as to make it very difficult for schools to perform well with respect
to that population, because the old Smith Hughes and George Barden
Acts had in them cateo-orical k;ncls of requirements which made it
difficult to provide early and flexible vocational education for that
group.

In 1962, Congress changed the law to make more flexible programs
possible, but as the Essex report of several years ago showed, not very
much change took place as a result of the 1962 amendments.

In 1968, Congress tried ao-ain, with some amendments which made
it very clear what the intentt'of Congress was, and there has been some
progress made since 1968.

Much of the progress was much slower than we would like, because
of the limitations on Federal funding. Within the educational world
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itself, there has been a very significant change within the past few
years.

Many more vocational educators now are greatly concerned about
how to make vocational education effective in the inner cities.

Many more State departments of vocational education have
awakened to the fact that the distribution of State vocational money
has in reneral been badly designed to !Yet the money where it is needed
ma st.

La Illinois for example, this is the first year that. the city of Chicago
has received its pro rata share of Federal money -for vocational
education.

In prior years the State of Illinois allocated that Federal money so
that less than a per pupil allocation would go to the cit3r of Chicago
where the overwhelming unemployment problems of the State of
Illinois are. All of that is in the process of being corrected.

Dr. Worthington, who has just arrived can respond more accurately.
on the reasons we believe the schools and community colleges in the
1970's will perform more effectively than they have in most parts of
the country in the 1960's.

Mr. D.AxreLs. Mr. Calkins, you mentioned that during the 1960s the
vocational education laws were amended to permit more flexibility.
Since these new laws have come into being and permit greater flexibils_
ity, have the school systems taken advantage of that flexibility to
devl op prop-rams which are really befittinr- our times ?

Mr. CALKINS. I have to answer in a qualified way by sayino: here
that some school systems have, and some have not. There is st7ill far
too mucli of a carryover of the old rip:idities. I will use my State of Ohio
as an example. It is still true in the State of Ohio that in order to
qualify for type A reimbursement, which is the maximum from the
State government, the classes must be conducted in the 11th and 12th
,t4-rz,(1 es. and 3 clock hours a day.

Those restrictions are not well designed for use in the inner City.
It is very important that we provide vocational education, also, in the
ninth and 10th grades, because we have a large dropout populatiort
that never makes it beyond those grades, and we have others who wairt
to oo to college and would like to take vocational education if thev.
didnot have. to spend every afternoon on it every day in the week.

One question we are at work on is how can Cono-ress, should Con_
gress, require the State of Ohio to change these rules ?

In general, the Federal Government tends to say to the State
governments. here are some basic goals, here are some basic guidelines,
but you can eitablish hinher requirements if you want.

Our problem in voational education is that some States. I think
sincerely believing they are establishing sensible hioher requirements,
are in fact establishing higher requirements that get in the way of
accomplishing the Federal purpose.

Mr. DAxter.s. What do you do if the local school districts have not
taken advantage of the laws on vocational education ? In mv OWi
State, the Federal law was aimed at having each county establish a vo_
cational school. It is my understanding that only 5 counties have done
SO.

Mr. C.u,xxxs. Our proposal would be that what the Federal Gov_
ernment do is require in a formal w ay that those superintendents and.
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those school boards sit down with the mayor, the man concerned with
unemployment in that community, and be required by law to develop
a reasonable plan for reducing the flow into the pool of unemployed..

iWe think that f you get in one room around one table the mayor
and the superintendent of schools and the head of the postsecondary
institution and say to them, you have got to work out a plan for cutting
down the flow, they will have to come up with a plan which provides
some kind of more effective vocational education.

Mr. DANIELs. How would you create the local agency that you
recommended which would involve the mayor, the superintendent of
schools, the community colleges and other local officials?

Would it be strictly on a subdivision of the State, a county basis or
a regional basis?

Mr. CALKINS. There has to be some flexibility, because the pat-
terns will vary across the country. In my home city of Cleveland, the
people who are most concerned with this problem are the superintend-
ent of the Cleveland School District, the mayor of the city of Cleve-
land, Carl Stokes, or the head of the department of human resources,
the president of the local community college, a representative from
the chamber of commerce, and somebody from the State of Ohio Em-
ployment Service.

Those five people would be the right five people in Cleveland, I think,
although one might add a representative from the county government.

But there will be other communities where there are several school
districts, for example, which have approximately equal shares.

In Greater Pittsburgh, for example, where there are serious un-
employment problems in surrounding communities outside Pittsburgh,
there probably should be a representative of at least one of those sub-
urban districts and suburban municipalities as well as people from
the city of Pittsburgh itself.

I think the Federal law should establish standards and then per-
mit flexibility as to how they are met.

Mr. DANIELS. Where you do bring in the different school boards and
the mayors of the surrounding communities, how would you resolve
the differences between them?

Mr. CALRucs. Initially, I would say that unless there is agreement,
I suppose there would have to be a definition of what degree of un-
animity is required for agreement, but I should think agreement
would be required from the mayor of the largest municipality and
the superintendent of the largest school system and the State employ-
ment service representative as a minimum.

Lnless there is agreement among those three, then there would
have to be a procedure where some one at the State level would have
to arbitrate the differences and create the plan.

think this one said, you have to make up your minds, or the State
will make up your mind for you, that a.greement would be reached.

We are in the process of trying then in Cleveland to seewhat should
be developed by way of a rational plan and on this problem, and
depending on how long the Congress takes in considering this legis-
lation, we may or may not be in a position to come back to you and
say, here is the kind of an example of a rational plan that we think a
community would create if legislation were enacted that dealt with
the flow as well as the. pool.
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Mr. DANIELS. Yell mentioned that there are good proviiions in each
of the three bills before us, but in your comments you merely refer to
the Ayres bill.

Would you care to make any comment about the other two bills, the
Steiger bill and the O'Hara bill ?

Mr. CALKINS. I do Imow. With respect to the O'Hara bill, we believe
that the emphasis which it places on the Department of Labor re-
maining the direct contracting agency is unwise.

We think there are too many communities in this country, and too
complicated a situation to make them desirable for a federal govern-
ment agency to be that much involved in local operations. With
respect to the Steiger bill, which essentially requires a State plan,
we believe that makes sense for parts of the State which are not large
enough communities to permit sensible local planning.

But where you have a largc, metropolitan area, the Philadelphia
area, the Cleveland area, the Cincinnati area, we think it makes much
better sense to have the plan created locally.

One of the reasons for this is psychological. It is important that the
mayors have a stake in this, and it. is very important that the super-
intendent of schools feels he has a stake in this, and if the plan is
simply made in the State capitol, we will not place the responsibilities
on the people who are going to have to in fact carry out the plan.

Mr. DANIELS. Am I analyzing your views correctly when I state
you approve the Ayres bill which provides for decentralization of
these programs?

Mr. CALKINS. That is correct ; we do.
Mr. DANIELS. Would you leave the programs entirely in State

hands ?
Mr. CALKINS. The Ayres bill, as we understand it, creates a three-

echelon planning procedure. There is a local plan developed in metro-
politan areas, approved at the State level by manpower and education
people, and approved at the Federal level by Labor Department or
Department of Labor and HEW people.

For those parts of the State which do not constitute metropolitan
areas, there is a State plan approved at the State level by both groups.

Mr. DANIELS. I recoznize Mr. Scherle.
Do you have any- questions?
Mr. SCHERLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CALKINS. I am sorry- to not have been here when you began your

own testimony. But what I hear was impreive.
Have you placed any proper significance at all on rural America .and

their needs for manpower?
Mr. CALKINS. This is a problem which bothers me a ,great deal,

because my own experience is an urban experience, and I know much
of our poverty problem is a rural problem. We in the National
Advisory Council have been attempting to collect data and find
informed people who can help us with the rural problem.

We do have among our members some people who are ,crreatly con-
cerned about rural poverty and rural training. At our 2-day meeting
on Friday and Saturday of this week, we will be meeting with a group
of experts on the disadvantaged who will include some people who are
well informed about the world poverty problem.
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Mr. Scimax. Doctor, would you have any recommendations to
make at this time ?

Mr. CALKINS. We believe that the pattern which we're proposing
would again make sense for rural areas. That is, we think that in rural
areas as well as in urban areas, there should be a plan which is pre-
pared jointly by somebody with a manpower responsibility and some-
body with a secondary responsibility, school responsibli2, and some-
body with a post-secondary responsibiliV, and. som y from the
Employment Service and perhaps somebody from industrywe think
that kind of a joint agency approach would also make sense as applied
to rural areas.

Mr. SCHERLE. Have you found in your statistics that the dropout
rate has been higher by those that have been vocationally inclined
rather than those academically inclined?

Mr. CALKINS. In well-conaucted vocational programs, the dropout
rate is significantly lower. For example in. the city of Cleveland in the
inner city high schools, the students who are enrolled in the college
preparatory kind of program have a dropout rate of 12 to 1,3 percent
per year, which over 3 years is 45 percent.

The dropout rate among the students in those same high schools
enrolled in the vocational programs is 5 and a half percent per year,
or about 40 percent of the dropout rate in the college preparatory
programs.

We believe that that would be duplicated around the country where
the vocational programs are fairly good, althoug-h I think there are
statistics from New York City for example, which would say in. their
separate vocational schools the dropout rates are higher than they are
in. their college preparatory schools, but I would suggest that that was
because those schools were not designed to provide the right kind of
vocational education.

Mr. ScHERLE. Is there an inherent danger that these people who
leave should be more vocationally inclined ?

Mr. C.AnKr.s..s. I think one of the directions in which we must move
is to obliterate to the extent we can the sharp dividing line that now
separates schooling from the employment in people's thinking.

We can no longer afford an attitude that says, you go to sc`hool firA
and then you get a job.

We need an attitude that says that schooling and employment alter-
nate and/or run together through very larg:e parts of your lives.

One of the things that. the schools must do, and the post-secondary
institutions like community colleges must do, is to make themselves
much nmre available and much more widely used by young people
who at the age of 16 have found a job in a gas station and worked at
it for awhile and then realized that is not what they want to do all
their lives and want to go on and do something further.

We are creating opportunities for those people, and we must do so.
You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink.

The same thing is true of education. You have to provide it when
and where people want it.

Mr. SCHERLE. I am glad you broug-ht that up because that was going
to be my next question. These people that drop out of high school to be
employed, what percentage of those, realize in a short period of time,
or perhaps maybe a longer period of time, that they really did not get
everything they need to compete in this society ?
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Do they then come back and ask for training in the specific field they
are in, or maybe pursue their educational objectives a little bit more
diligently when they return ?

Mr. CALEnsTS. I do not have figures on that. I do not think the num-
ber who do that at the moment is large, but I think it is growing.

Mr. ScHmux. Would you have any recommendations to make- as
far as job placement is concerned after they are trained ?

In the past we just seem to cast them to the wolves, by letting them
seek their own employment.

Mr. CALKINS. Yes, it is part of our package of recommendations
that career training institutions take responsibility for helping their
students find jobs, and in fact it works out that very large numbers
of young people who take vocational courses get placed Often hy the
instructor, who develops his own contacts among employers who
respect his recommendations, and one of the reasons why vocational
education, if properly conducted, is, and ought to be, more expensive
than college preparatory education is that it costs more money to place
students Li jobs than it does to place them in colleges.

Mr. ScsimiE. Doesn't it appear to be more sound for an instructor
who has taught that younpster in the field of vocation0 education to
be the one to help seek a job placement for him rather aian to cast him
out and let some other agency pick him up, when the:7 may have a less
personal interest ?

1\1r. CALKINS. Clearly it is, and clearly it should be a responsibility
of school systems to Place in jobs not only those who complete, but
those who leave part way through their training programs.

Mr. SCHEELE. How would you accomplish that
Mr. CALKIxs. We do it in the city of Cleveland, using some Fed-

eral funds. We have for 2 years made a commitment Co the young
people in Cleveland that if they- will graduate from high school, we
will get them a job and we in fact have made good.

This has been croing on now for 7 or 8 yearssemesters graduations,
and on all Seven -of die occasions, T. e have been able to place more than
92 or 93 percent of the graduates.

Mr. ScirERLE. What is the unemployment rate in Cleveland proper ?

Mr. CALKINS. The figure which is quoted for the statisticn1 area,
not takino- into account the current Teamster Arike, is 3.8 percent. The
figare iethe inner city, with which we are concerned, is 13 or 14
percent.

The figare among the youth ir the inner city would be 28 or 32
percent.

Mr. SCHERLE. What ao-e group would that be ?
Mr. CALKINS. Sixteen to nineteen.
Mr. ScHERLE. No more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from California, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. .gr. Calkins, I certainly agree with most of the

things you have said. However, you tended to indicate that the Ayres
bill, w.:,h some slight modifications, would in a sense solve the man-
power problem.

Are you not dealing with the 16- to 20-yeor-old .p-roup and ignoring
completely the other age groups that would ho reached through such
a manpower bill ?
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Mr. CALKIN-s. Since our concern, Congressman Hawkins, is with
vocational education, we have looked primarly at the group under 20

or 21. This is not to say that we don't think the problem of the 24-year-
old or the 44-year-old who are untrained and unemployed is a serious
problem.

We do think it is a very serious one. In this testimony, however, we
have been

Mr. HAwKIxs. You deal with this age group.
Mr. CALFaxs. We don't mean to suggest, that efforts dealing with

the older people should be reduced.
Mr. HAwrixs. Then it is this age group that is emphasized, rather

than comparing the three approathes with regard the total manpower
problem.

Mr. CALKmrs. May I ask Dr. Worthington to respond to the question
of how does the council feel about these bills as opposed to the problem
of career training for those who are clearly adults ?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. I am the only State vocational State admin-
istrator who serves on the advisory council.

I have felt that vocational education is a lifelong, process, as is all
education, that vocational education needs to begin in the elementary
school and continue through the entire adult life of individuals.

This is the kind of program we have been working toward the de-
velopment of in New Jersey.

The chairman mentioned a situation that existed in New Jersey 5
years ago. With the help of the act of 1963 and the amendments of
1968, we have moved to correct that. Of our 21 counties, all 21 have a
technical school program.

A. great percentage of our enrollment is adults. As a matter of faci-,
we have over 140,000 adults in the State of New Jersey enrolled In
vocational education.

Middlesex County alone, I just attended a meeting the other night ;
MO industrial concerns were there to thank the vocational schools
for the work they had done over the past year.

Seven hundred people showed up for this, business and industry
and labor leaders in Perth Amboy to thank the vocational school for
the work they had done.

This -year we have 4,800 adults in the New Brunswick area enrolled
in vocational education, and about 1,100 secondary school students.

So we are serving adults, and it is one of the groups that need it
badly.

Mr. HAW-Haws. I am aware that some progress is being made, Doc-
tor, not only in that particular State, but in my own State of
California.

I am confident that less than one-tenth of the need is being met
through vocational edu-ation, regardless o..2 age group, and I am not
as optimistic as some of you seem to be that we are going to make the
public schools more responsive.

Even now in the Los Angeles school system, the teachers are out On
strike. The State is refusing to continue its just share of supporting
the local schools.

Bond issues are being rejected, and the children are out, dropping
out of school, and there seems to be a continuation of the dropout rate..
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Now assuming that th.is is so, and this will continue for some time
during the 1970's, then it seems to me that if we rely completely, or
let's say put the main emphasis on the public school system, we are
putting the emphasis on tile very system that in some ways today is
failing these children. .

Not that it would be fa!ling. I would certainly say we should make
the schools more responsive, -but the fact remains that mostly hard
core unemployed, most of the minorities and other groups, are not
finding, apparently, in the sch.00ls the things that they are seeking, and
what you really seem to _he suggesting is that we not set up anythmg
which would compete with this system, but rely on this system to d.o
the job which it has not been doing up to this time.

I think I share the same Concern of trying to make the system work,
but how do we anticipate that it is going to work more effectively in
the future than it has in. the Past, immediate past ?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. May I respond to that, from my point of view
as a professional educator and a State department of education person ?

I believe education must be the basic structure on which any national
manpower system is built.. If we are going to develop national man-
power legislation, I thin.17 it has to have a linkage with the school sys-
tem, and we have to require the school system to become a part of that
system.

Some States have done a fine job, and some have not. I think we must
avoid a national manpovvel' i)olicy which provides for separate educa-
tion and training for those identified as failures.

I think this is bad. Our society does not need a second school system
which is based on familY income, employment, past educational fail-
ures, and so forth.

We need a coordinated educational effort.
I also believe w_ an educator that preparation for employment must

be a fm_damental part of every person's education, not just those we
identify who are going to college, and it should be a specific responsi-
bility of the public schools.

A compre4ensive manpower program, I think, should reward coop-
eration at the State and local levels between the governmental agencies
by -providing incentive fundint-- for cooperation.

I also think that we should End a way to provide in mannower legis-
lation incentives to strengthen real relationships betweat employers
and business and industryjt seems to me thpt the on-the-job trainmg
programs, the work experience programs and many of the programs
that we have tried in our eniergency type of remedial prograL4 are not
educational enough in nature, and too often they are just temporary
income sources for the poor and uneducated.

I think that our national manpower policy should recognize that.
there is no such thing in this country as terminal education. Adult
and continuing education Must be available to all citizens throughout
their entire lifc span, so that we can provide individual fulfillment

Last night in Trenton, I attend.ed the annual Americanization din-
ner, where we had persons who had come into our State from more
than 17 countries. These People were coming to America to seek a new
life, and we have thousands of people throurout this Nation who are
not able to get the kin0 of adult vocational education that they nee(7.
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I think that one of the real problems we have had in States admin-
istering manpower legislation is that we have not had stability of
fimding patterns.

The State and local educational and manpower agencies cannot do
adequate long-range planning. The past policies that we have had
to work under have caused, because of lightne_s of appropriations, they
have caused personnel changes.

This is not only expensive, but wasteful..
Mr. CALuxNs. Congressman, I would like, if I may, to respond to

your question by suggesting that you look at Atlanta, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Dayton, Toledo, Rochester, and I am sure if
I Imew more about other school systems I could add 20 or 30 more.

You will find there in those school systems two things: First, an
explanation of why they have not done a very good job in the 1960's,
because what they were doing 3 or 4 or 5 years ago was not right.

You will find that they are in the process of turning things around
so that they will do things right. In all of those school systems, the
system is in the process of putting vocational education into their
neighborhood high schools.

Now it takes time to do that, because it involves sometimes adding
a wing to the high school, getting equipment, finding instructors, and
getting the program going. Then once you get the program going, it
takes 2 or 3 years before you have experience with a class comina out.

So that what we have seen in 1967, 1968, and 1969 are practi-ces of
1962, 1963 and 1964.

But in the school systems there is awareness of the importance of
providing career training for the entire population, and fhey are be-
ginning to do an effective job of it, and I think it is a great mistake
for the Congress to make policy judgments on what should be done
based upon what the school systems did prior to 1968, because it is
only very recently that new superintendents have taken over in these
school systems who have said, "It is my job to get everybody a job,
and I am no longer going to allow to come out of my school system
people who are untrained."

Mr. HAwNixs. I think my collea5rue would like to ask a few ques-
tions, so I will yield the floor at this time.

Mr. DANTErs. The gentleman from Minnesota, Mr. Qu..e. I know
he has a great interest in this field and has extensive Laiowledge of it.

Mr. QL'IE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you. Mr. Hawkins,
f..r permitting me to do this. I have some constituents in the next room
that I Nti ant to say hello to.

First, I want to compliment Mr. C dkins and your two associates,
Dr. Worthington and Dr. Dellefield, not only for coming here this
morning and presenting your testimony, but for the work you have
done on the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

I recall when we established this Council in the statute, we provided
to be appointed by the President. I feel that wehave been vindicated

by that, even though I may not agree with you all the time in yotir
recommendations

I like the fact that you are speaking out. forthrightly, and you are
jarring the thinking of people in vocational educational and people
up ht're on the Hill.

8 8-9.
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The fact that the 1968 amendments are pretty close to the recom-
mendations of the Council's original recommendations to us show
that we are not too far away from you in our views as a majority
up here.

But I would like to ask you a few questions. One of the things I
think you point out is the need of virtually a committee, even though
you say it is difficult for a committee to administer a program, but
you prefer it that way.

Do you also recommend that a cominittee will be administering it
on the Federal level, or at. least a partnership ? You -suggest that
the money for manpower programs of one and a half billion dollars be
coordinated with money under the vocational education program
amendments, and I assume you mean the 15-percent set-asid.e ?

Mr. CALKINS. Yes.
Mr. Qu... We authorized $40 million the fitst year, with irF ncreases

to $50 million and $60 million later for disadvantaged children,
but since it is not funded, I guess that is why you did not mention it.

Mr. CALKINS. That is right. All the vocational moneys that are
targeted for the disadvantaged would go.

Mr. Qurs. How can you get, if not a committe, a partnership to
administer this ? The money which goes through the Department of
Labor is the biggest chunk, and I imagine they could control the
program.

On the local level you say they are going to have to get together
before they get the money. HEW and Labor have the money at the
Federal level. How do you get them to cooperate ?

Mr. C Ac.-K-Tws I suppose the White House functions in part as a
means to arbitrate differences between Government departments, and
I understand under the present administration the White House is
anxious not to have more than the necessary interdepartmental
disputes come to it, and I would anticipate that under the Ayres bill,
as under the kind of bill we contemplate, that it will not be too
difficult for Secretary Finch and Secretary Shultz to agree on whether
they will approve or disapprove a. local plan.

Since what we contemplate is local administration in metropolitan
areas, aL that will need to be approved is the plan. I should think it
would not be difficult for a locally devised plan to have to get the
approval of two different governmental agencies, or departments.

I believe this is going- to be quite a pattern in the operation of
domestic programs in this country. I anticipatewell, in planning
highway programs, for example, and in dealing with pollution, we
surely are going to have developing local plans which will in effect
have to be approved by several different department heads of the
Federal Government, and I would not think that would present in-
superable difficulties.

Mr. QuiE. Would you recommend, then, that the administration
bill, be amended, so that rather than giving :the Department of Labor
the responsibility, while it must seek approval of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, that both Departments would be
on an equal basis?

Mr. CALKINS. I would think in terms of just handling the mail that
the State plan has to come co one or the other of the Departments, and

9 0
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I don't object to its going to the Department of Labor with the under-
standing that they get the approval of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Mr. Qum Do you thin k- then if it does go to the Department of
Labor, wouldn't there be a tendency to delegate HEW responsibility
to Labor, the way 0E0 has delegated these manpower programs to
the Department of Labor ?

Mr. CALR'TNS. Yes, and this relates to another problem which con-
cerns us. We think that the present status with authority in HEW
who are responsible for manpower career training, et cetera, is
much too low to permit them to deal effectively with the Department of
Labor, and we think that this is one of the best illustrations we latow
of, of a situation in which national policy is in. fact being weighed by a
rather bad organization of the Federal Government.

It is our view that there should be a separate Department of Educa-
tion, one of whose senior officials would be responsible for the relation-
ships, the overlap, if you will, between education and labor, another
of whose senior officials would be responsible for the overlap between
education and health and welfare.

We think until that is done, and until a separate Department of
Education is created which will have the effect of lifting up in the
Federal administration the status of the educational figure responsible
for career training, there will continue to be a problem with the Labor
Department running away with this particular ball simply because it is
in their operation so much closer to the President.

Mr. QUM I think there is that danger now that the Department of
Labor will run away with the ball, but it seems to me that if you had
two equal departments, one handling education and the other the man-
power program, you could have a deadlock unless one is a silent
partner.

Mr. CALKINS. The silent partner I think is the President. I think it
would be resolved in the White House.

Mr. QUIE. After watching four administrations in my short career
in Congress, I have introduced legislation for the Department of Edu-
cation and Manpower so any fliffe -ances will be resolved there.

Mr. CAL-Fr-I-Ns. The reason we have not joined you in that recom-
mendation is that we have a feeling it would give to career training
too heavy a voice within education, and we think that all that we read
about, the processes of how people learn, tells us that the early years
are so very crucial that we think- that education and the Federal par-
ticipation in education must have an equal concern, with what happens
to the 4-, 3-, and 2-year-olds as it does with what happens at the
career training end, and we think if all education were put into a
department of education and manpowei it would tend to focus the
Federal effort on a very important problem, with which we are con-
cerned, but it would tend to focus the Federal effort away from another
very important problem; namely, how do we provide better education
in the very early years of childrens' lives?

Mr. Qum. I am afraid if you put $1.5 billion manpower money in
with about $50 to $55 million vocational education money, you have
certainly got the proverbial horse and rabbit sausage.

Mr. CALKINS. That is correct.
But one of the reasons we are hi favor of this proposal is that we

think the inevitable result would be that those who are compelled. at
-
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the local level to develop a rational plan for dealing with long-term
unemployment will say to themselves, it makes no sense for us to be
spending 50 times as much money on getting peopie out of this pool
than we are trying to keep people from goin.g into it.

We anticipate that as a result of creating the Lind of planning
machinery, that we have in mind, all sorts a people will be coming
back to Congress and saying don't cut down the amount of money
that is going into the Labor Department of Manpower type programs
for the adults, but let's do a better job with the problem of the young
people who are going in.

We believe that the way, in a time of Federal budget tightness, to
provide proper funding for vocational education is to start with the
disadvantaged. Our creneral philosophy toward the funding of voca-
tional education is to''say that the Federal Government and the States,
between them, ought to pay for the additional costs of vocational
education

'
requiring local school districts, with whatever help they

get from the State under their foundation formula, to pay for tb.e
basic educational costs, $700 for a high school student, for example,
but if, to give a student the kind of tramincr he needs in data process-
ing takes $1,600, we think the excess ougheto be paid in some combi-
nation by the Federal and State governments.

We can't afford in this country to go directly to that position across
the board, but we can afford to do it with respect to the disadvantaged,
and we would propose, that the Federal Government should start upon
the problem of funding career training in the United States by fund-
ing adequately the career training for the disadvantaged.

We think this will in fact produce a very substantial response from
school systems community colleges, and others, and that in time, when
money permit& it can be spread more generally for vocational educa-
tion for everybody.

Mr. QLIE. If it turned out, as you suTgest, that the local commu-
nities then would turn to State and loc;1 funds to stop the flow, it
would work well, but I think what will be done is to try to get Federal
funds out of the manpower prog,ramq to stem the flow.

I can't imagine them lasting forever. Then you could end up with
the manpower programs running the vocational programs. That is
what I am really concerned aboirt. If you had to choose between the
manpower, the remedial type people administering vocational edu-
cation, or the ones interested in education and academic programs, I
will take +he early years and the academic programs, because that still
is of utmost importance to a well-educatO person.

Mr. CALKINS. What we are sugcresting is that the Federal Govern-
ment require both groups to get agether and agree upon a plan, and
we think that will produce sensible planning in local areas.

Mr. QUM. What about the involvement of community colleges ? In
Minresota, we have a junior college system separate from the area
vocational schools. Some States put them together. What is the opinion
of the Advisory Council on looking at this controversy ?

Mr. CALKINS. Our viewpoint at the 13th and 11th grade level is the
same as it is earlier. Namely, we believe career training is a part of the
totality of education, and that the same institution should provide
both. We think that it is a mistake for a State to try to create a system
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in which some institutions will provide liberal arts training and a
wholly different set of institutions will provide job training.

We would prefer a pattern in which an institution provides both
kinds of trainmg, which will permit students to mix their options and
take combinations of programs.

Now, this does not mean that we say that the area vocational schools,
which are functioning very effectively in some places should all be
abolished and replaced by something called communiey colleges. We
don't care what label is given to the institution, and we Imow there
are effective institutions called area vocational schools, but generally
we would encourage them to enlavre their curriculum so that as nearly
as possible, at all-levels we deverop a concept that everybody really
goes to school or collegeto prepare for a career and where one gets off
the educational ladder to take a job is not too important, especially
becausc more and more people who get off will want to get back on
aaain at a later date.

111.r. Qum. You suggest that the comprehensive manpower program
might develop a dual school system, but is there any greater danger
of the administration's bill ' emg enacted and developing into a dual
school system than the present situation with the present laws, if
nofhing was done to them ?

Mr. -CALTEncs. Yes, there is. First, the administration bill makes it
explicit that the 16-vear-olds are included.

Secondly, the adininistration bill, in creating a local planning re-
quirement, will give enormous impetus to the- manpower problems
locally. There is real danger in planning half a campaign, not simply
because the other half will be confused and unplanned, hut because by
focusincr everybody's attention on the half you are plannin.g, you
furthert'channel your energies and efforts and money into that half of
the program.

If the Federal Government creates around the country a require-
ment for a comprehensive local manpower plan without doing any-
thing about the flow problem, it will simply create a whole constitu-
ency of people who are concerned with the kinds of programs that
now constitute manpower, and this will give substantial impetus to the
creation, to the gradual spread of that interest datvn toward younger
people, and a su-bstantial impetus toward the creation of a separate
school system which I don't think: either of us want.

Mr. Qui-E. Our committee ought to be able to help in this, having
both jurisdictions.

Dr. WORTHINGTON_ May I comment briefly on that.? The way the
present manpower system works, we have had good relationshi'ps in
our State between tICe Departments of Labor and Education. But the
Department of Labor has assigned the education components to the
Department. of Education.

I think the key issue is that the educational component should be
the job of the educators. Our skill training centers have been the most-
successful component of Federal manpower. It seems to me this com-
ponent should be made a permanent educational fixture.

Mr. QurE. Could I ask one last question, Mr. Chairman? It has.
to do with the identity of the groups in vmational education and
the issue raised cEpedially by vocational agriculture.
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To what extent has your council looked into the controversy of
whether vocational education groups should lose their identity and

everything; should be mixed together to train for g-ainful employ-

ment, or should there be a retention of agriculture an:1 so forth ?
Dr. DELLEFIELD. This is a controversy, and it has a built-in constit-

uency of people who have been successful for many years. The ag-ri-
cultural people have been modifying their programs considerably
since the Vocational Educational Act Amendments of 1068 were
passed, so that they are in the agri-business fields, and I think they are
making strides to becoming extremely successful.

The Vocational Educational Amendments of 1968 are looking to-
ward helping people rather than developing programs, and I think
the people who have a vested interest in particular areas of vocational
education are rapidly modifying- their approach to deal with people,
rather than previous programs. don't think it is an either-or. I think
in the next year the controversy will have settled itself, and that the
people involved will be doing tlie work that was contemplated in the

1968 amendments.
Mr. DAxims. Thank you, Mr. Quie.
Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWKINS. I will pass further questions at this time.
Mr. DANIELS. Gentlemen, I would like to thank you for comi

here today and givianl us the benefit of your testimony.
Mr. CALKINS. Th k you verymuch.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. John E. Harmon. exacutive

vice president, National Employment Association.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HARMON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,

ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM E. MURTHA, DIRECTOR OF RE-

SEARCH AM GOVERNMENTAL AITAIRS, NATIONAL ElrEPLOY-

MEET ASSOCIATION

Mr. DANTELs. You may proceed,Mr. Harmon.
Mr. HAIVISION. Mr. Chairman, my name is John E. Harmon, I am

executive vice president of the National Employment Association. I
am accompanied by William E. Murtha, director of research and
crovernmental affairs of the absociation.

The National Employment Association is the only national organi-
zation representing an industry of more than 8,500 private placement
agencies throughout the Unites States.

I thought you might be interested to imow that in your State Mr.
Chairman

'
there are over 500 private employment ag-encies and, Mr.

Hawkins, there are over 900 in yours, and a lot of 6-tem are located
in Los Angeles.

These firms employ SOIL 3 45,000 people and are responsible for ap-
prombnately 4.5 million permanent placements each year. Private em-
ployment agencies define a permanent placement as one which lasts
at least 90 days.

The last sentence of my statement relates to figures reported by the
U.S. Training and Employment Service, and I wanted to be sure
there wasn't a mistake. They use 3 days, and we use 90 days.

894:
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A private employment ar.ency is a commercial business operating
within the American private free-enterprise system. As used in this
statement, the term "private employment, agency" designates such a
business and delineates it from the job placement services offered by
educational institutions, nonprofit groups, or by any branch of the
Government.

Private employment agencies are commercial enterprises engaged
in the busine.s Of bringing the jobseeker and the employee-seeking
employer together at a time of mutual need, for the purpose of nego-
tiatin!r a mutually agreeable awl profitable employer-employee rela-
tionship. For this, a fee is charged.

The applicant does not pay the employn tent agency a placement. fee
until a job is actually obtained. The worth of this valuable service is
attested to in the case of _4dam.c v. Tanner wherein the U.S. Supreme
Court stated :

"The service rendered in acting as the paid representative of another to find
a position in which to earn an honest living is useful, commendable and in
great demand." 244 U.S. 590, 61 L. ed. 1336.

As a member of the private enterprise business community the private employ-
ment agency shares a common objective with other businessespublic accept-
ance and profit.

Service is its only product. Without profit there can be no service. Without
service there will be no profit.

Congressman Hawkins, perhaps I might twist your arm a bit and
ask you to relate, as I give this theme or this statement, to your own
personal industry back home, in the real estate business. Just twist
these words around and think that we are speaking, if I were a realtor,
of making a plea that the Federal Goverauient does not co.ae into our
arena.

The real estate agent might be making the same plea if the law is
going to say, "We will set up a service that will be paid for out of
taxpayers' money," the same service for which you charge a fee, rent-
ing a home or selling a home, or whatever the case might be.

I think when you relate it to your personal situationthe same
might be true for a lawyerI think it will bring it home to you why
we are so concerned about this.

My purpose in testifyintr today is to address myself to specific sec-
tions in two bills presently being considered by this subcommitee.

As to H.R. 11620 :
The Natio_al Employmen Association is strongly opposed to sec-

tion 101(a) (1) under title I (p. 4) of H.R. 11620. This provision
would give the Secretary of Labor "carte blanche" to "(1) provide for
the prompt; referral of all those persons who are qualified and are seek-
ing work to suitalle employment oppo7tunities * *

Now, the reason we are concerned about this, Congressman, is that
in the past, the Wagner-Peyser Act, which set up the State employ-
ment offices in the first place, was concerned about. the tremendous
unemployment in the 1930's. Now we are talking about a different
part of our society, a different age of our society, where we don't have
that large number of unemployed. Numbers, we do, but percentages
are very s:ziall.

From time to time the Secretary of Labor decides they want to
service another segment of our society. They decided a few years ago

Ito
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to service all colleges, until the College Placement Council got wind of
this, and it upset them very much.

This possible threat upsets us very much, because we have a change
of heart, a change of administration, a changr, of indi ticluals, who
think they want to set up a national manpower agency that services
all people, and we could find ourselves out of business.

The initial sponsor of the Manpower Act, H.R. 16620, representa-
tive James G. O'Hara, said when he introduced the bill, that its prin-
cipal aim was to "pro,-ide the people of the United States with a single
system by which they can achieve the manpower goals T believe they
generally accept * *

Throughout. his introductory speech, Representative O'Hara
stressed the need to help the hard core, disadvantaged person with
Government as "the employer of last resort."

In this context of seeking to aid the disadvantasred, it is difficult to
understand why the bill, as its first order of business under title I, is
talldnr about helping qualified persons to find jobs through Federal
auspices.

If you will check, Congresseman, in the Angeles Times, your
hometown newspaper, there are 48 pages of want ads, many paid
by busi ,,ss, many seeking engineers. V.rhy chould a Federal law bs
passed .thorizing the Secretary of Labor to launch any program
which would heir) place qualified workers such as engineers, doctors,
technicians, electronics people?

They don't need this tyn,- of help. Busiaess is paying a mint to
find them. They can't find them.

If the overriding purpose of H.R. 11620 is to help the disadvantaged
through training, 'business incentives, and public service, why should
the bill give primary importance to directiag the Secretary of Labor
to set up a program of referral aimed directly at qualified persons who
normally have little or no nee(1 of the services of the Government
in securing :jobs?

Paragraph (1) of H.R. 11620 under section 101(a) poses the threat
of unwarranted and unnecessary Government competition with the
private employment industry and should be stricken from the bill.

GOVFMNMENT commi.u.tox

The problem of Government competition with private enterprise has
been before the Co-,gress for many years. I would like to call attention
to a study published by the Senate 'Committee on Government Opera-
tions in June of 1963 entitled "Government Competition With Private
Enterprise."

In particular, I call attention to the following:
Numerous arguments have bee..t made, from time to time, in favor of the

i,21-nination by the Federal Government of all activities which compete with
private enterprise, when such termination will not affect adversely the national
interest or security. These are :

1. Private enterprise is deprived of business which it has a right to expect.
2. Taxpayers' money is being uized to finance e4mpecing activities, so that the

taxpayer is supplying the funds which are used t etablish enterprises which
compete with 1,1m.
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I might add, of all the employment agencies I am representing to-
day, all pay taxes, all their employees pay income taxes they pay
rent, they pay for all the paper in their offices, all the ligIVand ail
the other requirements of running an office.

& The Federal Government, as well as State and local government taxing au-
thorities, are being deprived of revenues which are urgently needed to finance
the performance of essential government services. Thus, when industrial atpacity
is owned by the Federal Government, such property escapes the payment local
taxes, the income is not subject to either Federal or State income tax:.;.,, the
products are put into use without the payment of excise taxes normally levied
on commercial products, and any saving to the Government resulting from the
tax-free cost of the product would be more than offset by the loss of taxes, with
the result that heavier burdens are placed upon existing tax sources.

4. To the extent to which the costs of Government enterprises may be ex-
cessive, termination will mean a corresponding reduction in government
expenditures.

5. Government's task is to govern and not to en,gage in activities which com-
pete with private enterprise.

I believe that these statements sum up the reasons for curbing Gov-
ernment competition with private enterprise. and I urge this com-
mittee to strike sect;ons 101(a) (1) from H.R. 11620 as it would
constitute an act of unwarranted Government competition with the
private placement industry.

As I stated earlier, I don't think the present or the past administra-
tion intended for Congress or any arm of the Federal Government
to (ret involvod in this.

fre had our rounds hp here before when the Manpower bill --7as
up in 1966, I believe, Congressman Hawkins, when, also, the real es-
tate i,eople were up here on another problem in 1966.

We had people come from all over the United States to consult with
their Congressmei l. about the threat of the Manpower bill, because it
did give the Secretary of Labor that particular right.

It concerns us now that the total thrust of this bill is to help the
disadvantaged unemployed, and yet one sleeper in the bill, one state-
ment, opens un Pandora's box and gives our people nightmares, be-
cause it shows them their life's earnings going down the drain.

I next address myself to a single section of H.R. 13412, the Man.-
power Training Act of 1969.

This is section 402page 42and deals with the establishment of a
computerized job bank systm. Of course, job banks have already been
established in several cities in the country, but the section is important
to the extent that policy implications are contained therein.

Paragraph (2) under section. 102 directs the Secretary of Labor to
provide "* * * an expeditious mikans of mate-nine- the qualifications of
unemployed, underemplo3fed, and disadvantagle7d persons with em-
ployer requirements and Job opportunities on a national, State, and
local, or other appropriate basis * * *."

The big hang-up that we have on this section is the world "under-
employed," because what person that you laiow of, or any friend that
you might have that is making $15,000, would deny- that he deserved to
make $30,000, if you. asked him, or what person who is making $10,000
doesn't deserve to make $14,000?

So that you could brinc, into this statement, this underemployment,
the whole gamut of emproyment. Any person could say he is under-
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employed because he is u. making CT salary that he thinks lie is
capable of making.

sllbmit that this is a commitment- for the, .Teration of the int)

bank to deemphasize assistance to the job-ready applicant. I urge that
this subcommittee, in its report, supply legislative history in support
of this premise. In other words, spell out more precisely what you mean

or what do von mean.
Once a (rain, the threat of Government competition with private en-

terprise is Mvolved, and we ask the subcommittee in its repol't to Up-
hold the position of riot favoring increased Government competition
with our industry in placing the job-ready.

In paragraph (4) under section 402, the Secretary of Labor is di-
rected to distribute, and assure "* * the prompt and ready availability
of information concerning --danpower needs and resources to employ-
ers, employees, public and private job placement agencies, and other
Mterested individuals and a!rencies

It is the position of the National Employment Association that, the
phrase "private job placement llgencies ' be interpreted to include the
private placement industry. This information, developed at public
expense, should be public, and the National Employment Association
again urges that, if the subcommittee reports this section e2 the bill,
the report indicate that the subcommittee interprets the phrase "private
job placement agencies" to include the private placement industry.

Now, in the past., every time that word has come up, the officials of
the Labor Department say, "Oh, no, we don't think that the private
employment agencies have a right."

Now, I am sure the people who wrote this bill intended for it to be
included, bnt if you read the bill the way it is presently written, when
von say "private job placement agencies," the Federal official in the
Department of Labor could very well say, "That means the college
placement council people, that means the directors of vocational
schools, that, means the State employment office. That does not mear
private employment agencies."

We just want to be sure that the terminology is such that we rear:7
are included, because they can exclude us, so if we came in and wanted
to see some of that information, they could throw up all sorts of
roa dblocks.

I wonhl like, to thank each of you. In fact, Congressman Quie. when
you went out, I Mtended to mention to each Congressman the munber
of employment agencies in his State. I know our people in Minnesota
have been in touch with you on a number of occasions and hold you in
high regard. There are about 150 employment agencies in Minnesota,
many of which are in St. Paul and Minneapolis.

I said that because there, are about 8.500 or more, and we know we
represent, a large number of private businesses in the country, and we
come here today to make this plea.

Are there any questions, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. DANIELS. I am looking at H.R. 11620, the O'Hara. bill, which

does contain a definition of the term.
Mr. HARMON. Yes: that was the bill I mentioned in my statement.

Actually, we would be very much opposedwhat they have done, they
have excluded us. A nonprofit organization would exclude us. So that
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any materials, any statistics, anything that was developed; we would
not have access to.

In other words, here is a private sector performing a service. It is
like getting real estate figures together, Congressman Daniels and
then not giving the realtors access to them becei,e it would give them
an advantage.

We are saying, "Why onldn't we, if we an ig to place people ?"
Incidentally, a person who goes to an employment agency has all

sorts of avenues open to him. He can go to the State employment
services, or use the want ads. There is no monopoly involved in this
at all.

He goes to an agency to ,cret help. If we can hell) this man or this
woman find employment, a better job, and ho must Cletermine whether
it is better or notthe fee is not paid until after he accepts the job
wliich he feels is a betterment of his situation.

Mr. DANIELS. I think you have made your point. A fee is charged,
and yon are in business to make. a. profit, as all private entrepreneurs
are.

Who is charged the fee, the employee or the employer?
Mr. IIAnmoN. Either/or. It depends on the situation.
Ain DANIELs. You do not have a uniform practice throughout. the

country?
Mr. HARMON. No, in fact it is very un-uniform. In your State, I

think that many of your enffineers, your professionals. ihey wouldn't
pay a fee for any reason, because they know they afro coveted. every
day. So the employer always pays the Le.

in the less attractive jobs, the employer says, "If you will find some-
bod 1 am not paying the fee," so the client pays the fee. It is about
50--110 in today's market.

Mr. DANIELS. You define permanent employment as that which lasts
at least 90 days.

Mr. HARMON. Right.
Mr. DANIELS. If a private agency, a member of your group, were to

place a person in the job, ant the practice is that the employer paid
a fee. Would a fee necessarily have to be paid if the employee only
worked one week Or le.s?

Mr. HARMON. III most instances it depends, reallywe are regu-
lated in most States, including your own. There is ft State law which
says when the fee must be returned., and the philosophy is that once
the employer and the employee have potten together, and they have
agreed on a salary and on a job specification, that our service has been
rendered and the fee is due.

However, because of public relations most agencies make an ar-
rangement with the employer and the client, only part of the fee is
paid, a temporary service Tee, 30 days in some ageneies, 60 in some,
and 90 in others.

if you are not then satisfied, you pay as i you were working on a
temporary basis.

Then we set about to do the job all over again to find permanent em-
plovment in the event that something does not work out..

Mr. PNIELS. Because I have heard some criticism of this arranp.e-
went, I have asked ti:is question. If an employer is perfectly willing
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to hire tin employee, and, as you brought out, they have a meeting of
the minds as to tLe type of job, the nature of the work and how much
the compensation is going to be, and a fee is fixed

Mr. 11A-R-MoN. And then the man quits.
Mr. DANIELs. And then the man quits after working perhaps a cou-

ple of days, the employer has to .pay the fixed fee, or substantially
more than what the employee earns.

Mr. aurmoN. Put yourself in our place. If you place me with Mr.
Murtha. and I quit, and be owes you the fee, are you going to say to
him "This is not good business." You don't treat your chentS this way.
Our people don't do this, because it is not good business. It is not good

business to exact that ounce of flesh. YOU make an agreement, and say
it didn't work out. You saP -on wanted the man and we checked him

out for you, and he didn't .rk out.
In most cases our ageneil don't ask them to pay anything. It is

important that you keep your customer satisfied.
Mr. DANIELs. Do you have any questions, Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. EIAwiuNs. Mr. Harmon, how many of the employment agencies

in the country belong to the association?
Mr. HARMON. At the last count, 2,600. This does not count branches.

Many of our agencies might have 9 or 10 offices in one city. We call

them one member. Thus the 2,600 members really represent far more
licensed affencies than it appears. The 8,600 li.censed agencies in the
United St''ates today include theatricals and baby-sitter agencies which

are not members of NEA.
Mr. HAWKINS. You are speaking for about one-third, or less than

one-third of the number of agencies.
Mr. HArimow. As far as numbers yes, but it is very misleading, for

this reason. Many of our members have numerous licenses under one
name in a given State. We classify these agencies as one member. Mem-

bers of our association in some 8tates place as many as 90 percent of
the placements mady by private agencies. It is this type of thing that
is misleading, a lot of the one-man offices are not members.

Mr. HAWKINS. Isn't it possible that some of the agencies that do not
subscribe to the standards that tne association insists upon are not
likely to belong to the association ?

Mr. HAIZMON. It is the same as with the realtors. If you have a
voluntary organization, you are not compelled to belong.

We have a standard of ethical practices to which our members
adhere. There are some who are not members and might not adhere

to our suggested procedures. But they are no different. They are free
enterprise oriented. They are not gmng to use the lead pipe.

Mr. HAWKINS. You are not indicating that every employment agency
operates on a high moral plane, are you?

Mr. HARMON2-No. I am saying from a business standpoint that the
average agency, whether he he a member of the National Association
or not, acts in a way which is to his best intere.sts, regarding the pay-
ment of fees. It is not to his best interests to be unreasonable about that
fee situation. There are arranffements to be worked out. If a person
came over and he thought he' was an electrical engineer, and they
learned when he was on the job he didn't have the qualifications, the
man doesn't say, "You took him, it is your fault." They don't do this.
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Mr. 11-AwiciNs. I don't think any of these hills intend to bring in-
jury to any particular industry, including yours.

Would the positive statement in the bill that is acted upon by 1 us
committee, requirMg the administrator, whoever he happens to be, to
cooperate with and to enlist the support of the private industry in the
implementation of the pmvisions in this bill suffice ?

In other words, rather than try to get into a hang-up over the mean-
ing of a particular .word or a phrase, isn't it better to have sonic posi-
tive statement requirMg some sort of cooperation ?

Mr. IhumoN. That would be fine.. I might say in the past adminis-
tration and in the present administration the Secretary of Labor has
been most helpful. That isn't what we are concerned about.

would like to see that statement in, but what I would be concerned
with, and I think the tenor of Congress, and the views of the Con-
gressmen, in this particular hearing today, is helping the disadvan-
taued unemployed. This is the dialog of the previous and present ad-
ministrations. It is just that 1 remember back in MG when the State
employment office actually did, in fact, write a book on how co place
college graduates and actually did have a whole program developed
until the College Placement Conned came before the Appropriations
Committee and told them of their great concern about this take-over
of their particular job assignment on the campus, and there was a
pullback then.

The way this present bill is set up, that one phrase, it just opens up
the ball game and gives this person the thought to do it if he wants to
do it.. We would like, to have it more. precise.

Mr. HAWKINS. I would be, certainly, on this committee one. of the
main ones to have the emphasis placed on the disadvantaged, but I
can't see how you can legislate a manpower bill without at the same
time having one that is overall.

There are instances where an industry goes out of existence in a
particular loeality that has a lot of qualified journeymen in it who are
highly skilled, but who suddenly are thrown out of jobs, aild find them-
selves in need of a program. You can't just legislate for individual
instances.

Mr. 1-1-Aintox. Use California for an example, if I may give you an
instance. You have had problems out there with aerospace, or missiles,
or production operations in California.

If you have enrineers, say they are laid off because of a Government
contract termination, what. you are saying is that those engineers, and
I want to be sure I understand what you say, need the help of the State
employment office to find work?

Or have, you found in those 48 pages of want ads, ads from all parts
of the United States, with people coming into the area, interviewing
all day long?

Mr. HAWKINS. We. ha\ e thousands of engineers in Caiifornia at
the present. time out of jobs who need help from someone, and they
are highly skilled.

Mr. HARMON. But are you saying that a mechanism of the National
Government

Mr. HAWKINS. They may need retraining, relocation, there may
be many things they need. I don't. think you should preempt this type
of activity, which is happening in the aerospace industry in California
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at the present rime. It is not. the. disad vont aged, necessarily, who are

being laid off. They certainly were laid off first, hur now it Is g(nring

into those who are highly
Mr. IliAinfox. In the past, and I can't speak for the situation as

it exists right nowtake Seattle, where you have the Boeing plant
laying off. in those. cases where there aro competent neoph . they have

actually gone out there in bamls to nick up those line engineers or
technicians. They say there are people unemployed. The questions
ask are: Is this manpower bill as it is presently set. up, to take care of an
engineer whose. skills have gotten a little. rusty, are they going.to set
up a progrtun to retrain that possibly master's degree technician to
be reskilled ? Is that the. intent, of the bill ?

Mr. IhwKrzcs. I am not going to speak for the authors of the hill,

but I will speak for myself. I think any manpower bill that. does not
take into consideration any person seeking a job who finds himself
unable to get that job and may need relocation or retraining or other

help in being placed, I think tbat individual needs some agency to help

him.
Mr. HARMON. In the past, engineers or any person 9 years beyond

high school training are not the people that are walking the streets
that are unemployed. These people, if they are unemployed, are unem-
ployed because of their own personal desire. They don't want to leave
California. They set up all sorts of obstacles. We run into this in our
industry every day.

We find a job for him in New Jersey, and be doesn't want to move.
There are all sorts of reasons a man doesn't want to move, lint it isn't

because a job is not available to him.
Mr. HAwKixs. I am not going to disagree with you in seeking to

protect your indilstry, or any ether industry. At the same time, I think
tlwre is a difference in philosophy involved. Certainly I can agree with

some of the things you ha ye said in terms of elariTying some of the
lano-uage, but, I think the job is a lot larger than the private employ-
merit agency industry is going to be able to take care of.

Mr. HAnmoN. I atink I stated at the outset, and I might just sug-
gest, that the next time you are home, and you are with some con-
stituents, ask them, "How many of you got a job through the State
employment office?" And then, 'How many of you got jobs through
private placement ?"

Mr. HAWKINS. I am a lot more critical of the State employment
office than I would be of private employment agencies.

Mr. HAIDION. A lot of people get -iobs today through word of mouth,
through their own efforts. In Los Angeles Trade Tech, they bad nine
and a half jobs for every youngster who graduated. They got them
because of the knowledge of the man. in the classroom and the people

se' wing on the advisory committee.
So ihere are a. lot of ways people get jobs today. I would hazard

a guess, Congressman, that' if you talked to a 0-roup of engineers in

California today and asked, "Do you want tl6ie State employment.
office to help you?" you see, this bill is being written without asking
the engineering o-roup"Do Yoll feel the State employment service

should have a service for you?"
Well, engineers don't-use that service. This is the thing I am asking

you to take a hard look at, whether in fact this service you are asking
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to be set up would be used in practice, whether a college graduate E.E.
could take the say:ices of the State employment service.

'Ultimately, they find a job. Now, sometimes the obstacles are created
by the, person who is looking. He doen't want to leave a certain area,
or he doesn't wain that particular type of space work, but he is selec-
tive, and he is haling out for the best possible return on bis particular
background.

These are som of the obstacles which I hear about through our
own members.

Mr. HAWKINS. I don't want to take all the time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELs. Mr. We?
Mr. QUIE. No questions.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HARAto.x. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Lowell A. Burkett, executive

director, American Vocational Association, Inc.

STATEMENT OF LOWELL A. BURKETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AC-

COMPANIED BY MICAH H. NAFTA:L:1ff, GENERAL COUNSEL,

AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. DANnms. Mr. Burkett, we are running late, and we don't have
long to go before the 1:2, o'clock whistle will blow, which is the sign
that the HO U.Se is in session.

I have a suggestion to olTer.Do you desin to submit ,vrtr statement
and summarize your views?

Mr. BURKETT. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very nmch :Per this opportunity. Without objection, I

would like to have my statement entered into the record.
MI'. DANIELS. I move that your statement be incorporated in the

record at this point.
Is there any objection?
Hearing none, it is so ordered.
( The statement follows :)

STATE M ENT OF LOWELL A. BURKETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AM ERICAN VOCATIONAL
A s socIATIo N

Mr. Chariman, and Members of the Committee, I am Lowell A. Burkett, Execu-
tive Director of the American Vocational Association. I am accompanied today by
Mr.,Mieali H. Naftalin, who serves as AVA's General Counsel.

Contrary to the belief held in some quarters, the American Vocational Associa-
tion..supports the Federal manpower program and, in huge measure, supports
the provisions of all pending bills in the Senate and House of Representatives
designed to strengthen and improve our present manpower programs and policies.

The AVA enthusiastically endorsed the MDTA of 1902. In faet. Dr. M. D.
Maley. my itredecessor. and I played an active awl, I hope, tionstructive role
in the development of that landmark legislation.

For the past several years, I have had the privilege of serving as a member of
the National Manpower Ae; .sory Committee, appointed by the Secretary of
Labor. In addition, last year i'resident Johnson paid tribute to the 50,000 mem-
lwrs of the American Vocational Association by appointing me to membership
on the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, created by the Voca-
tional Eduottion Amendments of lOGS, Thus.'s have been afforded the privilege
of being the only individual to ser.:k.on both National Advisory groups.

I appear here, then, as a frieml of the manpower program. As a friend, and
recognizing my responsibility ;is a representative of the vocational education
connaimity as well, I shall yry to put manpower into the perspective as voca-
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tonal educators view it, to exrress our entLusiasm for many of the recommenda-
tion3 now pending before the Congress, to alert you to some of our concerns,
and to suggest some possible alternatives or additional recommendations for
further improvements.

Let me say further, Mr. Chairman, that we offer our comments with full
km3wledge and appreciation of the fact that regardless of Administrations, past
or present, it has been the Congress which has taken the initiati:e in enunciat-
ing national policy in the areas of vocational education and manpower training.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND MANPOWER TRAINING ARE INTERCHANGEABLE TrAt:MS

It is important to understand that we view manpower tnaining and vocational
education as interchangeable terms ; as being, if you will, tvo sides of the same
coin. I do believe there can be no better defiMtion of manpower's goals that the
Statement of Purpose (Section 101) contained in the Vocational Education Act
of 1903, as amended (P.L. 90-576) : "(to assure) that all persons of all ages
in all communities of the Statethose in high school, those who have completed

or discontinued their formal education and are preraring to enter the labor
market, those who have already entered the labor market but need to upgrade
their skills or learn new ones, those with special educational handicaps, and
those in post secondary schoolswill have ready access to vocational training

or re-training which is of high quality, which is realistic in light of actual or
anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and which is suited to their
needs, interest, and ability to benefit from such training."

In fact, almost all manpower programs that have been funded and operated,
which include an educational and training component, could have been con-
ducted under P.L. 90-576.

In reviewing legislation which purports to improve and coordinate manpower
programs aud services, we must be careful not to let the rhetoric obscure the
nsalities of the situation. Because our public laws distinguish, for operational
Lurposes, vocational education from manpower training, because separate con-

ressional executive departments and Bureau of the Budget

examiners review and operate these two statutory programs, and because the
Department of Labor has a patent on the term "Manpower," we must guard
against the temptation to let our terminology confine and restrict our analysis

of the manpower needs of the country in the global or "systems" sense of that

term.
In other words, it may be usefulif not essentialto remember that, seman-

tics aside, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, is our Govern-
ment's principal manpower agency. In evaluating the t'ederal involvement in

vocational education, rehabilitation and training, and in terms of Persons affected

by Federal program dollars, upwards of 90 percent sre within DHEW's juris-
diction and more than 1,e, of the Manpower Administration's enrollees will be

found in educational institutions.
My only point, Mr. Chairman, is that we should ponder the implication of

legislation that speaks to the need to develop a comprehensive, coordinated man-
power policy and program but ignores the programs which serves 95 percent of
the manpower being trained.

DANGERS OP A DUAL SySTEM OF EDUCATION

Members of this Committee know that I speak of vocational education in the
broadest sense of the term, i.e., the education of all persons for life in the world

of work. The program offers occupational education end training in more than
500 recognized occupations. It is conducted in public and private secondary insti-

tutions, area vocational-technical schools, junior and four-year colleges and
universities. It is conducted in industry through apprenticeship and cooperative
part-time vocational education programs. It is found in MDTA skill centers and
Job Corps camps. Continuing education and retraining have always been a
fundamental concept in vocational education. One half of the total vocational
education enrollment is in post secalAary and adult Programs. On-the-job skill
training, combined with basic education and related classroom instruction came
into the school curriculum with the Smith-Hughes Act Of 1917.

In the decades following the passage of Smith-Hughes, however, vocational
education was plagued, particularly in the largest cities, With wo?.fully inade-

quate funding and the hostility of the academic and general education estr.blish-
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moults which eontrolled educational systems and institutions. More often than
not, the vocational program has been treated as the :mwanted tenant--- isolated,
tracked, and depreciated. Those attitudes are changing, but our educational
system still tends to reward the college bound and the baccalaureate degree
seeker. We suffer from snobbishuess and elitism.

We fail to get 80 percent of our school's product through four years of
eollege; we fail to get half into college at all ; we fail teproVide one fourth
of our high school students with either an educational alternative or a job, send-
ing nearly one million high school graduates into the labor market each year
without a nmrketahle skill. Our drop-out rate climbs. In sum, Mr. Chairman. I
suggest to you that education is the only system I know of which blames its
product for its failure rather than blaming the system. I suggest to you that
every enrollee in a remedial manpower training program represents a failure
of our public education system.

Now what, you may ask, does my recitation on vocational education have to
do with the pending Manpower Legislation? For you to evaluate the recom-
mendations which I shall offer in a moment, I think it is important for you to
understand the perspective in which we view manpower training programs.

I believe that the principal manpower development and training agencies
of our nation must he the public schools. Our schools are the only institutions
we have which reach every citizen. Unfortunately, too many educators will
gladly shed their responsibility to the non-college bound student. Too many will
gladly turn these students over to a separate manpower developrnent system.
This is the danger we feartht, prospect, well known to European systems, of a
dual or caste system of educationone for the economic and intellectual elite,
a second, and second class, system for the less gifted and the disadvantaged.

There is something terribly wrong with its values when a society stigmatizes
its craftsmen ; when our educators cannot instill in their students a regard fof
the dignity of work ; when a refrigerator technician, or a plumber, can earn
$20,000 per year and yet be considered a second-class citizen, educationally and
socially.

If the education community is to vigorously assume its responsibilities to
the non-college bound student, which I believe it must if our society is to survive;
if we can agree that education and manpower training are subject to evaluation
as a single system; and if we can assume, and I take it as a simple statement
of fact, that our schools are the principal agency for job preparation; then I
think it follows that our manpower training program must be conducted in a
way tlmt will encourage our schools to accept their resl,onsibility iu this respect
rather than encourage the development of new and separate institutions, thus,
reinforcing their inclination to abdicate their responsibilties. Anyone who looks
at the per-pupil costs of remediation, and the human waste of irrelevant educa-
tion, must know that our society cannot economically afford a dual system of
education. It is in this context that I make the following observations concern-
ing the proposed manpower legislation.

In reviewing the current Manpower Legislation proposals, the AVA Board
of Directors has generally endorsed the provisions for upgrading of skills in
industry and filling the resulting vacancies, as well as the concept of public
service employment It also applauds the quality incentiv,3 provision of the Ad-
ministration's bill.

But we are concerned that none of the bills clearly places with educatov the
responsibility for the educational component of the manpower pregram.
manpower program encompasses many all-important functions, not the least of
which are job development and placement, labor market studies, related social
and health services, and subsistence allowances. But we firmly believe that the
cent ral misison of training people for jobs is an educational one.

We .are concerned when a chicken rendering plant can receive an MA-5 con-
tract to provide instruction in reading and writing without provision that some
educational agency will be involved and an educationally sound and competent
course of instruction assured.

We are concerned when, under JOBS, a contractor sets up an auto repair
course which wholly chtplicates a fully equipped skill center three blocks away
which has one of the best records in the Nation for training and placing in jobs
disadvantaged students.

We are concerned with the Manpower Administration's emphasis on training
"slots" rather than toe needs of people, its inability to flexibly respond to job
market fluctuation, to re-cycle JOBS alumni into institutional programs for
further training when they are victims of!plant lay-offs.
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We arc eqotally concerned if the mayors. governors. employment service,: or
business mid industry, exclusively shall pass on the of the edneat ional
conulionent of a nnippaver pnigra in. We believe this is the portion of the imigra HI
for Witieh the e thIca tors must be given the responsibility ; ond only if they are
unwilling or linable to discharge that responsibility should it pass to others.

I believe the proposed legislation needs to be tightened up in tins respect.
It should plaee the responsibility explicitly winre the Administration has in-
dicated it expects it to be in any event. It must make the schools the -educators
01' first resort" in the conduct (of manpower WI ining.

Furthermore if we are to decentralize the administration of Federal man-
power fluids, We .should incorporate the educational values, standards, a lid oh-
j(octives illt).) the law, rather than rely on the guideline approLch which may
or may not havo been adequate when the Federal Government administered the
program.

It is clear that the primary issue among the various tais pending in Congress is
the question Of where accountability and responsibility should lie. I am sug-
gesting that this is also the issue with respect to the development of the educa-
tion and training component of tile manpower program.

In light of the foregoing, Mr. Chairman, permit me to list some of the elements
which we of the American Vocational Association feel are either necessary
elements of a comprehensive Manpower program or are pessible suggestions
worthy of consideration and discussion.

I. First and foremost, education agencies must be the agency of first resort
for the review and conduct of the educational component of manpower programs.
In this connection, we must Ilevelop a working definition of what the educational
component is and incorpore.te that definition into the law so that the two depart-
ments and the various state agencies will clearly understand it.

2. While the Neighborhood Youth Corps does prori.de part-time jobs for dis-
advantaged students, I believe no one would dispute that it in in no real sense ii
manpower training program. It is merely a subsidy program. The NYC can aat
should be transformed into a bona fide manpower program by transferring cr
delegating it to HEW for ad: .inistration under the work-study sceti in of the
Vocational Education Act of 1:303 as amended. Even the mos , cursory review
of our manpower policies shows the error of funding the NYC to the exclusion
of the vocational education work-study authorization.

I know that in the recent past, officials of both the Budget Bureau and the
Labor Department have agreed With these recommendations. HEW has, to date.

een unwilling to accept this responsibilik If anyone doubts that vocational
educators, particularly in the large cities, are ready and willing to accept greater
responsibility for the training of the disadvantaged, here is a quick acid test.

3. Inter-departmental rivalries have, in the past, been responsible for much
of the overlapping and laek of :oordivation which have characterized our man-
power policies and led tc the need for new legislation. Many individuals, in the
Congress and the Executive Branch, have recommended a policy and coordinat-
ing. inter-departmental council, much like the old Federal Board for Vocational
Education, to review and oversee the programs of the respective Departments.
Such an advisory or review committee should be representative of the operating
departments and agencies and the publie. fney should be appointed by and
report to the President. In addition. I believe the President should have a persea
on his staff to serve as the liaison between the advisory group and all agencies
of the Federal Government that cenfrineG manpower development programs.

The American Vocational Asscoiation endoises the proposals to ereate such
a coordinating and policy making entity. Perhaps a consolidation of the present
two national advisy groups would b a beginning. The states, too, need this
kind of "systems" planning. Proposed milnnower review commissions should he
merged with existing vocational education state advisory committees. State
plans for vocational education should be requested to consider manpower activi-
ties. and vice versa. We are about to have a proliferation of advisory and coordi-
nating mechanisms at the state and national levelall related to manpower and
education. We are fast approaching the day when we will be concerned with
the problem of "coorlinating the coordinators."

4. We believe that a key element of the manpower program sileuld be pro-
visions for up-graling the skills of entry-level employees in industry, tied to the
filling of resulting vs cancies.

5. We believe that a program to create new jobs in the pithlic sector and con-
sequent training for public service empinyment is essential.
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6. We applalid the introducti.m of language designed to give incentives for
quality programs. For too long we have reviewed. project proposals strictly from
the viewpoint of compliance ,vith the pmcess and procedures of contract
applications.

7. We believe that no single Department or agency is the sole repository of
expertise in the manpower field. A ease in piet is the health-related occupations.
It seems clear that in this area, the agencies of IIEW are better suited to judge
health manpower needs than are the state employment security ollices. Section
202 of MPTA must be a two-way street. HEW should be able to initiate Man-
power programs too.

S. Provision must be made to strengthen the employment services, affording
them more resources, visability and support. In all too many skilled occupations,
the employment service is considered by employers to be the referral agency of
last resort.

9. Some consideration might be given to structuring the manpower program
along the lines of the GI Bill, thus perm'Ating trainees to "shop" in the educa-
tionat market for their training opportunities, subject, of course, to proper ac-
creditation procedures, and assuring the provision of all related supporting
services.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we are in great danger of proliferating respon-
sibility, diffusing our attention, and reinforcing divisionall in the name of
coordination and planning. Our pre:;ent solutions bear no relation to problem
solving in any "systems" sense of the word,

We know that vocational education and remedial training are components of
thc manpower, career education and development continuum but we cannot de-
velop programs and policies for one without reference to the other. We know that

snobbislmess and a monumental lack of adequate, relevant, quality,
career-related education, from pre-sehool through post-secondary education, char-
acterize the scho .... crisis in America but we continue to emphasize only those
Atheational values which reward those individuals involved in academic, liberal
arts colleges and college-bound pursuits. We concentrate all others into isolated
programs for the "disadvantaged" and, in effect, condemn more than half of
our population to second-class status.

If we don't find ways to ehaoge our attitudes and values, to bring the "dis-
advantaged" and the non-academic mainstream of the population into the main-
stream of our education institutions, and to make our public educational
commitment truly a commitment to the needs of all, then the manpower remedia-
timi cycle whl expand beyond our economic means, and today's college eampus
cries for relevancy and change will he but a small footnote to the inevitable
general protest to the great majority who constitute today's "educationally
forgotten Americans."

Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed. sir.
Mr. BURKETT. With me today is the general counsel, of the American

Vocational Association, Mr. A! altalm. I am sure there may be
questions he can help answer.

Contrary to the belief of nmny people, the American Vocational
Association has supported manpower legislation in large measure.

We recognize as a professional group of vocational educators that
there are many people who have fallen through the cracks of OUT
school system. They need education and training, and vocational educa-
tion can render a great service to them.

The association supported the Manpower Traininp. Act of 1962. I
have been serving on the National Manpower Advisory Council which
was apponited by forner President Johnson, and have been reap-
pointed under the present administration.

I also serve on the National Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion. I am the only one in this Nation who serves on both, primarily
because of my concern for the, onsgoing vocational education program
and the manpower program.
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I inn here today as a friend of the manpower program. However, I
feel there are some things you as a committee should be alerted to, and
I would like to make sonic suggestions or alternati ves for your
consideration.

I would like to leave ti thought with you, that vocational educa-

tion and manpower trai ding are interchangeable terms. They are two
sides of the same coin. The objectives of manpower are well stated in
the 1963 act and also as amended in 1968.

I would like to lioint out that the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare is t Federal agency that has most of the manpower
programs today. Up to 90 percent of all the manpower programs are
in this Department. The Manpower Development Training Act is
really under a separate agency that has not dealt to a great extent in
education and training over the years.

We are concerned as a profession of educators that the danger of a
dual system lurks in the background. This could occur if one system
deals with the dropout and another with the college bound.

Some people will argue that a dual system is desirable, and I con-
tend that unless we can force the present educational system to respond
to the needs of the disadvantaged, this is likely to occur.

The vocational program should be serving over 80 percent of the
people who are coining through our educational system. At the present
tinit, it serves only 25 percent. Some people ask why isn't the school
responding to it ?

I think it is very simple--lack of money. We have never had the
resources to do the job.

In 196'2, the panel of consultants appointed. by President Kennedy
recommended that we have $400 million in Federal money. In 1070,
we got $379 million. We are 10 years behind the times in the amount
of money we are putting into our programs.

Of course, another problem is the lack of commitment on the pari:,
of ,(reneral education to the needs of all people.

We are very much coucerned about the manpower program, because
a lot of people have been slotted in jobs, instead of educated for a life-
time career. Actually the program has been buying jobs for people.

It is important that people have jobs, but I am concerned when they
don't have up r..'ard mobility.

I wuuld like to give you my recommendations which appear on page
7 of my prepared testimony.

First and foremost, educational agencies must be the agency of first
resort for the review and conduct of the educational component of
manpower programs.

Only if the education community fails to respond should we turn
to other agencies.

I recognize there are communities that might not accept their re-
sponsibilities but many school systems are willing to accept a responsi-
bility if there is funding available.

A second recommendation is for the Neighborhood Youth Corps to
become an educational support program. The Neighborhood Youth

iCorps s not really a manpower program. It is primarily a support
program, and if it were funded under the Vocational Education Act
and Amendments of 1963 and 1968, it could become a better educa-
tional incenIve.
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So I would recommend that the Neighborhood 1-mith Corps be put
under the work-study section of the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1968.

Because of past interdepartmental rivalries in the administration
of the manpower programs, I recommend that Congress take another
path for administering this program at the Federal level.

I speak with some knowledge and experience on how this could be
accompi i shed .

Go back into history-1917where the old Federal Board for Vo-
cational Education was established consisting of the Secretaries of all
the agencies. They administered the program, and vocational educa-
tion had a much better opportunity to perform its responsibilities.

I recommend that you give strong consideration to re-establishing,
the old Federal Board, and placing a liaison in the White House be-
tween this Board and the President of the United States. Then the
President could easily be aware of prevailing conditions and needs
in vocational education.

The manpower program must also provide for the upgrading of
skills for those workers at the entry level of industrial employment.

To date most of the programs in manpower have only taught entry-
level employment skills. The low-skilled employee must constantly
be up-graded to allow new workers to fill his old slot. To accomplish
this, considerable expenditure and effort will be necessary.

We believe that jobs should be created in the public sector, and that
training should be set. up for public service employment as proposed
in the O'Hara bill.

We applaud the introduction of language designed to give incen-
tives for quality programs. We have too long reviewed project pro-
posals without any consideration to the real quality of the program
and whether or not it had upward mobility.

We believe that no single agency or department is the sole reposi-
toi7 of the expertise in the whole nanpower field. A case in point is
the health-related occupations.

It seems clear that in this area agencies of HEW are better suited
to judge health manpower programs than the State employment or
security offices.

We believe employment services must be provided more resources.
In too many skill occupations, the employment service is considered
to be the agency of last resort.

We could imitate the World War II GI bill, where the disadvan-
taged person was given living costs and, after counseling, a chit to
enter an approved institution.

I went through the experience of this bill, and although there was
some misuse, I "feel it offers the best solution for assuring the student
of a quality program without locking him in. This is because it gives
him some choice in his occupational trahfing and an opportunity to
move up.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we are in great danger of proliferai -
ing yesponsibility, diffusing our attention, and reinfOrcing division
all in the name of coordination \and planning. Our present solutions
bear no relation to problem solving in any "systems" sense of the
word.

50.9
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We know that vocational edncation and reniedial training 81%. v(all-
ponents of the manpower, career education an(1 development con-
tinuum but we cannot develop pmgrams ond policies for one without
reference to the other.

Elitism, snobbishness and a monumental lack of adequate, relevant,
quality, career related education, from presc:hool through post-
secondary education, characterize the school crisis in America. Yet
society continues to emphasize only those educational values which
reward collegiate pursuits. All other curriculum becomes an isolated
program for the "disadvantaged." As a result, more than half of our
population is condemned to a. second-class status.

If we don't find ways to change our attitudes and values to bripg
the "disadvantaged" and nonacademic. population into the main-
stream of our educational institutions, and to make our public edu-
cational commitment truly a commitment to the needs of all, then
the manpower remediation cycle will expand beyond our economic
means, and today's college campus cries for relevancy and change
will be but a small footnote to the inevitable general protest of the
great majority who constitute today's "educationally forgotten
Americans."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Burkett, I want to thank you for a very fine

statement.
Mr. Quie, do you have questions?
Mr. QUIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you on your excellent state.ment, Mr. Burkett,

especially your suggestion that the Neighborhood Youth Corps funds
be put over in the vocational education work study program.

I think it would be operating much better if we would permit it to
be used by educators rather than to be used as a manpower program
which, as you indicate, it is not.

Let me ask you, since we have such a short time, for your Views on
the question of the dual school system. One of the previous witnesses
indicated he would prefer having us not pass manpower legislation
until such time as we. worked out an equality of position, you might
say, with educators so that they could compete with the manpower
people.

What is your feeling on that matter? Do you think that the chances
of a dual school system are so much greater under this legislat'ion than
is the case presently that we ought to withhold any action until we
strengthen the hand of education?

Mr. BunKErr. Congressman Quie, it is my feeling that we have
made so much progress since this Congress enacted the law in 1963
and the 1968 amendments, that this committee ought to be aware of
what is being done. I don't know to what extent you have gone into
the field to see programs. I know the urgency of getting some legis-
lation .enacted, but if you would look at some actual programs in
operation, you will find that our present system is moving in that
direction, and we ought to try to utilize it and make the public schools
responsive.

I want to commend you for the 1963 act, and the 1968 amendments.
I would hope that this committee would look at some of these pro-
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grains to see if they can't be strengthened without establishing a dual
system of education.

Mr. QUI.E. I don't want to set up a dual system of education. I want
to do what we can to prevent that. Do you think we can offer the
amendments and develop this legislation in such a way so that .we
would reduce substantially the possibilities of a dual education
system ?

Mr. BURKETT. Yes, if you make the educators responsible for the
educational component of this manpower bill.

Mr. QUIE. Do you support the change so that the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare will have equal voice in the confer-
ence of the manpower programs as the Department of Labor?

Mr. BURKETT. If you are referring back to my testimony, I feel
that it possibly cannot be done so that they have equal voice, because
somebody has to be given a responsibility, but I would urge you to
give due consideration to the establishment of the same concept that
was established in 1917 for the Vocational Education Act at that time,
the Federal Board for Vocational Education.

It could. be termed the Federal Board for Manpower and Education.
Mr. Quin. Just as on the State level you suggest that the Voca-

tional Advisory Council and the Manpower Committee be the same.
Mr. BURKETT. Yes.
I would also like to bring out that under the 1968 amendments the

State and local communities are required to do comprehensive plan-
ning for vocational education. In doing so, they must plan the man-
power needs. To have the planning agency at the State level or the
local level plan both a manpower and vocational program is to dupli-
cate the effort. At the State and local level the same advisory commit-
tees and planning committees ought to work together.

Otherwise, there is going to be duplication, as there is in the man-
power programs of today.

Mr. Qum. I think it is an excellent recommendation, and I hope
the committee will be cognizant of that when we mark up the bill. I
think you are right that this is a move we ought to make.

On your suggestion No. 9, where you recommend structuring the
manpower program after the bill so they could shop in the educa-
tional market. Are you talking about the post secondary level only,
or is it broader ?

Mr. BURKETT. Any disadvantaged person who has need for a pro-
(Tram can 0-o to secondary schools, and those schools do have adult
programs.

Most of them do. I might point out
Mr. QUIE. You are talking about only adult programs?
Mr. BURKETT. Any time a disadvantaged person is identified as out

of school, out of work, unemployed or underemployed.
Mr. QUIE. Whether they are 16 or 18?
Mr. BURKETT. It does not matter. I would point out that half the

enrollments m vocational education today are adults and out of school
youth. Most people think of vocational education as something in a
secondary school. Less than half of the people in vocational education
are in secondary schools.

911
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Mr. Qutn. Let me also ask you a question on vocational agriculture,
on identity of the prorams in vocational education. What rs your
feeling on that? You know we will never go back to earmarking funds
and I don't think any of the groups within vocational education are
requesting earmarking. Vocational Agriculture is the strongest voice
calling for retention of that identity. WThat is your feeling in that
matter?

Mr. BURKETT. You don't teach vocational education. You teach ft
subject. So there needs to be leadership and curriculum development
in every field in vocational education.

There needs to be leadership in health services, in all of the trade
and technical areas, in home economics, so you need people with com-
petency to provide the leadership in those fields.

You don't just teach vocational education, and if we are going to
change agriculture to meet the agricultural needs, we have to have
some competency and leadership to provide that kind of change.

I say this because I have seen people who claim they were vocational
educators and could not teach anything. You have to be able to teach
agriculture or a trade or any other occupational area.

Mr. QUIE. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank .you very kindly.
Our next witness is irom the New Jersey section of the American

Vocational Association, Mr. Donald C. Springle and Mr. John G.
Nealon.

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. SPRINGLE, PRESIDENT, NEW TERSEY
SECTION, AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, gentlemen, if you wish to sum-
marize, your statements will be incorporated in the record at this point.

(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. SPRINGLE, PRESMENT, NEW JERSEY SECTION OF TLIT.
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Donald C. Spring le, Presi-
dent of the New Jersey Section of tbe American Vocational Association. I also
serve as President of the Council of Local Administrators for County Vocational
Schools in New Jersey and Dm employed as the Superintendent of the Camden
County Vocational and Technical Schools.

It is indeed my privilege to appear before you today and to bring the following
message to you.

The New Jersey Section of the American Vocational Association and the County
Vocational Schools in New Jersey support the need for manpowe, legislation
that will provide remedial vocational training. The need for this remillial educa-
tion results from the failure of the secondary schools to provide the type of broad
base education needed by the citizenry of the State ,of New Jersey and the nation.
We agree with and support the need for this type education but are quite con-
cerned about the system under which this legislation will provide this much
needed service.

The school system that I represent, the Camden County Vocational and Tech-
nical Schools, provides vocational education of less than high school level a.s well
as high school level. It also proriues one and two year post-high school programs,
apprentice training, vocational education for adults, and an M.D.T.A. program
for the unemployed and disadvantaged. Our school system originated in 192S and
has been serving the needs of Camden County residents for over forty years.

We have just recently opened a new nine million dollar facility to supplement
the existing school at Pennsauken as well as the M.D.T.A. Center in the City
of Camden.
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My reason for mentioning this b- to indicate to yon, the mentbers of this
Committee, that we in vocational education iu Camden County have attempted
to serve the needs of all who require vocational education within the public
schools. We, in Camden County, have attempted to meet the ehallenge of provid-
ing vocationa: education for all the youth and adults, including the unemployed

and under-employed.
Through the Vocational Act of '04 and the amendments 01"6S, onr system

provided the only total vocational education program in Camden County. Other
school districts had little or no interest in the needs of individuals not: planning
to go to college. Over the years we have been able to serve less than 3% of the
high school youth in the County, while statisties prove that perhaps Its'0% of our

youth did not go to college and graduate. This has been a shameful situation that
has existed and, without question, has resulted in the need for inndt of the
remedial training now provided by our M.D.T.A. programs, which is completely
federally funded.

May I point out to the members of this Committee that tltt-! reason we have not
been able to reach more than 3% of the people in Camdsn ionnty has not been a
lack of interest, a lack of know:edge or a lack of desire. It has been due solely

to a lack of funds for facilities, supplies, equipment and teaching staff to provide
the education needed by this group. We in vocational education are corimitted
to serving the needs of all citizens, not just the college bound.

As a result of this lack of support for vocational education over the years we

are now reaping the bitter harvest necessitating provision for remedial voca-
tional education required by the under-employed and the unemployed; people
who have long since been forgotten by the main stream of education in the
United States.

In order to make an accurate comparison of the cost of preventive vocational
education, in other words our on-going vocational programs as well as remedial,
may I quote statistics from our own system.

At the present time, one week's instruction in remedial education in our
M.D.T.A. Center costs $68.40 per 'week per trainee, exclusive of stipends for trans-
portation and living expenses. The cost of educating a student for one week In an
on-going progrant of preventive education is costing approximately $31.00 per
week and does not require stipends for living expenses.

May I repeat that these are actual figures from a system that has been in
operation since 1928 and obviously has had some experience at vocational edu-
cation. The cost of remedial education is better than twice the cost of preventive
education, And this, may I emphasize, is for the educational phase only.

In this matter, there is no question in my mind as I am sure there is none in

yours ; at this time we need to encourage the continuation of both the remedial
and the on-going programs. But, the need is for an adequate total program of
vocational education which obviously includes the present on-going programs. This
total program concept will eventually reduce the need for remedial vocational
education. This can only be done by the increase of on-going, preventive programs,
and not by a disproportionate increase in remedial programs.

Our concern must be for quality education and not just quantity education.
For too long the educational system in the United States has concerned. itself
with a numbers game, stating that it is providing education for tremendous num-
bers of people while completely overlooking the quality of that education. If
we address ourselves to csnality education and not quantity. I think much can
be accomplished in both preventive and remedial vocational education.

Propose manpower legislation, in effect, by-passes existing institutions such
as the one I represent, which can do a Job, has the knowhow. but unfortunately
lacks the funds. The proposed legislation may very well establish a new system
which would create a uew level of education involving itself with remedial, but
not part of the total educational system. This, in my opinion, would be, very
dangerous and could create tremendous harm to the educational system of the
United States.

As you know, there has been a break between general educators and vocational
educators for years. This has been evidence(i by the need for remedial education
at the present time. By creating a third level of education, remedial vocational
education, we will be broadening this break between general and vocational
education. There will be additional coMpetition over funds for either remedial
vocational or on-going vocational programs.

The Department of Labor, traditionally, is not educationally oriented, while the
Department of HEW is. The educational expertise found in HEW and in voca-

p13
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tional education should he given the opportunity to provide not only the on-going
but the remedial programs that are needed in the present society. A dual system
of vocational education would encourage drop-outs. An example of this has oc-
curred at our present M.D.T.A. Center where students have, dropped out of or-
going programs in ordez to enroll in the M.I.%.T.A. program for the stipends
provided them. Frequently these drop-onts do not need the money to meet liv-
ing expenses. More problems are created in this fashion.

In many eases, if this were an integrated Frogeam, the individual could be kept
within the on-going program at less expense, as indicated beforeat less than
half the expenseand still, if neceessary, be provided the financial rewards_
By cstablishing a new system of remedial prorams, we would be duplicating
facilities. equipment and staffing that already exist but only need to be expanded.

Examples of this exist in our own County where other organizations have
attempted to establish training programs in direct competition with our M.D.T.A.
Program and our existing schools. This, to me, is a waste of money both in
equipment, staffing and supplies, let alone the talent that is neeied to ran
these. Sooner or later we will run out of the talent that is required to operate
functioning. on-going vocational programs. By continually watering down these
programs and spreading them out we are weakening the effect that those few
strong leaders of vocational education have.

Current manpower legislation would vi.-tually absolve public education of re-
sponsibility for the non-college bound youth and in my opinion foster .die de ;el-
opment of a dual school system, separated by abstract verbal skills. This could
lead to the establishment of a social stratification system that might only com-
pound the racial strife that exists today as well as encourage further stratifi-
cation of our public educational system. I hope that we are not attempting to
duplicate some of the educational systems of Europe whereby an individual is
completely sogregated from society in a dual system that is not part of a total
school system providing the educational needs for the total individual.

The solution to solving the manpower needs in the United States is not through
an amputation of a segment of vocational education from the main body of
public education. This amputation, in my opinion could serve little or no good.
It would build another regime or another hierarchy which would be going to
the public trough for funding to provide w!int can already be provided in a total
system of vocational education that would i)e integrated within the public school
system.

May I. therefore, strowdy recommend to you, the members of this Committee,
that you give very careful consideration to the integration, not the segregation,
of a manpower program with vocational education as part of a total program of
education for the individual that would include remedial vocational education,
preventive vocational education as well as othe.7 phases of education needed for
the total growth of the individual. I sincerely hope that the members of this
Committee will strive for an integrated program and nat a segregated program.

Thank you very much for giving ma the opportunity to appear before you
today.

MT. DANIELS. You may proceed.
Mr. SPRINGLE. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to explain the

school system I represent because the questions your committee has
asked this morning are rather important, I think. My position is presi-
dent of the Camden County Vocational and Technical Schools. Our
schools are less than secondary level,secondary level, post-secondary
level, adult edwation, apprentice training, and the mannower train-
ing program using entirely Federal funding for the disadvantaged
and unemployed and underemployed.

We have a system that I think is meeting the nett& of all peoplewho
require. vocational education with the one exception of the handi-
capped, and this is the area we are working on.

This is a system that I believe is working and yet I suppose I sound
as if I am talking from both sides of my mouth.

The thing I am talking about in the proposed legislation is the pos-
sibility of creating a syStem between the Department of Labor and
HEW.

914
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Yet I do represent a. system that could be considered a dual system
in education.

I believe our system works, it. is the second largest syst.in in the
State of New Jersey. It works for a number of reasons. No. 1, we have
a separate board of education whose only concern is with vocational
training, and we have an administration represented by myself at this
time along with other administrators whose prime concern is voca-
tional or occupatior.al education.

I graduated from a vocational course in high school, and by total
teaching experience was in a so-called comprehensive high school. This
system did not seem to work as mixed in with general education.

Members of your committee this morning have indicated that edu-
cation has failed in providing the necessary training and education
needed for the unemployed, than and that we have a pool that is con-
stantly filling while we are attempting to pump it out.

I think the reason for this has been a failure on the part of the edu-
cation system in the United States, particularly at the secondary level,
to provide the occupational and vocational ea.ucation that is needed.

I think that failure will continue to exist because the average super-
intendent of schools in the comprehensive district has pressure upon
him constantly to constantly meet the demands and needs of the
college-oriented student, since he is not among the disadvantaged and
comes from a family that is both financially better off, andmore vocal
in the operation of the community.

So what I am suggesting to you is that your manpower legislation,
which you are proposing, can and will work and that we need to provide
uot only remedial education but preventive vocational education, and
I would hope they would be one and the same, and that they would
be combined together in a total program, a total systems approach to
providing vocational education.

I believe that this can best be done by creating boards of education
whose primary concern is that of vocational occupational education,
and that we find, develop and train administrators who have this as
their main concern.

I will try to summarize briefly because I know your time is limited.
I would like to end at this time, and allow any questions.

Mr. DANTELS. Mr. Nealon, do you desire to supplement the remarks
of Mr. Springle ?

STATEMENT OF JOHN G.. NEALON, CHAIRMAN OF THE LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE, NEW JERSEY SECTION, AMERICAN VOCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

Mr. NEALON. Very briefly, sir. I had mentioned in my prepared
statement regarding the omnibus post-secondary educational bill,
title VI.

The Department of Education and Manpower. I think someone
was thinking in the right direction there, and I know now who the
someone is and I applaud Congressman Quie for going in that direc-
tion.

I can mention that it does not go far enough.
Since the preponderance of our educational establishment the peo-

ple in it, are not going to go through a baccalaureate program, I would
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like to Ec?. such a department with a secretary who is preeminently in
that field. I. too, consider that the failure of secondary education is
the reason why we have to have a manpower program in the first
place, and that the sole objective of a good manpower program is its
own liquidation.

(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. NEALON, CHAIRMAN, THE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE,
N.J. SECTION OF THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I am John G. Nealon, Visiting
Industrial Professor, Department of Vocational-Technical Education, the Grad-
uate School of Education, Rutgcrs L'iliversit:. I am on leave-of-absence fi7om
Lockheed Electronics Company, a subsidiary of the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora-
tion, where I am Senior Manufacturing Research Engineer.

It is in my capacity at; a member of the Executive Committee of the N.J.
Section of the American Vocational Association alai; I appear here today and
I wish to thank you for the privilege of testifying on the comprehensive man-
power legislation.

I wish to state at the outset that vocational education in New Jersey supports
manpower programs. And indeed, it is from the ranks of vocational education
that the manpower progran:r have traditionally drawn their profess;onal staffing.
But once having stated our support, I think it would be well to consider the
raison detr for manpower programs in the first place.

THE FAILURE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, we must face boldly the proposition that the secondary educa-
tional system of the country, and the generalist educators responsible for it, are
failing an unaccept,bly large percentage of high school age children. The sta-
tistics which lead me to this conclusion are frighteningly evident. Aside from the
small percentage of students enrolled in vocational programs in either area
vocational school or comprehensi7e high schools, the vast majority of our youth
are being educated in a system which presumes that they are all going to college.
But iu reality, Mr. Chairman, only 18 to 20% of ali of the children in our high
schools at this moment will achieve a baccalaureate degree. By far, a much
larger cercentage are being educated to do nothing. Is it any ',yonder then that
a high dropout rate is endemic to our secondary school system, particularly in
those socio-economic groups who feet alienated from society and in which the
work-ethic is not necessarily considered a positive social attribute. The content
of present secondary curriculums are clearly seen by many students to be irrele-
vant to their preparation for a respectable position in the world of work.

The argument advanced by many generaliststhat we should be seeking ways
of improving onr secondary s,chocl curriculums in order to graduate a higher
percentage of academically oriented studentsis specious. For it is the very
nature of the American college and university system that it provide the pro-
fessional leaders:rip needed to staff business and industry, and the governmental
and academic institutions. Thus, while everyone should have access to higher
education if his abilities and proclivities warrant, realistically there is only a
limited demand for college graduates in the job market, Yet the technological
growth of our nation demands an increasing level of 9kill and training to func-
tion in the service, irndes and para-professional areas. Thus, in the words of our
President in his reCent message on education, "American education is in urgent
need of reform."

HISTORICAL REASONS FOR THE DILEMMA

In the last century, the presumption of an academie or high school education
was the preparation of a student for college_ When, arcund the end of World
War I, the nation shifted from an agricultural to a predominately industrial
economy, an eighth grade education was quite satisfactory for the majority of
jobs available, and it was not until World War II that the average job required
a high sehool diploma. However, the high school, then as now, continues to
think of itself as a preparation for college, and the egalitarian generalists
who control the system, and are the products of it, maintain to this day that the
thrust of secondary educat:on should be so directed. The real trouble is that the
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establishment of this country, those who made use of the high school for that
Purposeand that includes our legislative bodies continue to tacitly a gree
with the philosophies advanced by these educators.

THE FUNCTION OF MANPOWER

We must ask ourselves, what are we really trying to accomplish with the ma
power program. For if we are honest, w-e must admit that the proposed legisla-
tion is intended to be remedial in nature. It is designed to ameliorate the
deficiencies of secondary education, and to address itself to the economic
viability of those whom edncation has failed. We iunst never forget, Mr. Chair-
man, that the primary goal of a manpower program should be its own dissolution
and to accomplish this, it in incumbent upon this committee that it adopt an atti-
tude that treats with camative factors rather null symptomatic.

But, I submit, that this is impossible until the philosophy of secondary educa-
tion changes to meet the exigencies of the time. Congress must now concern
itself with the redirection of secondary education in order to obviate the
need for manpower legislation. If we are to serve the educationally disenfran-
chised, the structure of the U.S. Office of Education must reflect this philosophy.
The emphasis of federal funding must be uPon vocational programs that encour-
age the high schools of the nation to reverse their present course and make
occupational education their dominant pursuit, with academic programs relegated
to an appropriate role that reflects the statistical realities.

A NEW WAY OF THINKING

When considering the educational and manpower problems of the nation, /
env .t help but resort to the engineering discipline that I have followed for the
past fifteen years. The technological evolution of complex scientific programs
has forced engineers into thinking in terms of what we call a "systems approach"
to the problem. and we have developed a new breed of professionals known as
systems engineers. These engineers approach a problem in systematic terms
using moiti-displinary techniques. Unless the Congress adopts a similar outlook
in considering the social problems of the nation, I despair that a truly workable
solution will ever be ariived at. The problem cnnnot be viewed from the stand .
point of manpower alone. It is inextricably tied to welfare, elementary and
secondary education, vocational education, and certainly, far more compre-
hensive health services than are available today through legally endorsed
channels.

Recently a copy of H.R. 16008 crossed my desk, The "Omnibus Postsecondary
Education Act of 1070", and in reviewing that bill. I saw that Title VIDepart-
ment of Education and Manpowerproposed an interesting and indeed a far-
seeing approach to the problems to which we are addressing ourselves. In
brief. Title VI supported the proposition that the U.S. Office of Education and
the Bureau of Manpower should be removed from their respective jurisdictions
and combined into a new cabinet-level department. While I don't delude myself
that tbis is goin- to become a legislative reality in the preert Congress, non-
theless it shows '''that someone is thinking along lines that I for one applaud.
In fact, I would suggest that the provisions of Title VI do not go far enough.
I would like to see, recognized in legislation, occupational education as the
primary concern of the nation and that the Secretary of such a department
would be pre-eminent in that field.

If this legislation evenutually becomes a reality, it will mean a considerable
reversal in the educational priorities of Congress as expressed over the past few
years. In the words of the first report of the National Advisory Council for
Vocational Education, Congress has allacated $1.00 bar vocational education for
every $14.00 that it invests in higher education. Clearly then, if the need for
manpower legislation and manpower programs is to be eliminated we ranst
engender within ourselves a new way a thinking of educational pr:orities and
no matter how painful, to our preconceived notions, we must face the reality
that our present secondary educational system no longer adequately serves
society's needs. Therefore, we must restructure; keep what is goodand it ia
indeeded good in preparing people for an academic carecrremove what is
irrelevant and replace it with programs designed to help the average student
enter the world of work.

91 7
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THE DELIVERY SYSTEM

If we assume that he maio,ower system is remedial in nature. and that Con-
gress has a true commitment to correct our secondary educational system, then
we must be concerned with eost effectiveness of the program and accountability
for its operation. Thiditionally the expertise in education lies in the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and -Welfare and not in the Department of Labor.
Bat because our administrative structure is broken up into fairly well delineated
areas of authority, then the responsibility for manpower programs will inevitably
rest with the Department of Labor. I urge you, Mr. Clmirman and members
of the Committee, to consider well that while the Devirtment of Labor may
identify manpower requirements with:n various industries and geographie areas
it is traditiomdly unable 1.-.) provide the expertise necessary to structure remedial
programs. I urge, thereff,re, tlelt the peCigogical responsibilities be vested in the
various state departments of divisions of vocational education where, in the
main, such expertise exists. Do not, I uzge you, leave the structure of such
programs to dilettantes or novices who are ill equipped for such tasks. The
real function of the Department of Labor, both at the Federal and state levels
should be to identify problems areas, contract with the local departments of
vocational education for their remedy and evaluate the results. But under no
circumstances should they be permitted to exercise absolute authority in the
educational processes itself.

VOCATIONAL ACT AND MANPOWER LEGISL.vprox it AVE COM M ON PURPOSE

Try as I will, Mr. Chairman, I can find no substantial area of philosophic
disagreement between the manpower legislation contemplated and the Vocational
Act of 1963 with its two subsequemz amendments. It is eertainly the intent and
objective of the Vocational Act to prepare people with the widest divergence of
abilities awl interests for entry into gainful employment. Indeed, under the voca-
tional rubric, training is available for the most modest of encry level require-
ments through the paraprofessional and, under terms of the 1968 amendment,
may even include 4-year baccalaureate programs. But lack of funding at both
the Federal and state levels, emnbined with the endemic snobbery of the general-
ist, who controls the national edncatie,aal structure, has frustrated vocational
educators at every turn, and resulted iti l.he social malaise to which the Manpower
Act addresses itself.

SUMMLRY

To conclude, then, Mr. Chairman, I am greatly concerned with the following
points:

1. That a continuing, growing manpower program would tend to de-emphasize
and supplant the already erdsting vocational school system, and by continued
emphasis upon inflapower, result in a system which would replace the already
excellent programs being carried on with minimal federal support.

2. That an increased emphasis upon programs of a remedial nature would
tend to de-emphasize the ongoing vocational programs and widen even further
the gap that exists between our vocational schools and m academically oriented
high schools.

3. That educators, not career personnel from the nepartment of Labor, would
be responsible for formulating manpower program curriculums.

4. That the legislation fails to provide guarantees that the administration
of such programs be shared conjointly by both the Departments of Labor, and
Health, Education and Welfare with the latter exercildng complete authority
over educational structure.

5. That the legislation may tend to foster the development of a class Structure
within the labor force that will he totally dependent upon short term remedial
instruction to the detrimenl- of a vocational system concerned with the total
educrtional needs of the inaividual.

Fir.ally, Mr. rhairman, while the proposed manpower legislation offers a
remedial solution, we must not delude ourseh-es into thinking that it is a final
one. For only by eliminating the cause can we effect a truly permanent cure.
And that cause is the failure of our secondary educational system as it presently
exists. Only hy exonding our present vocatinnal sehool system, by building
additional modern facilities in the center of our urban areas, by inculcating
our p,,, elle with the concept that all work is dignified, and that stimulating



and rewarding careers are not necessarily the sole province of the college
graduate, can we finally obviate the need for manpower legislatioL.

DANrELs. Mr. Spring le, you nichcated that a vocational educa-
tion system is developing under our manpower pro<.)-ranis, and hat
you are profitably administering such a, program in Camden, N.J.

How do you feel that your sysiwn is working at the present time?
Mr. SPRINGLE. At the present time, with the exception of the, man-

power phase of our system, I believe it is working N-ery well, with our
separate board and sqmrate administration.

Mr. DA-Nri.s. Ilow would you insure that there will be dual systems
that will arise under these programs?

Mr. SPRINGLE. I don't think, Mr. Chairman, t!lia, you can insure
that a dual system will not arise. The point I am trying to make is
that 2n the operation of a manpower program, I believe we must inte-
grate and not segregate the remedial portion with the preventive por-
tion of education; in this area.

This is my concern. I don't think we are meeting the needs of the
disadvantaged, the minority groups, or those who are under employed
and those who could move up and create openings at a lower level
by amputating vocational education from remedial eC.ucation, and I
am hoping that what will occur is tha;;; we will combine together,
using the expertise of the people who are trained in vocational and
occupational education, a system that will combine the preventive
and remedial programs throughout the country.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum:. No questions.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, gentlemen.
The committee will stand adjourned until 9:30 tomorrow morning

-when we will meet in room 2237.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the Select Subcommittee on Labor

recessed, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, April 21, 1970, in room
2237, Rayburn House Office Building.)



MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

TUESDAY, APRIL 21, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMYFEEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
TV ashing ton. D .0 .

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice in room 2237,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, Hawkins and Scherle.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel ; Charles Radcliffe

minority counsel for education and Cathy Romano, research
assistant.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
This morning we conthme with hearings on the creation of a national
manpower act to provide meaningful employment to all men and
women who desire a job, may live with dignity and respect.

Our first witness this morning is the Honorable George C. McGhee,
special representative of the chairman of the Urban Coalition Action
Council, Washington, D.C.

I extend to you a cordial welcome, Mr. McGhee.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE MCGHEE, SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE URBAN COALITION ACTION COUNCIL,
WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY RONALD JAMES, UCAC,
AND WAYNE HORVITZ, UCAC CONSULTANTS

Mr. MoGrrEF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have with me Mr. Ron James of the Urban Coalition Action

Council on my left and on my riglit Mr. Wayne Horvitz, who serves
as consultant for the Urban Coalition.

I am special representative of Mr. John W. Gardner, who is the
chairman of the Urban Coalition Action Council. As you know, Mr.
Gardner is former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.

Mr. DANIELS. I know him very well. He is a very fine gentleman.
Mr. MCGHEE. I come from industry, though I served many years

in the Department of State, and I am a member of the CED Commit-
tee concerning improving the public welfare system.

We recently issued a report on this subject, and a separate com-
mittee is now considering the question of jobs and training.

I appear here today to represent that broad constituency of business,
labor, church, civil rights and community groups chat have coalesced

(913)
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through the ITrhan Coalition Action Council now under consideration
by this subcommittee .

With your approval, I will read the prepared statement, skipping
the last portions.

Mr. DANIELS. May I suggest that we incorporate your printed testi-
mony in the record at this point, and you may proceed to summarize
the points you think most important.

Mr. Mc Glum. Very good.
Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, your statement will be printed

in the record at this point.
(Mr. McGhee's statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF GEORGE C. MCGHEE ON BEHALF OF THE URBAN COALITION ACTION

COUNCIL

My name is George C. McGhee and I appear here today as spokesman for
the Urban Coalition Action Council. Its chairman is John W. Gardner, former
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

I appear here today to represent that broad constituency of business, labor,
church, civil rights and community groups that have coalesced through the
Urban Coalition Action Council, to speak as a single voice on the manpower
bills now under consideration by this subcommittee.

The debate about these bills revolves around two questions. One concerns the
adequacy of performance of the present manpower programs and what can be
done, if anything, to improve them. The second is whether there shoud be
Federally funded and added to the present basket of programs a substantial
public service job creation program.

H.R. 10908, sponsored by Congressman William Steiger, and S. 2838, some-
times referred to as the Administration Bill and introduced by Senator Javits,
set forth concrete recommendations for both conceptual and mechanical changes
in the administration of existing programs. Neither proposes a public service
employment (i.e. job creation) program, however, this possibility is contem-
plated in the array of manpower programs from which public and non-profit
institutions, as well as the private sector, can seek Federal support for job
training and supportive services.

The realities of the situation are such, however, that requests for such pro-
grams are not likely to be forthcoming in the absence of a Federal wage subsidy.
KR. 11620, sponsored by Congressman James O'Hara, differs from the other
two in that it faces this reality by providing for a Federally funded job creation
program.

This subcommittee has heard an impressive array of Administration spokes-
men, mayors, city and county manpower officials and representatives of com-
munity action groups and private manpower organizations. They have spoken
on such important questions as delivery system efficiency, program cost and
effectiveness of present programs. This has been supplemented by field hear-
ings which have brought out new and useful information.

In some of these hearings urban coalition spokesmen from the business com-
munity have offered their views on existing manpower programs and the various
proposals. We do not propose today to add anything new of a technical nature.

We do, however, wish to express concern that the practical effect of 'the present
Administration proposals will be to limit severely the ability of the mayors of
our cities to 'develop manpower programs for those segments of 'the population
that are most in need of jobs. We are concerned that Administration proposals
will limit responsible community action agencies in their ability tv influence
the development and carrying out of manpower programs. The concept of the
advisory role is not, in our judgment, sufficient for this purpose.

Washington Labor Department spokesmen have on numerous occasions re-
assured those who bave had misgivings on these two points that the fears of
the nmyors and community action groups were unfounded. If this is the case
we believe that the Administration Bill is, to say the least, deficient in clarity.
We suggest that qualified technicians be assigned to make it say what Adminis-
tration spokesmen say it means.
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Our niain purpose today. hoWe NW, is to urge the establishment of 3 Federally
funded I mblic serviike job creation program, separate I roll! the manpower pro-
grams that have lieen designed primarily for the private sector with eniphasis
on training. I will, therefore, direct the remainder of my testinomy to explain-
ing why we believe such a program essential.

Since its inception in 11)67 the National Urban Coalition has consistently
supported a program of public service emtdoynwnt. The steering committee of
the convocation that created the Coalition stated its position, in tort. as follows :

(1) "Tim Federal Government must enlist the cooperation of government
at all levels and of private industry to assure that meaningful productive
Ivork is a vailable to everyone willing a nd a Inc to work."

(2) "To create socially useful jobs, the.. . program should concentrate
on the huge backlog of employment needs in parks, streets, slums. country-
si(1e. schools, colleges, libraries, and hospitals . ."

(3) 'bi'li e. iirogra iii must provide meaidngthl jobsnot dead end, make
work projects . . ."

(4) -Basic education, training end counseling must be an integral part
of the program . . . Funds for training education and counseling shouhl be
made available to inivate industry as well as to public and private nonprofit
agencies."

(n) 'Sneli. a program should seek to qualify new employees to Income
part of the regular work force and to meet normal perfornm IWO sttludards.-

(0) "The operation of the program should he keyed to specific localized
unemployment. problems and focused initially ou those areas where the need
is most apparent."

On April 1. lffiis, in testimony before the Subcommit tee on Employment. Man-
power and Poverty of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
John W. Gardner. chairman of the Urban Coalition Action Council, reaffirmed
the conviication's sthtement. Mr. Gardner's testimony also made public for the
first thin% the preliminary conclusions of a study by Dr. Harold Sheppard of the
I'pjolni Institute. who had been commissimied by the Urban Coalition to examine
the general problems of undereniployntent and unemployment in this eountry.1

Dr. Sheppard's study, released in final form in January 1009, served to dispel
some of the myths which have in the past influenced thinking on unemployment
and underemployllient: about the poor NVII0 (10 not work and the much larger
group of poor who do. For example, it is now widely acknowledged that S5 to 90
per cent of the poor who do not work are ill. dirithled. in school or an% WI nnen
who ttri linable to enter the labor market ilecanse of home rest NJ isibilities.

Dr. Sheppard's analysis emphasized the eritical facts about the underemployed,
whom he defines as those who work and are still poor. In any analysis of what
constitutes the poor in tlds country, underemployment looms as largeif not
largerthan uneintiloyment. Dr. Sheppard fomul, using Bureau of Census
figures, that there were perhaps as many as 7.3 million people in this country
who were underemployed. Tlds is a significant figure since it includes by defi-
nition people who work and are still poor. but not those defined as unemphiyed
by the :Federal Government.

Dr. Sheppard's analysis went further to show the serious consequences for our
major cities. According to Office of Economic Opportunity estimates their central
cities contained nearly 1.3 million job seekers or underemployed poor persons.
of whom 33% were in the 10-21 age group (1966 figures). Figures for Detroit
for 1960 show that whereas the unemployment. rate for the city as a whole was
3.S%, for 10-19 year olds it was 13.0% totalling 22,000. Unemployment in the
central city, both white and nonwhite. was 11.2% totalling 34,000. In Los Angeles,
there were 35,000 unemployed between 16 and 19 with the total for the central
city 71.000.1

The interest of the Urban Coalition Aetion Council in unemployment in the
ghetto derives not only from its adverse economic and moral effect, it is also
a reflection of our belief in the importance Jf work in the American culture, and
a recognition that there is today the real threat of a counter-eulture of "non-
work" develoidng in the ghetto.

Harold L. Sheppard. The Nature of the Job Problem and the Role of New Public Service
Em plow,/ cut , the Upjohn Institute. January, 1909.

1iThe data for Detroit and Los Angeles are from the Supplement to the President's 1969
Manpower Report nmi are averages for the calendar year 1.OUS. Data is also available for
IS other cities.

44-425-70-1ot. 2-11 9,2;
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The case was as well documented in the following report of the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (March 1968) :

"The capacity to obtain and hold a 'good job' is the traditional test of partici-
pation in American society. Steady employment with adequate compensation
provides both purchasing power and social status. It develops the capability.
confidence, and self esteem an individual needs to be a responsible citizen and
provides a basis for stable family life."

More recently, Assistant Labor Secretary Arthur Fletcher stated:
"It is quite clear that as important as education is, it is not the only answer.

The problem is basically economica problem involving Jobs. What is needed
is making sure that every individual in this country with the ability and the
desire to work has the opportunity to do so."

The Kerner Commission also pointed out the persistent phenomenon of ghetto
unemployment and went on to make the following important observation about
that problem:

"Even more important perhaps than unemployment is the related problem of
the undesirable nature of many jobs open to Negroes. Negro workers are co»-
centrated in the lowest skilled and lowest paying occupations. These jobs often
involve substandard wages, great instability and uncertainty of tenure, ex-
tremely low status in the eyes of both employer and employee, little or no
chance for meaningful advancement, and unpleasant or exhausting duties.
Negro men in particular are more than three times as likely as whites to be in
unskilled or service jobs that pay far less than most."

The Commission estimated that the rewards to society in purely economic
terms would be enormous. Using 1966 figures and Adjusting for the Census
Bureau undercount of black people, eliminating non-white unemployment but
holding income at non-white averages would have increased non-white income
by $2.8 billion. On the other hand, if non-white unemployment had remained at
the then 7.3 percent level, but non-white *Alen were upgraded so that they bad
the same occupational distribution and incomes as all men in the labor force.

there would have been produced about $4.8 billion in additionsl income. Had
both been achieved the total incrase would have been $7.6 billion.

The Department of Labor estimated in 1900 that underemployment in dis-
advantaged black areas ran two and one half times unemployment and that the
combination in nine areas surveyed was about 33 percent. one out of every three
persons. The Kerner Commission concluded that it would in 1967 have taken
923,000 reasonably paying jobs to reduce this rate to the then current unemploy-
ment rnte for whites.

Although these conditions bad been highlighted by civil disorders culminating
in the widespread disturbances in the summer of 1907, previously referred to,
declining unemployment gave evidence that jobs in the private sector were at the

same Lime acteally growing. The need for additional services in the public sector
was growing too, however, the necessary jobs were not created.

Interestingly enough the President's Commission on Automation and Tech-
nology had as far back as 1966 taken note of the need for jobs in the public
sector. This potential job market was related to tbe slackening of demand for
blue collar workers, caused by a shift in jobs from labor intensive to capital
intensive industry as a result of a rapidly expanding technology.

The combination of a reduction in the number and a change in the quality
of those jobs led the Commission to look for other areas of possible job expan-
sion in the years ahead. They found it in the expanding private service area and
in public service jobs. The Commission estimated that 5 million public sector
jobs could be created if the funds and facilities were avilable

In 1968 the Urban Coalition, in conjunction with Urban America. issued a
report entitled "One Year Later". That report attempted to assess the nation's
response to the crisis so eloquently described by the National Advisory Com-
mission on Civil Disorders. In commenting on income and employment, the
Commission had divided its employment ''^cols between the public and the pri-
vate sectors and between job training and job creation. The Coalition report
stated that although increased private/public cooperation on job training had
produced measurable progress, job creation was limited almost entirely on
the private side.

iteport of the National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Prog-
ress, Technology and the American Economy, Washington, D.C. : Government Printing
Office, February 1066. page 56.
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The largest gap, therefore, remains in the creation of additional public jobs.
Legislation for this purpose came within five votes of passing the Senate after
the summer disorders of 1967, however, none of the several bills paralleling the
Commission recommendations reached the floor of either House in 1968. All were
opposed by the Johnson Administration.

In 1968 the persistent unemployment and underemployment figures still haunted
us. 'The evidence was that prosperity alone could not break the cycle of poverty.
Policy makers, however, in an astonishing display of bipartisan faith, con-
tinue to believe that the economic "growth" of the 1960s complemented by pri-
vate sector employment, would reverse the persistent high unemployment of
the central cities, particularly among the youth. Little attention was paid to
public service job creation.

The private sector, particularly through the National Alliance of Businessmen
has made a very creditable effort to hire and train the "hard-core". Many of
our business leaders have devoted time and interest to this effort. The NAB
goal of 338,000 for 1969 resulted in 325,969 jobs, with retention rates averaging
over 50%. Great ingenuity has been displayed in organizing training programs
and in helping the new employees to make the difficult transition to job discipline.

It woulu not be reasonable, however, to expect the private sector to do the
whole job. The jobs are just not there. Corporations, who have responsibilities to
stockholders and for survival, cannot be expected to produce jobs that cannot be
justified economically. When orders decrease layoffs must occur and the last
employedunfortunately often the recently employed "hardcore"are let go first.

In the meantime, our Cities have not had sufficient revenues to provide new
jobs to match those in the private sectoreven though the need for additional
public services continues to increase.

The fact is that our sustained economic growth did not solve the chronic
unemployment problem of the late 1950s and early 1960s. We clouded part of
the issue by changes in definitions used in the compiling of unemployment sta-
tistics. We put part of it on the back burner by taking large numbers of new
entrants into the labor market into the armed forces and by increases in defense
spending. We ignored the fact, so clearly evident in the Kerner Commission
Report and "One Year Later", that persistent unemployment and underemploy-
ment in the ghetto does not respond to economic growth alone.

This committee has already heard testimony from Dr. Charles Killingsworth,
Professor at Michigan State University. He has, in our judgment, subjected the
economic plight of our cities to a penetrating economic analysis. He has been
able to explain the heartbreak of the unemployed and underemployed in our
cities in very simple terms, which any objective observer could attest to.

Dr. Killingsworth's thesis is that the evolving technology and changing con-
sumption patterns of the economy have produced opposite effects in the upper
and lower sectors of the labor market. The demand for better educated, more
skilled workers has increased and in fact has tended to outrun the supply. The
demand for less skilled, less educated workers has, on the other hand, declined
at a rate which has outrun the shrinkage in supply.

The question of why the realities of our employment situation have been ig-
nored during this period of prosperity is difficult to understand. However, recent
developments on the anti-infiation front, the latest unemployment statistics and
the requirements in the welfare reform proposals that those seeking income
maintenance accept training for jobshave at last forced us to recognize the real-
ities of chronic unemployment and underemployment.

But before we turn to specific suggestions with respect to the solution to
these problems in 1970, I should like to comment on the job creation capa-
bility of the public sector. I would like to return to the study of Dr. Sheppard
previously mentioned.

In addition to asking Dr. Sheppard to analyze the job problem, the Coalition
also asked him to make some estimate of the job possibilities in expanding
existing local public services. In cooperation with the U.S. Conference of Mayors,
the mayors of 50 cities with a population of 100,000 were requested to estimate
the extent to which community service jobs could be increased if funds were
available. Dr. Sheppard concluded that . . . "there are approximately 280,000
job possibilities among the 13 municipal public service functions cited in the
questionnaire . . . These possibilities of course are at the present time only
theoretical in that funds are not currently available to make them into real job
openings."

9 24
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Even more significant was the fact that city representatives estimated tlmt

there were at least 140.000 jobs that, did not require technical or professkmal

trairing and could be filled by inner city residents. Contrary to the popular myth

that those who support this kind of job creation program are promulgating ma ke-

work programs, 30 percent were in education (27 per cent non-professional) :

12.4 per cent were in health and hospitals (13.3 per cent were non-professional) :

and 25 per cent were in police, firc and sanitation (23 per cent could be filled by
non-professionals). We consider these categories of public service employment to

be essential.
Today many are viewing with alarm the trend of the Administration's anti-

inflation policies. Milton Friedman, who is not viewed as the darling of the
liberal economists, sugge.sts that if present policies continue unabated, we can
expect unemployment to rise to seven or eight percent by 1971.

We do not feel qualified to enter that debate. We do sug7est, however, that
once again those in our society least able to bear the burden oithese policies have
been asked to be the shock absorbers of deflation. When the unemployment rate
rises one percentage point we are talking not just about numbers but about the

fate of 800,000 human beings.
A recent comment by a top government official to the effect that the rise in

unemployment fell more heavily on whites than on non-whites is not borne mit
by the facts. Actually, while the unemployment rate for whites was holding

steady that for blacks increased.
Labor Department profileS ci poverty pockets in six large cities were released

in October of 1969. This program survey, initiated in 1068, showed that the un-
employment rates in Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles and New

York were well above that for the nation.
In Detroit the rate for black workers was 15.2 percent ; in Los Angeles 13.5

percent. In all six areas the jobless rates for black teenagers were especially
high, a shocking 45 percent in Los Angeles, 40 percent in Detroit and 38 percent
in Houstonwith the national rate of a startling 25 percent. Black men who were
household heads in the poverty area had an unemployment rate of 7.2 pereent in

Los Angeles and 4.9 percent in Detroit, higher than the very respectable com-
parable rate of 2.8 percent nationally.

Spanish-speaking (primarily Chicanos and Puerto Rican) workers had an
unemployment rate of 6,5 percent in Houston, 6.1 percent in Los Angeles and 9

percent in New York City. For teenagers in New York the rate was 25 percent.
These high figures for all groups ignore the equally high rate of underemploy-

ment and do not take into account the rural poor. At the end of 1968 it is

estimated that there were 25.4 million "poor" Americans. Thirty-seven percent
of these live in rural areas, OS percent being white. One final point must be made
to complete the picture :

President Nixen has, as you know, taken the initiative to reform America's
outmoded welfare system. Last week this House passed the welfare reform
measure by a commendably large margin. With sonic suggested improvements, we
have strongly supported the President's proposalparticularly the philosophy on
which it is based. In August of last year tbe Urban Coalition Action Council
stated in part:

"The President's proposals are significant on several counts :
) They will provide assistance to the millions of working poor who are

totally ignored by the present system.
(b) They will provide income to unemployed persons who are seeking

work or training thereby keepine, families together . . .

(e) They remove the powerfUl barrier to work which is a gross defect of
the present system and introduce a positive incenth-e for the individual to
enter the job market.

We have strongly advocated such measures and we will do all that we can to
make them a legislative reality."

The Urban Coalition Action Council went on to suggest some ways in which
the program might be strengthened and noted :

"The proposals could be more effective if they were supplemented by a job
creation program. There is a danger that the new training opportunities proposed
by the President will simply become a revolving door through which potential
employees pass without obtaining employment. . ."

The great merit of a public serCice employment program is that it could be
aimed specifically at those sectors of the labor market that benefit least from

925
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present programs and share least in the growth of the economy. We know that
many of the less skilled and educated did not share in our prosperity even
before we set out to control inflation. That kind of unemployment and under-
employment is pervasive and explosive.

The private sector has not failed to do its jobrather the job is clearly beyond
their capabilities. It would be a cruel jest if in a country devoted to the dignity
of work, we insisted that the poor "prove" their willingness to work, trained
them for work, and then denied them the opportunity to work. What more ex-
plosive ir.gredient could we introduce _rho our society at this time tlmn that type
of manpower training, that type of welfare reform?

Aduzinistration spokesmen have asserted that a pnblic serviw t(mployaient pro-
gram is lart of their manpower proposals. Yet a nninber of witnesses including
Walter Heller former chairman of the Comwil of Economic Advism s, have
pointed out that there is a missing link. Orw cannot talk abolu !mbP.: ervice
employment and ignore the need for Fqleral funding to create and support more
jobs.

Therefore, We urge this committee to give public service employment a real
start in this country. We urge it for three reasons :

1. To en,ate job opportunities for the :orgy number of mir inner oily in-
habitaith, who have not been and are Ilot likely to be a bi3orbcd. by the private
sector.

2. To nmke an important start on filling tlw backlog of real needs in the
public sector. This will help to reverse the trend of deteriorating public
serviees in (mr cities that contribute lwavily to the incidence of crime, the
decline of educational facilities and health eare and the gelwral litter and
deterioratlim of our cities.

a To give real meaning to the concepts the President had enunciated in
his v:elfare refonn proposals. by offering hope that welfare can be a stopping
stone to employment.

Public service employment should not merely be hicluded in an array of man-
power prog-rams front which state and local administmtors can pick and (gioose.
I t would be lost in the competition for limited funds. TA the extent that resources
are nmde available other important programs will suffer, A special appropriation
and strong Federal direction, at least initially, is imperative. This in no way con-
flicts with the basic: concepts of the new Federalism and new approaches to
malumwer control at the State and local levels.

l'ublic service employment is not a eure-all. It will not provide enough job:: to
eliminate unemployment. It will not eradicate poverty. It will not foreclose the
need for economic growth to provide more jobs in the private :seetor. It will not
eliminate the need to combat inflation.

Such a program will, however, establish for the first time in our society a
national eommitment to offer to people who need and want work the opportunity
to he trained for public service jobs the need for which clearly exists. and that
are not dead-end make-work. 'We can start to reverse the present vicious cycle.

Mr. McGmEn. The debate about these bills revolves around two ques-
tions. One concerns the adequacy of performance of the present man-
power programs and what can be done, if anything, to improve them.

The second is whether there shoukl be federally funded and added
to the present basket of programs a, substantial puLlic service job
creation program.

H.R. 10908, sponsored by Congressman William Stei,ger, and S.28. S,
sometimes referred to as the administration bill and introduced by
Senator Javits, set forth concrete recommendations for both concep-
tual and mechanical changes in the administration of existing
programs.

Neither proposes a public servicethat is, job creationprogram ;
however, this possibility is contemplated in the array of manpower
programs from which public and nonprofit institutions, as well as the
private sector, can seek Federal support for job training and sup-
portive services.
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The realities of the situation arc such, however, that requests for
such programs are not likely to be forthcoming in the absence of a

Federal wage subsidy.
H.R. 11620, sponsored by Congressman James O'Hara, differs from

the other two in that it faces this reality by providing for a federally
funded job creation proaram.

This subcommittee has''beard an impassive array of administration
spokesmen, mayors, city, and conity manpower officials and repre-

sentatives of community action groups and private manpower
organizations.

They have spoken on such important questions as deliYery system

efficiency, program cost, and effectiveness of present programs. This

has been supplemented by field hearings which have brought out new

and useful infomation.
In some of these hearings representatives of urban coalition spokes-

men from ifhe business community have offered their views on existing

manpower programs and the various proPosals. We do not propose
today to add anything new of a technical nature.

We do, however, wish to express concern that the practical effect of

the present administration proposals will be to hmit severely the
ability of the mayors of our cities to develop manpower programs for
those segments of the population that are most in need of jobs.

We are concerned that administration proposals will limit respon-
sible community action agencies in their ability to influence the
development and carrying out of manpower programs.

The concept of the advisory role is not,, in our judgment, sufficient

for this purpose.
Washington Labor Department spokesmen have now on numerous

occasions reassured those who have had misgivings on these two points
that the fears of the mayors and the community action agencies and

groups were unfounded.
If this is a case we believe that the administration bill is to say the

least deficient in clarity. We suggest that qualified technicirns be
assiomed to make it say what administration spokesmen say it means.

OUr main purposes today, however, is to urge the establishment of
a federally funded public. service job creationprogram, separate from
the nanpower programs that have been designed primarily for the
private sector with emphasis on training.

I will therefore direct the remainder of my testimony to explaining
why we believe such a program essential.

Since the inception in 1967 the National Urban Coalition has con-
sistently supported a program of public service employment.

On April 1, 1968, in testimony beiore the Subcommittee on Employ-
ment, Manpower, and Poverty of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, John W. Gardner, chairman of the Urban Action
Council, reaffirmed the convocation's statement.

Mr. Gardner's testimony also made public for the first film the pre-
liminary conclusions of a study by Dr. Harold Sheppard of the Upj olm
Institute, who had been commissioned by the Urban Coalition to ex-
amine the general problems of underemployment and unemployment
in this country.

Dr. Sheppard's study, released in final form in January 1969, served
to dispel some of the myths which have in the past influenced think-
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ing on unemployment. and underemployment ; about the poor who do
not work and the much larger group of poor who do.

For example, it is now so widely acknowledged that 85 to 90 percent
of the poor who do not work are ill, disabled, in school, or are women
who are unable to enter the labor market because of home
responsibilities.

Dr. Sheppard's analysis emphasized the critical facts about the
underemployed, whom he defines as those who work and are still poor.

In any analysis of what constitutes the poor in this country, under-
employment looms as largeif not largerthan unemployment.

Dr. Sheppard found, using Bureau of the Censu.s figures, that there
were perhaps as many as 7.3 million people in this country who were
underemployed. This is a significant figure since it includas by defini-
tion people who work and are still poor, but not those defined as un-
employed by the Federal Government.

Dr. Sheppard's analysis went further to show the serious conse-
quences for our major cities, of this situation. According to the Office
of Economic Opportunity estimates central cities contained nearly
1.3 million job seekers or underemployed poor persons, of whom 33
percent were in the 16 to 21 age group (1966 figures).

Figures for Detroit for 1966 show that whereas the unemployment
rate for the city as a whole was 3.8 percent for 16-to-19-year-olds it
was 13.6 percent totaling 22,000.

Unemployment in the central city, both white and nonwhite, was
11.2 percent totaling 34,000. In Los Anmeles, there were 35,000 unem-
ployed between 16 and 19 with the totaffor the central city 71,000.

The interest of the Urban Coalition Action Council in unemploy-
ment in the ghetto derives not only upon its adv,rse economic and
moral effect, it also is a reflection of our belief in the importance of
work in the American culture, and a recognition that there is today
the real threat of a counterculture of "nonwork" developing in the
ghetto.

I skip here to page 10, Mr. Chairman, if you are following me.
Although these conditions had been highlighted by civil disorders

culminating in the widespread disturbances in the summer of 1967,
previously referred to, declining unemployment gave evidence that
jobs in the private sector were at the same time actually growing.

The need for additional services in the public s,..ctor was growing
too, however, the necessary jobs were not created.

In 1968 the Urban Coalition in conjunction with Urban Amer-
ica, issued a report entitled "One 1Year Later."

That report attempted to assess the Nation's response to the crisis so
eloquently described by the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders.

In commenting on income and employment the Commission had
divided its employment goals between the public and the private sectors
and between job training and job creation.

The coalition report stated that although increased private/public
cooperation on-job training had produced measurable progress, job
creation was limited almost entirely on the private side.

I would like to contrast that figure of 5 million, Mr. Chairman,
with the figure given by Dr. Sheppard's figures of 7.3 million under-
employed, and the current estimates by the Government which are 3.5
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»Olio» unemployed, lmt according to professor Killinp.sworth, who
testified before yon, he thinks it goes to 5 million.

So these figures are quite comparable with the nuMber of jobs tlmt
the Commission itFelf thought existed.

The largest gap, therefore, remains in the. creation of additional
public jobs. Legislation for this purpose came within live votes of
passing the Senate after the summer disorders of 1907, however, none
of the several bills paralleling the Commission recommendations
reached the door of either House in 1908. Ali were opposed by the
Johnson administration.

In 1908 the persistent unemployment and mideremployment figures
still Inv.-tilted us. The evilence was that prosperity alone cmdd not
break the cycle of poverty. Policymakers, however, in an astonisliin!,
display of bipartisan faith, contnie to believe that the economic
"growth" of the 1960's complemented by private sector employment,
would reverse the persistent high unemployment of the central cities,
particularly amom the youth. Little attention was paid to public ser-
vice job creation.

Tlie private sector, particularly through the National Alliance of
Businessmen has made a very ered.itable effort to hire and train the
hard core.

Many of our business leaderave devoted time and interest to this
effort. The NAB goal of 3:18,00() for 1969 resulted in 3'23,909 jobs with
retention rates averaging over 50 percent.

Great ingenuity has been displayed in organizing trainimr pro-
grams and is helping the new employees to make the difficult transi-
tion to the job discipline.

It would not be reasonable, however, to expect the private sector to
do the whole job.

The jobs are just not there. Corporations, who have responsibilities
to stockholders and for survival, cannot he expected to produce jobs
that cannot be justified economically.

When orders decrease, layoffs must occur and the last employed
unfortunately often the recently employed "hardcorc"are let ro first.

In the meantime, our cities have not had sufficient revenues to pro-
vide new jobs to match those in the private sectoreven though the
need for additional public seryiees continues to increase.

The fact is that our sustained economic growth did not solve the
chronic unemployment problem of the late 1950s and early 1900's. We
clouded part of the issue by chauges in definitions used in the compil-
ing of unemployment statistics.

We put part of it on the back burner by tuking large numbers of
new entrants from the labor market into the Armed Forces and by in-
creases in defense spending.

We ignored the fact, so clearly evident in the Kerner Commission
Report and "One Year Later" that persistent unemployment and n»-
deremployment in the ghetto does not respond to economic growth
alone.

This committee has already heard testimony from Dr. Charles Kil-
line'swortb, professor at Michigan State University. He has, in our
judgment, subjected the economic plight of our cities to a penetrating
economic analysis.
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He also has been able to explain the heartbreak of the unemployed
and underemployed in our cities in very simple terms, which any oh-
jecti observer could attest to.

Dr. Killingsworth's thesis is that the evolving technology and chang-
ing consumption patterns of the economy have produced opposite ef-
fects in the upper and lower sectors of the labor market.

The demand for better educated, more skilled workers has increased
and in fact. has tended to outrun the supply. The demand for less
skilled, less educated workers has, on the other hand, declined at a rate
which has outrun the shrinkage in supply.

The question of why the realities of our employment situation have
been ignored during this period of prosperity is difficult to understand.
However, recent developments on the anti-inflation front, the latest
unemployment. statistics and the requirements in the welfare reform
proposals that those seeking income maintenance. accept training for
jobshave at last forced us to recognize the realities of chronic unem-
ployment and underemployment.

But before we turn to specific suggestions with respect to the solu-
tion to these problems in 1970, I should like to comment on the job
creation capability of the public sector.

I would like to return to the study of Dr. Sheppard previously
mentioned.

In addition to asking Dr. Sheppard to analyze the job problem, the
coalition also asked him to make some estimate of the job possibilities
in expanding existing local public services.

In cooperation with the U.S. Con ferenec of Mayors, the mayors of
50 cities with a population of 100,000 were requested to estimate the
extent. to which community service jobs could be increased if funds
were a vailable.

Dr. Sheppard concluded that
There were approximately 280,000 job possibilities among the 13 municipal

public service fmictions cited in the questionnaire.
These possibilities, of course, are at the present time only theoretical

in that fmids are not currently available to make them into real job
openings.

I would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that the discrepancy be-
tween this fioure and the 5 million fioure is that this survey was a very
limited survey.

Mr. DANIELS. You mentioned 13 cities.
Mr. MoGnEE. Sir, it is 50 cities over 100,000, but only this limited

sector of the public service offered by these cities.
Even more significant. was the fact that city representatives esti-

mated that there were at least 140,000 jobs that did not require tech-
nical or professional training and could be filled by inner city residents.

Contrary to the popular m27th that tho:3e who support this kind of
job creation proaram are promulgating make-work programs, 30 per-
cent were in eLcation (27 percent nonprofessional) ; 12.1 percent
were in health and hospitals (13.3 percent were nonprofessional) ; and

perceni'. were in :police, fire and sanitation (23 percent could be
filled by nonprofessionals).

117e consider these categories of public service employment to be
essential.
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Today many are viewing with alarm the trend of the administra-
tion's anti-inflation policies. Milton Friedman, who is not viewed fts
the darling of the liberal economists, suggests that if present policies
continue unabated, we can expect unemployment to rise to 7 or 8 per-
cent by 1971.

We do not feel qualified to enter that debate. We do suggest, how-
ever, that once again those in our society least able to bear the burden
of these policies have been asked to be tbe shock absorbers of deflation.

When the unemployment rate raises 1 percentage point we are talk-
ing not just about numbers but about the fate of 800,000 human beings.

Labor Department profiles of poverty pockets in six large cities were
released in October of 1969. This program survey, initiated in 1968,
showed that the unemployment rates in Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit,
Honston, Los Angeles and New York were well above that for the
Nation.

In Detroit the rate for black workers was 15.2 percent; in Los
Angeles 13.5 percent. In all six areas the jobless rates for black teen-
agers were especially high, a shocking 45 percent in Los Angeles, 40
percent in Detroit and 38 percent in Houstonwith the national rate
a startling 25 percent.

Black men who were household heads in the poverty area had an
unemployment rate of 7.2 percent in Los Angeles and 4.9 percent in
Detroit, higher than the very respectable comparable rate of 2.8 per-
cent nationally.

Spanish speaking (primarily Chicanos and Puerto Rican) workers
had an unemployment rate of 6.5 percent in Houston, 6.1 percent. in
Los Angeles and 9 percent in New York City. For teenagers in New
York the rate was 25 percent.

These high figures for all groups ignore the equally high rate of
underemployment and do not take into account the rural poor. Then
at the end of 1968 it is estimated that there were 25.4 million "poor"
Americans. Thirty-seven percent of these live in rural areas, 68 percent
being white. One final point must be made to complete the picture:

President Nixon has as you lmow, taken the initiative to reform
America's outmoded welfare system. Last week this House passed the
welfare reform measure by a commendably large margin.

With some suggested improvements,and the Urban Coalition Coun-
cil have strongly supported the President's proposal--particularly the
philosophy on which it is based.

In August of last year the Urban Coalition Action Council went on
to suggest some ways in which the program might be strengthened :Ind

noted:
The proposals could be more effective if they were supplemented by a job crea-

tion program. There is a danger that the new training opportunities proposed by
the President will simply become a revolving door through which potential PM-
ployees pass without obtaining employment.

The great merit of a public service employment program is that it
could be aimed at those sectors of the labor market that. benefit least
from present Programs and share least in the growth of the economy.

We know.that many of the less skilled and educated did not share in
our prosperity even before we set out to control inflation.

That kind of employment and underemploynwnt is pervasive and
expl osive.
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The private sector has not failed to do its jobrather the job is
clearly beyond their capabilities. It would be a cruel jest if in a country
devoted to the dignity of work, we insisted that the poor "prove" their
willingness to work.

Trained them for work, and then denied them the opportunity to
work. What more explosive ingredient could we introduce into our
society at this time than that type of manpower training, that type of
welfare program ?

Administration spokesmen have asserted that a public service em-
ployment program is a part of their manpower proposals.

Yet a number of witnesses, including Walter Heller, former chair-
man of the Council of Economic Advisors, have pointed out that there
is a missing link. One cannot talk about public service employment and
ignore the need for Federal funding to create and support more jobs.

Therefore, we urge this committee to give public service employment
a real start in this country. We urge it for three reasons :

1. To create job opportunities for the large number of our inner city
inhabitants who have not been and are not likely to be absorbed by the
private sector.

2. To make an importont start on filling the backlog of real needs in
the public sector. This All help to reverse the trend of deteriorating
public services in our cities that contribute heavily to the incidence of
crime, the decline of educational facilities and health care and the..
general litter and deterioration of our cities.

3. To give real meaning to the concepts the Pre.sident had enunciated
in his welfare reform proposals, by offermg hope that welfare can be
a strong stepping stone to employment.

Public service employment should not merely be included in an array
of manpower programs from which State and local administrators can
pick 'and Choose.

It would be lost in the competition for limited funds. To the extent
that resources are made available other important programs will suffer.
A special appropriation and strong Federal direction, at least initially,.
is imperative.

This in no way conflicts with the basic concepts of the new Federal-
ism and, new approaches to manpower control at the State and local
levels.

Public service employment is not a cure-all. It will not provide
enough jobs to eliminate unemployment: It will not eradicate poverty.
It will not foreclose the need for economic growth to provide more jobs
in the private sector. It will not eliminate the need to combat inflation.

Such a program will, however, establish for the first time in our
society a national commitment to offer to people who need and want
work the opportunity to be trained for public service jobs the need for
which clearly ,kxists, and that are not dead end make work.

We can start to reverse the present vicious cycle.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, that. constitutes my statement. I apologize

for its length, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. You need not apologize, Mr. McGhee. I think it is a fine

statement, a most eloquent statement, and I agree with the vieNys you
lnive expressed therein.

Mr. MCGITEEL Thank you.
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Hr. DAxiri,s. There is, however, one additional point on which I
would like to have your views. There is a difference in the manner in
which the mtnipower programs would operate imder the administration
bill, the Steiger bill and the O'Hara bill.

The administration's is a program of planning and decentralization,
whereas the O'Hara bill would vest the :jurisdiction over the operation
of the manpower program with the S(..cretary of Labor.

Have you given any thought to this matter?
Mr. McGurn. Yes, we have given thought to this. I am not an ex-

pert, bin I would like to give yon my own conclusions. and we don't
arpne against the principle that, the President lnts injected into the
manpower programs by giving authority to the State and to lot-al
authorities.

Indeed, in many ways this is necessary and desi fable. It is, however,
very important. that this be within the framework of national coordi-
nation and national guidelines.

Labor is fungible quantity that moves from one State. one com-
munity, to another. Manpower cannot be left, entirely to State and
local control.

Also, there are immy imp( rtant, elements of vocational training and
manpower which have to be subjected to corresponding guidelines. If
yon left the, matter entirely to the States, they would inject purely
local points of view that would complicate the, problem.

Also, in many instances the States are not, set. up to handle voca-
tional training. If the State is not in a position to assnme this new
responsibility. it. must be done by the Federal Government.

In many cases, where there is local talent, the city is better set. lip
than almost any other entity to 'handle vocational training. I share
Secretary Cohen's great respect. for the community college as being a
basic place to focus responsibility.

We have, many examples in the cities of excellent vocational train-
ing institutions. Certainly responsibility in this connection could be
(riven to such institutions.

In essence, sir. I think there is a need for a mixture of Federal
guidelines. Federal authority, Federal responsibilities in flie e.cent the
State is not able to do it. with a high degree of State and local author-
ity where they are set up to do it.

Mr. DANIELs. Would you agree then, that possibly then it. might, be
best. to repose the authority in the Federal Government with grants
being made to State and local government, under the supervision of
flit: Federal Government ?

Mr. McGur.n. If I had to make a choice. I would favor the Federal
Government, probably a mixed system with delegation to the States,
but with the Federal Government coming back in default of the States
and setting guidelines for the States.

That would probably be, optimum.
Mr. DANIELS. Most of your statement, has been devoted to creation

of jobs in the public sector. Has any thought. been given as to how
many such jobs could possibly be created and the cost thereof ?

Mr. McGrtnn. Mr. Chairman, the figures in my statement. represent..
in a sense. tfie minimum and the maximinn mimber of potential jobs
estimated by people who have given thought to this.
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You recall that the figure of 5 million was <riven as the maxnumn.
Mr. DANIELS. Yes.
Mr. MCGHEE. The minimum figure of 280,000 job opportunities

resnited from this survey.
Tlie Urban Coalition would like to see as many as possible. We know

the practical limitations. There are practical limitations on .setting
lip the program, on arranging for the necessary training facilities, as
well as the practical limitations on funds.

I would hesitate to set a figure as to what the initial appropriation
of funds should be. As you know, Mr. O'Hara has not done so in his
bill.

All I would say for the record, sir, is that it should be substantial. It
should not be just a token. It should give real hope to the people that
this is a beginning for expanded job opportunities in tlu .. public sector.

Then if, as others say may be the case, improvement in the general
level of the economy increases the ability of the private, sector, and the
cities themselves through increased revenues, to absorb more work-
ers, or ultimately through increased sharing of funds by the Federal
Government with the States have public services employment takes
place nationally, then this program would not have to be increased.

But if, after getting started in a substantial way, it were found that
other means of employment were not forthcoming, that persistent un-
deremployment and unemployment contimied in our cities, then
the logical next step would be to expand whatever base liad been created.

As far as the amount that would be required per individual, no direct
evidence, but. I have heard of estimates that have been made by the
administration.

The estimate is, as I recall, for a combination of training phis al-
lowances under the O'Hara bill, was around $8,000 an individual.

Mr. DANIELS. In view of the fact that the present administration is
desirous of curbing the fires of inflation, and is promoting a program
of increasing imemployment, how can we reconcile the theories that
you have, expressed in your statement with this policy ?

Mr. Mc GnEE. Mr. Chairman, there are various ways to fight infla-
tion. In our judgment the worst one, not. just from the standpoint of
the morale of our citizens but from the standpoint of the actual eco-
nomics of the inner citieswould be to make those pay for it who are
least. able to make the sacrifice.

There are many ways in which the excessive economic activity that
produces inflation could be curtailed, that would be much more ac-
ceptable tluni making the, inhabitants of the inner citythe last ones
to be employed and therefore the first to be let <,-othe ones with the
poorest wages, to have to bear the brunt.

I believe that all who have considered this matter carefully would
say that if unemployment rises to a certain point, the Government has
no choice but to engage in sonic type of increased welfare or employ-
ment programs to assist those directly affected. Obviously, if you have
a choice, employment is better than welfare.

Mr. DAxams. Unfortunately, when we try to cut expetu,es, the peo-
ple. who Lear the brimt of the cutbiwk are the ones who were last
hired and the people who were .1114 recently trained for jobs. The
people whose services are terinhmted inunedmtely fall right back to
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where they were originally, and this just arouses their anger and
creates a worse picture than before.

But how would you suggest that we handle the problem of fightinor

inflation without injuring these people who should be the last. to lie

hurt ?
Mr. MCGHEE. Mr. Chairman, this question really goes beyond the

scope of this bill and our consideration of it, but there are obviously

tools available to the Government to fight inflation that, could be

utilized.
Already, of course there have been curtailments in planned expendi-

tures for public braidings, although I believe that the President has
recently released new funds for housing construction.

Economists could devise a wide variety of controls in this country,
if they had to, which would have the effect of limiting inflation.

The problem about the "hard core" is, as you pointed out, that they

were the last employed and would i.e the first to be fired. If they were
released, they would be very harsh in their indictment of a society
that found them, put them in a job and then immediately took it away.

The social results from this would be very great. Of course, the
President's new welfare program, once it is enacted and in operation,

will take up much of this slack.
It is much better to provide employment, if you have to provide for

people anyway, than to take care of them through welfare.
Mr. DANIELS. I would like to discuss this further, but time does not

permit.
Mr. Radcliffe.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I think it is an excellent statement and a useful one.

How do you define underemployed?
Mr. MOGI-IEE. You are familiar with the facts that our Govern-

ment, sets a certain level, which it calls the poverty level and which
changes with time. Underemployment is basically related to the in-
come received as contrasted with the agreed poverty level.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. So you are talkina about a wage situation ?

Mr. McGiTEE. Yes. It may resulr from the fact that a man does not
work full time or works intermittently, but the same thing could re-

sult if he works full time and his wages are so low that they still put
him below the poverty level.

Mr. Horovitz has a definition of it.
Mr. Honovrrz. The definition used in the Sheppard study was a

permanently employed individual working 40 or more weeks a year.
Mr. RAnctit k.E. At a low wage.
That is what Mr. McGhee said. I think you were technical enough.

Am I correct in the understanding that a good many people who are
employed right now in jobs in the public sector are by your definition
actually underemployed ?

Mr. MCGHEE. In the public sector, yes, this is the case.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Then what kind of jobs in the public sector are yo-

talkincr about creating?
Mrf-McGrrEE. Of course if the funds are available, which is what we

are proposing, then the public entity, whatever it is, the cities, for
example, which are employing these people under conditions that re-
sult in technical underemployment, could let them work more hours
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per week or could raise their wage so that they can rise above the
underemployment cati:Igory.

That would be the objective, however, in mosi, cascs the cities can
only do this only if they are subsidized. The mayors have told us that
the. limiting factor here is the resources available.

They just don't have it.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. So in large part we are really talking about a plan

to subsidize the wages of people who are currently employed in public
enterprises.

Mr. Mc GHEE. I would hope that it woukl have that effect, sir, be-
cause if you are going to bring new peoplein who are now unemployed,
it. would seem only common justice to give something more to those
who are already working but are in the underemployment category.

Mr. R..kocury.o. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the ranking minority member, Mr. Scher le.
Do you have questions ?
Mr. SCHERLE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. McGhee, thank you again.
Mr. McGuEE, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It has been a pleasure t.o appear before your committee.
Mr. DANIELs. Our next witness is Mr. Robert M. Jones, represent-

ing the National Association of Manufacturers.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. JONES DETROIT, MICH., ON BEHALF QF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY WILLIA1: FRANCIS XAVIER FLYNN, COUNSEL

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Jones, you may proceed.
Mr. JoicEs. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of

the subcommittee for the opportunity of appearing before you this
morning.

My name is Robert M. Jones. Sitting here with me is Mr. William
Flynn of the NAM staff, who serves as director of NAM's STEP
program.

In preparing its position on the act, the Industrial Relations Com-
mittee of NAM established a task force of some 20 industrial rela-
tions and personnel people from comp alies across the country, and I
had the privilege of serving as chairman of that task force.

Knowing that you have had an opportunity to read our statement
of position on the several bills that your subcommittee is considering,
and in the interests of conserving your time, I will try to summarize
much of thir for you and leave time for any questions that you may
have.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Jones, I ask for unanimous consent. that your
statement be incorporated in the record at this point.

Mr. JoNEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Is there any objection? Hearing none, it will be sf-

ordered.
(Mr. Jones' prepared statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, PRESENTED EtY
ROBERT M. JONES

My name is Robert M. Jones, Vice President of Personnel for the Ex-Cell-0
Corporation in Detroit. Michigan...I ltditman of the Task Force organized
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by the National Association of Manufacturers to review the Manpower Training
Act of 1969. H.R. 13472 and (Wier related bills pemling before this Subcommittee.

On behalf of the membership of the National Association of Manufacturers,
we would like to submit ou views on these bills. NAM member eompanies
large, medium and small ill sizeAccount for a sub:-.tantial portion of the na-
tion's production of manufactured goods and employ millions of people in
uni nufacturing industries.

INTRODUCTION

Before commenting on the specifics of the proposed legislation, I believe it is
appropriate to review the policy and program activities of the National Asso-
ciation of Maimfacturers aml the efforts of industry with respect to manpower
development, particularly during the past decade.

The NAM has consistently held the view that effective employee development
must include education and training programs for personnel at all levels.

As to prothiction employees, upon whom the proposed legislation would have
its greatest impart we have always considered that apprentieeship, upgrading.
on-the-job (OJT) and other types of job related training are the best nuitlit',ds
to develop those skills essential to industrial and individual progress.

Since 1964 the NAM, through a program called STEP (Solutions To Employ-
ment Problems) has provided industry with some of the insights nod instru-
ments that have s'rimulated business action with respect to the effecli.:i
enniloyment of the hard-core unemployed. as Wel: as upgrading and ri..training
of employees.

Most or .this NAM research Was aimed at demonstrating that industry, with
its on-the-job training capability, could holp to stabilize the employnlent pattern
for inany I a .our »ation considered to be liard-core nnemidoyed. We, therefore,
support the basic approaeh of the program of the National Alliance of Business-
men, which emphasizes job related education and training as one of the most
effeetive ways to solve the employment difficulties of the disadvantaged.

With this brief background, I would like to comment on the bills pending
before the Subcommittee. These comments reflect the deliberations of :t grout)
of personnel and indnstrial relations representatives of over 20 companies,
which we asked to study and continent upon these bills. This Task Force found
it encouraging that in the area ()I' manpower development there is the recogni-
tion of the need for dAiategorization and that the respective states 'mil local
communities are best equipped to analyze, act upon and meet state 'nal local
manpower problems.

In general, we believe that the approach taken by the Administratbm bill.
H.R. 13472, introduced by Representative Ayres. and H.R. 10005 introduced
by Representative Steiger, which provide detailed provisions for delegation of
administrative authority by the Secretary of Labor, are preferable to H.R. 11620.
introdueed by Representative O'Hara, which would vest substantially all con-
trol of the form and substance of .these programs in the Secretary.

We believe, however, that the O'Hara bill calls attention to an aspect of the
manpower problem which bears further examination by both the Congress and
the executive branch. I am referring to Title III of H.R. 11620, which provides
for an expanded program or public sector employment. This and other provi-
sions of the three bills are discussed in more detail in the remainder of our
statement.

CATEGORICAL PROGUAMS

We endorse the principle of decategorization whieli is provided for in well
of three bills. We also share the concern which had been expressed during the
hearings tlmt the elimination of statutory farriers, which often balmier effec-
tive delivery of manpower services, should not permit the abolition of existing
projects and programs which have proven to be effective.

New legislation should not result in complete abandonnt,nt of useful concepts
developed out of suecessful experi;mees under current laws. In this regard, we
consider it particularly important to preserve and extend the eoncept of on-
the-job trainile: for specific jobs as a keystone of the attack on hard-core unem-
ployment and underemployment. Also, job training whether carried on by private
or public sector employer,14, should be inandati:=d as an essential part of man-
power development ohms approved under any new manpower act.

The federally-administered JOBS program and the closely-related private
sector effort being carried on through the National Alliance of Businessman are
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successful and constructive elements in the current national manpower develop-
ment scheme. They represent an imaginative and highly encouraging partnership
between business and government in the attack on a critical national problem
and should be permitt.,3 to continue without major change.

LOCAL PLUME sroxsoks

The NAM supports the funding approach of H.R. 13472 which would provide a
progressive increase in federal support funds to a state based on a three-step
process : first, the development of a comprehensive state manpower plan ; second,
the development of a state manpower agency to administer the plan ; third,
achlevement of an exemplary performance on the part of the state.

We support the principle embodied in the Administration bill that the control
of manpower programs at the state and local level rest in the hands of elected
officials. The Secretary of Labor has made it quite clear in testimony before this
Subcommittee, and the Senate Subcommittee whieh is considering this suh:i,!ct,
that UR. 13472 i not designed to eliminate conummity action agencies from the
local manpower scene. Tbe bill, rather, would allow community action agencies to
continue to play a role in local manpower programs where they have been
effective.

However. built hito this is the requirement that the governor of each state,
desiring to operate a manpower -'.evelopment program under the terms of this
legislation, name a single local i,rime sponsor to develop and minfinister any
manpower program assisted under this act ill any Standard Metropolitan Statisti-
cal Area. (SMSA). We believe that this concept is one that presents a needless
potential for political conflict which could. prevent; the effective development of
successful state and local manpower programs in many communities.

The creation of a single prime sponsor might well bumper administrative
efficiency in many cities, especially, for example, where political lamndaries may
be completely unrelated to the relevant labor market or in cities containing two
or more separate (abor markets. We believe that the elected officials of all
connnunities involved should have considerable flexibility in the fashioning of
administrative machiney to adnfinister manpower programs.

As to the problem of "pass-through" of funds to local communities. we believe
that a plan submitted by a state, and approved by the Secr(tary of Labor, should
be administered by that state, with.due regard to all the local conditions within
that state which would be the approved state plan. The mechanism for the dis-
bursement of funds should be left to the discretion of the .state. If such an
approach is adopted as a part of this legislation. we reconnnend that any local
community, which believes its needs are not going to he met by the proposed
state plan, have the right to present its Views to the Secretary of Labor for
appropriate change in the state plan prior to its approval as provided for in the
Ayres and Steiger bills.

STATE AND LOCAL ADVISORY COUN cms

Section 104 of H.R. 13472 provides for the formation of state and local ad-
visory councils on manpower. While we recognize that only broadly based coun-
cils as outlined in the bill would be able to produce meaningful manpower
development results, we feel that the importance of including business repre-
sentatives on these councils should be emphasized. Too often training programs
have been developed at the local level by well-intentioned individuals lmo lack
sufficient contact with the local business connnunity. Further, to make certain
that the smaller businessman has an active interest in the success of the opera-
tion, it would be worthwhile to seek the participation of local business groups
such as manufacturers' associations and chambers of commerce.

In addition, we recommend that as soon as possible upon passage of this legis-
lation, the National Manpower Advisory Committee develop guidance principles
to be available on request to the various state councils to assist them in the
development and implementation of their manpower plans.

UNEMPLOYMENT TRIGGER

Title V of the Administration bill Provides that in any fiscal year in which
the national anemployment rate reaches 4.5% for three consecutive months, the
Secretary of Labor could spend additional funds on authorized programs equal

44-425--70pt. 2 16
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to 10% of the amount then appropriated under the act for that year. It is our
recommendation that this section of the bill be deleted.

There are three primary reasons for our recommendation. First, we seriously
question whether such diseretienar,: funds could be allocated and programs im-
plemented rapidly enough to have a significant impact on the problems which
would be caused by the higher unemployment rate. Second, even if immediate
allocation and implementation were possible, the bill already provides that the
Secretary of Labor would have 20% of the total funds which are appropriated
directly for his allocatitm to carry out the purposes of the act. In our view, this
amount should be sufficient to cover any additional programs which might be con-
sidered necessary as a result of an unexpected rise in the. uneanployment rate.
Finally, we believe that this triggering mechanism constitutes unsound
fiscal policy, in allowing the Secretary to call for and spend monies which had
not been appi-opriated by the Congress as a result of its deliberations on the total
budget. Providing such extra funds for the Secretary of Labor might well
establish a precedent which would subsequently be utilized by other agencies and
departments in order to have discretionary funds at their 6isposal.

Ir. in spite of this recommendation, the decision is made to include this pro-
vision in the bill, it is our suggestion that state or regional unemployment rates
be utilized rather than the national unemployment rate. A serious unemploy-
ment problem might occur within a particular state while the national unem-
ployment rate remained stable. Since one of the prime purposes of H.R. 13472
to delegate responsibHity and authority for manpower development and training
to the states, it would seem more appropriate to utilize state data for the purpose
of triggering these additional funds.

COMPUTER JOB BANK

There is also a section in the bill which provides that a national computerized
job bank system be established Cil a state or, in certain cases, on a regional
basis. We support the concept of listing available job openings as envisioned in
this proposal.

However, the establishment of a computerized job bank program which goes
beyond job listing into the area of matching job requirements with an individu-
al's skills is an extremely complex undertaking. Computerized job matching
systems have been tried with limited success by many companies and associa-
tions. This includes a resea rch project by NAM conducted as part of the pre-
viously mentioned STEP program. For this reason, while we would not argue
against the long range merits and advantnges of a job matching system, in our
opinion, 7.nuch still remains to be done at this point in time before a national
system could operate effectively. As examples, at the present time we do not
have adequate descriptions by which we might fully identify the abilities and
qualifications of individuals seeking employment. Further, there are no common
methods to enable companies to fully describe the positions for which they are
seeking qualified applicants.

Finally, the emphasis today is on screening individuals in rather than screen-
ing them out and attempting to qualify people who were previously regarded as
unqualified for employment. It would seem, at this time, that a national com-
puterized job bank which Places greater emphasis on establishing data on job
vacancies, rather than finding individuals with qualifications suitable for a
specific position would be more successful. In short, we are recommending more
research before committing our nation to any form of a computerized job match-
ing program.

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT

The provisions of H.R. 13472 do not inchide specifically a role 'for Federal, state
and local governments as employers of the disadvantaged. This is not to suggest
that in recent years all levels of government have not improved -their responsive-
nest; to the critical employment problems of the hard-core unemployed. Yet, it
must be said that the public sector should share with the private sector the
same responsibilities to refine and adjust its employment practices, particularly
with regard to this group.

Government, at all levels, is a major source of employment having already
reached the level of 12 million jobs. Data indicates that one third of this govern-
ment labor force will retire over the next five years. While we do not advocate
unnecessary growth in public sector employment, we recognize that this sector
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will have an unprecedented opportunity to participate fully in current efforts

to employ, train and upgrade the hard-core.
In brief, we believe that there should be approval given to a state manpower

plan that would provide for a public sector equivalent of the JOBS program.
This may well require some adjustments in certain civil service practices that
would lead to the development of realistic rules and regulations covering job

requirements.
SUM MARY

We believe that H.R. 13472, with the modifications as recommended, should
insure the best results for the Federal funds expended in the area of manpower
development.

The NAM will continue to encourage the type of employmmt policies, prac-
tices and programs outlined at the beginning of this statement, for it must be
said that in the future, as in the past, the majcr costs of manpower training
must be borne by industry.

Mr. DANIELS. Please continue.
Mr. JONES. Speaking for the NAM our organization represents

approximately 85 percent of the Nation's manufacturing capability.
As an organization, we were among the early leaders in recognizing
the problems of ,nanpower planning with respect to the functionally
unemployed and -,nderemployed.

St arting i7-1 the 1964 with the NAM Step program the association has
served as a stimulus to its members by providing them with a detailed
analysis of successful industrial programs which demonstrated our
policy of bringing these people into the employment process.

Generally, with respect to the three bills before this committee,
first, we believe that the approach taken by the administration bill,

H.R. 13472 introduced by Representative Ayres, and Mr. Steiger's bill,

which provided detailed provisions for delegation of administrative
authority by the Secretary of Labor are preferable to ER, 11620

introduced by Representative O'Hara, which would vest substantially
all control of the form and substance of these programs in the
Secretary.

We believe, however, that the O'Hara bill calls attention to an
aspect (,f the manpower problem which bears further examination by
both the Congress and the executive branch. I am referring to title 3
of H.L. 11620, which provides for an expanded program of public
sector employment.

This and other provisions of the three bills are discussed. in more
detail in the remainder of our statement. The task force, speaking for
NAM, strongly endorses the principle of decategorization, but at
the same time cautions that successful experience under current pro-
grams should not be aban0.^..ned.

The federally administered JOBS program and the closely related
private sector effort being carried on through the National Alliance
of Businessmen are successful and constructive elements in the current
national manpower development scheme.

They represent to us an imaginative and highly encouraging part-
nership between business and government in the attack on a critical
national problem and should be permitted to continue without major
change.

Mr. DANIELS. What were those major changes, sir ?
Mr. JorrEs. It is the JOBS program and the National Alliance of

Businessmen.
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Mr. D.Axnas. JOBS and NAB.
Mr. JoN Es. Right.
We do support the three-step funding approach and the priiwiple

that elected State officials should have control of the manpower
planning and program for the State. However, built into this is the
requirement that the Governor of each State desiring to operate a
manpower development program under the terms of this legislation
name a single local prinie sponsor to develop and administer any
manpower program assisted under this act in any standard metropoli-
tan statistical area.

We believe that this concept is one that presents a needless poten-
tial for political coiflict which could pr..vent the effective development
of successful Stat incl local manpower programs.

The, oreation of a single prime sponsor might very well hamper
administrative efficiency in many cities, especially for example, where
political boundaries may be completely unrelated to the relevant labor
market or in cities containing two or more separate labor markets.

We believe that the elected officials of all communities involved
should have considerable flexibility in the fashioning of administra-
tive machinery to administer manpower progranls.

As to the problem of "imss through" of funds to local communities,
we believe that a plan submitted by a State, and approved by the
Secretary of Labor, should be administered by that State, with due
regard to all the local conditions within that State which would be
the approved State plan.

In looking at the composition of advisory councils on manpower
provided for in section 104 of H.R. 13472, we feel strongly that the
inclusion of representatives of business and industry from both large
and small companies should be emphasized. As end users of man-
power products, their inputs to the, development of .an oerall State
pro!,ram should be very valuable.

We would also recommend that the national manpower advisory
committee be given the responsibility for developing guidance.

Guidance principles to be available to the State councils if they
desired, to assist them in their program planning.

As you.gentlemen know, title V of the administration bill provides
for a national unemployment figure of 4.5 percent for 3 months to
trigger an additional 10 percent of allocated funds.

It is our recommendation that this section of the bill be deleted.
There are three primary reasons for our recommendations. First,
we seliously question whether such discretionary funds could be allo-
cated and programs implemented rapidly enough to have a significant
impact on the problem IN hi ch would be caused by the higher unem-
ployment rate.

S-Y:ond, even if immediate allocation and implementation were pos-
sible, the bill already provides that the Secretary of Labor would have
20 percent of the total funds which are appropriated directly for his
allocation to carry out the purposes of tlw act.

In Our view, this amount should be sufficient. to cover any additional
programs which mipht be considered necessary as a result of an
unexpected rise in the unemployment rate.

Finally, we believe that this mechanism constitutes unsound fiscal
policy in allowing the Secretayy to call for and spend money which
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has not been appropriated by the Congress as a result of its delibera-
tions on a total budget.

Providing extra funds for the Secretary of Labor might provide
a precedent which would be followed by other departments in order
to have discretionary funds at their disposal.

If the deeision is made to inchide this provision in the bill, how-
ever, it is our suggestion tlmt State or regional unemployment rates
be utilized rather than the national unemployment rate.

A. serious unemployment problem might occur within a particuhir
State, while the national unemployment rate remains stable, since
one of the prime purposes of H.R. 13472 is to delegate responsibility
and authority for manpower development and training to the
States

Mr. DANIELs. Excuse me, Mr. Jones. I must leave to attend a
meeting of the Rules Committee where a bill is pending in which I,
as chairman of the subcommittee, am vitally interested. Therefore, I
am going to ask my colleague, Mr. Hawkins, to preside in my absence.

I am sorry I cannet remain to hear the rest of your testimony, but
I have read your statement, and I want to thank you persomilly and
on behalf of the committee for coming here and giving us the benefit
.of your views.

Mr. JoNEs. These are busy times. I understand your problem.
(At this point Mr. Daniels withdrew from the hearing room.)
Mr. IIAwiurts (presiding). Mr. Jones, would you kindly proceed ?
Mr. Joxr.s. I will pick up where I was, then, looking at page. 7

of our pi.epared statement. If, in spite of this recommendation the
decision is made to include this provision in the bill, it is our sugges-
tion that State or regional unemployment rates are utilized rather
than the national unemployment. rate.

A serious unemployment problem might occur within a particnlar
State while the national unemployment rate remains stable.

Since one of the prime purposes of H.R. 13472 is to delegate
responsibility and authority for manpower and training to the States,
it would seem more appropriate to utilize State data for the purpose
of trying to trigger these additional funds.

All three bills under consideration make some provision for the
inchision of a computer assisted job bank. While we do support the
concept. of listing available job openings through this system, we rec-
ommend against any hasty approach to job matching through the
system.

Our position is based on a NAM research project conducted under
the STEP program, the results of which say to us that the identifica-
tion of the abilities and qualifications and then attempting to match
them to job requirements is still a very difficult area.

Finally the emphasis today is on screening individuals in, rather
than screening them out, and attempting to qualify people who were
previously regarded as unqualified for employment.

It would seem at this time that a national computerized job bank,
which places greater emphasis on, establishing data on job vacancies
rather .lutn finding individuals with qualifications suitable for a spe-
cific. position, would be more succealful.

!S 4 2
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In short, we are recommending much more research before. com-
mitting our Nation to any form of a computerized job matching
program.

The provisions of H.R. 13472 do not require a specific.role for Fed-
eral, State, and local governments as employers of the disadvantaged.

This is not to suggest that in recent. years all levels have not im-
proved their responsiveness to the critical unemployment problems of
the hard-core unemployed. Yet it must be said that the public sector
should share with the private sector the same responsibilities to refine
and adjust its employment practices, particularly with regard to this
group.

Government at all levels is the major source of employment, having
already reached the level of 12 million jobs. Data indicates that one
third of this government labor force will retire ; over the next 5 years.

While we do not advocate unnecessary growth in public sector em-
ployment, we recognize that this sector will have a unprecedented
opportunity to participate fully in current efforts to employ, train,
and upgrade the hard-core.

In brief, we believe there should be approval given to a State man-
power plan that would provide for a public sector equivalent of the
JOBS program.

This may well require some adjustments in certain civil service
practices that would lead to the devolpment of realistic rules and
regulations covering govermnent jobs. We believe that government at
all levels should function in the manpower area as the employer of
initial opportunity rather than the employer of last resort.

We believe that H.R. 13472 with the modifications as recommended
should insure the best results for the Federal funds expended in the
area of manpower development.

The NAM will continue to encourage the type of employment policy,
practices, and programs outlined at the beginning of till; statement
for this must be said that in the future, as in the past, the major cost
of manpower training must be borne by industry..

Thank you, Gentlemen, very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Jones.
I must apologize for not having had the opportunity of hearing the

first part of your statement. However, there are several questions that
clid relate to some of the more recent statements that you made.

One is with respect to the suggestion about public sector jobs
programs.

Did I understand you to indicate that the NAM endorses the prin-
ciple of a public sector jobs program on the bas:s of being the employer
of initial opportunity rather than the one of last resort ?

Mr. JONES. Yes, sir ; you understood me clearly.
Mr. HAwKrics. Would you elaborate on that, because it is somewhat

a surprise to me that you have made such a suggestion.
Mr. JONES. You feel we are out of character ?
Mr. HAWKINS. You said that, I did not, but it does come somewhat

as a surprise, let's say.
Mr. JONES. Well, we visualize as I indicated, an opportuthty for those

governmental bodies to function in the same way that industry is func-
tioning under the JOBS program; which would provide funds for
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State. and local governments in terms of the education that is required
to prepare the people for job opportunities and in terms of the addi-
tional expenses involved in this kind of training.

This is not a wage kind of a situation or a supplementation kind of
situation, but it is the same kind of program that we in industry
understand as the JOBS program.

How this would relate, then, at the Federal level in view of our
vocacy of a State control program, I am not really prepared th say, and
I don't think our task force really struggled with this problem, but we
feei if it can be done at the State and local level that it could also be
done at the Federal level.

Mr. IlAwKINs. Let me get it more clearly. Are you suggesting that
at the State and local levels that jobs in the public sector let's say in
hospitals and in schools and law enforcement and other fields be
opened up for the hard-core unemployed on a permanent basis with
possibly Federal assistance?

Mr. JONES. With Federal assistance in the relationship that I have
indicated.

There are many jobs, of course, in Government that are comparable
to jobs in industry. In the computer and data processing area, for
example, you have a complete transfer between one and the other, and
the fact that people are trained in a Government situation in terms
of this kind of job would not necessarily mean that they had to stay
in the Government sector, but could move from there into the private
sector based upon their training and work experience.

Mr. HAWKINS. How wonld this operate in competition, for example,
with the JOBS program in the private sector ?

Mr. JONES. It would not operate in this private sector. It would not
operate in competition. It would operate together with the JOBS pro-
gram under a State program that says this is the way we are going to
spend our manpower dollars.

It would not be a competitive situation at all. We could only hope
that it would be competitive in terms of the faft that there were not
enough people to fill all the vacancies that were available.

Mr. HAwKINs. Would this be on a permanent, or temporary basis?
The thing that confuses me is the employer of iniV :LI opportunity. Are
you suggesting that this be done on a permanent basis, and that at all
times it be available to the ha rd-core unemployed ?

Mr. JONES. This could very definitely be a prelude to employment
in the private sector. We are not saying expand the public payrolls
to absorb all these. people.

We are saying that there are jobs that do exist, but there are some
perhaps artificial barriers that exist now in terms of those jobs being
available to the hard core unemployed. As these jobs are existent and
the barriers are removed, then the, State and local governments ought
to have the same kind of support in terms of training the hard core
unemployed. to fill these jobs as is now available to industry in terms of
the JOBS program, which is a supplemental allowance to cover the
extraordinary costs of training the hard core unemployed, and that is
all.

It is not a wage supplement in any way, shape or form.
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Mr. HAWKINS. We wotthl assume that you would also have them
woven into the system, the civil service system of that pa- :,icular state
or locality so that they won't. become permanent. employees, frozen
into the civil service system.

Mr. JONES. I think some modification in terms of the. civil service
requirements is necessary. It might be worked out that they could be
so called probationary people for perhaps an extended period of time
during the learning process, and at some point in time probably ought
to be required to take. a legitimate job related examination.

Whetlwr they decided to continue in government service, or to trans-
fer their tra Min!). and skill to private sector would be entirely a matter
of personal choice.

Mr. I-IAwnixs. Only one other question, Mr. Jones.
On page 7 you have made reference to the triggering device. I am not

sure that. is the right page.
Mr. JONES. That would be on page 7, sir, or page 6.
Mr. HawKixs. Page 6. You indicated that the area involved should

be not the national area, but a. particular state, on the basis that the
unemployment rate in a particular state might. be high and the national
rate low, or vice. versa. Would you also endorse the concept that
probably this should be broken down into a smaller area than even a
state, into a particular metropolitan area, for example?

In a particular SMSA, for example, the unemployment rate might
be high, and a trige-oring device, if it has any acceptaiwe at all, should
apply to even a smaler area than a state.

Mr. JONES. 'Understand, if -you will. that our basic position is that
we tliink this triggering device is wrong.

The use of State unemployment figures is a suggested alternate to
the national figures.

We don't think that we would have any strong objection if the trig-
gering device decided on by Congress itilized the smallest representa-
tive area for which accurate statistics could be developed.

Mr. HawKINs. Within the context of the opposition to the triwrer-
init. device.

'Mr. JONES. Right, because we see, as you obviously do, that certain
industries are geographically centralized. Well, when somethimr hap-
pens to the aerospace industry, it happens to California, ancrwhen
something happens to the tobacco industry, it happens to North and
South Carolina, and so on and so forth.

So we think there can be this industrial problem in a (riven geo-
graphical are, that would not bewould not represent itself'-across the
whole country.

Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. Scher le?
Mr. SCHERLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Jones, when you talk about the hard core unemployed, what do

you envision ?
Mr. JONES. Well, I believe there is a technical definition for the

hard core. unemployed that gives you about 14 multiple choices in
terms of whether you fit.

Mr. SCIIERLE. Maybe I can help you there.
What do you envision as the level of education?
Mr. JONES. Something perhaps less than a high school education,

but I don't, think this is typically a single decider in terms of hard core
unemployed.
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Mr. SCHERLE. The reason I bring this up is because you talk about
some computerization and shifting from private to the public sector,
and anyone in the field of computerization would have to be at least
average, if not above average, to be knowledgeable enough to get into
this business of programing and various other things.

Mr. JoNEs. I agree with that, yes, but I also would p Dint. out that
the high school dropout has been taken in many training programs
under industrial situations and otherwise, and exposed to a concen-
trated, cram kind of individual process, and the level of competence,
verbalization, reading and writing and math has been raised some two
or three. grade levels in a short. period of time.

This is the kind of training that the JOBS program helps bear the
cost of in terms of preparing people for employment in meaningful
jobs.

Once you reach this, then you have the possibility of taking this per-
son who qualified as hard core and moving him up into the kind of
job that we are.talking about here.

I am not saying that overnight you are going to make a programmer
out of this person, but I am saying that ill the whole data processing
field there are skills that can be learned by the people that we now call
hard core unemployed on the basis of training specifically for that kind
of job.

Mr. SC LIIERE. The district I represent in Southwest Iowa. Right
across the river in Omaha. Nebr.. we have a Job Corps program.

I think the complement at nne time was about 750 Job Corps
women. Once while visiting there I walked up to the second floor
and it. looked like the. Houston Space Center. I had never seen so many
computers in my life. I asked, "What is all this for?" He replied, "Oh
we use these to teach the girls computerization.

They had said prior to that time that these girls had an verage of
6 years of schooling.

"Out of the entire group of personnel here., I asked, how many have
actually taken a. course?" Three of them were taking the course, the
staff replied.

The rest were not equipped for it.
Now I believe in helping young people, but. I don't believe in over-

motivating these. people and give them false hopes.
You mentioned about the JOBS program and the NAB program.

Why do you consider these two successful?
Mr. JONES. I think the statistics in terms of what has been accom-

plished under the. National Alliance for Businessmen and the JOBS
aspect of that program would indicate that a reasonably good job has
been clone.

Mr. ScHnitLE. How many were placed?
Mr. JONES. This current release from the Department of Labor says

that under the National Alliance of Businessmen, which we call the
trade Freebiesin other words, there i no Government subsidy here
for the training, but it is just a. commitment by the businessmen to take
on ir number of hard core unemployedabout 162,600 currently em-
ployed, and then under the JOBS program the job opportunities in
the business sector, a total of 37,000 currently.

Mr. SCHERLE. Out of how many?
Mr. JONES. Out of how many what ?
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Mr. SCHEELE. Well, how many wereplaced ?
Mr. JoxEs. These are actually placed on jobs.
Mr. SCHEELE. OUt of how many initial enrollees, then ?
Don't tell me you ,crot 100 percent there.
Mr. JONES. No, I am not saying that. I am saying there are 37,000

people again gainfully employed under the JOBS program.
Mr. SCHEELE. How many did you start with ?
Mr. JONES. It is about a 65-percent retention factor on a national

basis.
So that currently under these two programs, there are almost 200,000

people crainfully employed. This was a release of March 20.
Mr. S'77,IIERLE. This is in a private sector ?
Mr. JorrEs. Yes.
Mr. SonEaLE. What is the cost figure on the JOBS programs ?

Mr. JorrEs. $2,700 per person.
Mr. SCHEELE. Do you have anything to ,my about the CEP pro-

gram? I see this gentleman smiling over here. Do you want to make a
comment ?

Mr. JONES. He may have something to say to go with the smile.
Mr. FLYNN. Because on what we have done with NAM, I think

what we have found is that there have been many cases where private
efforts, notably, for example in Indianapolis, the voluntary advisor
corps. using many of the, same principles that the CEP program in-
volves, has with very little money produced a very high quality re-
sult of getting people motivated o seek employment and to hold
employment.

In short, they are finding a great deal of administrative cost in the
CEP program that does not apply to the individual who needs the
help.

In short, we have seen private sector programs where it has operated
at what the social worker calls the client, and is in point of fact aimed
at the individual who needs the help, as opposed to setting up admin-
istrative mechanisms.

Our whole point is that what we think has to be done is in job related
training in the manpower area as opposed to extensive administrative
machinery supposedly designed to prepare people to find their way.

Mr. SCHEELE. According to what Mr. Jones said, how do you evalu-
ate the employee-employer relationship between the private sector
and in the public sector?

Mr. FLYNN. Do you mean in terms of employment practices vis-a-
vis th e. hard core?

Mr. SCHEELE. I am talking about respect for the job, appreciation
for the opportunity, and also knowincr where the salary came from
whether it is from the taxpayer or eon' a profitable firm.

What is your employer-employee relationship ? How do you antici-
pate the differences between the public and private sector?

At one end you have the taxpayer and on the. other end, you have
the consumer.

Mr. Frxxx. If I understand your question, we are finding that in-
dustry, in bringing a hard core person onto the payroll is only seeking
dollars it requires to bring them up educationally.

1-1u-hist-Ty is absorbing the costs of training in the specific skills.
Within the wprk environment, there are those.who, seeing this popula-
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tion coming in through, let's say, a JOBS program, who have worked
for a corporation for a period of time show evidences of resentment if
that is the essence of your o,uestion.

I think that is slowly being overcome again by industry's under-
standing of the relationship to the education of foremen and the rest
of the work force as to how to adjust to this incoming population from
the hard core.

Mr. ScHErtru. My question wa.9 based on an experience I had with
the Neighborhood Youth Corps. When a person goesto work, a person
employed by the private sector, he knows that his job is only good as
long as the employer makes a profit, so there is sort of a mutual respect
as far as his job is concerned between the employee and the employer.

Now when a person ,goes to work or is trained in the public sector,
he knows that Uncle Sam is paying that bill, and in essence it is the
taxpayer that is paying the bill, so the only time he is out of a job is
when the taxpayer is broke.

Mr. -FLYNN. In terms of the private sector situation, the employee
who comes in from the hard core clearly recognizes that h.is wages are
coining from the employer in the private sector. I don't think he fully
understands that some of the educational things that are going on
arein the JOBS program it isare being paid for by the
Government.

Because at the same time you have this 160,000 being put through
the NAB effort without Government support so they are being
supported by the private sector and the profitability of the company.
In fact as part of the educational process in almost every program
dealing with the hard core, you will always find the total reference to
how the economic system works on two bases, one, how it works in
general so that the company can grow and therefore the individual
can hold 'a job, and second the economics of being a private consumer
that is now something that this individual inherits by being a job
holder on a steady basis.

So I think that he clearly recognizes the importance of the private
sector effort in this, without considering that he is being a beneficiary
of a government-related program, because, again, thefi in 165,000
cases he is not.

Mr. SCHERLE. Well, it seems to ine that when a young man or young
lady applies for a job in private business, they would have to realize
that that training that they are seekirg probably will add to what they
may have the rest of their life.

Working for the Government it does not appear that the same type
of loyalty and support would exist there as it would in private
enterprise.

Mr. FLYNN. I now see the tenor of your question. What you are talk-
ing about is that there should be an effort on the part of the Govern-
ment to get into this in a similar way as the private sector.

What we are really saying there then is that on the basis of initial
opportunity, there are many jobs in the public sector similar to private
sector jobs. e feel that 'by changing civil service requirements to
allow people to get into those jObs and, as Mr. Jones implied, perhaps
later on letting the individual take the traditional civil service test to
prove his qualifications, the individual can be brought to the point
where he can here then make his option for then going to the private
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sector 0-2 the public. sector type of employmcnt, but he will have been
trained in a, comparable type job that the Government does have in
common with many industry jobs.

Mr. SCHERLE. The only difference there is that lie can be fired in a
private sector job. In the Federal Government it sometimes seems the
only way you can fire him is to promote hiin, and lie could end up being
your boss.

Mr. FLYNN. I would suggest this is a fact of life that exists in Gov-
ernment, employment that we can't control.

Once we get. the individual in the private sector, part of the educa-
tional process is to let him miderstand the economic facts of life.

Mr. SCIIERLE. Mr. Chairman, no further questions.
Mr. HAWKINS. One final question, p-entlemen.
As you testified, you have been u,s1-;ed, or urged by the Government,

to undertake this training of the hard core unemployed at a cost of
approximately $2,700 per person, according to your testimony.

More recently, you have been encouraged to cut back on production
in order to fight inflation, so obviously you must be laying off indi-
viduals on a general basis.

How could you reconcile these two Government. policies, on the One
hand being asked to train hard core unemployed at the same time being
asked, hi a sense, to lay off employees.

Mr. JONES. I don't know that we have been asked in a sense to lay
off employees. Certainly there is a cause and effect relationship.

Mr. HAWKINS. That has been the practical effect, hasn't it ?
Mr. JONES. The economy has been slowed down, yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. How do you reconcile it? Do you lay off the persons

you have been asked to train at high cost, or do you lay off the more
senior persons in the companies, or what basis do yon use?

Mr. JoicEs. Obviously, in almost, any situation which involves length
of service the last in are the first to go, in any ki»d of a reduction of
industrial employment.

Mr. HAwluics. Would those be some of the people you have trained ?
Mr. JONES. In many instances, they wonld be.
Mr. IlAwicixs. How do you justify the Government paying $2,700

to train a person only to have them laid off?
Mr. JoNEs. I don't know that anybody can justify that end result,

but I don't think we can overlook the fact that there has been training,
that these people are now better equipped to come back into jobs as
the economy changes direction, and were it not for the training that
had really already taken place, we would still have the job to -,do all
over agaM.

Mr. HAwKncs. Does that conclude your remarks?
Mr. FLYNN. Just. one additional comment. to your question.
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. FLYNN. There is evidence based on Department of Labor statis-

tics in recent months that companies have not totally laid off this
population of hard core because of this principle of "last in first out,"
that. where they had a flexible situation then in the company, they have
made appropriate adjustments to hold this population as much as they
could.

In other words, where they were not totally bound by seniority con-
cepts. It must also be recognized that this program has been going on
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now for some period of time, and consequently the result is that there
are a !Treat many "last in" who are not. hard-core people who are sub-
ject to seniority displacement, and therefore the hard core, having
preceded t hem in the. employment process, stay with the job.

So it is not only that the people industry has hired in the past 2
years have been bard core people.

Mr. HAWKINS. There must have been a lot of dissatisfied persons
who were there before the hard core who feel they have somehow been
discriminated ag.'nst who have been laid off at, the expense of those
who came in later than they did.

Mr. FLYNN. I am still saying to you that many individuals who are
not bard core have been hired after hard core individuals have been
hired.

They are therefore in the process oi' being the first to be discharged.
Mr. JONES. Returning servicemen fit into this category.
Mr. Scrtfaux. Mr. Chairman, many times when industry has to re-

trench for economic reasons, wouldn't it be basically the reasoning
outlined in a form of collective bargaining?

Mr. oNEs. Oh, yes: in many instances the labor contract, clearly
specifies the order in which reductions in manpower take place.

Mr. SCHERT.E. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAwlings. Thank you, gentlemen, again for a very forthright

and highly constructive statement. We deeply appreciate it.
The next witness is Mr. Austin E. Kerby, national economics direc-

tor of the American Legion.

STATEMENT OP AUSTIN E. KERBY, NATIONAL ECONOMICS DIREC-
TOR, THE AMERICAN LEGION; ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES E.
MATTINGLY, ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. Kyam-v. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. IIAwKi.xs. Mr. Kerby, you have a prepared statement, which

you may read or summarize as you see fit.
Arr. KEIRBY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. my

statement is brief and it is concise and to the point, and I would like
to read it, with a little background information as to the reasons we
have suggested these amendments.

Mr. HAW KINS. Fine, you may proceed, Mr. Kerby.
Mr. KERBY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee: I

appreciate this opportunity to appear here today on behalf of the
American Legion in connection with your hearings on proposed man-
power billsH.R. 10008, H.R. 11620 and ILR. 13472.

H.R. 13472 being the administration bill we will limit onr comments
for the most part to this proposal. However, we would hope that the
subcommittee will take into consideration the American Legion's
views and recommendations made in connection with the administra-
tion bill when considering other proposed manpower bills. including
H.R. 10908 and H.R. 11620.

The proposal in H.R. 13472 hereafter referred to as the administra-
tion bill, would establish a comprehensive manpower service program
to assist persons in overcoming obstacles to suitable employment.

The American Legion feels that this is a good piece of legislation
and we certainly have no objection to legislation creatimg a manpower
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program designed to remove barriers to the employment of disadvan-
taged individuals and others.

However, a careful review of the administration bill reveals that
veterans are not specifically mentioned anywhere in the proposal.

This gave the American Legion a great neal of concern. And I might
say, Mr. Chairman, that our National Office has received numerous In-
quiries with respect to the absence of a specific reference to veterans in
the proposed legislation.

As a matter of fact, the only slight reference to veterans in either
of the three bills before this subcommittee is in H.R. 11620 wherein
section 101A paragraph 4 briefly mentions that, recently separated
veterans will be provided appropriate training and related manpower
services.

The Congress has traditionally insisted that veterans be given spe-
cial consideration in our Nation's employment and manpower pro-
grams. The American Leoion feels that the immediate leolslation be-
fore this subcommittee sliould be no exception to the rule especially at
a time when servicemen are returning to civilian life at a rate of more
than 900,000 annually.

Those of us who work daily in the field of veterans employment
realize that special services to veterans are covered by both the Wagner
Peyser Act of 1933 and the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944
Public Law 364as amendments.

However we feel that these mandates of the Congresc are being
taken too much for granted in the implementation of manpower
programs.

For instance Mr. Chairman, it could be argued that the veteran
is provided for in the administration bill since title 1 section 104(a)
paragraph 1, page 12, line 20 refers to the Wagner Peyser Act.

Nevertheless experience has taught us that unless veterans are spe-
cifically provided for in new manpower legislation, they are not given
the services as intended by the Congress.

For example, Mr. Chairman, many cases have been brought to my
attention -7here veterans, including the returning Vietnam veteran,
and older veterans need short time fraining, however, when they apply
for such training tley are told that most training slots under the Man-
power Development and Training Act (MDTA) are reserved for dis-
advantaged individuals.

Only an estimated 4 percent of veterans are in the disadvantaged
cateo.ory.

Trie point I wish to make is that tbe American Legion when sup-
portino. the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 was told
that Zterans were being provided for adequately even though they
were not mentioned specifically in the leoislation.

Therefore we did not dogmatically ins?st that the language of the act
mention veterans. Upon inquiry of the Department Labor we
learned that there has been a recent sharp decline in the number of
veterans enrolled in MDTA trainino.. In 1968 there were 57,000 vet-
erans enrolled in MDTA training an% in 1969 there were only 46,000,
veterans enrolled.

Mr. Chairman we feel that veterans who were prevented from en-
rolling in MDTA job training have been short changed by their
crovernment.
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To help prevent a similar situation we want service, to veterans
specifically covered in this proposed legislation.

Resolution No. 13 adopted by our National Executive Committee,
October 1969, requests that the American Legion recommended cer-
tain amendments to the proposed manpower bills to the effect that. all
war veterans will be provided the maximum of job opportunity.

The resolution is attached.
And, Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate the resolution being made

part of the hearing record.
Mr. HAWKINS. 'Without objection so ordered.
(The resolution referred to follows :)
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF THE AMERICAN LEGION HELD

OCTOBER 8-9, 19(!)

RESOLUTION NO. 13

Comn3ission : Economic.
Subject : Asking that S. 2838 and H.R. 13472, or any similar legislation proposing
the establishment of a comprehensive manpower development program to assist
persons in overcoming obstacles to suitable employment be amended to provide
preference for war veterans.

Whereas, Pending legislation in the 91st Congress, namely, S. 2838 and RR.
13472 proposing the establishment of a Comprehensive Manpower )evelopment
Program to assist persons in overcoming obstacles to suitable employment, *cakes
no provision for preference to veterans who are returning to civilian life at a rate
of approximately one million annually a figure which may well increase in the
foreseeable futureand to other veterans, and

Whereas, Veterans by Congressional action have traditionally received prefer-
ence in training, counseling, testing and referral to existing job opportunities
through the Public Employment Service, and

Whereas, The American Legion has, since its inception, supported preference
to all War veterans seeking employment both in Federal service and through the
Public Employment Service ; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, by the National Executive Contmittee of The American Legion in
regular meeting ascembIed in Indianapolis, Indiana, on October 8-9, 198.9, That
The American Legion urge that S. 2838 and H.R. 13472, or any similar legislation,
be amended so as to provide for veterans preference for an war veterans.

Mr. KERBY. In view of our current mandate, and in accordance with
the traditional policy of Congress, the American Legion respectfully
recommends the following amendments to the administration bill or
any similar legislation to establish a comprehensive manpower service
program.

(1) sec. 104(a) paragraph (1), page 13, lines 6-9, sub-paragraphs (C), (D),
and (E) be redesignated as (D), (E) ami (F) respectively and a new snbpara-
grapil be added on line 6, immediately following the semicolon after the word,

.duals" and be designated as (C) and rea.3 as follows :
" ((;) providing, as required by Title 38, U.S. Code 2001, maximum job oppor-

tun ",..c for veterans, especially in provNon of jo)J registration, job placement and
labor market information."

(2) Sec. 104(a), paragraph 3, sub-paragraph (D), page 15, lines 5-6 be
amended by adding the word "veterans" immediately following the comma after
the word "labor" and read as follows :

"(D) The general public, including business, labor, veterans and social welfare
organizations."

(3) Sec. 301 (a). page 37, be amended by ackling the following new phrase on
line 22, immediately following the comma after the word "work", "from active
military duty to civilian employment or' job training."

(4) Sec. 402, paragraph (3) page 42, be amended by striking the semicolon im-
mediately following the word "jobs" and a new clause be added and read as
follows : "which shall include provision for preferential referral of veterans."
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(5) Sec. 405, page 44. lines 4-10 he amended to read :is follows : "Sec. 05. Tla)
Secretary shall prescribe such rules and regulations, and standards ;-18 may be
necessary to carry out the purposes of this title, including standards for the
following purposes:

1. To assure the compatibility on a natioluvidta hasis of data systems used in
carrying lint the program established by this title. and including rules and regu-
lations to assure the confidentiality of information submitted in confidence. and

2. To assure maximmu employment opportunity for veterans as required by
Title 35. T.S. Code 2001 and this Act."

Mr. KERBY. I Ow you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to com-
ment on this prop a manpower legislation and we sincerely hope

our proposed amendments will be acceptable to the sithcommittee,
and to the. Congress. which will make the legislation, if enacted, more
meaniagful and effective for all veterans, including Vietnam era vet-
erans who need assistance through manpower training programs.

Mr. IIAwKixs. Thank you, Air. Kerby. I think your statement is
very fine and clear. Certainly there is a. great deal of merit in what
you have suggested.

Your recoinmendations are very specific.
I really don't have any questions except one, and that is, rather than

in a. sense compete. with other groups, that is, with the disadvantaged
as opposed to the veterans or any other groups among the great num-
ber of persons in need of such training, would you in addition to ad-
yocating the, specific recommendations that you have outlined, also be
strongly in favor of expanding the program, haying it more liberally
funded so that none, of the groups need suffer because others would be
included?

In other words, certainly disadvantaged groups should not be sacri-
ficed for any group. We certainly have a great interest and a real duty
to the servicemen Iv; well. But would it. not be better to try to solve the
problem by saying that. regardless of the category in which the person
who needs the training ffdls whether he is disadvantap.ed or whether
he, is a veteran, or whe0,er he is a displaced journeyman, et cetera,
that. the Nation can afford to provide such training to those who real]
need it ?

Mr. Kunn-. We have no objection to the bill as such, and certainly
no objection to assisting the disadvantaged. Of eourse, as you know,
the preferential cousideration is built into the law as it is on the books,
title. V, and this is, since it, was not mentioned in there, our committee
felt. that it. should be specifically spelled out.

In other words, any legislation that did concern the manpower pro-
gram should spell this out, I have here, of course, statistics. The
reference to tile 4 percent in this category, I have obtained that from
the Labor Department, and information like that, but that is the
thoughts of our committee.

Mr. IlAwKiNs. This 4 percent came from what smi,.ce? That, seems
an unusually small percentage.

Does that. conclude your statement ?
Mr. KEnny. I noticed there was a little discussion on job bank, and

if permissible, I would like, to briefly mention it.. We are fairly fami-
liar with the job bank, and last May I nvestigated the one out in
-Utah, which is a computerized syste7n, and of course, they do have
some sections set up in Baltimore about. a year or so ago, some sections
were set. up, which are meclumical devices.

ssa
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We of course favor the computerized system, because there is built
in certain preferential considerations for any group, and naturally
we are interested in the veterans, however, if you go to such places
as the job bank, and if the individual that needs service, happens to
be here today when a job order comes in, he is going to get considera-
tion for that job, but if this job comes m the next day and he is not
there, he cannot get any consideration, and therefore we feel the com-
puterized system ms certainly by far the best.

I would like to make that point for the record, sir, and I realize the
Lahor Department says that it will be perhaps 5 years before this
would be m each State or perhaps longer.

Mr. HAWKINs. Mr. Kerby, it seems to rne that many problems have
arisen in connecti..,n with the returning veterans.

It was my understandino. that there are numerous programs de-
signed to handle this problem. ,Inst to name one as an example, the
transition proaram which is designed to train the returning veteran
before he actually is released.

You say that despite the number of programs that are supposed to
be in existence very few returning veterans are actually being trained
,or being serviced specifically as veterans by the employment service,
or evelf being given training prior to the time that they are actually
Tel eased ?

Mr. KERBY. There are very good facilities before they arc released.
However, many times a veteran is at. a point when he comes back to
the States he wants to get out of the service, and he is not too inter-
ested in trying to take advantage of job opportunities at that thne,
I should szly.

So suppose they don't, and they decide to oo to school, and they
want to get a job later, so they regist.r at the U.S. Employment Serv-
ice, and they of course, as we said earlier, there is a preference in the
law which stipulates they shall get this preferential consideration.

IL)wever, the bulk of the sums that go to the employment services
goes into Other programs, of course, and because the funds for the
local veterans employment representative are not earmarked for this
particular program, and between 5 and 7 percent of the, disadvantag,ed
receive about 70 percent of the funds, I might say.

We -rrtainly do not object to that, but we do feel that administra-
tively tIte department could set up more funds for this particular
programa.

Mr. HAWKINS. Again we would like to thank you, Mr. Kerby, and
you, Mr. Mattingly, for testifying before this committee. I am quite
sure that your testimony will lie thoroughly considered when the legis-
lation is drafted. I think it has been helpful.

Mr. KERBY. Thank you.
Mr. HA-wmaxs. The next witness is Mr. William E. Naumann, chair-

man, legislative committee Associated General Contractors of
America. He is accompanied by Mr. Grant S. Shotwell, director of
legislati re information, and Mr. Richard M. Bowie, director of man-
power and training.

You have a prepared statement. Do you have one in addition to
this ?

Mr. NAUMANN. Ye.3.

44-425-70-pt. 2 17
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Mr. HAwimsrs. It is not a long statement. You may v;ish to read it,
or summarize it.

Mr. NArrmAN-N- I believe, Mr. Chairman, that we would like to read
the statement, by reason of the fact it is short, and I will have a few
comments beyond that.

STATEAENT OF WILLIAM E. N.ti.UMANN, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE

COMMITTEE, ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA ;

ACCOMPANIED BY GRANT S. SHOTWELL, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLA-

TIVE INFORMATION; AND RICHARD M. BOWIE, DIRECTOR, MAN-

POWER AND TRAINING

Mr. NAUMANN. Thank you. My name is Wiliam E. Naumann. I
am chairman of the legislative committee of the Associated General
Contractors of America, a trade association of approximately 9,000
of the Nation's leading general contractors who perform the greater
part of all highway, heavy engineering, and building construction
done i the United States each year. I am also a member of the heavy
division and a member of the association's executive and labor
committees.

Iwant to express our appreciation to the committee for this oppor-
tunity to present our views on the administration's bill, the manpower
and training act of 1969 -presently under -onsideration.

My remarks will be directed only to H.R. 13179 because we believe
that it embraces a more favorable approach to the problems of man-
power than does H.R. 11620.

For the past several years no more serious problems have con-
fronted the general contractor than those problems dealing with man-
power, training and equal imp2ovement. Such problems, if not solved,
could have an extremely disastrous effect upon our industry's ability
to meet the construction needs of the Nation in an economical and
expeditious manner. Tbe lack of manpower can lead to a gradual
dirintegration of the industry as it exists today.

While a bill of this nature would be of importance to the construc-
tion industry at any time, it is of great importance to us at this point
in time.

For the construction industry the major concern is not one of de-
mand but one of finding and training a sufficient workforce to meet
that demand.

The President stated on March 17, 1970 that "skilled construction.
labor has been in disturbingly short supply and that this shortage
has contributed to recent construction wage settlements that exceed
progress in labor productivity and increases in the general cost of
living."

President Nixon also indicated that "between now and 1978 almost
2 million new j.:,bs will be created in the construction industry" and
that while "the normal operation of the labor market will supply
many of these workers, new training and apprentice programs will be
required, and access to the skilled labor market must be eased to meet
heavy demands in the 1970's."

The Associated General Contractors of America feels that the ad-
ministration's proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969, H.R. 12472,
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if passed by Congress could have a significant effect and impact upon
the construction industry's efforts to recruit and train its desperately
needed manpower. This association wholeheartrAly endorses this bill
and urges its prompt passage.

The principle feature of the bill, program flexibility at the State
and local level, is of particular importance to the construction indus-
try. Because of the diversified nature of the construction industry, it
is virtually impossible to develop a national program that will fit the
needs of the entire industry.

For example, the job opportunities in the Inisiness sector (JOBS)
program, funded under the Manpower Development and Training
Act of 1962 and sponsored by the National Alliance of Businessmen,
is a very good program.

The JOBS program is also one of the administration's high priority
programs and is a progriun in which this national association
lmrticipates.

The JOBS program can work very effectively in certain areas
primarily those areas in which labor contracts are nonexistent. How-
ever, in those areas in which labor contracts do ekist, which includes
most, if not all, large urban areas and consequently those areas where
the most serious problems lie, the JOBS program is extremely difficult
to implement

The reason for that is that all entry level programs developed under
the jobs programs must be programs aimed 100 percent at. hard-core
disadvantaged persons, nie:t of wlmm cannot qualify for entrance
into existing adprentice traininir

I might point out that, the only penetration that this industry has
been able to make against this problem is the present preapprentice
program that is now being carried on in a number of areas. This
program is part of the outreach program sponsored by the Urban
League. Under this program young men that can't qualify for appren-
ticeship entrance are tutored to the point where they can meet the
basic qualifications.

This problem would not be an insurmountable obstacle if the build-
ing trades unions were willing to make modifications to their entrance
requiremets, which is some cases are highly questionable from a
validity standpoint.

Unfortunately in most instances the various building trades unions
are unwilling to modify their entrance requ'rements in any number.

-With the elimination of the great number of categorcal programs
that now prevail the individual States will have complete managerial
freedom to develop manpower training programs tailored to their
individual needs.

The Federal Government will no longer be in the rather uncom-
fortable position of telling individual groups to, tailor their needs to
fit one of the Government's specific, categorized, manpower programs.

This new arrangement can only work to the benefit of the persons
to whom this act addresses itsAf.

It is a well known fact that a large majority of today's skilled
construction craftsmen started their careers as laborers. There are
many knowledgeable cople in the industry who feel that today's
construction laborers represent. the best, and most logical manpower
pool from which to select tomorrow's journeymen.
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The laborer knows the jargon of the industry and is familiar with
the tools and materials of the industry and, most importantly, has
proven that he can adjust to the rigors of construction life.

In the open shop areas it is still very common for laborers to cross

over to...the skilled crafts: however, in the union shop areas this prac-
tice is becoming less and less prevalent.

The. primary reason for this is that, the union laborer has to take
a pay cut, not to mention his loss of seniority and pension rights, to
jump from his present job to a job as a first- or second-term apprentice.

For example, the averacre first-term union carpenter apprentice
makes approximately $3 and GO cents, $3.00, per hour, excluding fringe,
benefits, while. the average imion laborer makes approximately $4

and 40 cents, $4.40 per hour, excluding -eringe benefits.
Most union laborers, especially those with families, are not. willing

to take. that pay cut.
Because this association is of the opinion that. manv effective labor-

ers upp.rading into the skilled_ (T,-, its programs conkt be developed if
it were not for this obstacle, we, suggest. that section 101 be amended
to permit the payment of such wage supplements under certain_

conditions.
Further, because of the great opportunities that exist for new ou-

t rants into the conshnetion trades and because of the national interest.
in construction employment, at this time, we su.-..est that section 104
of the Manpower Traininp. Act of 1009 he amended, requiring that a
labor and management represent:,tive of the construction industry he.

offered the opportimity to serve on each State mantioNver planning
organization. We also supgest that section 003, which establishes the
national manpower advisory committee, be likewise amended.

While. it, is obvious that such an arrangement cannot be oxtended to
every industry, we feel th.at the manpower training needs and prob-
lems or the construction industry are of such magnitude that this
action is clearly warranted.

We also feel that amendments of this natifre. are well within the
spirit and intent of the President's March 17 message.

The 1970 report of the joint economic committee of the Comrress
of the. I "nited States, I-Touse Report No. 91-972, p. 20, states that "this
Nation have a comprehensive promram to combat unemploy-
ment and underemployment whether the use is teehnolo[rical chano.c.
ineren,,ed import conditions competition m i»equality of individual
r,pportnnit:.."

The n.ajor concern of the ACFC is to provide efficient construction
servic,, to tin- American people, and to accomplish this, the policies
and ..0,,edures of government apolicz:'de to construction must be kept
or :,ound :;,-,m1 workable basis.

''he (lover% ment must re-evaluate those governmental policies and
v..nrch are ,4;eared to miemployment and underemployment of

,,:nower and ,place them with a modern and effective approach of
liudimilig trainittg -;nd employment,

flumvoved ellici:.nov in the use of constrnction manpower is based
upon economic st ibility. Effectiv. planninff of Federal construet,on
pro!..rress a beneficial effect upon the manpower training

a, our indnstry and would enable constractors to work con-
tinuously and consistently.
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In closing I would again like to indicat [hat the associated general
contractors of America wholeheartedly endorses and supports the
concepts outlined and contained in the Manpower Training Act of
1909, 1I.1L 1tI472.

We sincerely feel that the decentralization of the administa:ation
of Manpower Training programs in accordance. with the provisions
outlined in this bill, represents not only a sound managerial decision
but a new direction in State and Federal Government relations that
is long overdue.

We also feel that such an action would prove to be extremely bene-
ficial to the construction industry. It is paradoxical that this industry
should have such massive manpower needs at a time when a large
se!,ment of society is suffering from chronic unemployment.

The obvious solution to this paradox is the development of realistic
job training programs tailored to fit the needs of each individual
State tmd the local communities within that State.

It is our belief that this proposed bill represents a step in that
direction.

Thank you.
Mr. 1-IA1yr:1-Ns. Mr. Naumann, your statemew is certainly a dial-

lenginl, one. The thrust of it.. it See Ills tO Me is that there is a great
demand for which you find difficulty in obtaining the manpower yon
need, .Ind that this particular proposal or one similar to it is going
to somehow help you solve that problem.

In what way will this legislation be able to, let's say, set. aside some
of the problems chat yon face. in trying to get sonic modifications, as
you suggested, modifications of the entrance requirinients by the
building trades unions?

Mr. NAUMANN. Mr. Chairman, I think that the first thing we have
to acknowledge is the fact that historically oar apprenticeship method
of training has not been successful. I think this is proven by the basic
figlAyes in today's skills in the constructien industry.

Only 20 percent of those that are in this industry as skilled crafts-
men now came through the apprenticeship program.

The SO percent have come through what might be termed the hack
door.

Mr. HAWKINS. W0111 d you elaborate on that anin, that back door?
Mr. NAUMANN. Where they have had, for example, the farm boy

who bas grown up and has learned to use tbe ba- ic tools of one of the
trades.

Some have t. smattering of vocational training, coupled with some
experience in some less technical areas of the construction business.
At this point lie enters the trade and actually finishes his training as
a journeyman, and T. mipbt point out that this training is at the con-
tractor's expense.

This is the back doorthose who enter via methods other than the
apprentice program.

T thinl, there is another reason for that. Because of the qualifications
of iwopt accepted for apprenticeship 'raining, and this is the experi-
ence. ill my own home area, and because of the guality of training re-
ceived over the long 4-year period, we actually onn't produce journey-
men.
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We produce people who are much more highly trained than journey-
men. They don't stay journeymen. They immediately become assistant
superintendents and foreman and superintendents finally.

Mr. HAWKINS. Are you saying that we are overtraining them?
Mr. NAUMANN. No, we are not overtraining them. We would hope

hat everyone who entered the industry was of this caliber. The prob-
lem is t hat there is not roont M this job process for training the miniber
of people that are

z'(mina
to be required in the expanding construction

market in the next10 ta'o 20 years.
So that we don't want to do away with the very intensified long-

term journeymen training programs. Our thrust, and we think it can
be accomplished under this legislation, is to supplement these pro-
grams with programs that produce individuals trained in the basic
requirements of a particular craft. Such training can be accomplished
in a much shorter time and can be done on a concentrated basis.

There is only room ior so many trainees, or else you tax the num-
bers of skilled people.You tax their abilities to get their job done and
ar the same time train new people. I believe that in spite of all of on
efforts, and there have been some very honest efforts in apprentice
training since the end of World War II, the manpower needs of the
construction industry have not been met.

So we feel that many of the people that we now need are going to
have to be trained away from the job in training centers, where they
can, through concentrated instructional and manipulative experience,
learn the basic requirements of a particular trade in a much shorter
time.

We feel that by tailoring Government training programs to fit in-
idiml State needs the necessary flexibility wilf be provided to per-

mit the development of such training programs.
Mr. HAWKINS. You mentioned the Outreach program of the Urban

League. In what way has this assisted you?
Mr. NAUMANN. Well, for example, we accomplished two things. We

fulfilled our requirements under Executive Order 11246 and the 1960
Civil Rights Act. In addition we were able to work the individuals
trained under this program as trainees on Davis-Bacon projects. As
you no doubt know the construction industry in general, is not per-
mitted to pay trainee wages on Davis-Bacon projects.

If we brought a raw trainee in we had to pay him journeyman rates,
because he could not qualify for the appren p program.

So it has given us a practical vehicle for reaching the disadvan-
taged, who we feel represent a tremendous source of manpower for our
industry. This is an untapped reservoir, you might sav, of people
that can be trained to take their place as a part of the tota'l work force
in construction

Mr. lliwicixs. The.e are the so-calle(' laborers in the industry now
that you feel can be easily trained to become something.else?

Mr. NAUMANN. This is a different category than thr2 Outreach pro-
gram. These are all young fellows.

The r is familiar with the language of the industry. i:sed to
being around construction, and has developed certain skills. I must
point out here that our jurisdiction problems prohibit him from doing
many things on a job, that be is :!ua Fled to do.
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We nevertheless feel that because of the laborer's previous associa-
tion with the industry he is a logical candidate for an accelerated
journeyman training program.

For example, the hrd carrier. It is not too much of a tremendous
transition for this 1111Cato become a basic, bricklayer.

The transition of this man into a bash; bricklayer isnot a tremendous
jump. However, under the present apprenticeship :,:ystein the only
thing that he could do is, again, start at the bottom as an apprentice,
and that is where we get into this wage di fferential problem.

The only other thing that has been done, and there has been a basic
reluctance to do this, is to give him credit for his previous training.
This is a real hard thing to do because actually his experience has
not been in that particular trade, you might say.

Mr. HAWRINs. Do you think that any one of these proposals is going
to be able to solve that, to eliminate the restrictions that prevent this
laborer, for instance, from becoming a more skilled craftsman within
the industry ?

In what way are you going to be able to set these aside?
Mr. NAUMANN. We feel that programs can be established for jour-

neymen improvement that will serve to supplement our basic appren-
tice programs. The greatest source of candidates for these programs
would be laborers in many of the trades.

We I, .ve had some good experience with journeymen improvement
except again, I say that in spite of all of the efforts in this industry,
it has not been enough. We barely kept up with the attrition of the
work force. We have not been able to build any backlog toward the
requirements that we are going to need in the next 10 to 20 years, and
that is why we need the supplemental programs. Our argument is that
under the legislation as it is proposed, that there will be a greater
efficiency in the whole training process. That progrmas can be tailored
to aiven areas.

l'-"Ve can't blame just categorically the unions for having restricted
the numbers of trainees. We have operated in this industry for a
long time and, up until very recently, in a period of certainly other
than full employment.

So there is no point in traithng a great number of people whea
there is no job.

But, no m Atter how you analyze the construction needs of this
country, the.,,J is every indication that there will not be at least
20 years of relatively full employment.

Mr. HAWKINS. You indicated that you felt it was not necessaryto
itrain an apprentice for 2 years for most of the occupations in the n-

dustry. Has that beer. based on your experience ?

Mr. NAUMANN. This has been a question that has been discussed.
for a lona time. Most of the apprentice training periods are for a mini-
mum of 4 years, rather than 2 years.

Now we have had discussions and discussions that the needs of the
industry could be met better by supplemental programs that take a
shorter time.

Let me give you an example. Take the carpentry trade. We ar,3
starving to death for form builders, bridge carpenters.

Now it is not necessary, in our mind, that every carpenter has to
know how to hang a door or how to do the lovely finished work that
you have on your podium here.
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We feel that the apprentice program, carried out very largely over
the complete period, will produce the numbers of these peopie that
are required, whereas by applying the real needs on a concentrated
basis, we can turn out the people we need, and need quickly, and need
continuously, in a much shorter time.

Yet they will have the same opportunity for economic well being
as the man who has spent the full 4 years in training.

As indicated earlier SO percent of the people in construction work
today have not had apprentice training. So if there is a requirement
that there is an additional recognition of what might be called, getting
back to the carpenters trade, a master carpenter who can do anythinp.,
iaeluding the ffilishing work and hanging the doors, than conceit-ally
a differentia'. in wage rates paid to this man would not be an
unreasonable thing.

But the ict that you can train a man in a much shorter period of
time by improving the methods of training makes it possible for an
individual 4,0 earn a good salary to take his place in this industry in
a much short,ey time than under the normal apprenticeship program.

Mr. HAWKINS. And you believe the entrance requirements are very
unrealistic?

M771 NAUMANN. No, I won't say that as a complete, broad statement_
They are unrealistic in terms of reaching a great number of can-

didates for the work force of this industry. We feel that with the
modern training materials that are presently available coupled with
the realistic training methods that could be implemented should this
legislation be passed, many younp men who do not meet today's very
rigid qualifications could make excellent candidates for constructich
careers.

Mr. HAWKINS. How do you dispose of the union's argument that
what you would do would be to train these persons for low-ineome
temporary jobs only to have them thrown out of employment in the
future?

Mr. NAUMANN. I disaoTee.
I don't believe this wogld be the intent at all.
Mr. HAWKINS. Would you continue the training when the person

is on the job?
Mr. NAumANN. He continues it automatically, whether you give

any thought to it or not. If he has had an intensive course of trainincr,
say, in form work, and la, ;Toes en the job site and is in the process (7f

building forms, he is exposed to any number of the other work
processes. His training can be completed much easier on the job if he
comes there capable of producing a day's work in certain categories.

We don't have a problem with tilt "not quite trained" math-If we
did have such a problem we would not have any work force at all.
A large percentage of the construction work force is not fully trained,
but they complete their training on the job. One of the projrams that
could and shoald be instituted at the local level is the journeyman
improvement program. This legislation will permit the development
of such programs. .

Take the carpenter who can do some of the rougher work, and he
already is able to earn a living. Then you can take. him aong and
teach him by journeyman improvement to be a better carpenter and
finally a master carpenter.
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Mr. HAwKINS. Mr. Naumann, I am sure we could go on, but it is
the House is in session now, and so this must conclude the hearing.

Again, I would like to thank you and your associates for a very
fine presentation and the very persuasive manner which you have
presented the. statement.

Unless you have something further to add, that will conclude the
hearing this morning.

Mr. NAUMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
( Mr. Nauumun submitted the following supplemental statement :)

suPPLEMENTAI. STATMENT OF THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA

The Associated General Contractors of America have been extremely active
in the training field for many years, at both the national and local levels.

Surveys indicate that a t the present time AGC contractors participate in over
400 apprentice and pre-opprentice programs for the basic trades. The breakdown
is as follows:

apirIt iee programs: Number of programs
Brickl a yers 52
Carpenters 12S

Cement Masons 51
Iron Workers 59

ill Wrights 11
Operating Engineers 35

Total 336

Prrapprentiee programs:
Bricklayers
Ca rpenters 29
Cement Finishers 1S

Total 66

In addition to the appentice and pre-apprentice programs. 10 AGC chapters
representing hundreds of AGC eontractors participate in formalized multi-craft
on-the-job training programs. Approximately 30 AGO chapters, of our 131 total
chapters. have recently established training programs for construction laborers
and over 40 AGC chapters are involved in "upgrading" training programs of one
variety or another.

AGC chapters and contractor s. have also been instrumental in establishing
training programs designed to prepare disadvantaged youths for the construc-
tion trades. and have been actively involved in most of the large city wide
minority training agreements that have recently been developed.

At the national level AGO has recently initiated two programs that are designed
to help contractors ease their manpower problems and, simultaneously provide
in ripr (pportunities for minority and disadvantaged youths.

In February of this year our association entered into a contract with the De-
partment of Labor calling for the implementation of a nation-wide promotion.
and development prograni designed to train disadvantaged youths for construc-
tion careers. The program is funded under the Manpower De7elopment a_nd
Training Act of 1'7.62 and is the first such JOBS (Job Opportunities in the Busi-
ness Sector) program ever developed.

In order to implement this program, AGO has hired eight full-time promotion
flm1 development specialists to work with our 131 chapters and 9.000 contractors
in developing training programs for disadvantageC persons. The Department of
Lalr has given AGO the flexibility to develop any type of training program that
can iiali sI and effeetivtly be put in open.ti,,n in a given area.

lt is lu md expected, that during tbe coining year several thousand persons
can be "t. placed and retained" under this program.

AG(.7 anti Laborers International Union of North America have established
a national training finid which will be utilized to develop training materials.
These materials will be used to inerease the skills of today's construction laborer
while at the same time helping to prepare him for a possible career in one of
the skilled trades.
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Work has already begun on the first training materialsa film, film strip and
a text. In years to come, training materials will be developed that cover every
aspect of the laborers occupation.

The manpower problem has become one of the biggest problems confronting
general contractors today. The above information represents a capsulized sum-
mary of the training efforts being made by the Associated General Contractors
of America to help overcome these problems.

( Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.m., the Select Subcommittee on Labor
recessed, to reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., Wednesday, April 22, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Was1thlgton, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office B _ling, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chairman
of the subcommittee) pmiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, Perkins, Scherle, Steiger, and
Eshleman.

Stat7 in,mbers present : Loretta Bowen, clerk; Cathy Romano, re-
search assistant ; Sue Nelson, research assistant Marty LaVor, minor-
ity legisirtive coordinator; and Charles W. Radcliffe, special educa-
tion counsel for the minority.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
Today we contimie the hearings on comprehensive manpower
legislation.

Many hearings have been held on this important subject, arid I am
pleased today to welcome as our first witness a very active member of
the House, my colkague from the 12th Congressional District of the
Empire State, New York, who during her first term of office has dis-
played her talent and ability and has won the admiration and respect
of her con eaguep in the House.

I welcome you here this mornino., Mrs. Shirley Chisholm.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me take this opportunity to join in wel-

coming the gentlekdy. It has been a great experience for me to serve
with the gentlelady. You have made a great contribution not only to
your district from the standpoint of service, but to the entire Nation,
and you are to be complimented on your stand on this legislation.

STATEMENT OT HON. SHIRLEY CHISHOLM, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here today to testify on th e. various new manpower proposals.

Frankly I am a little frustrated because, in my mind, none of the pro-
posals deal adequately with our problems and some, if earritixl out,
would be very destructive.

Our biggest problem is: our orientation. We're looking at manpower
programs as a substitute for welfare. We provide fundsand then only
grudginglyto get the welfare people off our backs. What we need to
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do is to focus on people, on trying to heip them lead fuller, richer

This year Congress gave itself a raise. You and I now earn $42,500
in this same yearand with a lot, of sanctimonious breast beatingwe
voted for a family assistance program which provides $1,600 a year
for a family of four.

The new plan may be of help to some people living in rural areas but
it is no real help to the urban dwellers. I challenge any one of you to
try living in New York on $1,600 a year.

As I underscl.nd it, the money is only meant as a supplementa
unia as to help people climb up from welfare. But tnis will only succeed
if we provide real alternat ive and real opportunity.

In nly own community the best training programs are oversub-
scribed. Our OIC program has a waiting list of close to 5.000.

Because of the cutbacks in. the Neighborhood Youth Corps itro-
gram our community action agency has about one-fourth as many
slots as it did in 1966. All of the community agencies working to help
people to stay in school, secure training and jobs are feeling the pinch.

Instead of being able to expand programs they are being cut back
and in some oases eliminated.

_Now I am not pleading jitst for my district. This is liapp.Juing all
over the country. About a year ago there were some 1,000 CAP's, now
ther,,. are about 900.

In addition to the cutback in funds the Labor Department has re-
stricted eligibility to 16 and 17 years and has announced a reduction
in stipends.

The administration has also called for a reduction in the New
Careers expenditures of nearly $1,000 per trainee which as Senator
Mondale pointed out "transforms it from an upward mobility "nd
developmental program to a lower level job slot."

One lundred and twenty Job Corps centers serving 33,000 people
were closing down last year with 1he promise that 32 mini job cen'.ers
wonld be open by the end of fiscal year 1969.

There are now some five Job Centers in operation serving about
850 people. "We are still waiting for the rest of the promise.

'When the Labor Department cut back the Neighborhood Youth
Corps centers they promised that the slar-1, would be taken uP bY
other manpower programs, meaning principally the Jobs program
run then by the National Alliance for Business.

I think business can and should play a bigger role in manpower
traininfr, but I also know that husinessmen are not going to train man-
powe1 . tile really bard core. They are not going to initiate progya ins
for ex-felons and ex-drucr addict._ or other people with very serious
prohl ems.

Tit fact, as nientioned before, inflation and tight money have caused
lava !Et_ our loig industries. All those men who were irained in the
celt,'.rated NAB progeams in Detfoit are being laid off.

Another problem which Senator Nelson's Subcommittee on Em-
ployment, Manpower, and Poverty has found is that the Jobs program
is being abused by employers.

There are contracts which call for weeks of stipends for training
that only takes a few days.
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In other instances OJT trainiug contracts are contingent upon re
ceipt of defense contractc and vice versa.

Then as soon as the contract is finished, bang ! Eve,_ybody is laid
off. I am not condeniniii e. the v-uole JOBS program. There are pb-
viously employers who have run good pmgrams and who do a good job,
but we have to look at thei programs very carefully.

The main thing to be understood is that we neUd a wide variety
of manpower programs. Programs for th c. young, for women, :tor
the older worker who needs retraining.

It is self-defeating to put all our eggs in one basket. We need a
variety of programs for a variety of needs.

I realize that apart from its ireneral business orientation, that the
administration feels that they get more for a buck out of JOPS.
The average training program under MDTA is roughly 5 montis.
Most 0E0 programs are longer, but the reason is that the 0E0 pro-
granis by and large tackle tougher problems.

Them must be a realization that some training is going to take
longer and cost more.

For example you can't really talk about job training and place-
ment for women unless you consider the cost of day care along with it.

As 'Elizabeth Koontz, the current Head of the Women's Bureau
and :Lary Keyscrling, the Director of the Bureau from 1964-65, have
both pointed out, the lack of adequate day care has been the big
stumbling bloci, in Ilia, WIN program.

This corroborates what I i,now from my own experience as a day
care director and the expenence of our, connnunity training programs.
in the Brooldyn 010 program, the majority of the enrollees are
women.

The breakdown is 1,405 men and 1,905 women. The Director of 01-0
reports that the highest rate of drop outs and absenteeism is due to
the lack of child care facilities. If the babysitter does not show up
or Tommy gets sick and has to go to the clinic, Mommie has to take
him.

Women want to work, but they can't. A recent New York City
survey indicated that 7 out of 10 women welfare recipients wanted
employment but the Jack of day care prevented them.

We have 32 million working women and many more who want to
work.

We have fivo million pre-school cbildmn but only 641,000 day car.
spaces available. Many women, approximately 3 million, are rearing
their children in fatherless homes.

Among blacks 24 percent of the families are beaded by women.
These women need jobs and in order to work they iieed adequate day
care facilitie,.

It is not enough to proi ide stipends for clay care. The stipend is
no good if there alie no day care centers. It is like giving someone
grocery mone.) whem there is no grocery store.

We need to stienci inow..y, big money, on facilities and teach-,tr train-
ing for day cam if we want our training and employment programs
to work.

We must also see to it that our women after they graduate from our
training programs don't get locked in to entry level jobs. If you are a
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member of a minority group, you have an employment problem but if
you are a woman as well, you carry a double burden.

Thanks to Mr. Moynihan there has been a great deal of talk about
black matriarchs. 'Unfortunately this supposed position of authority
does not express ltelf in earning power.

The r verage white man earns $7,179 ; the black ma7-. $1,509 ; white
women are in third pLce with :A,143 per year and then at the bottom
of the line are our black women who earn $2,934 a year. We .uust e-
member that one-fourth of all black families are headed by women.
If we train them so that they can earn $2,934 a year we really have not
solved any problems.

This of course applies to everyone. Training for entry level jobs
which keep people locked in at the bottem of the economic ladder is
not a solution.

In the past we have done just that and the administration's move to
c.it back stipends for the new careers program does not make me feel
that they have a very enlightened view.

Nor for that matter does the administration's scheme to hand over
all manpower programs to the State employment services. We should
remember that the whole reason manpower programs came into exist-
ence in the first place is that the State employment agencies were not
doing their jobs.

It seems ludicrous to me to reward them for their failure just because
it fits into someone's philosophical scheme of decentralization. It would
be fine if it worked, but. it does not, gentlemen. Since the inception of
the various manpower programs, the State employment agency people
have not been goaded into significant improveme.

If you think Federal bureaucrats are difficult you ought to see them
on the State and local level. The State employment agencies are limit-
ed in their thinking with respect to the real needs of people and many
have not the foggiest notion of what outreach or intensive recruitment
is all about.

Their offices are downtown, not in the ghetto. If one works up the
courage to go into their cold, ,uninviting offices, he will most. likely
be shuffled to one or more people, fill out a series of forms, wait ; wait
some more and then finally he will speak to some irrelevant civil
service individual who will, with, a touch of noblesse oblige, give him
a list of instructions and referrals.

If he tried to ask questions, and I am speaking from experience of
over 19 yearsin Spanish or the nonstandard English which is the
Lingua Franca of the black ghetto, forget it, because he won't be
understood.

Recruitment, training and placement should ie a part of the package
and it must be ghetto oriented if you are talking aboot real training
programs.

It is for this reason that I have supported Senator Caleb Boggs'
bill, S. 1362, which is designed to guarantee. Fedet..al funding for
opportunities industaialization centers throughout the country.

In reference to this whole -decentralization theory which is in vogue
I woul like to make another point. At this time in an effort to
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decentralize the cumbersome Federal machinery and to ,cret the deci-
sionmalIng process closer to the people concerned, the Labor Depart-
ment is giving a great deal more authority and responsibility to its
regional offices.

I think that this is good, and it is useful, but there are certain prac-
tical problems which must be considered. It means that in the South,
people who are interested in training programs for blacks must deal
with people who are more susceptible to political pressure from State
onvernments and people who themselves have a white southern point
of view. This setup inhibits the creation and functioning of black-
oriented programs which won't get funded or refunded.

This is already happening. I Imow because they come to me and
the other nine black Members in Congress for help. They come to us
because they feel that the State government, regional office of the
Labor Department, and their own representatives are not responsive
to them or sympathetic.

If you are going to have this decentralization and the enhancement
of the regional office, there ought to be a review procedure at the
Federal levela last court of appeal, if you will.

I am not putting the South down. I think an appeal procedure is
necessary for people in all regions in the country, but we must rec-
ognize that there are special problems in the South. That is why
the phrase "southern strategy" is such a loaded one.

I don't like to suggest that the administration is using the man-
power program for political purposes, but I am aware that there
are 32 Republican Governors and that giving additional authority
and money to the States would not exactly alienate southern Gov-
ernors.

As a black, urban representative I am more than a little concerned
about the consequences of the "State plan" approach. For one thing
State employment agencies have a very poor record in hiring minority
people within their agencies. As you can see from the enclosed table
wb.ich was prepared by the Labor Department and which appeared
in the "State plan" approach. For one thing State employment agen-
cies have a very poor record in helping minority people within their
agencies. As you can see from the enclosed table which was prepared
by the Labor Department and which appeared in the Senate man-
power hearings the ratio of minority employees within the State
employment agencies is very small when compared to the minority
population with the States.

(The document referred to follows :)
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Mrs. Cnisnot.m. For example in Alabama, blacks form 30 percent
of the State population vet. only 2.4 .percent of the State employ-
ment service are black. rn Mississippi, °lacks constitute 42 percent
of the population but only 7.2 percent of the employees in the State
employment service.

In North and South Carolina blacks comprise 24.5 percent and
34.8 percent respectively but only 6.6 and 4.0 percent of the State
employment service.

Spamsh-speaking Americans have the same problem. In Texas
where Mexican Americans form 14.7 percent of the population they

are represented by only 8.8 percent of the employees in the State
employment service.

Now I kaow some people are going to say we are not goino- to
play the numbers frame. I am not playing any games either;nbut
numbers are importt-ant. They indicate a pattern, a iDattern that this
committee must be aware of before it turns over all our manpower
programs to the States.

I stressed the point that I was a black urban representative for
a very specific reason. Under the administration approach the cit-
ies will be at a tremendous disadvantage.

In spite of the "Pass-Through" features the cities will be at the
mercy of the State governments with regard to the amount of the
funcfs they will receive and the manner in which they will be dis-
bursed.

In a long colloquy with Senator Nelson, Secretary Shultz ex-
plained that a mayor could appeal his case to the Secretary of La-

bor and that the Secretary did have the power to override the Gov-
ernor if necessary.

Judging from the past record in overrides with regard to the
0E0 proo-ram I just don't see this happening very often_ I doubt
very mug if the administration would override one of its Repu.bli-
can Governors and they would shrink even at the thought of over-
riding a southern Governor.

What we need is not to add another laver of bureaucracy by
turning our manpower program over to the States but rather to
consolidate and expand the manpower programs under the Depart-
ment of Labor.

This is why I am supporting so strongly
j

the O'Hara legislation.
:We need more commitment to and emphasis on not only ob train-

iniltaut
also to job creation.

the last couple of evenings CBS news has begun a series of
programs on the terrible problems facing American citizens in the
heakh field. The same pattern repeats itself in many areas of the
public service sector. Our schools, libraries, police departments, san-
itation departments, recreational and paik departments, day care
centers, and many others are desperately in need of additional man-
power.

These are not make work jobs but services which our citizens want
and need. Doesn't it seem absurd in this, the richest of all countries,
to have people begging for work on one hand and haying vital human
services jobs go unfulfilled on the other. We have got to benin to
create federally. financed jobs in the public service field.
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As you know our unemployment rate has not risen to -t.(; percent.
This may sound small when we speak of it in terms of percentage
points but what it. means, gentlemen, is that 3,73:1,000 people are now
out of work.

Just as fractions of a second have a critical effect on the maneuvers
of our astronauts in space so also those few percentage points are havmg
a critical effect on the lives of millions of our fellow Americans.

Mr. DANIELS. Mrs. Chisholm both personally and on behalf of the
committee. I want. to thank you for a very Pine statement and for
bringing to our attention the particular data that is set forth in your
statement..

You did mention that you support the bill sponsored by cur col-
league, Mr. OThira. H.R. 11(1:20.

Mrs. CITISHOUlt. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. And you are opposed to the decentralization prMciple

set forth in the administration bill.
Mrs. Cinsuoi.m. Yes. I want it to be clearly stated, that it is very

important, not only in terms of job training, which is one of tbe main
factors in this whole question of employment and training, but also
the whole oriestion of upward mobility, the whole question of the cre-
ation of new jobs, because it is one thing to train persons for employ-
ment, and it is another thing for them to have the feeling timt they
will be able to eventually more on up and out into the ecorulmic main-
stream of American life, and this is what I am very concerned about.

Mr. DANIELS. Our field hearings conducted during the Easter re-
cass showed some glaring deficiencies in our programs, and my col-
league, Mr. Scher le, will agree with me that we add to the frustra-
tion and anger of the unemployed, particularly those from the ghetto
areas. when we train them for jobs and on the completion of the train-
ing program there are no jobs available.

Mrs. CHisnot.m. There is one other point I would like to leave you.
I don't,lmow if this is at all possible but I have been thinking about
this. and I was 'wondering if in some way there could not be a coor-
dination in terms of sections of this Nation where certain regions of
this Nation have certain jobs going begging.

They really need personnel and help, but the training programs in
that particular area or that particular region do not prepare the people
to go into those jobs which around them are going begging, and I
was wondering if there was not a possibility of the coordination of the
job fraining relative to the jobs that are going begging in that partic-
ular region, because we are finding this a great deal. -

Mr. DANIELS. I think you make a very fine point, and I agree with
you that there should be a survey and an evaluation made of the op-
portunities of the employment, rind to encourage the trainees to pursue
training in those areas where the need is greatest and where jobs are
available.

Mr. ScirEttrx.. Will the clmirman yield ?
Mr. DAXIELS. I am not going to ask any more questions. I will be

happy to recognize the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. SCHEME. Mrs. Chisholm, it is a pleasure to have you here be-

fore our committee this morning, and to answer your question aboi it
lob selection, on our field trips out in California we did visit skill cen-
ters, m fact, two of them, and we found out that, particularly in the
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one in downtown Los Anr-eles, that they did, through the Human
Resources Development, HRD, they call it, made the selections of the
type of training that was needed in that inimediate area.

As the various applicants came in, they were screened for those
jobs that were needed in the immediate area. So in this particular area,
I think this is being done.

Whether or not it is being done throughout other regions in the
"United States, I am not sure.-However, I ao realize the value of that
being_ done, because there is no sense in training a person for a job
that does not exist.

Mrs. Chisholm, if I might just take up a few more points. On page
2 you made the statement: "In fact, as mentioned before, inflation and
tight money have caused layoffs in our big industry. All those men
trained in the celebrated N.g:13 program in Detroit are being laid off."

I am sure you are aware that in a plant of any size or any magnitude
where they have labor contracts, the unions 'themselves decide who
has seniority and who gets laid off and who does not.

So as far as there are mortality rates concerned in people being laid
off, I think this is handled through the discretionary powers o-f the
labor and negotiating contracts.

Mrs c:lutsHotast. May I respond verybriefly ?
That is so. I think we do have to recognize, then, very seriously the

limitations of big business in this area because most of the persons
who are movinginto those programs to get training will, of course, .
because of certain practices be the- first ones-to be laid off.

So therefore it is the old question o f last hired and first fired. There-
fore, we have to be very cognizant of the limitations which are
involved.

Mr. SCHERLE. This is true, but we also have to be realistic as far
us business is concerned as to the situations which, through perhaps
no fault of their own, the retrenchment of the economy and so on.

Another point., "another problem which Senator Nelson's Sub-
committee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty has found is that
the JOBS program is being abused by employers."

Well, I don"f blow whether it was abused necessarily by employers,
but I do know people take advantageof these situations.

The problem is, whose fault is this ?
Once again, we :go back to the employer, necessarily, or the area in

which the job training is taking place. It is those people who fund
those programs and do not monitor or control those programs to make
sure those people are eligible for that plamiing and to make sure-
that their training is proper.

We had a situation in Des Moines, Iowa, where through the de-
partment of public safety, I think these people were hired for, oh,
I don't lniow how many weeks. Some of these people had been on the
job 17 years, and did not even Iniow they were part of a training
program.

The cost to the government was close to $10,000. I think situations
like this are ridiculous. But theneglect there lies with the people who
are authorized to administer these programs, rather than the people
who are funded.

They sometimes have to be controlled, too.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Yes.
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Mr. SCHERLE. You mentioned the fact, also, that apart from gen-
eral business orientation that the administration feels they will get
more back for a buck out of JOBS.

This is a reason why every member of this committee feels that
this new approach to manpower training is needed desperately. We
have prcgrams that, duplicate and extend into every conceivable area.
The intention of this committee is to try to and correlate all these
proo-rams, bring them a little closer together so we know who is.to
blame. if we have a bad progra.m, and some place where responsibility
might rest.

You also make the statement on page 4 about placement. In this
it is something that has always concerned me deeply. Like with the
Job Corps programs, we were training young men and young women
and then just cast them out. Nobody followed through and made sure
they had a job, or if they did, it might-have beei oxë icison interview
and that was it.

This is unfortunate. If they are going to spend the time, money and
effort that the Government feels we should, then the one thing we
ought to have when they get through is some sort of employment
opportunity.

Mrs. CmsHoL3r. I would like to make one comment there. I think
in regard to whatever kind of programs we might implement. I think
it is so important to make sure that we have a comparability, not
only on the part of employers and employees and what have you.

We have not been doing enough about accountability when the
. Government expends a great deal of money to train people. Some-
body has got to account for somebody else or some group.

This is why in so many instances many of the programs that had
-good built-in features got lost. I think the Governors should look at
this more in the future.

Mr. SCHERLE. This has been my concern ever since I have been on
ithis committee, sometimes an mpression is created that if we pour

enough money into the project then it will take care of most problems.
The committee does not have the personnel to follow through to
monitor the programs. Thus, the money wasted adds up as a peruetu-
-ator of administrators who build their own bureaucracies to the frus-
tration and despair of the people who need the programs.

On paz,e 5, you say :
I don't like to Suggest that the administration is using the manpower programs

for political purposes, but I am aware that there are 32 Republican Governors
-and that giving additional authority and money to the states would not exactly
.alienate Southern Democrats.

Well, how are the 18 Democratic Governors treating this proo-ram?
MrS. Cmsnotzr. I won't respond. [Laughter.]
Mr. ScHERLE. At one more point on page 6, you also say here that

"judging from the past record in overrides with regard to the 0E0
proz.;ram, I don't see this happening ver37 often."

I doubt very much if the administration would override one of its
Republican Governors and they would shrink even at the thought of
overriding a Southern Governor."

Mrs. 'Cmstaor3r. Your conclusions are not justified. When. we were
debating 0E0, particularly on legal services, we had unquestionable
evidence that the 0E0 director had overriden Republican Governors
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Ronald Reap-an of California, Louie Nuim of Kentucky, Arch Moore
from West Virginia. He has overridden the Governor of Missouri, a
Democrat from the South.

Mrs. CHIsHoun. Might I respond very briefly ?
In terms of many of the procrrams that are being conducted in many

of our Southern States which have not been funded or refunded in
terms of these persons constantly comm ng. to n:y office from the South-
ern States of this country where the black population is very high, and
they are overburdened and overloaded with the things going on in
these States, this leaves very serious question in my mind as to what
programs have been overridden.

I think there are many factors that we need to go into, and I can
prepare some very deep information with respect to specific hnds of
programs that have been brought to my attention.

Mr. SCHERLE. We have had a very high mortality rate as far as
what Don Rumsfeld has done with the Republican Governors, and I
-would like to think that we feel that a fair, nonpartisan area prevails.

Mrs. CHISHOLM I would hope so. I can bring certain concrete cases
to the attention of Mr. Rumsfeld with respect to these programs that
the same kind of treatment would be meted out so that these persons
would be able to get some economic benefits.

Mr. SCHEME. I have not found him to be very partisan in regard
to any overrides.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. Very good. I am very glad to hear that. Thank you.
Mr. DAmErs. I would like to recognize the gentleman from Wis-

consin at this time.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mrs. Chisholm, here. I appreciate very much your testi-

mony, and I apologize that I was not here during its presentation.
Thank you for coming.

Mrs. CHISHOLM Surely.
Mr.. DANIELS. We next have a panel of witnesses of Employment

Security Agency officials, and I would like to now call to the witness
table the following persons : Mr. Vavoulis, chairman of the panel, di-
rector, Minnesota .Employment Security Agency, and president, In-
terstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies ; Mrs. Maxine
Daly, commissioner, Employment Security Department, State of
Washington; and Mr. William C. Diosegy, executive director, Bu-
reau of Employment Security, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

We appreciate your coming here today to give us the benefit of your
views. You have filed statements with the committee and I notice that
some of them are rather voluminous. Therefore, I would suggest that
you supply your statements for the record and summarize your
testimony.

Would this meet your approval ?
Mr. VAVOULIS. Yes; it does.
I would like to get into the record, if I may, the statement in behalf

of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies to the
National organization composed of the 50 States, and then I would
like to have each Commissioner present their testimony as it represents
their statement. In those statements we will try to be as concise as we
can.
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Mr. DANIELS. Then the statement on the State Employment Security
A zencies will be incorporated in the record.

(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF GEORGE .1. VAvouus, PRESIDEN'T, INTERSTATE CONEk. ENCE OF EM-

PLOYMENT Srcrrsrry AGE:corEs (COMMISSIONER, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF

MANPOWER SERVICES)

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee. my name is George J. Vavoulis.

I am the Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Manpower Services, and
the President of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies. I

am here today as a representative of the Intertsate Conference to urge your sup-
port of the Manpower Training Act of 1969. The majority of employment security
State administrators join with me in support of the concept of the bill and its
stated purposes, but would recommend several changes to the proposed legisla-
tion which I will outline later.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies is an organization
composed of the chief administrative officials of the State employment security
agencies in the fifty states. District of Columbia. Puerto Rico. and the Virgin
Islands. As you know. these agencies are responsible for the administration of
the whole host of employment service programs and the unemployment insurance
program in their respective States. The ICESA has spent considerable time in
the study and discussion of the aspects of the legislation before us today. As a
matter of fact. the State administrators met for two full days in Octoher. during
which time the legislation was carefully analyzed and a nnmber of recommenda-
tions made to the Department of Labor. Today I will discuss with you those
amendments which State administrators feel will strengthen the legislation.

At the outset, I wish it clearly understood that the Conference strongly supports
the enactment of a Manpower Act which will eliminate the now existing duplicate
and overlapping efforts of the myriad of agencies attempting to cope with employ-

ment problems. We believe that such legislation would not only strengthen man-
power planning and programming in the Nation. hut effect the delivery of far
greater services at significantly reduced costs.

We also strongly advocate that the Federal-State system of employment secu-
rity agencies be designated as the manpower agency at the xtatc level to deliver

or coordinate these services. Over the past 35 years or so. these State Agencies
have built a network of local offices which reach into every area of the Nation.
They have also gained the experience and expertise to accomplish the job. which
I believe the Congress desires. The employment security agency of ten 'years ago
is no morewe have shifted gears. redirected our approach toward a greater
emphasis on serving the disadvantaged, and now are the single agency in the
community which can effectively provide a complete manpower service.

Following the meeting of State administrators in October, the Interstate
Conference conducted a poll to ascertain the support of the proposed bill.

The Conference has recommended five amendments to the existing proposal.
On tbe basis of the amended Act. 38 State Agencies, comprising over 65% of
the workers covered under State unemployment insurance laws. and over 64%

of the total employers covered under these same laws, voted in favor of the
amended Manpower Training Act of 1969. Only four States having 11% of the
total covered workers and 8374% of the covered employers were opposed. Ten
States did not vote. I might add that only eight States were in faror of the
original proposed legislation as introduced in H.R. 13472 and S. 28:18.

The amendments that the ICESA proposes have been outlined in detail in
the attachment to my remarks, of which you have a copy. I would like to
briefly outline these recommended changes for you. The Conference advocates
that Sections 102, 104. and other related Sections be amended so the decision

of the Governor in approval of local plans is final. We also recommend that
Section 106 be amended to preclude competition between Federal and State
Agencies.

The majority of State administrators feel th-lt the proposed fonr leve's of
grants to States were excessive, and recommend that this be reduced to two. It
is also the wish of the Conference that the reference to private job placement
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agencies in Title IV should either be debted or modified to include only private,

nonprofit job placement agencies.
The final recommendation that we would make is that the programs financed

under the terms of the Wagner-Peyser Act not be subject to the control of the

State mannower planning organization. I might hasten to add, however, that

this recommendation does not preclude the review by the State manpower
planning organization of the plans of these programs. In sumnniry, I would like

to repeat once more that based upon numerous discussions and study the vast

majority of the States support the Manpower Training Act of 1969, including

the recommendations I have outlined above. We strongly urge that this bill be

reported favorably by the Committee.
I would now be pleased to answer any questions you may have regarding

either lay statement or the position of the Interstate Conference of Employment

Security Agencies.
Gentlemen, I wish to thank you for allowing me to appear before your

Committee today.

ATTACHMENT TO STATEMENT sr GEOnGE J. rAvOULIS

A. Recommended. amendments to H.R. 1347? and S. 2838

The following five amendments to the proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969

were adopted by the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies

at a Meeting of State Administrators on October 28-29, 1969 in Kansas City,

Missouri :
3. The Conference recommends that Sections 102, 104. and other related

sections of the bill as may be necessary, be amended so that the decision of the
Governor in regard to approval of local plans in SMSA's and other areas desiz-
nated by the Secretary as he deems appropriate, is final unless appealed by the

locality to the Secretary; in that event, the decision of the Governor is final if

the Secretary finds such decision is supported by substantial evidence.
4. The Conference recommends that Section 106 of the bill, defining the Secre-

tary's authority to provide manpower services in a State where there is non-

compliance or absence of an approved plan, and other relevant sections
appropriate, be amended so that the authority of the Secretary to provide
manpower services in the State be restricted, so that he may not perform, as

a competing Federal Agency, the manpower services referred to in Section 101
of the bill which are being performed by the State Employment Service agencies.

5. The Conference is of the opinion that the four levels of grants to the States
provided for in the bill are excessive and would tend to create conflict with

respect to the responsibilities of the States and the Secretary in carrying out the
program: and it also questions the practicality and validity of the concept of
exemplary performance as provided for in the bill. The Conference, therefore,
recommends that the bill be appropriately modified to eliminate the exemplary
performance concept and to provide that SO% of the funds appropriated under
the bill allocated to the States in two levels.

6. The Conference reeommends that the reference to private job placement
agencies in Title Iv of the bill either be deleted or modified to inclnde only pri-
vate msnprofit job placement agenciet:.

7. The Conference recommends that the administration of programs; financed

under the Wagner-Peyser Act not be subject to the control of the State manpower
planning organization which is established by Section 104 of the bill and, for this
purpose that Section 104 and any other relevant sections be amended so as to
delete the reference to programs financed under the Wagner-Peyser Act This
recommendation is not intended to preclude review by the State manpower
planning organization of any State plan of service or portions thereof developed

in connection with programs financed under the Wagner-Peyser Act.

B. On January 22. 1970 all State Agencies were polled to determine their
position on the proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969 as (1) introduced in
the Congress as ER. 13472 and S. 2S3S, and (2) with appropriate amendments

to carry out ICESA recommendations :3, 4, 5, 6. and 7 adopted at the Meeting of
State Administrators in Kansas City, Missouri. October 28-29, 1969. The results
of the poll are as follows : 1. H.R. 13472 and S. 2S3S as introduced in Congress.
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Percent of Percent or
Number of total total

State covered covered
agencies workers employers 2

In favor 8 26.2 33. 5

Not in favor 25 41. 5 36. 5

Not voting 19 32.3 30.0

Total 3 52 100.0 100.0

1 Total workers covered under State unemployment insurance laws as of June 1969, excluding the Districtof Columbia.
2 Total employers covered under the State unemployment insurance laws as of September 1969, excluding the District

of Columbia.
3 Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The Virgin Islands has a vote as a member of the Conference but does not

have an approved State unemployment insurance law and therefore has no basis lor inclusion in percent of covered
workers and covered employers. The District of Columbia is not included in this poll since only the District Unemployment
Compensation Board is a member of the Conference.

2. H.R. 13472 and S. 2833 with appropriate amendments to carry out ICESA
recommendations 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 adopted at the meeting of State Administra-
tors in Kansas City, Missouri, October 28-29, 1969.

Percent of Percent of
Number of total total

SUte covered covered
agencies workers 1 employers 2

In favor 3 38 65.2 63. 5

Not in favor 4 11.1 8.5
Not voting 10 23.7 27. 9.

Total 4 52 100.0 100.0

1 Total workers covered under State unemployment insurance laws as of June 1969 excluding the District of Columbia.
2 Total employers covered under the State unemployment insurance laws as of September 1969 excluding the District

of Columbia.
3 Illinois voted in favor with amendrnents 6 and 7 only.
4 Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The Virgin Islands has a vote as a member of the Conference but does

not have an approved State unemployment insurance law and therefore ilas no basis for inclusion in percent of covered
workers and covered employers. The District of Columbia is not included in this poll since only the District Unemployment
Compensation Board is a member of the Conference.

Mr_ VAvorms. Let me ask first that the record show that William R.
Ford, director of Employment Security, Commission, State of Michi-
(Tan was unable to be here this mornino- because of illness.
2=,

STATEMENT OF A PANEL COMPOSED OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
AGENCY OFFICIALS: GEORGE J. VAVOULIS, CHAIRMAN OF
THE PANEL, DIRECTOR, MINNESOTA EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
AGENCY, AND PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE CONFERENCE FOR
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES; MRS. MAXINE DALY,
COMMISSIONER OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON; WILLIAM C. DIOSEGY, VICTICUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, COMMONWEALTH OF
PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. VAvouras. I would like to express our appreciation for the op-
portunity to apDear before this committee, and to point out that the
testimony that 'Ire will present represents actual experiences as em-
ployment security agencies that we are now having in our respective
States.
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This is not a philosophy or a matter of opin, btit statements that
are going to be made in behalf of each emp10.40n7t 5ecurity agency.

I would like to first call on Mrs. Maxine pui .0-ho is a commis-
sioner from the State of Washington. to present

tatement.
s

Mr. DANIELS. Please proceed, Mrs:Daly.

STATEMENT OF MAXINE DALY, COMMISsIovviz EIVIPLOYMENT

SECURITY DEPARTMENT, STATE o CONSIN

Mrs. DALY. Thank you; Mr. Chairman and Ai, 01aer.
I am very pleased to be here. My nanie \--ra.c.ine Dal:v. I am a

commissioner of the Washington State Einplo :t Security Depart-
ment, and I do want to speak today about h3'..niel.`1, State is meeting
the manpower challenges of the 1.97Ors. 0.1-v

I will attempt to keep my remarks as b vossible and sum-
marize them to the. greatest extent necessar, interests of time.

I do want you gentlemen to lmow, howe'.v.313- t,',-"at we in the areat
State of Washingto-n have addressed ourseive,tx:, challenges o-f the
day, and I believe that very successfully we ar: to '413g them.

Mr. DANIELS. If the crentlelady would yielPeer stateMent wili be
incorporated in the recorql in full at this poizt. `-t,

(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF MAXECE E. DAVY, CONEMISS10-.N., ..15EN.GTOIS- STATE
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY De?

1Iy name is Maxine Daly and I am commi%10,_ ,e Washington State
Employment Security Department of

I want to speak today to the problems of matt,0.. A low government, in
the form of the federal-state employment securits. responded to these
problems. More specifically, I want to speak of 1.1.,f,stem?."-Z.,,zton State Employ-
ment Security Department and how this aget Wa5a.,11 to the manpower
challenge of the 1970's. 40.s ri

Throughout the history of our nation governzett
enlarging array of challenges. In recent years, thes, Qas 19- have increased in
tempo and intensity. They have been directed ats'...,hallel,I.r57 federal, state and

_Da subject to an ever-

local, but more usual at the local level. The reaso1 lev;;.: That is where the
effects of onvernmen!- are most noticeable; that is ..!.s c1 impact is felt ; that
is where tlie individual measures the worth of gover,2" ere l'_r,;rices.

In my judgment, the actions of government er,a'rent s!ated Properly only in
the context of the times in which they occur. For evalcv-0 T

tant to take a brief mc-rent to call attention to thZ4-Is rea-t
---o.eve it impor-

which was developed, th.rough national policy, over c,°,330103.:efarmPaiteripoowd efrollsoewingrvice

the creation of the public employment service ba 1,ae 3 'r an integral part of
the federal-state Employment Security system. 12S and efteetive elicinge
in any agency will occur only with change in the )Z,Qxugtept of service as ap-
plied to that agency, and as directions are entrt-nc`;_sic tbe demands of the
times and ,expressed hy the will of our elected learieZt. ted

By 1960 the public employment service had de"; ay. intricate informa-
tonal system designed to accomplish one Principal"-ioped tuat of finding qnali-
Zed workers to satisfy the requirements of etah, Tjae highly qualified
worker was eagerly sought Employment offices e r So tp tiat h atn eo ncle-
both applicants and employers. The competitiot
ity job orders was severe. Because of the way the .L.et operated. the well-
qualified job seeker had little need for the emplov") maree and, in fact, made
minimal use of it. Nevertheless, promotional e t ser directed toward in-
creasing this usage, and success measuremem 5 war,/ evaluations of the
results of these efforts. Why? Because national ID 11.:tchideeted this thrust andolley dir
the system responded.
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Then. beginning with the Manpower Training Act of 1962 and much more
forcefully with the passage of the Civil Rights Act and the Economic Opportunity
Act in 1964. strident demands for change were reflected in public policy. Govern-

ment had, in effect. admitted that all was not right with the world. The invisible
Americanthe poor Americanwas no longer invisible and no longer mute.
Among the cries of the poor, or more accurately of those who claimed to represent
them. w ere these: "Existing agencies of government have not been responsive to
the needs of the poor !" -OW line public agencies cannot and are not willing to

ch a nge
In all candor, we must admit to the firstbut we as practitioners in the field

stoutly disclaim the second. Existing public agencies of government can change!
:!.tore than that. they are willingeven eagerto change. And most importantly,
they hare changed. The record needs to be set straight, and my purpose will be to
do this.Washington State, with a population of some 3 million people, has one of
the most diverse social, economic and geographic structures of any state in the
Union. Often know'a as the "land of contrasts" our state encompasses a land
area of some 68,192 square miles, covering areas of industrial density, vast
timberlands and open spaces, extensive farm lands and agricultural enterprise,
intricate waterway systems and hydroeleetric projects, -,:11 tied together by a
network of small towns and sparsely settled rural areas. So then, in addressing
ourselves to the manpower problems of a population living in this environment,
ire must be respon-sive to the needs of the individual wherever we find him.

In doing so, the Washingion Employment Security Department was one of
the first to adopt and implement the philosophy of human resources develop-
ment. The time had come to examine traditional concepts, to identify fallacies
and truths, strengths and weaknesses, and to create a whole new philosophy of
service based on individual needs.

To implement the new philosophy, we did not set up separate units within
local offices to provide special treatment to a special segment, the socalled dis-
a (Iva utaged, while carrying on business as usual elsewhere. We reordered our

became our objective that those whose need for service was the greatest
wotfid get our first attention: those whose needs were less would have the in-
formation they needed available to them. Inherent in this philosophy was the
belief that our professional staff ought to have the capability of providing
services to any individual to the extent those services were needed. We adopted
the (operating principle that the delivery system be tailored to provide, within
the limitations of available resources, a personalized serrice based upon in-
dividual need.

One thing quickly became evidentthat we could carry out our mission only
to the extent we were able to lead, and other elements in the community re-
sponded, by becoming aware of, and getting involved in the whole array of
manpower problems.

Approximately one hundred management and key administrative staff were
brought together for a seminar on mobilizing the community to meet manpower
nePds. A fictional city became "our town." Our management personnel were the
lenders of the community. Problems plaguing the city became their problems;
Wfferences of opinion, which could have led to stalemate, were their differences:
solutions developed were their solutions: failures to solve problems were their
failures. Our experience clearly demonstrated that our local office managers
must be and could be effective in bringing community resources to bear for the
resolution of manpower problems.

At about the same time we embarked on an extensive and intensive 'training
program to sharpen the basic management sldlls of our supervisory perionnel at
all levels. Over a period of several months we trained all our managerial and
supervisory staff in the principles of management.

Onr commitment to serve the citizens of Seattle's "inner city" can be demon-
strated by our readiness to provide staff to the first year Concentrated Employ-
ment Program in that city. We felt that our commitment must be substantial
to he meaningful so we reassigned our regular staff to fulfill our part of the
contract, without requesting additional federal funds. Although this action
was looked upon by our federal partners as an overcommitment we proceeded
with our plans. Later when additional funds were made available, we received
replacement resources.
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We continue to emphasize the leadership role. Whenever a community organi-
zation or group is formed, or initiates action with regard to manpower and
employment problems, Employment Security staff are quick to become a part of
the acdon. Most (-f our local office managers are meml.ers of community action
agency advisory councils. Some are chairmen of these or similar groups. In ore
way or another our people are deeply involved at the local scene in designing,
initiating and carrying out activities aimed at improving the lot of the residents
of their communities.

The City of Seattle is now in its first operational year of a INIodel Cities
contract with the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Long before
the contract was awarded. Employment Security people were engaged in the
planning activities. We loaned to the Model Cities director specialized technical
Personnel who became part of his staff to develop the manpower package of
the proposal. Our people served with the citizens task force on employment to
offer technical assistance as needed and desired to bring the task force to a
realization of its goal.

These kinds of activities tie in well with what a comprehensive manpower
agency ought to be engaged in. But, the faet that muck of the staff time spent
in these activities is outside of regular working hours is indicative of the
commitment of the agency, the commitment of its resources, and the commitment
of its people.

I have described some broad concepts and basic operating principles which
guide our agency. This has been done to establish for you the foundation upon
which I believe a manpower services delivery system. must be based if it is to
meet the ever-changing needs of the communities we serve.

But even before we addressed the question of whether and how the system
should be altered, we were engaged in a series of programs which began at the
start of the last decade and which continue even today as I appear before you.
The Washington State Employment Security Department has been anxious to
cooperate and to initiate programs in accordance with national policy. In some
of these, we have followed the lead of our federal partner: in others, when it
seemed appropriate and the resources were available, we 1.:ave forged ahead,
jointly with other agencies when possible, but on our own when necessary.

The Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 and the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962 providcd us for the first time with the tools to make a
real impact in developing the employability of individuals. Once we had these
resources, we began to provide training to people who lacked the qualifications
to compete for existing and anticipated job opportunities. We are proud of our
achievements in this field. and I believe our record of meaningful and realistic
application of this legislation is unexcelled to this day.

The Manpower Administration requires that (55% of those enrolled in MDTA
projects must meet the criteria which define disadvantagement In our state,
about 80% of the MDTA trainees are disadvantaged. The remainder have been
others with severe employability problems but who do not fall within the official
definition.

In the first seven years of our involvement in MDTA, over 16% of our trainees
were members of a minority race, 16% had a mental or physical handicap,
almost 44% were youth, and over 62% were the primary wage earner of the
family. Of the males, more than one of five was a veteran.

In recent years, the bulk of our institutional MDTA training has been on an
individual, rather than a class group, basis. We have found this to be more
responsive to the needs of the individual.. More than that, it enables the indi-
vidual to participate without being squeezed into a preconceived mold which
probably does rot adapt to his own uniqueness as a person.

In subsequent years we cooperated in the national effort to establish Youth
Opportunity Centers, an Apprenticeship Information Center, and other Youth
Employment Service activitieS. We strengthened our service to special applicant
groups such as the physically and mentally handicapped; we provided special
services for those young men who were rejected from service in our armed
forces; we joined in a training program to assist servicemen who would soon
return to civilian life; and we worked with other state agencies to establish
programs to provide work experience and training to recipients of public
assistance.

We have been able to do this without sacrificing service to other groups to
whom we have legal and moral obligations. In calendar year 1969, for exam-
ple, over 39 per cent of all non-farm job placements and nearly 51 per cent of

44-425-70p t. 2-19 986-
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the nilelr pon-farm placements were veterans. As A result of this reeord. Wash-

ington ranked seeond iii tlw nation. Each of these programs offered setrices to

pcopk.. and eaeh required the cooperating state :1;z-envie5 to make sonic a djnst-

nients in their system of operation.
But the real test. of the ability of an agency to vhange and to keep pae

with the time is the degree to which it pursucx change the speed with which it

adopts new approaches; the lea.dership it expresses by a willingness to initiate

untried programs; and, sometimes. to take a rather lonely stand in defense

of an idea it believes will work.
By way of example. I would like to describe some of the actions our state

lots initiated to make manpower services as responsive as possible to the needs

of the people. At the outset it should be noted that our efforts as an agency

hare been greatly enhanced and strengthened through the enlightened leader-

ship of our Governor. Dan Evans. For example. prior to the passage of the 1907

amendments to the Social Security Act. through Governor Evans' personal par-

ticipation. Washington was well on its way toward a viable employability assist-

ance plan for welfare recipients. A cooperative program evolved effecting co-

ordination of cur job placement function with referral and counseling assistance

provided by the state we,fare agency. A firm foundation for state agencies to

work effectively together to attack problems common to both was created.

With this experience as background. the State of Washington was then one

of the first to be funded for a federal Work Incentive Program. Because of the

success of our earlier cooperative efforts, we were able to apply the WIN pro-

gram on a statewide basis. We were the first in the nation to go statewide with

WIN. We believed this was necessary so individuals who could benefit from the

special services provided by the program could be served regardless of their

area of residence. Washington stood alone in this regard through most of Fiscal

Year 1969. Our northern neighbor. Alaska. joined us late in that year to become

the second state to operate the WIN program on a state wide basis.

Our most recent information indicates that the WIN program in Washington

has enrolled a total of 4,523 persons. of whom nearly 10% are of minority races

and 90% are heads of households. Less than 2.5% hare left the program prior

to completion, and most of these wei:e forced to do so by compelling personal

reasons. Over half, about 2.300, are still enrolled. One-fourth. more than 1.100.

hare found employment. WIN has not been in existence long enough to provide

definitive data on long range successes. However, the program is designed to

provide follow-up supportive services to insure that employment. once obtained.

is retained.
Recognizing that funds coming to us from federal sources for the Work In-

centive program fell woefully short of meeting the needs of the citizens of Wash-

ington State, the Washington State Employment Security Department developed

and pushed hard for passage of state legislation to augment the Work Incentive

Program so that similar services could be provided to public assistance recipients

not on Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Governor Erans included this

legislation in his executive request package. The 1969 Washington State Legisla-

ture voted to expand the WIN program, appropriated the state money to carry

it out, and encouraged eongress to provide the necessary federal matching funds

for this purpose. Congress failed to act favorably in this instance, unfortunately.

and the state WIN program has fallen by the wayside.

Another nationally tonceived program about which much is heard these days

is the computerized Job Bank. When federal funding became available, we made

early application for approval to implement a -Tob Bank in Seattle, our largest

city. We have proceeded with this implementation in a timely manner. We are

of the opinion, however, that our highly mobile labor force and the needs of

industrial and agricultural employers can be better seved by a statewide Job

Bank system. The Manpower Administration has agreed to entertain a propol

for a state project. Approval of this project will mean that Washington will be

the first state to have a statewide .Tob Bank, and we will be that much closer to

the nationwide Computerized Job Matching system anticipated by 1974.

One of the accusations often made of old line agencies is that they are unwill-

ing or reluctant to seek out and employ disadvantaged people. Long before it be-

eame the popular thing to do, our department had taken steps to open new op-

portunities to peonle who could not hare qualified in the past. We opened doors

to minority individuals whose background precluded their acceptance for em-

ployment in traditional classifications by establishing trainee positions to open
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career ladders at the para-professional level leading to oar journeyman elassifi-
eation. This program of career development design has enabled us to hire a
number of minority persons. In a state whose minority population is somewhat
less than six percent of the total, over 1:1 percent of our employees are members of

zu:tiority rac.e. in Seattle. where the minority population is approximately 10
jereent of the total. nearly 37 percent of our eniployment service employees are
front this !mpulation. Additionally, since its earliest inception we have contracted
to partieipate in the New Careers program, providing training and permanent
employment with our agency to individuals who had the potentthl but lacked
:-pecitic. :lc:Won:v. social or job skills required for nornial entry into government
employment. We have fonnd this to be an exciting n ad rewarding exiwrit-nne for
hoth the new careerists :Ind the agency. New Careers in this state has expanded
and now stretches acros:, the whole spectrum of state and local governmental
agent-it-N. We took these steps because it was right and proper to do so: our ex-
perience conti.lues to point up the fact that New Careers is valid and beneficial
to all concerned.

But in spite of these accomplishments we recognize that the doors have just
begun to swing open. There is an urgent need to provide greater, more rapid
upward mobility for minority employees who have entered on a very low rung
of a career ladder. One of the interesting developments of the Seattle Model
Cities Task Force on Employment was a proposal (actually designed by one
of our own employees) for technical, organizational and professional intern
training. Identified by the appropriate acronym TOP-IT, this plan calls for
state agencies to hire residents of the Model Neighborhood at a management
internship level. This is an imaginative and unusual approach to equalize the
employment of minority people in occupations at technical, managerial or pro-
fessional levelsan attainment most minority individuals, regardless of talent
or ability would likely never reach:without some sort of structured opportunity.
The Employment Security Department has signed a contract with the Seattle
Model Cities Program office to administer TOP-IT and will play a leadership
role in the implementation.

We moved early to hire at the professional level, minority group specialists
to help us bridge the communications gap between the agency and the minority
population we wanted to serve. Human relations training was given to all agency
personnel to make them aware of the barriers faced by minority applicants, why
and how these barriers developed, and what could be done to remove or over-
come them. Emphasis was placed on the fact that society in general and agency
personnel specifically must change because of all barriers faced by disadvantaged
job seekers, those barriers imposed on them by society and the system are by
far the most difficult to overcome.

One of the most recently appointed minority group specialists is a Mexican-
Ameriean who entered the agency as a New Careerist. This appointment came
as we embarked on our second year of experience in an experimental and dem-
onstration project known as the Texas Migrant Program. Washington is one
of nine states cooperating with the state of Texas in this project. Migrant fami-
lies are identified while in Texas and cooperaLing states are provided with basic
information about a specific number of families who are planning to migrate to
these states as favorable crop conditions exist. Washington accepts the responsi-
bility of assisting these families on their arrival and during their stay in the
state. To carry out this task, we recruited and hired bi-lingual Mexican-Ameri-
cans who had left the migrant stream. These young men were given special
training and literally turned loose in their communities to seek out and assist
the migrant families. The enthusiastic and aggressive action by these interview-
ers has earned the respect of their fellow employees as well as the administrative
staff of the agency. More importantly, they have earned the respect and trust
of the people they represent and serve so well and of the communities in which
they work.

But even before the first of these migrant families arrived, our state recognized
that a greater problem exists within our borders on a year around basis. Over
the years a substantial number of families have settled out of the migrant
stream.

During the agricultural season .they are busy, but the off season finds them
out of work, living in low quality housing, suffering from poor health and poor
nutrition, with little help and less hope. We proposed that we could not serve
a limited number of migrant families and ignore such a vast number in often
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worse eireumstances. We asked for and reeeived funding to expand the Texas
Migrant Program to serve these settled out migrants. We soon began to diseover

the real problems being faced by these families. We know that what we have
learned from emitaets with a eomparatively few families reveals only a sample

of the hnman misery which exists among runny of the 77.000 spanish-surnamed

people in our state. We know that these special projects will not likely be funded

again. We also know that what we have started must not be abandoned. Some-

how we must make room within our permanent family of employees for staff
to continue what is so far just a beginning. for what has been gained must
pot be lost. Too much is at stake. havo hnd for a number Of years is

grain of service to reservation Indiams throngs o er t

called Community Workers. It was their task to determine the nature of the
problems faced by their people on the reservations assigned them. There are

22 Indian reservations in Washington State. While some may be small in size

with small populations they oftentimes are loeated in remote or isolated areas.
Others are large, encompassing up to one million, one hundred thousand acres

of tribal and allotted land. Although niany Indians have left the reservations.
others prefer to remain and hold on to tribal custom and tradition. Our com-

munity workers attempt to bring together. in the most expedient way possible.

the problems and the resources to solve them. More recently we have expanded

our comnnmity worker chi:ept to assist off reservation Indians.
In one reservation in northwest Washington. the people of the Lnzumi Tribe

deeided they wanted to develop their own indthstry on tribal property. Onr
Department. working with other agencies and tribal representatives, was instru-

mental in developing a project which is uniquethe only one of its kind any-
whereand which Ls expected to set an example for others to follow. The project

is the Lummi Aquaculture Program. With the guidance and assistance of West-

ern Washington State College, with training and program development and
assistance from other loc-..1 and state agencies, and with federal funding, the
project is underway. Indians will receive training in occupations related to tradi-

tional Indian activities and utilieng the tribal fisheries and allied resources
Many will be able to find work in developing tribal industry, while others may
work in similar activities nearby. This project is expected to have an impact
in the fisheries industry far beyond the limits of the Limmi Reservation.

In July 1969. the Washington Employment Security Department signed. as
prime contractor, with a private consulting firm for the development of a model

system of manpower serviees within the Public Employment Service system.
The principal goal of this agreement is to be the development of a delivery
system to be tried in five prototype local offices. Two of the areas are in Wash-
ington State, one of which is the only non-urban loeality in the entire nation.

For several years. as I have stated earlier, the employment security system
had been asked to discharge an ever increasing array of responsibilities. In
attempting to perform within this arena, we found our programs becoming

fragmented, and our resources being thinly dispersed. The opportunity to par-
ticipate in the development of a model system *c.nfe at a time when our own
efforts were well under way to study and redesign our basic delivery unit, the
loctil office. In fact, an experimental restructuring of our Seattle office had
been in effect for over six months when the "Model System" contract was
signed. We are hopeful that onr participation LI the "Model System" contract.

coupled with the 'United States Training and Employment Service plan which

brings an additional six prototype offiees into the program, will result in a
workable approach to meet the growing need to deliver manpower services to
commtunties in a comprehensive manner.

Although much progress is being made to improve the services and delivery

systems of all agencies seeking to serve the disadvantaged, much remains to be

done. Having completed training or otherwise prepared himself for employment.

the individual must have the opportunity to become and remain employed, else

past efforts and expense have been of little value. Recognizing that govvrnment
cannot do the job alone. the Washington Employment Security Department has
initiated '40peration Impact" to take a message to the employing community
in each local office area. Operation Impact is a short, hard-hitting program
which is being co-sponsored by the Association of Washington Business in co-

operation with local Chambers of Commerce. community colleges and National
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Alliance of Businessmen where available. The program clearly points out to
employers that many of the answers rest in the employers' hands. The pur-
pose is to dislodge the hang-ups which prevent affirmative acrion by confronta-
tion and dialogue between the panel of thsadvantaged job seekers on the one
hand and the audience of employers on the other. Our experience so far tells
us that employers, too, are searching for answers and are willing to listen.

The 1970 session of the Washington State Legislature was a turning point
for the Employment Security Department. Long-awaited and often tried-for
changes in our Unemployment Insurance Law were finally realized bringing the
citizens of our state one of the most modern Ul programs in the nation. We
are especially pleased to have such a law in 1970. not only because it modernizes
our program, but because it provides us an opportunity to carry out studies and
experiments in improving services to UI claimants. Our department played an
activist role in achieving the improvements.

Other developments are significantly noteworthy. On March 1, 1970, Governor
Evans and Mayor Uhlman of Seattle formed the Seattle Joint Manpower Brmrd.
Because Seattle is our largest city, with the greatest variety and quantity of
manpower problems, it also has the greatest number of programs designed to deal
with these problems. The formation of the Joint Manpower Board is an attempt
to eliminate confusion. overlapping and wasteful duplication in the provision
and delivery of manpower services in Seattle.

The development of a really effective Cooperative Area Manpower Planning
System has been an important goal of our department since the system was
first established in 1967. While required to maintain a Coordinating Committee
at the state level and one each for the Seattle-Everett SINISA, the Tacoma SMSA.
and the "Balance of State," the department was responsible for the formation of
committees in seventeen additional local areas. This was done to bring CAMPS
planning down to the "grass roots" level where the problems exist.

Recently the Employment Security Departtuent and the Office of the Governor
initiated a study of the entire system to determine ways in whieh it could be
improved. It was felt that pending manpower legislation could appreeiably
increase the responsibilities and scope of CAMPS, and the state intended to be
prepared for an orderly transition. As a result of this study, Governor Evans
issued an Executive Order creating a new State Manpower Coordinating Com-
mittee with increased responsibilities and authority for the development, coordi-
nation and implementation of a State Comprehensive Manpower Plan.

CAMPS has sometimes been called a stapling function wherein various agen-
cies assemble an anthology of departmental documents and call it a Compre-
hensive Manpower Plan. This has never been true in Washington State. The
Governor's recent action was not designed to correct this but to carry CAMPS
from its present level of a system dedicated to the development of coordinated
and linked agency plans to the next level of sonhistication, the design of a
truly unified and comprehensive program delivery system.

There are those who maintain that the "establishment" personified by the
federal-state Employment Security system is unable to recognize the needs of
the community it serves until forced to do so. Even worse is the charge that we
are miwilling tc do those things which need doing in order to meet those needs
that we are inclined to "play it safe" and not rock the boat.

These allegations simply are not sustained by the facts. We have seen that the
history of the Employment Security system is replete with changechange in
emphasis, change in direction, change in philosophy. It is all in the record.

I cannot claim that we have achieved or even approached perfection in the field
of manpower services. It is my firm conviction that the Employment Security
system is th,e logical and practical choice of agencies to pursue that goal: we have
the talent, we have the structure, we have the experience, and we has:e the
commitment.

Mrs. DALY. I think a little background is necessary with respect to
the response of the employment security systeim I think the record
needs to be very clear that this is a viable system, that throughout his-
tory it has responded as national policy has directed.

Certainly by 1960, the public employment service had developed an
intricate Mformational system and was designed to accomplish one
principal task, and that was to find qualified workers to meet the re-
quirements of employers. 990
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Actually, the well qualified job seeker had little need for the employ-
ment services in my view, and in fact I think made minimal use of it

oftentimes.
But this was the thrust ; it was national policy and the system

responded.
Then beginning with the Manpower Traininc, Act of 1962, and cer-

tainly more expressively with the Civil Rights''Act and the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, strident demands for change were reflected
in 1,ublic policy.

Government had in effect admitted that all was not right with the
world. The invisible American, the poor American was no longer
invisible, and he was no longer mute.

Amono- the cries of this segment of our population, or I should say
more accurately from the cries of those people who purported to repre-
sent them, were some very specific accusations that existing agencies of
Government had not been responsive to the needs of the poo_ ,r and that

crthe existin public agencies could and were not williwr to change.
Now I &ink in all candor perhaps we have to admOto the first, but

I certainty stoutly disclaim the second.
The existing public agencies have changed, they can change, and

more importantly they are anxious to change, and my purpose here
will be to set the record straight. In Washington State we have a popu-
lation of some 3 million people. We have one of the most diyerse
economic, and geographic structures in the Nation.

We are oftentimes lmown as the land of contrast, and our State
encompasses a land area of 69,000 svare miles. We have industrial
density, vast timberlands open spaces, intricate waterway systems, and
hydroelectric projects, all tied together by a network of small towns
and sparsely settled rural areas. S`o then as we address ourselves to the
manpower problems of this population, living in this diverse environ-
ment, we must be responsive to the needs of-the individual wherever
we find him.

In doinc, this, the Washington employment security department
was one oFthe first to adopt and implement the philosophy of human
resources development.

To do this, we did not establish another category of service. We
reorganized and reordered our priorities. It became our objective that
those whose need for service was greatest would get our first attention.
We adopted the operating principle that the delivery system must be

tailored to provide within the limitations of available resources a
personalized service based upon the needs of the individual.

As we proceeded, one thing became quickly evident. We could carry
out our mission, only to the extent we could lead the community ineo
becoming aware and getting involved in the whole array of manpower
problems existing in that commimity.

To do this we -sharpened our own management skills. We have had
intense training programs for our own people on how to mobilize
community resources and how to utilize our own.

We continue to emphasiZe the leadership role. Our people are
deeiily involved in local areas, where the problems are.

They design, initiate and carry but program activities, oftentimes
through the contribution of their own time.
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In the city of Seattle for example (which was, I believe, the first.
city to be funded for a model cities contract) Jong before the contract
was actually tm into beino., our people were participating in the
planning activity.

We had teclmical staff on loan to the model cities people. Not only
that., our people were out in the ghettos working with a citizens
task force, particularly on employment problems.

Now I think these kinds of activities tie in very well with what a
comprehensive agency ought to be, but I think the fact that much
of the staff time in these activities is outside recrular working hours
is indicative of the commitment of our agency and the ,ommitment
of its resources and most. importantly the commitment of its people.

We have participated very actively and very aggressively with all
of the resources that have been provided to us through the actions
of this Congress.

The Area Development Act of 1961, and the Manpower Develop-
ment Act of 1962, provided us, really for the first time, the kind
of tools that we need.ed to make a real impact in developing the em-
ployability of individuals.

Once we had these resources, we becran to provide for the training
of those people who lacked qualifications, and we are proud of our
achievements and I think the record will bear out our accomplishments.

In subsequent years, we have strengthened our services to special
applicant. groups. We participated in the youth opportunity centers
and apprenticeship information centers, and many of the others.

thmk one thing I would particularly like to express is that we
have done this without any lessening of our legal and moral
obligations.

For example in the. year 1969, over 30 percent .of all nonfarm job
placements, and nearly 51 percent of the male nonfarm placements
were veterans.

As a result of this. Washington, our State, ranks second in the .Na-
tion. I do want to stress this to ex-press to the committee that we recoa-
nize again the moral and lecral obligations to this great group of people.

But-the real test of ability of any agency of Government to change
and to keep pace with the times is, I think, the degree to which'it
pursues change, the speed with which it adopts new approaches and
the leadership it expresses by willingness to initiate untried pro-
grams and sometimes take a lonely stand in defense of an idea.

I would like by way of example to describe some of the actions
that our State has initiated on it.s own. I think I would also like to
express, and I think it is important that the committee understand,
that our efforts as an agency have been greativ enhanced by and
stren?-thened by and throunth the enlightened lelidership of our own
Governor, Dan Evans.

For example, prior to the passage of the social security amendments
in 1967. our Governor through his personal participation had devel-
oped a very aggressive program of employability assistance for wel-
fare recipients.

A cooperative program evolved, effecting the coordination of our
job placement functions with the referral and counseling assistance
provided by the State welfare agency.
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A firm foundation for State agencies to work effectively together
to attack problems of a common need was created. Our State was then
one of the first to be funded for the work incentive program, and be-
cause of our earlier success, we were able to go statewide with this
program. I believe we are still one of the few States that do this on
a statewide basis.

WIN in our State has been a success. We have enrolled 4,500 per-
sons, of whom nearly 10 percent are of minority races. and 90 percent
are heads of households. Less than 25 percent have left the program
prior to completion, and most of the dropout problems were because of
compelling personal reasons.

One-fourth, or more than 1,100, have found employment. 2,300 are
still enrolled in active participation in the program.

IVIN has not been in existence long enough to define definitive data
on long-range success. However, the procrram as we have it in our
State, certainly is designed to provide the followup supporting serv-
ices to even insure that employment, once obtained, is retained.

Another thincr that we did in the State of Washington is recognize
that Federal funds for work incentive programs fell woefully short
of what was needed.

We pursued and achieved State legislation to expand this program.
This was introduced at the request of our Governor, and was part of
hisexecutive request package.

The 1969 session of our State legislature adopted this legislation,
and they appropriated State matching money to expand the -WIN pro-
aram We were all ready to take advantage of the title V appropria-
tons under the 1968 MDTA amendments. Unfortunately. Congress
failed to act favorably, and we have not been able to expand our State
program for work incentive.

Now another larogram that is receiving national attention is the
computerized job bank. As soon as funds became availaNe for job
bank, we made application, and we are proceedi a in a timely manner
to implement this innovation in the city of Seattle.

However, we are of the opinion that we can do a better job in
our State if we go to a statewide job bank, and the manpower adminis-
tration has i_gven an indication that they will entertain this kind of
a proposal. If we are successful, we will be the first State with a state-
wide computerized job bank system.

One of the accusations that we often hear is that old line agencies
are unwilling or reluctant to seek out and employ disadvantaged
people.

Long before it became a popular thing to do, we opened our doors
by establishing training position with career ladders that led to jour-
neymen classifications.

In our State the minority population is 6 laercent and in my agency
over 15 percent of our employees are members of minority races. In
Seattle, where the minority population is 10 percent, nearly 37 per-
cent of our employment service employees are minorities.

Since the new careers program became available we have partici-
pated in it, and have found it a rewarding experience. We had the
opportunity recently to hire a new careerist in one of our professional
staff positions. He is a Mexican American.
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We took these steps because it was right and proper to do so but
in spite of these accomplishments we fee- l just a beginning has been
ma de.

There is an urgent need to provide more rapid upward mobility
for employees. One of the interesting developments that is going on in
our State is a program for technical organizational and profe-ssional
intern training at the midmanagement level.

This is being sponsored by our Seattle model cities program, and wc:
will be playing a very active role in implementing management intern-
ships in State government at all levels.

As I said, we moved early to hire professional level individuals ol
minority races to bridge the gap between agency and our minority
population.

We have three such people, a Negro, an Indian and a Mexican
American. They are advisory to our top level staff, and have made a
significant contribution. They have had a very positive effect, both
upon our people and upon our programs.

e are involved with a national program to restructure our physi-
cal delivery system. We are very anxious to make our offices more at-
tractive, more appealing, more encouraging to the people that we
must serve.

We are delighted that we have this opportunity, and although much
progress is being made to improve tbe services and the delivery system
of the trainino- programs, one of the problems that has been brought
out in earliertestimony here is the lack of the job at the end of the
line.

We see this. We feel it very keenly, and one of the innovations that
we have initiated in the State of Washington is a field program which
we call Operation Impact.

Operation Impact brings in the national Alliance of Businessmen.
It brings in the statewide Association of Washington Business. It
brings m the community colleges system and the local chambers of
commerce.

Jointly we are going to the people throughout the whole State with
a hard hitting program which sensitizes, energizes, and initiates posi-
tive action in behalf of the employing community.

Another item that I would like to call to the attention of the com-
mittee is that in 1970, at a, special session of our State leoislature,
through the leadership of our Governor, and with active participation
bv the employment security system, we were able to secure the passage
oi a very modern up-to-date unemployment compensation law.

We believe it is probably one of the most modern in the whole Na-
tion. My point in bringing this up is that it does give us an opportunity
to initiate and carry sant studies and experiments and to improve
our services to the III claimants.

Our maximum benefit will now be 870 a week, and I believe this
is probably one of the highest in the Nation.

I think there are other developments that are significant and note-
worthy. In March this year our Governor and the mayor of our
largest city, Mayor -Uhlman of Seattle, jointly signed and formalized
an ao-reement which created. a Seattle Joint Manrf,wer Board.

InSeattle we have a proliferation of programs and a variety of
agencies competing in the manpower field. The interesting thing about
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the joint manpower board is that it demonstrates,State and city gov-
ernment can work to5rether, to coordinate and erase confusion and

o-duplication in seein that the money frets down to the neighborhoods
where it is needed.

I am proud to report. one of my own employees was elected to be
the chairman of this joint manpower board. Similarly our Governor
has recently created a State manpower coordinating committee.

This strengthens and enlarges the CAMPS system that has been
operatino-.

'We fen that we are proceedino- with tremendous force and vitality
in the State of Washingt.on andr.I want to stress that we, an agency
like ours, or a State like ours, can respond to the needs of its peo-
ple. I think allegations to the contrary are not sustained by the
lacts, and I think it is important that the record be set den-.

I believe the truth is in the record, and I hope the committee will
avail themselves of the information they have, because it is my firm
conviction that the employment security system is the lo!rical and
practical choice of acrencies -to pursue the manpower p-oals that America
is seeking. We have the talent, the structure and tile experience, and
believe me, gentlemen, we have the commitment.

Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mrs. Daly. I wanted you to 'mow the

during the recent Easter recess of Co'nr-ress this subcommittee was
in the city of Seattle and visited several of your projects there, and
we were tremendously impressed.

I am speaking for myself, and I am sure for the other members
of the committee when I say we were impressed by the work your
State is doing in this area.

Mrs. DALT:. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Testimony was presented to you in Seattle in behalf of our Gov-

ernor and I am pleased to report that I participated in the prepara-
tion of that testimony.

Mr. DANIELS. You'did a very good job.
Mrs. DALY. Thank you.
Mr. DA-NTT:Ls. Before I recopnize the next witness, Mr. Diosegy,

I would like to mention that I have a letter from the Governor of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Mr. Raymond P. Shafer, who
has asked that his letter be incorporated in the record.

Therefore I move at this time that Governor Shafer's letter be
printed in the record so that it will form a part of the record of
your testimony.

(The document referred to follows :)

Hon. DOMINICK V. DANIELS.
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on. Labor,
Washington, D.C.

Mr DEAR M. DANIELS : The purpose of this letter is to give you an official
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania position on the Manpower Training Act of
199 (ER 13472).

Mr. William C. Diosegy, Deputy Secretary of Labor and Industry, will appear
before your committee on April 22. In his statement he will tonch generally
on some of the points in this letter. However, the main thrust of his remarks will

COMMONWEALTH OF PE..NNSTI.CAyIA.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 20, 1970.
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be to tell how we are accomplishing delivery of manpower services to the various
target groups.

We would appreciate it if the more detailed commentary which follows would
be considered by your committee along with Mr. Diosegy's statement.

To begin, we would say that we support the concept and stated purposes of
the bill, particularly those that propose to give more authority and responsibility
to the Governors, to reduce duplication of effort, and to concentrate efforts on
individuals and areas where the need is greatest

We hare, however, apprehension about many passages of the bill, because
they are written in such general terms, with so many provisions to be ad-
ministered "according to such reptlations as the Secretary may prescribe." or
carryIng equivalent phraseology. This fact, in itself, is of great concern, because
such "regula i.ions" can frequently change what had been the accepted intent
of the law.

In addition, throughout the bill there is a need for langmage that will clarify
and strengthen the Governor's role in providing leadership in the development
of local plans and in aiving him considerable final control over such plans. This
could well be of paramount importance when disputes arise between the dominant
city in an area and the surrounding autonomous communities.

There are also some specific areas about which the Commonwealth is conce;:ned.
1. The four levels of grants to states provision in the bill is too compliAted.

too drawn out, and allows for too much federal control and involvement. The
*-exemplary performance provisions" are particularly objectionable. since no one
knows what the standards will be, nor how, when once established. they will be
interpreted, and since there appears to be no appeal from a ruling that such
exemplary performance hfts not been achieved.

A simple formula which provides for 20 percent of available funds to be re-
tained by the federal agency for experimenthl and special projects and the re-
maining 80 percent to be granted to the states in two stages, depending on the
development of its organizational capability, would be reasonable and acceptable.

2. The actual scope of my authority as Governor and the finality of my
deeisions.My position in this regard is the same as the one I have taken earlier on
similar matters ; i.e., that federal program activities should be decentralized to
the state wherever and whenever possible, with absolutely minimal controls
retained by the federal departments.

The bill, however, seems to indicate a clear-cut intent of the federal govern-
ment to set overall national priorities, to approve state plans (which means
approval of local plans), and to monitor overall performance. Thus, the bill
seems to give added responsibility to the state, with no more, and probably less,
freedom of action.

3. Greater state costs appear to be involved. At the present time, for federal
manpower programs, only 10 percent of the educationa component of training
costs need be paid by the state, and in Pennsylvania this amounts to less than
$500.000 per annum. Under the bill, it would appear that all fundsexpended under
the Act, except grants to the employment security agencies under the Wagner-
Peyser and Social Security Acts, would require 10 percent matching, and 5 per-
cent of such funds would require 331/4 percent matching.

Ten percent matching might be a fair price to .pay for a system of fulL or rea-
sonably complete, state control, but this does not seem to be the case. The 331/4
percent matching of a small segment seems to defy understanding.

4. There is a real danger in the provisions that allOW the DOL to deal directly
with the prime sponsors in large SMSA's, and especially if the four stage grants
provision remains in the bill. Patterns of organi7-ation and operation may be
developed at the local level that cannot expediently be broken or altered once the
state has "controL"

The USDOL should not deal directly with localities or prime sponsors within
an SMSA except on experimental projects. Rather, the Governor, through his
comprehensive manpower agency, should have eomplete and finial authority on all
matters within the purview of the Act.

5. Direct and implied "threats" are in the bill, that the DOL can establish its
own -agencies" within the state upon failure of the state to provide, or satis-
faetorily perform, required services. While this has been more frequently inter-
preted as a threat against the state employment servicesand this may be cor-
rectit apparently could also be equally applied against any other state-operated
or state-assisted program, and possibly even against a successful program of a
volunteer agency.
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I have been informed that the Interstate Conference of Employment Security
executives have held meetings with the Secretary of Labor and his staff, raising
questions and offering certain objections. As a rult, I understand that the
Department of Labor has agreed to offer amendments, as follows:

1. To Sections 102 and 194, so that the local prime sponsor will be bound by the
salme iron-clad purchase of service provisions imposed upon the comprehensive
manpower agency; i.e., "In carrying out programs assisted under this Act, the
agency shall be required to the fullest extent possible to utilize those services
mid facilities not financed under this Act, which are available from Federal.
State, and local agencies where available at reasonable cost."

2. To various sections of the bill, to make it clear that the State Manpower
Planning Council has no control over the comprehensive manpower agency.

I consider oth of these proposed amendments to be constructive toward
minimizing some of the questionable provisions.

Also. as a result of the meetings between the Interstate Conference of Employ-
ment Security Agencies and the Department of Labor, the ICESA. Executive
Committee prepared certain specific recommended revisions and authorized a
poll of the states on these recommendations. The results of this poll showed an
overwhelming majority voting in favor of enactment of MTA if the recommended
revisions are made. I understand that a statement on the foregoing will be pre-
sented to your committee by ICESA officials. Deputy Secretary Dicsegy was
authorizLd to vote "yes" for Pennsylvania on this question.

With the action above, the recommendations of the ICESA also becomes part
of the Pennsylvania position on the bill.

Staff members have noted various technical matters in the bill which require
further definition, or which would pose some administrative problems. However.
these are of secondary importance at the moment, since experience indicates
that they can usually be worked out.

There also seems to be a few conflicts with our state laws, such as the low
eligibility age of 14 for certain services and the requirement for Workmen's
Compensation for trainees. Here, again, we can assume that these can be
overcome.

There are certain specific provisions of the bill which we believe to be very
desirable. These include the following :

1. A more comprehensive list of training programs and supportive services
that would enable us to serve the disadvantaged better.

2. Proposed assistance to employees in job restructuring and redesign.
3, axpansion of the NAB-JOBS concept to nonprofit organizations.
4. Provisions for a 10 percent automatic increase in appropriations when the

unemployment rate reaches 414 percent.
5. Pre-establishment of a program for relocation assistance.
6. Provisions which are designed to make the training allowances more equita-

ble and to establish a training program completion bonus.
I respectfully request that these comments be entered into the record for care-

ful consideration by your committee. I trust that they will be helpful to you in
bringing to the floor a bill that will enable us to deliver effectively all needed
manpower services.

Sincerey,

Mr. Daniels.
Our next witness is Mr. Diosegy.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. DIOSEGY, EXTTUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, THE COMMONWEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA

RAYMOND P. SEL&Fus, Gozernor.

Mr. DIOSEGY. Mr. Chairman, I have a book here that I presented to
the committee. My testimony is in the front part. I would like to talk
on it.. If you would rather have me summarizeit goes about 14 min-
utesI will do so.

Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed as you desire.
Mr. DIOSEGY. Thank you, sir.
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I am deputy secretary of tile pennsYlvania Department of Labor
and Industry. pecifi I aril deputY secretary for employment secu-S. cally
rity and in this capacity I have re5P9nsibility for virtually every
aspect of manpower, emplopilent service: and unemployment insur-
ance operations.

invitation to meet with you today to diI sincerely appreciate ths s-i
cuss H.R. 13472, the Manpower 'training

.t.,1 pennsylvania
Act of 1969. I would like to

bepin by giving highlights of 1 position on this bill.
We in Pennsylvania support tile calleePt and stated purposes of the

fr
bill particularly the intent to gi'il-e /ore authority and responsibility
to the Governors, to reduce dyPlicati on of eort,

efforts
to improve coordina-

tion and plzuniinf_r, and to concentrate on individuals and areas
where the need is greatest.

ng the. eneral terms in whichWe have concern, however, l'egard i cr

much of the bill is written. --"Nt eyer,Y ProviSion to be administered
contains the phrase "accordiog to sacil regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe:'

With such r-eneralitv, experiliec has hs---Owil that regnlations can
beeil the acceptefrequently change what. had intent of the law.

We are troubled about the til esemplary
section cif the bill which provides four

levels of grants, particularly performance provisions.
the standaras will be nor now, onceHere again we do not know 18-1111t.

established, they will be interpreted.
Also there appears to be ncylppeal from a ruling that. exemplary

performance has not been achlex-ed. _A- forurula tliza provides for 20
percent of available funds to be retained- b. Y the Manpower Adminis-
tration for experimental and special Projects and the remaining SO

percent. to be granted to the States in tWO stages related to the develop-
ment of its organizational callaeity would be practical and acceptable.

Pennsylvania like most Sta bo its budget problems and greatertes
involvd. ,..4.t theState costs appear to be present time for Federal

manpower training programs °qv 10 Percent of the educational com-
ponent of training costs need bu 13e paid bY the State and in Pennsyl-
vania this amounts to less than $0,000 per annum.

Under the bill it would apPeQr that all frinds, except grants to the
employment security agency ilkder the Wagner-Peyser and Social
Security Acts, would require 10 percent matching and 5 percent of
such funds would require 331 i-n/1Aerce111":Tatehing-

We are apprehensive about e firoyisionh hr that allows the Secretary
Wit te prime spof Labor to deal directly onsors in large SMSA's.

We believe the Governor thtough his comprehensive manpower
anti final authority on all matters withinag-ency, should have complete

the purview of the act.
Actually the major point / Ivant to mat-,-,..e is that accomplishment

of the bill's objectives would 'as more Certain if the language of the
bill would clarify and strengtilen, tb.e Governor's role in providing
leadership in the developineilt of local P- 1ans and give the Governor
sufficient control over such p.,7.1°'12kk

Now to the positive side. 11 e, qroagLY favor the following features
of the proposed Manpower ari-k Trailamg Act because they will be of

EraploYketit ervice in deliverincr manpowergreat assistance to the t.,

services:
1. The comprehensive list of trkirtin,̀f Programs and supportive cerv-

ices that would enable us to serve the disadvattaged.
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2: The proposed assistance to employers in job restructuring and
design.

3. The expansion of the NABJOBS concept to nonprofit organi-
zations.

4. The provisions for a 10-percent-automatic increase in appropria-
tions when the unemployment rate reaches 41-b percent.

5. The reestablishment of a program for relocation t-tistance.
6. The provisions which are desi!rned to make the training allow-

ances more equitable and to establish a traininfr completion bonus.
To complete this part of my remarks. I would say that the proposed

Manpower Training Act contains provisions that portend fundamen-
tal changes in Federal-State relations, that is basically good, and that
I hope you will supply us with legislation that will give us both an
opportunity and a challenge to improve our performance in delivering
manpower services.

At this point it would be timely for me to recognize that there has
been considerable sentiment expressed in favor of including "Public
Service Employment" provisions, as proposed by your esteemed col-
league, Mr. O'Hara, in his bill, in whatever manpower legislation is
eventually enacted.

I woula like to say that I do not believe that you expect me to give
you either a personal or an official State position on such provisions.

However. I can, without reservation assure you that if it is the will
of the ConTress to provide any pron-ram whereby the Government will
be an employer of last resort. the Pennsylvania Department of Labor
and Industry and Bureau of Employment Security will, willinoly and
effectively, carry out any role assigned to them under such program.

I now turn to an area which must be causing you great concern.
From what I have read and heard, a considerable body- of testimony
has so far opposed the presumption or designation of the employment
security agencies as the primary delivery system for manpower serv-
ices under the proposed legislation.

It is not my intent to contradict any particular adverse testimony
or to rebut any specific charge leveled against our services.

Instead I would like to talk for a while abont what we are going to
tlo in Pennsylvania and the direction we are taking in delivering man-
power services, especially to thedisadvantaged.

I will briefly cover only a few of the major programs to show that
in our State we have taken very seriously our mandate to redirect our
efforts.

However, in the document I leave with you the colored pages con-
tain a more detailed description of our efforts and results in these and
other programs.

In the minds of many there is a correlation between the ability of
employment security aerencies to serve the disadvantaged and the num-
ber of persons from minority groups employed by such agencies. I
will grant that there is validity in such thinI6ng, but of course it is
not the full answer to gearing an agency to serve the target group.

In addition, we must be sure that all our employees white and black
fully understand the magnitude and depth of the problem, and to have
them relate to the disadvantaged people as they serve them.

Also subprofessionals, such as our human services aides, must be
used to bridge the gap between the ghetto and our agency.
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Nevertheless I want to give you some st raight facts regarding minor-
ity employment in our Pennsylvania agency, and how we are progress-
ing in that direction.

In our report to the Manpower Administrator on January 30, 1970,
we showed a total of 4,161 regular employees of which 529 or 12.7
percent were from minority groups preponderantly black.

Two hundred and twenty-three of these were in clerical occupations
and 6S were custodial and service workers. On the other hand 166 were
working in a professional or technical capacity and 24 were managers
or in executive positions, and 48 were presently in auxiliary or aide
classifications.

"While this does not represent an ideal statewide record, either in
total number or in occupational distribution I believe it is one that
we can take pride in. In Philadelphia and Pittsburgh where there is
a concentration of minority residents our percentage of employees
from those groups is 26.4 and 22.9 respectively.

1960 was not a big year for us in new hires, and many of our vacan-
cies occurred in geographic areas where the minority population is
extremely small. -Nevertheless 45 members of minority groups were
added, representing 12.1 percent of all acquisitions.

This included for the first time an appointment of a minority person
from the outside to an executive class positim. New hires this year,
so far concentrated in metropolitan areas, include 29 percent of minor-
ity groups.

Where we have taken great strides is in upgrading. In 1968 13.1
percent of the promotions were from minority groups. In 1969 with
fewer total actions, 20 percent were from minorities, including such
key positions as assistant district manager for Philadelphia and
field supervisor for the metropolitan areas.

So far this year, our percentage is 19.3, but 23.3 percent in the
importhnt executive, managerial, professional and technical positions.

We are continuing to de everything in our power to improve our
record.

We have taken many administrative and organizational actions to
divorce our agency from such concepts as "one office in the core city,"
and "labor exchange." For example Pittsburgh on April 1, began oper-
atins.,, as one of the 10 cities in the Nation using the conceptual model
developed by the Manpower Administration.

Mr. Chairman, Pittsburgh is the area where we will put our offices
in the three ghetto areas to provide all services.

On the same date Pittsburgh also became the sixth city to par-
ticipate in another pilot program, generaly referred to as employ-
ability services to claimants.

With minimal recordkeeping and formality t.he between job claim-
ant is given significant job information and guidance to help him
supplement our efforts with his own in finding a job for the marketable
skill he possesses. This program and the conceptual model effort are
complementary and closely coordinated.

We have job banks operating in two cities. In Pittsburgh since
November and in Philadelphia since April 1. Plans have been com-
pleted, and approval of the Manpower Administration is pending, for
a central Pennsylvania job bank to serve seven cities in an approximate
75-mile radius.

1000
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Mr. DANIEL-S. What kind of a program is this? Would you be kind
enough to describe it

Mr DIOSEGY. Which one was that?
Mr. DAxtviLs. Employability services to claimants.
Mr. DiosEoy. This is designed for the U.I. claimant, temporarily

employed, who desires employment. We are providing them with
access to a iob bank book. We not only try to ,cret him a job. but we show
him where to go, and he has the jo'b hank book for reference.

This is the beauty of the job bank book, Mr. Chairman. What it
does, it allays one criticism of the employment services.

We are always accused of keeping the "good jobs for ourselves.
What this does is list all jobs. Seventy-five of the job bank books .go
out in Pittsburgh to all the community action agencies and even, sir
to the private employment agencies.

Our own stated practice is that if they, the private employment
agencies, send people, they cannot charge the claimants for render-
ing a service.

Mr. DANIELS Thank you.
Mr. DIOSEGY. To us Outreach is an established viable prop-ram. In

Philadelphia where we were one of the pioneers we have 16 Out-
reach stations and 425 community and other organizations as satel-
lite stations, one of the most comprehensive Outreach systems in the
Nation.

Pittsburgh has an Outreach System geared especially to the inno-
vative programs mentioned earlier. Almost every city office in the
State and some of the offices in smaller ,nonurban areas operate .one or
more Outreach stations.

We are going out to the public that needs us most.
Pennsylvania had no legal barriers to participation in the WIN

program. We were able to begin on NoYember 1, 1968, in 14 of the
67 counties, with an allocation of 5,600 training lots.

We have now expanded to 21 counties in which 87.5 percent of all
AFDC clients reside. In fiscal year 1971 we expect to cover all 67
counties with 8,000 training slots.

So far 8,800 AFDC clients have participated with MOO becoming
gainfnlly employed at an average rate of $2.17 per hour. A. total
of 762 persons have been removed from the AFDC rolls through the
WIN program and 379 have had their allotments reduced. Savings
in the original 14 counties have been expected to surpass $4 million by
the end of this year.

The NAB-JOBS program was launched in the Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh SMSA's in March 1968 and was expanded in June 1969 to
include eight other strategic areas.

Up to the present time our BES efforts have resulted in the place-
ment for 7,000 disadvantaged persons, 55 percent of whom are still on
the payroll.

About $1 million of NAB-JOBS training projects are currently in
the proposal for or funding .phase. We would welcome the extension
of the program to the remaining major areas because, despite some
problems we can very well rse the program in our services to the dis-
advantaged groups.

I am pleased to tell you that Pennsylvania is a front runner in the
installation of ESARS the Employment Security Automated Report-

10 0 1
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ing System. I mention this to you because we in Pennsylvania long ago
recooPnized that in the ESARS system there were management infor-
mation services the likes of which we never hoped for, and for that
reason we accelerated our installation.

MDTA is the oldest and one of the most successful of the modern
manpower programs designed to reduce joblessness and to alleviate
skill shortages.

Since 1966 the procrram has been focused more specifically to the
disadvantaged. In eennsylvania we are particularly proud of the
MDTA program. not only because of the statistical results but also
because of its clean and efficient operation and the practical and
effective way it has served onr citizens.

We have provided training in more than 100 different occupations
with skill centers operating year around, open end programs in Phila-
delphia and Pittsburgh.

Since 1962 we have enrolled more than 67,000 persons in MDTA.
Almost 49,000 have completed their courses and 42,000 have been placed
in jobs after training.

About 4,000 are currently being trained. Of the first 61,000 trainees,
35.3 percent were from minority groups and 46.2 percent were school

dropouts.
These and additional statistics in the colored pages show I believe

conclusively that we are reaching the target group with the MDTA
proaram.

I-would like to highlight other activities, but my time is running
short. Therefore I trust you will carefully review the appended
material.

Mr. DAMELS. Your printed testimony will be incorporated into the
record, and the yellow pages of your statement will be filed in the
subcommittee's files.

Is there any objection ?
Hearing none, it is :.zo ordered.
(The documents referred to follow :)

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. DIO SEWS', DEPUTY SECRETARY. PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY

Mr. Chairnaan, members, name is William C. Diosegy, and I am Deputy
Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry. Specifically,
I am Deputy Secretary for Employment Security, and in this capacity, I have
responsibility for virtually every aspect of manpower, employment services, and
unemployment insurance operations.

I sincerely appreciate this invitation to meet with you today to discuss H.R.
13472, the Manpower Training Act of 1969. I would like to ben by giving high-
lights of the Penns-ylvania positdon on the bill.

We in Pennsylvania support the concept and stated purposes of the bill, par-
ticularly the intent to give more authority and responsibility to the Governors,
to reduce duplication of effort, to improve coordination and planning. and to
concentrate efforts in individuals and areas where the need is greatest.

We have concern, however, regarding the general terms in which much of
the bill is written. Almost every provision to be administered contains the
phrase "according to such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe." With
such aenerality, experience has shown that "regulations" can frequently change
what had been the accepted intent of the law.

We are troubled about the section of the bill which provides four levels of
grants, Particularly the "exemplary performance provisions." Here, again, we
do not lutow what the standards will be, nor how, when once established, they
will be interpreted. Also, there appears to be no appeal from a ruling that

ii 125-70p t. 2-20
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exemplary performance has not been achieved. A formula that provides for 20
percent of available funds to be retained by the Manpower Administration for
experimental and special projects and the remaining SO percent to be granted
to the states in two stages related to the development of its organizational capa-
bility, would be practical and acceptable.

Pennsylvania, like most states, has its budget problems, and greater state
costs appear to be involved. At the present time, for federal manpower training
programs, only 10 percent of the educational component of training costs need
be paid by the state, and in Pennsylvania this amounts to less than $500,000 per
annum. Under the bill, it would appear that all funds, except grants to the
employment security agency under the Wagner-Peyser and Social Security Acts,
would reauire 10 percent matching and 5 percent of such funds would require
33% percent matching.

We are apprehensive above the provision that allows the Secretary of Labor
to deal directly with the prime sponsors in large SMSA's. We believe the
Governor, through his comprehensive manpower agency, should have complete
and final authority on all matters within the purview of the Act.

Actually, the major point I want to make is that accomplishment of the bill's
objectives would be more certain if the language of the bill would clarify and
strengthen the Governor's role in providing leadership in the development of
local plans and give the Governor sufficient control over such plans.

To supplement the foregoing statements, I refer to the ICESA testimony that
is before you. I am active in that organization, being a member of the Executive
Committee and the Urban Affairs Committee. I have participated in most of the
meetings when the MTA was discussed. Pennsylvania was with the majority in
voting -yes" on XITA if the revisions recommended by ICESA were included.
These recommendations are in consonance with the official Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania position, with respect to which I have sturonsrized a few points.

Now to the positive side. We strongly favor the following features of the
proposed Manpower and Trainin,, Act because they will be of great assistance
to the Employment Service in delivering manpower services:

1. The comprehensive list of training programs and supportive services
that wotdd enable us to serve the disadvantaged.

2. The proposed assistance to employers in job restructuring and design.
& The expansion of the NAB,TOBS concept to nonprofit organization.
4. The provisions for a 10 percent automatic increase in appropriations

when i. iemployment rate reaches 43/, percent
5. The re-establishment of a program for relocation assistance.
6. The provisions which are designed to make the training allowances

more equitable and to establish a training completion bonus.
To complete this part of the remarks, I would say that the proposed Manpower

Training Act contains provisions that portend fundamental changes in federal-
state relations, that it is basically good, and that I hope you will supply us
with legislation which will give us both an opportunity and a challenge to
improve our performance in deliverying manpower services.

At this point, it would be timely for me to recognize that there has been con-
siderable sentiment expressed in favor of including "Public Service Employ-
ment" provisions. as proposed by your esteemed colleague, Mr_ O'Hara, in his
bill, in whatever manpower legislation is eventually enacted. I do not believe that
you expect me to give you either a personal or an official state position on such
provisions. However, I can, without reservation, assure you that if it is the will
of the Congress to provide any program whereby the government will be an em-
ployer of last resort, 'the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry and
Bureau of Emplo:vment Security will, willingly and effectively, carry out any role
assigned to them under such program.

I now turn to an area which must be causing you great concern. From what
I have read and heard, a considerable body of testimony has so far opposed the
presumption, or designation, of the employment security agencies as the primary
delivery system for manpower services under the proposed legislation. It is not
my intent to contradict any particular adverse testimony or to rebut any specific
charge leveled against our services.

Instead, I would like to talk for a while about what we are doing in Penn-
sylvania and the direction we are taldng in delivering manpower services, espe-
cially to the disadvantaged. I will briefly cover only a few of the major programs
to show that in our state we have taken very seriously our mandate to redirect
our efforts. However, in the document I leave with you the colored pages con-
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tain a more detailed description of our efforts and results in these and other
programs. Yon may examine this document at your convenience.

In the minds of many, there is a correlation between the ability of employment
security agencies to serve the disadvantaged and the number of persons from
minority groups employed by such agencies. I will grant that there is validity in
such thinking, but of course it is not the full answer to gearing an agency to

serve the target group. In addition, we must be sure that all our employees, white
and black, fully understand the magnitude and depth of the problem, and to have
them relate to The disadvantaged people as they serve them_ Also, subprofes-
sionals such as our Human Services Aides, must be used to bridge the gap be-
tween ihe -ghetto" and our agency. Nevertheless, I want to give you scime straight
facts regarding minority employment in our Pennsylvania agency, and how we
are progressing in that direction.

In our report to the Manpower Administrator on January 30, 1970, we showed
a total of 4,161 regular employes, of which 529, or 12.7 percent, were from
minority groups, preponderately black. Two hundred twenty-three of these were
in clerical occupations and OS were custodial and service workers. On the other
hand, 166 were working in a professional or technical capacity, 2 were man-
agers or in executive positions, and 48 were in auxiliary or aide classifications.
While this does not represent an ideal statewide record, either in total number
or in occupational distribution, I believe it is one that we can take pride in,
at least as indicating real proo-ress. However, in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
where there is a concentration of minority residents, our percentage of employes
from those groups is 26.4 and 22.9, respectively.

1969 was not a big year for us in new hires, and many of our vacancies oc-
curred in geographic areas where the minority group population is extremely
small ; nevertheless, 45 members of minority groups were added, representing
12.1 percent of all acquisitions. This included, for the first time, an appointment
of a minority person from the "outside" to an executive class position_ New hires
this year, so far concentrated in metropolitan areas, include 29 percent from
minority groups.

Where we have taken great strides is in upgrading. In 1968, 13.1 percent of
the promotions were from minority groups. In 1969, with fewer total actions,
20 percent were from minorities, including such key positions as Assistant Dis-
trict Manager for Philadelphia and Field Supervisor for the metropolitan areas_

So far this year, our percentage is 19.3, but 23.3 percent in the important ex-
ecutive, managerial, professional, and technical positions Amono- these was
the promotion of a black career employee to the position of Maliager of the
Pittsburgh District.

We are couUnning to do everything in our power to further improve our
record. However, I must remind you that, Iike all other state ES agencies, we
cannot unilaterally take any action to change personnel standards or proce-
dures_ Every step must be worked outoften laboriouslywith the state Civil
Service and Job Classification agencies_

We have taken many administrative and organizational actions to divorce
our agency from such concepts as "one office in the core city" and "labor es-
change." For example, Pittsburgh, on April 1, began operating as one of the 10
cities in the nation using the Conceptual Model developed by the Manpower
Administration.Mr. Chairman, Pittsburgh is the area where we will put our offices in the 3
ghetto areas to provide all services.

As you are aware, this allows an office to serve, with minimal expenditure
of staff time. the job-ready applicant for whom a new job is readily available_
This, in turn, permits additional service to be given to those qualified appli-
cants who need some job-finding assistance, with the main thrust of our efforts
directed to those who need in-depth assistance.

On the same date, Pittsburgh also became the sixth city to participate in
another pilot program. generally referred to as Employability Services to Claim-
ants. With minimal record-keeping and formality, the "between-job" claimant
is given significant job information and guidance to help him supplement our
efforts with his own in finding a job for the marketable s1.1.11 he possesses. This
program and the conceptual model effort are complementary and closely
coordinated-We have Job Banks operating in two cities: in Pittsburgh since November
and in Philadelphia since April 1_ Plans have been completed, and approval of
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the Manpower Administration is pending, for a central Pennsylvania Job Bank
to serve seven cities in an approximate 75 mile radius_

Mr. DANTEI.S. What lthnd of a program is this ? Would you be kind
enough to describe it ?

Mr. DIOSEGy. Which one was that ?
Mr. DANIELS. Employability.
Mr. DI0SEGY. This is designed for the UI. claimant, temporarily

unemployed, who desires employment. We are providing them with
access to a Job Bank Book. We not only try to get him a job, but we
show him where to go, and he has the Job Bank Book for reference.

This is the beauty of the Job Bank, Mr. Chairman. What it does,
it allays one criticism of the employment service&

We are always accused of keeping the good jobs for ourselves. What
this does is list all jobs. Seventy-five of t'he Job Bank Books go out in
Pittsburgh to all the community action agencies and even, sir, to the
private employment agencies.

Our own stated practice is that if they, the private employment
agencies, send people, they cannot charge the claimants for rendering
a service.

Mr. DANIEL& Thank you.
Mr. DIOSEGY. From there we will move to establish similar operations in North-

east and Northwest Pennsylvania. As you know, a Job Bank operates to expose
all openings to applicnts in the entire community and to expedite referral of dis-
advantaged to jobs and training opportunities.

To us, Outreach is lin established, viable program. In Philadelphia, where we
were one of the pioneers, we have 16 Outreach stations and 425 community
and other organizations as satellite stations, one of the most comprehensive
Outreach systems in the nation. Pittsburgh has an Outreach system geared
especially to the innovative programs mentioned earlier. Almost *very city office
in the State and some of the offices in smaller nonurban areas operate one or
more Outreach station& We are "going out" to the public that needs us most.

Pennsylvania had no legal barriers to participation in the WIN Program.
We were able to begin on November 1, 1968, in 14 of the 67 counties, with an
allocation of 5,600 training slots. We have now expanded to 24 counties, in
which 87.5 percent of all AFDC clients reside. In Fiscal Year 1971, we expect
to cover all 67 counties with 8,000 training slots. So far, 8,800 AFDC clients
have participated, with 1,800 becoming gainfully employed at an average rate
of $2.17 per hour. A. total of 762 persons have been removed from the AFDC
rolls through the WIN Program and 379 have had their allotments reduced.
Savings in the original 14 counties are expected to surpass $4 million by the
end of this year_

The NAB-JOBS Program was launched in the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
SMSA's in March 1969. and was expanded in June 1969 to include eight other
strategic areas. Up to the present time, our BES efforts have resulted in the
placement of 7.000 disadvantaged persons. 55 percent of whom are still on
the payroll. About $1 million of NAB-JOBS training projects are currently
in the proposal or funding phase. We would welcome the extension of the pro-
gram to the remaining major areas, because, despite some problems, we can
very well nse the program in our services to the disadvantaged groups.

I am pleased to tell you that Pennsylvania is a front-runner in the installa-
tion of ESARS. the Employment Security Automated Reporting System_ Now
we all know that ESARS is just thata reporting systemand by itself does
uot provide any cervices. However. I mentioned this because we in Pennsylvania
long ago recognized that in the ESARS system there were management informa-
tion services, the like of which we never had and barely hoped for, and for that
reason, we accelerated our installation.

MDTA is the oldest and one of the most successful of the modern manpower
programs designed to reduce joblessness and to alleviate skill shortages. Since
1966. the program has been focused more specifically to the disadvantage& In
Pennsylvania, we are particularly proud of the MDTA Program, not only because
of the statistical results, but also because of its clean and efficient operation
and the practical and effective way it has served our citizens.

We have provided training in more.tijlak100 different occupations, with sifill
centers operating year-round, open-end prAgrams in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.
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Since 1962, we have enrolled more thrfn 67,000 persons in MDTA. Almost 49,000

have completed their courses and 42,e50 have been placed in jobs after training.
About 4.000 are currently being trained. Of the first 61,000 trainees, 35.3 percent
were from minority groups and 46.2 percent were school dropouts. These and
additional statisticg in the colored pages show, I believe conclusively, that we
are reaching the target group with the "MDTA Program.

I would like to highlight other activities, b-,4t my time is running short There-
fore, I trust that you will carefully review the appended materiaL

Very frankly, in all I have said and included in the material I leave with you,
I have attempted, with all possible objectivity, to convince you that the Bureau
of Employment Security in Pennsylvania has made a considerable impact on the
employment problems in our state. Just as surely, I am saying that we cmn con-
tinue to do so, and under reasonable and practical leOslative mandate. we can
fully and effectively perform as the primary delivery system for manpower
services.

We in the employment security agencies have the organization, the personnel,
and the expertise. We have become sophisticated, but at the same time responsive
to the times. We have reorganized and redirected our efforts, and will do so again
whenever the need is indicated. We have improved our image, and sincerely be-
lieve that we have acceptance far beyond what some would indicate.

At the risk of seeming presumptuous, I suggest that you do not relegate the
Employment Service to a subordinate role, but, rather, that you use us as the
foundation on which to build an effective delivery system under MDTA.

Thank you again for the privilege of appearing_ I am available for questions if
that is your desire.

Mr. Esmx-mAx. Mr. Chairman, if I may, Mr. Diosegy, is not only
from my home State, he is also from my hometown, and I am sorry
I was late, but it is a pleasure to welcome you here this morning.

Mr. DIOSEGF. Thank you, Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. DANIELS. While you are at the microphone, would you like to

interrogate any of the members of the panel ?

Mr. Esm.,-F-Nr N. I have no questions.
Mr. DA:NI:ELS. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. In the statement on behalf of the interstate conference,

you indicate that a majority of the State employment security agen-
cies join in the support of the bill.

Would you clarify that statement ?
Mr. DIOSEGT. I think Mr. Vavoulis was ooing to cover that, Mr.

Steiger, but what happened, is the ICESA took a poll of all the States,
and this was the result and we have a copyof the poll, sir.

Mr. STEIGER. What I want to lmow is what is the meaning of the
statement that a majority of the employment security administrators
joined ha the statement.

Mr. VAvovms. On January 22 the State agencies were polled to
determine their position on the proposed Manpower Training Act as
introduced in the Congress and two, with appropriate amendments to
carry out the ICESA recommendations 4, 5, 6 and 7. We had a meet-
ing of all the State administrators in Kansas City, Mo., October 28
and 29, to study and discuss the bill and get the viewpoints of the
State administrators. After this meeting was concluded, in order to
develop a position paper on the bill in behalf of the interstate con-
ference, we polled the States, and the result of the vote was expressed
here.

Mr. STEIGER. As I understand the results you are saving that the
administration bill as originally introduced, is not accept:able except to
a small number of States, and that with amendments as proposed by
the interstate conference it would be more acceptabl.

Mr. VivOULIS. That is correct.

_ -
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The conference supports the bill in principle but specifically would
like to sea the amendments as recommended by the administrators
incorporated.

Mr. STEIGER. Mrs. Daly, with regard to the creation of the CAMPS
structure at the State level in WashinlYton which you mentioned in
your statement and which the Governor's ofhce studied and discussed,

am a little unclear with respect to that action in Washington on
what steps had been taken in Iowa or other States, and what the reason
is that a manpower planning agency ought not to be created at the
State level.

As I understand the conference's position you are in essence saying
that you want the State employment agency to have the authority,
and you are not terribly willino- to have that authority presently given
to you under Wagner-Peyser be subject to the control of the State
manpower planning organization.

Mrs. DALY. I would -say, Mr. Steio-er, that the Governor's action is
preliminary to establishing by statute the manpower agency.

It was an interim step in order to <rive CAMPS significantly more
recognition, give it the power of the Governor's offiCe. For the first
time, the Governor has taken over the chairmanship of this.

This has our full endorsement and participation as an agency.
Mr. STEIGER. Is Wagner-Peyser covered by that agreement ?
Mrs. DALY. Yes; it w)..11 be.
Mr. STEIGER. Then you are willing to have the activities financed by

Wagner-Peyser be subject to a State manpower planning ao-ency.
Mrs. DALY. Yes. As far as we are concerned, in the las-t regular ses-

sion of the legislature, the Governor introduced a bill to create a man-
power agency.

Mr. S'TEIGER. This was agreed to.
Mrs. DALY. Yes.
He is searching for a planning body which would bring not only

the manpower activities, but also the supportive services in. We see,
actually, no problem in this. I feel that the employment security de-
partment in our State will be the core agency.

We are an operating agency, and feel that on a planning basis we
have to be coordinated with the vast array of supporting services and
other agencies.

Mr. S-rzIGER.. I appreciate your clarification.
Let me ask the chairman why you go in that direction. If you are

going to have a State manpower agency, why oug:ht not those funds
avail-able under Wagner-Peyser be inclu-ded as eligible funds for utili-
zation by the State manvower agency ?

Mr. VAvOULIS. I doirt think- we object to the fundswe want the
funds to be used in that manner. I think there is an additional point
that ought to be clarified. We are talkirp- about a planning group and
an operating group, and the position of the interstate conference is
that we ave the manpower agency.

Mr. STEIGER. For planning:, or operations?

MT. VAVOTTLIS. For operations.
Mr. STEIGER. In other words, you think the law ouo-ht to provide that

the employment security agency should be the one to carry out the
manpower services?

Mr. V ..-vo-c.L1s. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. That would cause some real problems, because then we
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should provide that th. community action agency should deliver those
services at the local level.

Would that be acceptable to you ?
Mr. VAVOU'Lls. Mr. Chairman, if I could, and I would like to answer

your question bv presenting testimony in behalf of the State of Min-
nesota. Could I ao that, take about 6 or 7 minutes ?

Mr. STEIGER. I want to pursue just a couple of more points, because
unfortunately I have to go, but go ahead and comment on whether or
not we ought to provide in the law that the community action agency
be the deliverer of the manpower services at the local area.

Mr. VANN:YU-LI& I think what you have to do is take a look at the rec-
ord in the past 2 or 3 years in terms of performance, in terms of the
record, and see what has happened in the delivery of manpower serv-
ices both by the employment security agencies and the community ac-
tion agencies that you referred to.

I think I approach this responsibility from a point of view that we
recognize that many agencies have contributed toward the solving of
the unemployment problem.

On the other hand, you must recognize that because of the action of
Cono-ress, as well as the Department of Labor in the last 3 or I years
thae'I have been associated with the pgrogram, that we have over 10,000
program sponsors and this bill would then bring these programs under
one umbrella agency. I just feel that the efficiency and the delivery of
these programs and what it would mean to the recipient would be
better handled through the employment security agency.

Mr. STEIGER. But you see, my problem is that you want to be in the
position of not having to make that judgment by the Congress. You are
coming here asldng us to make that judgment, that 7011 ought to do it.

Mr:V.:WO-C/1S. What we are saying to you is. here is the record of the
employment security agency, and we are aslang you to evaluate that
in terms of the Nation's need. Here is an agency that has 6:3,000
people and I am talking about human resources now, and has 2,000
local offices, and has been in business since 1937 or 1938 and we have
withstood the test through the years, and now face the criticism
and the lack of adequate laws and tools and funding.

We have developed an expertise that you can't just set aside.
Mr. STEIGER. No one is aslung you to set that aside, but why are you

asldng us to make that judgment if in fact the concept is (a) one of
decategorization with which I assume you agree, and (b) decentrali-

zation, which your statement states you support, and then the choice
is up to those at the State level as to how or who ought to be the de-
liverer of manpower services.

Are you really suo-gesting that we say the employment security
administration is thelideliverer, or are you willing to allow a reason-
able test of performance and be willing to stand on your 'performance
in having that decision made by those not in the Congress, but by
those at the State level ?

Mr. DIOSEGY. In Pennsylvania, -we could take -the test. I think our
Governor would appoint us as the vehicle to deliver the manpower
service, and if you don't specifically write it out, I tliiri it is based
upon your actions and what you have done.

In Pennsylvania we are a little different. We have what is almost
then called the State manpower. We have the Governor's task force
coordinated with the CAMPS.
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This has caused a lot of concern, the question you raise, but in terms
of in Pennsylvania we have no concern. Other areas may.

Mr. STEIGER. Mrs. Daly, do you disagree with this ?
Mrs. DALY. I feel we are 'willing to take our chances. The testimony

that I brought to you gentlemen this morning, I hope, will demon-
strate that we have a very favorable record.

I think we have a very admirable reputation. I would just repeat
that I personally support the development of a comprehensive agency
in the State of Washington. I feel that we will be a vital part of this,
but I feel that there needs to be executive reorganization and bring-
ing together the programing, that deals with common -nroblems.

There would be no prOblem insofar as I am concerned that our
Governor, looking at the manpower legislation, would immediately
turn to us, but hopefully to a more expanded manpower agency.

Mr. STEIGER- Are you a Federal agency or State ?
Mrs. DALY. We are a Federal-State. Our Governor views us strongly

as being a State agency.
Mr. STEIGER. How does the conference define the role of the employ-

ment service ?
Mr. VAvouLts. In speaking as the president of the interstate con-

ference we are in hopes that Congress will assume the responsibility of
designating us as the manpower ag-ency on the State level.

Mr. DAmEts. Is that the opinion of the Interstate Conference of
Employment Security Agencies ?

Mr. VAVOULIS. Yes.
Mr. DANTET.S Was that unanimous?
In other words, did it represent the viewpoint of the entire 50

States and the other area territories ?
Mr. VAN-OD-LIS. Yes, it does.
Mr. DAxrus. No dissenting opinion ?
Mr. VAvoLums. No dissenting opinion.
Mr. STEIGER. What are you in Minnesota, a Federal agency or a

State agency ?
Mr. VivouLis. Well, we are federally funded. Wethink of ourselves

as a State agency. We come ur:der laws of the State of Minnesota. We
also function under the Federal law as well, as they apply to this
area.

Mr. ESHLEMAN- In how manv States is the State employment serv-
ice now a. State agency ?

Mr. STEIGER. In every State.
Mr. ITAvoiums. In every State they operate the same.
Mr. ESATE3rAN. Then what is the purpose in Congress designating

you in this area ?
Mr. VA:VOL-LIS. You have approximately 10,000 manpower program

sponsors now. HEW has it, 0E0 has it, other agencies have these
programs. and we share or work together. These programs are splin-
tered, -with no central authority no one positive authortiy to assume
the responsibility for the delivery of these programs, and we just
feel that from tlie standpoint of fiinding, efficiency and service to the
people who need help most..

Mr. ESHLEMAN- In other words, you are saying there is duplicaf on
and overlapping?
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Mr. VAvoums. That is correct, and this could be eliminated in this
legislation. One of the real causes that has contributed to the failure
of many programs is that when Congress writes into law either/or,
giving- community action agencies the choice. As a result of that, if the
language had been_ positive and said, manpower services will be de-
livered by the employment security agencies, or will be delivered in
this manner, it woud eliminate a great confusion and lack of harmony.

Mr. STEIGER. NO further questions.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE 1. VAVOITLIS, CHAIRMAN OF THE PANEL,
DIRECTOR, MINNESOTA EMPLOYMENT SECuitITY AGENCY, AND
PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECU-

RITY AGENCIES

Mr. VANTOCLIS. Mr. Chairman, could I make a brief statement in
behalf of the State of Minnesota ?

Mr. DANIELS. Surely, you may proceed. I would move that your state-
ment with relation to the Minnesota State Manpower Services be in-
corporated in the record at this point.

Is there objection ?
Hearing none, it is so ordered.
(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT BY GEORGE J. VAvoulas, CommIssIoNna, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF
MANPOWER SERVICES oN ILR. 13472

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee :
I am George Vavoulis, Commissioner of the 'Minnesota Department of Man-

power Services, formerly the Minnesota Department of Employment Security.
I am pleased to have an opportunity to meet with you today to express my views
on the "Manpower Training Act of 1969". I am also the President of the Inter-
state Conference of Employment Security Agencies, but wish to make it per-
fectly clear that the following remarks are in my capacity as Commissioner of
the Minnesota agency.

Before outlining my thoughts, however. I must emphasize that I am a rela-
tive new-comer as an administrator of a State agency. I recognize that I can-
not bring to this discussion a length of personal employment seeurity experience
equal to that of some of my colleagues, who have distinguished themselves as
career government workers. Nevertheless, I believe my background permits me
to make perhaps a unique contribution to a discussion of this legislation. I hare
spent most of ray life as a businessman, and believe I can approach this bill in
that capacity. In addition. I served six years as the mayor of Minnesota's capi-
tal city, and can speak at first hand of the problems that face our urban centers.

From the outset I want to make clear that as an Administrator, businsman,
and former mayor. I strongly support passage of a Comprehensive Manpower
Act to coordinate manpower program planning and implementation throughout
the United States. Furthermore. I strongly advocate that the responsibility for
the individualized development and delivery of these programs be placed in the
hands of the states in order to insure their responsiveness to local needs, and in
order that they may be administered with a minimum of duplication and unneces-
sary expense.

As I understand it. this legislation is specifically designed to accomplish this
end. I suggest that a reduction in the duplication of efforts related to manpower
services, and a corresponding reduction in related expense, are in themselves
essential to providing programs responsive to local needs.

The key to the legislation is contained in Section 102, which introduces the
concept of a State Comprehensive Manpower Agency. This umbrella agency will
have the responsibility to see that manpower services, coordinated and stream-
lined to meet the needs of the public, are delivered. The performance of this
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umbrella agency will determine the success of each state's efforts to assist its
citizens in overcoming obstacles to their suitable employment. Its responsibility
is so crucial that I tan see no alternative but that the current federal-state sys-
tem of employment security agencies be designated as the comprehensive man-
power agency at the state level.

I make that recommendation in light of the performance and experience of
these agencies throughout their history. This recommendation in no way mini-
mizes the efforts of the many minority croups organizations and other agencies
in their efforts to solve these manpower problems.

The Employment Security network has been the principal instrument for the
exercise of federal and state influence in the labor force since the creation of the
system in the mid-1930's. The great human problems of the Depression, the
turmoil in employment that accompanied World War II. the gnawing problems
in times of recession, and the employment cris of our sprawling citieseach
decade has challenged Employment Security agencies directly to provide leader-
ship in finding solutions to the economic insecurity of people in an evolving labor
force. These agencies now bring over 35 years experience to meet the demands
of new and more comprehensive active manpower policies. Their expertise is one
of the most important resources in providing an integrated complement of serv-
ices to the public.

Employment Security agencies have developed a network that extends into
every corner of the nation. More than 63.000 men and women serve in over 2.000
Employment Security installations in the country, providing assistance to local
problems at a local level. With over 78 million persons currently employed in
the United States. the vast array of programs in the last decade has grown from
a cost of about 10 million to the present level of nearly 2 and a half billion dollars
annually. Many of those programs are administered through the efforts of State
Employment Security agencies. Yet. I was astounded receatly when I learned
that contracts for manpower programs are now in force with over 10.000 indi-
vidual sponsors. Gentlemen, there are now 10,000 individual efforts to cone with
this pressing problemthere is no doubt in my mind that this also embraces con-
siderable duplication and in many cases competition for certain applicant groups-

Results of Employment Security efforts are indicated by the simple fact
that they have been responsible for placing an average of 6 million persons in
nonagriculturai employment every year for the past twenty years. This perhaps
is the single most important factor in making the present network of state
agencies the appropriate vehicle for the delivery of manpower programs under
the Act. Employment Security agencies hare the expertise and the experience
to qualify them as the most suitable Comprehensive Manpower Agencies to
administer these programs. but above all else, they have demonstrated the
capability to deliver in the one activity absolutely essential to the success
of this le!aislation. That activity is placement in employment: without it. basic
education, outreach. counseling, testing, work sampling, supportive and reloca-
tion assistance, and all other important services outlined in Section 101 will
prove to be so many more unmet promises. Every effort in the complement of
Manpower Services must have employment as its primary function, and the
current network of Employment Security agencies is closest to employment.

It is this kind of system that can react quickly and uniformly in times of
need. This Act is an effort to marshal the forces of the Nation in, the development
of human resources. I suggest that when we speak of human resources we are
speaking of the employment security system which is an established nation-wide
system of thousands of skilled personnel with an unmeasurable accumulation
of training and experience. This is truly human resources.

The experiences of the agency of which I am Commissioner illustrate, I think.
the position of similar agencies across the country. I would like to describe
some of them briefly, to point up the capacity for effective local action and
the experience with program integration shared by agencies in the Employment
Security network.The Minnesota agency was originally a point of labor exchange: its services
were limited to the administration of unemployment insurance claims and at-
tcanpts to find jobs for claimants. In the 1930's the Denartment affiliated with
the rnited States Employment Service under the Wagner-Peyser Act. Its
activities gradually moved from certification of individuals to welfare and relief
azancies to providing a placement center for the State. In this respect the
Department served more and more effectively, hut in reality it functioned
as an instrnmont of employers, motivated in practice if not in design to meet
their needs for manpower.
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That era has come to an end. More basic than significant changes in programs
and services has been the change in philosophy and direction our Department has
expres:.:ed in the last decade. Where once we put primary emphasis on the needs
of the employer, today we place major emphasis on the total set of problems faced
by the individual in seeking work. In all our activities we have adopted an ap-
proach of Human Resources Development, and as a result, we have learned to
listen, to a degree we were previously incapable of, to those who most desperately
need our services. We have learned to act, and act effectively and swiftly, on what
we hear.

In keeping with this approach, we have decentralized our offices, maintaining
a number of local installations in target areas and outfitting three traiIer-homes
as offices to take our entire battery of serrices to any area in crisis. One of these
is on constant assignment to Indian reservations in Minnesota. providing assist-
ance at the client's, not the agency's convenience.

We have appealed to other agencies, public and private alike, to help u.s provide
quality service to our applicants. Labor has responded with significant efforts in
recruiting minority group members to apprenticeable trades. Education has taken
on the responsibility or providing basic instruction and vocational trainiwr to
meet the needs of our applicants_ Local governments hare responded to the gial-
lenges of particular segments of their population by cooperating with us in estab-
lishing Concentrated Employment Programs. Private employers have provided
tremendous supPOrt in on-the-job training programs through individual efforts as
well as through the National Alliance of Businessmen_ In all our efforts the
priority of placement remains firm: if there is not a job at the end of ihe line of
services we provide an applicant, our efforts have been stop-gap and ineffective.

Our long-established cooperation with business, however, has continued to be
fruitful. Our reputation as an employer service frequently permits us to act as an
effective advocate for placement with an employer who might not otherwise
consider a particular applicant.Let me reiterate that it is abundantly clear that without the excellent coop-
eration and support of other specialized agencies, wewould not enjoy the successes
I hare described.We have encountered problems, of course. It is, I think, something of a tribute
to this agency network that its failures hare signalled efforts at advancement and
not its collapse or defeat.

Our first experience in "Outreach" was the establishment of what we call a
4*Smaller Communities Team," designed to survey the economic needs and man-
power supply of rural counties. These teams provide a full array of manpower
services_ -tve have to date surveyed 22 of our rural counties, and as a result num-
erous manufacturing plants have relocated in these areas- The key has been to
identify and publicize the manpower and skill inventories of the area.

Minnesota was one of the first Employment Security Agencies in the Nation to
initiate a "NeiOaborhood Worker" programvur second attempt at "outreach"-
These staff members 'were indigenous to the -..eighborhoods in which they worked,
and are highly successful in not only identifying those needing our service but
also to bring them to the office. accompany them to employment interviews ard
even to make sure they get to the jobs on time until the employment pattern is
set We have learned it is these personalized services that are necessary to not
only secure employment for many of these people but more importantly to keep
them on the job-

Both of these programs, while effective, were relatively unsophisticated meth-
ods which we have since refined with experience. The Smaller Communities Team
has now been combined with the Farm Labor Service to provide a complete Rural
Manpower Service to full assist rural areas in the recognition of their economic
potential and utilization of human resources. The Neighborhood Worker concept
hos been expanded to include the establishment of satellite offices in the very
communities which are in need of service.

Our problems cannot obscure our accomplishments, accomplishments that have,
been repeated by other Employment Security agencies in other states. I will
attempt to identify some of Minnesota's successes_ In the interest of providing
you with a comprehensive picture of our operation. I have prepared a more
lengthy summary of our activities which you may wish to investigate at your
leisure.

In Minnesota, where before we had two offices in the Twin Cities Metropolitan
Area, we now have ; 11 of them in areas officially designated as dissdrantaged
by 0E0. These offices vary from full functioning service to the assignment of one
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or two staff in a neighborhood center or community housing project. Through
these offices, we have placed more than 12,000 minority group members in
employment

We have a program administered in concert with our Department of Welfare.
the Work Incentive Program, which brings a team of professionals to work on
the problems of each client As I read it, the MTA incorporates many of WIN's
team approach and incentive concepts.

Since the beMnning of our Manpower Development and Training Act Pro-
gram, we have served more than 24,000 enrollees. Forty-seven per cent of these
have been beads of households, forty-three per cent had less than a high school
education, and over ten per cent have been public ast4stance recipients. Over
14.000 have completed MDTA training, and of the 10,500 graduates we have
individually contacted, ninety-four per cent are in the labor force, ninety-one
per cent of them in training-related activities. During the current fiscal year.
64% of the MDT enrollees possessed a poverty level income and 17% were mem-
bers of minority groups. Minnesota's minority population is approximately 2%.

Minnesota has joined about 7 or S other states in eslablishing a computerized
Job Bank, a local version similar to that described in Title IV. Our Job Bank.
designed to serve the population of the Twin Cities area. will enable an em-
ployer to make his needs Imown daily to more than 125 job placement specialists
in 18 Department installations in a seven-county area. Community agencies with
job placement activities also have the opportunity to use our Job Bank facilities.

I would like to suggest that to my knowledge, no other agency offers the range
or depth of manpower service capability provided by the Employment Security
network. Further, I contend that the current network itself is the logical and
appropriate vehicle for the implementation of the Comprehensive Manpower
Training Act. My agency can provide services from the initial outreach through
follow-up after placement It can supply quality services to the public across
the board and at the same time serve the special needs of special groups, such
as welfare recipients, young people, older workers, rural citizens, the handi-
capped. and members of minority groups. In the middle of tbis decade, when
the number of college graduates will equal the number of individnals with eight
years of education or less. the Employment Security system will continue to be
the leader among agencies that possess the trained personnel and have the
demonstrated expertise to deliver the broad spec.h.um of manpower services.

We can no longer afford the luxury of petty rivalries for the attention of the
government and the public in the area of manpower services. We cannot afford
the theoretically fruitful competition of agencies involved in administering
manpower programs. Manpower policy has one goal : to help individuals over-
come obstacles to their suitable employment and thereby insure the general
welfare. That goal demands a unified attack on the problems of employment, a
single agency or location to which members of our communities can come and
be certain of receiving the whole host of services necessary to get them back
into the labor force.

As a businessman, I suggest that it would be unthinkable to bypass the func-
tions of the employment service agencies that have been assembled over the
years. and thereby destroy the very resources of expertise that now exists to
meet the obligations of this legislation. On the contrary, the reasonable course
would be to build on this foundation the best possible manpower service. This may
require additional resources, but it will be far less expensive and far more efficient
than the continued maintenance of many coimpetitive agencies and programs.
Only in this way will the umbrella agency in each state be able to administer a
comprehensive prom-am with a minimum of duplication and unnecessary expense.
and most importantly, a program entirely responsive to local needs.

I would welcome the opportunity to address myself to any questions you may
have on my presentation or on the operation of my Department

Thank you again for allon-ing me to appear.
Mr. VAvoczas. Let me highlight the statement here.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I :run George

Vavoulis, commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Manpower
Services, formerly the Minnesota Department of Employment Secu-
rity. I am pleased to have an opportunity to meet with you today to
express my views on the "Manpower Trainfinr Act of 1969."

rik
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I am also the president of the interstate conference of employment
security affencies, but wish to make it perfectly clear that the follow-
ing remai:ks are in my capacity as commissioner of the Minnesota
ao-enc-

Before outlining my thoughts however. I must emphasize that I
am a relative newcomer as an administrator of a State agency. I rec-
ognize that I cannot brino- to this discussion a lenozr. th of personal
employment security experience equal to that of some of my col-
leagues, who have distinguished themselves as career goyermnent
workers.

Nevertheless, I believe my background permits me to make perhaps
a unique contribution to a discussion of this legislation. I have spent
most of my life as a businessman, and I believe I can approach this
bill in that capacity. In addition, I served 6 years as the mayor of
Minnesota's capital city, and can speak at firsthand of the problems
that face our urban centers.

From the outset I want to make it clear that as an administrator,
businessman, and former mayor, I strongly support passage of a com-
prehensive manpower vet to coordinate manpower program planning
and implementation throughout the United States.

Furthermore, I strongry advocate that the responsibility for the
individualized development and delivery of these programs be placed
in the hands of the States in order to insure their responsiveness to
local needs, and in order that they may be administered with a mini-
mum of duplication and unnecessary expense.

The key to the legislation is contained in section 102, which intro-
duces the concept of a State comprehensive manpower ao-ency. This
umbrella agency will have the responsibility to see thaemanpower
services, coordinated and streamlined to meet the needs of the public,
are delivered. The performance of this umbrella agency will deter-
mine the success of each State's efforts to assist its citizens in overcom-
ing obstacles to their suitable employment. Its responsibility is so
crucial that I can see no alternative but that the current Federal-State
system of employment security agencies be designated as the compre-
hensive manpower agency at the State level.

I make that recommendation in light of the performance and experi-
ence of these agencies throughout their history. rhis recommendation
in no way minimizes the efforts of the many mrnority oroups organiza-
tions and other agencies in their efforts to solve 'these manpower
problems.

The employment security network has been the principal instrument
for the exercise of Federal: and State influence in the labor force since
the creation of the system in the mid-I930's. The great human prob-
lems of the depression, the turmoil in employment that accompanied
World War II, the gnawing problems in. times of recession, and the
employment crises of-our sprawlino- citieseach decade has challenged
employment security agencies direaly to provide leadership in. finding
solutions to the economic insecurity of people in an evolving labor
force. These agencies now bring over 35 years experience to meet the
demands of new and more comprehensive active manpower policies.
Their expertise is one of the most important resources in providing
an integrated complement of services to the public.
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Employment security agencies have developed a network that ex
tends into every corner of the Nation. More than 63,000 men and
women serve in over 2,000 employment security installations in the
country, providinc, assistance to local problems at a local level. With
over IS million persons currently employed in the United States, the
vast array of programs in the last decade has grown from a cost of
about $10 million to the present level of nearly $21A billion annually.

Many of those programs are administered through the efforts of
State employment security agencies. Yet, I was astounded recently
when I learned that contracts for manpower programs are now in force
with over 10,000 individual sponsors.

Gentlemen, there are now 10,000 individual efforts to cope with
this pressing problemthere is no doubt in my mind that this also
embraces considerable duplication and in many cases competition for
certain applicant groups.

The Minnesota agency was originally a pot of labor exchange :
Its services we-:e limited to t.he adminiitratfon of unemployment in-
surance claims and attempts to find jobs for claimants. In ihe 1930's
the department affiliated with the U.S. Employment Service under
the Wagner-Peyser Act. Its activities gradually moved from cer-
tification of individuals to welfare and relief agencies to providing
a placement center for the State.

In this respect the department served more and more effectively
but in reality it functioned as an instrument of employers, motivated
in practices if not in design to meet their needs for manpower_

That era has come to an end. And this is the part of the record
that minority agencies and minority leaders particularly remember,
and we are severally criticized for. We welcome this criticism, because
we think it is constructive, and it has made us sensitized to their
feelings and to their needs.

However, the record will show that this era has come to an end.
More basic than significant changes in programs and services has

been the change in philosophy and direction our department has
expressed in die last decade. Where once we put primary emphasis
on the needs of the employer, today we place major emphasis on
the total set. of problems faced by the individual seekinp- work.

In all our activities we have adopted an approach of human re-
sources development, and as a result, we have learned to listen, to
a degree we were previously incapable of. to those who most des-
perately need our services. We have learned' to act, and act effectively
and swiftly, on what we hear_

In keeping with this approach, we have decentralized our offices,
maintaining a number of local installations in target areas and out-
fitting three trailer-homes as offices to take our entire battery of serv-
ices to any area in crisis.

One of these is on constant assignment to Indian reservations in
Minnesota, providing assistance at the client's not the agency's con-
venience.

We have appealed to other agencies, public and private alike, to
help us provide quality service to our ap.plicants. Labor has responded
with significant efforts in recruiting minority group members to ap-
prenticeable trades. Education has taken on the responsibility of pro-
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viding basic instruction and vocational trainino- to meet the needs
of our applicants.

Local o-overnments have responded to the challenges of particular
segmentsof their population by cooperating with us in establishing
concentrated employment programs. Private employers have provided
tremendous support in on-the-job training programs through individ-
ual efforts as well as through the National Alliance of Businessmen_

In all our efforts the priority of placement remains firm : If there is
not a job at the end of the line of' services we provide an applicant,
our efforts have been stopgap and ineffective.

Our long-established cooperation with business, however, has con-
tinued to be frthtful. Our reputation as an employer service frequently
permits us to act as an effective advocate for placement wit}: an em-
ployer who might not otherwise consider a particular applicant.

I would like to say that because of this employer relations of our
agency, we have maCle the employer and industry very conscious of
the needs of minorities and their responsibilities zn the field of em-
ployment, and in spite of what some may term shortcomings of this
work relationship, a great deal of credit has to go to industry for
responding to this public need_

Let me reiterate, that it is abundantly clear that without the excel-
lent cooperation and support of other specialized agencies, we would
not enjoy the successes I have described.

We have encountered problems, of course. It is, I think, somethino-
of a tribute to this agency network that its failures have signaled ef-
forts at advancement-and not its collapse or defeat.

Our first experience in "outreach" was the establishment of what
we call a smaller communities team designed to survey the economic
needs and manpower supply of rural counties. These teams provide a
full array of manpower services. We have to date surveyed 22 of our
rural counties, and as a result numerous manufacturing plants have
relocated in these areas. The key has been to identify and publicize
the manpower and skill inventories of the area_

In Minnesota, where before we had two offices in the Twin Cities
Metropolitan Area, we now have 21: 11 of them in areas officially
designated as disadvantaged by 0E0. These offices vary from full
functionin?- service to the assignment of one or two staff in a neigh-
borhood center or community housing project. Through these offices,
we have placed more than 12,000- minority group members in
employment_

We have a program administered in concert with our department
of welfare, the work incentive program, which brhigs a team of
professionals to work on the problems of each client. As I read it, the
:NITA incorporates many of -WIN's team approach and incentive
concepts.

Since the beginning of our Manpower Development and Training
kct program, we have served more than 24,000 enrollees. Forty-seven
percent of these have been heads of households, 43 percent had less than
a hio-h school education, and over 10 pereent have been public assistance
reci-pients. Over 14,000 have completed MDTA training, and of the
10,500 graduates we have individually- contacted, 94 percent are in the
labor fo- rce, 91 percent of them in training-related activities.
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During the current fiscal year, 64 percent of the MDTA enrollees
possessed a poverty level income and 1'T percent were members of
minority groups. Slinnesota's minority population is approximately
2 percent.

Minnesota has joined about seven or eight other States in establish-
ing a computerized job bank, a local version similar to that described
in-title I, to which Mr. Diosegy referred, and we have placed our serv-
ices in minority offices such as the -urban league and OIC, and we are
working with ihe urban coalition in both of our cities, in our laro-er
citie,s, tO make this service available to them, and as a result of
we have accelerated phicement and have given everybody an equal
chance at every job available, and this has-developed a great deal of
o-ood will between the minorities and our office.

I would like to close by saving that we have talked from the record,
we have talked about the changes in our agencies and the changes in
the law that have made it possible to do the job we should do.

As a businessman I suggest it would be unthinkable to bypass these
agencies that have been assembled over the years, and thereby destroy
the resources of expertise that now exist.

On the contrary, the reasonable course would be to build on this
foundation the best possible manpower service. This may require
additional resources, but it also is far less expensiveefficientthan
the continued maintenance of many continued agencies and programs.

Only in this way will the umbrella ao-ency in each State be able to
administer a comprehensive program, and most important, have a pro-
gram responsive to local needs.

I paid compliment to industry and their cooperation.
I also would like to pay compliments to labor for their cooperation.

We now have in our department a full time paid labor representative,
to work with labor unions in establishing better communications and
an understanding of the job problem.

This is happening again, across the Nation in each of the States.
This is the kind of prooyess that is taking place in the employment
security agencies, and f feel that I want i7o express my personal ap-
preciation-for being able to get this into the record, because this is
part of the story, and for some reason or other the minority leaders
fail to even recognize it.

Mr. DANIELS. I would like to address a question to the panel and
get the viewpoint of each member of the panel. If the subcommittee
were to draft legislation which would place the primary burden for
the operation and res-ponsibility for these manpower programs into
the employment security agencies in the 50 States, plus the-territories,
how you would handle the educational training that some of these
manpower programs involve ?

Would you recognize the State educational boards orwould you ad-
minister ihe educational programs through a different set up

Mrs. DALy. Mr. Chairman, in our State, we see very clearly that
the educational system must respond, as we do.

We don't set ourselves up as an educational institution. There has
to be a combining of expertise and abilities in this area,.

So we do this now, and one of the things very necessary is to
strengthen the bond between the manpower training agencies and the
institutionalized learning institutigns.
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Mr. DANrEts. How do you handle vocational training in the State
of Washington ?

Mrs. DALY. We contract with existing agencies on a bid basis. We
participate in the curriculum and we are working on an individual
basis and in other words our first priority is the need of the indi-
vidal, what kind of training, what kind of edueational processes does
he have to have to meet his greatest potential and his greatest oppor-
tunity to be employed ?

We are aiming at individual referrals to existing training and edu-
cational institutions.

Mr. DAximis_ Are they public or private ?

Mrs. DAtx. Both. We have an effective OIC program in the city of
Seattle and we work closely with this organization. 'We have the exist-
ing; community colleges system, the vocational schools.

Mr. DANIELS. The vocational educators have been in to testify, and
they fear the setting up of a dual vocational educational program, one
operated by the State, and one developed by the Department of Labor.

Mrs. DALY. I don't think that this is a well grounded fear at all.
I can't see it really happenino- in any sense of the word. Certainly

there is a very strong role for ther'educator in this.
He has a very prominent role to play.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. VavOulis ?
Mr. VAvouLis. This works on the same basis that Mrs. Daly has point-

ed out. I am aware of their fears, because it has been conveyd to me.
When and if manpower legislation were passed, we will have an um-
brella agency in which vocational education and vocational rehabili-
tation and all the vocational groups will be represented, as well as
labor and the minorities which will have a voice in the development
of the manpower program for the State of Minnesota.

Presently, we are contracting out many of these services and if this
belongs in the vocational education shop, that is where it goes.

We also work closely with OIC in the use of their trainino. facili-
ties. We have many of our programs in our vocational schoor system,
and as far as I Imow, they are very happy with this relationship.

But what we are really fighting for is to maintain that power, or
that posture as the manpower arm of the act.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Diosegy
Mr. DIOSEGY. We have no problem with Pennsylvania. We use the

vocational education. For your information, Mr. Chairman, even on
the MDTA through the wlaole State, there are 87 committees, repre-
sented by labor, industry, and educators.

iThere s no problem whatsoever. We do the contracts, and they do
the curriculum and everything else.

Mr. DANIELS. I take it from your testimony that you support the
aclministratiion bill, with the exceptions and qualifications that you
have mentioned here today.

Is that correct ?
Mr. VAvoutas. The conference, yes, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. None of you has made any comments about the O'Hara

bill. .

Mr. DIOSEGY. I made reference to it, sir. I said "at this point it would
be timely for me to recognize that there has been considerable senti-
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ment expressed in favor of including Public Service Employment'
provisions as proposed by your esteemed colleague, Mr. O'Hara in his
bill in whatever legislation is eventually enacted.

"I do not believe that you expect me to give you eitber a personal
or an official State position on such provisions. However, I :An, with-
out reservations assure you that if it is the will of the Congress to
propose and provide any program whereby the Government will be
an employer of last resort, and the Pennsylvania Department oF Labor
and Industry and Bureau of Employment Security will, willingly and
effectively, carry out any role assigned to them under such program."

Mr. DANIELS. Yes. I do recar your colimient. To that extent then,
you approve of the O'Hara bill ?

Mr. DIOSEGY. Yes, sir.
Mr. DANtuts. What is your view regarding to public service?
Mrs. DAL-r. I thin1; my comments would be the same as Mr. Diosegy

has expressed. The implication of public service is not inherent in the
administration's bill. We recognize too the problems of our citizens,
large numbers of them who have no opportunity for employment.
If it is the will of the Congress that this be included in manpower we
are certainly going to respond.

I think my concern with the O'Hara bill. Mr. Chairman, is that
we in the States must have latitude to plan for the needs of OUT
people. We have to have the opportunity to shift when it is necessary,
and-in my testimony I expressed that we have a very diverse economic
structure in the State of Washington.

We have a large concentration of Mexican Americans, and they
are concentrated in one area of our State.

At the same time we have a large concentration of black Americans
in our urban area. In addition, we have 22 Indian reservations and we
have to be able to respond to the needs of these people.

This is why we- pursue so vigorously the opportunity for the State
to have management of its own destiny in the manpower_programing.

Mr. DANEELS. In view of the high positions occupied by each of
you in your respective States, can you state whether or not the survey
has been made in your States with regard to the public service needs
for employment, and how many job spots could be filled if public
service were incorporated in legislation that might be forthcoming
from this committee ?

Mrs. DALY. We have made no such survey in our State.
Mr. VAvouLas. For the record, let me now speak as President of

the Interstate Conference. We have taken no position concerning the
O'Hara bill, so I don't have the authority to voice an opinion con-
cerning the question that you have now raised.

I was authorized to present what had to do with the present ad-
ministration bill. Presently as Commissioner of Manpower Services
for the State of Minnesota, I feel very strongly about that phase of
the bil 1, public employment.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you care to comment ?

Mr: DIOSEGY. Sir, we have not taken any survey.
This I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the needs are there. We

do have a recognition, a recognized group that takes care of hospitals,
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and what have you, but I know from our voluminous requests from
hospitals and what have you, that the need is there.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Eshleman ?
Mr. ESHLEMAN. I have one question for the o-entleman from Min-

nesota. I don't mean to be critical, but if I understood you correctly,
you talked .about your graduates in the manpower program and you
said 10 percent of the graduates include BPA recipients.

Shouldn't that figure be higher ?- Only one cut of 10 of your
o-raduates were BPA recipients? It seems to me that figure should
be a little higher.

I don't want to put the other two on the spot, but if they know
what percentage of the graduates are BPA recipients, I would be
glad to have ihose figures.

Mr. ThosEar. Mr. Eshleman, in my presentation on page 22you
must remember, Mr. Eshlenaan, that prior to 1068 the program was
initiatedMDTA was initiated in 1962and in 1966 the real focus
came on the disadvantaged. But from 1962 to J:muary of 1969, we
have a breakdown on page 22 there. It shows the physically handi-
capped, the older workers and youth, high school dropouts, Negroes
and other nonwhite and underemployments.

So if you would take the underemployment and Negroes and other
nonwhites, that is 53, and take the public assistance, that is 66 percent.

Mr. ESHLEMAN'. The same would be true in Minnesota. In other
words, a 10 percent figures in Minnesota is 14 percent in Pennsyl-
vania

Mr. DIosEcy. But you don't know what portion of the dropouts
come within the public assistance.

Mr. EsHLE-a1A.N. That is true.
Mrs. DALY. I think thera is a significant figure in that. I believe

the Federal guidelines no,. .:equire that MDTA reserve 60 percent
for disadvantaged. In our State, 85 percent of our MDTA enrollees
are disadvantaged within the guidelines.

Many of them are on the periphery. It is always sO hard to identify
some of them.

Mr. EsHLE-mAN. The disadvantaged person is not necessarily a public.
assistance recipient, Mrs. Daly ?

Mrs. DALY. Oh, no.
Mr. ES-HT:PIMA-N. I have no more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. I would like to thank the members of the panel for

coming here today and giving us the benefit of your views.
Mr. VAvoc-Las. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Frank Mulcahy, secretary-

of the International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities, Wash-
ington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF FRANS MULCAHY, SECRETARY OF THE INTER-.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES,.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. MULCAHY. Good morning.
Mr. DANEELS. Mr. Mulcahy, your statement will be incorporated itt

the record at this point.
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Mr. MULCAHY. Thank you, Mr. Daniels.
I do not intend to read it.
Mr. Dam:us. Without objection it is so ordered.
(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS W. MULCAHY, SECRETARY, I2TERN.1TIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF REHARILITATION FACILITIES

My name is Francis W. Mulcahy and I am Secretary of the International
Association of Rehabilitation Facilities. It is in this capacity that I speak
today. First of all, I would like to commend the members of the committee for
their demonstrated interest in the problems of the handicapped individuals. I
would aiso like to express my appreciation for the privilege of testifying before
this committee this morning.

The International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities is a private, non-
profit organization which was formed by the merger of the National Associa-
tion of Sheltered Workshops and Homebound Programs and the Association of
Rehabilitation Centers on November I. 1069. The new organization has over
600 facility members throughout the United States and Canada.

The purpose of IARF is to promote the provision of quality services as pro-

vided by rehabilitation facilities and workshops to all those who need such
services. The membership is comprised of facilities engaged in restorative and
adjustive care and those providing vocational, evaluative, training and sheltered
work services to the handicapped. To accomplish 'this overall objective, IARF
provides a multi-faceted program of research, education, communication and
liaison. We strongly support the concept in. all three bills of a comprehensive,
coordinated Manpower Program.

Although the three bills being considered by your Committee approach the
problem of Manpower training with an attempt to establish integr-ation of all
Manpower training resources, the exclusion of the Rehabilitation Service Admin-
istration (RSA) in the planning and funding is a serious oversight which will
severely limit the contribution of this very creative department which has had
extensive experience in the field of training and preparation of the hard to place
for employment. The funds available to this agency and, therefore, to the
State and local facilities responsible for providing the services, have been cut
substantially from the established need, and the projection for future funding
for this Department is very discouraging. The State Divisions of Vocational
Rehabilitation have had minimal participation in the resources available under
the current Manpower Training Program. We fear that, unless there is specific
inclusion in the Manpower Acts for the participation of the Divisions of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation, there will be limited utilization of the resources of this
Division through the expansion of their serviees so that they can more effectively
serve the growing number of handicapped individuals, including a very sub-
stantial part of the poverty population. The handicapped poverty population,
the mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and physically handicapped, include
a substantial portion of the unemployed on public welfare and those being paroled
from penal institutions, and other major target populations with whom this
Manpower Act is concerned.

We should like to support Congressman Steiger's Bill which presents an ex-
cellent detailed inclusion of a -wide variety of Manpower services which are
extremely neceskary for the population with which these Manpower Bills deal.
We would especially like to underline our support for Congressman O'Hara's
emphasis on a guarantee to every American willing and able to work, an op-
portunity for a meaningful job. As a rehabilitation facility, in addition to train-
ing and placement of handicapped people, we also give continuing employment to
those individuals who are incapable of competing in the normal labor market_ We
should, therefore, like to stress that we interpret Congressman O'Hara's state-
ment as a guarantee for the handicapped worker to have an opportunity for a
meaningful job in a sheltered workshop facility, if that is the limit of his
capacity.

As a group of rehabilitation facilities, who have had extensive experience for
more than 30 years in the development of programs for the handicapped which
have made a substantial contribution to cutting down the unemployment of the
handicapped, we are concerned about an aspect of all three Bills which we feel
will critically handicap the full achievement of the goals established by the
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legislation. Of all the private and public agencies, our rehabilitation facilities have
had the most extensive experience in working with the difficult group to train
and place in employment. The record indicates that the rehabilitation facilities
have been unusually successfnl within the limitations of their resources in train-
ing and placing in employment increasing numbers of handicapped people.

The Social Rehabilitation Administration has assisted our rehabilitation facili-
ties with a substantial amount of Federal funds to develop skills and knowledge
in training, placing and maintaining in employment the most difficult unemployed
population. No other agency in the Federal Government has had the length of ex-
perience nor the history of developing the critically needed resources. Although
complete responsibility for the implementation of the Manpower Act is given to
the Labor Department, it is vital that the experience and knowledge of the SRA
be utilized in achieving the goals of this legislation.

In the experience of our organizational membership of rehabilitation facilities
with the present Manpower Training Program of the Labor Department we have
found that there has been a great deal of difficulty encountered because of a lack
of knowledge on the part of the participating Labor Department agencies as well
as new organisations created to serve the unemployed. These difficulties would
have been substantially lessened if there had been strong participation in previ-
ous legislation to assure that the extensive experience of the SRA and our rehabili-
tation facilities will be fully utilized in the future through specific inclusion in
the Manpower legislation.

The tendency of Manpower Programs to deal with the most employable groups
in the population is so traditional that unless some specific recognition is given
to this fact in the legislation, the real impact of this program will be severely
handicapped. It is the basic purpose of this Bill to provide equality of opportunity,
maximum employment, and financial independence to a population handicapped
by poverty, poor education, discrimination, and physical and mental handicapping
conditions. It would be tragic if this legislation would establish a condition under
which a substantial handicapped population would be subject to discrimination
in their initial efforts to achieve the established legislative goals.

There must be specific protection for the handicapped population in order to
assure them of the benefits of this Bill. We are fully cognizant and justly con-
cerned about discrimination based upon race and color. I think it is neces.ry
for us to be even more critically concerned about discrimination against those
who not only have been subject to previous discrimination on the basis of race and
color, but also on the basis of handicap. This group which has been subject to
such severe discrimination must be assured of the opportunities which they are
not assured of under the current legislative acts. It may be stated that it is not
the purpose of this Bill to deal with this population, and that the program of the
SRA will be responsible for dealing with this population. Our rehabilitation
facilities which have been established for the purpose of dealing with this popula-
tion are being cut back severely because of the limited funds and resources made
available to the SRA. The special new program for the disadvantaged which has
been in the SRA budget for a period of three years has never been funded_ This is a
clear indication, of discrimination against the handicapped disadvantaged. Re-
habilitation ageneies which have demonstrated exceptional successful efforts in
rehabilitating the disadvantaged handicapped have not been able to obtain con-
tinuous funding not only limiting eXPansion of such services, but frequently
causing elimination of these services due to the limited funding available. Al-
though legislation at the Federal level has broadened, the definition of handicap-
ping conditions so that more of the poverty population can be served by rehabilita-
tion facilities, the funds made available have made it impossible for most States
to undertake to serve the expanded population.

These populations are being eliminated under most of the current Manpower
training programs, since they present severe problems with which the agencies
who are established to deal with generalized Manpower Programs are not ex-
perienced. staffed or committeed to serve. Even most of the poverty agencies
eliminate this population from their own major concerns. Studies of populations
who have failed in the J.O.B.S. Program as well as in MDTA have indicated a high
proportion of the mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and other types of
handicapped. The experience of the Milwaukee Rehabilitation agency, the Jewish
Vocational Service, with a major industrial concern, the A, 0. Smith Corporation
was especially significant in terms of the needs of the handicapped population.
The Jewish Vocational Service arranged for a substantial number of the J.O.B.S.
trainees also to be provided with additional resources and services of the Division
of Vocational Rehabilitation_ 10 D2
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Because of this additional resource, the rehabilitation agency was able to pro-
vide the full utilization of the rehabilitation facilities. As a result of the exten-
sion of services of an experienced rehabilitation agency, the A. 0. Smith Corpora-
tion was recognized in the Milwaukee community as having the outstanding
program.Although the agency made an effort to get all of them under this program.
it was only possible to get a limited number accept for service because of the
limited resources of the State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. It is sig-
nificant to note that practically no other handicapped individuals being served
under the J.O.B.S. Program were served in such a cooperative effort. even though
comprehensive planning and cooperation at the top administrative level was
implemented.

In order to assure that the handicapped population in the poverty group will
receive the kind of brond services included in the legislative Acts now under
your consideration, we recommend the following addition to Bill H.R. 10908,
Section 17(a) :

1. That the Secretary of Labor make arrangements with the Secretary of
Health, Education & Welfare, whereby the latter will sipervise and evalu-
ate all research, demonstration, evaluation and service programs to assure
that this population is effectively served with all of the resources and knowl-
edge whwh have been developed in the SRA.

In order to achieve this goal of improved services for the handicapped, we
would sugest that specific emphasis be placed in the legislation of the utiliza-
tion of the rehabilitaon facilities. We should like to suggest that the specific
program of work adjustment training be included in the listing of services to be
provided to the unemployed- This type of program is a new type of training which
was developed recently by the rehabilitation facilities. It is based on extensive
research on the causes of failure in holding a job after training. Almost all data
on the reasons for such failure place major emphasis on inadequate work habits.
attitudes, relationships with supervision, and with fellow workers. The work
skIlls are a necessary part of the qualifications for work. They are much more
easily achieved than the psychological and social aspects of work habits. atti-
tudes and relationships to fellow workers and supervision. Although these factors
have been included in current programs, the techniques used to achieve these
objectives have generally been unsuccessful and minimally empbasized. Two-week
training programs have been developed to achieve the objective of good work
habits, attitudes and relationships, while full year programs have been developed

to teach technical skills.Rehabilitation facilities in Philadelphia. St. Louis and Milwaukee have effec-
tively demonstrated the critical importance of utilizing the skills developed by
these facilities. A major portion of the unemployment are severely handicapped
by emotional_ social and educational limitations. They are no less handicapped
than some of the populations with which our rehabilitation facilities are now
worldng. We therefore urge you to amend the legislation before your Committee
to include specific mention of work adjustment training. We also feel that your
legislation should be amended to include the rehabilitation agency as a major part
in the planning and development of programs for the unemployed. Without such
inclusion in your legislation. there is serious danger, despite the emphasis on
comprehensiveness and complete coordination that the State rehabilitation agen-
cies and the facilities will not be included.
We. therefore, recommend an addition to bill H.R. 10908. section 7:

Programs to provide work adjustment training for the unemployed whose
major problem is in the area of work habits. attitudes, and relationships to
supervision and to co-workers, as well as behavior controL

We should also like to recommend an addition to Sections 4 and 6 of bill H.R.
10908 :

Section 4:
Add "especially individuals who are handicapped.- after the statement.

"who are from poor families."
Section 6:

Add -and Divisions of Vocational Rehabilitation" after "State employment
services."

in order to again emphasize the critical importance of serving the handicapped
from poverty populations and utilizing the critical resources of the Divisions of
Vocational Rehabilitation.
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-%". further recommend that Section 12 ofbill H.R. 10908 be amended as follows :
To provide an opportunity for incentives to sheltered workshops to employ

additional handicapped individuals in order to give them an opportunity fot.
continuing employment.

We r:..#:ommend that Section (S) be odded to Congressman Steiger's bill :
(8) Experimental and demonstration programs for evaluation, training and

education for persons u .go are handicapped.
We should like to support Title III of Congressman O'Hara's bill relating to

public service employment, and recommend an amendment to this section as
fellows :

The addition or the term "non-profit sheltered workshop- in order that
there be clear indication of the importance of providing such services to the
handicapped, and the utilization of the rehabilitation facilities.

We also recommend the follow-ng :
That the utilization of all public, private and non-profit agencies which

are capable of contributing to this program. with priority rs-iven to skill cen-
ters, work adjustment centers, and other education and training programs
operated or arranged through State and local ed' .zational or rehabilitation
agencies, be required.

Again. I thank th:, Subcommittee for this opportunity to appear on behalf of
the International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities.

Mr. MULCAHY. As Secretary of the organization I do represent
about, WO shelter workshops and rehabilitation facilities in the United
States.

I would like to digress briefly at the moment to thank you, Mr.
Daniels. for your loncr time interest in vocational rehabilitation and
the efforts you made in the 1965 and 1969 amendments.

I know you take much pride in realizing that this hard work of
yours has contributed to the lives of a .!-rreat number of handicapped
people, and I thank you for my association.

Mr. DANIELS. I wish to express my gratitude to you for your
generous compliment.

Mr. MULCAHY. The International Association of Rehabilitation
Facilities, which we call IARF and which term I would like to use if
I mav. supports the principles expressed in all three manpower bills,
including, of course, the fine bill sponsored by Confrressman Steiger.

We would suggest, however, some modifications of the thrust of
these bills. For example we do believe that the rehabilitation services
administration should be involved in cooperative arrancrements both
in the planning of legislation and programs and in the implementing
of same.

As you know so well, Mr. Chairman, this organization has been in
existence for a great number of years, and really before the advent
of the so-called poverty programs in recent years and the sponsor-
ship by many agencies of such prog-rams.

Before this, the administration has been engaged in almost an iden-
tical program of rehabilitating people who. however, were then desig-
nated as handicapped people, and in our View they greatly resemble
the disadvantaged and hard core unemployed and so on with whom
we are concerned at, this time.

Our view as one might expect is also perhaps to question the wis-
dom of having businessmen provide all of the services and the train-
ing for these hard core unemployed.

'Sheltered workers shops and rehabilitation facilities, which inci-
dentally have been in existence the turn of the century have
worked' up programs and developed esperience and skills, and created
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professional staffs which do hav e, we think, talents and resources that
arc quite necessary in the successful training of disadvantaged people
so that when placed on jobs they will remain there.

For example, in our work, the evaluation of the job potential of an
individual is felt to be perhaps the most important service that he
may receive, even in some cases more important than the vocational
training.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Mulcahy, where did you get the idea th,,t busi-
nessmen would be handling the manpower programs?

Mr. MULCAHY. I may have picked it up incorrectly but in reading
the bills. I thought I saw an emphasis on the businessman, and not
as great an emphasis as we believe there should be on the workshops
and facilities.

Did I mislead it ?
Mr. DAxi:Er.s. I think you misread it. I don't know of anyone who

indicated to the committee that these programs would be handled ex-
clusively by businessmen. I know of the important role the rehabilita-
tion agencies render to various other agencies in the government, par-
ticulaly in job evaluations, as you just mentioned.

Mr. MuLcAiri-. Thank you. I v:ill allay my concern and pass on to
the next point. I thought I heard the distinguished Congressman from
New York this morning also make a reference to, you know, the ques-
tionable wisdom of this training being provided by businessmen who

are great people, whose roles are most important in America, but who
perhaps do not have the expertise that professionals should have.

I thought Mrs. Chisholm alluded to this same emphasis.
Mr. DAxm.s. I am quite sure that in whatever bill reported out ade-

quate steps will be tak-en to assure that the expertise of people. in vari-
ous professions and the fields of their operations will be recognized.

Mr. MULCAHY- You make me feel better about it. And I will simply
pass on. Thank you.

Another point in the language of this, and again we may have mis-
interpreted itwell, this is not a point in the language, but maybe
a possible omission.

It is that having to do with discrimination against race, creed or
color. Of course, all of us are against this, but sometimes in this work
there creeps into the picture, if you would call it so, a type of discrimi-
nation against degree of disability or against the people who are han-
dicapped, either physically or mentally.

This comes about, and I luaow you are familiar with it, Mr. Chair-
man, where agency programs like my own will selectively pick the easy
people, the Minimally disabled or disadvantaged and work on them
quickly and get them placed in jobs.

Therefore, you know, in the numbers game, we get credit for reha-
bilitation, but not doing very much. Of course, we are against this,
and I may be belaboring another obvious point. But we would be
happier if we saw more emphasis placed on the handicapped and par-
ticularly the mentally restored andmentally retarded.

Incidentally, as far as my own credentials are concerned, I repre-
sent. IA.RF. I am also a member of the national board of Goodwill
Industries of America and.I earn my living as the executive director
of a Goodwill Industries here in Washington, which covers the Dis-
trict and nearby Maryland and Virginia.
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In my work, I have had some experience with the type of programs
such as those contemplated. My particular agency has had a program
first called BAT and then called MDTA. We did have considerable
success. We were able to place about 100 people from that program, or
about 98 percent of all of the hard core unemployed who completed

their training.
So we believe in this type of training.
At the present time, we have a job 70 contract, which we feel has

much promise for us again to place out on jobs and put money in the
pockets of these disadvantaged and handicapped people.

Incidentally many of these, of course, as you luiow so well, would
have been on welfare or in institutions or dependent on society in some

way, and this is a matter of pride in our work that we are able to re-
move them from such dependence and make taxpayers of them.

I thank you for this opportunity to speak before you this morning.
I will be happy to answer any 'questions if there should be some.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Mulcahy, 1 appreciate your coming here today to
(rive vour views. I think that perhaps you have misconceived the in-
:, -

tent of the leeislation. It is not the intent of myself as chairman or as
one member of this committee to ex.-Ide rehabilitation services from,
where necessary, being part and ;,arcel of the manpower programs.

I am well aware of-the fine wo-rk performed by the rehabilitation
agencies in the various States.

As you indicated, I have played an active part in, 1965 and 1968 in
having legislation passed to implement and support programs which

previously existed.
I think money is well spent in this area. If my recollection serves

me correctly, each dollar spent brings a return of $35 to the Federal
Treasury.

So I am hopeful that whatever course the legislation takes, there
will be a proper place therein for rehabilitation services.

I want to than% you for your appearance.
Mr. MULCAHY. Thank you.
We deeply appreciate your interest in rehabilitation.
Mr. DANIELS. This concludes our hearing today.
The committee will now neess until 9 :30 a.m., tomorrow morning,

when it will meet in this room.
(Whereupon, at 12 :15 p.m. the Select Subcommittee on Labor re-

cessed, to reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., Thursday, April 23, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMTrTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :45 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, Hathaway, Meeds, and Gaydos.
Staff members present : Marty L. LaVor, minority legislative coun-

sel ; Charles W. Radcliffe, education counsel for ihe minority ; and
Sue Nelson and Cathy Romano, research assistants.

Mr. DANIELS. The subcommittee will come to order. Today we will
continue our hearings on comprehensive manpower bills. Our first
witness is Mr. E. B. Whitten, executive director of the National Re-
habilitation Association., Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF E. B. WHITTEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WiirrrEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman ; we appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you. Members of this committee have been
most kind and helpful to the National Rehabilitation Association as
they have offered testbnony in the past on rehabilitation matters.

Particularly significant, we think, were the 1968 amendments, which
you yourself were author of, and which have made a very important
contribution to the development of rehabilitation programs.

Later Con this year, one of the subcommittees will be considering re-
habilitation again, I think. We don't luiow just how it is going to
be assioned at this t.ime.

I am going to skip the part of the testimony that has to do with
the identification of the association, since I think who we are is fairly
well known to this committee, and go immediately to the top of page 2.

Mr. DANIE1.5. I propose that your statement be incorporated in the
record at. this time, and you proceed, Mr. Whitten, to summarize the
contents of it.

If there i:.: no objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. WiirrrEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the op-

portunity to be here and present our testimony on this very important
legisl ation.

(1021)
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(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF E. 13. WRITTEN. ExECuTivE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL REIIARILITAA ION

ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, the National Rehabilitation Association appreciates the oppor-
tunity to offer testimony before this committee on the manpower legieqation no
under consideration. Members of this committee have been most kind and helpful
to the representatives of the Association, as they have appeared to offer testiT

mony on vocational rehabilitation legislation. Particularly notable was tile 106S

legislation, which was sponsored by the chairman of this subcommittee with the
able help of other members of the committee from both parties. We shall refer to

certain aspects of this legislation in the course of our testimony.

Identification.
The National Rehabilitation Association is an organization of 33,000 indi-

viduals and 600 organizations. Individual members are about equally divided
between individuals who work in some aspect of rehabilitation programs and

others who, although not employed in rehabilitation activities, as private citizens
are concerned for the rehabilitation of the handicapped and demonstrate this
concern through membership and participation in the Association. The National
Rehabilitation Association was organized in 1925, a few years after the passage

of the first Vocational Rehabilitation Act, and has been in continuous existence
since that time. Its purpose is quite simple : to do everything it can to see that
physically and mentally impaired individuals are given the assistance they
need in attaining the ability to live independently, secure and hold remunerative
employment, and become useful citizens of their states and communities.
Guhi'Jines for 7cgMlation,

In developing legislation having to do with manpower programs, it is the Posi-
tion of the National Rehabilitation Association that the following concepts should

underlie such legislation. We shall list then/ briefly, and then discuss some of them

in greater detail.
1. The purpose of the legislation should be to improve the opportunities of un-

employed or underemployed individuals, particularly tho:Ae Whonl we refer to as
disadvantaged, to prepare themselves for employment, and. to secure and hold

jobs. Any program suggested and any administrative device considered should be

measured in terms of the contrihution it makes to this end_
2. The state-federal partnership is tbe most acceptable and efficient organiza-

tional pattern to accomplish the purposes of the legislation. The role of the state
should be to operate basic manpower programs. The role of the federal govern-
ment should be to conduct research. demonstration and training programs and
provide technical and program consultation to the states. This is in addition, of
course, to the numerous functions of the United States Department of Labor as
traditionally performed.

3. The legislation should give the federal administrator the authority to de-
velop and apply standards which will asrum so far as possible, that programs
develifeed at state and local levels serve the best interests of the clients. ConSis-
tent win-. the standards referred to above, the administration of the proaram
should be flexible so as to encourage the greatest possible initiative on the part
of the states to adapt their programs to local needs. This flexibility should aPP1'
to the kind of state agency established to adta.nister the Program, its relarion-
ship to other agencies, etc.

4. The legislation should provide federal assistance to the states for comPre-
hensive manpower planning. Such planning Zrants should be made directly to

the state. It should be required that manpower planning be related to other plan-
ning efforts in the field of human services.

The state plan should provide for a statewide planning advisory body, mem-

bers a which should consist of representatives of the state agencies administer-
ing programs related te manpower, labor, mantv,ement, private employment in-

terests, and the pablic, incluting the consumers oeservices.
5. The services to be provided under the legislation should be comprehensive

and clearly spelled out. Maximum utilization of serviees of other agencies should
be required, and the authority to purchase services from other agencies, public
and private, should be specifled.

6. The federal share of the cost of thL. manpower prtTam should he compar-
able to the federal share of c'osely related programs. The law should include
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guideline' foz* inaking apportionments to the states, and the relationship of the

number of
,

States ldetnIlloyed in a state to the total number of unemployed in theUnited
shou e-e a major factor in such apportionment.

Pervective

long bee- i-,.;-rlied fo
nization which hasThis t,,es,..tiZons. is written from the perspective of an orga

r the rehab 'itation of handimpped individuals. The prin-

cii-xil vc'eaVr"al rehabilitation program is the state-federal program operated
under tbeh coreO---"oual Rehabilitation Act.

This program is almost universally de-
clared to e a ,,m,,-aecess. It is a success as related to the effects it has on the lives
of "adicaVs -°, individuals it serves, so far as these can be measured: it is a
success a-sd-.1141ated subjectively by experts who have evaluated it ; it is a suc-
cess as 1-, gecl by those resPonsible for developing cost-effectiveness indices, for
the vocational e :.
ratio of s. -euabilitation proe-ram has by far the highest cost-effectiveness

gram. The assumption that vocational re-
habilitatlai --atTower or relatea pro Preted that anyone in
the rehab.11. te 1-

hOs been a suctess is by no means to be inter
, 1--ion movement is satisfied with it. Its success is only in terms of

comparaol ity, There i,; much that remains to be known about the nature of
disabilitY: c,,,,it s `leet upon the lives of individuals, the effect of specified services,
in attaining of r-
uniforraiY e ll

t-e
ettive. and,

., dividual goals, etc. Programs throughout the countrY are not
nowhere, are the resources ample to do the job that re-

habilitatir n ,...
Challenge( by p

-eencies are expected to do. Inspired by what success it has had and

-,e' failures, the rehabilitation movement is engaged in a program
of reseaan ane
is prat' ,,e.nnequalled, ---. demonstration which, in relationship to the size of the program,

in any agency of the government. In other words, although
the rehao l1 ltation movement has achieved a modicum of success and has been
publicly,-111?elai;

lnecl as being successful, it
realizes how far it needs to go before it

can trui., soe --a to be meeting the needs of handicapped individuals.

Rehabilltation s.ervicescomprehen4ve
What cp.silc ---is's rehabilitation has had stems from a number of factors. In the

first place, it i-,s individual client oriented. It has never dealt with handicapped
ihdividnale i11. the mass but with handicapped people as individuals. An agency

two individuals may
have ..
,nlaY %ell't-i.c, at one time thousands of individuals, and no

attemlI r'? Ineet all (;f the
f ' Plans for their rehabilitation. In the second pliwe. rehabilitation

persen. not justneeds of the individual handiceppod

a part ° -uelli. The liberal definition of
services makes it possible for the agency

to either hi-Ile-AI,e, ,ie or procure for its client almost anything that was needed in
order 10 -''' them become employable. The program has a medical component,
an edultizonpl" component, a psychological component, a job Preparation and job
p:acement o,
twined

L--ADonent. Third, the public effort and the voluntary effort is inter-
in -aell. a wav that the two mutunlly

complement each other. Rehabilita-
tion agencies 1-,., &Lave encouraged the development of private rehabilitation pro-
grams- Pal."ellIarly workshops and rehabilitation center s, and these facilities
serve the 1:teed

,'
Of the clients of the vocational reeabilitation agencies. Rehabili_

tation agencies have never considered it was th 'ir responsibility to develop
personnel a nrini- facilities under their own administration to meet all the reeds
of the liaa'eatTed individuals. They have turned to the community for help.
and they h a"re helped the community 1-;repare itself to provide what handicapped
People need, e.,.: °urn, an excellent relationship between the federal government
and the sta1.s.'s has contributed in an important way to the program's sticee,
The federal a.e,overnment trusts the states, and the states can upon the federal
government for all of the assistance it can possibly provide in helPieg them

theirimprove Programs.
4dmi4ra tive Oroupings

The legi:slative proposals before the committee put a great deal of emphasis on
organiattottill parte at the state Level for providing 'manpower services. For
instance, a stat manpower agency is called for in two of the Lills. In the Admin-
istration bin, the nature of such agency is rather carefulle prescribed. The
assillaptiTzt s'enas to be that if one can get all of the right agencies grouped

eL nt-t :her t 0 sotee kind of umbrella agency the remaining Problems will be solved.

Rehabilitation ands itself in a rather peeuliar position relative to its relation-
e first place, vocational rehabilita-ship to

tion is auni
a,lalanPower xzeney in the state. In th
i, -niStered federally by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare' 113-- arl'angement is probably
preferable to the states to any other arrange-
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ment that could be made. So far as we know, there is no effort being made fed-
erally to move this agency to any other department.

In the Administration bill, it is zpecified that vocational education and voca-
tional rehabilitation may be a part of the manpower agency. if the governor sees
fit to place them in it. Then, the bill states. that whether or not such agencies are
placed in the manpower agency in the state. may determine whether or not the
Secretary of Labor shall approve the state's plan.

The question about -where to put vocational rehabilitation in an organizational
setup is not new to rehabilitation agencies. Traditionally, agencies and profes-
sions have tried to cut people up into neat little packages, so far as their needs are
concerned. For instance, we talk about the psychological aspects of an individuals
problem and we have psychologists and counselors who become experts in the
psychological aspects. We refer to the physical aspects of an individual's prob-

lems, and we have developed physicians and a multitude of other medically
oriented workers to deal with these problems. We refer to the social aspects of

an individual's problems, and we have developed social workers and others to
deal with these particular problems. The trouble with these kinds of arrangements
is that they just don't work. An individual cannot be neatly divided into com-
partments which are labeled psychological, physical, social, etc. We are slowly

beginning to recognize that man functions as an individual and that he must
be dealt with as an individual.

Based largely upon the way professionals have attempted to classify the needs
of individuals, we have developed certain kinds of agencies. For instance, we have
educational agencies that develop and operate what we call educational programs.
We have sbcial welfare agencies that deal with the social and family aspects of
an individual. We have health agencies that deal with the health problems of the
people, and more recently, we have developed manpower agencies to administer
manpower programs. These ways Of classifying people and services to people do
not seem to have any magic about them either. Throughout the years, we have
been often amused and sometimes irritated by the efforts to force vocational
rehabilitation into one of these molds. At various times to various people coca-
tion.al rehabilitation has been a health program, an educational program, a social
services program, a manpower program. It has been administered federally by the
Federal Board for Vocational Education, the Office of Education, the Vocational
Rehabilitation Administration, aud now by the Rehabilitation Services Adminis-
tration of the new Social and Rehabilitation Service. Statewide it has been
administered by state boards of vocational education, state boards of education,
independent agencies, umbrella agencies of various types, etc.

Currently, of 54 general vocational rehabilitation agencies. 35 are located in
departments of education. S are independent agencies reporting directly to the
governor, 9 are in various kinds of umbrella agencies, usually the agencies that
bring together health, rehabilitation, welfare. c:orrections. etc.. and 2 are con-
nected with departments of labor and industry. The preponderance of educ-ational
seitings for the administration of vocational rehabilitation is due to the fact that
earliest vecational rehabilitation legislation specified the state board of voc-a-
tional education as the administering agency, and from this start many of the
agencies have maintained some kind of relationship with the educational agency
of the state. In quite a number of cases, they operate as virtually autonomous
units within the Department of Education or under the Board of Education.
Ageneies for the blind may be administered separately from the general re-
habilitation agencies. Fourteen are administered by Commissions for the Blind.
Most of the remainder are administeree through state departments of public wel-
fare. In the light of this administrative history and the current situation, it is
interesting to find that the Administration's manpower proposal specifies that
rehabilitation may be a part af the manpower agency and the Secretary niay
be able to use the fact that it is not as a reason for not approving the state plan.
Actually, the tr.,nd in administration of vocational rehabilitation in the states
appears to be either toward the development of independent agencies or toward
putting rehabilitation in an umbrlla agenc7 which includes health. welfare,
corrections, etc. The United States Employment Service, which presumal:
would be the core for a state manpower agency, is not usually included under
this umbrella.

The National Rehabilitation Association has no objection to hav-:ng rehabilita-
tion administered as a part of a state manpower agency so long as it has the
organizational status which permits it to operate effectively. The governor
already has the authority to put it in such an agency, subject to the approval of

et
i1/4J+
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the federal administrator. We do object, however, to having inducements offered
in this legislation to a state to put rehabilitation in its manpower agency or to
the implied threat that if the rehabilitation agency is not put in the manpower
agency the state plan may not be approved. We therefore recommend that voca-
tional rehabilitation be eliminated from the wording in Section 102(a) (1) (B)
of the kdministration bill, if this bill is used as a basis for a committee bill, and
that similar language not be included in any bill reported.

Rehabllitation agencies and the disadvantaged
The vocational rehabilitation agencies have had much experience relevant to

problems in connection with helping handicapped and disadvantaged individuals
prepare for, get and maintain themselves in employment The vocational re-
habilitation agencies are. in fact, the original anti-poverty programs with work
objectives. Seventy per cent of the handicapped individuals served by these
agencies have no income at the time they make application for services. Ninety-
five per cent of those served by the state agencies have income less than what we
refer to as the poverty level, although the dettrmination of economic need is not
required by the federal law as a precondition for receiving rehabilitation services.
Needless to say, a great many of the handicapped people served by the vocational
rehabilitation agencies are the most disadvantaged of the disadvantaged. In
addition to poverty, substandard living conditions, etc., they have the added
burdens of physical or mental disability.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies have learned the hard way some lessons
which are relevant to any manpower program. One thing they have learned is
that the key to 'the employment of a handicapped or disadvantaged individual is
found in (a) the attitude of the individual toward society and toward work : (b )
in his ability to adjust to a world of work : and (c) his preparation for work. I
might add that these are listed in the order of their importance. If an individual
has a wholesome attitude toward work and toward society and if he is able to
adjust to the world of work, the chances are very high that he will succeed in
the world of work. In rehabilitation, we refer to these services designed to attain
these two objectives as vocational evaluation and work adjustment Vocational
rehabilitation agencies are experienced in the provision of these services. They are
usually provided in cooperation, with workshops and rehabilitation centers, whose
staffs are trained to provide this particular kind of service.

Recognizing how vital vocational evaluation and work adjustment services may
be or are to handicapped People and to the disadvantaged population in general,
this committee reported and Congress passed the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1968. Section 15 of which established a program designed spe-
cific-ally to provide these services, not only to handicapped individuals, but to
other disadvantaged individuals. The services were to be provided by the state
vocational rehabilitation agency as a service to other agencies who had responsi-
bility for welfare or mar lower programs. As of this date, there has been no
funding of this section. President Johnson recommended a small appropriation to
get the program started, but the present Administration deleted this from the
1970 appropriation estimates. and the 1971 estimates do not include any recom-
mendations for this program. There has never been any public explanation as to
why this program is not being funded. In spite of this, vocational rehabilitation
agencies, with the help of the voluntary agencies, hare made an important be-
ginning in expanding their vocational evaluation and work adjustment services
to handicapped individuals, and to a certain degree even to the non-handicapped.

It should be made clear that the vocational rehabilitation agencies do not
n-ant to become the "manpower agencies" of this country. They want to be able
to expand and improve their se/I-lees to the physically handicapped, the mentally
retarded. and the mentally ill, who are found in disproportionate numbers among
the disadvantaged, as the Heineman Commission emphasized. They would like.
however, the opportunity to extend vocational evaluation and work adjustment
services to a broader clientele. as a contribution to the general effort to make
disadvantaged individuals employable. In so doing they wonld not be taking over
any agency's responsibility_ On a referral basis, they would serve these indi-
viduals, evaluate their potential for work, provide them the evaluation and ad-
justment services that appear to be needed. and return them to the agency that
referred them for additional vocationar training and placement services.

Whatever direction this manpower legislation takes, it should be related di-
rectly to Section 15 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act This program, in fact,
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might very well be designated as the program of choice to provide vocational
evaluation and work adjustment services to the disadvantaged. In some states.
where intensive efforts are being made to coordinate manpower services for the

disadvantaged, this responsibility is being assigned to the voc-ational rehabilita-

tion agency.
State-Federal relationship

We recognize that one of the issues before the committc-e is whether the man-

power program described in this bill woulc be administered exclusively by the
Seeretary of Labor or be administered as a state-federal partnership. The Na-

tional Rehabilitation Association prefers a state-federal program as envisaged

in the Administration and Steiger bflLs. Our reasons for this are not philosophical.
Rehabilitation people, public and voluntary, tell us they believe they can work

more effectively with a state counterpart than they have been able to work with
programs which are administered directly from a federal department. These
people find themselves frustrated by administrative direatives developed at the
federal level. They report that they are reluctant to undertake contracts. because
of the experience so many people have had of having finances withdrawn. just at

a time when the program seemed to be developing well. They far prefer to work
with a state vocational rehabilitation agency, the state welfare agency, or other
state-administered programs. As we have stated earlier, the vocational rehabili-

tation program is a good illustration that a state-federal program will work. We

can see no reason why a state-federal partnership in a manpower program of the
kind proposed in this legislation could not work equally well.

At the same time. we recognize the fact that there are some things that mnst
N. done federally. We believe that the Secretary should have liberal appropria-
tions for research and demonstration, to provide for training of manpower per-

sonnel. for the development of programs that must be developed on an inter-

state basis, etc. Individuals or organizations receiving grants from the Secretary
would recognize, however, that these are demonstration programs, and that. if
they are successful, they would be expected to incorporate ia the basic state man-
power program at the conclusion of the experimental period. The Secrtary could
and would. I ant sure, concentrate upon experimental approaches to the pro-
vision of services, which states would not be likely to undertake on their own
initiative. In summary of this part, we might say that we believe It will be better
for the states to run the established vocational training and placement Imograms.

while the Secretary runs the experimental and interstate programs. This kind
of arrangennt should also result in minimizing the voeational education man-

power conflict which is apparent at the federal level and in many of the states.
In this connection. we might say that we believe that the basic relationships

should be between the federal government and the states, not between the federal
government and local jurisdictions. The funds should be apportioned to the sthtes.
The prime local sponsors, if such are desired. should be designated by the state.
Tlie regmlations of the Secretary will be expected to state the conditions of pbn
approval. These certainly will include regulations to assure that funds are
allacated to the various parts of the state in proportion to the need. The state plan
will certainly be required to esthblish standards governing the selecthin of prime

sponsors. Although the Secretary will have the final authority for approving or
disapproving state plans which contath these provisions, it is the state to which
funds shall be allotted and it is the state that should designate the prime local

sponsors.
Incentives

The Administration bill and the Steiger bill both have provisions for incentives

to the states which comply with "standards of exempbry performance". as stated
in the Administration bill, and are demonstrating "resources and imagination.
. . . in earrying out the plan in a highly effective and efficient manner." We have
serious reservations about such incentives. After many years of experience in the
vocational rehabilitation programs in this country, one would have a most difficalt

time in developing objective standards for "exemplary performance- of tli func-
tians of the vocational rehabilitation agency. Would the stai,brds relate to the
number of people rehabilitated, the number in service, the number referred tz
other agencies, the quality of services? If the latter, how- wodid one measure
quality? What is true of the vocational rehabilitation agencies will be equally
true of manpower agencies. I fear that an incentive Program as envisaged in this
legislation would result in competition with respect to neat organizational charts
and skillful plan and report writing rather than having to do with the effective-
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ness of services to individuals. Why not give all the states the extra 5% to st;Irt
with !
General consklerat lonS

Mr. Chairman. we have made no effort to discuss the legislative iwoposals in

their entirety, confining ourselves to sections with respect to which we think peo-
ple in the rehabilitation movement have developed some cmnpetence. We do
want to say, however, that there are many desirable featnres in these legisla-
tive proposals. which the National Rehabilitation Aociation will heartily
support For instance. the provisions of the O'Hara bill for oceupational
training in industry and for public service employment would make valuable eon-
tributions to the real success of manpower program efforts. The concept of the
advisory committees to the Secretary of Labor and to the state manpower agen-
cies found in the Administration bill is sound. Such committees should have
representation by vocational rehabilitation and other manpower related programs.
We would like to emphasize, however, that we believe that an advisory council.

a comprehensive manpower planning council, or whatever one might want to
call it. at the state level, should be advisory only. The authority to administer
programs should reside in the state agency established to administer the program.

The lob bank concept is found in ali three bills. This is sound and progressive
legislation. The provision in the Administration bill for consultation with the
Secretary of Health. Education. tinl Welfare on manpower serviee programs
within its traditional area of responsibility is sound and necessary. The efforts ill
the Administration bill to relate the manpower program to the welfare program
are also sound.

Air. WHITTEN. We have tried to identify five or six principles that
we think on,ht to identify manpower legislation. We think the pur-
pose of the regislation should be to improve the opportunities of 'un-
employed and/or underemployed individuals, particularly those whom
we refer to as disadvantaged to prepare themselves for employment
and to secure and hold jobs.

Any program suggested and any administrative device considered
:Dula be measured in terms of the contribution it makes to this

end.
The State-Federal partnership is the most acceptable and efficient

organizational pattern to accomplish the purposes of the legislation.
The role of the .State should be to operate basic manpower prorrams.

The role of the Federal Government should be to conduct research.
demonstration, and, trainino- proarams and provide technical and
program consultation to the States.

This is in addition, of course, to the numerous functions of the U.S.
Department of Labor as traditionally performed.

The legislation should give the Fe.deral administrator the authority
to develop and apply standards which will assure so far as possible
the programs developed at State and local levels serve the best inter-
ests of the clients.

Consistent with the standards referred to above the administra-
tion of the program should be flexible so as to encourage the greatest
possible initiative on the part of the States and local commumt:es to
adapt tlieir programs to local needs.

This flexibility should apply to the kind of State agency established
to administer the program, its relationship to her agencies, and so
forth.

The legislation should provide Federal assistance to the States for
comprehensive manpower planning. Such planning grants should be
made directly to the State. It should be required that manpower plan-
ning be related to other planning efforts in the field of human services.

44-425-70pt. 2-22 1033
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The State plan should provide for a statewide planning advisory
body, members of which should consist of representatives of the State
acrencies. administcrinn-at, crprorams related to manpower, labor, manage-
ment, private employment interests, and the public, including the
consumers of services.

The services to be provided under the legislation should be corn-
prehensive and clearly spelled out. Maximum utilization of services
of other agencies should be required, and the authority to purchase
services from other agencies, public and private, show d be specified.

The Federal share of the cost of the manpower programs should
be comparable to the Federal share of closely related programs.

The law should include guidelines for maidng apportioninents to
the StateS, and the relationship of the number of unemployed in a
State to the total number of unemployed in the LTnited States should
be a major factor in such apportionment.

Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, I might state that this has been much
of the problem we have had in the States. We have planning for com-
prehensive health, mental retardation and so forth, but an too fre-
quently these planning efforts have 13een done in almost complete
isolation to other things.

If we're going to plan in manpower it certainly ought to be done
in coordination with other planning efforts that are on the way, and
in connection with the findings that other plans have already
developed.

ectiveNow, Mr. Chairman, this testimony is written from the pe rsp
of an organization which has long been conc,rned with the rehabilita-
tion of handicapped individuals.

This program is almost universally declared to be a success. It is a
success as related to the effects it lias on the lives of handicapPed
individuals it serves, so far as these can be measured. It is a success
as evaluated subjectively by experts who have evaluated it. Including;
many of the manpower experts who have appeared before this com-
mittee, it is a success as judged by those responsible for developing
cost effectiveness indices for the vocational rehabilitation program
has by far the greatest and highest cost-effectiveness ratio of any man-
power or related prooTam.

The assumption tfiat vocational rehabilitation has been a success is
by no means to be interpreted that anyone in the rehabilitation move-
ment is satisfied with it. Its success is only in terms of comparability.

There is much that mmains to be lalown about the nature of a dis-
ability, its effect upon the lives of the individuals, the effect of specified
services, in attaining of Mdi idual goals, and so forth.

Programs throughout the coune-rv are not unifornily effective, and
nowhere are the resources ample to ao the job that rehabilitation agen-
cies are expected to do.

Inspired by what suco!ss it has had and challenged bv its failures.
the rehabilitation movement is engatred in a program of- research and
demonstration which in relationship to the size of the program is
probably unequziled in any agency of the Government.

In other words, although the rehabilitation movement has t chieved
a modicum of success and has been publicly acclaimed as being suc-
cessful. it realizes how far it needs to go before it tigain can truly be
said to be meetinc, the needs of handicapped individuals.
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What success rehabilitation has had stems from a number of fac-
tors. In the first place it is individual client oriented. It has never dealt
with handicaPPed individuals in the mass but with handicapped People

as individuals. An agency may be serving at one ti
individuals, and no two individuals may have idenfical
rehabilitation. .

onent.

mepltahnositsioniteoi If.

In the second place, rehabilitation attempts to meet all of the needs

of the individual handicapped person, not just a part of than. The

liberal definition of "services' makes it possible for the agency to either

provide or procure for its client almost anything that 'Was needed in
order to help them become employable.

The program has a medical component, an educational comP
a job preparation and a job

eche na b1 ei Init:

a psychological component,
component.

Third, the Public effort and the voluntary effort is intertwined
such a way that the two mutually complement each other.
tation agencies have encouraged the development of private rehahiii_

tation programs, particularly workshops and
and these facilities serve the needs of the clients of the vocational re-
habilitation agencies.

Rehabilitation agencies have never considered it was their respon-
sibility to develop personnel and facilities under their own
tration to meet all the needs of the handicapped individuals.

They have turned to the community for help, and they have elh_,ped

repare itself to provide whatthe community p
need.

Fourth, an excellent rdationship between the Federal
ani! the States has contributed in a very invortant way to the Pro-
gram's success. The Federal Government trusts the State,
States can call upon the Federal Government for all of the
it can possibly provide in helping them improve their programs.

It may be rather unique, Mr. Chairman, but frequently the State
gress forrehabilitation agencies are calling upon Con

themselves through the Federal -Government, rather than less-
This is really a very unique cooperative State-Federal undertakiii0.,

as I think you probably lmow.
The legislative proposals before the committee Put a

emphasis on organizational patterns at the State level fOr Providhif.r.
manpower services. For instance, a State manpower agency
for in two of the bills.

In the administration bill, the nature of such agency is rather care-
fully prescribed. The assumption seems to be that if one can get all

relative tt,
of tile right agencies grouped top-ether into some kind. of
ao-en....y the remainino- prob7enas will be solved.

unit )rell

Rehabilitation finds itself in a rather pec;:liar position
its relationship to a manPeNver agency in the State-

In the first. place vocalional r-&abilitation is admini,:z.ercd federally
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

This arrangement is probrbly pre-ferahle to the States to any otli,
arrangement -that c know, thereould be made. So far as we is nO effOrt

being inade federally to move this agency to any other department.
Trithe administration bill, it is specified. that vocational education

and vocational rehabilitation may be a part of the manpcc---er agenev,

0 g5
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if the Governor sees fit to place them in it. Then the bill states tliat
whether or not, such agencies are placed in the manpower agency in
the State may determine whether or not the Secretary of Labor, and
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, shall approve the
State's plan.

In other words, there seems to be an implied threat of some kind
that if Vou don't do this, things might not work out lik.e you would like
to have them.

The question about where to put vocational rehabilitation in an or-
(rinizational setup is not new to rehabilitation agencies. Traditionally
agencies and professions have tried to cut. people lip into neat hale
pzwkages, so far as their needs are concerned.

For- instimce, we talk about the psychological aspeots of an indi-
vidual's problems and we have psychologistz and counselors who be-
come experts in the psychological aspects.

We refer to the physical aspects of an individual's problems and
we have developed physicians arid a multitude of other medically
or'...nted workers to deal with these problems.

W, refer to the social aspects of an individual's problems fold we
have developed social workers and others deal with these pnrticular
problems.

lie trouble with these kinds of r...-rAngcnwnts is that they just don't
wo.

An individual cannot be neatly divided into compartments which
are labeled psychological, physical, stxtial, et cetera. We are slowly
beginnin,s, to recognize 4'.at man functions as an individual and that
he must be dealt. With as a whole individual, and by die way, the best

we. have in the United States todax on how they may be ac-
complished is found in the rehabilitation facilities of the country where
the physician and the social worker and the counselor and the voca-
tiona.1 specialist, an on the one staff, coordinate their efforts and try
to direct them in helping tl.e individual meet all his needs, and I will
say that I think far too little attention has been given to this model,
as I judge from the testimony that is.presented to the committee, and
it would bear a great deal of investigation in connection with what
the possibilities may be in a comprehensive manpower program.

It has been administered federally by the Federal Board for Voea..
tional Education, the Office of Education, the Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Administration, and now by the Rehabilitation Services Admin-
istiation of the new _Social and Rehabilitation Service, statewide
State boards f education, independent agencies, umbrella agencies, of-
various types, and so forth.

Currently then, of 54 general vocational rehabilitation agencies 35
iare located n departments of education, eight are independ.nt agen-

cies reporting directly to e Governor, nine are in various kinds of
umbrella 'agencies, usually the agencies that brill!, top-ether health,
rehabilitat ;on, welfare, corrections, and so forth and two are connect-
ed with departments of labor and industry.

The preponderance of educational settings for the administration
of vocational rehabilitation sterns froio the 'fa;'t that earliest vocation-
al rehabilitation legislation specified the State board of vocational
cducatir:i as the administerinfr acrency, and, from this start many of the

10.
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ae-,encies have maintained some kind of relationship : 1 i

tional agency of the State.
In quite

w.ita tile educa-

case., they operate a virtually autonomousa number of
within the department of education or under the board of

unit
administered seParatelv from theedilgaetnims

, 1 rehabilitation agencies.
for the

.renerl
blind may be

Fourteen are administere

In the
d by commissions for the blind.

Most of the remaMder ari, and the
of public Welfare.

' aaministered through
this administrative i :

"'tate departments

it is i
, aistorv

current situation,
light of

rehabilitation of thespec;
-nterestinfr to find that tne

maY be a partmanpower Proposal .., ,_,-fies that may be able to use the fact that
manpower agency anu tne s

administration's

for not approving- the State Plan .it is not as a reason
ecretary

ActuallY the trend in .administration of vocational
in the States appears to be either toward the development of inde-
pendent agencies or tow

rehabilitation

ard int:ling rehabilitation
acrencY ,wl_rich includes health, welfare and corrections, and so forth.

in an umbrella

The u- EmploYment Service, which presumablv would be the

-core for a State agencv,
zation ofAs You know, Mr. diairman, most of the States in,-, is not usuallY

relative to the reorg,ani

der this umbrella.

that their concl

included un

usions,enoafed in comprehensive
goverpment, and it is interesting- to find

best into the

stUdies
recent years have

and usnally led by Objective manal.Tement aroups, have been thatState
kind of sitution that hasion fits

been de-
scri'oed, anci k... is most Mterestine, that the employmrehabtat
dom placed in this Particular situlition. . .

ent ervice is sel-

The Point I arg making in this is that there is not any matric with
respect to how the State decides to g.roup its agencies as relates to
education or to manpower, or anything- else.

There are many, manY factors to enter into what is the best way to

do this. We in the national rehabilitation association have no objec-
tion to having rehabilitation administered as a Part of a State =n
power agency

-

it has the organizational status which permits-- so i .,on as
it to operate effectivce y.

The Governor already has the authority to put it in such an agency/
subject to the approval of the Federal administrator. We do object,
however, to having inducements offered in this legi

to put rehabilitation in to the impliedits manpower agency then, or
threat that if the rehabilitation

slafion to a State

in the manpoweragency is not put
a crency the State plan may

Therefore, we recommend that vocational rehabilitation. 1-te eiimi-
not be approved.

mated from the tion 109,(a) (1).(13) on page .: of thewording in
administration bill, if this bill is iised as a basis for a committee bill,
and that similar language not be included in any bill reported by the

The vocational
with helpint,

agencies have had much experiencerehabilitation
committee.

0. handicapped and dis-ms in connection
ad.vantageci. individuals prepare for, get, and maiproblerelevant to_

<rival anti-

utain themselves in

emPloYment.
The vocational rehabilitation agencies are, in fact, the ori.-

povertY Programs with work objectives. SeventY Percent of-the handi-
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capped individuals served by these ag-yncies have no income at the
time they make application for servjces.

Ninety-five percent of those served by the State agenciu have in-
come less than what we refer to as the poverty level, altMugh the
determination of economic need is.not requiredby the Federal law as
a precondition for receiving rehabilitation services.

Needless to say, a great many of the handieItyped people served by
the vocational rehabilitation agencies are the most disadvantaged. In
addition to poverty, substandard living conditions and so forth, they
have the added burdens of physical or mental disability.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies have learned tile hard way some.
lessons which are relevant to any manpower prognmi. One thing they
have learned is that the key to the employment of a handicapped or
disa(Evantaged individual is found in :

(a) The attitude of the individual toward society and toward work.
(1)) In his ability to adjust to a world of work;
(o) and his pmparation for work.
I might add that these are listed in the order of their importance. If

an individual has a wholesome attitude toward work and toward
society and if he is able to adjust to the world of work and if there is a
job available, the chances are very high that he will succeed in the
world of work.

In rehabilitation we refer to these services designed to attain these
two objectives as vocational evaluation and work adjustment. Inci-
dentally. in the, manpower contention taking the same concepts, in the
WIN program, they are calling them by other names, but they mean
precisely the same.

Why the same words were not used is a little confusimt- to me, since
it has caused ,,onie vocabulary problems and lack of communication.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies are experienced in the provision
of these services. They are usually provided in cooperation with work-
shops and rehabilitation centers, whose staffs are trained to provide
this particular kind of service.

Incidentally, the closest thing we are talking about is found in the
concept of the CEP program even though they are infants and by the
way, are frequently using the rehabilitation agencies and facilities to
help them get thee services.

Another thing I would like to mention is that in the Opportunity
Industrialization Certers, these .agencies, too, have more nearly what
we can consider to be the correct concept, of what is telnired in order
to even get a man ready to work than most any other--well, I would
say than any other voluntarily operated programs in the country,
and we admire a great deal what these groups are doing.

They could probably have profited by professional leadeNhip, hut
it was not there, and they have been doing, we think, a remarkable job
and a better job all the time.

Mr. MEEns (presiding). Professional leadership may have led to
confusion.

Mr. Wurrrnx. It may have at ono time. While I believe that any
group ought, to use what other people have known and learned about
anything, sometimes there is a difficulty of coimnunication between the
professionals and some of these people, and they have a very impor-
tant role to play.

1.0 38'
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Recognizing how vital vouational evaluation and work adjustment
services may be or are to be to handicapped people and to the dlsadvail-
taged imputation in general, this committee reported and Congress
passed the Vocational Rehabilitation .1 et Amendments of 1908, section
15 of which established a j)rograin designed speeifically to provide
these services, not only to handicapped individuals to other di,-
advanta!red individuals.

The :-.;erv ices weak to be provi(kd by the St:ate VI, ,onal rehabili-
tation agency as a service to othe.r .agencies who had responsibility for
wel fare and/or manpower programs.

As of this date, there has been no runding of this section. President
Johnson recommended a small appropriation to gets the program
started, but the present administration deleted this from the 1970
appropriation bill and the 1971 . estimates do not include any recom-
mendations for this program.

Theye has never been any public explanation as to why this pro-
gram is not being funded, .although the rumors are that, yon know, the
ferment to get a new manpower bill may .have somethiir:., to do with a
delay.

I could not be absolutely sure this is tine.
In spite of this, vocational rehabilitation vencies with the help :a

the voluntary agencies have made an important. beginning in expand-
ing their vocational evaluation and work adjustment services to handi-
capped individuals, and to a certain degree even to the nonliandi.
cal Ted.

By the way the present budget does have in a special project pro-
gram $3 million to experiment in the. rehabilitation agencies with
some of these vocational rehabilitation and evaluation and work
adjustmc_it programs.

Incidentally Mr. Meeds, in your State I think this problem prob-
ably has no meaning than most anywhere else, because your State
was a State that stepped into this program with its own funds long
before anybody was talking about providing Federal assistance and
I was told just this week that your State is seriously embarrassed now
because it had prepared for the use of this section 15 in its own pro-
gram, only to find no funding coining through Congress for this
present pmpose.

It should be mad.e clear that the vocational rehabilitation agencies
do not want to become the manpower agencies of this country. They
want to be able to expand and to improve their ser,ices to the physi-
cally handicapped, the mentally retarded, and the mentally ill, who
are found in disproportionate numbers among the disadvantaged, as
the 'Heineman Commission explained.

I believe they said they forold 3 times as many hanchcapped people
proportionately in the poor population of the country than they found
in the overall population and people tell nv._ in the rehabilitation
centers that a very high proportion of the people coming in as
disadvantaged people do have identifiable physical and emotional
problems that could constitute eligibility for rehabilitation, so far
as that is concerned.

They would like, however, the opportunity to extend vocational
evaluation and work adj;tment services to a broader clientele, as a
contribution to the general effort to make disadvantaged individuals
eniployable.
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This is .! worrisome term to me, but everybody is using it, and I
use it, t oo. !!zit their problems are similar to the kinds of problems that
handicapped people ha ve had, or the services needed to nmke them
employable are the kinds of services of the kind the handicapped have.

In so doing they would not be taking over any agency's respon-
sibility. On a. referral basis they would serve these iudividuals, evaluate
their potential basis for work, provide them the evaluation and
adji.-.i inept services that appear to be, needed, and return tlwni to the
agency that referred them for additional vocational training and
placement. services.

Whatever direction this manpower legislation takes, it, should be
related directly to section M of the. Vocational Rehabilitation Act.
This program in fact. ni ight. very well be duignated as the program
of choice to provide vocational dilation and work adjustment
services to the disadvantativd.

In some States where intensive. efforis are, beini. made to coordinate.
manpower services for the disadvanta eyed. this responsibility is being
assigned to the vocational rehabilitation airency.

And I think the plan is in Vo r own State that this would be done,
if it. can he financed in a proper way.

We recognize that one of the issues before the committee is whether
the manpower program described in this bill would be administered
exclusively by the Secretary of Labor or be administered as a State-
Federal partnership.

The. National Rehabilitation Association prefers a. State-Federal
program as envisaged in the administration and Steiger bills.

Onr reasons for this arc not philosophical ; rehabilitation people,
public and voluntary, tell us they believe. the,v can work more effN-
tively with a State counterpart than they have been able to work with
programs which are administered directly from a Federal department.

These people find themselves frustrated by adminishative directives
developed at the Federal level. They report that they are reluctant, to
undertake, contracts because of the experience 5,i iaany people have
bad of having finances withdrawn, just at a. time when the program
seemed to be developing well.

They far prefer to work with a State, vocational rehabilitatio»
agency, the State, welfare agency, or other State administered pro-
gram. As we have stated earlier, the. vocational rehabilitation program
is a good illustration that. a State-Federal program will work.

-We can see no reason why a State-Federal partnership in a man-
power program of the kind proposed in this legisaltion could not work
equally well.

I think I can simply sympathize with the Department of Labor in
trying to administer a program like they have tried to administer
through the Manpowe Development Training Act. where they have
contracts with literally thousands, or tens of thousands of public
agencies over the country.

The rehabilitation agencies have had a difficult time with relating in
what you would call a comprehensive and effective way with this kind
of arrangement, and they simply feel if there were a State-Federal

1040
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counterpart, to the State-Federal rehabilitation program and the State-
Federal welfare proaram. that they would work more effectively to-
ward the aims they trunk (7ongress had in mind.

It does not get into the question of whether the Federal Government
should be supreme, or the State governments should. It is a prairma tic
question on how one should work together, and-we are going; to Piave to

depend on these agencies, working together if we accomplish anythi»g

in this field.
At the same time we recognize the fact that there are sonic things

that must be done federally. We believe that the Secretary should have

liberal applications for research and demonstration to provide for
training of manpower personnel for the develome»t of progranis that
must. be developed on an interstate basis, and so forth.

We had problems when we had to work in Mississippi. Memphis was
the biggest. town we used to say, in Missis:iippi. There are some things
that have to be done with Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee work-
ing together, and you can't get three States to cooperate right, with
different regulations, and for the Secretary to be able to step into situ-
ations like this and offer leadership in interstate compaets could be

very helpful.
In summary of this p:IA; we might say that we believe it. will be

better for the States to run the established vocational trainin, and
placement programs, while. the Secretary runs the experimenttil and
interstate programs.

This kind of arrangement should also result in minimizin, the voca-
tional education manpower conflict which is apparent at trie Federal
level and in many of the States.

We are sorry to say that.
In this connection we might say that we believe that the basic rela-

tionships should be between the, Federal Government and the States,
not between the Federal Government and local jurisdictions. The funds
should be apportioned to the, States.

The pime local sponsors, if such are desired, should be designated
by the State.

And by the. way, this local prime sponsor idea. is a very, very tricky
and difficult concept., and while 11 think I -understand it, and do not
oppose it, I feel there will be and are many, many problems in con-
nection with the use, of this particular device., and I would assume
that. the committee is seeking as much information as it can about how
the local prime sponsor concept would work ont, because it is a tricky
kind of thintr--with possibilities, will great possibilities, if we are
ready to work on it.

The regulations of the Secretary will be expected to state the
conditions of pian approval. These certainly will include regulations
to assure that funds are. allocated to the, various parts of the State
in proportion to the need.

The State plan will certeinly be required to establish standards
governing the selection of prime sponsors. Although the. Secretary
will have the final authority for i,pproving or disapproving State.
plans which contain these provisions, it. is the State to which funds
shall be allotted and it is the Stai-e that should designate. the prhne

local sponsors.
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Incidentally; I probably should confess to what some people might
call prejudice in this area because we have such a line relationship
between the Federal Government and the States in vocatimial rehabili-
tation, resulting from intelligent and dedicated .iclininistration at
both ends, that it is difficult for us to conceive why, under the proper
auspices, there cannot be a like kind of effective State-Federal rela-
tionship in the manpower field, and we think it is definitely worth
trying and I think the lelrislation that you have here has many of the
elements in it which will contribute toward that end.

The administration bill and the Steiger bill both have provisions for
incentives to the States which accompany compliance with standards
of exemplary performance as stated in the administration bill and
are demonstrating resources and imagination in carryinr out the plan
in a highly effeeti ye and efficient manner.

We ha ve serious reservations about such incenti ves.
1N.fr. Chaim-inn, so far as I know, I am the finst witne-:s who has

fln.own doubt on this in getting .9 good manpower program.
After many years of experience in the vocational reh

programs in this country, one would have, a most difficult time in de-
veloping objective. standards for exemplary performaiwe of the func-
tions of the vocational rehabilitation a,ency.

Wonld the standards relate to the numbee of people rehabilitated,
the number hi service, the number referred to other agencies, the
quality of service?

If t.he latter, how- could one measure quality ? What is true of the
vocational rehabilitation ageneies, will he equally true of nianpower
aelnaies.

I fear that an incentive program as envisaged in this legislatimi
Nvould result in competition with respect to neat. organizational charts
and skillful plan mid report writing rather than having to do wIli
the effectiveness of servwes to the. indivichnds. Why not give all the
States die extra 5 percent to start with?

Instead of this kind of thing ? We just. simply don't think it will
work. We don't think we are smart enough, in other words, to de-
velop standards that would have any great meaning in this way.

Mr. Chairman, we have made no effort to discuss the legislative
proposals in this committee, but have confined ourselves to sections
within them, in which we thhik people in the rehabilitation movement
have developed some competence.

We do want to say, however, that there are many desirable features
in thes e. legislative proposals, which the :National Rehabilitation Asso-
ciation will heartily supnort

For instance, the provisions of the O'Hara bill for occupational
training in industry and for public service employment would make
valuable contributions to the real success of manpower programs
efforts.

And I ani among those who say if there is not. a job at the end of
tlw trainine. there is something lost. somewhere.

The concept of the advisory committees to the Secretary of Labor
and to the State manpower agencies 101111(1 in the administration bill
is sound.

Such coimnittees should have representation by vocational rehabili-
tation and other manpower related programs. We would like to empha-
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size however that we believe that an advisory councila comprehen-
sive planning councilor whatever one might call it, at the State
level, should be advisory only and there are some. that we have a
feeling ought to be almost administrativeby nature.

The authority to administer programs should reside, in the State
agency established to administer the program.

The job bank concept is found in all three bills. This is sound and
progressive legislation. The provision in the administration bill for
consultation with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
on manpower service pro7ams within its traditional area of respon-
sibility is sound and necessary. The efforts in the administration bill

to relate the manpower program to the welfare program are also

sound.
Mr. Chairman, 1 am <ming to bring my statement to a conclusion.

We think there is much good in this legislation, and we hope the com-
mittee will draft its owniAl in which it eau incorporate many concepts
that have. been advancM, but not necessarily found in this legislation
including some I have stated this morning.

Tliank you, very much.
MEEDS. Thank you for your testimony. I have not_ been present

for all of the hearings on this legislation, but yours is excellent testi-
mony, and shows a good comprehensive view of all these pieces of
legislation.

must, however, at the outset confess to some confusion. As 1 under-
stand the three concepts contained Lt the O'Hara bill, the Stei 0-er bill
and the Ayres bill, the latter being "the administration proptyrd, they
are somewhat as follows :

First of all, under the O'Hara bill, ultimate an:l initial responsibility
for promulgating manpower programs would reside in the Secretary
of Labor, and he would have the authority to contract. directly with
States, municipalitis, and school districts or any other agency within
a given area or State to develop the marpower program in that area.

The second concept is contained in the Steip.er bill which would in

effect make a block °mot to States for the development of the man-
power proposals and programs within the given State.

he third program is rather an amalgam of the twothat is the
Ayres billin which he Secretary would contract both with loeal and
State, agencies, but the State. agencies would be the prime sponsor
within a given State.

Now, as I understand your testimony and particularly bringing your
attention to page 9, it is your feeling that vocational rehabilitation
agencies within the State should not be placed under the State um-
brella agency which would occur, probably both under the A.yres and
the Steiger bills, and at the same time on page 12, you are advocating
in effect I. would say probably the Stei-rer bill.

Am I correct or incorrect here?
Mr. WHITTEN. Probably I shouP make it a little clearer, our concept

about this. With respect to the lo_ation of the rehabilitation agency
in the State, our desire is that the legislation not offer inducements to
the States to put rehabilitation in the State manpower agency, or offer
any threats to the State if he does not.

We want this to come in a, patural way with respect to what the
State in its judgment, as a result of its own conclusions, decides should
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be done. This would be rather upsetting now for us to see, where
you find studies have been made recently and have resulted in rehabil-
itation being put in a complex of corrections, welfare, health and so
forth. the State feels that it is the will of Congress that this should all
be changed and some other arran!):ement, should be made.

So if is not that wo are opposed to the. agency being in this man-
power group, if it is done deliberately by the State as a matter of
State policy.

Now with respect to ale Sponsorship
Mr. MEEDS. If I could just interruptyou there, that is where mv

confusion comes in. I have difficulty envisioning a State program which
functions well under an umbrella manpower agency within a State
in which vocational rehabilitation would not be a part, and would
not be a very important component of that manpower agency and
within the State.

This is the purpose. If there is any one purpose that rims through
all three of these concepts, it is to draw together the divergent. func-
tions, or the divergent groups which are all functioning in the, man-
power field, and if we. at the outset are to exclude what I consider to
be one of the most important, components of that, you kind of leave
ine cold right there. This is a. personal opinion, but I have difficulty
with that concept.

Mr. WHITTEN. You see, the way the legislation is written, it does
not mention any other State agency. Out, of the blue, there comes a
lin., saying the vocational education and vocational i.ehabilitation
mayi.e a part, of the State agency, the manpower agency.

It, does not say they have to be, but that they may be. No other
agencies are mentioned. Then as we see then in the next line, it says,
that, if these agencies are not put in it, the. Secretary of Labor and
the Secretary of HEW may use this as a reason for not approving
the State plan. We would like the State to have complete option, and
it may very well be, Mr. Chairman, as you have indicated, that, this
is where the State will deeide where the rehabilitation agency should

We won't complain about that. We don't want the pressure on them
to do this in light of the administrative, developments we have had
in the States in recent years.

Mr. MEEDS. As you have indicated, in my own State there have been
general plans to do much of the manpower training within the State,
if they had had the money for administration and the authority
well, there is Soma authority, but you said it had not been funded.

There is some question as to whether this is the proper agency, but I
could envision in my own State, for instance, the vocational rehabilita-
tion agency becoming ahnost the nucleus for a whole State manpower
training program.

Mr. WHITTEN. This may be.
Mr. MEEDS. You may call it something else, but the expertise. for

that kind of a program resides in our State vocational rehabilitation
apparatus.

M. Wurrm.x. Yes, it does have, expertise along these lines. The only
thing we are, asking for is that these agencies not be singled out bv
name in the legislation. We are not opposing the States doing this
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thing, but we would not like to have the State feel it is being pressured

into -doing this.
With respect to the other point that you raised in this connection,

I suppose that if we had to choose personally between the three ap-
proaches that you have mentioned there, that we would choose the

Steiger approach,
Without a lot of explanation, it is a little difficult to know how this

"pass through" as it is called in the administration bill, would work.
Apparently the State gets the allotment but somehow or other

there is some compulsion with respect to grants to subdivisions.
The Secretary has some authority to do some things that I judge

are not spelled out too clearly in the. law.
You are the first person I have heard say that the Secretary might

contract directly with a local administration. I knew that he had to
approve the prime sponsors and so forth, but I was not clear on that
point.

So I would say, again, that I think the Steicrer approach which,
by the way, has many safeguards to assure that die Secretary Of Labor
could maintain standards m the Statethis would be our preference,
if we took one just exactly like it is written now.

Mr. MEEDS. Then you combine, this of course, if I understand your
testimony, with the idea that interstate problems be worked out by the
Secretary, that the job bank concept be worked out by the Secretary,
and that research and demonstration also be conducted by him.

Mr. WIIITTEN. That is right.
This is a, pattern, Mr. Chairman, really, that we have developed in

the vocational rehabilitation program already. The Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, runs the training programs, the re-
search programs, and this is the way many of the States think it ought
to be.

They're eligible for grants, of course, the State agencies are, if they
seek them, and if they are found to be approvable.

But the States operate the programs and we feel this is the :iest way
to do it.

Mr. MEEDS. I don't necessarily think that the Steiffer proposal pre-
sents, even if the vocational rehabilitation agency an% other agencies,
employment security and so forth, were required to be under this um-
brella, I don't think this presents a real threat to the training aspects
of those groups.

In fact it would seem to :Tie that as members of the umbrella agen-
cies that they can very well protert their jurisdictional lines, particu-
larly in administration and other things, but they ought to be subject
to overall manpower planning.

Mr. WHITTEN. Certainly they ought to be related to it. They are de-
veloping in HEW now a social service bill to be a companion piece
of legislation to the family assistancebill, the FAP.

The same problem comes up. People working on this bill think
that the rehabilitation affency ought to be part of the family services
concept and they woulefeel just as firmly that rehabilitation ought
to be part of a social service system as people in manpower would feel
it ought to be a part of a manpower system.

The truth of the matter is that there is no mao-ic about any of
these systems, and the agency that does the good isthe one that can
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recognize the nature of the problem of the individual and work with
him, and the rehabilitation agency has long had the i:.uthority to de
this.

We don't feel threatened. Rehabilitation doesn't. feel threatened
by any of this. Rehabilitation i.eople. may have their personal con-
victions as to whether they would rather be in a manpower setup or
a social service setup, or sonic other kind of sehip, but it is not a
matter of threat.

But \\-3 feel we will serve our mission better if the state, in ns own
election after its own studie:-:, determines where these programs lit
in best.

Mr. MEEDs. Vocational rehabilitation should, not be part of the
umbrella agencyif we did that, have we achieved our prin,ary pur-
pose in trying to combine at least the manpower training aspects Of all
diese divergent, roles?

Mr. iarrEN. I am not sure I got the impact of your question, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. MEEDs. Let's assume that the Steiger bill passed, and that the
State of Washington designates a manpower training agency wfthin
the State which has as orponents of its authority and jurisdiction all
of the various manpower programs of the State, except vocational
rehabilitation.

Have we then accomplished our purpose in attempting to consoli-
date ? As I said earlier, that is the one thing that runs through all of
these bills.

Mr. WHITTEN. I don't know whether you would have, accomplished
your purpose or not. What w e. say is that, these two agen iies are men-
tioned by name, you see, in the legislation. No other a evneies; no other
programs are mentioned by name, and we feel that this would be inter-
preted as pressure on the part of the Congeess.

Evidently, from your statement, it -,vould be, pressure. In other
words, that would be your intention, to see that they do put rehabilita-
tion into tlie manpower area and.

Mr. MEEDS. And -,.;mployment security, and MDTA programs with-
in the State, and a number of other things.

Mr. WHITTEN. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. In other words, to group together and get under one

umbrella all the manpowet programs going on in the. States.
Mr. WHITTEN. In the State of Iowa t.h last year they had a struggle

over the location of vocational rehabilitation., and the educators con-
vinced the legislature that rehabilitation is an educational program.

That is where it has been located ail through these years, and it could
function better in an educational set.ting.

They were tryin;'; one of the unibrella agencies that was going to
have welfaxe, health, corrections, and so forth, in it. It is interesting.

These things came up time and time again, time after time, and
the State in its wisdom has been deciding what it thinks is the best
situatioii. We would like for tlie State to continue to have that authority
without any pressure. from a piece of Federal legislation.

Mr. MEEDS. What, perhaps, then we ought to do to carry out our
intent under the Steiger bill, without. naming them, just say that all
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ageneies within a State have a manpower funetion or a manpower
component.

Mr. WIlEfTEN. I think thi s. would be a much better way to do it,
and to encourage that. such groups be brought into this agency, but
not by name and by threat if you don't do it.

Yo see, that is the point..
Mr. Afr,Ens. Sometimes we don't exactly need to threaten but we

usually have to have a stick or a carrot.
And sometimes both.
Finally Mr. Whitten, I ani very .happy to see in your testimony

recognition of the importance of this legislation for a publie service
component..

If there is any one or any group that nas ceitainly contributed
greatly to any public service programs that we. have had, public
service training programs, it has been the vocational rehabilitation
agencies, certainly within my own State.

They have done a wonderful job of coordinating their efforts with
the State public service employmen, but clearly we have to do nuteh
more in this field. Clearly .e have present economic circumstances
so that, nnless there is a very meaningful public service employment
component to a manpower bill we are just not. going to go very far.

Alt% WIllTEEN. This is important.
Mr. MEEDS. That is at lewit my feeling.

WiiirrEN. I want to say again that your State has shown
mnsiderably more insight into some. of the basic problems than many
have. Years ago your State welfare department and the rehabilitation
agency developed a program for what we called independent live-in
services to people who might not be employable in a competitive sense.

It really served as a model for the country and taught us a lot. I
think always we have to have, States that are willing to go beyond the
vision of Federal legislation if we are going to accomplish onr goals,
and I think the States will rise to the challenge under this bill and
do something.

I have faith that they will.
Mr. MEEDS. Thallk you very much, Mr. Whitten. We appreciate

our testimony, and as I said earlier, it has been most concise, and
clearly shows a model for all three pieces of this legislation.

Mr. WirtrrrEx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. Our next witness is Mr. Walter C. Helms, Jr., of Fair-

fax, Va., who appearing on behalf of the proposal to establish a Fed-
eral institute for manpower.

Mr. Helms was to be accompanied by three gentlemen, but I under-
stand they could not be here at the last moment.

STATEMENT OF WALTER C. HELMS, JR., FAIRFAX, VA.;
ACCOMPANIED BY HUGH GORDON, COUNSEL

Mr. MEEDS. I have. been asked to extend to you Congressman Broy-
hill's regrets that he could not. be here to intiduce you. He had a
schedule conflict.
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Mr. ITEnms. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Helms, yon have your testimony. You may read

your testimony, if you so desire, or you eould summarize and we will
place your written testimony in the record in full.

Mr. IIEL:ms. I have these charts, here on the left, and I have some
remarks prepared to accompan the charts. If it's your pleasure, I
would like to use these charts to give you a picture of what we are
talking about.

Mr. MEEDS. IS it also your desire that the charts be placed in the
reeord?

FTErms. They are shown as exhibits in my prepared statement.
Mr. MEEDS. Very well, without objection, your testimony will be

entered in full in the record at this point and you may proceed to
summarize the testimony as you see tit, Mr. Helms.

Mr. HEnms. Thank you, Mr. Meeds. I am accompanied hy Mr. Hugh
Gordon, who will assist with this presentation.

As you have noted, the other gentlemen whose names appear on
my statement are not here this morning. T would like to explain and
to apologize for their not being here. We were scheduled to appear
last Wednesday, the gentlemen had made arrangements to be in Wash-
ington. Unfortunately, Dr. Walsh is in Korea this week; Dr. Lee is
involved with an Arizona vocational education research conference,
and Dr. Hirsch could not get away from his office in San Francisco.

(The document referred to follows :)
PREPARED STATEMENT Or Wr..LTER C. HELMS, Ja.. FAIRFAX, VA.

i. Current Situatioas
In his address to the Nation, August 8,1969, the President observed:

"In terms of its symbolic importance, I can hardly over emphaslze this
last point : For the first time, applying the principles of the New Federti
administration of a major established Federal program would be turned
over to the states and local governments, recognizing that they are in a posi-
ti6n to do the job better."

Notably. under this policy. the cm7rent 1.04- of the Federal Government and
its relationships with the states will be greatly altered. The Federal Govern-
ment is committed to the New Federalism. Impacts and implications of the in-
evitahle chamges !n Federal-State relationships will be extensive. The role of
the Federal Government has heen one of developing and administering national
programs; the principt0 rde of the States has oeen that of cooperathig in the
implementation and reporting of these programs. Under the New Federalism
policyand. as a case in point, the Manpower Training Act of INC.the States
will develop programs for Federal Government approval and supporting funds.
The numbers of programs that can be developed by the 50 States could Well
exceed the numbers produced by the Federal Govermnent. The shift of Federal
Government responsibilities for program design and implementation to the States
is likely to resalt in such an extensive proliferation of programs that one should
question whether the Federal Bureaus will have the capacities to process these
programs in a timely and efficient manner. Certainly, requirements for masses
of management statistics and other information will he generated. This depend-
ence upon statistics will affect Federal Departments' organizations, staffing and
traditional modes of operations. It will be impossible to manually process all of
the foreseeable thousands of programs and to evaluate such masses of informa-
tion unless uniform requirements, regulations and standardized formats are de-
visedformats that are amenable to automatic data processing. This proposal
outlines an organizational structure and the establishment of an information
system by which these programs may be efficiently evaluated and processed.
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The proposed Federal Institutes would bring to bear upon this problem those
automatic data and other information processing technologies wldch are needed
for successful implmnentation of the NeW Federallsm programs. The advanced
-:tate-of-the-art in commurdeations and automatic data processing now affords
the means to design and implement educational and manpower systems Of na-
tional scopesystems of clear mitional visibility and utility. Given such Oen r

mamtgers and administrators can evaluate and improveor termi-
natefederally supported programs. Given such clear visibility, interdependent
manpower, edneation, and training programs can be integrated as total national
systems and subsystems.

The President has described higher education programs as ". . . disjointed.
ill-directed. and without a coherent, long-range plan." In his message to The
Congress. he requestedReform of the Welfare System, Manpower Reform, So-
cial Security Reform, Reform of the Grant-in-Aid system. 0E0 Reform. Though
the President has called for reform and innovation, there is no national informa-
tbm systemsuch as set forth in the proposed Federal Institutes conceptde-
scrihol in pending legislation . . . The Federal Institutes Integrated Data Sys-
tems For Federal Assistance Programs will provide the national data collection
network : the Clearinghouse Automated 'information Processing Computer Center
will provide data and the means for analysis and evaluati6iis of affected pro-
grainsthis data could provide the bases for effective, evolutionary reforms.

The twed for integrated and coordinated Federal-State informatbm networks
is clearly apparent ; the requirement for valid information cannot be overstated.
To meet these twin needs for a management information system and the means
to develop and disseminate new knowledge iind valid information oil new tech-
nologies, it is propc.med that the Federal Institutes for Manpow,n.. Education.
and Training be established. A charter for these Institutes has been drafted
Executive Order, Establishnwnt of a Federal C;inunbion and Federal Institutus
for Manpower, Education and Training, exhibit 4.0
2.0 Funetimial Dcwription r,f the Federal Institute. for Manpower. Edeeation,

Training
2.1 Authority and Direction

The Federal Institutes eou'd be established : by ami Executive Order, as in
exhibit 4.0: by amendments to either the proposed Manpower Training Act of
1969. or the National Institute of Education Act or both; or by a Federal Insti-
tutes for Manpower, Education, Training Act. Direction of the Federal Insti-
tutes would be accomplished under either of three alternativesdepending upon
the preference of the Executive and Legislative Branches of the Government.

Alterne aye 1.Executive Office of the President, Office of the Vice President,
Federal Commission on Manpower, Education, Training, Federal Institutes for
Manpower, Education, Training.

Alternative ILExecutive Office of the President, Office of the Vice President,
Domestic Affairs Council, Federal Institutes for Manpower, Education, Training.

Alternative IILExecutive Office of the President, Office of the Vice Presi-
dent, Domestic Affairs Council, Bureau of Management and Budget, Federal In-
stitutes for Manpower, Education, Training.
2.2 Organization

The organization of the Federal Institutes is presented in exhibit 4.0, as
essentially a management and administrative structure, and a line organiza-
tion consisting of three major operational organizations, the Clearinghouse and
the Directorates of Systems Innovations, and Policy Analyses and Special Studies.
This organizational structure is depicted in exhibits 3.21, 3.22, 3.23. The manage-
ment and administrative structure is rather typical of such structures and
1 unctions associated therewith are indicated by the organizational titles. Accord-
ingly, only the missions and roles of the Clearinghouse and the two Directorates
need be discussed in the following. See Figure I, page 3A.
2.21 The Clearinghouse (CHARTE) Functions

44-425-70pt. 2-23
:,:4,.941 9
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This is the information processing center of the Federal Institutes. See ex-
hibits 3.4 and 3.21. Its mission is : to direct, onerate, manage and control the
complex of automatic data processing facilities and supporting communications
which interface with the States' Clearinghouses and other authorized subscribers
(universities, industries, and approved organizations) ; to receive, index, abstract,
process, store, update, retrieve, display, reproduce and distribute federally sup-
ported programs developed by the states and interdependent and supporting
organizations; to perform analyses of these programs and federal regulations,
procedures, and requirements; to devise and develop standardized computer
programs for use by the Federal and State Clearinghouses in reviewing and
processing of programs ; to develop and maintain an extensive and comprehen-
sive management and research information system to meet information needs
of the Executive and Legislative Branches of the Federal Government, the
States, and other authorized users of this facility ; to maintain a competent
staffand provide the servicesof suchspecialists in manpower, education,
and training and interdependent programs, e.g., poverty, welfare, social security.

The Clearinghouse mission will be accomplished through the following or-
ganizational entities, performing the roses indicated by titles alld functions as-
sociated therewith.
2.211 Integrated Data System for Federal Assistance Programs (IDS)

This IDS capability already exists in the Federal Telecommunications System
(FTS ) Advanced Record System managed by the General Services Administra-
tion. The FTS includes voice, record, facsimile, and data communications over
voice circuits. The FTS could provide the means for high speed information
transmission between Federal and State Clearinghouses. (Reference BOB Cir-
cular No. A-95, Evaluation review, and coordination of Federal assistance pro-
grams and projects ; and, BOB Circular No. A-90, Cooperating with State and
local governments to coordinate ai.d improve information systems.) It is ex-
petted that this network, exhibit 3.3, would be used only where the requirement
for high speed data justines .the cost. The network would complementnot sup-
plantusual means for exchanges of such information. Exhibit 5.0 is an excerpt
from BOB Circular No. A-90. This retects the benefits and potential for a Fed-
eral-State Integrated Data System. Exhibit 3.3 depicts the IDS.
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A small staff of counnunications engineers and specialists woald plan, manage,
and direct telecommunications using established Federal networks between the
Federal Institutes Clearinghouse and the State Clearinghouses.'
2.212 Automated Information Proces.ying Computer Center (AIPC)

The AIPC, exhibit Zi.4, would receive, index, abstract, process, store, update,
retrieve, display, reproduce, and distribute : Federal and State current and
projected programs, records, rules and regulations, statistics, special projects
descriptions, status reports, research studies, financial plans, budgets, and pro-
jections ; education and training facilities designs, plans, costs and standards;
abstracts, bibliographic indices and references, and catalogs of selected mate.
rials and media.

The AIPC would provide the space and personnel to program and operate the
National Computerized Job Bank, using the coinputer on a time-shared basis. (It
is not necessary to have separate computer facilities.) The IDS would provide
the data exchange network for maintaining job data up-to-date (within 24-hours,
or less, currency.) This assistance would be accomplished as a staff service to the
Department of Labor ; that Department would exercise sole decision authority
over employment data input and output.

The AIPC would be staffed to plan, direct; and operate a large scale computer
system. This system could support 150 interactive communications terminals
in the Information Analysis Centers and other remote terminals. Approxina,tely
75 of these remote query stations would be able to interrogate the computer
simultaneously. The interactive communications terminals would be located in
Federal, State and other authorized subscriber installations. High speed printers
would be installed in the AIPC and the IACs. Search, retrieval and display
workloads could be reduced (from current manual processing levels) through
use of an analog magnetic-tape-storageor microformsystems operated under
computer control. Use of microfilm reader/printers is another means to facilitate
retrieval and dissemination of stored documents. The AIPC could provide a wide
range of automatic data. processing services, improve responses to the subs,...riher
community, and produce extensive economies.

The IAPC programming would include a special purpose document search
program operating under a time-sharing executive. This would expedite responses
by accelerated identification of documents and formatted replies. Additionally,
subset programs could be developed thus minimizing time consuming effort re-
quired to reformulate searches when first efforts are not satisfactory.

A data management system (DMS) would be developed and all user organiza-
tions would be encouraged to use this. Wide adoption of a compatible manage-
ment system is essential for effective integration of the data network and
attainment of inestimable savings in Federal and State Information Systems.
Delays in commencing this work will result in severe financial penalties, par-
ticularly if the various information centers install non-compatible hardware
and software systems. Federal Grants to State or local agencies for the pur-
chase or acquisition of necessary eauipruent for information systems should be
contingent upon their procurement of system compatible hardware and software.
The Federal Governmeat should prescribe the standards and specifications. Sub-
stantial lead time is required for this.

Given compatible system hardware and software, the AIPC staff would de-
velop and establish, with the concurrence of the affected Federal and State
organizations, a formatted file system (FFS). This would assure the orderly
and logical structuring of all essential operational, evaluation, and historical
management data. Systematic analyses of reports and records required for
management of the manpower, education, and training programs will result in
identification of all common management data elements. This information will
be useful in designing and maintaining the integrated data system. It will :
minimize duplication of reports, data, procedures, and regulations; promote
accuracies and validity of data, and provide a comprehensive data base for
efficient and effective management, direction, and control of these programs by
Federal and State governments.

A general purpose time-shared data management program would be prepared
for building management data bases:-Vetrieving from these data bases and gen-

The FBI National Crime Information Center is au example of such a national tele-
communications network and information centers.
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(Tilting reports from the data. This prt,griun would provide rapid msponses ti
requests from remote terminals. A cathode ray device would be included in the
Information Analysis Centers and in some remote terminals for displaying
management. and other statistical data.

The AIPC would be linked to other documentatien and information centers as
appropriate. Typical of these centers are : the Defense Documentation Center.

the National Library of Medicine, the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information, National Referral Center for Science and Technology, and

the Educational Resources Information Centers of the USOE.

2.21:3 Information Analysis Centers ( IA ()
An IAC would be co-located with the CIIARTE AIPC. See exhibits 3.5 arid 3.(l.

Additionally, an IAC would be required in the Department of Labor, the Depart-
ment or: Health. Education and Welfare, and the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Other Federal and State organizations could interface with and use the larger
compnter capabilities of the CHARTE AIPC. The larger IACs might include a
closed circuit television installation, a small computer with input-output and
.display capabilities. The Departments would work with the CHARTE computer
system rising their IACs to receive, transmit, recall. update, and evaluate master
copies of programs and records stored in CHARTE. In practice. the use of this
system would be as convenient for the Departments as 'if the CHARTE large
system were installed within the respective Department. I-I.R. 13472 requires the
Secretaries of Labor and HEW to coordinate on certain programs: centralized
storage of these programs and retrieval through the IACs should faMitate the
exchange of programs and the coordinating proceSs.

Installations of IACs in other Federal Departments might include : the Equal.
Employment Opportnnity Conmdssion, Department of Commerce, DOD, DOT,
NASA, HUD. USCSC. etc. The States would include IACs at the State Clearing-
houses andif desiredat Regional and local government levels. The detail of
information stored at the Federal and State AIPCs would vary with the infor-
mation requirements at these levels. However, establishment of a visable informa-

tion hierarchy would facilitate searching and retrieval of data and reduce stor-

age costs, space, and time.
2.214 In formation Clearinglto use

Essential functions of the Clearinghouse include: dissemination of educational
research findings throughout the Nation (as uroposed in H.R. 13472) di,1somina-

tion of rules, regulations, and legal decisions on these affected Federal programs,
dissemination of program changes (revisions, amendments, etc.) and maintain-
ing a comprehensive and timely system of labor market information dissemina-
tion. .The Directorate for Policy Analyses and Special Studies will perform
analyses of market information and provide these analyses to the Clearing-
house for dissemination. Additionally, a comprehensive body of information on
research will be provided by the Directorate of Systems Innovations.

The programs, plans, projects, abstracts, studies, records, and reports stored
in the AIPC will constitute an invaluable source. of information and reference

for managers, administrators, designers, researchers, and scholars in Federal and
State goverfuncnts, in businesses, industry and other organizations.

2.220 Directorate of Systems Innovations in Training and Education (SITE)
The mission of this Directorate is to conduct, support, coordinate, encourage,

analyze, evaluate, and disseminate the results of studies, research, experiments
and pilot projects in education, training, and manpower related technologies.
See exhibit 3.7. The Directorate will maintain information on all federally fi-
nanced research and provide periodic reports on the status of funding and
achievements.
2.921 National Institutes for Education, Manpower, Training

The Institutes will be confronted at the outset with three major difficulties
in meeting the need for information in these program areas. In order to exert
any significant influence upon on-going programs, to develop and promote the
exploitation of innovations and new educational systems, technologies, facilities,
curricula and practices, comprehensive and meaningful data are imperatively
needed. Collection of comprehensive and meaningful data is complicated by the
sheer magnitude and complexity of the programs, wide geographical dispersion
with varying intensities of education and manpower development programs (e.g.,
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industrial versus farm areas) ; the munbers of agencies and levels atf govern-
ment involved; coordination in efforts to obtain data.; legal statutes; federal,
state, and other organizations' rules and regulations.

Coucerted approaches to these problems must be devised. Independent efforts
by educational specialists, manpower specialists, and training specialists only
further fragment the problem. Rather, it is necessary for specialists in these dis-
ciplines to work in concert, to approach these programs as integral components
of subsystems comprising the total systemor, possibly a network analogy would
be more appropriate. Through systems analysis and modeling techniques, new
approaches and methods can be discovered and applied with success. As the
Federal Institutes is information-systems oriented. it appears twist. appropria ft
for these staffs to work together in this environment and to find new solutions
to old problems; avoid perpetuating the mistakes of the oast in new- approaches;
to plan, design, and engineer prograras thr the highest assuralsde exeellenco.

Opportunities for achieving excellence appear to be best --viten Federal em-
ployees and scholars in various interrelated disciplines w,.yrk together in the
Institute environment, employing the Clearinghouse inft:rniation, and the data
processing capabilities of the AIPC. Taken in conjunction with the work of the
Federal Research Center, the Demonstration Laboratories, the Educational Re-
soures Information Centers and the work of the Directorate for Policy Anal-
yses and Special Studies, the attack on problems in eclneation. manpower. and
training programs and the planning for a goal of national excellence could hardly
be launched under more favorable conditions.

Federal liesmrch Center for Edneation. Train anporrer (FRC.)
'En FRC will he the focal point for all research by these Institutes. The FRC

would ndvise and assist the Institutes in the planning. implementation, co-
ordination and evaluation Of ethicatiomil, training, and mtuiporver development
re.-..earch. Additionally, the FRC must possess the mpabiiities to perform researeh
in ail a ppri)pria tt ttchnologies and disciplines. Through such performance the
staffs will be kept abreast of the state-of-the-art. Through the Demonstration
La bora torhs and (%xchanges of 'information with ERIC, the FRC would be
r, Si amsil e for disseminating research information and technological development
data at reg-ional levels. Exhibit 3.7 depicts the integration capabilities of these
SITE organizations.

Stallimr of the Institutes mid the FRC would include teniporary or permanent
assignments of a limited number of Department of Labor Office of Project
Evaluation and Research, and Department of HEW Bureau of Research, and
Office of Economic Opportunity staffs. These staffs would contribute vahmble
information to the Institute.: and, in turn, would derive substantial benefits,
from exposure to the dynamic work of the FRC. Further, co-locatioa of these
research management staffs would promote better coordination, management,
diipction. and control of the research programs oC these three organizations.
2.223 Demonstration Laboratories

Estahlishim.; the Demonstration Laboratories within the organizational frame-
work of tlw Directorate for Systems Innovations appears to be a most logical
and tffective arrangement. As 11IdicatN1 by exhibit 8.7, the similarities in func-
tions and complementing arrangement. argues for integrating the Educational
Resources Information Centers (ERIC) within this framework. The role of
the Resources information Centers could be expanded to include manpower and
training ftsenrch information. These Regional Clearinghouses should be inter-
netted with the Federal Institute:: Clearinghouse data base. Extensive exchanges
of research infornmtion ould take place : this riternetting would hring the
Federal Institutes Clearinghouse cxt.onsive inforMation resources closer to the
States and other authorizeil users of the system. The greatly ehhanced capa-
bilities of the ERIC Regional Centers, operating in conjunction 1, 1111 the
Demonstration Laboratories, is a potential great valuP for education. umpower,
and training programs. Such an arrangemei t. would promote integrated ap-
proaches to manpower development. in the manner proposed by the President
in the Iliglwr Edueatten Opportunity Act of 1970.
2. Ftr,:ctiovul Description of the Dfrectorate of Policy Analysis and Special

Studies
Given the totality of information and computer modeling and data_ processing

capabilities of the CHARTE organization, and the research and program plan-
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ming, management. direction, and implementing capabilities of SITE, the oppor-
tunities for vitally significant indepth studies, analyses, and long range projec-
tions will exceed such opportunities currently available. This is tbe role, the
responsibility of this Directorate.

The need for reform is clear: this proposal attemptl to outline some means
for reform. New organizations, new policies, indepth evaluations and discontin-
uance of ineffectual programs and organizations are required. Long range sys-
tems oriented programs have been requested by Membeis of the Congress and
the President The Directorate for Policy Analyses and Special Studies will
provide new design information, will propose new policies and programs. and
will project long range national requirements. In a manner somewhat analogous
to the National Science Foundation but, with emphasis perhaps more on near
term applications, this proposed organization will provide the illumination and
identify the guideposts and milestones along the continuum of manpower
development
2.231 Institute for Intergovernmental Programs Evaluation

The cipngress has identified more than a thousand programs.conducted by a
majority of the separate Federal Agencies .and DepartmentsH.R. Document
No. 91-177, 91st Congress, 1969, Listing and Operating Federal Assistance
Programs compiled during the Roth Study. In hLs message transmitting Reor-
ganization Plan No. 2 of 1970. the President stated : "Yet nowhere today is
modern managenient more needed than in the government itself." Congressman
William V. Roth has stated : "No one anywhere, knows exactly how many federal
programs there are." 1.44 pages of the Congressional Record were reqiured to list
the known federal:aid programs. The Congressman has introduced the Program
Information AA (H.R. 338.5.60) which would require publication of a catalog of
such programs and updating of the catalog. Certainly, there is overwhelming
evidence of the need for evaluation of Federal support programs. This Institute
would address only those programs within the scope of this proposal.

The Institute would be a prime instrumentality for: reducing duplication.
monitoring performances, promoting greater efficiency, and, effecting calculated,
engineering reform. Clearinghouse information will comprise a valid and exten-
sive source of information for initial evaluation. As new programs, projects, and
other Federally financed efforts are planned, the Intergovernmental Assistance
Programs Evaluation Directorate would review all major funded undertakings
of a comparable or interdependent nature; would construct evaluation plans
to monitor the performances of the new programs and projects, and would
make recommendations as to the continuance or termination of programs. Direc-
torate recommendations would be presented to the Federal Department having
primary responsibility for such new programs.

The Institute would cooperate with the Federal Department and Agencies
and assist with preparation of national programs test and evoluation plans.
It would cooperate with these Federal and State organizations in the com-
prehensive review and coordination of Federal assistance prorrrams and proj-
ects in the manner described by BOB Circular No. A-95, ILI- 24, 1969. It
would emitribute to the development of a pro;eet notification and review wi-
tenias described in the BOB Circularto facilitate coordinated develop-
ment planning on an intergovernmental basis. The Institute would perform
other services at the will of the Congress and the President.
2.232 Tastitule for Poverty, Welfare, and Social Security Studies

Manpower development must he planned with reference to all of the inter-
dependent programs. Educational planning and resources are not required just
to provide education. Sucli planning and resources are required to help pre-
pare individuals to participate fully in the opportunities offered by this Na-
t-tint and to realize their capabilities; to pursue their ambitions and goals in
full awareness of the socio-economic environment of which they are a port,
for which they have some responsibilities and by which they are most sig-
nificantly affected throughout their lives. Though this premise may be stated
in countless ways, many different organizations are now attempting to treat
ademmtely with the principles basic to this premise. The President's observa-
tions on poverty and welfare usually refer to concepts of moving welfare re-
cipients through education and traitting processes into employment roles where
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the individuals can enjoy more fully the dignity and freedom of a wage-earner.
Accordingly, it appears there must be systematic means of planning for all
elements of these interdependent programs to use public assistance program
information in the design of manpower development systems.

This Institute would explore and define the characteristies and ,-fects of
these interdependent programs would seek to devehip "economic stabilizer
contingency plans" and bases for prescriptive programs and polie:es ; would
attempt to provide : the techniques and knowledges required for more scien-
tific analyses of problems and causes. Through these efforts it is expected that
more effieient and effective management direction and control of nev pro-
grams could be achiever:I. Manpower deN.,dopment undertakings could be linked
niore closely with ecoimmic development and job opportunities planning. This
Institute would be responsible for the essential coordination of the Federal
Institutes operations in these related areas with other Federal and State or-
ganizations. Using the resources of the Intergovernmental Assistance Pro-
grams Evaluations Institute, the above Institute would perform extenstive diag-
nostics and would attempt forecasts ef social and econoulie problemsto estab-
iish. as it alight be, an early warning system.

2.23:. Office of Natio:tal Programs and Systems Modeling and Integration
The complex totality of Federal,..State. and private and business sectors pro-

grams hasdefied attempts at comprehensive documentation and systematic treat-
ment. If Federal resources provided for these programs are not to be exhausted
without attaining the desired objectives, a beginning must be made either prior to
or coincident with new legislation and funding. The task at hand compares with
ongoing systems and modeling studies in ecology, environment, ntional trans-
portation systems, worldwide military logistics systems and otio.r programs of
such national complexity. The point is, we can attack such complexes with mean-
ingful results, we are now doing this in areas othet than those addressed for the
proposed Federal Institutes.

Manpower, education, training and interdependent programs to be modeled
would be those acquired in the Federal Institutes Clearinghouse and those under
development; by the Institutes for Manpower, Education, Training. Extensive
evaluation and technieol, descriptive data will be developed by the Institute for
Intergovernmental Assistance Programs Evaluation. Information on other re-
search and development programs will be available in the Federal Research Cen-
ter and the Demonstration Laboratories. The Institute for Poverty, Welfare a nd
Soeial Security will :quire numerous models of these socio-economicthese do-
mesticsituations. his message on legislative programs. October, 1969, the
President alluded to the ". . . mechanics and engineers of government who re-
tool and imKovc its machinery, . . . planners and the idea men who develop
new programs and agencies." This Office would be the "workshop" where the
mechanics engineers and idea men experiment with models of new programs ;
one of their most valuable "tools" would be the CHARTE Computer Center where
these models would be exercised and data collected for indepth analyses.

This Office would design models of the complex of significant hational (Fed-
eral, State, industry, universities) programs. Such modelsas components of the
total national systemwill be exercised in various scenarios in order to deter-
mine costs and benefits ; to evaluate risks and pmbabilities for success of new pro-
grams ; to project the nature of performauces and to examine the consequences:
to examine the potential effeets of new Federal organizations, policies, priorities,
and goals in those programs within the purview of the Federal Institutes. As
comprehensive models of national systems are designed, tested and validated, the
potentials for integrating various subsystems can be studied. The data from such
studies will provide mnre effective foresight to those who project nntional goals,
design national programs, and account to the country for the results of these
..vorks. The President has announced his plan for a Domestic Affairs Council. the
Office of National Programs and Systems Modeling and Integration would pro-
vide invaluable assistance to this Council and to other Federal and State orga-
nizations attempting to plan today for the most effective employment of our
resources in the near-thne-frame.
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ESTABLISHMENT OP A FEDERAL COMMISSION AND FEDERAL INSTITUTES FOR
MANPOWER, EDUCATION AND TRAINING

f 1 I

.7,y virtue of the authority vested in Me as President of the United States, it
is hereby ordered as follows :

SECTION 1. Scope. Acts of Congress leading to the successful passage of social,
economic, and educational legislation have provided the Federal Government
with unprecedented opportunities for promoting and contirming the advance-
ment of the welfare and progress of this country. Such great opportunities are
attended by comparable management responsibilities which exceed all previous
demands of this character upon the responsible government agencies and de-
partments. The Federal Government is confronted with situations which chal-
lenge to the utmost its managerial and administrative capabilities. Such unique
opportunities and responsibilities demand innovative approaches. Accordingly,
there will be established a Federal Commission on Manpower, Education, and
Training. That Commission will direct the establishment and monitor the op-
eration of the Federal Institutes for Manpower, Education, and Training. The
proposed roles and missions of the Institutes are stated in Exhibit I. A pre-
liminary organization chart is provided in Exhibit II.

SEC. 2. Commission Organization. The Secretary, Department of Health, Ed-
ucation. and Welfare will serve for a period of the first two years as Chairman
of the Commission. Under the direction of the Commission, a schedule will be
established for succession in such manner that heads of federal agencies and
departments with major responsibilities for federal manpower, ermcation and
training programs will alternate biennially as Commission Chairnmn.

The Federal Commission will be composed of : Secretaries of the Departments
of Health, Education and Welfare; Department of Defense ; Department of
Labor ; Department of Commerce ; Department of Agriculture; and Directors
of the Bureau of the Budget; National Science Foundation; Peace Corps;
Chief of the Office of Economic.Opportunity ; and, Chairman, U.S. Civil Service
Commission. The Chairman, President's Committee on Manpower, and, Chair-
man, President's Committee on Education will be non-voting members of the
Commission.
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The Scretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will
orgaMze and establish the Federal Commission on Manpower, Education and
Training. Working through that Commission, the Secretary will establish within
ninety days (90) of this Executive Order date the Federal Institutes for Man-
power, Education and Training. Upon accomplishment of this task, the Sec-
retary will be relieved of these responsibilities by the Commission and the
Executive Director of the Institutes.

SEC. 3. Commission Responsibilities. The Commission will review the proposed
charter responsibilities of the Institutes, Exhibit I, and revise these responsibili-
ties in such manner as will best assure the most effective functioning and ac-
complishment of the intents of these proposed responsibilities by this govern-
mental instrumentality.

The Commission will define the basic organizational structure of the Institutes
and periodically review major organizational changes proposed or implemented
under the direction of the Institutes Executive Director. The Institutes are in-
tended to function as an independent organization, exercising authoritative direc-
tion and control. over its roles and missions and reporting to the Commission and
through .the Commission to the Presidential Cabinet. An Executive Director,
assisted by a Deputy Executive Director, will provide direction and control of
the Institutes. Major organizational components will be staffed by Directors.
Selection of the Executive and Deputy Executive Directors will be accomplished
through Commission review and approval. The Secretary. Departnwnt of Health.
Education and WeLfare, will initiate actions to obtain candidates for these posi-
tions. Following their selection, the remaining Institutes positions will he staffed
under the direction of these two officials.

SEC. 4. Institutes Functions and Resources. The Federal Institutes for Man-
power, Education and Training will become a national focal point and clearing-
house for the study and dissemination of information concerning federal man-
power, education, and training policies and programs ; instructional technology,
methodologies and media ; and will provide technical professional suport and
advisory and staff assistances of an interagency hature. The Institutes will de-
vote staff capabilities to areas of research review and exploitation not being
pursued by other agencies and departments and will monitor manpower, educa-
tion and training programs, providing consultative and staff assistance to federal
agencies and departments in promoting coordination, integration and evaluation
objectives. The most valuable product of the Institutes will be in the form of
reports and personnel staff support, advice and assistance provided on an inter-
agency basis and throughout the government. Responsibilities of the Institutes
will follow the line of federal responsibilities extending into the nation's indus-
tries, labor, and educational organizations and institutions. Institute staffs will di-
rect their efforts to the problems and programs of a single agency when requested
and will under its own direction undertake studies and prepare reports on inter-
agency matters. Concentration will be in those areas where interagency coopera-
tion will result in greater effectiveness ahd progress.

Staffing of the Institutes should include persons most well qualified and pres-
ently assigned to and familiar with these programs in the federal agencies and
departments represented on the Commission. These personnel will be assigned for
a temporary period of approximately two years. At the expiration of this assign-
ment, they may return to their sponsoring agency, apply for permanent assign-
ment with the Institutes, or transfer to another government agency or department
where experience in the Federal Institutes may be usefully implemented in
programs of that agency or department. Additionally, the management staff of
the Institutes will recruit through the U.S. Civil Service Commission a perma-
nent staff of the most highly qualified professional personnel available for ap-
propriately classified and graded positions. Fellowships may be arranged for
citizens of the United States and foreign countries. The Commission will deter-
mine the number of positions to be staffed by the respective departments and
agencies and Shall review, at least annually, and approve, higher level organiza-
tional staffing requirements.

The Institutes will provide highly :Tecialized professional and valuable serv-
ices i-o federal agencies and departments. The expenses of operating the In-
stitutes will be borne by these agencies and departments pending alternative
arrangements. The Commission will within one year after establishment of the
Institutes propose means for financing tbe Institutes, The Commission will estab-
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lish an appropriate budget for the Institutes for fiscal year 1071 find in the event
the Commission decides to continue financing the Institutes throrgh assessments
of federal agencies and departments, the Commission will assess the financial
support to be funded by the respective departments and agencies. The Secretary,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare will provide funds for the In-
stitutes operation through fiscal year MO.

It is desired that the Institutes management organization be housed within
the District of Columbia, or in a location hi adjacent states convenient to the
federal agencies and departments. The General Services Administration will pro-
pose to the Commission an appropriate location for the Institutes. While the
management staff, which will work with agency and department officials in Wash-
ington, should be retained in this area, it is recognized that some of the Institutes
functions may be accomplished more effectively in regional centers throughout
the United States, and possibly in some foreign countries. The Institutes Execu-
tive Director will submit recommendations to the Commission in these respects.

Executive Guidance. The performance and contributions of the Federal
Institutes for Manpower, Education and Training will be of critical value and
interest through )nt all levels of the federal government. The Commission and the
Executive Direetor of the Institutes must bc responsive to national problems in
these appropriate areas and to requirements levied upon the Institutes by fed-
eral agencies and departments. Reports of Institutes significant accomplishments,
and other matters of progress, and recommendations are to he submitted through
the Commission to the Vice President, as appropriate. In this respect, reports
uid reeommendations by the Institutes will be utilized as apprcpriate by federal

agencies and departments in the achievement of efficiencies, effectiveness, and
service to the country.

THE W H ITE HOUSE,
July 1969.

EXHIBIT I

Roles and missions of the Federal Institutes for Manpower, Education and
Training (hereinafter referred to as the Institutes) are :

1. To establish and operate a government Clearinghouse for Augmenting Re-
sources for Training and Education. The staff of the Clearinghouse will

(a ) Working with Federal and State organizations and appropriate non-gov-
ernment organizations, develop and Operate an inter-netted system for exchanges
of information on training and education research projects, programs, media
and instructional technologies. Devise, in effect, a national training and educa-
tional communications network, utilizing computer state-of-the-art technology for
information processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination, thus promoting
continuing active liaison, coordination and interchanges of information among
Federal. State and appropriate non-government organizations.

(b) Promote efficient utilization of research findings in the areas of instruc-
tional technology, media and programming through the conduct of continuing
symposia, colloquia and other dynamic information presentation means.

(c) Inform potential users of instructional methods, media and processes
under development by preparing, publishing and distributing Institutes reports
and other publications.

(d) Establish active interagency working channels and communications with
the States for provision of comprehensive and authoritative information on edu-
cation and training technology and Federal government programs and. objec-
tives. Provide consultant and other advisory services and, on occasions, assign
Institutes staff members to temporary work at Federal and State organizations in
those areas where the advanced skills and knowledge of the Institutes staff may
be of significant value.

(e) Establish scientific task groups, coordinating committees, and other joint
action means for interagency collaboration in reviews and evaluations of sig-
nificant research in manpower, education and training. Publish broad reviews and
synopses of research programs, identifying new and unique projects and findings
and indicating research areas not encompassed by current efforts where over-
emphasis, overlap, and duplication exist. Develop and promote cost-conscious
approaches to overlapping and duplicative undertakings, low priority, and non-
productive undertakings.
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(f) Provide a central research reference facility wherein scholars may utilize
the extensive information resources of the Clearinghouse and collaborate on
studies of state, national and international import.

(g) Through the use of closed circuit television, optical page readers, high-
speed printers, automated microfilm and other display devices, promote library
sciences in such manner as will make most effective use of the latest scientific
and engineering accomplishments in resolving rapidly escalating information
problems. Develop information modeling and other scientific techniques and
promote research of this nature.

(h) Conduct specialized studies of engineering technologies, identifying and
Preparing reports on those areas in which are generated new occupational
specializations, defining the educational and training qualification and profes-
sional preparation requirements, and developing educational recommendations
for review and use by appropriate Federal and State organizations.

(1) Cooperate with appropriate requesting organizations in their undertak-
ingor, provide staff members to assist with the conductof programs, projects,
or studies in the preceding roles and missions statements.

2. To establish a Directorate for Systems Innovations in Training and Educa-
tion and means for coordinating : manpower, education and training institutes
work ; Federal applied research, testing, evaluation, and development programs
tor applications of systems innovations.

( a ) Develop and establish inter-ageney programs demonstrating and teach-
ing new and advanced theories and techniques, providing Federal leadership
for interagency activity of this nature. Monitor and prepare reports on significant
breakthroughs and successful new applications of instructional technology. Pro-
mote the extension, adaptation and use of Space and weapon systems, scientific
concepts for developing educational systems through systems and operations re-
search and model development.

(b) In national and international programs conduct or sponsor Federal sym-
posia. workships. clinics and demonstrations for government officials, educators
and industry representatives responsible for national leadership. Promote gov-
ernment. industry and educational institutional partnerships and cooperation in
these umlertakings.

(c) Uslug the Clearinghouse extensive information resources, initiate applied
research and development programs to fill gaps in the overall manpower, educa-
tion and training research spectrum. Emphasis will be placed on demonstrable
techniques.

(d) Develop means and reports thereon for promoting increased efficiency
and cost effectiveness in government manpower, education and training pro-
grams. Develop economic model structures for correlation studies of industrial.
engineering, scientific and other major employment areas having potential
impact on manpower, education and training requirements ; data for these
studies will be derived from government departments' analysis of population
and economic shifts, effects of changing national policies, international situa-
tions and similar matters of national employment consequence.

(e) Coordinate manpower development effort with the Institutes educational
research, exploiting research findings for the development of optimal educational
model systems and prototype training programs. Conduct programs for educators
and trainers, instructing them on the most effective uses of this information
and means for exploiting these new and emerging employment potentials.

(f) Develop and administer comprehensive programs for correlating and eval-
uating national employment requirements with Federal manpower, educational
and training programs, projects, budgets and other committed resources. Prepare
reports which will focus employment interest and development efforts on those
areas of significant employment and economic potentials.

(g) Promote more extensive use of self-instructional programs, closed circuit
television and other innovations which will contribute to meeting critical short-
ages of teachers and educational facilities. Conduct engineering studies of the
"educational plant" and, working with Federal, State and other appropriate
organizations, develop and propose facility design criteria and national stand-
ards incorporating advances in educational equipment, devices and processes.

(II) Provide a national focal point for the study of cybernetics and the advance-
ment of this science, particularly in the area of computer-based teaching
machines.

10 63
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( i) Provide educational science residencies at the Institutes for promising
scholars and teachers. Provide highly specialized professional staff guidance and
other requisite services for the National Teachers Corps, the Peace Corps, and
other organizations of comparable national import. Provide consulting services
and related assistanees to foreign countries engaged with the United States in
cooperative national development programs.

3. Establish a Directorate for Policy Analysis and Special Studies, Conduct
studies and develop proposals for national policies and programs, international
cooperative efforts and other matters of concern to the Legislative, Executive
and Judicial Branches of the Federal Government.

(a) Provide a scientific and professional staff capability for developing and
maintaining realistic overviews and current data for the preparation of national
policy level papers and for providing guidance and other assistance in the devel-
opment of broad national and international matters in the area of the Institutes
roles and missions.

(b) Develop new Federal educational and training doctrines in collaboration
with distinguished educators and other authorities ; prepare government imple-
menting executive orders and similar level executive documents.

(e) Prepare papers setting forth feasibility analyses and alternative pro-
posals based on studies, simulations aid evaluations of on-going Federally sup-
ported projects and programs.

(d) Prepare papers setting forth policy alternatives and special considera-
tions, based on Clearinghouse compiled research data and survey statistics, for
use by departments, agencies, special committees and advisory panels and com-
missions in the development of national policies in support of new anti-poverty
programs, Federal aid to educational institutions programs and other similar
programs of national and international import.

(e) Develop at City, County, State and Federal government levels, educational
and training experimental systems and prototype models; test, evaluate and
demonstrate simulated systems and models ; promote and coordinate interdisci-
plinary scientific, engineering and educational research and practice in the use
of new disciplines and educational analysis tools.

(f) Prepare special staff reports, papers and documents for the Secretaries and
Administrators of Federal Departments and Agencies concerning research, de-
velopment, test and evaluation projects undertaken at the request of the Secre-
taries and Agency Administrators; prepare special reports to these government
officials concerning new scientific and technological breakthroughs of import to
programs administered by the respective Secretaries and Administrators.

EXHIBIT II

FEDERAL COMMISSION ON
MANPO REP. EDUC ATI ON AN D TRAINING

-1
CHAIRMAN
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EXII!MT 5.0.An Excerpt From Bureau Of The Budget Circular No. A-90.
September 21, 1968

Subject : Cooperating with State and local governments to coordinate and im-
prove information systems

a. Information can be exchanged more easily and more economically if it is
compatible, i.e., collected and produced according to common definitions or
standards. Compatible information is more useful because it is subject to uni-
form interpretation and permits meaningful summarizations for program evalu-
ation purposes.

b. Governments at each level perform functions that are generally similar
and therefore have need for and use similar types of information. This faetor
enhances the prospect for developing compatible information. It also provides
opportunities for exchanging experiences among governments to exploit the best
systems, and for minimizing the expenditure of resources, including Federal aid,
for designing systems that may already be operational or under development
elsewhere.

e. Information required to administer separate but related programs within
a government often has a high degree of similarity. Accordingly, there is a trend
toward the development of integrated (unified) information systems which rec-
ognize, in an organized fashion, the interrelationships that exist among pro-
grams and the possibilities for the same information to serve many needs. Such
systems often involve the use of electronic data processing teclmiques and are
sometimes approached on a Government-wide basis.

d. The increasing use of electronic data processiir, techniques provides the
means for exchanging needed information quickly tu7d efficiently. In order for
these techniques to be fully effective, however, there is a need for a greater
degree of compatibility among the equipment and techniques used and among the
data to be processed. Possibilities also exist for more efficient and economical
use of expensive data pro,!essing equipment through joint utilization arrange-
ments.

e. There are Federal grant-in-aid authorizations that provide for financial
assistance to State and local governments in developing and operating informa-
tion systems needed to administer grant programs or to manage internal op-
erating programs. A. consistent approach by Federal agencies in acting upon
applications for such assistance can help to achieve a greater degree of coordi-
nation and compatibility among the systems.

Mr. HELMS. As an introduction, I would like to comment on the
background of this proposal. Dr. Hirsch and I are coauthors. While
we are both employees of the Federal Government, we have worked
on this on our own time. We have pursued this because our years of
experience in the Federal Government convinced us that an organiza-
tion such as the Federal Institute, an NIHNational Institute of
Healthtype approach would provide significant benefits which in
the absence of such an organization could not be achieved by the
Federal Government. .

Accordingly, in the furtherance of our conviction, we have worked
independently of our departments, and this undertaking has no di-
rect connection with our departments.

In the absence of Dr. Lee, I am authorized to speak for him and
to provide a summary of his statement.

Dr. Lee's testimonyas president-elect of be American Vocational
Educational Research Association, and chairman of the Committee
on Legislation Information for that associationmay be summarized
in four parts.

Mr. MEEDS. Dr. Lee's statement will be placed in the record in full
at this point.

You may proceed, Mr. Helms.

44-.425-70pt. 2-24
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(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR M. LEE, 'CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE INFORMA-
TION AND PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH

ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the AVERA again appreciates
this opportunity to present testimony and make recommendations concerning
appropriations for education. Our interest is primarily in the appropriation for
vocational education, with specific attention to the 'appropriation for vocational
education reLearch.

I would like to call the Committee's attention first to the problem we lmve
encountered for several years in this particular appropriation, and then to rec-
ommend a solution. The problem is both statutory and operational.

In its statutory context it is this : Congress specified in the Vocational Ed aca-
tion Act of 1563 that ten percent of the basic grants to the States for 7ocational
education shall be nsed for research. In the Vocational Education Amendments of
1968. Congress again set aside ten percent of the basic grants to the States for
resea rch. This time the statute provided that half of the research funds should
go directly to the States and the other half are reserved to the Commissioner.
However. the Ap2ropriations Acts passed by Congress each year since 1967 have
contained line items for vocational education research,substantially less than the
ten percent required by law.

In its operational context, the problem of vocational research funds is thus :
the Act of 1963 and the Amendments of 1968 require far-reaching and basic
changes, not only in vocational-technical education but in our entire educational
system. The manner in which the law is written allows no discretion as to whether
or not these changes will be made, and new reporting and evaluation inforplation
of a very specific nature are mandatory. These requirements impo.3e a heavy
burden upon the States for new data, new solutions to problems both old and new,
more carefully structured experimentation, and greatly improved dissemination
and implementation systems. The funding provisions of the Actten percent
literally set aside for getting these things doneis an orderly and logical way for
the States and the U.S. Office to carry out their requremeni-s. Anything less than
that increases the difficulty of a task that is not easy to begin with. Substantial
reductions make the task almost impossible.

With lesser amounts appropriated as line items, three very definite results
have followedand the experience of the U.S. Office and most of the States pro-
vide ample evidence of these conditions :

1, The Department of HEW and the Bureau of the Budget do not make ade-
quate funds for vocational research available from other sourccs. Vocational
research is simply downgraded at the Federal operating level, and the changes in
direction required under the Act are seriously impeded and substantially slowed
down.

2. The State Boards are discouraged from spending operational funds for
researchboth because of the constant pressures to support programs already
organized in preference to programs that do not yet exist, and because national
policy reflected by this pattern of support in the annual Appropriations Act seems
to be opposed to any great amount of research in vocational education.

3. The schools themselvesmany of them crying out for help to redirect their
programs, not only in vocational education but their total programs which ignore
the occupational needs of up to eighty percent of their studentsreceive such
meager and uncertain support in carefully planned change that they are almost
forced to make whatever changes they do achieve on a haphazard and high risk
basis.

This is the problem, reduced to bare facts. The net effect of this problem in
the past two years is that while some very promising changes have taken place
in vocational education, they are extremely limited compared to the need. More-
over, the momentum of change may be slowing down. I think it is. This is not
yet apparent in reports from the field and will not be evident until a lag of
considerable proportion has taken place. By then a great deal of the early benefits
from carefully planned research and change will have been lost.

Perhaps the worst effect of a national policy which calls for farreaching
changes on the one hand, and withholds support for an orderly and logical way
to achieve them on the other, is a mood of depression bordering on cynicism in

JAM
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the schools. I don't think this has gone too far yet in spite of the near shock with

which news was received only a month ago of the manner in which vocational

research was treated in the 1970 budget. But if it continues inevitably the na .

tional effort to orient education in the schools to career goals will be seriously

jeopardized.
I would like to suggest, in regard to this, that timing is critical. If large

numbers of students cs3re not now being rdven an education that has little
meaning for them, and if the schools themselves were not anxiously concerned
about this, and if the publicespecially business, industry, and labor groups
were not so urgently aware of their problem in getting properly prepared grad-

uates for employment, and especially if the Wcational legislation of 1963 and

1968 had not been enacted giving the schools and the public the expectation that
something definite was being done about it, then we might take a little more
time to get on with the job. But to delay under these circumstances, regardless

of the reasons short of a national economic crisis, may add so much to the ulti-

mate cost that wisdom and responsibility call for a decision at this time. Does

Congress intend to implement the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the
Amendments of 1968, or are these Acts in effect, being repealed by neglect?

The ultimate cost if a decision is not made by the Committee and the Senate

in the 1971 Appropriation will be nieasured in frustration, lost momentum, many

more thousands of unemployable youth and adults in far more costly retraining
programs, and the need eventually to start all over in rebuilding the American

educational system.
These are not exaggerations; they are simply facts. I am Only calling atten-

tion to them. If the Committee and Congress believe that I put too much respon-

sibility for the implementation of the Acts of 1963 and 1968 on research, may

I say that I base my entire position on the Acts themselves and the judgment that

went into them. If Congressor the Department of HEWnow feel that too
much emphasis was placed on research when the legislation was written and de-

bated and approved, this would amount to a second judgment. The position of

the American Vocational Education Research Association is merely to endorse

the previous judgment and ask that it be implemented.
We suggest and earnestly hope that this Committee and the Senate will solve

the problem of vocatianal research funds as you intended in the 1970 Appropri-

ations. You appropriated the necessary amount for vocational research and you
stated in your Report the intent of the Senate to follow the previsions of the

law in this regard. The House endorsed your position in the Conference Com-

mittee Report, and this then was the expressed (intent of Congress. We all know

what happened. Since the appropriation was a line item, it was first cut in half

in the compromise bill passed after the President's veto of tbe first bill, then
wiped out altogether by the Department of HEW. This last action by the Depart-

ment. I believe, was not done intentionally due to any question of the need for
vocational research ; it was done thoughtlessly by budget personnel who have
their own problems but who have little knowledge of the programs these funds

are for. Even so, I think ft is quite evident in the record as I have recalled it,
here that the action of HEW in eliminating vocational research funds from the
1970 Appropriation violated the expressed intent of Congress.

For this reason, but in a much larger sense for the educational reasons I have

cited. the American Vocational Educational Research Association urges the

Commitl e to write the 1971 Appropriation Act in such a way that it follows even

more e+actly the provisions for vocational research in the legislation of 1968.
That is what we are recommending, and we do so with far more concern for

vocational education and the American educational system than we do for our

own research efforts.
Mr. HELMS. 1. The purpose of the legislation being considered at

this time is highly commendable.
2. That purpose, however, would almost certainly be defeated now

under any of the three billsbefore the committee.
3. Possibly, the only way to accomplish what these proposals seek

to do would be through a separate Department of Education, Man-
power, and Training, and, as you know, there is a bill proposed for
such action.

-ta6:7
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4. A. logical step in this direction would be to create the Federal
Institutes for Manpower, Education, and TraMing. Dr. Lee feels the
bills before the committee would institutionalize a division of manage-
ment and resources rather than really bringing management and re-
sources together with the training systems of the schools.

The management system, comprised of Federal, State, and local
manpower organizations, would have money and responsibility but
the biggest part of the Nation's training facilities, equipment, and
instructional personnel would remain outside of that management.
j u risdiction.

The only way to produce a single system, to avoid continuance of
duplicative manpower and training programs, Dr. Lee feels, is to
consolidate the U.S. Office of Education and the Department of Labor
Manpower Administration.

Recognizing the obstacles to creating a separate Department of Ed-
ucation, Manpower, and Training, Dr. Lee recommends as a logical
first stepwhich could be accomplished without too much difficulty
that the Congress establish the Federal Institutes for Manpower. Edu-
cation, and P..aining.

This concludes my summary of Dr. Lee's statement.
The following remarks are addressed to my statement.
The proposal takes cognizance of the three nninpower bills pending

before you, and, the proposed National Institutes for Education bill,
which is being considered under the Select Subcommittee on Educa-
tion, and the bill proposing a Department of Education and Man-
power. I feel the proposal for the Federal Institutes affects and would
be affected by the Congress decisions on these bills.

Following such extensive hearings as you have conducted on these
manpower bills, I am sure you have ample information on what are
the public concerns. Accordingly, my purpose is to propose means to
cope with problems relating to manpower, education, and training
programs. I will focus on how a new organizational concept and
current information processing technologies can help relieve the man-
agement r.nd administrative compleyities confronting us and, at the
same time, improve the quality and value of these programs. Which-
ever version of these bills is passed, the need for the organization
I propose will obtain.

I will proceed as follows : First, I would like to give you an overview
of the proposed Federal Institutes functions, using my charts ic
this purpose.I would then like to comment on each organizational ele-
ment, to clarify the purposes of these organizations. As my statement
includes sufficient discussion, you may rely on that for more complete
details. I will reier to it occasionally as I proceed.

The Federal Institutes proposal sets forth a concept for a national
information processing and coordinating system for federally sup-
ported programs in education, manpower, training, and interdepend-
ent socioeconomic programs. The means for implementing this concept
are incorporated within the framework of the proposed Federal Insti-
tutes. Exhibit 4 of my statement is a draft Executive order which
could be used as an interim approach and thus facilitate implementing
actions. This Executive order has been reviewed by numerous persons
of national reputation, and other persons holding high Exleral office.
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Exhibit 3.1. The Institutes would he established under the Execu-

tive Office of the President. As shown, the Institutes would function
under either a Federal Commission on Manpower, Education, and
Training, or an Office of Management. and Budget. With regard to
the Office of Management a:.d Midget, those of you familiar with the
Presidenes proposal for reorganization will know that he has pro-
posed a Domestic Council which would have, as a part of that proposal

an Office of Management and Budget. In this case, I am referring to
that particular Office of Manacrement and Budget.

The primary Federal departTments which would be served by these
proposed Federal Institutes are conceived as the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the Department of Labor, and the Office of
Economic Opportunity. The proposed Federal Institutes would pro-
vide these Departments and this Office with operational capabilities
thi!y do not now have, and in the absence of an effective, established,
Operating organization for coordination of information, the Federal
Institutes would provide assistance to the Departments of Defense,
Interior, Commerce, Agriculture, Veterans' Administration, and other
Departments or agencies that are conducting manpower and training
programs. The Federal Institutes would provide a strong coordinatinp-
focal point for most of the Federal Government.

The, staff and management offices shown here perform functions
typically identified by the titles: it is not necessary to cliscuss these

functions at this time.
The major F.ne organizations shown are the Clearinghouse for Aug-

menting Research in- Training and Education (CI-TARTE) ; the Direc-

torate for Systems Innovations in Training and Education (SITE) :
and the Directorate for Policy Analysis and Special Studies (PASS).

Addressing the line organization, exhibit 3.21 in my prepared state-
ment, the. CI-TARTE organization includes these organizational ele-
ments.

The Integrated Data System (IDS) for Federal assistance pro-
grams, the Automated Information Processing Computer Center
-( AIPC), the Information Analysis Center (INC), and the Informa-
tion Clearinghouse.

The Integrated Data System is depicted on exhibit 3.3: It.consists
of the Federal Telecommunications System and the circuits intercon-
necting the data processina centers of the. Federal and State clearing-
houses. The telecommunicalons system is present 117 operated and man-
atTed by the General Services Administration.
'-This existing national telecommunications network could be used

for the purposes I am proposing.
The Federal Telecommunications System and circuits will, inter-

connect the CHARTE Automated Information Processing Center to
Information Analysis Centers in the Department of Labor, thr De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Office of Economic
Opportunity and the State clearinghouses.

Additional Information Analysis Centers could be established as
necessary and desired in DOD, NASA, Commerce, HUD, and other
Federal departments.

The CHARTE Automated Information Processing Center config-
uration is shown here, exhibit 3.4. It would have the. capabilities to
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receive Federal and State approved programs in manpower, educa-
tion, training, employment, welfare, and other interdependent pro-
grams. It would process these programs, store, and subsequently search,
retrieve, reproduce information from, and automatically update these
programs.

The CHARTE Automated Information Processing Center would
have the capability to display information both intra- and inter-site.
By intraI mean within the total Federal center as shown here, and,
by interI mean the Federal center and the Federal departments, or
between the Federal organizations and the State organizations.

The AIPC would employ such means as closed circuit, television, or,
by interconnecting query display consoles in the departments' termi-
nals to the AIPC, information could be displayed in any of the de-
partments directly from the AIPC computer data, base.

In addition, it, is conceived that the national computerized job bank
would be located in this Federal computer center. The advantage here
is that we would have, through the Federal Telecommunications Sys-
tem and interconnecting circuits, the capability to tie the national com-
puterized job bank directly to the job banks in the State clearing.
houses.

The primary Federal Information Analysis Center, exhibit 3.3,
would be located in the CHARTE organization. Smaller Information
Analysis Centers would be satellited on the Federal Center.

The smaller centers would be located in the Departments of Labor,
HEW, and the 0E0, other Federal departments, and State clearing-
houses.

An Information Analysis Center would have the functional capa-
bilities shown in this exhibit 3.5. With such quantities of information
in the computer center, we would anticipate large numbers of queries
from the States, from the Federal departments, and from the White
House, and the legislative branch of the Government. The, Informa-
tion Analysis Center would be that, point, in the CHARTE organiza-
tion into which all of the, questions would be funneled. The Analysis
Center staff would prepare these questions for address to the com-
puter, would receive this information and then display it by any of
the electronic communications means that we would have established.
Alternatively, questions not requiring immediate electrical communi-
cations would be handled through the normal correspondence mode.

So, we would have in the Information Analysis Centers tbe closed
circuit television display and remote receiver and transmit terminals,
facsimile transmission, and so forth. Given the Computer Center capa-
bilities, the Information Analysis Center woula process all new Fed-
eral and State programs; and, monitor chanrs to stored programs.
The staff would prepare computer programs for research and man-
agement statistics; and, prepare computer models of national pro-
grams in response to the requirements of other organizations that I
will address in a few minutes.

State clearinghouses are depicted in exhibit 3.6 of the prepared
statement. Each. State clearinghouse would include a small scale ver-
sion of the Federal Automated Information Processing Computer
Center (AIPC). The States would colocate their Information Analy-
sis Center with their AIPC. State clearinghouses would addres such

40 70
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matters as State, regional, and municipal grant-in-aid programs.
These clearinghouses would be the storage point, the coordinating
focal point-, for programs which might havt, impacts, or other effects
on the manpower, training, and educational prcurrams. In the man-
ner of the Federal center,- the State centers would process, store, re-
search, retrieve, reproduce update, display, and transmit information
on the State, regional, and metropolitan 'area programs of the respec-
tive States.

In addition, the State center would include the State computer job
hank, which would interface with the Federal job bank.

Returning to the CHARTE organization, exhibit- 3.21 of my state-
ment, this organization is the information processing center of the
Federal institutes. It will interface with Federal and State organiza-
tions and approved subscribers and will operate, manage and control
the complex of facilities and communications.

The CHARTE will receive, index, abstract, process, store, update,
retrieve, display and reproduce and distribute information to Federal,
State and other approved organizations and subscribers.

The Automated Information Processing Computer Center is con-
ceived as the Federal capstone of an information processing system.
This national information center would receive, store, retrieve, update
and distribute programs and job bank information. It would provide
computer programs for the- retrieval or generation of management
data to meet the requirements of Federal and State organizations.

While Federal and State information analysis centers would have
access to information stored in the data base, some date might be
coded for release only to approved subscribers or users. Departmental
staffs would receive and analyze this information prior to its release
to the CHARTE 'Information Analysis Center for processing and
storage. The Departments would at..this time indicate release codes
for the information being processed. The Federal departments havino
the primary responsibility for and use of the information would ar-

ways exercise release approval authority. In areas of joint depart-
mental jurisdiction, coordination wouldbe required, and is required
by bills pending before you.

The CHARTE Information Analysis Center would analyze all in-
formation for the purposes of preparing instructions for its process-
ing within the CHARTE AIPC. The. Information Analysis Center
would be staffed by information specialists in manpower, education
and training, and related specializations. It would include personnel
in computer systems specializations. These staffs would have available
to them closed circuit television and automatic data processing equip-
ment with which to interface with other information analysis cen-
ters, and to interact- within the CHARTE AIPC.

The information analysis centers in the Departments of Labor,
HEW, and the OEO, and other Federal ciganizations, would operate
as if the computer were in their respective buildings. However, this
proposed centralization of the Institutes' facilities would result- in
economies over multiple installations.

The information clearinghouse is the focal point for providing
to the Government, public, and private sectors, information refer-
ence and library assistance type services. Within general categories

.207.1
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of documents, large volumes of exemplary education and trainino-
programs and research, reports and related publications would le
stored on microfilm, and be available generally to responsible orga-
nizations with useful requirements for these documents.

Other essential fimctions of the information clearinghouse include
the dissemination of educational research findings throughout the
Nation, as proposed in KR. 13472, and dissemination of rules, regu-
lations, legal decisions, and the probable thousands of changes that
will occur to those programs, abstracts, plans, studies, records and
reports that will be stored in this computer center.

'The information clearinghous- would be an invaluable source of
information and reference for managers, administrators, research-
ers and scholars in Federal and State governments, in business, in-
dustry, and other organizations.

A major information service will be the maintenance of a compre-
hensive and timely system of labor market information.

The location of the national computerized job bank and the clear-
inghouse information dissemination facility under the same director-
ate is obviously a most feasible arrangement.

Exhibit 3.22 of my statement shows the directorate for systems
innovation in training and educati,,n. The mission of this directorate
is to conduct., support, encouragc, analyze, and evaluate studies, re-
search, experiments and pilot projects in education, training and
manpower related teclmologies.

The directorate includes the National Institutes for Education,
Manpower, and Training; the Federal Research Center for Education
and Training; and the Federal demonstration laboratories.

Exhibit 3.7 of my statement shows this .organizational alignment.
The National Institutes for Education, Manpower, ^.nd Training
would be colocated, possibly in separate organizatIonal divisions.
However, the key term is colocated.

-With the physical alinement shown in exhibit 3.7, we can expect
more effective interdisciplinary approaches by Federal research staffs,
and more effective cooperation between DOL, 0E0, and HEW in
the joint manageMent of these interdependent programs. I would like
to state that. for this remark. I rely on the prommities of the staffs
in ithis proposed alinement, There s no inference that there is or
is not adequate cooperation as of now.

Such a collocated arrangement would tend to minimize overlapping
and duplicative programs, and would provide sorely needed national
visibility to the Government's work in. these. areas.

A major problem today appears to be the absence of means to
develop and exploit more effectively significant. innovations in edu-
cation and training programs and related technologies. Comprehensive
information is sorely needed.

Difficulties in collectino: such data are seen in the sheer numbers of
programs, geographical dispersion, and the number of Federal and
State organizations involved in developing, regulating, evaluating,
and funding this complex.

Accordingly, then, it appears that opportunities for achievino. and
sustaining national goals for excellence will be greatest when Faleral
employees and scholars in various interrelated disciplines work to-
0.ether in the Institutes environment., employing the clearinghouse

\ 7 t
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information, the computer center capabilities, and the facilities of

the following organizations.
The Federal Research Center will be the national focal point for all

research by the Institutes. The Center will assist the Institutes in the
planning, coordination, and evaluation of educational, and, training
and manpower development research.

Title III of H.R. 13472 would authorize the. Secretary to establish
a program of projects through grants to or contracts with the public,
private, and not-for-profit organizations. As stated previously, this
proposal would give the Federal Government operational capabilities
it (loes not. now possess. The Federal Research Center is certainly one
of the most important. of these proposed operational organizations.

The Research Center must possess capabilities to monitor, contract,
and to perform research. Institute staffs would participate hi this
research facility and thereby maintain their res,Irch skills and their
knowledge of the state of the art.

It should be expected that employees presently assigned to DOL,
EIEW, OEO, and other Federal and State research or:ranizations
would be assicrned to assist

o.

in staffing the Research Center. By alter-
natin the staifs for significant periods of actual research work, the
respeaive bureaus and the Federal Research Center will benefit in
planning and evaluating research proeframs.

Through internetting with the Defense. Documentation Center, the
Commerce Clearinghouse for Federal and Scientific Information, and
through work with industries, business, and private organizations, a.
comprehensive body of research information could be evaluated prior
to initiating and fundino- presumed new research projeccs.

The Federal Research''Center would use the comprehensive, research
information stored in the computer processing center, and would pro-
vide information to that center on projects conducted by the Federal
Research Center.

The Federal Research Center would cooperate with the National
Insautes for Education Manpower, and Training in monitoring and

crdirectin the activities of the hiboratories.
The demonstration laboratories would attempt to mitigate a major

problem in research and administrationthat of translaiii4, ,.(!seareh
findings into effective. applications.

I know of no comprehensive Federal means yet established to evalu-
ate the payoffs from the large sums expended in this area. Surely the
executive, and legislative branches and the news media have sought
information on the benefits achieved from such expenditures.

As we now pre.pare to embark upon more ambitious research under-
takings, it. is imperative that better information collecting and vali-
dating systems be established.

I believe visibility will improve only if laboratories are established
so that research and development program benefits can be brought
closer to those who will use the r,,,!w information and new skills. Demon-
stration laboratories could be located close to the State skill centers
proposed in the Steiger bill. This need to get information down to the
users has been recognized by the U.S. Office of Education ip the estab-
lishment of the educational resources information centers (ERIC).

1°73.
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It. seems a more dynamic and effective arrangement would be to tie
4iformation resources to demonstration capabilities. Further, as the
CHAR.TE has a large-scale computer and dissemination capability,
it would seem that interconnection of ERIC to CHARTE is a most.
feasible arrangement. Accordingly it is recommended that the ERIC
and the demonstration laboratories become the regional extensions of
the Federal institutes.

The. Directorate for Policy Analysis and Special Studies exhibit.
3.23, will function in an ideal organizational arrangement. Tile Auto-
mated Information Processing Computer Center data base will pro-
vide a complete spectrum of valid information and exemplary pro-
grams. The computer will provide the capability to model and experi-
ment with new concepts. The Institutes for Education, Manpower,
and Training and the Federal Research Center will provide means for
practical experimentation and demonstration. Opportunities for
vitally significant, studies and. evaluations, will, . accordingly, exceed
any opportunities now available within these areas in the. Federal
Government.

This Directorate can be expected to provide the blueprints for evo-
lutionary reform, for new organizations, new policies, and new pro-
()Tams superceding ineffectual efforts of the past and meeting more
z'effectively the challenges of today and tomorrow.

Three organizational components will carry these ideas forward.
Speakina to the Institute for Intergovernmental Assistance Pro-
0-rams iValuation this Institute will address some of tbe problems
which the Congress has taken the lead in identifying. The Congress
has identified more than 1,000 programs conducted by a majority of
the separate Federal departments and organizations. I refer to House
Document No. 91-177, Congressman Roth's study.

In his messaae transmitting Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970,
the President st7ated "Yet, nowhere today is modern management more
needed than in the Government itself."

In his message to the Committee on Education and Training, Au-
gust 12, 1969, the President noted that the Government's investment,
approximately $3 billion, has failed. He alludes to duplication of ef-
fort, and endless ribbons of red tape; be believes that working to-
gether, we can bring order and efficiency to a tangle of Federal
profframs.

Congressman Roth stated in his study : "No one knows exactly how
many Federal programs there are." The Institute for Intergovern

imental Assistance Programs Evaluation would be a primary nstru-
mentality for evaluating performances, promoting greater efficiency,
and effecting reform.

The Institute for Poverty, Welfare, and Social Security will help
us not to lose sight of the overall purposes of manpower education and
development. While I am sure one could produce instantly an infinite
list of authorities who could define what these purposes are, I submit
this is an area in which there is a paucity of valid and significant
study.

We need t.o know more.-to examine the ways in which man is af-
fected by and the ways man interacts with poverty, welfare, and so-
cial security. Manpower development programs must be designed for
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his optimum adaptation within these dynamic effects of our society

and our times.
Billions of Federal, State and private sector funds are being ex-

pended in programs conducted under these titles. It is imperative that
we examine our manpower programs in association with these inter-
dependent programs, to link manpower programs closely with eco-
nomic phmning and development.. And, where could this be performed
better than in this information system oriented organization?

The results of the work of this institute could influence in profound
ways our concepts, policies, and planning for manpower development
and poverty, welfare, and social security programs.

The third organizational entity of this directorate is the office of
national programs and systems modeling and integration. This office

would enable us to look beyond the immediate present.
The techniques of systems analyses, operations research and model-

ing are. being employed etxensively in prograins .of .national com-
plexity. Examples would include transportation systeins, logistic sys-
tems, and environmental and ecological .sudies. The question then is
why do we not. similarly employ these techniques in the programs ad-

dressed here? Why not design national models and use these to test

new education, manpower and training policies, programs and proj-
ects?- Why-not. avail Ourselves of whateVer foresight. is attainable in
this manner ? Much of the needed information will be stored in the
clearinghouse, the computer capability will be available for modeling
these new programs and national policies.

In his message on legislative programs. October 1969, the President.
alluded to "* * the mechanics and engineers of government who retool
rind improve its machineryplanners and the idea men who develop
new programs and agencies." For such responsibilities, we must pro-
vide these persons a place and the equipment. with which to work ef-

fectively. This office could be the "workshop" where the mechanics and

engineers and idea men experiment with models of new programs and
policies, providing to others the design guidance for our future..

I thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Does that. conclude your testimony ?
Mr. HELMS. Yes. Mr. Gordon is here to assist. with my technical

questions.
Mr. GA-vnos (presiding). It is unfortunate that the entire .committee

has not been able to hear your testimony.
I did not get a chance to delve into it in detail, but I want to con-

gratulate you for presenting such a well documented statement.
It. will receive the proper attention of the committee members, and

our technical and legal staff.
I believe that you have made a good presentation, but isn't. it

somewhat complicated and aren't you putting a little more emphasis
on administration as distinguished from the practical applications.

I feel the simpler the presentation, the better the opportunity to
obtain results from it. You may wish to comment on that.

I don't know.
Mr. HELMS. Your question is quite well taken.
I feel, sir; that,. in making such an -important. recommendation to

this subcommittee, it, is of the utmost importance that I give clear
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evidence I have examined this proposal in complete detail. Rather
than present a proposal that is more or less superficial in nature, the
committee should have the opportmiity to fully understand the nattia.,
of what we are talking about.

Mr. GAYDOS. Would my observation be correct, if I were to inter-
pret your remarks, that the .existing system we have has grave inad-
equacies, and yon are suggesting this new approach, and although it
appears complicated on the surface it may actually be a simple ap-
proach ?

Mr. HELMS. Yes, sir. I am convinced that this approach will produce
tremend,-,s economies and simplifications in the administration of
our progi.dns.

In the very first part of my prepared statement, I quoted the Presi-
dent in his description of new federalism. I am seriously concerned
over what is going to happen.

As I see it, the Federal Government has traditionally had the role
of designing and then providing programs to be implemented by the
States. Now under the new federalism concept, we are telling 4-he
States to design their programs and to submit these to Washington
for review and approval. While the record of the Federal Govern-
ment is well knownits penchant for paperwmkI submit that when
all of the States start generating these prooTams and forwarding
these to Washington, we are going to be inungted by paperwork. The
only way we can efficiently manage the expenditure of about $4 billion
is to structure our administration and our reporting and evaluating
systems, and. to employ the capr.bilities of automatic data processing-,
to the maximum feasible extent. It wih be humanly impossible to
effectively look at all of the paperwork that is to be submitted to
those who control the approvals and the funding of the States'
pr-ograms.

Mr. CrAYDOS. I want to thank you again Mr. Helms, and again em-
phasize the fact that your well prepared document will receive the
attention of all the committee members.

I want to thank you again for your attendance. Is Mr. Ball in the
licarincr room?

Mr. 1-ALL. Yes.
Mr. CrAYDOS. Mr. Ball, I wonder if you would put up witli a 2 minute

delay ?
Mr. Hathaway is on the way down. Here he is right now. We have

Mr. Ball here, the last witness, and I am sure you want to welcome.
him.

Mr. HA'rliA.IVAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure. to welcome Mr. Ball to the committee. I have

known Mr. Ball for some time now. IVe have been closely associated
on various legislative matters.

It is heart-warming to know that there are people like Mr. Ball,
who are not members of the public sector, who are extremely inter-
ested in this kind of lecrislation and other legislation that will, hope-
fully, help and benefit trie general public.

Mr. Ball has devoted his time, a considerable portion of his time,
for no remuneration at all but simply for the satisfaction of seeing
something accomplished.
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I have had the opportunity to read his statement, which I think
is an excellent one, and I look forward to Rearing his testimony.

Mr. GAynos. Thank ou, Mr. Hathaway, and I want to welcome you,
Mr. Ball, and your cowitnesses, and I leave it to your discretion as to
whether you want to read verbatim or summarize your statement.

I do want to impress upon you that your statement will appear in
full in the. record, so you may proceed in the manner that you please.

Proceed.
Mr. IETHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF MARKHAM BALL, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON

FEDERAL LEGISLATION, HEALTH AND WELFARE COUNCIL OF

THE. NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA; ACCOMPANIED BY MARKLEY

ROBERTS AND HARRY E. FREEMAN

Mr. BALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And thank you, Congressman Hathaway, for your very geneioil-,

remarks.
will not mad my entire statement, but will summarize, briefly, and

then submit my written statement, and also a written research paper
which we :tave prepared, for inclusion in the record after my oral

remarks.
(The document referred to follows :)

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE HT:ALTH AND WELFARE COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL

CAPITAL AREA ON PROPOSED LEGIsnArioN RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT

My name is Markham Ball. I am appearing on behalf of the Health and Wel-

fare Council of the National Capital Area.
The Council is the central agency for developing and coordinating the support

of the private sector for health, welfare, and related community services in the
greater metropolitan Washington area. It is a no-a-profit orgailb--.+ion financed
chiefly by the United Givers Fund and is responsible for the allo. ',idea of UGF
funds to eligible private voluntary agencies. The Council is a citizen led organiza-
tion representative of all segments of the metropolitan area.

We are very happy to be able to respond to the Subcommittee's invitation to

appear today. The voluntary agencies are concerned about employment and un-
employment because it is through work and employment that most people earn
the income to support themselves and their families. When the system of self-
support from employment breaks down for a large part of the population, a
heavy burden falls on public and private welfare agencies. The financial costs
and the human costs are immense.

We have analyzed the employment situation in our area to try to determine
what the community's needs for employment and training programs are. To

some extent, the problems of the Washington area may be unique, but in many
ways, we suspect, our experience and our needs are typical of those of many
metropolitan areas. We hope, at any rate, that the information we present today
will serve as one part of the mosaic of information that this Subcommittee is
assembling and will help lay the foundation for needed legislation.

Let me summarize as briefly as I ean our findings on employment and train-
ing needs in our area, and then submit for the record a more detailed written
report.

We have found, first, that there is, in our inner city, a serious problem of un-
employment and underemployment. Official unemploynt statistics, which count
only those claiming unemployment benefits and those customarily in the work
force, shov only a small fraction of the problem.

The official unemployment rate for the Washington metropolitan area is only
2 .percent. In the District of Columbia tlie official rate is 4.5 percent. But
these relatively encouraging figures do not take into account people who work
at only part-time jobs. They do not include many thousands who, with proper
assistance, might enter the labor force, but who have given up looking for work.
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When these people are considered: the District's rate of sub-employment is about
12 percent. And when we include persons who work full time but earn less than
$3,000 per year, our sub-employment rate is over 23 percent for the District as
a whole and 27 percent for the cent.A Model City area.

In other words, nearly one of every four people in the District of Colunibia
who could be in the work force is unemployed or has a serious problem of
underemployment.

Unless there is a radical change in current employment patterns and trends,
the prospects for employing these people Within the economy of the area are not
encouraging.

In the first place, available jobs tend increasingly to be in the suburbs and
not in the inner city. From 1962 to 1966, employment grew three times as much
in the Maryland and Virginia suburbs as in the District of Columbia.

Furthermore, this growth of job opportunities has been primarily in highly
skilled, professional and teehnical occupations. In most other metropolitan areas,
manufacturing employment opportunities for semi-skilled and relatively un-
skilled workers account for about 30 percent of total employment. In the Wash-
ington area, manufaanring accounts for less than 5 percent of total employment.

Thus the expansion of the Washington area's economy has not opened up the
types of jobs that are needed by most of the unemployed and underemployed
people in the area who lack the education, skills and transportation to eonipete
successfully for available jobs.

A. study made by the D.C. Manpower Administration in December, 1968
demonstrates the problem concretely. In that month the U.S. Employment Service
for the District of Columbia had only 3,523 unfilled job openings. More than
half of these were in professional, technical, and managerial occupations. How-
ever, in this same month of December 1968, the study reported, some 33,000
Potential workers in the District were unemployed or not in the labor force.
and another 58.000 were working only part-time or were working full-time
for less than $3,000 a year.

This does not appear to be 11 problem that the economy will solve by itself.
In June, 1969 the Mayor's Economic Development Committee issued an economic
development program for Washington, D.C. calling for various steps to achieve
full employment in this city. By 1978, the report said, there will have to be
194,000 more jobs than there were in 1968 if full employment is to be achieved.
Assuming that the economy continues to grow at a normal rate, this normal
growth will produce only about 144,000 new jobs. There will still be an eniploy-
ment gap of 50,000 jobs.

Mow ail this gap h illec1, so that jobs are available for all who need theni?
We think, first, that despite the relatively small role of industry in this

area's economy, more can be done to encourage hiring of the unemployed in
private industry. Over half of the 194,000 new jobs in the "job budget" of the
Mayor's Committee ftre in the private sector. They include 74,000 jobs that will
be created through normal growth of the economy and 15,000 to be created
through "special efforts" under Government sponsored programs.

We believe that programs to place the unemployed in commercial and in-
dustrial jobs must be part of any successful employment strategy in this area.
Wc also believe, on the basis of training programs conducted here ill the past,
that these programs, to be successful, must incorporate the following standards:

All training should be for specific jobs. This has proven by far the best way
to insure that a training program will actually lead to employment. Where pos-
sible, the "hire first" principle of the JOBS program should be applied: a
trainee should be first hired, then trained on the job. In any event, training of
an individual should not begin until an employer has firmly indicated his in-
tention to hire him when trained. We have seen too many training programs
that are little more than fruitless interludes between one period of unemploy-
ment and the next.

Transportation must be provided to make it possible for inner-city residents
to take jobs elsewhere in the area.

Counselling, day care and other supportive services are necessary.
There must be better co-ordination of training programs and more centraliza-

tion of direction so that existing duplications of effort can be reduced and so that
all programs will be mare accessible to people in need. A recent survey counted
13 "major manpower development efforts" in the District, with about 100 sep-
arate program components.

The Secretary of Labor should be able to choose, here and elsewhere, the one
or more organizations .best qualified to run training and employment programs.
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He should be able to contract with state, federal and local agencies, community
action agencies and voluntary agencies. Very oftenand we have seen this hap-
pen in our arealocal, citizen-led organizations are better able than a state or
federal agency to reach the people who need jobA and bring them into work and
training programs.

The largest employers in this area, of course, are not private companies, but
the Federal and the District of Columbia Gevernments. They too must ix, their
share in providing training and jobs to the unemployed of the area. Where Civil
Service regulations create artificial barriers to eniployment, these regulations
should be changed. Public works contracts sh:gild stress hiring of the disad-
vantaged from our inner city. We believe that Government, no less than industry,
must develop special programs te hire and train those now out of the work force.

Filially, there is the possibility, which this Subcommittee is now considering,
that Federally supportet programs can be crented to provide employment in
new fields of public service.

This Subcommittee has no doubt seen the 1905 survey by Harold Sheppard
for the Urban CoalitIon, which concludes that at least 141,000 person,: without
professional or technical training could be hired almost immediately for public
service jobs in 130 cities with populations over 100,000 if funds were available.
Looking only at the District of Columbia, the Mayor's Economic Development
Committee has estimated that 35,000 new public service jobs are needed in the
District by 1978 to meet projected needs for services in health, education,
housing and other fields, as well as to provide full employment.

The Health and Welfare Council of the National Capital Area and many of
its member agencies have now had experience with a relatively small program
of public service employment. Our conclusion is that this kind of program can
succeed in placing the unemployed in productive and useful jobs.

Our Council has entered into its third annual contract with the United I'lan-
ning Organization (UPO) under the "New Careers" program of the Economic
Opportunity Act. To date, thirty different voluntary agencies in the National
Capital Area have developed a total of 135 new entry level jobs in the fields of
health, welfare, and recreation. Under the programs, enrollees receive six months
on-the-job training with pay, plus continuing basic education, and are assured
of employment in the agency at an appropriate salary upon satisfactory com-
pletion of training.

Most enrollees are working in the health field, as nurses' aides or in health
education. Others work in recreation programs, or as community development
workers or field workers. They are developing into productive and self-sustaining
wage earners, and they are doing work that very much needs doing.

The Health and Welfare Council, which is responsible for administering
the program, has developed "career ladders" to provide upward mobility from
the pre-professional level to the professional level. These are not dead-end jobs.
Through on-the-job training and continuing education, enrollees are helped and
encouraged to move up the career ladder.

We have not had uniform success with all enrollees in the HWC "New Careers"
program, but it is significant that most of our agencies are enthusiastic about
the program and many are repeating requests for enrollees. Many agencies have
remarked that the enrollees establish relationships with clients more readily and
more effectively than the highly trained professional. And, perhaps equally im-
portant, the enrollees are changing the agencies where they work. As staff,
members, they are making the agencies better informed and more responsive
to the needs of the people they serve.

Of course, this is a very small program compared with the need for jobs
that exists. It could be exanded to many times its present size if funds were
available. It is not likely, however, that the voluntary agencies in this area,
even with more funds, could provide nearly enough jobs for all in need. For
Public service employment to provide enough jobs, and for it to meet the com-
munity's need for services, the Federal Government, the District of Columbia
Government or both of them will have to participate, either directly as employers
or through contraets with new and existing organizations.

Nevertheless, the success of our program is an example of the creation of
meaningful jobs that lead into careers in health, welfare and recreation. The
success of "New Careers" enrollees in these fields indicatPs the possibilities
for successful employment of neighborhood aides in educational outreach pro-
grams and other programs. Programs of this sort could, we believe, be expanded
in both private and public agencies to fill the double purpose of creating jobs for
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those without technical skills and simultaneously providing gTeatly needed
health and welfare services.

Mr. Chairman, as I indicated earlier, I have a supplementary report with
more detailed information on Washington. area employment problems atia on
the work acoe by the Health and Welfare Conneil's "New Careers" enrollees.
I request that this statement be included in the record at the conclusion of
n.y remarks.

Mr. BALL. My name is Markham Ball. I am accompanied today by
Mr. Markley 11.;berts, who is a member of the Committee- on Federal
Legislation of the Health and Welfare Council of the National Capital
A rea.

I chair that committee. On my right is Mr. Harry E. Freeman, who
is a member of the staff of the Health and Wefare Council. He is
responsible for coordinating the new careers program administered
by the HWC.

To identify the council for you, HWC is the. central agency for
developing and coordinating the support of the private sector for
health, welfare, and related community services in the Greater Metro-
politan Washington area.

It is a nonpl (-)fit organization financed ch'_elly by the United Givers
Fund and is responsible for the allocation of UGF funds to eligible
p71vate vf.,hmtary agencies.

The council is a citizen-led organization representative of all seg-
ments of the metropolitan area.

We are very happy to be able to respond to the subcommittee's
invitation to appear today and to report on the employment situation
in our area. I am talking about only the Washington metropolitan
area today, but Ii think many of our findings will prove typical of
situations in other metropolitan areas.

In the District a severe problem of underemployment and miemploy-
ment exisb. The official unemployment rate in the metropolitan area
is something like 2 percent, which sounds very good, and in the District
of Columbia the rate is about four and a half percent. But these figures,
as I am sure you ate aware, do not include people who have removable
barriers to employment, but who have just stopped looking for work.
These official figures do not count people working part time. They do
not rnscognize that some people are working for less than a poverty
wage.

When you take these people into account, you find a quite different
situation here.

There is a subemployment rate of about 25 percent. That is, about
100,000 people in the District of Columbia have severe problems of
iinemployment or un&-mnployment.

Looking at the situation here, this seems to be a problem which will
not solve itself.

The Mayor's Economic Development Committee last year projeaed
that there will be a job gap, a need for jobs, of about 50,000 in the
District in 1978, and that assessment was based on the assumption
that there will be a normal growth of the economy in the next decade.

Furthermore, in this area, and I suspertt elsewhere, the growth of
new jobs tends not to be in the inner city, but in the suburbs. In this
area, jobs in Maryland and Virginia are increasing at a rate of three
times as fast as those in the District.
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New jobs tend to be highly skilled jobs. Again that compounds the
problem.

In our written statement we suggest three possibilities for dealhig
with this job gap, a gap that is going to occur unless something is done
to correct the situa0on.

First, we suagest that the private sector can do more under prop-
erly suppora programs of employment and traMing, and in our
statement we list some principles that we think must be recognized
in these programs. Let me mention one or two.

One that seems very important to us is that training programs pro-
vide training, where possible, for specific jobs. The best proarams we
have seen in operLtion in this area are those that operate mithe hire-
first principle, such as the JOBS program.

There is less slipp':lge less discouragement, and in the long run more
employment and fewer drop outs, if the man is hired first and traMed
on the job.

Especially in this area, transportation is terribly important. We
don't have the transportation system that will get the unemployed to
the jobs.

Supportina services and counseling also are very important.
Finally, :this committee is well aware, coordination and consolida-

tion of programs must be accomplished. The Mayor's committee last
year counted 13 majo.r manpower programs in the District. There
must be consolidation and coordination.

The second possibility for curing the job nap, especially in this
area where the Federal and local governmeiTts are the major em-
ployers, is the additional employment of the poor in existing govern-
mental programs.

Now here there are two obstacles to overcome. One is civil service
regulations. Especially at the Federal level, efforts are being made
now to change civil service requirements so that the poor are not more
or less automatically excluded.

Another practical problem is the problem of ceilings. There are
special registers adopted by some of the Federal agencies operating
in the District of Columbia for counselors. These jobs do not require
any special academic training. These jobs could be filled by the poor,
the unemployed, but employment ceilings do not permit it. There are
no openings.

Finally our paper discusses the possibility of a new Federal pro-
gram of public service employment. The mayor's committee estimated
that here will be a need for about 35,000 public service jobs, new jobs,
by 1078 if the job gap I talked about is to be filled.

We have had some experience at the Health and Welfare Council
with what might be callee. a prototype of this kind of program, the
new careers program.

We are in our third year now of coord inating the new careers pro-
oTam in this area, we have placed the unemployed and poor in 30
voluntary agencies that are members of our council.

I can report that it is a successful program. There is (rood training
on the job and in academic institutions. The trainees, of course, are
receiving personal benefits in having the satisfaction and mmunera-
tion of worthwhile jobs. The agencies themselves, I think, are bene-
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fiting because, by employing the previously poor, they are learning
a. lot more about the people that they serve, the poor of this area.

These people are doing jobs that need doing, and they are advancing
from the job category of aide to quite responsible jobs in a relatively
short period of time.

On the other hand, I have to report that the program is very, very
small compared to the needs we have here. In 3 years, there are 135
enroll ees.

Now this prooTam could be multiplied many times. I am sure that
more could be d'one in the voluntary agencies. But it is inconceivable
that the vohmtary agencies themselves in this program could make
more than an insignificant dent in the. total job need in this area.

I think our New Careers should be studied, because it is a prototype
of what can be done, but to do the whole job, as we see it, will require
a governmental involvement in programs, new programs sponsored
by the Govermnent.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I must emphasize that I am not really
here as a manpower authority. I did want to share with the committee
the experience that our agencies have had, and I wanted to express
the concern that our agencies, and the volunteers who support them,
feel for the problem of uneniployment in our area.

It is one of the root problems behind many of the ills in our
community.

I hope this statement has been helpful to the committee, and I hope
that eventually, with this committee s good work, we can look forward
to the day when a decent job is a realistic possibility for each of the
members of our community and our Nation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you, Mr. Ball.
Mr. Hathaway ?
(The documents referred to follow :)

REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE WASHINGTON, D.C.,
METROPOLITAN AREA

AREA STUDIED

The Washington, D.C. standard metropolitan statistical area includes Mont-
gomery County an4 Prince Georges County in Maryland, the four Virginia coun-
ties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudon, and Prince William, and three independent
Virginia cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, and Fairfax. The SMSA population
by mid-1971 will be about 3.2 million and the labor force will be about 1.5 million.
This projection assumes inclusion of Charles County, Md., into the SMSA after
the 1970 census.

PRESENT EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

The recent growth of Industry, population, labor force, new job opportunities,
and employment in the Lrea has come primarily in the suburbs of Washington.
Employment grew three times as much in the Maryland und Virginia suburbs
as in the District of Columbia from 1902 to 1960.

However, the growth of job opportunities has Leen primarily in highly skilled,
Professional, and tecbnical occupations. The expansion of the area's economy
has not opened up the types of jobs that are needed by most of the unemployed
and underemployed people in the area who lack the education and skills and
transportation to compete successfully for available jobs.

Federal, state, :47: local governments in the Washington area in 1968 em-
ployed more than a5 percent of the work- force in107,000 jobs, of which 312,000
were Federal jobs. The second biggest source of employment, with 19 percent of
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the total, was services with 216,000 jobs. Retail trade with 14 percent 165,000
was the third largest source of employment. ID other metropolitan areas
manufacturing employment opportunities for semi-skilled and relatively un-
skilled workers account for about 30 percent of total employment. In the Wash-
ington area the manufacturing sector accounted for only 3.7 percent of the
total. Other major employment sectors in the Washington area were construc-
tion, about 5 percent; transportation, communication, awl utilities, 5 percent;
and finance, insurance, and real estate, about 5 percent.

About 618,000 or some 55 percent of the area's jobs in March 1968 were in
the District of Columbia, about 270,000 or some 25 percent. were in the Mary-
larni and about 255,000 or 20 percent were in the Virginia suburbs.

A 196S study by the U.S. Employment :gervice for the District of Columbia
reports "increasing needs for workers of virtually all types; nevertheless, the
more crucial needs in this area continue to be for the more highly educated or
better skilled workers." Similarly, the 196S report by Hammer, Greene, Siler As-
sociates, "Labor Force Supply and Demand in Metropolitan Washington, states
that -the direction of skill requirements changes is clearly toward li,gher
and professional occupations in the short run."

UNEMPLOYMENT .AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT

The USES-DC report indicates that unemployment in the Washington area is
generally between 20,000 and 80,000 a nonth, with the bulk of the unemployed
being persons in the process of changing jobs. "At any one time during the rest
of the year, therefore, there are less than 10,000 job seekers available to till
existing demands for workers." the USES-DC report stated. "Most of these job
seekers have limited qualifications, and cannot be matched against the demands
of local employers for qualified workers." The USES-DC report went on to say :

"This tight labor 6upp1y sitnation as well corroborated by an analysis made
of ahont 15,000 job .seekers registered for employmmt at the U.S. Employment
Service for D.C., during the survey in 1960. The analysis indicated that one-half
of the applieants were not fully qualified in the occnpations in which tlwy were
seeking work. Almost half of the unqualified applicants were in the 22 to -14 ago
group; the age group generally most acceptable to employers. The remainder was
divided equally between the under 22 and over 44 age groups. Almut one-third of
all applicants indicated limited availability as to hours, earning or other condi-
tions ; about 22 percent had poor work histories ; and all equal proportion had
limited education. Other problems involving as much as ten percent of group
or more were lack of specific occupational qualifications, poor appearance and
personal habits, physical and mental handicaps, lack of experience, and police
records. These problem areas were not treated as being mutually c,xclusive in
the analysis, therefore, many of the underqualified were inhibited in the job
seeking process because they fell into two or more of the above categories."

The USES-DC report states that "the probable number of underemployed per-
sons in the city of Washington indicates that the number may be as much as
five times the number of unemployed," with about 55 percent of the underem-
ployed being persons working at jobs paying less than subsistence wages or
\corking part-time when they would like to work full-time.

The Hammer-Greene-Siler report makes a similar point after surveying metro-
politan area unemployment data: "The plain truth is that existing official data
show only a partial picture of unemployment as it relates o the area's serious
socioeconmnic problems, aml aro a faulty basis for any policy or prograin formula-
tion." The area's 1968 unemployment rate was 2.2 percent, indicating that area
unemployment is mainly seasonal and frictional. The HOS report points out
that official unemployment data cover only those who report and claim unem-
ployment benefits while those who do not claim unemployment benefits or who
work in "uncovered" jobs such as self-employed persons and domestics are left
out of the official unemployment statistics.

Insured or "covered" unemployment in Washington's Maryland suburban
counties of Montgomery and Prince Georges was 157 persons in 1967 and in the
Virginia suburbs was 170 persons in 1967. In the District of Colunthia, however,
insured nuemployment was 10,300, with 30 percent of these in the unskilled cate-
gory, 24 percent in the "clerical & sales" category. and 21 percent in the service
category of occupation. However, the Hammer-Greene-Siler report projects Wash-
ington's SMSA nonWhite underemployment in 1970 at about 160,000-1S,000 in
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the Ma rylaml suburbs, 16,000 in the Virginia suburbs and 126,000 in the District

of Columbia. Even if the inadequacies of available unemploymeht data are ac-

cepted. it is clear that the unemployment problems of the Washington. Metro-

politan Area focus on the District of Columbia.
A sub-employment index for Washington, D.C. was developed by the Manpower

Administration for the District of Columbia using data for December 1968. The

report issned on this data showed one out of four members of the -adjusted

labor force" posing a serious employment problem.

District of
Columbia
aggregate

District of
Columbia
aggregate
nonwhite

Model
city area

District of
Columbia

Modal
city area,
nonwhite

Labor force
374, 570 255, 296 51, 099 46, 941

Employment
357,6135 241, 281 48, 553 44, 485

Unemployment
16, 905 14, 015 2, 546 2, 456

Unemployment rate
4. 5 5. 5 5 5. 2

Part time
12, 491 10, 266 1, 975 1, 906

Nonparticipants
16,246 15, 370 3, 031 2, 929

Underutilized
45,642 39, 651 7, 552 7, 291

Adjusted labor force
390, 816 270. 666 54, 130 49, 870

Underutilization rate (percent)
11. 7 14. 6 14 14.6

Under $3.000
44, 617 31, 473 6, 998 6, 390

Subemployment
90, 259 71, 124 14, 550 13, 681

Subemployment rate (percent)
23.1 26. 3 26. 9 27. 6

In the categories above, "part time" means persons involuntarily working part-

time beeause full-time work is not available; "non participants" are persons not

working and not looking for work but who would probably enter the labor force

if they were provided the proper assistance, "underutilized" represents a total

of unemployment, part-time, and non-participants-persons with removable bar-

riers to full and useful employment ; "adjusted labor force" adds to the employed

and unemployed those who are so discouraged that they have given up looking

for work ; "under utilization rate" shows the under-utilized as percent of the
adjusted labor force ; "under $8,000" represents heads of households and mire-

hated individuals who are employed full-time but have annual net income below

the poverty level ; "sub employment" shows the total of unemployment, part-

thne, uon-participants, and "under $3,000", and the "sub employment rate" shows

sub employment as a percent of the adjusted labor force.

The sub-employment index report shows that in December 1968-the same
month when 16,905 persons in the District were unemployed, 45,642 persons were

under utilized. and 90,259 persons were in a sub-employment category-the U.S.

Employment Service for the District of Columbia had only 3,532 unfilled job

openings and 1,940 of these, more than half, were in professional, technical,

and managerial occupations.

THE GOAL-FULL EMPLOYMENT

In June 1969 the Mayor's Economic Development Committee issued a summary

"Overall Economic Development Program for Washington, D:C." calling for

action to achieve the city's full employment potential. MELCO's full employ-

ment goals were a s follows :
Reduce unemployment in the "optimum potential" labor force to 2.5%

This means bringing into the labor force many unutilized but potentially
employable people who have customarily not been counted in it.

Increase by 96,560 the number of jcbs available for District residents and
particularly for the low-income population. These jobs should come from

194,000 additional jobs "budgeted" for 1978.
There are three reasons for these ambitious but realistic job goals : (a)

they are the most desirable way to produce more income for low-iaeome
people, (b) we can all benefit by the increased output which sustained full
employment yields, and (c) we'can unite unused manpower with the servic .

ing of unmet public needs.
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The job budget set forth in this study comparing 197S with 196S, is as
follows : .1fore jotnt

Private enterprise, projection of normal trends
Mnimfacturing, increment above normal trends, through special

efforts
Federal Government, projection of normal growth
District Government, normal growth
To meet public school needs, both construction and school persomwl
Higher public education
To meet health needs in pnblic hospitals, and pubhc health clinics,

both construction and operating personnel
Child development programs
To aehieve decent housing for all

n uTo improve trasportatk

74, 000.

15, 000
4. 000

15.500
4. NO.
3, 000

0, 000
, WO3

142. to) 1101

Total 104.100
About 144,000 of these additional jobs, in private enterprise and govern-

ment, should occur through normal trends.
The 15,000 more jobs in manufaduring, over and above projection of normal

trends, depend on a wide variety of efforts. . . . They include new training
programs, revised taxes, reduced discrimination, and an expanded industrial
sector.

The 35,000 additional jobs in education, health, housing, and transportation
depend upon sufficient expansion of public financial assistance to assure the
needed expansion of these programs.

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT

The MEDCO goal of 35,000 additional jobs in education, health, housing and
transportation underscores a growing public concern about the need for opening
np more job opportunities in the pnblie sector of the economy. The role (ff private
profit-making enterprise is essential. The growth of manufacturing employment
in the District of Columbia must be encouraged. However, past patterns of in-
dustrial development in the city and its suburbs do not indicate that private
profit-seeking enterprises will provide enough jobs of the kind which can be tilled
by the unemployed, underemnplo d, and unutilized manpower which is euncen-
trated in the District o Columbia.

lOGS survey for the Urban Coalition by Harold Sheppard of the Upjolm
Institute indicated that at least 141,000 persons without professional or tech-
nical training could be hired almost b :inediately in 130 cities with population
over 100,000 if funds were available. These jobs would be in regular city depart-
ments with supervisors available and work tasks already defined. The services
needed were in the following areas : anti-pollution enforcement, education. gen-
eral ft dministration, health and hospitals, highway and/or traffic departments,
housing codes and inspection, libraries, police, fire, recreation and parks. urben
renewal (or rehabilitation) including model cities, sanitation and welfare.

Dr. Sheppard emphasized that the 141,000 nonprofessional, nontechnical jobs
was a. minimum estimate of the potential for public service employment for a
number of reasons, and he noted that his estimates "do not include any esthnates
from nonprofit private organizations in equal, if not greater need of expansion
of their serviczz. in urban and rural areas."

IIWC "NEW CAREERe PROGRAM

The experience of the Health and Welfare Council of the National Capital Area
and its member agencies employing persons under the "New Careers" program
corroborates this judgment about the needs for expansion of services rendered
by private voluntary agencies and also can provide some guide to understanding
how an expanded public service employment program might work.

HWC has entered into its third amival contract with the United Planning
Organization to carry out "an employment program for the unemployed and
underemplo7ed designed to create entry level pre-professional jobs with upward
mobility ladders leading to a professional career" under the "New Careers"
amendment to the Economic Opportunity Act. Under this program, 30 different
voluntary agencies in the National Capital area have developed a total of 135 new
entry level jobs in the fields of health , welfare, and recreation.
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Enrollees receive six months on-the-job training with pay and are assured of

Niiployment in the agency at an appropriate salary upon satisfactory comple-

tion of training. The Health and Welfare Council is responsible for coordinating,
administering, and evaluating the program.

IIWC provides personal counseling for the enrollees, participates with the
voluntary agencies in planning on-the-job training and witb UPO in planning

to meet special training needs. Through TJPO. enrollees receive six weeks training
in community awareness, consumer education, and high school ei:uivalency
education.

The HWC Personnel Management Committee has developed "career ladders-
to provide upward mobility from the pre-professional level to the professional
level. These are not dead-end jobs. Through on-the-job training and through a
program of continuing education provided during and after the training period,
enrollees are helped and encouraged to move up the career ladder.

"NEW CAREERS" JOBS

The following tables summarize the types and numbers of "New Careers" jobs
provided by HWC and its member agencies.

In 1968 seven HWC agencies employed 53 "New Careers" workers at $1.00 an
hour for a 40-hour week for six months as follows :

Agency Type of job
Number of

jobs

Hospital for Sick Children Nurses aide 17

Providence Hospital do
12

Casualty Hospital do
10

Dental aide
1

Group Health Associatic:, Medical records clerk 1

Nursing aide
1

Health and Welfare Council Clerical aide 1

YMCA
c Recreation aides
1Community development aides

2
5

work aides 1

YWCA
Recreation aide 1

Clerical aide 1

Health work 41

Recreation
.7

Total for seven agencies Clerical work 2

Community development 5

Group work 3

In MO fifteen HWC agencies employed 41 "New Careers" workers at $1.S0

tin hour for a 40hour week for six months as follows :

Agency Type of job
Number of

jobs

Boys Club, eastern branch Recreation aide 2

Boy Scouts Program aide 1

Cafritz Hospital Nurses aides 10

Campfire Girls Field aide 1

Children's Hospital
t Neighborhood group worker
)Pediatric technician_

4
2

Columbia Heights Bois Club Textile aide 1

EpLcopal Center far Children Counselor trainees 3

Friendship House Teacher aide trainees 2

St. Ann's In fant and Maternity House Nursery aides 6

Sodal Hygiene Society Health education aide 1

Southwot Settlement House Program assistant trainee 1

YWCA
Recreation aide 1

Health or health Iducation 20

Recreation or rehted field work 5

Total for 15 agencies
Industrial
Teacher aides

1

4

Group-neighborhood workers 8

Specialized counselor trainees 3

10-86.
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ln 1970 eleven HWC agencies have enrolled 41 "New Careers" workers at
$1.87 an hour for a 40-hour week for six months as noted in the following
table. Enrollees are referred by WCEP (the Washington Concentrated Em-
ployment Program ) .

Agency Type of Job
Number of

jobs

Boy Scouts Staff aides 2

Cafritz Hospital Health aides 10

Homemaker Service Homemaker aides 6

Episcopal Center Counselor trainees 2

Family Service of Prince Georges County Social service aide 3

Friendship House Social service aide 1

Ionia Whipple Maternity House Health aides 2

National Medical Association, Shaw community health Community health aides 12

project.
Salvation Army Social work aide 1

Lutheran Social Service Family and child case aide 1

In health education
Total for 11 agencies In recreation-character building

Family support or homemaking aides
Specialized counselors

24
2

12
3

Mr. IIATHAwAy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your testimony very much. You realize that there is an

administration bill here and also the O'Hara, bill, and one of the prin-
cipal differences is the decentralization of the manpower programs,
as advocated by the administration bill.

Do you have any thoughts on that '?
Mr. BALL. I am not sure I am competent to get completely into that

question, but from our point of view here, I might reiterate what
Mayor Washington told this committee some days ago. There has been
in Washington, D.C. a good effort made to consolidate programs un-
der the District of Columbia Manpower Administration. Efforts are
being made to coordinate these programs with other programs in Mary-
land and Virginia, but that is not going as smoothly or as quickly as
it might.

It seems to me, to really get the job done in an area like ours, at any
rate, which transcends traditional jurisdictional lines, some central
direction is necessary. The O'Hara bill which would put the Secretary
of Labor at the top of the pyramid and enable him to designate a prime
sponsor to administer programs on an area-wide basis, makes a lot of
sense in solving this problem.

It also seems to me to make sense because it recognizes that, under
the prime sponsor in an area, there may be many different kinds of
agencies that may have good programs.

That diversity of programs within a framework of central coor-
dination seems to me a very advantageous thing to work for.

Mr. HATITAwAy. I was interrupted a minute ago by my secretary. I
may have missed something of your comment with respect to volun-
tary agencies. How realistic are we being in getting voluntary agencies
to participate ?

Mr. BALL. Well, the agencies can do part of the job, as I did point out,
in terms of solving the need for new careers jobs in this area .

The vohmtary agencies can make a dent in the problem. But there
has got to be governmental hiring or at least new programs set up
under governmental auspices.
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The voluntary agencies have another role to play, though, and that
is to carry out pilot projects. I think much can be learned from the
experience of vohmtary agencies.

Mr. HATHAWAY. When you say on page 5 of your testimony that all
training should be for specific jobs, are you talking about available
vacancies? Are you talking about just jobs in existence at. the preent
timc ?

Mr. BALL. No, the thrust of my remarks there had nothing to do with
whether newjobs should be created or not. This was assuming we were
trying to train someone for a job in industry, say.

We think it is better to have him hired 'by a company that needs a
man and trained on the job than simply to train him in general or
train him even for a specific kind of job.

It is better to have the man hired first.
There is less slippage that way, less disillusionment in the long run

with that kind of program.
Mr. HATHAWAY. You are advocating on-the-job training, rather

than institutional training?
Mr. BALL. Well, on-the-job training could be coupled with institu-

tional training, but all training should be directed toward a specific
job that a man is going to do and that he knows he is going to do.

Mr. HATHAWAY. It seems to me that. we should be spending more
money for research in the job-training aspect of Our economy. It is
very difficult to get funds for this purpose because of some p:ejudices
that we have in Congress against research.

I wondered if any one of the three of you have any thoughts on this ?
In England, for example, they are doing a considerable amount of

research on training programs to train peoplc in common denominator
skills so that they are not really training for any specific type of job.

They are being trained, to give a simple illustration, in how to hold
their hands in a way that would cover turning screws and various
other skills. Do you have any comments on that?

iNlr. ROBERTS. In response to that question, one of the bigg,est prob-
lems in getting the disadvantaged people from the inner city geared
into the employment structure is not so much a skill problem as it is
the inculcation of conventional habits and work ethics which most of
the middle-class society has.

I think, as Mr. Ball indicated, it is much easier to bring a person
into a job, convince him he has a future if he works at it, and give
him skills on the job, but an essential part ol this process is getting the
individual newly hired to turn up at work on time, to come back clay
after day and week after week, and simply to perform in the way that
we have come to expect people to perform on a job.

It is not so much a skill problem as it is the problem of the work
ethics ond work habits. This kind of inculcation of work habits and
work ethics is done in some of the institutional training programs, but
it can be done in on-the-job training if the employers are sensitized
to the needs and problems of these newly hired people.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Do you think we should have more research along
these lines, or do yca think we know all we need to know ?

Like pilot projects. We have had them in the past, and have them on-
awng now, where we train people in penitentiaries and in jails to he
able to take a job when they get out.

'10 8 8
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Mr. ROBERTS. My guess is that there is a oTeat deal of research infor-
madon in the Manpower Administration which has not been evaluated
and is not being fully applied.

I am in agreement with the thrust of the question about the need
for more research. I think we do need more research and we do need.
a oTeater understandina of the motivations of the hard core disad-
vantaged unemployed people in the inner city.

However, we already know some of the things that work and some
of the things that don't work in bringing these people into a regular
employment situation in which they can function successfully.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Mark, in your public service concept, point No. 3,
which is included in the O'Hara bill-, would you envisage that the people
would stay employed that way for the rest of their lives, or would
you envisage it as a training program in which they would be publicly
employed for a 2-year period and then go into the private sector ?

Mr. BALL. Of course, the way a person begins work in such a pro-
°Tam is not the way he ends up. He starts off with relatively undemand-
mg jobs and proceeds to more responsible jobs that require greater
training.

As he acgnires those skills obviously the worker is able then to go
off into private employment, other Government employment, a lot
of :Efferent things provided, however, that the jobs are there.

The figures in Vie District of Columbia indicate that unless some
kind of public service program is in existence to increase thc number
of jobs to the level where it should be, a man having even the skills
I have talked about will have trouble getting R job, or if he gets a job,
he will displace someone lower down on the ladder.

Mr. HATHAWAY. The problem I visualize would be that x number
of people would be accommodated by the public program, but you
say that additional people will be coming out of school. Therefore,
unless we move the people in the public service along into the private
sector, we are not going to accomplish the present goal.

Mr. BALL. If the jobs were there, this would be an excellent vehicle
for moving them into the private sector.

Mr. ROBERTS. Might I interject here that that presupposes an expand-
ing economy and certainly expanding job opportunities, because unless
you do have an expansion of job opportunities there won't be those
private employment opportunities for people to move into from public
service work.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Yes. Public service is just a way station, and per-
haps the public service should be geared to coming vacancies in the
private sector as well so that they will get the proper training.

Mr. BALL. These jobs are more than a vehicle to lead to something
else. They are jobs that do need doing.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Yes, I agree with that. But a person who is going
to learn to cut grass on a public highwaythat would tie in with
cuttincr grass on a private cemetery, or a golf course, or something
like &at.

That is what I meant, having jobs that were not just oriented to the
public sector, but jobs which have comparable availability in the pri-
vate sector.
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Yon mentioned that your first, method of taking care of the unem-
ployed was in the private sector. Did you mean we should subsidize
the private sector ?

Just what did you have in mind ? I know that under Secretary Wirtz
the private sector did cooperate in taking some of the bard core unem-
ployed, and the Government paid nothing for their training and

employment.
Is that what you had in mMd ?

Mr. BALL. It is surprising how many employers under the JOBS
program, even with Federal money available to help them with trai»-
'ng, have preferred then not to use the Federal money, but to train
themselves.

They know how to do it, and they do it quite well. But I think to
make the program fully satisfactory, there must be Federal money
and Federal know-how available. Many employers need help to bn»g
the prE,viously unemployed into their work forces, inculcate them
with not only the skills to do the job, but the attitudes that are required.

So I do see Federal efforts and Federal expenditures to encourage
the private sector to do the new additional hiring which we think is
necessary.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Like tax incentives, or direct, payments ?
Mr. ROBERTS, COuld I add a word there ?

Mr. HATHAWAY. Sure, sir.
Mr. RoBERTs. I participate in the Mayor's Task Force on Construc-

tion Problems here in the District of Columbia and one of the major
issues in this community is a need to rebuild the inner city.

There is a great deal of new construction that is needed, in part
because of the riot destruction, and in part simply because the inner
city has a lot of old buildings, aLd there is a need to renew and revital-
ize the inner city.

There are many cases where small black contractors and even some
of the bigger black contractors could handle a great deal of the con-
struction work, but they have had difficulties in finding the seed capi-
tal, the technical assistance, the actual financing, which will enable
them to operate effectively as contractors, and as employers, using
manpower from the inner city.

In the absence of the work being done by these contractors, it often
goes to the contractors from outside the area and often the outside
contractors bring in labor from outside Cie community.

If the Federal Government can assist some of these inner city con-
tractors .and other employers in finding the technical assistance and
seed capital and just regular old line financing that would enable them
to get a bigger portion of the work that.needs to be done in the inner
city, this would be a great help in meeting the problem of our inner
city unemployment. I think that we don't have to use the kind of in-
centive that you were referring to, but we can get great expansion in
employment by encouraging the inner city employers.

Mr. BALL. I think we tend to favor the direct rather than the indirect
stimulus here; that is, putting the loan money and training money
right where the need is, rather than relying on the more indirect
route of tax incentives.

Mr. HATHAWAY. I agree with you. Mr. Freeman, you are free to
chime in any time you want.
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Mr. FREEMAN. The only thiivA AN,ot1ld like to bring to the atten-
'tion of the committee, and I iIi,iiIa m,e to emphasize this, is about
the new careers progntm.

It is on page 7 of our written '&11folAnt. It is to keep before the, com-
niittee and the public the coneOt i the uew careers program itself,
to create and develop jobs 14 i01Q decide to put anyone n the
program, mid, most important, tO PleQrp Orate the career ladder, and
at the same time to add a contOlica olncation phase, so that. we don't
make ally of our jobs deadend at kt,11,

And we are saying to the ce-lAost,, the sky is the limit., provided
you have the initiative and 1011114o11 to do certain things on your
Own to move up the ladder.

Perhaps in a 2-year period tV ),v0iild like to move on, but. we have
given tlmm the tools and exprjAlent. so that they arc now able to
move on their own.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Thank yoy
Regarding your second pohit, Ovverninent pl.ograms, were you

speaking just for the Federal q4vernInent, or State governments as
wel ?

Mr. BALL. No; the District of Colun-ibia government here is a major
employer. It has something 1111c,100,000 employees and as a major
employer it has a major responOplity.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Do you thificiiiiu consideration should be given
to States and localities so that kmy ju turn can make up any loss that
occurs?

Mr. BALL. That is an intere" J1 idea that we have not pursued. It
certainly makes very good se1 Olaf the local government should be
treated in this respect as pri4kr( ihclitstry is, and given some incen-
tive to work on this problem.

Mr. FIATHAwAY. I think floc, (Areildly in the public sector,. our
philosophy in this country ik it1u backward. Under the British
industrial Training Act, each /1.1.4%try in Britain is assessed a certain
amount of money to train t4W eyfivloyees.

The general government gicPos 4',Alo1i very little aid, and I would
welcome the adoption of such k pi.j.hciple here in this country. If they
are going to benefit by it, tIN7 wit> ought to pay for it.

With respect to the public 4.Ytt)c, actually we should do everything
we can.

Mr. Chairman, I thank p\A\ tile opportunity to question the
gentlemen, and I thank the. tA3klevlen for their testimony.

Mr. GAYDOS. You mentioneQ f,11 imi of transportation; Mr. Hath-
away did not talk about it, fif iincti it. But it is a factor. Would
you comment on this?

Does Washington, D.C., hin,A 1111,1' ftlore serious transportation prob-
lem than Pittsburgh, or New (.1'kloos?

Why do you mention transpelitkvion ?
Mr. BALL. I doubt that it lvN ig,ilificantly more inadeqratte trans-

portation system.
Mr. GAYDOS. That. is the fi(0110 a Person mentioned transporta-

tion, t.o illustrate the fact th4A. Jt Ili m cost, factor and a lot, of people
don't have money to use it.
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Mr. BALL. We have three panelists ready to answer this, but let
me start this way :

If you have industry on the beltway, you need a car to get to work.
For people living in Northeast or Northwest Washington, the bus
business that they have to go through to get there is very, very difficult,
and sometimes, as a matter of fact, they can't get there, because the
Virginia or Maryland buses that they ultimately transfer to will not
get you out to the beltway.

Mr. GAYDOS. They won't ?
Mr. BALL. Not to every point on the beltway, Mr. Gaydos.
Mr. GArnos. I am interested to hear this. I want to know how it

affects the training program.
Mr. FREEMAN. It does affect it.
When you have a new careerist, in training, the pay itself is very

small, and when you are contracting with agencies in our neighbor-
ing States of Virginia and Maryland, then we run into the fact that
we have to pay two bus transportation fares, one for the District
and perhaps another 30 cents to go into Maryland.

But because the stipend itself is so very small, the trainees have a
probleni.

Mr. GAAMOS. Are you talldng about the cost of the transportafion
or the convenience of it

I don't. follow you. I used to take three buses when I went to work.
I did it for years.

Mr. FREEMAN. No ; are talking about the cost, itself as far as
the bus is concerned, because the new careerist coming i_ito a training
program is being paid a very small salary. When you n-mst go to
work 5 days a week, and you have to pay something like 8B cenis
for the Washington bus, and an additional 30 cents when you get on
to the Maryland bus or the Virginia bus, and you multiply that twice,
and by 5 days a week, and you keep in mind the small salary they
are paid, it is a problem

Bnt when they move to their second step and the salary is increased,
then they can handle it on their own. In the training program,
though, it is a problem for them.

Mr. GAynos. What do you suggest we do to attack this problem
here or any place else in this country ?

Mr. BALL. In some communities, companies will charter buses that
will go from the inner city area to their plants in the suburbs and
under the. JOBS program for instance there has been Federal financial
support available for this kind of expenditure.

M. PnBERTS. This is a problem that I am particularly conscious of,
work with a training program, Project Build, which pre-

l)iL1e 1ng men from the inner city for appv_nticeship in the building
trades.

After they have become apprentices, a good deal of the employment
opportunities are out in the suburb;3, and we have found that a. sub-
stantial part of the dropout rate is explained by the difficulties of these
young men without cars getting to construction sites where there may
be no service at all.

Now you raised the question earlier, Mr. Chairman, bow dces Wash-
ington differ from other cities ? I suspect we share some problems, but
we have one characteristic here which is different.
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As you know, a high proportion of the employment here is in gov-
ernment, and this tends to be not the kind of jobs which the unskilled,
disadvantaged people from the iimer city are particularly able to fill.
I am not speaking here of services such as low paid jobs in sanitation,
and perhaps labor, but we have a high proportion of white-collar em-
ployment in the central city. In most other cities the employment has
been concentrated in the city and, even though there is a spreading out
of employment in the suburbs, the initial place where employment
is concentrated as in the center of the city.

In Washingt we have never had industrial employment to any
larue extent in the central city.

In a prepared supplementary statement which is attached to our
testimony, we mentioned that in other metropolitan areas manufactur-
ing employment opportuniti,:s for semiskilled and relatively unskilled
workers account for about 30 percent of total employment. In the
Washington area, the manufacturing sector accounted for only 37
percent of the total. In contrast with the Washington situation, in
other communities, Pittsburgh, Detroit, and other commimities like
that, you have a large concentration of manufacturing employment
opportunities in the central city.

So wben the people in the inner city are looking for jobs, there
may be opportunities there which we don't have here.

Mr. GAYDOS. I am from the Pittsbti.rgli area, and I will accept part
of your explanation, and admit that this is a distinction.

Yet, on the other hand, people in my district would like to have
the Washington atmosphere around their area. Whether that is justi-
fied or not, I don't know, but let me ask you this .Tuestion: You men-
tioned, Mr. Ball, the 25 percent unemployment figure.

The average in my hometown is high, and I know the problem we are
wrestling with now. That 25 percent, could you explain to me again
how you arrive at that ?

Mr. BALL. Yes ; tlii is a figure we did not develop. It was developed
by the Manpower Administration of the District of Columbia.

We have the full development of that figure set out in our supple-
mentary statement, on page 4. That figure includes those who are
unemployed under the official definition ;. and in the District that n-am-
ber was 16,000. It includes 12,000 nart-time workers. It includes non-
participants who have what the Manpower Administration describes
as removable barriers to employmeat, another 16,000 people. It includes
finally, those who were working in 1968 for under $3,000 ; that was
44,000 people.

The total in 1968 was about 90,000 in this subemployed category.
Now all these people, whether they fall within the official definition

of the unemployed or not, have got serious problems of unemployment.
We are talking about a substantial number of people.

Mr. GAYDOS. I was wondering at the outset of the depression, you
had unemployment lower than that.

I am not attempting to ridicule your figure. I will accept that ex-
planation because the problem is becomino.

Mr. BALL. It is simply a problem of who you count when you come
up with your figures. The present official methods of counting don't
count everybody, and as a matter of fact one thing that. seems called
for in this whole field is a better system of measurement so that we can
fully understand the dimensions of the problem.
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A rr. HAT HAWAY. Would you yield?
Mr. GAYDOS. Yes.
Mr. IIATHAwAy. The proposed amendments to the welfare program

would supplement the wages of the underemployed.
Mr. BALL. Yes, they would.
Mr. HATHAWAY. It would reduce. your subemployment figure.
Mr. BAIA,. Yes, it would.
Mr. GArpos. You talk about 135 enrollees. Is that your total figure

in tlm new careers program ?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Mr. GAYDOS. That is over a. 3-year period ?
Mr. FREEMAN. We are enterina our third year. The program is

sponsore.d by ard through the LabOr Department, and UPO.
Mr. GAYDOS. I remember your having a. statement, or Mr. Ball did,

on the. experience you had with those enrollees. In most instances it
was good, but in some instances bad. Could you tell me how many of
those people were still working, or where the bad element of it is, or
what this consists of ?

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes ; we have that in the supplementary report here,
but I can touch on it for you. Out of the 91 that we had in our first
two contracts, we have good success with 58 of those now.

They have now moved to the second step of the career ladder.
Mr. GAYDOS. AlLittle over 50 percent.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. Out of that same figure, we have sonie who

gained experience in the New Careers program, and they decided to
move on to the Government seo-ment, and then we have those who
withdrew from the program ontheir own, and others we had to ter-
minate because of critical problems.

Mr. GAYDOS. Your opinion is that the program is wcrth while all
should be expanded?

Mr. FREEMA N. It is workable, and has now worked.
Mr. GAYDOS. We have had some experience in our area, I have made

an attempt to examine the CIE0 program in all its ramifications. I
find it works in 50 percent of the cases.

I am a firm advocate of that kind of Government operations and
I know from personal experience that there are some areas we have
to clean it up.

have to make changes and I am inclined to agree with you that
it is a possible area we could expand upon, but we do have deficiencies,
and programs that never will work.

We have learned through experience and the expenditure of large
sums of money that some of the programs won't work.

I am glad to hear that you feel so strongly about this one area
of the CIECI program.

I think I concluded properly, and you correct me if I am wrong. I
think that all of us are talking about the same thing when we refer
to the job gap.

I I 'Link that is one of the main points that you made as far as on
the job training approaches to the problem, that you can't train some-
body if you have no job Opportunity or should not train him if there
is a frustration as a consequence.
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We are wrestling with the problem and with the programs, New

Careers , somewhat similar to it, Upward Bound, and in otner areas
we have had the private sector where they have taken them upon
themselves.

We had a gentleman testify, one gentleman started on on the job
training. He had limited financial help from the Government, and all
of them seemed to conclude, as you have, that we have to approach
manpower in conjunction with job opportunities.

It is going to be difficult, and it is going to take better programing
than this country has ever experienced in its history.

I think it is critical. I think that is one of the main points.
Mr. BALL. It certainly is.
Mr. GArnos. Is there anything else that anybody would like to say

or have appear in the record?
I want to impress upon you that although the fill committee is not

here, that your testimony is part of the permanent record, and mem-
Ivan: have it available to them, and the staff has it available, and
people generally can make a request.

It is unfortunate that then we have three subcommittees scheduled at
the same fine. Consequently, we can't all be here, but I want you to
know that your presentation is not wasted, that it will he read,
considered, and exhaustively examined.

I want to thank you for your time in coming here.
Mr. BALL. I wanted to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your time

and the great interest you have shown.
Nrr. GAYDOS. It is our pleasure. On behalf of the committee chair-

man, Mr. Daniels, I extend his thanks and appreciation for making the
arrangements to come here, and thank y ou for your valuable time
in coming here, and taking time to prepare this document and allow-
ing us to gain value from questioning you, even though it is limited
and the whole committee is not here.

I want to thank you and we will adjourn at this time.
Mr. BALL. Thank you.
Mr: GAYDOS. The hearing will resume in room 2261 at 9 :30 tomorrow

mormag.
Thank you, gentlemen.
(Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the Select Subcommittee on Labor re-

cessed, to reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., Friday, April 24, 1970 in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building.)



MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

FRIDAY, APRIL 24, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMIT'rEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.
Washington, D.0 .

The subcommittee met at 9 :55 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels and Erlenborn.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel and Cathy

Romano, research assistant.
Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.

This morning, we continue hearings on legislation dealing with the
establishment of a comprehensive national manpower program.

Our first witness is Mrs. Mary Dublin Keyserling, representing the
National Council of Jewish Women. I extend to you a most cordial
welcome, Mrs. Keyserling.

STATEMENT OF MRS. MARY DUBLIN KEYSERLING ON BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN, THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOMEN, THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
NEGRO WOMEN, AND THE N ATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG
WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCI ANION

Mrs. KEYSERLIxo. Thank you. I am glad to be here. In addition to
representhig the National Council of Jewish Women, I am speaking:
for the National Council of Catholic Women, the National Council of
Negro Women, and the National Board of the Youna Women's Chris-
tian Association which wish to join in this statemenr and have author-
ized me to testify also on their behalf.

We are an ecumenical movement of women.
Mr. DANIELS. Completely in accord with the times.
Mrs. KEYsEntxxo. I am a member of the Natonal Council of Jewish

Women, an organization established in 1893 with a Membership of over
100,000 in local units throughout the United States.

I am an economist and served during the administration of Presi-
dent Johnson as Director of the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Depart.
ment of Labor, from March 1964 until January 19'9.

I am now an economic consultant in private practice. My earlier
experience includes service as ASsof:late Director of the Conference on
Economic Progress, in various economic posts in the Federal Service,
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as Execntive Director of the National Consumers League, and as a
teacher of economics.

The National Council of Jewish Women for over three-quarters
of a century has not only been concerned with employment problems,
but many of our members are engaged in helping to develop employ-
ment opportunities for youth, for senior citizens and others.

Over the years the delegates to our conventions have made conunit-
»lents to work for job opportunities for those who are in need of
employment. At our last biennial convention helii in April of 1969
the delegates adopted the followinT resolution:

ruw :National Council of Jewish Women believes that the economic policies
and programs of all levels of government should be designed to develop our fnll
human. social and eeanomie potentbil.

/t therefore r('Neircs. To urge the formulation of long range government poli-
cies and legislation which will encourage growth _lid assure expanded economic
opportunities and full employment with safeguards against inflationary pressurm
and inequitable taxation.

To work for measures which provide 'Training for available job opportunities
for the untrained. the underemployed and those unemployed as a resnit of tech-
nological develoinnents and other change::: In the economy.

The four organizations -for which I speak this morning welcome
this opportunity to comment on the administration's manpower pro-
posals and other major manpower bills now under consideration. We
are in accord that there is urgent need greatly to improve and
strenp-then our national manpower policies and programs. We wish
to speak this morning about some general principles which we hope
your committee will bear in mind in proposino- legislation toward this
end.

We believe that manpower policies and programs must be essen-
tially threefold in purpose. They must relate not only to effective job
training. They must be directed towards the assurance of p-cod job
opportunities, and at least at a living wage, for every man and woman
able and willing to work. Training without job availability is a mock-
ery. And the trurd purpose is to match the worker and the job to the
very of our ability..

We urge that these fliree purposes be firmly integrated in forth-
coming nmnpower legislation.

We need positive programs actually to lower existing unemploy-
ment and underemployment and the hidden unemployment that has
been with ns on an excessive scale in recent years.

We had little reason to be smug even when our recorded unemploy-
ment rate last yc ir averaged 3.5 percent. This was far from an accept-
able achievemciu for some 11 million people who were then either
jobless or working part, time when they wanted full-time work, or in
jobs which paid too little to take them out of poverty.

-ark m.1hca figure is an official figure which I tcok from the
Prcsido!,t's Manv)wer Report. of January 1969. I have seen figures
nnr-tt th,it as high as 15 millionbut this I used as an
otfl, Departt ..:tnt, estimate.

:tre the. peopie whose need-3 our manpower polics and pro-
grants must Ile espe,,:o-iv directed to meet. Their number has un-
doubtedly incised this year as the recorded unemployment rate has
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Manpower lepislation to be acceptable, in our judg .nt, must not
only improve the method of administration and op Ation of man-
power traininp. programs: to the extent our monetary and fiscal poli-
cies fail to assure the full employment to which we should be com-
mitted, it should provide for contracts with public and private non-
profit organizations to provide employment in the wide range of public
services cf which we are acutely in need.

Our hospitals, our day care centers, and our schools mid, other social
institutions are sadly 'inderstalfed. To have hands and minds idle
when there is so much socially necessary work do is anachronistic
in the extreme.

Ancl may 1 take this opportunity to emphasiik that more than one-
half of the 1 1 million unemployed, underemployed, and working poor
last year were women, a lar(re proportion of whom were the heads
of their families.

If we face up to our responsibility as a nation to return to the
economic mainstream those whose rightful place. it is in the residual
task of reforming our welfare system will be a far smaller task. What
is more, not only will those benefit to whom jobs at a living wage can
and must be assured: the entire community will benefit. There is no
better way to cut welfare costs than -co help the jobless and underpaid
become self-sustaining members of society. And to do so is a very !rood,
lunnane, and just way to increase tax revenues.

In this connection we would like to turn to several other general
manpower policy if ad program considerations.

mentioned tht,t, half of the more than 11 million jobless, under-
employed, and working pool are women. The barrier to the employ-
ment of many of these women is the unavailability of child day care at
an affordable price.

Meeting this deficiency is as much a part of a sound manpower
policy as training itself. It is an aspect of manpower policy, a very
important one.

Today close to 5 million emplcyed women are mothers of preschool
children. Facilities should be available to care for several million
of these youngsters. Yet there are presently only about 600,000 clay
care places available.

The scarcity of service right now is appalling. If we believe that
work opportunities aro needed for many additionai mothers as our
organizations do, one of our first responsibilities is to provide the
care and seryice neededffood care conducive to child development.

This we have almost eairely ignored. Our present manpower pol-
icies under the WIN proIT .am for example, provide funds for the
purchase of care but do nothina to augment its supply.

(And I might interpose here''that the family assistance program
passed by the House last week repeats this, if I may say so in quotes,
"error." It provides funds for the purchase of care,' but not funds for
the construction of facilities.)

And care in all too many instances just has not been purchasable.
In consequence of th;s, Department of Labor officials have reported
that "the lack of cH.cl care services luts been the most serious single
barrier to the success of the woik incentive WIN program."

Forthcoming manpower legislation should help to reined:, this de-
ficiency. There will be little. point to work incentive and training
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programs for many of the women in need of training and jobs unless
this can be done.

We must not minimize how serious a barrier to employment is the
present day-care service shortage. A few years ago a Department of
Labor survey of 10 economically deprived areas revealed that about
one out of every five residents, not thai in the labor force, were pre-
vented from seeking employment because care for their children was
not available. A recent New York City survey indicated that seven
out of 10 women welfare recipients wanted employment. Slx out of
10 of the mothers of preschool children wanted employment, an extra-
ordinarily high figure, but lack of day care barred this. The seven
out of 10 figure referred to all women welfare recipients, regardless
of the age of their children. Studies in other areas confirm the uni-
versality of this finding.

Another manpowey problem of great concern to us, which should
have greater legislative attention, is the need to provide for the up-
grading of entry level employees through training on the job in
order to assure more rapid and more adequate utilization of their
potentials and to make room at the entry level for man, of those
presently jobless.

Also insufficiently stressed is the need to separate from existing
professional, semiprofessional, and skilled job assignments the lesser
skilled tasks which can be efficiently undertaken by those in lower
ranking jobs or now not at work.

We suffer from an anomalous situation: an acute shortage of skilled
workers in many fields side by side with a dearth of opportunity for
the relatively unskilled or semiskilled. We have done far too little to
tackle this problem of new career development. We need "aides" in
our schools, hospitals and clinics, settlement houses, librariesto men-
tion just a few of the many places where there are far larger jobs to
do than we are accomplishing.

It will take additional public funds to create more of these needed
slots in today's economic climate. But it will take more than this. It
will take new concepts of work organization and willingness to break
down false professionalism and it will take stronger Federal legisla-
tive support.

Turning to the preparation of people for jobswe. recognize how
difficult is the matter of improving administrstive organization and
operatdon. There has been a proliferation of manpower training pro-
grams. There has been inadequate coordination. There have been weak-
nesses in Federal-State-local administrative relationships.

We concur in the desirability of vesting responsibility under the
authorit, of the Department of Labor for the consolidation and fund-
ing of all federally assisted manpower programs. But we question the
methods proposed by the administration's manpower bill, decentraliz-
ing the admmistration of the niajor Federal programs to the States
and localities. "While we recognize that the bill provides for a three-
stage turnoverfirst to develop acceptable plans, second to put the
plans into operation, and third to reward eifective operation or penal-
ize poor performancethe success of the appmacii rests on the assump-
tion that all States are willing and able to do a first-rate job which is
demanded if we are adequately to meet our manpower needs.
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In all likelihood the State employment services would be assigned
by the Governors to manage the States' manpower programs. In past
years most of these services have not been geared to meet the needs
of the especially disadvantaged. Many have not showii the proven
capacity to undertake the taFks which the administration bill en-
visages. Further the approach sugcrested assumes that the Secretary
of Labor will be able so to evaluate and monitor the State and local

programs as to assure effective operation.
The difficulties involved in reconciling State and local conflicts, in

approving or disapproving State plans and of withholding funds from

going programs found not to be up to standard, despite political pres-
sures, would be immense in scope.

We wordd favor the approach such as that suggested by H.R. 11620,
introduced by Representative O'Hara and pending before your com-

mittee.
This approach provides for far greater flexibility. It, would permit

the Secretary of Labor to effect the tyneq of change; envisaged under

the administration bill but only ptoViding the circumstances war-

ranted.
It would g,ive him greater scope for discretion, wider choice with

respect to the agenciesState and local, public and privatebest
suited to the task. It would centralize responsibility, and in our view

this is needed. The buck would stop there. It would be far more con-
ducive in our -.',.idgment to strengthening national manpower policy

which must be national in scope. Fifty separate manpower policies

on the part of 50 States would be chaotic.
Ilre need a national manpower policy geared closely with national

economic policies of which it is an intrinsic part. There should be

the closest possible cooperation between all Federal agencies whose
policies and programs relate to the achievement of manpower goals.

This necessary policy integration in today's world et,n only be
achieved at the Federal level. This we believe is recogniz(z,d in the

O'Hara approach.
H.R. 11620 proposes that weekly training allowances meet at least

the minimum standards set by the Federal Fair Labor Standards
Act. The administration's bill in setti -ig full time institutional train-
ing allowances, at only the average, weekly wage in unemployment
insurance covered employmen!, in the trainee's home Stateafter
July 1, 1972we regard as seriously inadequate. The wage of OJT
trainees we note, in the administration's bill, would be the legal mini-
mum or the going rate. But why the distinction between the trainee
off the job arid those on the job? Their needs are the same. And sub-
standard payments anywhere are a threat to the basic minimum wage
structure.

May we comment, too, on a very important manpower policy aspect
of the administration's welfare reform bill which would designate
the State employment services as the agencies to administer family
assistance for training and jobs. We recommend the federalization
of the employment service. We see this as vital if we are to move,

as we should, to Federal standards for work training allowances, for
work ,.elerral and for wages to be paid.

We wish to record our view, in this connection that the. Federal
Fair Labor Standards Act should be strengthened to provide a. more
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adequate minimum, wage in order to meet current living costs, to ex-
tend coverage to all workers, including migratory workers and house-
hold employees.

And again may I interpose briefly ?
Our household employees represent some 2 million women in the

United States. Their average earning3 for year-round full-time em-
ployment are almost impossible to believeless than $1,500 a year in
the country as a whok.

Mr. DANIELS. You refer to househokl employees. Are these workers
sometimes called domestics ?

Mrs. KEYSERLING. Yes.
Pending such improvement, we would urcre that revised manpower

legislation require the employment serviceto refer workers only to
jobs which ptty at least the Federal minimum wage.

We are Lily cognizant of the difficulties involved in putting our
manpowel- programs and policies in better order. But the need is
urgent. We, hope that, as this is attempted, recognition will be given to
tlie general principles we have sought to emphasize.

Mr. DANEELS. Thank you, Mrs. Keyserling.
KEYSERLING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DANIELS. Mrs. Keyserling, on behalf of the committee and per-
sonally, I wish to compliment you on a very fine statement.

You have fully endorsed the provisions of the O'Hara bill, H.R.
11620. I would like to obtain your opinion with reference to a key pro-
vision in the O'Hara bill which concerns to public service employment.

Do you endorse such a policy ?
Mrs. KEYSERLING. Yes; very strongly, and I would say this is ono

of the main reasons why we have endorsed the O'Hara bill, becawe
this is a component of the O'Hara bill and, not of the other two.

All the training in the world is not going to create the jobs as un-
employment rises. The basic problem is the lack of job opportunity.
Training, of course, is esential, it is needed, skills must be there, edu-
cation must be upgraded. But if the jobs are not there, we will have
wasted money, we will have created very frustrated human beings,
who, after training, will go back to being unemployed and litter will
not be easily induced to come forward again when training and job
oi,portunities are there.

The twotraining and job opportunitymust go hand in hand.
Mr. DANIELS. HES. Keyserling, I could not agree with you more.

During the Easter recess this committee conducted field hearings, and
we found that it just increased people's frustration and the anger of
people to train them for jobs and then when they finish the program
there are no jobs available.

Therefore, I wholeheartedly agree with you that we shoukl train
people for jobs which are available when the training is completed.

Mrs. KEYSERLING. There is another problem. Unless there are job
opportunities you don't know what you are training people for. This,
I think, has 1;een one of the weaknesses of our past manpower pro-
grams. We have trained in ait u cer generafized way, and not sufficiently
with a view to the specific opportunities that we can anticipate.

This has been especially true as far as women are concerned.
Mr. DANIELS. You laid 0-reat emphasis and stress on day care cen-

ters. There is a oTeat needt'for construction of many of these clay care
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centers. and you approve the. idea of the Goverament contracting for
such services?

Mrs. KEysERLINo. I pointed out that there are 6 million children
-under the age of six whose mothers work. Low income mothers of
youn g. children are, much more apt to work than mothers in comforta-
ble circumstances. The figures are immensely interesting.

As you go up the income scale the mother of the young child is less
apt to work. For instance, if the aimual income of the lmsband is
$10,000 or more, only 16 percent of the mothers with preschool chil-
dren work. If the husband's income is between $3,000 to $5,000, 35 per-
cent of the mother's work. These lower income mothers of young chil-
dren work to feed the children, or help feed them. A large percentage
of the working mothers of yonng preschool children arc widowed,
separated, or divorced. They too work ont of economie necessity. They
must have adequate care for their children.

When I was Director of the Women's Bureau we made a study of the
arrangements working mothers make for the care of their children.
We found that about 13 percent of the mothers were taking their
children with them to their places of work. There was no other place
for them.

About half of the children were being cared for in their homes; but
when you analysed this, you found this was the saddest kind of cu.s-
todial care in all too many cases. It was often an elderly person in
charge who just could feed the child, and very little more.

About a third of the preschool children were cared for in other
peoples homes. Very often this was an under the sink type of care. It
was often merely custodial care. The disadvantaged child, especially,
needs good day care center care, with a built in child development
component. This is the essence of good day care.

We found only about 6 percent of the preschool children in day
care centers, far less than half of those who were going with their
mothers to their place of work.

There were fewer children in day care centers then were latch key
children, children with a hey around their necks and a little sign
saying to the passerby, I am Snzie Jones. I live at so and so street. If
you find me far away, send me home. This is a travesty in a democracy
such . as ours.

We have doubled the capacity of day care centers in the last 5 years
since we in the Women's Bureau and the Children's Bureau and all the
national women's organizations have been putting great emphasis on
this problem.

We have helped to awaken America to the need for day citre. We
have doubled facilities. The number of children in licensed homes; aml
centers has risei. from 300,000 to 600,000. But this is less than 10 per-
cent of the preschool children whose mothers work. The number re-
mains hopelessly inadequate.

A large part of this increase in day en re (-?rvire lms been financed
by the Government in Head Start 1)1.0,0111ms and WIN pop-rams and
others. N, ve. are cutting back on these pmgrams

Mr. r Do you believe then in order to have an effective
and an op. . ive manpower program that we should adequately pro-
vide for day care centers?
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Mrs. KEYSERLING. We must. Under the WIN program, we have
learned that mothers have had to drop out because iihey have been
unable to obtain day care for their young children. There was money to
pay for the care, but much of the care we bought under this program
was not good child care, it was custodial care.
- It was too often temporary, and haphazard. The mother would often
start her training and then have to 0-o back home because day care
wasn't obtainable. The big<Test singlet"factor, according to Labor De-
partment officials who testified before your committee, for the in-
adequacy of the WIN propTam was the inadequacy of day care.

We cannot expand facilities adequately without more construction
money, and there is no place for this con:it-ruction money to come from
except from Federal appropriations. I think that, as a taxpayer, this
is about the best investment a taxpayer could see made with his tax
money.

It would pay in human terms. It would pay in dollar and cents
terms, because good day care with emphasis on child development
enables children to enter school and succeed, not to be labeled as fail-
ures at 6 or 7, not be destined to become school dropouts in a relatively
short period of time..

Mr. DANIELS. From your experience as an economist, have you naide
any studies of manpower training programs in other countries and
compared them and their operations to the those in the United States
of America?

Mrs. KEYSERLING. I have not made official studies. I have traveled
a good deal and seen manpower programs abroad. This has been one of
my keen interests, but I have not produced a monograph on manpower
programs in other countries.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you very much. I recognize Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. La me thank you, Mrs. Keyser ling, for your very

fine testimony before the committee this morning. There are a couple
of questions I would like to ask.

I don't notice anywhere in your discussion of child day care facili-
ties the role that might be played by proprietary day care centers.

Some believe that with help in the form of guaranteed loans and so
forth, a proprietary day care center could provide a good portion of
the day care needs, properly supervised.

Would you address yourself to that
Mrs: KEYSERLING. Yes; I would be very happy to.
I think proprietary centers carry a very large part of the load now.
Many are very good. But what we must bear in mind as we think of

this problem is that the mothers who are most in need of good day care
are the mothers in the lower income categories.

Good day care to e more than custodial, requires highly trained
professionals. It requires equipment. It requires good food. Espr,cially
in relation to low income, disadvantaged fannies, it requires good
health services and social services to reach beyond the child to the
parent. Good day care must involve the parent. ..ind by the time you
provide the kind of care that is needed 1:01' a child that stars disad-
vantaged you have run the cost up to something that no disadvantaged
family- can afford, and these fire costs which must be borne.

Good day care is an investment. It pays. What is needed for many
children is outright subsidy. I don't think we have thought of sub-
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sidies to private enterprise in the day care field. I think usually when
we have thought of large scale public costs, we have thought it more
economical to have a public servicc.

The proprietary services are desperately needed. They can meet a
very large part of the service for families that can afford care.

But there is one other element. that should be thought of and that;
is that in our day care centers as in our public schools, we no mok.e
want to segregate on the basis of color than we do on the basis of
income.

Our whole public school system is built on the concept that all
children should grow up together and 'benefit from each other, and
many of us, certainly the organizations I am speaking for, feel this
very strongly.

1f we support proprietary as well as public facilities we may get
kind of income segregation that we will regret. This may be a necessary
way of moving, because our need is so desperate.

Speaking as an individualI am not sure I can speak for my four
organizations on thisultimately I would anticipate and hope that we
would regard ;:he provision of aay care services just as much a part
of our educational system as we do our primary and secondary schools.

I feel that day care centen: should be in the neighborhood, near
where the child lives. Attendance should not be mandatory, as in our
school system, but it should be a service there, available for any parent
who wants it.

My testimonj has stressed the need for care for the. children of
working mothers, but day care is a need, too. This should not be
taken away from children of mothers who don't work, whether they
are disadvantaged or privileged. So in the long run, I believe we will
think, as other countries have, of day care as an essential public serv-
ice, as part of the education system. This is, I know, however, a long
way ahead.

So I would welcome the bills that are before your committee in
the Clay care field, notably the Brademas bill, which would provide
financial assistance to all types of day care facilities, public and
private.

This has been a long answer, but it is a difficult question.
Mr. ERLEXBORN. Apparently your answer is based on the assump-

tion, most likely warranted, from the past performance under the WIN
program and the proposed family assistance program, that day-care
funds .would not be sufficient to provide the type of day care that most
proprietary cer.ters would 13rov

Mrs. KEYSERLING. It is not c. ly that it has been insufficient, there
has not been the care a failable to be bought.

Mr. ERLENIIORN. Some tell us that really with the components of the
da-y-care. program should be are not too well understood as yet.

Mrs. KyysErmixo. I l'elieve we know more than many people think.
We have developed concepts of standards over the years, and if you
should be interested, there is a publication of the HEW, the OEO, and
the Department of Labor that spells out. standards, "Federal Inter
agency Day Ca,!e Requirements." The Children's Bureau has many
publications on needed day care components.

We know that to provide real developmental cip-e it may cost as
much as $35 or $10 a week, or even more. This is our experience here
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in the District in the 16 centers run by the National Capital. Area
Day Care Association. You can't provide care. at this prce wAhout
subsidizing because, the great bulk of parents can't afford this kind of
fee. They can't meet the full costs.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I think your cost estimates are certainly borne out,
and maybe even higher estimates could be sustained by our experience
with headstart programs, which is in a way a developmental day-care
program. As you probably know, there are pressures now to expand
that to cover children from families of greater income, or maybe even
make headstart universal.

Does this fit in with your concept of making the preschool a public
service, and also making it part of our educational system?

Onct of the problems that I think remains unresolved, if we are to
think of this as part of the educational system, is : Should it be put in
with our State school systems ?

Most States are having difficulty financing the present educational
systems. So then the question is : Are we going to develop separate
Federal preschool systems that will work along with the State elemen-
tary and secondary school systems ?

I think these are difficult prollems to resolve, and I personally doubt
the, desirability of having two separate school systems, one Federal
and one State.

How do we even resolve this ?
Mrs. KEYSERLING. I would agree with ycu, but I think, as in all these

new problems, where we are boginning to sense the magnitude of our
responsibility, we do what we can, and move as rapidly as we can
toward our ultimate goal. I would agree with you that ultimately
all these educational services should be integrated, but perhaps in
these exploratory stages of experimentation and demonstration, we
should start in the Federal area where we can develop the rules, regu-
lations, and standards, and learn by experience, and then ultimately
seek, throngh education, to integrate the total system. It will take a
great change in public opinion, toc.

We have already seen considerable change in public opinion with
respect to day care in the last few years. In the first years that I testi-
fied for the Women's Bureau before House committees urging ap-
propriations for day care, if I may say so, I seldom got a sympathetic
reaction. Many Congressmen seemed to feel that mothers of preschool
children should not work.

The answer is that mothers of preschool children do work. They
are not going to go home, beeanse if they do, many children will go
hungry, as I pointed out in my earlier remarks.

'This is a reality and public opinion in the country is changing.
recognizing that this is part ci.!. our ty_ae, and that we can't play ostrich
any longer.

The working mothers are there, the children are there, the neglect is
there, and r s more and more people recognize this, I think the tax-
payer will say, this is our responsibility llk the States and localities as
well z-t: on the Federal

thMk it will come quickly.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Getting briefly to another area of your testimony,

I think yon have touched on the need to identify wlnt job skills are
necessary in the labor market. I think this has been one of our great
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failuies. I think that many Members of the Congvess, as well as the
administration, now feel we should move to a national comput-irized
job bank sort of operation, where we can identify the skills tIlat are
necessary.

Just too few years {too, our Job Corps operation consisted of givino-
a youngster training, cfevelopinp: a skill, giving him a certificate of sai'-
isfartory completion, and an aieline ticket home, and that was it.

There was not even an effort to bring this graduate of the Job Corps
in contact with the employment services. Fortunately, this has changed
somewhat, but still, I think it is obvious that we don't know what sort
of skills are necessary.

We don't know where the jobs are and what skills would be neces-
sary to obtain these jobs.

So moving in this direction I think is basic beginning toward what
should then proceed to identify the skills are will be necessary in the
future.

The children who are in the elementary schools today will no doubt
need very different skills when they come of employment age than do
people who are job seekers in the market today, and I don't think we
have done anything at all about the need for training in the regular
school syste:.10. to see that the graduate of high school or college many
years hence, will have the type cf skills necessary in that day and age.

Mrs. KEYSERLING. I agree that the job bank is very important to give
help to our youngsters who are not going to go through manpower
training programs. T. antcipate where there are job opportunities is
terribly important for all people looking for work.

I would stress somethino- I did not mention in my testimony, and
that is that there is a neeif for tremendous improvement in our oca-
tional guidance in the high schols, especially in relation to our girls
for whom we are doing a sadly inadequate job.

Nine out of ten of all our girls will work. All too many of them think
they are going to be the tenth. They can't all be the 10th. They are not
aware that half of all women between is and 65 are at work today.
They need better preparation for their work roles.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I have found that some of the people who are best
qualified to identify what skills are necessary, or what sort of train-
mg will provide those skills are the very people who are going to
employ the workers.

Some of the on-the-job programs I thiiik are the best, because the
people in the industry that. will utilize these skills help design the
program, an(l will in a wry assure that there will be a job opportunity
for the one who has completed the successfully. So to ignore
the industry in designing the proo.rams and actually co-i.ducting the
programs is. I think, a. mistake.

Mrs. KE-vsEur,i No. I could not agrce more stron51y and if I might
in this connection would like to miderscore a p.:-.)int, I made in my
testimony, and that is that in addition to these things that you have
mentioned, which are sr . important, when unerr.P.oyment does rise
because of our failure to assure the full emplo:.n)iint to which we are
now ComMitted, T think we. have to have a pubr4; employment program.

Mr. EnuniNnoin:. Could I ask One last question Y:ou are familiar
with the trigo-ering device in the administration bill for additional
training fund; based upon the level of unemployment?
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Mrs. KEYSERLING. Yes. It is a 10-percent increase in spending if
unemploynient hits 4.5 for 3 months. If I remember the hguie cor-
rectly, that would imply pretty close to a 900,000 increase in unem-
ployment as compared to last year. As I remember the figure, a 10-
percent increase in our present manpower expenditiv-es would be
somethin!Y on the order of $200 million? This would no'., do very nnich.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I Clink it in a good concept, though. Wouldn't you
agree that it is a good conc,.pt just as it. mil omatically tri.r.igers an
increase for the extension of unemployment benefits?

Mrs. KEYSERLING. I think the device is a <rood one but I think it, is
an inadequate amount. When unemployment went above 4.5 percent,
I think the trigger should continue to boost manpower funds by rising
amounts. I have heard it su<-Tested by home that it should be another
10 percent for each two-tenths of a percent increase in unemployment. ,
Even this strikes me as being too low. But the trigger device is quite
separate from the provision of jobs. This, I feel, is also essential. I see
so imich work needed that. we are not doing and which the relatively
unskilled can do. We need school aides, hospital aides, aides in the
widest range of fields. We need aides in libraries and in settlement
houses and in many other social agencies.

The person, the disadvantaged person who can relate to other dis-
advantaged peoile can do a tremendous job in the health and social
service fields, in the mitritional and consumer fields among others.

Another trigger device is also neededthe automatic extension of
unemployment insurance when the long-term unemployed incicase
auove a certain point.

So I would hope that in the legislation that yon wri_te all of these
things would be borne in mind.

Mr. ERLENBORN. In honor of earth day arid earth week, might I
suggest that the unskilled might be utilized in the public service to
pick up the one-way bottles, tin cans, and things of that kind left.
lying around?

Would you agree with that.?
Mrs. KEYSERLING. I think we should make changes in the kinds of

b(Ales we make, too, so that they're not all indestructible,.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mrs. Keyserling.
Our next witness is Mr. Joseph Martorana, State Manpower Co-

ordinator, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH MARTORANA, STATE MANPOWER
COORDINATOR, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. MARTORANA. Mr. Chairman, Governor Sarg,mt regrets not
being able to be here. He did want to personally appear before the
Select Subcomm3ttee. However, overriding matters back home pre-
vented this.

My name is Joseph Martorana. I am State Manpower Coordinator.
I am also Coordinator of the Area Manpower System, and I have
the hoi; Jr to be the Chairman of the Massaclmsetts Advisory Council
on Vocational Education.
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It is a pleasure for me to be here today and to participate in your
considerations of the proposed manpower legislation now pending
before the Congress. I am deeply aware of the significant contributions
made by the House Committee on Education and Labor and its Sub-
committees in the formation of social policy for our country and in
the development of legislation designed to implement those policies.

It is a privilege, then, for me to be with you as you prepare to
take the next logical and necessary steps in the development of a
comprehensive and rational manpower policy.

I know that the Select Committee has already received volumes
of testimony on the pending legislation. You have heard line by line
analysis of each of the three bills, broad and penetrating discussions
of manpower problems in general, and you have heard discussions of
individual and local programs regarding their strengths and weak-
nesses.

In addition, I am under the impression that the committee is now
actively considering the advisability of developing its own. substitute
leoislation incorporating- the best thinldng and judgments on the issues
under consideration. It is for these reasons that I feel that I can best
contribute to rur deliberations by directing my comments toward
the manpower situation in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
trends and developments in our State government and by discussing
ways in which, in my view, Federal legislation can support our
attempts to serve the manpower needs of our people.

While I will be spealing only for Massachusetts, I am aware that
I may also be reflecting the views of other States and their Governors.
In one sense, Massachusetts is unique with its own particular mix
of resources, needs and problems.

On the other hand, we in Massachusetts share with other States sub-
stantial similarities with respect to social, economic and demographic
characteristics. I share with the other Governors responsibility for
the welfare of the inhabitants of my State and a desire for the authority
and resources with which to meet that responsibility. I share with
other Governors, also, a conviction that Federal legislation should be

designed to support rather than constrain our individual attempts
to cope responsibly with our individual problems.

Massachusetts is the sixth smallest State in the Nation, but the tenth
largest in population and per capita income. Our population density is
12 times the national average, our level of urbanization is 50 percent
above the national mean. With less than 3 percent of the Nation's
population, we have over 3 percent of the Nation's nonagricultural
work force and 31/, percent of the Nation's work force in manufactur-
ing. Over 4 percent of the Nation's scientists work in Massachusetts.

Our economy is now undergoing a rapid and radical change. Tradi-
tionally, manufacturing has been the backbone of the Commonwealth's
economy, but this sector is rapidly shrinlnng with accelerated growth
in areas of high-sIdlled technology and in services.

In the _period between 1960 and 1969, shoe manufacturing had
declined throughout the country by 6.3 percent ; for Massach.usetts,
the rate of loss was 30 percent or almost five times the national rate of
decline in this sector.
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During the same period, the growth rate of defense industries was
24 percent above the national average. In 196S the defense dependency
rate for the State was 2S percent above the national average. As our
economic base changes, there are obvious changes and dislocations in
our labor force, with many short- and long-term implications for man-
power policy and programing.

In December 1969, when the national unemployment rate was 3.5
percent, unemployment in Massachusetts was at 3.9 percent ; in one
city of the. State, unemployment exceeded 61A percent. One of our corn-
nuinities houses two of the Nation's largest and most prestigious insti-
tutions of higher learning, several highly specialized industries, and a
population in. which over 33 percent of the families have an annual
income of less than $5,000.

This paradox of an intense concentration of hicrhly skilled tech-
nicians with a continuing need for specialized manpower, functioning
side by side with a large disadvantaged population with a continuing
need for more and better employment, is not unique to Massachusetts-
Neither are our pockets of urban ghettos, rural poverty, migrant labor,.
or high seasonal unemployment.

What is unique is the particular mix and configuration of these eco-
nomic, technolorical, and manpower components producing problems
and needs with which we live daily and for which we are terribly lack-
ing in the necessary and adequate resources for their solution. The
.7eat difficulty of attempting to solve our labor market problems with
a network of individual programs has been recognized by this com-
mittee and is the focus of present attempts to improve the planning
and delivery of available resources.

The proposed shift from the present treatment. of manpower prob-
lems by catepbries and programs demonstrates an awareness that the-
aggregate of piecemeal efforts now in operation is both inefficient and
ineffective in meeting the complexities of manpower needs. The Man-
power Development and Training Act of 1962 was a most significant
advance by the Congress in establishing the Federal Government's
interest in and responsibilities for labor market problems.

It recognized the needs within many occupational cateaories for
qualified personnel, and provisions of the act which provided trainina
by categories followed logically.

As we developed greater kmowledge and sophistication with re-
spect to manpower problems, amendments to the MDTA, the Econbmic
Opportunity Act, and other pieces of legislation were enacted to meet
the particular needs of special population groups through specific
programs. But we have learned that national cateories often impose
priorities which do not adequately reflect the particular manpower
needs within a State or a recrion. A holistic approach to manpower that
will consider the totality of manpower needs rather than Caose only
represented by categories is clearly indicated.

It is in this context, therefore, that I consider the proposal to de-
velop a comprehensive manpower system at the State level a most
sirnificant opportunity to genninely meet the manpower needs of
Massachusetts, providing us with an opportunity to defme our needs,
resources, and problems and then develop appropriate programs.

1M
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In the Commonwealth, we have already responded to the problem
of fra;:rmentation in manpower as well as in other functional areas.
The Cabinet Act of 1969 mandates the reorganization and moderniza-
tion of the executive branch of our government along comprehensive
functional lines. In April 1971, all-of our State agencies, and the
'functional areas they represent, will be coordinated . in nine cabinet
level executive secretariats. One of these will include many of the
State agencies operatino- in the manpower area includin t'lle State
Employment Service and our Department of L

o-

abor aneIndustries.
In this context, I should call your attention to the fact that oar

Executive Office of Manpower Atfairs will not include under its juris-
diction vocational education and vocational rehabilitation functions,
as the administration's bill urges.

The Cabinet Act was intemied to produce a meaningful organization
that will result in a comprehensive and creative treatment of prob-
lems with a maximum utilization of resources. For many reasons,
including the structure of Federal legislation and funding, our own
history and other internal circumstances, we have chosen, for the time
being at least, to consider vocational education as an education rather
than manpower function, and vocational rehabilitation as a health
and welfare rather than a manpower service.

It is our hope that the necessary cooperation and linkages between
vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and other manpower
services can be effected by our CAMPS structure and via interdepart-
mental arrangements at the cabinet level. A requirement that voca-
tional education and vocational rehabilitation be an integral part of
the State's manpower agency would make for unnecessary complica-
tions and difficulties at this stage of our attempts to reorganize the
executive branch of our State government.

The concept of a comprehensive approach to manpower planning
and service delivery is further supported by the concept of decentrali-
zation as it has been developed in this committee. Decentralization
must. go beyond the establishment of an administrative. State man-
power structure which would do no more than add an additional layer
of centralization t-o the administration of manpowerprograms that are
currently operating under Federal priorities.

Decearalization will be meaningful if it takes advantaoe of the
Governor's proximity and understanding of the needs of hisState, as
a whole and as a collection of areas with overlapping similarities and
distinct differences. The Governor is in a unique position to see the
particular manpower needs of the rural, suburban, and urban areas
within his State, and how they contradict and complement one
another.

From his perspective, the Governor can best insure that specific
needs are met., which may involve considering an area on the one hand
as a separate entity, and on the other hand as one of sevenl areas with
similar or complementary needs.

In short, supported by a comprehensive manpower agency, the Gov-
.ernor is most appropriately situated to respond to the varied dirnen-

ions of manpower needs: immediate crisis, short- and long-range
problems, isolated and statewide situations. It is this sensitivity and
ability to meet. the manpower needs of the State that I would describe
as meaningful and necessarylVilization.
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There are further advantages to decentralization. In Massachusetts,
the creation of the executive office of manpower affairs will ensure
that manpower will be. afforded the high priority position it needs and
deserves.

Moreover, the Cabinet structure that we have planned will encour-
acrt, e the manpower area, as well as other functional areas, to be viewed
comprehensively; not only within its particular cabinet office but
comprehensively through the creation of program and planning link-
ages across functional lines.

Thus, links between ihanpower, transportation, education, and eco-
nomic development, to name a few, will he acklowledged and action
taken to the advantao-e of all. Decentralization of the Federal man-
power budget via blocl grants to States will enable our State to more
effectively utilize its resources to meet its manpower responsibilities in
concert with other functional areas that bear on the efficacy of man-
power activities.

I wish at this point to reiterate emphasize, and make very clear that
the Governor feels responsible for the manpower scene in the Com-
monwealth. I wholeheartedly support legislation which would make
that responsibility a fact rather than a feeling, and would urge further
that legislation provide the sufficient resources and authority to enable
a governor to meet his responsibilities in manpower.

In the absence of necessary resources and authority, the concept of
decentralization is a fiction and I would rather that responsibility for
unemployment and employment problems in my State remain where it
has been, namely, in the COnoress and in the Department of Labor. For
the potentialities embodieein the concepts of decentralization and
comprehensiveness to be realized, and the Governor held accountable
for the effect of Federal manpower funds on State manpower prob-
lems (as he should be), he must not be constrained in the disposition
of these funds.

It would serve no purpose at this time for us to ignore or minimize
the fact that significant gaps exist between intent and performance and
that there is substantial controversy with re'spect to what decentraliza-
tion actually means and how it would be implemented. Just recently;
the Department of Labor acted to make funds available directly fo
cities for developing a manpower planning competence. The decision
was made unilaterally; there was no consultation with State 0-overn-
ments. The action is beino- taken accordinz to criteria established in
Washington and without any reference to intergovernmental condi-
tions at the State and local level, without any reference to sub-State
area plannino- that is now going- on in a number of States, includinfr
Massachusetis.

This is only one of several examples of recent decisions by the De-
partment which appear to be completely contrary to the spirit of the
concept of decentralization as embodied in the aaministration's man-
power leo-islation now being actively supported by the Department of
Labor.

The establishment of criteria in the legislation (or by fiat prior to its
passage) to which a governor must conform with respect to the de-
signation of local areas for :planning and funding purposes are based
on the assumption that all States are the same, that local cdnditions
within all States are the same, and that criteria established tAationally
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can be implemented across the board. This is not true and it is certainly
contrary to my understanding of the meaning of decentralization.

Just as I would oppose provisions which would limit my ability to
develop the administrative mechanisms most appropriate to the needs
of the population in Massachusetts, or are not consistent with the law
which reorganized the State govermnent, so I would oppose provisions
which predetermine which agencies on the State and local levels will
be chosen as prime sponsors. The record is clear with respect to my
support of community action programs and the importance of partici-
pation by the poor in the planning and implementing of programs
which affect them.

But that is quite different from suggesting that all community action
agencies are of the same quality and should have the same role with
respect to local planning and delivery of manpower services. Just as
their structures, functions, sizes and competences vary, so should their
responsibilities and jurisdictions with respect to manpower programs
also vary.

The same is true of the State Employment Service. I have only the
highest regard and respect for the competence and performance of
the Employment Service in my State and in its local offices. However,
the Employment Service varies in its structure and competence from
State to State, and there are variations within States. In determining
the role of the Employment Service-on the State level and the roles
of district 'offices locally, a Governor must be free to take account of
these variations. The aw in Massachusetts which establishes a cabi-
net form of government will place our Division of Employment
Security under the jurisdiction of the Executive Office of Manpower
Affairs. I could not support a provision in the legislation (or in the
ouidelines implementing the leo-ishtion) which would have the effect
of depriving the Governor of jurisdiction over the participation of the
Employment Service in manpower planning and programing or would
have the effect of weakening the structure of the Executive Office of
Manpower Affairs as envisioned by our State law.

In short, a comprehensive manpower bill which provides for decen-
tralization to the State level, can only be effective if the Governor is
allowed to organize his resources and formulate priorities as he sees
them. The imposition of an arbitrary bifurcation of manpower plan-
ning and delivery services, the imposition of federally designated
boundaries of local areas, the designation of one or another agency on
the State or local level to serve as prime sponsors, are restraints upon
the States that are both unnecessary and contradictory to the avowed
purpose of decentralization.

Let us be clear about our intent and be sure that the provisions of
the legislation are consistent in every .1.espect with that intent. In a
somewhat similar but not exactly parallel vein, I would like to make
reference to the very imaginative notion of an automatic stabilizer
which was included in the administration bill. I am interested that a
piece of legislation, designed to place responsibility and authority at
the State level, includes a provision for trizgerintz additional activi-
ties which is based upon a national average. Mr. Chairman, I must
call to -your attention that when unemployment in the Nation is at
a level of 4.5 percent, unemployinent and -underemployment in some
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parts of Massachusetts exceeds 20 percent. For the legislation to be
truly responsive to needs and changes within States, an automatic
stabilizer must be ovared tolocal conditions rather than to a national
average.

Further, I should like to note that since 4.5 percent is regardei in
the bill as the critical point, and since no other figure is mentioned as
a national goal or as a satisfactory level of unemployment., one is led
to assume that anything less than 4.5 percent would be considered
satisfactory.

An unemployment rate of 4.4 percent in Massachusetts or any place
else, in my view, is unacceptable. Legislation establishincr national
manpower policy which might imply Otherwise is seriouslylacking.

And finally, Mr. Chairman, I should like to go on record with'the
observation that a manpower bill which focuses so- lelv on training, and
is not concerned with the availability or level of jots for those being-
trained can hardly be considered comprehensive, rational, or viewed
as the foren:nner in the development oi a national manpower policy.
"When unemployment, is increasing, and this is at least. in part a result.
of cooling off of the economy produced by anti-inflationary measures.
training programs by themselves cannot be seen as a solution to that
unemployment.

In conclusion, crentlemen, it seems to me that there are several roads
that may be taken. One would combine authority and accountability
for meeting manpower needs and place them in the office of the Secre-
tary of Labor. In this case serious local problems will be lost in the
nafional aggregates, percentages and inevitable categories.

Another approach would be to create a comprehensive manpower
agency at the State level and provile State governments with the
necessary resources and authority to meet its new responsibilities.
Given th.e necessary authority, the Governor should be held accountable
for using it effectively. But it is first necessary that the. Governor
indeed be given this authority. I am in effect, arguing for consistency
in intent, structnre, and the nature of the legislation.

kr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Martorana. Do you care to comment
on which of the three bills pending before this subcommittee meets
with your approval ?

Mr. MARTORA:NA. Our State would urge that the administration's bill
be enacted. 'We have examined all three bills, and we believe that. in
Massachusetts we have perhaps been the. forerunner of other States
in modernizincr and streamlining our State government, a task with
enormous portent, and that we are building the capability in Massa-
chusetts to handle our manpower problem. We will have a secretary
for manpower affairs come April 30, 1971. He will have planning
competence and delivery competence.

This is one of the reasons why we are actually pushing for the enact-
ment of the administration's bill.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you care to comment about the provision in the
O'Hara bill with reference to public service? Do you think this is an
area that could be explored in order to provide greater employment or
additional employment to our unemployed and underemployed?

Mr. MARTORANA. Let me give you a case. One of the concentrated
employment programs in Spring-field, as part of their program, they
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developed a training program for underemployed and unemployed,
and especially in the area of the social worker case aides.

The initial pilot program trained 25 case aides. These ease aides
were also given on-the-job training in the local welfare office.

After a period of some 6 or 7 months they took civil service exami-
nations as employees of the civil service system, specifically in the
welfare office, specificallv as social worker caseaides. A.11 25 passed, and
all 25 are now employedby the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the
welfare department as case aides at $120.80 a week. We foand that
this has a great potential.

-What it does, fundwise in the State when we start utilizing local
funds. may be another storAr. Our State employees at the present time
number some 50,000, and it is possible that within the next 2 or 3 years
this figure will 1)e increased to almost 55 to 60,000.

It is a great tax burden at the present time, and we would like to
explore further, and we would like to emphasize further this type of
proaram

1

depending, again, of course, upon the availability a money.
:N rr. DANIELS. I note that in your testimony you approve of tile

principle of decentralization. Do you feel that this power should be
given unencumbered to the Governor of a State ?

Mr. MARTORANA. I do not. I am beino- a pragmatist now, Mr. Chair-
man, and also a bit of a historian. I cron't think the Congress of the
United States in its wisdom has ever given. any Governor or organiza-
tion carte blanche, and I don't think they will ever do this. I think
the Congress in its wisdom will probably, if they go alono- with this
bill and enact the provisions of the tidministration s requat, that the
money will come to States with many metes and bounds and many
omidelines attached.

We in. the Commonwealth do not want carte blanche funds. We
don't believe in setting up another hierarchy, a duplication of, say, the
Department of Labor at the State level.

We would like to see our programs evolve as a result of community
invoh-ement in areas or regions-that are compatible in the State, come
forth finally toward a State plan, with portions of the State plan to
be vproved by the Governor and haying a limited veto power, and
ao-am that veto power to be reviewed at the -Washington level, and we
bleve that only through the involvement of our communities and our
regions within the State can we get a comprehensive plan.

Mr. DANIELS. Can you give me some evaluation of the Massachusetts
State Employment Service ?

Mr. MARTORANA. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the State employ-
ment service in all States has go r.. far afield of their original roles.
They have been given program after program after program.

In our State we have a very excellent employment service function_
However, at the present time, they have been given so many programs
that they are actually, and rightfully so, bewildered in attemptino- to
order their own priorities for effort.

They have also been given the money to conduct these Programs.
Possibly the proliferation of programs that have been given to the em-
ployment service has so overwhelmed them that it would beI mean
our evaluation has shown that they are planning to suffer from the
proliferation of efforts going off in all directions tangentially from
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their original concept or original role of being the State employment
service.

Mr. DAN-irms. Thank vou.
I recognize the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Martorana, I want to thank you for your testimony on behalf

of Governor Sargent, and in particular your mdorsement of the con-
cept in the administration bill of decentralization for the conduct of
manpower programs.

It. occurs to me in the testimony before this committee we find two
extremes. Qne which is quite often voiced is that. not all States are com-
petent to undertake the conduct of these programs. We hear this in
other committees in relation to other programs, too, a lack of confi-
dence in the State governmental structure, not usually a condemna-
tion of State structures, but rather indications that not all States are
able to handle this.

Consequently, the conclusion is reached that there should be Federal
administration of the programs.

The other extreme is that all the programs should be block grants
and given to the States without strings attached.

I think what we have here in the administration's manpower ap-
proach is a moderate position in between, recognizing that States.d.o
have competency, not giving them fands unencumbered, but putting
performance standards, and I would like to emphasize that, perform-
ance standards, in the act so that those who do perform well can be
criven more authority.

I believe that this is the genus of the approach of the administra-
tion bill, to recognize that some States have greater competency than
others, so that some States with the ability to operate a good manpower
program would be given more control over their program.

Frow do you feel about this?
Mr. MARTORANA. We have delved into this quite extensively in our

State with all of the agencies, not only the agencies involved in man-
power delivery systems, but in -vocational education and so forth. All
States, I think, have never had the opportunity to do anything Pre
this before, especially in the manpower area.

Their only opportunity was through the division of Employment
Security, which actually is, although it is State headed, can be loosely
said to Ise an extension of the Federal Department of Labor within a
State.

So, the Governor and the Governor's people have neverhad an oppor-
tunity to seize the problem and do something with it. They have never
been asked to, or required to establish competence in this area, and, of
course, establishing, competence in this area costsmoney.

Usually, since they didn't have to do it and it was left to the Depart-
ment of Labor, they put a minimum amount of effort in their, because
taxwise this was relevant.

However, our State, like other States, and especially I would like
to speak very, very proudly of this, we have recognized the problem
that the tax barrel is getting; rather low. We have gone almost as far
as we can in the State in devising tax programs for revenues, and our
tax base has demanded that we have management.



Out of this cry of our taxpayers, we enacted our new modernization
of the Commonwealth. We took the 275 agencies that we had, all inde-
pendent agencies, and now we have grouped them into nine functional
areas. In addition to that, the legislature has told the office of plan-
ning in the Governor's office that management must be pushed, and
they have funded us a considerable amount of money to develop the
most sophisticated management procedures Imown.

One of the iaroblems, of course, in the State is nnlike business,
there is no cash reo-ister in the State to record the fact that you have
developed a proeuct that people will buy. The only criterion we
have in the State is do we do our services properly, do we deliver
them effectively and efficiently within the tax dollar? That is the
reason why we are going very, very heavily into management sys-
tems.

As to the capability of the State, capability usually will come,
and this competence will conie with responsifOility. If the respon-
sibility is not given, the competence will not be born.

Mr. ERLENBORX. SO your endorsement and your Governor's en-
dorsement of the administration decentralization is recognition of
the fact that States have some competency in this area and can de-
veloy more as responsibility comes to them.

MARTORANA. That iS correct, sir.
Mr. ERLENBORN. And rather than having categorical proerrams or

highly structured instructions from Washington, you feer that the
performance standards approach, with the reward of addirional au-
thority and funds, is a proper approach to develop the competency
within the States?

Mr. MAirronANA. We do. We think performance standards per se,
and again with respect to requiring a State to adhere to certain per-
formance standar6, the standards should be widely ennunciated and
understood, because sometimes the performances get to be rather
nebulous.

After these standards are accepted by all, and additionally the
setting of the performance standards should involve the people who
are going to be judged by these performance standards.

A one-sided performance stand.ard or criterion lacks the involve-
ment of the individuals who are going to be judged by these stand-
ards in the States, and it would lie well to possibly include the in-
volvement of the several States that will be judged upon, someday,
as a result of performance standards.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I would like to ask this further question. You
mentioned the automatic trigger device and its apparent insensitivity
to local unemployment conditions. I think that is a good point, and
I am not certain that I blow the answer to this.

In other words, the trigger device looks only to national unem-
ployment figures. As you rightly point out, these can vary greatly
m areas, dependent upon local conditionF, You may have a national
average staying at 3.5, and vet in your State a high rate, a much
higher rate, of unemploymen-t due to some local conditions. I don't
/mow the answer to this but have you checked the apportionment
formula to see if possibly:the fun4s that are available nationally may
be apportioned to a greater extent in those areas that are unique?
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Mr. MAnToRANA. I think the key is not so much the apportion-
ment formula. It is because of the fact that the apportionment con-
notes, and this is our understanding of the legislation, training, ad-
ditional training funds.

Well, I submit that if there are no jobs, and we are given extra
imoney to train people, all we will have s a lot of well trained

unemployed people if we continue that mute. I think perhaps the
funds that are apportioned as a result of :Ids triggering device should
not be categorized.

We may have to, as a result of conditions endemic in our State,
apply certain economic supplementary factors to industry; to housing
programs, or to other programs that would have the effect of crear-
ing employment situations whereby we could then train people to

. fill these situations, the unemployed.
In many, many instances, we find things that happen at the national

level, over which a State has no controi, it is a meeting of many, many
factors. and they do affect the States, and we don't have any contra
over this.

Of course, we would have to use any funds that we do get as a re-
sult of a national triggering devi!-.e not only for training, but for in-
stitutingjob development, Which I believe is even more important than

rathe tining aspect.
Mr. ERLENEORN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, sir, and you will extend the subcommit-

tee's thanks to the Governor ?
Mr. MAR.Tor,ANA. I will, sir, and thank you very much for your

courtesy.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Keerock Rook, Southeastern

Regional Planning and Economic Development District, Taunton,
Mass.

STATEMENT OF Irrini.00K ROOS, SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL PLAN-

NING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, T4UNTON,

MASS.

-Sfr. ROOK. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Thank you for allowing me
to address this committee concernino- this potentially far reaching
legislation. My experience is primarify in operations on the local and
State level in programs like CEP, New Careers, Model Cities, et cetera,
with business in manufacturing, and as the Springfield Massachusetts
Cooperative Area Manpower -Planning Systems Committee Chair-
man.

My thoughts concerning the proposed bills will be oriented toward
developing -plans which will work at the operating level. I believe
we, as a nation, must move deliberately and rapidly in the direction of
decentralized decisiomnaldng, for by this approach I feel we will
bring our problems into clearer focus and encourage new and capable
peotTle to move into the decisionmaking process.

It is clear that State and local governments are croing to have diffi-
culty in shouldering the added responsibilities placed upon them under
decentralization. They have, to date, been onlookers in the decision-
making process, and had to rely upon the Employment Service, Voca-
tional Education and. other groups to resolve their swelling manpower
problems.
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The skills and talents that are now available in state and local gov-
ernment, which would be required to handle this responsibility are
close to nonexistent. Therefore any bill must provide for : extensive
training and financial support to attract new people and to train them
adequately.

It is unsatisfactory, in my opinion, to reapply the Federal Cen-
tralized Control formula to the States, since the same inadequacies of
planning, administering and controlling will develop there. We must
put the responsibility and the necessary authority on the highest
elected official of local crovernment, and insure the cooperation and
support of State and FeCleral governments so that he can do the job.

tinder the two bills calling for decentralization there is a lack of
commitment to insure this end. I submit for example that if the Em-
ployment Service is not clearly accountable to the prime sponsor that
he cannot be accountable for performance under the plans.

The accountability must also exist for vocational education, since
the training provid.ed by vocational education is the preventative
measure to avoid remedial training under manpower programs. It is
insufficient to simply plan to rectify problems without dealino- with
their causes and prevention. The example of vocational edaation
training auto mechanics at a fast rate t -) capitalize on the large number
of unfilled jobs in this category illustrates the need for coordinated
analysis and plannina. Industry figures indicate that out of evexy 100
o- raduates of auto meChanics trainmg, 15 will take a job as auto me-
chanics.

Although the reasons vary, they seem to focus on the fact that stu-
dents who want to get out of general education will choose auto me-
chanics which is both more enjoyable and will train them to fix their
.own car. There is no provision under either the Steio-er bill or the
...NITA to amend the Vocational Educational Act in oider to plug it
into the decentralization process.

The bills do not specifically provide for planning money to develop
a comprehensive manpower planningcapability on the local level be-
fore d.oing any planning. My experience with the problems of the
Hispanic Americans, as the Springfield Area CAMPS chairman,
illustrates the deficiency of developing programs without identifying
the problems.

The Spanish-speaking groups in the Springfield area had constantly
-attacked the CEP program in Springfield for not providino- adequate
services for them, and the pitch of dissatisfaction and the alplessness
of either CEP or other agencies to deal with problems, indicated a
need for the CAMPS Committee to become involved.

As chairman, I called for an areawide study of the Spanish-speak-
ing Americans' manpower problems. The stua.y was to include, a ran-
szlom sample of all Spanish-speaking Americans to determine their
characteristics and problems, and an analysis of the agencies and in-
stitutions which were responsible for dealing with these problems and
finally to develop recommendations for alleviating the needs that were
not being met. The details of this study are many, but the following
results were clear :

1. The Spanish-speaking Americans had, for the most part, as poor
a grasp of their aggregate problems as anyone else.
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2. They were initially reluctant to assist in identifying; these prob-
lems, bid soon became heavily involved in the problem analysis process_

3_ The regional office of the Labor Department was the greatest hin-
drance in performing the study and sought to disrupt both the
CAMPS decisions as well as the cooperation of programs funded by
La bor.

4. The results of the study indicated an -unemployment rate among
Spanish Americans of over 30 percent of the Spanish-spealung work
force, yet a language problem far less than was expected, only 13 per-
cent of the ranaom sample which could not communicate in English-

These brief results, I believe, indicate a need for thorough and rigor-
ous problem analysistle results of which must be used for thorough
and rig-orous comprehensive planning.

To date neither problem analysis nor the planning has been rigorous
or thorouch. The existing data is insufficient, in the case of the Em-
ployment Service most employers do not provide information to them
and therefore plans are developed to meet a hypothetical supply of
jobs. ID. the case of census information, for example, Cape Verdians,
which comprise a sizable -percentage of the black population in New
Bedford, Mass., are classified as white in the 1970 census_

Basic fact and information gathering can only be done effectively
at the source, the local level. Although Washington and the State can
provide technical support in the ways and _means of data gathering.
the process should be the primary responsibility of the prime sponsor.
When. the basic information is gathered and checked, it can be related
to other sources of information such as the Job Bank, and provide the
basis for the manpower plans and the staffing patterns needed to im-
plement those plans.

The role of the Federal and State agencies in assisting the prime
sponsor should be spelled out. If the assistance will be of the hind
the Springfield CAMPS Committee received from the Regional Office
of the Labor Department, the prime sponsor should have the authority
to tell them not to interfere. The planning process should include the
people and t.a,roups involved on both sides of the job market, the supply
and demand side, this would include employers, the disadvantaged,
unions and agencies, et cetera_

The Steiger bill and the MTA call for an appeal procedure to the
Secretary in the event of a disagreement between the local prime
sponsor and the Governor. However, since ultimately the local prime
sponsor has the accountability for the plans, he should have his choice
of plans, and the Governor should file a minority report.

Along this same line the advisory groups should be given the role
of evaluation to act as a balance in the process. All records and
information on the plans and operations should be at their disposal,
and their report should be attached to the area plan and forwarded
up the line to the Secretary. The same approach should exist for the
State level advisory group, and their report of the State plans should
be attached and lorwarded to the Secretary. A national advisory
group with its own staff, to avoid reliance on Labor Department staff,
should evaluate the national effort and file its report directly with
the Congress.

I might in a series of questions ask why the Job Corps is excluded
from the apportionment? The need for Job Corps type centers can
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and should be determined in area plans, not in Washington, in fact,
they could be broadened to cover drug addict rehabilitation, and
ex-offender rehabilitation.

To what degree are we decentralizing when the Secretary can
specify the amount of dollars for a particular SMSA ? It is doubtful
that the Secretary will gain an overall knowledge of each SMSA
in the country to make the funding determination. This decision
may include a range of dollan by the criteria formula, but the for-
mula should include the institutionalized people of an area such as
prisoners and the mentally ill who require extensive manpower
services.

What staff and plans, I might ask, have been developed by the Secre-
tary to take over a State and rim these manpower programs ? How
would the Secretary know what was needed in the way of programs ?

Will this not detract from the departments ou going work in the
event he has to have a full time contingency staff ?

What provisions are there to deal . with the high degree of over-
lapping in clientel between the Family Assistance Plan and the de-
centralization plans? I am informed that almost S5 percent of the
clients served under MTA, will be eligible for the Family Assistance
Plan. Not only is there no provision for coordinating the two efforts
but the Family Assistance Plan gives total authority to the Secre-
tary to choose the agencies to provide services, decentralization gives
the authority to the prime sponsors.

The question of how to judge adequate performance is far reaching
and would require a thorough Latowledge of the States and areas
problems, how they dealt with them in the past, how effectively they
are dealing with them now, and including an assessment of non-
0-overnmental involvement and support.

This kaowledge about every State and area is not available to the
Secretary now, and it would seem to require the involvement of other
groups and agencies to determine. One agency which should be in-
cluded.to reflect the economic activity is the Economic Development
Administration which is required to develop overall economic views
in its districts throughout the Nation.

There is a point of diminishing returns in investing money for
training in a declining economy. When unemployment reaches some
point above 4.5 percent, investment in training becomes less signifi-
cant, since the people forced into unemployment may need jobs, not
training. Examples such as the NASA cutback seems appropriate.

In summary, let me say that I am optimistic that we are coming
to grips with the problems we face in our Nation. The major thrust
of new legislation and agency action should be to bring the problems
closer to their source for action.

By this approach we will develop latent talent and attract new
people into the problem solving process. The bureaucracies must be
re-tooled to encourage new blood and provide the training and support
necessary to get the best performance from these new people. My
experiences on the local level are encouraging-There are people who
would get involved, but not until they can obVain meaningful jobs
and be able to make an impact through their efforts.

I would like to add that in a general sense, the reasons that I be-
lieve a decentralized approach is needed is that I believe that the only
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way that we are going to ,cret the kind of information necessary to .
plan is to (*et the people on the local level involved in identifying their-
own problems. I tbink this accomplishes a couple of things. One, it
allows them to see the problems which they will not otherwise see.
Secondly, it gets them involved in the decisionmaking process, and
they learn what accountability and responsibility is.

I think it is essential to get new and capable people involved in .
the planning process. I think through the CAP programs we accom-
plished this to some extent. However, a lot of these people have gone
back into the woodwork. They have gone into business, or they have
gone to the institutions, and I think there should be a role for people
who can move, from college, from business, or what have you into
a rather unstructured enviromnent which allows them flexibility" and
allows them a chance to achieve some of their own individual goals,
and decentralization could open up new types of jobs, new types or
sIdlls, and possibly these people will find a place.

I think I could cite myself as an example of this. I came into the
manpower programs through the CEP program from business. Since
that time, I would say that my experiences have Leen extremely broad,
and very rewarding, and I think that people like myself would wel-
come any Idnd of responsibility if they had a chance to see some kind
of reward come from it, not necessarily monetary, but a chance to make-
some kind of an impact.

I am extremely concerned about making certain that adequate ac-
countability exigis with any kind of plans that are implemented,
Whether they be on the State level or on the local level.

I think if the decentralization process is put into effect that we will
at least start getting the basic information necessary to allow us to
look at these problems much more realistically.

Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank vou, Mr. Rook. I have no questions.
Mr. Erlenborn, do you have any questions ?

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Rook, I think it is obvious that you are not
giving a flat endorsement to any particular piece of legislation, but
do I understand from your testimony that you endorse the general
approach of the administration's bill for decentralization ?

Mr. Rom. I think there 'are assets in both the Steiger bill and the
administration bill. I don't think the attributes of both bills taken
out and added together would be sufficient to meet the variety of
needs.

If I can relate my point back to the census information, which may
seem unrelated at this pohitI hope I can tie it together. I think the
bill, the decentralization process, should be as general in nature as
we can make it. In the case of the Cape Verdians being classified as
white, I don't think we should have to retool our national census process
in order to take into account this problem. I think the local area should
be able to gear up, correct the problem and then feed this back up the
line. Certain efforts should be .allowed to come down directly from.
Washington through the State to the local level in pretty clear form,
and not have to go through a meat grinder and then come out at the
other end unrecognizable.
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I think one of the problems with the MTA is that I do not see the
ability on the part of the Secretary and his staff of being able to
desi,n a program on the national level which is extremely significant,
and filter it down through the States to the local level. If the State
has authority over its own programincr, it might be questionable as
to how much value can be capitalized oif from the past Federal experi-
ences.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much. I have no further questions.
Mr. DA7c-tri s In your statement, you made some commen:`,- about the

hindrance of the Labor Department regional offices. Do you care to
elaborate on that?

Mr. ROOK.. Yes. CAMPS as you kiow, was established for a variety
of reasons. I think at least to get some kind of linkage going between
agencies.

I think it accomplished that goal to some extent. However, it was
never supported by funding or, for that matter, with any Lind of a
national push to -zhe extent that it could become a glamour stock, if
you will.

I don't think the Labor Department has (riven the Lind of analysis,
the kind of support to CAMPS that is ne7eded, and therefore wlen
some CAMPS' activities started coming to grips with problemsin
fact a local area to seize on it as a vehicleI think the Labor Depart-
ment on a regional level even became somewhat timid as to what
would happen with their authority, with their power, if you will.

Our goals in the Hispanic study were, I think rather far reaching
for the amount of time that we had allocated to analyze the Hispanic-
American manpower problems?

We put aside approximately a month to do the entire study and
another month to complete our final reports and recommendations.

I believe, that alone would cause the Labor Department to be con-
cerned.

As far as their disruption, as chairman, I was informed during
CAMPS meeting.s by Labor representatives that they wanted to stop
the study until they completed a review, and gave their approval to
continue. This was one instance. As you lmow, under CAMPS, the
committee has the decisive vote as to whether or not it will pursue cer-
tain activities, and there are eight Federal agencies among other gToups
that are involved in the process.

It came to my attention that Labor Department funded programs
were being intimidated by the regional office and told not to get in-
volved in fhe Spanish-American study, at the expense of either losincr
their funds or having an even more difficult time getting through witli
the paperwork to get the funds allocated.

It came to my attention, since I was the planning officer of CEP,
that unless I was removed as planning officer of CEP that the CEP
program would not be refunded in tlie city of Springfield, and this
was, if you will, an informal intimidation on the part of the Labor
Department.

The only rationale that I can give to that, is that it was related to
the Spanish-American study, since my activity was not intimidating
beyond that point.

This may not be true, however. This is conjecture.
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The Labor Department on the regional level has a difficult time

controllino- some of the activities on the local level, and I think this is
indicative of some of the problems we are going to be running mto if
we move in the direction of decentralization, that State and regional
offices are going to want to tighten up on something that they are not
completely sure that they know where it is going to end up, and that is
one of the problems.

Mr. DANIELS. What would you recommend to correct this problem?
Mr. Room I think I suggest in the comments that I have made that

we have to get the power, the authority and responsibility as close to
the problems as we possibly can.

I think this would deter the kind of intervention that I illustrated
in the case of the Labor Department. I don't think it will eliminate it.
I think there is political as well as numerous forms of harassment that
can be used, but if our local areas are ever going to become strong and
start making decisions and following them through, they are going to
have to learn how to deal with this.

They are going to have to gain much more strength than just strictly
technical competence. So I am not concerned about eliminating it en-
tirely, but only reducing it to the point where the local areas can gain
a little leadtime and start getting their capability up to become a
contendin a force.

I might add, not since Mr. Mart orana is here, that the support I got
from the State CAMPS Committee was impressive and under the cir-
cumstances, it was not necessary for them to risk labor's wrath.

I think the State CAMPS Committee could have backed away and
moved oif in a corner and allowed us to fend for ourselves, if you will.

So I am optimistic that given the opportunity and the responsibility
the people on the local level could do a lot more than what we think
they could do from the Washington perspective.

There are a lot of good people down there, but I think we have to
draw them into the decisionmaking process one way or another, and
then capitalize on them when they are there.

Mr. DArrmr.s. Thank you, Mr. Rook Our next witness is Dr. Harold
Sheppard of the Upjohn Institute of Employment Research.

STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD L. SHEPPARD, W. E. UPJOHN
INSTITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT RESEARCH

Dr. SECEPPARD. My name is Harold Sheppard. I am a staff social
scientist with the Upjohn Institute for. Employment Research, a foun-
dation with its head.quarters in Kalamazoo, Mich., but with a Wash-
ington office, where I am located.

I should say in the light of current concern about the role of founda-
tions that my views here represent my views and not neceswily those
of the foundation, and I am here at your request.

I am not initiating this lobbyin,g on. behalf of the older worker. If I
have any vested interest in this, by the

j
way, it is that I expect some

day to be older than I am today, and will oin the ranks of the much
older workers.

That is my axe to grind, if YOu want to look for any hidden agenda.
My brief statement today focuses on the employment of older work-

4,1 41-
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billsers, and I am not here to so discuss the administrative details of the
before you. 1ti:t

I do -have some views about certain aspects of them, but the)" '-
relate to the question of older workers. 1373In using this term "older workers" I am not restricting ray re1113 on
to the classical figures of 65 or older, but instead to a larger popnlatl
group starting at about age 45.

This ao-e in general is a useful cutoff point partly beeauFe 3001itri.
statisticaf information is usually classified around that figore? 10-
partly because that very information plus specific other sttitlies
gest that beginning about that age the employment problems of 11
and women but especifdly of men begin to manifest themselves' of

The major thrust of my statement is that the key institutionstor
our economy and societyincluding 0-overnment, employers, and ,1%sit
unionshave been paying inadequaz7te attention to some sirruiPc-factsand trends concerning this group of American workers. ct

Before I cite a few examples of what I mean, let me Erst pre' to
some other kinds of statistics that should be of special interest
the Members of

sK
Cono-ress. le-

1 refer to the Decelber 1969 census report on the percenta,c (31.
cific age groups that voted in the last national election of 1968 ,iiat

There are two outstanding results of that survey. The Erg
the highest percentage of persons voti a in that election fourci
the age groups of 45 to 54; 55 to 65. and 65 to 74. at-

Mr. D-ANIELS. What do you think about the votino- rio-hts 18-Ye`or
olds ? cos

Dr. SKEPPARD. I am in favor of that. Maybe the younger acre gr61'
don't exercise them as much because they are just gettiAp.'nse to
and I think the sooner they start the more intellio-ently filZy will Pa
ticipate in the elections in their 20's and 30's.

I am not just plugging for the old folks here. What I an; tr.Vit
to say here is that while the overall national averacre for pers0n5
ing in 1968 was only 68 poercent, the Percentages for these tliree ghr
groups were 75 percent for Americans 45 to 64 and 72 percent -`
those 65 to 74.

Only the very oldest group, those 75 and older, and the vez,v young-
group, under 35, had below average voting records. ,ae

In other words the age group with which I am
between 45 and 75, have the highest voting percentages of all AO.-
icans of voting age. between 72 and 75 percent.

The second result of that census survey is that while this key.grole'
the 45- to 75-year-olds. make up only 45 percent of the total votil3g.,:akaz't
population they constituted nearly 50 percent of the pop-Qation
actually voted in 1968.

In other words if everybody of voting age actually oted
P-11

! ot
45 percent would i3G between 45 and 75 years old, but siTice it is
the case that everybody of voting age actually doe3 vote the 45
75 year old group constitutes 49 percent of the number aquaVy 01'
ing their ballots.

If we a/ld the group 75 arid older, the corresponding percellt
would be 50 percent versus 54 percent. Among all persorLs
voting in 1968, 54.- percent were 45 and older. At least in our triditi°31--
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mechanisms of democratic expressions of public will, the young are
not the overwhelming force we are sometimes led to believe.

What I am trying to say here is that the employment related experi-
ences of this older group may not reveal themselves in street or campus
unrest but they might reveal themselves at the secret ballot box,
and they merit the attention of responsible public leaders.

Let me now cite some of those employment related experiences at
least as they can be gleaned from such reports as the President's Man-
power Report of 1970.

1. In 1969, slightly more than 21 percent of all the unemployed
population consisted of men and women over the age of 45, but if
you concentrate on the long term unemployed only this group made
up nearly 37 percent.

Let me put this another way, among all the unemployed in. 1969
about 13 percent were unemployed 15 more weeks.

But if you just take the older group of unemployed workers about

20 percent were long-term unemployed. When it comes to long-term
unemployment, in other words, older workers are the worst of.

1969 was, of course, a relatively good year as far as the total economy
was concerned. Only 2.8 million were jobless on the average. But take
a look at a typical recession year, say, 1961, when more than 4.8
million were unemployed.

In that recession year, 32 percent, about one-third of all the unem-
ployed were in the long-term category. But what about the older un-
employed workers?

In that same year more than 10 percent were out of jobs for more
than 15 weeks.

In other words, in good times or bad, the older unemployed worker
is more likely than tb.e younger worker to remain jobless for a long
period of time. If we are goinc, to throw around words like "compre-
hensive" then I think we- shald include consideration of the older
unemployed, and potentially unemployed, older worker.

2_ This acute problem of the long-term unemployed older job seeker
can perhaps be seen in better perspective if we compare that problem
with that of the teenage unempolyed.

In 1969 only 8 percent were unemployed 15 or more weelm.
I have mentioned already that the percentage for the older worker

was 20 percent. That is 8 percent versus 20 percent.
Furthermore with regard to this youth group with long term un

i
-

employment I think it s very important to note that only a very, very
small proportio*less than one-fifthactually had lost their jobs.

The rest had It.ft the job voluntarily, were re-entering the work force

or were enterink it for the first time in their lives. Finally, a large
number of the youthful job seekers were looking for only part time or
seasonal (summer vacation) jobs.

Even if we compare them with just those older workers under the
dge of 64, and I note the O'Hara bill does not apply to people over 65,
even if we just alk about those older workers under 65, teen agers as a
percentage of all the long term unemployed were only 19 percent, as
contrasted to 33 percent of the 45 to 64 group.

If it is true that MDTA was created in large part to train the long-
term unemployed, why is it that trainees over the age of 45 have never
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been more than 11 per cent of the total group of MDTA participants-
-even though one-third of all the long-term unemployed were 45 and
older? In 1969, only 10.3 per cent of MDTA's trainees were in that age
.groupthe lowest percentage since MDTA had its first full year of
operation in 1963. It seems to me that some form of age discrimination
might be at play in the processes and decision-making involved in the
manpower system of our society.

I did a study a few years ao-o of the job-seeking- behavior of un-
employed workers, and we asked7themnot the Employment Service
"Did you 0-o to the employment service when looking for a job ?" About
90 percent''said, Yes.

lf they said yes, we then asked them, "Did the Employment Service
refer you to an employer, or to training? Did the Employment Service
give you any job counseling; did they prepare you for a job interview ?
Did they give you any tests ?" ,

We found that the percentage Of older workers receivino- any atten-
tion from the Employment Service was lower than for th.ose younger
workers. And before I go any further, let me hasten to mention that
older workers in our study meens anybody 39 and older. We took the
median age of our sample and called those people olderanybody over
the median. I am not talldng about an 80-year old in a rocking chair
who manages to get to the employment service and asks for a job.

Mr. DAINTF.T.s. What kind of a study was that : local, statewide, or
national?

Dr. SHEFPARD. It was on a local economy, carried out for the Labor
Department, and reported on in a book called "The Job Hunt."

I would like to see a person interested in policy research and
program evaluation make a comparative study of different Employ-
ment Services around the country in terms of how well they treat
different cateo-ories of workers.

Unfortunarely there were very few blacks in our survey at that
'time. The study was done in Erie Pa. They didn't have a
'high percentage of blacks, so we couldn't do that type of evaluation
for blacks concerning the role of the Employment Service. But I do
-think in ail of this discussion about what should be the role of the Em-
.ployment Service, I think we ought to stop talking about it from our
armchairs and g_et out there and do some empirical studies to answer
the question, and- not rely merely on the records of the Employment
-Service, but to do a survey of workers themselves.

I am sure there are vaHations, and we ought to find out what fac-
tors are associated with the variations.

Much of what I am presenting here isespecially true of the men in
-the work force of our country. In every single adult age group of men,
starting with the 35-44 °romp, their labor force participatir rate has
declined over the past 22years, since 1947. If we were tall: 0- about the
younger age groups, we might find comfort in the explanation that
over this period of time, a greater and greater percentage of our
younger population is staying in school and hence not in our labor
force, not looking for jobs or workin cr. But this cannot be the explana-
tion for the adult-age population. Aitjad I don't believe that illness has
been increasing, or is the total explanation for the decline.

The main brunt of these and other statistics is that we have failed
to recognize and cope with 4.ezrowing issue of age and work. In our



laudable efforts to take away onerous work.from the lives of people,
we have plunged headlong into an unexamined worship of early re-
tirement. We have become either so youth-oriented or so fearful of
becoming old ourselves that we have started a trend that could lead
us to a situation dramatized recently over educational TV in a play
based on Marya Mannes' novel, They. It is about a society in which
everybody over 50 is placed outside the pale of human society, and
treated as pariahs or as non-existent.

Perhaps it is true that we have a society, according to a.well-lmown
psychiatrist, Robert. Butler, based on a sort of silent age-ism, as com-
pared to only an explicit racism.

Partly as a result of the failure to train and retrain adult workers
in their 40's and Z;0's, and partly as a result of our unexamined dogma
that the earlier we retire people from the work.force the more virtuous
we are as a society, we are now witnessing dramatic declines in labor
force participation of men in the mid-fifties, not only those over 65.

I think it is interesting to point out that the lower the average of
retirement, the lower the age at which employers are willing to hire
workers. As we lower the average age of retirement, we create a lower
apa of hiring, and we continue to aggravate the problem that way. I
don't believe this development helps to meet the stated objectives
of any of the bills this subcommittee is considering.

I am quoting from the preambles of each of these, now. It does not
CC assure an opportunity for employment to every American seeking
work and to make available the education and training needed by any
person to qualify for employment consistent with his highest poten-
tial and capability * * * " (H.R. 11620).

It does not meet the problems of "a lack of workers with sufficient
sldlls to perform the demanding production, service, and supervisory
tasks necessary in an increasingly technological society." (H.R. 13472.)

It does not help to make possible a "Comprehensive Manpower
Act," nor to the strengthening of "a systematic, National, State, and
local manpower policy and provide for a comprehensive delivery of
manpower services." (H.R. 10908.)

Our current attitudes and policiesmany of them based on stereo-
yves and prejudices deriving partly from statistics about the train-

abthty and employability of the average worker 45 or 55 or 65, in com-
parison .with the average 25 years oldwill make even less sense as
we contmue to move mto an economy and a society in which older
workers may want to stay in the labor force, and thus will need options
making this possible. These options must include realistic, effective
opportunities th be retrained, and also the right to continue to work
if they are able to, based on functional abilities, and not on the year
of birth.

Right now, because of those attitudes and policies, the older worker,
once he becomes unemployed, has fewer opportunities for becoming
retrained; he also is discriminated against by employment service per-
sonnel and by company hiring persomiel. He then becomes subject
to the now well-kmown discouragement process, wherein the older
worker becomes progressively demotivated to continue his job search,
and then ultimately drops out of the search altogether.
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I didn't want to make this statement too long, hut I could have
shown you that this is especially true of the black worker as he gets
older, in his late 40's and 50's.

Not being in the labor force, he is no longer counted among the
unemployed. That helps to keep the official unemployment, rate down.
When the older worker reaches his early sixties arid is unemployed,
he makes up a disproportionate number of those exhausting their
unemployment compensation. This suggests an extension oeunem-
ployment compensation for groups over a certain age and for those
with disabilities., And if he can only survive the rat race until he
is 62, then he can give up. altogether and grasp the straw of a reduced
Social Security b:nefit which is already 1-ow enough even for workers
able to postpone receipt of Social Security benefits until they reach
the previous magic age of 65.

I ion't knowthe degree to which Congress and other responsible
institutions have heard about, and learned to appreciate the sig-
nificance of, the latest research findings from the Social Security
Administration which showe.d that in 1968a high. near-full employ-
ment yearof all the men starting to receive their Social Security
benefit's, about one-half were under the age of 65; and in that under-
65 group, a rather large proportion were not what you might otherwise.
have expected. There was a large proportion with poor employment
records prior to age 62, and with little else in the way of supplemental
sources for a decent retirement income, that would keep them out of
poverty.

I would like to ask, does CongTess really want to push the society
toward making 62 the actual retirement agewith all the social,
political, and economic costs entailedinstead of 65 ? Incidentally,
Sweden has recently discovered that this has been creating problems
with them, reducing the retirement age. They have now raised it to
67, and a worker gets rewarded for postponing his retirement until
he is 70. We do the opposite. We penalize people if they are forced
to retire early, and if a man 65 wants to continue working longer, he
doesn't get rewarded for that. He gets no more social security benefits
retiring at 70 than if he retired at 65. Does Congress care to consider
only the criterion of year of birth as a determinant of trainability,
employability, and retirability ?

Just consi-der the following table, based on 1967 data, the most
recent year reported on in detail by the Department of LabOr concern-
ing work experience. It shows a precipitous drop in the percentage of
men working 40 or more weeks, full-time, from the group 60 and 61
years old, to the group 62 to 64 years old. As a matter of fact, it
shows the. beginning of the decline in such a percentage, starting after
the age of 54.

Ea-ch year witnesses an increasing number of men and women reach-
ing the. now critical age of 62. In 1950, about 1.3 million reached
that age; by 1969 the figure climbed to 1.7 million.

In conclusion, it is my opinion that if we do not start soon to re-
examine the policies and practices regarding the training and hiring
of persons as they move into their late forties and early fifties, as well
.as the policies and practices for workers in their sixties or more, for
that matter, we will be guilty of contributing to the creation of a -new
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poverty class whose feeling of neglect and lack of meaningful status
in a work-oriented society may lead to some unhealthy political con-
sequences, not to mention the economic costs to the remammg working
population.

Thank you.
Mr. D..vicins. Dr. Sheppard, I want to thank you for a most inter-

esting statement.
I am unaware, Doctor, of any age limitation in our training pro-

grams.
Dr. Six Emtau. There are no formal age limitations; that is true. I

think there is a sort of informal pattern of selectivity such that the
end product is that older workers participate to a lesser degree in
these programs than their percentages would call for if we just used
a statistical approach.

I want to be fair about this. I think there is discrimination that
takes place at the Employment Service level where decisions axe made
as to who shall get training and for what, and perhaps among some
vocational education personnel, depending on bow many people are
involved in this situation.

There is discrimination at the hiring gate of the company, and
there is a self discrimination on the part of older workers, who feel
they can't learn a new skill.

think- this calls for more responsibility on the part of the Employ-
ment Service to develop new skills among their counsellors to over-
come that handicap. I don't believe there is a formalby administra-
tive guideline or by lawa formal age limit. But you don't need a law.
Put it that way. It is in our mores.

Mr. DAN-Mr& We do have laws that suy there should be no dis-
crimination because of race and color, sex or age. But nevertheless,
there does seem to be a tendency to hire the young worker rather than
the older worker.

Dr. SHEPPARD. Yes.
Mr. DAxims. I have received durincr my years of service in Con-

gress here, a number of letters from castituents demanding a lower
and lower retirement age. Do you care to comment about that ?:

Dr. SHEPPARD. Well, there are several ways to look at that. I believe
in a flexible retirement policy. I am not saying we should whiplash
people to work until a certain age. I am saying they should have the
right to work if they want to, say, after acre 65, but that should be
developed on the basis of some functional test!

That is what I meant in my statement, about their workability and
job performance ability ; and there are some medical researchers de-
veloping such tests.

But I think as a result of administrative laziness on the Government
side and the employers' side, it is so much easier to, you know. "off -with
their heads" at a given age. It is easier to have that mechinical ap-
proach. My su.ggestion might create administrative difficulties, and my
comment on that is, "So, what?" Was man made for the administra-
tor, or was the administrator made for man?

We have got to be carving out some techniques for functional tests
to determine whether or not a guy really can stay on the job even if
he wants to. Maybe he should be retired.

1129:*-
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I was listening to some airline pilots testify a few months acro com-
plaining about tlie arbitrary retirement age of 60, and they ad. with
them a -physician who had aeveloped tests that screened out the pilots
who flunk physical tests; the men who remain at 60 have a lower risk
of heart problems than the airlinepilot group of 45 to 50.

That is a sort of paradox, but you can understand it. The men of 45
or 50 who show physical impairment are screened out. Those men testi-
fying before Senator Harrison Williams were protesting the arbitrary
age of 60. Three of those pilots had flown to Californiaone of them,
at leastand I think they were deliberately picked as witnesses for
this reason. They flew to California, and when they landed; the next
day they were 60, and they had to come back as a commercial passenger
to Washington to testify.'They could not fly the plane back But they
were able to fly it when they were 59 years and 364 days old, but not
when. they were 59 and 365 days old.

These guys were in better shape than many of the people in. this
room.. I won't name names.

[Laughter.]
Dr. SHEPPARD. But you get my point.
There is another angle that one should use. We talk about the prob-

lem of inflation, and I mentioned the Swedes. The Swedes have figured
.3ut that by putting people out of the productive process with a rela-
tively good. income, they are contributing to the inflation problem.
So instead, they have encouraged workers to stay in the labor force and
be productive and to constitute a brake on the inflationary process.

We haven't looked at these policies as they affect one of our big
fears now. We are not really comprehensive in loong at what are
all the factors that impinge on something like inflation. And maybe
certain aspects of our retirement policies are contributing to that.

I don't latow whether I have answered your question adequately,
Congressman.

Mr. DANTELS. Yes, you have.
Mr. Elenborn, do you have any questions ?

Mr. Erlenborn. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Sheppard, I think you pointed out some interesting things.

Of course, whenever you have an arbitrary age, like age 60 for retire-
ment of the airline pilots, you come up with what appear to be some
rather silly results. It works the other way around, too, at the lower
end. If a person happens to be 20 years and 364 days old when the
election comes in Illinois, he can't vote. But if his birthday had been
a day earlier, he would have been considered qualified to vote. This
may seem ridiculous, but any arbitrary age must exclude other con-
siderations.

I was interested in your terminology, comparing the retirement
systems in Sweden and the United States, you said they retire at age
67 in Sweden under their social security.

Dr. SHEPPARD. They can retire eailier, but the normal retirement
ac,e is about 67 now, and they reward people.

ERLENsorac. They get a reward if they wait until they are 70.
But you describe it as a reward. Then between 62 and 65 in our social
security system, exactly the same thing happens. You describe this,
however, as a penalty. I think they both are the same.
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Dr. SH:eprAnn. You have a good point. But we have been using the
age 65 as a retirement, and the people at Social Security haven't been
puttino- it the way you put it. We are playing with semantics here.

Mr. ERLENBOR i/sT. That s my point.
iDr. SHEPPARD. But the point s the age figure we are talking about is

quite different.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes. I think you have made a good point about the

fact that, when we do reduce the possible age for retirement, it has
another unwanted effect, and probably unanticipated effectit re-
duces the effective hiring: age.

Dr. SEmARo. Yes. It seems so simple once you hear it, but some
eggheads were sittinc, around worldng on this problem at a meeting
in Paris last Decemar, and they were playing with mathematics and
charts and suddenly realized one is related to the other.

The OECD has been concerned with this problemthe Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development, of which we are a
member nationand I attended as sort of an expert delegate to a
worldng party of the meeting of that 23-odd-nation oragnization, deal-
ing with the question of the older worker.

It is not just our concern. It has become the concern of many mod-
ern industrialized countries.

Mr. ERLEYBORN. Would you think some change in the social secu-
rity law that might increase retirement benefits over age 15 would be
desirable? 7

Dr. SpzepAnn. I think so. I might be acciised. of changin a the sub-
ject but what I am really concerned about is those policies and prac-
tices prior to, say, age 60 in our manpower programs and in our eco-
nomic development programs, and so on that have an effect on the
ultimate pension problem and retirement age problem, and so on, of
those individuals.

If the personnel involved in administering or training programs
believe older workers are more difficult to train, then those older
workers are 9;oing to be penalized.

If, instead., those personnel were alerted to the fact that there are
special learning processes unique, say, to older workers rather than
the young person in school, then maybe we would have an effect on
those utilmate retirement problems of the A merican worker.

These are the kinds of things that I am concerned about. And be-
cause we are talking primarily about training and employment legis-
lation here, that is why I diverted the subject. I hope you don't mind.

Mr. ERLENBORN. No, not at all. Do you think the fact that different
training techniques might be necessary for the older worker means we
should have separate training programs ?

Dr. SHEPPARD. There is a chapter by a British psychologist in the
book, "Towards an Industrial GerontOlogy," who would argue that,
and becauseat first, I think it is best to a-nswer this in terms of
specific tests of each individual to see what his -articular learning
problems are, so it is quite possible in a certain class that there
might be some people in their 20's in the same class as those in their
40's and 50's, but they would-liave in conmion these same kinds of
learning problems. That is whai I mein.
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Otherwise, I would become a perpetrator of the same administrative
laziness that I accuse others are. You must look at each individual as
unique.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you verymuch.
Mr. DANIELS. Just one other thought occurred to me, Doctor. In

your studies, did you oive any consideration to the question of a
worker's health and whether or not it is a factor in the employment
discrimination process? It is reported that the incidence of poor health
is greater in people of older years than those under 50.

Dr. SWFPFARD. I have no 43.oubt that the incidence of certain work-
limiting disabilities is higher in the older population. There is no
question about it.

Mr. DAzams. I think the Civil Service Commission has discovered
in the past year since the law was amended to credit sick leave to
retirement annuity, that the younger people in Federal employment
have utilized their sick leave much less than they had in the past.
Whereas, it has been utilized to a areater degree by the older person.

When the study is completed in''the year ihead and they have had
a greater opportunity to analyze this, I think it will show the use
of sick leave by our older people will be much higher than the
younger generation.

Dr. Sii:EPPARD. In this connection, a physician at the University
of Michigan Public Health School, named. 'Sidney Cobb, has been doing
a study of the effects of unemployment on illness. And his point is
that unemployment creates certain illnesses. When the unemployed
worker is interviewed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics interviewer
and is asked, "Why aren't you working?" he answers that he is sick.

And so the table reports his reason for not being in the labor force
is that he is sick.

My point is, that 5 or 10 percent, perhaps morewe don't know
what the real percentage isof the people who are listed in our
Government statistics as beino- out of the labor force because they
are ill may have incurred illnesses because they were laid off. This
is partly through psychosomatic factors and partly because they
didn't have the money to take care of themselves with medical service.

I recommend a novel based on Dr. Cobb's work, by Alfred Slote,
called "Termination," that presents the details of my point here.

Mr. DANIELS Dr. Sheppard, thank you. Your testimony was very
interesting.

Dr. SHErrann. Thank you.
Mr. DANiEns. The subcommittee will stand adjourned until April 29.
(Whereupon at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was ad) ourned to

reconvene on 'Wednesday, April 29, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF 1H.t. COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
W ashington, D.0 .

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara, presid-

ing.
Present Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Burton, Hawkins, Gay-

dos, Pucinski, Scherle, Esch, and Steiger.
Staff members present : H. D. Reed, Jr., general counsel ; Charles

Radcliffe minority counsel for education; Donald Baker, associate
counsel for labor Austin Sullivan, legislation specialist; Cathy Ro-

mano and Sue Nelson, research assistants.
Mr. O'HARA- The select subcommitteewill come to order.
The purpose of our hearing today is to continue to take testimony

on H.R. 10908, H.R. 11620, and H.R. 13472, the Manpower Act and
related bills.

The first witness today is Mr. Robert Wilson who is executive vice
president for administration of the National Alliance of Business-
men. He is accompanied by Mr. Roy Siemiller, vice president for
labor liaison.

Mr. Wilson, we would be very pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. WILSON, RX-ECITIVE VICE PRESIDENT

FOR ADMINISTRATION AND SECRETARY-TREASURER, NA-

TIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSENESSMEN; ACCOMPANIED BY G1RA1t1)

PETERSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESOENT FOR OPERATIONS; P. L.

(ROY) smnr.TY,R, vim PRESMENT FOR LABOR LIAISON; AND

IOSEPH CUNNINGHAM, COUNSEL

Mr. Witsoic. Mr. Chairman, we would like to submit a statement
for the record which includes attached exhibits.

(Statement follows :)
STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. WILSON ON BEHALF OF THE NAT/ONAL ALLIANCE

OF BUSINESSMEN

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Members of the Committee, my name is Robert J.
Wilson. I am a businessman, presently Chairman of the Board of Universal Air-
lines, Inc., and now serving as. Executive Vice President for Administration of
the National Alliance of Businessmen here in Washington. I have held this
position with NAB for the past ten months. With me today is Mr. Gerard
Peterson, on loan from Aetna Life and Casualty, and also NAB Exeeutive Vice

. (1129)
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President for Operations. Also present is Mr. Roy Siemiller, former President
of the International Association of Machinists, AFL-CIO, and presently the
NAB Vice President for Labor Liaison and Mr. Joseph Cunningham, our counsel,
formerly NAB Vice President for Government Relations on. loan from the Du-

Pont Company.
The National Alliance a Businessmen appreciates this opportunity to testify

before this Committee as to its pro,r,ress to date in finding meaningful employ-

ment for the disadvantaged membas of our society. We think it particularly
fortunate that your Committee has been the first Congressional body to in-
quire into the workings of the prograufs a the Alliance, and ha.s done so almost
two years to date of our initial assumption of responsibility. Appropriately.
we are testifying in conjunction with your hearings on HR 11620, HR 1090S and
HR 13472, bills that have as a major purpose the coordination of programs and
activities, such as those undertaken by NAB, which aim at irroviding educa-
tion and training needed to qualify many Americans for employment. VIThile the
Milance as a bi-partisan, non-profit organi751tion does not as a matter of policy
take a position on leslation, we do believe this first exposition of the NAB
program should help to place its role in perspective pis a vis other manpower
undertaltings and proposals.

On January 23, 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson sent his first message to
Congress following his State of the Union address, and entitled it, "To Earn a
Living : The Right of Every American". In it, he posed the question as to how an
economy such as ours, capable of sustaining generally high employment over the
better part of three decades, could go that extra length to assure every American,
who is willing to work, the right to earn a living. He enumerated various grouna
of idle, non-productive people : far too many of our citizens who had been denied
that right and who were thus economically and socially disadvantaged. And he
indicated this country should no longer tolerate Such waste of human talent. He
talked of various programs designed to reach what he termed the "hard-core"
unemployeda target population of 1.3 million "forgotten" men and women.
Admitting the limitations of existing manpower efforts to reach this group, the
President concluded that a program should be undertaken by the private sector
of the economy, by the business community, "to train the hard-core =employed
for work in private industry"-

While much of the underlying basis on which the Alliance was founded is no
doubt familiar to you. it may be interesting for purposes of evaluation to reflect
on the premises stated by President Johnson in deciding to initiate this manpower
partnership between government and industry. Six out of every seven working
Americans are employed in the private sector, he said, and nine out of every ten
of those who have received government supported on-the-job training have gone
on to good jobs.

Industry, the President said, Inaows how to train people for the jobs on which
its profits depend. On the other hand, businessmen were not engaged to any
extent in solving the problems of the disadvantaged American ; government funds
were not available to defray eiLra costs of training the disadvantaged*; govern-
ment manpower services were only a limited part of the private employees field
of personnel experience. To remedy the latter, and build on the foundations of the
former, the President then proposed a 350 million dollar manpower training pro-
gram entitled Job Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS), to. complement
what he hoped would be a major commitment by the private sector to hire and
train the disadvantaged in our sodety. Businessmen responded to this initiative
and formed the National Alliance of Businessmen. That is the undertaking on
which we are here to report to you today.

Our objectives, we believed, were relatively straightforward. Through a flexible
partnership with government, we aimed at locating and identifying the "hard-
core" disadvantaged, offering them employment first, and then training. Business-

s-Disadvantaged is defined as a poor person who does not have suitable employment and
is either (1) a school dropout. (2) under 22 or over 45 years of age. (3) handicapped. or
(4) subject to special obstacles to employment. Categories of special obstacles to employ-
ment are: (a) unsidlled workers who have had two or more periods of unemployment dur-
ing the past ten ,vgars totalling fifteen weeks or more; (b) workers whose last jobs were
in occupations of significantly lower skill training than in previous Jobs ; (c) workers
with a fomity history of deeendence on welfare; (d) workers permanently laid-off
from jobs in declining industries and. (e) members of minori, groups. Poor persons
are defined as being a member of a family receiving welfare payments, or where net annual
income in relation to family size does not exceed a specified income. For a non-farm
family of four, maximum income could not exceed $3,600 per year.
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men would assume the normal cost of training, looking to the government, when
necessary, for reimbursement of extraordinary costs associated with employing
the disadvantaged. They would provide extra services badly needed by many of
these new workers, such as job orientation, counselling, transportation, health
care, basic and job related education. They would attempt to eliminate the bar-
riers at the supervisory and other management levels, to the hiring and promo-
tion of this group of unskilled employees. Equally direct were the goals set for us
by the President, 500.000 new jobs were to be found for the dissdvantaged within
three years. 200,000 temporary jobs for needy youth were an additional mission
during the summer of 1968. Business executives were to be recruited to serve on
NAB's Board of Directors; to staff its Washington National Office, its regional
offices, and to form the voluntary nucleus of 50 metro offices located in the Nation's
largest cities. It was all very simply stated and, as the business community
learned, extremely complex, demanding; sometimes frustrating, and ultimately
satisfying in its implementation_

Most of our metro offices officially began operation in the fifty largest U.S.

cities on July 1, 1968. Our first year target was to place on the job 100,000 dis-
advantaged people by June 30, 1969. The Alliance was aware of brealdng new
ground ; first in attempting to mobilize on a nationwide basis the businessmen
of the country to attack the problems of "hard-core" unemployment and secondly,
in developing for the first time a true sense of partnership between government
and industry in combating one of our most pressing urban ills. We stated at the
outset that we wanted employers to screen in those job applicants that had
previously been screened out ; who had frequently been turned away at the em-
ployment office. We asked for a positive commitment to hire and train and counsel
these disadvantaged Americans who had been denied equal employment oppor-
tunity for so many years. as well as those who had no education or work sIdlls to
offer an employer. We viewed, and continue to view our mission as primarily
oriented to changing business community hiring practices.

We believe that in the past two years, employer attitudes have changed in a
positive wayfrom doing the minimum required by Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, and other federal and state EEO regulatory requirements, to affirma-

tive plant and company hiring concepts that can make equal job opportunitr
reality. Certainly, we have found that in this particular area of manpower train-
ing, success is an elusive anality. Yet if we at NAB can wholeheartedly claim
to be responsible for any major accomplishment in this field over the past two
years, we sincerely believe it to be most reflected in the development of a multi-
plicity of new and liberalized hiring techniques.

Of course, it is not a one way street Industry also gaius. New and productive
workers are brought into the employer's plant or business. The economy is also
strengthened. Whether viewed from the perspective of increased purchasing
Power of these new workers, or the saving in welfare pro-ram funds, otherwise
required for their support, employer interests are better served. One NAB
regional study indicated that a disadvantaged individual taken off welfare and
placed in a productive job repaid costs of training within twenty months. This
determination was based on a new hire's annual payment of federal income
taxes of approximately $241 per year. Estimated state tax would be 836 per
year. General unemployment costs to the employer would be reduced $34 per
year and welfare support payments would be saved to the extent of $1,308
annually. More importantly, NAB has found the business community far more
receptive to committing more jobs, as new workers, recruited from the ranks
of the disadvantaged, continue to prove themselvesputting to rest at long
last the old saw that plenty of jobs exist if only the unemployed-were willing
to go out and get them. They are willing, and are improving their willingness as
NAB employers develop the means and commitment to employ them.

Let me tell you of some examples of affirmative hiring that NAB has seen
develop in American business. Milprint, Inc. of Milwaukee is a medium sized
employer in the packaging industry. The Alliance has long believed that in-
volvement of medium size and smaller employers is not only crucial to the success
of our program, but holds the key to the ultimate reorienting of private em-
ployment policies. We have pointed out that primary consideration should
be given to a job applicant's need, rather than his or her initial employment
qualifications.NAB has maintained that the new hire can be trained for a job's require-
ments and given other remedial skills after hiring is accomplished. Milmint, prior
to becoming a NAB employer in 1968, had demanded that every potential em-
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ployee take a basic general test to determine whether the applicant could meet
company standards. When it joined. the NAB ranlm, Milprint decided to abandon
this test that for many of the disadvantaged was a major psychological and
substantive obstacle to employment. The results, according to the company,
have been encouraging. NAB hires evince a strong desire to work. Company
production has not suffered. Intensified orientation and counselling of these
new employees has taken the place of formal, rigid testing. The consequent im-
pact of Milprint's industrial relations climate has not been unsettling. Con-
versely, the company's potential work force has been given a broadened base.
The poor and the unskilled have one more open door at which to seek employ-
ment in that city. This story can be repeated a hundredfold, as redesigned per-
sonnel practices of NAB employers expose them for the first time to the reality,
if not necessity, of hiring and training the "hard-core" disadvantaged.

The Washington office a the IBM Corporation found its hiring procedures
focused by NAB on better ways of gaining new employees. As a result of enter-
ing into a JOBS contract, the company is currently training 15 disadvantaged
workers, and 100 others have completed training since the start of the Wash-
ington program. The retention rate of these employees is 68%. All referrals to
IBM for this program come from the Concentrated. Employment Program (CEP)
in the District of Columbia_

Forty hours of company orientation are given before training bens. A low
level of academie achievement is a criterion for enrollment in the program. No
tests are given prior to hiring. Remedial education -courses are carried on during
the first ten weeks of employment. Entry level salaries begin at $2.30 per hour.
Personal economics relating to the trainee's income are stressed, as is personal
development. On-the-job training aims at work -Allis for jobs, such as "customer
eneneers". Most of the Washington trainees are between 18 and 22 years old ;
with 66 men trainees and 49 women. The IBM Company is en,gaged in similar
efforts (in support of NAB) in Detroit Cleveland, Philadelphia and San Fran-
cisco, and has pledged to train a total of 900 disadvantaged men and women by
next year.

In New York, two areas of business that have heretofore been difficult for the
disadvantaged to enter have responded to NA_Ws challenge. In 1969, J. Walter
'Thompson Company, a major advertising company in that city, launched a pilot
program for 13 anen under a JOBS contract. The company felt it would require
about a year to train the men for the job of traffic assistant, a semi-clerical job
keeping track of advertising schedules. In the past, this job required a college
degree. The 13 men were chosen from a total of 15 sent by the State Employment
Service. AR except one were high school dropouts. All had ghetto backgrounds,
pollee records and were considered by the employer as militant All were poor.

Within the first six months of the program, 12 who lacked it had their high
.school equivalency diplomas. In addition, all were mi stafftwo as copy writers,
one as assistant art director, two in photography, one as assistant business man-
ager, one as a broadcast buyer, one as a media estimator, two in data processing,
two in traffic and one as an advertising assistant Two men won schoarships to
the University of Wisconsin, and one won a eity-wide photography contest. Since
the jobs these trainees ended up with were those where a college degree had
been absolutely mandatory in the past, the agency decided to take a long, hard
look at its job entry requirements at all levels. It then launched a new program
nnder another JOBS contract for 55 slots of the same nature. The agency
expanded its training staff and is now in about the sixth month of the new pro-
gram. It has also been instrumental in encouraging other companies to do like-
wise, with the result that six agencies are doing programs of their own and 15
others are in consortia. The salaries of the initial J. Walter Thompson trainees
(now employec-s) range from $6.500 to $13,000 annually.

Similarrly, the New 'York ehapter of the American Institute of Banking, acting
for a consortium of sixteen banking and financial institutions, has undertaken
its second JOBS contract hiring and training 631 disadvantaged individuals for
banking careers. In their initial involvement in the NAB program, the major
New York banks hired 795 trainees, who were then trained at the AIB head-
'quarters. Remedial education, introduction to the "world of work", business
conduct and special orientation prbblerns were made a part of normal joh con-
tent for the trainees, most of whom possessed no more than fifth to eighth grade
education. Wages after training are $2.75 per hour for general &erica and busi-
ness machine operational assignments. The retention rate under this program
was as goed as that previously experienced by Ihe banks with their regular first
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year hires. A TB in New York is now preparing a third training program to hire

an even larger number of disadvantaged workers. Similar undertakings hare
been initiated by ADS chapters, or members, in locations such as Boston, West-

chester County, N.Y., Albany, N.Y., Wichita, Kansas, and Hartford, Connecticut
Unusual occupations have also been part of NAB's search for new jobs.

In Dallas, Texas, a wig stylist consortium was developed, consisting of six

companies in the wig manufacturing industry. Two hundred and eleven dis-
advantaged people were hired at a relatively low starting wage of $1.60 per hour.

Retention was therefore to be particularly watched, since we have learned that

low entry level salaries frequently led to high turnover of minority and other
disadvantaged trainees. However, the hourLv rate at the completion of training

reached $2.50 and the employers worked very closely with their new trainees.
They emphasized the positive aspects of employment in their industry including
weekly income on completion of training that ranges as high as $150. Opportu-

nity, and a sense of real need in this indusliy for these new hires was constantly
stressed. As a result, better than 50% of the group were retained. Approximately

10% of those who haveparticipated have become instructors, while several others
opened their own shops. Eighty per cent to ninety per cent of the JOBS' employees

in this program are mothers.
An excellent example of a JOBS contract in which the company has committed

itself to be successful with "hard-core" employees exists in Newark, New Jersey.

The Prudential Insurance Company's training program includes twelve hours a

week of remedial education and sidlls training, and 25 one-half hours of on-the-
job training. Counselling, day care and medical services, as needed, are also
provided. Each employee is assipied a "buddy" to work with him during the OJT
phase. All educational services, counselling and supplementary skill's training
are provided by Prudential's own highly qualified employees in the company's

Adult Education Center.
A highly sophisticated adult education system is also employed. People

selected as trainers and counselors for these employees must have the ability
to teach all basic education courses, with preference being given to current
employees with two to five years service with PrudentiaL Thirty-two persons
have been hired so far at a starting wage of $1.98 per hour. Retention is 100%.

Not all employers accept government reimbursement for the extraordinary
costs of hiring and training these new workers. For those that do, the Department
of Labor estimates that no more than an average of 70% of training costs are
ever returned to the employer. Per capita reimbursement under the JOBS '70
program incidentally is approximately $2,400. However, almost three out of four
disadvantaged trainees (70%) are employed at no expense to the government.
Some examples of what non-contract companies have done voluntarily are well

worth reciting.
In TuLsa, an electricity utility, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, worked

with NAB to develop a program aimed specifically at jobs for the disadvantaged.
The company lmew, from earlier experiences with minority group employses,

that acceptance of the disadvantaged by other employees depended largely on
work habits and attitudes rather than good scores on placement tests. ShartlY
after the NAB program was adopted, the company employed as a consultant the
retired executive director of the ThIsa Urban League. His duties included both
the recruiting of minority group employees and counseling with them after
employment. With the cooperation of the company's top management, he also
worked with various management levels, pointing out opportunities for em-
ployment of the disadvantaged. His counselling efforts, both with management
and with individual employees, were responsible in part, for the company's
high retention level.

Individuals from disadvantaged groups have been employed for rrnsldlled,
semi-sldlled, office and clerical jobs. Some have been assigned to engineering
related fields such as drafting, engineering aides, engineers and management
trainees. Several employees coming to the company under the NAB program
have been upgraded in job assignments. Three of these employees have been
indentured in the company's Apprentice Training Program, which has the
approval of the U.S. Department of Labor's Birrean of Apprenticeship Train-
ing. The retention rate for NAB entry level jobs for this group has been
62%. The company fully expects its continued efforts in recruiting and de-
velopment of disadvantaged people to yield mutually advantageous results.

In Wisconsin, A. 0. Smith Corporation showed what NAB considers to be
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sound management techniques, too long lacldng in many business circles, in
dealing with employment of the "hard-core". The challenge of meeting the
NAB pledge to recruit, train and retain 175 hard-core unemployed, according
to the company, raised a number of questions. Among these were considera-
tions as to how the "hard-core" unemployed were different from other new
employees, whether double standards would be established as to productivity
and general work performance, and why referral agencies did not train and
orient the "hard-core" before they were employed. The last question forced
the company to seek its own answer. A training area away from, the main
plant was established by the company. A. 0. Smith obtained a worksite in
a warehouse location away from the plant, installed production equipment
and selected some work. It spelled out goals for what was called, Job Prepara-
tion Training. It then prepared candidates for entrance to the main plant
work force by giving individual consideration to each candidate's need to :

a. establish habits of punctuality and regular attendance,
b. develop basic safe job knowledge and sidlls,
c. accept supervision and cooperate with fellow worlmen,
d. improve academic levels,
e. achieve solutions of personal problems by individual counselling.

The training consisted of approximately four to six weeks in the vestibule
training center. Certificates were then presented and assipiments made to
regular jobs in the main plant A plan for orientation education was estab-
lished. with speakers from the company as well as those from the community. A
"buddy" system was instituted to assist in maintaining interest in the job.
Turnover, of course, occurred ; but, as of January 20, 1970, C4% of the 118
trainees hired in the first two years had been retained. The company is pleased
with initial results, and is now undertakIng a second program of hiring the
disadvantaged in greater numbers.

We could go on in describing the many similar experiences of companies
around the country who have undertaken projects as a part of the NAB
program. Not all are successful. Some few attempt no new approaches to
hiring this target group of people, and their retention rate in these cases
is decidedly poor. Others fail to provide the supportive services that axe so
necessary in helping disadvantaged workers catch up with their fellow em-
ployees. Yet, in the main, the vast majority of businessmen and companies
that have participated in the work of the Alliance have done a good job.
And we have not talked to you today about the truly major provir'rams under-
taken by the very largest U.S. employers. Many of you already know of the
good work being done by General Motors, Ford, Western Electric, DuPont,
RCA, Alcoa and the other giants of American industry. In each of your states,
NAB now has the support of major employers, who aim at aggressively im-
proving the lot of the "hard-core". We are enclosing an attachment to our state-
ment (Exhibit I) that reflects a general sampling of a variety of the 24.742
companies participating in our program. Many in this sampling are large, na-
tional corporations. The attachment reflects commitment of fifteen contract and
non-contract companies, taken at random from our records as of March 31,
1970.

Since the beginning of this fiscal year, we presently have 1,303 JOBS contracts
outstanding, covering 51,433 job slots. The Department of Labor has committed
since july 1, 1969,128.8 million dollars under the JOBS program. Of these con-
tracts with employers 65% are for less than twenty traineesindicating to De-
partment statisticians that the vast majority of new ZOBS contracts are held
by what they consider to be small employers.* That is, we think, indicative of
our efforts to reach and involve the great middle group of American businesses.

Consistent with this broadening of our base, NAB has seen positive develop-
ments occur in our metro offices. When President Nixon took office in January
of last year, he reviewed the work of the Affiance, and suggested an expansion
of NAB offices to an additional 75 metropolitan areas. He also raised to 614.000,
the total NAB "on board" goal to be reached by June 30, 1971. With this added
mandate and reaffirmed presidential support. we proceeded to recruit more busi-
ness executives to staff these new metro offices. On loan from their companies

sA consortium JOBS contract was specifically devised to assist small and medium size
employers to enter into a joint training effort of the disadvantaged. Generally. a single
consortium leader provides cumses in pre-04T and supportive services to new hires at a
centralized location. Mese classes help employers to integrate into their work force.
employees who require additional inpnt of services that many employers alone are
unegpped to provide.
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for periods of up to one year or more, the more than 2,000 men and women who
have been loaned full-time by business are the backbone of the NAB concept of
"taIkIng business to businessmen". The "business" is, of course, jobs for the
disadvantaged. We have recruited approximately 30,000 executives to serve in
various capacities in the NAB network since the start of the program. The
Alliance's managers and executives are borrowed for extended periods from
companies, or from Government agencies, that continue to pay their salaries.

The Alliance has ten regional offices, each headed by a member of the NAB
Board of Directors. Each regional office has a full-time executive supplied from,
and paid by, the regional chairman's company. The national and regional oliices
are primarily concerned with organimation, planning, counselling and trouble-
shooting. But the real job is done in the local NAB offices in the country's 125
largest metropolitan area& In each of these 125 areas, a metropolitan chairman
devotes his energy to opening employment doors in local industry to citizens
-of the area's ghettos. He encourages industry to use its own resources and
creativity to provide employment opportunities for people it would not ordinarily
employ. Where this requires special effort and expense, he encourages the com-
panies to avail themselves of government support through a JOBS contract with
the Department of Labor. The local office, headed by our metro chairman, in-
variably has looked for slwport from top business leaders in the community.
The chairman will represent NAB with this group and will in turn choose a
metro director who oversees the day-to-day work for the NAB organization. Also
.on the metro staff, a manager of job procurement and placement (JOBS MAN),
serves as a loaned executive who assists the metro's pledge campaign; recruits
the needed loaned executive solicitors ; a.nd oversees their training. A manager
of recruitment and government programs (MAN MAN) represents the govern-
ment arm of the Alliance partnership, and serves on loan from the state employ-
ment service. He sees that job pledges are converted to specific job orders; pro-
vides the necessary outreach, screenin., and referral for hiring; and assists in
providing information on JOBS contActs. A team of industry job solicitors,
and a secretarial staff support this basic four man office nucleus.

Recently, through a Department of Labor funded project, NAB was instru-
mental in having five hundred state employment service employees trained to
serve as JOBS contract service representatives (CSR). These new members of
the local metro, now stand ready to assist employers who desire guidance in
entering into a training agreement with the Department We believe this assign-
ment of CSR's to our metro offices also brings state employment agencies into a
further involvement with the problems of the "hard-core" unemployed. Thus,
the CSR, and all the businessmen and women involved in the NAB program,
make direct contact with companies that provide the jobs, as well as with the
organizations that supply the job recruits.

In every metropolitan area there are many groupsprivate, public, formal,
informal, large and smallthat are addressing the problems of poverty. It is
not the intent of the National Alliance of Busbiessmen to supplant or obstruct
any of these local organizations. It is the job of the National Alliance of
Businessmen in every area to work constructively with an programs concerned
with employment opportunities. If a basic task of the Alliance is to help bring
people and jobs together, the Alliance role must be that of a catalyst to maxi-
mize the effectiveness of already existing resources. We have included as an
attachment (Exhibit II), an organization chart describing how the metro office
functions, and the role it should play in helping coordinate community man-
power efforts.

In the NAB metro approach to solving employment problems of disadvantaged
workers, a number of innovatve developraents have occurred. In Chicago, the
NAB office produced a study entitled "Transportation and Employment of the
Hard-Core" (E.,chibit III). This report is considered by many to be an excep-
tional compendium of meaningful solutions to a major employment obstacle
facing the urban poor. It has been distributed to thousands of employers.

In New York, the NAB metro (Coalition JOBS) developed an ...Opportunity
Ratng System" aimed at encouraging employers to pledge "quality jobs" for
the disadvantaged (Exhibit IV). The NAB objective is to develop good jobs,
at reasonable wages, with valuable training and work experience, and an
opportunity for advancement. Consequently the New York approach sorts oat
the dead-end type of job as an unacceptable pledge from an employer. Instead,
the metro in that city aims at good jobs that provide meaningful employment
to the "hard-core" new hire. Other ,NAB cities are beginning to follow this
well-conceived lead.
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In the great majority of NAB offices around the country, supervisory train-
ing works?ops hare been instituted on a regular basis. First line supervisors
in cities like Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Buffalo, and San Diego. are
thereby introduced to the unique problems of the disadvantaged worker. Paul
Kayser, past president of NAB, said last year that "long before you put a dis-
ad-.-.ntaged person to work in a job, you have to put yourself in his shoes, think
what he thinks, worry his worries, and look at yourself through his eyes."
All too feW supervisory personnel have erer undertaken this exercise. In many
cases, they had little reason to do so prior to their company's pledge and hire
commitment to the Alliance. Now, NAB metros everywhere offer workshops to
instruct the supervisor on new situations to be faced ; the tools to be used in
meeting theta ; and the empathy the new worker must receive in order to suc-
ceed. Thes free workshops use a variety of training techniques to create maxi-
mum partleipant involvement. Included are color films, programmed instruc-
tions. groo,P discussions, problem solving sessions, and creative role playing. The
idea is to tocus on the superrisor's experience and not merely to subject him to
another series of lectures of human relations. Ile is helped to experience the
job sittiatioa as the strange environment it frequently is to the disadvantaged
worker. And he is urged VI come up with creative ways to assist the *thard-core"
employee to become oriented and productive. Employers report that the work-
shops are Proving successful and that new and more sophisticated supervisory
control habits are far more frequently in evidence.

As a final selection from many of the fine efforts undertaken by NAB metros
to invoive area businessmen in solving the employment problems of the disad-
vantaged, We are enclosing a copy of a letter sent to all employment and
personnel offices in the Bridgeport, Connecticut area by our metro there (Ex-
hibit IT). It is representative of similar correspondence sent to local company
employment offices by other NAB offices across the nation. The message NAB
attempts to bring to those (-barged with company hiring is perhaps commonplace
to some employers. It is simply a need of sensitivity and awareness in inter-
viewing referred "hard-core" job applicants. For many employers, however, this
message is an informative, meaningful introduction to the responsibility of
bringing iato the work force the many potential employees who have been. denied
this right ni the past. Not all enaployers follow our lead. But through means of
letters such as this; advertising in local newspapers, on radio and TN.; and.
speeches t° Chambers of Commerce and other business organizations, we have
reason to believe that the crucial first contract affirmative response by business
to the disadvantaged job applicant. is developing.

We have discussed at some length particular undertakings by individual NAB
compapies, and local NAB metro offices in developing an employment climate
receptive to hiring disadvantaged American workers. We believe these examples
to be representative of the work of the Alliance nationwide over the past two
years. It may now be appropriate to indicate to you how many disadvantaged or
hard-core People have been reached by the Alliance since 1968. Recently, Arthur
A. Fletcher, Assistant Secretary of Labor, after hearings in Washington, D.C.
on emPlorment of blacks and other minorities in the building trades, was quoted
in the Press as saying that "we're going to play a ntunbers game because numbers
is what it's an about." Although we do not see "numbers" as the sine qua non
of the succol!ss or failure of NAB's prop-am, and in fact believe they are secondary
to our ma?Or function of altering industry hiring patterns and attitudes. the
mission originally given to NAB was phrased in terms of target goals. Obviously,
it is easier to measure accomplishment if you simply look at fignres.

Much harder is the task of determining whether an employer's posture has
been truly changed as to the criterion he uses in hiring. Nevertheless, having
received sPecifically assigned quotas from two Presidents. NAB instituted a
procedure for keeping track of statistical progress. A tally system was instituted
using a computer. We call this our Management Information System.* For eon-

*The inforrnation is gathered on 5 types of cards :
1. The Pl.edge Card.The Pledge Card tells the Nationza Alliance of Businessmen that

a gempanv aag joined the program ; the number of jobs the company has pledged ; and
whether the Company is interested in the JOBS contract.The Htring Card.--trhe Siring Card identifies the characteristics of the trainee
ecegagg into, t_he NAB/JOBS program.3. co m ptezion/7'ermination Card.The Completion/Termination card notifies the NAB
that a.traille,e has completed contract training or has left employment.

4. bpgraaihg Card.The Upgrading Card tells us when an employee's skill-level is being
improved fo,r, a better job.

5- Tall1/ L'Oryle.The Tally Card reports hires. terminations and on-board figures. This.
card is submitted quarterly by both contraet and on-contract employers.
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tracting companies, hire cards, completion/termination cards and upgrading
cards are submitted at the end of the month to the Regional Manpower Admin-
istrator along with a monthly report, and then the cards are forwarded to the
NAB headquarters. The hiring cards ard completion/termination cards for non-
contract companies are mailed directly to theNAB headquarters.

This system provides us with information on the number of pledges received,
the name and other pertinent data on each individual hired, and similar neces-
sary information if tile new employee is terminated. Tbe reporting of these facts
through the completion of hire and termination cards Is. in the majority of cases.
a voluntary responsibility of the pledging employers and as such it is an im-
perfect system.

The quality of data in any reporting system is dependent upon the supplies
of the data. We, at NAB, have found that larger employers who are experienced
in personnel reporting systems tend to be accurate and timely with the data
provided on hiring, training, and retaining "hard-core unemployed." With the
smaller companies, we have experienced a numper of problems. In many in-
stances, they simply will not report, even though the NAB metro offices have
been most diligent in attempting to secure tally reports from them on a monthly
basis. Thus, NAB headquarters is faced with a situation where our figures prob-
ably reflect neither all of the hires in the program nor all of the terminations.
We feel that in a volunteer program such as this, our reporting has been gen-
erally quite effective when compared with other, similarly oriented programs
where reporting was often tied directly to the payment of funds. Althou&h
the contract portion of the NAB program does permit enforcement of reporting
as a condition for payment, no such inducement is present in the volunteer
programand it must not be forgotten that approximately 70% of all persons
hired under the JOBS program come from volunteer companies.

The volunteer aspect of reporting does not exist, of course, if the employer
has a government contract The reporting then becomes mandatory. However,
even here categories are imprecise as to what actually happens to a trainee.
For example, until very recently trainees who have completed training under
contract and been assimilated into the employees work force, were counted as
-terminated," along with other trainees who had either dropped out of the
program or been discharged from employment for some other reason. Also, of
those trainees who did in fact drop out of the program, many went on to other
jobs, into military service, or back to schooL Yet they were also listed as
terminations.

Changes in data reporting should go some way to correct this impreciseness
as to terminations. Additionally, trainee's Social Security classifications will
provide more detailed follow-up information on his or her employment progress.
A basic sampling of 12,000 trainees done by NAB last year shows that such data
can, in time, be obtained (Exhibit VI). It also reflects that NAB trainees were
appreciably affected by their involvement in the program, both as to mean earn-
ings increase) and as to additional number of quarters in which they
were employed.

No doubt, interest exists in numbers of disadvantaged people placed in jobs,
and their specific record of maintaining employment. It should be first stated
very clearly and precisely that the overwhelming consensus of opinion from
participating NAB employers to date is that these so-called bard-core workers
are everywhere indicating a desire to work and work hard. The vast majority,
to the surprise of not a few employers, are turning out to be dedicated, industri-
ous employees. They have well justified the faith placed in them_ Given the
opportunity at last, they quickly put to rest the pernicious cliches reflecting
on their commitment to earn their place in the world of work. If we are justifi-
ably proud of the nearly 25,000 American business firms participating in NAB,
we are even prouder of the disadvantaged trainees who proved so many things
to so many people, not the least of whom might be themselves. On March 31,
1970, we reflect the following statistics on these trainees :
Trainees hired_ 432, 797
Trainees terminated__ =3, 731

Total trainees on-board 351
Trainees on the job with their original employer_ 09. 066
Trainees terminated after 6 months 19, 285
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The above figures result in a retention rate of 48%, which we believe to well
justify the business community's commitment to hire and train the "hard-core"
through NAB. Although many would claim retention on the job for a six month
period or better indicates successful assimilation into the economic mainstream,
we have excluded these individuals from our on-board totals in calculating our
retention figure. Likewise, we have exclnded, in determining a retention per-
centage, the approximately 10% of "terminated" trainees who have gone from
a NAB employer directly to other employment Another 2% of this termination
category is attributable to individuals who have returned to school or entered
the armed forces.* We have excluded these trainees in calculating our reten-
tion rates, but we cannot believe they are in any sense failures. At a conservative
43%, our "numbers" nonetheless stand as a not unrealistic reflection of the
success of the NAB program and its people.

The Committee is aware, of course, that NAB trainees, trulilre those in other
federally sponsored manpower programs (except MDTAOJT), begin with 100%
of their number in jobs. The problems of placement after training, or training for
non-existent jobs, are thus obviated. We have stressed the necessity of the "hire-
first" concept to businessmen nationwide, as a means of attaddng the root of the
problem of "hard-core" unemployed. However, with this approach, many feared
that employers would continue to screen out needy individnals who were osten-
sibly unattractive to employment interviewersthus "creaming" the top layer
of the so-called hard-core. Especially was this considered to be an unattractve
possibility in the seLf certification, non-contract hire situation that comprises
the bulk of the NAB program. But in the contract portion, where certification of
disadvantaged trainees is done by the state employment service or C.E.P., and
in the non-contract portion, profile characteristes of trainees vary only slightly.*
For instance, under contract, average family income is $2,367 compared to a
non-contract average of $2,495. The JOBS contract trainee's average number of
weeks unemployed is approximately 20, while non-contract trainees average 22.
Both groups average a family size of slightly more than 3.5 persons, and both
average only a little more than two years of high school education. Eighty-four
per cent of trainees under a JOBS contract are members of a minority race,
whereas 77% non-contract trainees are minorities. Contract trainees average
slightly over 25 years old, and non-contract about a year younger. In snmmary,
we believe we are reaching the target populations defined for us by President
Johnson, and the Department of Labor.

We would be remiss if we failed to list for you some of the problem areas en-
countered by NAB in the course of expanding our operations to 125 metropolitan
areas. We have mentioned difficulty in obtaining more predse information on new
hires and termination ; the reporting requirement being ionored in the breach
by many smaller employers ; and the need for more complete tracking of individ-
uals once they complete the program. Other difficulties also exist. Although nearly
25,000 employers are presently part of NAB, over two million employers have yet
to make an initial pledge. Most of those businesses are small. But ba reviewing our
responsibilities of opening job opportunities and modifying hiring attitudes of
American employers we must find a way to more fully commit these companies
to the task of hiring the "hard-core". In New York City alone, there are probably
something like 250,000 employers. If each one hired a single disadvantaged
worker, a sizeable dent in the problem of poverty in that city could be accom-
plished. The NAB office in that city (Coalition JOBS) has just completed a study
on the impact of our program there. It details in a thorough way, many of the
difficulties encountered in implementing a JOBS contract, and thereby mounting a
meaningful attack in the employment problems of the poor. We recommend it to
you for study (Exhibit VII) -

Also, we are continually in need for more top quality business executives. Both
in Washington and the field, we have relied on the efforts of a cadre of loaned
businessmen who take substantial time from their careers to develop jobs for
the disadvantaged. Turnover here is usually on an annual basis, and something

*These percentages as to "terminated" trainees who moved directly to new jobs, school,
or the military, are based on a sampling of 169,000 NAB contract and non-contract trainees
as of February 28. 1970.*Many non-contract employers have specifically requested that "hard-core" new hires
be certified by the state employment service or C.E.P. before referraL Approximately 26%
of non-contract referrals are so certified before reaching the employer.
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quicker. We have aimed at contixlually publicizing the NAB program ti the busi-
ness community and stressing its merits.

The obvious purpose of this '-hard-sell" to employers was, and is, to enlist their
support for NAB ; make them aware as businessmen of the potential human value
in our inner cities ; and convince them that changes in their hiring policies would
make extremely good business sense. But undertaking operation of NAB with
short-term businessmen volunteers and very few paid staffers, of necessary limits
the scope of activities of a program given significantly large goals. Of course,
support from two Presidents and the Congress has been imensely helpful in
terms of recruiting volunteers. And at every opportunity in our communications
to employerS, we have referred to statements about the Alliance similar to that
made by Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma that, "this evidence of interest on the
part of the American business community in the problems of the less fortunate,
indicates a growing development of social consciousness in an important sector
of American life." While partisan criticism would have been fatal, strong words
of endorsement by key govermnent officials have not always been enough. We are
however, continuing to seek out more dedicated businessmen committed to help-
ing solve the employment problems of the poor. The principle of voluntary support
by employers in a manpower program, and indeed a program of social redress,
that is staffed and run by businessmen, has proved to have inherent appeal. We
believe it would be inappropriate now to consider employing large numbers of
program administrators. However, the problems of adequate numbers of volun-
teers with time and skill to perform well in the task assigned, remains for NAB
a pres:ting concern.

Although NAB does not negotiate JOBS contracts for employers, nor monitor
their performance, we are informed by the Department of Labor that in some
instances employer performance under contract is unsatisfactory. In some cases
jobs contracted for have been in low-wage and high-turnover categories. In others,
supportive services, although part of the commitment, are not given the new
worker. In others, troining companies under subcontract to provide such services,
fail to do so. These defects must be exposed and corrected. We believe the De-
partment of Labor is increasing its monitoring activities in regard to JOBS
contractor performance, to see that such defects are eliminate& In every major
manpower program in the past, such abuses have existed on a scale of some pro-
portions. Although disappointed, we are not disheartened that non-performance
has occurred in some instances. It might be suspicious indeed if no evidence of
contract default existed in a program of such propf -,Tons. We do, of course, feel
that selected examples of poor JOBS contract p. )rmance are not reflective
of the overall good work being done by contractors nationwide. And it should
be remembered that most employers prefer not to accept government reimburse-
ment for their hiring and training of the "hard-core". Nonetheless, we are aware
of the need for close surveillance of JOBS contract performance and hope to see
it increase in future months.

Lastly, our retention figure to date of 48%, even though determined on a
somewhat conservative basis, is still not as good as it might be. Many ciisnd-
vantaged people are denied the economic security incidental to holding a good
job. We are unsatisfied with the argument that, compared to the nationwide re-
tention figure for all new hires, the accomplishment cif effectively placing the so-
called hard-core to the extent indicated is on its merits a substantial accomplish-
ment. This defensive posture is not the position we espouse. To compare our
retention rate with other less successful programs undertaken in the past is
hardly the answer. Retention figures should be better. More attention must be
given by employers to the special problems "hard-core" trainees bring with them
to the office or factory. Better paying jobs, with true opportunity for advance-
ment must be developed. Upgrading possibilities for clisndvantaged employees
must be continually assessed. Supervisors must be convinced that their work
record will in part be judged by how well they assist these new men and women
in successfully holding their own in a new work environment The list of areas
of improvement here is a long one. We are aware of the responsibility NAB has,
and the greater responsibility of American business and industry, to see real
progress made in improving the job retention of the people who desperately need
our help and assistance.

91st Cong. 1st Sess., Vol. 115, No_ 151, Sept. 19, 1969, P. S10970.
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In conclusion, let me say that we are optimistic about thefuture of the
Alliance. The record so far, we believe, is a good one. It reflects on the vitality
of our economic system. The vast employment resources of the private sector
have been marshalled as never before to solve one of the most pressing problems
of our society. NAB is proud of the business community response, and its
willingness to accept and accelerate change Numbers of disadvantaged workers
in jobs is a part, but only a part of the total accomplishment. Each of you, here
today surely has been told before of the hiring and trainino- success of NAB
employers in your cities and states. There should be more such sstories, and there
can and must be more.

Providing jobs for the "hard-core" unemployed will not by itself end poverty.
In fact, none of us know yet whether this vitally important experiment will
ultimately succeed ; whether enough jobs can be found for, and held by, the
persistently unemployable. But everyone 'mows that the attempt must be made,
and made with great energy. Although employment is only a part of the answer,
it is an indispensable part. The conscience of this country can no longer tolerate
a situation in which hundreds of thousands of Americans are unable, for whatever

reason, to live with dignity and self respeot as the rewards of their own labors.
The National Alliance of Businessmen was created shortly over two years ago.
It began its work immediately. believing the need was pressing and that there
was no time to sit around and try to draw up a 100% perfect program before
beginning the task. We were exploring new territory, trying new methods. We
have learned by trial and error. Some problems we have overcome ; many prob-
lems and difficulties remain. But as long as the Administration, and the Congress
believe that ours is a valuable effort, I la:low the American business community
will continue to strongly support the Alliance and its work.

EXHIBIT I.CONTRACT COMPANIES

Trainees
hired

Trainees
terminated

Trainees
terminated

on-board
more than
6 months

Net
trainnees
on board

American Airlines 459 145 21 335

Chrysler Training Dev 3,398 1.501 1,897

Eastern Airlines 483 315 38 206

Hotel Corp. of America_ 105 62 43

International Harverster 518 240 5 283

Lucky Stores 398 205 48 241

Pan American Airlines 293 100 193

Phillip Morris. 61 29 2 34

Sinclair Oil Co 25 3 22

United Airlines 774 408 48 414

Smiths Pride Foods 1,319 590 729

Chase Manhattan Bank_ 374 103 22 293

Consolidated Edison Corp 672 267 360

First National Bank 1,091 413 678

Republic Steel Corp 856 439 37 454

Western Electric 1,557 613 53 997

NBC 38 8 30

NONCONTRACT COMPANIES

F. W. Woolworth Co 2,198 930 1,268

United States Steel Corp 4,700 1,993
2.727

W. T. Grant-. 1,061 639 42
The Budd Co
General Motors

671
21,931

162
11,668 358 10,652091

Metropolitan Life_ 574 189 5 381

Rochester Jobs, Inc__ 5,074 2,060 224 3,738

Lockheed Georgia Co 884 434 220 670

Pace Corp 1,677 1,127 550

Bell Telephone _ 578 152 36 462

First National Bank 270 99 14 185

J. C. Penny Co., Inc.
Philco-Ford Corp

751.
289

433
190

52
1

370
100

Continental Oil '''''- .7.1,421 1,245 176

IBM :1-* ..k. 461 104 357

AlT Long Lines__ 72 21 51

1-144
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EXHIBIT II.-NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSESTESSMEN
METRO OFFICE ORGANIZATION

NAB
Metropolitan Offices (125)

Metro Chairman
Metro Director

Business & Industry
Advisory Committee

Business Executives
Labor Representative
Chamber of Commerce
Others

Inter-Agency
Resources Committee

Mayor's Youth Coordinator
USES/CEP
GEO Agencies
Urban Coalition
Indigenous Organizations

. Other Governmental and
Voluntary Agencies

Recruiting & Gov't. Programs
Mgr.

. Recruiting

. Referral
Certification
Government contract liaison

IV-13
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Job Placement & Procurement
Mgr.

Job Commitments (Pledges)
Placement
Retention

REVISED: nvc slut), , .1968
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EXHIBIT DI. TRANSPORTATION AND EMPLOYMENT OF THE HARD CORE

Tre_nsportation is proving to be an important consideration in getting
the unemployed into jobs. Approximately one-third of the Chicago Alliance
of Businessmeris present job pledges are located outside the city. This
percent wi!I increase as CAB's pledge campaign expands.

Though inadequate, there is much more mass transit available within
the metropolitan area than generally realized. This booklet is an attempt
to establish some guidelines for what is considered an acceptable trans-
portation solution, to give the reader a feel for what 17135S transit facilities
do exist and where they go, to suggest some alternatives where mass transit
is not adequate. and to give some examples of how individual companies
have solved their own transportation problems. A Transportation Advisor
is on the Alliance staff and is available to participating companies for con-
sultation and assistance.

Practically all of Chicago's suburban areas can be defined as -hard-to-
reach" by public transportation. City transit basically stops at the city limits.
Most suburbs are at least IO miles from Chicago's Loop. Therefore, most
travel to the suburbs by public transportation. where feasible at all, will
demand:

1. an additional transfer
2. an extra fare
3. excessive time.

In addition to getting a person to a job, it is important that the trans-
portation itself not have a deleterious effect on the employment situation.
Sufficient handicaps already exist for a disadvantaged person entering a
new work experience without the added negative effects of poorly conceived
transportation. It is dear that expensive, time-consuming, uncomfortable
transportation will not perform any magic on retention rates. Initial obser-
vations would indicate that any proposed transportation should satisfy at
least four minimum criteria:

I. It should not be excessively time-consuming, preferably under one
hour each way (1% hours maximum each way)..

2. It should be inexpensive. Entry level jobs do not pay much and a
cost of $1.00-$1.50 per round trip would appear to be an upper limit.
(Many solutions will therefore probably require some type of finan-
cial assistance by the employer).

3. It should be reasonably simple. Numerous transfers, etc, are confus-
ing to people who don't often venture outside the city.

4. It should be as attractive as possible in terms of personal comfort
and convenience.

*In terms of unemployment compensation. ousel time in excess of one hour each way is con-
sidered sufftMent justaTcation to refuse to accept a jab.

1146
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This booklet attempts to suggest a number of transportation alternatives
which can be tailored to the needs and desires of a particular company.
Since any solution will dhectly affect the welfare of employees, one im-
portant consideration will be the attitude of the company union. Some
unions will object to transportation assistance for some employees and not
for others. Other unions recognize the special needs of certain groups of
employees; one union, for example, requires that wherever an employee
must pay two fares to get to work, the company must pay one of them.

In general, it is recommended that employees be expected to pay at
least a nominal share of their transportation expense& Where a company
chooses to give some financial assistance, it is best done as a direct expense;
e.g., payment to a bus company for charter services or purchase of commuter
railroad tickets for distribution to the employees. This type of assistance
more properly falls under the category of a normal "cost of business" rather
than as a direct cash subddy to the worker, a type more apt to be resented
by other employees. It also avoids having this assistance subject to the in-
dividual income tax_

Whatever solution is decided upon, a company should carefully evaluate
any long-term commitments, especially in such areas as charter or leosing.
A common experience is that employees will gravitate toward car pools or
purchase of their own autos whenever this becomes economically feasible
or advantageous.

Listed below are several possible approaches for providing transporta-
tion to your company: a

The employer ean charter a bus, with driver, to provide transpor-
tation between the employees' homes, training center and job site.

A consortium of employers, either an official consortium or an =-
official group, can share the above system based on some agreed to cost
sharing.

An employer or consortium can buy a fleet of used cars, can "rent"
these to new employees for individual and car pool uses.

Necessary improvements in public transit service (route extensions,
special runs, etc.) can be purchased from the municipal carriers. Costs
can be shared among employers where a common service improvement
can serve a number of job sites.

* Suggested by John Z.. Crain, Conatitont to the Department of Transportation from the
Stanford Research Institute.
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A successful approach has been the buddy system. Employees, newly
hired bard-core or older employees, are paid to be responsible for trans-
portation for the new hires. This system has the advantages of having
a built-in followup procedure on potential lateness and absenteeism.

One traiaing organization for a large consortium assists the em-
ployee in buying an automobile, performing a middleman function be-
tween the buyer, the used car seller, the lending agency and the insur-
ance company.

Many employers have purchased a company bus, then paid one of
their employees the necessary overthne to act as driver. This system
allows total flexibility and can provide door-to-door service between
bome and work locations.

Where the problem is cost, not the availability of public transpor-
tation, bus tokens or other devices can be provided to new hires.

Arrangements can be made with taxi companies to pick up em-
ployees, at or near their homes. Groups of 5 persons are pooled who
live reasonably dose together. Under careful planning costs can be kept
to $ .50 per person per trip if the commute distance is not extreme.

The existing fleet of company cars can be used. Specific employees
report to work early, then are detailed to perform morning pickup serv-
ice bringing the new hires to their work locations.

If the company chooses to apply for a government contract, these trans-
portation costs are reimburseable during the period of training.

Following is a more detailed description of some specific transportaSon
alternatives.

The CTA offers extensive surface (bus) and rapid transit (rail) service
within the city limits, and to a limited extent, within certain suburbs. It
functions as an excellent collector service, picking up workers throughout
the Chicago area and funneling them to central pickup points most
logically at the end of rapid transit lines where they can easily be met by
other transportation sources such as company vehides, charter buses, sub-
urban bus routes, etc. To keep total travel time within reasonable limits,
this is most feasible when the company's location is relatively close to the
city limits.

Another feasible approach, when the company location is not too distant
from existing CTA service, is an extension of a CTA line to the company.
(See the case history on "Guaranteed Income" Bus Service for more details.)

CITY TRANSIT:
CHICAGO TRANSIT
AUTHORITY
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A map of CTA service is included in the pocket at the rear of this book-
let. Also, a map highlighting the rapid transit system is shown in Appendix
la (in pocket in back cover) with some representative travel times shown
from point to point in Appendix lb. Wherever possible, rapid transit serv-
ice is to be preferred as it cuts commuting time in half and avoids all traffic
delays.

Commuter railroads offer fast, direct service to many distant suburbs.
Where time schedules are satisfactory and wbere some type of transporta-
tion can be arranged from the suburban station to the plant (company ve-
hicle, car pools of suburban employees, re-routing of suburban bus line,
taxi, etc.), this mode should not be overlooked. It is especially appropriate
wbere the number of employees is too small to consider charter bus serv-
ice or wbere employees can be recruited from an area near an intermediate
station of the railroad. The cost, however, is generally high, and some form
of financial assistance should be considered in most cases.

A tnap showing the areas served by commuter railroads is provided in
the pocket at the rear of this booklet. Appendix 2 shows some approximate
travel times and costs between probable boarding stations and certain sub-
urbs known to have major industrial inhabitants. Appendix 3 shows the
frequency of rush bour service. To determine the arrival time at a particular
suburb, add the perlinent travel time to the time of departure.

This is all meant to give a rough idea as to wbether a particular rail-
road will provide a feasible "pipeline" between the inner-city and a sub-
urban company. Unusual starting times, shift work, etc., will complicate
the picture. More detailed information can be received from the railroad
or at the CAB office.

A list of the addresses of the downtown railroad stations and their pbone
numbers is included as Appendix 4.

Suburban bus companies offer at least some service into most suburban
areas. The frequency and coverage are somewhat limited however. The
services offered are too varied to attempt any summary bere other than to
provide a list of companies grouped according to their area of operation
(APPendix 5). Many of tbese companies also provide industrial charter serv-
ice and should be contacted directly for additional information.
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For companies which are not easily accessible by public trz7.rit and
which can establish anti maintain groups of riders of feasible busing size.
charter .bus service offers an economical, fast, and reliable means of trans-
portation. Although it can take many variations, the basic concept involves
chartering a bus to pick up employees at some inner-city location (or loca-
tions) and then offering express service to the suburban industrial site. As
such, it offers many advantages not usually available to other means of

transportation:

1. Elimination of numerous transfers. The process of riding a crowded
bus for a short distance and then having to transfer and wait on a cold,
windy corner for another crowded bus is an exasperating experience.
It is not the kind of experience which will be tolerated any longer than

necessary.

2. Speed. Travel by public transit te most suburbs can rarely be accom-
plished within acceptable time limits. The only feasible alternative is
by auto or express bus lacking automobiles, the disadvantaged are
characteristically at a disadvantage. A promising concept being pro-
mulgated in many quarters involves recruiting employees from within
a concentrated inner-city area. Then by having only one or two pickup
Points, a darter bus can reach even distant suburbs within an hour by
utilizing expressways and tollways. One northwest suburban company
located over 25 miles from the city center, makes two pickups one
on the south side and one the near west side and still keeps total travel
time at approximately one hour.

3. Camaradelie. Many companies are finding that a camaraderie often
develops among employees who share the same bus day after day. This
can be an important factor in employee retention. Some companies seek
to foster this by supplying reading material, coffee, etc. on board the
bus. A few companies are even toying with the idea of making the com-
muting time productive by passing out company literature or showing
training films on board the bus. Music has also been suggested. The

potential is great.

11.50

CHARTER
BUS
SERVICE
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The cost of charter service varies according to type of equipment, and
length and number of trips. Assuming an "average" case of one trip between
the city ;Ind a suburb each morning and evening for a one way distance of
20 miles, an approximate daily cost might range from 350 to $80. The lesser
amount would be for a school-type bus of approximately 43 passenger capa-
city while the larger amount would be for a more comfortable greyhound-
type bus of the same capacity.

For a company operating more than one shift, the relative cost can be
reduced, especially if the bus can deliver one shift and then return the quit-
ting shift and costs are figured on a per capita basis. For example, one com-
pany pays $120 per day for a school-type bus which services all three shifts.
On a per capita basis, this approldmates $1.00 per person per day if 40 pas-
sengers ride each bus.

It is obvious that this method can become relatively expensive unleSS

groups of bus-load size can be maintained. It is probably not feasible to
consider charter se -vice for groups of less than 25. Also, unless the service
is made attractive and ecommical, riders will tend to find more suitable
means of getting to work, such as car pools, or will leave for a more con-
venient job.

Careful planning and merchandising is the key to a successful busing
program. If new hires do not constitute a bus-load, present employees can
often be found who would prefer to use a good bus service. Company flyers,
notices on litilletin boards, etc., can extol the virtues of the bus service and
help to develop and maintain steady riders.

Table I gives some illustrative per capita costs for charter bus service.

TABLE I
DAILY PER CAPITA CHARTER BUS COSTS*

No. of
Passensiers

School-Type Bus
Transit-

TYPO Bus
Greyhound-

TYOs Bus

$50 NO STO 5$0

20 $2.50 53.00 $3.50 $4.00

25 $200 52.40 52.80 53.20

30 $1.67 $2.00 $2.33 *2.67

40 51.25 51.50 51.75 $3.00

* (Assumes one trip each rru.,rning and evening and a one way distance of 20 miles between
pickup point and plan location).
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Several private companies are providing various forms of charter serv-
ice to individual companies or groups of companies. Under a concept
variously referred to as "pocket-to-pocket" or "pinpoint" transportation,
these transit services attempt to pickup employees in a relatively concen-
trated city area (often times at a city transit terminal or employment office)
and transport them to a concentrated industrial area. This overcomes the
frequent problem of numerous transfers and excessive transit time. This
concept is especially appropriate for groups of small companies which can't
individually afford charter service.

Some of these transit services are incorporating recruitment, training
and related activities into their service. While they do not limit their serv-
ice to "hard-core" individuals, there is no reason why the hard-core cannot
be included- Also, inasmuch as these companies are enabling semi-skilled
and skilled workers to reach better jobs in the suburbs, they are creating
job vacancies within the city which can then be filled by those of lesser skills.

This type of transportation requires that a company enter into a contract
with the transit service. Charges vary but run in the area of $2.00-52.50
per person per day. A common approach is for the companies to buy weekly
commutation tickets from the transit service and then furnish these to the
employees who require them. Most companies charge the employee a nom-
inal fee ($1.00-$1.50 per day) and cover the remaining expense themselves.

Contacts: Henry Lowenthal 3121 MO 4-6656
North Suburban Transit Service, Inc.
218 E. Ontario, Chicago. Illinois 60611

Presently serving Elk Grove-Centex industrial complex. Developing
concept of selling "work teams" to industry which would include re-
cruitment, transportation, etc. Teams range from car-loads to bus-
loads.

Witt Wallace 312/ PI 6-3395
Neighborhood improvement Corp.
67 E. Madison, Rm. 1520. Chicago, Illinois 60603

Present:y serving Lincolnwood. Morton Grove Considering service
into Franklin Park Recruits personnel from concentrated area to
reduce overall travel time.

1-1,42e

"CONTRACT CARRIER"/
TRANSIT SERVICE
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As of this writing complete information concerning types of emzipment,
costs, insurance, legal liability, etc.. is still being compiled. Certain salient
points can be mentioned, however.

Obviously, leasing or purchasing a vehicle is a long-term commitment
and accordingly, should be evaluated carefully. Most lease arrangements
are for a minimum of one year and considering the typical instability in
connnuting patterns of new hires, this alternative is probably Practical onlY
for those companies with large enough programs to maintain stable vehicle
loads.

For a small company this alternative presents the additional problems
of arranging for vehicle maintenance and bigh insurance costs since the risk
cannot be spread over a large fleet.

A promising approach in this area involves assisting employees acquire
a used automobile on a lease/purchase- basis (see the case history "Used
Autos Lease/Purchase Flair)-

For a general idea of leasing costs. Table 11 gives some approximate
figures. These do not include operating expenses.

TABLE El

MONTHLY LEASING COST

Sagan Station Wagon VW Sus

One mmr loam $150 INSO $175

Two year loam $130 $160 $155

Some apprgaimate purchase prices are:
L New school-type bus : 37000
2. "Stretch" limousine (14 passenger) $6000
3. 10 passenger Dodge wagon : $3200
Rental is a more flexible approach and usually includes insurance, vehi-

cle maintenance, gas and oil. Table 111 shows some typical mices.

TABLE III
MONTHLY RENTAL COST

Soden

a240 ± 125/riffle

Station Wagon

$280 ± 145/mile
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Case histories of companies which have solved (or failed to solve) their
transportation problems are being continuously developed as the Chicago
Alliance of Businessmen expands its "JOBS" campaign. If wu would like
to receive copies of these write-ups as they are developed, please furnish
a written request to the Alliance office.

Following are three examples of promising solutions to the transporta-
tion problem.

Rau land Corporation !subsidiary of Zenith)
2407 W. North Ave.
Meirose Park. Illinois 60160

Summary
In order to obtain the lar.ge number of workers it requires, Rau land Cor-

poration a leading participant in the Chicago Alliance of Businessmen's
programhas found it advantageous to provide charter bur. !ervice from
the inner-city. Although this expense is reimburseable under a government
job training contract only during the period of training, Rauland forsees con-
tinuing the service after training, at a below-cost fare, due to the large num-
ber of personnel who require such transportation.

Details
Located in a western suburb over five miles from the nearr...t city transit

and operating around the dock, Rauland Corporation soon found that exist-
ing public transportation was completely unsatisfactory for bringing workers
from the inner-city. They now provide three charter buses, free of charge,
to serve the three shifts. Two of the buses serve the south and west sides
of Chicago while the third provides a link with a Chicago Transit Authority
Rapid Transit line.

The buses are presently operating at or near capacity and it appears that
more service will have to be added as more trainees are hired. Per capita
costs are quite low since the bus that delivers one shift is used to return the
quitting shift. For a daily charter cost of $410. approximately 360 people are
tansported for a per capita cost of roughly $L10 per day. Not all of these
riders are trainees; ex-trainees are permitted to ride if they do not deny a
seat to present trainees.

54:

CASE
HISTORIES

CASE HISTORY:
CHARTER
BUS SERVICE
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Due to the large demand for convenient transportation, Rau land is con-

sidering continuing the sarvice after training, charging each employee a
nominal fee of about $1.00 per day. To make the transportation even more
amenable, they are also thinking about providing music or other entertain-

ment on board the bus.

Contact: tvir. Leonard Luce
Pauland Corporation
3- 2/345-4700

The Milwaukee Railroad
10600 Franklin
Bensenville, Illinois

Summary
In an effort to overcome the difficulties experienced by inner-city resi-

dents in reaching suburban job sites, a local city agency, bank, and suburban
employer are developing a progCam which will make used automobiles avail-

able to qualified trainees on a lease/purchase basis. It is hoped that the
program will be expanded and made available to other interested companies.

Details
The Milwaukee Railroad is hiring inner-city residents for its switchman

training program in Bensenville, Illinois. In cordunction with the Chicago
Committee on Urban Opportunity, the Gateway National Bank, and the

Urban Redevelopment Corporation (a legal, non-profit organization estab-
lished to handle the leasing arrangements), the company will aSSiSt quali-

fied trainees obtain used '68 or '64 Volkswagens on a lease/purchase plan_

Monthly lease payments will be deducted from a trainee's paycheck- If

a trainee quits and/or is fired (fired on a legitimate basis) the lease is auto-
matically cancelled and the vehicle would then be leased to the next trainee
in line. He would lease it for the balance due and make the stipulated
monthly payments including insurance. Upon final payment, the lessee will
become the owner by receiving the title from the Urban Redevelopment

Corporation.

* Adapted from Training the ffardcore
Volume 7
Urban Research Corporation. 1968

11 5_
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The Milwaukee Road will identify the trainees who are qualified on the

basis of:

1. Attendance
2. Dependability
3. WoL:, Performance
4. Personal Interview

The Chicago C.nmrnittee on Urban Opportunity will have, prior to the
trainee going on the job, re-assessed his credit problem, if any.and cleared
the individual for the lease.

The Gateway National Bank will finance all vehicles and lease them to
the Urban Redevelopment Corporation who in turn will lease them to the
trainees. The Urban Redevelopment Corporation will signthe lease for each
vehicle and execute any and all cancellations and/or certificates of title.

COntaCt Charles Fisher
Division of Training
Chicago Committee on

Urban Opportunity
400 South Peoria
Chicago. Illinois
312/243-4315
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ABC Company
Skokie, Illinois

Summary
ABC Company arranged with the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA)

for an extension of CTA service to the company's suburban locadon. The
arrangement involves a guarantee by ABC company of a minimum number
of passengers per bus. The cost to the company is nominal since its proximity
to an existing bus line permitted the extension of service without requi 'ring

the purchase of additional equipment Approximately 40 ABC Company
personnel utilize the service each day at a cost to the company of $.67 per
person. (Cost estimated after the recent CTA fare increase from 3.30 to $.40).

Details
The CTA makes three special bus runs to ABC Company each morning

and evening. In initiating the service 10 years ago, the CTA examined the
cost of extending its Peterson Avenue line to the company's plant, a distance
of approximately one mile. (The Peterson Avenue line operates between
the North-South rapid transit line, 5600 N. & 1200 W., and Central-Caldwell-
Devon, 6800 N. & 5600 W.). The CTA estimated that its costs vmuld be
covered if an average of 30 passengers rode each bus.

An agreement was then reached whereby ABC Company guaranteed
to pay the standard CTA fare for any number of riders less than 30 per bus.
A passenger count is made once each month and if any of the buses are
carrying less than 30, it is assumed that this level prevailed the entire month.
The Company is then billed on a monthly basis for the number of fares they
were short, plus a small monthly administrative fee. Passenger loads of over
30 are disregarded.

The service presently costs ABC Company approximately $590 per
month. This would indicate that about 58 personnel regularly utilize the
service each morning and evening. Since the company estimates that only
40 of its own personnel use the buses, some of these riders are undoubtedly
from nearby plants. No attempt has been made to discourage them, how-
ever, since Chey decrease the overall cost to the company.

In addition to furnishing efficient and relatively cheap access by public
transit, the company feels that a supplemental benefit of the bus service
is an alleviation of pressure on its crowded parking lot.

Contact Frank Misek
Chicago Transit Authority
Merchandise Mart
Chicago. Illinois 60654
Tel: MO 4-7200 Ext. 502
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EXHIBIT W. - OPPORTUNITY RATING SYSTEM - COALITION JOBS

OPPORTUNITY RATING SYSTEM

The Opportunity Rating System (ORS) is used as an automatic guide for judging

each job opening developed by Coalition JOBS. ORS makes use of four

categories of job specifications (weighted according to the importance of each

specification) to determine whether the job developed is an Excellent, Good,

Acceptable or Unacceptable opportunity. The four categories and their maximum

value to the Opportunity Rating System are as follows:

JOB SPECIFICATION

1. Job Potential

2. Starting Wage

3. D.O.T. Rating

4. Entry Requirements

MAXIMUM VALUE

5 points

4 points

3 points

2 points

Total Possible Quality Points 14 points

An Excellent job equals 10-14 points; a Good job equals 8 or 9 pornes;

an Acceptable job equals 6 or 7 points; and an Unacceptable job equals 0 to 5

points. An explanation of each of the categories follows in the text.

Purpose of Opportunity Rating System: Coalition JOBS has four purposes in

using ORS. First, it acts as a guide to the job developer when he contacts a

potential NAB employer for a job pledge. ORS asks for all the necessary

specifications that determine whether the pledge will be a meaningful one to the

target population. Second, ORS automatically determines for the NAB office

staff whether the job is acceptable or unacceptable for the JOBS program.

Third, ORS gives a more meaningful identification to the job as seen by the

Recruitment Agencies. Fourth, ORS provides a vehicle for the local NAB

public relations staff to publicize the N AB effort with greater credibility.
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OPPORTUNITY RATING SYSTEM

JOB

POTENTIAL
Qi trUO i
Poi nts

STARTING
WAGE

Zaisl it,.
Points

D.O.T.
RATING Points

ENTRY
REQUIRE-

MEN TS Poi n*s

Training Program 1 Under $1.84 0 Over 21 0 3 or More 0

Management/Union 1 $1.85-1.99 1 20. 21 1 1-2 1

Attitude

Mobility/Marketabie 1 S2.00-2.19 2 15-19 2 None 2

Skill

Wage in 12 Months/ 1 S2.20-2.39 3 Under 15 3

Fringe Benefits

Industry Potential 1 52.40 . 4

Maximum Points in

Category 5 4 3 2

TOTAL
POINTS

OPPORTUN I TY

RATING

10-14 Excellent
8,9 Good

6,7 Acceptable

0-5 Unacceptable

1 15 9

44-425 0 - 70 - pt. 2 -- 30
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CATEGORY -,1

.:0B POTENTIAL
Job Potential is the summation of five general criteria -other than the specifics of the job-to be used

as additional evidence for judging job opportunity. The five criteria of job potential are described

below. The descriptions are meant to be used as guidelines, which are not all-inclusive or mandatory,

but significant to the potential of the job.

Each criterion is rated zero or one by the job developer depending on whether he feels the

criterion is positive for the specific job or not. The criteria used by Coalition JOBS for making a

judgment of job potential are as follows:

QUALITY POINTS

Quality of Training Program 1

Has well-planned training ideas with competent training staff
Provides trainee with orientation
Provides on-the-job skill training
Provides good supportive service for trainee

Positive Management Attitudes, Union Attitudes 1

.Top-management commitment,and understanding of JOBS program

Union understanding and commitment to the program
.Supervisors are in tune with the objectives of the commitment

Job Mobility and Marketable Skill 1

.Upward mobility within the firm
Skill level advancement
Skill is transferable to other employment situations

Sa lay After 12 Months and Fringe Benefits 1

Increases in salary at regular intervals (e.g., after training, after
one year)

Good company fringe benefits

Positive Industry Potential 1

Industry and company have a stable or growing employment trend
in the SMSA area

Industry is having positive results in its efforts to hire and retain
the disadvantaged worker

.Company is generally uIl regarded within its industry in the

area of labor practices

Maximum Value for Job Potential 5

(
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CATEGORY -=3

D.O.T. RATING

The D.O.T." code is used by Recruitment Agencies and the Regional Manpower

Administration to title job openings and to indicate the amount of sophistication

a job requires. The fourth, fifth and sixth digits express the degree of ability

the job requires in:

(a) Using data

(b) Interacting with people

(C) Working with objects.

The D.O.T. code assigns higher numbers for less skilled jobs and lower

numbers as the skill and status of the job increase. The sum of the fourth,

fifth and sixth digits constitute the D.O.T. rating. .(Some examples of D.O.T.

ratings are: Porter -23: Sh i pp ing Clerk =18: Key Punch Operator=15: Auto

Mechanic =11.)

The Opportunity Rating System awards more points to the job opening

if the D.O.T. rating is low, indicating a good skill level and, therefore

greater opportunity.-

D.O.T. RATING QUALITY POINTS

Over 21 0

20. 21 1

15 19 2

Under 15 3

Maximum Value for D.O.T. Rating 3

-D.O.T. refers to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

iWj
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CATEGORy

STARTING WAGE

The Starting Wage is the initial dollars per hour payment given to the NAB
hiree. Starting wage is generally a good indication of the opportunity for
each job, but should not be judged alone since it ignores wage after joining
a union or after training, and other potential benefits from the job. The
determination of the cutoff points for each wage group has to be made from
an analysis of the local job market. For New York City, the following was
appl icable:

STARTING WAGE QUALITY POINTS

Limier $1.84 0

$1.85 1.99 1

$2.00 2.19 2

$2.20 2.39 3

$2.40 + 4

Maximum Value for Starting Wage 4

:11,62
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CATEGORY .74

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Entry Requirements traditionally refer to the necessary qualifications the

prospective employee needs to prevent being "screened out" of a job. Entry

requirements for meaningful jobs may differ from one city to another so it is

necessary to determine which barriers predominate in each NAB Metro location.

The most common entry barriers to the JOBS program in New York City are:

(a) A high school diploma
(b) Previous job experience
(c) No criminal record (excludiig some major crimes for specific

industries)
(d) Typing speed of 30 wpm or more for clerical openings

The elimination of each of these traditional requirements enhances the

opportunity of the job for the unemployed or underemployed worker. Therefore,

tie Opportunity Rating System awards more points to a job opening which has

minimal or no entry requirements.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS QUALITY POINTS

3 or more 0

1-2 1

None
2

Maximum Value for Entry Requirements 2
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APPENOIX

APPLICATION OF OPPORTUNITY RATING Sr:TEN

Company

Jeb Tide:

Stimting wag.:

Requirements:

Job P 'al

ORS

UNACCEPTABLE

Company Name:

Job Tide:

Starting Wage:

Requirements:

Job Potential:

ORS

ACCEPTABLE

The ABC Company

Messenger D.O.T.: 230.878

$1.75 per hour

Some mechanical aptitude

Little chance for improvement in
pay or position; no training
program

The DEF Company

Warehouseman D.O.T.: 922.887

$2.14 per hour

Enplish-speaking ability

Possible wage after 12 months:
$2.431r; good union interest

Category Points .aq.±5Lt a.7 Points

Wage 0 Wage 2

D.O.T. 0 D.O.T.

Requirements 2 Requi rem ents 2

Job Potential 1 Job Potential 2

Total 3 Total 6

1164
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APPENDIX

APPLICATION OF OPPORTUNITY RATING SYSTEM (Continued)

GOOD

Company Horne: The QRS Company

Job Title: Clerk D.O.T.: 219.388

Starting Wage: 52.28 per hour

Requirements: No arrest record

Job Potential: Wage after 12 months: $2.60 'hr.;
training for head clerk.
Attitude cf management very
positive to NAB.

ORS

catrary Points

Wage 3

0.0.1. 2

Requirements 1

Job Potential 3

Total 9

EXCELLENT

Con:pony Nome: The XYZ Company

Job Title: Traffic Clerk,
Advertising D.O.T.: 219_383

Starting Wage: $2.00 per hour

Requirements: Will accapt apol:cants with
police records

jab Patentici:

ORS

Following basic train:,g,
employees given their cnoice of
dept. & occupation; training for
posi tion s of copywriter, editor,
etc. Management committed to
highly creative program.

atuag Points

Wage 2

D.O.T. 2

Requirements 2

Job Potential 5

Total 11
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EXHIBIT V. HIRING THE DISADVANTAGED SUGGESTIONS FROM NAB

TO: EMployment offices, personnel offices.

1. Interviewers

Screen your personnel staff so that NAB-JOBS applicants are sent only

to interviewers who understand the positive benefits of the JOBS program.

And who are not insensitive to the "problems" of the disadvantaged, especially

minority-group meMbers.

2. The Coach

Each applicant referred by CEP or CSES probably will be accompanied by

a "coaCh".
Select one interviewer plus an alternate to be specifically available

t, set appointments for each JOBS applicant. Please make arrangements
for the applicant and the coach who will accompany him to meet in the

office for the interview. The coach may be valuable in interpreting and
understanding what is necessary to complete employment.

3. Reception area

To the extent practicable, try to have the personnel reception area
avoid extremes of decor that may be completely alien to a disadvantaged

person. The first words and approach of the receptionist are also cricicd.

4_ Application form

Please consider starting the interview without the use of a long form.

Require only home address and social secrity number. After =Wog a
positive decision have the coach and the interviewer help the applicant
complete a regular form.
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5. The Interview

We expect that applicants mill be sent only to jobs where they can

reasonably expect to qualify fo/lowing the training program. Please,

therefore, spend less tine evaluating the job applicant. Provide an

explanation of how the JOBS program
works, what the training is, and

what the supplementary education is. In short, do everything possible

to screen the applicant in rather that out.

6. Testing 4

Do not use test to screen out the applicant but to determine what

additional training is necessary to bring the applicant to your

job level.

7. Secrit- check

Determine what type of history is and is not acceptable for eae

type of employment you have. Consider the sensitivity of the job

and the possibility of Whether
there are other jobs which are in

non-sensitive areas where the aplicant work..

8. Medical examination

Use your standard medical
examination except consider the possibilty

that glasses, hearing aids, hernia truss, dental care, etc. might

make the applicant medically
acceptable for employment. Funds are

supplied by NAB-JOBS to assist in making these corrections.

9. Turn-down

/f after the screening process
which would include security check,

attitudinal determination,
pre-physical, and review by an appropriate

superior it is determined that
ehe person is not suitable for any positons

open within your
organizatioh,please turn-dawn the applicant in such a

way that he avoids
becoming negative toward the company and NAB-JOBS.

Also please make sure he is returned to the source of referral.

Placement interview

After determining applicant is
employable hold an in-depth interview

to determine best entry level position for applicant. Then contact.

assigned formen, supervisor or other person for whom this trainee

will work, bring that person into the interview and again describe

the training, hours of work, starting wages, and the benefits.

11. Follow-up

Please follow-up during the first
and second weeks and once a month

thereafter. Determine your own method of follow-up but advise NAB

of any difficulties that may arise.

12. The Bridgeport NAB staff is alwaya available to assist you in matters

similar to point eleven or in pravidiag
additional services or educational

facilities. Do not heaitate io call us.

216 7
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EXHIBIT VI. TRAINEE EARNINGS AND EMPLOYMENT

Data compiled in a randam sampling of 12,000 NAB trainees by the Social

Security Administration indicate promising trends. Though individual records

of trainees were not available to NAB, SSA compiled data in a manner which would

indicate shifts in both annual earnings and the number of quarters trainees were

employed.*

Mean earningsof the 12,000 trainees
showed a marked change in the year of

hire. This increase is expected to have continued in 1969, based upon first

quarter earnings.

Year

Percent

Mean Earnings Increase

1966 (estimated) 1,559

1967 (estimated) 1,736 117.

1968 (estimated) 2,561 48%

1969 (projected) 2,633

Mean earnings of the trainees increased
by approximately 64% between 1966

and 1968. This increase in earnings was adjusted due to the limitations of the

SSA maximum and,therefore, is quite realistic. There was a clear shift in

specific earnings categories. The number of trainees with no reported earnings

in 1966 decreased by 90% in 1968. And the number of trainE,s with earnings

between $4,000 and $6,000 increased by greater than 507. in the same period.

The mean number of quarters of coverage for trainees in 1966 was 2.1. This

indicates that the average trainee received earnings a little greater than two

out of four quarters in 1966. The mean coverage in 1968, however, was 3.0. The

greater shifts between years occurred in the number of trainees with zerc quarters

of coverage and those with three quarters of coverage. The number of trainees

with zero coverage in 1968 was only 117, of the 1966 figure, representing an 89%

decrease over the period. The number of trainees with three quarters of coverage

increased by 86% in 1968. The interim year, 1967, indicates, however, chat a

trainee is not likely to shift fram zero quarters to four quarters. They are

more likely to shift only one quarter, -hat is from zero to one, fram one to two,

etc.

Additional findings are forthcoming, as further analysis of the data is

completed.

*This statement or a s:Lmilar statement must be included in any use of this data,

per disclaimer provision SSA.

1168
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EXHIBIT VII.-1.11.t. MA CONTRACT IN NEW YORK CITY
A REPORT BY COALITION JOBS orr MA 3 AND MA. 4

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

So many people have contributed to this study, a listing of the names of all of
them would be a report in itself. It is particularly aPPropriate, howe 'r, to rec-
ognize the person who was responsible for designing and carrying out this proj-
ectDonald W. 3denzi. He spent countless hours and untold energy in accom-
plishing this task .

This study also required and received the full cooperation and candor of the
corporations surveyed. Those on the Coalition JOBS' staff who played a vital
role are : Luther Gatling, Deputy Director; Richard Schase, Director of Manage-
ment Information Systems ; Hugh Ward, Director of Job Development ; William
Hammond, Consulting Director of Job Development ; John DeLuca, Director of
Program Development ; Nina Jones, Program Developer ; and Diane Scher Wolf,
Executive Secretary.

Throughout the survey process, the U. S. Department of Labor through J.
Terrell Whitsitt, Regional Manpower Administrator, provided its much needed
support.

Finally, thanks mast be given to the Steering Committee of Coalition JOBS,
whose continued guidance, support and encouragement has been the cornerstone of
whatever progress we have made in New York City.

PART ONE
Summary and recommendations

Introduction.Since June 1968, the Department of Labor has committed over
$27,000,000 in MA (Manpower Administration) Contract funds to New York City
employers. These funds are paid to companies who hire, train and retain un-
employed and underemployed workers through the Job Opportunities in the Busi-
ness Sector (JOBS ) Program.

A company that signs an MA Contract is reimbursed for the extra costs in-
volved in setting up an appropriate training program. All MA Contract training
programs include On-The-Job training and Special Counselling of trainees- The
Contract can also reimburse a firm for such things as the zost of Orientation,
Remedial Basic Education, Pre-vocational Skills Training and Supervisor Sen-
sitivity (Human Relations) Training.

The training subsidy provided for by the MA Contracts has proven to be a very
important tool in gaining substantive corporate participation in the JOBS Pro-
gram. At the same time, the fact that the corporation must hire the person before
any training takes place overcomes the most frequent criticism of government
sponsored training programsnamely, no job guarantee upon completion of
training.
The JOBS rogram

The JOBS Program is a partnership between Bueness, under the leadership of
the National Alliance rf Businessmen (NAB). and Government, represented by
the U.S. Department e..f Labor (DOL). The goal of the JOBS Program is to create
new opportunities for persons who are at a comparative disadvantage in tne
job market because r their lack of experience, education and skills, or because
of discrimination against minorities. At the same time, the JOBS Program
helps employers Jevelop and utilize the abilities of a segm, at of the labor
force that has been previously excluded from meaningful ea_ployment

The potential significance of the JOBS Program is great :
(1) The private sector, for the first time, has accepted primary responsibility

for the implementation and success of a major, national manpower program.
A., a consequence, since a number of basic economic factors influence the pro-
gram's success, the corporate leaders involved in NAB have been forced to
take even greater in'zerest in the full range of problems affecting unemployment
and underemployment

In addition, with six out of seven js in the private.sector, it is clear that
a closer worldng relationship between ousiness and the DOL can be mutnolly
beneficial. NAB already has had a positive influence on the systems and approach
of the government agencies supporting the JOBS Program. The frequent re-

G 9
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visions of the MA Contract to make it easier to understand and market, is an
example of this influence.

(2) Participation in the JOBS Program has made many corporations aware of
the previously overlooked talents of persons who lack traditional academic
credentials. It has also provided an opportunity for these companies to try out
new techniques such as remedial education, individual and group counselling,
and sensitivity training for supervisors. Implicit in the JOBS philosophy is
the hope that many of these techniques will prove to be applicable to the whole
entry-level work force, not just those enrolled in the program.

(3) Most important of all, thousands upon thousands of people heretofore
excluded from the opportunities and wealth of the nation may now be finding
a new avenue out of poverty.
Coalition JOBS

Coalition JOBS has the responsibility for implementing the NAB-JOBS Pro-
gram in New York. Coalition JOBS is the result of a merger between the two
major private sector organizations in the manpower field in the Citythe
National Alliance of Businessmen and the New York Urban Coalition. A Ford
Foundation grant has provided extra funds for (1) a Technical Assistance Unit
to help companies plan, write and implement MA Contracts and training pro-
grams, and (2) an Inforination/Evaluation Unit, which makes it possible for
Coalition JOBS to evaluate, on an ongoing basis, the accomplishments of the
JOBS Program in New York City.

The following pages document the achievements of the JOBS Program,
identify the problems that still exist, and suggest ways for improvthg JOBS
contracts in New York City.
Conclusions

Acltievements.The MA Contract Program in New York City appears to be
achieving its major goals. This initial success is significant considering the ex-
perimental nature of the design and implementation of the individual training
programs.

On the basis of the information gathered by Coalition JOBS, it is possible to
draw the following preliminary conclusions regarding the achievements to date :

(1) Participating firms appear to be hiring and training those genuinely
disadvantaged persons whom the program was designed to benefit ;

(2) They have accomplished this by adjusting their hiring criteria in favor of
less well-educated, less skilled and less experienced applicants for the jabs cov-
ered by MA Contracts ;

(3) In most cases, the jobs represent new opportunities for disadvantaged
workers. In firms that were already hiring the disadvantaged, the MA Contract
has allowed the firm add training components that make the jobs more
desirable;

(4) Trainees are receiving wages and wage increases comparable to those of
regular "entry level" :mployees in their industries :

(5) Two-thirds (67%) of the firms report that retention of trainees is as good
as, or better than, the retention rates of regular employee, in similar jobs, in
spite of the previously "disadvantaged" status of the MA trainees ;

(6) Program directors agree that Special Counselling of trainees (individually
nr in groups) and Sensitivity Training for supervisors are effective ways of
reducing turnover among disadvantaged trainees.

Problems and reconinzendations.On the other hand, Coalition .70BS has iden-
tified several problem areas" related to New York City's MA Concract Program.
While these problems in no way negate the success of the program, their resolu-
tion would help insure the continued success of future .1;,.T4 Contracts.

Coalition JOBS' recommendations for dealing with these problems are based
both on the resulV, of this survey and on experience gained in working with MA
Contract-Holders.
Consortia

While the consortium agreement is an important mechanism for involving
medium-sized and smaller firms in the JOBS Program, it has proved to be a
difficult one to operate successfully. Frequently, in a consortium, the lines of
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responsibility between the participating corporations. the contracting entity and
the subcontractor are unclear. Furthermore, the corporations often do not hav. e
a full understanding of the program's purpose, nor their responsibilities under it.
These factors tend to limit the companies' much needed commitment to the JOBS
Progra m_Rccommen4ation.The consortium format may face difficulties unless the par-
ticipating companies are involved in the planning and design stage of the pro-
gram. Furthermore, it is imperative that the consortium operational staff report
regularly to a fully empowered participants' Board of Directors. In short, the in-
dividual company's commitment and role must be clearly determined for the con-
sortium to work. smoothly. Coalition JOBS has prepared a set of guidelines to
assist those establishing consortiums_ (See Appendix I"Consortium Guide-
lines").
Subcontractors

The availability of MA Contract funds had attracted many private consultants
into the Supportive Services industry. This is a relatively new developmer_ in
the manpower field and there are, as yet, no recognized standards by which to
judge the competence and reliability of subcontractors_ The majority of the
companies surveyed used "'outside" subcontractors for at least one component
of their training program. While many subcontractors are performing adequate-
ly, a number of firms have expressed to Coalition JOBS their dissatisfaction with
the quality of services being provided by subcontractors.

Recommendation.Coalition JOBS recommends that companies considering
the use of subcontractors investigate carefully their capability and performance
record. Coalition JOBS has prepared a set of guidelines to assist corporations in
making their own evaluation of subcontractors. (See Appendix II"Selecting a
Subcontractor" )

One of the objectives of the JOBS Program is to create a spillover effect on
the comi-inies regular employment practices and training capability. Some
corporations appear to be relying too heavily on subcontractors to develon their
own capability to train and retain less skilled, less educated workers.

Recommendation.While subcontractors can play an important role in help-
ing a corporation get started, Coalition JOBS would encourage large and
medium-sized firms to develop training capabilities within their own staff and
organization.
Contract performance

In a few cases, Coalition JOBS found a significant difference between the pro-
visions of the original contract and the actual training program. For example,
some contracts included both high-paying and low-paying jobs, but in practice,
only the low-paying ones were filled. Others included provisions for components
suet as Basic Education or Special Counselling, but whon this was carried out
on a "voluntary" basis, few trainees actually received it.

Recommendation.MA Contract firms should be allowed flexibility in carry-
ing out their training programs. However, Coalition JOBS recommends that both
the Department of Labor and Coalition JOBS expand further their technic&
assistance capability to help corporations in the performance of their contracts.
Lore wage jabs

Another basic objective of the JOBS Program is to move people out of the un-
employed and underemplo7ed categories into permanent, productive employment
at a decent wage. A few of the companies surveyed were unable to provide jobs
with post-training wages high enough to accomplish this goal. The trainees in
these programs may have benefited to some extent from the supi_ortive services
provided by MA funds. However, unless the jobs being trained for provide the
trainee with a reasonable em-pectation of earning a decent wage, or of developing
a marketable sldll which will lead to a job paying a decent wage the objectives
of the JOBS Program have not been met.

Recommendation.Coalition JOBS and the Department of Labor must con-
centrate their efforts on developing contracts with jobs that lead to an adequate
income for the trainees.

iij
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Recruitment
For the most part, the firms reported that they had received an adequate num-

ber of referrals from the recruitment agencies. However, there was a fairly wide-
spread desire for "better screening and/or orientation" of trainees by the agency
counsellors. In most cases, this reflected a concern on the part of the company
about excessive attrition among trainees who were not really intere5ted in the
jobs the firm was offering.

Recommendation.One of the accomplishments of the JOBS Program has
been to create a better working relationship between the Public and Private
Sectors. In this context, Coalition JOBS recommends the formal establishment
of seminars and visits within industry for NYSES a MCDA counsellors. The
purpose is to give them a first-hand knowledge of the jobs and the industrial set-
ting in which trainees will be placed.
Puerto Rican trainees

Recent studies have shown that Puerto Ricans have the highest unemployment
rates and the lowest median income of any group in the City. Yet few of the
MA. Contract training programs are set up in such a way that they can help
Puerto Rican trainees overcome difficulties with the English language.

Spanish-speaking trainees are disproportionately concentrated in lower paying
MA Contract jobs. This may be due to the fact that many employers, especially
in the White Collar category, ordinarily use "language ability" as one of their
standard screening criteria, and few of these firms had completely eliminated this
factor in choosing trainees.

Recommendation.Coalition JOBS recommends that, in the future, all major
MA Contracts in New York City include a provision for special assistance to
trainees whose difficulty with the English language is a barrier to meaningful
employment This is to insure that Suanish-speakine Persons have an &mai on-
trainees whose difficulty with the English language is a barrier to meaningful
c.-nnars-crr.tant Phte tr incirra thod- Si hnøbiw nc,rcebrac hays:. iy ansil nn-
Econnzzc condatons

The most frequently mentioned consideration influencing the corporate de-
cision to participate in the JOBS Program was the existence of a "labor short-
age." This fact underscores the importance of a relatively tight labor market
to the success of the program. Since completion of the survey, several MA
Contract firms have either reduced their commitment to hire trainees, or have
been forced to lay off some of those already hired. Fortunately, this situation
has not been widespread in New York City, but it clear that Coalition JOBS
will face increasing difficulty in marketing MA Contracts in the immediate
tuture if the trend toward higher unemployment rates continues.

Recommendation.Coalition JOBS should concentrate on developing oppor-
tunities in those industries that are least susceptible to the business cycle, there-
by providing the best chance for the trainee to avoid rejoining the ranks of
the unemployed. Secondly, Coalition JOBS recommends that NAB exercise its
influence in favor of measures that will 3,;:iften the impact of the business slow-
down on the recently hired MA trainees.

CONSORTIUM GUIDELINES

1. Company ,(or participant) commitment to the program.--This is the essen-
tial ingredient for success. It sho ld be clearly understood by every Praticipant
that this is their joint program. Basic responsibility for the correct implementa-
tion is with the corporations involved.

2. Active company involvement with the planning and design of the program.
Too frequently, a program design is handed to a company for approval with as-
surances that by simply signing the agreement their manpower problems will be
solved. A company should understand that it is co their and the new employee's
interest to actively design a program to meet both their needs.

3. A legally established participant's Board of Directors.Although day to day
operations might be sub-conUacted, a special staff hired, it is suggested that
the operational staff report on a regular basis to fully empowered participants'
Board of Directors. The organizational chart could resemble the following
example :
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Participant Bd. of Directors

Consortium Bidder)

Executive

Program Staff

(Subcontractor
or company staff)

The Board of Directors should be composed of r- presentatives from the com-
pany participants, who should have a thorough understanding of their com-
pany's responsibilities and should actively direct and guide the operational staff.

The Board of Directors ( possibly through the creation of a new legal entity)
should be the CONSORTIUM BIDDER The consortium bidder should not be
the sub-contractor. It is suggested that all funds are dispersed through the Board.

4. Thc legal, financial, and program responsibilities of each participant to the
Department of Labor, to the subcontractor, and to each, other should be clearly
defined and understood.Withont this understanding TRUST is impossible, and
the consortium depends on trust to a great extent.

5_ The nature of the industry.The financial stability of an MA-JOBS pro-
gram is heavily dependent on the retention rate of the new employees. It is im-
portant that the nature of the industry does not prevent a reasonable retention
rate, i.e., through the job skill, seasonal variations, upgrading opportunities.
Before the consortium begins operations, a careful study of the employment
needs and unique industry characteristics should be done- Both the financial and
programmatic design should respond to any special patterns within that industry.

6. Quality program design.The MA contracts have shown that certain pro-
gram components greatly influence retention rate. The following program ele-
ments take on even greater importance in a consortium arrangement:

a. Orientation.A possible danger with the consortium is lack of em-
ployee-company identification. This usually becomes acute when a training
center is used. New employees identify with the center rather than the
company causing serious misunderstandings when th e. employee leaves the
center and starts OJT. The design of the orientation phase should take
this into consideration.. Every effort should be made not to isolate the new
employee and/or training program from the company. The following are
ite-ns to remember hi designing an orientation to increase company-employee

`ification
1. Trainee interview xl and hired by company, not by sub-contractor.
2. Part of orientation conducted at company site.
3. Training center should attempt to closely resemble company environ-

ment.
4. Training program staff should be thoroughly fiimiliar with company

needs and environment.
b. Counselling.In a consortimn this component becomes critical. The

:.-onnselling component should be carefully planned, have full company co-
operation, and be continually stressed.

c. Supervisory and human relations training.Any MA program should
include a Human ELiations componentespecially a consortium. The use
of an off-site training center, for example, makes it more difficult the
company supervisor to understand pr,:pggasnlgoals and trainee needs.
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d. Job-related education.Frequently, the diversity of jobs within a con-
sortium can impair the training curriculum. A "core" curriculum can be de-
livered for all trainees with individual programs developing later in the
curriculum.

e. On-the-job training.The MA-JOBS '70 contract requires the company
to provide OJT. Very often, vestibule training (which is permissible) is
extended to the point where skill training is delivered in a classroom off
the job. It is to the company's self-interest to do OJT ; they should not allow
this responsibility to be diffused.

Additional items to consider :
L Availability nf transportation should be considered, particularly in refer-

ence to the trainin .r. centerwork site.
2. Knowledge of terms used in consortia :

a. "Power of Attorney"
b. "Contract of Intent"
c. "Consortium Agreement"

3. Participant's job commitments should reflect seasonal and economic fluctua-
tion of labor force needs.

4. The consortium should develop a sound financial projection for the length
of the contract. Lack of good financial planning places the sub-contractor in
jeopardy, and prevents the company's financial expectations from being real-
ized. This could lead to reduced job commitments and mistrust, and could se-
verely affect the quality of supportive services.

SELECTING A SIIBCONTBACTOB

As a JOBS contractor, you may decide to subcontract part of your program
to an outside training firm. The large number of training resources in the New
York City area offer a JOBS company a wide variety of training approaches,
experience, methods and materials.

From our experience with the JOBS program over the past year and a half,
Coalition JOBS has these suggestions for you to help you choose a subcon-
tractor.

First, choose the subcontractar before you have written the proposal, and
bring him in to help you write it He should know your viewpoint and the
issues of concern to you, so that he can do the best Job for the Program. You
should both participate in the actual lesign of the training program since you
will share the responsibility for its swc-ess. And without his involvement, you
could write a program he couldn't deliver and wouldn't want to.

Second, choose a subcontractor as you would cioose an insurance company
or a jobber. Get a bid. Select five or six firms from the Coalition JOBS direc-
tory or other sources. Give them a general outline of your prograxji including
occupation. wage level, number of jobs iii the proposal, and any unusual fea-
tures of the program. Ask for a bid from each of them and an outline for a
training i. A sample letter follows :

SUBCONTRACTOG, INC.,
13 Jersey Avenue,
..-Zrooklyn, New York.

DEAR Snt: We are carefully giving consideration to getting government re-
inabursement for training under JOBS '70 (or MA-5).

We are considering you and a few additional subcontractors in order to .nake
a decision as to who will provide supportive services for the contract.

The following are services we expect you to deliver: 1. Job Related Educa-
tion; 2. Orientation ; 3. Counselling ; Other.

We would like a rough ontline from you ;rtcluding the likely fees or the basis
of such fees. You may submit this material to us in writing or make a presenta-
tion or both. Please contact me to arrange the details. I will a course, be happy
to answer any questions.

The contract will cover the following jobs: Job Title; DOT Skal Code;
Starting Wage Rate. -

Yours Sincerely,
JOBS Com:moron.

Mira, we also advise you to contact clients who have used the subcontractor.
If possible, visit training sites and learn as much as you can.

Finally, interview the administrative and program staff of the training firm.
In the course of your screening you .may want to know the answers to such
questions as these:
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1. Does the subcontractor have experience in training for bushless and
industry?

"". Does he have client references?
3. Were those clients satiled With the subcontractor's work?
4. Does he imow the J013- giddelines well?

5. Does h own ntanpower training support the JOBSis
program?

approach to

6. Does the subc training program?
training ideas of his ovni which go beyondor have

the guidelines to en the
employee_7. Does he suPPort the

curriculum?
capability to contribute to the training

use t.,he era-.0S. Is he virt,'-`"Lg
components oi- the training-

pi yer's staff to enrich the Job-related

9. Is he

Z ir et ra,,,a,crth

willing to work to devel-op the employer's in-hou-se capability to
deliver the some kind of training?

10. Does his a0Prooeh to the ttitining program include broader issues
relating to the total .0,0rk situ8-timl? e.g., rewritinor4tive approaches g Job descriPtions, new staff-
ing paterns. inn to on-the-job training and supervision

emploYefor all btidget reOrganiaation, other sources of funding, etc.es
--.. and enthusiastic about11. Are the statt,....teachers and r.-onnsellorslivelx-

their work io the .nrogram?
12. Do the staff -inerabers support the empl oyer?

ls13. Does the subeontractor pre to train at the work site?fer
14. Does he dracw. education an training materia from many sources?
15. C the

d
subcoro:ractor snow how his curriculum prepares the traineean A...to perform aeee'rtling to the job escription?

16. Does he avoi, an approach i.%,-gat sounds like any
"wen handiZ tile eretire cohtract

of these?

the contract per4.:;-::,,,
rea,.;12111g level of all trainees to at least 8th grade"we curt raise the

for you"

"a coil& Ot set/sill"' "4-Lning sessions are ail you need to prepare
will--sensitivitY traioing,,, handle any resistant supervisoz-your stan.,'

"the employer has
"management cloesn b '-`ave the answers anymore

his interest in trsining and we have ours"
se and other kinds ofYour choice of a

judg-ments as YoU eva7te the caPabil:
sourractor will

----cties of candidates.
depend on the

PATO rwv
Find ngs

Co.,/ition JOBS.247'bey.--3:Purinft-.1:1e month of Ncrcnnaber 1969, the informa-
tion/Evaluation ijoat ot Coao on n. g conducted a survey ef fi--ms in New York
City tbat are operatint training progratos under MA contracts.

The purposes of tile s.atvey
h

were
tht' la Program- is achie'vdng its goals in(1) To discover wether or no

New York city ;
(`") To learn about coronnon and reo*, --__crent problems faced by New York City's

...) AMA Contract holders ; ii improve M(3) To collect their suggegt-IOns on. Contraet Procedures;
(4) To determin e in which Coalitim JOBS can assist Contract holdersWa3,0

most eiTecilielY ;
(5) To recomMensd Poaswle solutions to recurrent Problems.

by 24 of Coalition JOBS' Job Developers,ins were conuuctedThe survey tervieW
businessm,"... ,uon-loan" from Weir, eornpanies for periods of 6.42 month, The
Job Developeis Ive,..,_re able to clrIttte,14terviews with a total of 92 directors of
MA--3 and MA--41-- '"-'-taing Prorr.. -wort,. (40) of these firms had individual
;ontracts; 52 Were r%obers 03- Consattia. The 92 programs contained. 7,365

=mining positionS-* intendeti be "oPerations research" aimed atCoalition JOBS', .sUrvey Was Contract programs ___-;,-, New York City withoutproviding inforraam°4 :about 311A
waiting for the results of the P-Xtells iv e evaluation/research projects nov,- unr-

---- Contract funds bad been*At the time a tn,s c. a %At. 00,.._f .$21,3 million ill NT A

committed to ever 20._ Ilew Yoa: of the'r g to hire and train approximately 1.7.,0o0 als-
advantaged persons,-u.enwccr, w: arras (representhig 2,145 training

unable to schedule an appointnaent. whichhad not yet bermal 111F1.. Ilg trainees,rviewer
l'e omitted from the survey. In addition, there

r.,,1 _,,ted, or which ot assigned because their
t,e inte Waswere .3' arms in ic-ir size and tyne

positions)

lacked the inform2aoado".in'',,tely cover.,Were n ..., ......_
of prOgrata was ..---An. o.cleCi.then (13-d'-,... contained a total at 1,309
training Positions. _.. lit .2. of taoner or ;training slots) were in consortia in which the

S.-Frknat firms Nm'e surveyed.central supportive Se,'"ce o_nd a n
44.42s_.-70--131:- -
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way nationally. One of these studies will examine in depth the cLracteristics.
attitudes and experiences of trainees, and includes a sizeable sample from New
York City.

In order to avoid duplicating the efforts of these studies, Coalition JOBS sur-
vey concentrated on characteristics of programs ratir.r than trainees. Its find-
ingF' do not, therefore, deal with factors such as the educational attainment,
family size and previous earnings of traineesfactors which would hare to be
taken into account by a full evaluative research stady. In addition, while the
survey asked for information on the extent of upgrading of trainees after
completion of their programs, few of the prop'ams had been operating long
enough to provide meaninOul data on this important question.

However, in spite of these limitations, the Coalition JOBS' survey does pro-
vide the basis from which to draw preliminary conclusions as te the achieve-
ments and problems of MA. Contracts in New York City.

Coalition JOBS is distributing this report to the corporations participating
in the JOBS Program, in the hope that they will benefit from tbis compilation
of their experiences.
Fft ings: type and size of programs

Program eategories.The 92 programs surveyed were classified as "White
Collar" or "Blue Collar" d-pendirg on the type of job the trainees were being
prepared for.

White Collar programs are those training for jobs such as General Clerk. Typist.
Bank Teller, Sales or Stock Clerk, Keypunch, Duplicating, PBX or Telety- ,-
Operator, and a small number of Managerial Technical or Semi-Professional johs
(e.g.. Management Trainee, Buyer'-; Assistant, Copywriter, Draftsman, Program-
mer, etc.).

Blue Collar programs included L...eman, Maintenance, and various Equipment
Operator jobs (in Transportation and Irtilites) ; Welder, Grinder. Sheet Metal
Worker, Furnace Operator, etc. ("Heavy" Blue Collar) ; and a variety of As-

sembler and Inspector jobs ("Light" Blue Collar). Programs in Service indns-
tries (Repair, Protective and Hotel) are also included -I- Le Blue Collar cate-
gory. A few predominantly Blue Collar programs also included training for cleri-
cal positions.Consortia.Forty (40) of the programs surveyed had MA Contra cts of their
own 52 were participants in consortia. Most of the latter bad been brought to-
gether by Supportive Services organizations that provided Orientation, Skills
Training, Basic Education. and/or Human Relations Training, and took care of
reporting procedures, leaving the company responsible only for )n-the-job Train-
ing and Counselling.

TABLE I presents the number of firms, training positions, trainees hired and
"on board" (still employed) at the time of the survey :

TABLE LNUMBER OF COMPANIES, TRAINING POSITIONS TRAINEES HIRED AND "ON BOARD'' IN COMPANIES

SURVEYEO BY COALITiON JOBS

Type of program
Numb,- of
companies

Companies
in consortia

Training
positions

Trainees
hired

Trainees
on board

(November
1969)

All programs 92 52 7,365 7,369 4,008

White collar 66 38 4,753 4,185 2,285

Banking 14 12 1,801 1,655 948

Insurance 4 1 814 535 379

Rethl 22 21 1.496 1,381 564

Communications_ 10 2 190 244 145

Miscellaneous. clerical 16 2 452 370 248

Blu: collar :-.6 14 2,612 3,184 1,723

Transportation/public utilities_ 5 0 1,322 1,223 743

"Hem" blue =liar 7 4 316 356

"Lighr blue collar 8 5 789 1,360 6Th

Services 6 5 185 245 164
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Company size.The companies surveyed varied widely with respect to the
number of persons they employed in New York City. Thirteen companies em-
ployed under 100 persons: S had 10.000 or more New York City Employees. Blue
Collar firms tended to be relatively small. Over half of the Blue Collar companies
employed less than 300 persOns, while only one in four (26%) of the White
Collar firms were this small.

PROGRAMS SURVEYED BY TYPE OF PROGRAM AND COMPANY SIZE (NEW YORK CITY EMPLOYMENT)

Number of employees in New YOrk City

Under 100 to 500 to 1,000 to 2,500 to 10,000

Type GI Program 100 499 999 2,500 9,999 plus Total

All Programs 13 19 15 18 19 8 92

White collar 5 12 12 16 15 6 66

Banking 3 1 2 4 4 14

Insurance 1 1 1 1 4

Retail 1 5 6 4 5 1 22

Communications 1 2 4 3 10

Miscellaneous, es. in! 2 2 5 5 2 16

Blue collar 8 7 3 2 4 2 26

Transportation. public utilities 3 2 5

"Heavy" blue collar 3 3 1 7

"Li.lit" blue txular 2 4 1 1 8
Services 3 1 1 1 6

As might be expecteC. the larger companies sponsored the largesi: training
programs. As a result approximately two of every five trainees were hired by
the S firms with 10,000 or more N zw York City Emvees. while the 32 coin-
pauiss that ere.r.loyed less thar. 500 persons accounted for only 15% of the tota/
number of trainees hired-

TRAINEES HIRED BY MAJOR CATEGORY AND SIZE OF COMPANY

Percent of all trainees hired, Nov.19.1969

Company size (New York City employment) All pogroms White coflar Blue collar

10,000 or more 39 47 28

2,500 to 9,999 22 28 13

1,000 to Z499 9 11 6
500 to 999 15 8 25
100 to 499 13 5 24

Under 100 2 1 4

Total 100 100 100

Total number of trainees hired 7,369 4, 185 3,184

The deciek n. to participate in the JOBS programIn most (72%) of the
programs surveyed, the process of applying for an MA Contract was initiated
by an executive of the company. The remainder of the programs were initiated
by a Supportive Service or Consortium_

A. number of considerations influenced the companies' decision to apply for
an MA Contract

"Labor shortages" were the most frequently mentioned factor, specially amon
the larger White Collar and smaller Blue Collar companies. Altogether, 55%.
a the firms mentioned labor shortages as an important factor in the decision
to apply for en MA Contract.

'.-Concern for social unrest" was also mentioned by close to half (47%) of the
companies.

The influence of NAB and Coalition JOBS was most significant among larger'
employers, in both White and Blue Collar companies.
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The following table summarizes the most frequently mentioned considerations
influencing the decision to apply for an MA Contract, by type of program and
company size :

MAJOR FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DECISION TO APPLY FOR AN MA CONTRACT

Percent mentioning specified faciors

Type and size of firm (NYC employment)
Number of
compapies

Labor
shortage

Social
unrest

(NAB)
direci

contact

(NAB)
indirec
contact

All programs 92 55 47 37 21

White collar 66 53 47 35 20

Small (under 5(i0) 17 41 35 18 12

Medium (500 to 2,499) 28 50 46 39 21

Large (2,500 or more) 21 67 57 42 24

Blue collar
26 62 46 42 23

Small (under 500) 15 73 40 20 27

Medium (500 to 2,499) 5 60 40 60

Large (2,500 or more) 6 33 67 83 33

Recruitment
New sources of rccruits.The MA Contract requires all participating com-

panies to use the New York State Employment Service (NYSES) and the City's
Manpower and Career Development Agency as their primary source of recruits
for their MA training programs.

For many employers, especially those with White Collar jobs, this represents
a shift from reliance ou newspaper advertising, referral by other company
employees, private employment agencies and recruitment through the schools.

Changes in hiring standards.Although the company retains the right, under
the MA Contract, to make the final selection of trainees from among those re-
ferred to it by the recruiting agencies, the JOBS program encourages employers
to modify their hiring standards to "screen in" persons who had previously been
"screened out" As a result, most employers sressed such factors as attitude,
motivation and interests in choosing trainees and either eliminated or reduced
their reliance on such criteria as experience. sldll, education, test scores, and
prior work history.

Several criteria were, lir)wever, maintained by a number of firms. Few com-
panies eliminated or even reduced their reliance on physical examinations. To
a great extent, this was a reflection of their desire to screen out drug-users,
but was also due to Workmen's Compensation considerations.

"Language ability" waF also retained by close to half (40%) of the White
Collar firms and nearly one-third (31%) of the Blue Collar empioyers that had
previously considered this factor imporLant. Police records were still taken into
necount by nearly half (43%) of the White Collar employers, but were generally
ignored for Blue Collar jobs. Mos ;-. of those White Collar employers (primarily
Banks and Department Stores) that retained this criterion said that they now
examined each case individually, rather than applying a blanket rule against
police records as they often had in the Past.

Screening criteria

Number Percent reducing or eliminating
using prior

to MA All White Blue
program programs column column

Attitide, motivation, etc 83 45 45 44

Experience, skill
64 95 96 94

Work history
64 97 98 93

Education level
60 a7 81 100

Police record
56 66 57 93

Language ability
54 55 51 69

Test Jcores
52 90 85 100

Physh.al exam 43 23 24 20

Note: Number of responses, 85; No response 7,
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Employer selectirity.The recruiting agencies make a preliminary :selection of
reernits for the MA programs, certifying their eligibility under the income a od
other criteria and assessing their interest in the jobs being offered, then refer
them to the companies for interviews.

Almost half (46%) of the companies surveyed hired SO% to 100% of those
referred to them. White Coller programs were more selective than were Blue
Collar employers ; 70% of the Mile Collar employers hired or- of the agen-
cies' referrals. while only 37% of the White Collar compani d this many.
Even among White Collar companies, this generally rom'es i higher-than-
usual acceptance rate. A few companies remained highly selective ; tive companies
(-1% of the total responses) hired less than 20% of the referrals sent to them,

SELECTIVITY AMONG REFERRALS

PERCENT OF PROGRAMS HIRING SPECIFIED PERCENT OF TRAINEES

Prrceat of relerrals hired
All

programs
White
collar

Blue
collar

Under 2,3 4 5 0

20 to 39 19 22 13

40 to 59 14 19 0

60 to 79 17 17 17

80 to 100 46 37 70

Total 100 lEO 135

Total responses 81 58 23

Characteristics of trainees
An extensive analysis of trainee characteristics, attitudes, and experiences is

currently being conducted by consultants under contracts with the U.S. Dept.
of Labor and the Olnee of Economic Opportunity. For this reason, and in order
to .avoid placing an excessive burden on those interviewed, Coalition JOBS
limited the information requested about trainees to their sex, age, and ethnic
characteristics, phis a brief description of how they differed from employees
normally hir.3 to fill similar jobs.

Sex, age, and ethnic gronp.--Slightly less than half (47%) of the trainees
hired were men. In White Collar programs, the percentage of men (32%) was
considerably lower than in Blue Collar programs (05%) with the exception of
programs in Communications (61% Men) and Light Blue Collar industries
(05% Women).

The majority (6S%) of the trainees were les; than 25 years old. This was
true in all categories except Light Blue Collar (41% under 25).

Sixty-five percent (65%) of the trainees were Black, and 30% were Spanish-
speaking, with White and other groups accounting for the remaining 5%.
Spionish-speaking trainees were more likely to be in Blue Co7lar programs
(37%), than in White Collar ones (25%), and were the mtijority (53% ) in the
Light Bine Collar category.

SEX, AGE, AND ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TPAINEE3BY TYPE OF PRORAM

Program category

Percent
Total

trainees
hired Women 'Amer 25 Black Spanish

White or
other

All programs 7, 369 53 68 65 30 5

White collar 4, 185 68 75 70 25 5

Banking 1, 655 68 65 71 24 5

Insurance 535 86 73 70 27 3

Retail 1,381 65 78 67 25 7

Communications 244 39 86 67 33 0

Miscellaneous cierIcal 370 47 81 74 21 5

Blue collar 3, 184 35 61 58 37 5

Transportation/public utilities 1, 223 23 76 71 24 5

"Heavy" blue collar. 356 77 75 23 5

"Light" blue collar 1,360 65 41 43 53 4

Services 245 6 71 63 31 6
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OthrT f"cicriNtics of Iminec.s.
P rFit in Directors were asked to describe briefly any significant differences

between trainteS and employees normally hired to fill jobs similar to those
covered by the MA Contract.

It was expected that most trainees, all of whom were certified as "dis-
advantaged" by either the New York State Employment Service or the Manpower
and Career Development Agency, would differ from em:aoyees hired prior to
the MA program.

117 te-collar progra,nN.Less education was the difference mentioned most
Often in White Collar programs. Differences in attitudes, especially a lack of
self-confidence or motivation. were also noted frequently. A lack of experience
and skills, lower reading or math levels, lower test scores, less stable employment
n,ords and more personal problems than regular employees were also mentioned
in White Collar programs.

Four White Collar programs (all retail firms) noted little or no difference
between MA trainees, and employees NN ere hired through regular procedures.

Blur-Collar progrants.In Blue Canal. ,rograms, differences in attitude, lower
educational level, lack of experience skills and poor employment records
were mentioned about equally. Seven of Blue Collar programs (primarily in
the -Light" category) nured rio signifi ,,,iff differences between trainees and
those they ordinarily hire for similar jobs.

The fact that 11 programs noted no significant differences between trainees
and regular employees does not mean that their trainees were less disadvantaged
than those in other programs. For the most part, these programs were in
companies whose regular work force is drawn from the disadvantaged population.

CHARACTERISTICS OP PRGGRAMS

Wages during and aftcr training
Over 90% of the trainees were paid less than $2.20/hr. at the beginning of

their training programs, with $1.95 the median training wage.
By the end of their training programs, one in five trainees could look forward

to earning $2.60/hr. or more, two In five to jobs paying from $2.20 to $2.59,
while 27% would be earning between $2.00 and $2.19. One in seven (14%)
of the trainees were in jobs that paid less than $2.00/hr., even after training.

90

TRAINI NG and POS T- TRAINING WAGES
ALL PROGRAMS (7 , 369 Trainees)

Training Wages (S/Hr.) Post-Traini:Ici Wages (S/Hr.)

20

10

. 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 280 3.00
$2100 - .19 - . 39 - .59 -.79 -.99 +

1180

ml. 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
$200 -.19 -.39 -.59 :79 -.99
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Wages and tra ince characteristics
In general, the lower the post-training wage level, the higher the proportion

of Spanish-spealdng and of Women trainees. As a result, in the programs with
average post-training wages of $2.40/hr. or more, only 22e/o of the jabs were held
by Spanish-speaking trainees and 41% by Women.

PERCENT S PANISH-SPEAKING AND PERCENT WOMEN TRAINEESBY "OST-TRAI NEE WAGE

Percent Spanish-speaking Percent women
Post-training
wag e (dollars Number of All White Blue All White Blue

per hour) trainees programs collar collar programs collar collar

$2.40 or more 3,233 22 20 24 41 66 16

Under 52.40 4 136 36 28 50 63 65 59

A number of factors may have contributed to this pattern of employment.
The best paying jobs were maintenance positions with the Airline% and a

variety of "Heavy" Blue Collar jobs which were unsuitable for women because
of the heavy work involved. The relatively low proportion of Puerto Ricans in
these programs may have been due to language requirements, but their distance
from large Puerto Rican neighborhoods may also have been a factor.

On the other hand, the lowest paying jobs were for assemblers, inspectors,
etc. in light manufacturing companies, which are ordinarily tilled by Black and
Puerto Rican women.
White collar programs

The majority of the lower-wage White Collar jabs (those with post-training
wages of $2.19 and below) were in Retail programs. Retail wages increased, on
the average, $.15/hr., while trainees in Banking, Insurance and other White
Collar programs earned, on the average, $.45/hr. more by the end of their training
programs.

The post-training wage for White Collar trainees (other than Retail) averaged
$2.45/br.

TRAINING and POST-TRAINING WAGES
WHITE COLLAR PROGRAMS (4, 18 5 Trainees)

Training Wages (5/Hr.)
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BLUE COLLAB PROGIUNS

In general, the lower the training wage for Blue Collar jobs, the smaller the
wage increase received after training. The result is a three-peaked pattern with
Utilities, Air Transportation, and "Heavy" Blue Collar jobs making up the mod.
erate and high wage categories, while "Light" Blue Collar programs contributed
most of the low wage (below $2.00/hr.) jobs.
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TRAINING and POST-TRAINING WAGES
BLUE COLLAR PROGRAMS (3,184 Trainees)
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Length of training
Programs varied greatly in the length of time the recruit was

"trainee."
Thirty-two (32) of the programs surveyed lasted from 10 months to one year ;

24 of them ran from 4 to 9 months, and 20 were for 3 months or less. Sixteen (10)
programs were of variable or unspecified duration.

There was not a very strong relationship between post-training wages and
length of training, although 13 of the 20 short-term programs were for jobs paying
less than $2.20/hr. after training. Almost as many (12) of the lower-wage pro-
grams lasted from 10 to 12 months.

3.00

considered a

LENGTH OF TRAINING PROGRAMS BY AVERAGE POST-TRAINING WAGE

Hourly wage after training

. Number of programs lasting

10 to 12
Variable or
unspecified

(dollars per hour) Total 1103 months 4 to 9 months months length

All programs 92 20 24 32 16

Bclow $2,20 38 13 6 12 7

$2.20 to $2.59 29 3 10 10 6

$2.60 or more 25 4 8 10 3
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Major program components
Only On-the-Job Training (OJT) and Special Counselling are reqnired of all

MA Contract training programs. However, in designing a well-balanced train-
ing program, Coalition JOBS stresses the importance of Pre-vocational Skills
Training and Remedial Basic Education to help prepare trainees for advance-
ment beyond entry-level jobs.

Coalition JOBS' survey found that the majority of the programs included,
in addition to the two required components, one or more of the "optional" ones.
In most cases, these were on a regularly scheduled basis and were required
of ail trainees.

However, some programs included Skills Training, Basic Education, Counsel-
ling, and even On-the-Job Training on an "as needed" or voluntary basis. A
few of those surveyed noted some reluctance on the part of supervisors to
release trainees from their job duties for special sessions, which cut down
on trainee participation in the voluntary aspects of these programs.

In addition, in a small but significant number of companies, the person in-
terviewed knew very little ,about individual program components and referred
tho interviewer to the Supportive Service or Consortium Director for details.

MAJOR PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Programs including specified Programs with component
components regularly scheduled and required

All
programs

White
collar

Blue
collar

All
programs

White
collar

Blue
collar

Program component (percent):
On-the-job training 98 98 96 80 82 75

Special counseling__ 89 76 96 53 55 50

Remediai basic education 84 83 84 68 69 67

Prevocational skills training 70 67 76 44 41 50

Total number responding 80 55 25 75 51 24

Not responding__ (12) (11) (1) (17) (15) (2)

Program staff
In staffing their training programs, MA Contract companies have their choice

of using their own employees (regular staff or those hired specifically for the MA
training program) or the staff of a central Consortium or Supportive Service
Subcontractor.

On-the-Job Training was always conducted by the companies' own employees,
but over half of the programs relied on "outside" assistance in carrying out most
of the other major prognim components. 13asic Education and Skills training
were the components most often conducted by non-company trainers. Special
Counselling was done by ou!-siders in just over half (51%) of the programs and,
while slightly less thr.n half of the programs used outside staff for Superv-is^vy
Sensitivity Training, many of the others relied heavily on standard curriculum
materials developed by professional Sensitivity Training nrms.

USE OF NONCOMPANY STAFF FOR MAJOR PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Component

Number of
programs

with Percent Staff
specified using all "Outside" blue collar

components programs white collar (percent)

Orientation 73 57 62 45

On-the-job traming 78

Counseling_ 71 51 55 42

Basic education 57 72 78 57

Skills training 56 54 76 42

Supervisor sensitivity training 57 47 53 37

Total responses 80

No response 12



PROBLENIS ENCOUN'I'ERED

The l'!-ograci Directors were asked to identify the problems they had en-
countered in carrying out the MA program, and to specify which of these had
caused serimis inconvenience, or had involved a significant proportion of trainees.

The most frequently mentioned problems were hAeness and absenteeism among
trainees. However, only about one in five (22%) of the companies said that
absenteeism involved a sigMficant number of trair.oes and only one in tc.;.: labeled
lateness as "serioc.s." Several companies noted That these were also problems
among regular employees.

Aside from problems involving trainee work-habits. a "lack of experience with,
or knowledge about problems of disadvantaged workers" was cited most often
(35%). "Lengthy delay between application for. and approval of contracts" was
mentioned by 28% of the companies (mostly White Collar) but less than one-
third of those who experienced this problem considered it a serious difficulty.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN CARRYING OUT THE TRAINING PROGRAMS

Percent of companies experiencing problems
listed

Percent
labeling

it "serious"
(all pro-

programs)
Problems encountered

All
programs

White
collar

Biue
collar

Trainee absenteeism 86 88 81 22

Trainee lateness 71 74 62 12

Company's lack of experience 35 43 15 9

Lengthy delay 28 30 23 8

Slower learning than expected 25 30 12 1

Funding ceiling too low 23 20 31 4

Costs exceeded original estimates 22 18 31 1

Regular em..,fee resentment 22 20 27 2

Inadequate guidelines from 0.0 L 16 17 15 2

Difficulty with MA contract manual 13 14 12 2

Difficulty with reporting or reimbursement 13 11 19 3

In addition to the problems listed above, six of those interviewed mentioned
drugs, and five noted a lack of child care facilities for their trainees. Transpor-
tation problems were noted only by Airlines whose jobs were located at Kennedy
Airport, and by a few outlying Manufacturing and Retail locations.

A few program directors voiced dissatisfaction with the quality of the services
provided by subcontractors or consortia. They noted a lack of au experienced
professional staff, absenteeism, hiteness, and excessive turnover among teachers,
and inadequate orientation of trainees. A lack of communication among con-
sortium participants was also mentioned several times.

Coalition JOBS also interviewed nine directors of MA training consortia. The
problem they were mos.; concerned about was a lack of understanding of, or com-
mitment to the goals of the program on the part of some individual companies.
Sometimes this resulted in failure on the part of the company to hire trainees
for all the training positions pledged to the consortium when the original agree-
ment was signed. At times, -the consortia also encountered a reluctance on the
1:,art of the firms to release trainees fcr classroom instruction or special
counselling.
Dropouts and dismissals

Turnover rates in MA training programs will .be dealt with more fully in a
later report. This section will confine itself to a brief analysis of t7 -lime termi-
nations due to trainees leaving or being dismissed from the programs.-

At the time of the survey, 28% of the trainees hired under MA Contract pro-
grams surveyed had left their jobs and 1S% had been dismissed. Two-thirds
(67%) of the firms indicated, however, that MA trainee turnover rates were
as good as or better than those of regular employees hired for similar jabs.

Dropouts
Dissatisfaction with wages or working conditions, difficulty win supervisors,

transportation problems. poor health, pregnancy, the opportunity to take a better
job or to return to school, and a variety of other reasons may lead an employee

1 Terrthn ton here refers to the percentage of trainees whose amployment by the firm
had ended by the time of the survey. This should not be confused with turnover rates,
which are usually compared on a yearly or mOnthly basis.
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to "drop out" of a job or a training program. Since Coalition .30118 did nol
interview any of the trainees Or -dropouts' themNel yes, the reasons for trainees
leaving the programs must be inferred in general terms from the inforinothm
Provided by the program directors.

Slightly over half of the "dropouts" (15% of all trainees hired) had left tle,ir
jobs for reasons unknown to the program direct-Airs Another live percent
of those hired had left for a better job, to return to school, or for military serv-
ice. The remaining dropouts (8% of all those hired:, left for various personal
reasons (health, pregnancy, family responsibilities, etc.)

Diumisals
-Lateness and absenteeism" was the reason given for close tc four out of every

five dismissals (14% of trainees hired). "Various personal reasons" (including
drugs, arrests, etc.) brought about the dismissal of 3% of those hired, while all
other reasons (theft, Mobility to do the job, etc.) led to the dismissal of only
1% of the trainees.

REASONS FOR TRAINEE TERMINATIONS

Percent of trainees

-fto
All pri,rams White collar

Number of trainees hired 7,369 4,185

Percent leaving program 28 24

Reasons unknown 15 11

Better job, school, military service 5 4

Personal reasons 8 9

Percent dismissed 18 21

Lateness, absenteeism_ 14 17

Personal reasons 3 3

Other 1 1

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF PROGRAM DIRECTORS

Blue collar

3,184
34

21
7
6

13

10
2
1

The Program Directors were given the opportunity to offer suggestions and
recommendations on ways to modify the MA Contract grocedures. to improve
the recruitment process, and to reduce turnover among trainees. They were
also asked what assistance from Coalition JOBS would be most helpful to
them.

Modification in MA contract procedures
The most frequently reqnested modifications in MA Contract procedures

were: (a) Simplify and speed the application process ; (b) Simplify and
speed the reimbursement procedures; and (c) Allow more flexibility ill the
definition of job titles, in the arrangement of program components, in the
use of funds, and in, recruitment. Other suggestions were: Assign to each
company a single contact person at the Department of Labor; Clarify termi-
nology of the MA Contract Manual; Require more sensitivity training; Pro-
vide advance "seed-money- for consortia ; Require a closer relationship and
more communication between individual firms in consortia; Have the Dcpart-
ment of Labor reveal the formula which determines the maximum amount
of fonds allowable to a program; and, Devise a funding formula based on
actual program cost; instead of on job titles and wage rates.

A number of these suggestions have already been incorporated in MA-5
and JOBS 1970 contract procedures.

R ccr u itnirnt
The most cconnion request in regard to rceruitmmt was to improve the

testing, screening, and orientation process of the two recruitment agencies,
with emphasis on identii:ying the applicant's real interest in the job being
offered. Also suggested were: More flexibility in the use of other recruit-
ment sources, especially direct company recruitment in poverty neighborhoods
and referrals by other trainees; Faster, more automatic certification of trairl-
ees who are known to be eligible for the program ; A closer relationship be-
tween agency counsellors and the firm, With counsellors visiting the firm, if
possible, to find out more about the training program; More publicity about
the programs.
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Reducing turnover
Alost of the recomplendations offered as ways to reduce turnover among

trainees dealt with the need for special counselling of trainees, coupld with
an cmithasis on the neet-, for supervis.)rs to understand thoroughly the spe-
chit problems that many trainees faced. ln some eases, tlds was amplified 1);
the suggestions that a "buddy system" Of a close one-to-one relationship b..-
tween supervisor and trainees be encouraged.

Several limns recnnmended Hutt financial incentives 0)1 good attendance
habits be naut into training progrants. Others stressed the need for a thorough
explanation of the reasons for company rifles and their "fair but firm" ap
plieation to tra ittees and regular employees alike.

A few firms reported good results from weekly or daily group sessions where
trainees are able to deal openly with both personal and job-related urol.dems.
They report that trainees are frequently better equipped to help euch (a her
solve these problems than are their otilica I counselors, who often lack experience
with the special problems of poverty neighborhoods.

Other recommendations dealt with : The need for top management to provide
2adership by defining clearly its commitment to the goals of the program ; The

ueed for a meaningful job and upward mobility withhi the firm and the
development of career goals among trainees.

ASSISTANCE REQUESTED FROM COALITION JOBS

Services requested from Coalition JOBS were :
Number

Type of assistance requesting
Periodic problem-solving meetings with other MA Contract empl..yers and

trainees
Workshops for supel visors 43
Workshops for middle-management 32
Assistance in any future program planning 99
Assistance with recruitment r)7,

Assistance in any future proposal writing .19

Assistance hi choosing supportive service fims
A "Buddy System" training program 15
Assistance with reportIng procedures

All of these services are now being offered to MA Contract firms by C.,alition
JOBS' permanent staff, and those services most in qemand are being expanded.

Also requested were: A central "clearinghouse" a?. information about training
materials and facilities : A service that would provide "in dcpih" counseling
for trainees with psychological or emotional problems; Periodic publication of
technical assistance bulletins for those MA Contract holders that are not able
to participate in workshops.

Mr. WILSON% Mr. Chairman, honorable members of the committee,
:my name is Robert J. Wilson. I am a businessman, presently chairman
of the board of Universal Airlines, Inc., an '1. now serve as executive
vice president for administration and secn3tary-treasurer of the Na-
tional Alliance of Businessmen here in Washington. I have. held this
position with NAB for the past 10 Diontlis.

With me today is Mr. Gerard Peterson, on loan from Aetna Life
& Casualty. Inc., to sei.vo, as NAB executi,,e vice president for opera-
tions. Also present, is Mr. Roy Siemiller, iormer president of the In-
ternational Associati()n of Machinists, AFLCIO, and presently the
NAB vice president for labor liaison, and Mr. Joseph Cmmingham,
our counsel, formerly NAB vice president fpr government relations
on loan from the DuPont Co.

The National Alliance of Businessmen appreciates this opyortunity
to testify before this cOmmittee a$ to its prooTess to date in finding
meaninplul einploymen;, for the disadvanraged members of our
society. While the Alliance, as a bipartisan, nonprofit organizatiun
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does not, as a matter of policy, take a position on legislation, we
believe this exposition of the efforts and progress of the NAB pogram
in the 2 years since we began our work should help place our role in
perspective, vis-a-vis, other manpower prog:rams and pmposa Is.

We have submitted a detailed statemmit, on the activities and
pr ,ress of the JOBS program, including the methods of operation
of our offices in 125 metropolitan areas the changes in business atti-
tudes that have taken place as a result of our efforts: and the cumula-
tive results of the pronTam.

I will summarize tRis statement, recognizing that you may wish to
return to some of the points which I will of necessity omit.

The objectives of the National Alliance of Businessman are straiglit-
forward. Pursuant to a mandate from President ohnson in 1968, re-
newed by President, Nixon in 1969, no work in partnership with
rovernment to locate the disadvantaged and to find them employment,
in the private sector. The difference between this program and others
is that the employer must hire the disadvantaged worker first before
any training begins. On-the.job training i.nd other support services
follow the new hire's immediate entry to the employer's work force.
As soon as their probationary period is completed. the trainees in most
cases receive the valnable right of seniority, like every other new
employee.

That is one of the most valuable rights that comes to a new hire,
chether it is union or nonunion. In most, companies the seniority

policy is followed and in times of layoff he always has the rinht to
be recalled in order of seniority, which is happening at the present
time.

Business assumes the normal costs of training. In some cases, busi-
ness looks to the Government for reimbursement of extraordinary costs
associated with employing the disadvantaged. Either through a JOBS
contract, or on a voluntary basis, we ask busins to provide the extra
services needed by many of these new workers, such as job orientation,
counselling, transportation, health care, and basic and job-related edu-
cation. We also attempt, through meetings, speeches, publicity adver-
tisinp., workshops and other methods to eliminate barriers a; su

o
per-

visory and other manaement levels to the hiring and promotion of
unskilled and disadvaneaged einplovees.

Business executives are recruitedto serve on NAB's board of direc-
tors, to staff its Washington national office, its regional offices, and to
serve voluntarily, on loan from their companies, as the nnelens of the
131 metro offices now in operation in 125 metropolitan areas. At the
request of the administration and Members of the Congress we are cur-
rently expanding the program to cover the entire, country. We are
expanding our existing offices and expect to establish another 69 metro
offices in the current yearagain staffed by volunteer executives on
loan from their companies.

NAB's objectives and methods are simply stated. But carrying out
our mandate, t1:3 the business comnmnity has learned, is extremely com-
plex, demanding, son ietimes frustrating, and ultimately satisfyiug.

NAB has viewed, an.I continues to view, its mission as primarily
oriented, to changing traditional business hiring practices. In this area.
of manpower training, success is an elusive quality. We believe, how--
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ever, that we have been largely responsible for tile development, over
the last 2 years, of new and liberalized industry hiring techniques. I
refer to the case studies cited in our complete statement. I also refer
to the attached exhibits showing the range of efforts undertaken by
NAB metros to encourage employers to adopt new hiring and person-
nel methods and to ass disadvantaged employees in solving work-
related problems.

I should point out that in every community there are many groups
public and private, formal or iii formal, large or smallthat are ad-
dressing the problems o; poverty. It is not our intent to supplant or
.obstruct any of these local organizations. It is our role to bring people
and jobs together, and we expect our metros to work constructively
with all other community manpower efforts.

Although we believe that numbers are secondary to our major func-
tion of altering industry hiring practices and attitudes, our goals are
established and we report one success in terms of numbers. President
Johnson set target goals at the time he established the program. Presi-
dent Nixon has expanded these goals. These goals (sive us a target to
work toward, and we believe President Johnson and President Nixon
acted wisely in establishing them.

However, collecting statistics from more than n.000 employers has
limitations. The majority of employers in the program participate vol-
untarilythat is, without Government reimbursement. As a result,
our figures probably- reflect neither all of the hires in the program nor
all of the terminations. We believe that they are nonetheless a fair
indication of the progress of the program.

Our latest figures, as of March 31, show cumulative hires of 432,797.
Mr. O'HARA Would you give me those figures again ?
Mr. WILSON. Our latest figures are as of March 1 and they show

cumulative hires, which means persons who have been hired lay the
employers, of 132,797.

Of these, 209,066 are still at work with their original employers. An
additional 19,286 completed at least 6 months of training before leav-
ing their original employers. Six months is more than enough to estab-
lish the work record to qualify as an experienced worker and to change
jobs successfully. We have, nonetheless, excluded these workers, as well
as others who ha -; e moved directly to other jobs, school, or the military,
in cakulating our retention rate of 48 percent.

Although ;:eporting under JOBS contracts ie. more complete, a
problem has arisen in the manner used to calculate retentioa rates in
this part of the program. Until very recently, the Department of Labor
requested only that the employer report whether a workee hired under
the contract program was or was not still in training. As a result,
workers who had completed training and been assimilated into the em-
ployer's work force were counted as "terminated," along with other
employees who had dropped out of the program or had been termi-
nated for some other reason. Recent changes in data reporting should
help greatly to correct this imprecision.

As I mentioned earlier, the majority of employers participating in
the program do so without Govermnent assistance, and at their own
expense. Over 70 percent of the workers hired have received training
at no cost to the Government. In these cases the requirements for
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formal reporting and for Government certification of a new hire's
eligibility for the JOBS program do not exist.

We should point out, however, that many noncontract employers
have specifically requested that their JOBS hires be certified by the
State Employment Service or CEP before referral. A large sampling
of hire cards indicates that. approximately 26 percent of noncontract
hires are so certified for eligibility.

The information we have been able to gather on contract. and non-
contract hires shows that the characteristics of trainees hired under
the voluntary part of the program are virtually the same as those hired
under the contract program. We believe they show that we are reaching
the target population defined for us under the Government definitions
of poverty. We also find that the characteristics of jobs offered do not
differ greatly between contract and noncontract hires and the majority
are for good jobs, at reasona.ble wages, with veluable training work
experience, and an opportunity to progress.

I would like to close by briefly citing for you some of the actions
we are currently taking to strengthen our program.

First, the program is not nearly as large as we believe it should
beor as we hope it will become. Although nearly 25,000 employers
have. pledged to hire the disadvantaged under our program, many
others have yet to make an initial pledge.

The majority of these have not yet been contacted by our volunteer
pledge solicitors. We are cmmterbig the current slowdown in some
areas of the economy by moving into the many industries somewhat
insulated from short-term economic fluctuations. We hope our con-
tinuing efforts, our cimrrent nationwide expansion, and the support of
State, local and national government will permit us to greatly increase
the number of participating companies.

Through negotiation with the Labor Department we were able to
complete what was called a Job 1970 contract, which was a contract
in simpler form and easily understood and also to negotiate a con-
sm agreement, so that we can meet the requirements of the small
businessmen.

Necessarily at the beginning of this program we went after the
large employers and principally because they were easier to get at and
they had large nuMbers.

Now we are going after the smaller employers. I don't think most
people realize, but approximately 70 percent of all businesses in the
United States are employers of '250 or less. Some of the things that
we feel in this current situation also, where the smaller employer
plays a part, we are going after what we call the. "service industries."

yor example, I am sure you have all had the experience in con-
nection with bumping up a fender. I know I bumped up a fender and
it took me 6 weeks, and I had to make a date the same as I do with my
dentist to get my car fixed.

It is true of all kinds of mechanics, appliances, and everything else.
So that there are thousands and thousands of meaningful jobs that
ean be gotten through these smaller employers where we can place
these disadvantaged people in good, meaningful jobs.

I am talking about meaningful jobs that al.e high paying. There is
nothing to stop one of these disadvantaged youngsters coming up who
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learns how to fix a fender and how to bump it out and how to Rx appli-
ances in these various service organizations throughout the. comitrv
that are desperate for help. So we ,are shifting along toward the. serv-
ices, while at the same time keeping after the larger employers.

Second, although NAB does not negotiate JOBS contracts for
employers nor monitor their performance, we are informed by the
Department of Labor that employer performance under contract has
in some instances been unsatisfactory. Such nonperformance of con-
tracted services should, of course, be exposed and corrected. We
believe the Department of Labor is increasing its monitoring activities
to see that such defects are controlled and corrected.

We, of course, feel that selected examples of disappointing JOBS
contract. performance are not reflective of the overall good work being
done nationwide by thousands of NAB companies, contract and non-
contract.

Last, our retention rateeven though it does not count workers who
moved successfully to other employmentcan be better. We are not.
satisfied with the argument that our success in hiring and retaining
the "hard-core" compares favorably to nationwide retention for all
new hires.

More. attention must be given by employers to the special problems
hard-core trainees bring with them to the office or factory. Simer-
visors must be convinced that their record will in part be judged by
how well they assist disadvantaged men and women to hold their own
in a new, often strange work enviromnent.

Our expanded p:ogram of supervisory training workshops should
help develop this awareness. We must continue to develop meaningful
jobs with true opportunity for advancement. Although the emphasis
of our job pledge solicitors has from the beginning of the program
been on good jobs at good salariesand the great majority of the -jobs
offered have been in this categorywe expect the continuing emphasis
on better jobs to further improve retention rates.

In conclusion, let me say that we are optimistic about the future of
the alliance. The record so far, we believe, is a good one. The vast
employment resources of the private sector have been mobilized as
never before to solve one of the most pressing problems of our society.
NAB is proud of the business community's response, and its willing-
ness to accept and accelerate change. The number of disadvantaged
workers in jobs is a part., but only a part, of the total accomplishment.

I should like to point out that business has hired more than 300,000
disadvantaaed workers under the JOBS proomm 'without Govern-
ment. financlal assistance. The value of the training these workers have
received can be conservatively estimated at over $200 million. In addi-
tion, more thau 2,000 executives have been loaned by their companies
to work fall-time on behalf of the JOBS program for periods extend-
ing up to 1 year. A conservative estimate of their salaries would be over

10 million.
Providinff jObs for the bard-core unemployed will not by.itself end

poverty. In fact, none of us know yet whether this vitally important
experiment will ultimately-succeed; whether enough jobs can be found
for, and held by, the persistently unemployed. But everyone knows
that the attempt must be made, and made with great energy. Although
employment is only a part of the answer, it is an indispensable part.
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The conscience of this country can no longer tolerate a situation in
which hundreds of thousands of Americans are unable, for whatever
reason, to live with dignity and self-respect as the rewards of their
own labors.

The National Alliance of Businessmen was created a little more
than '2 years ago. It began its work immediately, believing that the
need was pressing and that thei.e was no time to sit around and try to
draw up a 100-percent perfect program before beginning the task.

Wc have learned by trial and error. Some problems wo-have over-
come; many problems and difficulties remain. But as long as the ad-
ministration and the Congress believe that ours is a valuable effort,
I know the American business community will continue to strongly
support the alliance and its work.

Mr. Thank you very much, Mr. 'Wilson.
Mr. Esch, do you have any questions?
Mr. Escu. Yes; I do. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wilson, we are very pleased to have you and your group here

this morning,: I assume NAB is a bipartisan effort ? It was started
tinder a previous administration and it is beino- carried forward with
this administration, so I am sure both sides u;here can be as analyti-
cal as possible in discussing the problems and also the advantages of
this program.

I would like to raise just two or three questiolis.
First of all, I am concerned about how difficult it is to keep business

support and industrial support today for the program under the cur-
mit economic slowdown.

Mr. WILSON. I think, Congressman Esch, I can answer that by say-
ing that I believe that we still have in the business community the
realization of social obligations to continue this. I think we still' have
zi great deal of momentum and I think we will carry on without any
difficulty.

I thiiik that the business community will continue to respond to the
need.

Mr. Esci-i. In spite of their own current problems?
Mr. WILsox. That's right, because they realize this is a temporary

ituation and the-y also realize there are other places where, as I men-
tioned in the service industries, we can use our best efforts.

Also indication from the reports that we are getting in is that our
jobs are holding, up pretty well.

Mr. Escri. You mentioned that about 70 percent of the employers
in this country employ 250 persons or less. What effort is being made to
attract more of the small businessmen into this activity. I notice that
there was some problem especially in the first year where it was looked
upon as big business, big industrial activity. What is being done by
your organization to involve the total community ?

Mr. WiLsox. Last year we saw the need for a simRlified contract
that could be easily understood. We worked with the DI epartment of
Labor to accomplish what we call the Job '70 contracta type of con-
tract that the small businessman can understand and one he can enter
into without any difficulty.

We also went about negotiating consortium agreements so trade as-
sociations could act as agent for the small employer where they have
one, two, or three employees and,tlry. want to get under the program.189
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They can do it through a consortium program which has been taken
on by the Chamber of Commerce and others which ultimately will
play quite an important part.

We have entered into a program specifically directed at that prob-
lem and we have been very, very successful. We are moving into it
pretty fast. We just finished those contracts rn December and it took
time to train the people in the Labor Department, to train our people,
and to get underway with what -Ne call "campaign for the small job."

Let me say that I feel we are making a lot of headway in it and it
really is being received quite enthusiastically. There are going to be
some difficulties with it.

Mr. Eson. This gets into another question. I think your figure was
approximately 20 percent of the businesses involved do not receive
any Government support. In other words, they do it on a voluntary
basis.

I am always concerned in terms of a strict budgetary problem.
Would it be possible for us to put NAB and JOBS out without any
Labor Department support or without any Government support at
all ?

Mr. WILSON. It is not 20 percent, but 70 percent of businesses that
have furnished their own expenses.

Mr. ESCH. Totally ?
Mr. WILsox. Seventy percent up to this time. The reasons are two :

One, they felt it was their own social obligation, they are willMg to take
it on and they have the means of doing it, and also they did not want
to be perhaps subjected to redtape of govrnmental action in regard
to it. For that reason, the larger corporations as a whole were inclined
to pay their own expenses.

Since that time and since we have crone toward the smaller em-
ployer, the smaller employer does not h%.ve the facilities. He does not
have the capital or the training facilities to do this. I think it is going
to be necessary to have funds, Labor Department funds, if we are go.
ing to continue the program and if we are going to be able to handle
these employers that we are going after now.

Mr. Escu. What you are suggesting for the coordinating and train-
ing functions is outside funds for the smaller employers which don't
have the counseling, training, and personnel within their own employee
group, is that right ?

Mr. WILSON. When this first started out with President Jolmson,
it was intended that all would be contract, but in selling it we found
out, most companies preferred not to. But now with the smaller com-
panies we feel it is a necessity as far as the program is concerned. If
we are going to hitismaller employers, we have to have the means to
give them what was called the extraordinary expenses of transporta-
tion and remedial reading and all of these things that you have now.

Mr. Escn. You indicated that you had about 48-percent retention
rate. Have-you Clone studies to determine what happened to the other
52 percent ?

Mr. WusoN. We have not been able to find out what happened to
them yet, but at the present time we are working through the social
security number. That is. about the only way you can follow them.

In the larger companies we found that they refused to treat disad-
vantaged any differently from any other employee. He is taken in,
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joins a union and his folder is just the same as anybody else. They
are just meshed.

They refuse to do otherwise. They are meshed into the whole em-
ployee picture. So the only way we can follow it is through the social

security number to see what happened to these indivichials. They all
have social securities, so we think before long we will be able to
determine that.

Mr. Escii. I can appreciate the problems you have. I am interested
in the 48-percent figure. I think we are dealing with a different group
than we dealt with in the Job Corps situation where that munber is
down to close to 20 percent. I hope your group is concerned with the
fact that it is still only 48 percent.

Do you have any programs of evaluation ? Are yoo doing anything
about trying to get the 48-percent level increased

Mr. WILSON. We are trying to get better ren,trting from all em-
ployers. At the present time, as long as there is still a voluntary type
of program, it is going to be difficult to get everybody to report, but
we are on a campaign to get the reporting beefed up so we will have
better reporting and lmow exactly what is happening to them.

I think we will be successful because I think the employers realize

it is a necessity and it is what the Government wants and so everybody
else will lmow what we are doing.

Mr. BURTON. I would like to welcome our old friend, Roy Siemiller.
It is good to have him here on somewhat less controversial matters,
which has been our more recent experience with him.

Mr. Chairman, has there been any testimony on the cost per trainee
on the average or per company that is participating in this program ?

Has anybody asked that question?
Mr. Winsox. No ; they have not.
Mr. BURTON. Do you have any data on what either the total cost

for this program has been in any given year or what your assessment
of the average cost per trainee has been and how you allocate the
amount of public as distinguished from the costs absorbed by the
private industry for thi_s training ?

Mr. WILSON. The Labor Department has some figures in regard to
the contract employers which I understand averaged. around $2,100 at
the present time for these extraordinary expenses.

As far as the noncontract employers are concerned, we have not
tried to study that for the simple reason that in General Motors, for
example, they have a huge program with their facilities and to try to
ascertain how much it costs or the Bell Telephone Co. or Alcoa or some
of the other ones, we have not tried to assess.

They have been carrying out their programs and they have been
doing:a good job of it from what we can ascertain. From good business
principles, if you take aomeone on, you want him to be a good employee

or you are not going to spend the money on him.
Mr. BunToN. Is there any difference in the funding between contract

and noncontracting ?
Wir.soic. The funding is for the contract where they actually

enter into a contract with the Government, but on the noncontract
there is no funding at all, because the companies carry it themselves.

Mr. BURTON. Have you had any difficulty for either contract or non-
contract employers with reference to your relationship with the unions
with whom you have collective bargaining agreements?
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Mr. Wir.sox. We ha ve had very fine cooperation fmni the AFL-C'10
and 70 other groups. As I said prior to your coining in, Congressman
Burton, one of the reasons is that our friend Roy Senniller has been
a p-reat deal of help in earryiug on this prognm.

If we have a difficulty, say, like in Milwaukee, Detroit, or anyplace,
Roy usually goes out and sits down with the 1oc1.1 people and we don't
liave any trouble with them.

Mr. BURTON. Does he sit down with them or on them?
Mr. Wiasox. I said previously having sat across the table from Mr.

Sicmiller in both pleasant and unpleasant. circumstances, I can under-
stand what you are asking me.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Scherle?
Mr. Scnr.nrin. Were the figures you gave Mr. Burton for the trainee

who has completed his training?
Mr. WILsox. The fwures I p.ave were actually the number hired and

munber who are still what we call on board.
Mr. SCTIERLE. That was the figure per person trained for the job

rather than the enrollee.
Mr. WILSON. You are. talking about the money. From the stand-

point of the money, it is my understanding and this is from what I
have seen in every Labor Department statistic, it is $2,400 now for
what, we term the extraordinary expenses in connection with the train-
ing such as transportation and health problems, such as eyes, reading,
and supervisor's work and all of the extraordinary expenses that the
Government. will pay in the ease of contract employers.

Mr. SCIIMLE. That $2,400 is per enrollee rather than a per person-
a"e ?

Mr. Wir.sox. That is how I Ilrderstand it. I would defer to the Labor
Department, because I am not sure of the figures.

Mr. SCIIERLE. If you ha-,e the figures for cost per person trained
and per enrollee, you might find a disparity in the figures.

Mr. WILSON. We have not gone into the figures to a great extent. I
might be out of my bailiwick, so, I might be hi a position to support
the figures I gave.

Mr. SCIIERLE. If you have a high mortality rate and you figure costs
at $2,400 per enrollee and they last only 2 or 3 or 4 weeks, that expense
would have to be assessed against the person compleng the train-
ing and I would suggest the cost would be a great deal higher.

Mr. WILSON. In some negotiations we had with the Labor Depart-
ment, I was convinced any company that enters into this program will
bear at least 25 percent of the cost anyway because under the JOB
1970 program we don't feel there is complete reimbursement for the
employee who is trained.

Even if you put him on and don't completely train him, the build-
up costs and all of the problems you have in.putting a person for 2 or
3 weeks is considerable. I think you are gettmg ine into fipmres that I
should not really be. speaking about, because I don't know.

Mr. SmErr,E.. Mr. Wilson, I believe someone asked a moment ago
about the retrenchment as far as the Nation's economy is concerned.
I have noticed that Chrysler Corp. has dropped some of its programs.

This naturally will create a great deal of concern to those who have
been enrolled in tlutt program. Whether or not they have been able to
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complete their training I don't know, but because of retrenchment pro-
cedures couldn't this be quite devastating as far as a program is con-
cerned ?

Mr. WI ',sox. One of the things in most cases we feel when these
youngsters between 16 and 22 get into jobs and really start workino;, as
I pointed out before you came in, they get seniority numbers and one
of the things they can look forward to, after they have passed their
probationary period and they begin anel get their seniority number
and are members of the um on, so as soon as the recall comes, they have
the valubale right of recall which everybody looks forward to.

As far as some advantages are concerned, take for example Ford
Motor Co. They started in this program right at the beoiniiing, be-
cause Henry Ford was the original Clriirman appointed Cy President
Johnson and the Ford Motor Co. got it immediately.

Most of these have seriority to the extent that they are not laid off,
so it works all over. They are meeting what happens in life generally.
They go along in the mainstream and that seniority number, don't
forget, is worth an awful lot to them.

Mr. SCHEELE. I read somewhere because oi? the financial situation
confronting Chrysler at this time, they have asked that their Govern-
ment manpower programs be temporarily suspended until they are
able to retrench and figure out exactly the number of prograrns and
personnel they are going to need.

Are you aware of that ?
Mr. WnsoN. I don't think I am in a position to really know what

Clu.vsler is doing.
Mr. ScnErum. What I was hunting for primarily was if we institute

these jobs and these opportunities for the young people, it could be a
little depressing for them to find out that because of economic adjust-
ments that they suddenly find themselves in the same position they had
prior to their employment.

Mr. WILSON. I think that is true. They had a contract, as I recall,
with the Labor Department and that is something they notice between
the Labor Department and themselves, hut what it is I don't know,
because that isnot our job.

Our job is to go out and place these people and find jobs foi!" them.
Let me again point out that the way it works overall, i. is just the

same as a union employee.
Mr. SCHERLE. I am well aware of that.
Mr. Wilson, I followed your statement as far as successes were con-

cerned. Now, how about the failures of JO3S ?
Mr. WILSON. I think in a program of this size, I would be the last

one to sit here and say that there are not some deficiencies in it.
Mr. SCHEELE What I am asking for are some of the deficiencies of4

the pr.)gram that you have not outlmed.
Mr. 'WILSON. One of the deficiencies I can see in it that I named is

the recordkeeping.
Mr. SCHERLE. Recordkeeping is a primary deficiency ?
Mr. WILSON. That is as far as I can determine and what we will say.

I wouldn't say we are standing here beating oar breast and say it is all
good. I can't say that. This program starad out with 50 cities and in
less than 9 months we have increased to an additional 78 cities.
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Mr. SCaERLE. Would you mind tellint, me how recordkeeping can
create this type of deficiency that would lie a depressing effect on the
JOBS program?

Mr. WiLsON. I don't think it is a depressing effect. It is just a ques-
tion of numbers a t,ain. The only reason we have numbers is because
President Johnson onve us a goal.

Mr. Scnmain. You mentioned a moment ago when we talked about
success or failure that reeordkeeping was a business deficiency.

Mr. WILSON. If we had better recordkeepino- we would not have the
trouble of arguing about how many have been'Iiired and have not been
hired.

Mr. SCHERLE. If you don't, know this, how do you establish any
criteria for determining how good or bad the program is ?

Mr. WILSON. Wo think that. our recordkeeping is sufficient that it is
reasonable. We do it on the basis that we have a voluntary force and
for the most part we get pretty good coopert.tion with the employers,
but when 70 percent of the program is on a volunteer basis, we have to
solicit and ask them to furnish these figures to us.

We can't force them to. In the contract end of it, they do report
because that is in connection with the contract, but with us we are
perfecting it because busiress is now coming through and saying this
is a necessity because people want to luiow the:,.,e numbers. But when
you start getting into numbers, you can go endlessly, but we feel we are
gettino. to sufficient reporting.

Mr.SCHERLE. Are you talking about. the participants in die program
or tile employers ?

Mr. WILSON. 1 am talking about the employers.
Mr. SCHERLE. If the employer is under contract and part of this

prooTam is being funded, does he lave to keep records?
Ar. WILSON. He keeps records. I am talking about Cie overall pro-

0-ram and 70 percent of it is volunteer.
Mr. Escii. If the gentleman will yield, it is my understanding tInit

about 70 percent of it involves employers on. a voluntary basis arTd the
program has expanded so rapidly in this area that you really have not
found ways of reporting back.

Mr. WiLsoN. We think thai the reporting we have is reasonable. I
can go into how we report it. It goes through the computer. We have
what we call pledge cards, which 'nits it in the computer.

Mr. Escir. But the accuracy of the figures depemds on the volunteer
reporting system.

Mr. WiLsoN. That is correct.
Mr. ESCH. Whero you have a labor contract with an employer, then

those figures would tend to be more accurate than the volunteer ones,
is that correct ?

Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
Mr. ESCH. Thank you.
Mr. SCHERLE. Can you see any partic-alar problem for the Govern-

ment:, in trying to alleviate the precision that young people are being
confronted with today ?

Mr. WIrsoic. I don't think I follow you. "Would you state that ques-
tion again?

Mr. ,..3cuERI.E. Is there a main. problem that we as Congress are doing
that you would find criticism with in manpower?
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Mr. WILSON. Let me say from past history, starting with the De-
partment of Labor under the Johnson administration and also zroMg

into the present administration, I can only say from wbat
seen and what I have experienced raysalf that. we have had very fine
cooperation from Government.

Mr. ScilERLE. Do you find any criticism between trying te establish
working conditions in both the Trublic sector and the private sector ?

Mr. WitsoN. I don't fmd any.
Mr. SCHEELE. We have had a great deal of testimony from various

people who say we should become more involved in crea Ling jobs and
trainine- in the public sector.

Mr. Vtru.soN. This is just a personal opinion because it is not our
job to make comment as far as legislation. As far as we are concerned,
I believe if we can't do it in the private sector, then you probably
have to do something about the public sector.

I think our oblicration is to do the best we can to furnish as many
jobs as we can in asiness and if not, then some other program would
come into the picture.

Mr. SCHEELE. Have you found any conflicts between the jobs being
handled by the public sector and those handled by the private sector
by their duplication ?

Mr. WI:La, A . Not that I know of.
Mr. SCHEELE. What do you think of the CEP, concentrated em-

ployment program ?
Mr. WILSON, . 4'_gain, I go back to saying our principal work is to

get jobs.
Mr. SCHEELE. Do you find the concentrated employment program

competing with JOBS under NAB ?
Mr. WILSON. In some places they are better and in other places our

offers are better. As the experience goes on, we are working with CEP.
Mr. SCHEELE. Are you very disappointed as far as the concentrated

employment procrrams are concerned?
Mr. Wrnsox. We use CEP only as a source of talent. Some times

they can get at the people of the hard core that we cannot reach and
in other places it is done through State employment agencies or in
any place where we can, we use them but I can't say how good or how
bad it is.

Mr. SonEarx. I will save the rest of my questions for someone else.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Gayclos?
Mr. GAYDOS. I did not have an opportunity to read the entire state-

ment, so I have no questions.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Pucinski ?
Mr. PuciNsiti. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not a member of this subcommittee, but I appreciate the chair-

man's courtesy_ This is a subject that lies close to my heart. My sub-
committee has had under consideration for some time the extension
o the vocational programs so we have some information and opinions
on the JOBS program and the National Alliance of Businessmen and
how it fits into this program.

In going through your statement, I notice that you voice your dis-
claimer about the numbers game and then you clon't give us very
many statistics to work with in evaluating the success of this pro-
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grain. But you point out that you have as of March 31, 1970, 1.:303
JOBS contracts outstanding covering 51,-133 job slots.

How many of those job slots are filled ?
Mr. WILso.N. We will have to get that for you. I do not have the

answer.
Arr. PiTorNsKi. You don't know ?
Air. 'WILSON. I will have to get it for you because I do not know

offhand.
Air. PuciNsnr. 1 do not want to seem discourteots, but that would

seem to be fundamental.
Mr. WiLsox. That would be a Labor Depa,:tment statistic.
Mr. Piroixt. KT. You aro chairman of this program, are you not ?
Mr. WiLsox. I am executive vice president and secretary-treasurer

of it. It is a ptetty vast and complex program, so I don't have every-
thing right at My fingertips.

Mr. PliorNsi4. It seems to me it is almost fundamental when your
distinguished group comes before a committee that we ought to know
at this point in time how many of those. 51,433 job slots are actually
filled by bodies in the program.

Air. WiLsoN. The contracts are between the Labor Department and
the employers. All NAB's function is to put them together and to
get the jobs.

Mr. PuoiNsiu. But you don't know how many of these are actually
filled.

You say in your statement on page 15 that the Department of
Labor has committed since July 1, 1969, $128 million under the JOBS
program. Just a simple arithmetic would indicate if you did indeed
have all 51,000 of these jobs filled, you would be spending some-
where in the vicinity of $2,500 per job to recruit, train and employ.

Mr. WILSON. I think that is correct.
Mr. PIICINSKI. If those 51,433 jobs are not filled, then that ratio

becomes substantially different, does it not ?
Mr. WILsoN. I would think probably you are right.
Mr. PuoiNsKI. How would you think the committee can draw any

conclusions?
Mr. 'WILSON. A conclusion as to what ?
Mr. Puorssiu. On the cost per indi:vidual ?
Mr. WILSON. I started out by saying that 70 perc t at the present

time is done voluntarily by business. We tried to arn ce at a cost and
the figures the Department of Labor have given us in analyzing the
contract costs is somewhere arounsl $2,400. I can't dispute or say
whether that is a correct figure or not, because the contract is between
the individual employer and the Labor Department.

I would say from listening that $2,400 wouldn't do it in most cases.
As far as the. JOB 1970 contract is concerned, it provides for this
extraordinary expense, and -the amounts. allowed under the JOB 1970
contract is defic'ent and vill not pay for the (2xtraordinary costs in-
volved lT.canse it is not a simple matter to put a youngster of this kind
in a job. It is not simple.

Mr. PuoiNsKi. I think that is demonstrated by your other figure
here that 50 percent of your recruits are dropouts from the program.

Mr. WILSON. Again getting to our main purpose, it is to get the jobs
and we got the contractor and the Labor Department to administer.
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1 could also say it cost. zero. I think everybody has forgotten one of
the things about this is in this 70 percent is 200,000 or more of these
jobs andithe extraordinary costs and all of the expenses in connection
with them in our opinion is well over $200 million borne by the
dustry without asking the Government for anything.

Mr. PUC;INSRI. How has the present slowdown in the job market
I believe the figures for April are 4.4, and I believe by the end of
May they are going to be 5 percent unemployed. How has that affected
your recruitment program in terms of ph-icing people in jobs ?

Mr. WiLsoN. We have shifted, as I said I think prior to your coming
in we shifted oar sales to the smaller employer and into the service
end where there is still a

?-()Teat

need such as your Lnder man and
your mechanic and your retail people and all of these things, jobs
which are meaningful service jobs, and we are shifting into that.

As a whole, it is holding up very well from the reports we get from
our employers.

Mr. PIICINSRI. I have been told by authoritative sources in the Labor
Department that the Labor Department now has $100 million avail-
able for the JOBS program, which it will not be able to spend this y.,,ar
simply because there are not the jobs to be filled.

Are you aware of that figure ?
Mr. Whtsox. We didn't set.the figure and I think one of the reasons

perhaps, as I stated previously, was that originally when this pro-
gram started out, it was expected that all of this would he contract
and all of these extraordinary expenses would be paid by the Govern-
ment. But many employers did not want to get mixed up with what
they felt were Government funds for social obligations, for the big
ones, and they felt they didn't. want to get mixed up with Government
redtape and bureaucracy. Therefore, instead of expending that amount
of monfy, business absorbed what was set out, so you have a certain
ahiount left, over.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Are von saying there is a $100 million surplus ?
Mr. WiLsox. I don''t know what the figure is. We did not set the

figure. I do not know what the figure is.
Mr. PumNsm. But you do know there is a surplus.
Mr. WILSON. I would say there is probably some surplus. One of the

things that interested me and really it has bothered me, that it almost
seems to be a sin if you do a program and it is agood program and you
don't spend the money.

Mr. Puciisrsiu. On the contrary., I would think that -would be great.
What I am trying to fird out is if indeed we have a JOBS pa;oram and
we have a National ALiance of Businessmen and we have the'funds to
place tbc,se people, and if you do not hav3 the jobs to place them because
of the slowdown then perhaps we have to start looking around for
other ways of utinzing this unused manpower.

That is the only part I am trying to find out. I am asking you how
many of the 453,000 job slots are filled and you are unable to tell me.
That would be an indicator to me of the degree of effectiveness we are
reaching if we had some figure.

The only figure I have to work with now is your figure on page 26
that you hired 432,000 trainees, but you terminated 223,000, which is
roughly 50 percent. If our retention record is only 50 percent, I am not
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prepared to say it is a very good program. You might want to con-
tradict that.

Mr. Bum:cm:. That is like one person looking at a ghtss half filled with
water and saying it is half filled and the other guy saying it is half
empty. I think we hain to put this in context.

Mr. PUCINSKI. My colleague should know the basis for this question.
For a long time we have had a statement coming from the business sec-
tor that if you would just give us the job, we can do it.

The National Alliance of Businessmen has been recruiting people
for entry skills and that is all. You recruit the hardcore unemployed,
give them a screwdriver and tell them how to put a screw into a socket
and wonder why he dropped out in 3 days. He dropped out in 3 days
because he has a dead end job.

There is a great deal more to restructuring a lmman being for the
world of work and it goes much deeper. I am wondering whether or not
tins program shoul4 not be phased into a stronger vocational education
program where we can get people into the world of work and make
them stay there for the rest of their lives instead of the hit-and-miss
one-shot operation approach which the NAB is using.

There is nothing in your statement that would indicate the degree of
success or failure of tbe program.

Mr. WILs--nc. I disagree with you very seriously when you say, taking
the very bottom of the disadvantaged that we are trying to put on,
that 50 percent is not a good retention rate. I think it is terrific. The
turnover in that particclar category compares favorably to industry
g4.1&,ml1y at. the present time.

PlICINSKT. I respect your judgment.
Mr. WILSON. We don't come here beating our breasts, saying how

e,(rood it is. We say it has certain deficiencies, but we also say it is real
good.

Now, if it is not good, I would say the first thing a businessman ought
to say if this program is not good, then we ought. to stop spinning our
wheels and stop spending the money and do the job.

Mr. PITCINSKI. That is why I am here this morning. We have before
this committee proposals to restructure the manpower training pro-
gram and this is the time to find out if existing programs are working.
I believe that the cooperative work-study program, the various other
programs that we have on the books which go deeper into preparing a
human being for the world of work in the long range are much more
lasting and effective than this approach, and that is what I am trying
to find out from the witness.

If I am wrong, I would be the first to admit it. But I cannot find
out from your statement whether this program within its present con-
text is a successful program.

Mr. WiLsoN. Perhaps I have not made myself understood. We think
it is a very successful program. We think on the basis of the one thing :
you can train until the cows come home, but if you don't have a job
after you complete your training, you do not have very much.

You have jobs either in the private sector or in business and business
has to furnish the jobs. We recognize our responsibilities in connection
with this and I think a 50-percent retention rate and 70 percent of the
cost being borne by business is a very, very great contribution.
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I think it is real good. But I also say if we have been wasting our
time. with rather dedicated menI have been in this position for 10
monthsand I have seen some dedicated men in this program who are
trying. Everything is not going to be perfect in a complex situation
like this, but if you are asking me if it is good, I will say it is real good.

Mr. PUCINSIU. The test will come when you give us the figures. As I
understand it, right now you have 1,303 JOBS contracts for 51,433
job slots. I would like to know at your earliest convenience how many
of these job slots are now filled.

Mr. WILSON. The only one who is able to answer that is the Secretary
of Labor.

31r. Pucrs-siu. Why can't you ?
Mr. Wnsox. I can answer as to what the business sector has done.

You are talking about contract. We are talking about the noncontrac-
tor. All we do is put the Government and the employer together and
say to business, here is a JOB, and he enters into a contract with the
Government and the Labor Department has these figures.

Mr. PUCINSIU. I hope the gentleman from the Labor Department
will give us those figures.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Wilson, I wish to commend the NAB and the per-
sons associated with it for their efforts in this field. I think they have
gone. above and beyond the call of duty and I think they have been
doing the best they can.

However, in this partnership that you have with the Department of
Labor, I think your partner has been letting you down and I want to get
into that a little bit. I think you have been doing fine, but I don't think
your partner has been doing his part so I want to talk to your partner.

You said cumulatively 432,797 people had been hired under this pro-
gram, and you said over 70 percent hired are noncontract. Of that 432,-'
000, do you have those figures broken down ? What number are contract
and what number are noncontract?

If you are looking into that breakdown, I would like it for each of
the three figures you gave me, the cumulative figure, the still-working
figure, the at, least 6-month figure, and then if you have a breakdown
for the contract and noncontract retention rates.

Perhaps while your associate works that out, we could go on to an-
other subject.

Mr. WILsoN. I will defer to Mr. Cunningrham.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. We are a little awkward here, because we don't

keep specific figures for the contract. We keep ,creneral figures. We have
what you might call ain. unsophisticated figure-keeping mechanism..

The Department tells us in answer to some of the questions raised
earlier, as well as your own, that they have spent about $69 million in

this fiscal year, if I recall it correctly, which I think is in the neighbor-
hood of about 35,000 or 40,000 trainees.

The point that was raised as to whether this was enrollment dollars
or completed training dollars. I think it is important to remember
under the JOBS program with a fixed unit cost type of contract, when
the. training begins the payments begin and when the training stops the
payments stop, so the dollars spent are actually on training. They are
not spent in every case on completion of training.

If you have training for 10 weeks, if you have a dropout in the first
2 or 3 weeks or if you have it for 10 months and you have a dropout
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in 2 or 3 months. the doll ar figure st:irts, so we don't claim every trainee
complete.s training under the program. But we do say no money is spent
on anything but tile indiv idmil while in training.

The total cost spent is $99 million of that which is committed, which
is 25 or 30 this fiscal year, is actually money spent on people while in
the program.

Mr, O'HARA. I still would like to know and perhaps you.could work
this out while Mr. Wilson and I discuss other points, of the JOBS
figure, 432,000 cuimil ative persons hired under the program, how many
were contract ?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. About 30 percent.
Mr. O'HARA. Yo do not have the extact figure there ?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. We can supply it, but it is approximately 30

percent.
Mr. O'HARA. Does that ratio hold through your 209,000 working

and so forth, which is approximately 70-30 all the way through ?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That's right.
Mr. O'HARA. We talked about the recordkeeping. As I understand

it, there is no auditing or recordkeeping really. You just call up some
of the cooperative employers and ask how many people?

Mr. WILsoN. We have quite an elaborate system to try to do it
through a computer. We take what they call a pledge card and that
sets it up. Every employer who signs up sends in a pledge card. That
puts him in the computer.

Then on a monthly basis in the past we have what we call a tally
card, and the tally card that we have is the type that goes into the
computer and we ask them to report on a monthly basis the number of
people hired, the number of people retained and the number of people
wlio are still on board.

We get those reports. Because of the fact that it is voluntary in
nature, we have to keep plunging and pushing them to give the figures,
so we can't get an absolutet'figure. But we feel we have a reasonable
figure by these tally cards that are sent in.

We are now working on a program to try to impress upon them how
important it is to get it in so they will have a complete record.

In some cases, it may be overstated and in some cases it may be
understated as far as hires are concerned, because of the fact that some
don't report at all. Some of the big ones report. on a 6-month basis and
give it all at once, but we do have a sophisticated system.

The difficulty with it is the lack of ability because. of the voluntary
part to force it. As far as the contract, you can get the figures from
the Labor Department. They keep those.

Mr. O'HARA. What do yon ask these employers to do either under
the contract or under the noncontract situation ? Do you ask them to
hire people they don't need or what do you ask them ?

Mr, WILSON. We don't. pressure them. We say this is the program
and we send out solicitors who come from private business. They tell
them about the program and what the purposes are and ask them if
they will pledge to hire some and then hire them.

Mr. O'HARA. Are they under this program hiring people they don't
need for their business ?

Mr. WILSON. No. Really it has been qnite satisfactory. Business
profits by this because they are pleasantly surprised to find that many,
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many of these youngsters, once they are oriented become very fine
workmen.

Not only do you take theth off the welfare rolls and all that thing,
but you make a taxpayer out of them and some of them even keep out
of prison.

Mr. O'HARA. The purpose is not to hire people they don't need, but
to hire so-called hard-core unemployed instead of someone else?

Mr. Wu,soN. It is to give these kids a chance. They don't just put
them on the payroll

Mr. OTIARA. You told me they are not hiring any more?
Mr. WILSON. That is correct, and I think you are correct when you

say it might be somebody else who would have these jobs if the hard-
core unemployed were not hired.

Mr. STEIGER. Would it be possible for you to indicate to the com-
mittee what the criteria are for those who are eligible ?

Mr. WiLsoN. It is included, Mr. Congressman, in the statement here.
Mr. STEIGER. I would like to supplement what Mr. O'Hara is asking

in trying to determine whether or not in the figures that you have
given us, you are counting only those that are within that definition in
the 432,000 or are there some who on a noncontract basis do not fall
within that definition?

Mr. WiLsoN. I would think perhaps there might be some, but as a
whole there is a very definite definition of what it is. Do you want me
to read the criteria ?

Mr. STEMER. I see it on page 3 of your testimony. I assume that is
what you are referring to.

Mr. -WILSON. Yes. In the Job 1970, contract, there is a very definite
definition of what the criteria is. In my statement I tried to point out
that we tried to follow that criteria. I can't say with a group that is
noncontract with 100 percent assurance that I airi correct, that all of
them follow this criteria to the T, because we have no jurisdiction.
But they understand the program and its purpose and, as far as we
can determine, they are trying to follow it.

Also there is one other thing. As I mentioned in my statement, they
get it through CEP and the State employment 'service and they triad
to get certifications that they are hard-cores.

Mr. O'HARA. Then there is no contention that the 432,000 or the
209,000 or the 19,000 or any of these figures represent a net increase
in the number of :eisons employed over what it would otherwise have
been.

Mr. WiLsoN. I would .6hink you are correct.
Mr. O'HARA. Do we have in your reporting system any way of tell-

ing whether or not the persons reported by them possess different
characteristics, as described on page 3 of your statement, than they
would have possessed had the program not been operative? In other
words, do we know that this represents a net increase in the number
of disadvantaged who would otherwise have been hired?

I have looked at a lot of the Labor Department contracts and I find
that a number of them are with firms in Imsinesses where their tradi-
tional source of labor has been among the least skilled, the least
educated, and the least productive members of the work force.

Is there any way in your reporting system that you can tell how
many of these 432,000 are people possessing these characteristics who
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are being hired and would not have. been otherwise hired if your pro-
oTam had never come into existence ?

Mr. WILSON. I don't think they are sophisticated enough to answer
that.

Mr. O'HARA. In looking over some of these contracts, I find a num-
her of them are, in effect, subsidizing the wages of employees of
industries who traditionally have a high turnover, low-wage, low-
skill, low-education work force, and all they have done is gone
out and hired the same individuals they would have hired in the first
place w ithout any program, put them to work with about the sa Inc
productivity as their noncontract employees and then they go ahead
and have collected public funds for having done so.

I am particularly disturbed when I find, for instance, that we have
people in the contract janitorial and maintenance field, the very ones
who caused me to sponsor and get enacted the Service Contracts Act
of 1965 because I found a lot of fly-by-night operators in that field
who were cutting costs and getting contracts to do these services, and
now I ibid since we enacted the Service Contracts Act that they are
now coining in under the MA-3 and MA-4 contracts and getting
subsidized by the Labor Department.

am outraged. The gentleman from Iowa ought to be hereto find
out, among other things, the Labor Department is now paying; for
the training of chicken-pluckers. That is a subject the gentleman from
Iowa expressed considerable interest in a couple of years ago when
we had the Office of Economic Opportunity witnesses up here and
it was alleged by him, but denied, I might add, that 0E0 was doing
that very thing.

Here I find a contract under this program for that very subject.
I will ask you about this one, because I think you have something
to do with this particular subject.

I find that a lot of third parties are getting into this fieldbrokers
as it were, fellows who will come into an employer and say

Look, I have a good proposition here for you. I am going to get you a con-
tract to take 100 or 200 or whatever hard-core employed in here and I will
provide the supportive services, the counselling, the recruitment, the training.
All you have to do is put them to work just like any other employee. We will
get a contract from the Labor Department and it will be for X dollars for this
job, and I will take so much for what I am doing. I will take three-quarters of
it, or whatever, for the training and counselling and you get the rest.

A number of employers are buying this. These contracts are being
entered into, they are being funded, and then the contractor does not
provide th e. services or provides only a few of them and walks away
with a bundle of cash.

The employer finds he is not getting what he thought he was going
to get and the Government isn't getting anything but the labor con-
tractor is making out very well.

I am very disturbed by these labor contractor arrangements where
the third party comes in. Have you looked into any of them or do
you have any opinion on that ?

Mr. WILSON. Yes, we have and we very much recognize that as a
problem. With as large an operation as this is getting to be, covering
the whole country, what we are trying to do with our people, includ-
ing the Chamber of Commerce and trade associations and everybody
who might get into this type of thing, we are trying to educate them
and give them guidelines.
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We are preparing guidelines now and we are also trying to keep
track of those who are doing this, if they do it. I think you are bound
to have some. of them in a program of this size, Mr. Congressman, but
we are doing everything we can to prevent it.

Mr. Escn. If there is indeed misrepresentation and mismanage-
ment of this type of program, I should think it essential that we con-
trol it carefully. When we begin to talk about the small employer,
it is essential that we utilize outside consulting and training services
as a means of coordination within communities or within specific
industrial groups with a. lot of small employers.

So I hope the chairman does not mean to imply that he would want.
to do away with all third parties from the standpoint of training and
consulting. I would think that. is the direction in which we need to go to
involve more small employers.

If there is mismanagement, then I would certainly concur that we
need to strengthen the control over them. But I would hope he would
not imply, therefore, we should do away with those in the consulting
and training business.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Wilson, we know some abuses have occurred and
we will get into those in a moment. Just what steps are you taking?

Mr. WI ',sox. As Congressman Ffch said, it is necessary with the
smaller employers and also with the ,Clhamber of Commerce where they
become the consortium agent, that they have means through schools
or through good tTaining companies. There have been what we call
the "flesh peddlers" where they have gotten, like, the Buffalo Chamber
of Commerce, ran into. We are doing the best we can to put down
oui defines.

I think if you have guidelines, it would be worthwhile, because we
cannot stop these people from soliciting. All we can do is to try the
Chambers of Commerce and the trade associations which will act as
a consortium. We are trying to give them the best guidance we know
how to keep them from getting into the hands of what we call the
"flesh peddlers."

Mr. O'I-LtRA. I think more has to be done to keep them out of the
hands of the "flesh -peddlers."

Let me go into this. I understand, for example, in New York City,
we have had a consortium created and an intermediary involving
several companies, four companies in particular that the GAO has
looked into, four companies participathig in the program under a
contract awarded by the Department of Labor to the Manpower
Training Consortium, Inc., in New York City.

This is for $6 million, covering 1,900 training positions. It is.sup-
posed to provide a full range of supportive services and they grve a
cost. summary, $1 million for orientation, $2 miilion for job-related
basic education, and so forth and so on. But the four employers
advised GAO that no formal program had been initiated by the
contractor to provide the supportive services specified in the contract.

Orientation was not provided. All employers said orientation had
not been provided in the employer's plant. All four said that there
wasn't. any basic education provided. Three of the four said their
employees were not given time off from work to attend basic educa-
tion courses, and so forth.

Let's get the comments of the employers. The president of one
summed up his discussion by saying the positions available to job
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trainees in his plant were "the lowest type jobs you can get." And
that providing supportive services such as basic education "would be
ridiculous."

The president of another company said that the limited supportive
services were doing some good, althoug,h he said he did not lsnow
"whether the Government was getting its money's worth."

Another vice president involved in this described the JOBS pro-
(tram as "a waFte of time" and felt "the Government was not getting
anything for the money."

Another vice president stated that providing basic education would
"be a waste of effort at his plant because of the low-skilled jobs avail-
able to the trainees."

This is nothing the NAB has done. These employers have gone into
this in good faith and the Labor Department through its loose con-
tracthig practices has let a fox into the hen house, and this is just
one example. There are dozens of examples as well as examples of
these other abuses.

For instance, I told you one of the problems was they were giving
contracts to some sleazy operators in the maintenance and janitorial
field, the very kind of people we tried to crack down on in the Service
Contracts Act.

Let me tell you about one. To train janitors, the proposal submitted
to the Government in this particular case said :

It is anticipated trainees will not reach Any degree of proficiency until the end
of 32 weeks. From that point of training there will be a gradual increase in
proficiency that should bring them up to our semiskilled employees in the field
of training. We have high hopes of retaining these peoole as ki1lci employees
and thereby increasing our productivity.

But so far under that contract, and the contract was entered into
the Department, 321 workers have been hired and 297 of the 321 have
been terminated and the Government has been charged $223,790 for
that.

Mr. PTICINSKI. Would the gentleman yield '?
Mr. O'HARA. I yield.
Mr. PucwsKI. I think the gentleman makes a persuasive argument,

but he has not seen anything until he sees how they dispose of the
$220 million and how they dispose of it between now and July 1st.

Mr. EsciL I wonder if at this point in the record we could ask the
Department of Labor for an examination and their report as to when
this contract was entered into. I would ask for unanimous consent
that that be placed at this point in the record.

Mr. O'HARA. I would like to leave that to the chairman of the com-
mittee. I am still simply the acting chairman. Without objection, the
unanimous consent request will be agreed to on that particular item.

(The report follows :)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
ington, D.C., July.13, 1970.

Hon. DontINICH V. DANIELS,
Chairnian, Select Subcommittee on Labor,
Committee on Education and Labor,
WasIlington,

Drua Mu. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to your inquiry of June 22, .1.970,
regarding a NAB/JOBS program contract with the B. B. Saxon Company of
San Antonio, Texas. The JOBS program contract to which you refer was entered
into on June 13, 1968, and expired cm jiine 30, 1970. It was in the first series of
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NAB/JOBS projects funded by the Labor Department. The total Federal expendi-
ture for .:he project was $227,466.

This project did not have the benefit of the thorough reporting procedures now
in effect. Administrative records at that time did not distinguish between em-
ployees terminated from the program after completion of training and those
who terminated merely by dropping out. For this reason, it is very difficult to
evaluate the significance of the turnover rate.

On May 10, we were informed by the staff in our Atlanta region that they had
selected the B. B. Saxon Co. omtract for audit as part of the Manpower Adminis-
tration's expanded audit program. Bids are presently being submitted by public
accounting firms to conduct the audit, and I expect it to be performed shortl5.

If I can be of further assistance to you in this matter, please kt me know.
Sincerely, JAMES D. TIODGSON,

Secretary of Labor.

All'. WILSON. We sincerely feel the worst thing that can happen to
us is to get into that type of operation. We don't want it as businessmen
because it leads to nothing 'Jut a great deal of trouble and you have
nothing when you get tarough.

But I also say from the GAO standpoint that a very superfieial
type of examination, there are thousands of cases of good training
programs. I don't want to be judged by a prehmhiary, superficial
document such as I saw placed in by GAO.

Mr. O'HARA. I don't thhik you ought to be juelged by that and
indeed I can't see that NAB has done anything but a great job in its
part of it. It was not up to you to enter into the contra. ct.

If it had been, I am sure you would not have entered into it, but
it was entered into nevertheless.

Mr. WILSON. The last thing we want is that sort of a situation.
Mr. O'HARA. We are going to have the GAO here tomorrow and

we will talk to them about some of these contracts. Then I think at
the first opportunity, Mr. Eseh, I think weshould broaden our request
and have the Department in to go over a range of these matters.

One of the reasons I am so disturbed is that a year or so ago Mr.
Shultz came over and lie told us that he was going: to close up the Job
Corps camps, but he said we didn't have to worry because he was t;roing
to place a lot more people in the JOBS program and that was going to
take care of all of the program who were released from Job Corps and
a lot of other besides. He testified before the Senate in June of last
year that about $200 million had been appropriated for the JOBS pro-

r&,
ram in fiscal 1969. We have asked Congress for $189 million for Eco-

nomic Opportunity Act funds for fiscal 1971, which together with $240
million of MDTA fluids would provide the necessary money to finance
140.000 jobs.

Mr. Cunningham, so far this year the actual Government-reim-
bursed contract training opportumtieshave amounted to $34,000?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. $130 million.
Mr. O'HARA. He was talking about contract jobs and he talked about

134,000 actually being employed. He used a figure of $420 million for
JOBS in fiscal 1970, but they have already revised their estimated
expenditures down to $300 million from $420 million. That is their own
revision.

It is very doubtful that this 'much is going to be used. The actual
projection of funds to be spent duriner this fiscal years, as you silo--
u;ested, is somewhere in the neighborhood of $59 million, isn't teat
right ?

44-425-70 pt. 2 33 -1.:2 P.5
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Mr. CuNNI.Nomk.m. Committed funds, it is over $130 million, expend-
itures already spent by the Treasury is in the neighborhood of about
$50 million, as I recall, but I think committed funds under this fiscal
year's budget are well over $100 million.

Mr. UTER.A. If that were so, that wouldhe had estimated the
expenditure rather than the commitment of $300 million, but even if
you took the commitment figure, it is way under $300 million.

Mr. WILSON. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, in all fairness to the Depart-
ment of Labor, we found that the MA-5 contract was so complicated
that it was difficult to sell. We had to renegotiate the contract and so
we renegotiated a simpleform.

It is called the JOB 1970 contract, which is easily understood by the
small businessmen. We also had to get a consortium agreement.. We
also had one thing we found through experience and that was the pro-
cedure had to be changed so it was easier to process these.

The smaller contractors just go bogged down with nnmbers and they
could not be processed through the Department. So, we did get our
people trai.ned.

The Le.Oor Department didn't get their people trained. They have
been able to get the State people to work with them, so that overall we
are now processing something hke 8 million a week. It is coming
through pretty. steadily.

We really didn't get into this campaign to hit the smaller employer
where the money is being used on the contract until sometime in Feb-
ruary. We hoped we would get into it in the fall, but we found out
the process of training the people to be able to handle it and the
procedure in carrying it through just delayed the program.

That is one reason for not having the use of the money plus the
fact of the freebies.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The Labor Department through their winged
messenger service has given me the up-to-date figures on money spent.
These are, as of February 28, 1970, the total number of contracts,
1,771. The total authorized job slots come to 105,000.

Tho present employees on board presently working are 36.000.
The total hired under the contract are 90,000. Total terminations are
54,000.

Costs to date, $81 million. Contract obligations to date, money
committed, $290 million.

They say that from the 28th of February to. April 17 the77 ha 7e,
had an increase of 807 contracts and an increase of 19,000 additional
job slots. I do think that it would be appropriate to have them come
in since the conversation has gone to how the contract phase worked,
of which t'uo NAB is just an ancillary part of oar major role.

Mr. UTTAR-A.. There are 105,000 authorized job slots by the Depart-
ment's own figure in which 36.00G are now working and 54.000 have
been terminated for a total of 90,000. That is very interesting, espe-
cially since under your overall retention rate in the program, you
testified, is 18 percent and the retention rate under the reimbursed
contract arrangements that the Labor Department has entered into
is a lot worse than that. It is about 30 percent.

So it must, mean that in order to equal up, that your noncontract
retention rate'must be considerably better.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I don't think 30 percent is a valid figure.
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Mr. O'HARA. Out of a total of 90.000, and I have to do a little
aritlunetic here, out of 90,000, 36,000 are now working; is that right'?

MT. CUNNINGHAM. That is right.
Mr. O'HARA. It is 40 percent exactly. So there is 40 percent, the

overall rate for the program is 48 percent and that is an average of
the two, contract and nonecntract. if they are only making n 10-per-
cent retention under contract, you must be doing better under non-
contract.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Their termination figure tends to goof up the
process. In fact, I believe they have changed that. They have taken
terminated in the statement to mean people in the work force as well
as a dropout. In other words, termination does not and should not
be construed as failure.

Mr. O'HARA. I find it very difficult to believe, in a period of rising
unemployment, that these people are being smItched up out of these
job opportunities into better jobs and that is why they are leaving,
if that 54,000 all left to get better jobs.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I did not mean they went into other jobs. They
went into the employer's work force and they terminated. training. It
was not a termination of employment, but a termination of training,
and that is why their figures are a little goofy.

Mr. O'HARA. I think if the Labor Department had anything to sny
about how many were permanently hired, they would not have left
it fuzzy as to which part was terminated, because they went out of the
pmgram entirely and which part was terminated because they were
hired in regular jobs.

Mr. STEIGER. If the. gentleman will yield, I am not sure that that
is an accurate appraisal at all.

Mr. ESCH. Will the chairman yield ?
Mr. O'HARA. I would be happy to yield.

ESCIT. I think ail of us are concerned, especially by this year,
with the umemployment picture. The chairman implied that we only
had active Labor Department programs in terms of training. We
would want the record to indicate we have other prograins, such as
CEP and public service, and all of the standard institutional training.

The figure, whether it be 34,000 or 54,000, does not include the total
effort of the Labor Department in the training and placement pro-
gram. I am sure yon would want the record to so indicate.

Mr. Chairman, I think if we go up a level or two, we are talking
about how do we make an impact on a group that has great mobility
in the work force?

Apparently we have, not reached that point in trainin,c_r and counsel-
ing. I think all of us are concerned about how to reach out to thnt
other 52 percent and the degree. to which we can analytically identify
and delineate who those people are, why they are not retained. Tim
future success of our manpower training will depend on training pro-
pyams and will also determine the effectiveness or lack of effectiveness
of the total new welfare program.

I think the chairman is identifying a major problem and it is one
which T hope will be analyzed in a bipartisan manner, because it is a
crucial o.m.

Mr. O'HAuA. I assure you as far as I am concerned, ;.t ',yin be, but I
want, to suggest several things with respect to the JOBS program.
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As Mr. Wilson and I have agreed, the figures do not represent a net
increase in jobs or anything like it; t hat for the most part in any event
they represent people who are hired instead of somebody else.

We don't know, as Mr. Wilson and I have agreed, how many of
-them would have been hired by those seine employers in any event.

With respect to the Department's conduct of the contract provi-
sions of this program, I would allege that to a very large extent and I
think we will develop the evidence tomorrow and next week to sub-
stantiate this, to a very great extent the people who have been em-
ployed under Department contracts are the very same people who
would have been employed without the program; that a significant
perecntage of them have not been provided with the supportive serv-
ices that they should have been provided with under the contract and
training; that a large number of them have been trained for occupa-
tions for which no training is normally required, even of persons with
an inadequate educational and skill background.

For instance, we find that the Departinent is violating the specific
instructions of this Congress, specific instructions on three different
occasions that they not use finds under these programs to train people
for jobs that require very minimal training and are usually done by
the employer himself without any governmental assistance.

For instance, we find them training sewing machine operators and
on three different occasions this Congress has told them not to do that.
We find them training in laundries and drycleanincr, training for jobs
that. pay $1.30 an hour. We have specifically inst7ructed the Depart-
nient of Labor on several occasions not to train for such low-wage
dead-end positions.

We find that there have been, in addition abuses to this program by
the gentlemen Mr. Wilson described as fles1 peddlers, who have been
permitted by lax auditing procedures by the Department to come in
and take advantage of this program and not provide the services that
should have been provided.

The reason I am so apset about this, Mr. Wilson, I think the busi-
nessmen who have been involved in tlus program, and there have been
thousands of them who are among the leading citizens of nearly every
community in this country. I think they deserve a better break than
they have gotten fron-. the Department in this matter and. I intend to
see to it that their contribution is given the proper credit and that the
Department is made to straighten out its part in this great program
that these dedicated citizens have engaired in, including yourself.

I think that NAB has made a greitCcontribution, even though it
(Ant really be measured because we don't have the right ways of
measuring it, because they focused attention on this problem of the
hard-core unemployed and the need to provide them with job
opportunities.

They have gotten major, respectable employers involved in these
programs and I think that is a very good thing, but I think we have
to get the Department straightened out on this matter.

Mi. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, could we get a rebuttal ?
Mr. O'HARA. Surely, go ahead. Are you from the Department?
Mr. .CIINNINGHAM. No, sir; we think NAB can be measured. We

think our statement indicites that the measuring devices we use
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are approximate, but they are reflective and they do tell a fairly pre-
cise story. They are voluntary, so they are not 100 percent correct.,
but we think the figures are correct and, No. 2, we think the American
business community has done things ill the last 2 years that it would
not have done, but for the NAB.

The people who defend the JOBS program, I think, on the merits
are. the Labor Department, but the Labor Department. has tried and
done a good job and the same people who have been there under the
previous administrations are. there today in large part, and I think they
are working1,ard in trying to monitor the contracts

When they talk to you, I think they will tell you that the incidents
of default on the contract, is relatively rare. It is true there are the
ehicken plucker and we have a pizza parlor operator, but for every
bad one on the noncontract side, we. think we can -rive you 100 good
ones.

The proportionate share of odd-hall type contracts, default, what-
ever you call them, are very rare compared to other contracts. We
and the Department of Labor could be better, but it is not just a
-bumbling, stumbling businessman's effort which has been impinged
on hy the Department of Labor.

Mr. O'HARA. I have reference, as an example, to a very firie pro-
gram, the TBM propTam. That is a tremendous program arid they
are losing money on it and they are doing it as a public service.

I think that is commendable. That is what I have tried to do, to
separate that from the wav the Department has opened the door to
the. sleazy, fly-bv-night operators to come. in and take advantage of
this program. tiffit is what I am after, trot after the IBM's of this
world, but after some of the quick-buck boys.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. One. last. point, if I miyht, about the approxima-
tion the Labor Department has given us and we think it is true from
the, somidings we have taken with regional directors, executive direc-
tors, and so forth. They approximate about 70 percent of the cost an
employer is reimbursed is the maximum. If you have it contract for x
number of dollars, that only approximates 70 percent of what the
employer sPends On the trainee.

We think for every sleezy you have -100 "nonsleczy," to coin a new
Phrase, who are spending much more on the hard-core training than
they do on the white collar worker with a high school education. By
and large we think the money is well. spent.

Mr. 011'Art.t. By and large I suppose you can say that of almost
every program.

Mr. CTNNTNGTFAM. Let me, say in 95 percent of the eases.
Mr. 071-TAmt. That is your guess and I don't know what. my guess

will be, but I will wait until we get the GAO in here and. a few others.
I will say one of the things that particularly disturb me about. this
is it is part of a pattern of deceptive clai,as that ought to have been
banned by the truth-in-advertising legislation that the Labor Depart-
ment. has been making with respect', to job training.

First, they abandoned the. Job Corps camps. They said they were
going to take care of all of those people with increased training op-
portunities under programs. They have not done it.

They said they were going to open up Mini-Job Corps centers which
would be more efficient and train momp4:tople at less cost. They have
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only opened up five and three of them are old Job Corps camps and
the costs in those five are higher than they have ever been.

There have been a number of exaggerated claims which have not
been borne out in practice because this administration has been unwill-
ing to commit. the effort and the resources that they have to make
those claims come true and that is what is disturbing the committee
in the context in which I think we have to take up this matter.

Mr. WILsoN. I hope, Mr. Congressman in connection with this, be-
cause those of us who have been part of tflis program very deeply and
very sincerely believe in the program. I think if we did not believe in
the program, that we would stop spinning our wheels and the efforts
of thousands of dedicated top men in this country, and I hope we
will not get into a situation where we become a political football in
connection with whatever happens, because whatever happens and
whatever legislatici-, comes out, business is willing to cooperate in try-
ing to do this job because it is something that has to be done, and we
will do the best we can.

But we don't want to get in the middle of a partisan byplay that
causes us lot of trouble as far as selling this program and haying
business throw up their hands and say, "What is the use," because we
think it. is good in spite of so, ..e deficiencies.

Mr. STEIGER. If the chairman wmild yield
Mr. O'HARA. I would be. happy to yield to the gentleman from Wis-

consin.
Mr. STEIGER. I hope. that that partisan wrangling which started this

morning does not. develop to the point where it does damage to tlie !rood
job that is beincr clone. I must say I am fas.7,.,inated by the points that
are being madeby the distiinruished gentleman from Michigan.

In the first. place, I woulcr only say I don't think one of the com-
ments he made is factual at all in terms of the amount of dollars that
are beb ig committed by one administration versus another. The amount
of money in fiscal 1971 is substantially higher than that obligated and
spent in fiscal 1969, $401,419 versus $419,494.

That is a sizable sum of money in the manpower training field.
I might also say I am not at all sure that any information that has

been developed by the Senate or is now being developed here in the
House and to which GAO and the Labor Department te gtify is going to
bear out. the three comments that have been made al,out the question
of the same people. for little supportive services or that these are all
jobs of low skill at the bottom of the ladder.

if I read the testimony of Mr. Wilson and those accompanying him
correctly and if one looked at the 1,171 contracts I except we. would
-find there is a lot more going on in the NABJOBS program than
the comments give credit for.

Thirdly, this is a program, NABJOBS, that was begun by the
former President, Mr. Johnson, not by Mr. Nixon.

M. O'HARA. I might gay to the gentleman that I had strong reser-
vations about the program then, which I expressed at that time.

Mr. STEIGER. I know you did, as did I, and I still have strong reser-
vations. I am not defending Mr. Nixon or Mr. Johnson for &tat, but
I suppose that means we can get. out. of title ID of the Economic
Opportunities grants made in January of 1969 before the last admMis-
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tration left office if we want to start brinoing out some dirty laundry,
whether it be in this administration or -tile previous administration.

I suspect it is there on a relatiYely evenhanded basis and frankly
most of the people who are still in the Labor Department, I say re-
oTettably, are those who were there before because, the persoimel has
not changed. I wish they had, because I would feel a lot happier.

We just promoted some of the, ones who have done some of the dam-
awe in the past So I trust we will not carry this to the extreme, as Mr.
Wilson has cautioned, of having the business community shy away
from what it has he!run in terms of a commitment to help the hard-
core imemployed to find a job, difficult as that obviously is croing to be.

Mr. O'HARA. I want to help, too, but I think we have to 1,:eep distin-
guishing between what the NAB has done and what the Department
has done. With respect to that question, we find ,J1,at NAB has indeed
involved some 25,000 or more employers.

They have. really done a job of educating the business community
to what their responsibilities are and they have made a great contribu-
tion, but I don't think the contracts that have been entered into have
been as good as they could be. Some have been good and some have
not been.

I have never said all Of the jobs were low-skilled, low-wage, dead-
end jobs, but in the JOBS' own handbook it says 45 percent of the
trainees have been hired into jobs that are under *2 an hour and some
of them considerably under $2 an hour, so there is a heavy concentra-
tion, of course, in the low-paying jobs.

Mr. STEICER. If the chairman will :yield one more time, I would only
tell the gentleman from Alichigan, as I sit here in wondrous awe of
the feelings of the gentleman from Michigan regarding the Labor
Department, you have just simply reinforced my very strono- belief
that your bill, in terms of centralizing all of the power for contracting
in the Labor Department, isshot down.

wMr. Esc H. I ould jeven oin my colleague in making that observa-
tion. That is one I was going to make.

I also would personally like Lo go on record favoring a job even at
$2 an hour or slightly less rather than no job at all.

Mr. O'HARA. I am sure that is so, but that is not the context in \vhich
came up. If you want to create jobs for the unemployed and not

merely shift the unemployment around, then you ought to be for the
job creation provisions of the legislation that 112 Members of the
House introduced, which is one of the bills before us.

I am very strongly in favor of those and I hope you will be when the
time comes. With respect to the competency of the Secretary of Labor
to run a manpower program, I am perfectly willing that he be per-
mitted to hand it all over to whoever he wants. I don't say he must run
it himself, because I entertain the same doubts that you gentlemen
do, but I do want to give him flexibility in determining who shall run
it in each and every community.

Mr. STEIGER. He has that now and you are complaining he is too

Mr. O'HARA. In any event, I thank you, Mr. Wilson, and 1 do hope
you will understand there is abolutely no criticism in anything I have
said about the role of NAB. In fact, NAB has played a constructive
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role and I am pleased they have and I thank you for coming before
us.

Mr. WILSON% We want to thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for
letting us be heard.

Mr. O'HARA. I notice that Mr. Siemiller also has a prepared state-
ment. Without objection, it will be placed in the record at this point.

(The statement follows :)
STATEMENT OF P. L. (Roy ) SIEM3LLEIt

Mr. Chairman : My name is P. L. (Roy) Siemiller. At the present time, I ain
working for the AFL-CIO in a liaison capacity with the National Alliance of
Businessmen. Prior to accepting this assignment. I served as international presi-
dent of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers for
a four-year period. For 17 years prior to becoming international president, I
served as a general vice president with responsibility for the I.A.M. in a 9-State
area, with headquarters in Chicago, Illinois.

My purpose here today is to advise that the AFL-CIO approves of and is co-
operating with the National Alliance of Businessmen in their mission of finding
jobs for the hard-core unemployed and underemployed.

President Johnson, in his state of the union message in 1965. called upon the
business community to assume the responsibility of finding useful einployment for
a substantial number of our citizens, sometimes referred to as the hard-core,
who, then and even more so at this time, a re having great difficulty in finding
meaningful employment.

It is not my intention here to go into reasons for the existence of the hard-core
or to even justify the efforts of the National Alliance of Businessmen in their
handling of the mission assigned to them first by President Johnson and now by
President Nixon.

It is my intention. however, to advise you that the American trade union move-
ment is supporting and working with the National Alliance of Businessmen in its
endeavor.

The AFL-CIO Executive Council, after reviewing the program of the National
Alliance of Businessmen, endorsed the program and imanilliously agreed to co-
operate with it. Two of the principal reasons for the support of the AFL-CIO
Executive Council are :

First, we considered it a meaningful program that would bring into the
workforce unemployed people and also some people who had previously been
considered unemployable. The program would bring these people into the work-
force. make of them tax producers in place of tax eaters, and help in fulfilling
the policy of the TJ.S. Govermnentas stated in the Truman administration
that of a full employment of the American workforce.

Further, we could bring these unenlployed people into the workforce without
reducing the standards or conditions of employment negotiated into the agree-
ments between the trade union movenient and the employers of America. It would
provide these workers with the status of a regular employee ; job security and
conditions of einployment guaranteed by the provisions of a collective bargaining
agreement; identification with all the other new hires ; and the same opportunity
for advancement or upgrading accorded to the seniority they accrue over periods
of time.Secondly, the trade union movement felt that the business communitY was
recognizing its responsibility to find jobs for citizens, who previously had been
denied the opportunity of employment by changing the requirements for entry
level jobs within industry and providing additional training for what deficiencies
he or she may have. Let me give you an example of what I mean which should
explain better than any other way that I can think of.

A few years ago, when Federal Judge, Otto Kerner, was Governor of Illinois.
he appointed a broad-based committee of citizens of Illinois to make a study
to find out what it would take to provide full employment for the workforce
of Illinois. This committee was chaired by Frank Cassell of Inland Steel. Among
others serving on the committee was the present Secretary of Labor, George
Shultz, and a senior vice president of the Nation's largest airline whose general
offices are in Chicago. I also served on the committee.
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During the committee discussions, I was told by the senior vice president
for industrial relations of this airline that it was the policy of the airline to
only hire new employees who had finished high school as any employee hired
should have educational ability to r.dvance up the ladder to all of the positions
in the airline's workforce. You caa readily see that this policy would have auto-
matically disfranchised practically all of those that we refer to as the hard-
c ore.

This same airline today is participating in the program of the National Alliance
of Businessmen. It has reduced its qualifications for new hires so that opportuni-
ties are being :..ouud for the hard-core. To the best of my knowledge, the pro-
gram is proving successful but it does require additional training on the part
a the company that would not have been made or not even been available just
a short time ago.

This empleyer, the Nation's largest airline, can be multiplied many times over
by other employers that are now voluntarily cooperating with the National Alli-
ance of Businessmen and are participating in lnring the hard-core, who I don't
think would have hi-:ed any had it not been for this commitment of the busi-
ness community.

The American trade union movement does support this endeavor of the 2.:fi-
tional Alliance of Businessmen and all other endeavors to find jobs, Willie pro-
teethig the provisions of collective bargaining -greements, that go towards
fulfilling the stated policy of the United Statesthat of full employment.

In closing, allow me to thank you for the opportunity of presenting the posi-
tion of the AFL-CIO, as expressed by its executive council.

Mr. O'HARA. I would now like to call Esther Peterson, a representa-
tive of the, Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, and an old
friend of the committee.

Do you wish to testify or submit a statement ?

STATEMENT OF ESTHER PETERSON, WASHINGTON REPRESENTA-
TIVE, AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORKERS OF AMERICA,
AFLCIO
Mrs. PETERSON. I would be pleased to place my statement in the

record, in view of the time and answer any questions you might have.
Mr. O'HARA. Without objection, we will place your statement in the

record at this point.
(Statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF MRS. ESTHER PETERSON, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE,
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORE.ERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am very pleased to be asked to
come here this morning to talk to you about what I consider one of the most
important matters before this Congress: comprehensive manpower legislation.
My concern is directed particularly to manpower policy and program as it affects
women workers.At this moment in history, we, you, all of us, must attend to the sounds we
hear around us; the sound of women, once again assessing themselves and their
role in our society, and once again reaching for a fuller opportunity for Self-
development. The demands for equality and "liberation" of women that you
must certainly hear, even in these soundproofed rooms, have a particular rele-
vance to the talk you have before you. Women today are not asking for special
favors. They are asking for equality. They are ready and willing to join with
men to make social services equally available to ali who need them. This is as
true of manpower services as it is of other social services.

Perhaps the most significant change affecting thc labor force in this country
for the past ten or fifteen years is the increasing participation of women work-
ers. In 1955, women made up only 30 percent of the labor force. This percentfige
has grown to 35 percent today, and will increase another two or three percentage
points by 1980. We know that nine out a ten women will work sometime during
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their lives. Nearly half of the women in the population between the ages of 1S
and 65 are DOW in the labor force, and the percentage is expected to continue
to rise rapidly.

The increase in teenage marriages means that about half Of .t,lay's women
have their last child at about age 30, so that by the time her youngest cl;ild is
in school, a mother may have 30 or 35 more years of active e before her.
If the present temper of young women is a fair indication of the future, they
will not be content to fill in those years dabbling in good works, or confined to
seccnd rate status in the job world.

A high proportion of women are employed in the early working years, then
there is a marked decrease during the child-rearing years, followed by a pro-
gressive increase in each age category until age 55 or 60. The two periods when
women are most likely to work are in the early twenties, and then again between
I5 and 54. In April 1969, 56 percent of the women in the younger age group, aml
1- percent of those in the older age group were in the labor force.
In view of these facts, what are we doing with our manpower policies to make

the re-entry to the labor force for women productive, both for themselves and for
our society. I suggest that it is very little. The re-entry prohlem is not an easy
One. Thousands of women find themselves faced with barriers that they eannot
easily overcome. As a result, we find that these older women are much more apt
to accept low-skilled, low-paying jobs than their younger sisters. Since there is
no place for the re-entrant to turn when she discovers that her educution and
skills need updating, she takes a jol that offers little satisfaction ,flod is below
her skill potential. Since moxt women work for financial reasons, the option to
delay going to work in order to improve her job preparation usually does not
exist. The result is a waste of manpower.

Another major development affecting opportunities for women is the changing
nature of the job market. According to a recent Labor Department study the
nmnber of jobs is expanding for women with technical, scientific. and clerical
skills. but is declining for those who have limited training and are able to per-
form only routine or simple tasks. This development is due in part to the auto-
mation of standardizec operations, in nart to the mechanization of some jobs
previously thought too hard danerous for women; and also to the overall
shift in the economy from goods In to service producing activities.

When we are toldas Leonard Leeht did in the course of these hearings
that "manpower bottlenecks in the next five or ten years could seriously frus-
trate the attainment of high priority national goals"--we must ask ourselves
why we continue to lot this reser-oir of potentially productive manpower go nn-
used. We know that by 1975 we will have to double the numher of people' who
were working in the mid-sixties in fields related to health. education. social
fare, natural resources, urban renew0, etc. When it collies to environmental con-
trol. our mnpower requirements are even larger. If we are to aelneve our goals.
we must utilize all of Our manpower resources. Manpower policy shonid be aimed
at full exploitation of those resources.

In the course of these hearings, the case for comprehensive manpower legisla-
tion has been made by many expert witnesses with convincing evidence and
arguments. The general agreement on the need for comprehensive legislation in
order to eliminate confusion. avoid duplication and brhaf order and sense to our
manpower programs is clear. Although it is certainly necessary to institute a
manpower system that limkes possible sound administration, semUble planning.
and effective operation, I hope that in the course of figuring ont how all of these
things are to be done. we do not pay so much attention to tile structure of man-
power programs that we overlook the substance.

Manpower is not mere'y a ease study in federal-state-local relationships. It is
a human program ; -a program which can make the difference to working men and
womenor those who want to work and can't, between poverty and economie
security, between full participation in the benefits of onr society and alienation
and dependency; between hope and despair Some of the witnesses who have
appeared before yon have talked about the connection between manpower .policy
and economic policy ; the relationship of manpower as a back-up measure to
support fiscal and monetary policy. It is important that we recognize these rela-
tionships and develop manpower legislation that can he used in such fashion. Ent
manpower programs, however well administered, cannot perform any of these
functions if -they do not reach the people who need them most in sufficient quan-
tity to make a difference in those persons' lives.
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Today we are faeed with a rising unemployment rate. Some call it an upereep.
I think that that is a good word, because it accurately conveys the relentlesaly
painful process which is biing allowed to occur.

The upereep hurts everyone. but it is particularly hard on those least employ-
able, the poor and the disadvantaged, the people for whom our manpower pro-
grams have been designed. It also hits hard at those who traditionally are at the
end of the employment queue: specifically minority gronps, and women and girls.

Aceording to the most recent reports of the Department of Labor, there are now
a linost four million nnemployed ; a nnllion more than there were last year at tlds
same time.Malipowar programs call take up the slack of a weak labor market and pro-
vide support for those not covered by unemployment insurance; primarily the
disadvantaged. Let me say herethe recent action by the Congress improving
significantly the miemployment insiirance system is to be commended. It will
relieve the manpower programs of some of the burden of providing assistance to
the unemployed. The extension of coverage to agricnlliiral workers, partieularly
migrant workers, is an important step forward. However, the deeisiou of the
Administration not, to ask for federal benefit standards is unfortunate. I wonld
hope that we do not have to wait two more years to recognize this mistake.

Although. the Administration has said that it intends to use liellipower pa)-
grains to supplement the miemployment insurance programthis is not hao
pening at the present time. Let me review briefly the present performance.

First, nialipo ver programs have beeolne progressively les.: avalifWie to
womena group which historically is extremely vulnerable to ecmpaillic reces-
sions. In the past two years, the proportion of the adult poverty poplikicion
whieh is female remained the same; percent. But the percentage of women
participating in manpower programs dropped from 43 perceLL in 10418 to 40
wreenl, last year. There is no indication that anything is being done to improve
this situation.Second, manpower programs seem unable to operate at more than a sixty
percent capacity. Leaving out the summer Neighborhood Youth Corps program
for which slots are of emlr.se not 1(0050210y ava) lable. the 1070 manpower pro-
gram WfL5 blidgeted to provide approxialately 715.000 training opportunities.
By the ead of January, there were only 627,000 peopk, using these Opportuni-
ties, Ahnost 300.000 training and work experience slots, at all Overage eost
of $2,000 e1011, were unfilled. Either we are offering the wrong pmgrams. or
they are being poody administered. With the conrentration that tilis adminis-
tration has given to 'problems of administration and management I think that
it is 11111011 more likely to be the former than the latter.

Anil fiuuuiiiy, 1101 only are the nmilpower programs being offered to the dis-
advantaged unsuited to present economic conditions, but also they :ire not
particularly suited to the Heeds of disadvantaged women.

The two biggest programs in the total manpower effort this year are J011S,
the Job Opportunities Program in the Business Sector. and CEP, the Concen-
trated Employment Program. A primary objective of both programs is to provide
manpower assistance to disadvantaged men, particularly yonng Negro males
in the ghettoes of our biggest cities.

JOBS has been singularly suecessfril in this regard (73 percent of the enrollees
are male; 50 percent are under 22). In CEP, which has operated on the basis
of au administrative policy determination that no more than fifty percent of
the enrollees should be women, the enrollment last year was 58 percent male.
The theory behind both JOBS and CEP programs was that. if the Negro males
could be provided with stable, rem-alterative and useful employment there
would be 11 concomitant strengthening of the Negro family in the ghetto. whiell
ill turn would increase the likeEllood that the cycle of poverty could be braken.

While I agree that this is a worthy objective, it overlooks the stark realities
of poverty. particularly as it a fleets Wffillell heads of families. and young girls.
Wo know that in fa milks; below the poverty level, a disproportionate number are
headed by women.

Of the approximately 5 million poverty families in 1968. LS million or
almost P,5 percent were headed by women. In the population as a whole only
10 percent of all families are headed by a woman.

In 1968. there were 146,000 family heads who were unemployed. 55,000 of
these, or 38 percent were women.

Two-thirds of the women who headed poverty families did not even look for
work. ,
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The picture is even grimmer when we look at the statistics on children living
in poverty. There is no longor any question that deprivation suffered in early
childhood results in permanent stunting of an individual's mental, physical and
social potential. This in turn results in a more or less permanent handicap as far
as employment is concerned. Children allowed to grow up in poverty will certainly
be the targets of the next decade's manpower programs. Where are these chil-
dren now All too often they are in fmnilies headed by women.

Of the 9.7 million childr,n under 18 livthg in poverty, 3.9 million. or -10
Percent, lived in families headed by women.

More than Imlf of the poor Negro children tinder 18 live in female-headed
families.For children under sixthe crucial development yearswho live in a
family headed by a woman, the clmtces are two to one that the family is
below the poverty Ithe. In other words, for the very young, being without a
father at home almost means being poor.

There is another area where the waste of women power results in an economic
and social cost we can ill afford. I am speaking about the teenagers who have
withdrawnpassively in most easesfrom either the employment world or the
edncational process. Many stay home to keep housefor themselves or to help
parent ?. with younger childrenbut in 1969 more than 500,000 girls 16 through
19 were not. dothg anything at all. They were not in the labor force. They were
not in school. They were not unable to work. They were not keeping house.
Moreover, comparative data shows that e "Negro and other" girls were dis-
proportionately represented in this group. These young women have effectiw4y
removed themselves from the scene but in many cases it is because of a negative
giving uprather than a positive choice.

These are the women and girls our manpower programs must reach. Con-
centration of manpower efforts designed to assist Negro males will not make
these statistics disappear nor these women dissolve. Only a positive program s9e-
cifically aimed at this target group, and geared to their particular problems will
help solve the problem. I am not suggesting that we should abandon the pro-
grams for menbut that we need to recognize that women are an important
nd significant part of the target group as well as men.

One of the special problems of women is, of course, tlm need to provide ademmte
day care for titeir children if and when they go to work. The need for day care
has been accepted as a necessary emnplement to our manpower efforts, and many
of our manpower programs include provision for day care as a supportive
service to the training program. But although the need is recognized, the re-
sources to meet that need have been skimpy to say the least. In the WIN program
in 1O. only $4.7 million was allocated to day care out of a total program level
of $117 ; or about 4 percent of the total cost of the program, This amount
took care of the children of only 7,300 of the more than 80,000 enrollees in
WIN. Moreover, two-thirds of the children in the day care program were of
school age. Sixty percent of the day care snpported by the program was in-the-
home : that is federally subsidized baby sitting, rather than the comprehensive
day care that wouhl take place in a licensed center, with a full program of health
and edneational services.

The maximum allowed by the federal government for child care under the
JOBS program is $150, or about four weeks of goodbut hardly top quality
care. If we are serious about helping disadvantaged women prepare for and
hold good jobs that will make it possible for them to support themselves and
their families in dignity and health. we must face up to the problems of day
care much more realistically than we are now doing. Day care must not be
looked on merely as a temporary service provided in support of training, but
as a continuing responsibility to the children of working parents.

These are some of these problems we have today with manpower programs,
particularly in regard to women workers. Manpower policy must recognize these
problems and make a determined start toward meeting them. I ask that, as yon
undertake this very difficult ;task of writing manpower legislation that meets
the needs of today, you take special note of the problems of women workers.

T suggest the following steps as a good beginning toward that end :
First, comprehensive manpower legislation if it is 'to be really comprehensive,

must inethde provision for the trathing and retraining of those who are tech-
nologienlly unemployed. T define technological unemployment in its broadest
sense. For example, women who re-enter the job world 0tnd find their skills
mit of date should be eligible for retraining, just as are employees of a plant
who find themselves newly automated out of a jolt. There should be special
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eounseling.provided by the federal-state employment service to help these women
fincl suibible jobs and training. Such counseling and training, of course, woullil
not f}e limited to women : there .are many men who find themselves stuck in
dead-end jobs who could benefit from the same services.

Second, we must recognize the clay care Problem for what it is, and begin to
meet it on a more realistic basis than is now the case. Several bills have been
.submitted to this Congress to provide more and better day care fcr the children
of working women, particularly the children of women who are working at
wages that preclude their paying for adequate day care then,selves. I support
such legislation.

Third, I believe that the present manpower programs are not meeting the train-
ing and employment needs of the disadvantaged, particularly disadvantaged
women. To assure that the needs of these workers are met, there must be included
in the comprehensive manpower le;rislation a separate public service employment
program. Such a program would help us meet many of our national, social and
human development goals, and at tha same time, provide productive employment
for the growing number of unemployed who simply cannot be expected to be
picked up in manpower programs which concentrate on jobs in the private sector.
That many of the enrollees in such a program will be women, I do not doubt. To
my mind, that is a good thing, since it is precisely in these fields of public service
c,mployment such as health, education, social welfare, and recreationthat
women have proved themselves especially talented. I have no doubt tlmt the new
fields opening up in envi-eonmental control, will prove similarly attractive and
suitable for women workers.

Fourth, attitudinal barriers still remain a formidable obstacle to women in the
;job world. These barriers are not limited to private employment but are found in
government, and as I have described here, even in federal manpower policy. At
the very minimum. manpower training and employment programs should be
administered in suh a way that women are given equal opportunity. The anti-
discrimination laws must be applied with equal force to government programs. as
to private employment. You as legislators can insist on such a policy with a clear
conscience. 71Ioreover, I am sure such a step would he interpreted by at least half
otl your constituents as clear evidence of understanding of their legitimate
aspirations.Finally, no comprehensive manpower legislation can sneceed if we do not
give the program enough money to do the job. I sincerely hope that whatever
legislation comes out of this committee will include authorization of sufficient
funds to carry th,e program out. If we utilize mir resources to provide training-
for the disadvantaged that will lead to remunerative and dignified employment :
and to provide retaining for those who are victims of automation and advancing
technology, either because of a time lapse or because of immediate causes : and
to provide for a public service employment program that will give useful em-
ployment to those who cannot compete successfully for jobs in the private sector.
either because the jobs are simply not there, or because for one reason or another,
they bave not been adequately prepared for such competitionif we do this. we
Will have mode the right choice. We cannot turn away from our responsibilities to
this group. We cannot afford to let our manpower, and womanpower go to waste.
Thank you.

Mr. O'HARA. The subcommittee will now have to adjourn until 2
o'clock this afternoon.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene
at 2 p.m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON RECESS

The subcommittee reconvened at. 2 p m.. Hon. Dominick V. Daniels
(chairman of the snbcommittee) presiding.

Mr. DANIELs. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to
order.

We continue with hearings on manpower bills that are pending
before this committee. Our first witness this afternoon is Mr. Eugene
B. SydnorTr., chairman, Manpower Development Committee, U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE B. SYDNOR, IR., OF RICHMOND, VA.,
CHAIRMAN, MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE, U.S. CHAM-

BER 01' COMMERCE; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN R. DUNCAN, EXEC-

UTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, METRO-MILWAUKEE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE, MILWAUKEE, WIS.; MISS PATRICIA GOLDMAN, U.S.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; AND ROY DINGMAN, CONSULTANT,
METRO-MILWAUKEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Mr. SYDNOII. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the connnittee. I am
Eugene B. Sydnor, Jr. Today I am representing the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce where I serve as chairman of its manpower development
committee.

I would like to introduce the other people appearing; with me. On
my left is Miss Patricia Goldman of the U.S. chamber, a former
member of your committee staff. On my right is Mr. John Duncan,
executive director of the Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce; and on
his right, Mr. Roy Dingman, wl-,o is consultant to the Metro-Milwaukee
Chamber of Commerce, nd was formerly the vice president of the
A. a Smith Co.

We appreciate very much this opportunity to appear before you
today and would like to say in the first place, we are here to support

13472,. In our opinion, it is the best vehicle with some adjust-
ments, to coordinate manpower programs and develop a comprehen-
sive manpower planning system at State and local levels.

The national. chamber has long supported education and training
programs to maintain and improve our Nation's manpower resources.
Today, our interest in manpower development is even greater than it
has been in previous years.

'Since the advent of the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB)
program, local chambers of commerce and our member companies
ha ve become administrators of manpower programs.

Although large companies for 37ears have had extensive on-the-job
training programs, -until NAB, businessmen in general were largely
consumers of manpower .services. Today, we are producers as well.

Our members' additional experience in the manpower field, result-
ing from NAB, has provided us with sharper insights into the prob-
lems and opportunities. We can now tell you of our experiences, as
well as our observations, relating them to the legislation you are
studyMg.

Since 1962, the House Education and Labor Committee has been in-
strumental in creating many programs which have been helpful in
alleviating the country's critical manpower problems. Yet, evidence
suggests that the manpower system that has developed is not respon-
sive to our present manpower problems.

H.R. 13472, the Manpower Training Act ; H.R. 11620, the Manpower
Act ; and H.R. 10908, the Comprehensive Manpower Act, all seek to
reorganize manpower programs in order to make them more respon-
sive to individual and national needs.

Rather than analyze the three bills, section by section, I will com-
ment on five major areas of concern in the reorganization plans :
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1. Decategorization and coordination.
2. Local planning and adininistration.
3. Public service employment.
4. The triggering mechanism.
5. Redistribution of manpower funds.

DECATEGORIZATION AND COORDINATION

The decategorizationthe removal of rigid program guidelines
and the coordination of federally funded manpower programs at the
national level is essential to improve their effectiveness.

Our local chambers report thatahout which you will hear more
later from local chamber of commerce witnessesin most metropolitan
cities, employeis ale confronted with a perplexing number of sepa-
rately administered and federally funded manpower programs.

Baltimore, for example, has 25 major manpower programs and
15 manpower related programs. Each prouram has its own funding
source, administrative mechanism and eligibility requirements. Balti-
more is not unique. Detroit, Philadelphia, and many other cities report
that they have over 30 federally funded manpower programs.

The resulting; confusion cannot be overemphasized. Program con-
tent aside, employers are hard pressed even to keep informed about
t he merit of the various programs.

A personnel director is beseiged by job developers from programs
that., to him, simply represent. a lwst of alphabet-soup acronyms such
as NYC, JOBS, and NAB.

Each program has its own funds, its own organization, its own
staff, its own objectives, its own regulations and its own clients. Some-
times the clients overlap.

This proliferation of overlapping procrrams is a barriei: preventing
business persomiel directors from making the best decisions abont
which program to use. The success of manpower programs depends
on these key officials.

Rigid categorization guidelines also inhibit the development of
programs which meet local needs. Presently, local progiams am de-
signed to fit contract specifications, rather than employer and enrollee
needs.

Another problem caused by the current rigid categorization of
programs is the necessity for project-by-project contract approval.
This causes many difficulties, not the least of which are time-consum-
ing ..-edtape mid delays. The delays cannot really even be blamed on
bureaucratic structure.

At present, the Labor Pepartment is faced with the herculean task
of reviewing 10,000 contracts a year. If programs are expanded under
tlo present structure, tho whole system may well break do %vn from
its own weight.

The national chamber strongly supports the decateoorization, or
removal of rigid guidelines, proposed by H.R.. 13472, If.R. 11 620, and
H.R. 10908. It will enable comimmities to plan programs suitable
to their particular needs, as well as enrollee needs. The contract
procedure will be more responsive and efficient.

Coordination of programs at the Federal level is provided in all
three tills by the combining of program authorities and clecategoriza-
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tion. But, decategorization and coordination at the Federal level is
not enough. The programs have to be pulled together at the State
and local levels, as well. Effective coordination is dependent on sound-
ly devised manpower planning mechanisms.

LOCAL PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION

H.R. 10908 proposes a mechanism for bringing 'about coordina-
tion at the State level, and H.R. 13472 proposes a mechanism for both
State and community coordination. We support H.R. 13472 becanse
it brings in the community, as well as the State.

For a State to be eligible to receive funds under H.R. 13472, the
Governor must begin plans to establish a Stath "umbrella" manpower
agency. When fully operational, the agency will determine the utili-
zation of training and education resources within the State and will
monitor manpower program performance.

Each community will designate a local "prime sponsor" responsible
for regional coordination and the establishment of a community man-
power plan. The State manpower agency develops its plans for Fed-
eral funding based on the "prime sponsor" proposals in the various
communities of the State.

If the Secretary of Labor approves the State plan, the Federal Gov-
ernment grants the State a single "block" of funds which, in turn,
the State will disburse to its communities.

H.R. 1347.2 does not propose to turn over funds to the State auto-
matically. Release of the funds will be determined by the State's com-
pliance with a three-stage development of capability to handle the
funds. The rate of disbursement of fmids will depend on the State's
progress in setting up its umbrella agency, local sponsors and ether
criteria.

hen the planning mechanism is in full operation, funds flow from
the Secretary of Labor to the State agency, then to the local "prime
sponsor" and to the specific program.

The national chamber favors this principle of State and local plan-
ning, proposed in H.R. 13472. We feel that the States can be effective
in bringing about the decentralization that President Nixon espouses
in this part of his "New Federalism" package.

We realistically recognize that not all the States presently have the
orp:anizations in being to administer effective manpower propTams.
While the State builds its competency, something else will have, to
substitute.

The three-phased turnover of control and funds proposed in H.R.
13172 will permit time to build the necessary agencies at State and
leeal levels. State planning grants will help the governors build plan-
ninp- and administrative capability.

Guarantee of distribution of funds to the cities is essential, lint we
have reservations about the development of a "prime sponsor" based
solely on standard metropolitan statistical areas.

While long favoring the concept of metropolitan planning and
metropolitan_ government. experience shows tlmt metropolitan plan-
ning cannot im enforced by a formula. Realistically, a metropolithn
concept. cannot be imposed where it does not exist and where there is
no local desire for it.
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Our manpower development committee has carefully examined
the several formulas that have been advanced for development, of local
prime sponsors. In our opinion, all of them are inadequate.

There does not seem to be any satisfactory, uniform solution. None
of the proposals which the chamber has studied, really addresses the
political realities of often Democratic-controlled city halls, operating
in the context of often Republican-controlled State and suburban gov-
ernments, and vice versa.

No uniform formula for local prime sponsorship should be written
into the bill. Standards must be set, but they should be minimal and
based upon the clearly defined intent of coordinating all community
resources. Ideals of metropohtan planning should be developed in the
Department of Labor's administrative guidelines.

A bonus plan should be included in the bill for those ci:6ies that meet
the Department gnidelines for a metropolitan manpower planning
sy stem .

The same problem of theory versus political reality applies to the
Manpower Training Act's implied designation of the Employment
Service as exclusive deliverer of manpower services.

Tbe Employment Service should have to compete with other groups
who have demonstrated training capabilities for the right to run the
manpower services.

There is a considerable variation in the. quality of performance
between the various State employment services. Because of this and
other reasons, we feel no organization should be given exclusive claim
to delivery services

PUBLIC MIVICE EMPLOYMENT

We support the use of public service employment where. there is
an identified job opening and where comparable job opporunities are
available in the private sector.

A study we commissioned Dr. Seymom. Wolfbein to prepare en-
titled "The Emerging, Labor Force" notes that in the decade from
1965 to 1975 there will be a 3.9-percent increase in Government employ-
ment and a 42.3-percent increase in service industry employment,
which includes such public services as medical care ard sanitation.

The overall increase over the decade would be 22 percent.
Mr. DANIELS. On what do you base your 22-percent estimate?

iMr. SYDNOR. An increase n the rate of employment during that
period of time from 1965 to 1975 would be an overall gain in employ-
ment of 22 percent.

Mr. DANIELS. On what. do you base your statement?
Mr. SYDNOR. This is the study by Dr. Wolfbein. He was the Admin-

istrator of the Manpower Division of the Department of Labor under
the Johnson administration.

He is presently the dean of the School of Business Administration
at Temple University. He was retained by the chamber to make the
study of the manpower trends that can be expected in the next few
years.

Does that answer your question Mr. Chairman?
Mr. DANIELS. It does, thank you.
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Mr. SYDNOR. The Labor Department and State and local govern-
ments will be remiss if they do not make many of these projected job
opportunities available to the disadvantaged.

In fact, all three levels of government are way behind business M
changing their job entry standards and conducting training programs
for the disadvantaged. Agencies at all levels of government should
review their hiring practices. Experience of industry over the past
several years must be applied to Government.

The national chamber supports the public service components in
H.R. 13172 and H.R. 10908, while opposing proposals to broaden the
concept. of "public service employment" to "employer of last resort"
that is embodied in H.R. 11620.

"Public service employment" is that which employs persons in occu-
pations for which there is an identified public need for the services
produced. The concept of "employer of last resort." goes far beyond
that, for it. proposes to create "make-work" jobs.

Our experience with NAB demonstrates that the "last resort" em-
ployment, will be untenable, if for no other reason than that the
potential trainee for such a job just won't buy it.

RetaMing the disadvantaged, chronically unemployed, is difficult at
best when the job is "meaningful". If the "job" is merely. a "make-
work job" that is simply an income supplement a disadvantaged per-
son is no more likely to stay ill that job than he is in a job as a low-paid
dishwasher.

The Manpower Training Act and the Comprehensive Manpower Act
allow enough flexibility for the thoughtful development of public
service jobs and the requisite training for them. The committee should
express its legislative intent so that planning for such programs can
begin promptly.

THE TRIGGERING MECHANISM

Another tool proposed by H.R. 13472, but not in the other bills, that
would be available in the event of more serious unemployment is the
"triggering mechanism".

If the unemployment rate reaches 4.5 percent for 3 consecutive
months, the Secretary of Labor is authorized to spend an additional 10
percent of the appropriated funds. At present appropriation Iovels, the
trigger would provide $1.6 million additional funds.

The triggering mechanism may be a useful device for highlighting
a critical problem. The 1.5 percent unemployment rate provides econo-
mists with a measurement of the seriousness of a problem.

However, it fails to highlight various groups in our labor force such
as minority youths and center-city residents who have been experi-
encing unemployment, rates far in exeess of 4.5 percent for years. This
is really the hard-core unemployed group. This is the case even when
some overall city unemployment rates are as low as 2 percent.

As it is now devised, the trigger will not provide funds of ade-
quate magnitude to provide much of an impact in creating jobs. The
seriousness of the unemployment that the country will have reached by
the time the mechanism takes effect, will serve to lessen the impact of
such funds.

Amendment of the trigger proposal should be considered. If it is
used, the rate should be pegged to regional unemployment rates. Some
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areas of our country have 1.),:en suffering unemployment rates far in
excess of 4.5 percent for some time.

In other words, in some parts of the country you have nigher rates
of unemployment and in certain cities in States it will vary consid-
erably.

In the national clnunber's opinion, a regional triggering mechanism
would have a much greater impact on needed program expansion than
would be indicated by the national unemployment rate.

Moreover, if the aaministration anticipates having to use the trig-
gering mechanism, careful planning should be made for its use.

REDISTRIBUTION OP MANPOWER FUNDS

Administration officials have informed our manpower development
committee that more than the triggering device funds will be avail-
able if industrial unemployment continues to rise. Funds that are now
committed to the JOBS program will be redesignated for institutional
pr OgraMS.

Manpower specialists talk about "recycling" trainees who have been
in the jOBS program and are then laid off.

Experience of our members participating in the JOBS program
indicates that it is going to be very difficult to explain to the ghetto
resident who has just been laid off, that he should be "recycled"
through a new training program. It is highly unlikely that many will
accept institutional training.

Even though unemployment in manufacturing industries is cur-
rently increasing, there are still many employers in other businesses,
particularly services, distribution, andlocal or State governments, who
will hire, in fact, who desire to hirer the disadvantaged unemployed.

This is suggested by the fact that in the third week in March, more
applications for JOBS contracts were submitted to the Labor De-
partment than any week since the start of the program.

Of course, the national unemp:Joyment rate in March hit the 4.5-
figure mentioned in the triggeringmechanism.

Manpower funds should be allocated to those training and place-
ment programs which will have the greatest impact. Therefore, funds
should not be transferred from JOBS programs to institutional pro-
grams as long as good productive jobs are available for the disadvan-
taged in some parts of the private economy.

To conclude, the national chamber supports as absolutely essen-
tial the objecti73 of the coordination of manpower programs and the
development of a comprehensive manpower planning system at State
and local levels.

The Manpower Training Act, H.R. 13172, with some adjustments,
provides the best design for such a system.

And now, I would like to present to you Mr. John Duncan.
Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed, Mr. Duncan.
Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Chairman, I am John Duncan, executive vice

president of the Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce,
an organization of nearly 2,800 member firms in commerce and indus-
try.

Adoption of H.R. 13172 is urged, but with modification. Our staff,
which has had considerable involvement in the employment situation,
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has promoted the general concept embodied in this bill in Wisconsin,
because we believe in the delegation of responsibility and correspond-
ing authority to the State and ultimately the local level, to improve
coordination and control to eliminate overlapping ind competitive
activities and to improve ability to evaluate funded projects on the
basis of resultsall faults we see in the present system.

Our staff does, however, have the following reservations and would
suggest amendments accordingly :

1. Provisions in the bill setting forth guidelines for delecration of
authority should be broad enough to recoanize any qualified -prime
sponsor and not allow a narrow interpreration such as that in the
August 7, 1969, briefing paper of the U.S. Department of Labor,
Manpower Administration, Office of Policy Evaluation and Research,
recoanizing only a mayor's office.

2.The provision basing the allowance to enrolled persons on state-
wide weekly wage averages should be changed to averages in the
community where the training program is conductedbecause of high
statewide variances.

3. The provision establishing pay rate limits for employercom-
pensated on-the-job training should make one of the basic criteria a
firm's prevailing labor contract, so as to avoid conflict with it.

4. Not only representatives of low-income groups served by the act,
an ibut alsc representatives of commerce d ndustry expected to pro-

vide the jobs should play a strong role in planning and evaluating
programs.

5. While this bill presently would provide the most money when job
opportunities are decreasing, it should, instead, provide more training
money when jobs are available, to prevent an exercise in futility
trainma for nonexistent jobs.

We believe these suggested changes will make the bill more viable.
Our association's experience in serving as the metropolitan Milwaukee
office for the National Alliance of Businessmen's JOBS program has
permitted us to viewfrequently with alarmthe overlapping of
services, the duplication of functions, the competition for funds and
authority, the lack of coordination and clearly defined chain of com-
mand, the impossibility of competent evaluation, in manpower pro-
grams under tlie existing structures.

I would like briefly, to cite examples. In Milwaukee, at least seven
agencies solicit jobs for their clients among the hard-core unemployed.
The confusion and proliferation are such that a teletype system, job
order control center, and computerized job bank have been proposed
to bring order out of chaos.

The present control system to fill NA_B-pledgied jobs is not linked to
the welfare departmen.t, the Opportunities Industrialization Center,
Milwaukee Area Teclmical Collegeour vocational school system
or the Commando I projecta program to find employment for re-
turnees from correctional institutions.

Another example : The "number game" makes honest performance
evaluation difficult, if not impossible. The Milwaukee Concentrated
Employment Program (CEP) has claimed to have served 4,617 inner-
city residents and to have placed 1,971 in jobs.

Yet,. the Association of Commerce, studying every CEP report, can
find records of only 646 placements. In a spot check of 152, only 52 or
31 percent were found to be hireabV4he company listed.
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Similarly, a total of 88,000 people reportedly served by 28 Federal
programs woukl seeni to result, unrealistically, from duplicated
I igutes.

We believe that UR. 1:3472, if amended to take care of areas of con-
cern we have identified, can be a positive move toward solving existing
problems. We hope the Congress will take every step possible to assure
the elimination of duplicative and competitive programs by any other
Federal agencies.

In addition to this statement, I would like to enter into the record of
this hearing, and leave for the committee, some more detailed ma-
terial you may find of interest.

Thank you for your attention.
Mr. DAN IELS. Without objection, your request will be honored.
I fearing none, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to follows :)
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF METROPOLITAN MILWAUE.EE ASSOCIATION

OF COMMERCE

The Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce staff has significant
knowledge and experience with respect to manpower development and training
requirements and programs as a result of involvement in a variety of these
programs and through membership on various boards and advisory
committees.

The Association is directly involved in three manpower related programs :
the National Alliance of Businessmen's JOBS program, the Human Development
Porton and the Milwaukee Screening Committee. The committee unodubtedly is
well aware of the NAB/JOBS program.

5 5 SEMINARS

The Human Development Forum program since 1968 has conducted 55 seminars
involving approximately 1,800 supervisory personnel. The objective is improved
understanding on the part of management personnel with respect to the prob-
lems, attitudes, culture and customs of the hard-core unemployed. Emphasis
is placed upon solutions to practical problems facing employers.

The Milwaukee Screening Committee is a joint project of the Association of
Commerce and five other community organizations to review and evaluate
requests by inner-eity organizations for private sector funds. The plan helps
employers to put their money where it is likely to do the most good.

Thus, the Association staff has become cognizant of the many factors which
inhibit federally-funded and other manpower projects from accomplishing their
objectives. For example :

DUPLICATIVE, UNCOORDINATED

It would appear that the present system of project approval and funding has
caused many projects to have overlapping objectives and services -resulting in
competition between programs and lack of coordination. One reason is the num-
ber of fimding sources available to the many independent groups and agencies
seeking funds and the proliferation of agencies soliciting jobs from employers
for their elientsthe hard-core unemployed.

LITTLE FOLLOW-UP

Follow-up by the responsible funding agency is hampered by remoteness from
the geographic location of the program involved, and lack of staff, making super-
vision difficult. This also prevents the agency from having the intimate knowl-
dge of local problems which use of its funds is intended to solve. For example.

MDTA funds in Milwaukee currently are being used to train people for many
occupations for which there is no demand. In January of 1069, for instance, there
were 41 openings for production machine operators and TO active applicants.
Yet, funds have been allocated to train an Additional 102 production machine
operators at a cost of $22.,000. 1223
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WEAN_ CONTROLS

Coordination and effective managerial control of projects in a given area
is of equal importance to the provision of funds. Again, this appears difficult,
if not impossible, because of the number of existing funding agents. Difficulties in
appreciating and understanding the need for a particular approach or innova-
tion in a particular area, the nature of a problem, the degree to which it affects
the structure of a community, as well as many other factors, make it necei:sary
to permit non-standard and innovative approaches. The size and complexities
of the problems are too great to permit complete responsibility and authority to
remain at the federal level.

To illustrate this: The Cooperative Area Manpower Planning Systems
(('AMPS) and the Concentrated Employment Program both were established to
achieve badl:,- needed coordination of manpower programs. Yet, neither was given
controls with which to accomplish this. A program cannot coordinate something
over wizich it lms no control.

CHAIN OF COMMAND

The situations cited frequently are compounded by the fact that ft clear ti ml
workable chain of command does not exist. Too frequently, two or more agencies
have joint responsibility, with no final authority for decisions. which can result
in a "power struggle" between various agencies and projects. in Milwaukee.
many agencies are sub-contractors to other agencies for services. Terms such
as "functional control" and "programatical responsibility" pop up frequently, but
seldom does a clearly delineated line of authority and responsibility exist. Often.
an agency that receives its funds from ono source is responsible to another.

Based upon these experiences and evaluations, it is concluded that the ha sic
eoneept of H.R. 13472namely. delegation of signi flea nt authority and respon-
sibility to the state level and ultimately the local levelshould improve coordina-
tion and control, eliminate overlapping and competitive activities and enlian-e
the ability to evaluate funded projects in terms of effectiveness and specific
results.

However, specifics of tho bill raise several questions.

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT

The hill sets forth guidelines for delegation of specific responsibilities and
authority to a homogenous area within the state. An interpretation in an
August 7. 1969 briefing paper issued by the U.S. Department of Labor, Man-
power Administration. Office of Policy Evaluation and Research. states. "The
mayor's office will be responsible for planning and imphmenting manpower pro-
grams in nrban areas." The bill itself. however, appears to provide for several
alternatives. These alternatives should be so specified that congressional intent
cannot be thwarted by Labor Department edict that the only local office wlibdi can
Plan and implement a program in an nrhan area is the office of the mayor.

Q1 TESTIONABLE METHOD

The bill provides that the basic allowance to enrolled persons be based on
the average weekly wage in employment covered by the state's mwmplovinent
compensation law-40% in fiscal year 1971, 45% in 1972 and 50% in fiscal year
107:1 and thereafter. The propriety of this method of calculating the basic al-
lowp nee is questionable becanse of its universal application to all areas of a
state. 'For example, in Wisconsin this average weekly wage is higher in the more
heavily indnstrialized eommunities sueh as Milwaukee. Ra eine and Kenosha, Ap-
pliention for this formula to basic allowances in smaller comumnities, particu-
larly in the northern half of the state of Wisconsin. could be most unrealistic in
relation to actual wages paid and the local cost of living. The basic allowance
should he related 1-o the a verage weekly wage in the community in which the
training program is to be eonducted.

tAnort CONFLICT

The bill requires that workers undertaking employer-compensated on-the-job
training be paid the applicable minimum wage or the prevailing wage rate for
similar work in the locality, whichever is higher. This might be in conflict with
wage rates negotiated by companies with collective bargaining agent, Labor
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agreements frequently speelfy a starting rate. 30-day rate. 60-day rate and final
rate for a given occupation. Deviation would be a violation of the labor agree-
ment. Employers might be prevented from undertaking on-the-job traininc; if the
prevailing rate were in conflict with the labor agreement's hiring rate. Con-
formance to a labor agreement should be held to be iii compliance with the law.

The Act provides for participation- by representatives of low-iiwome groups
served by it. Since the ultimate objective of manpower training is employment,
it would seem desirable that representatives of commerce and industry also
play a strong role in planning and evaluating programs established under the
Act.

W HEN NEEDED MOST

Availability of job training funds should be proportionate to the job openings
foreseeable. The bill provides that appropriations be increased when the main-
ployment rate reacaes 41,4% for three nionths. This would provide tile most
money during times when job opportunitie.:, are decreasing. Increased training
and job readiness are of little value in this situation. It would seem more all-
propriate to have more money available when employers are experiencing a
"tight" labor situation. This is when the community must reach out to those
hardest to employthose requiring the most extensive training.

w ISCONSIN STRUCTURE

Wiscoasin. the structure already exists to operate under the proposed sys-
tem in H.R. 13472. Governor Knowles in October 1909 created a State Manpower
CouncA responsible for overall rilanning, coordination, control and evaluation
of Wisconsin manpower programs. This council would be assisted by CAMPS,
the Wisc,,nsin Department of Industry. Labor and Human Relations and an ad-
visory committee of business, labor and agriculture representatives, economists,
ono state senator and 011C asseillii1ylnl n.

The need for proposed legislation already has been demonstrated in Wiscon-
sin in several ways:

1. A special committee of the Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce
has already recommended to the State Legislature that coordination of state and
feera1 manpower programs is a number one priority.

2. Twice within the past year, the Milwaukee Journal has made extensive
summaries and explanations of Milwaukee's inanpower programs, stating that
"tile federal programs for adults remain complex and confusing." and there has
not been much systematic evalnation of them. The paper also asks, as we do. "Is
the government getting its money's worth? How many people have benefited?
and . . Were the programs so limited that they had little chance of making a
real impact?"

3. A summary by the local CAMPS, organization concludes as follows:
"In general, the program is not the total amount of money coining into the

community but the inefficient manlier in which it is spent. Many programs. de-
signed elsewhere in tbe country. do not appear flexible enough to accomplish
their stated goal in Milwaukee. Each program apparently was designed 118 if it
was to stand alone ill the community. The result is built-in coordination problems,

-Communication Impossible"Unfortanately, eack agency desires to operate
job developnient counseling work sampling, outreach, placement and training
services. Both elnployer and resident are then confused by the variety, confusisg
variety, of manpower and related program.% Comm-indention becomes inilmssible.
Competition over the scarce dollar becomes defeating as each agency claims to
provide better service than its neighbor.

"Unfortunately, once again, agencies at this level have not had sufficient voice
in making their complahits known to higher levelsWashington. Chicago or
Madison. Their orientation all too often is to please their funding (also promo-
tion) source and not to be overly concerned with the needs of local citizens.
Their organization is not designed to permit this. For example. agencies at the
area level are completely hesitant to deseribe on paper problems that would be
embarrassing to their agency. They are particularly mute about problems which
cannot be solved qthekly in tha near future.

"Therefore. the greatest need is to make the programs respoimire to the peo-
ple's 'needs. Remdred is a local body to act as clearinghouse for manypower pro-
grams. All proposals should receive a stamp of approval before being funded."
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In summary, passage of bill H.R. 13472, with noted modifications, is strongly
urged. We have already promoted the concept of this bill in Wisconsin and have
appeared at a hearing before Senator Gaylord Nelson for tile same purpose.

Coordination and cooperation will not come under the present system. It is
time to start talking about true service to people in programs that contain author-
ity and responsibility, especially at the local level.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you have another witness?
Mr. SYDNOR. No sir. If the committee has any questions, we would

be pleased to try to answer them.
Mr. DANIELS. I want to thank both of you gentlemen for giving

yonr views.
_I call upon the ranking minority member of the committee, Mr.

Scherle, do you have any questions?
Mr. SCHERLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sydnor, it is a real pleasure to have you here this afternoon.

You were supposed to be heard this morning but I am glad you had
the patience to wait for us to return.

It is a great pleasure to see my good friend John Duncan. He is a
former constituent of mine. You should feel highly complimented
that you have a man of his talents. As the old saying goes, "Our loss
is your gain."

john. it is nice to see you and to have you here. Your statement,
Mr. Sydnor, was most impressive. We had testimony from the urban
coalition spokesman that many State and local emp'loyees are teclmi-
cally unemployed because of the low wage level.

They saw public service employment in part as a wage subsidy for
existing employees. Does the chamber shale this view? How would
you suggest dealing with the problem?

Mr. SYDNOR. I alluded in my prepared remarks to the fact that the
best estimates that we have are to the effect that employment of a
permanent nature in State and local governments, particularly, is
going to increase substantially os it has in the last year and that
increase will continue in the next few years.

I could perhaps quote here some areas of very sharp increase in
the areas of employment at State and local,00vernment levels, again
according to Dr. Wolfbein's report to the chamber.

For example, overall the State and local government employment
in 1965-75 is expected to go up by 48 percent.

Mr. SCHEELE. If I may interrupt here, in what category do you
anticipate this increase?

Mr. SYDNOE. I will name the categories he gives here : In elementary
and secondary education, 30 percent; higher education, 20 percent;
highways and streets, 21 percent; health and hospitals, 70 percent;
housing and community developments, 42 percent; sanitation, 86
percent; natural resources, 64 percent.

Those are some areas of very considerable increase in employment.
Mr. SCHEELE. Would you contemplate that the need for that type

of training would be on the jOb?
Mr. SYDNOR. I think it varies considerably as I am sure you will

agree. Naturally, the type of training to engage. in teaching will be
very, very different from what would be appropriate for triose who
are in the hard core group.

However, there are certain jobs available, I am sure, which are go-
ing to be available in the school systems where they could be fitted in.
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Certainly, in the area of highways and streets and sanitation and
housing and community development, and so forth, there will be jobs
for which they can be trained.

Mr. SCHERLE. Do you have some. figures as to what percentage of
these people will be employed? Or will we just hire them as a method
of turning them out wondering whether or not they wiP find their
niche in so6ety somewhere?

Mr. SynNOR. I believe the chamber is suggesting that some of the
training programs that could be contemplated under the Manpower
Actagain, we are speaking really of basic education in many cases
could be used to prepare these people for jobs in State and local
governments just as well as for jobs in the private sector of the
economy.

Again, let me return to the fact that we emphasize we would like
to see the openings filled in the private economy first and particularly
in the area of service trades. There are a !Treat. many of those.

The rate of increase in employment in the service trades is actually
crreater than it is in the Government area expected for these next
years.

Mr. SMERLE. Did you hear the question I posed to Mr. Wilson this
morning concerning ceilings and overlap and duplication?

I am not sold on CEP at all. They have done a lonSy job. The testi-
iv that John had given us this afternoon and that which Mr.
Wilson alluded to are in dire conflict,. They are diametrically opposed
as to the success and failures of the progyam.

From what I have seen and heard in the past., the CEP program
should be completely abolished and something else. made to serve in
that capacity.

Mr. SYDNoli. I would say the experience of local chambers, to my
knowledge. has not been particularly good with CEP.

I would like to give my colleague an opportunity to speak from his
ow]] experience.

Mr. SCITERLE. I wish he would. We had what was thought to be con-
vincing testimony but the facts do not substantiate the reasoninp-
behind it.

If Mr. Duncan would like to proceed, I would be interested in hear-
ing what he had to say.

Mr. DuNcAx. We were here to testify on this bill.
Mr. SCHEME. I don't mean to be, puttin,g you on the. spot.

DtrxcArx. We will be glad to answer any questions that we
can about how NAB operates at the local level. e should also make
clear it may operate differently in other major cities than in

ilwaukee.
One of our bigp-est, problems under the. NAB program is that we

are responsible for obtaining job pledges. That is the main respon-
sibility. Filling those job pledges has been the responsibility of the
CEP.

it would be putting it mildly to say we are not pleased at, all with
that system. In the bidding 2 years ago, we got involved in this crash
program and it took us almost 3 months to figure out to whom to give
the iob pledges.

Today, you have many different agencies which compete very much
to get. those pledges. I think Roy Dinerman, who is responsible for
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operating the program at, the local level in Milwaukee, may have
somethirno- to add in relation to what we have done recently on CEP.

Mr. Scrinru,n. John, I can appreciate your frustration because you
have stated here, what I have mentioned many times, that even in
Milwaukee you have seven agencies to solicit jobs for their clients
anlollp. the- hard core unemployed.

The. confusion and proliferation are such that a teletype system
and I think yon put it very wellis necessary, and I don't see any-
thimr but utter chaos and frustration in trying to analyze in detail
some of these situations. As to where yon are gAting down to the
point where. you can help the people for which the prograrns were
desi °Tied.

If your colleaoue would like to answer, I will certainly yield.
Mr. PczccAx. 'In an attempt. to solve the problem, we did convince.

the Wisconsin employment service to put in a job control center. Every
pledge we get through NAB is referred to that center and they are
solely responsible for converting it into a job order and contacting
the emploYer.

CEP still has 48 hours' priority but after 48 hours we no longer have
to concern ourselves with their efficiency or lack of it.

Mr. ScitERLE. What is the responsibility and how successful is
CEP hv your generosity of oiving them 48 hours to confuse the. -*me
until you take the more sensi)le approach ?

Mr. DIN-o3rAx. That was not. our desire. That, was the best we
coul d

Mr. Scunntx. I am the one being critical, not. you, but you still have
to serve in the capacity of duplication if they are not successful in
that .2-day period.

In other words, yon have to handle the. client., the rsum6, the
pledges and everything all over again.

Mr. PriNromAx. I couldn't agree with you more.
Mr. ;;CrrEur.E. Let me ask you another question and perhaps Mr.

Sydnor might want, to respond to this. Today we. are investing a far
larger amormt. of Federal funds for salvage-type job training than we
are for suPport of vocational-technical education.

Afeanwhile, we. have kept right on proclueing high school ,1-,I.raduates
and dropouts who are. not eqnipped to earn a. living.

Does the chamber feel this is art intelligent system of priorities?
Mr. SYDNOR. The cliamher looks on the matter of the roughly 3 mil-

lion of hard core unemployed as hopefully a onetime critical need
situation where we have tO institute or should institute, the crash-type
of tmiHo.,! )rogram which has been made available through your
committee pid the. ConoTess, but we also realize -cully that this should
not be i C liming problem, that. the C."1.7' cat i on al system and particu-
larly the, vocational education aspects of it .ihorild make it nnnecessary
for similar programs of this ldnd to go on indefinitely.

The chamber, as I imagine you know, has supported the increased
appropriations for vocational education and particularly has nrged
that, the funds in vocational education be used in a more realistic. way
to provide training for actual job opportimities rather than something
that might he, but really is not existing.

So, we, feel at the present time there is a need for both types of ef-
forts lint we hope that the training program as an emergency matter
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can be finished off reasonably soon and the load tnrned over to the vo-
cal ional and public school system.

Mr. SCHEMA:. I think, Mr. Chairman, J have completed my ques-
tioning..

However, it is very easy for ine to place myself in your position
where the present control system to fill pledged jobs is not linked to
the welfare departments, the Opportumties Industrial Center, Alil-
waukee Area Technical College, or the Coimnando--I project.

I feel almost sorry for you as the people you are trying to place
in training.My inpliments to you. It has been a real pleasure to have

yon here this afternoon, and, John, it is nice to see you again.
Mr. DANIELS. I lloW recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr.

St, i ger, do you h ve an y q nesti ons ?
M. STEIGER. Yes ; I do, Mr. Chairman.
Let. me go at a couple of a.lTerent types of questions. I have one from

the standpoint of Wisconsin.
Are you satisfied with the manpower planning agency at the State

level as envisaged by the administration bill ?
Do you think that this encompasses the types of agencies that ought

t o beencompassed ?
Will it serve as a complement to the State rrumpower Council created

by Governor Knowles as a corollary toth at ?
What kind, of recommendations spe3ifically would yon make in terms

of the makeup of the metropolitan planning operation, if that is the
format that. is used as it is envisioned in the administration bill ?

SYNDOR. I would suggest that my colleagues from -Wisconsin
in ight. be in a better position to answer that.

Mr. DINGMAN. Mr. Steiger, because of the metropolitan character of
the area, it ce7tainly, as a very minimum, should be a Milwaukee
County approach.

This problem cannet be solved on solely an urban basis.
Mr. STEIGER. That is part of the question, and I appreciate that.
Mr. DINGMAN. I don't recall the other parts of your question.
Mr. STERnm. I am specifically concerned about the concept of the

State manpower planning council that Governor Knowles has already
created .and whether you think the administration bill is supplemen-
tary, complementary or goes in opposition to that.

Mr. DINGMAN. It is our understanding it is complementary and in
our opinion, we have the facility under that commission to implement
the la w as it is proposed.

Mr. DUNCAN. With the amendments proposed by us, it would do
the.

Mr. STEIGER. The bill the administration has proposed calls for a
standard metropolitan statistical approach that goes beyond Mil-

waukee County.
If we use the SMSA concept in Wisconsin, we are going to have a.

number of SMSA.'s involved in the automatic pass-through.
Is that the appropriate way to do it ?
Mr. DUNCAN. It is not bad. In our case, we represent a four-county

area which is approximately 1,500,0(0 people, and there are job op-
portunities in those adjacent e7unties even though the hard core
would be mainly concentrated in the city of Milwaukee.
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We want to figure out how to put, the people with the jobs and I
would say anything that was done in our area, we would like to have
it on that SMSA basis.

How it mipht affect the rest of the State might. be a different question.
Mr. STEIGER. You don't want to fret into that problem but you are

further satisfied, if I understand the statement correctly, if it. is
clarified to insure that. it is the mayor who has the authority, that
is acceptable to you?

Mr. DUNCAN. Our statement says we would like to broaden that,
and not specifically make it the mayor, I think. One of the things we
recommend is to make that chancre in the bill so that it is not -lust
everything through the mayor.

Mr. DANIELS. 'Would the gentleman yield at that point ?
Mr. STEIGER. Yes ; I will be happy to yield.
Mr. DANIELS. What happens when the mayor wants a program

which the Governor does not want and they cannot resolve the prob-
lem. Who wins ?

Mr. SYDNOR. I believe there is a provision for appeal to tbe Secretary
of Labor. I would call to the attention of the committee. the testimony
that we gave at the bottom of page four of our prepared remarks, and
that indicated that we felt there was some need for some flexibility
in these local organizational. plans. We realize what. might be. suitable
for a major metropolitan area such as Milwaukee and the surrounding
counties might not necessarily be appropriate ior a smaller community.

Mr. DANIELs. 'What happens if the mayor is of one political party
and the Governor is of another ?

Mr. SYDNOR. He has the right to go to the Secretary of Labor who
has reserved approximately 20 percent of the funds for setting up
programs directly.

Mr. DANIELS. Where the Secretary of Labor would intervene to
settle these diPputes, would this not, according to the testimony you
gave here today, allow for greater inefficiency and greater invoh e-
ment on the part of the Federal Government ?

You are advocating decentralization, is that not true?
Mr. SYDNOR. Basically, as I see the proposals in the bill, the major

part of the funds are being handled through the program or decen-
tral ..,-,tion that we recommend. There is the 20 percent left over to be
usc a at the discretion of the Secretary.

As I understand the situation today, the funds are being handled
almost exclnsively on the basis of control out of -Washington, so we
make some progress by adopting the administration bill.

Mr. STEIGER. This still poses the problem which I must say you are
not helping me understarni better why.you go the route that you do.

The administration has in essence clarified their intent to say that
the power shall rest with the ma-yor of a central city in an SMSA.
He gets in essence both the, right of first refusal and it will be in large
part his responsibility.

In statement that you are making, you are talking about alterna-
tives. I am not sure which alternative you are talking about and I
am tryhig to get from you whether or not you concur that that is the
product that, the Congress ought to turn out, that if we turn it in to
SMSA and have ar. automatic pass-through, do you agree the mayor
is the man who should get the most responsibihty ?
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Mr. SYDNOR. We stated earlier before you came in as follows: We
have reservations about the development of a prime sponsor based on
standard metropolitan statistical areas.

We agree it is not the only answer ancl camiot be the only answer
for communities all over the ,-ountry. Certainly, the mayor of a major
city with a problem of hard -core unemployed in his comnmnity will
have a real interest in trying o work out what is a practical and viable
way of handl.mg that situation and it looks like he should have the
first refusal on the matter and if it can't be worked out then there are
alternatives under the administration's bill.

Mr. Svnxon. In my city of Richmond, the mayor is more or less an
honorary individual. He has no nwre power than the nine elected
councilmen. In other jurisdictions, the mayor is elected and has certain
additional powers.

Mr. STEIGER. Do you have additional recommendations to make if
you have questions about the SMSA?

MI% SYDNOR. Again, we have recommendations that the matter be
left up to the localities to a certain extent.

I believe your own inclinations lie in the direction of more flexi-
bility at the tate level and the local level should ba developed to the
point where you feel it can be developed for a matter of practical
alteritatives.

Mr. STEIGER. Can you give us briefly a description, given the fact
that we had the National .A.11iance of Businessmen here this morning,
of how the NAB operates in Malwaukee? How many contracts have
you ?

Mr. DINGMAN. In the Milwaukee area, there are 34 MA contracts, 34
different employers.

Mr. STEIGER. How many people are involved?
Mr. DINGMAN. 444.
Mr. Srniorit. 414 contracted slots ?
Mr. DINGMAN. That is right.
Mr. STEIGER. How many are on board?
Mr. DINGMAN. That statistic is not available to us for this reason,

and I can give you an example of a company with which I am familiar.
They have a contract for 75. They put these people on in groups of
five and six to 10. Then they bring in some more so that the termination
of the training of an individual is at a different time for each one.

That contract happens to be complete right now and they have the
total number in the:r work force but they were not all started at one
time and they did not all finish at one time. This was over an 18-monlii
period.

So that at any given point in time, this is a completely different
number, different today than it was yesterday or will be tomorrow.

Mr. STEIGER. Are you anticipating that the 444 slots for which con-
tracts have been let will be completed by the end of the contract
period?

Mr. DINGMAN. So far as we know, yes. We see no indications of any
slowing down of the performance under those contracts.

Mr. STEIGER. What is the relationship between the NAB job opera-
tion in Milwaukee and the Milwaukee Technical Institute or the duly
authorized skill center in Milwaukee ?

Mr. DINGMAN. Any employer who is interested in an MA contract
is required to consult with the technical college first to determine
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whether they can provide all of the services that he is interested in
having in his program.

Mr. STEIGER. How many are using the services of the skill center or
the Milwaukee Tech,ical College?

Mr. DINGMAN. At this point I do not believe there. are any.
Mr. STEIGER. What services are they using?
Mr. DINGMAN. Some of them are using the Jewish Vocational Serv-

ice which has a record of some 50 years of working with handicapped
people. Some are using Manpower Incorporated, some are using Good-
will, some are using the career academy program.

There is no uniform pattern.
Mr. STEIGER. -What is the reason they are not using the technical

college?
Mr. DINGmAN. Because at this point the technical college cannot

supply a complete package of services. They can do the remedial edu-
cation, the supplementary job training. They have no facilities for
medical service, transportation, day care, or what are termed the sup-
portive services, the personal follow up with the individual to help
correct problems that are external to the job such as debts, family
health problems, family marital problems, and so on.

Mr. STEIGER.. From your standpoint, what is the eaeetiveness of both
the Emplo37ment Service in working with NABS jobs and the "inn-
brella." community action agency in Milwaukee?

Mr. DINGMAN. I am not aware of any "umbrella." connminity action
agency, Mr. Steiger, that is involved here. The active agencies are
NAB getting the pledges, the Employment Service and the employer
getting together and selecting candidates for the position and the em-
p.oyer either on his own or with an MA contract, training aml de-
veloping these people so that, they are qualified to hold and niaintain
a job.

Mr. STEIGER. In other words, the community action agency in Mil-
waukee has nothing to flo with NABJOBS ?

Mr. DINGMAN. I would need a definition of a community action
agency. -We have dozens.

Mr. STEIGEn. You really have but one overall community action
agency. I am referring to the Social Development Commission.

Mr. D/NGMAN. They are not an active participant. Sonic of the funds
for programs such as CEP and others flow through the Social Devel-
opment Conunission for review, approval, and referral, but so far as
specific activity in this area is concerned. they are not involved.

Mr. STEIGER. In other words, they don't do any Outreach, for ex-
ainple?

Mr. DINGMAN. No, sir. If an employer wants Outreach service he
has to find it from one of the agencies that I mentioned.

Mr. STEIGER. -Within the NAB operation, how many job slots are
you counting as noncontract slots, that you consider to have developed
as a resnit of the NAB operation in Milwaukee ?

Mr. DiNG:NrAN. The total number of placements L the Milwaukee
area since the bepinning of the program is slightly less than 4,000, and
the retention rate at this moment is approximately 40 percent.

Mr. STEIGER. Of that 4,000, then something like 10 percent:nave been
contract slots using MA-3-4-5 contracts.
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Mr. DINGisIAN. That is right. Many employers have chosen to under-
take those expenses themselves rather than being reimbursed. Smne
of the outstanding successes is where they have not had an MA contract.

Mr. STEIGER. Would you be willing to offer any insight from your
own experience what the success has been of NABJOBS in Milwaukee
and what are the most important problems that you faced either in
dealing with employers, in finding prospective employees or ill dealing
with t lie Labor Department ?

Mr. DINGMAN. We have had no problem in meeting our NAB goals
every year. At about this point, we are about 45 percent of our goat this
year. That is not a problem. We have had difficulties in the recruiting
area which John Duncan mentioned, and CEP's inability to come forth
with hard-core unemployed people. Our employers have been rather
innovative. They have gone out and found their own people through
other resources such as the -urban league, the OIC, the county wel-
fare department, and other resources.

The problem as I would see it, is a need for the types of supportive
services that a hard-core unemployed -person must have if he is going

inaintain a job.
The training to be to work on time is onc, and the willingness to ac-

cent instructions, the ability to associate with and work with others,
\:. icli are all a brand new experience.

These come in varying degrees. Some of these people can be put
right into the work force and with very little extra supportive. service
can become successful. Others may take as nnich as 12 weeks of orien-
tation, training, and supportive services before they ean be put into the
work force without any followup.

So there is no absolute criteria. here. We have to deal with every per-
son as an individual and surround him with those supportive serv,ces
that are appropriate to his circumstances.

Mr. STEIGER. I >o you want to speci fically comment on the Einpioy-
ment Service?. In your judgment, have they done a good job in help-
ing you find those that you need and in following lip ?

Mr. DINGMAN. I don't think we can answer this question at this
point, Mr. Steiger, bectuise CEP has not had the direct responsibility.

Now in Mil wailee, the. Employment Service has the responsibility
and we know exactly where to go.

M. SmioEn. The problem before that has been the relationship
between CEP, the Employment Service, 3-ourselves and everyone else.

Mr. DixonA-m. Because no one was in char.
Mr. SnuoEu. Has he OIC done a p.00d job in Milwaukee ?
'Arr. InNomAN, it has done a very effective job.
Mr. STEIGER. Do the. NAB employers -use the facilities of the ()I(' ?
Mr. Dr k.N "Y",s; they do.
Mr. limited Qxteut ? To a p-reat extent? What are the

probhin the OIL peration ?
Me. f."-1-:G7,t,\ .4. Li ,an ot aware of auy serious problems in Mil-

wauke- OIC at th: point. They are doing: a good job of pre-
en: pl ra ining and

Thete people :!on-ie to au p1oyer with some qualifications that they
would not have if they had not, been exposed to the OTC proe-ram.

a group employers, we have not, attempted to evaluate ob-
ctivei, t 4431-intuice of OIC for any given period of time. This
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is merely a reaction we get back from employc . They say, "Yes;
we a re getting results from OIC, we are getting ix' )1e."

Mr. DuxcAx. We do not have a consortium anu many of these peo-
ple make contracts and we have no way of knowing with whom or
anything about the results. They contact with the Department of
Labor and the employers and they do not go through us.

Mr. STEIGER. Lastly, of the 4,000-plus you could in terms of your
own ii(rures, what percentage were blacks, what percentage were
Spanish and what !)ercentage were white?

Mr. DINGMAN. At least 80 percent arP black. A relatively small
percentage would be Puerto Rican or Spz..:..ish American because we
have a. very small population in that area. The balance, probably 15
percent or in that area, would be white.

We have disadvantayed white people in Milwaukee as well as other
groups.

Mr. STEIGER, I a well aware of that, but 80 percent are black ?m
Mr. .DiNomax. -fes.
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Sydnor, on the public service employment state-

ment you make on pages 5 and 6, you indicate that you support the
public service components in both the administration bill and in my
bill, while opposino- that which broadens the concept of the employer
of last resort in Mr.'''O'Hara's bill.

"What I would be interested in would be a reaction from you as to
the statement made by the National Association of Manufacturers in
their testimol'.y before this committee on the question of public serv-
ice employnunt.

Mr. Sroxon. I am not familiar with that statement, sir. Could you
oive me the benefit of a summary of it?

Mr. STEIGER. I should have had it with me. In essence. as I recall
the statementI don't want to be held to the exact quotes I have from
their statementthey came down in support of an expanc:.A public
service employment seginynt oi* any manpower bill, saying that they
felt that manpower training and job creation were both of importance,
in terms of the overall manpower effort of the Federal Government.

Yours is less direct than that in terms of your support of the con-
cepts that are already being used in public service employment either
in the JOBS program or niNew Careers or NYC, some of the ongoing
public service employment opportunities that iow exist.

Do you think we should op beyond that and are you prepared to
say on Lebalf of the eommitt7ee and the. chamber that job creation does
belong in a Federal governmental manpower training program?

Mr. SYDNOR. Again, are you speakino- of Government jobs, public
sector j obs ?

Mr. STEIGER. Public sector jobs; yes, sir.
Mr. SYDNOR. Our point we made before you came in was particularly

in the area of State and local governments our best indications are
that there is a very sizable increase coming because of the additional
servIces and because of activities ili pollution, control and so forth.
as an example.

Next to the sevvice trades, that next area, is the one which will have
the largest increase without forcing anythino. or looking for new jobs.

You just have this demand on the part of many of the local and
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State governmental activities. I assume there will be some increase in
Federal jobs over the next 3 years just as we lntve had hi the last
5 or 10.

So it seems to me if the Federal Government and the local and
State governments as we again suggested will look at their job entry
requirements and their specifications for holding such jobs, perhaps
many more of these slots could be opened up for th?, hard-core un-
employed.

We don't go so far as to say, and in fact, we oppose the idea, cer-
tainly, at this point in the economic situation of a Federal Govern-
ment or local and State government becoming an employer of last
resort.

Mr. STEIGER. That is all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, gentlemen. We are happy to have you

here.
"Mr. SYDNOR. Thank you for the opportunity to appear.
Mr. DANIEEs. Our next witness is Mr. Gordon Nesvig, director of

personnel, Los Angeles County, Calif.

STATEMENT OF GORDON T. NESVIG, DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL, LOS
ANGELES COUNTY, CALIF., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF COUNTIES AND LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIF.

Mr. NESvIG. Mr. Chairirnin and members of the committee, I think
I should start by telling you that the county of Los Angeles is one
of the largest local governmental agencies in the United States.

We employ over 70,000 people and we have a budget of over $'2
billion in the latest projected budget for the next fiscal year so we
ztre a larger employer in. the public sector.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today.
On January 7, 1970, I made a presentation at the U.S. Senate man-

power hearings held in Los Angeles. Rather than repeat that presenta-
tion, I would like to submit written copies of it for tIle record.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, we will place your full statement
in the repord at. this point..

(The statement referred to follows :)
STATE ExT 01, GORDON NESVIG, DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL, LOS ANGELES

COUNTY, CALIF.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Gordon Nesvig,
and I ain Director of Personnel for Los Angeles County, California. I am here
today representing the National Association of Counties and its 21,000 nwm-
hers in support of ma 13472, the Manpower Training Act of 1969. In addition
to my prepared statement, which I would like to submit for the record, I would
like to share with the Subcommittee some of our general opinions and local
experiences in dePling with the myrim of Manpower programs that, becamte of
their fragnwnted and uncoordinated nature, have failed to make an impressive
dent in local nnemployment levels.

Manpower training and development--that name we hav9 created to round
up a vast array of programs and conceptsis inextricably linked with such
other equally broad fields as welfare and unemployment. We Aave soparated these
huge problems from each other merely to look at them in mantlgeable places..
but must never forget that they are greatly intertwined. On the other hand.
we cannot allow the vastnes..-.4 of the whole problem, which we might call poverty,
to overwhelm us and tlwreby keep us from doing anything at all to overcome it.

44-427,---70pr. 2 1235r
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The report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders recognized
the crucial implieations uf unemployment for Imblie ecomanic policy. In the
words of this report : "Unemployment and underemployment are among the most
persistent and twrions grievances of our disadvantaged minorities. The pervasive
effect of these conditions on the racial ghetto is inextricaluly linked to the problem
of civil disorders." 011 thr local level, we are well aWare of the prtMleins of the
iwor. the eciitionzieally :oul socially disenfranchised, the unemployed. and the
underemployed. They beseech us daily for services and assistanee. Yet. it seems
that every time the Federal government has looked into the unemployment and
manpower problems faring Ill of us, it managed to create dozens of manpower
Programs with different requirements, techniques. aims and rewardsand each
responsible to different federal agencies, funded from different sources, ond
administered by every type or public or private agency we could linuinfactlire.
It appears that every time we saw a problem. we created a 110W program which
was supposed to handle it, without regard for existing programs or consideration
for the new program's ability to fill the newly observed need.

la on atempt to deal with this excessive proliferation or categorical programs.
dmelicative administrative systems and an overcentraiized and uncoordinated
manpower programs system. the Administration has proposed a comprehensive
new Alanmiwor Training Act. As set forth in 11.11. !0472, this Aet wonld ;

Consolidate Major nolopoWer 0.plopmeat pmgrams:
2. Provide flexible funding: and
a Decentralize administration of nanqwwer services to states and metropolitan

a rens.
The National Association of Coludies strongly endorses these hosie principles

of Manpower Reform.
Faced, the way we are, on the local level with imoviding services fm. ao over-

expanding conininnity need, we too have been looking fiir ways of making man-
Power lo'ograms meet the needs of our citizens in ameliorating their personal
plight. a id in strengthening the ini sic public econinny.

The National Assoeiation or Counties. meeting reeently at their annual Legis
lative Conference in Washington. D.C.. discussed policy positions relative to any
national manpower programs reform. A National Task Fortv on ManpoWer pre-
sented basic principles of reform that would 1.1( fa4.essary to make any manpower
Itrogra in viable. At the top of a list of tell positive principles that any manpower
bill should have, was a guaranteed job after training.

Althongb data are sparse $npporting the notion tlmt a "training only" program
is the least desirable of all nuinpower programs, several observations can be
made :

I. Occasionally. programs are initiated for training areas where there are 110
severe shortages :

2. Occasionally, prospective employers do not, know the existence of :Ana
training programs and do not hire the graduates: conversely, the graduates :up
-unable to find employers with jol,s:

3. Frequently, the training is tic pertinent to the job requirements od prospec-
tive employers, i.e., the training is generie, rather than specific:

4. Training stipends are ,..onsiderahly lower than reasonable income standards.
and people are unable or are bmthe to remain in a training program, espy .1ally
when there is 110 glmrantee of a job at its eml

5. Training programs without Speedic jobs create ii nmv kind of person: the
"profes.donal program participant." who either voluntarily or involuntarily
moves from one program to another, but never to a job.

Juxtaposed against this is the program which insures having a job at its end.
Such a program not only provides an inherent enticement to the participant to
complete the program, but it provides to the participant a direct means of coPing
with, and overcoming the "system." The person in a job begins to aegnire that
valnable commodity known as experience. He acquires both seniority and rights
for vaeatien and other PO rra.)r,r.;:. And, most important of all, be becomes essen
*tally self-sufficient, or Is lannehed in that direction.

The JOBS.. Program and other programs are beginning to hnild upon what was
learimd front earlier manpower programs of various kinds including. for example.
the New Careers Program. Althongh the New Careers Programs provido1 w ages
for participants (as well as training money), it did not have built into it a
goarantee. Administrators were not compelled to find the ways all(' ilWans
keeping new eareerists. Although sneb gnarantees are imt yet attached to any
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manpower program, the faet that some programs urge employers to hire first
and train afterwards, is very attractive. Many unknowns are removed. and the
proeess of recruitment for manpower programs is made a little more easy.
The -job first" concept insures a somewhat greater retnrn for the manpower
dollar.

It is not suggested herein that all pregrams without job guarantees be termi-
nated. The basic thrust or the arginnent here is that programs which priivide

,r :be immediate or early hiring of particip:ints are very attractive. There are
many communities -mid many situations in which other kinds of programs must
be pursued.Also high on the list of our basic manpower developna.nt principles. and a way
of solving needs ot the first principle, is the need for speeilic emphasis on public
service employment. State and local governments engage ill a vast and growing
number of activities, ranging from education to air and water pollution control.
In 1905, State and local governments spent $ti7 billion and employed nearly 7.7
million workers. Over the ten-year period from 1955 to 1965, expe:iditures rose
by $30 billion. mid einployE.ent grew by 3 million. In thi eoming years. state
and local governments wilt be e7:iled on to supply evon more serviees. Popula-
tion growth and rising per ()nal ineollies will be partially responsible, along with
demands for more urban cedevelopmeat. better fire :ind poliee protection, less
crowded schools, and hut:I.:wed care and facilities. County government is

becolidng increasingly l'ii.ocrtarit in the furnishing of these services to the
people. There seems to lie an increased confidence of the peop1 e. in the ability of
counties to perform functions efficiently, as a result of reorganization and mod-
ernization of eounty structures in many areaS. But probably most important is

the realization that counties are logical areas for the performance of area-wide
funetions, resulting in a quite noticeable trend toward transferring functions
from smaller units of government. In an attempt to provide an expanding variety
of services to the community, county govermuent has felt the strong pressures for
manpower development. In the five-year period from 1902 to 1967 alone, the total
employees of all the counties in the United States increased 24% as emapared to

an increase of 15.5% for all the municipalities. If county services are to expand
to meet the growing needs, then finaneal mid program support will be essential.
Public service employment must be developed in order to allow for job develop-
ment and improved governmental services at the local level.

Identifiable potential jobs could he created ill ahnost every department of
eounty government to provide and expand the services that counties do not
provide now, but are being asked to respond to every day. Los Angeles .County's
various I. alan services departments could .:mulediately absorb 2,220 New Career-
ists to be utilized in our service delivery systems. I-Thlf of the identified potential
jobs would provide services that the County does not provide now. The remainder
would be expanding the outreach of services traditionally available from the
agencies, but limited because of manpower shortages. These service jobs are not
-make work" ;lobsrather, they are a response to the crying needs of the com-
munity, and I uare say that each of our 3,049 counties could cite sindlar examples.
Gentleman, the need is there. We would definitely support a major program to
create hundreds of thousands of public service employment jobs.

The National Association of Counties has always operated under a basic prin-
ciple that elected officials with their responsibility to the electors, must control
programs within their jurisdiction. Operating from that basic preudse, we believe
that the determination of an area prime sponsor (as defined in this bill) should
be determined by the area's elected officials so that the program can focus on total
metropolitan areawide needs. And, in the same light, we believe that state--
administered manpower programs should be controlled by the Governor.

As elected idlleials, you are well aware of the need f ir programs that are re-.
sponsive to the needs of the citizens. Responsibility can best be guaranteed
through the auspices of elected officials at each level of our federal system. As.

we explained earlier, county government is inereasingly responding to-The area-
wide needs of our citizens. With the eontirming out-migmtion peimle and in-
dustry to the suburban ari.as of the nation. b seems logieal to conclude that
counties will continue to have a large role in the developing and providing of job
opportunities for the unemployed city dweller. Statistically. almost half (113)
of this 233 St-indrusl Mer,,opolitan Statistieal Areas (SMSA's) are single county
jurisdictions. An addltional 40 SMSA's are eomposed of two counties. And, if
we are to avoid continued proliferation of programs. then we should turn to
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the county as a responsive level of government to coordinate areawide manpower
program contracts at the local level. If it is a major objective of this bill to de-
centralize and coordinate me.npower programs at the state and local levels, then
it is of prime importance to place control in the hands of elected officials. And,
specifically, the determination of an area prime sponsor should be made by the
area's elected officials so that the program can focus on the total areawide needs,
and be responsive to the community. We also reNaninend automatic pass-through
of funds to metropolitan areas.

Of major concern to an levels of government is realistic planning and evalw
athon. In order to develop viable prtogranis. We at tlw local level need lmilt-in
advanced planning conditions. Too often we have found ourselves actively en-
gaged in a manpower training program thoit is meeting the needs of the coin-
alimity, only to have federal funds to that project discontinued and the programs
closed short of their promised goals. This type of situation could be averted by
providing for multiple year thinling so tliat planning and smne continuity can
be built into each project. The National Association of Counties recommends that
all Manpower Training programs have one-year advance appropriations and
four-year anthorizations. with specific figures written into the legislation at the
very least for two-year nottlmrization. Gentlemen. we don't feel that this is an
inordinate request. Congress had for years endorsed advanced planning concepts
in various building programs: it is time that we systematically plan programs
for people with at least the same tylw of advance gimrantee.

The concept of automatic increases of funds when unemployment reaches a
certain level would strengthen the ability of all manpower programs to meet
tlw continually changing needs of the commnnity.

It is also important that we avoid developing National programs that all
locaL comnmnities must fit their needs to. This could be avoided by the elimina-
tion of categorical programs and assigned slots. Every community's needs are
different. Let us not simply mandate a national program, but allow for the
exinoration of innovative concepts beyond strict categorical projects.

And finally, our Association recommends that a simplified payment plan be
established for enrollees in any program. This would relieve added administra-
tive problems and make manpower programs more responsive to needs of the
enrollees. This would also cut down on the present tendency for enrollees to
shop around from one program to another, hi order to receive better benefits,
rather than the appropriate training.

Next, let me cite more specific conditions and concerns within my own cmmty.
Within the past 30 years the cost of governing Los Angeles County has soared

from $94,333,218. to $1,771,142,:359, larger than most States' budgets. Well over
one billion dollars of that increase occurred in the last decade. Our primary
source of revenue is the Real Estate Tax, now close to $10 per $100 assessed
valuation.

If County services are to expand to meet the growing needs, financial support
will be essential.

Although the Federal manpower commitment has grown from approximately
$50 million in first year appropriations for the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962 to about $2.5 Ninon in Federal manpower legislation only
eight years later, a substantial reduction in unemployment and underemployment
and concomitant poverty depends to a considerable extent upon more adequate
manpower policy and programs.

During this period in Which the Federal Government has increased by 50
times the financial resources devoted to manpower development, we lu.ve seen
very little improvement on the local level. As a matter of fact, since we began
partieipatinr- in manpower training programs in 1965, the size of the programs
funded locally has actually diminished.

Just a few months ago, one of our work experience programs was closed down
completely. The program had some operational problems, but we worked them
out. We developed a modified program des:111 working cooperatively with our
local Community Action Agency people. But the Labor Department said there
were .funds and the program would Pave to be cut. We got local approval
to r it it, but even though everyone locally thinks it looks good tile Labor
De; :it is crying poverty. Somebody ought to tell them how they can get
hold o,. -tune of that two and one-half billion dollars. We only need one ten-
thousandth of it for this project.

Our experience with Federal manpower programs to date has resulted in
much frustration mid has pointed ovt major inadequacies in the administration
of the Federal manpower progrIV-1238
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As a matter of fact, there is no Federal manpower program. There are bits
and pieces of a program which are administered by several departments : OEO,
Labor, HEW, HUD, Defense, and perhaps others that we don't even know
of. The program is further fragmented among varions bureaus within these
depa rtments.

There seems to be little coordination of Federal agencies' fundhig. even when
funds are available from different bureaus within the same department. Du-
plicate projects are funded. State and local agencies are circumvented. and
programs proliferate without a cohesive design. This leads to ineffective use of
resources and limited capability to establish information and evaluation systems
for future planning.

When Secretary of Labor George P. Shultz testified before the House Com-
mittee on Educatton and Labor last month, he tttated that the p1oposN1 Man-
power Training Act. of 1969 was a proposal for comprehensive manpower legis-
lation which would "break new ground by creating a new framework for a
constructive partnership between Federal, State and local governments in the
spirit of New Federalism."

Supporters of the present State vocational education system immediately ex-
pressed concern that the bill did not include sufficient assnrances that vocational
ednuation wonld he given preferential status in providing skill training and,
further, that the bill could interfere with the independent. status of State voca-
tional education systems.

It is this kind of provincialism at the Federal level which makes it impossible
for us to coordinate programs at the local level. When We first read the Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 1908, we were impressed with their far-reaching
implications. and saw potential applications of these new funds which could
support. our Neighborhood Youth Corps Program and our New Careers Program.
The legislature had recognized the need for the development of close. cooperative
systems between employers and training institutions, mid there WZ18 heavy
emplonns on the development of New Careers models.

We attended the State hearings on implementation of the bill and saw that
the plan was to keep the money with the Vocational Education people. We ex-
pressed an interest in paticipation but got no response. We were told We Would
be contaCted when the guidelines were completed.

On December 23, 1969, we learned through a magazine article that the guide-
lines had been out for some time and that the deadline for submitting proposals
for experimental programs under Part D of the YEA of 1968 was January 1,
1970. We sent a telegram to the U.S. Office of Education that day requesting a
copy of the gnidelines and an extension of the deadline. We received a call from
Washington on December 29, 1969 informing ns that the guidelines were on
the way hut that there could be no extension on the January 1. 1970 deadline.

This may point out a rel.ated problem. Infornmtion flow between Federal,
State and local agencies gets delayed, sidetracked and distorted. This is true
not only where new programs are involved, but also for established prt)grams.

Local ageneies feel shut out of the planning process and are resistant to in-
formation demands which they ch, not hilly understand. Federal agencies do
not get timely or accurate informatbm on local programs and local needs.

We had a program femded under Title V of the BOA of 1110-I. We operated the
program for about nine namtlis before we saw the guidelines. P-ming the second
year. we had to re-vamp the program to meet the guidelines. just about got
through doing this when in the third year the program was can,ylled. The pro-
gram was hieing coordinated through the State. We sent reams of information
to them without understanding their use. We never knew what the State needee.,
what the Federal Government needed. or whether the information was getting
through. We subsequently found out that the program people ill Washington did
not get accurate information on what was going on.

Our Neighbood Youth Corps Program offor:: anWher example of the need for
improved eommunientions. The Labor Department has never really understood
the capability of this program. They consistently refer to NYC out-of-school as
an aging vat. They have no systematie way of keeping informed on local pro-
grams. Locally we sey NYC as an innovative tool for engaging youth who have
dropped out of the ei.ncation and employment system. But we have been fighting
restrictive guidelines for the last four and one-half years.

We currently have what appears ,to be the beginning of an effective model
for engaging drop-onts and other estranged youth. Basic and remedial eiimation
programs are tied to work experienee Youth can explore a variety of worker
roles in over twenty-five occupational t 4%9n-service group counseling pro-
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grain wldch is well accepted by the youth helps them to integrate the work and
education experience. into a cohesive self-deve'opment and career planning
program.

All :".:17C work site supervisors imtilpate in a special in-service training
program to prepare them to work inure effectively with their enrollees. Our
suceess rate :scents to be growing front -10% to almost 50%. and we are well on

our way to our gaol of 15% successes tlfis year.
We learned recently, however, Hutt the I,abor Ottitartment wants fo trttsf.01.

many of the program functions to the State Employment Service (now a part
of the new ( 'alifornia Department of Ilunian Resource Developntent). Appar-
ently Labor knows little of our local efforts and feels it is time to try something
new. Locally, the Eutployment Service has tott. even demonstrated the capability

of reaching disadvantaged youth, let alone counseling them. When the Labor
Delia rtnient put the age limit for ma-of-school NYC youth from 22 to 18. the

. Emphiymout :Service could not fill our program reernitment needs. We hod to
develop cur own recruitment program thnmgh our Welfare and Proltation
Departments. We have learned from our N yc, enrollees that ti,e. Employmeni
Service does not have a good image or reputation in the disadvantaged coin-
numity. These youth are discouraged by redtape and bureaucratic run-a rotintl.

Refecrallf4 Wade tto use by the Employment Service freeneutly demonstrate
falure to meet individual applicant needs anti tt liii it i es. Applitinas are en-

couraged to accept. Whatever the -.-elor has a jolt order for, even if it is hitt

at all suitab1 e. for the individual.
There is an inadequate utilization (if available resiturees. both whoin the

Employment Serviee itself and Within the Ctomminity. This is apparent When

we try to use the Employment Sm vice as a resource for placement of job ready
youth outside of our own employment, system. Although this should log

he the role of the Employment Service, we have had to set ttP our own jo.' doVolop-
inent function in -trder to provide outside employment oppw.tunities for youth
in addition to Contty employment.

Of the various programs We are partici. tating in. our NYC petigniin has been
in operation the longest. We are ouite pr.aul of the model which ha:: evolved.

but. it has evolved under the ntost adverse eircumstanees. A quick deseription
of these circumstances may give you an understamling of the types of problems

which are common to all of our Federally funded Manpower programs.
The one year Federal fnnding cycle and the delay in passing the appropria-

tions bill has resulted in erratic funtling periods. Dining One liStit i ye:tr. the
program was renewed fil'n times. This meant the development. of live budgets
and the negotiation of five contract modifications. In several of these periods
slot Allocations were changed -and new guidelines introduced. This makes it

impossible to plan effectively.
As the propTarn grew more successful, the size of the program shrank. We

went from an a/location of 1200 trainee slots in 1905 to 1.99 slots today. The
ernttic ft-int-ling periods and concoulitt:nt poor planning. coupled With the diniin-
/siting prt.igram size and itiwertain assurance of program mattilluance made it
difficult to maintaiit .11:tff morale and keep all tatrsons associated with the NYC
program motivated toward meeting its goals.

With this elimate established, it, was hard to cope With conflicting guidelines
and frequent changes in program requirenamts.

The most. bur::ensome chtinges Were in the area of information requirements.
Federal information requirements ore aiiparently established prior to a VII //-

ability of speeile information or program strueture. goals. etc. As Washington
learned that. the information they were getting did not meet their need::. HMV
dela:Inds We're Illade. Maell time Was h/St ill file redesign of data collection and
processing subsystems. Information requirements usually exceeded the budgeted
staff's capability, Important data may nolt liaVP been documented in the early
stages of a program. inputs were based on rough estimates rather than (loon-
melded data. During all of this. the strategists in Washington were accumulat-
ing (lath on local programs and concluding that NYC appeared to be nothing more
than an aging vat for yenth.

The ronclusion air azes us. espeeially in light of the ttature of the data col-
lected. It :seems to a great extent the Federal emphasis is On documenting lloW
money is being spent rather than oil accumulating information that would be

useful in evaluating successwith respect to program goals.
In September of- 1907. the County of Los Angeles entered into an agreement

with thi. local Community Action Agency to operate a NeW Careers project
widt n. was a part of the Cte:centrated Employment Program in I,os Angeles.
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We had gained some experience with the New Careers colicept using enrollees
from our NYC iniograni nod enrollees from a local comnmuity action project
called the -Neighborhood Adnit Partici..ittion Project. We felt chat the concept
would he as effective as it was creative. After over two years of experience, we
now think that Careers. if viewed as an approach instead of a specific poj-
ect, has greater implications for improving the responsiveness of government
and reducing the problems of poverty than anything else that has t-kalie ont of
the War n Poverty.

New Careers is more than an anti-unemployment measure. It is an apprortel.
for meeting projected manpower shortages in human serviees, While at the
snow thee improving the iinality of those services. The idea that persolis from
the elient sy.-item can provide useful service to the client system is not newt
and has lwv a implemented in various settings, including the niece popular
Alcoholics Anonymous and Synanon. What is is the idea that this new
source of manpower Dn. the human services can be developed through a planned
sequence of work experience and training. and that tlds process cell heeohle
an alternate route of entry into many professional service occupations. ln the
priwess, we establish college accreditation for life experience specitic work
experience and in-service training. At the sante Dine. we influence educathilial
institutions to make educational content more relevent to student employment
needs. develop a variety of alternate models for dispensing knowledge and
evaluating learning processes, tie educational services more closely to learning
styles, and develop closer working relationships between education and employ-
ment resources.

Thera is currently concern that large buremwracies have evolved to a point
whore they are no longer responsive to the needs of the publics they serve. The
dannary-February, 1009 issue of the Public Administration Review has a sym-
posium on Alienation. Decentralization and Participition. ill tultlitiwi to the
need for change in the kinds and qinCity' of services rendered, the articles
it!. this symposium pistillate a need for structuail ehange in governmental sys-
tems to nulke them mow responsive to the needs of the total constituency.

New Careerists are demonstrating that they can become the change agents for
bringing about organizational adjustments. Their sensitivity and first-band
awareness of needs and their intolerance of procedures which lint process before
purpose ennble them to critically evaluate gitlis in service and pressure the
system internally for the much needed change.

From 11 personnel management point of view, this approach enables ns tc
make the most effective use of availalde human resources. It enables us to
estahlish new routes of entry into professional occupations, loathing from jobs
Whi.11 can be performed by indigenous community aides to the full professional
level. Service objectives and goals must be reassessed. :fobs at all levels need
to be re-evalnated and re-designed. Mill111111111 rerynirements must be tied more
realistically to joh performance demands. Training needs must he more readily
identified and tasks allocated to the lowest level at which they call be effectively
performed. At the same time. competing nineleis ea» he established to determine
the most effectiveness of alternate service delivery systems.

We were glad Io See that our legislators ill Washington were also aware
of the potential of New Careers. As yon know, although the Administration bad
iisked for a simple two-year extension of the poverty -program. the bill that was
approved hy the Honse contained some new provisions added by the House Com-
mittee. The -Committee Report singled ont New Careers and Operation Main-
stream as having "experienced an unusually high degree of success and useful-
ness." These two programs Were removed from Title IB in the hill and given
special separate sthtlis in r. new Part E of Title I. The bill specifically earmnrks
$1 10,000,000 for the progri tms. double the a numnt requested by the Adinhiistrin
t ilia. with $.10 million going to Now Careers and $00 million to Mainstream.

We'd like, at this point. to touch briefly on some of the Idghlights of our New
ruf. experimIPP. lii t lie first place. this experience lias enahled ns to provide

and promotion opportnidties to the poor, and to make onz services
.nore respon,ive to the needs of tlw poor. More Importantly. it has identified
new nreas of service that the County can get engaged in which could allevinte,
and possibly eliruhnite, many of onn burgeoning urban .isroblenis. But these
gervices go -beyond the revenue resources of the -Comity. Although $50 million
is twice what the Administration asked for on a national level for NOW CnreerS.
We Noild use $10 million of that motley in Counry Government right now to
develop 2,000 New Career jobs. This Would inolnde movement imo non-human
service occupations as well as expansion in the traditiimill human service areas
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of health, medicine, mental health. welfare. prebabation. law-enfore.ment. Pont-
ninnity organization, and human relations. and would require a permanent
Federal subsidy which could grow to $120,000,000 a year and 10,0.)(1 jobs by
19T7i.

Currently. our experimentation in Careers has foclised on the founty's
traditional unman service areas. Limited fiscal resolaces from the Concen-
trated Employment Project. and tbe local MexieanAmerican Opportunity Foun-
dation programs have thus fit only allowed us to test the impact that the
Htrodnetion of a non-professional seivice wozker will have en a service tradi-
tionally provided for by professionals. Even so. the results are encouraging.

The East Los Angeles Child and Youth Clinic was established in 100$ under
a grant from the U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare for the
purpose of developing' new ways to prIvide optimmn total health services for
children in specified disadvantaged areas and for their families. Though
equipped in staff and facility to handle a eonsiderable segnamt of the home-
:Hate neighborhood in the East Los Angeles area, the professional staff at the
Chide anticipated aeenrately that a problem of first priority would be to estab-
lish their presence in the "barrio" and to develop an image as a haven for
local families with children that were ill. To solve this problem. the Clinic
1r.-op05ed the introduction of a Community Health Worker as an integral part
of their staffing pattern. The function of this worker. or Health Ass'stant as
the title came to be, would be to assist tiro, professional staff to spread the word
in the local neighborhood about services available at the Clinic, and to nitthe
patients feel comfortable and accepted when they appeared.

Within a few months after a dozen Health Assisbints had joined the sta ff.
the Clinic was overwhelmed with nev 'patients. Far more patients. by the way.
than their statistieal data has led them to believe shorild have needed their
service within the established ger,graphic boundaries. Tlds result has earised the
Clinic to consider substantial adjustments in its service a pproa ch. iitciiitli ng
the expansion of its New Careers staff in ininibcr and ill the area. of scrvice
they will provide.

In March of 1907, the Probation Department established the RODII() (Roane-
tion of Delinollency Throngh Expansion of Opportunity) project. The hypothesis
we S that juvenile Cefenders, who would normally he assigned for residence in a
probation eanip, could. in many cases, be maintained in their OW11 eoninlimity
linder special snpervision with at least equally successfnl resillts and at MD-
siderably lower costs to the County. The special conditions of supervision iii this
ease called for a rednetinn of the caseload of a Probation Officer. It also meant ii

oge from the traditional one-to-one cormreling role of the professional to
that of a catalyst for the redistribrition of eommunity and family resourees. itt
order to provide the ward with maximum simport ut his rendjustment. The
professionals traditional role, as the colinselor, behavior model a.al expediier far
the jlivenile, to a great extent was reassigned to a responsible. matilre. side
professional adnit from the ward's own community, who demonstrated a it
ability to provide mm 0 realistic behavior goals and to teach the ward how to
take advantage of available persinial and commimity resonrces.

The I-es:lilts after the first. year of experimentation in Sonth Central ills
Angeles indicated that this approach was snecessfill in all respects. It was
determined that in controlling reeitliv-ism path7'rils normally expected of juvenile
offenders and hi re-establishing the jnveltile with the positive institutions in
society, school. employment, etc., this approach was more successful than idther
the camps programs or traditional supervision methods. Io rough figures. each
juvenile partieipant ill this project represented a dollar savings, of $1200 per year
to the Conuty iii servives provided by the staff when compared to the oasts of
his residenee in a Camp. This was ill spite of the fact that the reduction of
caseload ratios and attaclullent of Ncw Careers staff' iti 0 snbstantially more
ixpensive staffing pattern than the department's traditb nal slipervision progra

PrOhltioll DePartIllOnt has since then increased its tOilization of the "RODEO
method". and has introduced New Careerist:4 in varians other prograllIN with
conqiarable success.

The Department of Hospitals..has only recently :iegun particiliation in New
Careers. itut indieations are that this liepartimnit 11 ill 11(. among the most
enthlisiastic participants in this area. At pr.sent. New Careerists in our
hospitals are heing trainiNI to illiiirove the communication and understanding
between patient and physieian. Physicians who serve hi our hospitals. espetdally
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"Big General" (Los Angeles County-USC Medical Center, hirgest GenernI Hospital
in the Tioited States, 2377 beds, and trains: the majority of physicians in the
Southern ('alifornia area ), are beginning to question the specialist srAtein in
medicine as that system which affects the care provided residents of disad-
vantaged areas. Ghetto residents, because of cultural and eeonomic depriN.mtion,
view the field of medicine as a resource of the last resort. to I- , used only in cases
of irmending death or serious illness or accident. Cast int( an enornions, imper-
sonal facility to be sirved aft hours of agonizing waiting by a corps of busy,
ever-ohanging. necessarily c c professionals, th,,iy . find little Iliotivation to
continue participation in their medieal care program. Increasing numbers of
"no-shows" to follow-up clinics and return of patients to the hospital due to poor
after-discharge treatment refiecs the little worth that is attached to the
service provided by the impersonal specialist after specialist.

New Careerists are being trained as Nurses Aides, Clinic Aides, Pharmacy
Aides, etc., primarily responsible for ass.sting the patient to communieate more
aecurately and completely the 'source of ',-beir complaints to tlm door. They
are valimble to the doctor in ,..ixplaining after treatment care and motiNating the
patient to continue on the rehabilitation program by using the idiom and
language most effectively understood by the patient. I'se of New Careerists has
helped uncover a peculiar heart disease characteristic to patients that have
immigrated from a specific location in Mexico to Los Angeles. This research,
which may lead to a cooperative project between Mexican and American health
agencies, was almost hupossible to conduct without the New Careerists' help.

A patient who leaves our Coun.1:y Hospital with a chronic or potentially re-
enrrent ailment is rarely followed without his own initiative, outside of all out-
Patient clinic or when he relapses and returns in an ambulance. The Departnwnt
of Hospitals ':s not staffed with follow-up, outreach personnel and yet, this
function. or rather the lack of it, is probably a major cause of the overburdening
of its in-patient services. The developinent of a manpower resource, reernited
from within the patient population, and adequately trained, mild provide this
fulictioa and relieve many of the related problems.

The liedy arrived residents were reluctant to share theii immigration informa-
tion with professionals because they feared that this wonid have ari adverse
effect on their alien status. New Careerists, former aliens themseh'es, and
conversant in innfiigration laws, were able to alleviate these lean; and complete
the resen.rch.

Sixty le..rcent of the prescriptions issued at the hospital's pharmacies can now
be labelled and explained in Spanish as a result of cooperation between a multi-
lingual computer and bil ingual New Careerists.

The hospitr.ls are facing the critical point in the problem of the shortage of phy-
sicians. Medical schools are increasingly unable to graduate enough doctors to
fill the enormous need now reflected in the sevvice problms of onr facilities. The
p1'ospe'.1 for improvement of this situation in tlw traditional wny is dim. Medieal
administrators are t-priously considering a comprehensive remvaluation of the
existing roles played by medical aml technical staff hi hospitals to determine to
what extont lion-professionals, well-trained and seasoned with sound experience,
can alleviate this problem.

The Department of Public Social Services is staffed with New Careerists as
pa rt of the servi,ps function in thirteen districts in the County. Their involvement
ranges from being interpreter, assistant counselor and r,...-4onrce agent to assuming
in some areas ahnost total responsibility for serving a full caseload of clients
ipquiring minimmn services. The I WSS has demonstrated tlmt a .well-trainNl
New Careerist clin successfully relieve the professional Social Worker from his
inappropriate traditional roles of family and client counselor, housing and em-
ploynwnt agent, and budget advisor. This adjustment in :tiles allows for more
profitable utilization of the conceptual skills of the college graduate to deal with
the broader pr.-slams of relieving the local canses of thprivation. It aso results
in more extensive and relevant services to the client provided by the New
Careerists since th New Careerist himself, often a former client, brings a
wealth of experience in the hard techniques of 6urvivi1Ig 071 a welfare budget.

The Department has also seen the value of the New Careerist at: a vehicle
for .aore effective mummification of the intere st. of the agency in the welfare
of ie client. Complaints that ni4.41 to eit ler go unanswered or were handlml
by routine response are now more effeetively Minified personally by the New
Careerist, and as a result. fewer appeals are being submitted by austfated
clients.
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Based on their positive experiences, the Department. as with tuost of our
New Careers Departments, is able to speculate on the expansive potential that
the-..New Careers concept holds for dramatically decreasing the breach between
its iang-range service objectives and its ability to meet them with traditional
service approaches. Rather than concentrating efforts on remedial welfare serv-
ices, the department would, with sufficient staff and funds, be able to enter
the areas of preventive and rehabilitative welfare services. Already, New Career-
ists are helping to identify how their unique role can be instrumental in reduc-
ing the epidemic of the welfare and poverty cycle. With more support hi planning
staff and program manpower, the agency could begin to more effectively attack
many of the root problems of the disadvantaged.

Homemakers. heretofore assigned to assist with the physical maintenance
of a disabled client's home. represent a natural vehicle for the extension of
these preventive welfare services in the home. Trained in techniques of home
health care, asepsis, employment counseling, budget management, preventive
health care, they will be equipped to identify and deal with idiosyncracies of
the welfare family that contribute to their continuance On the welfare rolls.
They can provide, in the most effective manner, the kind of positive direction
to welfare families that our service professional cannot afford to offer because
of their overwhehning workload.

The Probation Department sees the New Careers concept as among the most
successful methods of meeting its responsibilities as currently legislated. With
the freedom of fully supported research, many of the premises postulated during
the RODEO experience could be developed and tested as a basis on which to
expand and increase the effectiveness of its services.

The Mental Health Department, faced in this decade with the responsibility
of combatting a serious urban maladyemotional illness anticipates that its
role as au agency will change from that of a consultant to a provider of service.
The immediate focus will be to deal with patients who may be a danger to
others or to themselves. But a total and effective assault on the problems of
mental health by this department calls for a massive expansion of its area of
responsibility. It calls for training hundreds of auxiliary, lion-professional tech-
nieians to not only be available to deal with persons with a critical need, but
also to identify symptoms of impending emotional crises and connect those per-
sons wih the appropriate resources to secure professional treatment.

Our recreation and 'parks establishment recognizes the critical role it must
play more aggressively to solve the problems of the cities. Youth, whose contact
with the establishment is marginal, the potential delinquent or school dropout.
needs recreational activities designed especially for him. Los Angeles, already
crippled with the least amount of park area per capita of any City in the nation
is unable, because of the budget limitations, to make maximum use of the park
and recreation area available with imaginative and non-traditional experimen-
tation. plus the wherewithal to buy the public service manpower needed to
implement these approaches. The Department of Parks and Recreation, as with
all our human service departments, could begin to meaningfully utilize the
available manpower in our disadvantaged communities in an earnest effort to
eradicate the ills of our country2..

Althongh we see a great deal of promise in New Careers and have met with
some short-run successes. this program. like NYC. has been plagued with prob-
lems created by poor Federal administration.

Over the past few years. we have developed 450 permanent New Careers
jobs in County departmental budgets. This has enabled us to hire over 90 per-
cent of our program graduates. Since continued participation requires the com-
mitment of local funds as well as increased Federal revenues, it is necessary
that the hypotheses regarding program benefits be systematically assessed. and
that the social and economic effects be carefully weighed so that priorities for
the allocation of available funds can reasonably be set.

How can this be accomplished with sporadic fnnding cycles. program exten-
sions of two to three months, no planning money, no evaluation money. no tech-
nical assistance, poor communications through a multitude of levels in the
Federal system as well as the State and local prime sponsor?

From the onset. we contended ti,:.t New Careers was an inappropriate pro-
gra m for funding. through CEP. A portion of the available overhead was
siphoned off to support elaborate job development and referral systems which
were not required in New Careers. The nser agency hires all of the trainees.
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An resources should be available to the Public employer as they are to the

Private employers in MA--5 contracts in the JOBS Program.
The CEP boundaries cause restrictive restraints to program expansion. Par-

ticipating departments want to hire indigenous aides from other poverty neigh-

borhoods which they serve. Our Model Neighborhood staff is required by HUD
to use residents of the Model Neighborhood. The CEP boundaries are contingn-

ons with, but do not overlap. our Model Neighborhood boundaries. Federal
guidelines indicate that CEP boundaries can be expzuided to include Model
Neighborhoods but Labor says we have to work through the local Sponsor and

tlw local Sponsor says the guidelines won't permit it.
There is talk at the Federal level of improved coordination and communica-

tions, and improved program linkages. The elaborate thne-consmning systems
which have been worked out for coordination appear to require more effort than
a simple call to an operating agency to identify program progress and needs.
The only reward evident in these systems is that they shelter the program
funders in Washington from the critical review and analysis of local program

operators.ln the midst of all of our coordination locally, we have been unable to get

our Manpower Director invited to the local CAMPS group.
NYC youth who complete their stay in the program and who demonstrate

capability for New Careers training cannot be referred to our New Careers
Program because they generally do nat live in the CEP target area.

Tile cutback in age limit from 22 to lb on the NYC out-of-school program

leaves us with limited Programming capability to aceommodate 18 to 22 year
olds. The Federal programs which were to fiii the gap are not yet operational.

An NYC youth who has completed. his stay and is not yet job ready must be
referred back to the State Employment Service. Even if an additional few months
might prepare him for a parmanent job with the County, program time limits
require termination. So youth are referred back to the Employment Service

where they are re-routed and reshuffled. It is no wonder why they soon throw in
the towel and drop out of the job market ; another hidden statistic that keeps
the nnemployment figare from looking bad.

In the midst of all this confusion, we are being approached constantly by

various Comnumity Action Agencies within the County who are looking to develop
employment programs with us, or by community groups which have been funded

by a CAA. but have no job-training placement opportunities for the slots they
have received. Call they use County departments to train their enrollees? This
could result in a County District Othee having 3.5 trainees from ten different pro-

grams. all of which have slightly different schedules, job site demands and
reporting requirements.

While these requests are being evaluated (and consistently turned down), the
County is unable to get an adequate number of slots to justify a minimum size
administrative staff that could organize and implement a comprehensive man-

power program within County government.
The establishment of WIN as. a new part of the national manpower effort which

operates apart from. 'out coordinates with, other elements of the Manpower
Program demonstrates another splintering of the total manpower effort.

A whole new level of bureaucracy has been established to coordinate WIN
placements. The Employment Service staff get welfare referrals whom they
process, counsel and refer to other manpower program centers where they are
processed, counseled and referred on to operating programs. To the maximum
extent possible. WIN will use the existing resources of NYC, CEP, MDTA. JOBS,

ete. The WIN Program also provides for development of additional work
experience and training sites beyond those available through existing resources.

The County has been working with the Employment Service to identify possib

WIN enrollee placements. But there is no money available to support in-service
training efforts, or to cope with the administrative problem of separation of pro-

grams within County government so as to ensure individual program standards
are being met, evaluate results, and fulfill appropriate reporting demands. All of
the available funding support in FY 1969 went to the State to support the new
WIN bureaucracy in the Employment Service and to provide for training
through the State Department of Vocatignzd Education.

The $21.32:3.000 available to California .in FY 1970 is similarly earmarked. It
is no wonder that few employers have been able to make the commitment to par-
ticipate. Because of our limited revenue resources for training purposes, we can
only participate in a marginal way. It is too bad that the model recognized by
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the Labor Department as being effective in the private sector's SOBS Program
("put the entire training job into the hands of the employer"), is seen by Labor
to be inoperative in the public sector.

If the County. as a large employer (over 65.000 employees), were funded di-
rectly to provide training and employment for 2.000 persons. a coordina ted
system could be developed in which we could accept referrals from WIN, CEP,
CSES. Welfare. Probation. etc. and provide a resource for the training and hiring
of their referrals. This would avoid the splintering of programs within an em-
ployment source. and enable that employment source to focus all of its resources
on the problems of training and hiring. Although the concept of coordination is
essential. we hare been coordinating at the wrong level. When we set up coordi-
nating agencies. coordination gets confused with administration. Perhaps we
ought to think in terms of facilitating, rather than coordinating.

Of the 23.781 eligible welfare recipients we have referred to WIN. only 9.500
have been accepted for participation. About 6.200 of this 10.000 are currently
participating in some type of program or training activity. The number placed in
permanent jobs since the program began one and a half years ao is approxi-
mately 2.400, of which some 000 have been removed from welfare as a result of
this employment.

The WIN model appears to be heading in the same futile direction as many of
the previous programs ;..training jobs with no commitment for permanent jobs.
Our welfare recipients and "hard core" unemployed have heard that before.
"When the funding goes, the job disappears." And round and round we go till the
next program.

An independent local task force set up by the County's Commission on Delhi-
quency and Crime discovered in 1968 that of some 8,000 plus Federally funded
training jobs. only about 400 had permanent job security tied into the program.
(About 300 of these were in our New Careers Program.)

The trainees in the various programs had been in and out of many -training
jobs" that folded over the past few years. Thousands of Head Start jobs were
created only to prepare community people for non-existant careers. The jobs just
weren't there. The large employers were not sufficiently involved in the planning
and program implementation processes. etc., etc.

There needs to be a recognition, which the Manpower Bill of 1960 doesn't seem
to make, that the identification and development of real jobs must be tied to
any job-training efforts.

Mr. NESvM. Since January, we have gotten together with manpower
specialists from other counties around the country. The result is the
position paper on manpower presented by the National Association of
Counties (NACO) which we in Los Angeles fully endorse.

I have been watchino- with interest the growino- gap between the
philosophy of local conti-ol proposed in the adminis&tion's manpower
bill and the actual performance of the Labor Department in the
operation of its manpower programs.

The administrations manpower bill .0-rants flexibility to State and
local government in the design and conduct of training programs, but
at the same time, the Department of Labor has promulgated a series
of changes in tlie standards and guidelines of the concentrated em-
ployment project and Neighborhood Youth Corps program which
tend to make programs more uniform n-ationally, and thereby restrict
the. options left to local contractors.

The Labor Department in redesigning its procedures seems totally
unaware of the content and results of our local programs. It is this
kind of Federal direction to manpower programs whic-il I hope the new
bill can obviate.

I think- it important that the Federal ao-ency given responsibility
for administering the manpower effort develop ooals and specific
standards for determining funding priorities.

The Federal agency can also develop procedures for assessing the
effectiveness of local performance and should have responsibility for
monitoring and evaluation.
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However, since local conditions vary from community to com-
munity across the country, it doesn't seem practical to develop the
details of operation at the Federal level.

The much. talked. about public services career programs is a case
in point. Parts "A" and "B" of the Labor Department public services
career program provide for a hire-now, train-later program similar
to the JOBS program in private industry.

The procedures laid out. by the Labor Department for this program
preclude participation by the county of Los Angeles.

We cannot hire directly except through our established merit sys-
tem procedures. We have'demonstrated m our New Careers program,
a program in which we have already hired 300 successful graduates
and anticipate hiring an additional 1750 before the end of the calendar
year, that we can within the framework of our merit system meet the
objectives of the public services career program. However, without
flexibility in methodology, we may never o-et to participate.

In addition to the conflict that I see between the administration
bill's proposal for local control of the planning_ and operation of man-
power programs, and the administration's Federal control orientated
behavior, 1 see another major problem related to the administration's
lack of awareness of local political structure.

Arnold Weber recently told the U. S. Conference of Mayors that
President Nixon wants city mayors to be chiefly responsible for man-
power programs in metropolitan areas.

I am sure that the purpose behind this is to provide large city
mayors who have a variety of related economic and social procrram
responsibilities an opportunity to coordinate in the manpower ;ffort
with their other related respoasibilities.

However, in the county of Los Angeles, it. is county government
that provides welfare, probation, health and hospital services to the
residents of some 72 cities, including the city of Los Angeles.

The core city generally referred to is not as neatly paclaged in Los
Angeles as it may. be in other parts of the country.

In- addition to Los Angeles City: we have concern reo-arding poverty
conditions in many other cities within Los Angeles eounty.

The Office of Economic Opportunity, for example, has considered:
the problems sig-nificant enough to fun'd five community action agen-
cies within Los -Angeles County. The cities of Long Beach, Pasadena,.
and Compton have their own community action agencies.

In addition, a large proportion of the over one million residents in
county unincorporated areas live in impoverished conditions. This.
was recognized by. HUD when they provided Los Angeles County-
with a m-odel neighborhood grant for the unincorporated Willow--
brook and Florence-Firestone areas.

The cities and unincorporated areas mentioned above are all part
of the Los Angeles SMSA. The emphasis on giving the mannower
responsibilities to the large city mayors could create many prOblems .

for us in the local Los,Angeles area.
The California constitution contains a joint powers provision which

enables cities, counties, and other ,onvernmental jurisdictions to form.
a joint governmental authority where coordination is needed: to per-
form a specific mission.

It would appear that a. joint powers authority would be a. far more
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effective method for coordinating manpower programs in Los
Angeles.

In addition to local cities and the county of Los Angeles, we could

involve the schools and appropriate State agencies. This would enable

us to tie together not only those manpower progranis in the adminis-
tration's comprehensive manpower bill but also the work-incentive
program, and the resources of the Vocational Education Act and the

Vocational Rehabilitation Act.
We believe that with true planninr- and coordination at the local

level, no single agency can become the presumptive supplier of man-

power services, a role proposed in the administration bill for the
employment service.

Those employers and/or educational institutions participating in
various aspects of a comprehensive local program should determine
the types of resources required from an outside agency for their pro-
gram participants after reviewing their own capabilities for meeting
identified needs.

We are having a variety of problems now in Los Angeles County
where well-meaning members of employment services "employability
teams" are attempting to run through county departments to advise

MSW social workers and probation officers on how to counsel a

trainee.
Another major problem I see in the administration's manpower

bill is the fact that the emphasis is on training as opposed to

employment.
Our experience in Los Angeles is that this type of legislation can

only increase the frustrations of the poor who get shuffled around
from program to program with very little likelihood of landing a
permanent job.

With the current curbs being placed on the g,rowth of our economy,

I see the development of training programs without the commitment
of concomitant jobs as futile. This approach can only help to raise
the skill level of the unemployed.

It should be required that all training programs developed under
the manpower bill that this cormnittee sponsors be coordinated with
employers who can make the commitment to hire successful program
o-raduates.

I would also like to reemphasize at this point the agreement I have
with the provisions in the O'Hara bill for a public services employ-
ment and job creation program.

In the testimony which I have submitted for the record, we iden-
tified over 2,000 public service new careers jobs in Los Angeles County
government that we could develop almost immediately.

We estimated that the cost. of supporting these positions within
county government would be approximately $10 million per year.

I believe this cost would be far offset by the savings in welfare costs,

the economic benefit generated by a person off welfare, and the social
benefit of expanded human services in a wide variety of critical need
areas.

Based on the approximate proportion of Federal dollars that gen-
erally reaches Los Angeles, first-year costs for such a. program could

run approximately $2 billion nationally. Should the expansion we see
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in the development of public service jobs through expanded local serv-
ices materialize, the national cost could grow to approximately $10
billion lw 197 and would involve the development of over 1 million
jobs.

One of the important points in the NACO recommendation that I
would like to emphasize before closing is the need for multiple year
funding.

Effective planning requires adequate leadtime for planners to define
or reassess needs and determine the mix of resources which must. be
deployed to meet th.-e needs. This coupled with the time lag experi-
enced in implementing or modifying proo-rams requires that at. least
a 2-year planninp. cycle be built into manpower legislation.

O-ur experiences with the manpower programs funded under the
EOA of 9G4 have been frustrating. These programs are refunded two
to four times per vear. With this type of sporadic program renewal, it
is somewhat miraculous that some projects actually show positive
results.

The project staffs seem to spend more time negotiating proposals
and contracts than they do working on programs. It is no surprise that
programs are poorly defined, even less adequately evaluated and prac-
tically never improved based on systematic analysis of past perform-
ance.

The three bills which I have reviewed indicate a consistently positive
move in the direction of improving the current manpower situation.

The comprehensive manpower legtslation which tbis committee will
soon propose probably represents one of the more difficult tasks before
the Congress today.

It is legislation that is much needed to help us cope with our explod-
ing urban problems at the local level.

Thank you.
Mr. DA:srmr.s. Mr. Nesyio-, I want to thank you for a very fine simi-

mary of your prepared statement.
As you know, we have three bills before us, the administration bill

introduced ny Congressman Ayres, a somewhat similar bill introduced
by Congressman Steiger, and a third bill by Con5rressman O'Hara.

You know the administration bill and the Steiger bill Place 0-reat
emphasis on decategorization and decentralization, as opposed t7c the
O'Hara bill which retains jurisdiction over development, operation,
and supervision of these programs in the Secretary of Labor.

Would you care to comment on which philosophy you endorse and
support ?

Mr. NESNIG. We feel basically the direct fundinp- is a good thing
as long as it 5rets to the local agency.

We feel that it is not necessary in some of the areas in the country
to go through a State agency.

We also feel that the Employment Service, particularly in Cali-
fornia, is not as effective. as it could be in this regard.

So we do have a certain amount of direct results that we can point
to as far as makino- the manpower programs work.

So, to that extent, we think that the control and the auditing of the
program should remain at the Federal level and the implementing
of the program should be at the local level.
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Mr. DANIELS. The. administration bill provides for a triggering
mechanism whereby if unemployment. reaches 4.5 percent, an addi-
tional funding of 1.0 percent is authorized.

Do you care to comment. about that objective?
Mr. NEsvic. I really do not have any real point, of view on that, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you have any recommendations to make regard-

ing the improvement, of any provisions of the three bills before us?
Mr. NESVIG. Only those which we have outlined. We feel that the

majority of the legislation is good. We think that the automatic pass-
through of funds for all metropolitan areas should be encouraged.

We think specific emphasis on public. service employment should be
retained.

I think most of the people who testified today adhere to that point
of view.

We think that we are in a service area as far as counties are con-
cerned. We can produce the, jobs that are meaningful for the people
involved in the disadvantaged areas because we do produce jobs that
do produce service in the areas that they are familiar with.

So we can create career employment lor the disadvantaged, and we
think we should not ignore that.

Mr. DANIELs. The last witness, Mr. Eugene Svdnor, commented
that. in the public service area employment shoula not be provided
simply as a means of last resort.

I would like to have your view on that statement.
Mr. NESVIG. We agree with that. In the county of Los Angeles, we

have created opyortunities for the disadvantaged. We have identified
over 2.000 jobs in the county of Los Angeles that can create permanent
employment as career opportunities for these people.

We have changed a lot of our civil service specifications so the job-
related experience they get on the classifications that we set up can
substitute for education and for a related experience in the profes-
sional series so that ultimately they can go as far as they want in a
professional series.

e find that particularly in the social services areas, in the proba-
tion areas that the individuals that we bire out of these programs are
more effective in some cases than the professional individuals who
are college career people in the social services.

So we do subscribe to the New Careers concept where tbe career
ladders are provided for the individuals and so that the jobs are not
dead-ended.

We find no difficulty as was discussed this morning in employinfr
custodians out of the disadvantaged area so we -don't think the man-
mower program should be pointed in that direction.

That privilege, if it can be called such, is already available for the
disadvantacred, so we feel that meaningful employment is the thrust
that shoulcfbe taken in these areas.

Mr. IIANIELs. On behalf of the committee. I wish to thank you for
your testimony here today. The committee will stand adjourned until
b :30 tomorrow morning. April 30, and will meet in this voom, 2175,
Rayburn Building.

.1.Thereupon, at-9 :30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, ta reconvene at
9 :30 a.m., Thursday, April 30, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, APRIL 30, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Wa3hingtow., D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :45 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chairman

of Lie subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Hathaway, Gaydos, and

Steiger.
Staff members present : H. D. Reed, Jr., general counsel ; Charles

Radcliffe minority counsel for education: Austin Sullivan, staff as-
sistant; IDonald Baker, associate counsel for labor; Cathy Rornano,
research assistant ; and Suzie Nelson, research assistant.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
This morning we continue hearings on important legislation to estab-

lish a comprehensive manpower deVelopment program.
We have scheduled several distinguished witnesses. Members of the

House of Representatives, to appear here this morning to give us their
iviews on this mportant legislation.

I am pleased to welcome my distinomished colleague from the State
of Florida, representing the 11th faistrict, who has not. only been
deeply interested in the welfare of the people of this district, but the
United States of America.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE PEEPER, A REPRESENT-ST.1.'1, IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman,
and members of the committee, I welcome and appreciate this oppor-
tunity to testify today on the three manpower training bills before y-ou.
I am awed by the amount of work and the length of time you have
spent considering this vitally important legislation.

It is my hope today. that I may convey to you the urgency which the
Select Committee on Crime feels about these bills. My work as chair-
man of this telect committee has given me a unique opportunity to
observe the relationship of unemployment to costly crime.

The administration must be commended for realizing that a more
effective delivery system will result if the various manpower activities
of the Federal Government are centralized.

A comprehensive approach, a gathering in of the various programs
that spin around in the Federal bureaucracy, is an important step in
making these programs work successfully.

44-425----70-pt. 2-36



The problem which this ler-islation attacksthe problem of people
without jobs or the means to acquire themis one of our most pressing
concerns.

Mr. Chairman, I always harken back to the Full Employment. Act of
the year 1946. when the Congress committed this coimtry, not to what
they say thev do in the Soviet Union, guaranteeing everybody a job,
?nit in America to guaranteeing everybody an opportunity to get a
decent job, if he is ready. willing, and able to take such employment. to
creating the kind of climate and maintaining the sort of economic
climate in whiA a decent job opportunity woiild be available to every
person ready, willing, and able to work.

The people who are r-etting along very well, and not out. of jobs. are
the ones who say the present 4.2-percent unemployment rate is a
tolerable. rate.

But an unemployment rate of 4.2 percent means that 3.4 million per-
sons who want jobs don't have them and that. 3.4 million persons are
without a means of supporting themselves or their families.

Each. of 27 of our States has a population smaller than 3.4 million
the number of people out of work in the whole country.

And I might add there is serious question that the official figure of
3.4 million even begins to approach the actual situation. Some persons
have been unemployed so long that they despair and drop out of the
pool of those actively seeking jobs. And by the mayic of statistics,
these persons are no longer counted as "unemployed.- Last :%-ear there
were about 000,000 of these "discouraged workers" according to the
Labor Department.

Mr. Chairman, you who have taken such a distinguished leadership
in doing something for the elderly of this country are aware of how
many of the elderly, people above 65, would really like to have an op-
portunity to work, part time at least, and who even generally do not
have employment available to them.

Add to this to the 600,000 discouraged workers, those poor and
transient persons who were never counted in the 1960 census, which
the Labor Department. uses to calculate the size of the labor force, and
who are not counted as unemployed today, and you have a picture of
gloom and desperation for millions and millions of citizens of the
world's richest and most productive nation. The situation is such that
it can only be labeled a national shame.

As if these argiunents themselves were not sufficiently persuasive
to demand a solution now, and I think they are, there are other argu-
ments, dollars-and-sense arguments. I would like to address myself to
only one cost of unemployment with which I am all too familiar, crime.

It. has been estimated that organized crime costs this country about
$30 to $50 billion a year. That is a staggering sum. And while the
Nation is finally responding to the need to spend more to fight
crime, the outlay for police, courts, corrections, and related activities
nowhere begins to approach the multibillion dollar loss.

Mr. Chairman, in one of the president4al commissions reports, the
typical criminal. I mean the average man who is in prison today, is
described in this manner : He came from a broken home, school drop-
out, unemployed, and formerly an inmate of prison.

Nearly all of them have been through a period of unemployment.
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I say to you that one of the most effec,ive deterrents to crime iswork. A nran with a meaningful, well paying job, a man with a visionof a better life for himself and his family, is not. a man likely to be-come a criminal.
On the other hand, a man who has repeatedly sought work andfailed, a man who sees the future in terms of his desperation of thepresent, is all too likely to emmage in criminal activities.
In many cases, it is really quite simple; a man with nothing, andwith no respect or prospect of acquiring anything, steals. And how wedo calculate the further costin terms of loss of self-respect, in termsof loss of initiative, and of a man without a decent job.
And by the way, what does this mean to a family, Mr. Chairman,and members of the committee, for the children to see a father whois not able to get a job and not able to have a oosition of respect andto provide for that family ?
It is no accident that there is a direct correlation between thosepopulation groups with the highest unemployment rates and thosepopulation groups with the highest crime rates. In urban areas in1969 the unemployment rate was 3.1 rercent. In poverty neighbor-hoods, the rate was 5.5 percent.
Teenagers, who commit a frighteningly high percentage of crimes,

had an unemployment rate nationally of 13.S percent but in povertyareas the rate jumped to 19.9 percent.
Yet even that figure hides the fact that among Negro teenagers liv-ing in poverty neighborhoods, the unemployment rate was 27.9 percent..So it is clear that there is a relation between the tragic statistics ofcrime and the appalling statistics of unemployment. I feel moststrnnaly, Mr. Chairman, that a massive effort in manpower programs,coupled with jobs for the graduates of these trainingprograms, wouldbe a major force in the fight against crime.
While the public is clamoring for more funds for police and courts,and for many other things to maintain law and order with justice inthe countryand they are right in those demandsthere is, un-fortunately, little public outcry for support for the kinds of man-power training programs that help people stay out of the life of crime.We in the Congress must be courageous enough to spend the neces-sary funds and to tell the public why they are needed.
Mr. Steiger's bill, the only one before you that includes an appro-priation figure, proposed $200 million for fiscal 1970, rising to $300million for fiscal 1974. I do not intend to suggest to the subcommitteea specific dollar amount. But I think we must all aclmowledge thatthe program will be expensive;
We are dealing with a major problem, one that assumes even greaterurgency daily, but I would pointout that the expenditure for man-power training will reap large dividends, in both tangible and in-tangible ways.
We of the Congress can never forget the adventure that we under-took back in -World War II in training for veterans. This has been thebest investment the tnited States ever made. The increased incometaxes paid out by the people who have been the recipients of gratitudeon the part of their country have more than exceeded the expenditures

we have made to educate and train those worthy men.
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And yet while it is patently obvious that we must not only improve,
but also expand, these manpower trainhig programs, a reverse philoso-
phy seems to have taken hold.

In an excellent article on corrections in last Sunday's New York
Time magazine, I was distressed to read that an apparently successful
manpower development training program has been closed because of
fund cutbacks.

The center was in the prison complex on New York's Bikers Island.
Permit me if you will, to read a short excerpt from the article :

mo$t depressing a all are the currently abandoned facilities of the Manpower
Development Training program, established in 1965 to serve both adolescents
and adults on the island.

Six trades, from metal fabrication to furniture refinishing and repair. were
taught by a staff of 19 in the course of a 6 hour thy. About 4 months before
his discharge. the inmate entered a related program of vocational and academic
coursework.

As soon as he was released, he was turned over to the MDT in his own com-
munity and 'went on saiary according to his family's needs until he had estab-
lished himself in his own trade.

Some 900 adolescents and adults went through MDT with excellent results.
Thanks to an infectiously ebullient staff and solid community follow up, recidi-
vism was cut at least in half ; by some accounts it was down to 25 percent.

Now that means that many people were re-lnced as criminals, who
ordinarily would go out of the. prison and commit many crimes, and
ordinarily they would commit more than they were arrested for, and
then be brought back.

This did not impress these in Washington whose budgetary priorities do not
parallel those of slum dwellers and others who suffer from the antisocial
behavior of delinquents. Three times now funds for MDT have dried up. Since
August 1969 the rooms have stood emptyoffset printing equipment, $30,000
lathes: 15 new typewriters and comptometers, arc and electric welding equip-
ment, woodworking toolswhile a few hundred yards away thousands of the
frustrated and the embittered mill about, waiting to be released to the streets
where nothing awaits them but more of the same and an eventual return to
senseless confinement

Mr. Chairman, this kind of economy, is neither economical nor
prudent. Surely the cost of confining a man fOr even a short period of
time is greater than the cost of training him so that he gets a job and
becomes a tax paying citizen.

Here was a program that was successfully brealring the jail release
back to jail cycle, and now it is dead because of "economy." Economies
of this kind can cost America its future.

Lest the picture seem too bleak, let me turn now to the work of the
Opportunities Industrialization Centers, private community based
programs to train persons for jobs. In just 6 years, the original center
in Philadelphia has been expanded to 79 other cities.

This proaram has received some Federal support, and I mention it
as the type t'of private program our manpower legislation should recog-
nize as successful.

Our legislation must permit the Secretary of Labor to contract for
the services of this type of center, as well as help promote other inno-
vative measures.

The old approaches have been tried and found wanting; the cost
of experimentation is slight compared to the cost of failure.

Now, Mr. Chairman, it is my hope that this subcommittee and this
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Congress will provide sufficient funds so that all who want and need
job skills can acquire them.

But if We do this, and no more, we have solved nothing. A skilled
person out of work is just as hungry as an unemployed unskilled la-
borer. If the private sector of the economy cannot affordcannot offer

jobs to all who want them, then the Federal Government must do all
in its power to fill the gap.

As you lolow, Congressman O'Hara's bill is the only proposal which
meets this need, by permittingthe Secretary of Labor to contract with
public or private nonprofit organizations to expand public service jobs

for the unemployed.
I submit that this is a useful plan because it looks beyond the train-

ing program.
It is fruitless to provide funds for job training, while taking no

steps to insure that there will be jobs for those who receive the training.
Indeed it is a cruel hoax perpetrated upon the poor and the dis-

advantaged of this country to challenge them to think in terms of a
brighter future, if, in fact, we do not make the necessary provisions

for the future.
It is unacceptable that we should have chronic. unemployment in this

country when so much work needs to be done. Our hospitals and health
facilities are undermanned, housing construction and urban renewal
are only creeping forward, our schools need help, the environment
needs cleaning up.

Why can't the Federal Government help get those jobs done ? I
think we can and we must. Of course, the cost will be great, but so
will the dividends.

And one of those dividends will be helping millions of Americans
feel they are. making a valuable and necessary contribution to Amer-

ican life. This dividend alone can compound enormously.
There are several ways in which the Federal Government can help

provide these public services employment opportunities. The impor-

tant thing to me, however, is that they are provided.
For unless there are jobs for the graduates of manpower training

pro,grams, we are not tackling the problem at its root.
And as I said before, one of the major benefits to be reaped from an

effective manpower training and public service employment policy
will be a reduction in the crime rate.

To me after chairing hearings of the Crime Committee across the
Nation, it is clear that. there is a profound correlation between un-
employment and crime.

I ask you then to report out a bill that will be humanitarian, prac-
tical and. effective. We have here a chance to make our people happier,
our ghettoes cleared, our streets safe. We owe America no less.

May I just add this further comment on the welfare program ? I
voted for that and the House of Representatives has passed it, but I
found no money in that program, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee, to provide, to set up more manpower opportunities for
those people we want to get off welfare and into employment.

I find no money to provide more jobs for them to get after they have

had the training, and I think that is going to prove to be one of the
problems that the legislation will present.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1Z5,51.-'
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Mi DANIELs. Congressman Pepper, I want to compliment you on a
very fine statement. You have brought to the attention of the com-
mittee this morning the relationship between crime and unemployment,
and the f_rreat toll that it is having in connection with the situation that
we find ourselves in, that many of our cities today have a gyeat increase
in crime, and this is not only prevalent in the laro-e cities, but the small

cities as well.
We have had very little testimony on this point, and your testimony

this mornino- will be most helpful to this committee.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. I have no questions to ask of you. I recognize the dis-

tinomished gentleman from Michigan, the sponsor of one of the bills
before us.

Mr. PEPPER. I commend Mr. O'Hara for his fine proposal.
Mr. O'HARA. I would like to say to our colleafrue from Florida that

I had an opportunity to read his testimony before comino- here this
morning, and I think he has made a tremendous contribution to our
deliberations with his review of the relationships between the subject
on which he has been making such a thorough study and the subject
before us. Of course, I am especially pleased by his unstinting support
for the concept of job creation, public service employment as contained
in the bill that so many of us are sponsoring, and I would hope that
our subcommittee can report a. bill containing such a provison.

Mr. PEPPER. I commend the distinguished gentleman for pioneering
that proposal. I certainly will give him all the support I can.

Mr. O'HARA. I thank the crentleman.
Mr. DANIELS. I now recofrnize the gentleman from Wisconsin, author

of the bill pending before the committee, my frood colleague Mr.
Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no questions for Mr. Pepper.
I appreciate very much your.coming here this morninfr, and I want

to join my colleagues in thanking you for the contribution you have
made.

I will make only one editorial correction. The authorization in the
bill I have introduced is not $200 million, but $2 billion, and not $:300
million but $3 billion.

I appreciate your support of the concept that there is an adequate.
amount of money.

Mr. DANIMS. Just a light error, but. in view of the testimony of
CongTessman Pepper, I am sure that he is pleased to hear that.

Mr. PEPPER. I think it is a good investment. Whatever we. wisely
spend will give enough enormous dividends in return.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Hathaway ?

Mr. HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Claud, for your testimony.
I agree with it a hundred percent. I want. to commend you at this

time for your work as chairman of the Crime Committee. You have
done an excellent job. I hope you will reiterate your testimony before
the appropriations committee.

I agree with yon that if this is fully funded we can do a good job.
Your feeling with respect to the GI bill is shared by r :yself and

many others. It was the best investment we have ever made in
education.
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f an i sorry we did not keep it up.
As a result of this investment we tiained people to take jobs, and

also created employment. Many of thoSe people established firms of

their own and employed people
Thank you very much.
Mr. PEPPER. I thank the able gentleman for his fine comments and

if we train people and don't provide jobs, we have wasted the money

and have also oiven them a severe disappointment.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELs. Thank you.
Our next witness is another Member of Congress, from the 22d

District of the State of Illinois, who is the rankinfr minority member

of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, a gentleman I

am always pleased to listen to then in appearing before the House,
though I don't always agree with what he has to say.

But I always listen to his words of wisdom. I am pleased to welcome

the Honorable William Sprincrer of Illinois.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM L SPRINGER, A REPRESENTATBri,

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. SPRINGER. That is kind of you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate
your allowing me to appear here and on one phase. I am one of the
authors of the-Manpower Training Act of 1963, and I have been deeply
interested in that. I worked with Tom Curtis for over 6 months on

one aspect. assiomed to me, and that was the effect of the Manpower
Training Act on our foreign trade policy.

I have had some experience in this whole question of manpower
training and retraining as a result of that 6 months of hard work.

This is not my main leoislative interest and I don't propose to tell
experts like you what ought to be the law.

I do say I think that-the lislation which has been proposed here
in various forms is good, and I intend to support it.

We have several Government training projects in my district. If
I could point to the one in Mattoon. III., where we train abont a hun-
dred a year, we get these boys out of high school, and we have three

courses in dectronics, fine tool cutting. and automobile repair.
May I say that there is no trouble When those men are throuoh.
They are placed. In fact, they are all placed before their training

period expires. There is no trouble with that kind o'f training.
. Those people are already employed and contracted for before they

are through. I think our great problem in America is training the
people who are in what I would call, marginal areas of trainincr, or
marginal abilities to retain skills sufficient to be employed.

I come to testify here today with reference to the Opportunity
Industrialization Centers. This program was started by the Reverend
Leon Sullivan up in Philadelphia and I suspect that 'this committee
is familiar with what Reverend Sullivan has done.

Mr. DANIELS. I miptht say to you. Mr. Springer, that Reverend
Sullivan appeared before this committee about a month or so ago,
perhaps a little longer than that, about six weeks asro, and he was
indeed not only a most interesting witness, but a very informative
witness, and gave a detailed report, not only about the origination of
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this idea of his and the establishment of his program in the city of
Philadelphia but how it has spread across the country, and I believe
there are 90 such centers in existence today.

Mr. SpraxoEr. That is true.
Mr. DANIErs. There were a few that fell by the wayside but by and

large the great preponderance of them were successful.
Mr. Sr-RINGER. And this has essentially all been done with private

funds. We have had an experience in Champaign-TJrbana, Ill., where
\VP, raised $100,000.

In a town of 7:5,000 people, raising $100,000 to train what I would
consider almost employees who lire unemployables, is not an easy feat,
and we are in the process now of raising another hundred thousand,
because there are not any Federal funds available.

We think we have been successful. We have taken these very mar-
ginal people and most of them have been black. May I say, Mr.-Chair-
man, that we. are doino- such things as helping them with their groom-
ing and appearance. and ability to speak, showing them bow to go
to a place to apply for a job. The question in America today is how
we can help these people who are presently unemployable, without
any abilities, hardly, to gain any skills unless you use very very
unusual methods?

This is what we have been in the process of doing. Fortunately I
am able to report on the experience in Champaign-Urbana with the
first 25 people who were employed. They are still on the same jobs that
they were when they started.

We have since be'en able to employ about a hundred of these people,
which I consider to beat least when we started with themto be un-
employable.

Wherever this has been tried, it has been done with local moneys.
Now may I say that tbe OIC Opportunities Industrialization Centers
do not want to rely completely or even substantially, on Federal funds.

Their basic financial support should continue to come from the
communities they are serving, and we intend to do that in Champaign-
Urbana. So far as their eligibility for Federal funds are concerned,
however, they should be put on the same basis and same programs as
activities enumerated in title I in the comprehensive manpower train-
ing bill which you now have under consideration and this could be
accomplished with a simple amendment. I am talkino- about the admin-
istration bill now, but I assume it conld be done with any one of the
several bills, strike out "and" and insert the following:

"(12) The development of job opportunities through the establish-
ment of and operation of centers for low-income persons who are un-
employed or underemployed, providing recruitment, counsel, remedia-
don, vocational train, jou development, job placement, and other
appropriate services ; and"

And renumber the following paragraph accordingly.
I Imow there has been some question whether or not this had ad-

ministration support, and I am authorized by Senator Caleb Boggs
from the other body to submit for the record, and I do ask unanimous
consent to insert in the record a letter of the Secretary of the U.S. De-
partment of Labor dated April 16th :

(The document referred to follows
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L.S. DEPARTMENT OF LAROR.
Wa4hington. .4..ori; 16. 1970.

Hon. .T. CALEB BOGGS,
U.S. Senate,
Wa-vkington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BOGGS: This is in response to your request for ray views on

Amendment No. -110 to S. 2S3S. a bill "To establish a comprehensive manpower
development program to assist persons in overcoming obstacles to suitable em-

ployment."
Amendment No. 440 adds to the list of Eligible Activities the establishment of

centers to provide various types of training and remedial services : I have no ob-

jection to this proposed amendment
The Bureau of the Budget advises that there is no objection to the submission

of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.
Sincerely, GEORGE P. SHULTZ,

Secretary of Labo)%

Mr. DANIELS. Is there any objection to the request of Congressman

Springer ?
Hearing none, it. will be incorporated into the record.
Mr. SPRINGER. These centers are a tribute to Rev. Leon Sullivan

in my opinion, a person who has virtually lifted his people up by
their bootstraps.

This has been a program that has been undertaken by a man with
nothing to start with, and he has established 90 of these throughout
the country. This is a tribute to any person, and here especially I would

like to say that to me it is almost unbelievable that this could be done,

and what has been done inChampaign-Urbana also.
The OIC's have proved their worth.
This is the important thina. They have not got any Federal funds,

but they have proved their wcirth.
Their programs have helped more than 50,000 employed and under-

employed persons improve their job skills at considerably less cost

than the massive Federal funding trahihio. programs.
We can make our training program allar go further by investing

in more of the OIC's. Mr. Chairman I come to you, and I On a
rather hard headed fellow on this. It tOok me a long time to be con-
vinced about OIC, and at first, may I say, I was not-even for it, even

though a local newspaper supported it, but when I did get a chance

to see what they were doing and the type of people that were running
the program and what they were doina with the community's dollars
not with the Federal Government's d`ollars, and not with the State of
Illinois dollars, I- became convinced that this program was worth-

while.
I became convinced that it was worthwhile to come to you and ask

if you would not put this kind of a training program in the same
priority that you put other trbining programs which you have
financed, and which in my estimate would not cost nearly as much

money as some of the training programs which we have undertaken
thus far.

May I say that when I again talked with the Rev. Leon Suili-

van, I rather liked his slogan:This is not the day of sloganeerina, and
I find that intellectuals at-the great university in my home town object
to sloganeering but his sloo-an happened to be "Build, baby. build"
not burn, baby, burn, and Sat kind of a slogan fits in with me.
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I am here to say to you, Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues, that this
Drofrram, based on the fact that it. has been successful and that it has
been tried without Federal funds and has shown itself to be 'Successful,
shows how much more successful it can be if you will make it part
of your bill and part of your present program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Sprinfrer, on behalf of the committee and myself

personally. I want to thank you for a very fine statement. I mighi say
to you that. haviik7 had Dr. Sullivan before this committee, I was
tremendously impressed by the fine work that he. was doing not only
in the city of Philadelphia, but also in lending his help and his services
to the other communities throurthout the country which were inter-
ested in instituting similar programs.

I want to congratukte the people at Champaign, IlL, your home
community, for the interest they have displayed in sponsoring similar
efrisl at on.

They are to be congratulated for doing an outstanding job. I am
pleased to hear you say that they are about to raise another $100,000
to adopt another program of this nature.

I want. to also assure you that the recommendations that you have
made to amend the bin will be taken carefully into consideration by
the subcommittee.

I have no questions. I recognize Mr. O'Hara, and--
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Springer I want to say that I share in your

admiration for Reverend Sullivan and for the OIC concept that he
has pioneered, and I am certain that in many, many cases the OIC has
been the crucial factor in finding employment for persons who other-
wise would not have obtained it.

I want you to know that with respect to this, I think that most of
the members of th:.s subcommitteemost of us. certainlywould want
to see the OIC as one of the kinds of permitted federally funded ac-
tivities under any leislation we report, and I think you have made
a fine contribution.

Mr. DANIELS. I recognize Mr. Steiger. Do -you have any questions?
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want. to simply join the other members of the subcommittee both

in thanking Bill 8pringer for coming, and for his statement. I think
in bringing into focus more clearly than we have before just what C-11:
be done to provide some assistance for OIC is more important.

I think it ought to be done, and I think the subcommittee will agree
it ought. to be done. Your testimony has been extremely helpful in
leading us down this road.

Mr. DANIELS. I recognize Mr. Hathaway.
Do you have any questions?

rr. HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much for your testimony, Mr. Springer. I just

want to ask you, in the OIC campaign in trbanayou say it -was
financed from vohmtary contributions. Were most of tho,e industry
contributions ?

Mr. SPRINGER. We have almost no industry in our town. It is a
university community. We do have Chanute Air Force Base 12 miles
away. I think business them represents less than 10 percent. I think
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of the 6,000 contributions that were gotten, certainly not over 600 of

those came from businesses.
I would say this was largely financed by just individual people.
Mr. STEIGER. 6,000 contributions to raise $100,000.
Mr. IIATuAwAY. Were most of the people employed at the com-

munity after they got out ?
Mr. Sri:INGER. Yes. I would say at the university we have some

35.000 students. And about 4.500 people on the faculty at the uni-
versity. The rest of the coimminity is dependent almost entirely upon

the university.
I think there are a total of six small factories in the town.
Mr. HATHAWAY. Are the OIC people employed in the town?
Mr. SPRINGER. They are. I would say 95 percent of them are black.

Mr. HATnAwAY. I agree with your concept very much, and I wish
it could be more widespread than it is.

Mr. SPRINGER. We have had one problem in Champaign Urbana,
and that is the railroad that goes from New Orleans to Chicago. They

haul up a great deal of black people. They get off at Carbondale, and
-Urbana, bUt the most of them go to Chicago.

We do have blacks coming into the community who have had very
little training in the south, hardly enough to enable them to submit

an adequate job application.
We liave to give them the basic training. Some of them are practi-

cally unemployable but we do give them enough training to raise them

above the domestic level.
Mr. HATIIAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Springer.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. It was a pleasure to have you here this morning.
Mr. SPRINGER. Thank yoll, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is another distinguished member of

Congress from the Fifth District of the State of -Minnesota a man
who is very, very active in the legislative program of the liouse of
Representatives, and indeed one of the most active members of the
Democratic Study Group, who has been maldng a °Teat contribu-
tion o all the legislation that has been coming to Se House floor.
and I am pleased to welcome this morning the. Honorable Donald
Fraser, a Member of Congress from the Fifth District of Minnesota.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD M. FRASER, A R-RPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. FRASER. I have a statement I would like to submit for the
record.

Mr. DANTE-1%s Without objection, it will be incorporated at this
point in the record.

(The following is a statement by the Honorable Donald M. Fraser.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD M. FRASER. A REPRESENTATIVE II\ CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOT.4,

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my main purpose in being here

this morning is to introduce William English from the Control Data Corporation
in Minneapolis. Mr. English will be discussing manpower training from the
vantage point of a private company with manufacturing plans in low-income,

in ne r-city i le igh horh oods.
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Before introducing Mr. English, however, I would like to comment briefly on
manpower legislation in my role as a co-sponsor of the O'Hara bill, H.R. 11620.

During the last ten years. we've seen that economic prosperity, alone, has not
enabled us to Meet the goals of the Employment Act of 1946. Two years ago, when
economic conditions were more favorable than they are today. the Kerner Com-
mission found that 2 million Americans were permanently unemployed. Close
to ten million more were underemployed with 6..5 million working full time
for wages below the poverty line.

Recent manpower and poverty legislation has provided us with useful new
tools for meeting the special needs of these people whose employment oppor-
tunities :ive been restricted for a variety of cultural, educational and economic
reasons. The Opportunity Industrialization Centers, the New Careers projects
and related programs have produced a solid record of accomplishment.

Unfortunately, the effectiveness of these programs has been impeded by cer-
tain structural factors. Manpower efforts in general are characterized by too
much fragmentation. too many overlapping and often competing programs. In
Minneapolis. for example, the Twin Cities Opportunities Indwarialization
Center receives job training funds from both the Labor Department and the
Department of Health. Education and Welfare. But at times the Labor Depart-
ment funds don't mesh well with the HEW funds.

The low-ineome job seeker in Minneape7is is confronted with a confusing array
of initiated programsCEP. WIN. JOBSand even the manpower professionals
have difficulty explaining how these programs relate to one another. Tao often
the unemployed person is looked upon as a peg that must be fitted into some
mantmwer training slot.

I am pleased to note that the O'Hara billas well as the other bills before the
Subcommitteeconsolidate the various categorical programs into one stream-
lined program with decategorization of funds.

Consolidation certainly does not mean uniformity and centralization. On the
contrary. the O'Hara bill provides increased opportunities for innovation and
experimentation. Under this legislation. the Secretary of Labor would be given
authority to contract with a wide variety of public and private agencies for
the provision of manpower service. Programs could be tailored to the needs and
resources of the individual community. In some areas. the OW model might be
emphasized. In other areas. the local school system or a private employer might
have primary responsibility for the delivery of manpower services. In most
areas. a variety of approaches would probably be used but no one agency would
have automatic jurisdiction.

While these structural features are important. certainly the most significant
element in the O'Hara bill is the provision for public service employment.

Training programs, no matter how effective. 'will take us only part way
towards meeting our national goal of full employment. During this period of
increasing unemployment. frustraticn will only be compounded for the ghetto
resident who completes a ten week MDTA course only to find that there is no
job waiting for him after graduation.

The only real solution to the problem of chronic unemployment, as far as
1 am concerned. is the creation of public service jobs for all those who are
willing and able to work. This does not mean, as some have said, that the
federal government must be viewed as the employer of last resort.

Public service is too important to be considered only "make work" for people
who are not able to make it in the private sector.

Government. particularly at the local level, has millions of jobs that are not
being filled merely because there is no trained manpower available and not
enough funds available to pay the salaries.

Great skill will be needed to design jobs and training programs that are
meaningful and, at the same time. accessable to people who have not adapted
to traditional education and training programs.

We have already gained useful experience in job development through the
New Careers program. With time and effort I am confident that we can design
new public service jobs that provide meaningful career opportunities for millions
of unemployed and underemployed Americans.

As I indicated earlier. the O'Hara bill does not single out any one approach
to the provision of manpower services. Obviously public service employment is
not a panacea. 'We all recognize that the private sector can r..nd must play an
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increasingly important role in manpower training. In recent years. in fact.

probably the most imaginative programs for training hard-core unemployed have

been developed by private industry.
I am pleased that one of the national leaders in this area, the Control Data

Corporation, has done its pioneering in iny district, Minneapolis. In 1967,

Control Data, a Minneapolis-based computer manufacturer, established an
assembly plant in Minneapolis' Near Northside poverty area. The plant
;low employs cloi4e to 400 people, many of whom are high school dropouts.
ex-convicts and former welfare recipients. I would like to submit for the record

an October 22. 1969. Wall Street Journal article which discusses the Northside
plant in greater detail.

With me today to discuss Control Data's experience with federal manpower

programs is William English, the company's Manager of Equal Opportunity
Planning. Mr. English is responsible for coordinating the development of pro-

grams to aid the economically disadvantaged. In addition to his full time respon-

sibilities with Control Data. Bill English is a moving force in Minneapolis
community affairs. He orgunized and directed a community center that serves

the South Minneapolis black community and he is curren*ly chairman of the

Policy and Planning Committee, the citizen group that dir.cts the MinneapoliN

Model City program.
I am llappy to present William English to the Subcommittee.

Mr. FRASER. As my principal function. I have the pleasure of intro-
ducing a representative of a company that has been a real pioneer in

providing rnarpower training for the disadvantaged, the Control

Data Corp. I would like to submit for the record. Mr. Chairman. an

article about that corporation that appears in the WallStreet Jouivtal

if I may.
Mr. D.AxIvis. 'Without objection, it will be so ordered.
(The following is an article from the Wall Street Journal.)

[Wall Street Journal. Oct. 22. 1969]

JOBS : BRINGING THE PLANT TO THE SLUMS

By Timothy D. Subellhardt

MINNEAPOLISYou are a personnel manager for a giant computer firm

and you are interviewing Annie Brown. She is black. 42 years old, with only

a sixth grade education, and no prerions skilled work experience. Her last job

was packing butter at a nearby dairy. De you hire her to build those intricate,
complex instruments?

At Control Data Corp.'s North Side manufacturing plant here, that answer.
quite simply, is yes. And you hire 434 more employes like her, including welfare
mothers. ex-convicts, and high school dropouts. You employ them in a modern.

two-story plant in their neighborhood of crumbling residences, boarded-up stores
and rut-filled roads. You offer a unique blend of training programs. employe

benefits. personal aid and add the flexibility to revamp the entire package if the

usual slum plant woes set in. Most importantly, you show the new employes you

are sincere and that they are vitally needed.

A NA.TIONWIDE INTEREST

The resultfor Control Data at leastis a solution to the problems besetting

companies operating factories in the slums, with labor from these poverty pinched

areas. That solution is attracting the attention of U.S. Department of Labor offi-

cials and manpower training experts across the country.
Manpower officials gauge a slum plant's success upon plant productivity, ab-

sentee and turnover rates. employe morale. and profits. One Washington. D.C.,

slum plant, for instance, is considered a "disappointment" and "operating below

expectations" by Labor Department officials, even though it has operated at a
small profit the past three months. The plant. Fairmicco Inc. (a joint venture
between Fairchild Hiller and Washington's Model Inner City Community Orga-
nization) has experienced excessively high turnover rates and poor employe
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morale. Labor officials say. Until July the company had been operating deeply in
the red for almost two years and employment. (nice expected to be 20) by now. still
numbers only S5.

Control Data*s North Side plant, however. has a relatively low absentee and
turnover rate of G% monthly, production is on schedule and orders for coin-
lmter units are being completed on time. (Keeping on schedule is important
sirup the plant is the sole supplier of information-transmitting tantroller units
for the company's medimn-sized computers.) A recently completed Labor Depart-
ment evaluation of the Control Data project and 26 other slum training programs
cites the North Side plant as a sneccssful model for other companies to follow.
-There are hundreds of job training tirograms. each different. Inn if you wanted
to place a plant in a slum area. Control Data's procedures and methods would be
among the best to follow." a Labor Department official says.

Control Data's conscious move to the slum was an important factor in its suc-
cess. says one Labor official. The plant represents a vital link to untapped man-
power resources for the burgeoning computer maker. "We needed these people to
survive competitiNely." declares Norbert Berg. vice president for personnel serv-
iees. responsible for filling 32,000 jobs in the past 12 years for the company. Man-
power snpplies were ebbing in the traditional suburban areaswhere most of
the company's 27 plants are locatedso enriployment officials looked toward slum
unemployed.

"We hired slum residents to work in our suburban plants but they found diffi-
enIties getting to the plants. Subsequently. our absentee rates skyrocketed." says
Mr. Berg. Confides one employe: -We finally opened our eyes and discovered the
answer was to build in the slums." The company gained support from slum neigh-
borhood leaders by seeking their assistance, and by emphasizing the plant would
not jltst become the company's slum showcase.

Yet altruism doesn't spell instant success. especially when Control Data's
president. Willi:tin Norris, insisted the company could not lower job standards.
"We can't afford to turn (,it faulty computers." he asserted. That stipulation led
to the company's development of an employee training program and benefits pack-
age that is alined at boosting employee motivation and morale. North side officials
term it a -total involvement" approach that offers an employee program suited
to solve those problems that might lead to absenteeism. production errors and
failure.

To a casual observer, the aids might seem insignificant. A counseling program.
day-care facilities, liberal dress rules, legal aid assistance, an intensive on-the-
job training program, monthly -communications" meetings. regular .nnployee
evaluations, medical assistance and a variety of semi-skilled and skilled jobs from
which to choose. But consider Miss Brown's experiences. When she first gazed
at the thousands of tiny colored wires she would have to entwine to make a com-
puter chassis unit, she developed a sudden headache and quit her training class.
She returned the next day after an employe counselor phoned her at home. dis-
covered Miss Brown's fears, and set up a training program especially for her
in a job away from wiring the complex chassis. She is now adeptly soldering 54
small resistors firmly on postcard-sized printed circulars. "I haven't missed
day since that foolish decision to quit," she proudly declares.

LEARNING BY DOING

This personal approach is erident in the plant's 22-week training program.
While most slum plants include at least two weeks of classroom training, the
North Side plant has cut its in-class sessions to a week. with only 28 hours spent
on skills training. New employes are introduced to basic handtools and then slowly
advanced through the more intricate controller operations. In a two-and-a-half
hour session the first day, trainees learn an eight-color code for wiring more than
6.000 feet of power wiring in a controller chassis. By the fourth day, they are
wiring tiny resistors onto logic plates.

Another seven hours of classroom instruction are hour-long motivation sessions.
developed by training direetor James Rance. a Negro and ex-Detroit school
teacher. Trainees probe job-related topics ranging from gossiping ("These women
were always gossiping" says a foreman), to the importance of being on time. Sev-
eral of the motiration sessions beeonie race sensitivity exercises where em-
nloyes-65% of thern black. 30% white. and 5% American Indianprobe their
own racial prejudices. On-the-job assistance occupies most of the training pro-
gram with foremen and two on-the-job instructors aiding the 15 new trainees_
each week.
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The assistance continues. Corporate attorneys are holding legal advice classes

and financial counseling for more than 50 employes after workers requeswd help

with rent contracts, credit and accident suits. Minneapolis sc.thool officials conduct

night-school classes at the plant for employes like Miss Brown, who expects to
complete work for her high school diploma. Employes also urged to air gripes at
regular communications meetings with top plant officials, and an employe sugges-

tion bo x. gets close attention. "Our parking lot lights were installed faster because

of the concern from night-shift employees about possible muggings," says one

official.
One woman employe. warned abont her excessive absences, has not missed a

work-day since counselors discovered she was staying home to care for a small
son who has an acute bronchial lung ailment. The counselors quickly found a
community agency only two blocks from her home which provided 24-hour-a-day

assistance for her son.
Perhaps one of the mast important factors for success is the company's flexibil-

ity to chang:; programs at the plant. Six months ago the company discovered the

plant was suffering from the usual slum plant woes. There were substantial pro-

duction problems, absenteeism and turnover were hitting 10% a month, and em-

ploye morale was low. One employe relates the account of a fellow worker who
became so disgusted with a chassis he took scissors and snipped the wires right up
the middle. And inspectors complained they were finding more than O errors in

one controller.
Officials revamped the training program. new employe sc-:-vices were provided

and employes were given a larger voice in plant affairs. The coanseling staff was
expanded from one part-time and one full-time staff member to five full-time em-
ployes. -We're getting to really know each employe and his needs now." says per-

sonnel manager Glover Martin, a Negro, who sports an Afro-American haircut
and spends much of. his day chatting informally with employes

The plant now offers more than simply assembly-type jobs. The highest skilled
positions are those of checkout technicians, who inspect and test the eompleted

controller units. At the North Side plant. brothers Ralph and Stephen Seals and

13 other employes are inspectors after only nine months or less of classroom in-

struction. The usual requirement is at least two years of technical school training.

At previous jobs, one technician had reached a top salary level of a "couple bucks
an hour" as a baker and another had been a laundry presser. More than one are
ex-convicts turned down at several other area companies. They are now earning

over $5 an hour.
Evaluations of employes for promotions and salary raises are made at least

quarterly. Of the six trainees left from the first class of 10, three are now plant
foremen and all six have had at least two raises. And Steve Seals, 28, with a
year's experience at the plant, completed a. nine-month-long institute program to
prepare him for checking out a $40.000 controller. He is now earning 85.1ti an
hour, which helps support five brothers and sisters, and he has been named as

one of two foremen to help oversee Control Data's second Twin Cities poverty
pLant in St. Paul.

'NEW BUILDING PLANS

Control Data considers the North Side project so successful it has built a
similar plant, now employing 150, on Washington. D.C.'s depressed northwest side.

Plans have been announced for a 150-emp1oye plant in the impoverished Appa-

lachian communitT of Campton, Ky., and the comininy is considering building
another facility on an Indian reservation. The St. Paul plant will be located in the

depressed Summit-University area and will be manned by 100 part-time employes,

most of them disadvanttged, including mothers with schoolage children, high

school students and technical school and college students.
Critics contend that Control Data's undertakings are too expensive and they

point to the company's admission it will spend more than $6 million by 171 on the
North Side plant. However, the company estimates it spends only $2.500 per
trainee, a figure still below the $3,000 average for trainees in the Federal jobs

program.
Despite criticisms, the Control Data experience seems the most promising an-

swer to problems plaguing businesses in the nation's poverty belts. It looms as one

of the brightest possibilities for the Nixon Administration's ambitious manpower
development plans. The experiences of the 800 employes at Control Data's five
poverty plants may well encourage other companies to establish similar facili-
tiesand to hire more Annie Browns.
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Mr. FRASER. The Control Data plant employs close to 400 people
today, many of whom are from a poverty target area in my district,
and among whom are high school dropouts, exconvicts and former
welfare recip ients.

William English, who is with me today, is the company's manager
of equal opportunity planning. He is responsible for coordinating the
development of programs to aid the economically disadvantaged. In
addition to his full-time responsibilities with Control Data, Bill Eng-
lish is a moving force in Minneapolis community affairs. He organized
and directed a community center that serves the South Minneapolis
_black community, and he is currently chairman of the Planning and
Policy Committee of the Citizens Group that direct the Minneapolis
poverty effort.

It is my ,cirreat pleasure to submit to this subcommittee Mr. William
English, who will submit testimony on his plant, which has been
pioneering in this area.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. English, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E ENGLISH FROM DATA CONTROL
CORP., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. ENGLISH. Control Data 'all too recently learned in its efforts to
hire and train the economically disadvantaged that the lack of mean-
ingful legislation was part of the force that operated against the
employment of this group by a company like Control Data. In fact,
our company has observed a direct correlation between the successful
employment, training, and retention of disadvantaged iMiividuals,
and th.e ability of existhig legislation to provide ad.equate govern-
mental support. We believe it is in order at this point to give a brief
history of Control Data Corp's. involvment in hiring the economically
disadvantaged to support the aforementioned contention.

Congressman Fraser mentioned our manufacturing facility opened
in 1967 in Minneapolis, which was our first effort to locate a plant in
the core city area which was specifically designed to train the hard-
core unemployed. Today, a facility worth more than $51/2 million
stands in that community, which employs over 400 people in a number
of electronic assembly and other electronic productive ]obs.

Hiring for this particular facility, located in North Minneapolis,
embraced a new philosophy for Control Data; in that, the only criteria
for employment was the individual's need for a job. These were, such
things as counselors, legal assistants, special training, transportation,
hand money, loans, and most recently, day care.

The Washington plant will soon reach an employee population of
over 100 so-called hard-core unemployed who have been trained in a
wide range of skills of electronic assembly production.

Due to the success of this particular plant, we decided we were
aoing to de it acrain, and subsequent to that time we have done it three
other times. Tee second plant opened in March 1969. Objectives iden-
tical to the Minneapolis northside plant were employed in opening
the Washington facility.

A third plant was opened in Appalachia at Campton, Ky., in the
summer of 1969. Again, the corporation sought to match its expansion
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and manpower needs with a disadvantaged community's need for em-

ployment. The corporation has now adopted a policy that similar
plants will be considered whenever expansion and manpower needs

dictate additional manufacturing facilities. We should hasten to add
that Control Data Corp. operates on a feeder plant basis, and that
each of the plants we have mentioned are permanent and vital to the
overall operation of the corporation. In other words, they are not

"stop gap plants."
In Washington, of these employees, 95 percent are black, in Min-

neapolis, 51 percent are black, and we have American Indians and
whites. These employees approximate the ethnic makeup of the people

in the community surrounding the plant.
Employment las reached a level of 135 individuals there, and we

are convinced now as a company that whenever expansion and man-
power needs dictate additional manpower facilities that we will have
more of these plants.

I think it is important for the committee to understand that each of
these plants that we have mentioned are permanent. They are not
temporary facilities. They are building major computer equipment and
consequently, they are vital to the overall operation of our company.
In other words, they are not stop gap plants.

In 1969, we established a subassembly plant in the city of St. Paul.
With the exception of staff people all production people for this
operation would be hired on a part-time basis. The id.ea for this
experiment came when our corporation was made aware of the critical
need for employment on a part-time basis of many of St. Paul's dis-
advantagedcitizens.

The plant has since opened, and hiring preference was given to dis-
advantaged people residing in the community who were from a priority
standpoint, mothers who were heads of households, who must sup-
plement their family's income, and who have school age children.

High school students who need to assist in bringing- income to the
family unit in order to remain in school, and you might be interested
to loiow that a condition of their employment was that they remain
in school. There are also technical school and college students who
must pay for their own education.

Because of the unique nature of these plants, we have found our-
selves dealing with Federal manpower programs. We have encountered
snfficient frustration in attempts to get what we consider to be essential
services that are needed to assure success for our disadvantaged em-
ployees, that perhaps our help could be in sharing some of these
frustrations with you.

Control Data Corp. believes it has an obligation to participate in
programs desi,,ned to solve our social problems. In all of our involve-
ment in these plants and manpower programs, we have not asked for
or sought out Federal assistance to cover those normal business ex-
penditures such as financial assistance for capital equipment, facility
construction and other normal business expenses.

We believe that Federal resources should only be used to cover those
extraordinary training and supportive services that are vitally neces-
sary to employ and retain the so-called hard core disadvantaged
individual_
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It has been in this contention that we have reviewed most of the
proposed legislation. Our experience in many of the areas mentioned
above leads us to believe that out of the pending bills, the O'Hara bill
addresses itself to many of our concerns.

While we feel that the O'Hara bill could potentially provide the
needed legislation, it falls short in areas that concern us greatly.

We should perhaps mention here that as a national company doing
business in many locations across the country, we have a unique view
of the coordinative complexities and duplication of efforts in many
Federal manpower programs. We would like to cite some of the specific
problems that we have encountered in our experience with manpower
programs.

A major one has been day care. There are supposedly day-care pro-
grams to support manpower efforts, but as a company, we have been
unable to find the necessary day care needed to support our efforts.
When we have been able to locate some day-care funds, as in the MA
or Job TO programs, labor officials simply do not face them seriously.
An example would be a following quote from a labor official : "Day care
assumes female head of household. employment." While this could cer-
tainly be true generally, it does not recognize the experience we as an
employer have found to be the case.

The reimburse-by-hire approach is the only one available at this
time by the Department of Labor. There have been little or no funds
available for experimentation or demonstration projects with industry.
Perhaps one of the major ones is the complexity of Federal programs
and resulting local coordinating problems, plus what we find to be the
duplication of effort.

We would like to make some specific recommendations that we would
hope could be included in any new manpower legislation. Our recom-
mendations correspond somewhat to the problems that we have just
indicated.

We believe that there must be assurance that any manpower program
coordinated with the child-care legislation that is presently before
the Congress have adequate slots for child care for any mdustry getting
mvolved in a manpower program. This should recognize the tremen-
dous nuinber of females who are already heads of households, and
should certainly recognize the need for long-term funding that will
provide the time necessary for an individual to lift himself to a level
to support these kinds of needs.

It is going to require a very close look bv Congress as to whether or
not there will be a continuing need for day-care subsidies.

The need for flexibility in manpower programs must be addressed
by the Congress. We must find ways to recognize that the need for sup-
portive services will not vanish at the time disadvantaged employees
complete their skills and so-called prevocational training. There must
be ample time to allow for continued counseling and other supportive
service to resolve the individual's other problems for a period that may
well exceed any time allotted for sldlls training.

We would recommend that there be demonstration funds earmarked
for mdustnes willing to experiment with innovative approaches to
employing the disadvantaged. While previously the Department of
Labor MA contracts have been of benefit to many industries, the con-
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cept is totally geared to industries supplying a limited number of un-
skilled minority and low-income people into their traditional labor
force. By assurance of flexible funds, by the allocation of experimental
and demonstration moneys, many industries would be encouraged to
seek out creative new approaches to this problem.

We must recommend that there be careffil coordination of manpower
and other Federal programs that are closely related. This would in-
clude child-care programs. HEW programs for income maintenance,
and Office of Economic Opportunity experimental manpower
programs.

At the local level, coordination by the State employment service is
an obvious necessity with the maze of existing State and Federal pro-
grams. This coordination could be addressed by the creation of the
already proposed State Manpower Advisory Board.

We would specifically recommend that industry representation be
included along with that of community agencies, aisadvantaged indi-
viduals, representation from. State welfare advisory committees, and
private and public manpower agencies.

We would submit that they begin to attain the local coordination,
and could reduce great duplication that is now evident at the local
level.

Finallvii there must be ways in which large national industries can
contract -directly with a regional or national manpower agency in order
to reduce the bureaucracy that is also encountered in existing man-
power Erograras.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. English.
Before we get into the questioning, let me explain my presence here

in the chair.
Mr. STEIGER. We have been wonders g.
Mr. O'HARA. The chairman of the subcommittee, Mr. Daniels, has

important duties in connection to his chairmanship on a subcommittee
in connection with the Post Office and Civil Service Committee of the
House, and he received an emergency call that he was needed very
badly there, and he asked me if I would assume the chair.

Mr. Daniels wants to apolooize Mr. English, for having to leave,
but it was absolutely necessarf thal he do so.

Mr. Hathaway ?
Mr. HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. English, I thank you very much for your testimony. I would

like to call attention to page 9 of the O'Hara bill, which I have
cosponsored. I think that your No. 1 problem is covered by item 14
which does cover supportive services during the training and during

inthe work period. And at least in part your second pot is covered
by point 12 on page 8, which does provide funds for innovative
programs. I say this to show that we are supporting some of the points
you are advocating, and are aware of the problems and will do what
we can to see that provisions for business are included in the final bill.

Mr. ENGLISH. One point I would like to make in that context, and
that is that our experience has been that, for example 1967, when we
opened the facility in north Minneapolis, where we took the kind
of individuals that Congressman Fraser described, and were able to
bring them, within a 19-week period, to an average level of productivity
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that matched that of any plant we had established anywhere in the
country, we found that that was not enough to keep the people on
the jobs, even though they were producino-, that the other fantastic
kind of problems that they faced meant thati we had to continue these

kinds of supportive services, and with the reimbursement by programs
that are now existent,.we cannot continue these services without that,
and during a period, like nowwhatever you want to call itwhen it
is an economic recession, or whatever, at this point when you are
not hiring new individuals and y>our costs for producing a product
are expended by providing these kinds of services, it renders a company
like Control Data, which has to operate in a highly competitive busi-

ness, somewhat noncompetitive if we are to continue with these kind of

proigrams.
After a company has made a commitment to get involved, we don't

feel that we can back away, even if it means being somewhat non-
competitive. So, it is in that context that you must understand that
the needs for these services don't end at the end of the so-called
training period. They extend for some period of time.

Mr. HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. English.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Steiger ?
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. English, I a_ppreciate very much your coming.

I think you have done a good job in discussing some of the specific
problems you see. I must say as I sat and listened to your testimony,
I think what you did was to reinforce somethingthat we may have
forgotten as we go along. We have passed the family assistance plan.
That particular piece of legislation, significant as it is, really isn't
completed unless and until we pass something in the manpower field
that. complements FAR

What you are saying here, and as you are undoubtedly aware in
that bill there are funds for manpower training. There are $386

million scheduled for day care centers.
But I would hope that what your testimony does is to perhaps more

clearly bring to the attentions of this committee in particular the
relationship -that has to exist between the kind of program you are
carrying on, the supportive services that are necessary to make it
possible for you to carry on, and the commitment we have made in
attempting to handle the welfare caseload problem in terms of train-
ing, clay care, and all the other services that are required.

I am most grateful for the fact that you could come here today.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. English, let me .ask you a couple of questions.

Maybe you could tell me just how that inner city plant of yours, or
ghetto plant of yours in Minneapolis works. How did you set it up,
how did you do your hiring and what 16.nd of jobs did you perform,

what opportunities were diere for promotion or transfer for the
employees?

Specifically-, I am interested in latowing because one of the features
of title I of the Economic Opportunity. ACt is a program that attempts
to create jobs in the ghetto.

There has been some question about that program because it was
said that this is a very expcfmsive way of groing about it. By the time
you put in the capital investment per job that you need to build a
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plant and equip it in the ghetto, wouldn't it have been cheaper to

train a bimch of people and transport them, or encourage them to go
to the regular plants of the company ?

Let me ask you what you did in Minneapolis.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you.
I thin]; that particular question is one that has been asked several

times. I think the key to it, as we analyze it, No 1, we had a true need

for plant expansion. That is the premise under which we began. There

was an obvious need for our company, which was growing at the
time, to expand.

As we began to explore ways of expanding our manufacturing
facilities, we began to recognize that here was a tremendous amount

of available manpower, untrained at that point, but nevertheless able to

become the workers we needed.
So, No. 1, to answer your specfic question, the company has to start

with need for expansion before you can profitably do this, move to
the ,g;hetto.

Of course, at that point, it became relatively easy for us to acquire
the necessary land and to build and construct a manufacturing facil-

ity. We would have done that when it would have been in a suburban
area or when it would have been anywhere else. Significantly, we
found that land, because of the involvement of urban renewal in that
area, was available at somewhat of a lower cost than we would have
paid anywhere else. So, we were able to buy the land and construct a
major facility.

We established quickly, upon the advice of people who lived and
worked in that community, that we could not screen out people, that we
had to screen in people, and so our selection criterion was based on
one thing, and that was the need for a job.

We established a rather simple formula that laid out that if an in-
dividual was single and his need was not asgreat as an individual who

was head of a household with two children, et cetera, and that formula
was used on a first-come, first-served basis as togetting employment.

We initiated a skills training prooram designed to give these in-
dividuals ample time to learn the skills training. While they were
learning, they were icaid the full entry level salaries for those jobs.

We soon found that they were able to grasp the sidlls. Control data
had been training people in these kinds of jobs, electronic production
jobs for a long period of time. We have taken relatively unsophisti-
catea farm women in many rural communities, and in a matter of a
short period time have trained them. So, we Imew how to train people,
and it worked.

To answer your other question, we feel one of the major reasons we
were successful in this was that we didn't go through a so-called side
problem. Control Data is a computer manufacturer, and its business
is to manufacture and market computer equipment.

So, we didn't go to wooden pallets or tents, or the printing business.
We decided to stay in what we lmew best, and we were able to provide
the er pertise that was needed to make that plant a _profitable opera-
tion. That has not been the case in many of our sister industries as they
have gotten involved in ghetto plants. We believe that is the reason
it has not been as profitable for them as it has been for Control Data.
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Mr. O'HARA. One think that has worried me about ghetto plants
besides the fact that you put in quite a lot of capital per job when you
are building a new plant, is the problem of creating a separate class
of employment, that is, ghetto employment.

Mr. ENGLISH. We were concerned about that, too. We didn't want
this plant to be our only plant for, say, hiring blacks. Without any
design on our part, and I mentioned it was a nee:d on a first-come, first-
served basis, and if you will look at my testimony, you will fmd that
54 percent of that plant popalation is black, 4 percent Indians, and the

ibalance are white, which s roughly 40-something percent. That is
almost totally the ethnic makeup of the neighborhood that surrounds
the plant.

In other words, what we actually got was the people who iieeded jobs
in that community, with or without regard, so when you are talking
about operating a plant in a community like that that is roughly 53
percent black and 4 percent Indian and 47 Dercent white. We fo'und
that without any desire on our part that that is what we ended up with.

Mr. O'HARA. In many towns, that wouldn't be the ease. If the ghetto
is 100 percent black

Mr. ENGLISH. That has happened in Washington, D.C., of course,
where we opened a plant that is 95 percent black at this point. But we
took the position that what -we had to do was to find an approach of
bringing jobs where individuals could get the jobs. Many individuals
feel relatively comfortable in their own communities for whatever
reason. Many people will relocate to the subsurbs to take a job, profes-
sional and nonprofessional.

We needed the growth and manpower. We were in a tight labor mar-
ket when we started to talk about computer industry. So, you have to
train individuals any way.

In our other suburban plants and facilities in Washington, we make
a concentrated effort to provide mobility for those individuals who
are trained in our so-called crhetto plant. They are able to move up
and to grow into higher skill level jobs by moving out to the suburban
plant. Once these individuals, because of their employment, become
mobile, and even more trained, they want to go to the other plants and
take the upgraded jobs. The upward mobility becomes more p, revalent
in a situation like this, because they have the basic skills, their work
habits have become a situation that is tolerable for the employer, he
can work with the turnover and absenteeism problem, and he can get
the individual to a level where he is motivated and ready to move out.
It is a simple matter of transfer.

Many of our people like test technicians, and believe me, this is an
amazing programthese are yoimg males who are dropouts, and con-
victed felons, and in 19 months we have been able to train these in-
dividuals,mid they are highly skilled. They are going to our plants in
the Twin Cities areas, and in some cases other cities.

So -we are not letting up on our efforts to train in other plants.
O'HARA. I think- that mobility and the opportunity to move

upward and out and into the other ,facilities of the company is very
important in this picture, and I see that you have incorporated it into
your efforts.

Mr. ENGLISH. It is a major part of it.
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Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. English, for your
testim ony.

The next witness scheduled for today is a representative of the
General Accounting Office, Mr. Eschwe.

After these hearings were scheduled, the House late yesterday
decided to depart from its usual custom of meeting at noon and today
to meet at 11, which means that there will only be some dozen
minutes or so that we could remain in session today to hear Mr.
Eschwege's testimony.

Mr. Eschwege's testimony is extremely important and I don't think
we could do justice to his testimony in that period of time, and I would
like to ask him if it would be possible to come back at 9 :30 in the
morning.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'HARA. In that event, without objection, the committee will

now stand adjourned until 9 :30 tomorrow morning in this room.
(Whereupon at 10 :50 a.m., the committee adjourned until 9 :30 a.m.

of the following day.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

FRIDAY, 3IAY 1, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SFr.FCT SUBCOMMTITEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMILTTTEE ON EDUCATION ANDLABOR.
Washington,'D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :50 a.m. in room 2175, Rayburn House

Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara, presiding.
Present : Representatives O'Hara Ford, Hathaway, and Steiger.
Staff members present : Daniel H. krivit. majority counsel ; Charles

W. Radcliffe, minority counsel for education ; Sue Nelson, Research
Assistance and Cathy Romano research assistant.

Mr. O'I-fARA. The Select SubCommittee on Labor of the House Edu-
cation and Labor Committee is meeting this morning to continue the
taking of testimony on H.R. 10908, H.R. 11620, RR. 13472, and related

bills.
Our witness this morning is Mr. Henry Eschwege Associate Di-

rector of the General Accounting Office. He is to testify on the
preliminary findings and observations on the JOBS program.

Mr. Eschwege, we would be pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HENRY ESC.H.w.hGE, ASSOCIA.TE DIRECTOR, MIL
DIVISION, GENRRAL ACCOUNTING OITICE, ACCOMPANIED BY

RICHARD T. WOODS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, CIVIL DIVISION; AND

HARRY J. SANGER, SUPERVISORY AUDITOR, Civil. DIVISION

Mr. EscHWEGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I introduce my colleagues this morning?
Mr. Richard Woods, on my right is Assistant Director, Civil Divi-

sion, in charge of our audits at the Department of Labor and Mr.
Har7 Sanger, on my left is the supervisory auditor in charge of our
review of the JOBS program.

Mr. Chairman
'
and members of the subcommittee :

We are pleased to appear before this subcommittee today, as you
have requested, to present our preliminary findings and observations

on the JOBS program.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would first like to present

some background on our more recent review efforts in the area of
manpower training.

Title II, section 201 of the Economic Opportunity Amendments of
1967 directed to the General Accounting Office to determine (1) the
efficiency of administration of programs and activities conducted by

(1275)
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the Office of Economic Opportunity and delegate agencies, and by
local public and private agencies carrying out such programs and
activities; and (2) the extent to which sueh proo-rams and activities
were achieving; the objectives set forth in the relevant part or title
of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 authorizing such programs
or activities.

The results of this review are contained in a summary report issued
by the Comptroller General to the Congress on March 18, 1969, and in
59 supporting reports to the Congress on the results of our reviews of
individual programs at various locations.

Our review involved evaluations of the major programs authorized
by the Economic Opportunity Act., including various manpower pro-
arams such as the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Job Corps,.work ex-
perience and training proo-rams, and the concentrated employment
program. The concentrateeemployment program or CEP, was a rela-
tively new program at the time of our review.

As we completed the foregoino- work we intensified our efforts on
other manpower programs and a7ctivities, such as the JOBS program
and on-the-job and institutional training programs authorized under
the Manpewer Development and Training Act of 1962, as amended.

We are currently reviewino- the JOBS program in San Francisco
and Oakland, Calif.; Portlarid, Oreg.; Seattle, Wash.; and Detroit.
Mich. Although our review is not completed we would like to present.
here today a number of our preliminary observations on the results
achieved by the program at these locations, administrative problems
encountered, and aspects of the program which we believe require
particular attention at this time.

We have not yet given the Department of Labor or the National Alli-
ance of Businessmen, that is NAB, or participati 1-5 contractors an op-
portunity to formally comment on our observations although we have
had discussions with representatives of the Depal-tment and NAB,
throughout our review.

The JOBS program was announced by President Johnson in his
manpower message to the Congress on January 23, 1968. The President
called on American business to assist in solving the Nation's manpower
problems and announced the formation of NAB.

The initial goal of the JOBS program was to place 100,000 hard-
core unemployed in. jobs by June 30, 1969, and 500,000 in jobs by
June 30, 1971, in the Nation's 50 largest cities.

The JOBS program has since been expanded to nationwide coverage
and the 1971 target was increased to provide for placing 614,000
hard-core unemployed in jobs.

From inception through fiscal year 1970, a total of $624,128.009 has
been made available for the JOBS program. As of February 28, 1970,
$348.3 million had been obligated and $96.9 million had been paid to
contractors.

We believe it is important to note at the outset that the JOBS pro-
gram in reality consists of two distinct componentsthe contract com-
ponent and the nonconizact component.

Under the contract, component businessmen enter into an a,greement
with the Federal Government to hire and train disadvantaged persons.
The basic format of this component provides that the extraordinary
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costs borne by the employer in hiring, training, and retraining a dis-
advantaged person will be reimbursed by the Government.

JOBS contractors receive a negotiated fixed-price contract and are
paid for the actual number of days worked by trainees at a unit cost
which is based on the contract price divided by the number of days of

training to be provided.
Under the noncontract component, businessmen volunteer to effect

the same result without claiming reimbursement from the Government.
About 75 percent of the reported hires in the JOBS program fall
under the noncontract component of the JOBS program.

Several reasons have been advanced to us as to why businessmen
choose to hire and train disadvantaged persons without obtaining
reimbursement from the Government. S'ome employers told us that the
disadvantaged are frequently being hired in entry level jobs which
do not require any traininc-- beyond that which had always been given
and that therefore, it would not be fair to bill the Government for the
cost of training disadvantaged persons.

Other reasons include the avoidance of "redtape" and of having
Government auditors look over their shoulders, and a recognition of
industry's responsibility to contribute toward the solution of our
social ills.

Noncontract employers are not subject to the same controls and
procedures as the employers who contractually agree to comply with
specific performance requirements. There is less laiowledge, therefore,
concerning the extent to which the noncontract program is accomplish-
ing its desired program objectives.

Our preliminary findings and observations on the JOBS program to
date fall into two broad categoriesthose that relate to the conceptual
basis for the program ; and those that relate to the implementation
of the program.

CONCEPT OF THE PROGRAM

With reg-ard to the conceptual basis of the program. we aclmowledge
that, as yet, we have more questions than answers, and have more work
to do before reaching firm conclusions.

We note that the JOBS program is not essentially a job creation
program, in that it does not necessarily result in any expansion of the
existing job market.

In certain instances, it has here appeared to us that businessmen were
simply reallocating existing job openings to persons other than those
who would have been hired normally.

To the extent that this has been the case, the progTam may simply
be shifting the burden of unemployment from the disadvantaged per-
son to other persons not so categorized. We recognize, of course, that
many factors need to be considered here, and that even where this is the
net result, arguments can beadvanced for doinp- so.

Secondly, the JOBS program can work be2 in a period of so-called
full employment and may have some difficulty in achieving effective-
ness in periods of relatively high unemployment. In periods of rising
unemployment it would appear to become increasingly difficult for
employers who experience cutbacks in their operations to sign up the
disadvantaged under the JOBS progr am, particularly where a part
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of such employers' regular work force may be already on furlough,
or where well-qualified persons are available for employment who
need no further training.

Of perhaps greater concern in a slackening economy is the likeli-
hood that JOBS enrollees will be the first ones to be laid off, leaving
them no better, and perhaps worse off than they were before entering
the program.

We believe that the Department of Labor has a particularly difficult
challenge to meet in these circnmstances to assist such persons to the
full extent that other program resources are available, so that the
gains made are not entirely dissipated.

Finally, we have given considerable thought to the target popula-
tion to which the JOBS program is directed. We are not certain that
the parameters of this target population have been as well drawn as
they might be.

The Department has defined the "disadvantaged" segment of our
population as including those persons whose:

(1) Net annual family income is less than amounts specified
in the Office of Economic Opportunity Poverty Guidelines and
who do not have suitable employment, and who

(2) Are either school dropouts, under 2:2 years of age, 45 years
of age or over, handicapped, or members of a minority.

While the JOBS program is directed primarily to the individuals
just described, the total target population for the program has been
enlarged somewhat to also include poor persons with special obstacles
to employment in addition to those previously mentioned.

These individuals are defined as (a) unskilled workers who have
had two or more spells of unemployment during the past year totaling
15 weeks or more, (b) workers whose last jobs were in occupations of
significantly lower skills than their previous jobs, (c) workers who
have family histories of dependence on welfare, and (d) workers who
have been permanently laid-off from jobs in industries which are de-
clining in their region, such as workers in agriculture and coal mining.

Based on various estimates we have reviewed, it appears that the
target population for the JOBS program encompasses many more per-
sons than the program can absorb.

Also, it appears that the degree of disadvantagement can differ
ouite materially among persons within this target population.

Although we are studyinp; this matter further, we tentatively be-
lieve that more restrictive eligibility criteria may be needed to better
assure that Federal funds are used only to train and then otherwise to
prepare for jobs those persons who could not reasonably be expected
to secure suitable employment for themselves.

JOBS REPORTLVG AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

Before proceeding to discuss the problems we have noted in the
implementation of the proaram in the cities which we have visited,
I would like to briefly tali' about the JOBS reporting and manage-
ment information system and the problems we are having in utilizing
the reported data for evaluation purposes.

As of January 31, 1970, reports prepared by NAB and the Depart-
ment of Labor show that 38%40 persons had been hired under the
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JOBS program; 84,703 under the contract component and more than
three times as many-295,437--under the noncontract component.

Of the 84,703 persons hired under the contract component, reports
show that 34,484 were still in traini o as of January 31. However, no
significant information was available for the remaining 50,219 per-

sons or about 60 ialercent, as to how many had completed their train in a
and were still with their JOBS employer, or had dropped out of ta
program.

Of the 295,437 persons hired under the noncontract component, re-
ports show that 165,562 were still in training as of January 31.

As with the contract component, no significant information was
available for the remainino- 129,875 persons, or about 44 percent, as

to how many had completed their training and were still with their
JOBS employer, or had dropped out of the program.

Thus, for the contract and noncontract components combined, of
the total 380,140 persons hired, 200,046, or 53 percent were still in
training, at January 31; but no information was available as to the
current-status of the remaining 180,094, reprePenting 47 percent.

Although certain demographic data has been submitted by em-
ployers on only about 42 percent of the persons reported as hired, the
data shows that about :27 percent of JOBS enrollees were female, and
73 percent male ; about 1 1A percent were handicapped ; 15 percent were
receiving public assistance at the time they were enrolled; about 21
percent were white, about 73 percent were black and about 6 percent
were members of other minority groups.

The data submitted also shows that a. typical JOBS participant is

about 241/9 years old; has about 3.6 persons in his family ; an averarre
family income of $2,437 has completed 10% grades of education; mid

has been unemployed aCout 21 weeks.
Reported data on persons who have dropped out of the program

after enrollment showed that they remained on the job for an average
of about 2 months; that about 52 percent of the ter.L-thnees had quit;
about 36 percent were discharged; and that the remainder left for
various other reasons, such as company layoffs.

While the foregoing information appears to provide a fairly com-
prehensive picture of the JOBS program and its participants, our
review has indicated that there are significamt shortcomings in the
manao-ement information system.

Webelieve there is a neea for much more complete and reliable data
on jobs program operations, particularly data concerning the eligibil-
ity of participants, and followup data concerning persons who had
dropped out or who have completed training.

For example, althouch NAB reported that 380,140 individuals had
been hired under the JOBS program as of January 31, 1970, em-
ployers had submitted hire cards for only 158,904, or 41.8 percent of
these persons.

The hire card is the form employers are asked to use to report
pertinent demographic and other data on persons enrolled in the
program.

The information ,crap caused by the lack of hire cards for 58.2 per-
cent of JOBS enrollees results from the fact that NAB has not been
slifficiently persuasive to require companies to submit the hire cards;
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rather NAB has chosen to report the accomplishments of the JOBS
program on the basis of periodic telephone contacts with partici-
pating employers under a so-called tally county system.

This tally count system bypasses the reporting system under which
hire cards are used and, of course, provides much less information.

Information obtained through the tally count is limited to the num-
ber of persons hired, persons terminated, and persons onboard. No
information is obtained on the characteristics of the persons in the
program or on reasons for terminations. Such information is essential,
we believe to the effective administration and evaluation of the JOBS
program.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

We would now like to present our observations concerning the
inTlementation of the JOBS program_

irst, we wish to note that the JOBS program is relatively new
as Government programs go, and we are not surprised that it is
experiencing the problems and growing pains that typically go with
a new proo-ram.

The Delartment of Labor has made numerous chanoes and im-
provements in the JOBS program since its inception iZ1968 and is
continuing to do so.

We hope that through our review efforts, and reporting, the pro-
gram may be further improved and strengthened.

We have found that a number of persons have been enrolled in
the JOBS program who did not appear to be eligible for its benefits
under established eligibility criteria.

As noted previously, we are experiencing. considerable difficulty in
reviewing eligibility on a programwide basis. However, we have
ascertained that a significant number of -no .,ns have been hired
under the JOBS program who were not eligibie .Ased on the acluaowl-
edged family income.

The enrollment of individuals who are not from the intended taroet
population tends to inflate reports of prooTam achievements, wrille
at the same time it impedes progress biward attaining program
objecti ves.

In the San. Francisco/Oakland area for example, hire cards were
submitted by employers for only 4,044 of 10,398 persons hired under
the JOBS program as of September 30, 1969.

Only 1,810 or about 17 percent of the hire cards contained infor-
mation on family income.

From this limited information, however, our analysis showed that
441 persons, or about one-fourth of those reportinz income data, had
annual faniily incomes which exceeded that permissible for inclusion
in the disadvantaged category by amounts ranging from $100 to $7,700.

2. The legislative history of the JOBS prog-ram indicates that it
was not intended that the JOBS program would provide jobs which
historically pay low wages, involved high-turnover occupations, and
which traditionally use unskilled or low-skilled persons as a source
of labor.

We have found that under both the contract and noncontract com-
ponents of the JOBS program, many of the commitments by busi-
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nesses to hire persons involve low-wage jobs which offer little chance
for advancement.

Termination rates for businesses offering such jobs have been high.
Certain officials of the concentrated employment program and 'Elie

State employment services have complained to us that many of the
job orders they receive are for dead-end jobs.

In San Francisco, for example, we reviewed NAB's files on a num-
ber of noncontract employers to determine the nature of the jobs being
pledged.

We reviewed the files of 158 companies that pledged jobs in 1968
and 324 that pledged jobs in 1969, and found that 26 (16.4 percent)
and 33 (10.2 percent), respectively, were offering jobs which appeared

ito be n high-turnover occupations involving minimum skills and
low wages.

These included employment as janitors, messengers, maids, porters,
dishwashers, busboys, potwashers copy boys, and bar assistants, many
of which were at wacre rates of less!than $2 an hour.

3. In our overall report of March 18, 1969, on the economic oppor-
tunity program,we reported that there was a need for sponsors under
the concentrated employment program to coordinate their job de-
velopment efforts with the JOBS program, and we recommended that
CEP operations be so coordinated.

During our current review, we have found that the need for better
coordination and cooperation still exists. Department of Labor direc-
tives provide that CEP participants are to be given preference in
filling jobs offered by JOBS employers.

However, this has not generally occurred. For example, although
over 11,700 JOBS trainees had been hired in the San Francisco Bay
area through January 31, 1970, the Oakland CEP reported that only
102 CEP participants out of a cumulative enrollment of about 1,100
had been placed under the JOBS program since November 1968, and
the San Francisco CEP reported thaf only 47 CEP participants out
of a cumulative enrollment of about 3,700 were placed since Novem-
ber 1968.

Prior to November 1968 data on the number of CEP participants
croinor to the JOBS procrram was not available.

We believe that this-illustrates the need for closer coordination be-
tween the JOBS program and the CEP.

The concentrated employment program was established in target
areas of carious cities throughout the Nation to help those most in
need of employment assistance and employment preparation.

An important element in the success of the concentrated employ-
ment program is its coordination with job opportunity programs such
as the JOBS prooTam.

4. Our revieljto date has revealed the need for improved proce-
dures for evaluating contractor proposals, and negotiating JOBS
contracts.

The intent under the contract component of the JOBS program is
to reimburse the contractor for extraordinary costs incurred as a result
of hiring the disadvantaged.

The purpose of this approach is to avoid subsidizing an employer's
normal costs of hiring and training employees. Employers are asked
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to defme their extraordinary costs in their proposals to the Depart-
ment.

The Department of Labor has accepted some contract proposals
which appeared to us to contain unreasonably high costs for certain
program components, primarily involving compensatingemployers for
providing on-the-job trainina.

The Department's actionshave resulted primarily from the use of
fixed unit costs established under its market cost concept for nego-
tiatino- JOBS contracts.

In other instances, the acceptance of unreasonable costs resulted
from the incorrect application of the negotiation guidelines prepared
by the Department for contract evaluators and negotiators, or from a
failure to properly analyze each component of the cost proposal.

For the five cities in which we-made our review, the training costs
for an enrollee in the JOBS program ranged from $671 to $6,833.

National averages as of February 28. 1970, were for the MA-3, 1,
and 5 phases of the JOBS program, based on data re-ported by the
Department, were $2,935, $2,980, and $2,554, respectively.

"Market cost" is defined by the Department as the dollars an em-
ployer would be willing to accept for conducting a JOBS training
project that meets Government requirements.

Generally, two factors enter into the determination of the allow-
able range of "market costs" for a particular occupationthe skill
level for which the employee is being trained and the wage rate of the
employee upon being hired.

Department guidelines instruct negotiators to take a "hands off"
attitude with contractors, and not press them for too much detail.

The guidelines state that time spent in face-to-face cost negotia-
tion beyond an average of half an hour ordinarily will not be an. effec-
tive use of the negotiator's time. To further speed up negotiations, the

t,ouidelines contain a fixed unit cost chart which sets minimum and
maximum amounts of "market costs" based upon the hourly wage rate
and the skill level of the job.

We believe that the use of the "market cost" concept together with
the limited time allowed for negotiators have resulted in accepting
excessive on-the-job training cost§ and supportive service costs in some
proposals.

Also because individual cost elements were not adequately analyzed,
some costs were accepted which did not appear to be extraordinary
training costs.

In one instance, for example, a grocery chain which operated some
of its stores in the San Francisco Bay area has a national MA-3 con-
tract amounting to $1,288,218 to train 258 grocerv journeymen.

A grocery journeyman prepares warehouse oraers, receives, and
stocks goods on shelves, prices articles, inventories stock, tallies cus-
tomers- purchases, and bags oToceries.

That portion of the coniract relating to the San Francisco Bay area
amounted to $495 500 to train .100 .persons. We found that $380,969 of
the $495,500 was for on-the-job tramirhg.

This amount exceeded the on-the-job training costs allowable un-
der the Department's own g.uidelines by $93,200.

Analysis of the on-the-job trainincr costs showed that they were
, 28 r
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excessive becaus (. unrealistic assumptions were made regarding the
amount of time the trainee would be productive.

5. In certain instances, the Department has entered into JOBS con-
tracts which appeared to us to commit employers to hire more indivi-
duals than their operations could reasonably -be expected to absorb.

A manufacturing company in Portland. Orea., for example, re-
ceived a JOBS contract to hire 155 persons even tliough it was a newly
established company with only 65 employees, of which between 25 io
30 were trainees und.er a prior-JOBS contract.

It was the company's intention to expand its business and to obtain
most of its new employees through the JOBS programs. However,
these plans never materialized.

The JOBS contract was later reduced from 155 to 74 authorized
job openings. At the time of our last inquiry, about 1 year after the
contract hid been executed, only 24 persons had been *hired and re-
tained.

6. We have noted various examples of employers who did not pro-
vide contractually required supportive services to trainees, although
the employers were paid for such services.

Supportive services include initial orientation to a working en-
vironmentnot normal orientation such as company rulesspecial
counseling and job coaching, job-related basic education, transporta-
tion assistance, and sensitivity training for supervisors.

Experience gained by the Department in prior manpower train-
ing programs Indicate that supportive services are necessary to assist
a disadvantaged person in adjusting to the job and in keeping him on
the job.

For example, a lanclscaphig firm in the San Francisco Bay area had
an M.4.-4 contract to hire and train 10 landscape gardeners. After 8
months of performance, 41 trainees had been hire'd and 41 had ter-
minated, a termination rate of 93 percent.

The contract provided $350 per trainee to cover the standard range
of supportive services, to te paid at a rate of $3.27 per day of trainino..
However, no services, other than normal first-day orientation ald
some counseling had been provided to the trainees.

The contractor told us that he had not provided the services, and
that he thought the Opportunities Industrialization Center -from
which he had planned to obtain the trainees would provide the service.

He did not explain why he agreed to accept $850 per trainee under
the contract if he did not plan to provide the services.

T. Next we have noted certain wealmesses in contract reimburse-
ment procedures.

We are finding numerous errors in billings submitted by contractors
to the Department. In some cases employers are claiming reimburse-
ment for more days than were actually worked by enrollees or for
more training days than covered by the contract.

8. Finally, we have strong indications that the Department of
Labor is not monitoring the JOBS program to an extent adequate to
reasonably insure that contractors -are performing on schedule; are
providing trainees with the required contractual services; and that
the target population is being reached.

4
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Monitoring of employers' activities in California under JOBS con-
tracts is carried out lay contractors. Thus far we have examined into
the adequacy of program monitoring primarily in the San Francisco
Bay area.

We plan to cover this phase of program administration in more
detail in the other cities before we complete our review.

coNcr.zsioN

Mr. Chairman, we have discussed here today some of the more sig-
nificant problems we have noted concerning the concept and implemen-
tation of the JOBS program. We hope this information will assist
your subcommittee in its current deliberations.

Our general impression is that the JOBS program has served to
focus the attention of businessmen on the need to hire and train the
disadvantaged and that it has undoubtedly helped somedisadvantaged
persons obtain gainful employment.

We would hope that the results of our review efforts currently
underway will serve to further improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of the JOBS program.

This concludes our statement Mr. Chairman; we will be happy to
respond to any questions you may have.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. Eschwege.
Mr. Ford ?
Mr. Foim. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I fmd this sort of repot very interesting, and more than a little bit

provocative. It is the first time this committee has had some _specifics
ao-ainst which to cracre changes in a number of the job training.pro-
grams that are within the purview of the activities of this committee.

Last year, when the administration determined that 58 JOBS Corps
centers would be closed at what was at that time indicated to be:, a
savings of $100 million the rationale given to this committee for doing
this was that the J6BS program was going to be expanded to
dramatically take up the slack-.

In the evaluation of these programs, I see you indicate here that
you rendered some 59 or 60 reports, one summary report and 59
specific reports.

What opportunities were compensated for, bv an increase in the
JOBS program ? Is there an indication that this-has happened ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. As you kiow, the Secretary of Labor at the time
announced that he would open up some other Job Corps centers of
a different type; about 30 of them. -

It is my understanding that 5 centers have been opened so far_
Now there is no way for us to tell how many of the prospective

Job Corps enrollees, who cannot scem to get into the Job Corps, have
been able to get into the JOBS program.

I suspect that some of them did. get into the JOBS program: about
50 percent of the JOBS enrollees are under 22 years of age, which is
roughly the age group that went into the Jobs Corps, so there may
have been some.

Mr. FORD. In their appearance before the Senate committee the
Labor Department indicated by exhibits in the form of charts that
there would be about 146,060 ',training opportunities for fiscal 1970
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tinder the JOBS program, 80,000 financed under the MDTA and
60,000 under the Economic Opporumity Act.

Do your studies show to what extent we have actually created these
training opportunities during fiscal 1970 in the JOBS program ?.

They were projecting 140,000 jobs. Or job training opportunities.
Mr. ESCHWEGE. We have to rely at this point on the figures put out

by NAB, and they have, as you lmow, a goal of 338,000 persons on the
job by the end of fiscal year 1970. This is cumulative. It is 238,000 for
fiscal year 1970, and 100,000 for the prior year.

They have not yet met this goal. They have May and June to go.
The problem is that they hire a lot more, 'but tbe turnover is great, so
that they don't have too many staying on long enough to receive this
training to be counted against this overall goal.

Mr. O'HARA. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Font). Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. Well, when Mr. Wilson from NAB was before the

committee earlier, I asked him how many contract job training slots
had actually been filled this year, and I think his answer was 34,000,
wasn't it?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. The 34,000 currently filled is the same statistic we
have, under the contract portion.

Mr. O'HARA. Ob., the contract portions. That is what he was talking
about when he said we were going to expand JOBS, wasn't it?

Mr. STEIGM Would the gentleman yield ?
Was the date on that 34,000 February 28 ?
Mr. Esc.uw.LoR. January 31 is the date we are using.
Mr. STEIGER. January 31 was the 34,000 contract.
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Only those under the contract part that had been

hired.
Mr. STEIGER. The date is important.
Mr. O'HARA. He gave us the most recent figure, which was 34,000.
Mr. STEIGER. 34,000 was through the end of January, or even

through the end of February. I am not sure. There is a revised figure,
I think, from January or February, the time of that figure, to April
10.

You have got some 18,000 contract jobs slots that are in addition,
as I understand it, to the 34,000. Figure from February 16 through
April 10 and on a contract basis is 18,033. So you have got to add that
to the figure that was reached earlier.

Mr. Esckm.E.GE. We don't have that figure.
Mr. FORD. Last year when the decision to reduce Job Corps was

announced, one person on the floor of the other body explained the
athnimstration's rationale by posing; the following question and an-
swering it. The question was: If we deduct $100 million from the Job
Corps, how can we give more special trainhig ?

The answer was: More than $200 million will be put in the JOBS
program, and the new administration wanted a chance to train peo-
ple at a lower cost ratio.

The implication was, and I should think that was consistent with
the representations made to this committee at that time, that we would
actually be spending twice again as much money on the people as
the $100 million cut in the econli2c8)4portunity program. Pre-
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sumably, since the new training programs would be at a lower cost per
head we would be training more than twice as many people.

The rationale was that this would come about as a result of putting
JOBS into 125 cities because JOBS was only in 50 cities at that time.

How much progress has been made in meeting that o-oal ?
Mr. ESCHWTGE. As you lmow, they have expanded nt'ationwide but

arrain I can give you some statistics.
Mr. FoRn. There are two fia-ares that become apparent. One is the

total number of people being oiven job training opportunities.
And the second one is the tOtal number of vocations. The concept

of the switch from the Job Corps to the training centers was that you
were going to take the training to the people rather than the people
to the': training. This was one of the ways we were supposed to save a
lot of money.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. As I indicated before, the Job Corps population is
Jonly from about 16 to 22, whereas the OBS program involves pre-

sumably all ages.
We have some statistics indicating that 50 percent of JOBS enrollees

are under 22 years of acre, but not everyone who should have gone into
the Job Corps- fits into the JOBS pro:gram.

Mr. FoRn. But the original criterion was dealing with an age group
over 24 and under 45, wasn't it ?

Your testimony toaay indicates that there has been a considerable
amount of slipage in applyincr that criterion, so that there are a lot
of people being accommodatecror being put into the job training slots
that were not originally contemplated by the Congress.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Well, the one criterion that always has to be pres-
ent is the family income criterion. In addition to that, there must be
one of the certain other factors present, one being under 22; another
one being over 45 another one being a member a minority, regard-
l&ss of age or a handicapped person, et cetera, so there are other cri-
teria besides afre.

Mr. FoRn. Also note on page 11 of your testimony that you say in
the five cities where you made your review the training cost per enrollee
in the jobs program ranged from $671 to $6,833.

The cost of $6,833, what does that cost include?
Mr. Esc.u.W.L.GE. That would include the cost of on-the-job training;

costs to the employer for the unproductive time of the individual, in-
cluding any spoilage that may occur because he is beincr trained; and
the cost of any supportive services that may be render;d such as for
orientation, special counseling, medical assistance, and also some
sensitivity tramino- for supervisors of these enrollees.

Mr. STEIGER- WOuld the gentleman yield?
Mr. Font). Just let me ask one question, and then I will be glad to.

Do these figures of $6,000 and $7,000 Tper ear per enrollee include any
kind of medical care, or the provision o-f any shelter, food, or sup-
portive services such as Job Corps would be providing to the same
enrollee?

Mr. EscnwEor.- It could provide medical attention atid transpor-
tation, but not residential living or anything like that.

Mr. FORD. We don't provide clothing, foo d. and that sort of thing ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. No, that is right.
Mr. STEIGER- Would the gentleman now yield?
Mr. Fon"). Yes.
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Mr. STEIGER. Would it be possible for you to pinpoint somewhat
imore distinctly just what kind of training s being provided under the

contract that had a cost of $6,833?
Was this a high skill job with relatively high wages ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Well, this varies, of course, and the Department

has some guidelines which define the degree of skill of a particular
individual and then sp_ecify the range of Job training costs to be paid
for that degree of skill.

For example they may decide that for a certain type of job, be it a
computer programer let's say, the individual is completely unpro-
ductive for the first 13 weeks of his training-, and therefore they will
pay, in effect, the cost of employment, or the salary, for the first 13
weeks. Thereafter they may decide that for the next 13 weeks he is only
50 percent productive, and they will then reimburse the employer for
50 percent of the salary for that next 13 weeks.

This is the on-the-job training portion.
Mr. STEIGER. It would be helpful, I think, if we knew what kind

of a job opportunity was being trained for at that level, because if
I understand it, the average, you kaow, up to this point, is somewhere
closer to $2,000, or $2,300, nationwide, and it is easy- to pick that one
figure out that is a significantly higher figure but it has to relate to
something.

What does it relate to, what land of a job ?
Mr. ESCIEWEGE. It relates to a job that needs considerable training,

at least under their guidelines.
Mr. STEIGER. You did it in the five cities and I would assume you

wouldyou must have some knowledge, then, as to which land of a
company it was.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes, we have some examples. I am told that this
particular one, for $6,832.80, refers to eleraical positions in the auto-
motive industry. It involved about 27 weeks of training

Mr. STEIGER. In the automotive industry.
Mr. Esc.aly.LGE. As a clerk, though, not in the plant.
Mr. STEIGER. Was this the only one at this level ?
Mr. ESCITWEGE. We are ,giving you a range. It was probably one

of the highest ones, because the averao-e was close to $3,000.
Mr. FoRn. Did I understand yoeto say that it cost over $6,000 to

train a person for 27 weel?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. That is correct. This was the cost proposal.
Mr. FoRn. For a clerical position in an automobile plant ?
Mr. EscHWEGE. This is an unusual one.
Mr. FoRn. I hate to use the gentlelady from Orecron's

in
0-eneral com-

parison, but there are colleges this country thaewe coUld put you
through for that much money, a couple of times over.

It is going to come as a great shock to the auto workers that I rep-
resent in the Detroit area, that clerks are really that hard to find and
train.

I would just like to ask some more very quick questions, Mr. Chair-
man. I don't luiow whether you have the figures available this morn-
ing, but if you don't I would appreciate it if you would furnish the
answers to these specific questions.

I would like to Imow what the latest cost data on the operation of
the job corps centers is with particular attention to the training costs
on a unit basis.
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Mr. ESCHWEGE. We will have to furnish that.
(The document referred to follows :)

JOB CORPS SUMMARY, ENROLLEE DIRECT
COSTS I FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1969, TO MAR. 31, 1970

Average man-year cost

Pay,
Center allowance,

operations and travel Total

Men's centers
$5, 040 $1, 146 $6, 186

Women's centers
5,162 1,215 6,377

State conservation centers
1.661 521 2,182

Federal conservation centers
4, 711 1, 186 5,897

Residential manpower centers 2 13,312 811 14, 123

Job Corps, total/average 5, 096 1, 161 6,257

1 Information on indirect costs including amortization ofcapital, work project costs, overhead and support of the Depart-
ments (it Agriculture and the Interior for operation of the Federal conservation centers, recruitment, placement, and head-

quarters staff cost, is not available.
2 These centers are sometimes called minicen:ers. 5 ccaters are in operation, having been activated between July 1,

1969, and Mar. 9, 1970. The approximate number of months since seivation for the 5 centers are:

Center:
Months

Hawaii
9

New Jersey
8

Phoenix
5

Atlanta
2

Portland
1

Mr. FoRo. Then we worm like to know what that was at the time
the massive closing, of Job Corps centers was announced in early 1969
and then by way of comparison, the comparison of the latest cost data
on the mini ceuters that have replaced the Job Corps centers.

It is my understanding that out of five new centers three of them
are actually shrunken Job Corps centers, where we are using the same
basic facility and the same location, but just very few people, I would
like the comparison of the training- cost of that center now as con-
trasted to the cost when it was run as a Job Corps center.

I wonder if we could have an overall set of figures on what the
mini centers are doing, the mim center that is a new center as well
as the one that is a continuation or an offspring of the formal center.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. We will have to furnish that for the record_
(The document referred to follows :)

The closing of certain Job Corps centers was announced by the Secretary of
Labor in April 1969. The following schedule shows the enrollee direct man-year
cost at April 30, 1969.

JOB CORPS SUMMARY, ENROLLEE DIRECT.COSTS,I FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1968, TO APR. 30, 1969

Average man-year cost

Pay,
Center allowance,

operations and travel Total

Men's centers 65,659 $1,192 $6, 851

Women's centers 5,241 1,247 6. 488

Conservation centers 4, 636 1,185 5, 821

Job Corps total/average 5,200 1,204 6,404

I Information on indirect costs including amortization or capital, work project costs, overhead and support of the De-
partments of Agriculture and the Interior for operation of the Federal conservation centers, recruitment, placement, and
headquarters staff cost, is not available.
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The five Residential Manpower Centers (mini-centers) had an enrollee direct
man-year average cost of $14,123 at March 31, 1970. (See previous schedule for
details and approximate number of months since activation.)

COMPARISON OF DIRECT MAN-YEAH COSTS FOR RESIDENTIAL MANPCWER CENTERS NOW OPERATING AT

MMus JOB CORPS CENTER LOCATIONS I

Oirect man-year cost for the
period

July 1, 1968, to July 1, 1969, to

Center
Apr. 30, 1969 Mar. 31, 1970

Hawaii 2
$6.455 96, 600

New Jersey s
7, 177 13, 145

I Only 2 of ine 5 residential manpower centers. (RMC) now in operation are using the same basic facilities andfor
location as pravious Job Corps Centers. The Hawaii RMC is the "old" Koko Head Civilian Conservation Center. The Hawaii
RMC has the same capacity (250 trainees) as did Koko Head. The New Jersey RMC is located at the site of the former
Kilmer Men's Center. but has a capacity or 370 trainees, whereas the Kilmer Center had a capacity of about 1,900 trainees.

2 This center was activated on July 1. 1969. as a Residential Manpower Center.
3 This center was activated on Aug 1, 1969, as a Residential Manpower Canter.

JOB CORPS RESIOENTIAL MANPOWER CENTERS BREAKDOWN OF OIRECT COSTS FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1969.

TO MAR. 31, 1970

Residental manpower center

Atlanta Hawaii New Jersey Phoenix Portland

Center operating expenses:
Enrollee expenses $22, 041 $223,224 $306, 063 $66, 727 $42, 134

Operation and maintenance _ 206, 303 113,983 89,861 68.357 23, 247

Other operating expenses 144, 282 0 3, 061 155,050 79, 348

Total center operating expenses 372, 626 337. 207 398, 985 290, 134 144, 729

Center staff expenses:
Staff salanes. wages, and benefits 421, 964 557, 256 551, 075 393.334 108, 912

Staff travel 31, 573 13, P55 3,201 33, 361 4, 005

Staff training 500 1, 108 0 1, 979 96

Total center stau expenses 454, 037 572, 209 554, 276 428, 674 113, 013

Total operating and staff expenses 826, 663 909,416 953, 261 718, 808 257, 742

Less income 0 0 8,450 200 300

Center costs 826, 663 909,416 944, 811 718, 608 257. 442

Enrollee direct costs, pay, and allowances 12, 165 127,408 62,122 17, 517 3, 568

Total center and enrollee direct costs 838, C28 1, 036, 824 2. 006, 933 736, 125 261. 010

Ernivalent man-years 15.0 157. 1 76. 6 21. 6 4.4

Actual average man-year cost_ $55, 922 $6, 600 $13, 145 $34.080 $59, 321

Enrollment as of March 31. 1970 139 258 284 75 83

Note: Approximate number of months since activation: Atlanta, 2; Hawaii, 9; New Jersey, 8; Phoenix, 5; Portland, 1.
Source:Job Corps Center financial data, Oepartment of Labor.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Would it be possible to go back to the collection job

being trained for at that level of $6,833 ? At what point are we talking
about that program, are we talking about anMA-3 contract ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. An MA-3 contract, early in the program.
Mr. STEIGER. Entered in to when, approximately, 1968 ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Late in calendar year I96S.
Mr. STEIGER. I appreciate that very much.
Mr_ O'HARA. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEIGFx. Yes; of course I yield to my chairman.

'12-8t8
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Mr. O'HARA.. With what auto company ?
Mr. ESCHAVEGE- We were trying to keep the names out of it, because

we had not had an opportunity to have them comment, but it is the
Ford Motor Co.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you.
Mr. FoRD. I would just like to observe that Ford Motor Co. was

training ,oirls in the Job Corps Center a lot cheaper than that, or for
more sophisticated work.

That is a good area for us to make a comparison. Ask the chairman
to allow a request, since we lmow the Ford Motor Co. in contracting
for the Job Corps Center apparently was training people for more
sophisticated employment at a lower cost than this clerical training
program in the JOBS programs, to have a specific comparison made
between the cost involved in their contract under the JOB Corps
program and the cost involved in their contract under the JOBS pro-
0-ram This would give us the possibility of determining why this same
z, -
contractor has such a different cost under the two programs.

Mr. O'HARA. Without objection, counsel will be directed to ascertain
from the Ford Motor Co. just what the situation is.

(The document referred to follows :)
Pm:Leo-Font, GUTHRIE JOB CORPS CENTER SUMMARY

In 1969, the Philco-Ford Guthrie Job Corps Center provided comprehensive
training for young women at an average cost per corpswoman of $4,983. In addi-
tion, allowances for travel, dependents, monthly allowance, and readjustment to-
taled $1,0. a figure generated by the Jobs Corps prorated over all its centers.
Based on these figures, the cost per corpswoman day was $17.27.

In 1969, during the term of the Manpower Administration contract admin-
istered by Ford Motor Company, the Company provided training to men and
women at an average cost per salaxied clerical trainee of $3,363. Based on this
figure, the cost per salaried clerical trainee day was $12.93.1

Great care should be exercised in comparing these figures_ The Guthrie Job
Corps Center is a comprehensive, 24-hour-a-clay, 7-clay-a-week residential training
program ; the Manpower Administration program was a limited, 8-horx-a-day,
5-day-a-week non-residential program. The Guthrie program seeks to provide total
renewal training leading, in part, to placement The Manpower Administration
program was designed to put primary emphasis on preparation for placement
and on-the-job training after placement

TYKE GUTB-IITE aos CORPS CENTERCOSPSWOMEN COSTS

The Guthrie Job Corps Center provides a comprehensive, `-',4-hour-a-day, 7-days-
a-week residential training prop.= to prepare young women, 16 through 21
years of age, of all ethnic groups, for useful employment and the responsibities
of cia'zenship. '_rhe residents are given general education, occupational training,
cultural enrichment, supportive services, as well as clothing, food and shelter,
medical and dental services, and pay and allowances. The training program is
designed to promote and facilitate the adjustment of individual trainees to
socially acceptable patterns of attitude and behavior necessry for acceptance
into productive society. This training includes general and occupational educa-
tion. homemaking skills, health and physical education, encompassing personal
hygiene and family health practices, interpersonal relationships, including a
greater self-understanding. The Center also provides educational programs to
meet the specific needs of each Corpswoman- The basic education program in-
cludes all requirements necessary to allow Corpswomen to prepare for their
chosen vocation or the high school equivalency examination_ In instances involv-

I Please note that eather estimates by Ford Motor Company had placed the figure per
salaried clerical trainee at 86.833 or $26.2S per day. The lower costs were acbieved by
program efficiencies and the absorption of certain costs by Ford Motor Company.
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ing low previous education attainment levels, the educational program scheduled
for each CorPswoman is designed to compensate for those deficiencies. The
Guthrie Center provides all equipment. facilites, staff and services required
to accommodate 600 young wonaen. Occupational training is offered in the follow-
ing vocational clusters:

Business and Clerical ; Health Occupation ; Cosmetology.; Drafting ;
Lithography ; and Electronic AsSembly.

The vocational program provides training for specific occupations within each
cluster. The training is complemented hy on- and off-Center work experience.
Training emphasizes the development of personal characteristcs and attributes
sought by Prospective employe-s. The length of training period may vary from
four to fifteen months. Counseling is made available to the Corpswoman through-
out her stay at the Center. The counseling program is integrated with all aspects
of the CorPsweman's life at the Center. but particularly with her personal de-
velopment and with the educational and vocational aspects of her training. The
Center's placement responsibility is to assist Governmental and other agencies in
their efforts to secure employment for individual trainees.

Organized reereadonal activities are an integral part of the program for the
beneficial use of leisure time both on and off the Center grounds.

It becomes apparent that the Job Corps concept addresses the needs of the
total individual including cultural, social and persolia development as well as
prolonged occupational training.

Because of the nature and differing objectives of the job Corps Program, its
costs can only be approached from a Corpswoman's costs per year. The costs
of training a Corpswoman at the Guthrie Center during 1939 averaged $4,983
Per Corpswoman year. In addition to the contract costs were allowances for
travel, dependents, monthly allowances, and readjustments, which totaled $1.230
per Corpswoman in 1969. Such allowances were prorated for all Corpswomen
and did not apply specifically to the Guthrie Center.

1.110.TECT 250 SALARIM) CLExicAL TgArNiNGIIDTA CONTRACT 24-7-7-001-000

The original contract proposals for Project 250 contained an estimate of
6341.659 to train 50 salaried clerical trainees. This figure was developed to cover
all possible program contiagencies. The estimate worked out to $6.833 per trainee
(see Attachments A and B). and was approved by the Chicago Regional Man-
power Administrator as Part of MDTA Contract 24-T-7-001-000 dated July 30,
1968. Actual program costs billed to the Department of Labor totaled $147.650
or $3,363 per salaried clerical trainee (see attachment B). The lower costs were
achieved by program efficiencies and the absorption of certain costs by the Ford
Motor Company. The absorbed costs included items such as time off the job for
orientation and nersonal counseling along with productive differenal during
training. -Upgrading and career development activites were carred out on a
more limited basis than originally anticipated because the majority of the
trainees voluntarily elected not to take time off the job for this purpose. Each of
the trainees was eligible for, and many did, utili7e Company after-hours educa-
tion programs. These costs were not billed to the Department of Labor.

The major objectives of the project were substantially met and outside con-
sultants yated the salaried clerical training program as an outstanding success.
The evaluation also indicated that with sufficient support hardcore unemployed
women can be integrated into the worldorce with retention comparable to other
salaried employees.

COMPARISON OF APPROVED BUDGET AND ACTUAL EXPENSE FOR 50 SALARIED CLERICAL TRAINEES

PROJECT 250 SALARIED CLERICAL TRAININGMDTA CONTRACT 24-7-7-001-000

Cost item

Recruiting, hiring. and minor medical (minor medical and dental treatment)
Off-the-job training and counseling (trainee Wages, basic training, personal adjust-

ment. Job Vsill training and productive differential)
On-the-job training and counseling (iob orientation and personal counseling)
Upgrading and career development (continuing education)
Research and evaluation

Tote----------------------------------------------------------------

1 2-atT

Approved
budget

Actual
expenses

$4, coo 8371

171,136 100,243
64.827 31.345
938:006906 11,056

4,635

341,659 147,650
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ATTACHMENT B

PROJECT 250 SALARi ED CLERICAL TRAINING. MDTA CONTRACT 24-7-7-001-000 (SUBJECT: COMPARISON OF AP-

PROVED AND ACTUAL UNIT COST FOR 50 SALARIED CLERICAL TRAINEES)

Approved by contract Actual

Total program costs $341, 659 $147, 650

Number of program training days 260 260

Total number of trainees 50 1 43.9

Total number of reimbursable days 13,000 1 11,416

Total cost per trainee $341, 659 $147, 650
=$6,833 $3, 363

50 43.9

Daily unit cost . $6, 833 $3, 363
=$26.28 =$12.93

260 260

1 Because of phasing trainees into the program at different times, not an 50 salaried clerical trainees had completed their
260 training days as of Dec. 31. 1969, the actual contract termination date.The number of training days billed as of Dec.
31, 1969, is the equivalent of 43.9 trainees. Those trainees who had notcompleted their 260 days were absorbed into the
regular work force and no further billings were made to the Department of Labor.

Mr. STEIGER. First of all let me assess, if I may, this concept of a
preliminary report you are presenting today. Is this the practice of the
General Accounting Office, that they release preliminary data ?

Mr. ESCHIVEGE. No, sir; it is not our general practice, but since our
report, and our review, actually, would not be completed in time for
these important hearing,s before your subcommittee, we felt that we
could make some contribution by coming here today- and giving you
preliminary observations and findings. We recognize that you need this
information now and not in the fall when this report might come out.

Mr. STEIGER. As I recall, however, the practice in the past has been
that a preliminary report of this kind has not been made available to
Congress. I remember the efforts 2 years ago when efforts were made
to get preliminary GAO reports.

I must say I am surprised by this precedent you have established.
Have you not as yet formally sent this to the departments for their
comments from you ?

Mr. EsOnwEGE. That is right. Now, Congressman Steiger, I think it
depends upon how far we are along in the review. In this case, I would
say we are about 75 to 80 percent complete in our fieldwork, and we
have formed some pretty definite opinions, and some of them are
really backed up by other studies that have been made of the JOBS
program.

Of course this is not yet a report ; it is just a statement put together
for the purpose of presentation here today. $

Mr. STEIGER. All right. I will let them ,o-o at that. I again tell you
that it will put forward. I think, some problems if you maintain this
posture.

I am not sure this is entirely fair, but that is your judgment, and
not mine.

Let me go through your statement, if I may, and try to inquire in
some detail on certain statements that are made. On page 9, you say
a number of persons enrolled in the JOBS program clid not appear
to be eligible for its benefits under established eligibility criteria.

Are you in this instance talEng about noncontract positions, or
contract positions ?
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Mr. ESCHWEGE. We are talking about both.
Mr. STEIGER. You are talking about in the San Francisco-Oakland

area ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. This is an example we areusing.
Mr. STEIGER. Yes; I understand that, but you are saying, for ex-

ample, that hire cards, only 17 percent then contained information
on fmiiy incomes.

Is that noncontract hire cardsz or contract hire cards ?
ESCHWEGE. That again is both.

MI. STEIGER. That is both ; 441 persons had family incomes which
exceeded that permissible for inclusion by amounts ranging from
100 to 7 700. In terms of the time frame on which that figure is based,
are you talking about 1968 figures, are you tallang about 1969 figures,
or are you talking about 1970 figures?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. This would be as of September 30, 1969, up to that
point.

Mr. STEIGER. And it would include the full range from the start of
the prooTam through Decemberno, September 30, 1969.

Mr. eSCHWEGE. That is right.
Mr. STEIGER. At amount of $7,700, for which you stated that that

is an amount exceedinor that permissible, do you have any relationship
between that figure and whether that is training for a computer skill
job, or a lower sldll job, or a higher pay job versus a lower paid job ?

Mr. Esc.H.WEGE. No; I do not. We could furnish this if you would
like us to.

Mr. STEMER. Again your second point is that there are jobs which
are historically low wage, high turnover occupations.

You specifically mention in San Francisco such things as janitors,
messengers, maids, porters, et cetera.

Are these noncontract jobs?
Mr. Esca.WEGE. Yes, sir ; there were noncontract jobs.
Mr. STEIGER. All of those listed on page 10 are noncontract jobs ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. In the example yes, they are noncontract jobs.
Mr. STEIGER. Third, you recommended that there be greater rela-

tionship 'between CEP and the JOBS program and then you point to
the Oakland, CEP. I am a little unclear, I mist tell you, about what
you are talldnge about here.

The Oakland CEP reported that only 200 odd out of 1,100 had been
placed on JOBS programs, and San Francisco was a lesser number.

I think I am accurate that the JOBS concept is not limited to CEP
target areas. The CEP is a specific target area but the JOBS is a
metropolitanwide area.

So can you indicate what that figure means to us, since I don't under-
stand what it is, what its relationship is at all?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. If you hare a CEP in a city like Oakland, CEP
enrollees are supposed to ,ost preference on JOBS contract pledgees.

The jobs don't necessarily have to be in the target area of that CEP,
which encompasses probably an area smaller than the whole city.

Mr. STEIGER. My point would be, are you really analyzing apples
and oranges ? We were in Seattle for a field trip. The Seattle CEP was
not producing anybody for training in the Seattle OIC, for example.

That is not a criticism of SOIC, since that is not their responsibility.
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It is a criticism of JOBS, or more appropriately a criticism of CEP.
Just to give the figure is not an accurate appraisal, in my opinion, be-
tween the relationship between the CEP and the jobs.

Mr. Esc.a whoE. I think there is a problem at both ends. The JOBS
employers icfrrefer to hire their own people and just send them over to
the CEP for certification under the contract component where it is
required that they be certified.

There is probably also a problem with CEP not fully coordinating
and taking advantag-e of the JOBS openings in this 4S-hour perioa
in which they have this priority but I woul d. say as a general rule we
find that the employers prefer to bring in the man themselves and
interview him and, if they decide to hire him, just send him over to
CEP for certification.

Mr. Sztiorm. On pag-e 12 of your statement, you g_o into the so-called
market cost concept. It is my understanding and am correct, am I
not, that the market cost concept is no longer beino- used by JOBS ?

Mr. ESC.awEGE. It has been refined under the Ma.-6 contract, where
they will breakdown, especially the supporting services costs, in more
detail than they have in the past. In the past it was just one figure.

The breakdown now is separate for medical services, transportation,
basic education, and so forth, so that there has been some increase in
controls under MA-6. But this only started late last year, and we
did not get into that too much yet.

Mr. STEIGER. All rig;ht. But in terms of your analysis, the record
ought to indicate, shouldn't it, that the market cost concept has been.
changed, and is no longer being operated as it was at, the time this
analysis was made.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Well, they call it by a different name, sir, but it is
still a prici concept whereby actual costs are not considered as much.

The actual costs of such employer is what I am referring to. There
are fixed costs beyond which the department will pot make a con-
tract, for a given skill and for certsm types of training.

Mr. STEIGER. I am going to, with the permission of the Chairman,
insert a preliminary answer by the Labor Department to some of the
points that you have made, but you have a paracrraph in here in which
you talk about the Department guidelines insgucting negotiators to
take a handsoff attitude with contractors and not press them too far for
details.

I wonder whether or not that is in fact in context from the manual
that is used

Mr. Esau wkoE. Well, the reference here is that the negotiations en-
vironment must assume a nonadversary posture. This was so under the
MA-3 program. It also mentions this average of a half an hour beyond
which they should not negotiate with the employer in face-to-face
negotiations.

Mr. STEIGER. Is that M1-3 ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes; that is right.
NIT. SANGER. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. What is the status now in MA-6 ?

Mr. Esc.HAv hos. It is basically the same I am told.
Mr. STEIGER. Well, let me read this statement and then you comment

Cal it
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The time element referred to misconstrues the amount of time the negotiator
is to spend on the proposals.

It goes on from there at length.
This is the end of the quote here.
Do you see that?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes.
This is MA-6 you are reading from, but as we understand, they are

still not evaluating all these cost factors that are being proposed.
All they are doing is making sure they don't go over a certain maxi-

mum that the Department has prescribed.
Mr. STE1GE:R. Your contention is, then, and I am not sure just what

your contention is, I must admit. Are you saying that there is not
adequate valuation of the proposed contract ?

Mr. Esc.uN .r..GE. Yes ; in some of the instances, we found it was not
adequately evaluated. In. some cases there were errors in the use of the
onidelines, and in other cases apparently there was just no time to
evaluate them fully.

Mr. STEIGER. What I will do, if I may, Mr. Chairman, at this point
is to ask unanimous consent to insert in the record the complete text of
a letter to the Labor and Public Welfare Conmaittee of the Senate
from Arnold Weber of the Department of Labor.

Mr. O'HARA.. Without objection so ordered.
(The letter referred to follows :)

DimmiTMENT OF LABOR,
Washington, D.C., April 28, 1970,

Hon. RAI2H YARBOROUGH,
Chairman, Labor and Public Welfare Committee,
U.S. Senate, W ashington, .D.C.

DEAR MR. Cast:ems...NT : A majority staff report on the Job Opportunities in
the Business Sector (JOBS) program has been transmitted to you by Chairman
Nelson of the Senate Subcommitte on Employment, Manpower and Poverty. The
Department of Labor welcomes criticism of its manpower programs by the
Congress. but there are several areas where the majority staff report can be
improved upon.

It is recognized that the General Accounting Office is presently studying the
JOBS program and a full and complete assessment of the program's perform-
ance may not be possible until late in 1970. However, in the interest of provid-
ing a balanced picture at this time, the following comments are in order:

L INTRODUCTION"

The JOBS program represents unique meshing of the resources and abilities
of business and government in finding jobs for disadvantaged unemployed per-
sons We are aware of the problems encountered by virtually all of the other
manpower programs now availablethat is, the ability to locate jobs that not
only pay well but also offer opportunties for advancement after the training
has been completed. This is what the JOBS program offers, and in greater
quantity and quality than all efforts that have preceded it The JOBS program
is a landmark program of cooperative effort and should be a cornerstone of our
future manpower programs. It is recognized that there are problems in the
JOBS program as is the case of any large undertalfing and <rowing pains are
to be expected. The business-government effort has been eltremely alert in
orrectino. problmns and is continuously improving and strengtheninm the pro-
gram. We hope to point out in this report the considerable strengrhs of the
program as well as its wealniesses and the steps that are being taken to
further improve it

The most important conclusion drawn from the Subcommittee report appears
on Page 138 :

Whatever problems may be present in the NA_B/JOBS Program as it now
stands, however, there is no question that it bas made significant contri-

.
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butions to the problem of finding jobs for the hard-core unemployed. As
with any new programs, particularly one with such an ambitious goal,
it is hardly surprising that problems have been encountered in attempting
to carry out, on a practical and nationwide scale, one of the first programs
to signifcantly link together Government and private enterprise for the
solution of a most pressing social problem. As Levitan, 3Iangum and Tag-
gart indicate :

* * * for every anecdote of a firm on the make or less than fully com-
mitted, there are equally documented cases of firms going far beyond
their contractual obligations to absorb extraordinary costs and expand
extra efforts. (Page 35)

The benefits of the JOBS program go beyond the jobs given to thousands of
disadvantaged persons. Many of the executives who have worked for NAB have
gone back to their parent companies with a greatly increased understanding of
the pro':lems of the disadvantaged, and an increased concern for contributing
to thc, s.ilution of those problems. Firms which previously would not have
thought of hiring the hard-core, or perhaps even any member of a minority
group, have found that a change in this policy is a benefit not only to the hard-
core disadvantaged, but to themselves.

II. RESULTS OF THE PROGItAM

The performance of the JOBS program to date has been impressive. The pro-
gram was announced by President Johnson in his Manpower Message to the
Congress on January 23, 1968, and program activities began in March of 1968.
In a scant period of less than two years, over 432.000 disadvantaged persons
had been hired, and nearly 53% were still employed by the original firm or had
stayed on the firm's payroll for at least six months. This remarkable effort has
involved nearly 23.000 firms throughout the country. In addition, a large per-
centage of the firms have hired and trained disadvantaged persons without the
benefit of government financial assistance. To date, over 70% of the disadvan-
taged persons have been hired by firms under the non-contract phase of the
JOBS program.
A. Interpreting Statistics

The majority background report raises the question of the accuracy or tne
statistics under the JOBS program, especially in the non-contract portion which
relies upon the voluntary efforts of businessmen in the reporting of hires and
retentions. Clearly, in a major voluntary effort such as this, there are going to
be some areas of non-reporting or incomplete reporting. The performance of the
JOBS program has been so substantial, that whatever structural softness may
be present in the raw statistics, by any objective standard, the program would
still be more successful in finding jobs for disadvantaged persons than all
previous efforts.

There is evidence available to support the greatest proportion of the figures
given. For example, o follow-up study on the income earned by former JOBS
employees was made using data from the Social Security Administration.
Though individual records were not examined by NAB, the Social Security
Administration compiled data in a manner which would indicate shifts in both
annual earnings and the number of quarters JOBS employees were employed.

The results of this study are meaningful. A random sample of 12,000 trainees
u-as studied including employees from both contract and non-contract JOBS
programs. The mean earnings of the 12,000 employees in calendar year 1966
was $1,499. During 1968, mean earnings for these employees increased to
$2,592an increase of 73%. In addition, the number of employees with no re-
ported earnings in 1966 decreased by 90% in 1968, and, in the same period.
the number of employees with earnings between $4,000 and $6,000 increased by
more than 50 percent. It is evident that JOBS employees have substantially bene-
fitted from their participation in the program. This is substantiation of the
viability of the JOBS program and there is no "softness" in these statistics.

A Labor Department study of the wages received by JOBS employees under
the MA-3 contract portion of the program further illustrates the overall effec-
tiveness of the program. rnis study, which surveyed the wage rates in contracts
signed in the first half of FY 1970, showed that the more than 13.000 employees
participating in these contracts receive an average wage of 82.10 per hour at
the time of entry into training and could expect to receive an average of $2.49
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per hour after nine months- This represents an increase of nearly 19% above
their starting wage. This wage rate further represents an annual wage of $5,200.
The average family size for JOBS contract employees is 3.7 and an estimate
of the poverty level income for a family of that size is $3,420. Thus the income
of the average JOBS emyployees will be raised considerably above the poverty
level. This also indicates that the jobs being offered by emplcyers on the whole,
cannot be characterized as low wage, deadend jobs.

The subcommittee background report indicates that some of the jobs found
in the program, both under the contract and noncontract phases, do not offer
the employee the full opportunity to earn a proper living. This should be cor-
rected through careful administration and the development of standards that
would ensure all trainees the opportunity to break out of the poverty eycle.
We believe that this standard should not be based solely on the wage rate of
the job but also on the potential for advancement offered by the job. In addi-
tion, such standards should take into account the geographical differences of
prevailing wage rates and particularly the cost of living in a specific area. The
wage rate that is acceptable in New York City is not comparable to that which
could be expected in Vermont.

As the background report by the subcommittee points out, there have been
deficiencies in the management data system for the contract and non-contract
JOBS programs. It is acknowledged that as a result of these deficiencies certain
important items of information on the progress of the program are lacking.
We strongly believe that the JOBS program must have an accurate comprehen-
sive data system to allow the Congress and the Administration to properly assess
the results and effectiveness. The Administration has recognized these deficien-
cies and has already taken steps which will result in improved information. It
is our understanding that a completely revamped JOBS management informa-
tion system has been developed and implemented by the Department of Labor
and the National Alliance of Businessmen working in a cooperative effort. This
information system is designed to specifically produce information on completors
of the contract JOBS program. This information could not be recovered from
the system developed under the previous Administration. The new information
system also designed to produce a complete response from JOBS contractors for
all information required. The information system for the non-contract JOBS
program has also been revised in accordance 'with the changes in the contract
JOBS system. In addition, further study is underway to determine the most
effective means f or aiding non-contract employers in their reporting efforts.

The present reporting system does produce accurate information confirming
the fact that the JOBS program is, in fact, reaching disadvantaged persons. It
is significant to note that the characteristics of the employees in the non-contract
program are essentially similar to those under the contract program. The criticism
that has been voiced that employers ar, "creaming" or not hiring disadvantaged
persons does not appear valid. Undoubtedly some employers in a large program
such as JOBS will not follow the requirements, but the following information
conclusively demonstrates that the JOBS program is reaching the disadvantaged
( See Attachment 1) :

The average income for all participants prior to enrollment was $2,432
while the average family size was 3.6 persons. The poverty level for this fam-
ily size is $3,360 or almost $1,000 more than the average wage prior to
enrollment.

Seventy-three percent of all employees were Negroes and an additional 16
percent came from other minority groups such as Mexican Americans and
Puerto Ricans. Thus a total of 00% of all JOBS employees are members of
minority groups.

Fully 50 percent of all JOBS employees are under age 22. the same age
group as that of the Job Corps. Furthermore, 73 percent of JOBS trainees
are male.

Sixteen percent of JOBS employees were receiving public assistance.
The average JOBS employee had received only 10.5 years of schooling.
The average JOBS employee had been unemployed 21.5 weeks.

The characteristics of JOBS employees noted above tell the story well. The
JOBS program is reaching the young Negro male who has been unemployed for
a lengthy period of time and who has not graduated from high school. This group
is most likely to have poorly developed work attitudes and other employment
impediments. It is this group that comprises one of the major social concerns to
the country and the JOBS program is clearly reaching them.

J 3
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B. atanagement Procedures
We believe that it is absolutely imperative that effective program management

procedures be implemented in dealing with a program with the scope of JOBS.
With the expansion of the program from the first tier of fifty standard Metropoli-
tan Statistical Areas to the entire nation, serious understaffing problems in the
Labor Department's regional offices became readily apparent. The regional DOL
offices responded to this additional strain by reallocating staff, but these shifts
in personnel bad to be articulated with the rest of the Manpower Administration's
programs. In September, 1969. in response to the increased workload of projects
funded after the second tier of 125 metropolitan areas was added to the program.
a systematic monitoring schedule was put into place. Regional office monitoring
staff were required to visit on-site all companies awarded JOBS contracts. The
first visit was to be made within 30 days after the execution of the contract, and
thereafter in frequency according to the size of the contract award. Contracts
with a total obligation in excess of $100,000 were to be visited every 30 days;
those between $50.000 and 6100.000. every 60 days; and the balance, with obliga-
tions of less than $50.000 at least once every 90 days. Reference is made to this
system in the JOBS Handbook, Page VI-2.

When it was decided in the fall of 1969, that the contract would be available
to employers throughout the country, over 500 State Employment Service staff
members were specially trained to au.gonent the regional office staff. The responsi-
bilities of these State based Contract Service Representatives are to assist in the
promotion and development of JOBS '70 proposals, and to also engage in technical
assistance to contractors after the award of a JOBS contract. These representa-
tives are not to function as contract compliance officers during post award visits.
but to aid contractors in program operation. Implicit in this activity, however, is
the notification of the appropriate regionally based monitoring staff if any con-
tract irregularities are uncovered. Where additional investigafive activities are
deemed appropriate, the Special Review Staff of the Assistant Secretary for Man-
power is alerted. This staff will conduct an intensive on-site investigation of the
charges to determine what action should be taken. This action includes referral
to the Department of Justice when elements of fraud against the Government
are exposed. It is important to note that the Special Review Staff has investigated
only 27 cases for possible instances of fraud or gross mismanagement. This is
approximately 1% of the number of contracts executed.

The revised information system is programmed to detect instances of nonre-
porting contractors or abnormal invoicing practices. The system will function as
a backup for regional staff who might not have picked up invoicing or reporting
aberrations.

The Department of Labor has also employed audit firms to supplement depart-
mental auditors in reviewing contract activities. Evaluation studies are con-
tinually being conducted. Much of the information in the Subcommittee Report
was extrapolated from the Systems Development Corporation's evaluation report.
conducted under Labor Department auspices. Other independent evaluation
groups have been employed to scrutinize the effectiveness of the JOBS program
including its impact on the community, and to determine which program designs
appear to be the most effective. These evaluation studies and other reports are
used to constantly improve the JOBS program.

There is a suggestion in the background report that community groups be
involved in contract negotiations ostensibly to assist the Government in screen-
ing out exploiters of unskilled labor. We do not believe that it would be proper
to invite third parties, who are not involved in the contract, to participate in
contract negotiations. The suggestion does lend itself, however, to a form of
community involvement that is in existence and which can be developed further.
The NAB has set up Community Advisory Boards in the majority of its Metro
offices. Leaders of the minority community are providing assistance in the pro-
cram's outreach activities. These groups could be contacted as part of the pre-
award survey conducted by the Labor Department's proposal evaluators to cull
out the companies lmown to have had reputations in the community because of
their deslings with the local populace. These activities would necessarily be done
prior to additional contract with proposers to insure the privacy of contract be-
tween the principals.
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There is a safeguard against runaway invoicing by contractors by the nature
c't the contract mechanism. As a fixed unit cost contract for performance, no
billings can oc?ur except in relation to employees being on the job and in training.
The contract is based on Performance insofar as attendence is concerned, and
t he j?ifiltt.iee program's methods is reflected by its retention of the JOBS
e,tnDlo cost reimbursement contracts where the costs accrue regard-
IftS: of PrograM success, an unsuccessful JOBS project that does not hold the

will not receive funds availab:e under the contract.
etresgePartnient of Labor and the National Alliance of Businessmen have had
a (.obtinuous and fruitful relationship since the inception of the JOBS program.
The unique nature of the DOL-NAB relationship has resulted in some difficult
Moments, bu_t good examples of. the results of this relationship are the recently
develooed JuBS '70 Consortium and the revamped JOBS management informa-
tion system. Contrary to the comment noted on page 121 of the Subcommittee
1ePort t XAB "rejected" the revised management information system,acilzralt
-,..' Worked very closely in the development of the system and
rovided myaluable assistance in its expeditious printing, distribution and

itntdenientation.
The letters received by the Subcommittee bear out the generally favorable

response hY business to the combined efforts of the Labor Department and
NAB. where businessmen are critical of the DOL it has been generally on the
.,,rniness of the Department in adhering to the guidelines. Both the DOL and

'-`...A.13 hare maintained a careful, arms-length relationship on the issuance of
..i OBS contracts being very much aware of possible charges of ecnflict of
interests- .A verY LIMPortant product of the NAB-DOL relationship is the change in
attitude and outlook within the participating business community with regard
to their hiring and supervisory practices. Many of the traditional practices
have been demonstrated to be outmoded and new policies have been developed.
In additio.,I4 In, any businessmen through their association with NAB. have gained
a new ottriooK on the problems of the country which they carry back to their
firms. These are some examples of the long-run benefits that this cooperative
7.1at ii brought about.

The Subcommittee background report places great emphasis on the vulner-
ability of the JOBS program to "recession". While the affect of an economic
dOWnturn 7111 defmitely influence the hiring and employment posture of some

!t 1S certainly premature to consider the economy as presently being
M a ressionec .. urthermore. it must be kept in mind that approximately 70%
Of all Private

. -L....

sector employment has been substantially unaffected by earlier

rI've-s:iboenlsleye that the JOBS program can and should remain a major element
in the Nation s manpower program. Certainly the program must be adaptable
to the eniploym

'
ent situation. The fact that the program can respond is evidenced

eventsbY recent dealing with the Chrysler Corporation. As is noted in the
Chrysler ketter to the Subcommittee, it became impossible for the Corporation
to fulfill ItS conunitments to train additional people for its assembly plants.
Paeing the reality of the situation, the Corporation developed additional pro-
g'ra of auto mechanics and auto body repairmen at its dealer-

for trained people continues unabated, and, in fact. is
lss wfohrertehe

growing. Ch7sler has also taken this opportunity to contract for the upgrading
of 400 working disadvantaged persons presently on its payrolls for more chal-
lengdwg jobs in thnnayeoCorporation. This reflects one company's adaptability to
changes in the

There are -.-owth areas in the economy at all thnes and the JOBS program
oas been moving in

and i
this direction. A new JOBS consortium contract has been,_

el.

develoPed ssued. It is designed to involve smaller businessmen, particularly
those in th. e emerging service occupations such as TV and appliance repair.
auto repit?.T, and health occupations. The move to the smaller employers has
been particularly evident during FY 1970. The recent accelerated performance
Of the jOB program belies, in part the dire predictions made in the Subcom-
Mittee reP°rt- Prom February 16, 1970, through April 10. 1970, 652 contracts
erving 18,033 disadvantaged persons at a cost of 640,022.000 were approved.

1298
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III. Setting the Record Straight
It would appear that some erroneous background information has led to a

compounding of the generalizations presented in the Subcommittee's staff back-

ground report. This inadvertent misreading of the available information has
unfortunately colored some of the basic statements found in the report.

On the discussion of the program results (Page 3) the statements are made

that -The annual Manpower Report of the President . conceded that the JOBS
premise is not fully tested . . . that the program has had startup problems. the
most serious of which has been high turnover." In context, the annual report
stated on page 62:

This program is built on the premise that immediate placement in jobs
at regular wages; followed by training and supportive services, provides
superior motivation for disadvantaged individuals. This premise is sup-
ported by initial expernee, although it is not yet fully, tested. The program
has had startup problema. The most serious problem to date is turnover,
which has been greater than expected. although it appears to be about on a
par with the usual experience in entry-level jobs.

(Emphasis supplied)
Thus, while th c.... actual statement does recognize some program difficulties, it

nevertheless puts them in perspective to the actual circumstances regarding the
program-Another error, while of simple arithmetic, unfortunately .exaggerates the pro-
gram's turnover problems. On Page 4. the background report states that of some
30,756 persons hired. only 14,564 remained on the job. cdring a retention fignre
of 32.1 percent. This is an arithmetic error and it should 17e 475 percent, of course,
which NN,:.,en supplemented by the S.9 percent that the GAO concluded may have
terminated for "good reasons", the retention rate of the MA-3 contracts would
increase to 56.4 percent, rather than the 41.0 percent as reported_ Compared to
the 54 percent turnover of American industry as a whole, it would appear that the
program is at least retaining the chronically unemployed on a par with the
general mainstream of the Nation's workforce. This is indeed notable when we
realize that the JOBS program serves a disadvantaged, chronically unemployed
clientele.

While it is the hope that contract negotiations would not be overly protracted,
the nature of the report's recital of the negotiator's role is overstated_ The Re-
port on page 112 cites a "Thirty Minute Rule" and goes on to paraphrase state-
ments found in the Negotiator's Handbook that would lead a casual observer to
conclude that in fact the emphasis is on "get the money obligated as quickly as
possible to make a good showing for the program."

Unfortunately, the background report neglects to include many of the state-
ments that emphasized the absolute need for program quality which are noted
below :

The principal purpose of (the JOBS Program) is to assist hard-core un-
employed persons in obtaining jobs and the related training and other sup-
port necessary to insure that they become stable and productive members
of our society. The principal purpose of the MA-4 contract must be the
same (Operating Manual for the Evaluation, Negotiation and Award of
...11A-4 Contracts, Page IV-2). Manpower Administration policy calls for
agreement between the evaluator and the proposer on program before evalua-
tion and negotiation of price. Emphasis on the program factor does not
rilthitni7e the importance of contractor responsibility or proposed price ;
rather. it stresses the criticality of program excellence to the overall suc-
cess 4 the MA-5 program_ (Operating Manual for the Eva2uation, Negotia-
tion and Award of 3IA-5 Contracts, Page 65)

The time element referred to by the background report also misconstrues the
amount of time the Evaluator/Negotiator is to spend on each proposal. Mindful
of the time constraints on businessmen in the normal course of their business
activity, and ackmowledOng the fact that the JOBS program is an adjunct to their
main purpose, the Handbook prescribes that prior to meeting with an employer
face to face, a series of eight procedures be completed. They include an evaluation
of the proposal and a verification of the job levels ; a check of the company's
eligibility through EEO compliance lists and financial soundness. (Dun and Brad-
street check) ; obtaining additional information via the telephone, and prepara-
tion for negotiation with other staff members. (Handbook for the JOBS Program,
Page V-23). The emphasis is on prenegotiation preparation rather than discus-
sions face to face.
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likewise regarding the injunction that "few MA-6 proposals should be re-
jected out-of-hand as nonresponsive" the randbook continues :

Only those which appear permanently impairedfor example. those from
ineligible employersshould be summarily rejected. It is quite possible that
the MA-6 program, as structured, NN'li require considerable DOL effort to
assist contactors in preparing acceptable proposals (Cf. Handbook,
Page TV-1).

Further discussion lists the other proposal disqualifying factors and states that
any of the disqualifying factors must be repaired before further negotiations.
( Cf. Handbook, page V-10 et seq.) This is at considerable variance with the
background report statement that ". . . the NAB/JOBS program creates a sit-
uation where contracts (which may involve up to several million dollars) may be
granted with relatively little review'. (page 113).

Even though the training of Department staff is continually evolving, a closer
and .more thorough reading of the available instructional materials would have
clearly indicated that a strenuous procedure of cheeks and rechecks have been
instituted prior to any contract award. The background report (page 16) does
take sonie cognizanee of the contracting procedure when it states, although this
time with some implied criticism . . "that some Labor Department represen-
tatives, at least, are quite rigid on what they will or will not approve in JOBS
contracts . . ." And of course, this approval is necessary if a contract is to be
executed.

Another point of possible misunderstanding is what the contract covers for
repayment. Prior to the MA-6 (JOBS '70) contract series. Department of Labor
negotiators would consider total dollar cost in relation to the job skill, the wages
paid to the JOBS employee, and the presumed value of the supportive services
to be provia in excess of what the employer would normally provide his other

was little historical information to determine standard costs,
for what is regarded as -normal" levels of costS could vary in each region of the
country. In the restructuring of the latest contract format, however, a general
body of information on cost bases was predicated and incorporated in the pro-
posal package. The pricing guidelines were not set forth as norms, but rather
maximums up to which a component price could be negotiated. The negotiations
would now revolve around building a total contract cost on the individual ele-
ments of the training program. Exceptions in excess of the broad pricing guide-
lines would have to be approved by the Regional Manpower Administrator on a
ease by case basis.

'The- need for negotiations and questions on the cost of each of the program
elements was reemphasized in the JOES '70 Announcement (page 11) : "The cost
guidelines are maximums and speeial care should be taken to see that they
do not become the norm". Much of the background Report dwells upon the
extraordinary profits that might accrue to a contractor under the program. It
nevertheless recognized that a serious, bona fide attempt to intezrate those
persons who might not have otherwise had the opportunity for a decent job, could
cost an employer money (page 17).

It might do at this point to determine exactly how much an employer might
get under the current MA-6 contract program. Apart from the wages paid to an
employee (which becomes relevant in the determination of the On-the-Job Train-
ing component), an employer, receiving the maximum costs allowable would re-
ceive no more than $1,055.50 for the supportive services provided. (See Attach-
ment 2.)

The balance of the contract cost is determined on the wage rate, with re-
payment for those times when an employee is clearly nonproductive. This would
include the time spent in job-related education, orientation and counseling. The
On-The-Job Training cost is determined on a basis of 50% of the wage rate for
the period estimated to train an unsidlled person for a specific job. The time
spent in On-ilie-Job Training is based on the skill eode as determined by the
complexity of the occupation as reflected by the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
It was assumed that going from being completly nonproductive to fully pro-
ductive during the hands-on skill training would average to a 50% productivity
rate for the entire period. Thus the OJT cost element is not a wage subsidy but
designed to offset the costs incurred during training while a full salary was being
paid to the JOBS employee. Under many of the other training programs, a trainee
may receive a training allowance, without regard to the .wage potentiai of the
ocaunation for which he has had training.

eL1300
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The statement found on page 110 of the background Report is misleading for
it appears that the total cost of the services could be in excess of $5200. In point of
fact, a contract under MA-6 would have to offer a disadvantaged person training
for a skill code 1() (equivalent to becoming a Tool and Die Maker) at a salary
of $4.00 per hour for a period of 46' weeks, giving maximum and complete services.
including Child Care Assistance to have a contract price of 65213.

IV. Conclusion
We believe that this effort must be encouraged further, and we are pleased that

the present Administration has taken the necessary steps to improve the opera-
tion of fuis progxam. We hope that the suggestions offered in this report will
further improve and refine the program.

Sincerely yours, ARNOLD R. WEBER.
Aniatant Secretary for itanpmccr.

Mr. STEIGER. On page 13 now you have in here a statement that
says there were 93,200 which exceeded the on-the-job training costs
under the Department's own guidelines.

Which guidelines do you have reference to and would you accurately
portray the fact that there really are not many guidelines in terms of
what the permissible on-the-job training costs are ?

Mr. EscirWEGE. Yes, sir ; there are guidelines. I am trying o figure
out which contract this is. This is an MA-3 contract.

Mr. STEIGER. Which was entered into when, 1968 ?
Mr. SANGER. I am looking- for a date here. It was one of the earlier

contracts. I am not sure whether it was 1968, or early 1969.
Mr. STEIGER. All right.
But it was an MA-3 contract ?
Mr. SANGER. That is correct.
Mr. STEIGER. And late 1968 or early 1969 would be your best estimate

as to when that took place ?
Then what is the specific guideline you aretalldng about ?
Mr. SANGER. The Department included in its guidelines, cost ranges

which were allowable for various positions, and these were used by the
negotiator for determining whether these ranges were exceeded in the
proposal.

There were specific dollar amounts.
.Mr. STEIGER. Was there also, for example, flexibility given to the

regional manpower administrator to make changes in those ?
Were those hidebound. guidelines ?

Mr. SANGER. They were, with maximums and minimums.
Mr. STEIGER. With no wavability at all ?
Mr. SANGER. I suppose they could have been waived.
Mr. STEIGER. That is my point- Were these clear, definitive guidelines

that ought not to have been exceeded ?

I am not sure that is the case, and I would like to have you submit
for the record at this point the guidelines so that we can see them, or
<rive us some better analysis as to whether or not those were definitive
guidelines, or simply guideposts which were then up to the regional
administrator or to accept, reject or to modify.

(The document referred to follows :)

SCHEDULE FRAM THE MA-3 GUIDELINES

The following schedule from the MA-3 guidelines shows by skill level and wage
rate, the range of Government contributions toward a contractor's extraordinary
costs under the MA-3 program.

is.61
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TABLE 4.-FIXED-UN IT COST GUIDELINES

Total dollar Range of Range of maxi-

Range of Dollars Total dollar Dollar range Range- total fixed- mum adjusted

ill17,7 additional per range-OJT per week SS/C (col. 5 X unit cost 3 fixed-unit cost

Job code 2 rate 3 weeks- week- (col. 2 )( col. SS/C 4 52 weeks) (col. 5 -r col. (col. 7 X 110

OJT OJT 3) 7) percent)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) f8) (9)

Group 1:
23-22 $2. 00 4-10 $10 $40-$100 $10-$20 $520-$1, 040 $56041, 140 $616-$1, 254

21 2. 00 8-14 15 120-210 10-20 520-1, 040 640-1, 250 704-1, 375

20 2.00 12-18 20 240-380 10-20 520-1, 040 760-1, 400 836-1, 540

Group II:
19 2.25 16-22 25 400-550 10-20 520-1, 040 920-I, 590 I. 012-I, 749

18 2.25 20-26 25 500-650 10-20 520-1, 040 1, 020-1, 690 1, 122-1. 859

1 7 2. 25 24-30 30 720-900 10-20 520-1, 040 I, 240-1, 940 1, 364-2,134

Group III:
16 2.50 28-34 30 840-1, 020 10-20 520-1, 040 1, 360-2, 060 1, 496-2.266

I 5 2.50 32-38 35 I, 120-I, 330 10-20 520-1, 040 1, 640-2, 370 I, 804-2, 607

14 2. 50 36-42 35 1, 260-1, 470 10-20 520-1, 040 1, 780-2, 510 1, 958-2, 761

Group IV:
13 2.75 40-46 40 1. 600-1. 840 10-20 520-1, 040 2, 120-2. 880 2. 332-3. 168

12 2.75 44-3 40 1, 760-2, 000 10-20 520-1, 040 2, 280-3, 040 2. 508-3.344
Gcoup V :

11 3.00 48-52 45 z, 160-2, 340 10-20 520-1, 040 2. 680-3. 380 2. 948-3, 718

10 3.00 52 50 2,600 10-20 520-1. 040 3, 120-3, 640 3, 432-4, 004
3, 500-4, 500 6 3, 850-4, 950

f With the exception of col. 2, all dollars (and time periods) indicated in the table represent the Government's contribu-
ion to extraordinary costs (and time) to train the hardcore employee.

2 The sum of the last 3 digits of the DOT code (e.g., 724.781 gives a JOB code of 16).

3 The pay rate for the job for which the trainee is being prep& .d. A quick reference for this rate is the proposal summary

sheet.
SS/C includes orientation, basic education, and other support services. (See MA-3R.F.P., sec. III, A, B, and D.) Rates

per week can be reimbursed for periods up to 52 weeks even though the OJT period is less than 52 weeks.
'Amounts in this column mq be increased up to 10 percent at the discretion of the evaluator/negotiator. The amounts

shown in Col. 8 include the maximum increases.
6 The jump rate range for job codes 11 and 10.

The following excerpts from the guidelines developed for the Deptctment of
Labor in connection with the MA-3 program is intended to clarify the status of
the preceding cost guidelines.

"(2) Pricing Only Additional Costs. The R.P.P. for MA-3 does not require
the contractor to submit cost data in any detail beyond the fixed unit cost for
each job classification. In effect. the fixed unit cost is a firm fixed price proposal
or a bottom line price without a cost breakdown. More impcztantly, the bottom
line price must represent all or a part of oniy the extraordinary costs estimated
for hiring and training a hard-core employee. Extraordinary costs are defined
as the additional costs over and above thosecustomarily incurred by the employer
when he hires and trains a regular (or non-hard-core) employee. Table 4,- Fixed
Unit Cost Guidelines, shows the Government's maximum contributions to these
extraor'.inary costs for each of 22 Job Codes. The maximum adjusted fixed unit
cost range for each Job Code is indicated in column 9 of the chart. Each cost
range in column 9 represents a Government `take-it-or-leave-it' contribution rather
than an average figure or `first offer.' Thus for example, fr the job proposed
falls in the 23-22 Job Code, and the contractor proposes a unit price of $1,360
with a permanent rate of $1.60, the evaluator/negotiator should counteroffer,
perhaps. $1,150. Under no circumstances should he settle over $1,254. Settlements
over the column 9 maximum will only be made with prior approval of the MA-3
Director: he will grant such exceptions only in cases where other circumstances
are very compelling."

Pertinent instructions in the JOBS Handbook for the MA-6 program state:
--5. Contract Award.-The FMA's are responsible for managing JOBS proposals

at the ;.eional level and for awarding and servicing contracts. Regional contract
management must be in accordance with the Manpower Administration guidelines
set forth herein.

RMA's have authority to award all .10.8S f.ontracts withinthe target allowances
issued by the national office, except for any proposed contract providing far
training in construction trades at a construction site. Prior approval for award
of these contracts must be secured from the Manpower Administration on a

1302,
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case-by-case basis, and the RMA should forward the proposed contract to the
Manpower Administrator for such approval."

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Well, I think the problem arises because the time
that was considered unproductive under this contract seemed to be
somewhat unreasonable.

The on-the-job training portion provided for 100 percent unproduc-
tive time for the first 5 weeks in class, and the 7 weeks at the store.
In addition, this provides for 50 percent unproductive time in the
second quarter of the contract, and 30 percent of unproductive time
in the third quarter, and 20 percent in the fourth quarter.

This was a mere estimate by the contractor and there was another
contractor who was also funded under the JOBS contract. He was
covered by the same union in which the same type individual was to
be trained, but for the first 8 weeks the trainee was considered 100
percent unproductive, and 66 percent unproductive for the next 4
weeks, and 33 percent for the last 4 weeks, or 4 months in total ; whereas
the other contract provided for subsidizing .on-the-job training for
at least part. of the salary for the entire year.

Actual experience in this case showed that the entire 5,week class-
room training; was not necessary, so they reduced the amount of
classroom training. We talked to eight store managers and eight
trainees, and everyone was agreed that. the employees were about as
productive as regular apprentices.

.

Mr. STEIGER. Would you think, based on your analysis of these five
that this is a pattern ?

Mr. ESCRWEGE. We can really only talk about these cities.
Mr. STEIGER. I know.. Is this a pattern within those .five cities, or

was this an isolated incident ? .

Mr. ESCHwEGE. There are other cases. I wouldn't consider them
representative, however, of all companies reviewed in the five cities.

Mr. STEIGER. Do you know at this point what work the Department
of Labor itself -is doing in terms of attempting to do a better job in
monitoring and correcting instances in which -training was supposed
to .be given and wasn't (riven in cases where funds had been expended
thatought not to have been expended ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes. The Dcpartment of Labor, as we point out in
our statement, has endeavored to improve the program as it went
along. And they have, for instance, shortened the payout period to
the contractor.

They are trying to provide more monitoring. As I said earlier. I
think these new pricing procedures are an improvement over the
previous ones.

Mr. STEIGER. Specifically, for example, on page 14 you talk about
the weaknesses in contract-reimbursement procedures. This was true,
was it not, in the MA-3 and MA-4 days. Particularly, if you found 't
to be as true in the MA-5 and MA-6?

Mr. ESCITWEGE. Our review basically was of MA-3 and MA-4.
31.1-5 is later, and MA-6 is very new.

Mr. STEIGER. Yes. The Department is trying to check more, closely,
aren't they ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. This is what they are saying. We haven't checked
it out.

-1303
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Mr. STEMER. On page 14, you also talk about the monitoring of
employees in California which is carried out by contractors. You are
not in that instance talking about a private contractor, but the State
of California thvision of apprenticeship standards.

So it is a State agency serving as that contractor.
When do you expect your final report will be completed ?
Mr. EscHWEGE. We hope it will be released to the Congress some

time in the fall.
Mr. STEIGER. Some time this fall, the fall of 1970 ?

Mr. ESCHEGE. Right, sir.
Mr. STEIGER. One other thing I would like to do, Mr. Chairman, is

to insert in the record characteristics of persons hired in the JOBS
program through February 2S, 1970, which I think would be of some
interest to the committee.

Mr. O'HARA. Without objection, so ordered.
(The document referred to follows :)

JOBS TABLE I.-CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS HIRED THROUGH JOBS PROGRAM, U.S. SUMMARY CUMULATIVE

THROUGH FEB. 28, 1970 1

Characteristic Total
Non

contract

Contract

Total MA-2 MA-3 MA-4 MA-5 MA-6

Total number of persons
hired 2 169, 161. 0 113, 049. 0 56, 112.0 1, 239.0 32, 195.0 17,449. 0 5, 083.0 146.0

Percent 100. 0 67. 0 33. 0 2.0 57. 0 31. 0 9. 0 0

Sex 100.0 100.0 100.0 1 00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Male 73. 0 74. 0 70. 0 71.0 73. 0 69. 0 60. 0 41.0

Female 27. 0 26. 0 30. 0 29.0 27. 0 31. 0 40. 0 59. 0

Handicapped 2.0 2. 0 2.0 1. 0 1. 0 2. 0 I_ 0 5.0

Public assistance 3 16. 0 15. 0 17. 0 10. 0 14. 0 20. 0 13. 0 13. 0

Age 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100.0

Under 19 20. 0 21.0 17. 14.0 18.0 17.0 14_0 12.0

19 to 21 30. 0 .1 0 30. 0 32.0 31. 0 30. 0 28. 0 27. 0

22 to 44 46. 0 45. 0 48.0 50.0 47. 0 49. 0 52. 0 54.0

45 to 64 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4.0 5. 0 6.0 7. 0

Over 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Average (years) 24. 8 24.7 25_ 1 25.4 24. 8 25.3 26.2 26.5

Family size 100.0 ' 00_ 0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 :00.0 100_ 0 100_0

Under 2 24.0 24. 0 25. 0 28.0 28. 0 21. 0 18. 0 18.0

2 to 4 4E. 0 47_ 0 45,0 47.0 43.0 46. 0 46.0 49. 0

5 Lc 7 21. 0 21. 0 22. 0 19. 0 20. 0 24. 0 25. 0 26. 0

8to 10 6. 0 6. 0 7. 0 5.0 6. 0 7. 0 9.0 6. 0

Over 10 2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 1.0 2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 1. 0

Average 3_ 6 3.6 3.7 3.3 3. 5 3.8 4.1 3. 9

Family income 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 10.0 100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100. 0

S041,000 23. 0 24. 0 22. 0 18. 0 22_ 0 23. 0 22_ 0 17. 0

.001-$2,000 26. 0 24. 0 28. 0 20.0 29. 0 28. 0 28.0 28.0

Z.001-63,000 21_ 0 20.0 22. 0 24.0 21. 0 23. 0 23. 0 29. 0

_3,001-34,000 15_0 16 0 15.0 17.0 15.0 14.0 15.0 18.0

Ovcr $4,000 15. 0 16. 0 13. 0 21.0 13. 0 12_0 13. 0 & 0

Average__ $2,432.0 $2, 496. 0 $2, 367.0 $2, 842.0 $2, 384.0 $2, 325. 0 $2, 347. 0 $2, 228.0

Years of education 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100_ 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

Under 8 6. 0 5. 0 8. 0 7.0 7_ 0 8. 0 10. 0 & 0

8 7. 0 7. 0 7. 0 4.0 7.0 7. 0 8. 0 9. 0

9 to 11 48. 0 46. 0 52. 0 48.0 53. 0 51. 0 46.0 38. 0

12 39. 0 42. 0 33. 0 40. 0 33. 0 33. 0 36. 0 44. 0

Over 12 1. 0 1. 0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 1.0

Average 10. 5 10.6 10.3 10.6 10.3 10.3 10. 2 10.3

See footnotes at end of table.
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JOBS TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS HIRED THROUGH JOBS PROGRAM, U.S. SUMMARY CUMULATIVE

THROUGH FEB. 28, 1970 1 -Continued

Characteristic Total
Non-

contract

Contract

Total MA-2 MA-3 MA-4 MA-5 MA-6

Weeks unemployed last year. 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

Under 5 25. 0 29. 0 20. 0 16. 0 22. 0 18. 0 20. 0 15. 0

5 to 14 21. 0 21.0 20. 0 25. 0 20.0 21. 0 19. 0 23. 0

15 to 26 19. 0 17. 0 22. 0 20. 0 21. 0 22. 0 25. 0 26. 0

27 to 52 35. 0 33. 0 37. 0 39. 0 37. 0 39. 0 36. 0 37. 0

Over 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Average 21. 5 20. 4 23. 0 23. 7 22. 6 23. 6 22. 8 24. 4

Race 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

White 21.0 23.0 16. 0 7. 0 13. 0 20. 0 23. 0 36. 0

Negro 73. 0 70. 0 77. 0 73. 0 80. 0 75. 0 71. 0 52. 0

American Indian 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 0 1. 0 1. 0 I. 0 0

Oriental 1. 0 0 1. 0 0 1. 0 0 2. 0 1. o

Other 5. 0 5. 0 5. 0 20.0 6. 0 4, 0 4_ 0 12. 0

Spanish surname 9. 0 9. 0 12. 0 22. 0 10. 0 14. 0 8.0 16. 0

Mexican-Amerimi 6. 0 6. 0 7. 0 19. 0 7. 0 8. 0 4. 0 12. 0

Puerto Rico 2. 0 2. 0 3. 0 1. 0 2. 0 4. 0 2. 0 3. 0

Other 1. 0 1. O 2. 0 2. 0 I. 0 2. 0 2. 0 1. 0

Lertification source 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

SES 40. 0 19. 0 73. 0 38. 0 77. 0 66. 0 80. 0 86. 0

CAA/CEP 13. 0 7. 0 22.0 58. 0 18.0 30. 0 14. 0 7. 0

Employer 43. 0 69. 0 2. 0 3. 0 2. 0 2.0 1. 0 7. 0

Other_ 5. 0 6. 0 3.0 1. 0 3_ 0 3. 0 5. 0 0

Percents may not add to 100 due to rounding.
2 Reflects number of hiring cards received and recorded.
3 This data element was added to hiring cards in January 1969. Total responses for this item-37,149.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Eschwege, on page 3 of your statement at the top,
you indicate the total of $624,128,000 was made available for the JOBS
program as of February 28 this year, and you point out how much is
obligated and how much is paid to contractors. You give the figures
there.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. That is right.
Mr. OILARA. On page 4 of your statement you say :
We note the :he JOBS program is not essentially a job-creation program. in

that it does r ,t necessarily result in any expansion of the existing job market.
In certain instances, it ha's appeared to us that businessmen were simply reallo-
catin<r existing job openi-.1..s to persons other than those who would hare been
hiranormally. To the 02xtent that this has been the case, the program may sini-
ply be shifting the burden of unemployment from the disadrantaged to other
persons not so categorized.

In other words, Cien, for the $624,128,000, we can't be sure we have
put one person to work ? We are not sure that we have add. :1. one person
to the net-employed figure in the United States. Is that right ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Well, I wouldn't go so far as to say that.
N.fr. O'HARA. We can be sure ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Sir ?
Mr. O'HARA. We 2a.n be sure ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. No. We are saying that in a number of instances the

employers themselves have told .us t.iat they are still hiring the same
kind of people.

Of course, the $614 million has not been spent.
O'HARA_ .The $614 million ?

1.ao5
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Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes, the $614 million has not been spent. They are
slow in spending the funds, so really at this time, as we point out m
the statement, only $348 million has been obligated, and $96 million
has been actually spent.

Mr. O'HARA. That is right. But for the $624 million made available,
and the $348 million obligated, or the $96.9 million actually spent, we
can't be sure we have added to net employment.

In many cases, as you suggest on page 4 of your statement, we have
shifted the unemployment around a little. That is, to the extent that
the program has been successful, we have hired disadvantaged indi-
viduals instead of others. To the extent that the program has been un-
successful, we have hired the same people we would have otherwise
hired. Is that right ?

ESCHWEGE. Yes
Mr. STEIGER. Do you really want to answer "Yes" to that ?
Mr. ESCHWEGE. I was going to say, "Yes, in many cases."
Mr. STEIGER. This is an interesting point, if the chairman will yield

a moment.
Mr. O'HARA. If the gentleman from Wisconsin will permit me. I

would like to make a few points, and then I will be glad to yield.
Mr. STEIGER. Go right ahead.
Mr. O'HARA. In essence, it is a training program. It isn't an employ-

ment or a job-creation program. As you point out, it is a training
program.

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. Let's look into the training.
On pages 9 and 10 of your statement, you suggest, down at the

bottom of page 9, that :
The legislative history of the JOBS program indicates that it was not intended

that. the JOBS program would provide jobs which historically pay low waoes.
involve high-turnover occupations, and which traditionally use unskilled or lOw.

skilled persons as a source of labor.
We have found that under both the contract and noncontract components of

the JOBS program, many of the commitments by businesses to hire persons in-
volve low-wage jobs which offer little chance of advancement. Termination rates
for businesses offering such jobs have been high.

Certain officials of the Cone mtrated Employment Program and the state em-
ployment services have complained to us that many of the job orders they receive
are for "'dead-end" jobs.

This goes into what you found specifically in the San Francisco Bay
area. Aren't these the jobs for which, traditionally, little or no train-
ing has been required as a requisite for employment ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes. I would say very little on-the-job training is
required. But there might be some supportive services required, such
as medical attention, attitudinal training, and so forth.

Mr. O'HARA. But in terms of skill training very manyof these jobs
are low-s16.11, or no-s16.11 jobs for which traditionally there has been
very little traininglDrovided. Is that right ?

Mr. EscarwEox. That is correct.
Mr. O'HARA. Now., with respect to the supportive services, you find

that there are a number of cases, in any eventand I refer now to page
13 of your statementin which employers did not provide the con-
tractually required supportive services, even though they were paid
for those services. Is that right ?

MT. ESCHWEGE. That iS I r/nu
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Mr. O'HARA. I cite one instance on page 14 of a -landscaping firm
in the Bay area, where after 8 months of performance, 44 trainees who
are hired, 41 had been terminated, contracts had been provided for 515,
and no services other than normal first-day orientation had been
provided.

Now, let's look at what is happening to these people.
On pae 7 of your statement., you show that persons remai,r ned on the

job for an average of about 2 months, that. about 52 percent of the
terminees had quit, and about 36 percent had been discharcred.

Now, when Mr. Wilson of .the NAB program was.here trie other day.
we went into some of the current figures with him, and be gave us
some of the Department's figureS.

They show there were 105,000 authorized job contract slots, of which
34,000, or 36,000-36,000 are presently working. Fifty-four thousand
were terminated, for a total of 90,000.

In other words, we had there a 40-perceut retention rate. Forty per-
cent of those who had gone in were still there, and CO percent bad ter-
minated.

Mr. Cuimingham who was with Mr. Wilson, pointed out that a
termination does not and should not be construed as failure. He sug-
gested that some of them went into other jobs. They went into the
employer's work force, and it was not a termination of employment,
but a termination of training.

Well, now, I am informed that you went into that.. You examined a
rather significant number of hire cards and took a sample. Could
you suggest to me what percentage of the terminations were termina-
tions for (rood reason ?

Mr. Escilw.EGE. Mr. Chairman, we have the same problem as the
Department of Labor and NAB on this, that the statistics just. were
not kept in a way which would permit anyone, at least up until recently,
to tell the make-up of this termination figrure. You have in this figure
persons who completed their traininz, but who left the employer,
possibly to seek another job, to go into the Armed Forces, and so on.
Then you have in this figure persons who dropped out before complet-
Mg their training.

So we have no breakdown. We have noticed that lately NAB is
trying. to show those. terminees who were on board at least C months.

Mr. O'HARA. Yon have no notion, then. of what percentage ?
.
Mr. SANGEr. Under the contract component, which you are re-

ferring to, there were roughly .50,000 terminations, and based upon
thesethese are the Department's figurestheY got termination cards
which crave data on about 13,600 ofthese people. And for that 13,600,
11.68 percent left for other employment, 1 percent went into the
Armed Forces, and about 1 porcent went back to school.

Mr. Escrm EGE. I think it needs to be stressed, though, that. we only
have this for 13,000, and not for all 50,000.

Mr. O'HARA. Is there any reason to believe that 13,000 is not. a
random sample? In other words, is there any reason to believe that
the 13.000 on whom you have the cards possess any different charac-..
teristics than the 37,600 or so on whom you don't have cards ?

Mr. EscilwEGE. I am not an expert in random sampling. But. just
the fact. that these employers chose to report and others didn't. biases
this particular sample.

apo7
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Mr. O'HARA, If there is any biasit would seem to me that the ones
reporting on the cards were apt to be the ones: that 'werethe em-
ploversthat.were paying closer' attention and taking their responsi-

bilities under the program more seriously than the nonreporters. So,
if zmything, their .record would be better, instead of worse, than the
nonreporters.:

At any .rate, of the 13,000 whom you examined, you found 11.0 per-

cent had left fôr...Other jobs, right ?
Mr. SAxr;En. That is correct.
Mr. O'HARA. One percent had left to go into. the armed services,

and 1. percent had left to go back to scho-ol, or on to other training.

Is that right?
Mr. SANGER. _That is what is reported by the Department. yes sir.
Mr. O'HARA. That is what the Department reports. So that is 13.0

pen-ent of the 13,000 sampled.
I am not saying that you can, or you can't, although one would

suspect that yon could do quite. a bit of extrapolation on that one.
So of this (50 percent that dropped out, I will draw .the conclu-

sionand I don't want you to draw any conclusionthat less than
15 percent dropped out -for good reason. So that leaves us over 50

percent of the total taken in, or 51 percent to be exact, who dropped
out, but did not do so with good reason.

As one who has not always applauded everything the Congress
doesI can :think of a couple of instances nowI was a little leery
of the provisions under which this program was adopted when we
jmt them in. But I feel that I may have been right about that. But
I was wrong when I opposed having the GAO do the audits you
gentlemen have been doing. So, you see, I am not blaminp- them all on
others.

I have here a copy of title I of the Economic Opportunity Act,
which provides the authority for the JOB.) program. proarams to
provide incentives. And these are the kind of things that can be done
under section 1(B) (8) :

Reimbursements to employers for a limited period when an employee might
not be fully productive, payment for on-the-job counseling and other supportive
services. payment for all or part of the employer's costs of sending recruiters
into urban or rural areas of high concentration, and payments to provide em-
ployees' transportation to and from work, or to reimburse such employees for
sue c transportation.

That is the language.
If one examines the intent of that language, it was to pay for the

transportation. counselin.7, and such services, and then to reinbtiitli.sce
for a limited period when the employee might not be fully
tive. In other words, if he is 50-percent pro'ductive, we pay in effect
50 percent of the wao.e.

So one would understimd that we didn't ever intend an employer or
contractor under this to make money under it. Yet, your statement
suggests that maybe some have. Is it possible to make money under
these contracts?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes: it is. if you don't have adequate monitoring
going on to make sure that the services are provided.

Mr. 0'11.6.RA In fact, one of your conclusions is on page Sthat the
Department is not monitoring the program to the exteiit adequate to
assure compliance. ,
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Mr. ESCHWEGE. This has been .a problem in other manpower pro-
grams, Mr. Chairman, and we have pointed it out to the Department.
They do have a staffing problem in this areato monitor all these
programs.

r. O'HARA. The specific examples you use on pages 12 13, and 14-.
I might say, are really disturbing. The !rrocery chain, I think those
are certainly unrealistic assumptions. The landscaping firm is an-
other. And I find that many of these contracts are very low-skill
occupations.

I wish to thank you gentlemen for the vahtable contribution you
have made. I think I will leave it for the Senate committee to go into
the findings that you made about a contractor in New York City.
I am aware of those. You are going before them next week, are you
not ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Next Tuesday.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Steiger ?
Mr. STEIGER. I wonder if yt-n would help me. On page 9 of your

statement, where you indicateyou refer to the legislative history of
the. JOBS program.

You are talking specifically of the 0E0 legislative history ? It
seems to me that the Congress never really authorized the JOBS pro-
gram. That. was done by executive fiat under President Johnson, a
full-blown creation of this entity.

Mr. O'HARA. Would the gentleman yield? You were. out of the
room when-I just went into that. It is here in section (123) (a) (8).
That is where we authorized it. Thev took a little bitty authorization
and built it into a bicr program. A'-nd then the new administration
has been buildina it into a bigger program, or at least one that is
ostensibly bigger:'But it is right there.

Mr. STEIGER. Yes; that is what I wondered. Is this the specific
lecrislative history ?

!VIr. ESCHWEGE. The history is also in the October 1967 report of
the House Committee on Education and Labor, which talks of not
providing this assistance to employers which have high labor turnover,
and in \yr:Lich the prior possession of a high-school diploma or training
is not. typically a prerequisite for employment.

Mr. STEIGER. That is what I want to find out.
M. O'HARA. That is itthe language we worked on back in 1967.
Mr. STEIGER. Could I ask one further question in terms of the five

cities ? At some point, you must have a list of those five citiesOakland,
Portland. Se ttle, Detroit, and San Francisco.

Mr. ESCHWIA:E. Right.
Mr. STEIGER. For the record, the esence of your analysis is from

the be5rinning of the JOBS program in 1968 through approximately
September 6, 1969. Is that right ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. We are still looking at it, so we will probably update
it somewhat for this year.

Mr. STEIGER. But at this point, in terms of your preliminary findings.
is that about the time frame ?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. I would gay the time frame would be through
December 1969.

Mr. STEIGER. Through December. OK.
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Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Esch wege. I would like to ask you just one last
question. I wish you would look into this.

'four people d.own at GAOyou make the point on page 4 that the
JOBS program works best in a. period of so-called "full employment"
and may have some difficulty in achieving effectiveness in periods of
relatively high unemployment.

That certainly is an unassailable position. In our most recent
amendments to the Economic Opportunity Act, we earmarked funds
that we authorized to e appropriated, and that was a congressional
action that expressed some skepticism of the proposed allocation that
the administration had provided us with. And particularly we ear-
marked and put some more money into mainstream and new careers,
which do have at least some job-creation aspects, and in JOBS.

We have been infermedand we don't know the correctness of this
informationbut we have been informed that the Department of
Labor is ignoring these earmarks for the current fiscal year and that
they have no_ intention of abiding by them during the next fiscal year.
A _rid it seems to us that this is not only contrary to the direction of
the Congress but that in light of your comment on page 4, that a
program that works best in a period of so-called full employment, that
it /night not be wise economically.

I wonder if you could check into whether or not the earmarking that
Conaress has directed is actually being followed.

ESCHWEGE. We will try to do this.
yfr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
(The document referred to follows :)

EARMARKING OF PG'SDS FOR. MAricsTazAIL AND NEW CAREELS PROGRAMS

The Economic Opportunity Amendments of 3969, in authorizing appropriations
for fiscal years 1970 and 1971, earmarked for ea-.-h fiscal year $20,000,000 for

the New Careers and Mainstream programs to be carried out under title I.
part E of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended. The Department
of Labor informally advised the General Accounting Office that as of May 13.
1970, it had earmarked $7 million toward the New Careers program under title I,
part E of the act. The Department advised further that it is committed to funding
the amount earmarked in the 1969 amendments to the full extent that funds have

beea appropriated the two programs and that it was currently working
with the Office oI re..onomic OpPortunity and the Bureau of the Budget to arrange
for such funding. The Department stated that it had not yet been delegated
authoritY hy the Office of Economic Opportunity to administer 'be two programs
anti:Lori:4 .1 under title 1, part E of the aet, but that it was resolving this matter
with th, Office of Economic Opportunity.

1Vrr. STEIGER. Would the gentleman yield for just one other short
question that I might make ?

Is there a particular reason you make that analysis on page 1 about
rising unemployment ? I am interested in that, because, you lmow,
if the.period from February to April, at a time when unemploymc:t
was rising, is indicative, then we are talking about this $5 million a
week in contracts that are being let, 652 contracts that have been let
during that periodthe 18,033 job slots that have been opened in large
part, because there has been ttai expansion of the program into other

areas.You make a flat statement, which I am not sure, franklY, is sup-
portahle, about the concept of the ability of the private sector to hire

ieven n this time.
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Mr. ESCIIWEGE. Well, we, of course, know of some exampleg- where
JOBS employees_were let go, or where contractors said they just can't
o-o through with the contract. The Department of Labor recognizes

ihis alSo.
1 think they have come to the conclusion that the concentration of

these jobs in certain big manufacturing plants tends to create this
kind of a situation in a period of high unemployment. And they are
trying to place more of these JOBS trainees in the service industries.

-But I think it is conjecture on my part to say whether or not this
is goina to alleviate the situation. It is really

Mr. 'STEIGER. But it is also conjecture on your part, may I say, for
you to then make the statement that you have.

Mr. EscinvuoR. Well, as I say, we do have some examples where
this, in fact, has happened.

Mr. STEIGER. We are well aware of those examples. If one takes
just the examples, I can understand, but I am not sure that if you
expanded smaller industries, and others not as subject to the layo'ffs,
that you could make the balance you have come out with.

Mr. O'HARA. It seems to me the statement is perfectly Valid. He
says the JOBS program can work best in a. period of so-called. "full
employment." and may have some difficulty in achievino. effectiveness
in a period of relatively high unemployment. I think tha is clearly so.

When people aren't hiring, they aren't hiring JOBS trainees, or
anyone else. And in periods of rising unemployment, it would appear
to become increasinglv difficult for employers to sign up the disad-
vantaged. I think tha't is sort of ipso facto.

Thank you, gentlemen, very much for your contribution. We arc
looking forward to hearing from you on the matterb which were raiseci,
and we will be in touch with you later on, I hope.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ESCIIWEGE. Thank you very much.
Mr. O'HARA. We will now adjourn.
(Wh(zeupon, at 11 :35 a.m..the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

At the call of the Chair.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, KAY 6, 1970

ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR.

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
11 -ttAington,D.C.

The suly.ommittee met at 9:45 a.m. in room 2261, Rayburn
House Office Building, Hon. Joseph Gaydos, (chairman Of the
subcommittee).

Present : Represent atives Daniels, ..ira ydos, and Ja mes G. O'Hara
( Michig ) .

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, majority counsel: Marty
LaVor. minority legislative coordinator: and Sue 'Nelson, research
assistant.

Mr. GAIDOS. Governor, I would like to extend the apolocries of the
chairman of this subcommittee, Mr. Daniels who we hope A;ill be over
later on. He has some pressing business. Ifie want to proceed because
we do have some other items on our agenda this moraing.

Yon may proceed in any fashion you wish; you may merely sum
up or you may go directly through your prepared statement.

Thank you for appearing on beh'alf of the chairman of this sub-
committee. I know that your testimony andyour information is going

ito be most useful to us. Yon may proceed n any fashion you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. CALVIN L. RAMPTON, GOVERNOR OF UTAH;

ACCOMPANIED BY R. MAYNE ROBSON, CHAIRMAN, UTAH MAN-

POWER PLANNING COUNCIL; AND KENNETH C. OLSON, EXECU-

TIVE DIRECTOR, MANPOWER PLANNING COUNCIL

Governor RAmprox. I will follow the text to some extent, but prob-
ably summarize some sections.

do appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee,
because we have been very interested in the question of manpower
development and manpower planning.

The State of Utah iE actively engaged in planninff for and develop-
ing its human resources. At miT request the Utah Legislatur. in the
spring of 1969, passed Senate WI 255 which crested the Utah Man-
power Planning Council, a copy of which is appended to the state--.
ment. The Council membership is comprised of State administrators
of manpower, socia .. service, and education agencies, .and appointees
representing employee groups, minorities; business interests, and
suite legislitors.

The Council is charged to provide more effective and economical
utilization of State and Federal funds for manpower training, work

(1313)
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experience, placement. and other related services. It is designated as
the primary manpower planning organization for the State of Utab,
and is responsible for the formulation of goals, objectives, and poli-
cies, for the evaluation of objectives, activities, budgets, delivery sys-
tems, arid staffing patterns, for the development of a comprehensive
State manpower plan, for the approval of any and all modifications
in manpower programs, for the review and approval of all applica-
tions for Federal assistance in manpower programs, and for directing
the modification and/or termination of duplicating manpower
activities.

At the time the legislature met, I submitted two alternative bills.
one of which would have created a Manpower Department as a per-
manent part of the State government, and the other which created
this planning council.. The legislature elected to go the route of the
planning council. But it is my hope that if in fact a manpower depart-
ment or division fits whatever bill comes out of this Congress that we
would go the route of the actual reorganization next time.

With reference to the issue of decategorizativri, an initial concern
of our Manpower Planning Council is bow to provide a more com-
prehensive range of manpower services to target populations. Many
aaencies in my State were pressing toward the development of a
single center where the disadvantaged could receive specialized man-
power services from all of the major program,. But the Council
sensed that simply placing manpower programs under the same roof
was not sufficient to ins:ire comprehensive sery. The efficiency of
such a multiari.cy program would still be encumbered by frag-
mented administration, diverse standards for eligibility, referral,
course curriculum, et cetera. Further, close proximity, even when
accompanied by intense coordinating efforts among the agencies.
would not insure communication nor would it guarantee that all

' clients of such a center would be treated equitably and according to
a common standard.

In response to these concerns, a human resource center has been
opened in Salt Lake City under the jurisdiction of the manpower
planning council. This institution is authorized to contract with line
manpower agencies to provide a complete range of manpower services
to the disadvantaged. It is also capable of doing its own recruiting
and of certifying and enrolling manpower clientsaccording to common
criteria established by the center and in agreement with the intake
and selection requirements of participating agencies. Within the cen-
ter. individualized plans of service are developed for tie enrollees who
may simultaneously become clients of one or more manpower agencies
depending upon their individual characteristics and tbe service re-
quired. A major objective of the human resource center is to dis-
associate participants from identification with individual agencies
and services, and open to them a complete range of services, unre-
stricted by categorical program narrowness.

What the human resource center is attempting to do is no easy
task. It is a pilot effort to decategorize program services while remain-
ing within the boundaries of Federal law, and administrative
lines.

I might say that we have received excellent cooperation from the
adnumstrative agencies of the Federal Government. They haven't
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shown any inclination generally to hold our feet to the lite : in fact,
..vhat we're doing was reasonably within the guidelines.

If States are to implement their own effective manpower planning
iirograms, many restrictive barriers must be removed. Legislation such

as you are przesently considering is the logical first step to provide
administrative flexibility. If we are to break out of the cycle of frus-
tration which has accompanied programs, we must do it with the
realizatik,q, that we are planning for individuals and not agencies or

institutions.
The State of Utah has long been recognized as a leader in public

education. Utah is among the highest States in educational attainment
per capita. I think we have the highest, average completion of school
grades in the country, 12.2. And we have, I think, as I recall 11.5 per-
cent of our people that are graduates of universities with baccalau-
reate or other degrees. And that also is the highest in the Nation.

But still, according to our most recent estimates, over 37,000 indi-
viduals, or 31/o percent of our population, qualify accorJing to Federal
disadvantaged criteria. Another 58,000 individuals, or 51/4 percent, are
categorized as near poor. In addition, an estimated 223.000 of our citi-

zens, or 20 percent of our total population, need some form of man-
power service.

To meet. the requirements of specific subpopnlations within Utah, it,

is imperative that maximum flexibility be available in determiMng
what services will be provided to which individuals. Federal specifica-
tions for the determination of those qualified for manpower servic:es
must be unrestrictive and capable of adjustment. to the characteristics
of localized need.

I believe that planning for a State's econoinc development and

planning for the development of its human resources are insepar-
able processes. Utah is quite sensitive to the need for expansion
of its economic and industrial base,. Our basic concern is to develop
snthcient employment to absorb growth in the State's labor force which
is both to population increase and an increased commitment to
develop the employability of those previously bypassed by the market.
I.am particularly concerned about Indians, migrants, and other in-
dividuals who reside in rural areas where employment opportunities
are relatively more scarce.

In Utah, as elsewhere when the economy slackens the first ones to get
whacked off the rolls are those that are poorly trained and those that
need the jobs badly.

Of the bills before you for consideration, H.R. 11620 alone addresses
t.he critical need for a public, employment program to prpvide meaning-
ful job opportunities to every American willing and able to work. I
strongly endorse and recommend to you the concept of public service
employment as expounded in Congressman O'Hara's bill.

As Prof. Garth L. Mangum of the Univeisity of Utah and adviser
topic Utah Manpower Planning Council has already suggested before
this committee, work experience programs have been little more than
disguised income transfers. When people are, poor, when they cannot.
work, or there is no work for them, I have no objection to income
maintenance programs. But we can do better for those able to work.
We can give them income, dignity, real work experience, and access to
permanent jobs as well. I can assure your committee that given the
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antliorization zind the flindin, we can develop useful jobs in the State
ot Utahjobs which will improve the equality of life for all of our
citizens as well as providitT income, with dignity to the poor. We can
also see to it that those jobs open the door to permanent employment
in State and local governnwnt flS wel. as routes into the private Ior.

The public service careers program presently being implemei
the Department of Labor provides a unique vehicle for the ent id

upgrading of less advantaged individuals into the ranks of public
employment.

I might say that we are moving ahead with that in the State of
Utah. Wo have just recently circulated a letter to all State departnients
and asked them to analyze their personnel requirements and let us
know what jobs they have which could be made available for a dis-
advantaged pel.son with the proper amount of training and with the
proper incentive. Although our merit system's laws restrict us a little
at the present time, it is my intention to ask the next session of the
legislature to give us a relaxation of the merit rules so that we can
move into this pro7rain with less restriction than at the present time.

As I. have suggested, our human resource program brinp.s together
a multiplicity of manpower services tinder a common administrative
structure. The State of Utah is committed to providing comprellensive
manpower services to needy individuals. To accomplish this task
requires extensive cooperation between manpower-serving agencies,
and a melding of their respective roles. Comprehensive manpower
lepaslat ion can provide a vehicle by which the functions of some of these
agencies can be merged. The ultimate goal should be decategorization
and merger of not only the Wagner-Peyser Act, MDTA, and title
of the economic oppe:tunity program, but the work incentive program,
vocational rehabilitation, the manpower component of vocational
education, and the manpower components of the far-reaching family
assistance program and vocational education for the out-of-school
disadvantaged and handicapped as well.

The Utah Manpower Planning Council is vested with the respon-
sibility to modify or terminaie all manpower program activities found
to be duplicative and to approve agency organization, physical
facilities, services offered, and interagency agreements. The comt.il
feels itself bound to no parj.-icular agency. It prefers to allocate
resources to agencies solely in accordance with their ability to pmvide
services to the target clientele. Established public agencies and inst
tutions are utilized to the maximum in providing manpower sercices,
insofar as they have proven by their perforinance, their own
ness, and ability to serve the poor. To the extent ti:at State. agencies

receive funding preference by virtue of specific Federal annointing.
apart from their ability to efTectively deliver manpower services, the
real thri;st of this policy is reduced.

Thus. I am troubled by the adniinistration bill's implied designation
of the Employment. Service as the key agency in the umbrella organiza-
tion for the delivery of manpower services in each State. Now we
have a good employment service in Utah, but that is just not the way
we are structured. I am sure there are States which are structured to
make the Employment. Service the key manpower agency and States
in which that would be the logical thing to do, States in which the
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Governor, throngh planning would come to this conelusion if he

were given the opportunity. But the bill doesn't lit our structure as
.,11 as the new setup that we have.
In all cases, potential competition is oll effective prod to better

performance. Only when the elected officials responsible to the people
and the phinning organization m()st appropriate to State and lined
condiG)le> have che discretion to ident dv competence, reward per-
-f:ormance, and nnnish apathy through the allocation of resources will

State g:overunvont really have Hie, ability to deliver numpower services.

I would also suggest to this body that legislating decategorization
will not insure its implementation.Fhe 1967 amendments to title 1-B

of the Economic Opportunity Aet autliorized &categorization of those
programs. Yet today, nearly 3 years hal '. title 1-B prognmis remain
structured essentially the same as pi to the DOT amendments.
Without the cooperation and (.010111:.:iient of Federal agencies,
&categorization will remain nothing imure than a niee phrase. I also
recognize that without the unreserved endorsement of the Department
of Labor and other Federal ai,encies, the eoncepts we discuss here
today and which we are trying to implement in I-tah will never get

an adequate trial.
We find ourselves frequently confused between the top level advocacy

of decategorization and decentralizing manpower programs, and the
day-to-day decisions of tbe Federal bureaucracy. The Utah. Manpower
Planning Council has, on occasion found the regional office of the

Department of Labor less than fully supportive of the. eoneept. of
comprehensive State manpower plmining.. I interpret these actions as
being illustrative of the gap in commitment to the objective of

coordination between the Secretary of a cabinet agency and a repional
administrator who is tied to the concept of both supervising and

acting as advocate for the Employment. Service in its role as a State

ageney.
Recently we have learned that the very flexible DOT, cash grant on

which our council was originally staffed will not be renewed. It will
be replaced by a standard CAMPS grant package which, in essence,

requires our unique approach to fit another in41d. Above all, we are
cautioned not to engage in activities which halt been assigned to the

State employment service and they are directed not to provide services

to the council which may be. covered by the CAMPS grant.
Another problem of concern arises in the administrative linkage

between State Yovernments and the Federal Government. Our experi-
ence in Utah 1-'ias been that Federal agencies do not always respeef

State government sufficiently to provide liaison people at administra-

tive levels capable of addressing the multiple concerns of Federal-
State relationships. That is true not only in the Department of Labor,

it is true, in most departments. And sometimes the Governor becomes

a, little. bit irritated and goes out of channels and comes back directly

to the. Secretary, and raises Cain back here, but he does that at the
peril of offending somebody that be has got to deal with. So you

stay in channels as much as you can and it is really when you get
desperate that you .go out of channels to take care of things that I
think should be taken care of at the local level or at the regional level.

Of the three piece s. of legislation under consideration, the Steiger
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bill alone provides a Federal-State. relationship wherein the Governor-
nor can enter into direct contracts with tlw Federal establishment to
provide manpower services according to a State. developed plan. I

heartily endorse the administrative concept in Congressman Steiger's
bill.

I also support. the rationale of the administration bill which recog-
nizes the separate needs of metropolitan areas: Nevertheless, I con-
sider the particular form of recognition prescribed in that bill to be
untenable in Utah and similar Statesprobably a majority of all
States. This problem of the relation of the cities to the States and an
overall planning concept didn't come. up first in manpower. We have,
been concerned with it, as you are probably aware, in the law enforce-
ment. acJivities where the mayors of some of the larger cities, but I
think prineipally the staff of the National Municipal Organizations
have maintained that the State didn't give them sufficient considera-
tion. But if yon get them right down to the point and ask them where
the States fail they can't identify it. I think the problem we have.
had in the law enforcement, field with statewide. planning has resulted
more from jealousy between the staff of the Governor's conference
and the National Municipal Organization than it has really been a
breakdown within the States themselves.

The same. thing is true in comprehensive health planning for the
States, where I think the States have done a good job, although there
are times when the cities feel that they are. not properly recognized.
But. at least in the States which are not dominated by a single large
city, we found no problem in properly considering the peculiar prob-
lems in urban areas.

Over 75 percent of the residents of the State of Utah live, in a con-
tiguous. three SMSA-four county area along a mountain range known
as the. "Wasatch Front."

This Wasatch Front. area is actually one interrelated labor market.
Boundaries between cities, school districts, and counties have no major
economic significance; large numbers of individuals commute. among
these SMSA's.

As the administration bill is written, each of these three 'SMSA's
would be designated for individual planning status, in total provid-
ing services to over 75 percent of our total population. 'Cities within
these SMSA's have shown but slight interest in manpower activities.
In fact, I brought with me a photostat. of an article from the front
page of the Salt Lake .City Tribune last Saturday, after I had pre-
pared this testimony, in which the mayor of Salt Lake, City was rais-
inr trouble with all the Federal planners. saying they all ought to
be fired; that this manpower stuff is a lot of nonsense. and that if they
would go home and let us run it and the Federal Government quit
trying to interfere we would be better off.

With an attitude like that in the pfincipal city of Utah, you are
not going to get very far on manpower planning and implementation
of the plan if that is where the responsibility is placed.

There is a place for manpower planning at the, city level where
sufficient commitment exists and it. is related to an adequate definition
of ft labor market, area and a .viable political-administrative base for
such aetivity. But the Governor of a State is in the best position to
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determine when these conditions are fulfilled. It is clear that the

criteria for designation in present legislation is inadequate. Local
prime sponsors should be designated only by the Governor of the
State in which the area is located following consultation with the
affected unit or units of local government and upon the Governor's
finding that the criteria of interest, size, and administrative capability

are present.
Speaking only for myself and my State, though we are not entirely

atypical of many other governors; I would summarize my position

and recommendations as follows:
(1) Decategorization and decentralization of manpower prooTams

is a critical need. Even though much could be accomplished by aeamin-

istrative action, I support legislative direction and emphasis in this
matter.

(2) The delegatinw procedures (and specific funding authoriza-

tions) of the Steigerbill, the commitment to decategorization of the
administration bill, and the Public Service Employment prccisions
of the O'Hara bill are preferable to me.

(3) The Federal agencies should be responsible for national pro-
grams, national policies, priority and guidelines, approval of State
plans, and monitoring and evaluation of State performance. The States
should be provided wide flexibility in just how they achieve their own
relationship to the Nation's c,'ijectives. Performance or achievement,
not oro-'''anizational structure, should be the measure of success.

(4) Planning without the authority to redirect funds is a useless
exercise. This Governor and his desirmated planning orgaidiAtion
must have the authority to do both.

(5) Cities could be involved in manpower planning upon the desio--

nation of the Grivernor but only when they are large enough to Ge

viable as both political and economic entities and demonstrate satis-
factory interests and willingness to undertake the task.

((i) If the Federal Government is serious about decategorization
and decentralization, it must demonstrate it by:

(a) using all the decategorizing authority it has.
(b) evidencing trust in and respect for State and local officials

at every level of the Federal structure.
(c) not only allowing but encouraging discretion and innova-

tion on the part of States which are demonstrating cmmnitment
and competence at least the equal of that of the Federal agencies.

You have the basis for good legislation before you but it is frag-
mented. In my view it will-require a clean bill drawn by this subcom-

mittee to gather the strengths and reject the possible shortcomings

of current proposals.
Gentlemen, I thank you very much. If there are any questions. I

will be pleased to respond.
Mr. GAynos. Thank you very much. Governor.
The chairman of the subcommittee, Mr. Daniels of New Jersey. will

now take the Chair.
Mr. DANIELS (presiding). Governor Rampton, I want to compliment.

you for a very fine statement and analysis of the three bills before us.
I regret. I was not here, but I had another appointment this morning.
Governor RAMMON. I am grateful to you for coming in.
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Mr. DANIELs. I did arrive in time to hear yon say that in Utah you
have a manpower plannin, (mincil winch lnis the authority to eon-
solidate prooTams and eliminate duplication of any waste nit services.

Can von tell this subrommittee just what itrograms have not. been

CireetiVe and responsive to the objectives of the manpower i)rogranis
(inventor RA-mr.roN. I think probably either Mr. Robson or Mr.

Olson, Ivho have been workime intimately with that conunittee, ronhl
probably !rive von more of the details as to just exactly what we have
had to change and wluit we luive consolidated.

Let me give von a little bit of background before, they do. Now, we
had grow up in one State as many manpower programs Os there vere
Federal manpower grants to i.espond to, because we are sensitive to
the problem. -These proldems were strnctured in our State government
originally in whatever department or division of State government
which seemed to respond best to the particular Federal agen:iies. And
when we got ready to Survey this we had about 17, I believe, pmgetuns
hat we consolidated under this one.

If you could tell the chairman exactly where we found programs
that weren't responsive or duplicative.

Mr. RousoN. I think, first, our biggest problem was the lack of
coordination in pilling the prograMs together, and then some indi-
vidual evaluations of programs about, the quality of the services zind the
availability of the manpower services they were proyidim.

I think, as a general rule, as the Governor's statement indicates,
some of the work experience programs we thought. were contributing
the least, in terms of upgrzuling the skills and the ability of the people
enrolled. They were important in terms of their income maintenance
impacts, but were, not, tied in, were. not providin basic training, and
improving the. employability skills of the people who were enrolled.

So we are trying to redirect some of those efforts. One of the major
problems that this subcommittee would he well familiar wi.th is that
when each program agency seeks to provide its own program and its
own facilities there tends to be sonic duplication. We think considerable
economies can be achieved in ntilizing the Federal resources by tying
those programs topiether as we have in the Human Resources Center
in Salt, Lake.

Mr. OLSON. Another item wc might. mention, Mr. Chairman, is the
fact that there is too much emphasis on orientation: an inordinate
amount, of money being spent on activities like, orientation and coun-
seling and not nearly enough being spent on training and the provision
of basic education which will provide for the.employability of those
we are trying to serve. We have tried to redirect-. programs away from
counseling and orientation to providing the basic education and
training sldlls that- are necessary.

Mr. DANIELS. Your response haF; been very general. Could von
specify particular programs which you found ineffective and deemed
neeessary to eliminate'? I would like to know which programs you feel
have worked Hie best.

Mr. RonsoN. I dot know- that we have eliminated any programs,
as such, Congressman. I think we have had our most serious reserva-
tions about the NYC program: about some of the accomplisinnents of
our MDTAO.TT progron, I tilitik we fell our best accomplishments
have been under the institutional training under the AIDTA propyam.!
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We think we have liad mixed experience under the WIN program.
But in terms of actually eliminatim, whole programs, of course. we

have followed the policy by and large of operating each or the pro-
grams that the Federal 6overnment was fundino. and supportim.
We haven't been able to tie them all together as effectively as we

would have liked yet, but we are workine on that.
Mr. DANIELS. 1n operating these programs do von have a follow-

through to see whether or not these rainees are -,iven gainful employ-
ment and how Ion °. they stay on the job ?

Mr. Ronsox. We are trying to do that. As you know. it is a difficult

:-ask. We are, working with the State ao.encies as :1 connoil to try to

insure that each of them provides the. council with followup informa-

tion to.the extent that our staff can eno.age in followup, we are con-

centrating prnnarily on planning and programing at this srage of
the game, to find out what does actually happen to the enrollees of

the programs.
Agam WC think the experience in MDTA institutional training has

been quite, favorable. The experience in the NYC program is not as

good. We have just completed an evaluation there and the linkup
betwecn an experience in NYC and. any subsequent employment that

was directly related to this program has been very difficult for us to

establish on the basis of our evaluation.
Mr. DAN, -1LS. Then you are not m any position today to give us any

figures as ri what measure of success you have met with placement after

omg thromrii this extensive training?
Mr. 1'oi:s(0\. For MDTA institutional traininp', we can tell you that

our placement into employment has been in excess of So percent of

those enrolled in MDTA institutional training. We think we have

pretty good information there. Under the WIN program, which has

been operating a relatively short time, as yon know. we have not

mcomputed placeen
its quite in the same way, because there s not the

kind of definite termination of enrollment. in the program that you

find in MDTA institutional training. We have not been overly im-
pressed with our success in placing WIN enrollees, though we think

our experience is considerably better than some of the other States that

\velIave looked at.
Mr. DANIELS Governor liampton, inyour testimony you ndorsed

the concept of decentralization and givin l. authority to the States to
develop comprehensive manpower programs, you disapproved placing

these programs in the control of mir local, mayors, and I believe you

reserved the pawer of vote over local projects, is that correct ?

Governor RAMPTON. That is right. I think I made it clear that there

are undoubtedly places where the program could best be handled by
a city. But I think the Governor is in a much better position to de-
termine where. and when that can be done than is the Secretary, beinp

far removed from the scene.
It often_becomes a matter of personalities between a Governor and

a mayor. I am sure that that is one of the reasons why there is some
complaint.from the State of New York on law enforcement pro,Yrams.
Bt.t in spite of that., except in very large eities like New York and
Chicago, -.\-here the Secretary miplit have an intimate knowledge of
what goes on m ',fiat eity. I think the Governor is in a much better
position to know and in a much better position to evaMate where the

prograni can 1:est be handled. 1320
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Mr. DANIELS. Let's take Salt Lake City as an example. You indicated
they are not interested very much in manpower programs and yet
very critical of the programs. Suppose the city of Salt Lake collies lip
with a program and you disapprove of it ? How are we going to resolve
that impasse ?

Governor RAMPTON. That I disapprove of ?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes.
Governor RAMFMN. Well, I would suppose the method I would

favor would be that we do the planning on a State level and only if I,
as Governor, or my planning council, determine that the certain re-
sponsibility should be assigned to the city would it be assigned to the
city. There would be no direct liaison between the Federal Government
and the city.

Now, in our State there is another reasonand it is entirely apart
from the wiPingness of the city to take such programs onwhy I
would not. like, to see it done. We have most of our people livine_; in an
area measuring about 100 miles north and south, by about 20 miles east
and west.. About SO percent of the population of Utah is in that section.
Well, there are. I should judge, 50 municipalities in that area with
three fairly large cities--Salt Lake. Ogden, and Provo. But that is
one labor market and I would not like to see programs broken down
between the three cities there, because I think we have a common
problem and I think it should be taken care of on a State basis.

On the, other hand, I am sure that there are many States where the
municipal government covers the entirety of a single metropolitan area
or an urban area where it could best be assigned to the city. The thing
is, if you start determining just exactly how we are going to be struc-
tured from a Federal level on these ffrants, what. you are attempting
t o do is make a program for the typical State and there is no such thing
as a typical State. It is just like getting a readymade suit for a typietci
figure. You get a snit that doesn't. fit anybody, really, unless it is altered.
And the. same thing is true of any ironclad mold in which you attempt
to phiee a program that you expect to be administerd at a local level.
State. or local level. I think you have got to let the States do some
planning,.

Now, of conrse, the Governors were very concerned in the begin-
ning when we started getting block grants that there wouldn't be any
improvement, over categorical cfrants, because we were afraid the
right of veto would be exercisedt.by the Federal agency so extensively
that they would make them hack into eatecrorical programs anyway.
But that hasn't proved to be true. Both tbeDepartment of HEW and
the Department of Justice block grants have been administered very
liberally. While the, States, in their plans, must conform to the objec-
tives of the Federal Government, considerable latitude is given
orgnnizational structure and emphasis is on programs accomplishment
as opposed to a deemphasis in other programs authorized.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you. Governor.
Mr. O'Hara ?
Mr. O'HARA. Governor, I want to thank you for your testimony

which I had an opportunity to read, even though I wasn't here to
hear all of it. I know that von are one of the Governors who has been
most interested in these programs and I k»ow your associate. Mr,
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Iiobson, as being probably a num that wlmni no One bettor under-
stands the problems of a din in istrat ion of these pmgrams.

I am enthused that yea lie e endorsed the .public service employ-

ment concepts of my bill which would permit the States and local
units of government, and private, norprofit organizations, to enter
into contracts with the. Federal Government under the terms of which

the, Federal Government would put up the money for hiri »g people to

do community improvement work.
Do you have any idea of the magnitude of the need for this kind

of employment in your own State. Do you have the benefit of even a

rough survey?
Governor liAmp-rox. Do you mean the need or the opportunity for

it?
Mr. O'HARA. Both.
ilovernor RAMPTON. Well, the need is there without. doubt:Now.

we would be able to tell you a little bit more about the opportunities
in a little while.

How many departme»ts have we received replies from?
Mr. OLSON. We have response from about a third.
Governor RAMPTON. -We circulated a letter about 10 days ago to all

departments of the State government and I directed them to report
Inck to me what positions on their table of organizations could be

tilled by a disadyartaged person with proper preparation and on-

the-job training. And Mr. Olson tells me about a third of then have.

responded.
But of those that I have seen, ;here is only one department and

that was the retirement fund, which is a quasi-State de.partment with

a very small staff, that replied that they didn't have any spots. EvPry-
one else has said, "Yes, we can identify such positions."

Now, as I stated while you were out, we are a little harnpe:'ed by

our merit system bill in the State. We have about 96 percent of our
State employees on the merit system »ow. Put I intend to ask the
uext legislature to liberalize the merit system a little bit to accom-
modate this proffram.

Mr. 0711ARA!'I would he interested, and I am sore the committee

would, in getting any figures that you are able to supply us as you
go along.

Governor RAMPTON. As soon as we get them tabulated, we will mail

them to the committee and with copies to all die members.
Mr. O'HARA. It has been suggested that we. ought. to sort of give

everyone a piece of the action, the mryors and the, cities, as Well as

States, and you baye said in your testimony that you think this is
maybe an OK thing and it might work oir Yery well in some places

but not in Utah.
Governor RA3trrox. I don't think I said that exactly. What. I said

was that it may work anywhere, but the decision can liest be made by

I he Governor or by his manpower planning council.
Mr. O'HARA. Vut you also pointed out. that 75 percent. of the popu-

lation lives along the Wu,atcli Front and for all practical purposes it is

just one big labor market with people moving back and forth aronnd
in it, and it wouldn't malee a lot of sense to treat any One of these en-

tities in that area as a separate entity in a manpower training sense.
Governor TIA3IPTON. That is right.
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Mr. O'HARA. I am inclined to agree with you on that. My prob-
lem is that I think that. most of the metropolitan areas of the. country
have gotten that way. I think of my own connminity and it doesn't
really make any sense to say, "Let's take Detroit and make it a sepa-
rate entity for pnrposes a manpower recruitment and placement.
No .adays something like 40 percent of the people that live in the
suburbs work in the. city, and I think it must be about 30 pereent, I
chm't know the. figure, of the people that live in the city who work in
suburbs, and the people that work in the suburbs don't work in the
one they live in, that is about. 60 percent of them go from onc.. suburb
to another, you know. It is just such an interlocking, mixed up busi-
ness and I really wondered about the viability.

Now. I know if I were umyor of Detroit and someone said to !ne
wel], there are two choices. First. I guess you would have to make the
choice, are you going to sav the city is the labor market for this pur-
pose and the mayor of Defroit is in charge. or are you going to go the
way the administration bin tries to go in a way, and say that we recog-
nize that you can't do that, and we will recognize that the metropolitan
area is the labor market and that we will put the mayor of the largest
city in idiar-re. All T know is. if I were mayor of Detroit. and I was put
in charge of program in the eilti re metropolitan area, I would make
darn certain that I ran in such a way flu:4- it would be run in maximum
benefit to my own constitn, nu. If you were put in Aarge of a four-
State for these same purposes, I am sure that your first business would
be to make sure that -Utah was taken care of, and then you would see if
there was anything you could do for Colorado or Arizona and whoever
else was there.

I think if you are goi1i ). to put local officials in elm rie the logical
choice would be the Governor. But in some places like nv good friend
Dominick Daniels' aiw. it doesn't even make any sense to put a Gov-
ernor in charge. For instawe, the New York labor market certainly
covers at bast three States, or parts of three States, and I don't think
that the people that. live in west New York, for instance, just on the
Jersey side of the Hudson, are going to be very happy about haying
their entire dependence for manpower sources placed ill either the
hands of Mayor Lindsay or Governor Rockefeller, who owe them no
allegiance whatsoever.

So this business of trying to make a pattern and then say, "Now we
are going to put these local officials in charge," just doesn't seeni to me
to tit the reality of the situation.

Governor RAMPTON. But you only have about three or four of those
multistate metropolitan areas in the conntry---yon have the New
York-New ,Tersey area, Von have the Plnladelphia area, you have the
Chicago-Gary area. That is about it. Other than those areas where
T will concede. Mr. Chairman and Congressman O'Hara, that you
might hove to make a modification of my proposal, still, by and large,
the metropolitan areas of the States tend to be some distanee from the
State borders. In the West I cannot. think of a single multistate
inetmpolitan area that we have.

Mr. OTTARA. You have'got a couple or intrastate ones, but not multi-
state.

Governor RA-Nlyrox. I don't suppose we are going to be able to do
much about that.
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lint other than those three or four large multistate areas, I think

this ran hest be handled .through the State. Now what the answer Is

in t,hoe, faultistate areas, I don't know. I don't know who you would

place l'e.svonsibility with. If you are going to put it with some govern-

mept ehtity, who is it g.oing to I it isn't the Governors in an attempt

to vork some sort of interstate coordination.
Nfr. O'HAFA. Well, it is a very difficult problem. BM I just don't

tinuic that the idea of puttinr- the mayors either in charge of inst. the

central cities and then -;eparat inn- the central city from the rest of the

metroliolitan area, I don't think that makes much sense. I don't think
it nio.kes touch sense to put a mayor of the central city in charge of the

na.st.ropoutari area. And we are going to do it that way, I think the

GoTrtior is the more logical choice, because he at least is responsible

to zill.the People of that entire metropolitan area and is accountable to

all .of them, not just to some of them. So we have some, accountability.

Col'ernor RAurros. Well, I don't. know A single Governorand
knaw all of them quite wellthat isn't vitally concerned :-,bout local

government. and how well it is doing, and that isn't perfectly capable,

both frotn ability mid motivation, to make sure that where the imple-

itirntion of the plan should be in a municipality that he wouldn't
:18,:ig) it there.

;NIP, o'lliotA. Yon see the scheme of my bill has been that we give

he Secretary the flexibility to determine for each particular kind of

proplem what sort of administrative entity should be established. Li

sonic of the multistate labor markets, such as Philadelphia and New

ork, he could go a different route than lie goes in Detroit. And in

hetNit, lie could go a different route than he goes in Salt Lake City

or Ncliatever seems t,o him to be most tailored of these arraw._,..ments to

the,Particularpmblem involved.
Wivernor L'A.-grToN. Well, I would prefer so far as possible to have

the brovisior in the legislation rather than with the Secretary so that

the (i-overnor can know what. be can expect. Now, perhaps there could

().ine modification to the Steiger bill, a combination of the two
apfetbaching wherein these multistate areas could be assigned to the

..;"ecretavy but in other areas t:ie legislation would direct that the State

la, Ole plOriJillig ageilcy.
Well, Governor, I think you have done an excellent

joh,cli this and it is clear that you have done your homework.
Cniecrnor ltorrrox. I have. got. a couple of boys here that did their

lynnewoik Very well.
Mr, O'FfmtA. They must be pretty tough instructors but they had a

frooq popil because you were very knowledgeable about the program.

Mr. DAN-ns. Mr. Gaydos.
Mr. GAYDos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

your statement you referred to 20 percent of your total popula-
tt!)14iintititietsah as being in need of some kind of manpower services. That

223,000. That is a rather substantial figure. Are we talking

ab9,4 the -work force or are we talking about people?
croyertior Ri.zikrinoisr. That would be people. But, of course, what is

youb work force? That is pretty hard to tell sometimes. It varies from

to time, because if we get the training to some of the people that

elon't, want eittendec. academic work they become a member of the labor
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force at a fairly young age. It is people that I am talking about, I
am sure that is true.

And if I were to relate those numbers to the work force, it would
reduce it by more than half, probably by 60 percent, of the actual
employables or potential employables.

Mr. GATDOS. I would have to assume that, looking at the figure,
that would be one of the reasons why you were somewlmtyou enjoy
the No. 1 category as far as the attack on the problem by estali-
fishing a manpower council. A lot of States don't have it established,
some attack the problem in a less concise manner than you have by
legislation. You have recognized it and have done something about it,
which I would think would be a good action, good program, and good
legislation and that is why I think these figures reflect this action of
your State. This is a very substantial figure in comparison with a lot
of other States, including my own State of Pennsylvania.

Maybe, Mr. Robson; you might be able to answer this since you have
referred to it previously. The National Alliance of Businessmen, are
they active in Utah ?

Mr. ROBSON. We have a NAB organization hi Salt Lake City. We
were one of the last of the cities added to the national program and
are active at the present. time. They have, conducted two pledge cam-
paions and have filled approximately a third of their quota there.
PrZably Salt Lake is like other places. We have a number of indus-
tries who because of the relaxation in activity in the economy as a
whole, some of our major employe-rs have some of their regular em-
ployees oil lay-off and therefore arc not in a position, at this point in
time, to add disadvantaged people to their payroll. But the NAB
program in Salt Lake City is making a very important contribution.
We are not as pleased as we might be with the number of jobs con-
tracted in the city. We hoped that our employers would have responded
more aggressively to the opportunity than they have. But by and
large the NAB program is makina a contribution and the employers
are working with us in taking references from the Human Resources
Center in Salt Lake. The executive director of the jobs program is
a member of the State Manpower Plannina Council and we are pleased
to have those programs operated in Salt Lae.

Mr. GAYDOS. It has been suggested in prior hearings here that the
National Alliance of Businessmen and the approach to the problem
is the best and possibly the only approach in solving our manpower
profframs. Do yon have any comment. on that, Governor?

d-overnor RAMPTON. I don't think standing alone it solves the prob-
lem. It gives the opportunity to a job, but I don't think standing
alone it is going to mean very much. I think it must be supplemented
by the other programs.

Mr. GAvoos. I have no further questions.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Governor.
Governor RAMPTON. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Daniel H. Kruger, Professor

of Industrial Relations, Michigan State University.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Chairman, would the gentleman yield?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes, I would be happy to.
Mr. O'HARA. T would like to take this opportunity to welcome Pro-

fessor Kruger. We are really Nesse& today with some outstanding
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testimony. I think this is winding up the way any good fireworks
display shouldwith the best ones saved until the end.

Professor Kruger is my mentor, one of those who has been most
helpful to me in learning some of the problenis of manpower trainina
development. And he is indeed a distinguished and very well informe5
witness. I ani saying this without. even having read his testimony,
you see, so I may want to take some of it back afterwards, but I don't
think so.

Mr. DANIELS. I may say in response to the gentleman from Michigan
that Professor Kruger you have been a real fine instructor.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL H. KRUGER, PROFESSOR OF INDUSTRIAL

RELATIONS, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, EAST LANSING,

MICH.

Mr. KRUGER. In addition to being a professor of industrial relations
at Michigan State, I am also chairnmn of the Michigan Manpower
Commission and am very much involved in the resolution of manpower
problems.

I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear before the com-
mittee to present. testimony on the manpower bills currently before this
committee.

I want to focus primarily .on the Manpower Act introduced by Con-
gressman O'Hara and the administration's bill. In putting my remarks
into perspective, one of the difficulties in evaluating these manpower
programs which the Congress has enacted since 1.962 is that the admin-
istration has been so diffused.

There are at least six sets of governmental relationships involved
in the planning and delivery of the manpower services :

At the Federal level, there are relationships between the Department
of Labor, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
Office of Economic Opportunity, and other Federal agencies con-
cerned with manpower. Each has a slice of the activities. Each, in a
sense, has its own interests. And, unfortunately, none of the bills
address themselves to the problem of coordination at the Federal level.

The second set of relationships deals with the Federal agency and
the appropriate State agency, for example, the Federal-State system
of public employment offices, the Federal-State system of vocational
rehabilitation, and the Federal-State vocational education system. In
the Federal-State relationship the general guidelines are determined
by the Federal partner, and the State agency has the responsibility of
implementing the program within the guidelines. The State partner
is not. involved in the formulation of the guidelines under which the
specific program is administered. The Manpower Training Act does
address itself to improving relationships between the Manpower Ad-
ministration of the U.S. Department of La.bor and State agencies
involved in manpower programs.

A third set of relationships involves a Federal agency and the local
community in which the guidelines and funds move directly from the
Federal agency to the local community. The Community Action
Agency established under the Economic Opportunity Act is an
example of this type of relationship. Another example is the model
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cities program in which the funds flow directly from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development to the local community receiving
the grant. Some of these .programs carry On manpower activities
which are beyond tli e. supervision and control of the U.S. Department
of Labor, or the State Employment Service. The Manpower Training
Act (MTA) does provide that local area prime sponsors shall he
included in State plans and subject to approval by the Secretary of
Labor. Moreover, the prime sponsors in standard metropolitan sta-
tistical areas (SMSAs) or other appropriate geographical areas are
to be desinated by the Governors from units of local general go cern-
meiit. I want to come back to that. The. thrust here is to develop o more
effective administrative unit to carry :;ut manpower programs at the

local level.
The fourth set of relationships deal with the State agencies involved

in the delivery of numpower services. At the State level there is a
Sta.'e Employment Service, a State Vocational Rehabilitation ageiwy,
a Slate Vocational Education department. or division, a State 0E0
Technical Assistance Office to mention the major ()lies which are
involved in manpower programs. These various agenms aeted inde-
pendently for the most part until the establishment of the cooperative
area manpower planning system, commonly known as CAMPS.

The CAMPS system was established by Executive. order on Aug-

ust 15, 1968. The system, while imperfect. does provide the means for

the various State agencies involved in manpower programs to at
least begin to talk to one another about manpower programs. More-

over, it, has stimulated the States to develop a State manpower plan,

The MTA specifically provides for a State plan which will serve as
a. basis for funding. The funding, however, will be limited to the
funds administered by the Manpower Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor. Funds for vocational rehabilitation and vocational
education are administered by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

The MTA does provide for a State comprehensive manpower
agency to include the State employment service, the State unemploy-
ment insurance agency, unless exempted by the Secretary, and other
State agencies administering manpower programs. The Secretary of
Labor will make the determination as to whether this new agency is eli-

gible to receive grants under the .act. The Governors, however, may
designate some other agency to be the lead agency if given approval by
the Secretary of Labor.

There should be another option open to the Governor. Experience,
in the organization of State g;overnment may not always lend itself
to the creation of i comprehensive manpower agency or to a lead

agency. The Governor, for example, may want to designate the office
of the Governor as the lead agency. By this I mean he may want to
create or use a manpower commission or council directly responsible
to him as his lead agency. In my view he should have this discretion
without being penalized by reducing the moneys provided by MTA if
a comprehensive manpower agency is not established.

There are good reasons for permitting the Governor this discretion.
He is the State's chief executive officer elected by all the people. He is
in a position to minimize frictions between State agencies because he
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is the Governor. He can exercise executive direction and decision-
making authority to establish, and niaintam cooperative worldng rela-
tionships and hnkagethat is very importantand linkage among
the various State agencies involved in manpower activities.

MTA attempts to bring about more effective coordination among the
principal State agencies involved in the delivery of manpower services.
Of course, there is a calculated risk in givinr- the States control over
fiscal resources and administration of manpower pmgrams. At the
moment all States do not have the same degree of competencies to per-
form adequately their roles as contemplated under MTA. Moreover,
all the Governors have not shown the same degree of interest or sup-
port of the manpower programs. Perhaps one reason for this lack
of interest is that the manpower programs are now under Federal
direction and control. Thus the argument, could be advanced that if
the States were given the responsibility for the administration of the
manpower programs, the Governor would become more inteivsted.
Over time, the States would develop the necessary competencies to
mount an effective manpower program which relates diiertiv to both
industrial develonment and bunion resource development.

Establishing such a comprehensive State manpower agency as con-
templated in MTA will not be a simple task, In sonie States to establish
such an agency will require changes in the State constitution. For
example, in Michigan, the vocational education program is adminis-
tered by the State board of education through the State department
of education. The Board of Education in Micliigan, as in other States,
is a constitutionally established body. Although there may be difficul-
ties in establishing such an agency, it is possible. However it is not
woina to be easy.

A fifth set of relationships involved in the administration of man-
power programs is between the State agencies and the local communi-
ties. An example of this relationship would be the State employment
service and its local offices. The State office provides the. guidelines
and control over the local offices. Local labor markets vary and a State-
directed program may not fully meet the needs of the local area. The
local CAMPS committee, at. least in Michigan, attempts to develop a
plan to meet the needs of the area. The allocation of funds for man-
power training programs, however, is a lunction,of the State CAMPS
committee, at least this is the, procedure.in Michigan. The availability
of funds, in most. instances, is not sufficient, to cover the details of the
local plan. At present there is no equitable formula for the 'distribu-
tion of manpower funds to the local area, In the MTA, section 601,
there is a passthrough provision. Each standard metropolitan statis-
tical area is guaranteed a minimum share of the State's apportion-
ment based on its share of the State's labor force and disadvantaged
individuals.

In my view the standard metropolitan statistical area is not a desir-
able geographical unit for the planning and delivery of manpower
services. This concept. while appropriate for population analysis in-
cludes numerous governmental units such as counties, cities, villages,
and townships, and focuses on arban areas. It precludes the. rural areas
which are in desperate need of their equitable share of manpower serv-
ices. Consideration should be given to the use of a county or combina-
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tion of counties as determined by the States as the best basis for an
effective geographical planning and service unit. The same funding
formula as provided in MTA would apply, namely the, percentage of
the State's population living in a county or a combination of counties
and the disadvantaged Mdividuals.

The sixth set of relationships affecting the delivery of manpower
servicesis the relationship between the central city and the suburban
areas. The suburbs have the jobs and the ceneral city has the individ-
uals in need of manpower services and jobs. Public transportation in
many areas does not provide adequate service between place of work
and place of residence. Moreover, housing in the suburbs is usually
not. available at prices individuals from the central city _an afford.
Aside from transportation and housing, the suburban covmunities ap-
pear to have a. hostile attitude toward the problems of the central
city. This attitude acts as a barrier to cooperation between these
(rovernmental units.

Designation of a prime, local sponsor as provided in MTA may help
to bring about more coordination. There, however, may still be ten-
sions between the mayor of the large city and the Governor, especially
if they are from different political parties. The big cities have man-
power problems quite different from those of suburban communities.
The prime local sponsor must be able to relate effectively to the popu-
lations to be served. Moreover, the big cities do have political clout.
If their needs are not being served or if they feel that they are not
getting an equitable share. of funds available, their mayors can and do
contact their Congressmen and Senators to exert pressures on the Fed-
eral agencies. Moreover, the manpower problems of the big cities can-
not be submerged in a standard metropolitan statistical area. Big
cities and their problems may not get sufficient attention if the focus is
just on the standard metropolitan statistical area.

The possibilities of either the States or the local areas being dis-
satisfied with their apportionment of fimds suggest the need for some
kind of due process mechanism. The MTA provides fa.:' the establish-
ment of a National Manpower Advisory Committee. This committee
coW.d serve as a body to hear appeals from the States if a State feels
that it has not been treated equitably by the Secretary of Labor or the.
.Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in the apportionment
of the funds. The committee would make both findings of fact and
recommendations to the two Secretaries.

The MTA does not provide for a State manpower advisory com-
mittee but the Manpower Act does. The State advisory committee
could serve as the body to hear appeals from the local area if the local
area feels that it has not been treated equitably by the Comprehensive
Manpower Agency or lead agency. This State committee would make
findings of fact and recommendations to the Governor.

This due process amendment would enable both the States and the
local areas to have "their day in court" should they opt to appeal the
allocation and apportiomnent of funds by either the Secretary of
Labor or the Governor.

When Governor Milliken of Michigan established the Michigan
Manpower Commission by executive order, the commission of which
I am the chairman built in a due-process procedure, and I believe we
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are the only State that does this. The executive committee of the com-
mission, of which I am also the chairman, can hear appeals trom.local
CAMPS committees who feel that they are not being treated fairl:,
by the State CAMPS committee. Just the existence o: such a procedure
is valuable in building confidence in the system. There is a body who
will listen to the appeals of the local area. Tc date this has worked
very well..

Another thrust of the MTA and the Manpower Act is to define the
populations served or those eligible for services. The MTA section 107
should include a statement that within all programs funded by this
act, the concept of equity of access to manpower services should prevail.
This concept of equity of access means that all citizens of the State,
reprdless of race, color, creed, or place of residence, shall have equity
of access to manpower services provided under these acts. Moreover,
a provision should be added that the Comprehensive Manpower
Agency or lead agency, or the one that the Governor designates, has
the responsibility to make the citizens aware of the manpower services
offered. This means that the agency must communicate to the citizens
of the State as to what the manpower program is all about. Communi-
cating with the citizens to be served is, however, not sufficient. The
agency must assure delivery of manpower services consistent with
available resources. All too frequently services are offered which cannot
be delivered. 'The result is frustration and resentment on the part of the
populations seeking manpower services. Why promise if delivery
cannot be made ?

Let me get back to the concept of equity of access. In Michigan, as
elsewhere, the cities for the most part have received the attention in
the manpower programs, yet there are many people in the. rural areas
and there are migrants. As a matter of fact, Michigan is the second
largest user of migrants in the country. The people in rural areas and
the migrants are just not receiving their fair share of manpower
services. Moreover, there is the need for making these citizens aware
of those manpower services which are available.

Again, using Michigan as an example, there are an increasing num-
ber of Spanish Americans, Mexican Americans coming into the State.
Many do not read English, and so there is need to communicate to
them m a media and in a la:Tuage which they can understand.

All of the manpower biPs being considered attempt to eliminate
duplications of both effort and services. The MTA consolidatPs the
MDTA of 1962 as amended and parts of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 196:: as amended. This consolidation is needed but it does not
include other pieces of legislation which duplicate manpower services.
Specific reference is made to the 196S amendments to the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act which provide manpower services to the socially
handicapped. That portion of moneys presently budgeted for man-
power services for the socially disadvantaged under the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1968 should be 1ncluded in the
MTA Act or any other piece of legislation which this committee con-
siders. This would limit vocational rehabilitation expenditures to
persons with physical and mental handicaps. Services to the socially
disadvantaged individuals are provided in the MTA, section 107. In-
clusion of the vocational rehabilitation moneys for the socially dis-
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advantaged in the MTA would eliminate another aspect of duplication

of manpower effort and would tend to make the bill more compre-

hensive.
The MTA should contain a provision for public service employ-

ment, as does Congressman O'Hara's bill. This is a very important

addition. There is need for a public service employment provision .n

the Nation's manpower programs.
Just as an aside, Mr. O'Haea asked the Governor of Utah about the

extent of need for public service employmeni, in his State. As chairman

of the Michigan Manpower Commission, 1 have appointed a task force

of mayors from across the State. They are in a process of analyzing how

many slots they could use in a public service employment program.

As soon as the data is collected, I will forward it to Congreesman

O'Hara and other members of the committee.

Of course, the Department of Labor is currently involved in a public

service careers program. Such a provision should be included in MTA

for two reason. Employment in the public sector is increasing rapidly

and thus there are jobs available. Second, public service employment

can be tied in with title V of the MTA Act, the econemic stabilizer.

When national unemployment rates rise to 4.5 percent or higher, public

service jobs can be created thus absorbing some of the unemployed. I

want to underscore that title V is a very important addition to the

federally supported manpower programs in that both national eco-

nomic policy and manpower policy are interrelated,.
With reference to MTA, title V, the Secretary of Labor should also

have the authority to increase apportiomnents to those States which

are experiencing a rate of unemployment of 4.5 percent or higher.

These eAra apportionments would be made out of the discretionary

funds of the Secretary. Reliance solely on the national unemployment

rate will not, in my judgement, be responsive enough to high levels

of unemployment in individual States. For example, in Michigan

during the period 1956-68 the State's unemployment rate was hipher

than the national unemployment rate in 9 of these 13 years. If the

Secretary could respond to high State unemployment rates through

an extra apportionment, this would enable the States to expand their

training programs for a larger number of unemployed werkers.

Title IlL MTA, provides for research, technical assistance, train-

ing of staff involved in manpower programs provided under this act,

as well as for experimental and demonstration programs, and improv-

ing and strengthening labor market information. No provision, how-

ever, is made for a specific percentage of the appropriation to be allot-

ted for these important acEvities. The LIDTA amendments of 196$

included a provision that 52, percent of the appropriation be allocated

for staff training and development. This established an important

prme,.ple which I feel strongly should be continued. 2s.s a possible

recommendation, 5 or 6 percent of the appropriation should be reserved

to finance technical assistance, training of staff, and improving and

strengthenmg labor market information, to assure that proper attene

tion and emphasis will be given to them.
With respect to experimental and demonstration projects, each

State should be allotted funds to finance such projects. As it now stands,

E. & D. projects are financed primarily by the U.S. Department of
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Labor. Allocating the States certain funds over which they will have
control to finance E. & D. projects is in keeping with the intent of
MTA, namely the decentralization to the States of certain types of
decisiomnaking.

The advance funding provision of MTA is certainly a significant im-
provement in the administration of the manpower program. The De-
partment of Labor and the State manpower agencies will be in a better
position to plan their programs for the succeeding fiscal year since
the appropriation will be known. One of the criticisms currently di-
rected at the manpower program is that there has been little or no time
for careful planning of and for manpower servi.ces. Effective plaiming
tor mmipower services, of necessity, must extend beyond the fiscal year
in which one is operating such programs.

There is another aspect of strengthening the administration of the
manpower program. The MTA is designed to place greater .respon-
sibilites on the States for the planning and delivery of manpower
services. The formulation of national policy and guidelines remains
the responsibility of the Secretary of Labor. Tlit States operate within
these policies and guidelines. For the most part the States are not
involved in the formulation of these policies and guidelines. If creative
federalism is to work, the States must be involved in shaping the
policies under which the manpower programs are to be conducted. It
therefore seems appropriate that the administrator for the State com-
prehensive manpower agency or lead agency or the one the Governor
designates be designated as the Associate Manpower Administrator
for his State. Thus there would be 50 Associate Administrators. They
would be involved in the development of national manpower and
guidelines affectina all . L.)-"tates. The aromment could be made that if
they are involved in policy dccisiommling they are more obligated
to carry out these policies. The distinction between the "Feds" and the
State admiMstrators would be blurred. Their attitude toward
"Federal policy" would change because of their legitimate involvement.
Currently there is a consultative relationship between the Department
and the State agencies primarily through committees of the interstate
Conference of Employment Security Agencies. The extent of con-
sultation varies depending on the aititude of the Secretary and the
Mau ipower Administrator.

The Associate Manpower Administrator for a State would be
appointed by the Governor. As sucu, he will r3present the Governor's
pomt of view in the shaping of national policies and guidelines. The
legitimate involvement of the Associate Manpower Admimstrators
could well result in a m(:re effective manpoWer program because the
policymakers are closer to the plane of action. Moreover, their nwolve-
ruent would foster mutual understanding of the problems involved in
administrating a national manpower program by the States.

The creation of an Associate Manpower Administrator for a State
not only structures in decentralized decisionmaking, it also provides
meaningful feedback in evaluating policies by individuals who are
actually operating programs. This structural change in policymaking
could result in a change in attitude of staff personnel in both the State
and local offices. The legitimate involvement and participation of the
Associate Manpower Administrators for the States puts them fully
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inside the system loop of planning operations and evaluations. -Under
the present system the States are only involved in the operating
function. The time is ripe in the adminisftation of manpower programs
for experimentation in new institutional arrangements.

In summary, the three bills before the Congress present a unique
opportunity to strengthen and improve the Nation's manpower pro-
grams. There are certain features in each bill which will accomplish
this objective. Miweover, the suggestions made in testimony before
this committee should be given serious consideration. The bills ai«1 the
testimony provide the Congress with the necessary raw material to
enact a Manpower Trainim Act which will focus on the manpower
ppoblems facing the Nation in the 1970's.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Professor Kruger. I want to compliment
you on a very fine analysis of our various manpower programs and
flu?, relationships between the Federal, State and local governments.
You have done a great deal of homework on this, I see, and you indicate
the knowledge and wealth of experience that you have in this area.

I am indeed intrigued by the idea that you have presentedthe
Associate Manpower Administrator cooperating in this program and
that such programs be established in the 50 States. That is a novel
idea. This is the first time that this has been presented here.

Mr. KRUGER. May 2omment on it, Congressman ?
I have been a close observer of the employment service for the last

20 years in my capacity as a faculty member and as chairman of the
Michigan Manpower Commission and as a_ student of manpower
programs. It just seems op me that when the Secretary of Labor and
the Manpower Administrator develop guidelines and say, "OK,
States, carry it out," the dichotomy between the Feds and the States,
in my judoment, impede zhe effective administration and implementa-
tion of our programs. So, as I have indicated, is it not possible for
us to experiment? Once upon a time we said that the States were
designed to be laboratories for experimentation. Now why not see
if we can't figure. out a way in making an associate manpower admin-
istrator for each State legitimately involved in the making of guide-
lines and policies relating to the national administration of the
manpower programs I just. think this involvement would enable the
States to ,ret on board and do a more effective job in the implementa-
tion of the inanpowerprograms.

Mr. DANIELS. I think this committee should give very serious con-
sideration to your suggestion.

The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. O'Hara, do you have any
questions ?

Mr. O'HARA. Professor Kruger, we would be very interested of
course in getting thatmaterial that you develop in the public service
employment opportunity in the State of Michigan.

I am a little dubious on general principles of having one of the
units of government raising the taxes and another unit of government
spending the money. And for that reason I haven't been an advocate
of simply turning money over to local units or State units of govern-
ment and saying, "Now, here, fellows, go ahead." I think it is a very
salutary expeAence to raise the tames for what you want to do ; in
other words, I think those two things ought to be associated.
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So in respect to your idea o associatci manpower administrators,
I believe the States ouaht to be iRvolved somehow in the formulation of
federally funded

Mn KRUGER. Ti ey would be involved in the formulation of guide-
lines and poi ices.

Mr. O'HARA. They would be responsible to the Governor in each
case. Well, I would like to think abont your idea a little. It comes
to me new. Maybe we ought to consider this as one of the ways in
which we could deveiop an administrative structure that would satisfy
the pr000nents of each c f the three bills. I don't know if we can or
not.

It is the only 11,3-,v idea -we have bad, just about, since these
hearings began .

Mr. KRUGER. The consolidation of the bills and the financing, I can
appreciate, but I am concerned at'out how do we get these services
into the community in a more effective way. And, as you know, I
believe the States ought to be involved somehow in the formulation of
the policies.

Mr. O'HARA. I do disagree with your idea that the city ought to
be a separate entity for the purpose of administration of manpower
programs. I have had some experience with that that hasn't enchanted
me at all.

Mr. KRUGER. I would certainly agree and this is why I think we
need to have some other kind of geographical area ether than the
standard metropolitan statistical area as the basis for the plan.

Mr. O'HARA. I don't want to go to the city exclusively.
Mr. KRUGER. County or com.binations of counties.
Mr. O'HARA. That is all right w.ith ine. But I just think the SMSA

might not be correct. As Governor Rampton pointed out, there are
in one labor market in Utah three SMSA's. And while that is not true
in the Detroit area, nevertheless the labor market area is larger than

SMSA.
Mr. KRUGER. That is why I said counties and combination of

counties, and I had Detroit, Ltinsing, Flint, and Grand Rapids in
mind in terms of letting the State decide what is the best geographical
unit in terms of planning the manpower services and delivery of
manpower services.

Mr. O'HARA. I think the best way is to work qi a labor market
basis and let them define what the labor market is in a given case.

Well, I thank you. I am not going to inke any .9iore time.
Mr. DANIELS. Does the gentleman from Pennsylvania have any

questions ?
Mr..GAIDos. One question. Back again to that associate manpower

administrator question. You mentioned that the Governor would
appoint the individual and he would represent the Governor. Wouldn't
we have 50 different opi7:ions and gnidelines? When do we get down
to \\irk?

MI . KRUGER. Don't the manpower programs that this committee
has been discussing have bipartisan support? I think across the
country the Governors are becoming more and more involved in
manpower programs and this novel idea may even encourage and
stimullte the Governors to become more manpower conscious with
respect to the manpower effort.
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Mr. CrAYDOS. You heard the prior witness testify. Didn't you hear
the Go ,ernor say that the Salt Lake City area didn't want to have
anythng to do with manpower training and thought it was a waste
oftime and funds?

Mr. KRUGER. The mayor of .our largest city is very interested in
manpower programs. And, interestingly enough, in this task force
of mayors which I have established under the Manpower Commission,
we are in the process of educating the mayors to what the manpower
programs are all about and how they eau use the manpower pi.ograms.
And in the final analysis the mayors are being held increasingly
accountable for what goes on in their cities.

Mr. GAYDOS. That is a progressive movement..
Mr. KRUGER. Let's SCC if we can't educate the mayors to take 011

their responsibilities.
Mr. GAYGOS. Thank you very much. Yon should be comWimented

on your statement. It is excellent.
Mr. DANIELS On behalf of the committee I want to thank you for

a very fine statement. I am happy you could be here.
This concludes our 27 days of public hearings on proposed man-

power legislation. I want to thank all those who participated in these
hearings and made their views known to- this subcommittee. The
Chair will notify all members when we will meet for the purpose of
marking up a bin.

(Whereupon, at 11 :20 a.m., the subcomtnittee adjourned.)
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APPENDIX

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE REVIENV-"A COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER SERVICES CENTER,"

FEBRUARY 1966

(Employment Service Task Force Report)

A special 15-member Task Force was appointed October 1965 by Secretary
of Labor W. Willard Wirtz 4'o review the operations of the Federal-State Employ-

ment Service. Under the chairmanship of Dr. George Shultz, Dean of the
Graduate School of Business of the University of Chicago, membership OD the

Task Force included distinguished representatives from management, labor,

and the public. In naming the members of the group, ,Secretary Wirtz stated,
"The role of the Employment Service in many of our major manpower programs

has expanded rapidly in the more than three decades since the passage of the
Wagner-Peyser Act. The time has come to review the operations of the Employ-

ment Service and to consider what is needed to improve its operations as the
front-line agency for translating manpower, education and training, and war-on-
poverty policy into operational reality. With its present network of more than

2,000 local employment offices, operated as a Federal-State partnership, the
EmOoyment Service reaches into the heart of every city and into rural areas

as wel1 The Employment Service is involved in the administration of all or
part Of rore than 20 different laws."

The unanimous Rep Ort of the Task Force was submitted to the Secretary of

Labor on December 29, 1965. In releasing the Report, Secretary Wirtz stated
that its central emphasis is that "* * * if the Employment Service is to meet
today's demands it must be a 'comprehensive manpower services agency' rather

than the `simple labor exchange' which was called for when it was established

33 years ago." It is within this concept of the expanded role of the Employment

Service with its new requirements that the Task Force Report reviews the
present working of the Service and makes recommendations for administrative
improvements and legislative changes needed.

The Report is now under careful study to determine what administrative
action is required to implement its recommendations. It will also be used as a

basis for consideration of changes in the Wagner-Peyser Act.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE MANPOWER ADMINISTRATOR,

Washington, D.C., December 23, 1965.

Hon. W. WILLARD WIRTZ,
Secretary of Labor, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MIL SECRETARY : We hereby submit our report covering recommendations

for legislative and administrative changes to improve the operations of the
Employment Service. All members of the Task Force are in accord with these

recommendations.
We are especially appreciative of the excellent cooperation we have received

from many sources, both within the government and outside. This cooperation
facilitated greatly the work of the Task Force.

Respectfully submitted,
;John R. Coleman ; Frederick C. Fisc'aer ; Cameron Hall ; Vivian W.

Henderson ; John H. Lyons ; Charles M. Mason ; Agnes Meyer ;
Charles A. Myers ; Mahlon T. Puryear ; Howard J. Samuels;
Percy H. Steele, Jr.; Leonard Woodcock ; George P. Shultz,
Chairman ; Arnold R. Weber, Vice Chairman ; Daniel L Kruger,
Executive Secretary.
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY OF LABOR W. WILLARD WIRa7.

A special Task Force composed of 15 distinguished citizens has prepared a
comprehensive critical and constructive report on the operation of the Federal-
Smte Employment 'Service.

The R(port includes plain and blunt 44)se1'vations on what the Task Force
hods to be shortcomings in the present working of the Service. These are accom-
panied by specific recommendations for administrative improvements. and for
legislative changes in the Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933 (which establkhed the
Service).

A limber of the points touched on by the Task Force have been considered
controversial. Its findings and recommendations are, nevetheless, all imanhnous.
In view of the tripartite (management. labor, public) composition of this group
and the prestige of its members, this will go a long way in advancing the purpose
of improving the Employment Service.

The central emphask of the Task Force Report is that if the Employment
Service is to meet today's demands it must be a "comprehensive manpower serv-
ices center" rather than the "simple labor exchange" which was called for when
it was established 33 years ago. It recommends, in this connection, a clear and
complete separation of the unemployment compensation and employment service
functions, including separate financing.

Special attention is also directed to the need for strengthening Employment
Service personnel by setting up special training programs, raising salaries to
professional levels, and in other .;ignificant ways.

The Report points up clearly the increasing necessity of integrating the
Employment Service with other private and puhlie manpower agencies and
programs.

The Task Force members lmve turned their attention to a number of vital
operational needs :

For the development and dissemination of "labor mal.ket" information.
For the improvement of interarea recruitment procedures through the estab-

lishinent of "multi-market centers" and the use of automatic data processing
and computer technology.

For advancing true equality of opportunity.
For budgetary processes and controls.
For more effective emergency planning operations.
For a separate advisory and review committee.
For meaningful animal reports by the USES and the State agencies.
This Report will receive the most careful consideration. I have today trans-

mitted copies to the State employment agencies, asking for their comments.
I am asking Manpower Administrator ,Stanley Ruttenberg to advise me regard-
ing the implementation of the Task Force recommendations which can be met
.by administrative action.

The Report, particularly iu view of its unanimity, will be of inestimable
value as a basis for the consideration of changes in the Wagner-Peyser Act.

In more general terms, this Report serves a much needed purpose of redirect-
ing attention at the necessarily central "manpower" function of efficient match-
ing of people and jobs.

Recent emphasis has been on meeting the problems of unemployment and
poverty with special training, work experience, Job Corps, Neighborhood Youth
Corps, vocational education, and similar programs. Important as these are,
the thing that counts is getting a person into a permanent job.

With the economy as strong RS it is, the most direct and effective attack on
unemployment and poverty is to fill as many open jobs as possible just as fast
as possible.

The changes recommended by the Task Force are directed to this end.
I want to thank each of the Task Force members for a signal contribution

to the "good of the .Service" and to the public interest.
In particular. I want to recognize the untiring efforts of the Task Force

Chairman. Dr. George ,Shultz. Dean of the Graduate ISchool of Business of the
University of 'Chicago. and the Vice Chairman, Professor Arnold Weber, also
of the University of Chicago.

SUMMARY OF' RECOMMENDATIONS

I. The need for a new legislative mandate to clarify the role and mission of
the Employment Service within the. framework of the Federal-State system and
with the recognition of the existence of other labor market intermediaries, boih
pnblic and private.
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II. A separate, identifiable EmploynIent Service.
iiiinistrative separation from Unemployment Compensation.

1. A s(parate State Employment Service Director with own staff and line of
authority who reports to an administrative bead of an overall agency.

Ph:.-sical separation of Employment Service facilities.
1. Physical separation of all Employment Service offices from Unemployment

Compensation with reasonable proximity maintained so as to minimize the in-
convenience to thiemployincot Compensation claimants and jobseekers.

III. Source of service and relations with other groups.
A. No arbitrary limits on clientele served. Employment Service must be able

to serve all classes of clientele.
B. Special efforts should be extended by the Employment Service to reach

out to persons in need of specialized manpower services to improve their employ-
ability.

C. Employment Service should explore all possible ways to develop a more
effective two-way flow of information and contacts with private employment
agencies which adhere to professional standards in their placement activities.

D. Employment Service should seek to serve in coordinating role in an effort
to implement various government training programs.

E. Employment Service should be given legislative authority to enter into con-
tractual relations with nongovernment groups to supply specialized manpower
services to certain clientele.

IV. Strengthening personnel in the Federal-State system.
A. Salary administration and personnel qualifications.
1. Higher salaries should be commensurate with the qualifications and stand-

ards for these positions as prescribed by the Secretary of Labor. Federal funds
would be made available to those States which meet the higher qualifications-
higher salaries requirement.

2. The policy on salary comparability for professional jobs should be modified
to include the salaries being paid for comparable jobs in the State, both public
and private. The Wagner-l'eyser Act should be amended by this statutory action,
especially in view of pending legislation (Senate bill S. 561).

3. To facilitate the recruitment of college graduates and other qualified em-
ployees. the Federal Civil Service Commission should set up a classification
entitled -Employment Service Trainee." Trainee would be a Federal employee.
The Secretary of Labor would work out a cooperative relationship with the States
to assign trainee to State and local operations for a period of 2 years. Afterwards,
trainee would be reassigned to the national or regional office or could transfer
to the State.

B. Training aud development of personnel.
1. Secretary of Labor should require each State's anmml plan of operations to

include a well-developed training program including provisions for orientatron,
inservicc and outservice training, tuition refund, and educational leave.

2. Training activities should be adequately financed.
3. Secretary of Labor should be authorized to make supporting grants to

colleges and universities for development of appropriate curricula and training
materials and for the establishment of regional training centers for Employment
Service personnel.

4. Budget for Employment Service operations should contain a line item with
respect to training activities.

C. Facilitating mobility within the Federal-State system.
1. Legislation should be enacted to enable an employee in a State agency to

be appointed to a Federal position if he has permanent status in the State agency
under specified conditions.

2. Secretary of Labor should be given legislative authority to develop a system
permitting transfers or temporary leaves of absence for personnel to move
among State agencies without loss in employment status, etc.

V. Develompent and dissemination of labor market information.
A. Research and data collection.
1. Secretary of Labor should take the lead in clarifying the assignment of re-

sponsiMlity for collecting labor market information within the Department of
Labor and by other Government agencies.

2. Employment Service should collect and analyze manpower information
requir0 for the Efficient functioning of the Sei Tice and for administration of
Federci programs dealing with manpower development and utilization.

8. Employment Service should be recognized as a major source for the de-
velopment of information for occupational guidance, testing, and employment
counseling.
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4. Employment Service should engage in research which would facilitate man-

power and labor force adjustments to automation and ehangiug technology.

5. Director of the national Employment Service should be giVen legislative

authority to contract out research with universities and other justitutious.

6. Employment Service should be given legislative authority to collect infor-

mation from the Federal Government on job openings in governmental. agencies.

7. Employment Service should work closely with employers, especially defense

contractors, to obtain specific information on their job openings and to obtain
advance notice of mass layoffs in order to facilitate worker job adjustments.

S. Employment Service should make better use of data on job openings now

available as a result of normal operations.
B. The dissemination of information.
1. Vigorous measures must be adopted to insure that labor market informa-

tion is widely and meaningfully disseminated to other public and private orga-

nizations with an interest in labor market trends and behavior.
2. Each large office should have a Labor Market Information Officer. In smaller

offices the functions of the Labor Market Information Officer would be assigned

as a collateral duty to staff members.
VI. The interarea recruitment procedure.
A. Multimarket clearance centers should be established throughout the red-

eral-State system and the centers themselves coordinated on a national basis.
These elmters would improve the operation of the interarea recruitment proce-
dure and the flow of job information.

B. The Secretary of Labor should appoint a committee to stndy and recommend

the use of information technology in interarea recruitment. This committee should

decide on a regional trial application of automatic data processing,to be thor-
oughly tested and operated, before establishing an elaborate system. The existing

LINCS (Labor Inventory Communications System) provides a basic unit from
which to start.

VII. Administering and financing the service.
A. The budget process and financing.
1. The budget process should emphasize the programs to be Undertaken and

careful metlwds of evaluation and review.
2. The Employment Service should be financed from both the Federal Unem-

ployment Tax and general revenue. The cost of administering the work test
aspects by the Employment Service should come from the Federal unemployment
Tax Fund and the cost of the other manpower services from general tax reveinws.

B. Emermency planning.
1. The Ermployment Service should take the necessary steps to develop plans

and techniques for handling emergency situations in the labor Market, e.g. /miss
layoffs, plant closings, and unrest stemming from chronic unemployment.

2. An adequately financed Emergency Planning Unit should be established
within the U.S. Employment Service to plan for such emergencies.

C. A separate national advisory and review committee should he established
for the U.S. Employment Service and specific funetions assigned to it. 'timbers
would be appointed for 4-year terms by the Secretary of Labor. The committee
would have a full-time staff director, adequate secretarial fiSsistance, and a
separate budget.

D. State advisory and review committees should be established in each State.
Their functions would parallel those of the national committee and the members
would be appointed by the Governor. The State committee would file an annual
report on the overall assessment of the State Employment service.

E. Annual reports.
1. The Director of the U.S. Employment Service should be required to file an

annual report at the end of the fiscal year to the Secretary of Labor. This report
will contain an analysis of both the manpower services provided and its internal
operations, i.e. resources made available and their utilization.

2. The State Employment Service Director should be required to file a similar
report to the Governor and to the National Director of the ii.S. Employment
Service. This report should take the form of a State annual Umnpower report.

INTRODUCTION

A new look is being taken at the Nation's manpower resources today. The qual-

ity and distribution of educational opportunities have never received more atten-

tion. The relationship of vocational training and retraining to the adaptability of

the labor force is clearly i'ecognized and is reflected in recent coUgressional action.

Agencies linking the job market with special progranis for individuals who have
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special disabilities have grown in both the public and private sectors of the
economy. At the same time skill shortages are appearing, and these highlight
the need for more effective ways of linking people and jobs.

The growth of programs to deal with manpower problems and opportunities
promises better lives for all members of our society. But programs can be no
better than the quality of their administration.

This Task Force has reviewed and hereby makes recommendations to improve
the quality of management in an agency that has a major responsibility in the
development and administration of programs relating manpower and jobs. The
Federal-State Employment Service Ims offices throughout the country and a great
potential for service to jobseekers, employers, and other private and public groups
seeking improved operations of the labor market. This potential and the con-
comitant responsibility are esmcially hnportant for members of minority groups,
whose needs in this area are mOst urgent. If the Service can become a more
effective center for manpower services in the community, it can contribute much
more significantly toward the full and efficient implementation of the public
programs dealing with manpower development and utilization.

Thus, while we make recommendations for improved administration, we be-
lieve these are intimately related to eurrent or prospective programs under review
in the Congress.

our recominendations fall into seven areas :
1. The appropriate role and mission of the Employment Service.
2. Further separation of the administration of the Employment Service from

the administration of Unemployment Compensation.
3. Improving relations with other groups in the labor market.
4. New provisions for improving the quality and compensation of Employment

Service personnel, principally at the State and local levels.
Emphasis on the role of the Employment Service in collecting and dissemi-

nating information about the job market.
G. Improving interarea recruitment procedures with the aid of modern infor-

mation technology.
7. Suggestions for administrative matters designed to improve the quality of

management in the Service and to strengthen its finances.
In recent years, Congress has recognized the importance of human resources

and of their full development and has made significant legislative breakthroughs,
establishing ambitious objectives and new programs in the manpower area. A
renewed and modernized Employment Service is essential to the effective admin-
istration of these programs. Our recommendations are designed to build such a
Service and many of them require legislative action. Thus, the Congress is called
upon again for affirmative steps toward manpower development.

THE ROLE AND MISSION OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Recent economic events and legislative enactments have created significant
opportunities for the public Employment Serviee to contribute to national
welfare. To grasp these opportunities, traditional concepts must be reexamined
and existing administrative arrangements profoundly altered. The publie Em-
ployment Service can no longer be considered a simple labor exchange bringing
together jobseekers and employers. Rather, it must be established as a compre-
hensive manpower services agency whose activities provide vital support for a
variety of government programs.

The scope anti complexity of current developments lend a new note of insistence
to the perennial pleas for improving the Employment .Service. On the one hand,
the Natioq's economy is in a period of rapid change, requiring new patterns of
labor market organization and administration. Dramatic technological advances,
sharp growth in the size of the labor force and changes in its composition, grow-
ing skill shortages, and changing patterns of consumer demand are imposing
severe tests upon the versatility of the Nation's manpower institutions. On the
other hand, Congress has enaeted an amalgam of legislation dealing with man-
power, education, and civil rights which is designed to improve the quality of
American life and to broaden the distribution of the benefits of economic
progress. Clearly, the Employment Service must adjust to these new circum-
stances in order to retain and enhanee its effectiveness.

IMPORTANCE OF LABOR MARKET INFORMATION

In this context, two functions assume overriding importance. First, the Em-
ployment Service should assume responsibility for the analysis and dissemination
of labor market information in the broadest sense, and the collection and use
of such information at the local level. This jeormation would, among other

4 #
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things, encompass the present and future demand and supply for specific occu-
pations, tlm qualifications necessary for entry and career development in these
occupations, and conditions in particular labor markets. In carrying out this
task, the Employment Service must, of course, utilize the data available from
other public and private agencies in order to avoid duplication of effort. The
Employment Service should accept the ultimate responsibility for insuring the
adequacy of existing tabor market information and its dissemination in usable
form. The attainment of this objective is a precondition for intelligent planning
and decisionmaking by all organizations or individuals with a stake in an efficient
labor market.

TOWAI'D A COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER SERVICES CENTER

Second, the public Employment Service is in a strategic position to function
as a manpower center at the community and labor market levels. Many of the
technical services necessary for effective mapower development and utilization
are already available. The efficient use of these services is thwarted, however, by

the fact that they are too often provided on a piecemeal basis that overlooks the
close interrelationships among the component parts of a manpower program,
Under the circumstances, no single agency has been able to coordinate these
services and bring them to bear in the interest of jobseekers and employers.
Such coordination is particularly important when dealing with persons who lack
job experience or who must overcome special handicaps in the labor market.

A major step can be taken to rectify this administrative deficiency by strength-
ening the Employment Service as a comprehensive manpower services center
rather than a passive adjunct of the 'unemployment office." The 2,000 offices of
the Employment Service constitutes an established network connecting all the
important labor market areas of the Nation. Through these offices, jobseekers
who need help should be able to obtaia the testing, indepth counseling, and cur-
rent information that are essential parts of the job placement process. Moreover,
the Employment Service should be the main governmental link between the diag-
nosis of deficiencies that impair an individual's employability and referral to
the various government or private programs for training and rehabilitation.

In this framework, the placement function remains the key objective in the
operations of the Employment Service. But now, it will be part of a systematic
effort at manpower development rather than the primary concern of a labor
exchange. The development of a comprehensive manpower services center can
provide a powerful antidote to the casual, "one-shot" placement psychology that
has frequently characterized the Employment Service in the past.

TASEIS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

The potential contribution of the Employment Service to the operation of the
labor market and national economic programs is revealed by an examination of
its specific responsibiliites. These responsibilities have been assigned by various
statutes, Executive Orders, and interagency agreements. The major challenge at
this time is to achieve statutory and administrative recognition of the close
interrelationships of the varied tasks of the Employment Service and to weave
them together into a coordinated program of manpower services.

The tasks of the Employment Service may be clasified as follows:
1. The maintenance of an active placement service for all workers and em-

ployers desiring assistance. This function involves developing better relations
with employers, both large and small, to exchange informa don and to under-
stand better their manpower requirements. Certain employers may need special
help in recruiting, screening, and matching job applicants with their manpower
requirements.

2. The ..!ollection and dissemination of information concerning present and
future trends in the labor market and in the quality of the labor force. This
information is derived from research initiated by other public or private agen-
cies and by the Employment Service itself.

3. The improvement of employment counseling and testing services to help
individual jobseekers make intelligent decisions concerning occupational choices.
The counselors of the Employment Service have not only an economic and social
function, but also one that can be described as diplamatic. The psychological
impression they create on their clients will determine in large measure the use-
fulness of the Service.
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4. The provisions of special counseling, job development, and placement serv-
ices for young inexperienced persons ; members of racial and ethnic minority
groups, including Indians ; older workers ; the physically handicapped ; the
mentally retarded and mentally restored ; Selective Service rejectees ; released

prisoners ; veterans, and other jobseekers whose capabilities may not be fully
utilized in the labor market.

5. Active participation in support of the planning of various economic and edu-
cational programs involving important manpower questions, such as vocational
education, community and regional development, emergency mobilization, occu-
pational training, and rural development. In providing this planning support,
the Employment Service has a special responsibility for working closely wit:1
edncational institutions so that school administrators and counselors themselves
may do a more effective job of adjusting those parts of educational programs
that bear upon labor market requirements.

6. The rendering of technical assistance and administrative support to oiler
Government agencies that are concerned with the employment process and man-
power utilization, such as the Office of Economic Opportunity, Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, the Neighborhood
Youth Corps, the Department of Defense, and public welfare agencies at State
and local levels.

7. The certification of geographical areas for Federal assistance under various
statutes and Executive Orders, such as the Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1905.

S. The maintenance of standards and obligations involved in the administra-
tion of the Federal immigration laws, the unemployment insurance system, the
Executive Orders banning racial and age discrimination by Government con-
tractors, and related laws and directives.

THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE AND PLURALISM IN THE JOB MARKET

This specification of the functions and needs of the Employment Service does
not mean that it is, or should be, the dominant manpower agency in the economy.
To the contrary, the importance of the Employment Lei:vice ste.ms from the fact
that, in eft:rying out its responsibilities and functions, it interlocks with a diver-
sity of public and private institutions. We recognize that a majority of job-
seekers and employers are usually able to satisfy their needs through reliance
on other labor market channels. Jobseekers may be able to make an. intelligent
choice based on information provided by friends and other informal sources.
Employers may be able to recruit a satisfactory work force from the flow of
applicants to the firm. In addition, both employees and employers will make
significant investments in the development of new skills for a variety of economic
and noneconomic reasons.

These informal prOcesses are supplemented by a network of private labor
market intermediaries. Unions organize the dissemination of information and
the placement process in various occupational and industrial sectors. Private
employment agencies are active in the placement of jobseekers, particularly
those in the mom skilled or specialized occupational categories. Many nonprofit
organizations render important services for jobseekers who face special difficul-
ties in the labor market.

Recognition of this pluralism in the employment process in the United States
helps to define, rather than rigidly constrict, the role of the public Enr:qoyment
Service system. By supporting and supplementing existing arrangements, the
Employment Service can and does make a vital contribution to the efficient
operation of the labor market and national manpower development. Thus, the
information provided by the Employment Service will benefit jobseekers, em-
ployers, and private agencies 'alike. In addition, by offering a wide range of
services, the Employment Service can stimulate higher standards of performance
an the part of other intermediaries that are active in the labor market. And most
important, in a Nation whose level of economic development permits it to eon-
temPlate an end to poverty, the Employment Service can render special aid to
those individuals who have not been able to benefit from other labor market
processes.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

The Employment Service has an obvious and important role to play in the
achievement of a society where all workers have equal opportunities to compare
effectively in building and selling +heir skills.
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The concept of "equal opportunity" must apply in the first instance to the
operations and personnel administration of the Employment Service itself. It is
not sufficient, however, merely to reaffirm existing la ws and policies as they
relate to this agency. Instead, Employment Service personnel at every level
must make a positive effort to understand and to cope with the special problems
that confront members of racial minorities in the labor market. In addition,
particular diligence should be exercised in helping these individuals to benefit
from the various public and private programs that will enhance their employ-
ability. At the same time, the Employment Serv'ce can ,demonstrate its com-
mitment to standards of equal opportunity 14 vigorously recruiting its own
personnel from all groups of qualified persons.

TOWARD A NEW MANDATE

In the 32 years since the passage of the Wagner-Peyser Act, Lhe Federal-State
Employment Service has been asked to assume lucre and more of the responsi-
bilities of a comprehensive manpower services center. This new role should now
be affirmed and extended so that the Employment Service can respond to the
changing economic environment with competence and imagination and so that
the public will have a better understanding of this role. To achieve this objective,
a, vn.riety of changes are recommended that will alter both existing ccmcepts
and administrative arrangements.

A SEPARATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

The recent addition of many new responsibilities has greatly ra:odified the
nature of the public Employment Service system. An examination of these re-
sponsibilities clearly indicates that the Employment Service is now a center for
the administration of various manpower services rather than an adjunct to the
unemployment insurance system.

However, the agency's effectiveness in assuming this expanded role has been
limited by its close identification with the unemployment insurance system. Since
103,5, the Federal-State offices have been charged with administering the eligi-
bility test for unemployment benefits. While this has been, and remains, an
important activity, its dominaht position in the operations of the Employment
Service had had several unfortunate consequences for the efficiency of the overall
system.

LIMITATIONS CREATED BY INTEGRATION WITH THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
SYSTEM

Different personnel skills are required to operate a manpower services center
from those needed for the administration of unemployment insurance laws. The
latter essentially involves personnel well versed in the specific Smte unemploy-
ment insurance law, administrative rulings, and other details relevant to the
effective administration of the program. In contrast, the provision of manpower
services requires personnel who are expert in labor market organization and
trends and who have considerable shill in aiding jobseeke:.s to develop their full
occupational capabilities. In addition, manpower personnel must be able to work
closely with employers and to become familiar witn their problems as well as
with the needs of other Agencies that are active m the labor market. To the
extent that the unemployment insurance functions demand the attention of
Employment Service personnel, they will tend to inhibit the development of
satisfactory manpower services.

In addition, the emphasis on unemployment insurance has created a public
image of the Employment Service that obscures other, more positive elements
of its overn1/ program. This "image" has influenced the attitudes of potential
clients on both the supply and demand sides of the labor market. Thus, many
jobseekers who could benefit greatly from the services offered by the Employ-
ment Service office are reluctant to us.) these facilities because of the stigma
attached to the "unemployment office.' Similarly, many employers have not
taken advantage of the Employment Service because they have felt that the place-
ment and manpower functions have occupied a subordinate position in the
offices' operations.

Considerations such as these have already led the Employment Service to
separate its activities from unemployment insurance in cities of 250,000 and
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over. Furthermore several States, notably Arizona and Wisconsin, have com-

pletely separated the administration of the Employment Service from the opera-

tions of unemployment insurance.
We believe that this process should be extended to all States and to the

national office.
We recognize that the Employment Service will continue to play an important

role in the admiMstration of the unemployment insurance system. This is espe-

cially true as it relates to the work test. Close working relationships between

the two services are required for effective administration of the work test
aspects of the claims certification process. However, it is important that the
Employment 'Service should ?, a separate, identifiable organization whose over-

riding interests lie in the area of manpower services. This means that, insofar

as possible. administrative arrangements of the Employment Service should be

separated from the administration of unemployment insurance, apart from the

work test. To attain this objective, several steps should be taken.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A SEPARATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

1. Administrative arrany9ments.--Separa te administrative arrangements

should be established for unemployment insurance and the manpower functions

of the Employment Service at the Federal, State, and local levels. Some muls-

ures already have been adopted to achieve this end, but they should be strength-

ened and ax-tended. There should be different executives for the two activities
and each should have his own staff and line of authority, though reporting to

an administrative head of an overall agency. This separation also means that

the Employment Service should formulate its own policies to govern the selec-

tion of personnel, salary administration, and t-aining requirements, and, as
discussed subsequently, be financed independently of the Federal Unemployment

Tax Act. Although some individual differences may exist among the States, the

Federal agency should formulate basic requirements for the clear-cut adminis-

trative separation of unemployment insurance and the Employment Service.

2. Physical separation.A concerted effort should be made to provide physi-

cally separate facilities for the Employment Senice and for the administration

of unemployment insurance. Again, some steps have been taken in this direction.

but they must be Strongly augmented. The ultimate goal should be the physical

separation of all Employment Service offices from all facilities responsible for

unemployment insurance with reasonable proximity maintained so as to mini-

mize the inconvenience to claimants and jobseekers. In the short run, these
two activities may still be serviced from the same office in those cases where
small offices in sparsely populated areas are involved. A long-run program

should be adopted, however, for consolidating these small offices, where feasible,

as a preliminary to the establishment of separate facilities for unemployment

insurance and the Employment Service. It may be that wider geographical areas

could then be served by a single Employment Service office through the use

of mobile teams who vis.'t particular communities on a regularly scheduled basis.

In this manner, the Employment Service will avoid excessive duplication of
facilities while also achieving the desired separation from the administraton

of unemployment insurance.

SCOPE OF SERVICE AND RELATIONS WITH OTHER GROUPS

The public employment agency shares its functions in the labor market with

a diversity of individuals and organizations, including school counselors, volun-

tary agencies, unions, employers and private labor market agencies, and other
governmental groups. In the past, however, relations between the Employment

Service and other groups in the labor market have not been well defined or

understood. As a result, opportunities have been lost for constructive cooperation

among the interested parties. To clarify this situation, these guidelines are

recommended :
1. No arbitrary limits on clienteM served.No arbitrary limits should be

placed upon the classes of clientele that may be served by the public Employ-

ment Service. If it, is to function as an effective general-purpose manpower
agency, it must be able to serve energetically all people who seek assistance in

finding jobs. Because of the dynamic characteristics of the labor market today.

any rigid definition of jurisdiction would impair the effectiveness of the Em-
ployment Service and also would deny aid to workers and employers who could

not he adequately served by other private or public agencies.
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2. Speciol :Jervices reguired.In some cases, special efforts may be called for
to reach out to people in need of specialized services to improve their employ-
ability. These specialized services include :

(a) Identifying these persons and providing special counseling services in
order to determine their rehabilitathe needs ;

(b) Developing plans commensurate with individual needs, such as referral
to another agency for remedial education, to institutional training or on-the-job
training ;

(c) Seeking employment opportunities of a special kind to accommodate the
capabilities of persons in thls group ;

(d) Providing supportive followup service', while they are on the job until
they develop self-confidence in the employment relationship.

3. Arced for fieolbility and review.The absence of any fixed designation of
the clientele of the Employment Service does not mean that it will serve all
groups equally or at all times. Normally, the Employment Service should direct
most of its resources to jobseekers who are unemployed or who have special
handicaps in the labor market. Also, in some cases, it will withdraw from certain
areas where its objectives have been realized or where it is determined that
another public or prt, ate agency can do a more effective job. The contraction or
expansion of the operations of the Employment Service, therefore, should arise
not from narrow bureaucratic considerations: but from an appreciation of it
basic mission in a changing labor market and economy. In this respect, useful
recommendadons can and should be made by the advisory and review committee
suggested elsewhere in this report.

4. Relationships with private groupe.We urge the Employment Service to
explore all possible ways to develop a more effective two-way flow of information
and contacts with those private employment ageneies which offer valuable
services to workers and employers in particular labor markets and which adhere
to professional standards in their own placement activities.

5. Relationship with other Government groups.Recent Government programs
for training, particularly of youth and low-income groups, have involved the
establishment of separate placement agencies, creating excessive demands upon
employers and uneconomic duplication of counseling and placement activities.
While we recognize that special problems often require special treatment, we
feel also that the implementation of all these programs requires effective co-
ordination in dealing,' with both employers and jobseekers. The Employment
Service has the potential, in view of its experience and facilities, to fulfill this
coordinating role and it should equip itself to do so insofar as possible.

6. Special contracting arrangements.There may he occasional special situa-
tions where it is appropriate for the Employment Service to contract out to
other aualifled agencies in the commtmity for the provision of manpower seTvices,
tions where it is appropriate tor tne EmployMent,
possess specialized skilli oi special teatift *Itill.q1k11111' talenttnel,TVOnileNillta.,
make them better able to supply needed manpower services.

We therefore recommend that the Employment Service be given legislative
authority to enter into contractual relations with nongovernment groups to supply
specialized manpower services to certain clientele.

STRENGTHENING PERSONNEL IN THE FEDERAL-STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE SYSTEM

A critically important factor in strengthening the Employment Service is to
improve the quality of personnel v orking in the system. While this has always
been a problem, it has become more acute. The growing demands upon the
Employment Service for comprehensive manpower services call for personrcl
with a more comple x. set of skills than previously required. To cite seveLal
examples : Employment Service counselors now select trainees for vocational
training programs and work more intensively with the disadvantaged. Labor
market analysts now have to provide more complete analyses of labor market
conditions as a prerequisite for establishing training pi ,grams. Occupational
analysts are more coneerned with manpower requirements arising out of tech-
nological change. Local office managers are much more deeply involved in working
with community groups to initiate and implement a variet/ of programs.

We believe that the needed improvement in the qua..,ity of personnel on be

accomplished by (1) improving standards and raising salaries to armat and

retain competent and qua1ifie4 enciployees; (2) providing incentives for. self-
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development through inservice and outservice training; and (3) enhancing

employee advancement opportunities through facilitating movement among the

States and between the States and the Federal Government!. Changes in these

areas should help make jobs in the Employment Service ijore attractive and

provide the basis for more successful recruitment efforts.

EXISTING PROCEDURES FOR ;;.ALAIZY ADMINISTRATION

To put the problem of improving salaries into perspective, it is necessary to

review briefly the existing method of salary adminiAration. Under the Wagner-

Peyser Act and title Ii of the Social Security Act, grants are made to the States

for administration of public employment offices where the State's unemployment
insurance law is in compliance with required administrative standards. Among

these is the requirement that personnel standards on a merit basis be established
and maintained. These requirements are promulgated by the Secretary of Labor

and are identical with othe,...s issued by Federal agencies carrying out grant-in-aid

programs.
Tinder the merit system, each State agency is required to establish and main-

thin a classification and compensation plan for all positions which are not exempt.

The State has final authority for levels and rates of pay but must comply with

the comparability policy of the Federal Bureau of Employment Security. This
policy is primarily a fiscal control to assure that State Employment Service

salaries are in line with comparable positions in otber departments of State

government.
PROBLEMS OF SALARY ADMINISTRATION

This policy has adversely affected the levels of salaries for professional jobs in

the Employment Service. One major problem is to determine what positions in

State employment are comparable. Aside from clerical and secretarial positions,

the job duties of Employment Service personnel are not generally comparable

with other State government jobs. More importantly, it has tied Employment
Service salaries to low State salary levels in many States. Salary data from the
Division of State Merit Systems in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, reports of the Personnel Management Committee of the Interstate
Conference of Employment Security Agencies, and studies by the national office

all attest eloquently that Employment Service salaries are generally low when

compared with salaries presently being paid outside of State government for
comparable jobs. For example, a sample survey in 31 Stats in 1963 showed

that nearly a third of State Employment Service interviewers wrote paid loss

than $5,000 a year. Furthermore, the low salaries are undoubtedly an important

factor in the high turnover rates and the inability of the Employment Service

to recruit and hold its share of the better college graduates and other qualiNed
applicants. Nearly a third of the sample of interviewers had less than years of

service. Low starting salaries for employment interviewers in the States acymint

for this. By January 1965, these starting salaries were still $1,500 or less in

half of the States.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF SALARY ADMINISTRATION

In light of these facts, it is strongly recommendcd that steps he taken to make

salaries more attractive for qualified personnel and, hence, more competitive.

Both the Secretary of 1:_obor and the State agencies have responsibilities to work

toward achieving better salaries for Employment Service personnel. The follow-

ing steps are essential.
1. Salary affministration aind personnel qualifications.The general principle

recommended is that higher salaries for Employment Service professional jobs

such as counselors, interviewers, and labor market an&ysts, should be comincp-

surate with the qualifications and standards for these positions prescribed by
the Secretary of Labor. Present incumbents in these positions should have an
opportunity to receive higher salaries when, and if, they can satisfy the revised

requirements. Federal funds .`:or higher salaries would be made available to
those States which meet the higher qualifications, higher salaries requirements.

The general salary improvements which the States make periodically would

continue to be recognized in determining the Federal grants to the States for

personnel salaries.

44-425-70p t. 2-42
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The Secretary of Labor, according to a recent memorandum of the Office of
the Solicitor, Department of Labor, has the authority to require the States to
adopt minimum personnel qualifications for certain professional jobs in the
Employment Service. On the basis of these new standards, the State agency
would negotiate with either the Civil Service Commission or Merit System to
revise salaries.

2. Salary levels and comparable jobs.To assist the State agencies in these
negotiations. the 11.5. Employment Service must modify the policy of salary com-
parability for professional jobs to include other relevant factors, i.e., the salaries
being paid for comparable jobs in the State, not only in the State government
but also in other public and private employment as well. To emphasize the
importance of adequate salaries for effective administration, the Wagner-Peyser
Act should be amended to provide that salaries in the State Employment Service
agencies be commensurate with those prevailing in the area for comparable
jobs, especially in view of pending legislation, such as Senate bill S. 561. This
bill specifically prohibits the use of Federal grants-in-aid for the payment of
salaries "in excess of the regular salary standards applicable to State employees
generally."

3. Follownp on improrements.If, after a period of 2 years, there has not
been substantial and general implementation of these standards in a particular
State, the Secretary of Labor would appoint a public review panel from among
the members of the proposed national advisory and review committee to review
the situation in the noncomplying State or States and report its findings to him.
The Secretary could make the report public if he deemed necessary.

4. Starling salarie8 for Federal trainees.Starting salaries should be raised.
since the recruitment problem is related to the inadequate salaries being paid
to Employment Service personnel. State salaries at the entry level are too low
in many instances to make them attractive to young college graduates. To
facilitate the recruitment of college graduates, and other qualified employees,
the Federal Civil Service Commission should set up a classification entitled
Employment 8ereice Trainee, relating the number of eligibles to the changing
requirements of the Employment Service program. The salary of the trainee,
who will be a Federal employee, would be at the entry professional level, which .
in many instances would be higher than the prevailing salary in the States.

A well defined training program at the national and regional levels should
be developed for these trainees. The Secretary of Labor should work out a
cooperative relationship with the States to assign these trainees to State and
local operations for a period of 2 years under the supervision and direction of
the State Employment Service Director and paid by the national office. After-
wards, they will be reassigned in the national or regional office to a position
commensurate with their ability and training, or, if preferred, they could
transfer to the State if a mutually satisfactory arrangement could be worked out.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGII QUALITY PERSONNEL

Related to the above recommendations on salary and higher qualifications
is the provision of opportunities for self-development. The following are recom-
mended :

1. TraMing programs.To improve the quality of personnel at all levels, the
Secretary of Labor should requi7e that each State's annual plan of operation in-
clude a well developed training program, including provisions for orientation,
inservice and outservice training, tuition refund, and educational leave. The cur-
ricula for these training programs should include, among other subjects, courses
in race relations and community relations and should also provide the opportun-
ity for first-hand experience in interracial situations.

The plan will thus include the various epproaches to training activities which
the particular State deems best suited to its neAs. If the State does not include
such a plan for its training activities, no funds would be made available for
training of Employment Service personnel.

2. Financing of training.As a possible guideline for underwriting the cost
of this training, the Secretary 'of Labor will allocate to each State a certain
percentage of its grant for training purposes. The Secretary of Labor will also
retain a certain percentage of the total amount appropriated by the Congress
for Employment Service operations to underwrite the cost of training carried on
by the national office on a national or regional basis.
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3. Cooperation with colleges and universities.The Secretary of Labor should
be authorized to make supporthig grants to colleges and universities for develop-
ment of appropriate curricula and training materials and for the establiAnnent
of regional training centers for Employment Service personnel. Currently. he
does not have such authority. Present programs for training personnel in colleges
and universities could then be utilized where appropriate.

4. Budgets.The budget for Employment Service operations, which the Secre-
tary of Labor submits to the Congress, Amu ld contain a line item with respect
to training. This not only emphasizes the importance of training; it also under-
scores the congressional intent as to how the money is to be spent.

THE MOBILITY OF PERSONNEL

A third method of improving the quality of personnel in the Employment
Service is to facilitate their mobility within the Federal-State system. Freedom
of movement enhances long-term career opportunities. This is important to
college-trained and other career-TY.inded employees who want the opportunity to
advance. Furthermore, facilitating mobility will enable the system to tap the
reservoir of nersonnel qualified and experienced in the Federal-State program.
The following are recommended :

1. The Federal-State transfer of personnel.Provisions should be made for
an employee in a State agency to be appointed to a Federal position if he has
permanent status in the State agency which he acquired through competitive
examination under a State Merit or Civil S-rvice system approved by a Federal
agency and if he passes such examination the U.S. Civil Service Commission
prescribes. A person so appointed may acquire a competitive status upon com-
pletion of a probationary period of 1 year. This suggestion has been discussed
within the Department of Labor for several years and has the support of the
Secretary of Labor and the U.S. Civil Service 'Commission.

2. Movement of personnel among the States.The Secretary of Labor should
be given legislative authority to develop a system permitting transfers of
temporary leaves of absence for personnel to move among State agencies without
loss in employment status, job protection rights, pension lights, and otlwr ac-
cumulated benefits.

DEvELOpMENT AND DISsEMINATION OF LABOR MARHET INFORMATION

The intelligent formulation and implementation of national manpower policies
requires current and comprehensive labor market and job information. The
Employment Service has extremely important responsibilities in the collection.
analysis, and dissemination of such information. In carrying out these functions.
the Employment Service must consider both its own requirements and the needs
of other agencies and organizations.

RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION

As a fundamental step, the Employment Service should be responsible rui .
insuring the adequacy of existing labor market information. There is great need
for a delineation of the responsibilities of the Employment Service, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, and other agencies of the Government with respect to the
collection of labor market information. Considerable duplications of effort
prevail and the public should not be burdened by requests from various agencies
for similar information. The Secretary of Labor should take the lead in clarify-
ing the assignment of responsibility for the collection of information about the
labor market. Therefore, it is recommended that the following areas of authority
be assigned to the Employment Flrviee :

1. It should collect and analyze manpower information required for the effi-
cient functioning of the public Employment Service and for the administration
of other Federal programs dealing with manpower development and utilization.
In many cases, this will mean gathering data alreudy available from other
government agencies. In other instances, the Employment .Service may have to
initiate the colkction process itself.

2. It should be recognized as a major source for the development of informa-
tion for occupational guidance, testing; and employment counseling, both for
its own use in providing manpower services -and for other users, public and
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3. It should assist in efforts to strengthen comnunity economic development
activities.

4. It should be engaged in research which would facilitate manpower and
labor force adjustments to automation ant. changing technology. To strengthen
the research program, the Director of the national Employment Service should
be given legislative authority to enter into contracts with universities and
other institutions qualified to do research for the purposes of having them
conduct specific studies related to the effective functioning of the Employment
Service. Currently, he does not have such authority.

5. It should be given legislative authority to collect information from the
Federal Government on job openingi, in governmental agencies and Govern-
ment corporations.

6. It should also work closely with employers, especially Government con-
tractors, to obtain specific information on job openings and their characteristics
and to obtain advance notice of mass layoffs in order to facilitate workers'
job adjustments.

7. It should make better use of the considerable data conutrning job openings
now available as a result of the normal operations of the Employment Service
network. In the course of its placement activities, each local office compiles a
current list of unfilled openings with respect to specific occupations and indus-
trial sectors. To utilize this potentially valuable source of labor market infor-
mation, each local office should forward a monthly statement and analysis of its
unfilled job openings to the USES. The USES could then compile and periodi-
cally publish an analysis of these dnta as another indicator of the composition
of the demand for labor. We recogMze that these data do not lend themselves
to the estimation of a national aggregate tigure on job vacancies and they
should not be misused for this purpose.

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

When adequate labor market information is collected and analyzed, vigorous
measures must be adopted to insure that it is widely disseminated in meaningful
form to other public and private organizations with an interest in labor market
trends. These organizations include schools, employers, unions, voluntary agen-
cies, private employment agencies, and the Employment Service itself. Unfortu-
nately, however, much of the information currently available has not been in
a form that is -usable by other organizations, and only limited arrangements
have been made to communicate this information on a regular basis.
1. Designation of labor market htformaticn oflicers.To remedy this deficiency,
each metropolitan local office should have a staff member who will be designated
as the labor market information officer (L3110). Additional staff personnel
should be provided as appropriate for local offices which serve large metro-
politan areas, while the functions of the LMIO may be assigned as a co i! lerai
duty to the staff of an office in a smaller community or provided on an Irca
basis.

2. Functions of the labor market information officer.The principal duty
of the LMIO should be to communicate on a regular basis with schools, employ-
ers, union, nonprofit organizations, private employment agencies, and other
groups as appropriate, and to maintain the close contact with these organiza-
tions that will help develop quality manpower services. In the course of these
communications, the LMIO can discuss with the organizations' representatives
the relevant labor market information that is available through the Employ-
ment Service. At the same time, the LMIO should solicit suggestions concerning
needed information that is not presently available and the best method for pre-
paring the information so that it will have maximum utility for the user.

3. Ronagts from the use of labor market information officers.This approach
would have several constructive consequences. 'First, it will promote a com-
prehensive flow of information from the Employment Service to the users.
Second, the quality of the information can be improved through the suggestions
of other organizations that have special requirements in the labor market. And
third, the use of a labor market information officer would build better r,,lation-
ships between the Employment ;Service and other groups and help to create a
positive "image" with the public at large.

4. _Information at work: The need for effective counseling.Comprehensive
and current jOb market information, readily available, is essential for an effec-
tive counseling program. Knowledge about the contents of, and trends in,
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occupations and industries in geographic areas is basic for reaching decisions

for vocation choice, manpower training, or other related actions. The counselor

has a key role in the translation of this information to effective actions. It is

therefore imperative that Employment Service counselors develop a sound back-

ground and working knowledge of the various types of inforniation necessary

to provide guidance to jobseekers.

THE INTERAREA RECRUITMENT Pitocauunr.

In order to retain its effectiveness, the public Employment Service must

adjust the distribution and use of labor market information in its internal

operations to the changing structure of the national labor market. In this re-

spect, the increased importance of professional and skilled workers, the improve-

ment of means of transportation, and the shift of industry have all served to

expand the geographical scope of the labor market. Although the local labor

market is still the primary unit for the matching of supply and demand, the

market for many professional and technical occupations is now regional or

national in scope.
In this manner, job openings in one area may be filled only by drawing on

applicants with the necessary qualifications who currently reside in other sec-

tions of the country. The magnitude of the problem is indicated by a special

survey carried out in July 1964, which revealed that the public Employment

Service offices had 250,000 unfilled openings af which 45,000 were for profes-

sional and managerial jobs and 35,000 for other skilled classifications. A major-

ity of these openings had remained unfilled for 15 days or more. To function

effectively in these markets, the Employment 'Service must develop modern

techniques for the communication of this labor market information among its

operating units.
EXISTING INTERAREA RECRUITMENT PROCEDURES

To facilitate the matching of applicants and job openings among local labor

markets the Employment Service has developed an interarea clearance proce-

dure. However, this procedure is cumbersome and generally ineffective. As

presently organized, it depends upon the initiative of the local office manager, who

list unfilled jobs with a State clearance office. The State clearance officer then

compiles the vacancies on a periodic basis and distributes this information to

other State offices. Many of the local office managers are slow or reluctant to

incOrporate job openings into the interarea procedures, and even when the

positions are listed, they are often "stale" by the time the information reaches

other local offices. In addition, there is no parallel procedure for the listing of

applicants who might be willing to move to take a ,new job.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN IMPROVED INTERAREA RECRUITMENT PROCEDURE

In order to improve the operation of the interarea clearance procedure and

the flow of information across local labor markets, the following steps should

be taken :
1. Establishment of multimarket recruitment centers.Multimarket clearance

centers should be established throughout the public Employment Service system,

and the centers themselves coordinated on a national basis. The exact number

and location of these offices can be determined after an initial study and pilot

project. In some cases, the boundaries of the regional interarea clearance office

will include more than one administrative region of the Bureau of Employment

Security, as presently constituted.
2. Listings with, multimarket recruitment centers.Each local office shall be

required to list with the multimarket recruitment office all job vacancies in

shortage occupations, as currently illustrated in the professional, technical, and

managerial classification. This listing should be made after the opening has
remained unfilled 15 days from the date it was listed with the local office. Initi-

ally, the new recruitment procedure should be limited to these classifications,

since the existence of regional and national labor markets is most evident in

these occupations.
Also, the local office shall be required to list with the multimarket requirement

office the names of all applicants with professional, technical, and managerial
qualifications who have remained unemployed for 30 days or more. In addition,

any 9ther applicants with skills and experience in these occupational areas may, at

their own initiative, avail themselves of this procedure.
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3. Functions of the multimarket centcrs.The information on job openings
and applicants supplied to the regional recruitment center can then lw used
to promote placement across local labor markets. In some cases, a loml office
may contact the regional center to determine if applicants are available for
unfilled job openings in the local labor market. In other :fases, the regional
center on its own initiative, will notify the local office of the possible availability
of qualified applicants in other areas or labor markets. At the same tinw. the
regional center will inform the local office servicing the applicant of tlw a vail-
ability of the job. The administrative responsibility for bringing the prospective
employer and 1:13 applicant together within the framework of the multi= rket
recruitment procedure shall then be assumed by the local offices. The employer
;ilia the applicant can carry out the usual screening and intervkwing procedures
at their own discretion.

4. Use of information technology.In order to develop an effective interarea
recruitment procedure. it is necessary to have rapid and accurate methods fm .
storing, analyzing, and retrieving information concerning job vacancies and
potential applicants on a current basis. Further advances in automatic data
processing and computer technology in the organization and operation of the
thterarea recruitment procedure should be given high priority by the Emplu7-
ment Service. Some exploratory efforts have already been undertaken, but they
should be expedited within the framework of the new interarea recruitment
procedures.

We recommend that the Secretary of Labor appoint a committee to study and
suggest the best automatic data processing and computer approaches to handling
this problem. The committee should consist of academic experts on electronic
data processing and computer technology, Employment Service, business. and
labor representatives. This committee should decide on a regional trial applica-
tion, to he thoroughly tested and operated, before establishing an elaborate
system. The existing LINOS system of the Employment Service provides a basic
unit from which to start.

ADMINISTERING AND FINANCING THE SERVICE

In addition to changes in concept, personnel policies, and the use of labor
market information, several other administrative aspects af the Employment
Sin.vice have been examined which are important to the maintenance of an
effective Employment Service. These include the budget process and financing,
emergency planning, the establishment of an advisory and review committee.
and related matters.

TIIE BLIDGFT PROCESS AND FINANCING

1. Importance Of budgetary controts.The process of making and carrying
through a plan of operation and a financial budget plays a central part in the
administration of any well run organization. This process involves thorough dis-
cussion among units as various levels in the organization so that general policies
aml local needs can be coordinated. It forces each administrative unit to develop
objectives for the immediate future and to make these a part of plans for a
longer time horizon. While puffin,' emphasis on program objectives, it makes
necessary the evaluation of these ajectives in terms of the resources needed to
achieve them and asks continually such questions as "How do the costs compare
with the benefits of this undertaking?" "How central to other activities is the
one under review?" "Are there ways to accomplish this aim in a more economical
manner?" "What priorities should be established among objectives?"

Tlw careful composition of budgets in the first instance is thus a constructive
process. At the same time, it provides deeper and richer material for use by a
reviewing group, such as the Congress, for purposes bath of initial judgment
about a proposed budget and of later extimination an how well the estimates of
various cost-benefit relationships have held up. In this manner, the budget process
can be a continual source of planning and evaluation so essential to effective
a dm inist.rati on.

2. Inadequacies of the existing budget process.The Employment Service has
been moving, though gradually, toward a more effective budget process. In nunly
of the States, however, this process has been the prisoner of relatively routine
rules a thumb involving the counting of referrals and of estimating budget needs
on a cost-per-referral basis. This approach is obsolete, as is recognized in policy
at the national level. Placements, not referrals, are the central objective. Effective
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placement activities in the short run result from effective programs that must

be worked out on a longer term basis, and which are interrelated to the central

objective. The quality of the labor market and job information, counseling, and

interarea recruitment services and the relationship between employment oppor-

tunities and educational and training activities in the community all affect place .

meat activities.
3. A new approach reguired.The budget process should emphasize the pro-

grams to be undertaken, nationally, regionally, in the States, and at the

level. It should call for analysis of problems impeding full implementation of these

programs and for renmsditil steps to correct them. It should involve a thorough

reconciliation of local needs and general objectives. It should include careful

and systematic methods of evaluation and review, so that the organization may

learn from experience and continually improve its effectiveness.

We rect. aund that the budget process and its improvement be made a matter

of first prim. .ty by the Employmnent Service and timat its organizathm and arrange-

ments for planning, review, and budgeting be made an important and well staffed

part of the Director's office at the notional and State levels.

4. Pinancbig the Service.The close relationship between the Employment

Service and unemployment insurance has created certain limitations on the sup-

porting financial arrangements. A basic deficiency is that the present reliance on

finaneing through the Federal Unemployment Tax does not reflect the much

broader functions and responsibilitis that have been assigned to the Employment

Service in recent years. This 11118 meant that the :-:va ilability of funds has not been

directly responsive to the changing requirements of the Employment Service.

Serious questions are also raised by tbe fact that a tax levied on employers'

payrolls to finance the system of unemployment insurance is used to support other

and broader activities as well.
Separate finaneial arrammements should be made for the administration of

unemployment insuranc.? and tbe manpower functions of the Employment Service.

Currently, The Federal Unemployme»t Tax on employers' payrolls is the exelusive

source of funds for the Emplt-syment Service, except for a few special appropria-

tions made by Congress. An approY:mate estimate can be made of the cost of

administering the work test aspeet.m of mramployment insurance through the
Employment Service. This cost should then be frayed from the Federal Unem-

ployment Tax Fund. The appropriations for the other manpower functions of

the Employment Service should be financed from general tax revenues, as deter-

mined by Congre.ss. By adopting this approach, Congress would be in a better

position to determine the needs of the Employment Service and to evaluate

the eflicieney of its operations in the manpower field on a regular basis.

EMERGENCY PLANNING

In addition to establishing effective procedures for carrying out normal. day-to-

any operations, the Employment Service .should take time necessary steps to

develop plans and techniques for handling emergency situations in the labor

market. Unemployment resulting from large-scale layoffs, such as those arising

from the cancellation of defense contracts or plant closings, armil poekets of

chronie unemployment may generate urgent problems for the my. 'immunity that

cannot be dealt with by conventional programs. It would be preferable, of course,

if the Employment Service had advance warning of impending emergencies in the

labor market. Some measures have been taken to develop an "early warnirI
system" for plant closings and related events, and we have earlier recommended

additional effort in this direction; but perfect foresight cannot be expected of

any agency, especially when its relationships with outside groups are on a volun-

tary basis.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE EMERGENCY PLANNING

Consequently, the Employment Service should engage in systematie emergency

planning as part of its on-going organization responsibilities. Such planning

can be facilitated by the following steps:
1. ENtablishment of an emergency planning nnit.A unit should be established

within the U.S. Employment Service with primary responsibility for emergency

planning within the Employment Service system. This unit would collect and

evaluate information concerning the possible occurrence of emergency situations

in the labor market, develop prototype plans for handling different kinds of
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emergency situatimis, and maintain continuing cmilmunications With key operat-
ing officials ill other Government agencies and throughout the Federal-State
network.

2. Coordination with the regional offlees.Each regional office of the Employ-
ment Service should appoint an official whose collateral duty is to keep informed
of the plans and activities of the national emergency unit and to coordinate the
emergency programs when they are undertaken in the region. This official wouid
maintain effective coninumications with the administrators of the State Employ-
ment Service agencies and, from time to time, should convene regional conferences
to inform the State agencies of the program of the national emergency unit and
to obtain the benefits of the experience and points of view of these State
administrators.

3. Operating respollsibility at the local level.Primary operating responsibility
for the administration of emergency action programs should be retained by the
local Employment- Service office. It should be authorized to add professional per-
sonnel on a short-term, contract basis, if necessary. The local office will have the
greatest familiarity with the "grass roots" situation and will continue to be on
the scene long after the sense of urgency has diminished hat before the problems
that precipitated the emergency have been resolved. However, the national and
regional officials should work closely with the local office to adapt the protot:pe
plans to the special circumstances of the emergency and to insure that adequate
resources are on hand to deal with each situation.

4. Budget requirement&Clearly, the Elnployment Service cannot reoed
effectively to emergency s,.tuations without adequate funds earmarked for tsds
purpose. Accordingly, t1r2.re should be a line item in the annnal budget of the
USES for emergency planning and for use in implementing extraordinary pro-
grams that are beyond the normal resources of the local office of a State agency.
As a first approximation, tlm amounts necessary for this purpose can be esti--
mated from past experiences. The appropriation could then be adjusted in the
light of subsequent experience and annual projections of labor market develop-
ments.

ADVISORY AND REVIEW CO :IMITTEE

The Wagner-Peyser Act provided for the establishment of a Federal Advisory
Council for the Employment Service and for State advisory councils. The Fed-
eral Advisory Council, over the years; has concerned itelf primarily with
unemployment insurance matters. Where active, the State advisory councils
likewise focused on similar matters. The role of the advisory committee, theref %re,
needs to be reexamined as to both its orientation and functions. We therefe re
recommend :

1. Need for an advisory and review committee.A new advisory and review
committee can play an important role in helping the Employment Service assess
the range and focus of its activities and in development of its role in the labor
market, especially as related to the functions performed by others. Just as the
administration of the Service should be separated from that of the unemployment
insurance system because of their basic differences in outlook and functions, so
separate groups at both national and State levels should be established to give
counsel and to serve in a review capacity.

2. Composition of the advisory and review committee.The advisory and
review committee should be small enough to gain coherence as a working g.rouP
yet large enough so that a variety of special tasks could. be undertaken on a
panel-system basis. We recommend a committee of 12 to 15 members, appointed
by the Secretary of Labor for terms of 4 years, staggered in such a way as to
provide continuity of membership as old members drop out and new ones are
added.

Membership should be drawn from the ranks of private citizens and should
include men and women with expertise in the labor market and employment
process. The members should be compensated for their services at the regular
rate established for consultants to the Federal Government. Groilos with an im-
portant stake in the operations of the labor market, such as employers, unions,
and racial minorities should be represented.

3. Fur etions of the ;iational advMory and review Comm ittee.The work of the
committee should be confined to issues of general policy. hicluding areas of
emphasis for the Employment Service, relationships with public and private
groups, the adequacy of existing labor market information. emergency planning
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and budgeting, personnel, and organizational matters. It should advise, as
requested, with the Secretary of Labor and the Director of the Employment
Service and report each year its assessment of the overall operation of the
Service.

In addition, it should be empowered to undertake, on its own initiative or at
the request of tL Secretary, an investigation and analysis of particular problem
areas or of issues about which it has received critical comments.

The comniittee should have a- full-time staff director of high competence, with
adequate secretarial assistance and a separate budget. His work should be
considered a part of tbe Office of the Secretary of Labor.

The committee should meet in plenary session at least twice each year.
4. Establishment of State advisory and review committees.The Governor

of the State should appoint an advisory and revif2w committee whose functions
would parallel those of the national committee.

It should advise, s requested, with the Secretary of Labor and the Director
of the Employment Service and report each year its assessment of the overall
operation of the Service.

Li addition, it should be empowered to undertake, on its own initiative or at
the request of the Secretary, an investigation and analysis of particular problem
areas or of issues about which it has received critical comments. The results of
these analyses and any r&ated recommendations should always be available to
the Secretary and the Director and should be p7 -sented at a time of maximum
usefulness for planning purposes. If the committee so chooses, its studies and
reports should be a matter of public record and be included in full as appendices
to the annual report of the Service.

As part of the process of evaluation and review, the public should have access
to a comprehensive report of the Employment Service on a regular basis. There-
fore, the following recommendations are made for the filing and publication of
annual reports :

1. Annual reports by the USES.The Director of the USES should be re-
quired to file an annual report at ite end of the fiscal year to the Secretary of
Labor which is an analysis of both the manpower services provided and the
agency's internal operations, i.e., resources made available and how these re-
sources were used. The report should include an analysis of developments and
trends in the job market.

There should also be included in the President's Manpower Report an analysis
of the manpower services provided by the Federal-State Employment Service
system for the calendar year.

2. Annual, reports by State agencies.Each State Employment Service Di-
rector should be required to file an annual report at the end of the fiscal year to
the national Employment Service Director which includes and analysis of both
manpower services provided and the agency's internal operations, i.e. resources
made available and how these resources were used. This report should take the
form of an annual State manpower report.
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PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HONORABLE W. WILLARD WIRTZ, SECRETARY OF LABOR.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1965, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Secretary 'Wirtz: Good morning.
The principal point this morning is to give to you and V. discuss with you this

Report of the Employment Service Task Force. There are with me at tile table
Dean George Shultz from the University of Chicago, and Professor Arnold
Weber, who were respectively the elJtirmall and the vice chairman of this Task
Force, and Stanley Ruttenberg, the Manpower Administrator, and Bob Goodwin,
Director of the Bureau of Employment Security.

I would like to talk with you just a little informally about this report first
and about the Task Force.

About 3 months ago, I asked a group of 15 public citizens, some of them from
industry, some of them from labor, and some of them with neither identification,
to take a look at the Employment Service in its operational aspects, to ask in;
any questions that they wanted about it, to go into it without airy restraints at all
upon them, and to give us the best possible advice they could about what ought
to be done as far as the administration of the Employment Service is con-
cerned.It was originally contemplated that this would be a private report, which I
would use simply for the purpose of making whatever suggestions, recommen-
dations, and changes that ought to be made.

As a matter of fact, the Task Force spent almost a solid 2 months on it, and
came up with a unanimous report, which has seemed to me to be of such moment
and significance that it ought to be handled differently from the way we originally
anticipated. It is therefore being released. It is unanimous in every respect.

The membership of the panel is one which, by its affiliation, might have sng-
gested the tailikelihood of a unanimous report, but, by the stature of its members,
promised that possibility.

They have dealt with a number of what we have considered in the past to be
quite controversial items with respect to the administration of the Employment
Service. They have dealt with them in a blunt fashion, as far as pointing out
some shortcomings are concerned. They have dealt with them specifically, as far
as their recommendations go. And some of them, you will realize, cut quite deep.

This is, ill a sense, a matter of housekeeping, a matter of administration. It
lacks some of the dramatic qualities which would go into a broad policy recom-
mendation of one kind or another. On the other hand. I point out to you that the
Wagner-Peyser Act, under which the Federal State Employment Service oper-
ates, was passed in 1933. There has been little or no change since that time as far
as the legislation is concerned. It is our view that it is high time that considera-
tion be given to the making of legislative changes in it; and fmtherinore, that
there are things which can and should be clone administratively.

This report, particularly because of the unanimity of its recommendations,
will be an admirable basis for moving ahead with that.

I am asking Mr. Ruttenberg to advise me immediately, or as quickly as pos-
sible, about the chunges that can be made administratively on the basis of these
recommendations. I am transmitting copies of it to the various State adminis-
trators asking them for their comments. I expect to use it as part of the basis for
discussion of legislative changes.

Now, with respect to the points in the report, I will outline them very briefly,
and then whatever questions you have can be directed either to me, or to Mr.
Shultz or to Mr. Weber, or to Mr. Ruttenberg, or Mr. Goodwin.

Centrally, the report emphasizes the necessity of the Employment Service
being at this point, in the language of the report, "a comprehensive manpower
services center" rather than the simple labor exchange which was. some 33 years
ago. enough to meet the demands on this agency and service. There have been
added recently a number of duties which involve the development of an active
and affirmative manpower program.

The Task Force recommends. among other things, a complke separation of the
Employment Service and the unemployment insurance functions, separate even
to the point of separate financing. It recommends that there be carried out across
the country the administrative changes which have already been adopted in
a few of the States in that respect.
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The report emphasizes very strongly the need for strengthening the personnel
of the Employment Service throughout the country, directing attention especially
at the salary levels which now obtain, pointing out that tgey are below profes-
sional standards, whereas the new duties which devolve upon the Employment
Service obviously call for a much more highly trained kind of persomml.

They make recommendations for training programs, for a combination of Fed-
eral and State training, in addition to substantial raising of salaries, as far as
the personnel is concerned.

The Task Force members faced very squarely the fact of the difficulties which
have developed of relationship between the Employment Service and some pri-
vate and some other public agencies in this area, difficulties of working out a
distribution as well as a coordination of functions, and the Task Force empha-
sizes strongly the necessity of further attention to that relationship. They point
to a number of ether matters.

One of particular moment and concern is the matter of developing fuller labor
marketto use their phraselabor market Information than we presently have,
a point of increasing significance as there develop some skill shortages in the
economy and additional work opportunities.

They point to the need for interstate procedures of one kind or another.
Today the Employment Service is handled principally, as far as the operational

activities are concerned, by the 2,000 local offices, and we realize that there has
been too little interoffice, intrastate, and interstate clearance of some of the
job orders and some of the mmests for work. In connection with this suggestion
for interstate procedures, tne Task Force recommends a very careful considera-
tion, through anotbc l. committee, of the possibilities of the use of automatic
data processing computer technology.

There was strong emphasis in the report on the essential need to make the
Employment Service a focal point in the development of equal opportunity
without regard to race or anything of that kind.

In what is perhaps one of the least dramatic and, at the same time, perhaps
most important administrative recommendations, the Task Force sugo.ests that
there should be development of budgetary processes and controls C,hich will
be essential to the development of the new kind of function which we are talking
about. They emphasize the need of much more effective emergency planning
operations and functions in the procedures in the Employment Service to meet
those situations where a large plant closes, or something of that kind. They rec-
ommend setting up separate advisory and review committees in the various
States for the employment function, and also a separate advisory and review
committee as far as the administration of the U.S. Employment Service is con-
cerned. They suggest that there should be more meaningful use made of the
requirements for annual reports by the USES and the State agencies.

May I just add his, in generaltwo things.
One : It seemrs to me that this report in its broadest sense exercises a very

important function of bringing our attention back again to what it has got to
be, the central manpower function, especially at a time of this kind. We have
become very much interested in the programs of various kinds, tha manpower
development and training program, the various poverty programs, the work
experience programs, the Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the voca-
tional education program, and others. Important as these are, the one essential
aswer to unemployment or to poverty is obviously putting a person in a perma-
nent job, and with the economy going M the rate it is now, with job opportunities
developing at the rate they are now, it is obvious that the first thing we have
got to do, the most important thing to do in meeting both unemployment and pov-
erty, is to be sure that every open job is filled just as rapidly as it possibly can
be done.

I want to take this opportunity to express a very real debt of gratitude to the
members of this Task Force for what they have done. I would like to call particu-
lar attention to the untiring efforts of Dean Shultz and Professor Weber and
the executive secretary, Dan Kruger, who have among them guided this program
to its present, ii think, quite successful completion.

It is in complete sincerity that I say to you that I suspect that the recom-
mendation of this Task Force may well prove to be the most important develop-
ment in this area since the enactment of the Wagner-Peyser Act. There has been
an accumulation of change over the years. There has also been an accumulation
of need for more drastic change. I see this report, particularly because of its
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unanimity, as holding forth real promise that that change, that larger change,
will now be forthcoming.

George, is there anything you would like to say?
Dr. Shultz: No ; you have hit the highlights very well.
I would like to express appreciation, from the standpoint of the Task Force,

for the very fine cooperation we have received from the Employment Service and
the Bureau of Employment Security, the Department of Labor, and other areas
cti Government. We have asked them for all sorts of information, and they have
certainly supplied it, and we are very grateful for that.

Secretary Wirtz: Thank you.
All right, gentlemen and ladies.
Question: Mr. Secretary, could you explain how, if all of these recommenda-

tions are adopted, they are going to affect the ordinary guy out looking for a
job? Could you put it on a ne-person or on a three-person basis?

Secretary Wirtz: It would seem to me most lik&y to have these effects. First.
and really behind your question, there is a strong suggestion here that some of
the present unemployment problems require our reaching out to find them and to
meet them. As the unemployment figure gets lower, the remaining cases include a
larger number of people who require some particular kind of attention, starting
with a reaching out to find them and to find their problem.

The Task For,..e recommends a much stronger emphasis on counseling and
testing. Where before an individual was served only as he came into the office,
said that he wanted a job, and then received more or less routine information,
the suggestion of the Task Force is that he must be served in the future, first,
by going more than half way to meet him and his problem ; second, by supplying
a large degree of counseling and testing, professional help of one kind or another ;
third, by considering with him not only the jobs in that particular area, but also
jobs which may he open in other areas for which he would be qualified.

George, are there other differences that should be added?
Dr. Shultz: No. I think if you say the "ordinary guy," it is important to recog-

nize the ordinary guy is ninny different kinds of people. He may be a highly
skilled person who doesn't have any great difficulty in getting a job, but would
like to find out about the variety of jobs that are available, and we would hope
that the Employment Service could do a better and better jcla for him. The em-
ployer has needs that the Empinyment Service can serve in this area. There is
the person who needs to be reached out for. So there is a diversity of ordinary

.guys or ordinary gals, and the Employment Service needs to be ready to serve
this diversity.

Secretary Wirtz: Thank you.
Question: Mr. Secretary. this program would probably double the cost of the

USES. Have you any indication, in these days of tight budgets, that additional
funds could become available?

Secretary Wirtz: There would, first, he some question about the premise from
which you proceed. I am not sure it would double the cost. Pretty clearly, it
would increase the cost.

I assume the first line of answer to that problem would be to try to change the
emphasis of the present program so that economies could be achieved in connec-
tion with some functions which have been performed and those used, then, tf.:
meet the new needs.

The Task Force, quite clearly, recommends the financing of the agency, or at
least part 6f the agency, from general funds, whereas before. or whereas up to
now, it has been .finaneed almost entirely from the tax on the employers ; and I
assume that part of the answer of tha Task Force to that question would be to
rely on the general funds.

I also call attention to the fact that, in the unemployment insurance legislation
presenW pending before the Congress, there is the ;,,seommendation for an in-
crease in the base on which this tax is computed. The enactment of that legisla-
tion. I would expect, would mean that there would be a larger amount of money
in the so-called trust fund from which changes and improvements of this kind
could be financed.

Question: Mr. Secretary. does it seem that these recommendations would hi-
crease the emphasis of the Federal part of this program and deemphasize that
of the States or not?

Secrettwy Wirtz: No. I do not think that there is the contemplation of a larger
emphasis on the federalization and a diminishing emphasis on the State function.
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I think that there would be perhaps an equal number of recommendations here
involving the strengthening of the Federal and the State programs.

I interpret the reportbut would invite George's oral comments on itI inter-
pret it as being deliberately put substantially within the present pattern of
Federal-State relationships. Now, there are some details in which there would
be a larger interplay of the functions of the two.

I think particularly of your recommendation that there ought to be trainees
hired by the Federal service made available to the State service, and there would
be an interchange of that kind.

I understand some of these recommendations as in?olving the exercise of

perhaps a stronger voice as far gs personnel policies, and so .r.th, are concerned
on the part of the Federal service. But I understand it to be significantly within
the present pattern.

Is that right?
Dr. Shultz: That is right. I think one has to realize that when this average

guy that you asked about a minute ago goes somewhere, he goes to a local office

in a community some place, and that is sort of the starting point. On the one
hand, our feeling in the Task Force was very strong that the rates of pay, the
training arrangements, the managerial development aspects, you might say, of
the Employment Service were not nearly as good as they could be and should
be, and we would hope for some strong work and leadership from the Federal
Government in bringing these things along. And there are some other areas, I
think, that call for a broader seory in this Employment Service function.

We have a recommendation for what we have called multimarket centers,
which would spread across Ftates. As we all know, there are occupations in
which the employment process is a regional one or a national one, and not just
a particular community one.

Que:ction: Are you saying, sir, that the Employment Service needs an employ-
ment service in a sense?

Dr. Shultz: Well, the Employment Services needs to be able to operate well in

a particular locality, but also to coordinate activities across localities.
Secretary Wirtz: I malerstand you to say that the Employment Service needs

an improved personnel department.
Dr. Shultz: Yes.
Q uestion: Mr. Secretary, if listings are provided for local jobs in other parts

of the country, who is going to pay the unemployed's way across the country?
Serretary Wirtz: Stanley, would you care to comment on the extent to which

that might be done under the present legislation?
Mr. Ruttenberg: There are provisions under the Manpower Development and

Training Act now that permit experimentation work to go on in relocation of
workers from one are to annther. There is not a full-fledged Govermnent program
in this area, but the Congress has asked the Department of Labor, in the Man-

power Development and Training Act, to experiment with various techniques
and methods and make reconnnendations to the Congress. And we are not
scheduled to do that until the next fiscal year because we are still in the
experimental stages, but eventually there will probably be some form of a Gov-
ernment program. But yet, many private corporations, if workers are made
available to them, frequently are quite willing to pay their own expenses. For
example, the aircraft companies are now doing that to attract people out to
the west coast and paying their own transporation allowances, once the Employ-
ment Service helps assign the individual workers.

Secretary Wirtz: There would presently be statutory provisions in the Trade
Expansion Act and in the Canadian automotive parts provisions, where there
is a wove, as a result of job curtailment resulting from imports, either in general
or in the Canadiar automotive par's provisions. Under the application of this
law, there would be statutory provisionb. Those are the only ones, except for

the experimental program.
Question: Mr. Secretary, would you anticipate sending specific legislative

proposals on these for 1966?
Secretary Wirtz: The Task Force contemplates specific legislative proposals,

and if the question is whether we would contemplate that, we surely would.
Question: In 1966?
Secretary Wirtz: That is correct, in terms of the question, but we would

have to add tc, that I am in no position to know what would become of that
contemplation, but we are very much concerned about the matter.
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Question:Mr. Secretary, do you have any indication as to how much individual
manpower would be needed if all these recommendations were to be carried out?

Secretary Wirtz: Did the Task Force go into that?
Dr. Shultz: We have askedgoing back to your question about costs and man-

powerthat some estimates be made along these lines, and we tried to think
about it somewhat as best we could.

My feeling is that what we are talking about here is an effort to administer
things better, and that the needs forwe are not talking abont huge additions
to manpower, huge additions to cost, or anything of that kind. We are talking
about a better job of administering programs that are here and are established
and need to be administered well if they are going to be effective.

Secretary Wirtz: Bob, would you be in a position to translate these recom-
mendations into personnel?

_Vv. Goodwin: No. I think the point that Mr. Shultz made is very important.
There is a tremendous area where improvement can be made within existing
resources. Sonie of this will cost more money because we are trying to get better
people, and if you get better people you have to pay better salaries, generally.

One of the recommendations goes to the point you made, Mr. Secretery,
which really is dealing more with individual problems, the outreach function,
which we have been expanding to some extent and which this recommends be
carried a good deal further. This kind of an operation will cost sonie additional
amounts of money, but we have not yet come up with any estimates on that.

Secretary TVirtz: I should make it clear that we are talking about what is
presently a group of about 25,000 people in the various States who are working
in this area, so we have a considerable group to work with.

Question:It was suggested recently by Congressman Powell that the Mahpower
Administration be transferred to the Office of Economic Opportunity. Did the
Task Force consider this, and does it have an opinion on that?

Shultz: I think the Task Force thought a lot about the importance of having
coordination of various governmental activities in the manpower services area
in a particular community, and our feeling is that the Employment Service is an
established unit that has offices all through the country and is well equipped
to perform this coordinating role, and we urge that the Employment Service da
that, that it equip itself with the ability to gather the information that is needed,
that it have counselors who can do a good kind of job, and who can provide
services to private individuals and other governmental agencies that are trying
to administer programs of one kind or another. But I think there is a need
for some coordination here, and we would hope the Employment Service couldperform that function.

Question: Mr. Secretary, you mentioned that there was conflict in the Em-
ployment Service and private agencies also in this fieid. What were the recom-
mendations on solving this?

Secretary Wirtz: I don't think I said "conflict," I think I said "difficulty,"
that there are still difficulties in the working arrangements or relationships
among all of them. The one that came first to my mind as I remembered the
committee's report was the one involving the relationships of the public em-
ployment offices to the private employment agencies.

I was very much interested in the Task Force recommendation, if I under-stand it, that we ought to make all the information that we have available
to the private agencies, if there is occasion for it, that we should consider con-
tracting out certain parts of the job to other places, and, I suppose basically
and most significant, I find here a reminder that our relationships are still
ineomplete with the employers .themselves. It would seem to me that the most
important relationship is the relationship between the Employment Service and
the employers. We have not developed that in this country to the extent it has
been developed in other countries. In the western European countries, there is a
well developed program involving advice, if you will, advice to the employment
agencies of any expected major job developments on the part of any private
company. We have not developed that fully here.

The Task Force recommends that we move in that direction, and also recom-
mends that we do a much better job within the Govermnent itself so that we
will be fully advised in the employment offices of any clmnges as far as the pro-
curement programs are concerned.

I think this matter of better working relationships between the Employment
Service and private employers is a central matter and in which there can be
a good deal of improvement, and will be. This is probably tied in with the
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Task Force's pointing out the need for a separation of the services. They
Point out that the image of the Employment Service was, and still is, to some
extent, such that the lesser qualified workers would come there, those who are
looking for unemployment insurance, in most cases.

I think part of your point is to improve that image as a basis of improved
relationships with the private employers.

Is there anything to be added?
Dr. Sh ultz: Just one note. There are many private, nonprofit organizationsan

example is the Urban Leaguewho can do a very fine job in this area. We would

hope to soe better and better relationships between this type of private group
and the Employment Service, and to see the Employment Service be of service
to this group, in addition to individuals.

Question: This does not contemplate making this information available to

private employment agencies?
Dr. Shultz,: Yes, I think the notion is that it v-ould.
Question: What would happen to the fees that these agencies usually charge?

Would the Federal Government pay those?
Dr. Shultz: No.
Question: You would be giving public information to a private agenry, who

would then charge a man a fee to get him a job?
Dr. Shultz: Well, a person can come to the public employment agency and get

information, and we think that information about labor market conditions hi a
particular locality, what the people who have studied the outlook for various
occupations and industries and so forth find, a wide range of information, should
be available to interested people who want to get it.

Dr. 'Weber: But George, to clarify the issue, I don't think we had in mind citing
specific job vacancy information to the private agency.

1)1.. Shultz,: Or sending applicants.
Dr. Weber: But a wide range of material that would improve the function of

private ageneies.
Secretary Wirtz: Wouldn't that be particularly true as we develop more alai

more information about what the job situation in general is? That is the kind of
information that it seems to the ought to be made available.

Question: Mr. Secretary, you mentioned the proposal of separating the Em-

ployment Service from the unemployment insurance program. This relationship,

of course, has to be maintained. How does the Task Force propose that rela-

tionship in this area?
Dr. Shultz: Well, the Employment Service, we feel in the Task Force, should

certainly continue its role of helping people drawing unemployment insurance to

find jobs and in administering the so-called work tcst and seeing that the people

are genuinely available for work. That has been a function the Employment
Service has performed, and we feel it should continue to perform tha t function.

The main point, I think, is that doing that is only a part of the task that we

see the Employment Service as performing, and rather than being sort of the
dominant task and setting the tone of the Employment Service, we think these

broader jobs that the Secretary has referred to should be the main inrust and
sort of set the tone of the Employment Service operation. But certainly, I think

the Task Force eontemplatesyou can read the strong language about that in

the reportthat the Employment Service would continue to function cooperatively

with the -unemployment insurance system in administering the work test and
helping people drawing unemployment insurance to find work.

Question: One of the safeguards against abuses of unemployment insurance

has been the Employment Service, and where jobs have been refused by applicants,

they were dropped.
Dr. Shultz: That is right.
Question: Would this be operated also under the new program?
S(.(..reta ry W irtz: It is specifically contemplated in the report.
Dr. Shultz: 'Yes, and I think the better able the Employment Service if:, to be

au effective manpower services center in a community, the better job, along the

lines of your question, it is going to be able to do.
Question: Mr. Secretary, some months ago you said that you were considering

requiring racial identification In these employment offices. Is that still an active

considera don ?
Secretary Wirtz: I would count this question still within this area, and the

answer is yes, it is still a matter of active consideration, and it has not been
implemented simply because of competing demands on time.
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Quoltion: You spoke, a while ago, of reaching out and going more than half way
to meet the personal needs of the job. Specifically, what do you have in mind it
doing that?

Secretary Wirtz: I can answer first in statistical terms. There are just becoming
available fairly complete figures on this matter of nommrticipation ill the work
force; and we are finding, just illustrativelyand I think these figures are
approximately correctthat there are something like 300,000 to 400,000 more
people not participating in the work force today, and I am talking about males
only, the figures are very hard to corn e. by as far as the women are concerned,
than was true in 1053. It is a very complicated figure. I don't know how we are
going to get over the semanties of it. But if there was the same degree of par-
ticipation by adult males in the work force today as there wasthis is in relation
to the total populationin 1953, there would be 300,000 more people in the work
force than there are now. This means for one reason or another this group is not
participating to the extent it did before. So there is very significant factor hi
the human resources supply program which is suggested statistieally this way.

Let me go beyond that to answer in more individualized terms. The worst
unemployment cases in the country today are probably not included in the
technical unemployment figures. They include, for example, and specifically. the
boy standing on the street corner, a dropout from school who tried for a while
to get work, has given up, and now isn't even trying. And there are more of
these than we would lik to admit or recognize.

I have a feeling, which I cannot support statistically, that there is some place
bt ii a qmyter of a million and half a million 16 to 24 year olds who have
given up looking for work, with perhaps a high concentration among the nonwhite
groups. They do not appear in our figures because the unemployment figure covers
only those who are actively looking for work. These are cases which we have got
to reach out for : we have got to go into the neighborhoods. We are doing it.
We are setting up youth opportunity centers in those parts of town in which this
problem is most acute. The Office of Economic Opportunity is setting up centers
inI believe they call them neighborhood centersin one place or another, and
the most specific illustration of what we. are doing lies in those two developments,
the youth opportunity centers and the neighborhood centers set up in these areas.
Aral specifically, I repeat, I suspect that there are between a quarter of a million
and a half million 10 to 24 year olds who have given up, and it is just good
business for 11S to reach out and meet those problems.

Question: You envision just sort of (Icing more of that, or do you have in mind
some new sort of programs?

Secretary Wirtz: Well, "new" in the sense that these are all developments of
th last year or two. There had been emerging in. the Employment Service
specialized services for older people, for younger people, for non-white people,
for disadvantaged people of one kind of or another. So it is not new in principle,
but in terms of actually doing something about it, it is quite new, and it is only
within the last year that these institutions, these youth opportunity centers tuid
tlw neighborhood youth centers, have been set up nothing new in principle.

I would guess that, again, the practical hard answer to that is the undra-
matic one. If we can get highly professionalized people into these offices, am!
if we can put their budgeting on a basis which takes account not just of the
number of referrals but of the difficulty of the cases, I think we will see. In
undramatic but very bard terms, quite an thcrease in this program.

Question: You spoke also of the idea of coordinating the Federal activities
dealing with manpower. Would ;,-ou carry this so far as to say that all of the
manpower programs ought to be over here in the Labor Department?

Secretary Wirtz: All of the manpower programs?
Question.: I mean, li1i e. the poverty programs the neighborhood youth centers.
Secretary Wfrtz: No, I would not say that. There are quite a variety of things.

I am not sure about the question. Your question would include the Job Corps,
Neighborhood Youth Corps, all these other programs? No, I am not suggesting
that. I think probably as time goes on there would be some further development
in the dit4ribution of those functions. What I am suggesting more particidarly
and specifically is that recruitment, for example, for the Neighborhood Youth
Corps, the Job Corps, the Manpower Development and Training Act programs,
should be done through the Employment Service offices, and furthermore, that
the placement of the graduateS or alumnae of these programs should be prin-
cipally through he Employment Service offices. I think it would be a mistake
if there are a number of government agencies approaching the employers.

:
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Question: The recruiting of kids into the .7ob Corps?
Secretary Wirtz: That is correct. That is being done now.
Question: Or placement after they are through?
Scerektry W irtz: Both.
Question: They will be handled here?
Secretary Wirtz: They are now, pretty much. We are doing all of the recruit-

ing for the Job Corps as well as the Neighborhood Youth Corps. There is nrt
that complete degree of integration of operation yet as far as all the programs
are concerned. Our most immediate concern, and one that is shared by all agen-
cie. is that as far as employment is concerned, once these programs are finished.
that can he coordinated and organized. Right now that is less well developed
than the reeruitment. We are working on it now. This will not be new in prin-
cilde, but there is a lot to be done, and I think all of us involved in the program
would agree it is one of the top programs.

Question: Mr. Secretary, because of this report, are yon contemplating asking
for a larger increase in the Federal tax than the amount in H.R. 8282, which
I think is only 15/100 of 1 percent. isn't it? Is an increase proposed?

Secretary Wirtz,: The answer to your question is no, we are not contemplating
asking for a larger increase ill the tax. I point again to the fact that tile most
material point here would be the increase in the base. If the base, the earnings
base, on which that tax is figured is enlarged, it would very substantially in-
crease the amount of the so-called trust fund.

Question: Dean Shultz, do you contemplate that a significant portion of the
Employment Service would be devoted to helping people who are employed in
low-paying, deadend jobs to find either other opportunities they can qualify for
or guide them into training to improve their employability?

Dr. Shultz: We would certainly contemplate that the Employment Service
should be able to help those people, when they come into the Employment Serv-
ice, to tell them about other jobs, to tell them about training opportunities, and
to help them improve themselves, certainly.

Qz:estion: If I understood you, Mr. Secretary, you were also talking about
expanding this service into, we will say. more professional type jobs, technical
jobs, that sort of thing?

Secretary Wirtz: That is a different question. My earlier comment was on the
character of the personnel of the Service itself. I think there is a recommenda-
tion that touches on this other matter. I believe there is a suggestion here that
there be no limitation of the clientele of the agency, and I assume that goes to
this question.

Dr. Shultz: On the other hand, I don't think that means that the Employment
Service has to do everything. There are many areas that are being served very
well where people are getting along fine, and while the Employment Service
ought to be ready to move and be involved to some extent, there is no reason
why it needs to be trying to do all the jobs.

Question: No, What I was getting at: Were you thinking, in studying this
employment problem, where you have a revolution ill technology within govern-
ment and industry you are going to need more and more technicians in the future,
of expanding into a more technical and professional field as well as trying to lift
up the usual lower standard of jobs?

Secretary Wirtz: I understand the recommendation to be, squarely. yes. And
let me ask another point. We bave been faced with this question of whether it
is appropriate for the Employment Service to use its offices to help a person
who already has a job move up to a higher job, which is a related matter. Does
this recommendation cover that?

Dr. Shultz: Sure. I think this was sort of the burden of the earlier question.
Oil the other hand, we certainly don't see the Employment Service as being an
agency to go out and advertise and try to get people to shift jobs, but it should be
there to serve those who collle in.

Secretary Wirtz: On the theory that if we get a job for this person who is pres-
ently at this point on the wage scale, that will mean somebody else moves up
and somebody new moves in at the bettoun

Let me add just one thing, and I uon't want to be misunderstood at all on it. I
find some of the suggestions here quite blunt. I find every single one of them
helpful. I interpret this report as suggesting improvements for the future with-
out in any way constituting a negative criticism of the way in which the Serv-

ice has been administered in the past. I find real satisfaction in the reflection of
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a job which has jeen well done but which now, even the improvements on the
King James vers,-in of the Bible, could be done still better.

The Previ: Thank ycu, Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT or HON. RONALD REAGAN, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

I am vitally interested in the basic goals of the proposed Manpower Training
Aut. We have applauded the aims of flexibility, decategorization, consolidation
and decentralization of manpower programs. A major overhaul of the system is
clearly needed and overdue.

However, I have some major concerns about the manner in which the Man-
power Training Act attempts to achieve these goals. The actual implementation
at the loeal level may result in creating a greater proliferation of programs and

greater degree of confusing and overlapping jurisdictions conducting manpower
programs.

As a state and as a nation, we are facing a severe and deep crisis in rapidly
vosts of welfare. One vital aspect of our total approach needs to he the

most creative and innovative manpower programsunshackled from the pipsent
bureaueratie red tape, remove from the pressures of politics and personal in-
terests. This is our opportunity to make a significant iniprivement ont of the
jungle of programs which have developed in the last eight years.

The new administration in Washington has said they will push out to the
states greater responsibility for manpower programswhich I ani willing to
accept, if I can have a corresponding level of authority.

We need to have one fundnmental criterion for selecting prime sponsors
competency. I would be hopeful that many large city mayors would have the
depth of interest in the subject to do an exemplary job. However, to limit the
Governors in their selection of a prime sponsor to units of local government, and
to exclude from their selection consideration of private sector organizations, is a
serious flaw in the present legislation.

I would deeply appreciate your Committee's consideration of the attached
amendments to the Manpower Training Act. I would also urge the Committee
to solicit the views of other governers on this important matter.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO S. 2838 AND H.R. 13472

Amendment No. .1
On page 9, line 1, and page 10, line 3, strike out "Secretary" and insert in lieu

thereof the following : "Governor".
Amemlinent No. 2

On page 9, strike out line 4 through line 10.
,On page 9, line 11, strike out "noted shall be designated by the Governor" aml

insert hi lieu thereof the following : "among publie or private agencies, orga-
nizations, or businesses operating within the area".

On page 9, beginning with line 14, strike out "For the purposes of this para-
graph, the highest appropriate elected executive officials of each unit of local
general government shall represent such unit.".

On page 9, beginning with line 18, strike out "and be subject to approval by
t he Secreta ry",
Amendment No. 3

On page 9, line 23, strike out "Where such a plan has".
On page 9, strike out line 24.
On page 10, strike out lines 1 through 0.

Amendment No. 4
On page 8, line 2, strike out. "develops" and insert in lieu thereof : "assists the

agency in developing".
On page 13, line 25, strike out "for de-".
On page 14, line 1, strike out "veloping" and insert in lieu thereof : "assisting

tlie comprehensive manpower agency in the development of."
On page 15, line 15, after "service" insert the following: "developed by the

agency".
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Amendment No. 5
On page 16, line 9, strike out " (as represented by".
On page 16, strike out lines 10 and 11.
On page 16, line 12, strike out "ment".
On page 16, strike out line 18.
On page 16, line 19, strike out "local general government within the area, or by

the".
On page 16, line 20, strike out "if such officials fail to act in a timely manner".

Amendment No. 6
On page 7, line 8, after "Act" insert the following: "agencies administering

programs established pursimnt to P::.rt C of Title IV of the Social Security Act,''.
Amendment No. 7

On page 8, lines 3 and 6, and on page 12, line 20, after "Act" insert the follow-
ing : Part C of Title IV of the Social Security Act.".

On page 8, line 25, after "Act" insert the following : "and the programs estab-
lished pursuant to Part C of Title IV of tbe Social Security Act,".

SUMMARY EXPLANATION OP PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO S. 2838 AND alt. 13-172

The following sumnmry expresses the intent of the amendments offered :
Amendment No. 1

This provides that the Governor specify the area in which the prime sponsor
will operate. Under the bill, as presently written, the Secretary of Labor has such
authority.
A.mendment No. 2

This amendment gives the Governor the widest possible discretion and Eexibil-
ity in choosing the local prime sponsor. This is in accordance with the general
policy of placing responsibility for the operation of manpower agencies with the
Governor, instead of diffusing responsibility among a Dumber of public agencies.
IIe may designate prime sponsors from tunong private as well as public entities.
This is consistent with the desire to get increased private sector involvement in
manpower programs. To accomplish the above objectives, the amendments elim-
inate the following from the bill as written : (1) Limitation of prime sponsors
to governmental entities; (2) 75 per cent proviso muler which the cities could
automatically become the prime sponsor ; (3) Language which desigmltes who
can represent the unit of local general government ; and (4) Secretary's right of
veto.
Amendment No. 3

This amendment gives the Governor the authority to make the final determina-
tion whether the prime sponsor's plan should be included in the State Plan.
It, therefore, strikes language in the bill as presently written that if the Governor
does not include the prime sponsor's plan in the State Plan, the prime sponsor
may appeal to the Secretary of Labor who will then dadde whether the prime
sponsor's plan is consistent with the State Plan.
Amendment No. 4

This amendment provides that the statewide plan will be developed by the Com-
prehensive ManPower Agency in consultation with the Statewide Manpower Plan-
ning Organization, rather than by the Planning Organization as an autonomous
organization to the bill presently provides. The planning responsibility cannot be
divorced from operational responsibility.
Amendment No. 5

Since the Governor will have responsibility for the statewide plan, this amend-
ment makes it clear that if the prime sponsor defaults in his responsibilities, the
Governor shall undertake to cwnplete the plan of operation.
Antendntent No. 6

This amendment makes it clear that the Comprehensive Manpower Agency
shall include the agency administering; the WIN Program. It further includes
the WIN Program under the resoonsadlities of local prime sponsors. This wftll
mean that the whole range of manpower services can be centrally delivered t9
the client in one office. '1364
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Atlanta, April 8, Mb.

Representative DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
Chairman. Select Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Education and Labor,

Cannon. Ho If re Office Building,117ashingtoL., D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE
DANIELS : The State of Georgia wishes to provide you

with a detailed evaluation of the major manpower program reform proposals

now pending in Congress.
The attached position paper outlines our feelings on the proposed legislation

and we hope that it will be useful to you in your committee deliberations.

Your continued efforts on behalf of hnproved comprehensive manpower legis-

lation are guatly appreciated.
Sincerely, LESTER MADDOX, Governor.

MAN POW ER LEtasLATIo N EVALUATION

(Reflects comments on Administration's Bill S. 2838 and H.R. 13472Steiger
10008 and O'Hara 11620)

At the present time there are three measures before Congress which seek major

improvements in the existing complex of Federal manpower training authority

and agency arrangements. The leading hills are identified above.
After ca-efully reviewing the three leading propoSals, the State of Georgia ap-

plauds the efforts of each to seek major revisions in a cumbersome pattern of

Federal prograL: authority and Federal agency manpower responsibilities. While

the Administration's measure more closely parallels Georgia's posture toward
comprehensive reforms in manpower legislation, all proposals (3) do have

features which we consider very positive and others which we believe are con-

trary to our needs. Therefore, the following outline reflects the State of Georgia's

views ou the proposed manpower legislation :
1. We subscribe to all three bills' efforts to consolidate a large share of Fed-

eral manpower authority into a single Department of Labor program and funding

authority.
2. We agree with the Administration and Steiger proposals on the needed major

increases in State and local responsibilities for planning and administration of

Federal manpower programs.
3. The Administration and Steiger proposals for greatly enlarging planning

and administration responsibilities under the direction of the Governor at the

State level are heartily endorsed.
4. The comprehensive listing of manpower activities identified in all three

bills are in accord with the State of Georgia's views of maintaining activity
flexibility to meet State and loeal, manpower needs.

The provisions of upgrading underemployed and training unemployed work-

ers spelled out in the O'Hara bill appear to be more flexible and comprehensive

than those of the Administration and Steiger proposals, which do not specifically

emphasize the 'upgrading aspects of manpower services.
(;. Georgia's position on eligible persons' participation is closely aligned to the

flexibility offered in the Administration's bill. We subscribe to the development

of a national program and policy which would cover total labor force

requi rements.
7. We support the intent of lhe three bills to eliminate the need for OEO

currence in program development and the intent to eliminate the favored
position of OEO-authorized local Community Action Agencies in sponsoring,

planning and administering manpower activities and delivery systems.
8. While we support the Administration bill's intent to encourage a State level

comprehensive manpower agency, we do believe the State level mechanism should

be flexible enough to allow the Governor to identify a lead agency on man-
power to coordinate all pertinent manpower programswhen this arrangement
is deemed more effective by individual States.

9. Some states have already estr,blished a network of area-wide planning and

development enunnissicots. Therefore, we oppose the Administration bill's provi-

sion for allowing the Secretary of Labor to designate area-wicle agencies in
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Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. This provision would be in direct con-

flkt with State-established planning boundaries and with the provisions of the

intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 and U.S. Bureau of the Budget
Circular No. A-95 which encourage the delineation of uniform sub-state plan-

ning and administraton boundaries.
10. All three bills provide for advance program funding. This provision is

deemed essential in an area where uncertain financing has been the rule.

11. Wc endorse the appropriations allocation for programs under the Adminis-

tration proposal-75 percent of funds are earmarked for State use according

to formula.
12. We support the intent of allowing each State ins identified in the Steiger

Bill) to administer all of its share pursuant to approved State plans covering
programs and administrative arrangements. We oppose the Administration's con-

cept of staged decentralization of authority to the States.
13. The "a//owances" provision of the Steiger bill provides that the State plan

shall establish training and other allowances. We agree with this flexible

approach.
14. We adamantly oppose the Administration's provision which stipulates that

the Governor would be required to designate any public or private body selected

by such general unit m units representing 75 percent of the area population. The
Governor should be given the authority to mandate to the Secretary of Labor

and to local units of government the use of State established, uniform "area"
prime sponsors. This would be in keeping with the U.S. Intergovernmental Co-
operation Act.

STATE OF HAWAII,

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
Honolulu, Hawaii., April 24, 1970.

Representative DOMINICK V. DANIELS.
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Education and Labor,

Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN DANIELE : We have reviewed the major manpower program

reform proposals as circulated to us by the Council of State Governments and
wish to comment for the hearing record on H.R. 13472 currently before your

committee.
Its general concept appears to represent a comprehensive approach in an area

where such an approach is sorely needed. Section 104 of the bill provides the
mechanical framework for manpower planning functions for those states where

a comprehensive planning function and comprehensive manpower planning as
a functional area of the total planning process have not been established in orga-

nizational terms.
In those states where these activities have been establishedamd we feel

confident they represent the majority from the material we have seenthe bill
in the present form could lead to disruption of on-going programs and actual
weakening of the State planning process. H.R.13472 fails to recognize a clear-cut
distinction between State comprehensive planning and manpower planning.
Although Section 104 does not specifically preclude the designation of a central
state planning agency as tile state manpower planning organization, under Sub-
section (a ) (3) it would appear to have the effect.

We applaud the growing Federal emphasis on panning in many functional areas
and the desire to make this planning as comprehensive as possible. Too often,
however, this can have the unintended result of weakening the comprehensive
planning functions of already authorized and functioning central planning
agencies. Clear and explicit statement and wording of the law can avoid much

subsequent confusion and interagency maneuvering.
The 1970 State Legislative Program of the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations proposes model legislation for establishing state planning
agencies and programs which specifically embraces manpower planning. It is
our opinion that H.R. 13472 in its nr,:sent form would weaken gravely this model
State legislation at the Federal level. We would appreciate any staff analysis
your committee could offer in this regard before committee action is taken.

Sincerely, SHELLEY M. MARK.
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Frankfort, Ky., April 3, 1970.

Representative Dompticx V. DANIELS,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Education and Labor,

Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. DANIELS : There are three measures before Congress whlch seek

major changes in the existing pattern for Federal-State manpower programs.
These are : (1) S 2838. the Administration bill ; (2) HI{ 10908, introduced by
Congressman William A. Steiger, Wisconsin ; and (3) HR 11620, introduced by
Congressman James G. O'Hara, Michigan.

The Administration bill and the Steiger bill propose to place greater respon-
sibility for Manpower programs at the State level. The O'Hara bill gives sole
responsibility and authority to the United States Secretary of Labor.

In view of the fact that manpower problems and needs vary from State to
State and relate directly to the economic and social characteristics of the individ-
ual States, ally legislation acceptable to the State must locate responsibility and
authority at the State level. For this reason the O'Hara bill (HR 11620) would
be wholly unacceptable since it does not encourage a strong State role and it
places sole responsibility and authority in the hands of the Secretary of Labor.

The Steiger bill (HR. 10908) provides for a Federal-State ivlationship with
the Secretary of Labor ntering into agreements with each Governor to provide
manpower services according to a plan developed by the State.

The Administration bill (S 2S3S) provides for a more complex system which
directly involves all three levels of govermaentFederal. State and localin
planning manpower programs under guidelines established by the Secretary of
Labor. While this bill proposes to better coordinate the manpower programs, it
would, at the same time, dencentralize the administration of the programs to
both State and local areas in accordance with a planning system operated
'zlirough a prime sponsor concept.

From the standpoint of administration. the Steiger bill offers more appropriate
control by the Governor and his designated Department Head over administra-
tive arrangements and relationships with political subdivisions, together with
greater flexibility in adapting manpower planning to differing eircmnstances.

As the various bills are presently written the Steiger bill (HR 10908) would
he the more administratively feasible bill and would provide the same programs
and services as provided -under the Administration bill (S 2838).

However, while S 283S, 'is written, is more administratively complex and more
conducive to planning and jurisdictional problems than is the Steiger bill (HR
10908) it can. through amendment, be made an acceptable bill for State admin-
istration purposes both in principle and construction.

I run making the following suggestions with respect to the Administration bill
(S. 2S3S) in the event your Committee should concentrate on this particular
measure :

1. While the bill proposes to place greater reliance upon the Governors in the
administration of manpower programs. there is grave question as to lmw much
final authority a Governor may have in the ultimate approval of overall State
manpower planning. The bill provides for loeal prime sponsors of manpower pro-
grams. The Governor has primary responsibility for designating prime sponsors.
However, if a t.init or units of local government representing 75 per cent= of the
population of an area. determined in accordance with regulations which the
Secretary may prescribe. concur as to the nomination of any other public body
or private agency or mwauization as a prime sponsor. the Governor would be
obligated under the law to designate the prime sponsor so nominated. For pur-
poses of this provision the unit of local government would be represented by the
highest appropriate elected official of the unit. The prime sponsors and local
advisory bodies would prepare the local plans to be incorporated into the State
plan. Community Action Agencies. as public bodies. could be designated as prime
sponsors. If such a plan as they may develop is not included in the ,St; te plan. the
Secretary of Labor shall, upon request of the prime sponsor, determine. after
consultation with the Governor. whether the area plan is eonsistent. The Seere-
tary's decision will be final. This arrangement could well prodm7e problems in
state-wide coordination of ma'ripower planning.

2. One of the stated principles of the proposed legislation is to assure the plac-
ing of the administration of the manpower programs as near as possible to the
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Governor's office. The bill proposes the designation of a Comprehensive State
Manpower Agency. No agency is closer to the Governor than one headed by a
member of the Governor's Cabinet. The head of the Department administering
the employment security program is a member of the Governor's Cabinet. The Em-
ployment Security agencies are the only agencies of State government which
have already developed the capability for administration of those services in-
cluded in the Comprehensive Manpower Development plans. For this reason the
bill should specifically designate the Employment Security agencies of the States
as the State agency responsible for the administration of the manpower services.

3. Sections 102, 104, and other related sections of S. 2838 as many be necessary.
should be amended so that the decision of the Governor in regard to the approval
of local plans in Standard Metropolitan Statistical areas and other areas desig-
nated by the Secretary as he deems appropriate, is final unless appealed by the
loeality to the Secretary ; and, in that event, the decision of the Governor should
be final if the Secretary finds such decision is supported by substantial evidence.

4. Section 106 of the bill, which defines the authority of the Secretary of
Labor to provide manpower services in a State where there is non-complia.nce or
absence of an approved plan, and other relevant sections, should be amended
so that the Secretary shall not have the authority, as a competing Federal
agency, to perform within a State those manpower services referred to in
Section 101 of the bill which are already being performed by the State Employ-
ment Security agencies.

5. The bill provides four levels of grants to 'States for the administration of
manpower services. This should be revised to provide for no more than two
levels.

In the first instance. the Federal government retains 20 per cent of a given
State's allocation for tlie direct Federal administration of national projects,
research, evaluation and demonstrations in the ,State. An additional 5 per cent
is retained by the Federal government for State incertive grants. Therefore
the State would be entitled to 75 per cent of the total State allocation, and
this would be received only in steps as foll:ws ;

(a) Where a State has established a Comprehensive Manpower Agm acy
and has submitted an approved plan, but has not established a Manpower
Planning Organization and provided for the designation of prime sponsors
in local areas, as prescribed in Section 102 of the bill and discussed earlier
in item 1, the Secretary shall grant to the ,State 25 percent of the funds
apportioned to the State from its allocation. This is equal to 18% percent
of the total allocation.

() When the 'State fully meets the plan requirements, including desig-
tuition of the Comprehensive Manpower Agency, establishment of a .State
Manpower Planning Organization and provision for the designation of local
prime sponsors, the ,Secretary shall, in accordance with such regulations
as be may prescribe, make grants to the State equalling 66% percent of the
funds apportioned to the State. This is equal to 50 percent of the total State
allocation.

(c) The Secretary will promulgate, with the concurrence of the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare, standards of "exemplary perform-
ance" to be met by States relating to their planning for the allocation of
resources, program effectiveness, and efficiency and economy, including unit
costs in carrying out the program: Any State which the Secretary finds
is complying with these standards shall receive 100 percent of the funds
apportioned. '12W7 is 75 percent of the total State allocation.

(a) .Undee -;e,,mribed circumstances the State anay also receive as a part
of its apportion,aent, the 5 percent designated for incemvtive grants. This
would be in a Lion to the 75 percent which could be a.amieved when the
State meets the Secretary's standard of "exemplarr perforniance".

In view of the above. I am of the opinion that the four levels of grants as
provided in the bill are excessive and would tend to create conflict with respect
to the responsibilities of the States and the 'Secretary in carrying out the pro-
gram. I also question the practicality and validity of the concept of "exemplary
performance" as provided for in the bill. Therefore. I recommend that the bill
be appropriately modified to eliminate the "exemplary performance" concept
;tad to provide that 80 percent of the funds appropriated under the bill be allo-
cated to the 'States in not more than two levels

6. Title IV of the bill, relating to a National Computerized Job Bank pro-
gram would require States to supply private fee-charging agencies with lists
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of employers seeking workers and workers seeking jobs. It is presumed that if
employers and workers wished to pay a fee for these services that they would
have gone directly to, and become clients of, the fee-charging agencies. We
should not take it upon ourselves to expose them to i',c-cbarging services in
lieu of the service which they request from the .State manpower agency. There-
fore, I recommend that the reference to private job placement ngencies in
Section 402 of Title IV either be deleted or modified to include only private
non-profit job pheement agencies.

7. As the bill is presently written it can be interpreted as placing control of
the 'State employment service and unemployment insurance programs. (pro-
grams under the Wagner-I -ser Act and the unemployment insuram'.e provisions
of the .Social Security Act id the Internal Revenue Code) under the proposed
State Manpower Planning Organization (The State Manpower Planning
Organization is primarily an advisory and recommending 'body and is not to be
confused with the 'Comprehensive State Manpower Agency discussed in item 2.
above). Th".s interpretation would remove such control from the Governor's
Appeintive Department Head who is a .uamber of the Governor's Cabinet ani
place the control under a 'State-wide body representing such interests as the bill
and the United States 'Secretary of Laor may prescribe. For this reason. I
recommend that Section 104 of the bill be amended so as to 'delete the reference
to programs financed under the Wagner-Peyser Act and provide specific assur-
ance that administrative discretion and control with respect to these programs
and the unemployment insurance programs under Title III of the Social 'Security
Act shall remain vested in the State employment security agency as designated
by the Governor.

Should the above suggested changes be made in S 2838, I believe that the
administration of its provisions would be feasible in carrying out its stated
purposes and objectives. Otherwise I feel that the bill is fraught by numerous
administrative pitfalls and may create difficulties disproportionate to its stated
purposes and Objectives. In this event, the provisions of the Steiger bill
(HR 10908) would he more appropriate for State coordination and adminis-
tration of the manpower programs.

Sincerely,

HON. RICHARD BOLLING,
Member of Congress.
HON. WILLIAM L. CLA.,1',
Member of Congress, House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMEN : I understand the Administration's "Manpower Train-
ing Act", S-2838; HR-13472 is nearing the markup stage in both houses of
Congress. I am very much concerned about the far reaching implications of
tbis Bill, and the possible effects on our State's Manpower Programs.

I would support the enactment of comprehensive federal manpower legisla-
tion which would consolidate federal manpower programs, and provide for a
strong state role so that such programs can he effectively coordinated. If the
State is to be given a major responsibility in the area of manpower, it must also
be given adeqtmte authority to meet this responsibility. The provisirMS of the
pending legislation (MTA) do not meet this requirement ; therefore, I am one
hundred percent against it.

The following explains the principal features of this legislation that I consider
incompatible with the requirements for effective administration :

(1) The uncertainties in drafting, excessive complexity, and the frequency
which key matters are reserved to the discretion of the Secretary of Labor :

The stated purpose of MTA is to decentralize Federal authority over man-
power programs; yet the way this bill is worded, it places the Secretary in the
position of arbiter on all of its provisions.

(2) The federal delineation of program areas would often be a departure
from state determined boundaries. fragment administration of services, and
seriously compromise the development of State and local planning and pro-
gramming.

Area boundaries can better be determined by state planning authorities, who
possess current information on the nature and compositions of agency districts
and operating experiences.

Louin B. Nuxx, Governor.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE,
Jefferson City, Mo., April 30, 1970.
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(3) The local responsibility for planning and administration in "Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas or other areas", deemed appropriate by the
Secretary.

This would result in the decentralization of authority of metropolitan areas,
with the state responsible for statewide planning and administration of program
operations in other urban and rural areas.

The St. Louis SMSA. includes St. Louis City, 750,000 ; St. Louis County,
1,300,000 ; four adjacent Missouri counties ; and two Illinois counties, 300,000 ;
total population, 2,350,000. In addition to being too large for the purpose intended,
it represents divergent geographic divisions, economic-social problems and politi-
cal administrations.

A single prime sponsor for an SMSA Area like St. Louis, because of the differ-
ences in service needs and problems of communication, would create au adminis-
trativ monstrosity that would preclude the achievement of service objectors.
Th: ,aultiple prime sponsor system would be more equitable for the administra-

ii of the geographic divisions included in the area, and effective in terms of

..chievements.(4) The responsibility of tb ; Governor to designate prime sponsors. The cir-
cumstances in which choice can be exercised and the options available are limited.
The Governor is usually obligated to pick the central city mayor as prime sponsor
for the entire metropolitan program. If area elected executives representing 75%
of the population agree on another choice, tbe Governor must designate that
choice.

I feel strongly that there should be broader scope of optionsfor example, area
wide entities, and multiple prime sponsors d&gnations where suburban and cen-
tral city circumstances so dictate.

(5) The earmarking of funds for Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas,
in accordance with formula for the distribution of funds. This provision com-
promises state determination of needs ; and reserves no funds for the state to
use in emergencies or flexibility ir operations.

The Secretary of Labor is authorized to grant funds to SMSA Areas, on the
ha:4s of a formula that takes into consideration the areas proportion of the
State's population, unemployed and disadvantaged persons.

A more equitable area distribution of funds could be made by state plarming
authorities who are in a positlon to take into consi-leration th e. cold statistical
facts, and in addition the whole picture concerned with the area's need for man-
power services.

(6) The State influence over State and local planning and administration.
Although MTA gives the Governor the authority to alter local manpower

plans, the local prime sponsor ean appeal any problem directly to the Secretary.
I 'believe that the Governor's determinations on plans should be final if

supported by substantial evidence.
(7) The State Control of Funds.
The decentralization stages of funds should be reduced to two.
"Exemplary perfortnance" a final stage canmot be easily defined or uniformly

interpreted, and should be deleted.
I have discussed these problems with the Secretary of Labor and members of

his staff, but lm v lot had any success.
In my opinion :this piece of legislation will have far reaching effects. If it is

passed in its present form, I cannot see how the manpower program of Missouri
would be benefited. Therefore, it is very important to me and to our State that
you oppose the administration's "Manpower Training Act".

Best regards, WARREN E. HEARNES.

CONGRESS OF THE iTxrrEri STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., May 6, 1970.
HO N. WARREN E. 1-77ARN ES,
Go,,ernor, State r, Missouri,

t ivc Office,
Jefferson City, Mo.

DEAR WARREN : This is to acknowledge your letter of April 30, pointing out
the many and serious flaws in fae Administration's propnsal for a Manpower
Training Act. My colleagues who have been deeply involved in manpower
legislation and its development have indicated their failure to see that the Ad-
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ministration bill offered very much toward improving present manpower systems,
but I am glad to have their judgment confirmed by your own analysis.

One area in which you nave not commented, but in which a great many have
also criticized the Administration bill is in its failure to provide for a significant
federal program of public service employmentunder which the StaLtes and
other participating agencies would be encouraged and helped to provide jobs hi
areas of public servicejobs which need to be done, provided for people who
need to work. The Administmtion bill is silent on the matter, and the Administra-
tion's spokesmen seem to ra:lge between indifference and hostility when the
issue is raised. Some of the rending bills do seek to establish such a program.

It is my general understanding that the Administration bill, which fails to
counnand even the undivided support of the Republicans on the Education and
Labor Committee, and which is broadly opposed by the majority mem:)ers of that
Committee, will probably not come before the House in its present form. Such.
at least, is the best bet as of now. If it does, or if other, better legislation in tlup
manpowe area is brought before us, I will certainly keep your cogent remarks
in mind. In the meantime, as an assistance to the Committee in its deliberations,
I have taken the liberty of sending copies of your letter to several key members
of the Committee.

With best wishes,
Sincerely.

RIGIIM1D BOLLING.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
RousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., May 28, 1970.
Hon. WARREN E. HEARNES,
Governor, State of Missouri,
Executive Office.
Jefferson City, 310.

DEAR WARREN : Tbis will acknowledge your letter of April 30 in reference to
H.R. 13472, the "Manpower Training Act" which still pends before the Select
Subcommittee on Labor of the House Education and Labta Committee.

I appreciate your interest in this legislation and the issues you have taken
in opposition to the Administration's proposal. Certainly the question of the
relationship between state and federal, not to mention city governments, has
plagued the progress of this legislation since it was sent to Congress.

The need for more effective and efficient job training programs as well as the
initiation of a comprehensive public service employment program is too urgent
to be sacrificed to the controversy of control. Frankly, I believe only the federal
authorities cart guarante^ that the design and intent of such programs as I deem
necessary would be execnted nation-wide in recognition of the desperate needs
of the unemployed and disadvantagea sector of our society.

As you realize, fed.:.ral job training programs in the CO's emerged to fill the
void in state and local services and objectives. To date. it cannot be shown that
state or local government agencies are any moPe prepared to take on this long
unmet responsibility to induct into the system these people who, s individuals
and/or groups, have for generations been systematically excluded.

I am a co-sponsor of the O'Hara bill, H.R. 11622, and I am hopeful that our
Committee will incorporate the thrust of this bill into the manpcwer bill we
report. to the House. The question of job training is academic unless the question
of jobs is addressed.

The success of a massive effort which I envision and support would, I belh.ve
depend upon federal authorities holding broad discretionary powers of control.
The discrepancies among the states' abilities to assume responsibility for such
a program cannot and should not be overlooked.

The differences in our points of view may in some part be attributed to (mr
vantage points. For my part. as a member of Congress and a representative of
people who most need access to the system, I have rendered the foregoing
conclusions.

The Subcommittee informs me that your letter has been taken under considera-
tion and that it vAll be included in the Record of hearings.

I appreciate your viewpoint, as well as your concern.
Sincerely.

1371
WILLIAM L. CLAY,
Member of Congress.
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STATE OF MONTANA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

llelena, April JO, 1970.
Representative DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
Cho ir»tan, Select Subcommittee on Labor, Committee On Education and Litin».,

Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE DANIELS : I have been asked by Mr. Geofge F. Basich.

Special Assistant in the Offiee of Federal-State Rehttions of the National thover-
te or's Conference, to give your committee my views of the Administration's Man-
power Training Act, House Resolution 13472.

My office staff, along with the Executive Director of the Employment Security
Commission of Montana, has reviewed very closely the proposed Manpower
Training Act legislation. We have tried to keep abreast of the developmen0; in
the hearings On the legislation and while it would be difficult to detail onr
observations of each section of the legislation. I want you to know Our state
should he considered as being generally in favor of the intent of this new
legislation.

We have observed during the past many months that the Manpower Programs
are becoming more and more fragmented. About the only implement which is in
operation directed toward coordinating. Manpower programs in our state is
through the Cooperative Area Manpower Planning Systems (CAMPS). We are
satisfied that if the new proposed legislation places the responsibility in the
Govenor's Office for coordinating the several Manpower programs, we should
be able to bring about a more effective 'Manpower system which wo"..ld result in
the objectives of the program reaching unemployed workers who lack education
and/or training to qualify for job openings.

The (,he mani concern which our state would have in connection with the
Proposed legislation is the possibility of conflict developing between the Gover-
nor's Office and the Mayor's Office in metropolitan areas. I am hopeful your
bearings will resolva this concern.

Sincerely,
FORREST H. ANDERSON, Governor.

STATE OF NEW JERSEY.
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Trenton. August 19, 1970,
Hon, DowiNtex V. DA.Niri,s,
Cannon nous,: Office Building.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR DoNtrxreK : New .Tersey is vitally concernod with the necessity tO over-
Milli the administration of nullipower prograM8 Vlli0l 1DIVe recently been estab-
lish(41 Federal legislation. I a iii ff the viiw that the 'Manpower Training Act
is intended as an effort to consolidate and inmrove the present systenl. hut I am
of the Opinion that certain amendments :ire not only desiralole hut necessary.
hovering. Reagan of California has submitted to lite a summory explanatlim of
yroposed iumendments to 5283S and 1-11113472 and I would like to take the liberty

calling these to your attention beenuse I believe they are worthy of support.
A eiipy (of this summary is attached as well as a coliy of hoovering. Reagan's letter
to me.

The proloosed Federal 3fan1uower Training Aot (S2838: HI:13472) does not, in
ou r (q iin 1011. lir( lv ide flIII911-i0/1 t r S00 ation to tin. following :

1. The Bill does not provide for hump:ion of the existing EmploYlnent Security
pr(o.graill in the I 'ye r-1111 manpower service program.

2. The Bill does mit provide nor automatic inclusion within the oiver-all admin-
istrative structure for manpower programs or future manpower-Mated pmgra MS.

3. The Bill leaves much to be desired in the decentralization of administrative
authority :Ind may. as a niatter of faet. result in seritets emitlict: among Federal,
State and INIlmicipal Giweraments.

4, The 11ill fails to identify or define tile meaning and scope of I '1;, term. "man-
power-. and thus creates the possibility of la:-er confusion nnd conflict with other
departments rind agencies which might also twopose "luatipower"-related
programs.

believe tilat every effort should be made .to consoiidate and improve the pres-
ent system and I trust that the foreing suggestions can be given your favorable
consideration and that you will support the amendments to these bills.

Sincerely,

1272 'WILLIAM T. CAHILL,
Governor.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,

Sacramento, June 5, 1970.
Hon. WILLIAM CAnItt,
Governor of New Jersey,
Trenton, N.J.

M 1' DEAR BILL : I hIM writing you to express California's views and to ask
for your support in achieving an improved manpower system in all states.

California is vitally interested in and supports the basic goals of the proposed
federal Manpower Training Act (S. 2838 ; HR 13472). We applaud the goals of
flexibility, &categorization, consolidation, and decentralization of manpower
programs. A major overhaul of the system is clearly needed and overdue. We
have recognized this in California by creation of the Department of Human Re-
sources Development.

Based on our experience and analysis of the Manpower Training Act, I have
major concerns whether such an act, as presently drafted, can achieve these
goals. Tlm actual implementation at the local le\ ei may result in creating ii
greater proliferation of programs and a greater degree of confusing and over-
lapping jurisdictions conducting manpower programs.

All states are facing a severe and deep crisis in rapidly rising costs of welfare.
One vital aspect of our total approach rteds to be the most creative and in-
a:,rative manpower programsunshackled from the present bureaucratic red
Moe, removed from the pressures of politics and personal interests. This is our
apiortunity to make a significant improvement out of the present jungle of
programs.

The federal government has stated it will delegate to the states greater respon-
sibility for manpower programs, which I, as a governor, am willing to accept if
I have a corresponding level of authority. I believe the attached amendments,
which are being introduced in both the Senate and the House, will strengthen
the Manpower Training Act by providing each governor tha authority he needs
to carry out this greater responsibility.

We need to have one fundamental crit::rion for selecting prime sponsors
competency. Many large city mayors would have the depth of interest in man-
power programs to do an exemplary job. However, to limit a governor's selertion
of prime sponsors to units of local government and to exclude private sector or-
ganizations from his selection considerations is a serious flaw in the present

I believe the enclosed amendments can and should be supported by you and all
governors. I ask that you strongly consider them and contact your congres-
sional delegation for the necessary support.

Sincerely, RONALD REAGAN,
Govern-or.

(Proposed amendments are included in Governor Reagnn's letter
to the subcommittee.)

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,
I?a1e11771, April 10, 1970.

Ilon. Dom IN fen: V. DANIELS,
Chairman, Committee on. Education and Labor,
Cannon Ilon se Office BaRding.
Va king:On , '.C.

Dan 2itEssmAr,- DANIELS ' I would lik to comment on three legislative
proposal, 7s:filch are before your Committee. These proposals, H.R. 13472,

H.T1. 11020, se.k major changes in existing federal manpower
tra ,...ar:rity And a ger arrangements.

Son :1e changes su,r...-;,ested in these proposals will lead to a stronger Fed-
eral-Stott: partnership in ola; ,mg and dedvering manpower development serv-
hies. The iime has come for extra effort to reduce duplication an.1 fill voids
left icr existing programs. We in North Carolina have exerted a speial effort
tn ff,orilinate And inugrate r mnpower 'olanning with the total planning function.
To help achieve thi: coordination we have incorporated the CAMPS organization
within the Shte I fanning Division of the Depa,tment of Administration.

The Administration (S. 2838) and Steigyr (H.R. 10)08) proposals, i oppo :1

to the O'Hara (H.R. 11(320) proposal, provide for major incvmses in State and 10-
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cal responsibilities for the planning and administration manpower programs.
This is an admirable intention. Howe\ er, a Governor's de, .sion-making authority
must be commensurate with his responsibility far state-level leadership in plan-
ning and implementing manpower programs.

If Federal and State manpower programs are to re:liond effectively to local
needs, then the State, and hence the Governor as Chief Executive. lutist assume
a pr!mary role in planning and implementation. The proposed legislation, as now
written, is deficient in this regard.

In North Carolina. we are currently delineating multi-eounty planning and
development regions. We view these regions as critical to successful inanvower
planning and development functions as well as other areas of coneern. Each
region consists of an urban service .enter as v. -1 as surrounding rural area.
We are convinced that a regional orientation of planning functions is the most
effective way to deal with rural-urban interdepenuencies. Past programs which
sought to deal with rurai and urban areas independently have resulted in less
limn satisfactory results.

I would encourage you to keep the rural-urban interdependency in mind as
you word the final version of this manpower legislation and that you strengthen
the authority of the State to equal inure neurlY its coordinating and planning
responsibilities.

We in North Carolina see it as highly desirable that each citizen has an
opportunity for rewarding and satisfying emPloyinent. We have cmmnitted
ourselves to use every available means to facilitate the achievement of this
goal. Generally speiCnng. the proposed legislation, 13472 and H.R. 10908,
is a move in the right direction.

Sincerely, RODER?' W. Scurr.

COMm ON wEALTEE OP PENNSYLVANIA,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY,

BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,
Harrisburg, Pa., dune 4, 1970.

HOD. DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Labor,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washin OM D.C.

DEAR Ma. DANIELS : 011 Aprl 20, '970, Governor Raymond 1'. Shafer wrote to
you piving his position on the Manpower and Training Act, IIR-13472. Among
other thing:, he expressed concern over Darts of the bill which did not go far
enough in granting the Governor's necessary a nthority.

On April 22, Mr. William C. Diosegy. Deputy Secretary of Labor and Industry
for Pennsylvania, personally appeared before your committee and presented
both oral testimony and pertinent supplementary icaterhils. The thrust of his
testimony was the readiness and ability of the eunloyment security agencies
to accept the role as deliverer of manpower serviees.

On May 27, the Pennsylvania Advisory Council on Employment Security,
compose. T. of three members tach from labor. management. and the public sector,
met and carefully considered the Governor's lette and Mr. Die ;egy's presenta-
tion. The Counc.1 unanimously approves and endorses the statements presented
in these documents.

It is respectfully requested that thi.. letter he incorporated in the records of
your stilieoninfittee.

Very truly p Mrs,
BENJAMIN I/. JA NtEs,

Professor of Psychology and Education, Chairman, state Advisory Coun-
cil on Employment SecuritY.

STATEMENT ON MANPOWER I.x6ISLATION REFORM

(By Hon. Preston Sthith (lovernor of Texas)
A most distinctive development within the Past thirty years for the United

States has been the increasing use of monetary, fiscal, and more recently, man-
power policy to stabilize the coonomy and promote economic gr,wth. The recog-
nition and application of some corn ina 'Ot of tlit.se policies to stabilize the econ-
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only is the result of increasing political :weeptance and public awareness. What is
known and not Known about the appropriate mix of these policies should be of
uppernmst consideration liefore discussing questions relating to problems of
program administration and implementation. At the Same time, much remains
to he learned about the effectiveness of nrograni administration.

In the Manimwer Report to Congress in March, IhiO. President Nixon raised
interesting questions concerning manpower policy to end the waste of human
resources. The Impression one gets from the Report is that. streamliffing "delivery
systems" and administration will solve manpower problems; howevcr, smell is
not the ease. 01w sees from quick examination that with the exception of un-
employment insurance, our existing imuipower programs are largely in periods
of cyclical downturn. Hopefully, slid! extrome -tests" of programs will never
mini., but then, are unanswered questions about how manpower programs will
perform in :1,1 eeouomic recession. However. una:Iswered question and imperfect
knowledge s _willf not prevent the Ilse of this present opportunity to place man-
power policy on an equal plane with fiscal :nal monetary policies in promoting
economic stability.

Most manpower efforts to dateestimated to be 75% of the budgeted outlay
are focused On the disadvantaged. These programs are primarily designed to
bring additional workers in to the labor force and to aid the physically handi-
capped rather than to upgrade the skills of those already employml. Manpower
programs directed toward those persons not (linable of operating in an increas-
ingly sophisticated labor market are essential. and effectivenes toward achieving
this goal with existing programs must be inermIsed.

But. in so directing the manpower effort. there are specific dangers to be
avoided. First, nianpower programs may become identified exclusively with the
disadvantaged, thus slighting, the training needs of workers on the job well as
unemployed workers who do not qualify as disladvalitaged. A case in point is
contained in a recent letter by R. L. Coffman in which he states that the Texas
Employment. Commission's commitment to rendering service to the disadvantaged
has necessitated a reduetion in so-called mainstream placement activity, in/411(111:g

a long-established on-going program of employer relations. In the last four years
there has been a 45% reduction in employer contacts by way of personal visits.
A decline of this sort. coupled with a policy of FIFO (first in, first out) referral
ot applicants has resulted III an appreciable decline in employer ucceptinice of
services rendered. in the calendar year of 19(in. the local offices of the TEX: re-
ceived job orders from 9,000 fewer Texas firms tlmn in the calendar year 1068.
and this oveurred during a year when total Unemployment Insuranee-eovered
employers increased by 2,000. Employers are able to employ better qualified
aPPlicants f rom gnte-hiring than from loen 1 employment office referrals. During a
period of hierea sing unemployment, local office active files contain experieneed.
job-ready applicants who have been laid off and are seeking work. But, ander the
El 14*0 referral pronednre, these persons stay in the files while less-qualified
applicants are sent to interviews. We feel that the employment security system
has an obligation to the qualified applicant as well as the disadvantaged, and a
1o0%1 of confidenee by employers in the system will undermine the effectiveness
with which assistance is provided to the qualified and disadvantaged applicants
alike.

The second dang,:e: to be avoided in directing manpower effort is that should
mwmployment levels fall ratber than rise. public attention to manpower programs
and policies may correspondingly decreaRe (1111 to the mistaken impression that
little more needs to he :lone: third. obstacles encountered and past failings
111w:wen-a ill irrograms for the diti:Idvantaged may diln the enthusiasm for funding
manpower programs at all levels of government.

These are realities which must be considered. We need to think tIcrough the
totality of manpower programs both to bring I dditional, job-ready w3rkers into
the labor force and to upgrade skills of thos9 earrently employed. A ilynamb.
economy will rem,er any le,ser effort inadequate and call forth file ase Of another
"band aid" program to add ro present proliferatim. and duplication.

As Governor of Texas, I welcome the ofporhinity to Join the constructive
partnership between federal, state. and local governments which id lie intent
and spirit of the "New Federalism:" A now alignment of resources and leadership
is needed. Lack of success resulting from one level of government pproaching
problems independently could have 0,1,11 8 voided had coneerted action been taken
on problems which are inextricably bound together. Thc Manpower Training Act
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of 1900 potentially strengthens involvement of government at all levels to deal
with problems of Imman resources utilization. This is a much-needed change.
There are several commendable features of the Act. The Aet seeks to de-categorize
manpower programs and to improve the "mix" of services to the individual ;
aims to avoid duplicatior, of administrative systems ; attempts decentralization
to improve planning and administration ; builds in the basis for coordination
of manpower programs with complementary programs and institutions : ..and
moves toward the use of manpower policy to support monetary and liscnl policies
in coping with gyrations in the economy.

Ender the Act, Governors are responsible ultimately for development of state
manpower plans and for designation of local prime sponsors, comprehensive man-
power agencies, and state manpower planning councils. I welcome this new
ehallenge and opportunity. For too long, many Governors have talked "states'
rights" with little emphasis on "states' responsibilities."

Responsibility for action at the state level requires that the concepts of
planning be carefully thought out. I would like to do the best possible job of
plronling at the state level. To do so. I need technicall3- competent plans which
are developed in localities and provided to the state. With appropriate utilization
of sound plans developed at the area level, effective state planning is definitely
possible. However, discussion :A the national level lms not indicated significant
moves to design effective planning capability within the present Manpower
Administration. The Secretary of Lauor has said in his testimony that funds
retained at the federal level will be used in national projects, research and
development, and federal adm:Aistration. He has also indicated that present
actions in revamping the Department of Labor will provide more effective support
to field operations, permitting expanded. technic«l support and monitoring. But
these changes do not refer to planning, particularly multi-gear planning, which
is one of the key objectives of the Bill.

I am interested in seeing that our planniag effort at all levels pays off as a
result of following sonnd theory and practice in the Planning process. It would
be encouraging if we could be more assured that the national manpower program
administrators are equally committed to upgrading their capabilities to do
planning. It will be unfortunate if Governc:s develop an effective planning
capability in the states and no parallel effort is made at the national level.

Planning for program success means more than developing national guidelines
and priorities, vis-a-vis target groups, and superimposing them on states and
localities. Presently, the Cooperative Area Manpower Plan..ling System is respon-
sible for preparing a state plan developed from national gnidelia9s. We recognize
developing CAMPS to the point at which it will serve its intended purpose is a
Painful process. The "CAMPS-style" approach to planning is implicit in the
proposed legislation. But, there is a noticeable absence in testimony about what
national program administrators intend to do to improve the quality of plannir7.
Program planning and administration must be more than a two-tiered effort.
i.e. local and state; all levels of government must strive to achieve a balance of
essential elements of planning.

I suggest that the Secretary of ibor restructure the Department of Labor
organization to provide for a national counterpart to the Comprelwnsive Man-
power Agency which each Governor must establish under the Manpower Traiaing
Act of 1909. Functionally speaking, this would provide a logical arrangement of
anthori.y and responsibility for administration of I .Jgrams. Proposed legislation
does not attempt to make any changes in the state employment and training
service funded under the Wagner-Peyser Act.

Virtually all other facets of the present manpower system would be altered
by changes suggested in the Act. Testimony to the Congressional Conunittee
on Education and Labor indicates that the employment agencies have had vary-
ing degrees of suecess functioning as substantial .actors in the "delivery system"
for manpower services. Leadership of the Texas Employment Commission ha;
yeacted responsibly to changes required in activities and programs in response
to changes M national priorities. When the Governors and Mayors assume re-
sponsibilities for manpower planning, some provision must be made for neces-
sary ehanges in the total "delivery system." Critical needs faced by states
developing planning capability in manpower are research studies and develop-
ment of information systems directed to answering questions appropriate for
particular states. Much of the present information-gathering capability in the
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state ES agencies is focused on garnering information suitable for aggregation
at the national level for use in national planning.

More thought should be devoted to taking a total look at the proposed man-
power system envisioned under new legislation. This requires premirations for
new operations at the state and local levels, including scrutinizing agency fluid-
ing and functions. No agency involved in la ovidiug manpower services, including
thy employment security agencies. should be excluded irom review.

Sec lion 102 of the Act provides that NvIwre the local prime sponsor sulm.its an
area plan for inclusion in the state plan. the Governor must aceeiq the plan or
have the local prime sponsor appeal directly to the Secretary of Labor. This
is not the kind of arrangement which is likely to onconrago proper cooperation
between the Governor of a state and the Mayor of n, large chy. There will be
many instances wherein a given locale may fool the need to take a different
approach in light of urban versus non-urban problems. lInt. under this legisla-
tion. the Governor has the responsibility of manpower planning for all the state.
Possibly. a st,,lie plan may do more than simply meet the minimum requirements
established the Secretary of Labor under Section 101 of the Act. Conversoly.
local ph-ne may meet minimum requirements but fail to acconnuoda to the
broader itairests of a state plan. For this reason. I recommend that Seetion
102(2) bo antra:hied to provide that arca plans "as a minimum" must be con-
sistent wc ,bc requirements of the Secretary under Section. 104. and that the
Secretary !Pre consideration to the appeal of a local prime sponsor only ape,.
the State Planning Council has conWdered the appeal and attempted to recon-
cile any differences. The report of findings of such an inquiry by the planning
council should be a requisite to any appeal by a local prime sponsor directly to
the Secretary of Labor. Should. a local prime sponsor desire further to appeal.
then the Secretary of Labor and the Governor may consult with the benefit of
the state planning conned findings.

Manpower planning and programming at the state level demands decentral-
ization of administrative authority and responsibility. Implicit in the Act is
decentralization of responsibility with no concurrent delegation of authority to
deal with problems arising from assumption of new responsibilities. Managers in
government or business know that it is necessary to in fact delegate authority and
responsibility lo lower echelons expected to respond and grow in their ability to
handle problems. The Manpower Administration has emphasized a sincere de:- :-e
to aid development of staff at state and local levels for improved manpower pro-
grams. The intent of the Administration to decentralize can be questioned by
examining the language in Cection 104(7) (b) and (e). The wording suggests that
the Secretary of Labor will have unqualified power to accept or reject all or part
of a state's manpower plan. I recommend that Section 104(7)(c) be amended,
to read "The Secretary may approve all or any portion, of a plan submitted- by a
State: except. in any instance wherein the Secretary shall fail to appove any
state plan, in wholc or in. part, th e Secretary shall advise the Inter-Governmental
]drisory Council of his action and provide the State with an opportunity to meet

jointly with. the Secretary and. the Council to discuss appropriate adjustments in
the State Plan."

Manpower research is an increasingly important ingredient in the fornmlation
of sound planning. Consequently. all research efforts should be developed to
maximize the usefulness of information at all levels of government. A frequently-
henrd complaint from manpower scholars and administrators is their unaware-
ness of research projects conducted in their region under a federal grant. This
lack of communication suggests the possibility of overlap in the use of research
funds. Until the "New Federalism" got under way, it had been an accepted
practice for most research-related decisions to be made at the national level.
Herein lies the problem of information gathering and dissemination. For the.se
reasons. I recommend that Section 301(e) he amended to state that before de-
cisions for research, are made wherein the problems peculiar to a certain state
o states trill be researched. then the Secretau will advise Me 'tate com.pre-
hensive manpower agencies of the respective state(s) of research plans and secure
their advice on. il!-c use of funds for the project involved.

To ensare adequate opportunity for consideration of an equitable distribution
of funds to the states, as described in Section VI of the Act. the Secretary of
Labor should consult with Governors and Mayors. This should ccour prior to
the promulgation of any apportionment guidelines. I recommend Oiat Section
002 be .,mended by adding the following sentence at the end of tne section:
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"Prior to establishment or revision of the apportionment formula. the Secretary
shalt consult with, 'members of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Council and
other consultants whom he deems necessary to evaluate equity in the apportion-
ment formula."

,The Act will require that states and localities become more active participants
and that electHI officials have a voice ill the determination in the pllutning and
administration of manpower policy and programs. Tile opportunity for discussion
between the Secretary and the states/localities is afforded through an Inter.
Governmental Advisory Council. We support the extensive involvement of this
Council in those areas as described in Section 604 of the Act. 1 recommend /hat
Section 604 be amended to provide that:

(a ) Members of the Council 8hall include nine Governors, nine Mayors,
and twelve elected state (snd local officials.

(b) Members of the Council, shall meet a minimum. of have annually.
(e) M embers of the Council shfill (1/cut thtuCha irman.
(d) Meetings of the Council may be called by the Secretary or the

Chairman..
The suceess of manpower programs will depend in large measure on appro-

priate rules and regulations tailored to the divergent needs of loealities and
regions.

I recommend that Section. 607 be amended by inserting the following sentence
after thc word. "necessary" at the end of the first -sentence in the Section: "Prior
to prescribing Stich rules and regulations, tlw Secretary shall confer with, mem-
bers of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Council to secure their advice in the
development and. promulgation of any rule or regulation.",

A city, l.rst and last, is a labor market, yet that market is somewhat imperfect,
and as such, must be assisted in overcoming the problems of unemployment and
underemployment. Otherwise, the economic goals We seek will elude us.

I believe Mnyors, properly equipped, can and will make an imaginative con-
tribution at the -grass roots" levels to strengthen effectiveness of manpower pro-
grams. Pragmatically speaking, careful examination of potential conflicts is
needed since inconsistencies in responses from cities cause difficulties in man-
poWer program administration. The "pass through". provisions for funds which
will flow from the federal level directly to the Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas can create problems. Not all Mayors share the philosophy that a city is a
labor market. And not all Mayors have duties so structured to place themselves
in close proximity to manpower problems. In large cities, most Mayors delegate
administrative duties to professional city managers, who historically have not
been trained to deal with human ptoblems as much as "bricks and mortar."
Innovative ways must be found to equip local leadership to assume these new
planning and administration duties for manpower prooTams. Just generating more
'paper mills" for manpower planning will be a farce. ''As stressed earlier, perspec-
tives on manpower problems contained in a state manpower plan are no better
than the several area plans can help make them.

To ensure that an equitable apportionment of funds. occurs in the "pass
through" to the SMSA's, I recommend that Section 601(a) of the Act be amended
as follows: after the reference to the provision of the number of persons within
the labor force which, must be a criterion in the apportionment formula to the
SMSA, insert "the nu»zber of unemployed." Cities, as do states. experience varying
economic conditions. I feel the same criteria for apportionment to the states
should be used to equitably apportion mollies between SMSA's or other areas
within each state. As a practical matter, the Cooperative Area Manpower Plan-
ning System presently provides the vehicle by which a state may meet the require-
ments set forth in Section 102 of the proposed Bill. Consequently, it is unnecessary
to provide for a first "step" in the gaining of control of state apportionments by
states when the Secretary of Labor gives credit to a state for something it is
already doing and in a position to do ; namely, to have the state employment
security agency appointed to submit state CAMPS plan. I recommend that Suc-
tion .103.of the Bill proposed, be deleted.

Much thought lid be given to the appropriatenr,ss uf any subdivision within
a state in tern ,w suitable it may lie as the "target area" for administration
and delivery 0. ower programs. Some SMSA's may well be the logical basis
for dividing the ofitan and rest-of-state areas; others may not. Any decision
regarding the division of the state for program purposes should be made from a
rational, realistic perspective. are most readily available to
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the Governor and local leaders closest to the problems. I recommend that Section
102(2) be amended by inserting the following sentence after the first sentence of
the section: "Prior to the detcmination of any Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Arca or other area which shall be used for planning, administering, or providing
for the administration of programs under this Act, the Secretary shall consult
with the Governor as to the appropriateness of any such SMSA or arca in carry-
ing out the intent of this Aet."

These comments and recommendations are made in the context of "New Fed-
eralism." It is in this same philosophy that federal manpower legislation, requir-
ing states and localities to become more active participants ill planning and
administration, mu8t be shaped.

COMMENTS OF HON. DEANE C. DAVIS, GOVERNOR, STATE OF VERMONT

STATE OP VERMONT POSITION ON MANPOWER PROGRAM REFORMS

We support the declared purposes of the Administration's proposed Manpower
Training Act. Vermont's experience in Comprehensive Manpower Planning
(CAMPS) is such that we find that Federal Agency categorical programs are
established with minimal apparent consideration given to actual State area
Imuipower plans. The Governor does not have the power to control all the Mall-
Power projects that come to the State. It is our experience that too often Man-
power fnnds are made available to Vermont programs without any consideration
to the State's overall manpower needs. Admittedly our manpower planning ca-
pabilities are only now becoming meaningful. Yet it is a source of frustration
that grants are made over which the Governor has no control and which are not
related to any overall planning or system of priorities for the state.

It is our understanding that there is pressure to contitill .?. categorical grants
in sach programs as NEW CAREERS, OPERATION MAINSTREAM, and the
new Public Service 'Dareer effort. This defeats the very purpose of granting flexi-
bility to state and local governments in responding to their particular needs and
priorities.

A majority of the available manpower programs are designed for urban situa-
tions and it is often difficult to fit them into non-urban states with widely dis-
persed populations such as Vermont. Immense sums of available federal training
program funds have been diverted into specific pnrposc ghetto type manpower
programs such as CEP and are therefore unavailable to rural States for nse in
training their rural disadvantaged, just as serious a problem to such States as
the ghetto problems are to the cities and States in which they are located. More
of such available funds should be utilized in rural States with modification of
present urban programs, such as has been done in NABJOBS recently and
could be done with CEP funds.

There is a question as to the need for the creation of separate manpower plan-
ning and manpower operational groups. If. under the Governor's leadership, an
effective and responsive Comprehensive Manpower Agency (CMA) can be es-
tablished, it would appear that the planning and control responsibilities of man-
power programs could be placed within the CMA. Such a move would only be ef-
fective if the Governor truly has control over funding, can designate local prime
sponsors, and can assure that a viable state Manpower Plan is an actuality
not just 0 reflection of "force fitting" categorical grants to meet guidelines from
any of several Federal agencies. The effectiveness of any legislation that would
provide for consolidation of federal manpower programs should provide needed
authority to the Governor.

The Administration proposal would fund state apportionment Tol the basis of
25% of grant if a state has an approved plan ; up to 06.70 if state has both 9.
plan and a CMA; and up to 100% for exemplary perfolmanc ,! as determined 1-1-
the Secretary. This last condition of fumPag would serve as a serious deterrent
to the overall purpose of the act in that it would appear to be most difficult to
plan "exemplary projects" that would meet the approval of the Secretary-- with-
out detailed guidelines and grotind rules from the Secretary. /n effect the last
third of the fund cOtilli conceivalqy become another type of categorical grant.
In this respect the incentive feature, as proposed in the Steiger Bill, H.R. 10908,
appears to be more advantageous.

We do not feel the creation of public service employment to be the prime
objective in any manpowe:. legislation. Certainly providing for improved em-
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ployment practices, trainh.g, and career opportunities in public service areas is
an integral part of the total manpower plan for the State of Vermont, just as
much as training for industry and services in the private sector. Putting the
federal, state, or local government in the position of being "employer of last
resort'' is not going to solve either the economic or the manpower problems we
now face. Insofar as there are disadvantaged, unemployed or nntrained people
who need assistance, we feel the role of government is to p,:ovide employability
services that will lead to jobs that are available in both the private and piddle
sectors.

THE GOVERNOR Or THE COMMONWEALTH Or Putarro Rico,
May 1, 1970.

Representative DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee On Labor, Committee on Educ«tion and Labor,

ijannon House Office Handing, Waskinyton, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN DANIELS : I have been following the development in Con-

gress of the several projects presented in relation to Man:..;ower and Training
ProgramsH.R. 13472, H.R. 10008 and H.R. 11620. .

In Puerto Rico we are primarily in agreement with tile Administration Bill,
but with sonic of the flexibility assured by the Steiger Bill (H.R. 10908).

We are planning for a reorgrunzation in order to designate, in the near futnre,
a Comprehensive Manpower stiz "re within the Connnonwealth Department of
Labor to operate and/or provide for the operation of manpower programs. As of
now the Bureau of limploym-mt Security, which is part of the above mentioned
Department, will take charge as designated agency.

You may be sure that Puerto Rico will give all its cooperation and support to
improve onr human resources.

Cordially yours,
LUIS A. FEnat, Governor.

STATEmENT Or HON. CHARLES E. BENNLTT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present this statement to the
Committee hi support of my bill, H.R. 947, legislation to amend the Manpower
Development and Training Act to provide for programs of job training and edu-
cation of inmates of correctional institutions.

I first introduced this bill hi the 80th Congress, hi 1900, and appeared before
the Committee accompanied by expert witnesses in the fieid of corrections who
endorsed my bill. The Committee included in the amendments to the Manpower
Developn,ent and Training Act that year an experimental program of education
and training for inmates. and I am deepiy grateful for this positive action by the
Committee.

Now is the Clue, I believe, to broaden this program, which is limited in scope
to a project basis, and make it a permanent part of the Manpower Development
and Train:ng Act.

Over the last three years the Department of Labor's limited program under
Section 251. of the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 has accom-
plished much. There have bee 'VI- projects in 29 states training over 2,000 in-
mates at a low cost of $1300 te .,I400 per inmate. The program expires June NO,
1070, and has never had direct funding. Thus far, only about $71A million have
been spent. One of emese pilot projects was at Apalachee Correctional Institution,
Chattahoochee, Florida, in my home state where 240 inmates were included in
the program.

hl 1908, I held a seminar on Law and Order in my Congressional District. At
tim t time, Federal Bureau of Prisons Director Myr1 E. AleYa nder so id. "Tho
treadmill of arrest, imprisonment, release and re-arrest is too well known by
all of us. So long as recidivism remains the rnle and not the exceptioL, the
entire system of c. ill.inal justice will have failed." it is clear to me that the
problem of law enforcement does not end with arrest and conviction. It is a
sad fact that today at least 40 percent of all offenders released from custody
eyentually return to prison. And this figure for rearrests is even higher in
certain eirelinistances. For example. in a recent press conference, Richard Velde,
Associate AdillIaistrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

dd thint as many as 75 percent of ex-convicts may commit new er:inies after
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release from prison. long as this alarmingly high trend of r,?cidivism
tinues, we have not come to grips with the proMern of law enforcement. When
we remember that 95 percent of those convicted eventually retuin to '.,ociety,
the need for effective rehrubilitation programs ):eemnes obvious. And ineffec-
tiveness of our present program is clearly dem,,nstrated by the present recidivism
figures.

Ellueatimi and training are the basic tools in the rehabilitation of juvenile and
adult offenders who are received by correctional institution:1: f,om the coorts
fur punitive or correetive actions or both.

Crime costs the nation $27 billion annually. While we now spend :',7(;(7, per
child in our pnblic schools, we also $4,069 a year to keep a juvenile in a
detention home, $2.113 a year for a fa n"y on welfare and $3.500 a year far a.
eriminal in a federal prison. These fiK aft are shocking and the key to them is

-ti1'r'n over 70 percent of adult offenders are school r',.opouts lacking basic
e,Tine:ition and vocational skills, while sonie $5 percent of all prisoners :'.ave
no skills to sell the employer upon release from the institutions.

As a i-esult, they cannot get jobs and soon return to prison with other offenses.
The President said in a statement on November 13. 1969. "A nation as resourceful
as ours should not tolerate a record of such futility in its correctional institn-
tions. Clearly, our rehabilitative programs require immediate and dramatic
reform." The President went on to propose several ways in which to improve our
correctional systems. One of these is to "Work to provide new vocational, ednea-
tional and employment ormotunit:es for persons on probation, in prison, and on
parole, seeking out the cooperation and resoulces of private industry, and
developing a government-wide system of coordination of this effort."

X broad program of teaching and instraction will strike at the root of most
crime : lack of basic edueation. An investment of federal funds will be more than
velmid by the savings it will eventually produce. These savings do not just
include the resulting reduction in the costs e% crime, poree work, trials, and
reimprisonment. There will ae,o be a savings in relief and welfare funds for
the individual offender and his family. There will also be a net increase in
income taxes as a result of thousands of released prisoners working at
go infnl employment. I have not touched on the emotional savings, bnt a broad
education and job training program will certainly reduce suffering, the wasted
years of a criminal's life and the anguish of his family.

The Jacksonville ournal of Jacksonville, Florida, which I represent, recently
said in an editorial, "If the average law abiding citizen is not too sympathetic
to prison reform it is understandable, especially since we are no longer talking
about elm n gangs, sweat boxes and beatings. There are a good many other na-
tional priorities for him to be conceipefi about. Nevertheless, this is a problem
that must be considered. If a solution exists it must be found so that civilization
ea n reduce crime before crime eventually ends civilization."

My bill, H.R. 947, authorizes the Secretary of Labor to conduct permanent
programs of job training and education in correctional institutions for those who
are in need of this training. This program would be conducted in federal, state,
and local institutions, would include both vocational and on-the-job training,
special job development and placement activities, prevocational, basic and
secondary education and counseling, and would utilize the services of other
federal Departments and agencies.

I urge the Committee to act favolably on H.R. 947. which I believe is a vitally
needed piece of legislation, helping to reduce the rising crime rate by training
offenders to get gild hold jobs, thus velieving us all of a great burden. A Lap :)y
and successful job life is importar;t to le Ivy and successful living. The Congress
Ints an obligation to help rehabiliciate criminals to make them productive citizens
in om society. Thank you for the opportunity to make this statement.

LII.R. 947, 91st Cong.. first se,:s1.1

A B17,(.., To amend lime Manpower Development and Training Act of 1902 to pr:wide for
programs of job tr-i n lug and education of inmates of correctional institutions

Be it enacted by the Senate Mid House of Representatives of the United States
of Aincricg. in Con9ress assembled. That the Manpower Development and Train-
ing Aci Of 19c2 is amended (1) by redesignaling title III as title IV, (2) by re-
illsigna ling sections 391 through $10 as sections 401 through 310, respectively.
and ( 8) by inserting after title II the following new titl,
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-TITLE IIICORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
"Snc. 301. (a) The Secretary of Labor shall carry out a program of job train-

ing and education for persons in correctional institutions who are iu need of
training to obtain employment upon relea . Such program (1) shad be con-
ducted by the Secretary through agreements with officials of Federal, State, and
local correctional institutions, (2) shall, where practicable, include both voca-
tional education and on-the-job triOning, (3) shall include special job develop-
inen-c and placement activities, (4) shall include where appropriate, prevoca-
tional, basic and secondary education, and counseling, and (5) shall utilize the
services of other Federal departments and agencies.

"(b) When the program includes vocational education, such services shall be
provided by those agencies which usually supply such services."

SEC. 2. ( ) Section 241 (4) of such Act hi amended by striking out -301" and
inserting in lien thereof -401".

(11 The section of such Act redesignated by the first section as section -164
is amended (1) by redesignating subsection (d) as subsection (e), 2) by strik-
ing out of such subsection "title HI" and inserting in lieu thereof -title IV", and
13) by inserting after subsection (c) the following new subsection

"Id For the pnrpose of carrying out title III, there are hereby authorized
to be approprieted for the first year ending June 30, 1067, and for each fiscal year
thereafter such amounts as may be necessary,"

CoNc,anss or THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., April 13. 1970.

lion. DOMINICK DANIELS.
Chairman, Se!ection Subcommittee en Labor,
House of Representatives.
Wash(ngton, D.C.

DEAR. CIIAIEMAN DANIELS : This is in reference tO the enclosed statement I have
received from Mr. Gevdon McChesney, President of the Wisconsin Association
of Secondary School Vocational Educators.

Since this statement represents the thinking and position of the Wisconsin
Association of Secondary Senool Vocational Educators on several manpower
training bills before your Subcommittee, I wonder if you would be good enough to
see that it, is made a part of the hearing record and given every appropriate
consideration during any further evaluation of manpower training proposals.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,

ROBERT W. RASTENMEIEE, MeMber 0, Congress.

MONONA GEOVE Rion Sermon,
Monona, WM. , April 7, 197r).

IIOTTSE EDUCATTON AND LABOR COM.,ITTEE,
Select Subcommittee on Labor,
House Of Representatives,
Weshington. D.C.

GENTLEMEN : Our association, Wisconsin. Association of Secondary School Voca-
tional Educators, reviewed the several Manpower Training Bills H.R. 10908, H.R.
11020, and RR. 13472 currently before Congress. We are very ci.ncerned about
the.impact of this legislation oa the role of education in vocational education and
manpower training. These bills in effect would place fundt and decisions ou
vocational etrication programs under the jurisdiction of ti:e Secretary of Labor.
The members of our assoeiation are in complete agreement the following issues :

CI) The educm or's role in career training and detc;7tnination of program
is vital and vocational c lucators and people in labor s. ould work together to
determine present and future training needs. Determining needsnmultr-, s of
workers needed and the type of training reguicNishould he a joint etfort.
but the actual training of our students shorld Pe done by educators within
the framework (A: our comprehensive high schools and post-secondary
lawn t iona 1 schools.
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(2) Our vocational programs should be a part of the comprehensive high
school and not Separated into a special training school. The comprehensive
high ..2e1iool can give the student the vocatiolual training neeessary as well ;I:,
the rehted academic skills retolired for job conmeteneies. The comprehen-
sive high school must have a flexible program that will allow a stmlent to
be exposed to cceupations and career developilwat at an early age. Also. t hi
students ncca to be in heterogeneous gronps ia some asses so that they
:adcrstana each other and learn to live together as c' iizuI iii our soviety.
The comprehensi..e high sc!:-KJI can and slmnld take can- of the IIPpils of all
students. preparing some .(3r college. others for 2-year post-s..--ontlary pro-
grams and others for immediate employment. Tlue rew stnden;-s with 1,,.sser
ability who cannot benefit from a vocational pogam must be lwlped iy
finding suitable work experienee for them while in school so that they caul
become a productive member of our society.

(3) There is at the present time a real imbalance in the number of dollars
being spent on remedial training protcams as compared to those being :;pent
on preventive programs. Vocational edhaation is a costly program and local
school districts fund it very difficult or impossible to have quality programs
without federal support even though they recognize the worth and need for
more and better quality programs.

Our association members urge members of the committee to give full tam-
sideration to education aml its role in training and retraining of workers in our
society. I want to thank the members of the committee for allowing this letter to
be reaa into the records.

Respectfully,
GORDON McCIFESNEY, President, TVA SS17E.

BOARD OF EDITCATIWT OF BAIMMORE CouxTy.
Towson, Md., January 26, 1970.

HOD. GEORGE H. FALLON,
U.S. Haase of 1?epresentatir('s, Wa81thigton, 1) C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE FALLON : We nrge you to vo against the Manpower
Acts of 1969 as presentrA in House Bills 11620-11624 and H.R. 1090S.

On our request, Congressman Long sent copies Df these bills to us : we have an-
alyzed them ana talked with some of the leaders in this field about our concerns.

We have come to the eonclusion the manpower needs for vocational education
and training must be served through the cooperative efforts of both the
Department of habor and the Maryland State Department of Education. Guthle-
lines which specify the duties and responsibilitie:, of each must be provided to
prevent the development of a dnal system of vocational educatirm. flue costly
duplication of efforts always found in fragmented. overlapping, and contradictory
programs, and the wasteful frustrations of trainees created by narrowly conceived
$.kill training program:;.

We urge you to apply this checklist to any Comprehensive Manpower Dill
which comes before the Honz4e of Representatives for passage. When the text
of the prOposed Comprehensive Manpower enables you to answer "yes" to
each of the following criteria, we believe it will be a satisfactory law

Does it niaidate that the State Advisory Council appointed, in accordance
with the Vocational Education Act of 1908, will serve as the Council for
Manpower Training and Development?

Does it direct an funding for manpower training and development through
State Departments of Education?

Does it direct the secretary of Labor to conduct research to determine flue
manpower needs of the nation, and the disseminate the results rn the states?

Does it itt,,true. the Secretary of Labor to contract with the individual
State Depumments of Education for vocational education programs needed
for manpower training?

Does it require the State Departments of Education to contract with busi-
aess and induKry for training which may not be available in existing
institutions?

We r7ge your support for a Comprehensive Manpower Act which is unequivocal
in sur art of these criteria.
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With all modesty. I think the method provided in our bill is a bet-
ter one. It is not just mine, as the 0-entleman from New Jersey knows.
He is one of the sponsors. I think'='there are something like 112 mem-
bers of the House who have joined in the sponsorslup of that bill.

I want to thank you again, Mr. Conway. I am going to send you
around the coimtry"or something to make that statement. It is very
o-ood.

Mr. Daivuas. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Conway, you mentioned the NAB JOBS program and re-

ferred to it, I think, as almost a national disgrace.
Mr. CONWAY. I said it is on the verge of being a national disgrace.

It is not quite there vet.
Mr. Entxx-Boit.N.1 recall visiting a local institution of that. JOBS

program that was located here in tlie District. Are you familiar with
that ?

Mr. CONWAY. Not the one the District here, no. There are two
cities that we don't do anything in. One is Washington and the other
is New York City. They are too complicated. We are working in
other cities.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I recall hearino- that that program was closed
recently and there was quite a furOr created at least at that time.
I have not heard much since.

Mr. Cox-wAy. I rea.d the paper. That is all. I don't Jrnow about it.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Without specific knowledge of that program,

would you say that the lack of success of the JOBS program would
indicate that the Secretary of Labor should be exercising some judg-
ment in limiting that program or making sure that it works?

Mr. CONWAY. I think that is right. I am not blamino- President
Nixon or Secretary of Labor George Shultz for the JOB% program.
That was created by the previous administration and it was an answer
to or substitute for serious consideration for public service sector
employment.

. I th.ought it was a lousy thing at the time. I told the former man-
power administrator that. I made a special trip into his office and
pointed out some of the defects of the program. I said., "We will do
the best we can under it if that is the way you are going to go, but
we think it is a lousy approach and it won't work."

I think that what has happened bears out what I predicted would
happen. We have tried to work under the JOBS proo-rams in two
locations through our local communitv organizations.1Ve have put
together a consortium of contractors, gexican American or black con-
tractors, depending upon the community, and then this consortium
has become the apPlicant for the so-called M.A. 5 programs. We are
trying to do the best we can under that.

If you really work at it, and if you have crot the followthrough,
it is possible to get people trained and placed7 We have now in our
New Jersey program, Congressman Daniels in Newark, a new Labor
Department contract worng with a consoLum of black contractors
there. I think about 150 job slots are there, and they are being trained
as they are workino-. But it takes an enormous amount of effort.

I am not saying-that there haven't been some good things done
under the JOBS program. But I think that it was heralded as the
answer to the country's problems. 4t,4-1*t that. :There 17 a s at leastJ. '
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a 400,000 target set within 6 months. As I say, I doubt that the pro-

frram has reached over 35,000 and it is over 2 years now. Most. of these

people are going to be shaken out in the period immediately ahead

of us.
-What is happenina is that a company like the Ford Motor Co.,

which made a very serious effort under the JOBS. program, is.going

to turn its back now on the hard core thing and they are going to
try to train foremen or something like that and begin to cream the

crop. So you get $3,500 ahead. Tbe economics are there for thebusi-

ness community to substitute manpower funds for what they ought

to be doing themselves.
Mr. BURTON. Repeat that again, please.
Mr. CONNVAY. I say this is such that if the employer can get $3.500

ahead for training an individual, if he can just up 'the ladder a ways

so that he is not :f-toina to be training somebody who isn't 2-oing to be

workinp- for him, he is aoing to do it. He is going to substitute Federal

funds for his training flinds.
Mr_ EnLENBORN. r am most certain that that would fit within the

JOBS proaram. While you are along that line. I understand that
under that. program the payment is made only when the training is
completed and the trainee is employed.

Mr. CoNw.vv. Is retained, that is right. He gets paid for the train-
ing, but he gets a premium if the trainee gets a job.

Mr. ERLENBORN. So that the contractor is not compensated for some-

one. who doesn't complete the system. doesn't complete the trainin!7,

doesn't. take a job, isn't that correct ?
Mr. CONWAY. Yes. That is one of the. reasons there are only 35,000

people in the system, because if you can't, as an employer, be reason-

ably sure that the fellow you are taking in is going to be around and

employed at the end of the thing so that you get the premium, why

start fhe process?
Mr. ERLENBORN. You mentioned, and repeated, that one of the prob-

lems is the seniority system, those who are most recently employed

would be the first to Ro when unemployment increases.
Would you suggest that maybe we ought to do something leaisla-

tively about the. seniority system or tenurelaws?
Mr. CoNwAy. Any kind of rigidities that are injected into the. sys-

tem have their bad -features as well as their frood features. You have

got a. seniority system in the Congress of the United States that we
criticize all the time.

Mr. Era:EN-BORN% I joined in that criticism in my freshman year.
[Laughter.]

Mr. CoNw.vr. But the nature of a seniority system, Congressman,
all kidding aside, is to reaularizethe auto indust7 is aomg to be
confronted again, I guess, this year with a proposal that senioritY

be reversed. If there is going to be a layoff, lay off the guys that have
been around the longest, the oldest guys, because they are protected
under the Supplementary Unemployment Benefit system. Why not
lay them off and let the younger auys work, especially' these bard core

guys that have been broughtintO the bottom of the system. I think
that has got some appeal tO-it.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I understood in- your original statement at one
point you said, and I may have misunderstood it, so let me phrase this
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in the way that I thought you said it, that the traininc, should be
done by the private sector and the employment provideeby the pub-
lic sector.

Mr. CONWAY. I don't mean that, if I said that. What I said is that
you shouldn't think only in terms of the public sector employment
program as a substitute for private sector training and employment,
because I think that the two of them have to go hand in hand. I think
a public sector employment program has to have embodied in it a sub-
stantial amount of education and training.

I don't want to deprecate the private efforts. As a matter of fact,
I feel that the progress that has been made in this last decade, as I
pointed out, Congressman, before yc u came in, that as a result of the
work of this committee, there has lx en an enormous amount of prog-
ress made in this whole area. I would hate to see any of that lost.
think it ought to be built upon.

There have been a lot of good things happen. As I say, the compe-
tition between 0E0 and the Department of Labor just in itself opened
up and ventilated the whole business and allowed for experimentation
and development of new approaches.

I would hope that that kind of competition can be kept alive. I hap-
pen to be in favor of competition. I thmk the more we can compete for
better ways of doing things, the better off everybody is.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Would you comment on the two triggering devices
recommended by this administration, one, extended unemployment
comr ensation, based on the level of unemployment and the other, an
increase in manpower training funds based on the level of unemploy-
ment ?

Mr. CONWAY. I think the idea of the triggeringsystem isa, good one.
I am not prepared to say one is better than the other. As Sar Levitan
said earlier, it took us a long time to break out employment from the
standard statistical areas and to give the flexibility to work in the inner
city.

When the Labor Department came out with its report entitled "A
Sharper Look at Unemployment," it really focused the spotlight on
the problem for the first time. Any triggering mechanism has to be
sufficiently sensitive to sharp increases in unemployment in specific
areas.

You can live in the center of a city where the unemployment can go
as high as 50 percent and you are living in the deep depression atmos-
phere of the thirties if you live in that particular section, whereas,
just 20 miles away, you may have a labor shortage.

Getting from where the person is in the high unemployment area
to where the jobs might be is not always a simple thing If you get
over there, you may not get hired which is the second thing you are
confronted with.

So there are a lot of problems. The triggering mechanism idea is I
think a good one. I would just hope that whatevermechanism is finally
adopted, it would be, sensitive enough to be able to pick up sharp un-
employment in smaller areas than the whole city, for example.

Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from California, Mr. Burton, do you
have any questions ?

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Conway, as always, your testimony has been most
helpful and even moving.

44-425 0-70-pt 1-9
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If we have to come down hard with the judgment that the legisla-
tion before us is substantially or virtually eliminates or most of the
competitive forces, do you think the legislation. I have would still
be deserving the support ?

Mr. CONWAY. I would support Congressman O'Hara's bill. I think
it can be improved. If you will ask us, we will have our new depart-
ment, research and public policy go to work and make some recom-
mendations to you as to hc by it might be improved.

Mr. BurroN. May I ask, before Jim d.oes, it would be helpful if
we had any evaluation that you tl-link useful.

Mr. STEIGER. If the gentleman would yield, I would make the same
request, not just of the O'Hara bill, but of all three.

Mr. CONWAY. We will be very happy to do that.
Mr. Buirrox. There are certain, perhaps not fundamental but im-

portant points that hopefully all the legislation or all the bills should
have, things that just may have been overooked because the initial
product didn't face this land of give and take discussion.

Mr. CONWAY. One of the things that this committee has always been
able to do is to come up with a better final product as a result of your
differences. That is one of the healthy things that you demonstrate
over and over again. You have two or three different conflicting bills
and the product that you come out with in the end is usually better
than any of the ones you start with.

Mr. DANIELS. That is the purpose of the hearings.
Mr. BURTON. You have made a statement about rewarding success.
Mr. CONWAY. Yes.
Mr. BURTON. Do you want to particularize on that ? What mecha-

nisms have you observed that come under that category ?

Mr. CONWAY. I think, for example, that it would be a good idea to
iallow any G-overnor or any employment service to come nto the Sec-

retary of Labor with a manpower training program and a job devel-
opment prouram and too-et it funded, so long as it was a good pro-
gram. If they.. did. a goota job, and they wanted to increase it, im-
prove it, and so on, they ought to be permitted to do that.

The same thing is true of a city. If a mayor wants to develop a pro-
gram, using his community action organization, or using the city ad-
ministration and he can come up with a good program, he ought to
be considere:d and he ought to get funded and he ought to be able
to be judged on the results of that.

In the city of Chicago, that city is a centralized, administered city,
as you Imow. Mayor Daley exercises an enormous amount of authority
in the city. of Chicago. We worked with the Woodlawn organization,
which is outside of the city government and they have manpower train-
ing procrrams. They try m their way to develop effective training and
job development activities. They are working now constructively with
the University of Chicago to develop a whole series of employment
opportunities and businesses providing services to the university.

I don't think one of those, as against the other, has to be, you know,
oiven all the funds. I think both of them ought to be able to operate.

Mr. Burrrox. This is my final opestion. How would you assign the
priority in what most observers believe is going to be a period of in-
creased unem. ployment, or underemployment ? Would you allocate dol-
lars to jobs in greater proportion than to training?
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We have a practical problem. In the last year and a half perhaps
training was vital because jobs were available to a number if they
were trained and you could improve the deliveries system generally.
In this coming period, can you safely give us a view onwhere we should
place our emphasis ?

Mr. CONWAY. I think unemployment is going to increase, probably
quite sharply, in the next few months and I would think that in the
period immediately ahead the emphasis should be on creating a sy:stem
of public sector employment. Keep the training, manpower training
thing, as much as possible, but allow the kind of flexibility that would
allow funds to be moved from one to the other, in the event that un-
employment declines and it is.better to put more funds into training.

I would allow for flexibility. But I am really quite concerned about
the sharp increase in unemployment that we are beginning to see now.
It is, of course, going to have a staggering effect in the places where
we already havehuigh levels of unemployment, in the central cities and
in the rural area; particularly where the minority group populations
live. Things are bad enough now. I think they are going to get worse.

Mr. BuErox. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger?
Mr. STEIGER. Let me pursue the point that my colleague, Mr. Bur-

ton, just made, because I must say I am somewhat concerned that we
may end up in cross purposes.

You say you are interested in flexibility.
If you go the route of the O'Hara bill, which you have indicated

your support for, you lmow that provides a separate title for public
service employment. I think such a title would have arave difficulty
in getting any funds at all from the Appropriations''Committee or
Congress even if such a provision were to survive both Houses of Con-
°Tess andbe sianed by the President.

This differs substantially from both the administration's bill and
my own bill in which there are provisions made for careers in public
service employment without specifying s separate title. In other words,
I would argue with you that the flexibility is far areater in enabling
a municipality or a State to provide funds for th3se programs at its
discretion, depending on what the needs are, without having to go
the route of having created a. separate title.

Mr. CONWAY. That is why I say, Congressman, that I think the
drafting of the bill could be improved. Let me make an analogy.

I think that the public sector employment thing now is an ideological
issue. It is the thing around which opposition builds or supports builds,
just as the House had to deal with the question of rent supplem.ents,
if you remember back a couple of years back. If I recall correctlytthat
rent supplement problem went through the House five separate times.
It was a cliff hanger every time, in the authorization, in the appro-
priations process, and now it is a generally accepted pattern of han-
dling problems of housing for low income families.

And I think that however it is done, and I don't care whether it
is a separate title or whether you build in the ldnd of flexibility I
would like to see, the issue has to be joined in in the Congress and the
vote has to take place on this question. It is an ideological question.

That is why I say it has to be faced squarely as that kind of a prob-
lem and get it over with. Then once you voted in favor of a public
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sector program, then I think it is possible to improve it each time
that you give consideration.

Mr. STEIGER. Let me follow this point up. I am not sure I concur
completely with you.

The administration's bill has its sub-21 on page 12 of that bill that
relates to Federal, State, and local governments, parks, highways and
other lands. I have got mine, No. 6, on page 5 of my bill, that relates
to this concept. The ideological problem is one that at least to an
extent has been faced already with new careers with mainstream, with
those existing categorical grant programs which the Congress has
approved.

You obviously have a thgnificant ideological problem, if one talks
about a massive employer of last resort or guaranteed empkyment
program, which in fact isn't a guaranteed employment program for
all. Rather, it is one that is eaing to be selective based on a limitation
of funds. So I am not sure that I concur completely with you.

Mr. CONWAY. If you recall, I outlined a whole series of these things,
like the green thumb, special impact, and new careers all of which
have been passed by the Congress and in one way or another, very
small in most instances, are operating.

Secretary of Labor Schultz says he already has the authority to
have a public sector program in the present legislation. But my con-
cern is that it isn't being done on a scale large enough to have an
effect. I think President Lyndon Johnson had a hang-up on this. I
think that is why we have got the JOBS program. He had a hang-up
against public service employment, and I am not sure that this ad-
ministration doesn't have a hang-up on it, tGa,

Mr. STEIGER. Maybe I myself have a hang-up on it.
Mr. GINSBURG. Cong-ressman, I wanted to make one point here to

emphasize the distinction between the O'Hara bill, your bill and the
Administration bill on public service employment.

While I: your bill and the Administration bill contains a reference
to public service employment, it is essentially training for public
service jobs for persons who are ill equipped because of lack of educa-
tion, backgroun,d, experience, or what have you, to fill those jobs.
There would be funds given to municipal, county, or other govern-
mental agencies to assist them in training. Once that training was over,
the regular wage and compensation for the individual would then
have to be assinned by the governmental agency.

The big distinction I see in the O'Hara bill on that point is that
it provides the funds to undergird. the continuation of that individual
on the job. One of the real failures in New Careers has been that after
the training period is over, the agency then must lay the person off
because they don't have the funds to continue the individual on
employment.

So I think the key thing is, as you were saying, the ammmt of funds
available to enable governmental units to finance increased employ-
mentincreased employment which is necessary to meet many, many
areas of public service which are in short supply or deficient for
various reasons.

I think that is the point that we are making here. TheGovermnent
must stp up to the task of financing needed expansion in the public
service jobs, not only saiing to the mayor of a city, "If you want to take
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some of the manpower funds which will be allocated to you under
either the Steiger bill or the administration bill and use some of that to
train, persons for the Government services, fine."

The key issue wyuld then become when the person has finished train-
who is going to pay for his regular wage ?

r. STEIGER. I appreciate your comment on that. I think that is a
reasonable assessment.

Let me pursue this a little further because I have always been some-
what unclear when one talks about public service employment. Are
we tall:6 ,..1g here about those simple tasks of beino- a paraprofessional,
a teacher s aide, nurse's aide or are we talking aboUt enabling a munici-
pality to construct roads, or buildings, or sewer plants, or shelters, or
swimming pools, or construct parksr Are you talking about that when

you talk aboutpublic service employment ?
Mr. CONWAY. I tliink- the semantics of this breaks down into two

categories: Public service employment, as contrasted to public works
employment, road building, swimmingpools, and so on. I am in favor
of both.

But what we are stressIng in this :period is the need for public serv-
ice employment, which is to create jobs that need doing, that do not
now exist, because of lack of funds, so that people who are unemployed
can be employed on those jobs that need to be done.

The process starts and I will give you a good example. In New York
City, the manpower funds were used under the new careers prop-am,
in the first instance, to develop a public service employment in the
hospitals there. That has now progressed to the point where there is an
across-the-board training program in most New York City hospitals,
both the community hpitals and the ones run by the city.

Now, as a result of the experience, local 1199, the hospital workers
local, has negotiated a training fund with hospitals it has under con-
tract'. One percent of the payroll of the hospitals gizn into a training
fund. Now they have a kind of across-the-board training program all
the way up to the licensed positionsin the hospital.

This is the kind of thing I think ought to be a kind of a national
evolution from an effective training program. I think that is an enor-
mously successful program. That is the kind of thing I think ought to
be rewarded by a contmuation of the opportunity to have that kmd of
thing ekist and develop.

You get a better work situation. You gei, a better work force. You
get an upgrading process, not dealing with dead end jobs. And I think
the next step in tlus is a thorough review of all of the licensing prac-
tices in the hospital system, in health services, with a view of opening
them up and changmg the composition of the work force in these

various categories.
All of these are pluses, I think, and you don't get to the end product

by starting out there. You have to, in a sense, build. I would hope that
Land of flexibility would be maintained. That is what I say when I talk
about competition being good and rewarding success as contrasted
with giving monopoly power to some body or agency to stop things
from happening.

Mr. DANIELS. Would the gentleman yield ?
Mr. STEiom. Certainly.
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Mr. DANIELS. When you use the word rewarding, just exactly what
do you mean and how would you reward ? What is the meaning of

your term
Mr. CONWAY. Exactly what the Secretary of Labor is trying to do

now by cutting out programs that don't work and moving funds over
to programs that do. It is that kind of thing that I mean when .1. talk

about rewardinggo with the good success.
Mr. STEIGER. 'The Administration's bill, as you know, has a proares-

sive means of the Secretary turnino- over "X" percentage of the hinds
for the development and then if they have an exemplary performance,
they can go up to a higher level.

In section 11 of my bill I have tried to provide some incentive for
either of these reasonable alternatives.

Mr. CONWAY. As I say, I was confronted with this lsdnd of question
in the Senate side by Gaylord Nelson, who in addition to being a Sena-
tor, is a former Governor. His concern was how can you get the States
in the business of doing the right thing in this whole area of manpower
training, and job development, and public employment, and so on.

I am very sympathetic to that. I think it ought to be made possible
for the States to become much more active and much more effective.
But that can be done by having the States compete for those funds by
doin,c; the right thing by doing something. I think thai the Governor
of Wisconsin would probably react differently to the manpower pro-
grams than the Governor of Mississippi.

The problems are essentially the same in both States, maybe differ-
ent in some particulars. But why give the Governor of Mississippi and
the State employment agency in Mississippi the right to control every-
thing that goes on in that State in this area. I think it would be a mis-
take. It is that kind of thing that I am worried about. But I don't want
to shut the door to effective State participation in the manpower field.

Mr. STEIGER. Let me go on to some other points and get back to that
briefly.

What do you think the cost of the public service employment pro-
gram is?

Mr. CoxwAy. I think the rule of thumb now ivould be abosit %.-;,00O

a year per person.
Mr. STEIGER. How do you handle the problem that I see, at least

and which I intend to pursue over a period of timeon the question of
disincentive, both for transferring it from the public to the private, as
well as, I think, the very real question that has to be raised about what
the impact of a public service employment program is on the wage
scale in the private sector ?

Mr. Coxwxy. I would peg it as Mr. Levitan said, at least to the mliii-
mum wacre and allow for the prevailing wage concepts to operate in a
public segtor job.

I am not really concerned. I think it worries people too much, this
question of disincentive. I happen to have been very intimately asso-
ciated with the automobile workers union in contract negotiations
over the years on this whole question of the supplementary unemploy-
ment benefit program. We called it the guaranteed annual wage when
we started out.

As you probably 'mow, we aareed in the first cro-around to a figure
of 85 percent of wages, and gadually that has ?peen increased. Now,

..
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for all practical purposes, an auto worker who is laid off gets almost
the equivalent of his full wages for a year.

That happens from time to time and the guys come back to work as
soon as the jobs are available. I don't think there is any experience that
would indicate that there is a disincentive that has been the result of
that experience. I don't think there would be in the public sector em-
ployment program.

I think the one thing that the National Commission on Automation
and Technoloor did that has been grossly overlooked is to advocate
what in effect would be a system of social accounts. The employed per-
son has an awful lot of positives going with him and the unemployed
person has an awful lot of negatives going with him, just starting with
the simple business of paying taxes. The employed person is paying
taxes, the unemployed person is not. The employed person is not on
welfare and the unemployed person frequently is. He is drawing un-
employment insurance for a long time and then (roes on to public wel-

fare. There are a lot of negatives eliminated wheri you institute a sys-
tem of positives. So I think that if we could institute some thinidng
about what the positives would be with an employment program,
an awful lot of that $5,000-per-perwn cost would be absorbed by
the elimination of a lot of negatives that are being paid for now
through some other system.

Mr. STEIGER. Would you recommend, that if this is to be done, that
we provide not just for public service employment, but for pub/ic
works employment as well ?

Mr. CONWAY. I would like to see that. Maybe you can't do both at
the same time. But if you would consider that, I would certainly urge
it. We need public worlo all over the country, too.

Mr. STEIGER. You have indicated that you oppose what you call

monopoly.
Mr. CONWAY. That is right.
Mr. STEIGER. I assume that that would be as true for the employment

service as it would be for a community action agency ?
Mr. CoNwAY. Yes, absolutely.
Mr. STEIGER. That being the case, and I happen to agree with you,

I hope that we can draft something that would enable a. degree of
competition and openness. How do we go about providing some mech-
anism for what Torres was talking about in hi. testimony and which
you highlightedparticipation.

He talked about participation of the poor. I will be very honest with
you. I don't want this to be limited just to the participation of the
poor. It seems to me that the underemployedwho may or may not
be pooror those who would be employed would be eligible for train-
ing, ought to be as eligible for some degree of influence in terms of
the policy decisions that are made. What do we do about this ?

Mr. Cox-way. I think you are right. I think Ed Torres in his testi-
mony laid emphasis on the poor but his lain concern is the Mexican-
American community in East Los Angeles that is crenerally under-
privileged. Even the employed, in that community relltively speaking
to the whole of the larger communities, are disadvantagedso that I
would hope also that the manpower legislation enacted by

j
the Con-

aress would be broad enough to cover other situations than. ust hard-
core unemployment.
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I think again we probably are approaching that point where most
of us ought to be going to school in one form or another most of our
lives, learning new sWls, new technologies, new approaches. I think
private indust is rapidly approaching that point where it is con-
stantly replenis the knowledge of its work force. Certainly, the
military does this al the time and has to.

I think, ovnerally speaking, school teachers and doctors s.nd lawyers
have to got'back and refresh and update in order to be able to stay
current. So I would favor an open ended kind of manpower policy
that would encourage a constant upgrading of the whole of the work
force.

One of the mast successful programs that we ever adopted in this
country was the GI bill of rights after World War U. That was a
social investment that really paid off. The number of people that got
an education, and as a result of that education improved their lot
in society and became effective citizens, we forget. But that was an
enormously successful program.

It is the quality of that which has also grot to be brought into a
manpower policy. Again, I don't want to hold you up here, but I
think this committee deserves a great deal o.:.' credit for havingmoved
the art, so to speak, from where it was 10 years ago to whereit is now,
and I simply urge that you keep that up.

Mr. STEIGER. Let me ask one other question, Mr. Chairman. I again
appreciate your patience.

What is your factual basis for the criticism of the JOBS program?
I must admit I just read the annual report of the National Allian
of Businessmen. It seems to me the figure in there is like a total of
268,900 trained, 142,800 still on the payroll and a total of 338,307 basic
job pledges as of September 30, 1969.

*. CONWAY. There is very little information available. One of the
things that the Department of Labor doesn't do very effectively is
evaluate its own programs. We have offered to do a little evaluating
for them but they don't seem to have too much of an interest in this.
There is some evaluation going on.

Yon might ask Mr. Garth Magnum to come up and testify on the
effectiveness of the JOBS program. He probably knows more about
it than anybody else- He has written recently. Is it published yet.?
You have seen the manuscript, I know.

Mr. GMTSBERG. Mr. Steiger, the figures that Mr. Conway and we
have put in this testimony on the 35,000 are the number of )obs which
contracts have actually been written with corporations under which
they have gotten the MA. 5 money. The 200 to 300,000 figrure, which
many groups of businessmen associated with the National Alliance
of Businessmen put out is a kgure which they say represents the num-
ber of persons they have hired on their own including the 35,000 who
were hard-core unemployed before they were hired.

So the JOBS program, job opportunities in the business sector,
sponsored. by the 1.,abor Department, has actually resulted inthese
are Labor Department figures in their replar releasesI think the
figure is slightly over 30,000 who are on jobs for which funds have
been provided by the Department of Labor.

This does not mean that the National Alliance of Businessmen
are not accurate when they say over, the year and. a half they have
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hired an additional 300,000 people but they are persons who are hired
in the normal course of business operation.

Mr. CON WAY. Or they could be 15 people on the same job as a re-
sult of turnover.

Mr. STEIGER. Dr. Magnum, I hope will be one of the people here as
a witness. I must say that I have held back from either prais. ng or
criticizing the JOBS program. I remember when Stanley Ruttenberg
was before this subcommittee last year. I was deeply concerned and
I am still deeply concerned about the fact that there is not an awful
lot of hard factual public information on which to make a. judgment
as to the effectiveness of that operation.

Mr. GINSBURG. One other thing that has come up too, is very rele-
vant to this. You are asking businessmen to hire persons whom
typically they would not hire, and unless their employment demands
expansion, no industry is going to hire a person unless the.y know
that person will be on the rolls for a full 9 months to a year in order
to get the full benefit of the contract. Also, that person will be the
first one who will be laid off in any kind of a down-turn..

So there is quite a commitment to hire under a JOBS type program
and it does mean an involvement with the Government. It doss mean
a lot of arrangements which many busir ssmen find just don't work
out for them.

But I think the crucial question is the ability of JOBS as such,
to create new opportunities over and above those which are normally
created. That is why I think Mr. Conway emphasized the expansion
in public service to add to what industry already does in providing
new jobs each and every year, but unfortunately not enough to absort
many of those who are still hard-core unemployed.

Mr. SIMMER. It is my understanding that there is work now going
on under MA. 5 to expand the concept, to enable a company to go
at a higher level of those presently employed, so as to open up a
legitimate job for somebody at a lower level

I think, and I know Jim O'Hara has been concerned about this
always, in terms of this whole question, how we move up so that you
really have a job that is there, real and can last. Because I am afraid
these are people who are going to be the first to go. I don't know
whether the Labor Department has completed their negotiations but
I know that at least under the JOBS concept they are attempting
to go under that direction.

Mr. DANIELS. We are pressed for a little time. I would like to call
on Mr. O'Hara again.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Conway, I think you have been too charitable
about the JOBS program. I think it is worse than you suggested.
I was one of those who, with you, at the time the thing was first
announced, had grave reservations about the concept of the program.

I might just say that nothing that has happened since then has
lead me to change my mind. I am really convinced that we have to
give that program a very thorough and hard review.

Then, finally, to say to Mr. Steiger and joining in Mr. Conway's
response, again, our public service employment program clearly does
not envisage simply the usual paraprofessional type of job. What we
are talking about as jobs of all kinds at many different levels. We are
tOking about employment and. training. There will be some minimal

:74
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training. needed for some of these jobs, I am sure%,,But
what we are talking about is employment rather trl1P

.Than k you.
Mr. DAN-ru.s. Mr. Conway, I earlier indicated y0:cs-0ti1d sa,,,taLit

to the committee your. .recommendations with refer.0.0-8t% the DPJ'-``....n,
bills that are before this committee, the Steiger .b3-1:c,' Aclaa.r.,15;

ration's bill and.the O'Hara bill. Perhaps yofi eaciL
(A

these bills something that merits the consideration 4P lia aittee
and we Appreciate having your views on that. The 'wilt be ipoar-
porated in the record.

Could you submit such a statement and furnish t 15 coPiel
sol. can. give each member of the committee the bene2" -c,tir views

Mr. CONWAY- Yes.
(The information follows:)

COMMITTEE FOB COMjBS,0

Memorandum to:- Hon. Dominick-V. Daniels, Chairman; 'wise seet
mittee on Labor..

From: _Jack T. Conway. nPow
.This memorandum- contains several suggestions on rlore t.),17 le

Which are suPplemental to the testimony I presented beke
on jannary 28,' 1970-.--It has been prepared in answer to Ill,theest frO
Committee for an elaboration of ideas which might strenb' tkie ptor'""
legislation. - ; 0 give

, There Y..as been a greaf deal of :discussion on the need t +Peal 07....crii
niefif Officials a greater voice in the implementation of mall' olef
is Our opinion- that under the bill Proposed bY Congrezsm500 r 41-a. the
tall-of Labor has the power: to contract with either public 1)1.4-4te agencies
for the ntinvinistration of manpower; programs.

Under Secdon 103 of Title I a R.R. 11620, the Sec tat,' *1-11th avould
.

re fuel). ivrity for
encompass entering into Agreements with public officials -(Yulditt..e o er
the develOPment of manpower programs. Since the 0,Harad,.an-
manpower- bills under consideration, dolls for the decategog to.f man.,17°7744,er
funds, a local public offiCial, consistent -with the contract yro,-tztted /city-
Secretary of Labor, would be able to structure manpower ,170- nece6sarY
in the communitY with the assurance that such programs v. ci 14ave tbe
ibility which decategorizing brOVides. be

Sincerthe. concern for local participation is shared by me, Perpora.324.,N it
wen. for the O'Hara bill to make eplicit through some elf_Lahli.,.. '4:news wherethat the Secretary should enter into .eontracts with local p - ta.-
appropriate. Also,,those provisions might call upon the .Senfloi to meet Ig
the' Ideal OffiCiala submitting the Plan to Work out any rev;p1.7--7,t Snell t",,7:
the -Secretary deems nedessary for the plan 'to be complev". `o):34isteut'
the objectives of the legislation. O

,

le.
The above suggestions would apply, not gnu to the pa....3a, tyke elOaGy-

ment Section of the O'Hara bill, but equally to other 0Y----ouvvr progams
authorized by the bilL 4tketten .gp

Another feature of the.O'Hara bill which might be stre a ,.;is
Manpower Programs .713.elating to Upgrading. The sliortacie ?Aida evi
higher rated Classifications in. -various industriesfor enar0 ' ill bospol. an
medical services7-cOUld best be closed by promotion from' eznplo9e e a t,
Ióter4ated jobs. TypicallY, boWever, periods of training lit13to
to a year and a- half .or more are required tee obtain the-0"dg_ iTtsr.credfi_ft
to moyelnto a number, of these more sldlled classificationtert y,vo- expenw of
have indicated that where financing to compensate worl* the -;,/
earnings .while attending- educational and training -cours0 ttue a prob
there iS 'a stiong'reSPouse to -the offering of such training.,,, upgrade
....Funds should be made available- to institutions. whi_,CP'e."(;:q1.

employees into needed skill categories to compensate for OP' the job Ichiell
would be required. for.training- , tieehs,

-As I. mentioned in my testimPan ciIiCeirothe conOelletave -esultineg fr.=
local Community groups becoming"-involVed in manpowei P k been -to

eta
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spur traditional public agencies to innovate and initiate. We would like to see
this type of local community effort and its beneficial effect continued. We would
suggest that there be an opportunity for such local community groups to be-
come involved in the development of manpower plans by local government
officials which are submitted to the Secretary, and to give such groups an
opportunity to participate at least in an advisory way in the drafting by local
government officials of public service employment programs.

The Administration and Steiger bills both suffer from two fundamental defects.
The first is the lack of any meaningful public service employment provision. As
I said in my testimony, I firmly believe that any manpower training program
which is not coupled with a job creation program cannot achieve success.

Secondly, both bills would give state governments a commanding role in the
development of manpower training Programs. It is apparent that the political
needs of most state governors give priority to the satisfaction of suburban and
rural desires first, and the satisfaction of industrial needs before the needs of
the politically less potent group of hard core unemployed.

This would inevitably lead to starvation of inner-city manpower programs
and to the "creaming" of the unemployed and underemployed.

Assurances by the Department of Labor that the Secretary will reject plans
which do not reach all the manpower needs equitably are unrealistic. As long
as state governors are given a statutorY lever to influence manpower policy, their
views and actions ca.n be overridden only at great political expense, as witness
the great strain when the CEO Director overrides a gubernatorial veto, and the
rarity of such overrides. Political power at the national level arises largely from
state parties, and the heads of those partiesthe governorscannot be treated
cavalierly.

I therefore believe that such a statutory role for state governors foredooms
any manpower program to failure.

Mr. DANIELS. I want to thank you on behalf of the committee. Your
testimony has been very helpful and I am sure it will aid in our
deliberations on this very important piece of legislation.

Mr. CONWAY. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be here.
(Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene Thursday, January 29, 1970 at 10 a.m.)
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON I.:ABOE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcoirimittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Ron.Dominick V. Daniels (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, Meeds, Burton, Scherle, Quie,
Steiger, Erlenborn, and Collins.

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel; Marty LaVor,
minority legislative coordinator; Loretta Bowen, clerk; and Sue Nel-
son, research assistant.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Leon H. Keyserling, consulting

economist and attorney in. Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING, PRESIDENT, CONFERENCE

ON ECONOMIC PROGRESS, CONSULTING ECONOMIST AND ATTOR-

NEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. DANLEib- ". I note that you have a lengthy statement. You are at
liberty to read your statement and then leave yourself open to ques-
tions, or, if you desire, we may submit your statement for the record,
and you may proceed to testify and, thereafter, you will be open to
questions by members of the committee.

I will leave the choice entirely up to you.
Mr. KEYSERLING. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee : I

think it would save time for me to suinmarize most parts of the state-
ment, and perhaps read some parts of it.

I would like to submit it for the record, and then to make a state-
ment which will, in part, read it but mainly summarize it.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, yourstatement will be incorporated
into the record at this point, and you may proceed.

(The document referred to follows:)
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TESTIMONY OF LEON H. KEYSERLING, FORMER CHAIRMAN,
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS; CONSULTING ECONOMIST
AND ATTORNEY; PRESIDENT, CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC
PROGRESS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I deeply appreciate this opportunity to make known my view on H.R. 11620

introduced by Mr. O'Hara and others, H.R. 10908, introduced by Mr. Steiger and oth,.rs,

and H.R. 103472, introduced by Mr. Ayres and others, all pointed in the main toward

improving manpower training and.service. I applaud the attention being focused upon

this important problem by these three thoughtful and challenging proposals. My own

continnous interest in manpower training and service goes back at least to 2933, when

I'commenced.to zerve.as legislative asaistant to Senator Robert F. Wagner of NewlOrk,

who some years earlier had introduced legislation which established the first nation..

wide employment service. Increasingly over the years, I have recognized the vital

significance of such activities, and this recognition has not diminished to this date.

But my intensifying involvement in our national economic and social problems

since 1946, when I first served on the Council of Economic Advisers, an involvement

which' his Continued-since I left the Government servite in 1953, has convincedme

profoundly that manpower training and service programs cannot achieve their fUll

promise, unless set in the context and perspective of our overall economic and social

.
, . .

problems, and all policies and programS de:Signed to deal with these.

Manpower training is not an end in itself. . Nor even is.employment an.end

in itself, although it contributes mightily to the dignity and utility of the individ-

ual. Fe mnstalso be concerned that the allocations of yobs and production are in

.aecord with the priorities of oir national,needs, lest wealth accumulate and men

decay, We must be toneerned'lest existing pattrns of employient, production,and '

. . .

income are not in equilibrhmm, as.the economist would say, and therefore generate

basic distortions and imbalances which impair economic grcsith and lead tcward-stagna-

. .

tion and recession. All of these aspects'of the problem are greatly affected by

relative and disparate rates of teChnological change in various sectors of the

economy.

De have also learned, from a great deal of recent and costly.experience, that

manpower and training Programs, however well devised and necessary, constitute a

mixture of utility and futility unless there is adequate job creation. Despite much

argument to the contrary, deficiencies in manpower training and service have not beet

for many years, and are not now, the main barrier to a genuine and sustained full-

employment program. Moreover, it is'onlY dedication to and creation of a genuine

full-employment environment that providexthe best guidelines as to what to train

3_4
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people for, and even-the best opportunities for training them efficiently and relevant-

ly. I am pleased to note that the bills now before thin tbmettee show recognition

of this basic principle, although possibly not enough in some'respects.

The best illusLeation of this was our experience during World War II just prior

to that war, we had about eight million unemployed, and it was said in many quarters

that a large portion of these were too old, too unskilled too unwilling, too untrained,

too black or too female, to ocCupy uSeful jobs. Taat refrain was very similarto what

we heir today. But when the bombs dropped on Pearl Harbor sparked us to the imperative

necessity of using our human resources fully, and to creating and financing tbe right

numler and kinds of jobs in accord with national needs end priorities, most of the

idle manpower and womanpower who in 1939 had been deemed deficient in one way or

another marched into the factories and elsewhere, and performed well. Vigorous man-

power end traininl; programs were necessarily utilized to facilitate this process,-but .

much of the training was done on the jobs because the jobs were there, and we knew

what to train people for.

Our nation and our people are in a troubled and perhaps even dangerousaituation

todAr. Economic growth-in real terms, which generates more jobs if it is rapid enough

to exceed the pace of technological change, has been decliningfor three years, has

now come to an absolute standstill, and we may even be in an absolute.recession.

Relative neglect of the gest priorities of our domestic needs has helpeottorspenn

social, civil, and paitical unrest, even though there are other causes of these

developments . Inflation continues to rage, and even-to accelerate as the real

economy moves further-and further away from adequate real growth. The conflict

between those who insist that ye must forego or postpone our domestic responsibilities

until our international burdena become less, and those who insist that we must

ignore or underestimate our international burdens in order to meet at once our

domestic priorities, is dividing America as seldom before. ,

These conditions do not provide a favorable environment in which to-forge &more .

successful manpower training and service program..
Purther,the reversal of these

conditions is essential to a really successful matpower training and service program.

Fbr these reasons, I hope-thatyou will pardon me for turning attention first to these

overall problems,and how they may.be dealt with more effectively. .

These overall problems are essentially
economic in-nature, although they have

many component elements.
Poverty, unemployment, and underemployment, are economic

facts. Bad housing, itoaying cities, and deficient schools are economic manifestations:

Poisoned airs and we.ers reflett economic neglect. -Civil discontent and-lriction -

reflect not only differences of economic
ciiiumstance, but also differences of
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opinion as to whet course we should follow.
The reasons why the economic problem is

therefore on pertinent to a successful manpower training and service progrmswill

become even clearer as / move along lith my testimony here today.

First of all, despite much propaganda to the contrary, the problem of inadequate

inadequate economic growth and excessive idleness of manpower and plasm is not of

recent origin. As my Chart 1 shows, we are all familiar with the average real rate

of U.S. economic growth of only 2.4 percent during 1953-1960, with its alternating

periods of short upturns, stagnations, and then recessions. / do not share the view

that we have made mach progresa, and certainly we have not made an acceptable degree

of progress, toward the solution of this critical problem. The upward movement of

the economy from 1960 to 1964 vas in the nature of an automatic but greatly inadequate

recovery from the late. 1960 recession, similar to the automatic but greatly inadequate

recoveries fromthe recessions of 1953-1954 and 1957-1958. National policies and

programa catmot claim mw.h credit for the 1960,4964 upturn. From 1964 to 1966, the

rewarding economic grovth rate of the economy in real terms vas considerably respons-

ive to the massive tax cuts of 1964. But the stimulus vas only temporary, for resoons

which I forecast at that time. Indeed, the 112-designed nature of these tax cuts

maintained or aggravated the long-range distortions
and imbalances. Thus, as shown

on this Chart 1, the average annual rsal economic growth rate vas only 3.4 percent

during 1966-1969. The real growth rate ass only 2.8 percent from 1968 to 1969, only

1.7 perceLt from fourth quarter 1968 to fourth quarter 1969, and zero or slightly

negmtive from third to fourth quarter 1969. Current business indexes weld seem to

indicate that ve are now in an absolute recession, although it has net yet gained

cumulative force.

lie do net sufficiently stop to quantify how much these successive perlods of

short upturns, stagnatices, and then recessions have cost us. My Chart 2 otters sucb

a quantification. Measured in 2967 dollars, our failure to austaln the malammm employ-

ment, production, and purchasing powerat1ch ts the objective of tilt! Employmont Act 0»

1946 caused us to forfeit more than 900 billion dollars of tots]: national production

during 1953-1968 ea a vhole, ard to forfeit accordingly almost 39 million man-years

of employment opportunity. awe should average during the years ahead a record no

better than this, end the performance since 1966 augurs no better on the average, ve

vill forfeit during the years 1969-1977 inclusive almost 1.2 trillion dollars of total

notional production, ami also more than 31 minion manyeers of employment opportunity.

Nobody conc=ned about the fut7re of our country, especially in view of our alleged

current inability to meet human needs adequately, can view this prospect with

equanimity.
I-
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MY Chart 3 makes this portrayal more vivid.
Measured in fiscal year 1969

dollars, it shows that, during the years
1969-1977 inclusive, a repetition of tbe

economic growth rates of 1953-1959, in contrast vith sustained maximum production and

employment, would cause us to forfeit an aggregate of more than 1.2 trillion dollars

of national production, or an annual average of about 137 billion.

My Chart 4 indicates that the problem of generating enough employment to equete

with the optimum economic performance in the years ahead will be fireatly complicated

by an advance in the progress of technology, plant, and science. These advances will

be much faster than most analysts have beet willing to admit, and also much faster

than has been assumed for the purposes of recent and current national economic policies.

As the chart shows, the average annual increase
in productivity or output per man-hour

in the entire private economy rose from 0.4 percent during 1910-1920 to 3.7 percent

during 2960-2966, and even to 4.0 percent during 1947-1953. I believe that this

productivity trendwill continue to accelerate, which means that higher and higher

rates of real economic growth will be required to absorb the growing labor force. To

be sure, the productivity growth rate dropped to 1.6 percent during 1966-1967, and

to 0.6 percent during the period from third quarter 1968 to third quarter 1969. But

this decline really reflected gross underutilization
of employed manpower in plants

operating very far below reasonable capacity use,
in consequence of the abnormally low

rate of real economic growth during these periods.

This underutilization of employed manpower brings me to another point -- namelY,

tbat the true level of unemployment now is very
much higher than the figure of about

3.5 percent used officially to designate the level of unemployment. Ibis official

figure does not take account of underutilitation.of
the labor force now employed in

plants and elsewhere. Even more neglectfully, it does not take account of tie ful2-

tire equivalent of part-time underemployment. And
it does not take account of the

concealed unemployment, in the form of tbose who are not classified as being in the

civilian labor force because tbey are not mctively
loedng for work, and who are

therefore not classified as unemployed, even where they have stopped looking for work

because they have been discouraged by the searcity of job opportunity. As shown on

my Chart 5, the true level of unemployment, even excluding underutilized employed

manpower, VAS 5.8percent in the third quarter of 1969, contrastedwith the 3.7 percent

official figmre.

Moreover, the employment problem is even bigger than this. When World Warn

came along, and we needed civilian waiters, we did not limit the search for them to

those who were regarded as customarily participants in the civilian labor force. Et

brought millions of people into the civilianolabor force and into useful employment
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who had never been there before, on the simple ground that they were more useful to

our society and better off personally if they had work and income opportunity. There

are millions of such people in the
United States today, and we are not even thinking

about them when we consider the size of what ought to be our employment task in the

years and decade shet.d. A recent long-range'study which I did with respect to

Washington, D. C. indicated that, when properly measured, about 10 percent of the

people of wnrking age, including many women, were
without work opportunity when they

ought to have it, even though the official
and conventional nnemployment figure was

only 2.5 percent.

Taking all of these factors into account, my Chart 6 indicates the magnitudes of

the job ahead of us, starting with the base year 1968. From that base year, employ-

ment needs to be up 7.3 Percent by 1912, and 15.2 percent by 1977. The true level of

unemployment needs to be down 2.1 million by 1972, and 2.2 million by 1977. Total

national production, measured in fiscal 1969 dollars, needs to be up an estimated

229 billion dollars by 1972, and more than 525 billion by 1977.

Aside from the immense difficulties of creatIng enough total demand'tn generate

these advances in production and employment, and aside from the inseparable problem

of getting a composition and distribution
of demand and income which will keep us

going forward instead of moving up.and down, the entire problem is further complicated

greatly by the varying rates of technological change to which / have already referred.

My Chart T carries only through 1966 an analysis of this problem, and I have not had

time since receiving pur invitation to bring it further up-to-date. Even so, using

the period 1947-109 as a base vhere the ratio of employuent to production is regarded

as 100, and then comparing 1966 with 1947, the ratio dropped from 106.8 to 38.8 in

agriculture; from 102.9 to 52.9 in all manufacturing; from 99.7 to 62.6 in iron and

steel; from 108.3 to 54.3 in motor vehicles
and-other transportation and egnipment;

and fran 96.6 to 43.4 on the railroads.
These trends have been continuing, or even

accelerating, since 1966, and they will not abate in the future.

My Mart 8 is highly significant, even though I have not redeveloped it since 1967.

Within the perspective.of my balanced model for econamic and socia2 development, the

char indicated tremendously different goals.for increases in civilian employment fran.

1967 to 1970. These goals range from increases of 67.5 ;ercent in contract construction

(reflecting our tremendous needs for housing and urban development), 36.7Percent in

government at all levels (reflecting the fact that, due to technologies/ trends, the

net increase in eMPloyment during recent years
has been in this area, and reflecting .

also the great increasing need for
public services), and 33.3 percent in the services

generally, to On37 12:2 percent in manufacturing, and only 10.7'percent
in. wholesale

, .
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and retail trade. Agricultural employment is trended downward at 13.5 percent.

My Chart 9, consistently vith tbe previous chart, portrays goals for changes in the

distribution of employment from 1967 to 1977. To illustrate, employment in contract

construction is budgeted to rise from 5.1 percent to 7.0 percent of the total, in

government from 15.3 percent to 17.2 percent, and in the services generally from 15.3

percent to 16.8 percent, while employment in
mantdbxturing is budgeted to decline from

25.2 percent to 23.4 percent, and in wholesale and retail trade from 20.2 percent to

18.5 percent.

I mxmt emphasize witb all the force at my command that these projecticas of mine

are not mere forecasts, based upon past trends. They are goals for balanced economic

developrent and for meeting priOrity needs. Past trends cannot be acc-pted in 11111;

they must, be modified greatly by positive policies.

Under these conditions and in accord with these goals, if the huge increases

in emploYment we need are not to come in the form of building pyramids and leaf racking,

they must come very largely in immense increases in those types of goods and services

where the unmet needs of the country are so immense that the expansion of output in

such sectors can and should far exceed the rate ottechnological progress. This

obvdously means housing for low and lower-middle income groups; urban renewal; substitu-

tion of a modern system of transportation for a considerably obsolescent system;-

universal bealth services, to provide modern medical services for at least a third

of our population who cannot afford them today.st current costs; the rescue of our

pthlic schools from decay and demoralization, plus
greater advances at higher levels

of education; the purification of our-airs and waters, before their contamination causes

an infinitely greater menace than it is nov4 and vest programs of resource conservation

and replenishment. I would include also the restoration of reasonable.equality of

incomes end public services in otr rurs/ areas, instead of continuatioo of the vain

hope that our rural people can be rescued by flooding into the big cities, shere

they have greatly added to the unemploommatand relief roles, and.to the complication

of all urban problems.

Manifestlr ,. one important aspect of the solution to these problems cost reside in

very massive increases in public investment, and in this manifestly the Federal. Govern-

ment most take the lead. Consistent with ny budgeting of overall long-range goals for

the economy, both os.the production side and on the employment side, both,on the income

side and on the-pro:hart-side, I ,have-set
forth in 45, Chart 10 a model budget for the.

federal Government. It not only shows how much,me need to increase various tYPes of

Federal outlays-in accord with priority needs, but also reveals that, in the long-run,

we can do this without increasing the size of the Federal Budget relative to total -
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national production, if -- and only if -- ve restore and maintain maxImum production

and eaPlc7nent.
Shrinaing the size of the Federal Budget, relative to the size of the

national economy, in the vain hope of promoting economic growth or fighting inflation,

is entirely self-defeating, as our
experience during recent years ao vividly reveals.

Instead of going furthei into vhat we must do from now forward to meet all of

these essentially interrelated problems
and to create & sound and national base for

manpower training and service programs.
I believe it necessary to entwine vhv we have

departed so far from meeting them
to date, as revealed by my review of the trends

from the end of the Korean var to vhere we are todaY.

First and foremost, on the national scene,
aside from what ve did in World War II

it order to survive, ve have developed
plans but no planning, pros:ream but no program.

Mt base had policies for taxation, money supply, social security, welfare, housing,

agriculture, education, manpower, training and services rad so forth. But ve have

not velded them together into a consistent and comprehensive purpose program, and

policy, pointed toward defined goals zni priorities.

This broader endeavor vas the manifest purpose of the Employment Act of 1946, but

it has not beem implemented along these liaes. There should be developed, under that

Act, long-range budgets -- far five or ten years -- for overall production end emplcy-

meat, for the liquidation of poverty, for the meeting of other domestic priorities,

and far the broad ccmpositions of product and income flows and distributinn which are

conotrive to the fulfillment of these purposes, instead of inimical to them. There

shoold be breed indications of the relative tasks of the Federal Government, State

and local governments, and private enterprise. Only in terms of these kinds of goals,

clearly mandated by the Employment Act as written, can policies and progress be

brought into line with achievement of these goals. It is my own view thetve could

never have evolved the kind of tax policy that we enacted in 1964, and to a degree

in 1969, nor the atrocious monetary
policies vhich have been in process since 1952,

if ve had related these actions to our
genuine and imperative purpooes as the nation,

both economic and social.

In the second lace, as I have already indicated, we have set up a dangerous

dichotomy between our international tmrdens and our domestic burdens, which has

estopped sencible discussicn of either. We have put two high priorities in conflict

with each otaer, and to a degree sacrificed both of them to items of very muCh lower

priority. Beyond this, if ve had &workable end rationalized program for balanced

optimum economic growth in production and employment, ve could meet both of these

priorities vithout any essential disturbance even of superfloons, expendable or even

deleterious production and employment,...,:.

;'Hrtr.
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In the third place, we have assumed that programs fcr economic growth could be

effective, without developing effective programs to improve distributive justice,

liquidate poverty, clear our slums and rebuild our cities, purify our poisoned airs

and wators, and bring car basic health services and indilic schools into line of

elementsrs standards of deficiency for all. Indeed, this erroneous idea has thoroughly

impregnated actual national econcmic polioy, especially fiscal and monetary policy, for

many a year. And the irony of all this is that we have mede as unsatisfactory a record

as I have already reviewed, with relpect to ec000mic growth and full emplorment in

the long run, just became we have failed to recognize that the unique characteristic

of the American economy is that those programs which will do most co the score of

justice and ametinglmmon needs are precisely the same as those vhich vill devout co

the score of econcoic grarth and full employment.
/f ve could bring ourselves to

recognize this towering fact, ve would realize that ve in America, t$:roosh the identity

of these two purposes and the means of their attainment, are blessed as no people have

ever been befbre in human history, or even are today.

In the fourth place, we have become so obsessed with the protaem of containing

inflation that ve have almost relegated to
the background other problems of equal and

even far greater significance. The truth
of the matter is that it is technical/7'

posaible for economic growth and social progress or
the reverse to occur under tither

a rising or stable or fallieg price level. A moderately rising price level, if caused

by programs which advance social justice and meet our great domestic priorities, would

be fully acceptable, and ofmatual benefit. But
the kind of inflation wet have hed in

recent years, end have now in even more virulent form, generated deliberately by

"tooting economic grorth, denying social justice,
and neglecting our great domestic

priorities, is loth intolerable cad stupid. It is stupid, not only from the viewpoint

of ultimate values, but also from the vievpoint ofpure econcmics. For the cumulative

weight of experience since 1953 has demonstrated
conclusively that ve have had the

least price inflation when the econcelywas
growing relatively rapidly, and when un-

endarmeat was being reduced greatly, spch as during 19614966. As shove an my Chart 11,

price inflation 4weing rentssional/perioda,
inch as 1957-1958 and, above all, during

the peat three years when the en:maybes moved into intensifying stagnation and now

into recession. The only workable ec000mic program is coe which incorporates the

limited problem of restraining inflation within the ambit of a long-range end milled

program for growth, priorities, and justice. Bowls:moral, aside from being stupid, it

is to hear today the paeans of pride that ve have succeeded, through strenuous efforts,

in bringing economic growth to a halt, and that we face the proepect of rising
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=employment. Yet today, the name of combatting inflation, we have vetoes bf

spending for education and health,- while more than the amounts vetoed were recentlY

doled out to she affluent in untimely and regressive tax reductions, and while the

interest rate Paid tu huge bank depositors has been lifted .to almost twice the interest

rate paid on meager savings.

Still another exempla of not. seeing things as a whole has .been the "war against

poverte., and the closely related problem of high unemployment azoong vulnerable grouPe

We have defined PeuettY ea a highly insulated aspect of . our national life, identified

the poor as asPecia.l. class, and sought to improve their lot by processine their

personal characteristica. instead, as I urged from the outset, we should have recog-

nised that .the prePooderance of the poverty-In oar midst results:from lach of an

adequate; nailed Program for growth, priorities, and Justice; wbich should .have pro-

ceeded- t.ha few strategic measures at the national level such as guaranteed

full employment and a universal minimum income without riveting such excessive

"attention" uPoo the Poor. The fragmentation has resulted in errant experimentation

instead of learning frozo experience; myriads of disconnected programs. at al/ levels,

promises -ter in excegs or performance, and widespread disillusionment. . Happily, some

correctives, alooS the lines I have -urged, are beginning to enter the public discussion,

and there-have even -been some' ton-level recommendations for national policies of this

tYPe.

Closely allied to the povertY Program is the allegedly new notion of.:"participationl

or "getting a Part. Ot.the action". If -this were to :import.. that all citizens should be

educated. and insPired to Support one great nationwide purpose and program through.. ..

political and .other action, initiated and adequately supported by.the Federal .Govern7-

sent, ,but. carried forward also. at State and local levels of government aod throughout....

private..industrn.. tbetWoold be all-to the. good.- But when the. idea of participation .

becomes. degraded Jot° the notion that 200 million -citizens..cam each participate in--

formulating the-Programs...they. need, and that the poorest and most retarded subsections.

..;,of localities can control .--and determine. the -teachers; and, the teachings in .the,poblie .

schools; we have substituted chaos for democracy, substituted disintegration for .usefal

decentralization, end done this in the thought that we could thus getby on the: cheap...

Granted -our' Federal...system, there is nothin. g clearer; than -that there is: BO hope-..

for the .American People- except in., increased: recognition_ of-nationwide responsihility,

largely...through -isoseeely increase& Federal investment, an& aparked by. a unined. and.

ratimoalized Federal procran..--.I.- as a-friend of our-private enterprise system;. but-

nothing doezr-dt grester.injimtice than to fail to recognize that its roie is. to. -

earn private profits, while the role of Government is.td activate public profit. The
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motive or private profits cannot clear slums, clean up the Potomac, nor develop a

universalhealth service. In these matters,.let us render unto Caesar that whichis

Caesar's, and render. unto God that.which,is God's. The analogy is not perfect because.

I do not subscribe.to any doctrine of.the infallability of our Federal Government.

But we are going to need more rather than less.of Federal action .to:get out of.the.

woods.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the.Subcommittee, I respectfully submit that,.until

we cure ourselves of tbese ills and reformulate our course.according1T2.UmnPawer.

training and service programs, however much improved, will not begin to have the

opportunity to,accomplish what they can accomplish in more.favorable overall economic

environment.

As I indicated et the outset, I.see very encouraging signs that the proposals

now before this Committee recognize the validity of nwch of what I say.

Section 2(g) and (h) of E.R. 11620 expresses.precisely the need to guarantee

meaingful employment opportunities for all American; that this requires public invest-

ment to the extent that the private sector is unable to prOvide.such opportunities;

and that there are great .unfulfilled public needs In many 'fields.

Title III of the same bill is entitled "Public:Service Employment", and is both

useful and pertinent... Eut the authority granted to.the Secretary or Labor in Section

301 to contract for useful public7service enployment to underemployed persons touches

only a :tiny fragment.of the public-emp/oyment and public-investment aspects of the

whole.amployment problem in the.years ahead. .

In:Title V,: Section..501(a)(1) calls upon the Secretary of Iabor_to reseah and

evaluate the problems created by.tectinologicalprogress and other.changesin the

structure of production and demand as these impact upon the use of the nation's human

resources.. But .what the Department. of Labor can do in.this,respect,.while important,,

is amere.bagatelle,compared to the size and scope.of this problem. It is the :Council;

of Economic Advisers which needs to explore this matter thoroughly, and to integrate

a long-range job budget with the other goals, policies, and programs of the Federal

Government at /arge.

Section 50b(a) of the bill is to be commended for authorizing the Secretary of

7z,

Labor to develop a comprehensive system of labor market information. But for reasons

I have already stated, information of what exists cannot substitute for the immensely

larger problem of job planning and job creation, not only quantitatively, but also

qualitatively in terns of the types of products and services we need. Without this

emphasis upon priorities of need, even the projection or even creation of job
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opportunities tend to reaffirm the past rather than to meet the needs of the future.

My comments with respect to H.R. 10908 introduced by Mr. Steiger and others,

and upon H.R. 23472 introduced by Mr. Ayres and others, are basically the same as

those I bave offered with respect to H.R. 11620,.introduced. by Mr. O'Hara and others.

Each of these three bills has many good proposals, and I respectfully suggest that

each of them may fell short of adequate attenticm to the lamer issues I have sought

to raise here today. I may not have the technical competence to evaluate the details

nor the relative merits ofttkse three bills, nor have I had the time to do so since

I received the kind invitation to offer= testimonY here today. But I am confident

that the details can be straightened out and recenciled, and I tope that the most

meritorious of the proposals contained in each of these three bills can be brought

together in one measure, and gain the approval of the Congress. I conmend all those

who have participated in the sponsorship of these necessary measures, and trust that

they 'will not be critical of my comments upon their limitations.

I am greatly heartened by the underlying purposes which have impelled the intro-

duction of these three measures relating to manpower training and service, 8DI by the

prospect they offer for eien wider endeavors on the part of the sponsors of these

measures, and by the Committee on Education and Labor. This is what has prompted me

to open up the larger issues touched upon in ey testimony here todaY.

This alsoprcagsts me to go one step further, and Aek leave to introduce into the

record a model bill which I have vorked on for some time, suggesting how the Employment

Act of 1946 needs to be realigned to fulfill its original promise. I earnestly hope

that those on the Committee who are here today, its entire membership, the sponsors

of the three bills now nnder consideration, and other members of the Congress, will

find the time to examine ttis proposal of mine in detail. I think that those who do

so will find it suggestive and helpful. If any zunnbers of the Congress should later

desire to implement any parts of my proposal, I shall be more than glad to mAke avail-

able to them such help as I man.
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Chart I

U.S.ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES,I922-I969;
AND NEEDED RATES, 1968-1977,
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Chart 2

COSTS OF DEFICIENT_ ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Chart y

% z

"ECONOMIC GROWTH DIVIDEND'S
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Chart M

LONG-TERM TRENDS IN PRODUCTINATY

U.S. PRIVATE ECONOMY. 1910- 1969'
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Cheri 5
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Chen 6

GOALS FOR THE U.S.ECONOMY,1972 &1977
PROJECTED FROM LEVELS 1N1968
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RATIO OF VOLUME OF EMPLOYMENT
TO PHYSICAL VOLUME OF PRODUCTION
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Chart

GOALS FOR CML1AN EMPLOYMENT
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Chart 9

DISTRIBUTION OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT
BY INDUSTRY, ACTUAL 1967, GOALS 1970 al977
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Chen

GOALS FOR A FEDERAL BUDGET. Igrg AND1977.

GEARED TO-ECONOMIC GROWTH a PRIORITY NEEDS
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RELATIVE TRENDS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Mr. KEYSERLING. .Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:
I deeply appreciate this opportunity to make known my views on

the three bills before you, all pointed in the mam toward improving
manpower training and service.

I applaud the attention being focused upon this important problem
by three thoughtful and challenging proposals.

My intensifying invoh-ement in our national economic and social
problems has convinced me profoundly that manpower training and
service programs caimot achieve their full promise unless set m the
perspective of overall economic and social problems, and all programs
desicfned to deal with these.

Manpower training is not an end in itself. Not even employment is
ian end n itself, although it contributes mightily to the dignity and

utility of the individual. We must also be concerned that the alloca-
tions of jobs and production are in accord with the priorities of our
national needs lest wealth accumulate and men decay.

We must be concerned lest existing patterns of employment, pro-
duction, and income are not in equilibrium and, therefore, generate
basic distortions which impair economic growth and lead toward
stagnation and recession.

All of these aspects of the problem are greatly affected by relative
and disparate rates of technological change in various sectors of the
economy.

I feel that the manpower bills now before you can perform a great
function, particularly in that they ma.5 serve to a degree to unify,
improve, land coordinate manpower traynin&.

I recently made a study of the whole situation in the District, which
I am sure is typical of the Nation, and the only way to describe it is
by the old song "Everybody Is Doing It."

There are 30, 40, 50, 60, or 80 manpower training programs in the
District. There is very little coordination among them.

But more important, the idea that training; and uplifting skills of
the unemployed will get them jobsihas been, in my view, proved dis-
astrously false, unless the jobs are created.

We tend to say that the reason the people are not employed is that
there is something wrong with them. But in 1939, we had 8 million peo-
ple who allegedly had exactly the same things wrong with them that the
unemployed- have today.jnl.miwere alleged to be too old, too young,
too black; too female, too ed, or too untrained.

But when the bombs fell on Pearl Harbor and we had a national
purpose and the jobs were created, and we knew what kind of jobs
we needed, and we financed the jobs, the very people who had been
deemed unfit moved into the factories. Millions moved in who had
never been in the labor force before, and they performed well, and
most of them stayed there.

This is particularly and acutely tnie today, because we are in an
economic situation in which, unhappily, I tbdnk, we will be for a
substantial period of time, where the propulsion of employers to
employ people will be reduced rather than mcreased.

Therefore, the great task is to unite and integrate a manpower and
traini g program with those programs which will create jobs rather
than destroy them.

I think I can sunimariZe further by calling your attention to these
charts that I have.

_3-1L) 'JR
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If we will look at chart 1, it shows the real rate of economic
growth. There is no way in the world of creath* a job for anybody
except through economic growth, and this is entirely independent of
whether they are trained or well trained, because every person that
is employed adds to production and, therefore, the demand has to
exist and the production has to exist to call the people into the jobs
even if they are as well trained as Michelangelo.

We have the impression that this difficulty in the economy is of
recent origin and short duration. It is not. As this chart shows, dur-
ing 1953 to 1960 we had three recessions, we had economic stagnation,
and we had only a 2.4 percent rate of real economic growth.

I don't think there has really been very much improvement since.
I don't think the policies have been very well adjusted to much im-
provement. And I am entirely nonpartisan about this. We did have
a short upward movement from 1961 to 1964 but this was an unsatis-
factory recovery. It was not induced by policies_ It was very similar
to what we had had three times before in the past 10 years.

Then in 1964 we had massive tax reductions $20 billion. I said it
was thrown into the streets. Naturally, it stimulated the economy for
a while but, as the chart shows, it only stimulated the economy until
1966. And because this policy was so ill-desicrned to address the im-
balances in the economy and to meet our real needs, as I had fore-
cast, the consequences of it began to make themselves manifest in
1966 and did not wait until 1969 or 1970.

As the bottom half of the chart shows, we have had a continually
declining rate of economic growth, averaging only 3.4 percent during
1966-69, moving to 2.8 percent from 1968 to 1969, to 1.7 percent from
the fourth quarter of last year to the fourth quarter of this year,
and in the fourth quarter of this year the economy was brought to a
complete halt and anybody who reads the papers today must know
we are now in an absolute recession.

A.T. & T. is at the lowest level in many years. The stock market is
at the lowest level in 3 years. These are merely indicators-But all the
basic economic indicators show that we are now in a recession.

The second and third charts, on which I -will spend only a moment,
show the cost of this. Here we are a Nation divided as never before
between those who feel that we must neglect our international bur-
dens and responsibilities which would last even if we get out of
Vietnam tomorrow, and I will not discuss that issue, but we must
neglect these in order to meet our domestic priority needs, and on
the other side there are those who think we must neglect our domes-
tic priority needs to meet our international burdens.

This is so divisive that it stultifies intelligent discussion of either,
until this is resolved on the ground of recognizing that, when we call
forth the fall power of the American econoimc potential, we will
have the power to meet both.

These charts show that durinc, the years since 1953, which I am
reviewing, we have sacrificed atnost a trillion dollars of national
production. We have had almost 39 million man-years of excessive
unemployment.

If this performance on the average should continue from 1969
to 1977, and the developments of the last 3 years as I have reviewed
them and even of the last 7 yeaKs, indiCate not very much prospect

16.5
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of doing better without changes in policies, we will lose more than
another trillion dollars of real national production, and forfeit about
31 million man-years of employment opportunity.

The =employment problem would become. enormous. One of the
reasons which makes the unemployment problem particularly difficult,
aside from this basic reason, and one which is very closely related
to manpower and training, is shown on chart 4. That has to do with
the rate of productivity growth.

Obviously, if the economy doesn't grow any faster than the rate
of productivity growth, you are not going to get any more on employ-
ment.

If productivity of employed people grows 3 percent and the economy
grows 3 percent, you don't get any more employment.

What this chart shows is that we have underestimated the raging
forward movements of technology, productivity, science, manage-
ment, and labor skills.

Over the years, the rate of productivity growth has accelerated
greatly.

As you can see from the chart, it was only 0.4 percent annually from
1910 to 1920, and it rose to 3.7 percent from 1960 to 1966. It was
actually 4 percent from 1947 to 1953.

The technological growth is continuing, no matter what happens
to the economy. In fact, some people think it continues faster when
the economy is slowed down. Nonetheless, we hear a lot of talk now
about the great decline in productivity growth, as shown on the
chart. This has nothingto do with technology.

When the economy is not growing, when we are in stagnation, or
when we are in a recession, and the plants are turnino- out less goods
relative to their capacity, they do not fire the peopleSo instead of
having overunemployment, you have underutllization and underem-
ployment in the plant.

If we really learn as a nation to correctly measure unemployment,
we would measure the underemployment, factor it in properly as an
aspect of the unemployment.

We have an enormous amount of underemployment now, as repre-
sented by the fact that the productivity growth rate by the third quar-
ter of 1969 was down to 0.6 percent, although technologically we have
seen that it is at least 3.7 percent and perhaps 4.0 percent.

This situation, of course, cannot be improved except with a great
accent upon the growth of the economy and the growth of )ob
opportunities.

In the next place, as shown by my chart 5, the unemploymentprob-
lem which these bills concentrate on is now much more serious be-
cause it isn't properly measured. -

We read in the papers that the official rate of unemployment is
somewhere around 3.5 percent. This doesn't count the underemploy-
ment in the plants, but, more obviously, it doesn't even count the full-
time equ:valent of part-time unemployment.

If 100,000 people .are laid off for a month, that enters into the un-
employment figure.. But if 200,000 people are put on an 18-hour week
instead of a 36-hour week, this is equal to 100,000 flirt-time unemploy-
ment, and it isn't counted at all.
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Also, we don't count the concealed unemployment. If a 19-Year-old

man in Detroit, with automobile production.6 percent lower this year
than last year, finds that he can't get a job and that his 24-year-old
brother and 46-year-old father are holding onto their jobs by _the skin

of their seniority, then, when he stops looking for a 3ob for
and goes into the poolroom instead, he is no longer counted as

unemployed.
There is still another factor that enters into the technological pic-

ture, and thus into the training picture. I oave the example of World
War II. When we crot into World War took 18 million of our

best workers out of the labor force and put them into the Armed
Forces and had to look around for workers, we didn't just look for
the people who were unemployed and didn't look just for people who

had never been in the labor force.
We looked for people who had never been in the labor force. We

looked for women. We looked for Negroes who had never been in-
dustrially employed before.

We recognized that, while they had not been classified as unem-
ployed, they were unused manpower and womanpower and a great
national value.

My recent study in Washington showed that, when you count all
of these kinds of unemployment, and if you really think of how un-
used manpower and womanpower could be put to national use, the
unemployment rate as I define it was about 10 percent rather than 2.5.

I am not trying to exaggerate the 'problem I am just trYing to il-
lustrate the realities of the problem which makes all of the obj ectives
of these measures more urgent and more relevant.

My chart 6 shows the size of the job we have to do. Here I don't even
count in the underemployment in the plants. I don't even count in the
people who never entered the labor force but ought to have- Icoolinhtavine
only the actual unemployment, the full-time equivalent of Part-time
unemployment, and the concealed unemployment of those
been in the labor force but who have moved out, or who would nor-
mally go in but haven't gone in because there wasn't job opportunity.

This shows using 1968 as a base, employment needs to be raised 7-3
percent by 1972, and 15.2 percent by 1977 that the true level of un-
employment needs to be reduced by about 2million by 1972; th2a2t9 iltobta-1

production, measured in 'uniform dollars needs to be upPe $

lion by 1972 and $525 billion by 1977.
If we look at chart 7, What it shows is the influence ofhtaechnnology

upon the problem. This chart. only runs through 1960. I had
time since receiving your invitation to testify to bring it -613 to date.
But it tells the story just the same, except that, it has gotten Much
worse.

What I have done here is to say that in 1947-1949, used as a base
year, the index of employment to 'production was 100. Then if we
look at agriculture, we see that the index, so measured, fell from 106
in 1947 to 38.8 in 1966. This means that if you have the same amount
of agricultural output you would use only somewhat more than one-
third as much manpower to produce that same level ofoutput-

In mining, the index, fell from 99 to 43. In all manufacturing,' it
fell from 102 to 52. In iron and steel, from 99 to 66.

f-itst-48-7
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I won't read all the others.
In automobiles, it fell from 108 to 54; and in railroads, it fell from

96 to 43.
This trend, although I don't have the exact figures, has continued

with a vengeance since 1966 under the impact of technological ch e.

This explains why, whether we like it or not, but as we know,
net increase in employment since 1966 or 1964 or 1962 has been al-
most entirely in. the services and almost entirely in Government em-
ployment.

There is no way of changing these technological trends. In fact,
they can become a benefit rather than a liability if we adopt the job-
creation programs, and implement them with the manpower and
training Programs, to move us in the direction.

But manpower and training itself will not do it. It will not do
any of it.

Chart 8 really shows in another way what I show on chart 7, and,
while this one only runs to 1967, the trends have been the same since.

I have here made a budget, and a budget is a very different thint);
from a forecast. When you read most of the forecasts of the composi-
tion of employment, whether they come from the Labor Department
or elsewhere, they are merely projections of past trends.

Well, the purpose of policy is to change past trends, because the
past trenas have caused the problem. This is a job budget for the
Nation which has been made an integral part of my overall economic
budget, showing not where we are going but where we need to go,
if we are not only to get full employment but to get the distribution
of that employment in accord with our basic needs.

We can get plenty of automobiles without stimulating more employ-
ment in that industry or asking Henry Ford to train people.

But we can't clean up the Potomac that way. We can't build hos-
pitals that Way. We can't renew cities that way-

This shows, in this kind of a job budget, which takes account not
only of our economic needs but of our human needs, which are the
ultimate purpose of all economic activity, that contract construction
needs to go up 67_5 percent.

This is because of the great need for housing and the great need
for urban renewal. Government employment needs to go up 36.7 per-
cent. This is because the technological factors that I- have already
mentioned, but also because we will need greatly increased Govern-
ment services in the years ahead, if they are properly directed.

The service industries need to go up 33.3 percent. In contrast, even
in a full employment economy, I cannot figure that manufacturing
employment will go up more than 12 percent, and wholesale and retail
trade emploYment up more than 10.7 percent.

Chart 9 merely translates chart 8
Mr. Bturroiv. Excuse me.
Would you define for us the different shadings? Let us take con-

tract construction. You have this diagonal chart. What is that sup-
posed to stand for ?

Mr. KEYstniaxo. The first bar is the whole Period from 1967 to
1977. The second is the period from 1967 to 1970. The third is the
period from 1970 to 1977. The second two bars are merely the break-
down of the longer period-shown on the first bar.
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Mr. BuRToX. I see. So by 1970, we should have been up 20 percent
over what year ?

Mr. KEYSERLING. Over 1967. Of course, we weren't. I mean, housing
construction has suffered the most catastrophic decline this year of any
major industry since the great depression, and if I were testifying on
another subject I could tel you why. Tight money and rising interest
rates, so forth and so on.

That is one of the reasons, of course, because we haven't adjusted
our policies to the technological change and to the national needs, that
we are now where we are now.

As I say, chart 9 merely translates chart 8 into the changing com-
position of employment, showing, for example, that contract construc-
tion should rise from 5.1 percent, shown at the bottom in the black, to
7 percent of total employment ; government from 15.3 to 17.2; services
from 15.3 to 16.8 ; while manufacturing would declime from 25.2 to
23.4.

One of the implications of this, which is touched upon in some of
the bills, maybe more specifically in the one introduced by Congress-
man O'Hara and others, is it identifies the problem of public employ-
ment and laublic needs, but it aives it a lick and a bang, if I may say
so. It identifies it. It has been identified many times.

What is done in my chart 10 Is to budget as part of my overall budget
the various needs of the economy that involve public programs,
and to translate those into dollars and cents. Of course, it contem-
plates, over the years ahead, vast increases in education and health
services, in housing and so forth.

But the most interesting thing, if you look at the first bar at the
left, is all Federal outlays as a first box at the left. All Federal outlays
as a percent of GNP could and should actually decline slightly, if and
only if we adopt the policies to restore and maintain the maximum
em ioyment and production objectives of the Employment Act.

ere is nothi 0- more vain and self-defeating, as we should have
learned by now, tgan to try to solve the problem by reducing the size
of the budget relative to the national economy, particularly at a time
when the national economy is in recession.

All this has great imphcations for manpower and training.
Finally, before gettang specifically to these bills, I want to say some-

thing on the subject of inflation, which is dealt with in my chart 11.
iThis s a thesis which I have been advancing for 17 years.

Mr. Btarrox. May I catch one point to be sure I am with you ?
Mr. KEYSERLING. Surely.
Mr. Burroisr. On your chart 10, the public assistance, labor and

manpower and other welfare services, do you include in that cash pay-
ments under the Social Security trust fund mechanism ?

Mr. KEYSERLING. Yes. Footnote 2 shows that it is based on the
Administration's proposed budget which, beginning with fiscal 1969,
includes the immense trust funds, net lending and other relatively
minor items. So they are included.

They are not included entirely in that one category. There is the
problem of how these Federal budgets are made up and how the allo-

cations are made which, as you know, is very complex.
Mr. BratTow. Did you make any assumptions as to the current

method of financing public assistance income maintenance programs,
16S
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whether they stay ascurrently financed with Federal-State
money, or

whether there
would be a shift to all primarily Federal expenditures ?

Mr. KEYSERLING.
This chart is based mostly on the going system.

This doesn't imply that I favor the going
system. I am very much in

favor of the President's
proposal to substitute a more nniform and

more decent formofassistance.

I think the amounts are toolow even as a start. I think single people

as wellas couplesshould be included, so forth and soon.

But I have said that I regard the proposal as perhaps the most

fundamental
and basic and encouraging

proposal since the original

Social Security Act. There are aspects of it I have been advocating

for many years a twofold program, a guaranteed full employment,

and a universal, uniform system of help to those who can't be em-

ployed.
But this chart does not include that in full, because this is based on

the existingpattern ofoperations.

Mr. MURTON.
Thank you.

Mr. KEY-SOILING.
Coming to my chart 11 on the subject of inflation,

this chart bears out what I have been saying since 1952, when the ac-

cord was reachedbetween the FederalReserve Board and the Treasury

which resulted in the policy of tight money and rising interest rates.

I have found that 18 years of praornatic experience have borne out

fully the position that I took earlier*, but this has notbeen long enough

for thepolicymakers to find outthat theyare wrong.

Maybe another 19 years, with the prime interest rate going to 20

percent, and the interest rate on housing
going to 15 percent, so that

we don't get any, and people who can deposit $100,000 in the bank

eetting paid 15 percent
while the poorperson who has a meager $1,000

oaf savings in the bank gets less than half as much in interest---maybe

after another 19 years the lesson will bedriven home.

The lesson iS a very simple one, and it is very closely related to

manpower
training, and very closely related to employment.

The whole idea that when the economy grows faster and_ when you

get closer to full employMent you have more inflation is 100-percent

bunk-
And yet almost every policy is guided by that falseidea, and if any

of these bills should pass, and a large appropriation
should_ be needed

to iinplement it, you would indubitablybe confrontedby thearguinent,

"Well that is a great idea, but we Can't afford it now beCaUse We,are

fighting inflation."
111r. MEEDS.

We heard that yesterday and over the -Weekend.

Mr. SEYstataxo.
-You *ill hear a great deal 'More -of- it.' Let me

show you why it is wrong, not froni "my-theorybut-fromthe facts.

Let us look for a Moment- at this' chart. In the top -Seddon-Of the

chart I have shown the actual developments
in prices. In the bottom

sections of the chart, I have Shown the 'actfial developMentS
in- yeal

economic g,rowth:"
I have also shown it for industrial production laid unemployMent,

but let us forget that.
Froin 1952 to 1955;it you look at the first bar.at -the top' and the

first bar at the bottom,- the averae annual'increase inthe'cOnstuner

price index was 0.3 percent, a,nd the real growth rate of the econOmy

averaged 3.5-percent.
Mr. Mims.What areyOui baseyears

-1 g
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Mr. KEYSERL1-NG. These are the averages for those years. In other
words, the top chart at the left says that from 1952 to 1955, a 3-year
period, the average annual increase in the consumer price index was
0.3 percent.

The average annual real growth rate of the economy was 3.5
percent.

.From 1955 to 1958, we got into a period of stagnation, including
in 1957 and 1958the most serious recession thus far since World
War II.

The average annual increase in the consumer price index rose to
26 percent, and the average annual growth rate of the economy fell
to 0.8 percent.

Coming over to 1960-66, the intervening ones show the same thing,
bit I am trying to shorten this; from 1960 to 1966, the real growth
rate of the economy averaged annually 5.1 percent, and the average
annual increase in consumer prices was 1.6 percent.

From 1966 to 1969, as I have already reviewed, the realgrowth
rate of the economy fell to 3.4 percent, and the price inflation rose
to 4.1 percent.

Most extraordinary is what has happened in those 3 years. The
real groWth rate of the economy has fallen to zero, and the price in-
flation has gotten faster and faster.

In 1969, the price inflation was 5.4 percent, and the growth rate of
the economy was almost zero.

In December 1969, when it got down to zero, we read that the
consumer prices went up 6.1 percent, and now we read in the_papers
today, when we are probably in an absolute recessionalthough de-
bating that question doesn't really affect my pointwe read that the
wholesale price index has gone up more in this month than for a
long, long time, and the consumer price index will, too.

This seems to me a long enough time for us to recognize that we
should stop trying to interfere with economic growth which is worth
reore'to us, anyWay, than a slight difference in the price level, because
that is the real source of wealth, stop interfering with full employ-
ment, stop questioning manpower and traimng programs to create
the 'Exility for more employment, and learn ?Tom the record that

healthY; groWing, produCtive American economy on a fairly stable
basis yields much less price inflation in the long run.

I emphaSize this because while it is only partly relevant to the
manpower and training bill, it is relevant to almost every, decision
that the Congressman r lake, and almost every argument that they hear
and Whatever they are trying to do.

Mr Brirrox. May we stay with this chart, Mr. Chairman, for a
Moment

Dgt,s. You are recognized, Mr. Burton. ,
BihriOST. One of the things that has fascinated me over the many

years I have heard you testify are these magic little charts of yours.
It iS helpful that I understand them.

Wonld you develop for; us, -using your chart 11; what conclusions
should be drawn by the 'relationship betWeen consumer prices and
unemployment as a percent of civilian labor force ?

Mr. KEYSERLING. The conclusion that should be draivn is clear. Let
us take

'
for example, the period that I reviewed from 1955 tO 1958.

As we all know, unemplovnlittt. rose frOm about 21/2 percent of the
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labor force in 1953 and 1954
unemployment, by the

to 7 percent, and this is merely full-time
1967-68 recession.

force. With unemployment
In other words, it almo

time 4 the
st tripled as a percent of the civilian labor

almost tripling, the average annual rate
of price inflation rose iinoa as percent to 2.6 percent, as shown on
my chart, which is almost a-

Shouldn't this alone be
)- times as fast.

higher unemployment
meaenough to begin to question the idea that

I will give the reasons

know,

vvh?
nioreinluestse.

we all

price inflation ?

Now let us come to thefull-time uaitaore recent period. From 1960 to 1966, as
ertiploYment was reduced from 7 percent,

r-)ughly speaking, to the 3..s percent which it is now, approximately,

relate here.
although it is much higher when You count it right,,but that doesn't

And during the period
percent to 3.5 percent, we halen aunveeraployment was reduced from 7

annual rate of price inflation
of only 1.6 percent.

During the later period, 1966_69, when the economy has moved
from stagnation to recession, and when the real economic growth rate
declined greatly, the price aticn increased greatly.

Some will ask whY -we 1-.1' not gotten a lot more unemployment.
There are two reasons.
plant which will become 04,t.rst reason is the underutilization in the

The second and more ---vortant reason--Mr. Btranrox. By
unemployed

"overt, do you mean those that will become
?

Mr. KEYSERLING. Exact.1.--
The more important

ity," which is chart 4. Pr'reas011 goes back to my chart on "Productiv-
3th.713edri:e.nintg. 1960-66, the average

annual productivity grotettrerawtee
But in 1966-67, when ale nomy began slowing down, it fell to 1.6

percent.
From third quarter, 9 RD

figures I have, it fell tel to tbird quarter, 1969, which are the latest

backward.
0.6 percent. Why ? Technology didn't move

butnefsa:tfn wivesthtrathenet tr:114111d°115 and even relatively excessive level
of

the repeal of the investiiaathiate
taxeOngicx;diess4bas tried -to slow down with

faster than ever before.
technology was advancing

Labor didn't become 1, skilled- Management didn't become lessactive. What ha
_v.'"' NV; got underutilization of employed people.In other worcis,

number of people for a slolub'ead of firing the people, they just used the same
cal change and, therefore, tN-Feer gr

owth in output than the technologi-
trah productivity rate fell tremendously.This ads+) shows wh ry to the current belief which confrontscou

us on all grounds, that yon, are ix!
the economy, when the slowdo

go
wn

cr to stop inflation by slowing down
tivity growth rate to 0.6 in the economy reduces to produc-
then we start shouting th rercent, labor costs rise tremendously, and
tavity grows, and that Ullaat wages are increasing faster than produc-

is inflationary re. But wages a not increas-ing faster than the technological Productivity advance plus cost of
They are increasing faster than the actual growth in productivity,caused by the slowdown of the economy, by the tight money policy

7. 7,1
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and the various other things that are inimical to economic growth
and employment

So what should we do ? If we bring the wage rate increases down to
the 0.6, we will have still less demand and instead of automobile pro-
duction contracting at 6 percent it will contract 16 percent or 20
percent.

We have to bring the productivity growth rate up to the potential,
and the way to do that is to get the economy runningagain.

So everything bears upon the point that the slowdown in the econ-
omy and the aggravation of unemployment, real or concealed, and the
effort to fight inflation in the wrong way, cause more inflation-

Another reason for this is clear. I mentioned the automobile indus-
try. The automobile industry announced last year that they expected
a 6-percent decline in output this year. It may be worse.

At the same time, they announced a big price increase. How do the
economists equate these two developments with the idea that price
increases are due to excessive demand, excessive volume, and excessive
pressure upon productive facilities ?

The steel industry just announced a big increase. Steel plants have
been operating at tremendous undercapacity for a long period of thne.

In other words, we live in an administered price economy where an
endeavor is madeand I am not castigating the businessmanto try
to compensate for the inadequate volume, and inadequate employment,
and inadequate growth in the economy by a higher price per unit so
he can achieve his investment and profit target even though the econ-
omy has slowed down.

So these are the whole confluence of reasons why the whole range of
policies designed to reduce employment, increase unemployment, slow
down the economy, are profoundly inflationary.

Now let me come to the specific proposals in these bills, relating to
manpower and training.

I have said what I have said because I would not be hont with
this committee if I did not register my great conviction that man-
power traini g and programs, along with some of the other things we
are doing so erroneously, will become an increasing source of diqillu-
sion and frustration to the recipients of the training unless the jobs
are there.

Training itself doesn't create the f:)13s.
Industry will employ people when it is profitable to employ them_

Even the point that we would employ them if they were better trained
is not like a mathematical table. It is a matter of how the economy is
operating.

I pointed out that, during World War II, it was profitable to em-
ploy peoplethere are always workers on the margin. If we wanted
to be efficient in terms of employing the more efficient people, we would
become most efficient when we got employment throughout the Nation
down to one, the most efficient man in the country, or down to 10 mil-
lion, the most efficient 10 million.

But it becomes efficient on a national basis to move lower down in
the skill scale as the demand becomes higher and the economy operates
at a higher level, and the people are drawn in.

And also, due to the technological changes, a lot of these people need
to be employed in the public sector to meet national public needs.

17.3
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So even if they were drawn for the first time into the production
of cigarettes, jewelry, luxury hotels at Miami Beach, and automobiles,
so that the air would become entirely poisoned, it wouldn't meet the
national need.

Let me cret to the parts of the bill that deal specifically with man-
power andtraining, looking at these particular bills.

I have said I do not want anything I say to be interpreted as
critical of the bills in themselves. They are needed.

As I indicated at the outset. I see very encouraging signs that the
proposals now before this committee recognize the validity of much
of vthat I say.

Turning first to H.R. 11620, introduced by Congressman O'Hara
and others, mctions 2 (g) and (h).

H.R. 11620 expresses precisely the need to
.onarantee

meaningful
employment opportunities for all Americans. But this requires public
investment to the extent that the private sector is unable to provide
such opportunities.

And I might add, it requires public investment even if private enter-
prise could provide such opportunities, because you have to be con-
cerned also with the nature of the product and how it addresses itself
to vital natioral needs. I mentioned that earlier.

And there are great unfulfilled public needs in many fields. Of
course, while sections 2 (g) and. (h) of RR_ 11609 mention this, and
I don't claim that a manpower bill should attempt to implement it,
nonetheless, it is necessary to point out that mentioning it is nice, and
we have mentioned it many times before.

Title III of the bill is entitled "Public Service Employment," and
is both useful and pertinent. But the authority granted to the Secre-
tary of Labor in section 301 to contract for useful public service
employment to underemployed persons touches obviously only a tiny
fragment of the public employment and public investment aspects of
the whole employment problem in the years ahead.

Mr. Dsisnms. Will you elaborate on that statement a little-further ?
You say it -only touches on a tiny fragment.

Mr. KnyeERLING. Because the problem of generating the proper
public employment to meet our national needs cannot, under any con-
ceivable formulation, rest with the Secretary of Labor or be within
his authority_

It involves the 'whole Government and, above all, it involves the
kind of long-range planning under -the Employment Act- of 1916
which has been honored mostly in the breach.'

The projection of a long-range budget for jobs must be a part, if
it is to be meaningful, of the projection of a long-range budget for the
whole economy,-and the employment act calls for this.

The employment act says that the Council of Economic Advisers
shall prepare, and the President shall present to the Congress, needed
levels of employment, needed levels of employment to be consistent
with maximum employment, and that every, policy should -be related

Needed levels of employment don't mean anything, just to say we
need 80 million jobs by X year. You have to talk-about a job buetget.
You have to talk-about what is the overall composition of theSe jobs
from the point of view al national needs; from the point of view of

;
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technológ _al change ; from the point of view of all the things that I
have discussed.

This can't be done within the Department of Labor. The Council

of Economic Advisers, the President's office, can call upon the De-
partment of Labor for expertise in helping to formulate this, or,
rather, in helping to fill in the details.

But the overall goals have to be unified, related to production; re-
lated to purchasing power; related to national policy ; related to tax
policy; to interest rate policy; to social security policy. We don't have

any of that.
We enact a tax law, a manpowsr law, a social security law, and in-

ternational economic program, an agric?ulture procfram. 'There is none

of the integration and rationalization which th: Employment Act
saw the need of in 1946.

Mr.. DAN-iris. Would you vest the authority for the administration
and the operation of such a program in one particular agency of the
Government ?

Mr. KEYSERLING. NO.
Mr. DANIELS. Is it your contention it should be vested in various

deRartments?
Mr. KEYSERIaNG. I think we always sf..y that Government can learn

from business, but we never carry it forward to specific examples.
General Motors Corp. is a well-run organization. It is not ideal in

all respects. It understands, and it has benefited by, immense decen-
tralization, not only by havinu several companies competing with each
other, but also by great decentralization of other types.

Nonetheless, it orasps the crucial point that you do not decentral-
ize basic policy. T'ou do not decentralize the overall formulation of
gcals and their relationship. You do not decentralize decision as to
how much you are going to put into advertising, as to how much you
are going to put imo tools, as to how much you are going to put into
distribution.

This is highly centralized at the top, and that is the way you get
a prooram.

Wlfen you get the program, you decentralize the administration and
the implementation, and you leave a lot of room for play in the joints
and for initiative. But you do not devolve upon all of the components
the determination of a basic program.

That is an exact analogy. All of the resources of the Government,
the Labor Department, and all of the other departments, need to be
called upon for implementation of Federal action, even -while recog-
nizing that Federal action isn't the whole economy by any, means.

They all need to be called upon but they all need to be called .upon
in terms of a vigilanklogic which starts somewhere, and that is what
we now don't have.

I am saying that the formulation of an overall job budget and its
major components, which involve national needs, which involve how
much the Government is croing to spend for priority pronTams, has to
be developed at a centraltmpoint, in consultation with & specialized
expertise of the departments, to be sure, and then the administration
and the execution cpn be devolved on them.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Where would that central point be ?
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Mr. KEYSERLING. Under the present structure, it would have to be
under the Economic Report of the President with the aid of the Coun-
cil of. Economic Advisers, just as the budget-making function is con-
centrated in the Budget Bureau.

But the trouble is that we have a highly advanced budget-making
process, without recognizing that the budget is a part of the economic
program and that Federal spending is one aspect of total Federal
pt.dicy.

If you read the Economic Reports of the President, you will find a
few things featured, maybe tax polky, money policy largely being left
oui-,; social security policy, which even in dollars is becoming as vast
as was indicated by a question here, as the whole tax program, is left
out. Agriculture policy is left out.

Let me give agriculture policy as an illustration of the manpower
program, on which I have worn myself out as I did on the monetaiy
problem.

Twenty-five years ago when I was going all around talking about
farm policy, I was told. haat the solution to the farm problem was to
drive a large portion of the farmers off the farm and out of rural
areas into the cities where they would all find a happy hunting ground.

I said, "Where are they going to get jobs in view of the technologi-
cal trends in indubtry ?"

"They will get jobs in the service trades."
I said, "The trends of the service trades are about the same as

elsewhere."
What happened ? We put millions of people off of the land and

into the citics and whsre did they go ? All the people in Watts were
in the rural areas a little while ago, and all the people in Harlem
were there a generation or two ago.

But now I am talking; about whites as well as blacks.
Look at New York City or any big city. Where did most of them

go ? They went on the relief rolls, they went into the unemployment
rolls, and have immensely complicated all of our urban problems.

There was nowhere, not in the Department of Agriculture, not in
the Council of Economic Advisers, any long-range thinking or even
short-range thinking on the distribution of our labor force in terms
of relative technological trends or national needs, or where they could
be absorbed.

Using that as an example, the Department of Agriculture couldn't
have done that, although they should have done more of it in a way.
They couldn't do it because they weren't entrusted with the whole
picture, and the analogy with the Department of Labor is exact.
One is agriculture, the other is industrial.

UnlesS you have at some Central point, and my goodness, the prob-
lem of urban-rural adjusLment was a big enough economic and social
problem for somebody to be thinking about it, and nobody is thinlaing
about it even now in terms of doing very much about it, one way
or the otherit was a bio. enough problem to enter into the central
point, that top point, where, comparable to General Motors or any
well-run industrial concern, you think about the overall policies and
put them together.

Then the Department of Agriculture, with its hundreds of thou-
sands of employees, and itbihions of ,dollars of expenditures, could
have done its job, becau& it would: have had some guidelines.

1.)
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Mr. SorrErax. Mr. Chairman ?
Mr. DANTrrs. Mr. Scherle.
Mr. ScHERLE. Mr. Keyserling, your analysis concerning the prob-

lem of agriculture really hit it right on the head.
Do you have any idea of how we can slow clown this migration

from rural to urban ?
Mr. KEYSERLING. I have published four full-length studies on the

farm problem which I would be glad to send you, beginning with
"Full 1Drosperity in Agriculture in 1955," and the most recent was
"Agriculture and the Public Interest," as late as 1965, in which I
go into all of these matters.

I would be glad to let you have that.
In addition for the benefit of this committee, I have here a draft

bill which de:als with the larger problem of bringing the Employ-
ment Act and our national endeavors into line with a consideration
of these various matters.

This would provide the kind of foundation on which an effective
manpower and training progfam could be deployed, because you do
have to train for what and for how.

I would like to say you don't train people for jobs, you train people
to jobs. A large part of the training is on the job. But in any event,
job creation is not a byproduct of job training.

Job training is a response to job creation. You need both.
I have here a draft of a proposal which I would like to insert into

the record, which says in the preamble to enlarge the results thus far
achieved under the Employment Act of 1916, to provide for a na,
tional purposes budget under that act, and so forth, which I would
like to insert into the record for your examination.

Mr. DANIEL& Without objectionis that a statement or what ?
Mr. KEYSERLING. I would like this to go at the end of my statement

as an appendix thereto.
Mr. DANIELS. Without objectioli it is so ordered.
Would you be kind enough to furnish the subcommittee with about

15 copies of that propcsal ?
Mr. KEY-emus-bro. I will.
Let me finish, which I can very shortly, with my discussion of the

details of the bill.
In Title V, still talking about the bill introduced by CongTessman

O'Hara and others, Section 501 (a) (1) calls upon the Secretary. of
Labor to research and evaluate the Drograms created by technological
progress and other changes in the structure of production and demand
as these impact upon the use of the Nation's human resources.

I particularly applaud that request or mandate, as it may be. I
might legitimately ask the question why the Department of Labor
wouldn't have been doing this all along. That is the ftrst thing I
would do if I were Secretary of Labor, which I do not aspire to be.
It is absolutely fundamental.

But what the Department of Labor can do in this respect, while
important, is a mere bagatelle compared to the size and scope of this
probkm.

As I have said, it is the Council of Economic Advisers which needs
to explore this matter thoroughly from the overall national view-
point and to integrate a long;-range job budget with the other goals,
policies, and programs of the Federal Government at large.
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Of course, they will first have to disengage themselves from the
philosophyI aouin say I have been equally critical of under Dem-
ocratic and Repalican Administrationsthey will first have to dis-
engage themselves from the philosophy which is now leading them to
issue praise on themselves that the great American economy, the real
source of our wealth, the real hope of the free world, has been brought
to a complete halt and may even go a little lower, and that in this way
we are going to stop inflation.

That we are now in a position as a Nation where we can be proud
and happy and comforted by such a situation is almost beyond inly
comprehension.

But it all rests upon the idea that, after all, we have to lick inflation
first.

If this policy had succeeded in licking inflation, during the last 3
years or the last month, or where we are now, I would yield my theories
to the empirical observation.

But the empirical observation is all the other way, and I reviewed
that so fully at the beginning that I am not going to review it again
now.

Section 504(a) of the bill is t6 be commended for authorizing the
Secretary of Labor to develop a comprehensive system of labor market
information. But for reasons I have already stated, information of
the jobs that exist cannot substitute for the immensely larger problem
of job planning and job creation, not onlyquantitatively but also quali-
tatively in terms of the types of products and services we need.

Without this emphasis upon priorities of need, even the projection
or even creation of job opportunities tend to reaffirm the past rather
than to meet the needs of the future. , .

My comments with respect to H.R. 10908 introduced by Mr: Steiger
and others, and H.R. 13472, introduced by Mr. Ayres and others,- are
basically the same as those I have offered with respect to H.R. 11620,
introduced by Mr. O'Hara and others.

Each of these three bills has many good proposals, and I respectfully
suggest that each of them may fall short of adequate attention to -the
larger issues I have sought to raise here today.

I may not have the technical competence to evaluate the details nor
the relative merits of these three bills, nor have I had the time-to do
so since I received the kind invitation to offer my testimony here today.

But I am confident that the details can be straightened out and
reconciled, and I hope that the most meritorious proposals contained in
each of these three bills can be brought together in one measure, and
gain the approval of the Congrress.

I commend all of those who have participated in the sponsorship Of
these necessary measures, and trust that they will not be critical of
my comments upon their limitations.

I am greatly heartened by the underlying purposes which compel
the introduction of these measures pertaining to manpower and serv-
ice, a,nd by the prospect they offer for even wider endeavor on the part
of the sponsors of these measUres and the Committee on Education
and Labor.

This has also prompted me to on one step further, and, as already
indicated, introduce into the record a model bill which I have -worked
on for some time, suggesting how the Employment Act needs to be
realined to fulfill its original_promise.
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I earnestly hope that those on the committee who are here today, its
entire membership, the sponsors of the three bills now under consid-
eration, and other Members of the Congress will find the time to ex-
amine these proposals in detail.

I think that those who do so will find it sungestive and helpful. If
any Members of the Congress shorld later desire to implement any
parts of my proposal, I shall be more than glad to make available to
them such help as I can.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-

tee, for your attention.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Keyserling, I want to compliment you on behalf

of the committee and all the members assembled here today for a, most

interesting and illuminating statement.
I have heard many, many witnesses during my tenure in the Con-

gress, but your statement here today has been one of the most interest-
ing and, you might say, informative, that I have ever had the pleasure
to listen to.

I think I also speak for the other members of the committee. You
have observed the rapt attention you have received from each and
every one of us.

On your proposed bill, is that directed to the manpower bills that
are before us ?

Mr. KEISERLING. No ; this is something I have worked on for many
years. It is, rather, pointed toward an environment in which I think
the manpower training and programs, including the improvements
embodied in these billS, would be given the chance they deserve, in-
stead of being asked to perform the miraculously impossible, by mov-
ing people toward jobs and fitting them for jobs when the jobs do not
exist in sufficient abundance for the manpower and training programs
to work.

I started working on this model bill many years ago, so it is not
related to these bills directly_ But I think it would give these bills a
chance to operate. I do not believe that the improvement and accelera-
tion of manpower and training programs can have much of a chance
in the current and prospective environment.

Mr. llaisTrets. You stated that each of the bills before us contains
some meritorious proposals, and since you were invited to appear here
on short notice, you did not have sufficient time to completely analyze
them.

I was wondering if you could do this service for the committee:
If you do find the time, could you send us your specific recommenda-
tions as to those provisions that you approve of in each bill so that
this committee would have the benefit of your complete views?

Mr. KETSERLING. I would be glad to try to squeeze in_ the time to
do so. Obviously, the three bills are very similar in many respects, and
are very different in some respects.

I think they are all pointed in the right direction. I have one com-
ment now, and I will let the cards fall where they may.

-rincline more, for the reasons that I have given, to a concentration
of responsibility in this kind of function than-to a tremendous amount
of dispersion. By- that I do not mean that it is not necessary and de-
sirable to utilize State and local anoncies.

But I do mean that the one fling that the country lacks, and I
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have tried to emphasize it in every aspect of what I have said, is a
program instead of programs and a policy instead of policies.

Uniforin consistent guidance by some common reconciliation,
is needed. Therefore, I lean more toward those provisi,ms of the
bills, wherever they may appear, which aim more or place more em-
phasis upon a concentrated or unified program at the national level
rather than excessive emphasis upon decentralization.

The unemployment program is nationwide. Technological trends
are nationwide. It is very interesting that the Nixon administration,
which on ideological grounds might have been supposed to be in
favor of oetting the thing back to the bottom where it came from,
when face% with a hard problem, has made its most iniportant pro-
posal really for the nationalization of one of the most important
problems we have.

This isn't because I believe the Federal Government is all wise. I
wasn't in it 20 years for nothing, and I haven't been watching it since
for nothino-.

But I woUld urge one standard with respect to these bills, which is
to try to make sure that there is enough emphasis upon getting a pro-
o-ram and then devolving it to various points of administration, rather
than leaving it subject to the vulnerability at the beginning of exces-
sive diffusion in what is essentially a national problem.

As to the other details of the bills, I hope to be able, with more time,
to analyze them and to furnish the committee with a memorandum on
my more detailed comments on the various sections.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
I would like to call upon my colleague from the State of Washington,

Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At the outset, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Keyserlhag, may I say this

has been some of the most interesting and provocative testimony I
have ever heard in a committee of this Congress.

I would like to commend you for it and also say that I a,gree with
you largely in what you have said. Therein lies the problem with
your testimony on this bill in my mind. May-I frame it this way : I
have been in the Congress now for 5 years and I have marched off
on about four or five crusades with banners flyiaig and all good
intentions.

I have, I think, stirred up people to believe that we can cure the
poverty problem and that we can increase our efforts in education
only to d my hopes shattered and there, too, on the reef of tight
money, high interest rates, and frugality in spending.

If I judge your testimony correctly, the salient portion of your
testimony, it is that unless we have high employment, a manpower
program may be another one of these marches off into unreality, and I
will 1Je stirring up false hopes.

I know that is a very g.eneral conclusion, but it seems to me that to
enact this manpower policy and to hold out jobs to people that we
can train without really having the job availableand I frankly don't
see the jobs available at least during this administrationwe will
again be raising hopes which will be dashed, as they have in the
past, by this type of policy.

Mr. KEYSERLMG. I don't want to say anything that discourages
these bills, because I dkink they are most worthy. Sut I would change
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what you said, where you said may we not get these unfortunate re-
sults, to the empirical observation that we h-ave gotten them.

After all, we have had large and varied manpower training pro-
°rams. The administration that came in in 1961, as some of you will
recall, concentrated largely upon this for 2, 3 years before they even
got to any big, massive economic program, namely, the tax reduc-
tions, which I think were wronc, on many grounds, .but I will not get
into that here. I have intimated Zhy.

But the manpower training programs from 1961 to 1964 didn't
work. The unsatisfactory recovery, which was an automatic rebound
from the recession was conventional. It didn't carry us far enough.
It didn't get unemployment down very much.

The manpower and training programs just didn't work, because
too much reliance was placed on them. We didn't really learn from
that, because, while we tried some other things, we have continued
with a proliferation of manpower and training programs.

I studied this rather in detail in the long-range study that I made
for the District of Columbia, for a 10-year program for Washington,
D.C. and the number of the manpower and -training programs is
justLI can only use the word "shocking."

That doesn't mean I don't like these bills. I like them, because it
would bring the efforts more together.

You mentioned the war on poverty. Sure, it wasn't adequately
funded, but that wasn't the big trouble. The big trouble was the very
thing I said, and I objected to rt from the beginning.

Instead of stopping to think how can we get one unified strategic
program limited to two or three big things, we experimented with
thousands of programs, many of them colaflicting, on the ground that
the main reason the people were poor was something was wrong with
them, and they had to be manicured.

So we had myriads of programs all over the country, conflicting
with one another.

Certainly, they have increased disillusion.
The analogy I am making to what you said is right. This doesn't

mean that a °Teat nation should abandon or reject the idea of getting
rid of poverb, but let us do some thinking. Let us pull the thing
together.

Here again, poverty isn't one isolated little thing, like stopping
speeding. It rims across every economic program in the Nation.

A program to get rid of poverty or to reduce it should be an essen-
tial, inteoral, and maybe the most important part of the Economic
Reports gf the President, because what is more important, and what
would do more to solve the unemployment problem and the teclmolog-
ical problem, than to bring the 60 million American people who are
either poor or deprived up to an American standard of consumption.

You don't do that through an Office of Economic Opportunity. You
do that through taxation, money policy, employment policy, a whole
range of policies.

And yet this broad approach was left out, although it is more im-
portant than the few things that are treated in the central economic
program of the Government.

SO the poverty prozram, to which you referred, is a very good ex-
ample of what I am talking about on manpower and manpower train-

3-11
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ing, the need for creating a base or an overall foundation on which a
manpower and training program may be sensibly superixoPhI*

Mr. MEEDS. And to the eitent of these bills, because
them seek coordination under the Secretary of Labor for this type of
program, you would suggest that they would be valuable ?

Mr. KEYSERLING. Very much so, but I think it roust be carried one
step further, in order to assume what the Secretary a Labor tioes
under a larger coordination which gives him guidelines for manPower
and training in terms of what the Nation is trying to do.

Mr. MEEns. What happens if we proceed and euact thistaonhaavatinot,
it seems to me, raise the hopes of people, and we continue
only the present rate of unemployment but an hIcreasing tate of
unemployment.

Mr. KEYSERLING. I could not in good conscieuee advise this com-
mittee, or the sponsors of these measures, to Stop soinething that is
desirable because other things need to be done.
by step.

things because they may be disappointing,
to do with the war against poverty and so forth. and so On, on

We should never surrefidez to the idea that We stoP trYing to dowhich. solve people Want
the

alleged oTound that it is just too big a thing to tackle-
we should ever do that.

I think we have to go ahead with thinp that are intrinsicall37,__Worth-
while, but make them more worthwhile by recogn

"
izing "Leir need

for support from other sources.

bills the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger.

Mr. MEEDs. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIEL& I would like to call upon the author of one of

Mi.. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. o t

the

Mr. MEEns. And indicate clearly that this is not a cure-
the real success of this type of legislation lies in fun enlp yna

Mr. KEYSERLING. I think that is essential.

I am going to pass asking Mr. Keyserling arty que.?t,_ this
point, frankly because I want to take more time to read n.`" 'Lateinent,
and also to review the bill he has submitted.

You have been very helpful. It has been fascinating t° have. the
chance to listen to you. .

I appreciate your comments on the bills, and roost imPortaUtly,
though I may not entirely agree with you, I respect YOur. 'view in
terms of what manpower cannot do. There is n`o question in my
mind about that at all.

You hays been very fine to come here this morning/ And I appre-
ciate it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DAxm-s. The gentleman from California, gr. Burto.n.
Mr. Busfrox. I would like to join my colleagues in thanking you

for coming here today, Mr. Keyserling. I had. to wonder iittring

the course of your testimony whether or not you were being-Paid a
handsome fee. It obviously takes a good deal Of work tO Put some-
thing like this together. -

A selfless contribution such as you have made in preP4ting alis
testimony and criving us the benefit of your experience and back-
ground helps ralke this process work a little better-

I
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Mr. Kry SERLING. Since you have made the point, every bit of the
work that has gone into this text and into these charts is my own
expenditure.

I am paid no fee by anybody for doing any of it.
Mr. BURTON. My point was I wondered whether this committee was

paying you a fee to make up for part of the great deal of time you
must have spent in putting this together.

Mr. KEYSERLING. No. In fact, the time I have left in my office to
make a living, by the time I cret through responding to invitations in
the public service, is seriousl'=y reduced. A week or two from now I
am going before the House Banking and Currency Committee, on the
money and housing problem.

Mr. DAxrETs. Again, Mr. Keyserling, I express to yeu the thanks
of the committee.

Mr. KEYSEPLING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and
members.

(The bill referred to follows :)
A BILL To enlarge the results thus far achieved under the Employment Act of 1946: to

provide for a National Purposes Budget under that Act to help devote a sufficient por-
tion of our growing economic production toward the priorities of social and human
well-bett:, Including eradication of poverty and freedom from want ; and for related
purpose,.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "National Purposes Act of 1968."

DECLARATION OP POLICY

SEC. 2. (a) The Employment Act of 1946 has contributed greatly to economic
stability and growth. But chronic =employment among vulnerable groups has
remained too high for many years, and this problem will be augmented further
by technological change. The long-term rate of economic growth has not been
sufficiently high to maintain maximum u1-M9:ation of growing productive
resources, which is essential in view of heavy and growing domestic and inter-
national obligations. Measurements of economic progress have concentrated rela-
tively too heavily upon rising indices of production and employment, without
sufficient attention to the quality of American life insofar as it is affected by
the allocaton and use of economic resources. An insufficient portion of economic
growth has been devoted toward the priority public interest in improvement of
the urban environment, sabisfactory housing and educational and health facilities
and services for all at costs within their means, modernized systems of
security and welfare, adequate development of transportation and natural
resources including purification of airs and waters, movement toward parity
of incomes and public services in agriculture and other rural areas, and reduc-
tion of poverty and deprivation at the rapid pace which our resources permit.
Inadequate attention to these great national priorities obviously impedes long-
range economic growth and opportunity, and has spawned a rising tide of juvenile
delinquency, crime, and racial tensions.

(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Congress to develop addi-
tional directives and machinery, under the Employment Act of 1946, so that
national economic programs and policies shall be broadened to encourage more
effectively not only the growth of production and employment, but also use of
sufficient ,p0rtions of this growth to serve those priorities of social and human
PurPoses, which depend upon allocation and use of economic resources.

NATIONAL PURPOSEs 'MIDGET

SEC. 3. Section 3, of the Employment Act of 1946 is amended by adding new
Paragraphs (d), (e), and (t) as follows :

"(d) The needed maximum levels of employment, production, and purchasing
power shall be quantified as goals in a National Purposes Budget (hereinafter

+>
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called the "Purposes Budget") in the Economic Report. This Purposes Budget
shall be developed on a short-range basis looking one year ahead, and on a
long-range basis looking at least five years ahead, and ten years ahead insofar
as feasible. The needed maximum employmer- goals shall be set at levels con-
sistent with unemployment of not more than 3 percent of the civilian labor
force beginning within one year after the first Economic Repor,. transmitted
subsequent to enactment of the National Purposes Act of 1968. The needed max-
imum Production goals shall be set at levels estimated to be yielded by maxi-
mum employment (commensurate with genuine freedom of choice between
employment and leisure) and by maximum productivity under conditions re-
flecting optimum utilization of scientific knowledge, technological improvements,
labor force, and managerial ability, and shall take account of the long-term
trend toward accelerating productivity gains in a favevable economic environ-
ment. The needed maximum purchasing power goals shall be set at levels esti-
mated to be necessary to maintain maximum employment and production, but
not so high as to generate the type of inflationary pressure which results from
excessive purchasing power_

"(e) The goals set forth in paragraph (d) of this section shall also contain
estimates of needed levels of voluntary private investment to establish an ade-
quate base in support of maximum employment and production, so that public
policies and programs may encourage and facilitate such levels of private in-
vestment, and help to remove bottlenecks working against their attainment.

"(f) The goals for maximum employment, production, and purchasing power
shall indicate what portions of the totals should be allocated toward the great
priorities of our -lationwide needs. The Purposes Budget shall contain

"(1) spec' goals for investment in urban renewal, housing in urban
and other areas, and educational and health facilities and personnel, de-
signed to assure within a decade a decent home for every American family
in a greatly improved living environment, educational opportunity for all
in line with their abilities and ambitions at costs within their means; and
modern medical care for all at costs within their means ;

"(2) specific goals for investment in mass transportation and basic natural
resource development, reclamation, and conservation, with accent upon
problems of water and air, to provide an adequate underpinning for maxi-
mum private economic expansion, and to overcome within a decade the
serious quantitative and qualitative deficiencies in these sectors ;

" (3) specific goals for the virtual liquidation of poverty within the
United States within a decade, and for substantial income progress year by
year for trose who live above poverty but in deprivation nonetheless with
incomes insufficient to yield a minimum adequacy standard of living. Model
budgets of the incomes required by families and unattached individuals
to rise above poverty, and also to achieve a minimum adequacy standard of
living, shall be set forth in terms of the great and ever-increasing produc-
tive power of the U.S. economy. Estimates shall be set forth as to the ben-
efits to the entire economy and people which will result from lifting the
third of a nation who are poor or deprived toward acceptable standards of
income and consumption ;

"(4) specific goals for lifting all of our senior citizens and their depend-
ents out of poverty within five years, and year by year bringing those of
our senior citizens living in deprivation closer to a minimum adequacy
standard of living, and compatible goals for those dependent upon other
types of welfare payments ;

"(5) specific goals for maximum prosperity for agriculture, as a factor in
maximum prosperity for others. These goals shall take into account (a) maxi-
mum production of foods and fibers, geared to the needs of the domestic econ-
omy operating at maximum levels, adequate reserves, and export levels con-
sistent with progressive use of our farm products in aid of underdeveloped
peoples overseas, (b) maximnm employment for farmers, in terms of the
requirements for maximum production, and reconciled with maximum em-
ployment opportunity elsewhere in the economy for those who voluntarily
leave the farm, (c) maximum purchasing power for farm families, which
shall mean purchasing power moving year by year toward full parity of
income for farm families within a decade, and (d) nationwide equalization
efforts, designed to promote parity between public services in rural areas
and in other areas ; and

184
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"(6) specific goals tor investment in basic science and research, to pro-
mote maximum private economic progress, and in aid of the other objectives
set forth in the Purposes Budget,

Provided, that the goals set forth in ptragraphs (1) through (6) of this sub-
section (f) shall be reconciled with (i) specific estimates, insofar as feasible,
of future requirements for national defense and related activides such as space
exploration, and (li) sPecific goals for outlays for international economic coop-
eration, especially with the underdeveloped peoples, consistent with the funda-
mental purposes of onr international policies to promote worldwide economic
and social progress as a prime condition of worldwide peace."

DIRECT RESPONEIBILTTIES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

SEC- 4. The Employment Act of 1946 is amended by inserting after Section 3
thereof, as herein amended, a new Section 4 as follows :

"Sze. 4. (a) The goals designated in paragraph (f) of Section 3 shall be devel-
oped in the Parposes Budget only in such broad perspective as will serve to por-
tray how the use of our economic resources may take due account of priority
needs, and not in such detail as these goals may need to be developed by other
specialized agencies. Within this broad perspective, the Economic Report shnll
set forth programs and policies to promote an economic environment in which
private industry, voluntary associatons, and State and local governments Are
encouraged and facilitated to do as much as they can toward achieving the go-ds
set forth in the Purposes Budget. Insofar as estimates in the Economic Report
indicate that activities at these levels will fall substantially short of achieving
these goals, programs and policies shall be set forth whereby the Federal Gov-
ernment itself, within the limits of our national resources and within a system of
free, competitive enterprise, shall promote full achievement of these goals.

"(b) Maximum employment opportunity represents bedrock civilized responsi-
bility. The Economic Report glom set forth such Federal programs and policies
both direct and indirect, including relevant programs of training and guidance,
as are needed to close any substantial gap between actual and maximum employ-
ment. These programs and policies shall stress types of employment which are
noncompetitive with private enterprise, and which help to service the priorities
set forth in the Purposes Budget.

"(c) The Economic Report shell contain recommendations pointed toward de-
veloping and financing, as soon as feasible, some form of effective nationwide
income floor to provide an income above the poverty level, and moving gradually
toward a minimum adequacy standard of livino- for all consumer units
which cannot be helped to achieve these goals thrrugh gainful employment at
acceptable standards of compensation. This nationwide income floor shall be
designed to substitute gradually for some aspects of the wide array of inadquate
welfare programs now in use, and to reinforce, to the extent needed, some of the
established programs of social ins-arance and welfare, including income programs
and programs related to training and other aspects of personal adoption.

"(d) The Economic Report shall contain, as an integral part thereof, the es-
sential features of the Federal Budget, both on a short-range and a long-range
basis. Outlays in the Federal Budget are basically to serve national needs which
cannot otherwise be served, or served so well- Federal spending v.111111 be used
primarily, not to speed up or slow down the economy, but rather to allocate to
public purposes that portion of maximum employment and production which is
essential, in combination with the effo:ts of those other than the Federal Gov-
ernment, to achieve the priority goals set forth in the Purposes Budget and to
meet other obligations imposed upon the Federal Budget. With approriate allow-
ance for these other obligations, including national defense and related pur-
poses, the Economic Report shall be guided by the principle, insofar as feasible,
that proposed outlays in the Federal Budget for the domestic priorities set forth
iu the Purposes Budget shall rise gradually year by year to about 30 percent of
the total Federal Budget, and to about 4 percent of estimated gross national pro-
duction, in the Federal Budget proposed ten years after the first Federal Budget
submitted after enactment of the National Purposes Act of 1968. Despite this
gradual restructuring of priorities in the Federal Budget, the objective shall be
to hold total Federal Budget outlays during these ten years to an average
annual ratio to total national production not higher than the average annual
ratio during the ten years preceding the first Federal Budget submitted after
enactment of the National Purposes Act of 1968.
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"(e) Having determined the spending side of the Federal Budget in accord

with the above national needs, fiscal policy directed toward economic stabiliza-

tion shall rely primarily upon tax policy. Under conditions of maximum employ-

ment and production, tax policy shall be at least stringent enough to balance the

Federal Budget, in order to serve as a brake upon inflation. Under conditions of

substantial economic slack, the Federal deficit should be of sufficient size to

avoid a fiscal drag upon the national economy. The tax policies set forth in the

Economic Report hall also take account of the impact of the tax burden and its

distribulon upon equity in the imposition of the tax burden (with stress upon

the objective set forth in Section 3(f) (3) bearing upon the reductionof noverty

and deprivation), economic growth, and maintenance of reasonable price

stability.
"(f) The essentials of the Federal Budget set forth in the Economic Report

shall indicate the frue economic consequences of the Federal Budget, with
special emphasis upon the distinction between capital expenditures which add to

the wealth and human well-being of the country and other expenditures.
"(g) Each January Economic Report shall contain a separate and independ-

ent statement of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System setting

forth its intentions for the y ear ahead with respect to monetary policies under

its contol or supervision. The Board of Goveruors shall explain fully how these

intendld policies (subject to varial-;on in the event of changed economic cir-

cumstances) will facilitate the purposes of the Employment Act of 1946 and the

goals set forth in said Economic Report. If the President feels that these policies

run counter to these purposes and goals, he shall so state in the Economic

Report and propose policies to the Congress accordingly."

COMBATING TNPLATION

SEC. 5. The Employment Act of 1946 is amended by inserting, after the new

Section 4 provided herein, a new Section 5 as follows :
"SEC. 5. In addition to utilizing the Federal Budget as indicated in Section 4

to combat inflation, the President shall state in the Economic Report whether he

finds that any serious conflict might result between the goals set forth in the
Purposes Budget and maintenance of reasonable price stability. If any such con-

flict is indicated, the President shall propose policies and programs whereby tax

and other policies may be utilized to restrain activizies of lesser importance,
rather than to sacrifice these of high priority. To the extent that this is not fully

practical, the President shall state explicitly the extent to which a choice is

being made between the full attainment of the objectives set forth in the Pur-

poses Budget and the objective of reasonable price stability, and he shall justify
this choice in terms of the national interest as a whole."

ECONOMY IN GOVE3NMENT

Snc. 6. ThP Employment Act of 1946 is amended by insvrting, after the new
Section 5 pnvided herein, a new Section 6 as follows :

"Snc. 6. The P..irposes Budget, by facilitating a more comprehensive and con-

sistent portrayal of national economic developments, objectives, programs, and

policies, should provide an improved perspective for public understanding and

for the mutual efforts of responsible free enterprise and responsible free gov-

ernment in line with the purposes of the Employment Act of 1946 and the
Economic Reports, including encouragement of a system of free, competitive
enterprise. This improved perspective should help to ma3dmi7e the efforts of
private enterprise and of State and local governments, and should help also to

check-the -undue proliferation of policies' and programs at the Federal level, to

reduce cross purposes and duplication, and thus to promote true economy in

governmen+ The Economic -Report shall contain an account of efforts being

made in this direction."

NATIONAL ECONOMIC ADVISORY COUNCIL

SEC. 7. Secton 4 of Employment Act of 1946 is amended by adding new para-

graphs (g) and (h) follows :
" (g) There is thereby established a National Economic Advisory Council

(hereinafter referred to as the "...;.dvisory Council"). The Advisory Council shall
have two main fune : (I) to serve in a consultative relationship to the
President and to the Council of Ecdnomic Advisers in the development of the
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Economic Report, and especially the National Purposes Budget, and (ii) to main-

tain a two-way line of contact between the President and the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers and these others throughout the Nation whose decisions im-

portantly affect the performance and purposes of the national economy, in order

that the views of these others may be more effectively available to the President

and to the Council of Economic Advisers, and in order that the maximum par-

ticipation of these others in achieving the goals set forth in the Economic Re-

port may be encouraged in all practical ways. The Advisory Council shall consist

of twenty members to be appointed by the President from among representatives

of industry, agriculture, labor, consumers, public interest groups, and State and

local governments. Individuals prominent in education or other walks of life

may be included. Members of the Advisory Council shall serve for terms of two

years, except for the unexpired terms of their predecessors. One of the members

shall be designated by the President as Chairman. Members of the Advisory
Council shall be entitled, while attending its meetings, to receive compensation

at a rate to be fixed by the President, but not exceeding $75 per diem, including
travel time and, while away from their homes or regular places of business, they

may be allowed travel expenses. including per diem in lieu of subsistence as
authorized by law for persons in die Government service employed intermit-
tently. The Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers shnll furnish the
Advisory Council with such personnel, facilities, and services as may be neces-
sary to enable it to perform its functions.

4(h) The President shall arrange for annual National Economic Conferences,
to be attended by the Council of Economic Advisers, the Advisory Council, in-
vited representatives of private enterprise, voluntary associations, and Federal,
State, and local governments, and others whose attendance the President may
deem desirable. The purpose of the annual National Economic Conferences shall
be to enlarge further the opportunities for obtaining advice, broadening under-
standing, and facilitating cooperation toward achieving the goals set forth in
the Employment Act of 1946. Those attending such conferences, other than Fed-
eral employees located in Washington, D.C., shall be entitled to receive compen-
sation and travel expenses, on the same basis as members of the Advisory Coun-
cil. The Council of Economic Advisers shall provide necessary assistance toward
the organization and conduct of the annual National Economic Conferences."

SEC_ 8. Sections 4 and 5 of the original Employment Act of 1946 are hereby
renumbered Sections 7 and 8.

SEC. 9. The Employment Act of 1946 is amended by adding a new Section 9
as follows:

"Snc. 9. Wherever the terms 'maximum employment, production, and pur-
chasing power,"economics"economic program,"economic policy,"economic de-
velopments,' and 'economic trends' (or their equivalents) appear in this Act,
they shall be construed in accord with the broader purposes of economic poli-
cies and programs set forth in ame:tdments to this Act enacted in the National
Purposes Act of 1968."

Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Dr. Paul A. Weinstein, executive
assistant to the Governor of the State of Maryland, accompanied by
Gerard F. Devlin, my former legislative aide, a very able and valuable
assistant whose services I was sorry to lose.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL A. WEINSTEIN, EXECIAlvh ASSISTANT

TO TEE GOVERNOR OF TEE STATE OF MARYLAND FOR MAN-
POWER; ACCOMPANIED BY GERARD F. ICEVLIN, NATIONAL

RT.ATIONS OFFICER FOR THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. DEVLIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a great privilege to be here representing Governor Mandel of

Maryland before your committee, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to present to you Dr. Paul Weinstein, executive assist-

ant to the Governor.
Mr. WEINSTEIN- Mr. Chairman, I will paraphrase the written ..ate-

ment I have given to the committee. A

ci.;' '127
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(The document referred to follows :)

TESTIMONY OF DR. PAUL A. WEINSTEIN

No Manpower Act that does not insure full employment can be significant.
The most sophisticated planned and executed manpower delivery system is

idoomed f the aggregate level of unemployment is expanding. JOB'S '70, MDTA,
Job Corps W.I.N. and etc., will be of scant value if firms are laying off their
regular workforce.

A full employment policy without a well defined delivery system is wasteful
of funds, skilled resources and worseit only adds to the history of despair
of those the programs are trYing to help.

A Comprehensive Manpower Bill should try to meet both these goals.
.The State of Maryland is moving toward a comprehensive Manpower Plan-

ning and Delivery System. While it is implied that the Manpower Bills
particularly the Adimnistration Bills (H.R. 13472)are Comprehensive pro-
posals, they are not. Representing a State that is pursuing a comprehensive
program I have to conclude that the Bills rather than liberating States may
restrict them. It may be that some states will be pulled up in performance,
but Marylandwith her own real problems of : migratory labor in the Eastern
Shore along with labor shortage, a large, poor Black population in Baltimore,
an old Port City surrounded by substantially white counties with strong
executive governments, one County part of the Wilmington SMSA and two
captured in the Washington SMSAand under a different manpower admin-
istration from the rest of the state and Appalachia will be restrained.

M. aryland is not Utah, the State upheld as a paragon for all states planning.
This is a plea for allowing the State to experiment in Manpower subject to
minbnum guidelines. It is also a plea for giving States and regional offices the
authority and resources to Act effectively.

The modest contribution we can make to this discussion is tempered by our
experience. Our concern is that "the past may be prologue."

Governor Marvin Mandel takes a strong interest in manpower programs
vv1thin the State of Maryland. Az a member of the Commission recommending
executive reorganization and now as the Governor, he has shown deep con-
cern for the lack of coordination, waste and ineffectiveness in manpower pro-
grams at the Gtate and local leveL To end that p .oblem he assigned me as the
State CAMPS Chairman and his Executive Assistant on Manpower to head
a Task Force on establishing an umbrella manpower and social agency within
the state. A Bill to establish a Department of Employment and Social Services
will be introduced to the Legislature now in session. The Department would
include the Maryland Department ef Employment Security which includes
both the Unemployment Compensation and the Employment Services, Voca-
tional Rehabilitation, Migratory Labor, State 0E0, Veteran's Programs, Com-
mission on ti,e Aging, Apprenticeship Training, Committee on the Handicapped,
Social Services, Advisory Council on Child Welfare, Labor and Industry,
Workmen's Compensation, Injured Workers Rehabilitation Committee, Com-
mission to Review Workmen's Cumpensation _Laws, Occupational Health and
Safety Advisory Board.

To make the Manpower system more effective, even in the absence of an
umbrella :: gency, the CAMPS program of the State has been expanded sig-
nificantly. For example, as early a: last March membership in the State
CAMPS was opened to various private sector organizations, such as, churches,
trade unions, and ci ric groups involved in manpower activities. At the direc-
tion of the Governor, CAMPS was moved into the Executive and we developed
better communication with elected officials in the subdivisions. We 'mow that
the manpower and social service job is substantially performed at the local
level and unless local elecied officials are in; olved, substantive cooperation of
traditional agencies at the local as well as the state level is fan,:iful.

In developing a coherent manpower planning system we are .establishim,
a new data system within the State to augment the data provi.ded b.y the
Employment Service, Department of Education, etc., and required in the

CAMPS and Vocational Education planning cycles. Much of the data generated
is of no substantive use in planning. We seek material to support decision
makers in short and longran planning. Maryland is also working on an eval-
uation schema to give added dimension to planning. In the late su.mmer the

State CAMPS committee hired a person whose don.....naut responsibility is to
'7'
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evaluate the CAMPS plan and overall performance. It was evident that al-
though plans have been manufactured for the last two years there has been
no attempt to examine the results of the plan or for that matter explicit cri-
teria for an evaluation.

I relate this in an attempt to indicate that the State of Maryland is not
laggard in the manpower field but is, in fact, pushing as far ahead as the State s
of Utah and Colorado, which are invariably considered the great leader statft.
I must add that In the comprehensiveness of planning and coordination those
states do not have the hard problems that we face in the State of Maryland.

As a result of the economic, political and demographic configurations we must
develop a planning system which is consistent with the realities of the Mary-
land's social, economic and political setting. I point this out because I believe that
considerable flexibility must be given states in elaborating the structure of their
own manpower systems. We cannot readily accept any substantive formula or
artifact that may be put on us.

This will be evident in an analysis of one or two planning processes and
problems that Maryland has had. They also point up the underlying basis for
my concerns about any and all of the proposed manpower bills.

The Planning cycle and programs for manpower purposes must be consistent
to the budgetary and executive processes within states and subdivisions. In
preparing a State plan last year, which we are obliged to submit to the Federal
government, we received the planning guidelines at a time when the Legislature
was 3:1: -.way through its session and after the State budget had already been
lockL up. There was little flexibility for planning purposes. In fact, the plan
was not a planning document but merely a summary and description of what
was going on within the State. It could not have affected, and we doubt it did
affect, anY decision by anY decisionmsking unitfederal, state or local. I must
emphasize that the Federal government requires a great many hours be sPent in
preparing a plan. But it is difficult to get cooperation for planning PurPoses
unless there is demonstrative proof that the effort is going to result in something
usefuL -

Last year, the plan required by the federal government was in two parts, the
final submission for Part A, which was to elaborate our needs, was accepted
in June ; and Part B, which is supposedly based upon the allocation of funds to
the State and within the State, was prepared in the summer, and at this time,
we have received no approval of Part B and, I need not point out to you that
the fiscal year is almost over. The lesson of the year is clearin order to
establish planning one must be able to convince the parties involved that their
planning efforts are going to affect decision making ; if they are not, then you
cannot have effective planning.

This points up a difficulty which became explicit in a meeting of the State
CAlt...aS Officials committee of Region III attended by the Regional Manpower
Administrator. A Labe Department survey sought to identify the difficulties in
the CAMPS planning Process and suggest remedies. I questioned whether there
existed or was going to be a Regional or National CAMPS plan. That is, the
focus of the platming Process is to develop plans and needs at the local level
and work up global needs of the country based upon the plans from local units.
We were told that there was no Regional. or National CAMPS Own and that the
State planning instrument was for our purposes and not for federal purposes.
If that is the case, then I must argue that the State should themselves decide
he..w their planning apparatos should develop.

In any event, I believe that we must have planning which will effect national
goals and guidelines, that manpower plaming cannot be statebound. At this
point in our history, it is late to point out that the state is strongly affected
by and has 4ts imprint upon the national economy. The national goals should not
be alien to ours nor can our system operate out of joint with the nationaL

The actual development of planning must be done with the recognition of the
individual state and local communities' ability to plan. Maryland is now trying
to establish its own Priorities and needs and the system best able to effectuate
these in terms of policy. For example, Merylan is developing Comprehensive
programs for : Veterans, Offenders. Handicapped, and the Aging.

We are also nroviding initiatives into a new Job Corps programwith State
financial involvement. One of the more interesdng developments is in linking
state government employment and maLpower programs.

Maryland is concerned about the planning mechanism and the implementation
of programs below the State level. We strengly advocate regionalism in the State
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of Maryland and are trying to establish regions that will be supported by local

Government If local Government does not support the regional configurations

then regionalism will become a mere legal formalism not a device to effect policy.

We have two metropolitan areas in the State of Maryland, one is Baltimore

City surrounded by five counties. There is a good deal of rivalry as one suspects

between the central city and counties around the city. It is unreasonable to

suppose that the control of activities can or should be exclusively in the hands

of the Mayor of the central city. State Government cannot force down the

throats of strong county executives, both democrats and republicans, the notion

that the Mayor of a central city be the Prime Sponsor and therefore the office

to determine the allocation of funds and the course of program development.

I can put this on a canvas that is clear to all in the Washington area and on

an issue upon which the State of Maryland is resolved. The Washington metro-

politan area includes the City of Washington, the Maryland counties of Mont-

gomery and Prince George's and the Virginia counties of Fairfax, and Arlington

with the City of Alexandria. Last year the Labor Department attempted to

establish Community Program Areas (C.P.A.) under the Community Work

Training Program (C.W.T.P.) system. Each C.P.A. was to have a prime spon-

sor. The State of Maryland's two counties are not considered in the Region III

for manpower funding purposes, but are under the authority of the District

of Columbia Regional Manpower Administrator. It was the recommendation of

the Regional Manpower Administrator that the United Planning Organization,

of Washington, be named the prime sponsor and responsible for funding. This

was unacceptable to the Community Action Agencies and local governments and

private organizations within Montgomery and Prince George's counties, as well

as the jurisdictions in Virginia. The Labor Department persisted and argued

that it didn't make any difference who was named prime sponsor, because the

Regional Manpower Administrator from the District would determine .the al-

location and justice would be meted out by the Labor Department Officer. I

might add that that Officer also happens to be the Manpower Administrator for

the City of Washington. Is this the sort of regionalism and local responsibility

that we may expect in the future under the administration manpower bill or

the attention that Labor would give under the O'Hara Bill?
Prince George's county next to the City of Washington has manpower prob-

lems and programs which are almost as complex as the District. We have a

nodel cities area trying to meet some of the local manpower problems. But, the

Department of Transportation has routed a special transportation project so

that bus lines connect the innercity of Washington to employment centers in

Prince George's. These lines skirt the Prince George's model cities area. Last

summer, the District got an inordinately high number of Neighborhood Youth

Corps slots, approximatly 1500, while Prince George's and Montgomery coun-

ties received fewer than £00. What equity can we expect in a Comnamity Pro-

gram Area as outlined in the AdnOnistration's Manpower Bill?
I spoke to the Regional Manpower Administrator and the National Man-

power Administrator, recommending that we must look to a Council on Govern-

ments, like the District of Columbia's COG, as Prime Sponsor to meet the
regional manpower programs. I was informed that the Mayor of the Central
City would have a veto on organization. Such a veto is unacceptable to the peo-

ple in the two counties, to the Senators from the State of Maryland and to the

Governor of Maryland. We must be concerned with the poor, the unemployed

and the underemployed of Prince George's county who are as poor and as under-

employed and as hungry as the people in dr. District.
This suggests that communities estaoiish mechanisms for handling their re-

gional problems. And that implies that they mos decide that some problems are

not quite as regional as outsiders may imagine. We have developed a two-county

CAMPS planning area in Montgomery and Prince George's, but we are still
encouraging the corinties to operate independently oa those problems which are
exclusively within taeir county. Even though these two counties are part of the

Washington metropolitan area and are next to each other and part of the same

state, their problems are very different and we must recognize and be responve
to these differences.

I would be less than candid if I did not point out that any administrative rule
or law which places the fate of a county such as Prince George's or Montgomery
subservient to that of the District would be unacceptable. We urge that if a ver-
sion of the Administration Bill is recommended that a special provision be in-

serted for a conaprehensive sponsor in the Washington SMSA.

4S0
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An open questic-i exists on the breaking up of Power and authoritypassing
it down to state, regional and local instrumentalities. First, despite the claim
that regional offices are to be the point of contact for states, the regional offices
have not been supported. Consequently, there is a lack of authority and resources
to carry out the job at the lower level. Second, recent guidelines on C.E.P.,
Neighborhood Youth Corps and JOBS constrict discretion and stifle initiative.

Local discretion is further hampered by the categorization of funds and the
proliferation of manpower across agencies. Categorization is deep in the Public
Service Careers program and the funding controlled hy the states win not affect
the WIN program, other juvenile care activities, education or transportation.

Maryland is not alone in being skeptical about the federal government turn-
ing control over to the statesin fact, the main federal department has not
turned control over to their own regional offices.

The situation is analogous to a cooking class where the instructor stands over
his pupil with spoons in hand and with his 0w-1 assortment of condiments tell-
ing the pupil what he must do, when he must add the ingredients and, in fa:.t,
one frequently finds the teacher's hand in the stew and not the pupil's. There
are only two things lacking, the teacher never starts off by telling the student
what he is going to make and never tastes the results.

I believe that the basic goals of the adr.linistration bill would try to move
in that direction, and I believe that is appropriate but I believe that there are
difficulties which must be resolved in defining goals, in setting realistic stand-
ards, and in bringing together at of the appropriate arms of the federal gov-
ernment.

We need a comprehensive system that Mat involve agencies such as the
Department of Transportation, HEW, and HUD. Without these organizations
the work of manpower planning at the local level turns out to be a sham. I have
requested that the DOT be a signatory to CAMPS, because whether the problem
is getting people to jobs or mothers to day care centers under the WIN program,
the manpower effort is doomed if we don't have the transportation and now
transportation is not considered a component of manpower. At the Federal level,
there is a good deal of disorganization. The Administration bill demands that
the state should organize ail its resources tightly. I cannGt deny that is good
advice, but I would strongly urge Congress to examine the manpower throughout
the Federal System and tighten up at the top-

In my discussions with officials in the Labor Department, I have discussed
the relationship between the umbrella agency Suggested in the administration
bill sind the Advisory Council. Referring to the earlier part of my testimony, it
was stated that the State of Maryland is moving toward setting up an um-
brella agency and the State of Maryland has an Advisory Council now con-
stituted in the way that the Administration Bill recommends ; not only that, we
have organizations at the local level which are of the trne that the Adminis-
tration says are necessary to get into that two-thirds category for the control
of funding. I object, however, to the notion that we must have a manpower pro-
gram pin:ming council outside of the umbrella agency. We know that one of
the scarcest resources in the manpower field are People capaole of planning for
manpower. If the Labor Department is to fund an independent planning or-
ganization outside of an umbrella agency and that is indicated, then we would
have two planning authorities in manpower in the State and neither one will
be effective.

I believe that the Congress is interested, as is the State of Maryland, in or-
ganizing manpower services so that our delivery is consistent, is controlled
and is efficient. How we will organize this must take into account the effective-
ness that each state has already demonstrated.

corzmusioNs

The State of Maryland is committed to statewide consolidated manpower
planning under a cabinet system of government. We support the organization
and control of local elected governments ; therefore,

1. The goals of the O'Hara Bill (Hat. 11620) are comprehensive and superior
to the others. The demand for full employment is the necessary condition for
any manpower program. Unfortunately, a delivery- system is lacidng, and we
believe that one must be developed. Our experience dictates that states need more
control and that the manpower job will be better-done with local organization.

The development of Public Service jobs is long overdue. Maryland has al-
ready indicated a strong interest in the Public Service Careers Program. How-
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ever, the bill as drafted would currently exclude our state. The complexities
of merit laws and employer organization need to be considered in effectively

administering a public sector program.
Jobs in the public sector can be made cost effective, but this will require

considerable research and instruction to personnel officers. Fortunately, last-
resort hiring is giving way to a very simple economic tenetuse those resources

which are in ready supply at low cost.
The Steiger Bill (H.R. 10908) is correct in developing a positive role for

State Government. It legalizes CAMPS and gives the Governor "Clout". It does

not go far anough in spelling out the State structureand particularly in
guaranteeing safeguards to Metropolitan areas.

I applaud the incentive system included, and believe it superior to the ad-
ministration's. I would hope you would consider developing an incentive for

local prime sponsors.
-

The Administration Bill gets at most of the problems in the Steiger billbut
as I indicated abovea bit too strongly.

It needs administrative flexibility.
It needs financial support to be more than a paper Tiger.
It needs the willingness of the traditional Departments to work closely with

states and aelmowledge that we have something to offer!
We recognize that standards must be setbut these should be into irnalbased

upon the clearly defined intent of manpower planning.
Out of frustration, I organized the Mid-Atlantic States into a Confederation.

We CAMPS Directors meet quarterly to discuss our mutual problems. We have

some useful contributions to make in determining goals and in procedure. The
Labor Department should take advantage of this resourceand I urge that the
Bill formalize a National organization .of State CAMPS Directors. It would be

a valuable clearinghouse.
We are fortunate in being responsible for planning and manpower in a State

which has a Governor with such interests, and I believe that following the
historic traditions of our Country that such a Governor in such a State should
be allowed flexibility to develop its own patterns and practicesbut even this
will be for nought in a faltering economy.
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H.R. 13472 calls for compatible job banks. This is an impediment in Maryland's estab-
lishing a comprehensive manpower data system.
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Mr. WEIxs-mx. The State of Marylantlis-in -the process of estab-
lishinn- a comprehensive manpower planning and delivery system,
and ieis on that matrix that I want to discuss the three bills and what
I think might be significant for developing a national policy.

If one wants to define comprehensiveness, I woulcretho the com-
ments of Mr. Keyserling. Two things are obviously in order.

First of all, that the bill have a guarantee of full employment,
and it should provide rising expectations of full employment over
some protracted period, or else the manpower program will mean
nothing for the person on the street.

Most important, at the end of a program a man needs to have a
guarantee of employment or the program is worthless.

The experience in the past of the Job Corps is illustrative of some
of the difficulties that we have had. In some cases young men, and
women, 16 to 21, from ghetto environments are shipped across the
country and trained in s.als which. may be totally unrelated to what
:nay be developed in their own economi. They are then sent home
without any onarantee of employment at all and, in a sense, many of
them have been lost. Many of them have been lost within the first 30
days. This is one of the statistics one looks for in a Job Corps opera-
tion.

The disadvantaged, particularly the younger person, has a very
real problem because he has had his whole background and life still
affected by shortsightedness.

So to put them into a long-run program with the hope that they
are going to get some job maybe months or even years from then is
not very effective.

So we have a very high dropout rate, a very high AWOL rate, in
many of these programs.

We need to be ible to have some type of employment available and
ready. Hopefully, we can actually deal with an employer as a person
goes into the pru, -am.

I don't believe it is realistic today to talk about this when we will
be having layoffs in the economy. If we talk about new programs like,
let us say, Job 70's, in which we correctly involve the private sector. I
don't believe it is realistic to expect that Westinghouse or GE, or auto-
mobile companiestoday we have a very large GM facility outside of
Baltimorethat we can expect realistically that they would be sign-
ing- NAB contracts to take, on employees when they are in fact laying
off their own. employees.

So that the type of program that we have to develop, in terms of a
delivery system, must be predicated upon a level of employment.

If not, then I th; -± we are wasting our time and, what is most im-
portant, everybody knows we are w i ng our time.

44-425-70pt. 1-1.3 I
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Mr. WErNsTErs. That is right. And even if the3r were funded it
wouldn't be under a manpower act. We are not talking about a com-
prehensive proposal at all.

We are talking about a very limited type of proposal. I constantly
have pointed out to me the great coordinative work that goes on in
Colorado or Utah.

I can tell you that the problems of the State of Maryland with its
rural Eastern Shore, with Appalachia, with the large port cities, are
very much more complex. We need, and we are trying to put together,
a comprehensive manpower agency, which would iriclude, hopefully,
all of the programs dealing with manpower.

We don't look upon any of the delivery system bills the bill pre-
sented for the administration or the bill presented by Representative
Steiger, as being as comprehensive by not linking together all of the
Federal agencies.

I would urge very strongly that we need to have a tightening at the
top and not be chidedand I think correctly chidedthat we need to
tighten things up at the State level.

I think we do-have to tie together welfare, vocational rehabilitation,
0E0, veterans' programs.

Mr. DANTrr.q. How would you accomplish that at the State level ?
Mr. WErNsrErs. We are aoing to be introducing a bill in the Mary-

land General Assembly, I believe next week, to set up a comprehensive
agency.

I would say that we are proposinc, to put all of the program ele-
ments in manpower into a single depaliment.

On the subdivision level, that is, dealing with local governments, we
have been operating since last March to de together county govern-
ments to take a firmer lead in the manpower area.

To be perfectly frank, the work that goes on is at the county level.
It is wliere you have the school system. It is where you have the social
workers We need to tie together local governments.

I believe we ought to give more latitude to local government in the
bill.

Mr. QUIE. I would like to ask vou how you are going to bring this
about on the State level in Maryfand. I recognize you said earlier that
von need to do that work on the Federal level to make it easier oil the
tate level because you are trying to bring together something that is

split, apart on the Federal level.
What do you do where you have a State department of education

in Maryland, you have your department of employment security, and
you hale a State department of public welfare, if those are the exactnames ?

Here al ) three departments with manpower training programs.How are you going to consolidate those three under one agency ? You
imst have blood all over the floor.

Mr. WralcsrEnst. Governor Mandel appointed a task force last stun-: mer to explore and make recommendations about establishing a -om-prehensive manpower agency.
The recommendation for execueve reorganization in the Statestarted sometime acro and the Kurlett Commission created by formerGovernor Agnew, Governor Mandel as Speaker of the MarylandHouse was a member of that Commission, recommended the establish-ment of a cabinet system of government in the State of Maryland.
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One of the departments was a department of basically economic and
social services. The task force, which I chaired recommended such a
del,Artment with such diverse afrencies. There is a legal question in-
volved in putting together eadr of these agencies under a secretary,
ana, I think, even a harder question making them actually operative,
comprehensive agencies.

I point out that I agree completely with the notion of developing a
comprehensive data system. I believe it is long overdue. At this date I
can't tell you how many- handicapped we have in the State of Mary-
land that we should be dealing with. And I don't thipk- Maryland is
alone.

We should Imow this if we are going to develop a comprehensive
delivery s'ystem.

Fut if I have to work with the department of employment security,
for example, which follows Federal regulations exclusively and sets
up its manpower system to dovetail into other employment security
offices throughout the country, and we are losing a certain amount of
flexibility in trying to develop a comprehensive planning system for
the State of Maryland.

It is trying to overcome this type of barrier, to link toget'aer the
informational requirements :to: n employment service, for a job bank.
which we have in the State oi. Maryland, with the social services',
vocational rehabilitation.

It is a difficult task. It is a task which will require planning for ?II
of those agencies, and will require, I think, a goc.:. ea1 i:of exibility
in oraanization.

Tat, I guess, is what I am appealing for here. As you develop a
manpower system, and I believe that one is sorely needed, States IlIve
very different organizational requirements,_ and one should allow
some considei able flexibility for a State to develop a comprehensive
manpower system within which they can live.

Mr. BURTON. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. QUIE. I will, and then I wish to ask another question.
Mr. Buirro.N. The thing that troubles a number of us is how do we

permit States maximum -flexibility and still address ourselves to the
fact of life, that in a number of the States, particularly in the South,
to do that just invites the probability that the services delivered are
goinfr to be selective, based on race ?

How do you get around that dilemma ?
Mr. COLLINS. Since you brought the S Juth in, just how did you fig-

ure that out, if I can ask the frentleman ?
Mr. BURTO:`..: . I am not ta1.17dng, about the West.
Mr. Corti-Ns. Take Texas. We are Southwest. What specifically did

you have in mind in that question ?
Mr. Brum-N. Some of us, perhaps incorrectly, thiilk that there are

some elements of racism ;.n a number .of the States of the South.
I don't rrink my colleague from Texas wants to get into a discus-

sion to see if he cm cleanse my mind of this notion, whether or not it
his judgment it mav be an erroneous one. I am seelnng opinion.

Mr. Qum Instetid of getting into this battle between th two of
you, let me surfgest

Mr. BURTON. I would like to have an answer to my o:uestion.
Mr. QUIE. This is what I understand from the administration's

bill, that the State would.haveto develop a plan which would have to

196
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be acceptable to the Secretary before they could implement the plan.
Within that flexibility that you desire in the State, there will always

have to be some requirement that you submit your proposal to the Fed-
eral Government to insure for one thing that there would not be dis-
crimination, any semblance of discrimination.

I suspect it would have to go much further than that. There would
be also the constant monitoring by the Federal agency even after the
plan is accepted.

The question I would have is: Would this be acceptable to the State
in its desire for flexibility that you have, recognizing the problems of
some States?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. Let me state that having lived through one plan
submitted to the Federal Government, and supposedly hiving to see
this plan monitored, I think there is It very real problem in-having
whoever is going to establish these criteria specify what the plan is
opino-to be.

I would say that submitting the plan is fine, and you should allow
States the maximum of flexibility structurally to carry out the
program.

I think the goals of a plan, and this is what needs to be set up
what goals do you want to set for planning? Is it a goal of trying to
allocate resources ? Fine, let us specify this.

What we now call planning is nothing more than the simple enu-
meration of a number of programs; I don't believe any decisions are
made on the basi of plans. If We don't imprtwe the plamiing process
well, I -Tould like to see a comprehensive State plan that has some
effect, that can meet the national needs as well as allowing imple-
mentation of State needs.

Mr. STEIGER. If my colleague will yield, there is language in both
the administration bill and in my bill.

Let me ask you this to see if this is what you are talkizt; about : In
my bill it says on page 5 that a comprehensive plan is required which
must set forth a long-range provram for programs to be carried on
with assistance under this act, to &tend for 3 years, to describe present
and projected needs, that each plan is required to describe the content
and allocation of Federal funds for -program services and activities
to be carried out under th e. plan during the year for which Federal
funds are sought, and so forth.

If I understand what you are saying correctly, this is different than
the Lind of planning operation you do now.

Mr. WEINSTEIN% That is very true. In other words, the goals of
planning which are outlined in both, your bill and Mr. Ayres' bill
point in-:tle rioht direction. There are some problems and I just want
to point them up to you.

If there are 'no facilities and no resources for either carrying out
the planning process or evaluation, then the whole thing will fall
apart. Planning is a very complex process.

I hate to say this but just by writing laws, it will not be carried out.
Mr. STEIGER. Everyone understands that.
Mr. WET:NsELL Ri.oht now, the plans are not evaluated. We still

haven't had our plan for this year approved. If we can't get a better
procedure, then I think the planning oecomes a nullity.
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We request your continued support for legislation which will help us develop
youtu men end women into self-supporting, contributing citizens.

Sincerely, (MiSS) JEAN R. MOSER,
Coordina(w. of Federal did.

[Telegram]

SANTA FE N MEL, - ventlicr
Representative MANUEL LIMAN, Jr.,
House of Representatives, Wasttington, D.C.:

te Department of Vocattional Educathm in New Mexico raise,: weral
questions relative to the comprehensive manpower bill S. 2S3S and II,R. 13472
feel that tbetie questions should be resolved before this bill becomes a reality.

1, What cztu be accomplished limier tins act that utnnot be accomplished
under existing legislation?

2, Will training programs he developed in coopenttion with, and approved iv,
the State department of vocational education?

3. Will e'..zisting State and local training fadlities be utilized where appliotble
or will nekti and/or additional facilities be established?

4, What guarantee is there that this will hot create a dual national educa-
tion system in competition with existing public education?

5. Is not public education geared up to do this job at a savings of double to
the taxpayers?

6. Is there any assurance that professional vocational edueators will be full
members of the proposed State and National manpov.'er advisory committees?

7, What effect will this have on the existence and authority of the State
advisory cotmcil for vocational education pursuant to Public Law 00-576?

S. What are examples of tbe regulations that the Secretary of Labor will pre-
seribe when he makes a grant to the States?

9. What will be the criteria used by the Sectvtary of Labor in determiaing
whether a States has established a comprehensive manpower agency?

10. Doesn't the law give the Secretary of Labor the power to regulate a State
manpower agency, manpower plan and the prime sponsor at a local level and
should this not really be the responsibility of the State and local agencies?

11, If the Governor is to have the authority ea the State level why is the
power always qualified with the Secretary of Labor?

12, Even though the bill states that many things will be in consultation with
Secretary of HEW doesn't tbe Secretary of Labor retilly have the, power to
Override all objections as to program and regulations?

13, Hasn't the vkational training in the public schools really been more ceo
nomical per student cost than the stop-gap manpower training programs? It is
respectfully requested that these questions become a part of the record.

WELDON PERRIN.

State Director of Vocation Education, State of New Mexico.

MANeowea DEVELOPMENT AND TEAINING PROGRAM IN SOUTI L BEND, M.

In 1962, under President Kennedy's leadership, the Manpower Development
and Training Act was passed. Its primary purpose was to meet the training
needs of the country. The trainee, the underemployed or unemployed, was to
be readied for the labor market as quickly as he could assimilate the materials.
Through the combined efforts of a local Manpower Advisory Committee made up
of representatives from industry service, labor, employment, and education, the
first Manpower Development and Training Program in the Nation was started
in South Bend on September 24, 1962.

The departure of Studebaker, a major employer of F;emi-skilled and unskilled
labor in December, 1963, created a crisis in the local labor market. Through an
accelerated effort the MDTA Program courses were instituted to handle 600
tre inees.

Since this crisis period there have been other plant elosings, eausing simili
emergency sitimtions. Yet, during the seven years the program lias been run-
ning over seventy per cent have attained training related jobs, another sonic
15% getting jobs not truly t- ne eittleff,
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In November of 1969, the MDTA Program made another important chan.
The South Bend Skill Center came into being. The Skill Center, in addition to
the training, now provides supportive services through the utilization of all
the agencies in the comninnity. The enrollment in the classes is open-ended, a
student can enroll whenever there is a training _slot vacant. Also, as scion as
a trainee has reached the training objectives, be is sent to_the Indiana Employ-
ment Service in pursuit of employment. Through this individimlized approach,
the Skill Center can deal more effectively with the individual and his problems.

THE counsE OP sTUDy

Within weeks of the beginning of the programs, it became apparent that
(re than skill training was necessary to inStlre jOb futures. It was with this

understanding that the courses were set up so .that the trainee received voca-
tional training six (6) hours per day and Basic or Related Education two (2)
hours per day. As an important part of Basic or Related Edueation topics
covered included : (1) interviewing for the job, (2) budgeting, (3) eommuni-
cation skills, and (4) mathematics. The Vocational training areas vary accord-
ing to the needs of the community as established by the Indiana State Employ-
ment office, Typieal programs include: Health 'SerViCeS, Cierica 1 Services, Auto-
motive Services, Building Maintenance, Welding, and Machine Trades.

oaaEcTIvEs or THE SMITH BEND SKILL CENTER

Having identified the trainee as an individnal with problems of skills, mil-
tural delieiencies, poor school adjustment, language, or personal adjustment.
the South Bend Skill Center attempts to fulfill the following objectives :

1, To create a desire to learn.
2. To provide individualized guidance and counseling,
3. To develop employability skills in a chosen field.
4. To develop basic education skills so that no trainee is "dead-ended"

on his new job.
5: To inculcate in the trainee a pOSitive self-identification-"I am some-

body of worth".
6, To develop entry level jab skills, as a beginning.
7. To use realistic methods to reach the above goals rather than those

which please the educational establishment,

INDIANA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE-SOUTH BEND SKILL CENTER

Pfeifle( title
Project

No.
Sec-
tion

Startim,
date

Ending
date

Weeks ot
training

Trainees
required Instructor

AutO body 8031 1 Oct. 23,1967 Sept. 20, 19613 48 LI Cozart.

Combination wekler _ 8032 1 Nov. 6,1967 Apr, 19, 1968 24 30 Arch.

Da 8032 2 Apr. 22, 1968 Oct. 4, 1968 24 33 Do.

Auto mechanic ___ 8033 1 Oct. 23, 1957 Sept. 20, 1968 48 34 Whitfield.

Heating and air conditioning_ 8034 1 tht. 30, 1967 Sept. 27,1968 4$ 28 D. Smith.

Machine operator 8035 1 Oct. 16, 1967 Sept. 13 1968 4f: 23 Bowman.

T. P. N 8036 1 .. _do Oct. 11,1968 51 16 Bopp.

Nurse aide_ _ 8061 1 Jan. 15,1968 Mar. 1. 1968 10 19 Carlson.

Do _ 8061 2 Mar. 4, 1968 Apr. 19,1968 6 20 Do.

Do 8061 3 Apr. 24, 1967 June 7 1968 6 19 Do_

Cook 9062 1 Jan. 29, 196F July 12, 1968 22 22 Rockwell.

Clerk-typist _ 8069 1 Feb. 5, 1968 July 19,1968 22 21 Harris.

Programer. 8070 1 Feb. 19,1968 Oi.t. 25.1968 32 23 Manley.

Maintenance__ _ 8076 1 Feb. 26, 1968 Aug. 9,1968 30 28 Hall.

L. P. N 9001 1 Sep. 9,1968 Aug. 29, 1969 50 19 Rupp-

Nurse aide 9029 1 ___du__ __ . Oct. 18,1969 6 20 Carlson.

Do. _ -...,___ _ _ 9029 7 Oct. 21, 1968 Nov- 29, 1968 6 19 Do.

Do 9029 3 Dec. 16, 1968 Jan. 24, 1069 6 18 Do.

Do 9029 4 Jan, 27,1969 Mar. 7, 1909 6 16 Do.

Do 9029 5 Mar. 10, 1969 Apr. 11,1969 6 20 De.

Do 9029 6 Apr. 31, 1969 May 30, 196g 6 19 Do.

Do_ 9029 7 Jun. 2,1969 JuL 11,1969 6 19 Do.

Maintenance 9036 1 Sept. 23, 1968 Mar. 21,1969 24 20 Hall.

Cook ____ _ 9037 1 Sept. 30, 1968 mar. 28,1969 24 24 Rockwel'.

Ck, ,(-typist, 9039 1 Sept. 16, 1968 Mar. 14, 1969 24 _21 Harris,

Macume operator_ __ 9040 1 Om. 2, 1968 Nov. 7,1969 45 17 Bowman.

Auto mechanics 9041 1 Dec. 9, 1968 _do 1.7 22 Whitfield.

Welder 9044 1 Nov. 18, 1968 May 2, 1969 24 22 Arch.

Do 9044 2 May 12, 1969 Oct. 24, 1969 24 23 Do.

Clerk.typist___ 9076 1 Apr. 7, 1969 Sept. 20, 1969 24 23 Harris.

Nurse lide 8061 4 Jun. 10, 1958 Jul. 26, 1968 6 13 Carlson.

38
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INDIANA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE-SOUTH BEND SKILL CENTER-Coatinued

2roiect
Project title No

Sec-
lion

Starting
date

Ending
date

Weeks of
training

Trainees
required Instructor

Auto mechanics 1 1 Sept. 24, 1962 Aug. 26, 1963 46 1 H. Lycan.

Drafting, mechanical 2 1 Sept. 10, 1962 Aug. 16, 1963 48 25 C. Berry.

Service station attendant 3 1 Oct. 8, 1962 Dec. 29, 1962 20 20 E. Underhill.

Clerk, general office_ 4 1 Sept. 10. 1962 Jan. 26, 1963 20 25 W. Troyer.

Dot. 4 2 Feb. 4, 1963 June 21, 1963 20 25 Do.

Auto mechanic helper_ _ - - - ., 14 1 Mar. 1 6, 1963 J uly 5, 1963 16 20 J. Nieman.

Machine operator... 13 1 Apr. 29, 1953 Apr. 4, 1964 48 25 E. Bowman.

Clerk, general office 23 1 July 22, 1963 Feb. 21, 1964 31 25 W. Troyer.

Do 23 2 Apr. 20, 1964 Nov. 14. 1964 30 25 M. Koontz.

Auto body repair_ _ ....... .. 203 1 Sept. 23, 1953 Sept. 5, 1954 50 20 H. Lane.

Auto mechanic 204 1 do do 50 30 H. Rupe.

Drafting, mechanicnL 205 1 Sept. 9, 19d3 Aug. 15, 1954 4 9 25 C. Berry.

Nurse aide , 208 1 Nov. 11, 1963 Dec. 14, 1963 24 G. Milan.

Do 208 2 Dec. 16,1963 Jan. 25, 1964 24 Do.

Do_ 208 3 Jan. 27, 1964 Feb. 29, 1964 5 24 Do.

Do 203 4 Nlar. 2, 1964 Apr. 4,1954 5 24 Do.

Do. _ , 208 5 Apr. 6, 1964 May 8, 1964 5 24 Do.

Prevocational training,. ... 209 1 Feb. 16, 1964 Feb. 7, 1965 52 100 Bell, Jurkow-
ski, Green,
Camp.

Refrigeration mechanic 230 1 Feb. 24. 1954 . _do_ 49 25 V. Taylor.

Do 230 2 Mar. 2, 1994 Feb. 14, 1945 49 25 C. LeMarr.

Automatic heating, service- 231

man.
1 Feb. 24, 1964 Aug. 8, 1964 24 25 D. Smith.

Do 8 231 2 Aug. 17, 1964 Jan. 30, 1965 24 25 Do.

Data process, programmer_ - - 232 1 Mar. 30. 1964 Mar. 14. 1965 50 20 R. Lee.

......... 232 2 Apr. 6, 1964 Mar, 21. 1965 50 20 L. Low,

Data process, clerk 233 1 Mar, 9,1964 June 27,1964 16 25 E. Getty.

D6 233 2 June 29,1964 Oct. 17, 1964 16 25 On.

Do_ . _ _ __ _ .. .. 233 3 Oct. 19, 1964 Feb_ 5,1965 16 25 Du.

Welder, cambination 234 1 May 4, 1964 Aug. 22, 1964 1 6 1 5 T. Arch.

Do_ 234 2 May 11, 1964 Aug. 29, 1964 16 15 R. Humphrey.

Do - 234 3 Aug. 24, 1964 Dec. 4, 1964 16 15 T. Arch.

Do 234 4 Aug. 31, 1964 Dec. 11,1964 16 1 5 R. Humphrey.

Do 234 5 Dee. 7, 1964 Mar. 27,1965 16 15 T. Arch.

Do_ ._ ..... _ ..._.,... 234 G Dec. 14, 1964 Apr. 3.1965 16 15 R. Humphrey.

Screw machine setup........ 236 1 May 4, 1964 Apr. 9. 1965 49 20 G. Conner.

Job setter (machine shop),... 237 1 __._=do. do 4 9 20 G. Freund.

Screw machine setup_ 236 2 May 19, 1964 Apr. 16, 1965 49 20 P. Bentzler.

Job setter (machine shop).___ 237 2 ...do do 49 20 H. Ditsch.

Upholsterer 238 1 June 8, 1964 Nov. 20.1964 24 20 C. Klotz,

Do 238 2 Nov. 21. 1964 May 8, 1965 24 20 Do.

Auto body repair 240 1 Mar. 23, 1964 Feb. 26, 1965 49 20 R. Penrod.

Maintenance man, building... 242 1 Mar. 30, 1964 Sept. 11, 1964 24 20 D. O'Donnell.

Do 242 2 Sept. 21, 1964 Mar. 6,1955 24 20 Do,

Auto mechanic - 24 3 1 Mar. 23, 1964 Feb. 26,1965 49 20 E. Petzke.

Drafting, architectural 244 1 Mar. 16, 1964 Feb. 19, 1965 49 25 J, Prebys.

Inspector (machine sh0e).... 245 1 June 1, 1964 Nov. 13, 1964 24 25 G. Klowetter.

Electric motor repairman..., . 246 1 July 13, 1964 june 18,1965 49 25 P. Winther.

Cook 247 1 May 11, 1964 Apr. 17, 1965 49 25 C. M. Harper.

Do_ 247 2 July 20, 1964 June 26, 1965 49 25 C. R. Harper.

TV and major appliance 5014

repair.
1 Sept, 14, 1954 Sept 11. 1965 51 20 W. Hester.

Do 5014 2 Feb. 8, 1965 Jan. 29,1966 51 20 H. Berg.

Office machine repairman 5015 1 Oct 12, 1964 Oct. 8,1965 52 20 J. Zimmer.,
Do 5015 2 July 19, 1965 July 9, 1966 52 20 Do.

Shoo repairman 5016 1 Oct 5, 1964 Mar. 17,1965 25 20 N. Tucker.

Do 5016 2 Mar, 22, 1965 Sept. 11,1965 25 20 Do.

Nurse aide (5 sections)._ .... 5017 5 Oct. 26, 1964 Sept 6, 1965 40 20 (100 G. Dillan,

Draftsman, mechanical 5018 1 Nov. 9.1964 Nov. 5,1965 52 25 E. Stephens.

Auto mechanic 5019 1 Oct. 10, 1964 Oct. 15, 1965 52 20 H. Rupe.

AutO body repairman. ___ .___ 5020 1 Oct 26, 1964 Oct 27,1965 52 20 H. Lane.

Nlachine operator, general. _. 5023 1 Dec 7, 1964 Nov. 13, 1965 49 20 A. Austin.

5023 2 Dec. 14, 1964 Nov. 20, 1965 49 20 R. Kreps.

Do_ 8 8 8 5023 3 Jan. 8, 1965 Dec. 25, 1965 49 20 G. Conner.

Do 5023 4 Mar, 22.1965 Feb, 26,1966 49 20 L. Jacobs.

Clerk Stenographer 5027 1 Jan. 4, 1965 June 25, 1965 24 20 F. Whiteford.

5027 2 June 28, 1965 Dec. 18, 1965 24 20 Do.

Small eegine repairman 5021001 1 Feb. 15, 1965 July 31,1965 24 20 J. Whitelleld,

Do 5029.901 2 Aug. 2, 1965 Jan. 15,1965 24 20 Do.

Data process, programer 5029.002 1 Mar. 22, 1965 Feb. 26, 1966 49 20 L. Felabom.

Automatic heating and air- 5029.003
cooditioning serviceman.

1 Feb, 22, 1965 Jan. 29,1966 49 20 D. Smith .

DO 5029 003 2 . _do __ - _de 49 20 V. Taylor.

Tailor-alteration, woman 5029 004 1 Feb. 15,1955 July 31,1955 24 20 M. Wks.

DO_ 5029.004 2 Sept. 9, 1965 Jan. 22,1966 24 20 Do.

Electrical appliance 5029.005
serviceman.

1 Feb. 22,1965 Jan. 29,1966 49 20 C. LeMarr.

Welder, combination__ 5029,006 1 May 17,1965 Sept, 4,1965 16 20 R. Humphrey.

Do 5029.006 2 _ _do do 16 20 Do.

Do_ ... .. ---- .. - .. ---- 5029.005 3 Sept. 7, 1965 Dec. 26. 1965 16 20 Do.

86
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INDIANA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE-SOUTH BEND SKILL CENTER-Continued

project
Project title No.

Sec- Starting
Don date

Ending
date

Weeks of
training

Trainees
[-wiled instructor

Upholsterer 5029.007 1 Feb. 8, 1965 Jan. 14, 1966 49 20 D. Conley.

Maintenance man, building_ 5029.008 1 do July 24,1965 24 20 A. Brenner.

Do 5029 008 2 July 26,1965 Jan. 14, 1956 24 20 Do.

Home management 5021009 1 Mar. 1, 1965 Aug. 13. 1965 24 20 E Slornbaugh.

Do , 5029.099 2 Aug. 16,1965 Jan. 29, 1966 24 30 Do.

Machine operator, general_ 5029. 010 1 May 17, 1965 Apr. 23, 1966 49 20 F. Mattasits

Do... . ..., 6029. 010 2 Jur,. 7,1965 May 14, 1966 49 20 E. Bowman.

Electric motor repairman 5029. 011 1 Sep. 7,1965 Aug. 13,1966 49 20 K, Clawson.

Floral design.. . IN-J-13 ! Aug. 2,1965 Oct 9, 1965 10 20 W. Kistler.

Shipping and receiving clerks, 6015.002 1 Oct 25,1965 Oct 25, 1965 24 20 W. Reynolds.

Attendants, hospital and
institutional (youth) 6015. 004 I _do Apr. 9, 1966 24 20 S. Lekens,

Maintenance men and main-
tenance mechanics (youth). 6015. 005 1 Jan 3 1966 Jun. 11 1956 24 20 A. Brenner.

Mechanics and repairmen,
motor vehicle (youth) 6015. 006 1 Oct. 25,1965 Oct. 1, 1966 49 20 I. Smith.

Machine operator, general
(youth), .. 6015.007 1 Jan. 31,1966 Jan. 7, 1967 49 20 L. Jacobs.

Cook (adult) . 6926.002 1 Nov. 28,1965 May 14, 1966 24 20 T. Rockwell.

Dn 6026.002 2 May 16, 1966 Oct. 29,1966 24 20 Do.

Automobile mechanic (adult). 6026.003 1 Oct. 11, 1065 Sep. 17, 1966 49 ZO J. Whitfield.

Welder, combination (adult)., 6026. 004 1 Sep. 27,1965 Jan. 15.1966 16 15 T. Arch.

Do . 6026. 004 Z Jan. 17, 1966 May 7, 1966 16 15 R. Humphrey.

Vo 6026 004 3 ___do.,.. .. ____do _ __. _. 16 15 T. Arch.

Lidltsman, architectural .__ ... 6027 1 Nov. 15, 1965 Oct 22, 1966 49 20 1, Prebys.

Nurse aide= . 6031 1 Oct 18, 1965 Dec. 4, 1965 7 20 M. Knott.
Do 6031 2 Dec. 13, 19'd5 Jan. 29, 1966 7 20 Do.

Do. _ ,. __ .......... 6031 3 Feb. 7,1966 Mar. 26, 1956 7 20 Do.

DO 6031 4 Apr. 4, 1966 May 21, 1966 7 20 S. Lekens.

Do 6031 5 May 31,1966 July 16, 1966 7 20 J. Gian,

Do_ .. _ ._ 6031 6 Aug. 8,1966 Sept. 24, 1966 7 ZO Do.

Auto body repairmen 6032 1 Nov. 8,1965 Oct 15, 1966 49 20 H. Lane.

Clerk-stenographer 6041 1 Feb. 14,1966 Oct 29, 1966 36 40 F. Whiteford.
E. Smith, I.
Harris.

Machine operator, general._ 6048 1 Nov. 22,1965 do 49 20 A. Austin.

Do, _____ .___ . 6048 2 Jan. 10, 1966 Dec. 17, 1966 49 20 R. Kreps.

Do 6048 3 Feb. 21, 1966 Jan. 28, 1967 49 20 G. Conner.

OIL..., ........ __ ..,. 6048 4 Nov. 21,1966 Oct. 28, 1967 49 20 E. Bowman.

Upholsterer II 6055 1 Aug. 8, 1966 Apr. 22, 1967 37 20 D Conley.
Programer, data processing 6056 1 Aug. 22, 1966 May 6, 1967 37 20 V. NorriS.

Maintenance man, building,.. 6058 1 Mar. 28, 1966 Sept. 10, 1966 24 20 A. Brenner_

I70 6058 2 Oct. 3, 1966 Mar. 18, 1967 24 20 Do.

Automatic heatMg and air-
conditioning serviceman... 6061 1 Sept 19, 1966 Aug. 21 1967 49 20 D. Smith.

Welder, combination 6072 1 Aug. 25, 1966 Nov. 12, 1966 16 15 T. Arch.

Do, 6072 2 Nov, 14, 1966 Mar. 4, 1967 A6 15 Do.

Do 6072 3 Mar. 6, 1967 June 24, 1967 16 15 Do.

Nurse aide. _ ..... 7069 1 Feb. 20,1967 Apr. 7, 1967 7 20 J. Clam
7009 2 May 1, 1967 June 16. 1967 7 20 E. Carlson.

7009 3 June 19, 1967 Aug. 4, 1967 7 20 Do.

7009 4 Aug. 7, 1967 Sept. 22, 1967 7 20 Do.

Do, _..,,,,, _ . ____ . 7009 5 Sept 25, 1967 Nov. 10, 1967 7 20 Do.

De... _ .... __ _.,.... _ . _ 7009 6 Nov. 13, 1967 Dec. 29, 1967 7 20 Do,

Cook 7018 1 Jan. 30,1967 July 14, 1967 24 20 T. Rockwell,

Do . 7018 2 JOly 17, 1967 Dec. 29, 1967 24 20 Do.

Clerk-typist 7020 1 Feb. 13, 1967 July 28, 1967 24 20 I. Harris.

Do 7020 2 July 31, 1967 Jan. 12, 1968 24 20 Do,

Auto service mechanic 7021 1 Feb. 6, 1967 do,. 49 20 J. Whitfield.

LicenSed practical nurse 7027 1 Jan. 23, 1967 Jan. 20, 1968 49 20 D. limmel.
Maintenance man, building... 7033 1 Mar. 20, 1967 Sept. 1, 1967 24 20 A. Brenner.

Do_ 7033 2 Sept. 18,1967 Mar. 29.1968 24 20 Do.

Programer, businesS 7040 1 May 29, 1967 Feb. 16, 1968 37 20 L. Felabom,

Welder, combination 7048 1 June 26, 1967 Oct 13, 1967 16 15 T. Arch,

Do,........ __ .... _ ..... 7048 2 Oct. 16, 1967 Feb. 2, 1968 16 15 Do.

STATEMENT OF COUNCIL or OniEr STATE SMOOT, OEM
AN jNDEPENPENT CORPORATION

COmPREHENSIVE MANPOWER LEGISLATION I

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we appreciate the opportunity
to offer views on pending comprehensive manpower legislation on behalf of the
lifty-six state and territorial education agencies represented by the Council of
Chief State School Officers.

By Dr. Don 11. Defoe, Executive Secretary, Council of Chh-f State School OtTicers,
April 7, 1070,
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At the outset w thing to your attention a resolution adopted by the members
of the Council a6 their Annual Meeting in phoenix, November, le, Me, which
reads :ts follows:
"5. Comprehensive Manpower Training"

The Nation supports a galaxy of remedial manpower training programs.
stime of which cost as much as S12,000 for every man or wmnan placed on a job.

Each year thousands of young men and women enter the job market ithout
the skills and attittules employers require. Md to this the millions of people
V. are underemployed due in part to an inadequate educ:ttion.

Out of some 25,000 distinguishable Occupations only 20 percent of these jolis
required a Colk,ge bachelors degree or more for job entry yet mueh of the federal.
state an(1 even loetil appropriation and spending for education (perates as though
all stualents wero preparing for jobs requiring a typical 4 yelir c.ollege education.

The Natiniell Advisory Council on Vocatioeal Education ',Report of July 15.
MU has ele;trly identified that the reform of American Schools, (with emplutsis
on the SO percent of the jobs not requiring a typical college educntion) will not
come about if the Federal government continues to invest nearly ,44 in remedial
manpower programs for each $1 it invests in preventive vocatioual progrms.

Several legislative proposals now before the Congress, including a bill sup-
ported by the Administration, direct that the vast majority of manpower train-
ing resoureo be placed in the Department of Labor whieh emplia iizes remedial
programs : therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Chief State School Officers vigorously oppose efforts to
give the Deplirtment of Ltibor prime responsibility and prime funds for man-
power training for the following reasons :

Under the Mtuipower Development and Training Ad, the Nation's schools
have played a central role in meeting our diverse and changing manpower Delhi-
ing needs. The sehools have led in the development of new mechanism such as
skills centers training, occupational clusters, and open-ended. programs. They
letve developed new skills for disadvantaged adults. They have promoted
cooperative training with business and iudustry. They have provided leadership
to meet technological change with programs in emerging occupations. They lmve
developed promising new methods and mateHals to meet the varied trathing
needs of target groups that had previously been ignored. The Congress has
emphatically endorsed the success of all these approaches. Many of the innovittions
developed in MDTA thstitutional training programs have been adopted by regular
school programs.

Despite this successful record administration spokesmen would under the guise
centralization of overlapping programs, ignore the massive investment and
tutory responsibility of the schools in favor of developing a separate sthool

system for the disadvantaged to provide him only with the absolute minimum
education and training required for a job. Opportunities afforded individuals
under this dual system Nould not be comparable. A short-run manpower pro-
gram concerned only wIth placing individuals in entry-level employment is a
poor substitute for a stfeeessful, long-run, person-centered program of education
and training which helps insure future job n.bility and the development of the
total individual : Be it further

Resolved, Tlmt the Council of Chief State School Officers supports the 1969
resolution of The American Association of School Administrators calling for
ef.,:tblishment of a Federal. Department of Education and Manpower Training
Be it further

Resolved, That the Council affirm its support of the intent of Congress under
MDTA in providing for shared departmental responsibility in conducting national
programs of manpower education tuid training.

We nave followed some of the testimony and note that several witnesses have
reinforced the points stressed in the above resolution. We share their concern
over the einpliasiS in pending legislation toward Reparation of manpower train-
ing from the total education effort and the stress on remedial programs without
reeognizing.that the flow into the undertrathed and underemployed pools must
likewise be treated. The legislation tends to ignore the prograins which are
presently working well, and fterther does not recognize the potential for working
With and thmugh the knowledgeable and concerned educational forces.

It appears to us that the current proposals should be amalgamated and modi-
fled to recognize t both the national and state levels the need to embrace the
expertise and resqurces of many institutions and agencies in both the public and
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Private sector. A flexible manpower program must have access
of resourees and most ortainly the U.S. Office of Education and the st ik Anca-
tion agencies must be made by statute i major port of the enterprise.

The Honorable Roman C. Pudnski recently pointed out that a state manpower
advisory (!outiell might Well embrace the many stute elements appropriate to a
full manpower program but "all Federally supported educe ti(m and manpower
programs would he administered through the ageneies in the state currently
revonsibie for that type of program, service or acti *-ity. As in the case of the
education component af manpower development, I propose that the State Board
for Voottional Education have the prime responsibility."

In suhst:muent rniiinint Mi Pucinski emphasizes the integral relationship
between vocational education and manpower development and the necessity for
the educational component in manpower programs to be administered b tlw
state vocational edueation agency.

We helieve there is a great, deal of mert in his viewpoints.
In our opinion legislation which fails to maximize the potential of existhig

educational agencies as delivery systems for manpower programs and which
WOWS primary responsibility in the hands of the labor deptrtment and non-
duentional agencies is not desirable. We trust that the Subcommittee will give

serious consideration to substantial modification.

CITY OF CLEVELAND,
September 22, 1970.

Hon. DoAtt Niel: V. D LNIELS,
Chairman, Select Labor Committee,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DANIELS : The City of Cleveland has followed with great
interest the progress of manpower and employment legislation in the current ses-
sion of Congress. No problem has higher priority Or is more urgent at this moment
than unemployment. The City of Cleveland has been classified as an area of
"chronic and persistent" unemployment, and I know that other major cities are
also experiencing severely high levels of joblessness.

Committees in both the House and Senate have held extensive hearings on
employment problems, including a session in Cleveland held last February by the
Senate Subcommittee on Manpower, Employment, and Poverty. Last week the
Semite pissed S. 3867, Employment and Training Opportunities Act of 1970a
bill containing both a public service job creation progrbm and the beginning of
an aproach to c)-mprehensive manpower planning through mayors of major cities.

In this period of rweakening private sector employment, a federally financed
job creation program is essential to any attack on unemployment. Knowing the
careful consideration you and other members of the House have given to employ-
ment legislation, I urge you to work for passnge this ses-Z.:-)n of a public service
employment program and a strong manpower bill.

Sincerely,
CARL B. STORES,

Mayor.

AMERICAN PERSON SEL AND OtIDANCE ASSOCIATION
ASHINGTON, D.C.

APGA POLICY STATEMENT ON COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER LEGISLATION, H.R. 13472

Excerpts from President Nixon's message to the Congress, (H. Doc.
91-147) on Manpower TrainingCongressional Record, Vol. 115,

No. 137, August 17, 1069.

. . Government exists to serve the needs of people, not the other way
around. . . . we must redirect our efforts to tailor government aid to individual
need . . . . The Nation must have a Manpower System that will enable each
individual to take part in a sequence of activities tailored to his unique needs
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to _sire fo and secure ft good job , . . By taking this step we din better
hi Ii the disadv;intaged gain coatroi and direction of their own lives . . The

Act W 'hien I propose Would (5) create a eareer development plan for

trainees, tailored to suit their individual cambilities and lunbitions . . We

can meet individual human tWetht. With OM encroaching on personal freedom
which is perhaps the most excitiug challenge to government today."

President RICl/AltH M. NIXON,
The White Rouse, August 12, 1969,

The American Personnel and Guidance Association is fully supportive of these

stlitements nuide ty the President. AS an association, oar primary concern is

one of assuring that these goals of expanding each individual's opportimity for

dmice, protecting freedom of choice for each individual, and increasing the
potentiality of wise individual choices be emphasized and highlighted in COM-

preheusive manpower legislation. This task is, in fact, considerably more complex

than it appears to be in the following quotation also taken from the President's

message:
"A job seeker would tell an employment counselor his training or employment

background, his skills and career plans, which could be matched with a varietY

of available job options. This \would expand the potential worker's freedom of
choice and help him make be.st use of his piirticalar talents,"

i.xty years of experience in the personnel and guidance movement have

dearly demonstrated the task to be Mileh more complex than this, Our movement

attempted .this simple, direct approach during the depression years of the 1930s .

t failed because it did not adequately consider the human. factors of interest,
motivitions and attitudes tlmt So clearly and sharply nifluence the actions that

individuals take.
If the goals of eomprehensive manpower legislittion are to be attained such

legislation must emphasize "man" releively more than "'power." Unless this is

done, we run the risk of creating a system under which individual freedom will

be restricted by efforts to create and operate a system based only on objective

data that can lie made to operate in a maximally efficient manlier. The purposeful

inefficiency that results from letting individuals exercise some control over their

own destiny is a price well worth paying for protecting our most valuable
possessionfreedom of choice for the individual.

Basic Principles To Be Preserved
Two of our primary goals in any comprehensive manpower legislation should

be to : (a) Protect the right of the individual to lead his own life and (b)

Provide meaningful assistance to individuals that will enable them to increase

the wisdom of the decisions they reach. The following principles are essential to

attainment of these goals.
Principle I Career development is a process that begins in the early childhood

years and continues into the retirement years for each indivklual. A comprehen-

sive manpower act must recognize and make provision for this prindple. To
concentrate concern on only a segment of career development is unwise as
national policy and unfair to individuals served,

PrilaciPle Li: Thc career counseling needs of penons in our society arc con-

tinuing ones and demand Mc services of a community of counselors. In these

times of rapid societal and occupational change, the need for atailability of
counseling, like the need for availability of education, must be viewed in a

longitudinal and continuing fashion. Thus, competent counselors must be

tivailable in differeut settine's able to facilitate the resolution of human needs

and goal directedness as thbey are found in school and non-school popuhitions,

among youth and adults. Those individual counselors serve will move from

one setting to another at various points in their lives, Even within a particubir

community, the individual will move from school to employment to unemployment

and back through the cycle i various times in his life. Individual counseling

needs will be met only if a community of counselors exists and functions in a

eooperative and coordinated fasbion.
Principle HI: Career dceision-making that protects freedom of choice while

enhancing nrisdom of choice demands the presence of professionally prepared

counselors. Good will and good intentions are poor substitutes for good knowledge

-and good skills. To hurry au individuars decision-making is to restrict his

freedom of choice. The supplementation of computeisderived cognitive data

with counseling-derived human factors is essential to the formulation and
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impkenentation of wise decisions. The presence and active participation of
professional counselors is essential.

Pri.nelple IV: The effectiveness of counst,qors demands litc
coanowlors within particular environmental settings. To _help an individutd
choose wisely is of little value unless opportunity exists to help individuak im-
plement the deeisions' they have reached. Counseloi s. then, need to be employed in
sidlools. in employment servit.'e settings, in linSineS and indnstriftl settings, and
in community settings coneerned with special needs of various portions of iho
pepulation. To place total responsibility for counseling in manpower legisltition
in any one of tlaste settings is to create situations that will inevitably reduce
the potential for helping individutds implement the decisions they have reached.

Principle V: The effectiveness of counselors depends on their access to a
continually expanding body of inform4.1tion based on research. Soeinl conditions
and hilliVidilath ehange coutinuoutgy. To be effective ill tlwir work settings, coml-
selm.s must be aware of these social and individual changes. OEtortuni ties ft or
resetlivb nd professional upgrading of skills through formttl aml iti:serviec
eduention at'e necessary adjuncts to counselor growth. Any comprt.hensive
manpower legislation must have built-in opportunities for counselors to acquire
Rua information an develop those skills which are needeI1 to stay ttle.east of
elinugc.

Ligisla tire 8uggest ion$: H.R. 13
In view of the goals expressed in H.R. 13-172 and the lrasic principles emtmer-
d above, The American Personnel and Guidance Msocit-Rion strongly supports

the fellowing as action suggestions for revising the original wording of 11.R.
13472.

Suggest/On I: The importance of wyftecting fivcdont of choice for Me individual
is so great as to Pistilli a SCparate title in H.R. 13472 fo,' counseling and
(flU Emphasis On freedom of choice istneaningless unless society provides suf-
ficient alternatives from which the individual can ehooso. Thus opportunities
for choice nre a prerequisite to effective guidance and counseling. As orighudly
written, H.R. 13472 has no more emphasis on counseling than on reeruitment or
stAection. This clearly should lie corrected.

Suggestion III H.R. 13472 should he revised so as to pi nu ion Jo,
coun4eling and guidance in botk educational and nowediwalional settings. In
this regard, the present provisions cltlling for all counseling to lie solely under
the purview of the Secretary of Labor should be revised_ So as to involve the
Seeretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare in decisions affecting counselhig and
guidance services in educational settings.

Snggestion III Hi?, 13472 should make clear and *specific provisions for the
m'ofessional piwpartion and ti*aining of counseling and gnulavec personnel. Snob
training and educational provisions should include a wide variety of support
personnel as well as PrOfessioual counselors. Such personnel are in very short
supply today. Currently employed school counselors need upgrading to meet thMr
responsibilities and many more new school counselors ,are needed. The shortage
of professionally prepared counselors is especially acute in the public employ-
ment service and community agency settings. Spechil provisions are essential
for the professional preparation and emplo3-ment of many additional thousands
of counseling and guidance personnel for such settings. The most efficient plan
would be one incorporathig the common core aspects of counselor education for
all counselors with special preparation needs of counselors headed toward spe-
cific settings.

Suggestion IV: H.R. 13472 siwuld be revised NO as to call for specific M1;140-
int/ glut guidance SellikeS as p«rt of the total opem-ations of a national coin-
puieriZed job bunk invgram. The current emphasis on speed of matching man and
job must be combined with concern for the process of helping individuals make
decisions coneernhig jobs with which they are matched.

Suggestion! V H I 13472 should be 2T14 Sed SO ON to make .specifie pi.ovisions
in Section 603(a) for the itielif8104 of totweling and, guidan-CO pctsonnel on ad-
v1801 panels and decision-making bodies at national and at state levels. Such
provisions are essential in assuring !all concerned that tbe goals of protecting
freedom of choice for the individual will be mrdntained.

The American Personnel and Guidance Association is fully supportive of both
the need and the stated goals of UR, 13472. Concerns expressed here are de-
signed solely in hope that the Congress will see fit to write and enact legislatior
that will assure these goals can be met.
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UNITED CON 'RACT(JES ASSOCIAT
fatou Rollue, Lo

INC
nr,/).

Le H.R. 13472.
Hon, DOMINIcK V. DAME1S,
Chairman, Sele )t 1Subeomunittct on Labor, Cannon II01180 ()Nee Building, Wash-

ingfon, D.C.
DEAR CHAIR'AAN DANIELS The United Coninictor 1,48°cl:idol) lin wishes to

go on record and offer testimony omosing the insidimis :tbrogation of Responsi-

bility to the Federal Labor Department and the tieveral States as proposed by
the 4thove:

The U,S, Labor Department, Hon Geo. Schultz. Suety, has and is :4)11H/wally
violating the Civil Rights of Amerimns in work opportunity and Apprentice
training on Federal Funded cOnStrliCtiOn projects by contimially refusing
apprenticeship to the thotminds of yoinig men who do not wish to become a part
of tile Labor Unions now in eontrol of such Apprenticeship.

The U.S. Labor Department continually viohttes the Civil Rights of thousands
of young men by their eontimwd favored treatment for a small portion of the
work force by making Draft Deferment engildlity available only to AFL-CIO
Indentured Apprentices, denying such availability to all Amerkans regardless
of rave or eolor not so affiliated,

The U,S, Labor Department enforeing Mandatory Inflation in the Construe-
thm inanst LT by requirhig Federal Funded Construction Contractors to defer
to local AFL--C10 Union Work Rules in their restrictiV9 t a ti os of Mechanics to
Helpe1 s. thus denying opportunity to work and aporen Li liip Ii tim ig to the
thousands of young men win) do not wish to belong to Inc AFL-CIO.

I am enclosing address copy and factual doeumentatlons charging the U.S.
Labor Department. Hon. Geo. Schultz, Seety. iii deliberz.te viniation at Exeeu-
dye Orders of the President of the United States in their continued denbil of
allprenticeship, their discritnination, anti their denial of the rights of young mo:qi
to Draft Deferment eligibility.

Enactment of this legislation as we understand it would reSult in one of the
greatest concentrations of power in the Hands of a Bureaucratic Minority which
represents less than 20°4-, of the work force,

We would be remiss then opposing not to propose a nwre aeeeptable alternative.
There is no question thnt the multifarious training programs of the several
agencies do need consolidation and simplification without abrogation to a politic:0
demogorgon such as in existence here in the State of Lonishina.

We propose that the placing of the administration of the Apprenticeship and
Training Programs in the Department of TI B W since it is an Educational re-
lationship _of the American People, would remove the Bureaucrats who are
AFL-1110 Controlled awl Oriented in the Labor Department who are strangling
the, economy as set forth in the enclosed Address Copy, while yet refusing to
delegate a sell out to the SeVeral Governors n potential monster of political patron-
age far worse than it now is winch is a shame and disgrace,

We trust the good judgment of the gentlemen who pass on this nefarious
piece of business will become paramount and the best interests of the American
people of all kinds, UnionNon-Union or what ever will be preserved and this
infamous proposal be rejected.

We offer our service:, in testimony and witness.
CHARLES W. Cox,

Executive Directoe.

FREE Esrati,RIS_ IX THE CoNsTBUCTIoN BUSINESS OR MANDATORY INFLATION

TENT OF AN ADDRESS DELIvERED AT THE LABOR RELATIONS COUNCIL oF THE UNITED
STATES CHAMBER or COMMERCE IR NEw ORLEANS, LA,, MAItcH 2,3, 1070, BY M1C,
CHARLEs W. cOx, EXECUTIVE DIRECToR, 'UNITED CONTRAcTous AssoCIATIoN,
BATON ROUGE, LA,

Mr. Chairman, gracious hosts : We are appreciative of the privilege of bringing
our views, convictions and some of our achievements in the hope that others may
benefit and that each of you may with the tools at hand, .begin a second reeon
struction that this country sorely needs. If a pipe litter who never finished high
st'tool ean make thirty-thousand dollars a year, do you wonder why a college
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graduate who teache,4 your children and makes less than six-thousand a ear is
flat .4atislivd and is lii urmoil'? So are the other wage earners. not so privile.gud.

Yon will see exposed here this afternoon one of the biggest sins, injustices,
and rank discriminations that hits been foisted upon the American People au'l i.
dirMly related to the seventy-flve cent doll Jrcalled Inflation,

ThP Industrial Rtwolution has been going on for several hundred years--hut
we ore primarily i2nieerned with that Blaekest of Days in Modern Construction
History when President Franklin Roosevelt made an unholy alliance witli Sidney
Hillman, who was in the clothing business and sold the Birth Rights of over 80%
of the work force and ruled out of order construction forces not affiliated with
the A FT.CIO in the manpower compact of that sad day.

A return to moral and governmental integrity, respect for the law, and most
important of all, respect of the rights of others is long overdue.

We believ(..:. in God and the right of every man to worship bis Creator 41ceerain,,
to the dictates of his own heart.

We believe in the right of a man to choose the political party he believes will
serve the country wellnot for his personal enrichment but for the greater good
of all citizens, imd therein lies the tine line of distinction between a free enter .
prise system and Mandatory Inflation.

When a federal grant for construction projects by H.E.W HUD,. and other
haleral agencies emapel a work force to comply with AFLCIO Local Union Work
Rules, it. is Inflation.

When I say infiatimiary, I mean exnctly that, We do not need wage controls,
kviiat we do need is inumrtial administration and remov;11 of the discrimination
now existing in the labor department itself. Mandatory requirements which are
little known bet most inilatimmry and a major cause of inflation in tbe con-
struction industry which is over eighty-flve billion dollars a yearare the AFL-
CI0 union made work rules wlfleb have been upheld by various agencies and
written into aid grant requirements, an aimlysis of which will reflect the follow-
ing relative terms, depending on the craft involved. Namely, by establishing equal
work crewo for comparison we can readily see why the concept work rules, dis-
(rimination and restriction in training programs is unfair and highy inflationary.

We need look no further than this balance sheet. Under Local Union AFLCIO
Work Rules and Rates for Iron \Yorl ers. a crew setup is as follows:

Per hour

Journeyman $5. 325
Foreman, add
Pension fund, add . 25
Welfare fund. add 15
Apprenticeship fund, add 011/-,

Or put another way:
1 Foreman trt) $5.325 plus 0.25 plus $.15 plus 0.01% lir $5 84
7 journeymen Ca $5.325 plus 0,15 plus 0.10 plu amy. (7 X S 79) 39. 13
1 Apprentice gjj 80% of Journeyman (80% X $5.59) (permitted only

after 8 men are working) 4. 47

Thus, an AFLCIO crew would cost each hour 49. 44
Or an average man hour cost $49.44=$5.49 with only 8 men war

9
We do have a choice--
Under our agreement with Allied Federation of Unions, a contractor can work

bis jobs under the following composition in order to secure an equivalent crew
structure.

1 Foreman, if he wishes $5.32 plus 0.25 plus 0.10 vacation and
insurance $5. 67

1 Journeyman, if he Wishes (0) $5.32 plus 0.10 vacation and insurance_ 5.42
7 Craftsmen (We are denied apprenticeship by the Labor department

in Washington, so we call them Craftsmen) fei) 45% of Journeyman
rate.$2.39 plus 0.10 vacation and insurance 17. 43

Thus, an UCAAFU crew would cost each hour_ 28, 52
Or n average man hour cost $28.52=$3,17

9

13 3
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Percentage wise it figures like this :
$5.49-$3.17=$2.32=-42% more or a.. definite inflationary fat.tur forced upon the

$5.49 $5.49
American people by the Federal Labor Department, H.E.W. and other agencies
in. Washington.

Itmuitements of the AFL-CIO work rules by federal granth, restrictive co '(
iii tits on apprentices by federal and state labor departments and the present and
past record of the N.L.R.B. in the manifest usual AFL-CIOpro-union. anti-
management bias--bave reduced procedures to a shadow of what Congress in-
tended. as testiflea hy Fred A. Hartley, Jr., co-sponsor of the Taft-Hartley Act
of 1047.

I herewith quote a letter to Secretary of Labor Schultz containing several
smtements 1,vitich he has not denied as of this date and questions pertinent
t here to which he has declined to answer.

Here is the letter.
Dem; Ma. SCHULTZ : Preparation of material for an address requires speeifiC

answers to in depth questions, answers to which by you will be required, namely :
Statement : The Federal Government defers to Council States in Building

Trades A.pprenticeship programs in composition of Joint Apprenticeship Commit-
now composed exclusively by AFL-CIO political appointees who restrict

pprentices to a Weal AFL-CIO "Union Work Rule.
Question: Does the Labor Department intend to terminate this injustice which

is highly inflationary and a violation of the Civil Right8 ACt in its discrimination
and ma inienance of Council State status?

Statement : The Federal Government defte-s in the political appointment of
AFL-CIO Joint Apprenticeship Committees in Council States and allows such
AFL-CIO Indentured Anprentices approved by the Labor Department in Wash-
ington to become eligiblk 'or DraZt Defermentwhich statie is denied young men
not affiliated u-ith the .?..FL-CIO, this is discrimination in its rankest form.

Question.' Why does not the labor department in TVashington answer inquiry
about this nefarious practice and when does the Labor Department intend to
require equity in Joint Apprenticeship Conimittees which arc now in violation
of the C nights Act, which, affects .Draft Deferment ?

Statement : Mr, Hugh Murphy, a member of the AFL-CIO, briciclayers Union,
a democrat hold over, who is now temporarily holding the appointment of Admin-
istrator of the Department of Apprenticeship and Training wrote on April 26,
1068, that there is no appeal from any decision that any local Building Trades
Joint Apprenticeship Committee renders.

Question: How muck longer does the Labor Departnient intend putting up
with suclb nonsense as when a state Joint Apprenticeship Committee denies an
apprenticeship program to a cOntractor-union group seeking such paralleled ap-
prenticeship m'ograms that is not AFL-CIO affiliated, on the grounds that there
slwilbe only one apprenticed group In a state?

Statement: Mr. C. J. Hagerty, National President of the AFL-CIO Building
Trades Department stated at their recent convention in Atlantic City, that the
AFI,CIO was not about to turn control of the Federal Apprenticeship program
to any other group, and Mr. George Mearty, AFL-0I0 President state in Bal
Harbour, executive council that the AFL-CIO would never change the Builthng
Trades Apprenticeship concept and control.

Q uestion: If-this is not true, or silence gives consent or acquiescence why has the
Labor Department not denied this and enforced the law relative to publication
of information on formation of classes of apprentices and mandatory equaliza-
tion of oppOrtnnities for all young men in the Apprentice Program and work
oppor tuni ty ?

Statement : Other Federal Agencies such as H.F.W. issue mandates that only
those persons indentured in .State and Federal Labor Department approved
Apprenticeship Programs can work an such Federal Funded Construction
programs.

Question: Does the Labor Department intend to continue the mandatou com-
pliances with local AFL-CIO Union made work rules regulating the number of
trainees or apprentices that can work On ouch jobs which are Public Funded,'

We will appreciate an early reply ahd can only state ti,tt even after Mr.
Hall of Mr. Weber's office came to Louisiana twice in recent months, we have
had employees told they could not get indentured because they were not mem-
bers of the AFL-CIO.

44-425-70pt. 2 45 139
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The silent majority pleads for relief.
Mr. Shultz, when I use the word temporary in reference to Mr. Murphy in

a paragraph above, I mean exactly thatas a ft-Alow Republican who has from
the depths of his heart and conscience offered to serve the Nixon Administra-
tion in any manner that I ezin to relieve these ineonities, I simply just do not
helleve that President Nixon will allow such undemocratic, unfair, and patent
discrimination to reinain.

The American Republic is a great nation of sportsmen of all ldndsgreat
been use of a hasie concept of fair play .

Why don't each of 3.011 ask of your reprivsenlatives in Congress why the Labor
Department has not answered the following letter.

The letter :lt Diserimirmtion in Apprenticeship and Civil Rights Violations.
Demi Ma. Wpalea: May we again point out to you and again plead for relief

from the Bureaucratic Democratic AFE,C10 hold-,,ver8 in the Labor Depart-
ment in their continual and wilful violations of the Aghts of the American peo-
ple for the expressed advantage of the AFLCIO.

rilie most damnable of all and why and under what criteria does the Louisi-
ana State and Federal Departments nf Laborwhose hands are bloody in this
aspect, permit local . and state Joint Apprenticeship Committee in their adminis-
tration of the discriminatory apprenticeship programs permit only AFLCIO
members to he deferred by draft boards in their refusal to permit deferment only
to their select group in the Blinding Trades.

The Louisiana_ GON-ernor hiniself is not without guilt in his abdication of his
resPOnsibility to all the people this also goes for the mhuinistrator, regional,
State, and federal representatives In the Apprenticeship Department of the
U.S. Department of Labor, H.E.W. and any and all federal agencies who by their
indifference fail to comply with the Civil Rights Act and execntive orders of
the President in equal opportunity in employment and apprenticeship.

We again ask for the immediate decertification of all apprenticeship programs
until corrections are made in personnel, administration review officers, and joint
apprenticeship committee composition in eaoh and every state of the Union.

We ask this question, "How many easketed Bags aro tearfully put away on
behalf of discriminated young men who would have made good apprentiees and
trainees if they had only been given half a. chance?"

The only measure of consequence is this very simple one---"Is the Apprentice-
ship Program as presently administered, fair?" It i, not:

A reply to this letter was never received.
Nifty I point out to you that on May 9, 1069, a fm.mal request W118 made for an

impartial compliance review of discrimination by the Federal Labor Dcpart-
mentand that those officials responsible be removed.

This request was made by the Chairman of the I.,fthor Relations Committee of
the Republican Party for Louisiana.

I herewith miote
Re: Deliberate and Intentional Violations of Executive Orders of the President

of the Milted States: Executive Order No. 11246 and Order No. 11375.
The mere fact that you delegated this responsibility to those very persons who

aid and abet such violations does not in itself lend credence to our efforts to
make the Republican party a fair and impartial choice for all Amerioans who
love and respect the law.

We therefore nutke formal request that these complirdiee reviews he made by
others than those bureaus and agencies that administer such programs fIS the 1AP-
prenticeship, and other federal agencies dne to the past and present record of
discrimination.

We further request that the Administrator, all Regienal Directors and Field
Representatives of the Office of ApprenticeslUp and Training of the Otfiee of the
Department of Apprenticesliip of the Office of the Secretary of Labor be imme-
diately removed for causecivil service status not-withstandingfor their con-
tinual and past violations of Ex_emitive Orders of the President of the United
States, their actions not being conducive to fair and equal oportunity to work and
apprenticeship training opportunities.

The present Administrator of Apprenticeship and Training, Mr. Hugh C.
Murphy, makes:a farce out oLvohli letter and position when he stated on April 28,
196S, that there wan1 from the Lanisfana State Apprenticeship Council
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Decisim all political Democrat appointees and atill:ated directly or iudireetly
with the AFLA.,10.

In your letter you wrote that you were charged to protect the welfare of the
apprentice under the Fitzgerald Actmay I call your attention that conversely
you are alf;o eharged to protect the welfare of those Who are denied their rights
to liii participation in federal apprenticeship programs and rights to employment
on federal funded projeets in which the Louisiana apprenticeship and federal
apprenticeship administrators are now maintaining in a privileged status. The
record shows that the only preservations the Louisiana and Federal ,pprenthe-
ship programs are maintained are those sacred cows of the Democratic-big labor
power structure who continue to add fuel to these summers and winters of dis-
content of the second class citizens of the Reptthlican party, the blacks, minority
groups and other Americans not affiliated with the Democratic-big labor power
structure, so long entrenched.

For exampleratios of apprentices to mechanics are held to a particular union
work mileand not in accord with the total work forcewhen President Nixon
registered for law school, was he tola that tliere were too many lawyers? The
quota system of selection is morally wrong, and a violation of the American con-
cept of free enterprise.

Did your ana lalyzers tell you bow many bcks? How many not aniated with
AFL--CIO Unions? How many independent unions are denied apprenticeship in
building trades? This is discrimination in its ritwest form.

Did. your amtlyzers tell you how many persons Mid to pay permit fees or tribute
fees to ao AFL-CIO Union in order to work on federal funded projects'? Did your
analyzers tell how many young men, ready, willing and able to work are denied
the right to work on federal funded projects becanSe of a made work mile or a
labor union that requires an apprentice to be indentured to a. state and federally
approved apprenticeship program set up in. accordance with a local union work
rule that is upheld, supported, endorsed, and restricted to a favorite few by the
federal labor department?

No cam has to be a -very hnaginative student of economies to understand what
happens to the national economy when an absolute monopoly is maintained and
fostered by the State and federal labor department and the pitiful tragedy is
(4mcorred in nr those who govern us, regulate us, tax us, aid and destroy con-
stitutional government These same violators of the executive orders of the
President of the thrited States continually contrive to perpetuate the discrimina-
tion which is so prevalent in employment and apprentieeShip.

From a school counselor's point of view, and I quote, -It is a frustrating ex-
perience for many years to have boys who need technical guidance and experi-
ence in building traflos apprenticeship programs seek help and have no place to
send them. I can think of no program so much needed to aid young men than
apprenticeship training and programs wilieh should be available to all boyc .
provided the selection 18 done by a emurnittee composed of vocational gui.danee
trained personnel, anti not by persons who are controlled by a particular labor
union."

And now let us look a bit further in depth into this sorry bureaucracy of the
AFI,CIO which has a strangle hobi on the Democrat APL-CTO holdovers in
the several federal ageneles.

Let each of Fon seeure eopy of a statement by Samuel J. Simmons. Assistant
Secretary, U.S. Department of MILD. Release of September 25, 1%9, from which
I will take out of context the following significant statements and indictments.

Namely As a result of an investigation of a construction project with
fetlera 1 funds -H.U.D.

The present manpower utilization system prevailing in the construction
industry makes it next to impossible for eVen the most creative anti just em-
ployer to consistently provide equal employment opportunity. There bas to be
nmjor institutional reform of the system. New methods of recruitment, training,

-d referral have to be developed and implemented."
* * *

"The obligation to provide equal opportunity must be effectively administered
with reSpect to all work of any contractor who has a government contract and
not be limited to federally financed and assisted projects, The Federal GOVern-
meitt shouhl cease to be a passive participant in terms of training or certifica-
tion Of persons in the constructionI
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*

"On all direct and federally as4isted construction the government. must r0-
quire an alternative to the present union controlled apprenticeship training
system and set goals for the number of persons to be trained."

"Coirtrol of the training system cannot be abdicated to the union, or to unions
und management The Government must be an active partner. The training
program must also provide for the adequate involvement of majority and
minority group-general mutt subeontractors, unions, imal minority group com-
munities."

These standards should apply regardless of w lietlici mu "lot the individffitl is

n member of a union."
;1/4 *

"The Judge fonnd that both the General Services Administration and the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the Department of Labor directly
and significantly made possible and aided in the perpetuation of the Joint Com-
mittee and Union's discriminatory policies."

*

"Court suits, training programs financed by the Department of Labor, informal
efforts at mediations urged on and supported by Government officials at the
inghest level have all been tried. Ali have failed to produce meaningful adjust-
ment to the situation." * *

"At this late date the credibility of the Federal effort can be established only
by the application of sanctions."

And now after close, in depth analysis of what the bureaucrats of the AFL-
CIO controlled Labor Apprenticeship program ere doing to the economyper-
petuating infiationdo we lay down and play dead ?

Do we keep beating our heads against a brick wall because it feels good when

we quit?
We do not!
There are many who are not takino this sort of thing.
Consider the recent case in New 07.leans of a Federal Judge's decision in an

AFL-CIO internal tight in the Asbestos Workers. Judge Ohristenbery ruled that
a man had to have only a tenth grade education and reach the age of 28 to be
eligible, and he forced upon the membership from a family or near blood rela-
tionship and apprentices to a more equitable distribution, with minorities specif-

ically provided for.
This after a four-year fight.
What youngster has the years, the money, and the expertise to cope with the

bureaucrats?
It takes men of courage, integrity, fortitude and a believer in the rights of

all men.
Such men are found in the Associated Builders and Contractors, National

Federation of Independent Unions, United Contractors Association and others.
Today is the first day of the rest of our lives.
What have we wrought?
We have a handiwork as follows: a purely industrial-master contract cover-

ing all building trades, without the made work rules or jurisdictional disputes
that plague the nation.

Any astute observer can easily conclude that the AFL-CIO system of con-
struction contracting and the futile Louisiana efforts to correct the rampant
abuses of this system such as the "Memorandum of Understanding", the "Labor
Management Commission of Inquiry", and other such nonsense is a continuing
exercise in futility and frustration.

It is only Until plant ownership and management insist on and obtain free
competition between Building Trades Unions and contractors will any appreci-
able change for the better take place.

Our contractors do not participate in Bid Depositorys, Pre.-Bid Registration
requirements or other avenues to a possible violation of the Sherman Act.

If you as management representatives with to put a stop to the chaos upon us,
you can, and we will help you get started.

Membership in our Association is held by General Contractors, Sub-Contrac-
tors; all with equal vote in the Administration of our affairs through a Board of
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)irectors. Upon becoming a membe . n Contractor is automatically placed under
the protection of the N.L.R.B. and is in the best legal positinn we eon deviSe for
tilOSO COntl'ilefOrS Wii0 believe in the Right to Manage and the Right to Profit,
an(1 not become affiliated with

On December 24th, 1900, wo signed a second :wo-year contrtiet with the Allied
Federation of Unions. Affiliate of Natimial Federation of Independent UniMIS,
of W2ishington, D.C. This is a Pre-Hire Contrfiet.

Wo do not have at hiring hall or reforni I systemwe unly employ whola we feel
is !lest qualified front wherever We may obtain men,

We have seven days to determine the now employees qualifications, and he doeS
110t ILIIILI L seniority status until after thirty days employment.

There are no areas of contentionwe may entploy a man in :my area or ca:ASS
or Ii ork. from beginning to (aid of the job whether it 1-)e Laborer, Iron Worlwr,
Carpenter, Painter, Roofer, Electricin, Plumber or whatever work he can
qualify as long as we pay the rates specified for Unit particular class of work,

There are no mandatory ratios Of mechanics to helperS, enforeed supervisory
personnel, or other such nmisense, placing ns :ffid our vidued customers at the
whim Of a business agent.

This agreement 15 effeetive in all places in the United States except those states
NVIdeli provide otherwise.

Workmen who are denied their lawria rights by those government bodies such

as Louisiana which operates a quota system on tlie indenturing of apprentices
(which takes fiVe years) can be turned_ mit in four years or leSS if he can qualify,
A workman can Mei:ease his worth at any time by his OWn efforts.

This contract provides for Silt te Wide Highway and lb ivy C:mstruction Con-

tract Work Mainteniume. :is Well aS National Con:kr:lethal ork not Otherwise
covered.

Oar Fringe Benefits are nominalone weeks Vocation with pay after a years
continued employnienthospitalizationlife insurance, ete., available to (an-
ployees who remain in good standing with the Union.

:there are thousands of non-AFL-CIO Inion members engaged iii highway,
heavy eonstruction, mul building trades Work for ttontracters who run their own
business without the hazards of a hirin., hall and referi:ai system.

It therefore follows that in this highly competitive industry with its highly
intricate and interdependency upon Various leder:it restrictive union monopolies
and political aspects, no eontractor can host operate Wii110114; availing himself
Ia. the freely offered assistiume and council Of his fellow contraetors who believe
RS he does Itud offer to unite with hint thus giving him strength. be will not be
standing alone and have open season declared on lihn by the AFL-CIO-Democratie
Power Structure.

We nave won N.L.R.B. decisions and Civil Damages pins Cour( Cost in Federal
Distric-t. Cour( against AFL-CIO Unions who engaged in secondary boyeotts
pieketing our jobs, taleh action is illegal.

We cil'e the following :
Ouse: U.S. DC. CA-NO. 11529 Western District of Louisiana, Monroe Division.
(lase: Bricklayers, Masons mut Plasterers Internation:d Union, Local No.

AFL-CIO. Case No. 15--CC-31 8 in which this AFL-CIO group entered into a
settlement agreement rather than .ailmit they violated the law. Resulting AFL-

Union MemherS and Independent 'Union Memhers with whom We are affiliated
continue to work side by side.

Case: N.L.R.B. Case No8. 15-CA-294S-1,2-4Jnion V Ben's Inc., an arbitration
ease.

Our people work side by side and on the sante job with other AEL-0.lo.i Craft
Union Suhcontractor8 or as prime Contractors.

Those of Y o n desiring further information mid specifics on these ea$eshave
your attorney contact recommended legal counsel who have experienced these
matters.

The field of Labor I.,aw is one of the most intricate and involved you will eVer
eimmmter, The mmi who attempts to he his own lawyer has a, fool for n client.

One highly sigffifwant case recently won by one of our members Was Reliance
Electric in the City of New Orleans against Local 130 IBEW, arl Arr-cio Union.

We do not promise absolution, but we try to put a contractor in the best legal
position be can attain.

And now., what can each of you do as an individual and representative of a
silent majority?Take back to your community a positive plan for action.
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Verify the statements made here today-this cancer is nationwide and iriftsts
every community.

Become involved. Do soniothing about it
Insist tluit the President's Executive (haler he romplied with.
Why accept bids or sub- LAIN 1111111 bi1l 110positor?
What h.; wrong with a taxpayer's stilt to achieve (amity?
Eighty per cent of the high sehool graduates in Louisiana are not prepared

for Ihe businieSS of making tt 1iiii, :ibi.te Superintemhalt or Education Dodd
a 11 bar zi i fled that his department is a fa Him,.

Whot is wrong with the Vocational Education prIgronis in Europe? Why not
apply those same techniques here. We surely need them :

The same thing about public that refuse to act. Yon have no one but
your-:elf to blame. Why not recall them'?

This generation gap is no different tiutti Hutt of past decades. -We thank our
ancesiors for Nader's 'folders, the young militants in the streets and On campus,
some good will exotic. l'hey will soon be running the country, perhaps this estab-
lishment will be motivated out of its smug complacency.

Inflation begins at home with melt of you. with your failure to aet on hIlOWII
filihire to re4illy Niro, failure to realize tiutt we are still in the Dark

Ages in Oltr relationship with each other.
Find ont wbr, Pnosident Nixon's New Construction Collective Bargaining Com-

mission hos only AFL-CIO Unions ;Intl Reloted ContrtiQtors who lutye contrib-
uted to this liasco? Whoro aro the Non-Union members and Contractors? Where
are the Independent Unions and Contractors? Who is kidding who?

Politics is a. Compromise art 'Alt aren't you tired of your rights 1.te.ng compro-
raised away by less than 20% of the Work Force t,tml Ow FederalLabor
Department?

lie yon really want the Federal Government to further add insult to injury
hy turning over the training programs to the severtll governors With their obvious
political overtones and control by the AlisIA-CTO which is what would happen here
in Loui siana ?

We think not!
IM you think $1.42 is too much to pay for a cup of coffee? This price h ir-

posely been inade low. Actually pm are paying- much more.
The saddest day in the life of any man is when he tries to get a dollar without

honestly enrning it!

COST TO EMPLOYER FOR 5 MEN

Yon are- Cost to boss' Totalt

1. Late for work (15 minutes)
2. Knock off early (15 minutes)
3. Unnecessary time for 1 ffeman (15 minutes)

$0.71
.71
.71

$3. 55
3. 55
3. 55

4. Delaying fellow workman (15 minutes) 1.42 7.10
5. Loafing on job (15 minutes) .71 3. 55
6. Shooting the bull (15 minutes) .71 3.55
7. Waste of materials ($5) 5.00 25.00
8. Too many coffee breaks (30 minutes) 1.42 7.10

Cost to boss per dalc _ 11. 39 56. 95
Cost to boss per week 56.95 284.75
Cost to boss per month 227.80 1, 139. 00

t Based on average of $2.85 per hour.

Note: Cost to boss per year (average of 1 man), $2,619.70. Cost to boss per year (average of 5 men) $13,098.50.

To the above add social seenrity-wo 'kees Compensation-liability insur-
ance unemployment compensation, etc. (am). 15%)

Pass it to the owner-if all could be passed to the oWner in our Inds-you
don't get the work-who gets it? Our competitor that has the production to get
the lob done.

We hope this has been irifortnative ard herewith extend an open invitation
tO each of you to avail yourselves of our experience. We will go anywhere.

Phillip Sidney once said manY Years ago, I will find a wilY or make (me."
We have shown you a way.
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STA1EMENT ON BEIIALF OE TILE AMER CAN APPAREL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

(By Ellis E. Meredith, Executive Viee President)
This statement is submittcd by Ellis Meredith, Executive Vice President, on

nelialf of the American Apparel Manufacturers Association located in Wash-
ington, D.C. Our Association is the major trade association for the apparel
industry, representing approximately ;;;91,/_ billion in domestic ninsirel produc-
tion sales at wholesale and employing more than 600,000 in 43 States.

As you and the other members of the Subcommittee linow, our industry is
tile only industry in the United States which is t.xelnded from any participation
in the use of Federal supplementary trtiining fends under MDTA, ARA, EOA,
and the JOBS Program of the NAB. This exeluskm is not, in any of these
stwiees, based upon the appropria12 stntoles bnt rather npon "legislative
history."

We hope we could persuade the major runions in our industry that their ill,-
port of the industry's exclusion Was la:I/Aloes to the National poiloy of terning
welfare rolls into payr011s ; that the industry was, and still is, fully prepared
to Work with them, as Well as Congress and the Administrative ageneles con-
cerned, I-n an effort to develop whatever additional guidelines LINty be »ecesary
to allay their concerns; and, flintily, that this exelusion of our industrytheirs
and ours, Mr. Chairmanmade the employees and the employeri4 of this in-
dustrythe only industry sO Sec02111 class" indlistu y. an innige we
do not believe is justified, and which we would. hope they do not believe is
justified.

We have been unsuccessful in repeated attempts to arrive at any meaningful
understanding with the unions and it is only because of these repeated failures
that we are now coming to you and to the Congress alone, without the support
of the unions iii this industry, to submit what we believe to be a well-i.easoned
and well-researched case for the re-consideration by the Congress of its intent
in this regard.

We believe onr case is a vei.y persuasive OTIC and one which should be reflected
in the report of this Subcommittee hettri'lg recommendation fOr the remeval
of this exelusion. I hope our examinatien of the "legislative history" in this
matter will prove beyond any reasonable doubt to this Subcommittee and to the
Congress that this history is not supported by the fnets and should be mconsid-
ered immediately.

if this exclusion is lifted. I have been advised by the Chairman of the Associ-
ation's 1:'ask Force JOBS Committee in a recent conversation that in his judg-
ment onr industry could provide mnployment for as many as 25,000 hard-core
unemployed within the next two years,

It seems appropriate that this Subcommittee's consideration of the "Manpower
Training Act of 1969" should be the forum for sneh reconsideration and we are
grateful for this opportunity to present our ease to you.

EXECUTIVE SUMMAILV

The Apparel Industry has been excluded from obtaining Federal training funds
from any of the Manpower progrnms by "Legislative History" which is based sub-
stantially on inValid assumptions. Thc Apparel Industry is an, if not the, ideal
vehicle for the implementation of the National policy of finding ways and means
of solving the problem of unemployment in the economically disadvantaged
groups.

The argnment that the Apparel Industry needs to give its workers only min-
imal training is not valid since the Industry in 1968 trained its own workerS at
an average cost of :i;1.200 in make-up pay and another MO to $800 in overhead.
This maRPS the total cost of replacing a successful operator $1,800 to $2.000
Today (1070) this cost is $2,000 or mom The skill level required for continued
employment in the Apparel Industry is quite high, and up to this time the only
place the skill can be learned is within the Industry. There are no other training
grounds such as Military Service or Educational Institutions.

It has been argued that the Apparel Industry employer traditionally provided
on-the-job training, and was therefore not entitled to training funds. Apparel
employers have had nn choice hut to train their employees, but there is no reason
why they should be required to pay for the extra expense needed tc, bring hard-
core unemployed up to the learning level of other trainable people.

4..
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assertion in "Legislative History' that there exists sulistant ial min
experienced apparel. workers who are presently unemployed does not ilgree
the expressed need for apparel workers voiced throughout the Industry.
shortilge of power machine workers in the Apparel Industry eost iniliti faeturers
in some areas millions of dollars in lost Orders. There is no pool of trained op-
liarel workers who are currently unemployed,

The "run-away shop" argument Wied against the Apparel Industry in an at--
tempt to exclude it froie training funds does not hold up in the light of logic.
It is not economically feasible to continually reloeate apparel manufacturing
capacity in order to ohtain funds to train at most on1"25c/0 of the Work force.
The "Legislative History" averred that competitive advantage wouhl be given to
oae area ()Vey another if training funds Were a.11owed for apparel manufilcturers.
This infers that some inamdacturers would stay in one area only so long as
they could obtain training funds and then move to another in order to re-estah-
lish eligibility for funds. The high costs of such activities would nmke produc-
tion costs uncompetitively high for the man on the move.

The gist of all legislation providing training funds a.fter the Manpower De-
velopment and. Training Act of 1962 is clearly directed toward providing em-
ployment opportunity by assisting in the training of persons who had heietn-
fore been unemployable because of a lack of adequate education a lack of work
orientation, and a lack of confidence in their own capabilities. The l'ederal
Government Wants to turn welfare rolls into payrolls and recomilzes the extra
training required to turn these people into suceessfid employees.

The Apparel Industry is located in those areas which contain the bulk of
the hard-core unemployed in this country. Through the use of ii iuuuing funds IL
would be possible to take advantage of entrepreneurial as well as production
skills in the ghetto since one of the most important costs of sttrting an apparel
plant is training pf,ople who have never worked in the Industry before.

The "Legislativ,? History" grew up around the Manpower Development and
Training Act who ;e main purpose was retraining workers whose joba were no
longer needed in the economy, The manpower legislation since that time hos
focused on training the hard-core unemployed who have no skills of any kind.
It is not fair to the Apparel Industry or to the economy as a whole to allow
"Legislative History" rela Ling to one type of legislation to prevent the Apparel
Industry from contrWuting its unique qualifications to trai Aing and employiug
the hard-core unemployed.

'INTRODUCTION

The anomalous and unique history of the exclusion of the Apparel Industry
from any participation in (Ile use of Federal supplementary training funds under
MDTA, ARA, BOA, and tlie JOBS Program of the NAB is an intriguMg illus-
tration of Government action defeating National policy at the behest of special
interests which profess to support National policy. The National policy of the
United States has long been committed to finding ways Lind menus of solving
the problem of unemployment in the groups that are economically disadvantaged.
This includes providing jobs arid job opportunities for ghetto inhabitants and
hard-core unemployed; the encourigement of the creation of jobs in loealities
Where unemployed people live so as to lessen the migration to the ghettos from
rural and semi-rural communities ; the encouragement of black and other minor-
ity capitalism with the view of breaking up the hopeless cycle of Welfare exist-
ence which 1ms virtually continued from generation to generation based upon
a lack of training for, lack of availability of, or assistance in obtaining jobs and
jOh opportunities.

As President Nixon stated in his recent Manpower Training message to Con-
gress (.TLR. Document No. 91-147, 91st Congress, 1st Session, 1999)

"A job IS one rung on the ladder of a lifelong career of work. That is why we
must look at manpower training with new eyes: as a continuing process to help
People to get started in a job and to get ahead in a career. . .

"Manpower training, in order to work on all rungs of the ladder, requires the
efficient allocation by private enterprise and government of these human re-
sources. We must develop skills in a place in a quantity and in a way to ensure
that they are used effectively and constantly improved.

`'ilanpower training is central_to our commitment to aid the disadvantaged
and to help people off welfare rolls and onto payrolls. . . ."

The.Apparel Industry, which hos been effectively barred from participation
in these Federal programs and will continue to be barred unless some patent
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misstatements (which will be diseussed hereinafter) whieli have become part of
the "legislative history" of the prograrns for the use of the Federal Supplementary
raining Funds, are corrected, is an Industry which is ono if not thee ideal vehiele

for the implementation of this program.
In the yelirs since 1061, when President Kennedy first scut to Congress his pro-

posed legislative program to initiate Federal subsidies for the purpose. of re-
training, and in the subsequent legislittive emictments thereafter broadening and
v:irying the theme, tile .VpiaireL Industry has been effectively deprived of any
opportunity to utilize these Pederally-linanced supplementary training vehicles
to help lu the accomplishment of the Natiwial goal of substituting payrolls for
welfare rolls.

IL is first appropriate to exandne the status of the Apparel Industry in the
United States. The Bureau of Labor Statistics in a recent bulletin entitled,
" Labor in the Textile and Apparel Industries" (BLS No. 1635, August, 1960),
summarized the nature of the Apparel Industry, Rs scope and size, and its area
distribution, tAnd put into proper perspective tim status of this Industry as an
employer in the economy of the United States. This is best accomplished by cer-
Utin significant paragraphs in the Summary of the LaLor Department's Bulle-
tin which precedes the details of the study.

Textiles and apparel are among the oldest mannfacturing industrie, in
the United States. Together they employ a signifieant frtiction of the industrial
labor force. Each industry consists Of a eOmparatirely large number of firms and
establishments wIdch are widely dispersed geographically, Either separately or
in comOination, the two industries account for a NiZable proportion of factory
employment in numerous small- and medium-sized communities, Employment in
apparel is relatively important in several niajor metropolitan areas. In the
United States market, both industries operate generally under conditions of in-
tense product competition, including competition from imported yarns, fabrics,
aml garments from many parts of the world . .

During 1968, the textile and apparel industries combined employed an aver-
ige of 2,4 million workers-935,000 in textiles and 1,417,000 in apparel. The two
industries together accounted for about one-eighth of all manufacturing employ-
ment.

Employment trends in the two industries differed significantly during the post-
war period. Between 1947 and 1968, employment in textiles fell by 24 percent,
with most of the decline occurring by 1958. The rate of decline slowed betweon
1058 and 1063 and was reversed in 1964 under the istimulus of rapid national
economic growth. In the ease of apparel, employment was almost 23 percent
greater in 1968 than in 1947, with much of the increase occurring after 1061. In
manufacturing as a whole, employment was about 27 percent greater in 1908
than in 1047 .

The apparel industry is somewlmt less concentrated regionally than the tex-
tile industry . . .

Regionally, about 46 percent of apparel employment in 19(38 was in ehe North-
east, 36 percent in the South, almost 11 percent in the North Central States,
and the remainder in the West Apparel is more of an urban industry than tex-
tiles. It is, of course, a major source of factory jobs in New York City, and a
significant source of employment in a number of other large communities. How-
ever, about one-third of apparel employment is found in nonmetropolitan areas.
In fact, apparel accounted for more than 15 percent of all factory jobs in the
nonmetropolitan areas of six states: Pennsylvania, Missouri, Georgia, Tennes-
see, Alabama find Mississippi.

The two industries combined account for a very high proportion of all manu-
facturing jobs in some States. In South Carolina, for example, about 58 per-
cent of manufacturing employment is found in these two industries; in North
Carolina the proportion is almost half. Even in the Indestrially diversified State
of New York, textiles and apparel combired provide more than 18 percent of
manufacturing employment.
Establishment size

Both industries consist of large numbers of establishmentsin 1967, textile
establishments numbered 7,083 and apparel eStablishments 25,498. The two
industries combined accounted for about 11 percent of all manufacturing estab-
lishments ...

In 1967, 46 percent of the workers in manufacturing were emplOyed in eqah-
lishments with 500 or more employees. . . Almost 38 percent of the workers
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ill iipparel were in establishments xvith fewer thnii IOU employees; the propor-
tion for textiles wits approximately 15 percent. Vel.y esrilldishincilts are
numerous in both industries. in textiles. 37 percent of tlw estnblishmnts em-
ployed fewer thnit Nvorhur,; ill rippnrel, -19 percent of the establishments were
in employment-size class. The proportion of totitl employment in these
small establishments, however, was only 2.3 percent in textiles Anti 11.4 percent
ilt noparel....

lit reeent years, the employment of nonwhites Ii i lit ii propertionately great-
er in npnnrel than in manufacturing generally. lIetween 1 9C2 mut 196S. non-
white WOrkers inereased from 9.3 to 12.7 percent of apparel eittployment---n
somewhat slower ritte of inerense than in textiles hut greater limn few nil mann-
filet:11ring. Preliminary dittfc. for early 1 990 iudii nte that Ilie nonwhile PM-
ployment ratio continues to grow. in sonlis labor inarlzels. the appnrel industry
employs large numbei ... of workers of other minority gromis. notably Puerto
Ilientis in Nell York. City and ClibniiS in Ali:1mi. Py state. nonwhite employ-
ment in 1906 ranged fi Oh1 4 percent in Tennessee to 19 percent in South Cn ro-
lina. 'the rate was 10 percent in New York.

Sex.The employment of women in both industries is relativi.ly nitwit greater
tlinn in tarninfarturing c n xv11010, In 19(17 . women constituted abinit 45 per-
cent of. the labor force in textiles. emupared 11 itli npproxinintely 27 percent in
all manufacturing. The proportion of women employees in ripparel is extraor-
dinarily highalmost SO percent. The ocermational requirements nf these
industries are such as to in ii o 011.01 n. major sonrre of factory employment
for

Iii arparel. the scope for technological improvement :tad immvation appear.,
mnre limited thrill in textiles. The industry's expenclitnres ii reeent years for
new plant and equipment rilthough inc1 ensing. have been nmong the lowest per
production worker among inanufacturing industries. Research lind develop-
ment expenditures nre on n sinnll .senle, The technology of flparel manufite-
ture IS comparativcsly sinwle rind highly labor intensive. Tile enpital-Inhor
ratio in npparet, based on 1993 darn, was :1110111- 6110-lialf of the ratio for textile
1)1111 products and uhont one.fouptli of tile all manufacturing ratio.

While intense competition result 5 in severe pressure cm costs. nrivnliees
mechanization reinnin difficult for the l-YPieal oPpnrel firm. The tendency for
prodaction runs to he short complieates tne problem. The nse of IIIIISS production
inothorls of stnnclardizntion simplifit ation. nnd specinlization is limited hy
deninntls of fashion for frequent changes of style. Reliance is pineed bira.ely
on improved produetion enghwering techniques find on comparatively small
improvements in equipment to enhfince officieney in the use of manpower. . .

("Lahor in the Textile alut Apparel Industries" BLS Bulletin Yo. le3.7iugust.
19611. Pages 1-9.)

Using the foregoing to place the Apparel Industry in perspecHve, it is nnprn-
minty to then review the effective exelusion of the Apparel Industry frcon :my
use of Federal funds or partielpation in the various Goverrnnent trainthg
snbsidy programs designed to create mid substitute "payrolls for welfare rolls"
among the linrcl-core. underpu ivilegcsl. rind nntrnined unemployed. in both riirni
and urbrin centers of unemployment and among mTiinoi mtl groups The exclusion
from participation in these programs by the .i1ppare1 Industry results
almost entirely from several unsupported statements innele in the Congressionnl
'Record to- two or three Senators and Congressnwn who were either Arlin:7 1111011
misapprehension or were misled by inaccurate and invalid information -upon
which the statements were predicated in a manner desig-necl to make "legislative
history".

Such "legislative history" bas been accepted as being ri valid representntion
of the facts and circumstances involved and is the cornerstone 1111011 which the
Apparel Industry hfts been precluded from participation in Federal scipnle-
mentary training reimbursement programs or programs to provide subsidies
to compensate employers in part for the extra costs of remedinl education .
work orientation mid on-the-job training for minority groups hnrd-eore unem-
ployed, and clisndvantaged persons from ghetto centers: and hos served ns
deterrett to the creation of black and other minority capitalism in this
Industfy where such cnpitnlism, 'because of the relatively little investment
rermired is both feasible and practical.

Without attempting in any way to impugn the motives of those Sonntors
Congressmen who made the so-Called "legislative history," the facts upon which
it is predicated should, we submit, be re-examined and its basis revealed iii the
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National interest not only to correct the errors inheent in it, but also to
onahle the Apparel Industry to participate for the purpose of implementing
National goals and objectives in solving these problem5 .

ellitoxotmoy oF 'tot: mutosEous ii1Tii IIVL titsTour"

Beginning in Alay, 1961, in his snecial message on "National Needs," President
Kennedy said that he would semi to Congress Legislation providing for a four-
year retr:tining program for workers whose skills had become obsolete, Subse-
quently two bills embmlying tho Administration's detailed proposals, were intro-
duet One nfi SVIIll e 1: ill 1091 by senator clark of Pennsylvania and the other
118 House Bill 7373 by Congressman Holland of l'elluSylvania. The bills content-
pltited the expenditure of 870l1.000,000.(10 over a four-year period for the trttiniug
of 800,000 itct.sons. The bill was referred to tin: Senate Committee on T,al_hir and
Public Welfare, Sub-committee hearings on the bill were held in Washington
and six other cities in three States. No witnt.ss opposed the bill and it was
ordered reported with amendmi nts. by [lit tithl Conimittm on :Tidy 31, 1961.

ott March 15, 1902 the bill, W jell was known tts the "Mallpower ilevolopment
and Till Ming Aet" thereinafter referred to as "MDTA") was signed into law, in-
cluding a ecnfet.ence committee compromise 'forbidding discriminstion in test-
ing, referpal, traitting, or placement of workerS beettuse of membership (ir lack of
membership in a union (Public Lair 87-416, Sect ion 307)."

Angitst 8, 1903, there was a letter written to the Ameriean Apparel Mann-
faeturers Association by John F. Henning, Under Secretary of Labor, which eon-
limed indications that representatives of the Garment Unions had been and were
making policy recommendations on the implementation of the MDTA Program in
Hu. Apparel Industry and soliciting the views of the AAMA.

On September 25, 3003, the AAMA responded to Under Secretary of Labor
Henning that it hatl at tlmt time "little. if any, interest in funds from this
source" but that it protested "any blan;(et denial of the funds" to the Apparel
Dube.' ry, and urged that "in the future allocation of funds under the 31 DTA for
the purpose of training sewing machine operatot:s in the Apparel industry be de-
termined on a case by case basis :is W L16 indiettted by Sections 303( b) ttnti
300( b) of the Act.

On October n, 1003, the Under ':.!,eeretary Lrifornied the AAMA that there was
"no blanket denial of funds to the Apparel Industry" but "all applications are
being held in abeyance until such time as the policy standards have been forum-
lati.d and speeific decisions can be made on each applictition".

On October 31, 1903, the UmWr Secretary advised the AAMA that the "tempo-
rary slispension" wluch had been placed on sewing machine operator training
projects in the Apparel Industry Wrni to he lifted. Ile said that, "'Ibis action will
enable ns to provide assistance when it is deemed neeessary to accomplish the
purposes of the Act."

In 1903. when the renewal of the appropriation was before the two Houses Of
Congress, two statements were inserted in the Congressional Ilecoml in the course
of debate, W Well were designed to implentent the p.osition of the Garment Unions
in connection with the AIDTA fund:: insofar as they were to be used in the Ap-
parel Industry. These statements, as will be hereinafter shown, were based upon
invalid premises. They nevertheless ultimately resulted in an absolute prohibi-
tion of the use of MOTA, EOA, and other related Federal funds to subsidize
:Ind supplement the extra cost of trtiining of hard-eare sewing and related ma-
chine operators for employment in the Apparel Industry.

In the debate in tbe Senate on December 13, 19(13. the late Senator McNamara
of Michigan made a statement, which is one of the two cornerstones upon which
the so-called "legislative history" of the prohibition of MDTA funds and Fed-
eral on-the-job training supplementary funds for sewing machine operators is
based, Senator McNamara's statement was :

'As I understand, the basic objective of the Manpower Development and Train-
ing Aet is the reduction of bard-core unemployment, unemployment which re-
sults from the fact that the potential employee lacks the skills essential to per-
formance in an existing job vacancy. The bill was designed for situations where
there is a demand for labor, but in which prior training or a specific skill is a
sr' Intial prerequisite for employment in the given job.

... is not intended to cover industries, sneh as the garment and apparel in-
thistry, Where minimal training is needed, Wbere traditionally the employer has
provIded the necesary On-the-job training, aud where there exist a substantial
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number of experienced and able workers who are presently unemployed. As
understaud it, we do not intend to give a competitive advantage to one eittdloyer
over another by having the Manpower Development and ',Uri-Lining Act pny costs
which nsutilly and traditionally the employer has assumed, nor do we intend
hereby merely to transfer unemployment from one areti to another. 1-17c do not
expect use of the Manpower Developnamt and Training Act trainine- programs in

highly mobile, highly competitive industries whem. minimal ernAyee training
is needed and now is undertalwn by tbe employer. I feel that Manpower De-
velopment and Training Act assisRutre in such cases would only 41thl tO indus-
trial dislocation. It would be a waste of manpower re_amrces, and in the long nin
would serve only to discredit the Manpower 11evelopment and Training Act :ma
detract its value." (PI(,, Congressional Record, 12/13/03, pt. 2:3342.) Virtually
nlentictil la»gnage was used bY Congressmen and Holland in the House
debate (190 Cougres4onal Record, Vol. 109, Part I--g, Pages 24253, 242(1).

After the passage and signature of the 1963 MDTA, between its effective date
and November 10, 1904, a few programs had been approved in the States to

nse MDT_A_ funds to finauee supplementary training costs (it should be noted
that this is 511 yplement(1i y, and not all, training costs) for SONVing machine op-
erators. However, on November 10, 1904, the kflininistrator of the U.S. Eta-
Ployment Service of the Department of Labor sent out a Program Letter (No.
1724) to all State Employment Security Agencies, which instructed them:
"Effective immediately, apparel and garment industry projects will not be
approved for training under the MDTA or ARA."

The stated_ purpose of these instructions was : ". to clarify the Department
of Labor policy concerldng . . the apparel industry . . . ."

This directive not only had the effect of prohibiting any further projects for
the use of MDTA, ARA, or other Federal supplementary training funds for
the training of sewing machine operators, but also had the effect of cancelling
those few projects which had already been approved. This exclusion was ex-
tended to fluids under the E0A when the act was passed in December 1004 .

Iii 1065, when the Congress was considering trhe Manpower Act Of 1905, the
HOttfi4O Report on the BM contnined the &Rowing statement, based Upon the
1963 statement by Senator McNamara :

"Safeguarding Against IVIDTA Substitution for Private 2'roining Efforts.---The
committee considers It desirable to emphasize, as it has in the past, that the
establishment of a manpower development and training program was not in-

tended to substitute Government-subsidized training for training normally un-
dertaken by management, to discourage training hy private industry, or to
inadvertently lead to disruption of an industry's competitive relationships. There
are obviously situations, accordingly, in which it is not appropriate for MDTA
trnining projects to be established. Firms in the apparei and garment industrll,
for ewo Ingle, are intensively competitive in a vational market, are highly mobile,
aml hare traditionally provided their own training on the job. In this industry
prior training or posseSsion of a specific skill is not typically prerequisite for
obtaining employment In an industry such as this, Government-subsidized
training can disrupt competitive relationships by providing an advantage to

some employers over others, and wastes Government funds by shifting tbe train-
ing function from industry to Government. Moreover, such subsidized training
does not add to the sum total of jobs but merely brings about a redistribution
of Production, employment, and unemployment within the industry. It is the
ennuoittee's intention, therefore, that financial support under this act shall not
be Wade available for tlyiining ni.ogrants in such an industly." (Emphnsis
Rini)] )

When the Bill wns debated on the floor of the House cellowthg the Semite
Honse Conferen el, Report on the Bip e ongressman O'Hara of Michig:th made
the foIlowing statement on April 13. 1905.

"Some question has arisen vith regard te the lringuage on nge 22 of the
House Committee Renort with re_speet to safeguarding against Manpower De-

velopment Traitithg Act substitution for private training effort% The language
used therein refers to institraion of Manpower Development Traiplim Act pro-
grams in unskilled or minimally ocenoations for winch prior training
or possession of a specidc skill has not traditionally been a -prerequisite to em-
ployment, It is the belief of the Committee that Manpower Developinent Train-
ing' Aet trainine in sueb situations would substitute for threshold training;
normally undertaken at the expense of,;the employer and would not add to
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achieving the manpower goals which are the objectives of lanpower DQvelop-
1111 Training Aet The committee did not 7Wten,d to imply Mat ,11aupower De-
velopnwnt Training Act programs would not be available for tiaining persons

toebnieol and skilled occupations in the garnwnt industiw or any other in-
dustry for which prior training or possession of 8pccifie skills has tradi:ionally
beeA pre?.equisite of omployment. For example, it might be appropriate under
the proper circtwe-z!ances for Manpower Development and Training Act tritining
to be utilized to provide --;killed personnel for employment repairing, edjustinz .
maintaining and rebuilding niachinery used in the a pperel industu." (Emphasis
supplie(1.)

It should be noted that this statement also was designed to make "legisla-
tive history," but did not go quite as far as Senator McNamara's statement M
1963 in that it made some exception for jobs involving the repair and rebuilding
ot maehinery in the A pea rel Indnstry. These jobs represent a very small seg-
men t of the Industry.

In the Senate debate on the 19115 Bill, a virtually identical statement appeared
in a colloquy between Senators McNamara of Michigan and Scmator Clark nf
Pennsylvania, again for the purpose of making "legislative historY," to wit:

"Mr. McNamar/A: Mr, President, I should like to make some legislative his-
tory on this subject. I should like to pose a question to the Senator from Penn-

"AS I understand. the. basic ebjeetive of the Mimpower Development and
Training Act is the reduction of havd-core unemployment, unemployment which
results from the fact that the potential employee lacks the sldlls essential to
performance in an existing job vacancy. The bill was designed for situations
where there is a demand for labor, but in which prior training or 9. specific
skill i8 a snbstantial prerequisite for employment in the given job.

"Mr. CLARK : The Senator is correct.
"Mr. illoNAMARA : It is not intended to cover industi ies. math as the ,,,ra rmont

and apparel hultistry, where minimal training is needed, where traditionally
the employer hes provided the necessary on-tile-job training, and where there
exist a substantial number of experienced and able workers who are presently
unemployed. As I understand it, we do not intend to give a competitive ad-
vantage to one employer over another by having the Manpower Development
and Training Act pay costs which usually and traditionally the employer has
assnmed, nor do we intend hereby merely to transfer unemployment from
nue area to another. We do not expect use of the Manpower Development end
Training Act training programs in highly mobile, highly competitive indnstries
where minimal employee training is needed and now is undertaken by tbe em-

ployer, I feel that Manpower Development and Training Act assistauce in sun
cases would only add to indnstrial disloci tion. It would be a waste of man-
power resources, and in the long- run would serve only to discredit the Man-
power Dmfelopment and Training Act and detract from its value.

"Mr, CLARK : The Senator from Michigan has correctly stated my understand-
ing of the congressional intent However, T would like to point out Mr.
President, that a question arose in conference committee with regard to the
langnage on page 22 of the Hotwe Committee report with respect to safeguard-
ing against Manpower Development and Training Act substitution for private
training efforts. In was agreed by the conference committee that the language
used in the House report refers to the institution of Manpower Development and
Training Act programs in unskilled or minimally skilled occupations for whin
prior training or possession of a specific skill has not traditienally been a
prerequisite to employment It is the belief of the committee that Manpower
Development and Trainhig Act training in such situations would SubStitute for
threshold training normally undertaken at the expense of the employer and
would not add to achieving the manpower goals which are the objectives of the
Manpower Development and Training Act. The Committee did not intend to
imply that Manpower Development and Training Act programs would not be
available for training persons in technical and skilled occupations in the garment
industry or any other industry for which prior training or' the Possession of
specific skills has traditionally beeui a prerequisite to employment For example,
it'might be appropriate, under the proper Circumstances, for Manpriwer Develop-
ment and Training Act training to be utilized to provide skilled personnel for
employment in repairing, adjusting, maintaining, and rebuildthg machinery
used in the apparel industry."
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s will be set forth hereinafter, much of the premise of the statement, insofar
the Apparel Industry is omeerned is open to substantial question.

The 1964 amendments to the MDTA were minor and there was no particular
:significant development in this area as against the 1963 Act 'The legislative
history of the 1967 amendments to the Economic Opportunity Act purportedly
reaffirmed this policy insofar :is it related to the new training programs added
by the amendments to that Act. The statement of tlm House Managers on the
Conference Report expresses the policy as follows s

"It wmild not be in keephig with the purposes of this provision, as it is not
in keeping with the purposes of the Manpower Development and Trainhig Act,
to make available financial assistance or other incentives for work, training,
and related programs for industries which are highly mobile, labor intensive,
and vigorously competitive on t national baSis, which have high labor tnrn-
over, and in which the prior possession of a specific skill or training is not
typically a prerequisite for employment." (11:opw: Report No. 1012, 90th ( ong.,
lst Sess., pp. 65-66) .

The sante intention was expressed in the House Labor Committee Report on
tbe amendments. (House Report No 806 00th, Cong., 1st:Sess., pp.

Similiar "legislative history" was made applicable to the Public Works and
Econonhe Development Act of 1965, where the Senate Report contains the follow-
ing language:

.. for programs, projects, facilities, or purchases to be used by or for highly
mobile, intensely comNtitive industries, such as the apparel or garment trades
within the textile industry, in which substantial unemployment and abnormal
unused plant capacity exists, and in which labor turnover is high and the prior
possession of a specific skill or training is not typically a prerequisite for ob-
taining employment. The Act is not intended to give a competitive advantage to
one ai ea. over another where it would lead to industrial dislocation." (Italic sup-
plied.) (Sen. Rep. No- 193, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 14.)

Further inquiries to the Department of Labor as to its policy and the basis
of the exclusion of the Apparel Industry from the ISIDTA and related programs
have resulted in the following statement of policy hy the Assistant Secretary
and by the Solicitor of Labor.

'As you know, the JOBS Program is funded both under section 123(a) (8)
of the Economic Opportunity Act and under section 204, of the MDTA. The
legislative history on 123 (a) (S) is so compelling, i.e. (see the Conference Re-
port and the House Report) that we would clearly be violating the intent of
Congt6ess if we subsidized tl'aining in this industiv." (Italic supplied.)

FACTUAL PREMISES OF "LEGISLATIVE HISTORY" ARE ERRONEOUS

The factual premises of the "legislative history" are erroneous. The facts
should be made available so that the purposes of the program, the public in-
terest, rind the national policyand not the misstatements in the 'ffegislative
Iistory"will determine the invalidity of prohibiting the apparel industry from
participation in these programs .

clt appears that several elements of the "legislative history" which have been,
as shown above, relied upon by the Administrative Agencies administering the
MDTA, the ARA, and subsequent programs to exclude the Apparel Industry from
receiving Federal Training Supplements for use in the development of jobs for,
and the employment of, hard-core unemployed, the development of minority
capitalism, and in the development of expanded job opportunities, are based
upon misinformation and are thconsistent with the actual facts.

First and foremost, this so-called "legislative history" which is being used to
preclude the Apparel Industry from participating in the Federal Government
programs to increase employment of the socio-economically disadvantaged is
predicated on the Congressional Legislative Record which actually related to the
Manpower Development und Training Act of 1962. The Manpower Development
and Training Act of 1962, however, was designed to retain workers whose shills
had become obsolete due to a change in consumer appetites, production dis-
location, or whose skills had lieen eliminated by adjustment in technology.

The thrust of the effort being made by the Federal Government, beginning
with the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, the subsequent programs, the NAB
Program, and President Nixon's current Manpower Training Program as out-
lined in his message to Congress on April 8, 1969, is clearly ,lirected toward
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provbling employment opportunity 1w assisting in the training of persons who
luta lii retefore been unemployable because of lack. of adequate education, lack

wssrk erlentation and lack of confidence in. their own capabilities and who have
existed from genenttion to generation virtually as names on welfare rolls
and police blotters instead of on payrolls; toward the encouragement of the
establish of industries in the ghetto areas or the cities ; toward the en-
couragem of minority eapitalism and toward the establishment of jobs as
the alternative to welfare, and thus lessen the psychological as well as physical
degnidation incident to welfare existence. Hence, it would seem that ill 1969
the so-Called "legislative history" based upon unfounded and synthetic premises,
established in 1963 and followed continuously since then, has little relevance
to the problems Which exist or the solutions sought to be achieved by the sup-
plementitry tntining and manpower programs currently being sponsored by
the Ifedenil Government. The nature of the Apparel Industry is such that its
exclusion fmn this program provides it large measure of limitation on. tile
succtssful implementation of such programs. This is the Industry about which
the Deputy Seeretary of Commerce in the Johnson Administration said in
1903 : -No other industry offers as many increased opportnuities for the minority
groups in our Country or for others who are disadvantaged in our society, ; no
ether industry has contributed so uniquely to_ the health and growth of so
many small communities." and about which Senator Scott of Pennsylsm.via
said. on July 15, 1909 :

"Some counties in Appalachia have 00% or more of their manufacturing
workers ienployed in the textile-apparel huhistry. Somewhat_ over 30% of the
jobs in the textile-apparel Mdustry in the entire United States are in the
Appalachian Region. The man-made fibers sector of this industrial complex
PrnVides half of its jobs in the Appalachian Region.

"In many of our largest cities the textile-apparel Complex also plays a significant
jr-lit in providhig employment in the five Boroughs of New York City, 30%
of ell manufacturing jobs are directly related to the production of textile and
apparel products. in Manhattan alone, 39% of all manufacturing jobs are in
the textile-apparel industry.

1/IthISITy Whiell can provide jobs to unskilled or semiskilled
workers. Training can be done on the job after the person has been hired .
lihsh educational levels are not needed for the majority of jobs in this industry.
This means that it is a very large source of employment for those groups in
our economy who traditionally have the highest unemployment rates : Negroes,
women, unskilled workers. These are the people who live in the areas of under-
development in ttis country.

"If the textile-apparel Industry is to be a moving force behind the develop-
ment of Appalachia and the core city, it must be able to function as a growing
industry, an industry whose markets are fairly reliable in size and growth.
As things now stand, the textile-apparel industry cannot make plans for
growth, plans to hire more people, start up new plants, enter new areas where
nsserves of unemployed people are waiting to work. . ."

TITE FALLACIES OF THE FACTUAL PREMISE OF ene "LEGISLATIVE HISTORY"

We now evaluate 861110 of tile assertions which were made in the "Legislative
History" in order that their Invalidity may be seen :
A. Legislative History Statement:

"It is not intended to cover industries, such as the garment and apparel indus-
try, where minimal training is needed."

Coniment.One must refer back to the preceding sentence in the "Legislative
History" to see the basis for the misconception contained in this statement The
sentence states, "The bill was designed for situations where there is a demand
for labor but in which prior training or a specific skill is a substanNal pre-
requisite for employment in the given job."

It is true that the Apparel Industry of necessity has never made prior training
a prerequisite to employment, not because there is "Ho skill" requirement, but
rather because there has never been any source of training other than the in-
dustry itself. This is unlike many other major manufacturing industries that
have been able to draw on pools of personnel who received training while in
military service or from Bducational or Service institutions. These elame sources
luny not been able to provide trained personnel to operate high-speed conmiercial
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sewing machines of even the single-needle variety (which most nearly resembles
the home swr) to say nothing of special machines, such as sergers, tits-kers,
mid ti.needle, flatbed, eic.

To contest tbe statement "where minimal trabthig is needed." rale can find
many sources who attest to the high degree of training needed. Robin L. Hitch-
cock. AAMT Training Associate of Kurt Salmon Associates, Inc. (Management
Consultants with over 34 years experience iu the Apparel In(1ustry), writing-
for the Southern Gailuent ManufactinTr magazine. notes that: "The actual cost
of training new operators varies from operation to operation, hot in the more
difficult ones, it normally costs between ::,300 and $800 in Makc-Up Pay almie to
train the average operator." "Make-Up Pay" is the difference netween operator
produetivity and the Federal Minimum 1Vage which is guaranteed to all opera-
tors. It is to be noted that this make-up figure is in relation to "successful" opera-
tors. It does not take into account the make-up expenses incurred with those
who fail to develop the necessary skill.

A 1968 study by the Technical Advisory Committee of the American Apparel
Manufacturers Association shows that the average make-up cost for the 110
companies reporting in that survey amounted to $1.200, This included the eost
of nialse-np for those trainees that fail to reach 100% performance by the end of
the training period and those that were separated or dropped out before becoming
productive The study .ulso indicated that overhead costs added another $000 to
$800. Combnied, these costs total between $1,800 $2,000 to replace the average
experienced operator.

The study further states that the industry replaces about 40% of its produc-
tion worker labor force each year. The remaining portion of the total turnover
of 60% is seasonal layoffs. This means that some 500,000 people are Mred enu l.!
year by the Apparel Indastry. From reliable experience, about one-third of these
employees will be trained and remain prcductive workers for i reasonable
period of time. This means that some 107,006 people are successfully trained. At
the 1968 cort of $1,800 each, this is $300,000,000. Today the cost is probably
$2.000 or more per trainee, making the total training cost $335,000,000 to $350,-
000.000 per year.

From the above, it can easily be seen that there is obviously a high degree of
skill reqtured, and that while possession of specific skills is not a prerequisite
to employment (since there is no place at present to get that skill), it eertainly
is a prerequisite to continued employment on any one specific job, to opportunity
to increase earnings, and to the ereation of new job opportunities.

To further demonstrate the basic fallacy of "Where minimal_ training is
needed." one need only look at the U.S. Deparbnent of Labor Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT) and the JOBS 70 program. The JOBS 70 program
uses the middle three digits of the DOT title is the "Skill Code." The "Skill
Code for a sewing machine operator iS 17, which places it very high in the
manufacturing process (It should be noted that the lower the numerical value
of the skill code the higher the skill reolfirement. Thus a sewhyr machine
operator with a skill code of 17 requires greater skill than a tt4tor-traller
track driver with a skill code of 19.). The inconsistency of the governmental
position is graphically showu by such NAB contracts as the one issued to
Chrysler Motors in May of 1969. Under this contract Chrysler was to hire and
train 4,450 hard-core employees it a cost of $13,795,000. These were to be
primarily assemblers (skill code 23), spot welders (skill code 22), drill press,
operators (skill code 17), and material coordinators (skill code 15). Thus a.
training subsidy of $13,100 per trainee is being paid for jobs, the majority of
which have a lesser skill requirement than a sewing-machine operator. Yet the
legislative branch at the government insists on representing a sewing machine
operator as being too low a skill to merit training assistance for the hardscore
unemployed.
B. Legislative history statement

"Where traditionally the employer has provided the necessary on-the-job
_ aining".CommentOne is constrained to question the relevance of the "Legislative
History" statement to the problem at hand. The statement is of course true of
all manufacturers, except for those who are fortunate enough to derive the
training benefit (already alluded to above) from training received in the Armed
Forces, Education institutions and more recently some of the Government
Manpower Development Programs. As has already been discussed, there is no
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such source for the Appnrel Industry ; hence the Industry has had to do its own
ft:Lining, for whieli it appears from the "Legislative Histery" they :ire to be
penalized rather than congratulated and encouraged.

The NAB Program is one designed to harness the resources of industry to help
the Governmental and institutional efforts. The tapping of this vast trzlining
expertise can add greatly to the success of the Governmental effort directed
toward employment of hard-core unemployed. However, like any other industry,
the Apparel Industry requires compensation for tbe extra effort aud extra costs
requir(4 to prepare the hard core for training and then train them if it is to do
so to the increased extent inherent in the possibilities of doing so.

C. Legislative history statement
"Where there exists a substantial number of experienced ond able w

who are presently unemployed."
Contment.Both of tbe premises of this statement are invalidLe., the refer-

ence to demand for "trained" operators and the reference to the imture of "ex-
perienced" operators who are "tmemployed." In contradiction to the statement,
there is an Industry need for sewing machine operators which cannot be met.
An article appearing in the August 10, 1969 issue of the New York Times, clearly
states the condition that is being encountered by the industry throughout the
country

"A sheetage of sewing machine operators and hand Workers will cost the gar-
ment industry millions of dollars in Fall orders, acsording to New York apparel
manufacturer 5.

Fell producaon of dresses, coats, suits, and sportswear will reach a peak this
month, but many shops are able to find workers for only a little more than holf
their machines."

Plant Wage and Personnel Policy Survey, published by the American Apparel
Manufacturers Association in 1908 states: "An overwhelming majority of plants
(71%) reported that there were not enough experienced personnel in their
labor market tuea to meet their needs. Over 80% of the plants In lie. New Eng-
land, Mid-Atlantic, and Mid-West regions reported an insufficient t4l. -lnlY of ex-
perienced personnel." This latter area covers 28 out. of 50 of the .ginal NAB
cities and 44 out of the 75 NAB cities added for the MA-5 prograin.

With the well documented shortage of experienced sewing machine operators,
the unemployment situation cited in the "Legislative History" must be looked
at more closely. Either the term "experienced" as used in the "Legislative I.-Ps-
tory" cannot be equated with "trained" and therefore immediately fully prodne-
tive, or the purported glut of nuemployed experienced operators simply does
not now exist.
D. Legislative history statement

"The Act is not intended to give competitive advantage to one area over an-
other where it would lead to industrial dislocation."

Comnwnt.--Tlie purpose of any of the current training programs
for the extra cost end effort which must be expended to bring bard-core liii -
employed persons up to the level where they can compete with otherwise em-
ployable people. It is a cost over and above the cost of on-the-job training to
impart a skill. Since tins is clearly an extra cost, there is no "competitive -ad-
vantage" given to one area over another under any of these programs. '.1'he
creation of an unstable situation because tiamarel firms would tend to move
from place to place to obtain funds for training simply cannot take place under
the existing programs.

The "run-away shop" cannot afford to train all new people, and the major
program today (the NAB funds through MDTA or BOO) limit funds to 25% of
the firm's employees. Since the program is directed at paying for these extra
costs of employing the hard-core unemployed in 'urban (seaters, it is not economi-
cally feasible to assume that a firm will move from urban area to another
merely to obtain supplemental funds to train probably the most difficult of all
groups of people to train. With 72 of the 125 NAB cities eligible for funds in
New England. Mid-Atlantic, and Mid-West, where there is not an adequate
supply of skilled people, a plant would have to start with mostly untrained
people. It would be extremely difficult to start up a new plant with all un-
trained people, 25% of whom would be hard-core unemployed.

Firms cannot run from urban areas of the North to rural areas of the South
and obtain training funds. Since this is not possible, there is little danger of
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creating; "competitive advantage" in one area and not in another. It is equally
reasonable to assume that the availability a training funds to the Apparel
Industry for trainable hard-core persons will not create increased plant mo-
bility.

TABLE 5 EMPLOYMENT IN APPAREL, BY REGION AND STATE, MARCH 1968'

Sta te
Employment

Percent
distribution

Total 1, 442, 330 100. 00

Northeast__
669, 793 46. 4

Massachusetts
55, 496 3. 8

Connecticut
15, 606 1. 1

New York 288, 797 20. 0

New Jersey. _ _ _ _
79, 694 5. 5

Pennsylvania 182, 015 12. 6

Ali other 48, 185 3. 3

North Central
154, 595 10. 7

Ohio 19, 181 1. 3.. 39, 057 2. 7

Michigan
21, 766 1. 5

Missouri
33, 920 2. 4

All other
40, 671 2. 8

South
524,496 36.4

Maryland 24, 813 1. 7

Virginia 35, 062 2, 4

North Carolina . .. _ _. . _ . 68, 417 4. 7

South Carolina
40, 370 2. 8

Georgia - 67, 375 4. 7

Kentucky_ _ . .. _ . .. . _ . _ ___ 28, 914 2. 0

Tennessee
67, 030 4. 6

Alabama, 42, 594 3. 0

Mississippi - 37, 785 2. 6

Texas__ - . 52, 661 3. 7

All other_
59, 421 4. 1

West
93, 446 6. 5

California_ _ 72, 162 5. 0

All other 21, 284 1. 5

I Employment covered by unemployment insurance (excludes mainly self-employed workers)

Source: U S Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security.

TABLE EhPERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT IN APPAREL IN SELECTED STATES, BY AREA, 1ST QUARTER

1967

State 2 Total
otropoiitan

area
Nonmetropoli-

tan area

New England: Massachusetts IGO 100 0

Middle Atlantic:
New York 100 96 4

New Jersey 100 85 15

Pennsylvania 100 76 24

Norlh-central:
Illinois =

100 72 28

Missouri_ . 100 59 41

South:
Alabama 100 11 89

Georgia 100 18 82

Mississippi ____ 100 2 98

North Carolina 100 24 76

South Carolina 100 35 65

Tennessee 100 16 84....... 100 74 26

Virginia 100 30 70

Pacific: California 100 97 3

Employment covered by old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (excludes mainly self-employed workers).
2 The selected States accounted Mr about 83 percent of employment in the apparel industry in 1967- (Porcanis are

rounded to nearest whale number),

Source: U.S. Department ol Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
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P. Legilative history statement
"Firms in the Apparel Industry have traditionally provided for on-the-job

training.-
Conunent.---This argument is in snbstance thiit employers in the Appaiel Indus-

try are motivated by venal considerations, and to allow them to partleipate iii
Federtilly-finaneed subsidization of 'training will result in reliming tir. Industry
of training costs, which it has traditionally borne and which are a normal and
traditional expense of operating an apparel manufacturing establislmient. Thus,
it is contended that it will enable an individual employer to transfer his "usual"
costs of training to the public treasury and would thus represent a waste of
Government funds ; and would moreover enable those employers who avail them-
selves of the opportunity to use such subsidy to obtain a competitive adviultage
and a differential cost advantage over employers in areas where there are large
numbers of experienced workers.

It must be recognized that the answer to this fallacious postulate has been pro-
vided by the Government itself. Government training subsidies do not relieve an
employer in the Apparel Industry, or in any other industry, of its initial training
costs, hut merely help to subsidize the extra training costs incurred in the hiring
of, and create the necessary proficiency for job retention of, bard-core unemployed
and otherwise eeonomically disadvantaged persons who would not inherently be
otherwise hired, or would leave quickly due to the failure to adjust to the world
of work.

In the MA-5 Request Form, as issued by the U.S. Department of Labor in 1969
( the form used to request participation in a training subsidy program by vir-
tually all industries other than the Apparel Industry), there is contained tbe
following statement, which is controlling and which provides the most effective
answer to this contention :

"The hard-core, being less qualified than those the Employer would normally
hire, generally require extensive training, counselling, and other individual serv-
ices. When an Employer mulertakes to provide these added services, it is appro-
priate that the associated extraordinary costs be paid by the Government as a
part of the National effort to solve the problem of hard-core unemployment."
(UnderseorEng supplied).

The gist of the so-called "legislative history" statements which are quoted
above, and the invalidity of which is pointed out, appears to be the premise upon
which those were responsible for the insertion and maintenance of the so-called
"legislative history" which interdicts participation in any of these programs by
the Apparel Industry, were able to obtain this complete blackball of the Apparel
Industry, and have been able to prohibit its participation in Government-
financed bard-core training program& See in this connection the following news-
paper articles : Washington Daily News of 11-15-68. "Unions Block Job Training
Project," William Steif, ; Washington Post of 1-2-69, "Garment Unions Hamper
Use of Training Funds," Evans and Novak ; New York Times of 10-10-69, "Major
Labor Shortage Squeezing New York Garment Center ;" New York Times of
8-21-69, "Stulberg Decries Air for Apparel Training ;" "Training of Apparel
Workers and Subsidie&" Mamh 1969, Milton Fried and Lazare Teper ; and "Solu-
tion of Manpower Training Programs," ACWA 26th Biennial Convention, May
1968.

APPAREL INDUSTRY IMPORTANCE TO ECONOMY INDISPUTABLE

The importance of the Apparel Industry to our economy and to the imple-
inentation of the programs to create a comprehensive Manpower Development
Program is indisputable.

In the Bill which was introduced in the Senate on August 12,1969 (S. 2S3S) in
implementation of the President's message on Manpower Training, there appear
two sections which militate for the elimination of the blackbali of the Apparel
Industry from participation in the prOgram of training subsidies to cover ex-
traordinary costs in training disadvantaged and hard-core unemployed for reten-
tion in productive jobs.

In the Statement of Findings and Purpose of the Bill, there appears, as No.
(3) :

"Sec. 2. The Congress finds and declares that
"The placement in private employment of unemployed, underemployed, and

low income workers is hampered by the absence of entry level opportunities. These
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opportunities can be augmented by nssistine workers inw in teary level jobs o
improve their skills and advance to more dem:tinting einployment."

Title I. Section 101 of the Rill provides :
"The programs and activities for whieh funds under this title may he extended

shall include, but are not limited to the following : (10) incentives to public
or private employers including rehnbursements for a limited p( riod when an
employee newly hired or being upgraded might not be fully productive . ."

Of significance are excerpts from the statements made by the Honorable Her-
bert N. Blackman, Administrator of Intermitimmal Labor Affairs of the U.S.
Department of Labor in his presentation to the Japanese Delegation at the Trade
Discussions in Geneva in September of 1et4). in which he mmdertook to put the
labor situation in the United States in textiles and apparels in proper perspec-
tive and factor in the economy of the Uniteil States:

"Despite this level of prosperity tere are serious problems within the
commonly which affect the work force.

"Too many people are under-emplo: ed or have substandard Income.
"We are spending over $2 billion a year in manpower programs de-

signed to bring more people into the i ork force and lift them from the level of
poverty in widch we find them. These problems are most serious with respect to
certain minority groups: Negroes, Mexican-Amei.leans, SpanIsh-Americans,
Puerto Rieans, etc.

"A good =my of the problems related to poverty. unemployment and minorities
are concentrated in the urban centers where the levels of unemployment or under-
employment have created very serious social pmblems. The textile and apparel
industries are important factors in dealing with these problems of poverty and
the disadvantaged. . . .

"When we look at the kinds of workers that fire employed in the textile and
apparel industries, we find some of the reasons why those industries are important
in dealing with the problems of poverty in our economy.

"Woricers in both these industries tend to be older than the average and lmve
less education than the average in all-manufacturing. It is for these reasons, and
because training requirements to becOme a worker in these industries are
relatively low, that textiles and apparel provide an entrance into industry for
newcomers to the labor force. These industries, therefore, have become of major
importance as a Source of employment for our minority groups. . .

"There are an estimated 7,000 textile plants and over 25,000 apparel plants
throughout Um United States. Every state in the union has some apParel pro-
dnction and approximately 47 states have textile plant. .

"There are important segments of the apparel inuastry located in the major
metropolitan areas, such as New York Philadelphia, Chieago, etc., where we
are confronted with mejor problems Of the urban ghetto.

"In a number of other areas, largely Appalachia, there are important con-
centrations of the apparel induStry. These nre areas where substantiel and
persistent unemployment already exist. For example there are towns such as
these in Western Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Solidi Carolina, and Tennessee.
About 40 percent of inanufacturing employment in the Wilkes-Barre and Seranton
areas of Pennsylvania are in these -industries. There are many more examples
of high concentration of employment in textiles and apparel in southern states,
depressed areas, and urban centers.

"Employment in textile and apparel has not kept pace with the increases
in employment throughout the United States. This is true even though tech-
nological improvement, such as permanent press, has required more workers.

"The level of skills, the amount of training, etc., make the textile and apparel
industries a prime source of employment for the disadvantaged in our
Society. .

Unless these effective barriers to participation by the Apparel Industry in the
prOgVams of the Federal Government to increase employment and jobs by
the use of training subsidies are removed, the Industry cannot lie expected to
utilize its unique situation to give further impetus to the advancement of these
goals.

NATURE OF APPAREL INDUSTRY PROVIDES VEHICLE FoR MINORITY EMPLOYMENT

The nature of the Apparel Industry is such that, with subsidization in con-
nection with the start-up cost of training, it provides a most feasible and likely
vehicle for the encouragement of minority entrepreneurism.
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lice in this connection the following statements which appear in the Report

of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 1635, "Labor in tbe Textile and
Amiarel Industries," supra, at Pages 35-36.

"The simple technology of apparel manufacturing-mainly sewing =chines-
is highly labor intensive. Each machine is operated by a worker. Capital invested
per production worker in I.963 amounted to $3,053, about half the ratio for textile
mill products and about a fourth of the manufacturing ratio. Wages of produc-
tion workers as a proportion of value added in 1960 amounted to 44 percent.
coiuii ii ed with 31 percent for manufacturing. . .

"The apparT1 ilulustry is marke(l by easy entry, both by workers and owner.%
Vanteil of all ages can quickly acquire the skill needed to become sewing machine

(merators, the major occupational groin). Since the equipment requIres little
engineering or techvfcal knowledge. an(1 the 1)7(11 *DFINF/ and materials arc
handled by jobbers, it is relatively easy fur an entrepreneur with a modest amount
of capital to set vp a plant as a contractor

"The industry's expenditnres for new plant and equipment, though increasing,

is among the lowest Per production Worker among manfuncturing industries.
Expenditures averaged $141.0 iuihliofl ($123 pwr produrtion worker) over the
I:062-66 period, compared with $89.7 million ($83 per production worker) for the
1957-01 period . . ." (Italic supplied.)

FABLE 11,-PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ESTABLISHMENTS,
BY EMPLOYMENT SIZE-CLASS, BY SELECTED INDUSTRY

1ST QUARTER 1967 AND 1962 1

Manufacturing Textiles Apparel

Employment(size of es ablishments) 1937 1967 2 1967 1962

1 to 19 62.9 65.7 37.2 40.1 49.1 51.8

20 to 49 . 17. 0 16.5 19.9 19.5 23.9 24.1

50 to 99 _ . 8.7 7.9 13.0 13.5 13.7 12.9

1110 to 249. 6.7 6.5 14.9 14.4 9.1 8. 1

250 to 499_ ...-_-___ 2 7 2.3 8.3 7.4 3.1 2.3

500 or more 2.1 1.7 6.1 5.2 1.1 . 7

1 Employment covered by old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (excludes mainly self-employed workers).

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 13.-PERDENT DISTRIBUTION OF YEAR3 OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY THE EXPERIENCED CIVILIAN LABOR

FORCE IN MANUFACTUR ING, TEXTILES, AND APPAREL, 1960

Years of school completed Manufacturing Textiles Apparel

Total
100,0 100.0 100.0

Elementary;
Less than 5

4.7 4 7,4

5 to 7
12.8

.9_

25.1 17.2

8. 16.8 16.8 21.8

High school:
to 3

24.1 24.0 26, 1

4
27.7 18.9 22.0

College:
1 to 3

8.0 3.5 3.9

4
5 or more

----- ---= -------------- 4.2
1.7

1.8
. 4

1.3
.4

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

It does not take a great deal of capital to establish a small, typically-sized unit
for apparel manufacturing. Suth units can be established in ghetto and low
employment areas, both rural and urban. One of the major COSt8 involved in the

establishment of such plants is the initial training costs necessary for the
development of sufficient skills to enable sewers who have had no skill to be
trained to the point that they are able to properly perform the work at a pace
which will produce goods at a level to yield at least the minimum wage, and to
improve these skills so as to ultimately earn more. There are relatively few,
if any, people available in these areas with such skills. The extra costs of the
training, both in wages and incidental ,costs, before these employees can become
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suffieiently proficient to attain enough skid to produce at a minimum level are
sneh that the entire capital flVallable to such men call be 'anpletely dissipated

the start-up and training costs zit such plants. The dlability of lei-krill
subsidies to assist in this cost will implement the Aram of encouraging
minority group capitalism and the establishment of employing enterprises in
ghetto areaS, particularly by persons of mbiority groups, and thus enable
addilional job opportunities to he made available to persons in these eoneeli-
trn toil areas of unemployment

Moreover, it is clear that the Apparel Industry ha and is providing-, and
provide, one of the most readily available sources for increased employment of
black and other minority groups in industry. Sov in this connection the lindius
of the Department of Labor survey, supra

-1011 111 tt,xtileeL in 100S. whites constituted 90.1 . and nonwhites 9.:1
pereent. of total employment. The nonwhite proportion in manufacturing gen-
erally was 9.7 pereent. The proportion of nonwhite employment in textiles
doubled between 1962 and 1903 for a relatively greater gain than in nninnfac-
titring as a Whole, and the upward trend appears to he continuing into 1 999. In
absolute numbers, minwhites held iibout 55.000 more jobs in textiles in 1i1118
than in 1902. By State, nonwhite employment in textiles in 1960, the SHWA recent
year for which State data are avail Ible. ranged from 2 percent tit Massachusetts
to 13 percent in New Jersey. In the important textile States of North Carolina,
South Ciirolina. and Georgia. the rinige was from S to 10 percent,

in recent years, the employment Of nonwhites has been proportionately gretiter
in apparel than in mannfilcturing generally. Between 1902 inal 190S, nonwbile
'workers increased from 9.3 to 1 2.7 percent of apparel employmenta somewhat
slower l'ate of therease than in textiles hut greater than for all mamthiettiring.
Preliminary data for early 1069 indicate that the nonwhite employment rado
°wahines to grow. In some labor nuirkets, the apparel industry employs large
numbers of wOrlierS of other minority groups, notably Puerto Rienns in New
York City and Cubans in Miami. By State nonwhite employment In 1900 ranged
from 4 percent in Tennessee to Id percent in South Carohna. The rate was 10
pereent in New York

TABLE 16.PERCENT EMPLOYMENT OF NliGROES IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY, BY SELECTED STATES, 1966 t

State Total
Metropolitan

area

Non-
metropolitan

atea

Total 9 6

New England: M sachusetts 6
Middle Atlantic;

New York 10 11 4
New Jersey 14 15 10
Pennsylvania 11 11 (2)

North-central:
Illinois.. .......... ... _ ... . .. . .. .. ..... ......... . . .. .......... 12 16 3
Missouri

south:
7 13 1

Alabama 6 13 5
Georgia 9 13 8
Mississippi 6 21 6
North Carolina 9 13 8
South Carolina 16 16 16
Tennessee 4 7 3
Texas 7 7 6
Virginia 14 23 9

Pacific: California 11 11 3

I The selected States accounted for about 80 percent of employment in the _ pparel industry in 1966. (Percents are
rounded to nearest whole number.)

2 Less than 1 percent.

Source: Equal Employment Opportunity Comm' ion (EE0C).

CONCLUSION

Candor requires an acknowledgement of the fact that, even if the artificial
harriers which have prohibited participation by the APparel Industry in the pro-
grams to increase jobs and job opportunities through training subsidies for the
last six years are removed, there will be no headlong rush by Apparel Mannfac-
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tnrers to sieze upon these training subsidy programs or to start up small apparel
plants, or to do the other thing that Indnstry is capable of doing to implement
the National policy and programs. What will have to result is, first, the kliowl-

edge that these programs are available to the Industry and will have to be dis-

seminated to the Industry. Seeondly, some companiesnot too many at first
will undertake with local Employment Service people to attempt to develop these
programs whereby they will be able to use the Federal training subsidies to give
impetus to the program. Thirdly, these initial efforts will be watched and, if
successful, the word of both the tivailability and lisefuluess of the programs will

slwend and there is likely to be, on a gradual, ascending seltle, greater partiei-
patiOn by the Apparel Industry hi these programa with an increasing benefit

o the achievement of the National goal of raibstituting payrolls for welhiro rolls.
Because of the nature of the Apparel Industry and beuiuse of the elements that

aro inherent in it which literally lend themselves to the implementation of the
national Manpower polleies, it is urged that appropriate aetion be taken bY
the Congress and by the Administrative Agencies to eliminate the "legislative
history" Wirrier, as well as the administrative barriers, to participation by the
Apparel industry in those programs wherein the Federal. Government provides
subsidies to supplement training costs in sewing and other related operations.

lt is submitted Hutt the emi result of the elimination of sach barriers ettnnot
fall to be beneficial and in no sense will result in the harm erroneously foree:ist
and improperly set forth as the basis of the "legislative history's" prohibition

or sneh participation.
AID Cm P.

Los Any December 2. MP.
ReprOseStatiVe DOMINICK V. DANIELs,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR ItEr. DANIELS : We ro writing in behalf of the "Manpower Act" pro-
posed by Rep. James G. O'Hara and at present before the Select Subcommittee
on Labor under your chairmanship.

For some time federal employment. policy has directed its emphasis to the
Problems of the disadvantaged job seeker. The success of these job efforts in
general within their scope has beei»vell documented. Garth L. Mangum, for
example, points this out with regard to MDT : ". . MDT has made a sig-
nificant contribution to the income of ith poor enrollees." (p. Contributions
ona (osts of liDT) But the Scathing criticism of government Mnnpower policy

as well as the whole constellation of anti-poverty efforts is that they RAT not

doing the job. These efforts are insufficient to eliminate the injustices of poverty
And now day after day we hear about cutbacks in even these funds. The followhig
quotation from the California Cooperative Manpower Plan for FY 1970 seems
to typify what is happening around the country : , . it might be generalized
that the resources_ for these programs (specifically designed for the disadvan-

,d) approach the known needs of our citizens for an opportunity to begin

ti difficult task of achieving Produetiveness through job rehabilitation. But
as meritorious fIS these programs Are and as efficiently as they might be ad-
ministered, the levels of funding, in most cases fall far short of the need for such
programs. (p. 20)

We think it is time for the government to pursue a policy which brings to
bear resources on the problem of poverty measuring up to the need. Having
revolted from_ Britain's reign because she would not permit us "life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness," it is fitting that we respond fully to our citizens' de-
mand for the same. The "Manpower Act" is such a response in the area of job

opportunities.
The concept of public service employment for the disadvantaged on a large scale

is also indicated in the "Manpower Act." This idea seems basically Kotula and

quite exciting from results of studies reported by the Upjohn Institute for Em-
ployment Research and others.

Thank you for your attention.
Yours for positive change, MICHAEL P. GALLAGHER,

SHEILA GALLAGHER,
WILLIAm P. DALN-,
ROBERTALEE TritymAzi,
Dororny M. TORRES.
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DEs MOINES AREA (CAMP
Des Moines, Jo Ira, July23 17o .

Hon. Domi Niel: V. DANIELS,
House C6 mmittee on Education and Labor, Cannon House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN DANIELS : The Des Moines Area C.A.M.P.S. Committee,

representing manpower and related organizations in this area, wishes to go on
record as supporting the O'Hara bill now pending before Congress,

We strive to make manpower programs in our area beneficial to everyone and
not just to special interest grottps. We feel that the O'Hara bill will come nearer
to accomplishing this goal than either the Steiger bill or the administration bill.

Establishing more State rind local control would probably be a detriment to
manpower activitieo. Local politicians and special interest groups would be in a
position to manipulate the nmnpower programs and would probably misdirect
tht m. as they have already done with many programs under their administration.

A recent congressional hearing on manpower activities in this area is a good
example of sueli inefficiency. The Des Moines Area. c.A.m.P.S. Committee, which
has been fictive for more than three years, was not even notified of the heariug.
None of the manpower agencies were aware of the hearing until after they read
about it in the local newspaper. Tim testimony given at tins hearing was from
such individuals as a member of Future Farmers of America, an otheial of Bell
Telephone Company, and a representative from Broadlawns Hospital in Des
Moines.

As far as we know, no manpower agency was called upon to testify at the
hearing. It seems ridiculous timt a volunteer committee, established specifically
for the purpose of improving manpower activities in this area, was not even
notified of the hearing. ,

For this and other similar reasons, we favor the O'Hara bill, which places
the ultimate responsibility for coordination e2 all manpower-related activities
solely with the Secretary of Labor.

ERNEST Comm, Chairman.

AUGUST G, 1970.
Mr. ERNEST Comrro,
Des Moines Area (CAMPS),
DC8 Moines, Iowa.

DEAR MR. COMITO : This is to acknowledge receipt of your statement concerning
the manpower legislation pending before this Subcommittee and to assure you
that it will lie incorporated in the record of hearings on these bills.

This Subcommittee held 27 days of public hearings, including hearings in Des
Moines, Iowa ; Los Angeles, California ; Detroit, Michigan ; and Seattle, Wash-
ington. When the field hearings were planned, I asked Congressmen who were
members of the Subcommittee to assist by contacting witnesses who represent a
cross-section of opinion and experience in manpower programs to present testi-
mony before the Subcommittee. One of the members of the committee who is from
the State of Iowa prepared the list of witnesses for the rmorning of hearings in
Des Moines.

I regret that due to time limitations, more witnesses from Iowa could not appear
personally to give their views. However, at the hearing I announced that anyone
wishing to make a statement should submit it in writing to the Subcommittee and
it would be included in the record of the hearings and made available to all mem-
bers of the committee. Since that date, one other Iowa organization besides yours
has submitted comments for the record.

Thanking you for your interest in this most important legislation, I am
Sincerely,

Domixter: V. DANIELs,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Labor.

TRANS ORTATION OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM, INC.,
Pico Rivera, Ca/if., April 2, 1970.

HOUSE $URCOMMITTEE ON LABOR.
GENTLEMEN : Enclosed you will find some information about the Transportation

Opportunity Program, Inc., which is operating on the third year of an E & D
Contract with the U.S. Departments of Labor and Health, Education and
Welfare. (Information referred to available in Select Subcommittee on Labor).
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As the enclosed letter will indicate, there seems little likelihood that TOP will
be able to secure funds from the state for operation of the program past
October 31, 1970, the expiration date of the present contract. On the other hand,
since we have had three years of E & D funding, National funding will not be
available in the future. As the placement and retention figures indicate, ours has
been a very tmccessful program and I believe that if a fiiir evaluation were made,
TOP would compare favorably with any other program in California, In terms
of earnings of graduates (average $3.87 per hour), I believe TOP will compare
favorably with any other program in the nation.

Yet we are denied funding! No one hm: offered a valid reason as to why our
program has been denied future funding.

I cite the following facts:
We are not duplicating training of any other program in California.
Our placement record is well over 00% of our graduates.
Most of our graduates are placed in jobs covered by union contractS at good

rates of pay.
We have trained a higher percentage of ex-conviets than any other MDTA

program that I know of.
We have no educational requirements for admission to onr program.
There is a growing need for qualified diesel truck drivers in this area_
Almost 50% of the heavy-duty drivers presently working will be retiring in

the next 10 years.
TOP has been instrumental in helping the trucking industry to solve its equal

employment opportunity compliance problems-
We have trained the following number of entry driv rs, broken down by

ethnic group : 266Negro
Mexican-American 180
Caucasian 164

11Other

Total 630

In addition to the entry program, TOP also conducts an upgrading program ou
eveniags and week-ends.
Top has trained the following men to date :

Negro 53
Mexican-American 103
Caucasian 903
Other

Total 304

Tese figures indicate that TOP has done a good job of recruiting minorities
for the upgrading program, since the minority percentages of trainees are far
higher than the percentage of minority employees presently working in the
trucking industry.

In view of our record, we cannot understand the reluctance or the refusal of
state agencies to grant us funds for the continuation of TOP. The very purpose
of E&D Programs is to find new ways to conduct or organize training prog-rams
with the end goal that, if they are successful, they be included as part of the
regular stale programs. How, under proposed legislation, will problems like ours
be handled?

We have four (4 ) recommendations to make :
1. Any proposed legislation should include an evaluation procedure to assist

CAMPS in determining which programs most merit the limited funds available.
2. Maybe the time limit on E&D funds can be extended if budgeMry problems

limit a state's ability to pick up funding for a successful E&D program.
3. In situations similar to TOP, the Secretary of Labor should be given dis-

cretionary funds to continue successful E & D programs.
4. National contracts to private organizations should be made available

on other than a year to year basis.
Since the Committee has had only a limited time to hear testimony in Los

Angeles, and I was not able to appear as a witness, I respectfully request an
opportunity to meet with the Committee at some future date to discuss these
serious shoricomings on the present planning and funding systems.

Respectfully submitted,
DONALD D. SANBURN, Project _Director.
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT,
LIM Angeles, Calif., March, 30, 1970.

Dox,Ato D. SANBURN,
Project Director,
Transportation Opportaniti -Program, Inc.,
Pico Rivera, Calif.

DEAR MR. SANUURN : I ain writing at this time to inform you of recent actions
pertaining to Fiscal Year 1971 MDTA funding of the Transportation Opportuni-
ties Programs, Inc. (TOP).

A8 you know, TOP has always been directly funded by the national offices of
the U.S. Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare out of the
unallotted res(m-ve. Aware that continuation of that method of funding is uncer-
tain we, in the Department of Human Resources Development, explored the
possibility of including your training program in the Southern Region DI-1RD
estiniated allotment of the Fiscal Year 1071 MDTA State apportionment of train-
ing slots. Accordingly, the matter was included on the agenda for the Southern
Region DIIRD MDTA Planning Committee meeting held in February.

The findings and recommendation of the Committee were that owing to the
critical reduction (approximately 20%) in MDTA training slots for FY 71
in comparison to FY '70, it would not be possible to fund 'TOP out of the cur-
tailed slot allotment without further cut-hacks, over and above those already
dictated by the 20% reduction, These cut-backs will have to occur in effective
programs traditionally funded out of the State MDTAnpportionment,

The Planning Committee themfore recommended that TOP should not be in-
cluded in the Southern Region's allotment of that apportionment.

The question of locally funding TOP was also put before the March 12, 1070
meetings of the MDT Operations Committee and the MDT Advisory Couneil,
along with the recommendation of the Planning Committee. After being pre-
sented with the local MDTA funding picture for FY '71 both groups reluctantly
determined that your program, along with others must of necessity, be ex-
eluded from the regular California State MDTA FY '71 funding.

TOP has performed a valuable Service to the community, and we sincerely hope
will eontinue to do so. We Tire genuinely sorry that circumstances, some of which
have been noted herein, preclude inclusion.

I hope that this letter will serve to give you sufficient time to arrange
zaternate funding.

Our assoeiation in the past has been meaningful in terms of service to the dis-
advantaged, and I hope that we may continue to work together in the future.

Sincerely, Lours T. Jormsont,
Regional Deputy Director, Southern Region,

PARIS JUNIOR COLLEGE,
Paris, Tex., June 22, 1970.

Hon. Do INICX V. DA
AI ember of Congress,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DANIELS : The attached summary of the proposed Man-
power Development and Training Aet of 1970 has come to my attention. As an
educational institution offering MDTA progrnms. we can give wholehearted sup-
port to the provisions of this proposal. I would like to suggest that you consider
introducing a bill in the House similar to 53878 recently introduced in the
Senate.

Thank you for your splendid support of junior college education.
Sincerely yours.

KEY PROVISIONS IN TEE

Louis B. WILLIANts, President,

OPOSED MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
Am or 1970

The Bill, S 387S, has been introduced by Senator William Prouty of Vermont.
Prouty was one of the primary,sponsors of the Act of 1962 and also one of the
sponsors of one of the Comprehensive Manpower Training Bills on which hear-
ings have been conducted. S 3878 is designed as an effective compromise between
Pending manpower bills and the Manpower Development ratid Training Act of
1062. Below in brief outline form are the key provisions in Senator Prouty's Bill.
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A National Manpower Advisory Committee of 15 members.
A special Manpower Assistant to the President.
Computerized labor niarket information systemlocal, State, and National.
Health Services, including hid care car trainees.
Basic set of tools for each trainee .there tools must be furnished by the

trainee where he is to be employed.
Work experience program for grades 0-12.
A hvo-weeks allowance bonus for each trainee completing tri piing course,
State approval of all training proposals after the State Pliin has been

approved.
Secretary of Labor and Secretary of Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare to retain basic responsibilities as in Manpower Development and
Training Act, 1902.

Training arranged by Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and
wontre in consultation with the Secretary of Department of Labor.

Evaluation of training arranged by Secretary of the Department of Health,
Edneation aud 'Welfare in considiation with the Secretery of the Department
of Labor.

Loans and grants made to trainees for relocation purposes.
Grants or contracts for training personnel needed to render technical assist-

ance to Manpower Training.
Work experience in socially useful work in public and private agencies in

fields of health, public safety, education, recreation, etc.
Training in correctional institutes, in transition, in Rural Area Redevelop-

ment areas as before.
secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and Secre-

tary of the Department of Labor jointly enter into agreement with the Governor
of each State under which a State Manpower Advisory Council will develop and
administer a comprehensive manpower plan for the Statethe committee to
be appointed by the Governor.

Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will enter
into agreement with the appropriate State Education Ageney to provide training,

Repeals certain amendments to the Economic Opportunity Act.
lbEtends Manpower Development and Training Aet of 1970 to June 30,1975.
Joint approval of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the

Department of Labor on National CAMPS Issuances.
Eighty percent of funds go to the States before NABSJOBS, and similar

programs get their funds.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Department of Labor

jointly deride how Bnapportioned Account (the 20%) will be utilized.
Overall, the bill gives much more authority to the Secretary of the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare and to the various States.

FAirLY A D CiLn SERVICES OF WASIIINGTON, D.C.,
Washington, 21-ay 27,1970.

HMI. DOMINI K V. DANIELS,
Chit irtitanv Select Committee on Labor,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dazia Mu. DANIELS : I hope that the following statement may be inserted in
the Recoup of the recent hearings on Manpower. Legislation held by the Select
Subcommittee on Labor, of which you are Chairman.

Family and Child Serviees, the largest voluntary family service agency in
Washington, D.C., would like to strongly endorse and associate itself with the
testimony presented by Mr, Markham Ball, representing the National Capital
Area Health and Welfare Council, on April 23,

We work with many families whose major problems stem from an inability
to find appropriate fully self-supporting employment. We deplore the serious
inadequacies and ineffectiveness of existing programs, which with their frequent
lack of follow-through, proper coordination, and supporting services are not
only an actual waste of funds but act as a disincentive to seeking training and
employment.

We particularly urge the Committee to provide for adequate programs for
day' care, without which no manpower legislation can be more than partially
successful counselling and other supportive services. We believe that specific
jobs must be (mailable tO those enrolled in training programs.
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We are convinced that in the District of Columbia in particular there is a
tremendous need for additinnal public service jobs in the fields of health, educa-
tion, housing and welfare. Family and Child Services has participated for
several years in the '`New Careers" program of the Economic Opportunity Act,
We have trained and placed fifty casework aides in useful and productive posi-
tions in a number of voluntary welfare agencies including our own, As well as
providing employment and career opportunities for many persons who have
hitherto 'been unable to find jobs, it is ow experience that the para-professional
can make a unique and useful contribution in the public service field.

Sincerely yours,
(Mrs.) B. BERNE' DI/ROUNDER, Jr,,

President.

SAN FRANCISCO ADULT LITERACY CENTER, INC.,
San Francisco, Calif., June 22,1070.

DomNICK V. DANIELS.
Chub-man, U.S. House of Rcpi cscj,tatcce , Coinntittee on Education and Labor,

Select Subcommittee on Labor, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. DANIELS : There are 30 million adult illiterates in the United

States over the age of 25 who need an education in order to continue functioning
in this automated society. They need an opportunity to receive an introduet.ory
education in an informal setting to ease the tension and 'remove the fetir and
stigma of failure, in order that they might enter Adult Basic Ed or job
training programs.

Literacy Centers should be coordinated in order to utilize vast resourees of
persons willing to teach a person for a few boars on one or more days ench
week.

Many adults who have never been to school cannot overcome the fear enough
to eeter the school setting without help.

Millions of teenage youths have received worthless diplomas and they lolve
not. learned to read the words on that diploma. Most of these students need
the success of learning how to decode the written word before they ctrin return
to a classroom setting Many of these youths have found night school and Adult
Basic Ed too much for a non-render. Also, they often find the books too difficult
and drop °W-

A_ National Literney Board or commission needs to be created in order to help
fund literacy programs all over the country. Many existing programs are using
the Lanbacii method, and other programs need skeleton fundif.g. If Adult Basie
Ed or literacy programs are to he menningftd, oue must complement the other.
Therefore, a chairman with under,tanding, knowledge, and empathy should be
appointed. The chairman should be an impartial person with the knewJedee of
literacy. who Would -work with volunteers and encourage a coalition among
schools.

Schools are now talking with other educational organizatious about a coalition
Taern cy Centers all over the country are attempting to work en the problem.

Perhaps I can suggest a name of a Chrdrman for this Board when it is created.
I have known Many of the people 'Working in this field, since I was on the Na-
tional Literaey Board for the past year. If I may be of service, please Jet me
know, as would be delighted to help.

Sincerely.
Mrs. CHARLESETTA ALSTON, DireCtOP,

POSITION OF THE IOWA COMMUNITY ACTION DIRECTORS, DES MOINES, IOWA

The Iowa Community Action Program directors take the categorical and col-
lective position opposing any and all manpower refornj s. which would divest the
controlling elelnents under the auspices of our old bureaucratic manpower agen-
cies, The track records of such agencies have indicated that they represent a vul-
turous system, which "sucks the blood" out of any manpower package which
voiles down the pike.

First and foremost, we are not enthusiastically pleased with any of the Man-
power Training Acts as presented. However, if we must choose so be it. At our
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April 1. 1970, meeting we unanimously approved the manpower Act H.R. 11620
(referred to as the O'Hara bill). The key feature in the O'Hara Bill which in-
fluenced our vote would permit the Secretary of Labor to : (1) Contract with
private nonprofit organizations to provide public service employment for the
unemployed, where contracts would result in an increase in available emPloY-
ment opportunities. (2) Vest ultimate responsibility for the development of a
comprehensive manpower services program, and would not require him to seek
concurrence in program administration and operation from any other State,
Federal department or Agency.

in summary, we oppose the Steiger and administration bills because of the
strong intermediacy authority given to state officials (Iowa Employment Se-

curity Commission) which we feel would hinder the effectiveness of resolving
the manpower problems which exist in the State of Iovva.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF Or THE NATIONAL EDUCATION Assomerme ny Da.
JOHN M. LUMLEY, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, OFFICE OF LEGISI.A.-rtex

AND FEDERAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

The National Education Association represents 1,061,000 individual members
and more than 2,500,000 educator members through its affiliated State associa-
tions. These educators have a deep interest in the proposed Manpower Training
legisiation represented by an. 10908, H.R. 11620 and H.R. 13472. Since these
proposals rely heavily on education for solution of the manpower problem NEA
appreciates the opportunity to express the viewpoint of educators on these
proposals.

We welcome proposals to improve present efforts to develop employable skills
in unemployed and underemployed youth and adulta The obvious paradox of un-
emplo:led people and jobs that go continuously unfilled present a stubborn chai-
longe. It is abundantly evident that past efforts to solve this problem have been
unsuccessful. Sponsors of these proposals are to be congratulated for their efforts
to solve this problem which is the product of our rapidly developing technolog,y.

The attempt through these proposals to consolidate the wide vailety of man-
power programs is most commendable. Many of our members tell us that the
voluminous forms they are required to prepare and the regulations and guide-
lines which must be interpreted for the numerous programs in which a schoel
system may participate tend to discourage their participation.

Tbe recent Federal manpower enactments hare been auccessful in training
many of the imemployed, placing them in productive occupations and in general
the retention has been good. But this /8 only half of the story. Reliable data show
that while new programs were training and vlaeing a satisfying number of the
unemployed no reduction in the number of unemployed resulted. This situation
e-xists because very little has been done to correct the -cause of unemployment In
short we hare devised fairly effective treatment for the symptoms of unemploy-
ment but have woefully neglected the causes.

During fiscal year 1970 we will spend approximately $t 5 billion through
present programs designed to train and place the unemployed in productive
occupation& At the same time we will be spending only about $62 million through
our educational sYstem in our effort to prevent unemployment Financial starva-
tion of vocational education which prevents unemployment is the single greatest
contributor to the student dropout situation.

Our education system has recently come under severe criticism for alleged
shortcomings. Such criticism has been directed to failure of the syetem to provide
those who enter the world ot work with employable skill& But this is only half of
the story.

Recog-nizing the need to develop employable skills during the educational ca-
reer of young people the Congress enacted the Vocational Education Act in
INS. The Act contained an authorization required to attain the objectives of
the Aet Since the enactment only about one half of the funds authorized have
been appropriated by the Congress.

Recognition should also he given to the cost of preparing young people for the
world of work outside the school system. Through the variety of manPower
programs presently in operadon per capita costs for training are reliably rk
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ported to range between $1500 and $4000 per person. At the same time per pupil
costs in the school system for education in the United States averages approxi-

a tely $725.
In summary of this short review of the background of the manpower problem

we conclude that :
1. The number of unemployed will not be redueed until at least as much

attention is given to prevention as is given to remediation.
2. Appropriations must more nearly approximate anthorizationN and must

be nmde far enough in advance to make possible smind administration and
implmneatation of school programs.

3. For our national welfew we innst devise a way. to make it political17.
popular to notice aderinnte fnnds available for education.

4. Retention of students in che school system and providing the training
necessary to develop employable skills are directly related to undertinaneing
the Nation's schools.

Tlw difference in training costs between the public schools and the 1119 rt-
power programs should lie given careful considera hon.

oBNERAL nurrEw OF CTJR.RENT raorosaLs

These proposals place principal responsibility and authority for administration
of manpower programs on the Secretary of Labor. At the State level the proposals
require the formation of a Comprehensive Manpower Agency. At the local lerel
principal responsibility for directing implementation of the programs is vested
in a prime sponsor. This constitutes a wholly new system for the administration
of manpower programs, but is approached largely outside the present education
system.

The concurrence of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare is required
for those parts of programs which are of health, educational or welfare character
or which are under the usual and traditional authority of the Secretary of HEW.
The concurrence of school administrators and community college officials would
be required to be included in the membership of the advisory committee which
would consult with the prinm sponsor. State educational authorities would be
included in the State manpower agency at the discretion of the Secretary of
Labor. This constitutes the total involvement of recognized education personnel
in the promulgation and administration of manpower programs in these pro-
posals. While this meager utilization of expertly trained education personnel is
welcome it hardly indicates the primacy that should be given to the education
component of manpower training. The full responsibility for education in these
proposals should be in the IJ.S. Office of Education.

It is overly optimistic to expect expertly trained, professional administrators
at secondary and post secondary education levels to cooperate when placed in
such a subordinate educational position. Stich shifting of responsibilities would
completely disconrage those in education who have worked strenuously for a
system to provide comprehensive trfaning for all young people. These proposals
encourega a dual system in which the public schools of the community prepare
the college bound while City Hall conducts a program at exorbitant Federal
expense for the others.

There are other considerations relative to these proposals to create this system
of developing manpower. The expense will need to be given careful consideration.
Reliable data estimate the flow of untrained into the unemployment pool per
year to be approximately 750,000. Training only one half of this number at
cost of approximately $1500 per person and a stipend approximating the same
amount will cost the Federal government about $1.125 billion per year.

Our young people want a high school diploma, not a certificate from an un-
mnployment center. They want and need an opportunity to develop their potential
to the maximum without foreclosure on any options for further education at any
aml all stages of their training careers. It is truly the obligation of officials at
local, State and national levels to make this opportunity possible.

The NEA has for many years maintained a strong policy in opposition to any
Federal control of education. The extensive control delegated to the Secretary
of Labor throughout these proposals is highly autocratic end contrasts very
sharply with policy followed by the Congress in writing education legislation in
recent years. This control reaches serious proportions when the Secretary of Labor
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is authorized to conduct training programs at the local level as stated in Sec.
103 (b) of H.R. 13472. Nearly all legislation relative to education today inelmles
a provision strictly prolill itiilg1n3 department, agency, officer, or employee of the
United States from exercising any direction, supervision, or control over the cur-
riculum, prog-ram of instruction, administration, or personnel of any educational
institution or school system.

nEcom MEN-DAUM:TS

Rather than devise a new system to administer manpower programs it seenis
extremely logical to utilize our present public school system which is responsible
for programs compatible to these proposals.

The Secretary of Labor is presently responsible for determining labor needs
and opportunities in all areas of our industrial wcrld The U.S. Office of Education
is presently responsible for administering educational prOgrams that the Congress
determines necessary to the National Welfare. Each of the fifty states has an
education agency which usually includes a vocational education board.

At the local level a new unit needs to be formed to direct activities toward
elimination of unemployment and underemployment in all its forms. This unit
might be known as the. "Education Council." By name and all other possible
ways a prime objective would be to unite all r young people in their ednuatimml
endeavors and avoid an unfavorable connotation of those who choose to enter the
world of work. Key members of the Educational Council would be the mayoi .
superintendent of schools, president of the commimity college, ebief officer of
any area technical institute, a representative of the local public employment
agency, and the president of the locirl chamber of commerce. Tbis Aet should
fix the responsibility with this group to devise ri plan, to be approved by the
State education agency, that would provide effective educational opportunities for
both those who may enter and those who have become members of the group of
unemployed of the area. In rural and suburban areas combinations of senora
systems and communities for this purpose should be under tbe direetion and
supervision of the responsible State education agency. The thuds appropriated
to fund this plan would be allocated to the "Educaticni Council." which would
administer the program through the local institutions of education and business.

One of the severe handicaps felt by a local school system la providing training
for employable skills is the cost. Expensive equipment, small classes, space in
school buildings and the salary of a. trained teacher make it difficult to provide
this service.

The per pupil cost of education in a given community from State and local
sources is a known factor. The expenditures for- this recommended program
beyond State and local revenue sources would be a Federal obligation. In the
event it becomeS desirable to provide on the job trainine the necessary arrange-
ments could be easily, efficiently and effectively made baween the local "Educa-
tion Council," and appropriate industrial firms.

Of extreme importance in these recommendations are :
1. Control of and responsibility for the education of the unemployed hy

local officials who are closest to and most knowledgeable of the problem.
2. Avoida.nce of a division of our young people into two groups, the college-

bound and the manpower group destined for the world of work (and a social
status of second clam citizenry).

a. Cost of the training kept at a minimum with the maximum cooperative
involvement of local, State and Federal sources of finance.

4. Provision for the maximum utilization of existing mainstream institu-
tions and programs.

..a.voidance of another layer of Federal bureaucratic governance.
a Provision of a two pronged attack on prevention of school dropouts

and training and retraining of adults and youth who left school without
employable skills.

In the interests of the nation's youth, and the welfare of our nation, Congress
has the opportunity and the responsibility to bring order to this chaotic
situation.

The National Education Association urges the inanfiion of the foregoing
suggestions in proposed manpower legislation.
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LAW SCHOOL OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
Cambridge, Mass,, March 0, 1970,

H011. DOMINICK V. DANIELS,
Chairman, Selcct Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Education and Labor,

.110WIT of Representatives, Cannon Rouse Office Builduig WashingtOn,

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is regretfully to report that circumstances will
prevent me from appearing before your committee this Wednesday, March
eleventh, to testify on the pending comprehensive manpower bills, copies of
whieh you were good enough to send me.

I did want to put into the record, however, my concern that whatever inan-
pow-r legislation emerges from your committee, include not only the consolida-
rim. ,if existing scattered manpower programs, but also provide specific incen-
tives for employers to upgrade new employees. Without upgrading incentives,
there seems to me a serious danger that too many new jobs will be dead-end
jobs and that the employment cycle will not open up new places at the bottom
for the rising generations of employables.

The incentive scheme in H.R. 11620 (the O'Hara bill) seems to me protected
with appropriate safeguards, since it requires that the position to which the
new employee is upgraded must be marketable in the industry as well as in
the particular company, and that it must open up an entry level job.

I am also impressed with the need for some provision in this legislation for
federal guarantees of public service employment (as provided in Title III of
H.R. 11620) so that unemployed persons can be employed in useful work, at
prevailing wages, where private employment cannot close tbe unemployment
gap. If we are to have an adequate income maintenance program, which, in
my view, we desperately need, It Is all the more important that the scope of
that program be confined by measures to limit Unemployment and under-
employment. The real bite of poverty it seems to me is not to be able to make
the kind of contribution to society for which society is willing to offer a decent
reward. In situations where the private economy cannot provide that opportunity
government must step in.

Sincerely,
ADAM YARMOLINSKY,

Professor of La
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Mr. SmoErt. You used the word facility. That isn't what.you are

talking about. For evaluation, you are talking about insur-ng, not

that there are facilities for evaluation but that there is a basis on

which one can make an evaluation.
Mr. Wm N-sTrax. That specifies the targets that we 3hould be bitting.

T am talking about the techniques and the ability to actually evaluate

the program.
Right now, every State program is supposed to be evaluated by the

regional manpower office. The regional manpower otlices I do not 'be-

lieve have been supported so that they can actually carry out the func-

tion which they are supposedly obligated to do.

I am chairman of the Middle Atlantic States, CAMPS chairman.

All of my otlwr people from the other States feel the same way, that

we don't really know whether we are going to get a better planning

process unless the regional offices get more in the way of authority
and resources to help us prepare plans which will be acceptable, and

to help us evaluate these plans.
Mr. Qui,- Let me ask you about vocational education. Are they

presently under the State department of education in Maryland?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. Yes.
Mr. Qum. Would they be shifted to this new organization ?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. No, they would not.
Mr. QUM HOW would you take care of that ?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Let me go buck a step. The CAMPS committee has

already been expanded. as of last March, to bring in all of the coin-

ponents, both private sector and local governmental units that are
reconunended in the, administration bill.

We have vocational education in [hat, and what we need to do is to

make sure, that their plan is accepted by the umbrella manpower
agency. That is, that you would still be operating a separate voca-

tional education function, but that vocational education needs to be

dovetailed to the total manpower services.
We are planning to have a Job Corps center, hopefully, and one of

the people on the advisory board is the director of vocational educa-

tion of the, State. They have a teal input. I think we have to work

very closely together.
We did not, recommend vocational education be included because

the function of education is different. Vocational education is a dif-
ferent, thing than vocational rehabilitation, which we recommended
to the Governor be moved over into a manpower agency. That is get-

ting people jobs and getting them ready for jobs.
Mr. Qum. Vocational education in high schools may not be, but your

area vocational schools are engaged in training people for jobs.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Yes and so are the universities, so we have a greater

tie-in. In fact, last. March we asked to have an input from the Uni-
versity of Maryland. In fact, our data committee for CAMPS is
chaired by people from the University of Maryland.

Mr. QUIE. Would it be easier for you if the Federal Government
put all education and manpower programs under one department?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. Amen. Yea.
Mr. QuiE. Thank you.
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Mr. DANIEns. Mr. Burton.
Mr. BuirroN. There are a number of us in the Congress who, based

on our personal experience some of them limited and some less inn-
ited, who think that. there are parts of the country ti e racist in

fact.
How do we get around the nub of providing flexu.,,,Lty in terms

of the States without running afoul of that problem?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. I really can't fully answer the question of how you

can 0.,ive both flexibility and have control. I think one has to balance
this '-between State and national interests as we have to do between
State and county.

If you do not have the support of the government in question, that
is, if we can't get the county governments to really work together in
develGping their own manpower program, there is precious little that
we can do at the State level to make this effective.

I think it means that the ao-ency, now let us say the Lnbor Depart-
ment, setting up guidelines Ar CAMPS, for the manpower training
proomm, should make quite explicit what they want out of a program
anewhat they expect out of a program.

This is something we have not had very much success with. The
Region 3 CAMPS chairmen recommended to the Secretary of Labor
that State CAMPS chairmen, the people actually charged with the re-
sponsibility for preparing these things, be brought together to see if
they could make. recommendations on the planning process.

We were told yes, we were brought in, when, in fact, we weren't.
Somehow in the great system the idea was there, it was sort of ap-
proved of, but it never got carried out.

M. Buwrox. I am limited to a total of 5 minutes as are my col-
leagues. Let me move on to another point.

The required matching, and in this instance I think it is 10 percent
for some parts of the programis that correct ?

What are the matching requirements? The legislation before ns ?
There are some titles that require State matchino., are there not?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. MDTA has some. The administ6ration bl1 in terms
of what amounts to a, planning bonus requires a 2-to-1 match.

Mr. STEIGER. There is the incentive section.
Mr. BURTON. That is what I said, there is a matching requirement,

and everybody looked to me like there wasn't.
To whatever extent there is a matching requirement, to what extent

does that bring about an imbalance in implimentation throughout the
country ? Ad) area or State with resources can match. An area or State
with limited resources has to wonder if we are going to pull the same
stunt on one of these manpower programs as we pulled on many other
Federal programs where you start out with some matching and you
0.o down the road like water pollution, and you find out you don't c-et
your money.

Therefore, you almost have to be in the form of a village idiot to
spend your time and energy and commit some of your resources to tie
into this creative federalism program only to find out the dough is
not going to be coming down the pike and you have misled your local
people.

How do you get around that box ? What, is the role of required
o-matchin vis-a-vis full Federal fundino.?
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Mr. WEIN TEIN. I think one has to go toward full Federal funding
in most of these areas because i'oariv parts of the country which need
manpower propTams most will not 'be able to get the support. Either
because politically or economically it is not feasible.

Let me point out one other aspect which I don't want to go
unnoticed.

If we did want to have matching funds, the planning process now
Operative in manpower precludes our being able to do anything be-
cause the plan is drawn up after our legislature goes home.

The planning cycle as simple a thing as that, has to be made rele-
vant. to the legal abifity of State and local fr,overnment to carry out
planning.

Last, year we didn't get our orders how we were supposed to pre-
pare one part, of the plan until MaivL Fs legislature was half way to
adjournment.

So the question of trying to put in for additional funds for MDTA,
and it started out with 10 percent matching funds in cash, was almost
impossible, but we tried to see if we could get a supplemental
appropriation.

Then in midstream the Labor Department changed it from 10 per-
cent in cash and 15 percent in kind to 25 percent in cash and the game
was up. Realistically, that, is not. planning. You can't go in at a
moment's notice and suddenly generate new programs.

Mr. BURTON. Finally, how do you deal with the problem of the
ideological administrations at the 'State or local level where, in: effect,
these funds are little more than a slush fund for the dominant politi-
cal entity?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. I really don't know.
Mr. BURTON. You might say Mayor Daley might abuse this some-

what and there might be. those who might say that Ronald Reagan
might abuse this somewhat.

How do you get around that box ?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. First of all, one would hope one had decent pro-

grams prepared and then adequate followup on the programs.
I might add I find it a. little dishearteMng--
Mr. Buirrox. Yon don't really believe we are going to get enough

money to adequately measure these programs.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. No, I don't. I would agree with you. I think that

is very much the heart of the, matter, when we talk about planning.
I find my own experience has been that the Labor Department tells
me step by step what. I must do each day, but never tastes the stew at
the end of the cooking process to find out whether it tastes good or bad.

-Until we have clearly defined what the gods of the programs are,
and sotoe adequate, system of followup, then we will be spinning our
wheels very substantially in planning.

I think we need that very, very much.
Mr. BURTON. In our local area., we have quite a responsive local legis-
lative, body and executive , but they have just given np. They have
said, "Who are you kidding? We are going to march down tlie model
cities road only to find it blown upto find out that these other things
are changed. When we have limited resources, we are willinc- to com-
mit, them, but to commit them under a notion that would become
illusory?"

2.00
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This was true under the Johnson administration as well as tICis one,
so it is not a partisan thing. I feel it is a basic defect in the flow of
revenue in. following these policies. They have virtually given up
because they have becn whacked in the head about seven times out
of 10 \\here they have tried, ill good faith, to implement policies at
the local level and to commit local funds.

I just don't know quite how we get around that. If you distill it
down, we are stuck with a dilemma that direct Federal involvement,
with all Federal money, in the short term, is going to bring us more
results, but in the long term carries with it the likelihood that we will
have kind of a national orthodoxy and limited flexibility ui trying to
meet some of these social ills.

In going the other route, you have some of the problems I have
made reference to.

I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. DANJELs. Mr. Steiger,
Mr. STEIGER. I wonder, Dr. Weinstein, whether it would be possible

for you to submit for the committee's consideration some specific
language on some of the points you have raised. For example, how
do you handle the problem of the SMS A. or, the problem of enabling
the States to have flexibility.

As you know, for example, there are some differences in the ap-
proach. In the comprehensive manpower plannino. in my bill, I said

17,

the planning group shall consist of the appropriate State agencies,
including the State education agency and the State employment,
serylce, and so on, appointed by the Governor.

You criticize that provision by saying it is not strong enough. I guess
what I would like is some idea of what kind of specific language you
think ought to be included. I think that would be helpful.

I would also like you to expandand I will not take the committee's
time to have you do that now necessarilyon this problem that
Maryland does have and that Virginia will have insofar as their
relationship with the District of Columbia.

Mr. WEINSTEIN. That is a desperate problem.
Mr. STEMER. We have had the Secretary of Labor making a clarifi-

cation of the administration bill, saying, in effect, that what they
want to do is to have the mayor of the central city be given the
authority.

There are only two central city mayors that have less than 25
percent to veto what the administration proposes.

Yet, to look at your situation that causes me a little bit of a prob-
lem on this whole area. I would like some guidance and counsel.

One other problem you mentioned was the question of transporta-
tion. One of our difficulties now is we have categorized so much. We
have not done a decent job in this area.

You don't really provide for transportation.
On page 13 of my bill, one of the things that I would allow, and

I hope you agree we ought to find a way to include it in whatever
bill is finally agreed to by this committee, is supportive services, to
supplement work and training programs, including health services,
counseling, day-care, transportation, and other special services.

,
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So at least we are going in the direction of trying to put together
a really more comprehensive manpower program that does recog-
nize the day-care problem, the educational problem and the trans-
portation p:.oblem.

Mr. DANIELS. Have you anything further ?
Mr. STEIGER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
On page 4, you talk about the problem you had on funding,

part A and part B.
I guess I am not defending the Congress, because I think it istragic,

the lateness of the whole appropriation process this year. This isn't
something we can solve in a comprehensive manpower bill, unfor-
tunately.

Mr. WEINSTEIN. No. What I would suggest, sir, is that if you expect
to get a truly effective planning system, there are certain sort of fixed
requirements. You can't have a steel mill unless you have heat. You
can't have a comprehensive manpower planning system unless you
have certain structural inputs, whether at the national level or the
local level.

The notion of developing a 5-year plan for activity at the State level
I find a bit ludicrous. I can't find out what is going to happen next
week with any assurance, and I can't get local government to put in
a lot of resources on long-range planning.

I think we. ought to be realistic about the sort of plaiming horizon
that we can have.

Mr. STEIGER. That is a very good point. I don't disagree with you.
You have a note on page 11 of your statement about the job banks.

You say this is an impediment to Maryland establishing a manpower
data system. I would be interested as to why.

Mr. WEINSTEIN. We are trying to have now not just a job bank data
system, but a data. system that would link together a number of agen-
cies, social services, health, education, and so forth.

When we have presented the needs that we would have to do this,
the general feeling that we get from both our own employment service
and the Labor Department is, "We don't want to take time. It would
delay things to consult with the States on what their manpower system
might require."

There is the EASAR program that Secretary of Labor Shultz talked
about, part of the data system.

We may have to duplicate a lot of work because, essentially, the
hardware and software system that is being developed nationally for
the employment service may be so specialized that we may not be able
to borrow it.

If, in fact, we had had a chance to discuss what was going to go into
that. sort of data model, and the sort of data model that we might need
in the State, I think we would have more flexibility for manpower
planning purposes.

It. is just that we may have to duplicate. Anything that we have to
duplicate I don't know whether I can get my legislature to come up
with the funds for.

Mr. SITMER. Thank you for clarifying that point. You do agree,
don't you, that there is a 11Ped to decategorize the present manpower
programs to the extent possible ?
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Mr. WEINSTEIN. Yes, certainly.
Mr. STEIGER. And you would also agree, would you not, that w,

ought to strive to try to decentralize the administration and the plan-
ning, of those pl:ograms to the greatest extent possible?

Mr. 'WEINSTEIN. To the greatest extent possible consistent with
making sure that national goals are met, yes, I do.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very much. Your testimony bas been help-
ful.

Would you submit the recommendations that you have as soon as
you can ?

Mr. WEINSTEIN. Surely.
Mr. DANIELS. Dr. Weinstein, you did not read your statement, so

I shall move at this time, if there is no objection, that your prepared
statement will be inserted into the record immediately preceding your
oral testimony.

Mr. WELNSTEIN. Thal* yon.
Mr. Salaam.. Mr. Quio asked a question to which I don't have an

answer.
Ar e. there other regional CAMPS, administrative operations,

going?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. I was the first. It is sort of interesting how it

beg:in. It was at our brieihig session for the Middle Atlantic States.
To be perfectly frank, the middle Atlantic CAMPS chairmen were

so frustrated in terms of what. we were supposed to be doing that we
aot toaether.

Now, North Caro limt has broken away trom region 3 and they are
going te.) set this lip as a Southern organization. I have tathed to my
counterparts in Iowa and Utah. I think a number or people are talk-
ing about the same sort of thing. We find that we can pick up a great
deal of information talking back and fodh to each other. It has been
a useful channel for ine. In fact, I think it was a useful channel for
the regional miutpower administrator, because he found out a lot of
what was going on at the State and local level.

We held the State CAMPS meeting in Prince Georges County,
and we had people from the national office there. I think they got a
flavor of what it was like to try to prepare a manpower plan under
tlie sort of rules that are now existing.

Mr. D,..Nints. We have no fintlier questions, Doctor.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. I would like to say that I think the problems

raised by the SMSA's and our positions are very difficult, where we
have two manpower administrators, two Governors.

We have been trying to organize. Most people have the view of
suburbia as being a nice middle-class area without any manpower
problems. I can tell you that Prince Georges County has problems
which are fully equal to many t at you have in most central cities,
and we are very much concerned that if manpower planning and al-
location is centralized under the mayor of the cential city, that onr
own programs will not be met, our own needs will not be met, This
luis been our experience.

4 Ca
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Thank you very muh for giving me the .)pponunity to appear,
Mr. DANIELS. On behalf of the committee, I want to drank you,

Mr. Weinstein and Mr. Devlin, for appearing here thday.
Tlw next me,Aing of the subcommittee will be held on Tuesday,

February 3, when the subcommittee will meet in room 2175 of this
building, at which time we will hear OEO Director, a former col-

lea,rue in tEe 1 louse, Donald RumsfPld.
The subcommittee will meet at 10 a.m.
(Whermpoli, at 12 :10 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Tuesday, February 3, 1970, in room 2175, Rayburn House

Office Building.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1970

1101Tsr. nr REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABnR

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m. pursuant to recess, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presidin

Present : Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Hawkins, Steiger, and
Esch.

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel; Sue Nelson,
re.k,arch assistant ; Cathy Romano, research assistant ; and Charles
Radcliffe, minority counsel for education.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to
order.

This morning we will continue with hearings on various bills pend-
ing before this subcommittee with reference to developing and
strengthening of a comprehensiv e. national manpower policy and also
to endeavor th provide opportunities for employment to every Ameri-
can seeking work.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Wesley Hjornevik, deputy di-
rector, Office of Economic Opportunity, who is appearing on behalf
of Mr. Donald Rumsfeld, the Director of the Office of Economic
Opportunity.

Mr. Hjornevik, I extend to you a most cordial welcome.

STATEMENT OF WESLEY IIJORNEVIIC, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

Mr. IIJORNEVIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. I notice you have associates from your office with you.

They are at liberty to come to the witness table.
You may proceed, sir.
Mr. thonNEvirc Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
I appreciate having this occasion to present the views of the Office

of Economic Opportunity on H.R. 13472, the President's Manpower
Training Act proposal.

The President has just submitted to the Conoyess his budgetary rec-
ommendations for the fiscal year beginning Slily 1, 1970. The Man-
power Training Act and Family Assistance Act are among the major
social legislative proposals provided for in that budget, along with
appropriation requests for the continuation of existing programs
financed mider the Economic Opportimify.Act and other authorities.
I am hopeful that the Congress will approVe all of these administra-
tion proposals.
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The business of the day, however, is the Manpower Training Act.

To assist you in your can,:ideration of this comprehensive legislation,
I will address the need for its enactment and its importance to this

country's 24.2 million low-income and disadvantaged people. I will

also address myself to the future role of the Office of Economic Op-

port unity in onr Nat ion's manpower.. programs.
The question of how Om proposed Manpower Training Act

work has been exlmustively covered by the Secretary of Labor, the
Honorable George. P. Shultz, in earlier testimony before this snbcom-
mittee. I will not attempt to amplify his remarks on the details of the
bill. Instead, I will comment on those aspects of I he proposal which
directly relate, to the responsibilities and interests of our ao.ency.

The, need fm this new legislation was well stated in the Preside:it's
message on Manpower Training of August 12, 1969, in which he in-
dicated that :

[The] confused state of affairs in the development of Imman re,iources can
no lower be tolerated. Goi-er,Lment exists to serve the needs of people, not the
other way around. The idea of creating a set of programs, and then expecting
people to fit themselves into thw-'e programs, is contrary to the American Wirit;
we must redirect our efforts to tailor government aid to individual need.

Th e President added that "the need today is to .knov tonther all the
appropriate [manpower] services in one readily available system. By
taking this step, we can better help the disadvantaged gain control of
their own lives.' This is the New Federalism in action.

The recent. past serves us ,.1-H11 as prologue to thcse, manpower pro-
posals. We have witnessed over the past decade a tremodlohs pro-
liferation of federally designed and regulated efforts dealing with the
work and training requirements of special segments of 'he population.
Standardized program designs have been used, providing atle op-
portuMty for local sponsors to adjust ehher dollar resources or in-
dividual training activities to the ec0no1Ii1 3 realities and job develop-
ment potentials within the community. Because of this, disadvantaged
persons have been confronted with a confusing array of manpower
programs which in many instances are not adequately tailored to their
special needs.

The first concerted effort of the Federal Government to train the
unemployed in depressed areas was the Area Redevelopment Act of
1961. It was based on the experience of iiies like Pennsylvania and
West Viroinia in retraining former coal miners to meet the skill re-
quirements of the new industries beeming established in mining
communities.

That act. was the precursor of the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 196'L. MDTA is a national effort which was initially
enacteCto help equip already experienced but technologically unem-
ployed workers with new skills, so that they could obtain employment
in expanding industries or occupations.

Since 1964, we have seen the rapid development of work and train-
ing prooTams under the authorities of the Economic Opportunity Act
which fOcus on the chronic needs of low-income persons. These ipclude
the Neighborhood Youth Corps, job Corps, Operation Mainstream,
New Careers, Concentrated Employment, Job Opportunities in the
Business Sector, and Public Service Careers programs. In addition,
Manpower Development and. Training Act resources and activities
have been increasingly concentrated oserving the disadvantaged.

20b
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From its establishment in 1964, the Neighborhood Youth Corps pro-
gram has been administered by the Department of Labor under a
delegation of authority from our agency. In 1966, the previous admin-
istration concluded that with the rapid growth and proliferation of
I..anpower activities at the local level a .need had arisen to transfer
responsibility for the day-to-day administration of other Economic
Opportuiity Act nmnpower programs to the Department. By doing
this, it was concluded, it would be possible to make the most effective
use of available resources and to improve the delivery of manpower
services to the poor. Accordingly, all of our remaining title I man-
power programs, other than the Job Corps, were delegated to the
Department under a revised delegation agreement. The Job Corps
program, as You know, was likewise delegated to flue Department a
few months ago.

Under these delegation arrangements, there has been extensive
involvement of local community action agencies and State employ-
ment service offices in the delivery of needed manpower services to
disadvantaged persons in urban and rural communities. This arrange-
meni; has improved the flow of assistance to low-income persons, but
it has not created total community planning and involvement in this
critical business.

One mechanism creatrJ to achieve better State and local planning
was the cooperative area manpower plaiming system. CAMPS was
designed as a means for getting communitywide and statewide
involvement and for avoiding wasteful duplication. It has been a
useful device for bringing interested parties to the table, but it has
not provided the answer to good manpower planning, coordination,
and program execution at either the State or community levels. In our
political system, that objective can best be accomplished through the
auspices of elected public officials in a given community. Local and
State governments have the capacity to pull togi,lier resources in a
way which will provide maximum benefit to the individual. Under the
proposed Manpower Training Act, public officials will have the flexi-
bility and the responsibility to achieve that goal.

The Manpower Training Act .does not establish a "no strings
attached" approach to the provision of manpower training. Secre-
tary Shultz has pointed out the substantial role to be played by him
in the process of phinning and in the allocation of appropriations.
An indiscriminate abandonment of Federal responsibility was cer-
tainly not intended by the President. In his address on domestic pro-
grams of August 8, 1969, he made the following statement:

What I have proposed is not a sudden dumping of these programs on unpre-
pared local author:ties, but rather a careful, phased transfer, with benchmarks
of readiness and incentives for performance. If the localities decline to pick up
the responsafflity, the Federal Government will continue to manage the pro-
grams. If they try and fail, the Federal Government can resume the responsi-
bility. We should trust the American capacity for self-government enough to try.
The only way to bring about decentralization is to do it, and this is the place
to begin.

That statement is an appropriate introduction to a discussion of
the Office of Economic Opportunity's role under the Manpower Train-
ing &et. On July 1, 1970, JOBS, NYC, CEP, and other programs
under title IB of the Economic Opportunity Act

auwould

be trans-
ferred to t1K Department of LAbotr., Job Corps, which is thorized
under title IA, would not be'fritterred until July 1, 19 i11, and t
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would continue to be administered by the Department as a delegated
program during the interim.

The Office of Economic Opportunity would continue to play a
major role in Federal 1nanpe'i activities. With regard to the Man-
power Training Act, particular note should be taken of these facts :

(a) The OfLe of Economic Opportunity will conduct manpower
expermentation and program development. The proposed Manpower
Training Act would give us this authority under a new title IB.
In this way, we expect to continue the work necessary to make man-
power training activities increasingly effective and responsive to the
needs of the underemployed and unemployed.

(b) The Office of Economic Opportunity also will be consulted by
the Secretary

On all matters of concern to the disadvantaged.
On the formulation of rules; regulations standards, and annual

guidelines for the conduct of State and local programs financed
under the act.

On the Department's pilot and related developmental programs.
On the implementation of the Manpower Training Act's title

V authority to use, manpower policy as an economic stabilizer.
(0) State Economic Opportunity Offices will be included on the

Manpower Planning Councils which will develop each State's com-
prehensive manpower training plan. They may also be included in
the State Comprehensive Maupower Agency.

(d) Community action agencies are expected to serve in a major
way as delegate aracies under agreement with local government or
under agreement. with the Secretary of Labor and in certaia cases may
even serve as pTime sponsor in a local area. I am confident thac CAA's
will continue to play a large role in the manpower activities of their
communities.

(e) -income persons will participate on State and local plan-
ning bodies, and in the evaln.ation of all program activities under
the act.

In addition to the role prescribed for it in the Manpower Training
Act provisions, the Office of Economie Opportunity has a clear-cut
Presidential mandate to "help make opportunity real, to search out.
ways of making institntions more responsive, and to get behind the
effects of poi; .3rty and the causes of poverty."

In the execution of this responsibility we will evaluate programs
which aid or should aid the disadvantaged. We believe that sound
objective evaluations of the effectiveness a programs will greatly en-
hance the ability of the Congress and the President to make intelli-
gent decisions about required program changes and adjustments. In
fiscal year 1971, considerably greater emphasis will be placed on
evaluation both in terms of funds and the use of evaluation findings in
decisionmaking. A major manpower evaluation study already under-
way is the national assessment of five manpower programs (Job
Corps, NYC Out-of-School, MDTA-institutional, New Careers, and
JOBS). Initial results will be available from this study during the
next 6 months.

We will also coAduct extensive research into such important factors
as-
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Better means of quantifying program outputs and measures
of success.

The real impact of existing programs on the populations they
are designed to serve.

Statistically accurate and programmatically useful profiles of
the poverty population.

Finally, a number of manpower-r.elated program development ac-
tions are underway and others are In the planning stage. An excel-
leni'; example is the extensive day care experimentation we are about
to undertake. Information gleaned from this study will assist in the
effective implementation of this administration's broad manpower
and family assistance strategy.

We will, of course, cover each of these activities much more fully
in our hearings later this year before the Appropriations Committee.
Even this very general presentation should help to underscore the
fact that the Office of Economic Opportimity has a deep and continu-
ing interest in nmnpower programs and their effectiveness in relieving
poverty. We will continue our alliance with the Department of Labor
and will continue to stress the especially critical needs of the disad-
vantaged in the State and National plans developed under the Man-
power Training Act. In addition, we will continue to play a major
role in the development of Federal manpower policy.

I urge your favorable action on these manpower proposal:3. Through
improvements in the delivay of these critical manpower services, as
the President has stated, we can enhance America's human
resources. By opening up the vportunity for manpower training on a
large scale, we build a person's will to work ; in so doing, we build a
bridge o human dignity."

That concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I am pre-
pared to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. DAME'S. Thank you, for your statement, Mr. Hjornevi:L
notico in your remarks you failed to make any comment on the two
other major bills pending before the subcommittee: H.R. 11620 and
H.R.10908. I wonder if you care to express any opinions as to the
position of the Department with reference to the contents of those
two bills.

Mr. HJORNEVIK. Mr. Chairman, I directed my comments to the ad-
ministration proposal. I have chosen not to try to make a com-
parative analysis of all the three bills. Some of them are similar in
many respects, and some of them differ in major respects. We in the
Office of Economic Opportunity had a significant part to phiy in the
drafting of the administration proposal, and it represents the ap-
proaches we would prefer.

Mr. DANIELS. I thought you would come here today prepared to ex-
press your approval or disapproval of provisions in those bills. How-
ever, be that as it may, I would like to ask you this question, The Di-
rector, Mr. Ruinsfeld, has been on record as opposing the transfer of
administration of the Office of Economic Opportunity programs to
the States, and successfully gained a 2-year extension of the Office on
this basis. Yet he supports the proposed legislation which would turn
control of the manpower programs over to th2 States. How does the
Office of Economic Opportunity distinguish manpower programs
from other programs for the disadvantaged ?

; P ...44-425-70-pt. 1-14
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What reason would you give for this apparent discrepancy ?

Mr. ILTORNEVIK. MT. Chairman, I don't believe that represents a
discrepancy. The Director was taking a position on a specific proposal

in a specific context at a specific time. At the time he was taking that

position, the administration bill on Manpower Training was before

the Congress and he had participated in the developing of that pro-

posal.
I think the idea that all the activities of the Office of Economic

Opportunity are equally suitable for the "State plan" approach is not

one tha t we would agree with. Many of the activities of the Office of
Economic Opportunity are of a. nature which may not be suitable for

that.
Generally speaking, we are not involved in a large-scale operating.

program which are the programs which perhaps fit a State plan ap-
proach best.

Mr. DANIELs. Under the proposed legislation, what would be the

status of the Community Action Agencies? They can participate, but
this might not always be the case because under the proposed legisla-

tion the States could simply abolish those programs by not funding

Mv. H.TORNEvTIC No, sir I don't believe that is correct. The bill
protects, I think, against the possibility of a recalcitrant city or U.
recalcitrant Governor. It does not give the Community Action Agen-
cies anyprivileged role in the administration of the act.

iThis s a conclusion which we think is right. It is the same conclu-
sion that Congress reached in the 1967 amendments after consider-
able debate: that there should not be written into the legislation a
presumptive role for any particular element of the local acrency
structure but rather leave to local government the problem mid the
responsibility of how to pull together the capabilities of the various
agencies in that community.

We think, sir, that is the proper approach. We are convinced that
the CIA's will play, based on their demonstrated capability, a sig-
nificant role as they have over the last 5 years in the manpower
programs.

Mr. DANIELS. You say the States cannot eliminate those programs
by not fimding them?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. No. The role of the Secretary of Labor in review-
ing the content of State plans and beincr sure that the plans are
acceptable is such that would permit ta Federal Government to
move in and operate the programs directly, if that were required in
order to assure that the disadvantaged receive service.

So I don't see how under the bill one could conclude that the pro-
grams themselves could be in any way, by virtue of some untoward
action by a Governor or a city government, be eliminated.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr Iijornevik, what do you conceive to be the role
or the proper role of the Office of Economic Opportunity in assisting
our Nation's disadvantaged?

Mr. I-I,TouxEvIR. I think the 'purposes stated in the Economic Op-
portunity Act are not the worst in the world to look at. They were
put there after a good bit of consideration by the Congress. I think it
is clear that one of the major things that the Office of Economic
Opportunity is supposed td tty.to do is to assure that the institu-
tions, public and private, of this country do not exclude and in fact
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are biased in favor of the support of the lowest echelon of (mr soci-
ety, the people who for one reason or the other aie caught in the
backwater of our society.

We can do this bY influencing these institutions to behave diffe.r-
ently. We can do this by demonstrating to them how they can do dif-
ferently. I think an approach of confrontation and treating the whole

world as an enemy is self-defeating in achieving that. And we are try-
ing to move in the direction of working together in cooperativeness
with substantial capability for pressurepressure of example, pres-
sure of dialogto assure that the disadvantaged of this country are
able to participate.

Mr. DANIELs. What do you deem would be the future role of 0E0
insofar as the seventies are concerned? Have any goals been set in that
regard ?

Mr. HJORNEVIR. I think the basic goal I have described is one that
will continue for 0E0. The President has added, in terms of his mes-
s.", /es ,to the ConoTess and his instructions to us, some emphasis on the
social R. & D. agency elements, social R. & D. role of OEO, the idea of
evaluating not only our own programs, but all the programs of gov-
ernment that are designed to serve the disadvantaged.

I don't think one equates effectiveness in this sort of role with dol-
lars spent in the direct operational sense. I think it is clear that the
moneys that are appropriated under the Economic Opportunity Act,
of some $2 billion, which represents only a very, very small part of
the total effort in this countrypublic, private, State, local, and Fed-
eralwhich can and ought to be serving the poor.

The problem is how do we best use that sort, of resource to make
sure that that very large amount of effort, resource and capability is
directed at the poor.

Mr. DANIELS. I notice in your comments you use the word "poor" in
the lasttwo sentences. This morning I read in the paper that the word

i"poor" s a naughty word and is not to be referred to by your agency,
and also that the initials O.E.O. should be dropped ami the staff has
been instructed to use the word "disadvantaged."

Will you comment on that, sir, and let us know what the role of the
Office of Economic Opportunity will be in the seventies?

Mr. IIJoinTEvrk. Mr. Chairman, I don't think the word "poor" is a
naughty word in the Office of Economic Opportunity. I think we are
concerned that people should understand that when we use a term, or
a number, such as was used in the budget material, of 24.2 million
people who are somehow defined as being in poverty or disadvantaged
or poor, we should understand that that number is arrived at by an
economic income measurement. And, therefore, whether they consider
themselves poor, or whether others who are not included would con-
sider themselves poor, tends to be a confusing factor.

We all understand that the 24.2 million are measured by specific
dollar income measurements, and that is what we are talking about,
low income. Thereare many wh:: would argue that people beyond that
level are poor or disadvantaged. I think the use of a. generic term with
s

i
omething which is precise in terms of the way it was arrived at in

income terms s why we prefer to use the term `Ilow income" or "very
a er.low income" with that 24.2 million m
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Mr. DANIELS. My -understanding of the word "poor" has al ways

been one who is deprived financially.
Mr. I1JORNENTK. I. think that is precisely correct, Mr. Otairnitin. I

would find myself hard put to say that a nonfarm ftunily of four with

$3.,600 income is not poor, and one with $3,Zi99 is.
The distinction I am trying to draw is, that the 24.2 million num-

ber of people in this country who are defined as poor or disadvantaged

are so defined by a specific income measurement. That is how (hat

number was arrived at.
I am not so sure that there aren't more poor people or more disad-

vantaged than that. So I think it is a matter of using a generic term

for something that is precisely gotten at by an income measurement.

Mr. DANIELS. For our record, would you describe lww many you

would consider poor or disadvantaged within the meaning of the
language that you are employing ?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. In terms oi eligibility for many of our programs
now, we use the income standards which I am sure you are familiar
with, Mr. Chairman, on income in rural or income in city areas. Those

are the people, generally speaking, who are eligible or not eligible for

our programs. I don't think I would want to say that those are the
only poor people in this country, or are the only people who consider
themselves poor. But they are the ones who are eligible at this point.

Mr. DANIELS. On page 1 of your statement, you said you will adtkess

the need for the enactment of Manpower Training Act and its im-
portance to this country's 24.2 million low-income and disadvantaged

people.
How would you classify those poor, by what factors ?
Mr. I-Ison-NEvm. Those 24.2 million ?
Mr. DANIELS. -What would be the criteria by which you have deter-

mined them to be poor?
Mr. HJORNEVIK. The 24.2 million are defined as eligible under the

Economic Opportunity Act by virtue of an income standard which is

adopted governmentwide as putout by the Department of Commerce,
which relates to income, farm fainily and urban family, depending. on
the size of the family. The definition is precise in that sense.

Mr. DANIELS. I am looking at a bulletin of the Department of
Labor, issued on December 8, which says that with respect to nonfarm
income, the family size of one, that the new income level is established
at $1,800. So anyone earning less than $1,800 and being a family of

one would be considered poor ?
Mr. H.Toruclivin. Would be considered eligible under the act ; yes,

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
I would like to call upon my colleague from Michigan, Mr. O'Hara.

Do you have any questions ?
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I don't think

I have any questions. But I would like to ask unanhnous consent that
counsel be instructed to contact the Secretary of Labor and to inquire
if it is his understanding that, as stated by the witness on page 7,
part D, "Comirmnity Action Agencies are expected to serve in a major
way as delegate agencies under agreement with the local government
or under agreement with the Secretary, and in certain cases may
even serve as the prime sponsor in a local area."
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And I think we ought to also contact the Interstate Conference of

Employment Security Agencies to see if that is also their under-
standing. It certainly hasn't been my understanding.

It would be very interesting if we were to discover that the admin-

istration does contemplate this majoi involvement of the community

action agencies.
Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Counsel will be so instructed.
The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger. Do you have any

questions?
Mr. STEIGER. I wonder if it would be fair to say tha the adminis-

tration's bill is broad enough to enable communit-,i action agencies

or State employment service agencies or any other kind of agencies
to be in a position to serve either as delegate agencies or prime

sponsors.
Is that a fair characterization of the language of the administra-

tion's bill?
Mr. II,TonNEviR. Yes, sir; that is my understanding of it. I have

discussed it with the Labor Department people, and it is my under-

standing that that was the intent in terms of the way it was written.
Mr. STEIGER. As you are aware, I am sure, there are two major

criticisms leveled against the administration's bill by some. One is

the fact that there are many who are fearful that the administration's
bill tends to provide a preemptory role for the State employment
service. Then, secondly, at the hearincrs that have been held in Los

Angeles, San Antonio, and Milwaukee before the Senate Subcommittee

on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty, the fear has been expressed

by community action agency personnel that there will not be adequate

opportunity for participation of. the poor in the plannirg and imple-

mentation of manpower programs.
I wonder if you would be willing to comment on either or both of

those criticisms?
Mr. HJORNEVIK. It seems to me that in the process of trying to

create, at the local level, a better integration and coordination and
implementation of manpower programs, that it must be perfectly
obvious that everyone who has been running independently up until

this point in time is going to have to be constrained in some fashion to

work under a common plan.
Everyone cannot continue to have all the prerogatives and. all the

independence that they have had in the past, if you are going to have

a coordinated effort at the local level. That, obviously, is one of the

purposes of the act.
This does not mean that any ,.,-Aiven member of the local community,

whether it is a CAA or the Employment Service or a city-sponsored
manpower agency or a community chest supported agency or an urban
league supported agency is going to be all of a sudden elbowed out of

the wnole effort. The idea is to pull all of these people together in a

more comprehensive and coordinated way.
I suspect that there may be a little elbowing in the process. But I

don't think that anyone is being given an upper hand.
Mr. STEIGER. You have signed off on this bill, am I correct? By

your testimony this morning you are saying that the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity suppor-ts the prp,pqsal, as sent down by the

President ?
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Mr. IkoaxEvIK. Yes, sir.
Mr. STEMM. You are, also satisfied, are you not, that there is not

only adequate but in fact a very important role that the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity plays, even at the point at which all of those
presently delegated programs are transferred to the Labor Depart-
ment ?

Mr. TIJORNEVIK. Yes, sir; I am.
Mr. STEIGER. In your role serving as the voice of the disadvantaged

at, the Federal Government level, would I be correct in assinning that
one of the reasons you feel so strongly about the need for the compre-
hensive manpower approach is the fact that under present programs
the disadvantaged are really not being well served? That is to say that
this present categorical grant concept of speciied manpower pro-
grams does not fully meet the. needs of the individual in his quest for
training and retraining for a better job ?

Mr. FIJORNEN-IK. Let me approach that this way. I think it is ab-
solutely clear that, due to the activities of this agency at the local
level under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. there has been a
major improvement, in the responsiveness of manpower programs to
the needs of disadvantaged persons in this country.

However, having just come from a local community which is try-
ing to work fmin the bottom up, it is also clear that the multitude of
faucets and spigots and agencies and rules and forms are almost over-
whelming. If you have ever sat down at the local community with that
big thick Sears & Roebuck catalog of federally assisted programs
and tried to figure out how to tap into the system and get help, you
would know the frustrations of the well-meaning ;uid dedicated peo-
ple at the community level trying to achieve something.

I think this act will go a. long woy toward correcting some of that.
Mr. STEIGER. How far along are you in the evaluation study that

you mention on page 8, of the five manpower programs ?
Mr. HJORNEVIK. We are, I believe, about 7 months int,; those evalua-

tions. We believe that these particular evaluations were constructed
with a rigor, in terms of approach and study design, that will give
us perhaps a prototype of the kind of hardnosed evaluations that we
plan to mount in the future.

I. would caution you that only j?reliminary information will be
available in 6 months; it will not be definitive. We intend to study
how well people who went into the various programs fared when com-
pared with a control group who did not go into the programs. We pro-
pose to follow on them for a total of about 2 years. Therefore, while
we will have indicators in 6 months, we will not have definitive
answers.

I think we will begin to have the sorts of indications that will help
both us and the Labor Department influence and adjust the programs
to what in fact is happening, get some of the emotion out and a little
more facts into our decisionmaking.

Mr. STMGER. This, I think, will be very helpful.
Based on the President's charter to the Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity, your role as the deputy, and Don Rumsfeld's as the director,
can you tell the committee what you see as the evaluation, research,
and demonstration role of the Office of Economic, Opportunity h
terms of a constant awareness of and interest in manpower and other
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programs that serve the disadvantaged, which are operated by other
agencies after transfer from 0E0 ?

0E0 is not washing its hands of the group it now serves. Is that
correct ?

Mr. HoonNEvfx. .Ahsolutely not. We would be a useless appendatre
of government, if we washed our hands of our primary clientele. After
all, every program we are involved in is the primary responsibility of

some other main line agency of the Govermnert. The measurement of

our success, either in operating programs or in evaluating them or
doing research on them, is going to be the extent to which we are able

to modify, adjust, adapt, and cause the major histruments of Govern-
ment and of 3ur private sector to concentrate an increasing and more

effective set of resources on the problems of the poor and, where the
institutions that exist are inadequate, to create new ones.

That is the sort of yardstkk against which we ought to be ineas-

ured : net how many dollars flow through us or how many programs
we operate directly. 'The worst thing to happen would be for OEO to
become just another elbowing member of the bureaucracy as opposed

to an agenc.y which can really improve the effectiveness of Govern-
ment. assistance for the disadvanhged.

Mr. DANIELS. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEIGER. Yes.
Mr. DANIELs. To follow up the last question of Congressman

Steiger, where you farm out these programs to the Labor De-
partment to manage. and operate, then what is the contiiming role

of 0E0 with respect to those procerams? Just to evaluate?
Mr. IIJon:TEvik. Just to evaluate, I think puts a connotation on the

term of "evaluate" that I would like to dispel. Evaluation of effective-
nessof how well the Labor Department is serving, not only its tradi-
tional clientele, but hi particular the disadvantaged people orientation
that I think our agency represents, can be a major influence. I think
that has undoubtedly influenced the way the Labor Department
thinks, all the way down to the smallest local employment service
office.

I think that is a major achievement of the Office of Economic Op-
portunity over the last 5 years. We propose to be relentless in con-
tinuino. that pressure.

"'DAN-1E1,s. Are there any other agencies of Gcvermnent walking
the same studies as to the effectiveness of these ptograms ?

Mr. aTORNEWIT.C.. The Labor Department, obviously, and every other
department of Government would say, and I think believes, they are
attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of their programs. We are
evaluating the effectiveness of the Government programs with a par-
ticular bias. Our job is to try to assure that these-things are biased
in favor of the disadvantaged, the poor, the people who normally do
not have a strong voice and who aren't organized as well as other peo-
ple are, who don't have lobbyists andlawyers to work for them, and
to do th:s in an effective way. This is what we propose to do.

Mr. DANIEL& Do you think it is a wise policy to pursue tO have
various agencie3of Government to perform exactly the same duties ?

Mr. ILionNEHK. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the Department of
Agriculture, the Commerce Department, and others would say that
they represent their clientele, t only in their own programs, but in
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the testimony before committees like your own on the particular peo-
ple t hey were set up to represent. I don't think that Agriculture is at
all hesitant to represent farmers on any legislation ail the way from
income. tax to any other kind that affects that particular group of
people.

We would expect to represent the disadvantaged in much the same
way, whether they are urban or rural. But it is a bias, and it is a par-
ticular slant and concern that is peculiar to tE5, assigned to us by the
Con<rress and by the President.

Mr. DANIELs. These programs are evaluated by your office. Are
they done by the personnel of your office or do yon contract for an
outside agency to prepare such an evaluation and study ?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. Generally speaking, we contract for this sort of
evaluation. We have been expanding the staff in this particular area,
separating it from the people that nal our own programs, to try to
assure the independence of judgment., and staffing it wit h people who
can put into the study or evaluation design the kind, of rigor that will
st4ind up in a research sense.

When yell get to the problem of doing an evaluation such as the ones
I described, the five manpower programs where one must physically
get out in the field and look at the records and talk to the people and
follow them with periodic interviews over a 2-year time, we have
not a t tempted to staff with enough people to do that.

There are ninny, many firms in this country who are very, very
capable of carrying out that sort of activity. And what we have con-
centrated on is being sure thrt the study design has the rigor we v.,-
quire, and the Govermnent and Congress would require, to be sure
the result will adequately assess the strengths and weaknesses of a
progrp

Me. DANIELS. When Director Rumsfeld recently appeared before
the Appropriations Committee, he gave testimony to the effect that the
Office of Economic Opportunity had a primary mission. Will you de-
scribe to this committee just exactly what he means by the primary
mission of 0E0?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. Sir, I think the primary mission of 0E0 is to be
the advocate and the influencer of events to the maximum extent we
can, as they have impact on the poor, on the disadvantaged, to help
these people participate in this society and its growth, 'economic and
otherwise, in ways that. are more effective than this society has suc-
ceeded in doing heretofor.

That is our primaly thrust.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you think we should make this a permanent. pro-

(Tram ?
Mr. HJORNE UK. The Office of Economic Opportunity ?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes.
Mr. HJORNEVIK. I can speak only for myself in that regard. I per-

sonally think that we must have a permanent advocate or spokesman
for the disadvantaged, as a permanent part of government; yes, sir.

Mr. DANIELS. I yield back to the gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. STEIGIM. -Who is doing the manpower evaluation that you have

indicated is being done on the manpower programs?
Mr. HJORNEVIIC There is a contract, sir; I don't have in my mind

the name of the contractor. I would be happy to provide it for the
record.
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Mr. STEIGER. I wish you would provide that for he record, as well

as the cost of the contract.
(The information to be furnished follows t)

Contraetor : Operations Research Inc., Silver Sp7ing, Md.
Obligations to date : $1,150,0GO.
Total Lost : (Changes in scope of contract currently under negotiation. Final

cost of the contract will be considerably higher than obliga'ions to date.)

Mr. STEIGER. Second, Dr. Wilson yesterday in the briefing indi-

cated that there was some work going on in what I think he called the
manpower voucher. Can you supply us with an.-y information on that'?

Mr. IIJoincEviii. Yes, sir ; the problem quite simply is how do you
assure that institutions, whether they are public or private, remain
responsive to people. -What we have been looking at is.re waysother
than administrative regulations and requirements written into law
of stimulating new directions and emphasis, considerations that some-
times are very hard to get implemented through it tremendous bureauc-
racy. We want to create a system that perhaps is more direct and
gives the consumer a choir.e of services.

For example, if we were to give a person in need of training and
employment the opportunity to go where he thought he, would get the
best servi much, for example, like the GI bill after World War II
gave the veteran an opportunity of t:choosina a school. Then, the hypo-
thesis here is that competition might require that the governmental
bureaucracy, competing with a private sector employment agency or a
private sector trainina institution or a combination, become more sen-
sitized to the problems of the client.

There are some obvious dangers in this sort of thing. But we do
want to experiment with this device, as an alternative way of making
the system sensitive to people.

The voucher mechanism, the idea of having the capability of buying
what you choose, is one approach to this.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the time that
you have given me t^ question the witness. I have one last question.

On page 8, you say :
We believe that sound objective evaluations of the effectiveness of programs

will greatly enhance the ability of the Congress and the President to mal:e intel-
ligent decisions about required program changes and adjustments.

You go on to say that "greater emphasis will be placed on evalua-
tion, both in terms funds and the use of evaluation findings and
decisionmaking."

think it would be helpful for the committee, at least it would,be
for this one member, if we had a definition of evaluation. As you iTe
aware, there has been constant, criticism of the Office of Economic Op-
portunity over a period of years for the fact that substantial sums c!
money were spent on eva:lation, some of which was never available to
the Congress to help it :" its decisionmakiwr process. A lot of it
simply was, in my judgment, totally inadequate for anyone to make
any kind of rational judgment about what went on with the money
that was spent.

I am pleased by the emphasis on evaluation. I am delighted by the
direction I think 0E0 is going in with regard to evathation, but I
think the confusion of the past remains. Thus, it would be helpful if
you would submit for the reeord a definition as to what you mean In
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evaluation. I will ask una.nimous consent that it be inserted at this

point.
Mr. ILTOTINEvIIC What I mean is, I think relatively simple. If one,

starts with the objectives of any given governmental activity, one
ought to be able to define that objective in fairly precise terms, and
one ought to be able to measure whether those objectives were achieved.
This ought to be. a fairly disciplined research type approach. We are
not interested, if we are going to be effective in assuring that programs
meet the needs of the poor, in simply trying to defend what exists.

This is cae of the reasor.3 we ha ve reorganized the agency to take
the function of evah:a6on away from the people who are operating
the programs, 'A-here the tendency is to rationalize rather than to really
discover.

It is interesting- in coming from the hardware business, as I have
I ...lave spent the last 10 years in the space businessto contrast this
with the hardware evaluation problem. Hardware- tends to be rela-
tively unforgiving in terms of whether it works or not. If you are
going to design a pressure vessel to hold 200 p.s.i., the evaluation
program you have for that Fessure vessel is a test program which
pressurizes the thing to 220 and then overpressurizes it to see
whether the safety valves, the margin of safety that, one wants, is
there. And it is either there or it is not. If the thing bursts, there are
no excrses. It failed.

In the social program business, it is more difficult to reach that point.
Bat I think there are disciplines in the social sciences in terms of
research techniques and evaluation techniques which we can use to
come much closer to having that sort of situation.

That doesn't. mean that-people are always going to agree on the
policy thrust of a given program. I think we get some confusion some-
times when different people have different views of what the intent
of the prop;ram was.

So there are some difficulties. But we are. looking for a more disci-
plined, hard-no-ed evaluation of programs, to determine whether a
program did or did not, do what it was intended to do. That is thL
direction in which we are goincr.

Mr. DANIELS. If I understaneyou correctly,yon stated that it is the
function and purpose of the Office of Economic (.,)portunity to serve
and to act, as the advocate of the poor.

Is that so ?
Mr. ifronxEvric Yes, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. Then that being the fact, can you tell me what role, if

any, your office played in the drafting of the administration's bill
and specifically what part did you recommend for our consideration?

Mr. MorocryIK, I was not personally here at the time, Mr. Chair-
man. But it is my unclerstanding that the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, together with other elements in the executive branch, partici-
pated m extensive reviews of the oricrinal proposals of the Labor De-
partment and others, and was a parry to the aevelopment of the bill.

I think we made major inputs on the ways of getting representation
of our clientele at both the State and local levels, and by having a
revised I-B title in the act that would provide us the authority for
doing research and demonstrations. Through R. & D., we hope to im-
pact -the system. and show which ideas we think might assure that the
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I-..ast possible methods of service are in fact put in the field. We plan

ro sell by demonstration, if you will.
I think we put ourselves in the role of consultation with the Sec-

retary of Labor on what we recrard as the key elements: the concepts

and philosophy under which die program will be administered.
Those are the things that come to mind.
Mr. DANIILLS. Thank you.
I would like to call upon my colleague from California, Mr. Haw-

kins. Do you have any questions?
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Returning to page 8 of your prepared statement, Ili:. Iljornevik,

acrain in which you give great emphasis to evaluation as a means of
makino. decisions, are we to understand that this evaluation which is

now bleing made of the major manpower programs means that no
great derision will be made on Ole continuation of the nature of these
pcoo.rams until such time as iis evaluation is concluded?

11.3-oRNEvIa. No, sir; I don't think we should conclude that at

As you know, major changes are now underway in the Neighborhood
Youth Corps, with the. emphasis on the youngur men and women as
opposed to the older; the Job Corps for examPle is in the process of a
major change in the direction of centers more adjacent to or part of
-metropolitan areas.

I think the kind of flexibility that the Manpower Training Act gives
both tbe States and the local communities is such that it frees them
from any of the constraints and particular designs, federally instigated
designs that have been imposed on tnem in the past. On the other hand,
I am sure these people will want to use the ones that they think work.
I don't t..11i):ik we are trying to build a delay mechanism. We are try-
ing to build an ability to understand.

Mr. HAwluNs. Are you seeking any changes at the prebent time in
the JOBS program?

Mr. HJORN-EvIK. No. There l-tis been a lot of debate, as you well
know, about the, effectiveness o the JOBS Program. I think mostly
without a lot of facts. I personally have no particular change direc-
tion that I would propose.

Mr. ILwiuxs. Do you intend to continue the integrity and the
fimding like the past fiscal year, of the New Careers program?

Mr. II.ToRNErrti-. Yes, sir; as a matter of fact, I think there is sonic
increase in the President's budget.

HxwidrNs. I think it is jhst the opposite. I think you will find
there is a reduction in funding for the New Careers program as over
the past fiscal year.

iN.Tr. ORNEyIK. I don't believe that is correct, sir.
Mr. IlAwKr,;-s. I think you will find that your recommendation is

substantially less, certainly it is less than the $20 million of the last
fiscftri year.

Regardless, however, of the difference as to what the amount is,
what is the purpose of the evaluation, if you are currently making
changes in these programs? Is this evaluation then to be made after
a decision has been reached, or do you intend to use the evaluation
as a basis on whether a particular program is to be continued?

Mr. HJORNINIK. We want to create a basis of information and
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knowledge on which we cau act. We don't propose to sit by and not

do obvious things that ought to be done based on what we now know,

however inadequate the base of information may be, however poor

the base of information may be. It seems to me some of the changes

that the Labor Department is making, many of them at our urging,

are to correct abuses or shortcomings that we are in agreement are,

in fact, abuses or shortcomings.
I don't think you freeze things and not correct obvious deficiencies

on the theory that one is waiting for some sort of evaluation.

Mr. HAWKINS. Getting back to New Careers for a minute, am I to

understand that you are making a definite commitment that the in-

tegrity of this program and its funding of the previous fiscal year

would in no way be. ;eopardized ?

Do you say you intend to continue this program which is in the

process of beina concluded as an experimental program; that you are

not reducing tfie appropriation for that program and you intend to
continue the integrity of that program ?

Mr. HJORNENIK. Let me answer that in two ways : Under the Man-

power Training Act, when that is in place and the funds under the
Economic Opportunity Act are appropriated directly to the Depart-
ment of Labor, as is proposed in the President's budget, under that
setup there would be no categorization of funds, as such, for New Car-

reerE,, Mainstream, JOBS, or any other element.
f.)ne of the basic purposes of this act is to decategorize the many,

many cateaories and constraints that are now on the program and

permit the''localities and the States to pursue what they think is best
for their areas.

It seems to me history has shown and the approval of plans au-
thority that will reside in. the Secretary of Labor is such, that we
would not permit a whole area to be deemphasized or left out.

Certainly New Careers is a substantial part of the effort now and I
am sure will continue to be. But under the Manpower Training Act,
there would be no

6anaranteed
piece of money for New Careers.

Mr. HAWKINS. I don't know what that means. You are saying that
you are going to do a way with categories, and, yet., you say that it is
going to be maintained.

This is a program that is an experimental program. It has certain
periods of cyclic development in which persons are now being ad-
vanced in careers, depending on 1-year, 2-year and 3-year steps and
SO on.

This program is now in the midst of the development as a new
experimental program. The innovation that is talked about as one of
the great objectives of this administration, and I can't find out from
.what you have said whether or not you intend to complete this experi-
mental programproviding a new manpower act is passedor if you
intend to mercre it alona with other programs, and possibly discon-
tinue the program.

It seems to me it is a very simple thing. Do you intend to continue
the integrity of the program at its approximate fundim., or do you
intend to cut back on it ?

Mr. }IsouNnviK. You are making it very difficult for me. The intent.
is to continue to pursue what we call New Careers and Public Service
Careers, which is the new mule we are using.
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Both we and the Labor Department are desirous of pursuing this.

We are. at the same time, saying we are not by virtue of categoriza-

tion going to force some specific level. We can by the way we influence

and work with the States insure that this is emphasized.

But I can't sit here and support a noncategorization proposal and

also say that I can guarantee that some specific amount of money is

aohlet to be spent for some specific category.
Mr. HAWKINS. But you speak of coordination. I think no one dis-

agrees with that. As a matter of fact, we thought we were accomplish-

ing that in the Area Redevelopment Act, under the CEP program and

the Special Impact program and others ; we have for example in most

of the States I assume, the CAMPS program, which is also cited as

a °Teat effort to coordinate programs.
So no one disagrees with coordination and certainly we commend

the efforts to obtain coordination.
In what way then do you propose to get coordination as it is any

different from the other objectives. You use the word constraint

in producing coordination. You spoke of elbowing in producing

coordination.
Now who is aoing to impose the constraint and who is going to do

the elbowing tliat you speak of in order to get this coordmation that

all of us agree should be obtained ?
Mr. IIJonNENIK. One of the key elements cf this proposal is to place

the responsibility on the States and. on local government in an un-

equivocal way for achieving the kind of coordination we are talking

about, making this a clear responsibility of these elements oi elected

aavernment.
We think that was something that was lacking in the previous

approaches.
Mr. HAWKINS. Would you clarify the type of power that a local

government would, let's say, assume with respect to the State ?
Then you say that this coordination is to be obtained by the State

and local governments. What is the role of the cities for example ?

Will a city have local autonomy of its own? Would its own public

officials be able to assume this control as opposed to the State ?
Mr. ILJORNEVIK. Yes, sir ; but in deabrees, again. We ask the State to

put together a statewide plan. As youknow, economic development in

the State in many cases will affect both a rural area and a city area.

There often is an economic cohesiveness to areas of the State. Also we

believe the States have resources that can be added to the effort.
There are protections for the rural areas. We are not putting any-

body at anybody's mercy, I don't believe. The cities are able to develop

their own comprehensive plan that fits in the State plan.
The State plan obviously will have some constraints on the city, but

if the city feels they are unfairly treated, they can appeal directly to
the Secretary of Labor.

So we believe there are adequate protections and at the same time, a
push in the direction of cooperation.

Mr. HAWKINS. You say that a city that disagrees with a State plan
can then come to Washington and get some revision.

Mr, aronNEvrK. The act so provides; yes, sir.
Mr. STEIGER. If my colleague will yield, is it also true, that the

SMSA is allowed to have its Own plan, is it not, in which the mayor of
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the central city has the major voice in terms of how the money is to be

spent ?
Mr. 1-1JORNEvni. That is right, and pass through provisions of the

act in effect protect that area.
Mr: HAWKINS. Let's assume there are two cities in a metropolitan

area who disagree, and that one of the cities demands to be a prime
sponsor and another city says, "No, we are larger, but we demand to

be the sponsor."
Who is going to be referee ? Will that be decided later here in Wash-

ington or will it be decided at the State level ?
Mr. HJORNEVIK. The act provides that the Governor will select from

among the bodies of local government in the SMSAthat body of
local government which would be primarily responsiblebe the prime
sponsor. The Secretary of Labor has indicated that it is his intent, as a
generalization, to so write the rules and reaulations and the instruc-
tions under which the Governor operates, tat this would normally be
the government of the large ilmer city that is represented in the
SMSA.

Mr. STEIGER. So in a county, such as Los An(Yeles which has about
75 cities, let's say, with one city that dominatesa major city, the
city of Los Angelesthen you are saying in effect that the city of Los
Angeles would -then have control of that program as a prime sponsor
for that particular county ?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. That is the likely result, yes, sir.
Mr. STEIGER. So that another city, which may be Long Beach or

the city of Compton, or a city in excess of 100,000 would then be really
precluded from beinu a prime sponsor in its local area, but would
necessarily then be under the umbrella of the dominant citythe city
of Los Angeles in this particular instance ?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. Yes, sir ; that is correct.
MT. STEIGER. You think that will work ?
Mr. HJORNEVIK. I believe there is an economic Ionic to SMSA's that

make that result a desirable result. I think the soil of advisory com-
mittees and representations the surrounding suburban areas and coun-
ty areas would have in the total activity is such that would protect
their interests.

I think encouraging cooperation among. these bodies of government,
is a desirable direction.

Mr. HAWKINS. No. You are a little more hopeful than I am. I am
afraid you don't know the Los Angeles situation. Let's get back to
another question, the question of the role of the disadvantaged in this
program.

On page 2, you quote the President by saying that "by taking this
step, we can better help the disadvantaged gain control of their own
lives."

Then on page 5, you say that in our political system, that objective
of coordination can best be accomplished through the auspices of
elected public officials.

In your statement, you in a sense encouraged two different groups;
one, the disadvantaged, to believe that they are going to gain control
of their own lives.

Then on page 5, you speak of the public officials as giving encour-
aaement to the public officials to believe that they are going to run
die program.
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In view of these two statements, what is going to be the role of the
disadvantaged on any State or local council keeping in mind that
under the Office of Economic Opportunity operation now, the dis-
advantaged have one-third representation. Will this representation
be continued?

Will it be diluted ? Will it be increased? In what way are you going
to accomplish the objective of at least the stated goal of giving the
disadvantaged greater control over their lives?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. The representation of clienteleand I think in
any service program then it ought to be important that the people
served have a .'oice in how well the service is givenis provided for
both at the local and State levels in an advisory mechanism. That ad-
visory mechanism is also required to give an independent judgment to
the elected officials of how they view the program that has been put
together by the State comprehensive agency or the local agency.

It does not provide, and cannot, if you are going to work through
elected officials, for putting an elected official under a board or man-
agement group of clientele people.

The system basically works the other way around. The elected offi-
cials are elected by the people and represent the people.

The agencies within that structure that give service are increasingly
following the example of community action agencies and model city
aoencies of providing the appropriate mechanism for the voices of
&lose served by the service agency.

We think it is not a service to disadvantaged people to create such
a welter and confusion of bureaucracy that they can't find which but-
ton to push to get help.

Mr. HAWKINS. Under the Economic Opportunity Act now which
you administer, the disadvantaged have one-third representation on a
bodylocal community action agencywhich makes decisions con-
cerning the lives of poor people.

Under the proposed manpower act that you are supporting today
as an auency, the poor will be given, as you indicate, the advisory
purely l'i,dvisory rolenot a role in making a decision.

Therefore, as one agency representino- the poor in which they do
have legal representation in decisionmardng agreeing to pass over to
another agency that which you yourself enjoy or at least an agency
which does have that safeguard, are you willing to trust it then to a
new agency in which the poor will not be as adequately represented ?

Mr. HJOKNEVIK. I don't think that is quite the case, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. What is the case?
Mr. 1-1,TonNEvrK. I think what would happen is that in addition to

the one-third representation on the boards of the CAA'swhich will
continue to be active in manpower programsin addition to that, the
clientele group would have an opportunity to advise and really to pre-
sent recommendations to the highest elected officials in the SMSA on
how they feel about it. It is an additional input for the disadvantaged.

Mr. HAWKINS. I don't think anybody can refuse to deny them an
opportunity to advise their public officials now. We don't need legisla-
tion for individual citizens to advise their officials. We are now talking
about participation in making a decision. I think there is a. vast differ-
ence between advising and being in a position to make a decision.

You have not yet clarified for me just in what way the poor are going
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to be involved in making decisions, or, as the statement on page 2,
says, "gaining control of their own lives."

Specifically on a council, let's say there is a statement and a State
plan and it creates a State council, and let's say the State council con-
sists of 24 persons, in what way are the poor going to be represented,
on this council ?

How many will be represented? Will they be given two three, or
one-third or any specific mimber of that council in order that they
will have some meaningful representation ?

What about the local councils? Is there any mandatory provision
that they constitute a certain percentage of a local council ?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. No, sir ; there is not. The legislation talks generally
of the types of representations that are required.

Mr. HAWKINS. So that using the definition a broad definition then
as a representative of a poor district, I could then be included as a
representative of the poor, I suppose, on a State council ?

Mr. HJORNEITIK. The legislation is
6general

on this score, in terms of
creating, I am sure, a reasonably sized body that has adequate repre-
sentation of the people interested.

The bill does require explicitly that the clientele groups be repre-
sented and the disadavntage be represented. It does not specify the
proportion.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. I will be glad to yield to the gentleman
from Wisconsin.

Mr. STEIGER. You made passing reference sometime ago to the provi-
sions on pages 60, 61, 62, and 63, of the administration bill, which
amends title I, part B, of the Economic Opportunity Act.

In your statement, you don't refer to that. I wonder if by your fail-
ure to have mentioned this specifically in your statement you are not
interested in this section or rather, am I correct in assuming that you
believe very strongly that the amendments to part B of the act as pro-
posed in the administration bill are absolutely essential for the opera-
tion of the Office of Economic Opportunity ?

Mr. HJORNEVIK. I feel the latter. It was an oversight on my part that
I had not included it in my prepared statement. I believe when I read
the statement I actually referred to them quite strongly as amendments
and action that we wanted.

It was one of our inputs into the design of the administration bill.
It makes clear that this agency will continue to have the capability of
going in the field with a new idea and demonstrating it, and we think
this is iiaportant to the role of this agency in assuring that manpower
training programs are in fact responsive to the needs of the poor.

Mr. frAWKINS. Any manpower bill that comes out of this committee
that proposed to transfer those programs now found in title I of
the Economic Opportunity Act language ought to include this new
language insofar as your research capability is concerned.

Mr. HJORNEVIK. Yes, sir ; we would explicitly want that.
Mr. DANIELS. There being no further questions, the Select Sub-

committee will adjourn. I want to on behalf of the committee thank
you, Mr. Hjornevik for your testimony.

I wish to announce that the next meeting of the Select Subcommittee
on Labor will be held on -Teclnesday, February 15, 1970, at 10 o'clock
in this room, 2175 of the RaOu tilding, and that the witnesses who
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are scheduled to appear are Mayor Walter Washington of the District

of Columbia and joseph Duffey, National Chairman of the Ameri-

cans for Democratic Action.
The committee stands adjourned,
(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, February 18, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1970

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF THE COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washiv g ton, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :15 a.m., Pursuant to reces,s in rooin
Rayburn. House Oaice Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, Meeds, Hawkins, Gaydos, Scherle,.
Quie, and Steiger.

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, majority counsel ; and
Marty LaVor, minority legislative assistant; Loretta Bowen, clerk ;
and Sue Nelson, research assistant.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to
order.

This morning we continue hearings on the subject matter of man-
power. There are several bills pending before this (!ommit tee with this
subject matter.

I am pleased to announce that our first witness this morning is the
Honorable Walter Washington, Mayor of the District of Columbia.
I extend to you, Mayor Washington, a welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER WASHINGTON, MAYOR OF WASH-

INGTON, D.C.; ACCOMPANIED BY HORACE R. HOLMES, DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA MANPOWER ADMINISTRATOR

Mayor WASHINGTON. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman.
I have submi.tted a statement, -Would you like me to summarize

it, or shall I read it into the record?
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Mayor, you are at liberty to use your own judg-

ment on whether you want to read it or summarize it, in any 2vent
it will be put in the record.

Mayor WASHINGTON. It is probably short enough to read.
Mr. DAN-rms. Yes.
Mayor WASHINGTON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee :
I welcome the opportunity to discuss with you the proposed man-

power bills now pending before the Congress. If my reading of the
three tills is correct, all of them have a basic similarity in that they
attempt to consolidate a number of separate existing pieces of man-
power legislation and to eliminate the program categories that now
exist.

There is one thing I might say parenthetically, that as I talk to
mayors throughout the country, I find that this is probably a most
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salient feature running through all the bills, the faa that cities may

have an opportunity to eliminate the program category and really

plan for population without the category problem that we face now.

I think this, in itself, is a commendable idea. The District of Co-

lumbia has a large number of manpower programs, covering the

broad ranae of activities that are adaptable to a metropolitan area,

but I thinrc local interests could be served hater if we had more flexi-

bility in adjusting these programs to fit the situation as we view it.

For example, the existence of strict program lines and funding

categories impedes a jurisdiction's ability to adjust a program even

when sponsorship and operation rests with the same agency. In addi-

tion, the proliferation of proarams has also meant that eligibility

criteria, wages or stipends paid to enrollees differ by funding cate-

gory for no apparent programmatic reason.
I gather from my reading of the bills that these problems would be

eliminated, by the decategorization that each of the pending bills

proposes.
As far as details of the three proposed bills are concerned I do not

feel . capable of commenting specifically except that each of them

seems to have basic similarities. The administration bill is the most

detailed expression of the concept of decentralized authority for man-

power programs; therefore, I would prefer to direct my reirarks to

that version of the legislation.
The concept of a comprehensive manpower planning organization

mid a comprehensive manpower agency, as outlined in the adminis-

tration 'Dili is o; parieula.r interest La us in the District because ,ve

have had sonic experience with the D.C. 'Manpower Administration

acting as an overall manpower acrency incorporating aspects of a

planning, contracting and operati4body.
Technically, this organization is an arm of the Department of

Labor, equivalent to a regional office. It was created in March 1968 to

provide a means for my administration to become more directly in-

volved with the prowrams administered by the Labor Department and

to provide a single rine of authority and responsibility in the Depart-

ment of Labor for manpower matters in the Washington metropolitan

area.
Although this organization does not incorporat .? the full range of

author4 that the Manpower Training Act mentions as optional pos-

sibilities for inclusion in State comprehensive agencies such as voca-

tional rehabilitation or vocational education, it does subsume the or-

ganization formerly operating in the DistrAct as the equivalent of a

State employment security acrency.
As a result, we have uneer one organizational head: (1) The de-

liverer of manpower services such as placement, referral and coun-

seling; the direct operation (by DCMA) of the work incentive pro-

grrin and a job bank system for the -Washington metropolitan area;

(2) the contracting and monitoring responsibility for manpower pro-

grams such as the Washington concentrated employment program,

NYC, job opportunities in the business sector, Opportunities Indus-
trialization Center, 1;1.-DTA, and so forth, some of which are con-
tracted through the Community Action Agencythe United Plan-
ning Organization; (3) the leadership in cooperative manpower
plamiing activities through the Cooperative Area Manpower Planning

System (CAMPS) ; (1) link, hAected through liaison with the
4 If
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District of Columbia government programs such as model cities,

MEDCO (which is our Economic Development Committee), the as-

sistant to the mayor for human resource programs, and other man-

power-related activities. In addition, this agency allows ns to have a.

centralized point for the collection of labor market information

and research, which can be used by all elements of the District
crovernment.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that the director of that manpower

unit, Mr, Horace Holmes, is with me this morning.
Needless to say, .che existence of this single unit does not automati-

cally solve all the manpower problems of the city, but I have been en-

coura (red by the existence of DCI\TA in knowing that it is possible
to have some assurance that every new project in the manpower
scheme will l)em viewed as a part of the total manpower picture and
that activities of the various agencies operating individual projects
will be. drawn into an integrated scheme.

I might. parenthetically add that, that has not been fully accom-
plished :It this time, but we are well on the way in that process.

Smile of the positive results to come from this have been the effort
to build a coordinated approach to job development. This means that
all agencies sharing such responsibilities within the metropolitan area
coordinate their efforts under the leadership of DCMA so that em-
ployers are not, overwhelmed by individual contacts from separate
agencies and the results of these, coordinated efforts are shared among
the operating firencies.

One of the most significant tools developed to assist in this effort
is the j0 bank book which lists area employment and training op-
portimit les ;Ind coordinates referrals from participating agencies in
the District of Columbia Maryland, and Virginia. This is but one
example of the successful efforts we have achieved in eliminating a
fragmented approach to a widespread problem.

This brings me to the important issue of our relationship to the
subrrbs in the manpower arena. I feel strongly that the problems we
face here in the metropolitan area. are not, just District problems. I
think they mirror the Nation's total problem in relation to the inner-,
city and suburbia.

There is an interdependence between the District and its suburban
neighbors that makes it naive to pretend we can exist witho-:.` every
possible kind of cooperation. In manpower terms, the, Distriet holds
the key to the labor supply needed for suburban industry and, con-
versely Distrift residents depend on the employment opportunities
that are gt owing around the beltway.

Naturatly. the related problems of transportation and education
will also require. a cooperative approach among.the jurisdictions in-
volved. Because I have strong feelings on this issue, I was very in-
terested in the approach contained in the proposed Manpower Train-
ing Act (sec. 110) authorizing States to enter into cooperative inter-
state agreements on the manner of designating program areas for
pl arm ing manpower I irograms.

Moreovce, if my understtmding of the administration proposal is
correct, there are several alternaiive an.angements that could be de-
veloped in areas with overlapping political jurisdictions such as ours
concernmg the designation of a comprehensive manpower agency and
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a prime sponsor. If the manpower planning organization was com-

prised of interstate representatives, it could determine or recommend

-to the Secretary of La12or that an existing manpower agency within

the affected jurisdictions be designated as prime sponsor or that a

new organization such as a special commission acting as a neutral

agency be designated prime sponsor.
One such possible neutral organization might be the council of

governments which functions wIth regional responsibilities at this

time.
Furthermore, lty understanding is that a prbne sponsor agency, as

envisioned in the administration bill, is not automatically the op-

erator of manpower programs. It would still be .possible to delegate

actiral program operations to orgathzations within separate political
jurisdictions, such as a local community action agency or a

bgovern-mental unit or the area comprehensive manpower agency itself.

I have noted that the administration bill, as proposed, requires a.

yoar m ily submission of plans, which would see to mply that an annual

review of the structure developed for implementation of the act's
provisions will be necessary. In the case of interstate agreements, this

would mean that adjustments could be made after a year's experience
with a method of operation. ,

I think that provides a reasonable length of time to gain some ex-

perience with a new approach to a cooperative method of handling

manpower matters. I must reemphasize that I feel that steps must be

taken to deal with manpower matters on a realistic basis as an inter-

depem'ent comnmnity rather than to act as though policies and plans

formulated by one jurisdiction have no effect beyond the political

bonndary for which-they .were developed.
I think the most interesting experience on that is air pollution

today, as well as manpower.
I think the approach of the administration bill represents a. con-

structive step toward creating a Federal-State partnership. My per-

sonal observation has been that existing manpower programs have

produced beneficial results and I think further consolidation and in-
tegration will make these results all the more apparent.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity. I believe in a
brief fashion we have tried to state our position, and as I have indi-
cated, as I talked to other mayors about the country, I feel our posi-

tion that we have would well be supported by many mayors who have

felt particularly the problem with respect to the categories that have

existed within the manpower field today.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Mayor, on behalf of the committee I .svant to

thank you for a very brief, but succinct, statement as to the operation

of the manpower programs in the District, as well as your views on the

pending legislation and the recommendations that you have made.

What problems you as mayor are having at the present time, and
what recommendations you would make with reference to resolving

those problems.
Mayor WASHINGTON. I think, WI.. ,Chairman, one problem that I

referred to parenthetically is the problem of categories. We feel

that. in the city where we have thousands of youth and young adults,

veterans, the elderly and the underemployed workers with a host of

programs that have speciaNgegoriesfor instance, NYC, as an ex-
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ample, handles youngsters from 14 to 22. We might have, on the other
hand, a serious problem between 15 and 23, but we are confined to that
category.

The New Careers program, the On-the-Job Training program, the
JOBS program that we are doing with the Alliance, the MDTA, all
of them fall within some category, and that means what you frequently
find is that you have someoud7 falling between the cracks, and it
seems it does not inrmit jurisdiction to =By plan for a population
without categories, and I would think that the strongest recomenda-
tion that I could make, particularly with respect to this and to avoid
this falling between the cracks; and permit us to really plan for a total
population and shift- that population from time to time as the pres-
sures develop, would be to eliminate categories.

Now, Mr. Holmes may want to comment on that from an operating
standpoint.

Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir.
I think that the mayor is quite right on that. The experience that

we have had in the city that points this up is that, as you know, by
categories we also receive in effect an allotment of funds.

Last summer the mayor was very concerned about the number of
youth opportunities we had available for subsidized work experience
programs.

As we looked over our category of funds available to Jielp with this
problem, we found in ohe category of funds we had, in effect, some
unused funds at that particular time, but because the funds were de-
limited, we. could not automatically shift those to the, category where
the greatest need was identified at that moment.

So although we could nse more money in NYC, there was a limita-
tion on the funds available, and yet at the same time we had_ some
funds available in another category that weren't being expended at
that moment.

We feel that under the decategorization, this would make for a
much more flexible method of funding programs as the community's
experience shows the need to be.

Mr. DANIELS. Mayor, with respect to decentralization, you com-
mented that the District is not an industrial community, and that in-
dustry hes around the beltway. Therefore, there should be more co-
ordination between the States of Maryland and Virginia with the,District

Mayer: WASHINGTON. That's right.
Mr. DANIELS. Under the administration bill, it provides for veto

power to be vested in the hands oi the Governor.
If we were to recognize a prime sponsor agency which would in-

volve the District and the States of Maryland and Virgtnia with the
Governors having the right of veto, how would this affect the District
of Columbia? What. recommendation would you make to assure that
you as the mayor of the District of Columbia would have a proper
role in thi.s picture ?

Mayor WASHINGTON. Well, I think that the District always pro-
duces that kind of problem in whatever State arrangements we have,
and we have been able to fit this in tnirly well. It would seem to me
from time. to time I serve as a Governor or as a mayor, or something
else, and I would
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Mr. DANIELS. You are recognized as the chief executive officer.

Mayor 'WASHINGTON. Yes, I think this would not create a serious

problem. We now use the Council of Governments as somewhat of a

neutral agency, and that Council of Governments' format involves
represenation from all the neighboring jurisdictions with the Dis-
trict participating, I think we could possibly look to that unit as a
proper body and as a neutral body to serve as an operator here, and

I do not conceive of any serious problem in this regard jeopardizing
the interests of the District, if that gets to the point.

Mr. DANIELS. What do you think the role of the Community Action

agencies should be under the administration's bill ?
-Mayor WASHINGTON. I think, Mr. Chairman, if we are going to

move for the designation of our own State comprehensive manpower
agency, or if DCMA, which exists now, is that agency, we would ex-

pect that the Community Action Agency would continue to serve hi an

operating role.
We do realize here that the central coordinating unit as it ismoving

now, and I indicated it is in the process, though we have not fully
accomplished the coordination we seek, but if the DCMA is the
agency for the District, which serves as our comprehensive manpower
agency, we would expect the Community Action Agency to continue

as it is in an operating role.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. -Mayor, what do you envision the role of the Dis-

trict to be with reference to public service employment ?
We have today about 4 million people out of work, and I am sure

that a substantial portion exists here in the District of Columbia. There
are many tasks of a public nature that are undone. Much work prob-
ably could be accomplished in the area of parks, hospitals, in the
Government itself here in the District.

Have you made any study of the amount of people that you can
hire in public service here in the District, where good, complete roles
could be given to people presently unemployed ?

Mayor''WASHINGTON. I would like Mr. Holmes to react on this, with
more specifics than I have.

N. Iforztv.s. I say recognizing the fact that in the Washington
metropolitan area the Federal and District Governments represent the
largest single employer, the Public Service Careers program has a
unique advantage in one way, but it also implies a dependence upon
appropriated funds, both in the District appropriations as well as in
the Federal, to make for the kinds of opportunities we are alluding to
there.

On the other hand, we feel that as you have suggested, there are
many projects and many programs in the public service area which
could be developed, which may make a. difference in the living environ-
ment for iirban people, that with a special allotment of funds to do

such things as the mayor has referred to before, those things that fall
between the cracks, could take place.

As an example, we have talked a lot about the development of our
paik areas, the design that the mayor has been very interested in
along the southeastern shores of the Potomac, where we could do
something with a -recreation and employment and enrichment program
for the Anacostia area, all of these 'things could be made possible

under special public service pwranis.
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The real question would be only what kinds of funds we would have

to carry them out.
Mr. DANIELS. Let me go one step further. If you were to provide

public service employment for the people in the areas you have enum-

erated, and possibly other areas, would that not result in a reduction

of the moneys that you would expend on welfare in the District?
Mr. HOLMES. We certainly think there is a great tradeoff.
Mr. DANIELS. If they became wage earners and taxpayers, they

would he taken off the relief rolls.
Mr. floroaEs. That is correct. There is a considerable tradeoff be-

tween what we do in manpower development and other public service

programs. Not only would we expect to have a favorable impact on
the size of our welfare rolls, but we think it would automatically re-

duce the size of our health problem, it would improve upon our hous-

ing accommodations, because more money would be M people's pockets

to do something about the kinds of housing they prefer as opposed to

what they must take.
So we see, you know, that. this kind of tradeoff is dependent upon a

healthy employment arena for the people we are trying to serve and

pav special attention to.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you. I want to recognize the other gentlemen.

on the committee.
I would like to call upon my colleague from the great State of

Washington, Mr. Meeds. Do you have any questions ?
Mr. MEEns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am proud to come from the State of the mayor's namesake.
Mayor 'WASHINGTON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. And I am sorry I didn't get here to hear your oral testi-

mony. I have been through your testimony, however, Mr. Mayor, and
find that you have done a very good job of touching the highlights
and touching the things which I consider to be worthwhile in this bill.

But my question really is this : You know, we create job banks1 we
can coordinate our efforts, and all of these things, but in the final
analysis any good manpower and trainMg program which does not
have some assurance of providincr employment at the end of it, or as
an end-result, seems to me to be Zomed from the o-,Itset.

My question to you, sir, is, do you feel that tlds type of program,
while I think we should improve all programs we have, is going to
really be meaningful in a time of rising unemployment, a time when
we are told recently that we can expect in 1970 4.3 percent unem-
ployed, when obviously the marginally employed people and the mar-
ginally employable people, are going to be the people wt are going to
be dealing wifh here ? They are also the first people who are going to
be fired, or let off when unemployment increases They are 'the last
people that are 0:oing to be hired when there is a chance for unem-
ployment, and Ijust feel kind of frustrated about this whole man-
power program Dow with the economic conditions facing this Nation,
and I would like for you to comment on that if you would, please.

Mayor WAsnINoTox. Well, I think you have sort of put your finger
on, really, what the nub of the problem is, as we see it. I think your
frustrations are fairly normal. We share them as we try to come to
grips with the problems on the streets of our cities.

I believe that what you will find is that much of the response to
your question is related to the economy, and I don't know that any
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of us are in a position to forecast it in precise terms in relation to the
job situation, the job and emp'oyment situation.

We know that; the great number of marginal persons who, as a
result of the economies tightening, will lose jobs, but it seems to me
that it is imperative to the extent that we can, to develop skills through
the training programs to put them as close as possible to whatever

opens in the market, and not simply let a number of our people remain

in this marginal area,,knowing full well that they will be the first to

be hit.
Mr. MOMS. Don't you think, Mr. Mayor, however, that we ought

to make it abundantly clear that that is the situation with them?

Mayor WASHINGTON. YeS.
Mr. MEEDS, I think we have just gotten in u. the area too man fy i _nies

of, in effect, making promises which later we can't fulfill, and which
become the catch basin for these people for further frustration,
further enmity toward people who have promised and not performed,
and it is just another broken promise to many people.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Yes, and that is why in my prepared state-
ment I pointed out that I did not see the thrust here m either of the
three bills to be a panacea, and I don't think we should hold it out as
that. I don't believe we should make another promise to people and
have them feeling that jobs and training are going to rain down on
them and that this is the problem.

I think it is a, step in the right direction to decategorize, if you will,

the efforts in these programs so that you can have some flexibility, but

I do not believe that this is the end product.
I think we are looking forward to the JOBS program as the kind

of down-the-road outproduct of emplOyment which you refer to, but
it, again, is not going to work unless we have a fantastic upsurge in

the economy and a fantastic kind of reaction from our private sector.

We are not really going to make it on that. But I don't believe
that we should continue in our frustrations .;,n respect I o any piece

of legislation looking at it as a panacea. I think we have got to move

ahead. e have got to develop .public careers progran)- and others

that the Chairman spoke of that will when you put tbrui back to
backwill make really an imprint on this total problem.

I am disturbed, frankly, in the city at this point in this whole

area of job training and employment. I think looking clown the road

to the summer, the summer to come, if we don't do a massive effort
here, we are going to be in trouble, just for the reason that you men-
tioned. There are too many people at the marginal level.

Mr. MEEDS. And the Chairman's question really suagests some
method of relieving the pressure and also for making a atter society
for people in our urban areas.

Mayor WAsniNorrox. I think he has hit a real plus th.e.re, and I
tlUnk Mr. Holmes reacted to it, because I think the public service

career area does, in fact, give (Treat opportunity, and it is going to be
a sort of backdrop to the private economy.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I have to leave.
Mr. DANIELS. I now recognize the gentleman from Iowa, Mr.

Scherle, the ranking; minority member of this committee.
Mr. SCHERLE. It is a pleasure to h ye you appear, Mr. Mayor, and

I appreciate the generous comniare the administration bill.
.
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Furthermore, I do share with you a great frustration that these

prooTams, for which we have spent millions and millions of dollars,

have not worked.
I notice on page 2 of your testimony you have a list of all the vari-

ous profframs. Can you explain to me one reason why under these pro-

grams we give such individual attention,and that we have been such

a failure in training these people and finding suitable employment

for theta ? Now we are talking about a concentration of all these pro-

()Tams under one roof, which probably will give them less identity
t -

than they have at the present thne.
Do you think this is a possibility that this frustration can continue ?

Mayor WASHINGTON. Mr. Congressman, I am not sure that I agree

with you fully on the fact that they have been an utter failnre. I
think that thousands and thousands of young people have been sub-

jected to a training process that they would not have otherwise had.
Many of them have gone into gainful employment..

We have noted this here, and I am sure that when you make the
sweeping statement you are talking nationally, and not locally. I am
well aware of that, but locally, I would believe that what we have

seen in a. munber of the programs is not what we think could neces-
sarily be derived from them, and our real observation here today is
that we feel that the. time has come for the &categorization of these
programs and the development of a comprehensive back-to-back abil-

ity to plan the programs so that they reach the population where the
greatest pressureand the greatest need is.

Mr. SC1 lEnt,E. Since you have been Mayor of the District, what have

you done to unite or correlate these programs, if you feel this has been
it pri nni y ea use ?

Mayor WAsuiNoTox. That is a very good question. In a very short
period of time, I discovered our programs were fragmented all across
the board, when I came into office. In March of 1968, in a joint arrange-
ment with the Labor Department, we were able to bring in Mr.
Holmes, who served both the Federal end and the local end, and we
started in a process of putting as many agencies under one roof as we
could, and guiding some of the others with at least a hand.

You must. remember that these directly funded agencies had either
funding, or they had their own arranp.ements on a. direct basis, and
there was not. everything we could do. We did something. We set up a
format, which is our D.C. manpower unit, and we started feed inp. into
that area a review process, and in that review process we got part of a
handle on a number of them.

We had at least one repository where we could handle manpower.
Moreover, in the refunding of a few that have come before us, we
have been able to direct that training and that program to the. point
of need, so that it was back to. back with other training programs and
really met the total need.

It takes time, I would say, for any city based on how these propTams
evolved and how the Congress really put them together to put a full
handle on any or all of them.

Mr. SCI1M-11.E. Mr. Mayor, I cannot agree that putting the monkey
on the back of Congress is going to solve your problem.

Mayor WAsITINGTON. I didn't say that.
Mr. SCHEELE. That is the way Litaterpreted it.

orm,
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Many people feel the only thing we have to do is pay out a lot of
money, and I totally disagree with that statement. For example, Pride
is about as full of graft and corruption as any program I know of.
Perhaps there is more that is not even reported to us in the 16 news

:media about it.
We had the Job Corps here, and I understand that it just folded

.about 2 months ago.
Can you give me any explanation why, with all these and many other

programs, we still have the problem we have in the District of not
being able to satisfy the needs for employment ?

MayorWASHINGTON. Sure.
Let me get back to your first. thing. I never put the monkey on the

Congress' back. I dealt with the Congress as a partner in every en-
deavor we had, and what I said was the way the programs were en-
acted and categorized, it did not leave flexibility. It seems to me that
what I am saying as a result of that in my testimony, as well as now,
is that the programs as they were funded and as they were passed,
left the categories with many cracks.

Mr. SCITEIILE. Let me correct that statement then. As members of
Congress we have tried to fund these programs, and through hap-
hazard administration downtown they have become failures, not be-
cause of our generosity, but because of this lousy administration.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Why don't we take the position that it may
be we have a joint responsibility here? The point is that all three bills,
the Administration bill particularly, go to the relief of categories.
I think the funding has been liberal, but it has not lwen enough.
think that we have been funded, for instance, at about one-third of
the need that we have been able to assess in this city, and if you say
that it is liberal funding, I think the question is not whether it is
liberal but whether it is enough.

Mr. SCEIILE, All right, why did the Job Corps fail in Washington?
Mayor WASHINGTON. The Job Corps did not fail here. There is no

Job Corps here. The one you refer to is the Board of Trade. The
Job Corps has not come to the city at this point. The job program that
you refer to was a. training program undertaken by the Department
of Labor andlet me just tell you what it is, since you have called
on it.

Mr. SCTIERLE. I know what it isa job center. Why did it fail ?
Mayor WASTIINGTON. Wen, it wasn't the Job Corps. It was a train-

ing program undertaken by the Labor Department along with our
Board of Trade, and Northern Systems, a system which had pre-
viously functioned with the Job Corps in another area.

Mr. ScHERLE. In Nebraska. They moved here to Washington. I
played a part in getting it closed there because it was not functioning
in Nebraska.

Mayor WASHINGTON. ME. Holmes has been reviewing that care-
fully, and I would like bim to comment.

Mr. HOLMES. The Jobs Center was the appropriate name for that
partieular project. It was a. test pilot project which had a one-funding
hfe by the previous admimstration. It was desioned as a forerunner
to the JOBS in a Series Programs, which is now called JOBSTO.

Iii onr assessment of what. it was doimi o. with the employin o. com-
munity, we. felt that in the limitation of the funds that we had that
the JOBSTO, the present Agininistration's proposal for involving
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the private sector, was in effect duplicative with that particular pro-
°Tam at the obs Center , a ...Lin addressing itself to the private sector.

._.,, ,

So, in the analysis of what we needed at this time,_ it decided
that the JOBS-70 with the MA-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 series before it. had now
made for that kind of capability in the Washington Metropolitan
Area.

What was needed now instead of the Jobs Center was a manpower
residential center under the Job Corps, and we have been identified
as one city for it, to bring to Washington a capability for youths who

ve very poor home situations to make for a more, healthy environ-
ment for their training, so in effect the administration decided to place
the resources of the Job Corps manpower residential center at the
same location where the old Jobs Center was, and with the now grow-
ing capability in our JOBS program, to substitute for that--if I may
finish, sir.

We have had an experience in the last 2 years with the MA series,
during the same time as the Jobs Center, several million dollars worth
of programs funded with the piivate sector, representing several hun-
dred jobs at the end of the training, and so it was just in that assess-
ment that this was done, not in the assessment that the Jobs Center had
failed.

Mr. SCHEELE. Apparently you and I didn't read the same article.
Mr. HOLMES. Except that is the newspaper, and I am telling you

from our being respoosible as project officers from the monitoring and
a course of action of what. we are d, ing every day.

Mr. SCHEELE. As far as the prt.,grams are concerned, I feel much
more suitably impressed by the newspaper account than I do by the
track rcicord established by all of these programs.

What have you done with the Work Incentive Program ? How many
people have you placed there ? What is your enrollment ?

Mr. HOLMES. We didn't come prepared to give you that information,
but we have it, and will supply it. We have produced on a periodic
basis this kind of information.

I might mention to you that an outside evaluation firm has just sub-
mitted to the Department of Labor an evaluation of that program, and
it has been regarded as one of the best in the country.

Mr. DANIELS. Will you supply those statistics for the record.
Mayor WASHINGTON. We will be glad to, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows :)

District of Columbia WIN program statistics
WIN enrollments, cnmulat,xe August 1908Jan. 31, 1070 1, 804
WIN enrollees placed on jobs, August 1968Jan. 31, 1970 494
WIN enrollments ou Jan. 31, 1970 909

Source : D.C. Manpower Administration, Mar. 2, 1970.

Mr. SCHEELE. These evaluations are self-imposed by the agencies in-
volved, and I don't take any type of position on that. Already ';.tlf)
million has been spent in the poverty program for evaluations and
they are gathering dust, and never will be looked at..

Mayor WASHINGTON. Mr. Chairman, do I understand you want the
figures?

Mr. SCHEELE. Well, I can tell you that I don't have the amount of
time to go into this as deeply as I want to, other than to say that I
am very disappointed in Pride, Inc. This is a sad, sad commentary on

P6
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our program here in Washinton, D.C. It is almost incomprehensible.
I go through the "Star," and I go through the want ad section, and

I see job opportunity after job opportunity after job opportuMty.
Can you tell me why these aren't filled, with all the money we spent ?

Mayor WASIHNGTON I just want to say that I disagree with you

with respect to the 1,111 import of Pride, Inc., sir. I think we have
read about 17 situations, and I think they are serving thousands and

thousands of disadvantaged youngsters.
Mr. SCHERIX. This may be fine, but the Governor of Washington

said a moment ago how they are trained and developed.
Mayor WASHINGTON. Manv of them, and I didn't come prepared to

cr o into a detailed defense, 'hut just In terms of the sweeping cate-
gorization of that program, based on what you have read .so far. I
think the GAO on the other hand has done a comprehens.,ve treat-

ment of that program and found it in p-ood shape.
The Labor Department in this adInnistration has just a week or

10 days ago 1-efunded that program, based on an analys of what th.:!y

have found. This is in our administration, and I believe that to sweep
this asideI don't think the newspapers have said that the program
has failed.

Mr. SCHERLE. Funding a program wider this administration or the
previous administration, has no bearing on my thinkincr whatsoever.
You camiot take a tax dollar for this type of outfit aneget value re-
ceived. It is a ridiculous appropriation even for any administration.

Mayor WASHINGTON. If you really looked at that program
Mr. SciMILE. ivir...Kly01', I have done a lot oi looking. L is a sad,

sad case to try to build ihe hopes of these poor people and give them
a few dollars to go and chase rats in an alley as part of ie program.
This city could set up a real effective rodent control pl'ograin with
just a percentage of what Pride is getting.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Did you realize that they have also been able
to buy three gasoline stations and an apartment buildino-, as a part of
their on-going training, and also move people out inro a category,
winch is the Whole area of landscape gardening, and they have a firm
established.

All of these are spinoffs of the kind of training they have had.
Mr. SCHERLE. Who are the directors of the landscape agency?
Mayor WAstnxo-rox. That is a separate corporation.
Mr. SCHERLE. You bet it is.
Mayor WAsnixoToN. It should be. That is what you are after, isn't

it, for people to move out of what you call a training progrf,m into
entrepreneurship ? Isn't. that. getting into the mainstream ?

Mr. SCHERLE. This agency also has people who serve in a CAP
agency which are directly affected with that agency. I think you
imght see in the contracts there might eve 1. be a little conflict of
interest.

Mayor WASHINGTON. I don't have any notes.
Mr. SCHERLE. I know you don't, byte by the same token, I think you

could do a better job in Washington. If you are the mayor, you are
also the governor.

Mayor WAsmxoroN. You know, Mr. Congressman, that we had no
control over those programs. You have said that, and you know it. I
am a crovernor, and I am a mayor, and two or three other thincis and
nothing very much, you know, in terms of authority.
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Mr. SonERLE. You delegate your authority to somebody who can
serve in a capacitybut you still should be held finally responsible.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Mr. Congressman, you realize what we are
trying to do by this very legislation is to put these programs ;n a posi-
tion where locally we have some controls, and we have some ability to
bring them into context:, and when you say, "Washington, no other
city is in any better position, even where you have a governor," these
programs are operating on a straight fundingcategorical basis and we
have had less opportunity here with direct funding than programs in
any city in America.

Mr. SCHEELE. You are closer to the source here.
Mayor WASHINGTON. That doesn't give us anything.
Mr. SCHEELE. I would hope somewhere along the line in this legis-

lation you and the governors will be given the power of veto, because
I think the responsibility should rest somewhere with a public official.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Exactly.
Mr. SCHEELE. There is an agency wherf- the majority of intelligence

is serving one cubicle down here.
Mayor 'WASHINGTON. Isn't this exactly what this legislation is try-

ing to do ? Isn't this trying to give to the governors and to the local
operators and jurisdictions some ability to function with it ?

I came in full agreement with this, because I think this is needed.
Mr. SCHEELE. Mr. Mayor, I am sick and tired of seeing this million-

dollar program flounder and not help the poor for which the pro-
gram was designed. The administration of these programs is atrocious,
and as long as we design a program for the poor people, then I think
those people should be heard. I am not trying to single you oat--

Mayor WASHINGTON. That is why I am trying to get your remarks
away from singling, because I think we have had less opportunity
than any other jurisdiction. You say we are close, but we are not close.

I dicln't want to debate it. I agree with this. These programs need
to be brought into a focus where they can get the full impact. They
need to be decategorized, and I agree with you that there are areas of
°Teat impact. And if this was not the case, I do not think we would
liave these three pieces of legislation.

I think that the administration bill is a detailed bill, and it should
cro f" to correcting some of the problems which we have, and giving
to the jarisdictions a kind of hold on them and a kind of base that
they really need, and I would hope that in this .period of time we can
make great procrress.

Mr. SCHERLE7No further questions.
Mr. DANIELS. I call on my colleague from the State of California,

Mr. Hawkins.
Do you have a question ?
Mr. HAWKINS. Mayor Washington, first, I would like to apologize

for not having been present during the time you presented your pre-
pared statement,. I do serve on another committee which meets at the
same time, and that is why I was absent.

Secondly, I would like to strongly commend you on the ro:e that
you are playina in this city. I know that there is not a city in America
that is not in ?rouble at the present time, including Los Angeles, my
home city.

Certainly I think that it is a little unfair .to blame you for all of
the ills of this city. 928
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Mayor WASHINGTON. Of all the cities and society.
Mr. HAWKINS. They are shared by Mayor LindE.ly in New York,

and Mayor .Yorty in Los Angeles, and everybody else. I don't know

of any city in America in which there should be more cooperation

than in the City of Washington, of which you may be the Governor,

but Congoess serves as a veto over the Governor in this instance.

I am very saddened by the fact that as a Member of the Congress

we have not funded, not only manpower programs, but we have failed

to fully fund the educational programs of this city.

I think we should:A put the monkey on your back. I think we should

take a little bit of the blame on ourselves. I know you are not going

to talk about that,but as a Member of Congress, I can.

I happen to live in the District, not one of those who came to
Washington to live in Maryland or Virginia and work in the District.

I sometimes feel that if more of the Conaressmen lived in the District,

we would have better schools, and a rot of other things would be
better. But that is quite beside the point.

I would like to get back to the proposal that you submitted your

views on.
Do you believe that legislation is absolutely ,needed in order to

wilieve coordination, or is it possible under the various proposals

that have heretofore been made to achieve cooperation or coordina-

tion without necessarily getting into the proposal, if we do pass it?
Do you believe that this, any more than any of the other proposals,

will actually achieve coordination?
I know everybody talks about it, but each agency is very jealous of

its own responsibility, its own openition, and somehow we never get
around to it.

Also, how would you relate this type of coordination of manpower
programs to the schools of the area ? It seems to be that without the
tie-in with the schools, that we will avoid manpower proarams, spe-
cial programs doing jobs to correct the mistakes of the schools. It is

a double-jointed question, but I would like to get your reaction.
Mayor WASHINGTON. It is quite a question, or series that you have

asked, and I want to thank you Conoressman Hawkins, for puttino.
, e,

the whole matter into perspective.
I have come to the point in my experience that you observe on,

where I can't really single out people to blame in America, in a sense,
because particularly in this area, many of these programs developed
Lnd evolved out of pressures of the times, or pressures that developed
to take care of one group or the other.

The NYC program, the 14 to 22-year-olds, they suddenly became
a real problem for us, and this developed with a certain kind of
background.

The New Careers program, and On-the-Job Training program, the
MDTA program, all of these things evolved, as thmgs evolve in
America, out of the pressure of circumstance. and then to find at one
point in time that you have them and they have developed a certain
amount of background and a certain amount of independence, is not
to say that we should continue in that prospect, because as I have
pointed out, with this growth there have developed cracks. People
are falling between cracks because of the lack of flexibility to deal
with the rotal population, without going into categories.
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Now. I think you could achieve, perhaps, coordination without the
legislation, but I think you do a better job .of providing a base for
that coordination with the legislation that is now proposed, so that
it dof..s not fall entirely upon the administration to put the coorchna-
tion into it.

;link if the controls are built in, so that the jurisdictions, the gov-
einors and the local officials can fmiction flexibly and appropriately,
then there is a better chance for administrative coordination of the
programs within the framework of need as they develop.

I think on the second pint of the question, with respect to the
schools, there is need for a further look at this problem to see how the
training progriuns, and even the curricuhi, if you will, are related
to t}i e. propyams that ultimately provide either training or the job
opportunity.

I am not sure that we have done enough in this area. It is fairly
apparent that in the dropout area there is a need for far morea
need for a more comprehensive look at that as a total problem.

So I would say to yi,.1 that I see the need for this legislation, par-
ticularly in the areas that I have referred to, particularly with re-
spect to permitting a better type of planning for population without
categories, and I would believe that it would set the stage for a far
better degree of coordination administratively if the provisions of
this bill are. passed.

Mr. ITAWKINS. Just one other brief question.
Do you believe that ',r,-en with coordination, that the job can he

done without a lot more funding than at the present time?
I know it is easy to say, "All we need is coordination." This soni-

times is a substitute for an inadequately funded program. It seems
to me we have been coordinating and coordinating for a long 'Erne,
and really haven't put up enough money to really do the job, both
in education and in manpower programs.

So what I am really asking is, is coordination the sole answer ?
Mayor WASMNGTON. You have pnt your finger on what I was try-

ing to explaill to the Congressmaii, that you can talk about liberal
funding, and it is a question of who is defining "liberal."

We have here 100,000 peoiile that we have been able to identify in
onr manpower program, as underemployed. Now, we are serving 30,-
000 of them, which means that we have a need for 70,000 more. We
are serving about one:third of our population that has a need for
training to relieve their undereiT ployment and develop skills so that
they can function at that skill level.

There you need more funding, as well as coordination. Coordination
is like what we have done so far. We have looked at an expert swim-
mer who can swim a mile, kind has 2 miles to swim. He is going to
drown if that is as far as he can go.

The program, if it is not properly funded, does not do anything
except permit you to coordinate an under-funded program.

Mr. IlswiaNs. I want to tlmnk you for a very forthright presen -
tation.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Gaydos, do you have any questions ?
Mr. GAYDOS. One short question, Mr. Chairman.

iMr. Mayor, n my area, the problem involved and revolves around
jobs. I understand my colleague Mr. Scherle to say that there are
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thousands of jobs in Washington, D.C., that go unfilled. Is that a true

statement?
Mayor WAsmixorox. Mr. Congressman, I am not aware of it. I was

trying to get the source of it. We are now putting on one ot the most

extensive job-getting programs that we have have ever put on here m

the city.11re are asking for 30,000. We are turning to dentists and doc-

tors and lawyers and engineers, asking them if they won't .open up
job opportunities, and I just am not aware of jobs going begging.

I know that we even have gotten an extra provision in the trans-
portation area to move some of our unemployed into the. suburban
ring. This is i demonstration that the Department. of Transportation
is participating in, and certainly we won't be moving them out there
if there were job opportunities.

Now, Mr. Holmes is close to this situation, and he might Avant to
elaborate further.

Mr. HOLMES. I think there is partial truth in the question. We do
have one of the healthiest labor markets in the country. We do have

a sizeable number of jobs going begging still, but that doesn't. fully
answer the question.

The rest of the answer is that those jobs are of such a professional
and technical level of requirement that the population we are trying to
serve, just doesn't meet it, and so one of the designs that we are trying
to do here with New Careers and working with the private sector and
the JOBS program, is to sell employers on the restructuring of their
jobs to make more entry level jobs possible for the potential labor
force that we have.

Now, until you do something about bringing together what our pop-
ulation's characteristics are at this time with the labor market needs,
we am going to have a serious gap between them, and so we try to do
this with the training programs which require an acceptability by the
employers to do it, and so when the Mayor spoke about the new job
development record, we are, not jnst meaning promotion. We are mean-
ing selling the employers on the value to them their investment in the
Washington aea, in redesigning their jobs, changing some standards
for their jobs that may not even be realistic any more, to take those
jobs in the paper and really make them available to the clientele that
we have, who have a crying need for jobs.

As we move along that track, we will say that we are able to re-
solve more and more of the underemployment and unemployment, that
we have ,going on in the city.

Mr. GrAYDOS. As you. have explaMed, then, you do have a problem
here with the numbcr of jobs that are available pursuant to your ex-
planation ; they are the technical jobs.

Mr. HOLMES. Yes. If you take auy of today's newspapers and we
have people who call those and call many employers to see if they
can change one element in that. We find the jobs are electronics, they
are engineers, professionals in terms of some of the programs that
are, calling for people today, in the computer sciences. et cetera.

We have designed training programs that link to' those. We say,
"We can't. give you a computer systems analyst right now, but we can
give nit key pluich operators." If you can let them in, we will connect
you with a job training program that will allow you to move them up
through the next levels of the computer technology, and you can have
jobs for them and assist us, too.
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Mr. GATDOS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the author of one of the bills, the gentle-

man from Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger.
MT. STEIGER. Mr. Mayor, you have made an excellent point this

morning with redmrd to the need to decategorize.
Would I be fair if I could get. you to agree we have two major

issues? One is that tl!e present programs are categorized, and there

is a need to decategorize. The other is the question of public service
employment. Would you agree that these are two separate problems?

Mayor WAstaxuToN. Philosophically, I think yes.
Mr.' STEIGER. We had testimony from the Governor's office of Niary-

land not very long ago, and in the statement that he made, the prob-

lem of the Distria of Columbia and its relation to the suburbs was

brought out.
In your statement on page 4 you get into this question, but I am not,

frankly, very clear from your testimony as to just what your answer
would be to what I think can continue to be a problem if we don't

resolve it.
The administration bill proposes a designation on a ri tandard

SMSA basis, and within an SMSA around the city ofWashington, the

mayor of the central city, in this case yourself, would be given the
designation or sponsorship responsibility for that designation.

The testimony from Maryland indicated that they thought this
would be a prdblem, itad that it would not be satisfactory-for the
Mayor of the District of Columbia to serve as prime sponsor for the
suburbs of Maryland and Virginia which surround the city.

You mentioned the Council of Governors as a regional agency that
might be designated for this purpose. Do you have any kind o'f spe-

cific suggestion, or would y-ou be willing to try to work with Governor
Holton of Virginia and Governor Mandel of Maryland to try .to find
out. what we could do specifically for the SMSA in the Washington,
D.C., area assuming that Maryland and Virginia would not Eke the
administration 's proposal.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Yes, Congressman Steiger. I would first think
that I would want to say that I did not want to minimize the problem.
The difference, for Mstance, in our jurisdiction is that we not Oilly are
in the center, as a city, but we are probably unique in the fact that we
are bordering two States, Maryland and Virginia,which I think is
unique in terms of any other jurisdiction having this kind of compo-
nent.

I do not believe that, for instance, three neighboring states need have
concern with the problems such as we have here, but the very fact
that we are working together, say, in the CAMPS program, and in
the Council of Governnients, it gives us a base to work out specifics.

I use the Council of Governments only as a neutral medium, and
in the other phases of manpower, we had no pioblems workidg out a
system, a communications system in the criminal area. We. have had
no problem working on air pollution, water pollution, problems that
affect. us generally, and it seems to me only when we get to the human
problems of the. programs do we begin to throw up some problems to
ourselves.

In response to your question, I would be perfectly happy to con-
tinue the dialogue which we have already started in the CAMPS
program, which we have started with neighboring States, with a view
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to working out some specific method of operation that would be mu-
tually satisfactory to the two jurisdictions.

It isn't an easy one, but. I think we have got to do it.
Mr. STEIGER. I think it, would be very helpful for the, committee. to

have the results of that. kind of work. I know you have started it. I
would like to encourage you to continue it, and to (Yet back to us when
you have suggestions on what we ought to dO in drafting the
legislation.

-Mayor WAsiIINGTON. Very well.
Mr. STEIGER. One last. comment. I simply wanted to say that I would

go further than either my colleagues, Mr. Scher le or Mr. Hawkins,
in suggesting that. much more of the fault lies with the Congress in

the way we riave structured the programs and imposed them on local

communit ies.
I don't know that the word "fault" is particularly appropriate, be-

cause each program grew up to meet a particuhu need at this time, in
1962,1961,1965 or 1968.

Based on that experience, we now see what we have done to you, and
more, importantly than to you, to those who need to be served.

I appreciate your coming this mornino..
Mayor WASHINGTON. I appreciate triat statement. You said it far

better than I was trying to say it, but I was really trying to cast back
into the. development of various programs, and you have just put your
finiver so beautifully on how they developed, and not for us to either
fault or blame each other. I don't think this gets us any closer.

What. I see is a partnership in whatever faults we have had, or de-.
ficiencies, and a, resolve together to try to put the best package to-
gether to take advantage Of the experience that we have, had, and
also to more meaningfully reach the people that we are trying to
reach.

Mr. DANIELS. Mayor Washington, in response to what you have just.
said. I know you are confronted with a most difficult problem, and I
think you are handling it, very, very well, and I want to complhnent
you on iiehalf of the committee and personally.

I desire to thank you for your courtesy here this morning, and for
the testimony which you have given. It has been most helpful.

Mayor -WASHINGTON. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. And thank you, Mr. Holmes.
Mr. HonmEs. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Joseph Duffey, National

Chairman of the Americans for Democratic Action.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH DUEFEY, NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, AMERI-
CANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION; ACCOMPANIED BY LEON SHULL,

NATIONAL DIRECTOR ; AND VERLIN NELSON, LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. DuFrEy. With me is Leon Shull, the national director of the
Americans for Democratic Action, and Verlin Nelson, legislative
representative. Let me briefly summarize our statement.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, your statement will be incorpo-
rated in the record at this point, and you are free to proceed and sum-
marize your views.

(The statement referred to follows :)
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STATEMENT OF JCSEPH DUFFEY., CHAIRMAN, AMERICANS FOR

DEMOCRATIC ACTION

Mr. Chairman, my name is Joe Duffey. I am National Chairman of Ameri-

cans for Democratic Action. I am happy to have this opportunity to present our

views on the three manpower bills pending before this committee, H.R. 11620,

introduced by Mr. O'Hara and others, RR. 10908, introduced by Mr. Steiger and

others, and H.R. 13472, introduced by Mr. Ayres and others.
The Full Employment Act of 1946 stated that it was the policy of the United

States to assure all Americans seeking work opportunities for useful, regular,

full-time employment at reasonable wages.
Today, twenty-four years later, this goal is still not a reality for millions of

Americans.
During the past decade our response to the problem of unemployment was

hitensive experimentation with federal manpower training programs. The initial

nmnpower program was aimed at retraining heads of families who had been

displaced by technological change or recession. But the civil rights revolution

and the subsequent war on poverty introduced a new dimension and shifted the

emphasis to job training for the disadvantaged.
Today, after almost a decade of such programs and after the enrollment of

about one million people, manpower training has to its credit nnuly accomplish-

ments which more than justify its costs. Thousands of people trained under the

acts are working more steadily or at higher wages. For the first time in the his-

tory of the nation, the poor themselves have participated in the planning and
hnplementation of government programs of assistance.

Bnt, we still have large-scale nnemployment. The depressing statistics are
well-know. 3,400.000 people are unemployed today. Approximately 6.7 million

more are sub-employed because of low wages. This total represents 13% of the
working population. Still, it does not take into consideration the large number

(estimated at several million) who remain outside the labor force through dis-
couragement or inability to meet the minininm qualifications.

In part. nnemployment is due to inadeqnate funding and the limited scope

"e training programs. Bat, iii larger measure. it is due to the assumption tlmt
:jobs exist in private enterprise in sufficient number to bring down the nnem-

ployment rate.
ADA challenges this assumption. The uninterrupted prosperity of the mid

and late sixties did not create enough jobs on the first rung of the ladder of
access in our society to provide employment for all Americans who seek work.

And current economic approaches, designed to reduce halation, are contribut-

ing further to unemployment. On February 7th the Departnwnt of Labor an-
nounced that in January, 1970, the unemployment rate climbed from 3.5% to
3.9%, the largest monthly rise in nine years.

Manpower training is not job creation. .Tob creation is the mo-ber one need

today. ADA believes that the basic manpower program of the seventies must be

the large-scale creation of jobs in the public sector. Every person willing and
able to work shonld be guaranteed a job at decent pay, with a built-in career

ladder, togetlwr with necessary support services to permit job upgrading.
The list of prestigious organizations which have presented carefully docu-

mented reports calling for massive programs of public services jobs to retiree
unemployment is impressive.

1. As far back as 1000 the National Commission on Technology, Automation

nml Eeononfic Progress. in its report to the President and members of Congress,

called for the explicit endorsement of public service employment as a perma-

nent. long-term program and esthnnted that there are 5.3 million potential jobs

in public service. The committee recognized "the anomaly of excessive unemploy-

ment in a society confronted with a huge backlog of public service imeds in its
parks, streets. slums. sehools. libraries. etc." It stated that much of the work
cons only for limited skills and minor amounts of training.

Their Estimates of Potential Sources of New Jobs included :

Medical institutions and health services 1. 2

Educational institutions
1. 1

National beautification
1. 3

Welfare and home care
.

Public protection
35

Urban renew:il and sanitation
. 05

Total
5. 3
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9. In 1007 the Advisory Committee on Public Welfare fe ..e a s!milar

reconinienda ti on.
3. In January of 196S the Executive Committee of the Conferenee of Mayors

called for a public service employment program to provide for 500,000 public

service jobs immediately. Mayor William Walsh of Syracuse. New lork, re-

minded us at the time that while the unemployment rate was going down be-

tween 1061-190S. the total number of unemployed persons in the U.S. has gone

up. due to populotion growth.
4. Later in 1 968 the exhaustive Kerner Commission Report listed flS one of its

Reeommendlitions for Natimial Action the creation of one million liew jobs in

the public sector ill three years as well as one million ill the private sect(g.

Commission felt thnt ill the public sphere a substantial number of jobs could be

provided quickly by local government in the vast areas of unmet needs in edit-

catio::. health. safety and other municipal services.
5. In January 1901) the Urban Coalition released a study calling 1.4n. 5011.000

new jobs in six months as tbe result of a survey of pnblie service needs i::

sano,.de of major eities. The rep(mt also aid that by further planning the number

might be expanded to a million more within I year.
0. The Bell System has supported the Urban Coalition report, :idding that -NO

one expects business to do the whole job ill the employment of the disadvantaged
elearly business can't do it alone."

Clearly. business can't do it alone. It Cannot respond to the magnitude of In,

problem. The avowed goal of the National Alliance of iillSilWsPql1C21 tt) make

available 030,000 jobs in an effort spa zinthg 31A years is laudatory and Nywahl

be a significant achievement, but still unemployment would not be at minimal

In the past some job recruitment prognuns sponsored by big industry ha ve
tended to flounder on issues such as lack of transportation to the suburbs where

most new jobs are. Further, there is a lack of low-cost housing in the suburbs.

Ghetto industry, including those financed by black capitalism, should he en-

couraged. However, the possibilities are somewhat limited due to lack of land.
adequate buildings, and experienced workers. Although the few sueeessful glietto

industries have attracted favorable Publicity and have seemed like :1 way out of

the dilemma, their employinent of new workers has been relatively small.

If private industry er.nnot expand job openings, then the task falls to tile
government. A large public employment program is an acceptable means of in-

come support. ill the ieW of many citizens. Since a public job is not regarded

as a "hand-out." many people who comic support outright money payments to

the able-bodied poor are willing to support public employment piograms.
All of society would benefit from a widely expanded and efficient public serviee

job program. There is no justification to belittle public employment as "make

work," for our soeial needs are enormous. Our deteriorating schools are under-
staffed. In the District of Columbia during the recent violence in the schools.

administrators called for more conimunity aides to maintain order ill the balls
and classrooms and to provide liaison with the home. Our streets and parks
eould be made safe:. by auxiliary security forces. Our polluted environment
could swallow up the efforts of large, clean-up crews. Our inadequate, costly

health services eould be improved by additional nurses aides. orderlies, lab as-
sistants. This nation lags belund ether Western nations in the provisions for day

core centers. Our laek of low-cost housing is approaching the crisis stage.
The social cost of the job creation program to the nation is not greL.t in tile

long run. Earned Income reduces the need for welfare and other supportive
services. Crilne and delinquency are reduced.

The employed individual gains substantially. Employment builds self-respect
and brings the individual closer to the mainstream of economic life. Employed
parents are a model for children to emulate, Eniployment builds skills and ex-
perienee which can be transferred to the private labor market.

ADA supports the O'Hara bill because it explicitly provides for Job Creation
ill Title III. Although the lock of a specific number of jobs is a serious defect,
we feel the bill is a major step in the rifdit direction.

The introduction to the OTIora bill reeog ,izes that it is within the capability
of tbe richest nation on earth to provide every American who is able and willing
to work full opportunity to obtain employment, emumensurate with his ability.
It faces rip to the fact that the guarantee of employment for all requires public:
inves:tment to the extent that the privato Qector is unable to provkle such oppor-
tunities. It reiterates the great unfilled public needs in American life.

:-:4-;-,-2...115
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The Ayres bill is puzzling. It, too, explicitly mentions in its Statement of

Purpose (Section 4) that "expansion of public service employment opportunities

for unemployed, underemployed, and low-income persons will allow the Nation

to meet more adequately the unfulfilled public needs in such fields as health,

recreation, etc." However, the bill envisions only the preliminary training for

those jobs. Sufficient funds are not allocated to underwrite the wagea of those

who would be put on the public service payroll. Once training is completed, the

budgetary outlays would fall to the state and local governments which are, of

course, most desperately in need of additional funds.
In Title V. Active Manpower Policy as an Economic Stabilizer, the Ayres bill

rightly recognizes the government's urgent need to act in times of great unem-
ployment. But the ; .ovision to provide funds for additional training in times

when the unemployment rate goes over 41A% is again puzzling. The 10% addi-

tional allocation is entirely inadequate. And why should the government rely

only on additional trnining? At such a time, the logic of the. situation would

suggest that the government create jobs.
Let us establish priorities. Our first priority now should be job creation.

Training, where necessary, can follow job creation.
Mr. Chairman, the private enterprise system in America has traditionally

played the major role in training workers on the job when job vacancies have

existed and has trained them well. The Kerner Report reminded us that during

the labor shortages of World War II, industry successfully employed large num-

bers of the previously unemployed and disadvantaged by lowering standards and
restructuring work patterns so that the jobs fit the level of available skills. And,

Mr. Leon Keyserling, in testimony before this committee a few weeks ago, said

that duriog that war many who had previously been labeled "hopeless" and had

been screened out made useful contributions to the war effort.
Now, let us turn to other aspects of the bills. First, consolidation. The man-

Power policy grew in a piece-meal fashion as Congress responded to pressing
needs. So, today under the term "manpower acts" we have a complex array of

different progrinns, controlled by several agencies, providing Uifferent services

with different eligibility criteria and allowances. ADA applauds the fact that
under each of the bills pending before this committee, the myriad of programs
will be brought together into a single comprehensive program, with decategori-

zation of funds.
Next, decentralization. In our Legislative Program for 1970. ADA stoports

decentralization, but only if coupled with incentives to modernize state and local

government, improve the quality of their personnel and include private com-
munity groups in the delivery process.

There is nothing in the current manpower legislation or in the O'Hara bill
which prohibits the Secretary from embarking upon a major decentralization
of responsibility if he so wishes. Just as lie uow contracts with many private
employers he has the option of contracting with public officials.

Of concern to us, however, is the plan, proposed by both the Ayres and Steiger
bills, to decentralized manpower administration by vesting control of the man-
power programs in the hands of the state governors.

It is inevitable that the state comprehensive manpower agencies will be domi-
nated by the state employment agencies. These have traditionally been more in
the service of the employer than the employee. Their very function in the past
lias been to screen out the disadvantaged.

The Kerner Report took a dim view of present employment services, suggesting
the need for restructuring.

Some changes have taken place. The local Concentrated Employment Programs
(CEP) which provide training. placement and supportive services for the hard
core unemployed have been au important innovation. The success of the pro-
grams stems from active efforts to develop new jobs and get rid of unrealistic
job qualifications.

As to the ability of the Employment Service to meet the ehaller.ge, it. is sig-
nificant that the Secretary of Labor in his defense of the system in recent testi-
mony has referred only to numbers of disadvantaged handled and not to any
evaluation of the quality of the service. To this there has been a generally nega-
tive reaction. As to the composition of the Employment Service, the Secretary
points ont that minority groups members now make up 14 percent of the staffs
of the 50 Employment Security Agencies, as opposed to 12 percent two years
ago. It is noteworthy that he has not talked abont the level of the jobs whieh

are uniformly low for blacks.
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It will take masFlve effort to transform the employment service into a modern
manpower agency and for years to come federal direction is urgent. Otherwise,
the disadvantaged will be at the mercy of the same bureaucratic apparatus
which has been unresponsive to them for years.

Secretary Shultz recognized the need for increased federal direction of the
employment service when he served on a Labor Department Task Force in
lfiti5 to review the operations of the employment service. He is on record as
saying that "Our feeling in the Task Force was very strong that the rates of
pay, the training arrangements, the managerial development aspects, you might
say. of the Employment Service were not nearly as good as they could be and
should be. and we would hope for some strong work and leadership from the fed-
eral government in bringing these things along."

Until the strengthening of the Employment Service occurs, there should be
opportunities for the Secretary of Labor to deal with altermitive agencies in
providing some of the necessary services in the manpower field. The Secretary of
Labor has this power now, but his authority and latitude would be severely
(-Tamped nnder the Ayres bill where the governors have so much authority to de-
velop plans and implement them.

The vesting of the power in the governors, and the generrl rural-suburban
orientation of state governments will short-change the cities. Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Areas are to be used to insure that fmuls end up in loetii com-
munities. If funds are misdirected, the Secretary of Labor, under the Ayres Idll,
is supposed to intervene to insure that funds attributable to a community are
spent there. Is it politically realistic to expect that the Secretary will try to
compete with the clout that the governors have on a state level?

In case of veto by the governor of a mayor's plan, will the Secretary inter-
fere and over-ride the veto? It is most unlikely.

Flirther, the poor within the cities will be short-changed. The Community
Action Programs and the Concentrated Employment Programs have pioneered
new methods of contacting and dealing with the poor. In cases of acrimony be-
tween the CAP's and city hall, the...e is the real danger of the former being sup-
t;ressed. In the smith the civil rights groups have little weight with the mayors
or any other public officials. What will happen to these groups without the sup-
port of federal officials? Local racist policies necessitated the federal programs
in the first place.

The experience of community action groups in local planning and citizen par-
ticipation may be lost. These community groups have provided a healthy com-
petition with more established community agencies, causing them to modify their
ways. It is their emergence as influential local forces which has been one of
the greatest innovations of the manpower programs.

In conclusion, we support the enactment of the O'Hara bill because of its
flexibility of administration and its explicit commitment to public service
eniployment.

I want to emphasize the principal points made earlier in this testimony. Public
service jobs are all essential need if we are to improve the quality of American
life. The Automation Commission, the Kerner Commission, and the other studies
cited Imre today have emphasized that development of public service employ-
ment is not creating "make work" but is fulfilling real and urgent public needs.
We cannot, in fact, meet the great challenge of Americathe achievement of
quality lifewitbout these public service jobs.

There are times ill American life when several great needs can be fulfilled
with one program. This is such a time. We can at once meet the needs for better
services in the public sector of American life and at the same time give to mil-

lions of our citizens an opportunity to work in creative employment. We would
urge that the O'Hara bill specifically authorize the creation in the next fiscal
year of one million public service jobs, funded with a $5 billion appropriation.

This Congress has a unique opportunity and a real responsibility. It eon seize
that opportunity and meet its responsibility by passing the O'Hara bill modi-

fied to provide the one million public service jobs so essential to American life.

Mr. DUFFEY. FOr 24 veers our society has been working toward the
goal of achieving full employment and providing opportunities for
useful fnll-time work at decent wages.

We have, as has been pointed out earlier this morning, evolved an
economy for which we, have a great need for skilled labor at one end
ancl a large group of people who have essen ially lived in a colonial
situation at the other end, wlmh24.7 found work.
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The statistics to which you have alluded earlier this morning of, now,
3.5 million without work, another 6.7 million subemployed because of

low wages, and, indeed, according to the best estimates, probably
several other millions who are outside the labor force because of dis-
couragement or inability to meet the minimum qualifications. Tins
demonstrates the continuing problem of trying to provide full
empl oym en t.

There are commendable aspects to all of the three major bills be-
fore this committee. I think they all take advantage of some of what
we have learned in the last decade through manpower training pro-
grams. They all attempt to decategorize the funds. I think this is a
very good move.

They all try to consolidate these services. They all, I believe, are
aimed at the principle of decentralization, arid allowing of flexibility
and return control to the, local level.

Our concern is with the demonstration now after a decade of man-
power training programs that simply the provision of training is not
enough, that we must move now, the Federal Government must move,
to the area of job creation. We would challenge the assumption that
enough jobs exist in private enterprise to bring down the unemploy-
ment rate, because the job shortage in private enterprise does not seem
to gear in with the capabilities and needs of those who constitu',:e the

the group seeking employment.
We therefore want to testify in behalf of job creation as the No.

1 need today. We believe the basic manpower programs of the 1970's

must be large-scale creation of jobs ill the public, sector.
We are simply reiterating the recommendations here made in 1966

by the President's Commission on Technology ; the Advisory Com-
mittee on Public Welfare; the Executive, Committee of the. Confer-
ence of Mayors ; fill d by the Kerner report.

e are simply suggesting that we now- mnst conple manpower
training with job creation. We are, not talking at this point about
make-work. We are talking about socially needed jobs, useful jobs,
to help in the staffing of schools; to help in the maintenance of pub-
lic order and safety; to help in the cleaning up of the environment ;
in the postal service and a number of other areas where we suffer in
this conntry from a kind of public poverty.

We are suggestinp that the social cost of job creation to the Nation
would not be great, in the long run, because earned income would re-
duce the need for welfare and othei supportive services and reduce
the level of crime and delinquencies.

The AIL', supports the, O'Hara bill, because it provides for job cre-
ation under title. lIT. The lack of a sufficient number of jobs, I think, is

a serious defect, and I will continent on that in a moment.
We think the age limits i» the O'Hara bill might also be reconsid-

ered. I think the Ayres bill is particularly puzzling, because. it, talks
about, the expansion ef public service employment opportunities for
the unemployed and underemployed, which would allow the Nation
to more adequately meet the unfulfilled needs in such fields as health
and recreation, but the bill seems to envision only preliminary training
for such jobs.

The economic stabilizer provision in that bill, I think, does recognize
the use of manpower trainino- and its relation to the p..eneral health
of the. economy as an economi tsoleto try to stabilize the econom-,-.
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But we think the priority now must be, first, job creation. The ex-
perience of this country in World War II, as pointed out by Leon
Keyser ling when he appeared before fins commitLee, demonstrates
that if jolicreation is the first priority, training will followthat the
flexibility of American industry was demonstrated in World -War II
and we will simply follow the creation of jobs with appropriate train-
ing and supportive services.

Let me just mention other aspects of the bill. We do support the con-
solida63n, which is part of all three bills. ADA supports decentraliza-
tion, but it should be coupled with incentives to modernize State and
local government, and to include private groups in the delivery of
processes.

I think what we have learned in the last part of this decade about
the importr.nce of community participation is recognized in the three
bills before us, and primarily in the O'Hara bill.

We believe that the decentralization is essentially a principle of
styleof administration and aims of programsand that the O'Hara
bill whi.-1-1 does less to specify relationships to States and cities pro-
vides the best flexibility for creative administration, and we have
argued th.:t the partici-1] ar provisions which put in the. hands of the
State governments the direction of these programs are not in the best
interests of the cities.

We have suggested that what results here is that the Secretary of
Labor's main function becomes essentially a negative one, in respond-
nig to protests on behalf of cities to programs that are drafted on the
State level.

Let me just skip, then, to the close of the testimony to say that there
are times when Congress faces the opportunity of meeting several
needs with one program, and this is such a time.

We can meet the needs for better services in the public sector of
American life and at the same time provide, and actually deliver, on
the promise of full employment by providing millions of citizens an
opportunity to work; providing them a career ladder, and supportive
services.

Therefore, ADA urges the O'Hara bill, which specifically author-
izes job creation.

That is supported by this committee. But beyond that, there should
be an authorization in the next fiscal year of 1 minion public service
jobs, funded with a $5 billion appropriation. We need these jobs. Not
simply are the people ready and willing to work in our society, but all
of those who share in the quality of life in this society will be helped.

This is the way, it seems to me, after 25 years that the society can
do something about the pover ity of ts public services, and do something
about the unemployed.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Duffey.
Air. Steiger?
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman, I assured Jim O'Hara a warm endorse-

ment of his bill.
I wonder whether you would be willing to go beyond the public

service employment you discussed in your statement. Would you agree
that if we really want to talk about 'public service employment, then
we ought not to be limited to the kind of make-work jobs that you are
sriggesting, but rather we ought to talk about road construction, or we
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ought to talk about other kinds of public works employment. Is that
fa ir ?

Mr. DUFFEY. Yes, but I think given the help needed in schools
(riven the ()Teat number of subprofessional jobs needed in healthI
would not classify what we have specified here as make-work. Beyond

that, you are describing many of the areas I think I would rather see
work inI would rather see more work in urban transportation than
in highways, but I quite agree with you.

The O'Hara bill, again with great flexibility, provides for contract-
ing, both with private agencies as well as other ,o.overnmental agencies

for a great number of socially useful purposes. But I quite agree that
the definition could be quite broad.

Mr. STEIGER. You are assuming a cost of about $5,000 per person a
year. How do you see that breaking down ? Since I would assume that
it would be necessary to provide supplementary education and training,
transportation, and possibly other services as well as the specific wage
levels to maintain a person in public service employment; how does

this break down ?
Mr. DUFFEY. It would be our hope that it would be possible to pro-

vide, an income that would make enough of an incentive to pull people
into the program. This was one of our continuing problems in this
society, that many people who do a full week's work still don't rise out

of the poverty level.
I would try to break it down in terms of income at the poverty

1evel$3,400the difference between that .and $5,000 being in the
area of supportive services.

I think what we would have to do is try, and this is the essential
and good feature, I think, of all these bills. -With the decategorization
of funds, there would be a question of phasing here.

My guess is that in the training phase the cost could be averaged
out at, about $5,000 per man.

Mr. STEIGER. How long do you see these running? Is. this a perma-
nent program? In other words, what do we do with the man, or
woman, in a public service job ? Do we propose that they remain on

that job?
Mr. DUFFEY. The areas we are talking about are areas where there

is going to be public need. We need more supplemental help in the
health field. We need more aides in schools. -We need daycare centers.

Those, I presume, are going to be continuing needs.
If we can provide this kind of work experience and opportunity, I

assume what we are beginning is a career ladder in which people hope-
fully, then, are moving up into private industry, moving on so that

we are moving people through a progrrin.
At the present time, it would seem to me that the needs we are de-

scribing here, and I think that is what the Commission on Teelmology

\vas saying, and what the Kerner report was saying, are on-going needs

of can. society.
Now, the. stabilization clause in one of these pieces of legislation does

suggest that public emplc3omentyou have a triggering mechanism, so

that it is related to the whole problem of unemployment. I think that
is essentially a good provision.

I don't think anyone has adequately costed that, out yet. The pres-

ent provision talks about 4.5 percentzild if you have that for 3

Alp
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months, then you immediately trigger in a 10-percent rise in the
funds available.

I think the needs we are talkimr about, tbe basic needs of up to 1

million jobs, are simply going to be with ns from now on.
Mr. STEIGER. I am fascinated by two things. One is the omphasis

that you and many others place on the role of the Governor versus
the role. of the mayor and the assessment of the Steio-er and the ad-
ministration bills that we are puting too much emphasis on the Gov-
ernor at the expense of what you call the city.

I must admit that I am terribly unconcerned ahent either the State
or the city. I am concerned about the people who are sevved. It doesn't
make ;Inv difference, to me who does it as long as we serve those we in-
tend to serve.

s.ancpo.n. .s ennIbina-The, second point of interest from my t t tl
timi of the ADA_ philosophy and the puritmt ethnic oll the creation
of jobs.

I am unpersuaded, based on your testimony, or on anything else I
have seen, that we will achieve an incentive :for people to move off
public welfare, or public service employment, or that we can continue
to make the assumption that people arc going to be interested in
this kind of job in the society we live in today.

I have as yet not found anybody who has been able to give us any
kind of real answer about why we outzht to establish a large-scale
public service employment program, because we did it in the 1930's
and, therefore, it is appropriate in tlm 1970's

To say that you need things, they are socially usefulyour words
useful"what is socially useful ? It relates not to society,

but to people. Nothing that you said, nothing that Leon Reyserling
said, or that George Meany will sayexcept. that he will disagree
with yougives me any reason to say that we should move to this
kind of program in 1970.

.Mr. DUFFEY'. Despite the exchanges that, went on with the prior
Witness, there is a concomitant problem here in the shape and interest
after balance of our own economy. We have come to accept the fact
that the role of the Federal Government is to stimulate, to subsi-
dize, to play a rather direct. role hi trying to shape tlm kind of economy
that is stable, healthy, and productive.

Suppose one looks at. this from the basis of that, and sees an
economy off balance; an economy in which, for 40 percent of the
families in this country, the working wife, has simply conic to be
taken for granted; in which not only this, bat in terms of those who
are in the poorest category there is an enormous need for daycare
centeis.

I think we are more and more moving into the direction of that.
need. Jobs have to be provided. It does Ilot seem to be a need that
is going to be made profitable in terms of private enterprise, at
least not without a substantial amount of Govermnent incentive and
push to create those jobs.

-What we have is a society that has simply not achieved the full
employment we have promised, and probably won't. We are talking
now about structural unemployment as a permanent feature of our
society. We have a sociey, on the other hand, with needs.

If you couple the. two of those tog:ether, not simply for the sake
of people looking for work, but for the sake of moving people up,
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for the sake of oettino, some thino-s done, to do the health job that
z,?

has to be done, assuming that we might someday distribute health
equally in this society, so that it is accessible to everyone, the enor-
mous strain on our facilities, the great need for manpower, means
the Government must move in to balance ont.

We }lave done that for transportation, or aviation, in the defense
industry itself, we have played a rather major role, the activity of the
Government in providing a shape and direction for our economy.

In this area, it seems to me we might talk about the kind of economy
we want, the kind of balance, and I think that is a strong balance. At
least it appears to me to be half of exerting Government influence and
investing some of our resources in these directions.

I think essentially that is the kind of competitive situation we are
in in trying to prove that the free economy by which we operate can
be also one that involves progress and keeps the morale of its own
citizens.

Mr. STEIGER. I very much appreciate your comments this morning.
It is the kind of dialog I would like to carry on. I will not go any
further .at this point, however.

Mr. DuFFEY. T. think of all the bills available, yours was the one
that had the courage to address the question of funding, and I appr m-
ei ate that in your bill.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Duffey, you endorsed the O'Hara bill, out did

express some dissatisfaction with. parts of it.
As I look at the bill, it makes reference to eligible unemployed po-r-

sons, it makes reference to the ages between 18 and 65. Do you care to
comment about that, and give us your views?

"Mr. DUFFEY. I think it is possible to lower the end of that scale, to
begin programs at the age of 14, by talking about employment

We still live in a society in whidi more young people between the
iages of 15 and 25, or more young people n that ffeneral age ranffe,

are ending up on the streets unemployed, or in factOries than they ''do
in higher education.

I have a feeling that on that end of the scale certainly the age could
be lowered, possibly to 11. At the other end of the scale, it seems to me
there that it is also possible to talk about the kinds of employment,
perhaps pa vticularly in the area of recreation and community activi-
ties thal., m 7111, _nvolve individuals over the/age of C5.

I think win! t. I would be happiest with would be the striking of that
particular p: t ,:ision and that limitation.

Mr. DANIELS. In other words, do away -with all age recommenda-
tions?

Mr. DUFFEY. I think that provides more flexibility for imaginative
programs that might be involved at either end of the scale, yes.

Mr. DANIELS. On page 8 of your statement, you seem to indicate
that the vesting of control of manpower programs in the hands of
the State Governors is frowned upon by you, and the administration
bill would provide to the State Grovernors, the power to veto, over
the programs of local communities and therefore frustrate the wishes
of the mayors.

Would you care to elaborate on that ?
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Mr. DUFFEY. We are all struggling now, aren't we, with what de-
centralization means, how to get the services back to the people most
directly involved.

I think that does not necessarily mean a kind of specification of
the State level. As I see it here, the political pacts in this country
are that there is not always a perceived mutuality of interest and
concern between State governments and cities. We have a kind of
political problem there.

I think that ni voblem with the two other bills are restrictive,
the O'Hara bill by not specifying the route, allows for the kind of
innovation and experimentation which, first of all, would continue
the already good relationship with some local community groups,
which. have provided good competition for the traditional agencies.

I think it is a severe limitaoion on the creative possibilities of the
office that is administering the whole program, to give them only
the role of responding to what is essentially a protest situation. As

we say here, we find it hard to imagine that the Secretary will over-
ridewill be Willing to override the political clout of the Governor
in behalf of the local government nor in behalf of a program.

Mr. DANIELS. Don't you think we must provide a break somewhere
along the line, whether it be at the Federal level, the State level, or
some other place in between, to make sure the program is carried
out for the purpose for which it was intended, and that those man-
aging it and supervising it do not arbitrarily do what they want and
frustrate the purpose of the program ?

Where would you apply thatpressure?
Mr. DUFFEY. We have been moving in that direction by the encour-

agement of community participation, and by the flexibility of work-
ing through what wer agency seems to be able to do the job best.

So I think the latitude for proceeding that way, or continuing to
proceed that way, would, best insure what, quite granted, is necessary,
a break in monitoring, '6 at it would be, I think, on the local level.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Steiger ?
Mr. STEIGER. Don't you run the risk, Mr. Duffey, if you maintain

that posture, of continuing the fragmentation of programs and serv-
ices and perpetuating the situation that exists today in the local com-
munity, that is, as a man often is shunted from one program to the
other, because in one instance there isn't enough money in the pro-
aram or it is an NYC program and he is too old, and so forth.

I am disturbed, I must say, by your analysis of this problem of
the delivery of services, that you think you get a better break out of
the Secretary of Labor contracting directly to a variety of groups.

Mr. DuPREY. The terms of the legislation that is before this com-
mittee, the O'Hara bill would give the flexibility. You describe a
problem we are struggling with in the decade, especially the latter
half of it, in overcoming the fragmentation. That is essentially an
administrative or program design problem. I would be more hopeful
that we would be able to continue to make progress in that direction
with the flexibility the O'Hara bill -provides, rather than the rigid
specification of the Governor as the central office.

I am not sure that the offices of the Governors are prepared at this
point to move. I am not sure that is the best relationship to establish
between the cities and the Secretary of Labor.

Mr. STEIGER. But in the administration bill, the prime responsi-
bility is given to the mayor within an SMSA.
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Mr. DUFFEY. I understood that it was a pass-through coming back

the other way, and perhaps I misunderstood it. In other words, if there
is a protest which goes through the Governor's office, then there might
be established a relationship. Am I wrong about that, is there. a direct
pro v ision ?

Mr. STEIGER. It is direct. My bill does not do this, but the adminis-
tration bill does provide the direct pass-through.

Mr. DUFFEY. Under what conditions ?
Mr. STEIGER. Under a condition that. provides that the central city

mayor be recognized within the SMSA geographical area as being
responsible for manpower programs.

There is a relationship with the Governor, but tbe Governor at that
point does not have ti?.e direct responsibility that is given to the mayor
of the central city.

Mr. DUFFEY. It does put the Labor Department, then, in a political
situation between the two, between these two jurisdictions.

Mr. STEIGER. Not necessarily. I am not as worried about that point
as you are.

I wanted to touch on one other thing you mentioned.
I concur that. we don't, want to put a new- agency, Community Action

Agency, State employment service, or any other agency in the position
of being given all of the responsibility. I think competitiveness makes
sense.

However, don't we really get to the point where we have to make a
choiceat least this is the Labor Department's response on this
problem.

They are saying, "This is an established agency, and if we don't like
what it is doing, either we work to improve it or end it."

My answer to that would be that 1-..e work to improve it. Do you
think that that is reasonable?

Mr. DI-TIT-17. I quite agree with you. I think the answer to the ques-
tion is that we have made progress in improving it. We have done it by
stimulating competition. We have been trying to consolidate, and my
experience encourages me that we can continue to make progress.

I am not ready to ditch it. But I think we might make more progress
by continuing to allow maximum flexibility for the Department of
Labor in the administration of the program. My hope with regard to
all institjt :oils is like individuals, that sometimes slowly they do learn
and do raqiond, and I think there is some evidence that is happening.

I would hope to see the maximum possibility for that to continue to
happen.

Mr. STInGER. Thank you.
Mr. DAxums. Mr. Dilffey, I want to thank you and your associate

for coming here this morning. I read your statement very carefully,
and I want to say to you that it is a very fine statement, and indicates
to me that. you have done some research and put a great deal of time
on it.

Mr. DT .2FEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Your views will be given careful consideration by all

the members of the committee.
Thank you. "We appreciate your appearance here.
Mr. DuFFEy. Thank you.
Mr. DANIEEs. We are adjourned. "We will convene tomorrow morn-

ing in this room at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 10 :35 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at 9 :30 a.m. the followino-pv Thurikkg, February 19, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1970

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OP THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
ashingtogt,D.0D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
,2.C(5, Rayburn House Office Building, I-Ion. Dominick V. Daniels
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, G-aydos, Scherle, Quie, Steiger,
and Erlen born.

Staff members present: Daniel H. Krivit, majority counsel ; Charles
Radcliffe, minority counsel for education ; Martin LaVor, minority
legislative coordinator; Sue Nelson, research assistant; and Cathy
Romano, research assistant.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to
other.

Our first witness this morning as we continue hearings on manpower
is Hon. Creed Black, Assistant Secretary of Legislation, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. Mr. Black, I note you have a pre-
pared statement. You may read yo,ir statement or give your testimony
extemporaneously, as you desire.

STATEMENT OF CREED C. BLACK, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEG-

ISLATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WEL-
FARE; ACCOMPANIED BY WARREN ROUDEBUSH, MANPOWER
ASSISTANT, OFFICE OF PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. BLACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, I want to say that
Secretary Finch asked me to exnress to you and the other members of
the committee his regret for noebeing here. He had accepted your invi-
tation to appear because he has worked very closely with the De-
partment of Labor and Secretary Shultz on this bill and supports
it quite strongly and had wanted to be here to present his views.

Unfortunately some last-minute complications arose, including the
fact that, as you know, our appropriations bill comes on the floor to-
day. We also have some fast-moving developments in (-onnection with
the family assistance plan, to which this particular bill is very closely
related.

So the statement I am presenting is, of course, the view of the
Department and has the full support of Secretary Finch. With your
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permission, I would like to go through it quickly because it does
summarize our position on this legislation.

The bill, as I mid, is of vital conceni to our Department. We helped
draft it. We have a major role in it, and we participate in several crit-
ical ways in the general direction of these programs.

More significantly, the bill establishes a framework for coordina-
tion between programs of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the manpower activities of the Department of Labor.

Our Department has a major role in the conduct of career educa-
tion and manpower programs in the larger sense of preparing people
for the world of work. The declaration Of findings (Sec. 2(5) ) m the
bill identifies the major responsibility to provide academic, technical,
and vocational training as resting on the public and private educa-
tional system:

The public and private educational system has the major responsibility to
provide the academic, technical, and vocational training opportunities necessary
to prepare attending students for the world of work. This system must e
strengthened to achieve its goals, and its success is critical to lessening the
need for remedial manpower programs.

We also support programs of vocational rehabilitation for the
handicapped, and our efforts in welfare reform to assist recipients
achieve economic self-sufficiency fit in here. We are concerned with
the development of supportive services for manpower programs, such
as day care.

On the other hand, we have a manpower development interestfor
example, in finding ways to alleviate shortages in the health and edu-
cational occupations and other human services fields.

I identified above the major responsibility of the educational sys-
tem in providing opportunities for people to prepare for work. But
the fact of life is that conventional schooling no longer is an opportu-
nity available to many of the millions of unemployed and underem-
ployed persons who have dropped out or been selected out or are dis-
advantaged in some other respect.

These people are the target of remedial programs, where they may
receive a combination of :

Basic education, including literacy and communications skills,
Outreach, counseling, and placement and follow-up services,
Orientation to work discipline and work experience,
Institutional and on-the-job occupational training,
Supportive services, including health, day care, and others, and

other help as listed in section 101, "Eligible Activities," of Ole pro-
posed legislation.

Surely we aim to strengthen the educational system to lessen the
need for remedial manpower programs. But this does not mean we
shoul, lessen our efforts m remedial programs, which call on the tal-
ents not only of the schools and employment services but also the wel-
fare, rehabilitation, and other public or private agencies, as well as
employers and organized labor.

There is a metaphor in current circulation about "stopping the
flow" of additional persons into the "pool of disadvantaged. This is
a 1.3:pod figure of speech only if all its implications are understood. We
think there has been some misunderstanding that this is an either/or
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issue. On the contrary, as Mr. Calkins, Chairman of the National Ad-
visory Committee on Vocational Education, pointed out in his excellent
testimony before this committee.:

The Council does not recommend that funds be shifted out of existing man-
power programs. We believe that more Federal funds should be allocated to
the flow of untrained youth but not at the expense of the funds now allormted
to the pool of the unemployed.

This statement is not at all an attack on provision of remedial pro-
grams to the pool of disadvantaged, although it is coupled with recom-
mendations of increases of Federal investment in preventive measures.

It is not corre6. to assume that the pool is made up simply of persons
whom the school system failed to train with marketable skills. The
characteristics of these people reflect a varieay of socioeconomic dis-
advantages and handicaps. Overcoming these handicaps is a more com-
plex problem than skill training alone, important as that is.

I am hopeful that education will irrforrn an increasingly effective
part in "lessening the flow." The Congress in the Vocational Amend-
ments of 1963 urged attention be given to students with sal needs.
In the 1968 amendments the Congress pushed harder and ordered ear-
fu.,1.rking of funds for this purpose.

I am told that the State plans reviewed this year give evidence of
real effort to respond. The efforts of the professional associations
and I note the American Vocational Associaticn in particularare
enlightened and dynamic.

I think we are headed in the right direction, but it takes time. You
have heard of the "Right to Read" campaign. Commissioner Allen
has carried the word across the country on this. When every citizen has
this essential communication skill we won't have to use manpower
training funds to teach adult baSic literacy-

Meanwhilenowwe need the remedial manpower programs. I
think we all recogni.ze, however, that we have reached a point when
we should take stock of what we have learned and set about the estab-
lishment of a unified system to serve the best interest of trainees,
employers, and taxpayers.

The proposed Manpower Training Act has been drafted to do this.
It would consolidate major remedial program authorities. It would
provide more flexible funding. It would encourage, on a .careful and
graduated basis, the decentralization of program plannuig and ad-
ministration to Statk and local jurisdictions.

The first two points, I believe, are generally acknowledged to be
needed. The third point, the decentralization pattern, brea.ks new
ground ard warrants clarifying discussion.

This ":v Federalism." It provides, in President Nixon's
words on roduthig this bill, for "the gradual transfer of greater
powrr d rest ensihhity for the making of Government decisions
to '!;nts closest t.L the people." And it places relian2e f_-,n the
highesi, ,7e,r..te,.-1 officials, tile nvernors and the mayors, in their respec-
tivs juriscEctions.

I want to stress oonceptual features of "New FederaliFan." It is a
system of dividing and allocating responsioility and authority among
Federal; StaL, ar'l local govermnentste assure performance of gov-
ernmen.. busi:less at the level where it will function most, effectively.
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It involves, for example, assuming as Federal functions those things
which can best be served on a national scale, as with income mainte-
nance. This concept is most clearly reflected in the family assistance
plan.

It ,ssigns service program jurisdiction to State levels and provides
a further authority and responsibilities for local areas. It retains,
however, elements of Federal stewardship, such as setting standards
for exemplary performance.

As illustrated in the proposed legislaticL the "New Federalism"
seeks balance and endeavors to regularize the ',Federal approach to the
State-local relationship by insisting on a planning and funding pass
through. This is a further application of the revenue-sharing principle.

It would be a mistake, we believe, to view the rystem proposed in
this bill as a simple "States' rights" issue. We do not believe the
Federal role is to retail services. But we do believe that the legisla-
tion should vest overall stewardship at, the Federal level, with decen-
tralization of Stat.!, and local planning and operation to those respec-
tive jurisdictions.

Now, having sketched some oi the significant aspects and features
of the proposed legislation, I want to talk to some of the issues that
have been raised in the 6 months this bill has been pending which
affect the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. To get
right on targe:; I'll frame these propositions with which our Depart-
ment can't agree :

No. 1. "The bill is a Labor Department bill. HEW has sold educa-
tion down the river."

ITEM

The bill has nine explicit provisions calling for HEW coLcurrence
or approval and five additional provisions for consultation. I offer a
three-page listing of these for the record. I think they cover all our
HEW interests.

The development of this legislation made us aware of the many
manpower responsibilities represented by our programs and the major
role that our Department has in the total Federal manpower effect.
The sum of these is indicated in a key provision of this bill, section
104 (b) :

The Secretary shall determine whether a State plan meets thc. requirements
of this Act: Excvt, that with regard to programs (or program components)
authorized to be included in such plan under section 104(a) which are of a
health, education, or welfare character :r which are under the usual and tradi-
tional authority of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the plan
may not be approved without the concurrence of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Such programs include basic education ; institutional
training; health; child care and other supportive services; new careers and job
restructuring in the health, education, and welfare professions; and work-
study programs.

Our review aLo made us aware of the various interdepartmental
relations we have had in coordination and administration of our
programsprincipally with the Department of Labor. We noted the
absence of an effective formal mechanism to maintain overall policy
review and control on a continuing basis.

To correct this, the Secreary of Labor and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare are formally establishing a joint committee
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on manpower programs at the Assistant Secretary level. Under its
direction task forces and working teams already established will main-
tain continuous coordination of policy formulation and review. The
focus is on the proposed Manpower Training Act, the proposed family
assistance plan, and other related matters.

No. 2. "The bill would set up a dual school system." This one really
baffles us. It never seems to get spelled out. But first of all we would
never approve such plans, and we have the authority I just indicated
to prevent that. Secondly, we think the purchase of service language
in section 102 (a) (1) is about as strong as we could make it to require
the manpower agency to use. th ,=.! facilities and services of Federal,
State, and local education agencies, and provide reimbursement when
needed.

No. 3. "The umbrella agency would swallow up HEW's counter-
part agencies at the State leveli.e., vocational rehabilitation and vo-
cational education." The two agencies would go into the comprehen-
sive manpower agency only if the particular State desired this or if
the Secretaries of Labor and of HEW concurred on it. I tbink this
would usually require an act of the State legislature. Frankly I ques-
tion whether we have such superior wisdom in Washington that we
should gainsay the States this option.

Further, you may be interested to know that State rehabilitation
agencies, for historical reasons, were initially lodged in State depart-
ments of education. Currently about 40 of them are still so placed.
As you may know, these agencies pioneered many of the client-centered
services now adopted in the best manpower training efforts and con-
templated in this act.

No. 4. "Directing these programs through the States will short-
change the bia cities." Sec. 601 contains a "pass-through" provision
whereby the Secretary of Labor by statutory formula shall designate
a minimum share of the State funds to standard metropolitan sta-
tistical areas and other areas he considers appropriate.

Moreover, when an area plan has not been included in the State
plan the Secretary of Labor may, on request, determine that it shall
be included.

No. 6. "The poor ar-d not included in the system." In fact, however,
they are. The State planning council and in turn the area advisory
councils must include "typical client groups, including low-income
groups, to be served by the programs." Also, the annual plan must
provide for participation of low-income groups in the planning and
evaluation of State aild area programs.

As a final topic I would like to discuss this bill in a broader context,
as a part of the "income si rategy" of this administration. Three major
bills before the Conoressthe family assistance plan, the food stamp
program, and the Aranpower Training Actreflect this strategy.

It stands on two legs: the provision of training, work incentives, and
employment assistance for those who can work ; and the reform of
income maintenance programs, including national minimums and eligi-
bility standark for those who cannot.

Notable in the family assistance plan is the ground-breakMg concept
of assistance to the working poor. It includes the scaled incentives to
increase of earnings. It also contemplates emphasIs oti upgrading and
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training opportunities. We hope to-allot a substantial number of slots
for this latter emphasis.

I think we can also get more mileage in providing upgrading and
training opportunities at the postsecondary level through the guaran-
teed student loan program. In the past 3 years loans totaling $3.2 bil-
lion have been guaranteed for 2.5 millionstudents.

All apart from higher education institutions there are 3,500 eligibk
vocational schools, ranging from junior colleges, technical institutes,
paramedical occupations schools, business schools, welding schools,
flight training schools, and on to barber collegeswhere students can
attend with guaranteed loans.

In closing I would mention one of the Lincoln quotations I heard
last Thursday : "Two men can differ, and both 13,3 right." I think that
is a, useful observation with regard to the subject before us. There are
three manpower bills pending before you. They differ but all three of
them are right on the basic need to move toward a single, comprehen-
sive manpower bill and administration system.

Much case has been given to the design of the system set forth in this
bill. I think it is the correct approach but we have little doubt that it
can be improved and perfected.. We are eager to examine any criticism
or suggestion that can lead to improvements.

(Cor -,urrence or agreement follows :)

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE PLATICIPA7ION IN MANPOWEil
TRAINING ACT OF 1969'

CONCURRENCE OR AGREEMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
REQUIRED

1. Sec. 102 (a ) (1 ) ( ) .Composition of State Manpower Agency.
Secretary of Labor may not refuse the 66%% grant because of decision of

State not to include vocational education and vocational rehabilitation agencies
unless Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare concurs in refusal.

2. Sec, 102 ( b).Standards of Exemplary Performance.
The Secretary of Labor shall obtain concurrence of Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare with regard to program components described in secti
104 (b) in promulgating standards of exemplary performance for 100% grant.

3. Sec. 104(a) (1).Rule8, Regulations, Standards of Performance, of Guide-
lines on Conduct of Programs.

The Secretary of Labor snail have the concurrence of Secretary of Health Edu-
cation, and Welfare in establishing rules, regulations, standards, or guidelines
relating to section 104 (b) programs.

4. Sec. 104 ( a ) (3 ).State Manpower Planning Organizations.
The Secretary of Labor and Secretary of Health, Educa.lon, and Welfare

jointly prescribe standards for designation of existing bodies as State manpower
planning organizations.

5. Sec. 104 (b ) .Approvat of State Plan.
"The Secretary of Labor shall determine whether a State plan meets tbe

requirements of this Act : Except, that with regard to programs (or program
components) authorized to be included in such Plan under section 104 (a) which
are of a health, education, ot welfare character or which are under the usual
and traditional authority of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
the plan may not be approved without the concurrence of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. Such programs include basic education: insti-
tutional training; health, child care and other. .supportive services; new .fareers
and job restructuring in the health, education, and welfare professions, and work-
study program."

6. Sec. 106 (e).Determination of Non-Compliance of State Planning.
The Secretary of Labor must have concurrence of Secretary of Health, Educn-

tion, and Welfare in any determination of non-compliance respecting those mat-
ters to which his concurrence as required in approval of grants under section 102

'1or 103(a). 260
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7. Sec. 111.Program Administration by Secretary of Labor.
When the Secretary of Labor is authorized to conduct programs directly

or through appropriate arrangements through public or private agencies, he shall
first obtain concurrence of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
with regard to conduct a section 104 (b) programs.

8. Sec. 301 (b).Experimental and Denionstraton Projects.
Where experimental and demonstration projects require institutional train-

ing, appropriate arrangements for such training shall be agreed to by VA.
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

D. Sec. 101 (d).Unapportionecl (20%) Account.
"In conducting any programs described in section 104(b) the Secretary of

Labor shall first obtain concurrence of Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare."

CONSULTATION WITH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE REQUIRED

10. Sec. 301 (b) Experimental and Demonstration Projects.
The Secretary ot Labor shall consult, where appropriate, with the Secretary

of Health, Educe dmi, and Welfare and other agencies in establishing programs.
11. Sec. 305.Train9 and Tecdinical Assistance.
The Secretary' of .Galytr shall consult, where appropriate, with the Secretary

a Health, Eclucati3r, +Ind Welfare in providing training and technical assistance.
12. Sec. 503.Eccmornfic Stabilization Program.
In carrying out the program, the Secretary of Labor shall consult, where appro-

priate, with Secretary of Health, Educatn, and Welfare and other agencies.
13. Sec. 603(a ).National Manpower Advisory Committee.
The Secretary of Labor shall consult with the Secretary a Health, Education,

and Welfare in appointments to NMAC.
14. Sec. 604.Inter-Governmental Advisory Council.
The Secretary of Labor shall consult with the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare in establishing the Inter-Governmental Advisory Council on
Manpower.

Mr. BLAcii. Mr. Chairman, with me this morning is Mr. War-
ren Roudebush, Special Assistant for Manpower in the Office of Plan-
ning and Evaluation for HEW. We would be glad to answer any
questions that we can or try to obtain answers from the program

perts for the record.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Black. I am sorry the Secretary is

unable to be here but you gave a very, very fine statement on his
behalf. I am going to forego asking questions at this time and call
on 11"...,: colleague from the State of Pennsylvania, Mr. Gaydos.

Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have in the bill, the
proposed bill, section 101(a) (1). In essence it states that the Secre-
tary of Labor would determine those elements necessary for providing
coordinated oomprehensive assistance and would require that. the
States provide increased occupatimial opportunities for eligible .ii-
dividuals. That se,eins to be the area where I would like to ask the
question.

This eligibility of individuals in the bill is unclear. Who would
have t.he authority to determine eligibility as set forth under the termS
of the draft bill ? Is that among the Secretary of Labor, States, local
officials, or mayor

Mr. BLACK. I think, Mr. Gaydos, that I recall in reading Secretary
Schultz' testimony that he discussed that at some length with you.
a is an authority that would rest on standards promnlgated, as I
understand it, by the Secretary of Labor.

Mr. GAYDOS. I think that. would be an area we would have to have
a little more explicity and I think there should be a change of lan-
guage in there because we are talking about the thrust of this legis-
httion to provide for greater State and local control of the programs.

N.; i9E1
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How can we provide for local control in the management of pro-
grams when the Secretary can exercise and has a right to exercise the
last measure of control over a program including the designation
of an eligible individual ?

Mr. BLAcE. I wouldn't say that is the last measure of control over
it. It seems to me it is one of the ,first standards to be laid down a,
to whom the whok program is supposed to apply to. The plan, as
you know, is for the Secretary of Labor to set forth general standards
under which the States are to carry out their programs and then to
approve the plans which the States and localities themselves come
back with.

I assume that the standards will be quite broad in this area. My
understanding of the definition of eligibility that the Department
of Labor has under consideration would certainly support that.

Mr. GAYDOS. Following that same line, could you possibly con-
jecture as to what would happen if a mayor in a particular area wants
a particular program and presuming that the Governor didn't, or if
a mayor in an area suggests an areawide program and some of the
suburbs indicate their displeasure or disapproval of his suggested
program, who would resolve that. impasse ?

Mr. BLAcE. The first attempt to resolve the impasse, of course, is
through the State manpower agency and then through the Governor
himself. If you have the total impasse, there are provisions in here
for appeals to the Secretary of Labor.

Mr. Cil-Alepos. Then, of course, you are having your Secretary coming
right back in with the ultimate jurisdiction reserved to him and you
are going to have your Federal Government involved in all areas and
again the concept that you have made. an attempt, I think, in the draft
and.your explanation to portray to us that the local and your State
officials are going to have more control, won't practically work out.

Mr. BLACK. On the contrary, we think it would. The States and
localities are going to ha.ve a much greater voice than they do now.
This program would be similar to many other: which this committee
is certainly familiar withprograms in which the Federal Govern-
ment exercises its role by setting out guidelines and standards that
are to be followed and in which the States and localities then work
together in adapting those to their own peculiar needs.

Mr. DANIELS. Would the gentleman yield at that point ?
GAYDOS. Yes; I do.

Mr. DANIELS. You make the point in your statement that you are
embarking upon a new method of decentralization which is not in
any of the programs today. The point, Mr. Gaydos, he is trying to
bring out is that you are talking about decentralization to States and
local comnumities, to give them more representation, more authority,
and more control over the programs with ies 74urisdiction on the part
of a Secretary of Labor or HEW.

On the odic,- hand, t.he program has to be ar,proved by the Secretary
of Labor i ling to guidelines, rules, and regulations that he sets
down and ydo not meet with his approval, lie may reject them.

iThis seems oe nconsistent with the point that you make of decen-
tralization of the program.

Mr. BLACK. Mr, 'Chairman, with all respect, I don't think it is in-
consistent at all, because there are a number f programs in our De-
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partment, for instance, which are operated the same way. After all,

we are dealing here with Federal dollars. It has been our experience
that the Congress is reluctant to turn loose of all control over those
dollars.

What we are trying to do with this bill is to provide for the Secre-
tary of Labor the opportunity to set certain standards and guidelines
within which the program will work and then let tbe States adapt the
program to their particular needs. The alternative to.that would be
to call all of the shots from Washington and there is quite a difference,
we think. We have seen it in our own programs, and I am sure the
committee has seen it in others.

Mr. DANIELS. What happens in this situation where a mayor is in
favor of a program and the Governor is not ? Now in whose favor
would the Secretary of Labor decide that issue, when you come to such
an impasse?

Mr. BLACK. I would not presume to speak for the Secretary of Labor
on that, and I don't think he could answer that kind of question an
advance. I think the decision would be made in each case on an
individual basis on the merits of that case. We don't foresee as much
difficulty in this area as the committee apparently does, because
this bill, you know, does haye some rather attractive incentives for
the States -and localities to work together.

It also has advisory councils that would be representative of the
various groups and levels of government whi(li have an interest in
this. It seems to us that the municipalities and States are going to be
anxious to cooperate to take advantage of thiskind of Federal program
and:to get the money that is available and to have the advantage of the
additional control over the program that this sort of decentralization
and flexibility would give them.

Mr. GAYDOS. I wonder if you could hurriedly explain the community
action agencies. What would be their status under this proposed bill ?
How do they fit ?

Mr. BLACK. The community action agencies would fit in, I think, in
two or three different ways. One would be in part through the kind
of representation that we are talking about on these advisory groups.

Another would be that it would bk, possible for community action
agencies to be designated in a particular area to carry out some of
these programs.

Mr. GAYDOS. But under the legislation they have no such status,
do they. ? For instance, if the Governor of a State decided not to fund
the action agency, that is the end of it, isn't it ?

Mr. BLACK. I believe that is correct.
Mr. GAYDOS. That would be one area.

ROUDEBITSII. The community action agencies' baks supp,rting
fund is a direct grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity. Many
of them added to their staff by being delegate agencies for manpower
programs but they sti ll would have a core support.

Mr. BLACK. The Office of Economic Opportunity will continue to
carry out certain roles in this area, particularly in experimentation in
manpower programs, and I would assume that they will continue to
work with communIty action agencies in this regard.

Mr. DANIELS. I call upon my colleague from Iowa, Mr. Scherle.
Do you have any questions?
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Mr. SCHERLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Black, Mr. Roud.e-
bush, it is a pleasure to have you both here this morning and give us
the benefit of your testimony. I would like to say in preface that up
until about 10 days ago I was a real staunch advocate of this compre-
hensive legislation, ba within the last 10 days the more involved and
more intrigued I have become in this legislation, I. am no longer
in a position to push for this legislation or rush it through.

In fact, I am now dragging my feet and I intend doing so as a
ranking member of this committee. You have made us a little gun
shy. Perhaps you are taking on a task here, or perhaps we are advocat-
ing such a task, of a complete umbrella over these agencies where they
may lose their complete identity.

On page 3, the first paragraph, you make a statement : "The char-
acteristics of these people reflect a variety of socioeconomic dis-
advantages and handicaps "

To pursue the questioT T y my colleague from Pennsylvania, do yai
intend making this projram a sophistieated 0E0 program such as we
already have, by striking out for the, socioeconomic uisadvantaged
and, handicapped pet)* to where this program might overlap and
duplicate what is already being done by other agencies which will not
come under this umbrella ?

Mr. BT.ACK. No ; I don't think so, Congressman Scherle. One of the
fundamental purposes of this legislation ot course, is . to eliminate
that very kind of duplication. The OEd programs that have been
conducted iii this area, except for the ones in research and experi-
mental programs, will be enveloped in this comprehensive program
now.

Mr. SCHERLE. If I may continue you quote the declaration of find-
ings, vocational training has to be strengthened, yet since the Depart-
ment of Labor will run the program, it has always been unfriendly to
vocational education, how will you insure that vocational schools will
be strengthened ?

Mr. BLACK. First of all, we drew a distinction in our teAimony
between the basic educational programs that are carried out through
our vocational education act, for example, and the remedial programs.
We think that the vocational education prograin that we carry out
will he strengthened because it will be coordinated with other pro-

.grams that are doing on.
We get complaints now about duplication of effort, about the under-

use of certain vocation' ' educational facilities because programs of
similar character are being started by private agencies or other ,groups.
We think that this can ca down on that kind of duplication .because
there is, as I indicate in my testimony, a very stringent requirement in
here that existing programs and agencies must be used under this
comprehensive program.

Mr. SCHERLE. Is it historic that the Department of. Labor has been
unfriendly to the vocational educational philosophy ?

Mr. BLACK. I don't believe that would be an accurate characteriza-
tion of the Department of Labor attitude. But I think you should be
asking the Department of Labor about .their position.

Mr. SCHERLE. As far as I am personally concerned, if it were within
my jurisdiction, I would dismantle HEW and set up separate cabinets
for it anyway. It ;3 cutting itself so thin through its magnitude of

,
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responsibilities that I don't think the people are benefiting under
this sort of umbrella that we have put together.

You also make the statement on page 3 that when every citizen has
essential communication skill, we won't have to use manpower train-
ing funds to teach adult basic literacy.

SAcretary of Labor George Shultz has assured me that he is a
strong supporter of vocational education. I think he is as capable of
doing as good a job as anyone.

Is any of this intention or direction toward those that are illiterate
going to be directed t.ard the schools in the future so there will be
less need. -jor adults to be classified in the category of illiteracy ?

Mr. BlAcK. That is the whole purpose of the right-to-read program
that we are discussing in the testimony.

Mr. ScHEELE. How do you intend making this approach '?
Mr. BLACK. Dr. Allen has announced chat he intends to make this
ogram a major goal of the Department of Education. I think he will

be coming forward soon with some very specific plans in the area.
Mr. SCHERLE. What do you feel i3 the basic reasonin9; behind the

case of illiteracy in our affluent society today, particularly in the
schools? Where have we failed?

Mr. BLACK. Congressman Scherk. I think that is a question beyond
my competence to answer. It is one for the professional educators, and
Dr. Allen would be glad to discuss it with the r.!ommittee.

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Black, if you are making a recommendation, I
would consider your position here this morningknowledgeable enough
so that some of these suggestions you are making could be confirmed
or given at least more persuasion than to say that you just don't lmow.

Mr. BLACK. I am making reference here to a program which .Dr.
Allen, who is our Assistant Secretary for Education, our Commis-
sioner of Education, and a lifetime educator, has coming out of his
ao-ency, and I tn iink t would be much more profitable for the time of
trie r.!ommittee to have him discuss that inan for me to do so.

Mr. SCHERLE. It also might be profitable for you to know a little
bit more about that subject matter too.

Now on page 1, you make the statement : "It involves, for example,
assuming as Federal functions, those things which can be best served
on a national scale, as with income maintenance."

Mr. BLACK. Well, as I pointed out later in the, statement, Congress.
man Scherle, we have two different legs of our programs here. One is
to provide services and one is to provide income maintenance for peo-
ple--in some cases people who are not employable, who can't work,
and in other cases to maintain the incomc of people with cash pay-
ments until they are able to enter ',ne job market.

Mr. SCHERLE. Are you inferring then here that this has the work
welfare program of President Nixon attached to it to where he will
offer a basis f 1.;1,61:10 to begin with ?

Mr. BLA.cit.. es; this income maintenance, as you know, is a basic
part of our family assistance plan. This Manpower Training Act that
we have here is also very closely coordinated with the family assistance
plan the thought being that people in the family assistance plan will
register for training or work. We worked very closely with the Depart-
ment of Labor in the development of the family assistan.. e plan as .well
as in the development of this Manpower Training Act.

r.
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Mr. &BERLE. It is my interpretation that the family assistance plan
that was used previously under another administration is the guaran-
teed annual income 9

Mr. BLACK. No ; that is not correct, Congressman.
Mr. SCHERLE.What is the difference ?
Mr. BLACK. The difference is that no adult breadwinner in the fam-

ily would be guaranteed an income under this without registering for
training and for work.

Mr. SCHEELE. If you are going to pay him without registering for
work., then on what basis will ou pay him that amov.nt of money ?

Mr. BLACK. That we are not paying him without his registering for
training or for work. Dependent children would continue to get fluids
as they do now, but the adult would not. So we are not guaranteeillg
anybody an income any able-bodied working person an income, unkss
they :ire prepared eo register for training or for work.

Mr. ScriERLE. Under the family assistance plan, I think the word has
been used 'suitable." What would your interpretation be of "suitable
employment" in the family assistance plan ?

Mr. BLACK. The question of suitable will depend, of course on the
circum.tances. We are going tc try in that plan as the Labor bepart-
ment is going to try in th.3 one through its job,bank, to relate people
to jobs that are appropriate to their skills, not to train a lot of people
for or try to train them for jobs that may not be available or to try to
train them for jobs for which they may not be qualified.

Mr. ScHERLE. As far as this program is concerned, if payment is
going to depe;'.d on the word "suitability" from legal terminology, I
would like to be the attorney in that case and try to defend it.

On page 5, in the last line; first paragraph you say "This is a fur-
ther application of the revenue sharing princilke."

How does this compare with revenue sharing that has been ad-
vocated by the administration ?

Mr. BLACK. This is different fma the ultimate revenue-sharing pro-
posal. I think this goes back to the conversation that I nad earlier with
Congressman Gaydos and our chairman. The ultimate revenue-sharing
proposal of the President would he simply one in which proportions
of Federal revenues would be returned to the States foi spending as
they see fit for whatever purpose. This one is a limited form of revenue
sharing in which the money is returiled to the States for spending for
a particular program or in a :Articular program area, but with a maxi-
mum of flexibility for the States and localities to spend that money ac-
cordhg to the needs of their particular situation.

Mr. SotrEHLE. Who would have the ultimate revonsibility then as
far as the revenue is concerned of that money being spent ? Woukl
that 09 in the hands of the projected adminiAtrator, the State, or the
Federal G.oveannent ?

Mr. EL.,..cA. It would be hi the hands ultim:tely of the State Man-
power Agelicy and then the prime sponsors h. the communitie3.

Mr. SCHERLE. Then it could work jus'; Rs free as the agencies do
today, with really no jurisdiction cr responsibility of bow that money
has been spent other than to submit a plan to the region and they in
turn fund the money and then it is open game and open season ?

Mr. BLACK. I don't think so. As we were talking about earlier, there
are first of all certain requirements that have to be met in the way of
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general standards and criteria. The plan does have to be approved at
the Federal Government level, and there is built in here a substan-
tial incentive for the States and localities to meet. what the Secretary
of Labor will promulgate as exemplary standards, because that will
take them from the level of 662/3 funding to 100 perc

And after they reach 100 percent, there are aOditional funds that
can be made available tc .,nose States for further projects.

Mr. ScHERLE. We have seen this happen in the past and there was
a lot of good intentions. In l'act, this was probably some of the basis,
that the intent is not always followed through by the project director,
and in the money once it leaves the regions' hands or maybe the States
hand, it is not always administered o the poor. It just sets up a smaller
bureaucracy to where those in the administrative. capacity feather their
own nest.

Now to pursue the subject that my colleague brought up a moment
ago, "But we also believe thatthe legislation should vest overall leader-
ship at the Federal level." Is this a conflict again of local control, State
control, and overall stewardship at the Federal level ? Does this mean
like you are going to have the responsibility of vetoing projects that
might be beneficial at the local or State level ?

BLACIT I don't believe there is any veto power built into the
legislation, Congressman Scherle. As I indicated earlier, in this par-
ticular program, the overall stewardship, the overall direction and
general direction in which this program is going to move is something
that is set at the Federal level.

This is in contrast to the kinds of revenue sharing we were talking
about a few minutes ago where you simply turn over a certain amount
of money.

Mr. SCHERLE. But if you shut off the money, that is an automatic
veto.

Mr. BLA.enc -Well, I don't think we would cut off the money for
individual projects.

Mr. SCHERLE. It is being done now under OEO, and arbitrarily in
fact. In fact, the Governors have vetoed projects and they come up to
the Federal level and they override vetoes right and left.

Mr. BLACK. Have you found any 'authority in this for vetoing indi-
vidual projects?

Mr. Rolm-mu:ism Sir, may I add a technical point on this, that the
bill does empower the Secretary of Labor to approve a total plan or
a portion of a plan. This could be read in an extreme situation as veto
authority for an individual project. What we envisage here is a care-
fully designed plan that has gone to the advisory committee and State
planning organization and it is not then so much a matter of an indi-
vidual project 'that would be highlighted and would be the target for
a veto.

Mr. SCHERLE, On page 7, you make the statement there that, let's
take No. 4, I see where a great amount of direction will be here.
directing these programs to the States, which will shortchange the big
cities. What are you doing for- rural America under this program, and
Lord knows, I shouldn't have to read any statistics to show you how
bad ofi the rural projects are today. They are as bad off as anybody
living in the inner city. Whai:, are you doing for these people under
this program?
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Mr. BLACK. Two things. First, only a portion of the money is going
to be allocated directly to the cities through this pass-through pro-
vision.

The other money 'will go to the State and. the Governor himselfand
the State manpower agency will have a decisive role in deciding how
this money will be allocated.

I would assume, and certainly we have reason to assume that no
Governor or manpower agency which is representing the wliole State
is going to neglect portions of it at the expense of one area while giving
undue amounts to other areas.

Second, there are provisions in here for local councils outside the
city areas so that they can set up prime sponsor groups.

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Black, I would like to agree with. you that all
iGovernors are fair, but this s not necessarily true. In fact, in my State

of Iowa, we have a Republican Governor who set up a 60-member
economic advisory board to figure out how to bolster our State effi-

ciency and economy. Not one single man in agriculture was on that
60-member board.

I don't think that shows that our Governor has much sympathy for
the rural so much as the major cities. Now this might also hold true
in other States. It is just as important that rural America especially be
considered. I would like to see something written in this bill like they
did in the Job Corps where a certain amount of money would have to
go to the given .f reas.

Mr. BLACK. We don't disagree with you about the importance of
the rural areas,

i
Congressman Scherle. It is a matter of striking a bal-

ance, and that s why the pass-through for the cities is put in.
I don't want to comment on an individual State or case, 'but the

feedback we get at the Department about revenue sharing- and about
other programs in which the money is passed out to the Sate is, in too
many cases, the States are not responsive enough to the cities. We are
sometimes told that they are too oriented toward rural areas and so
we get complaints from individual mayors and from municipal organi-
zations. This is one of the reservations that some of them have about
revenue sharing in any form.

Mr. &Jammu. I don't want to take anything away from the cities
but for the short time I have been in Congress, I think that propor-
tionally they have received their amount of money available. I have
certainly tried to do what we could to help in that area, but rural
America has been a real stepchild as far as its attention by Congress.

Your people have neglected them just as much as other agencies

have in the past.
Mr. BLACK. It is rot our intention that. they be neglected and if they

are neglected, it will be at the State level and not in Washington.
Mr. ScHRKLE. No: because we have programs that are administered

on the Federal level through regions which don't even touch the
States. The Federal Government must take its share of the blame.

Mr. BLACK. I am speaking of this particular legislation.
Mr. SCHERLE. It would have to be a lot different from 0E0 to be

better.
, Mr. BLAcr. I think it is.
Mr. SCHERLE. On.page 8 you make the statement :

It stands on two legs: the provision of training, work incentives and employ-
ment assistance for those who can work, including national minimums and
eligibility standards for those who cannot. 046t,0
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What criteria are you going to use for those who cannot ?
Mr. BL.A.m. You start in this area, of course, with a large number of

people who are not in the labor market at all. The total of about 10

million peopleor between 9 and 10 millionwho are on welfare rolls
includes approximately 3 million who are in the adult categories of the
aged and the blind and disabled. So you have the problem of income
maintenance for those people. They don't fit into this manpower train-
ing program.

Mr. bcEizni.m. I keep thinking about a little county in Kentucky
that I think about 4 or 5 years ago there were about 3,200 people on
welfare and we put $10 million into that county .and now there are
about 6,500 people on welfare. Are you making this lucrative so these
people can .0-o on welfare or are you sincere in your application in the
programtha'=t you want them off welfare?

Mr. BLACK. That is the whole purpose of the family assistance plan.
We are trying to provide incentives for people to work, we are trying
to provide training for them to become employable. We are trying to
provide incentives for them to keep their families together.

jMr. SCHERLE. If this is true then, how can you ustify the fact that
in this day and acre of prosperity we have increased employment,
higher welfare roSs, yet we have more take-home pay than we have

jever had in the history of the country. How can you ustify that type of
situation if what you say is true ?

Mr. Bri.wx. I don't justify it at all. We can explain it because we
have got a welfare system th.at is an antique or relic from an earlier
acre which was not intended to deal with the kind of prOblems we have
talay.

I don't know anybody who is satisfied with the present welfare sys-
tem. / think it is generallz acrreed that it is a disaster area. The people
who pay for it are not satisfied, the people who receive the aid are not
satisfied, the people who administer the procrrams are not satisfied, and
certainly nobody in our department and triis administration is satis-
fied with it.

The President of the United States is not. He has siad he is not going
to take another step down this road. That is why we are proposing a
drastic departure from the old system and trying a new one.

Mr. SCHERLE. Well, we are all for that. Don't misunderstand me.
However, I can see a lot of laxity and loopholes in this proposed leg-
islation. I have lost my enthusiasm for pushing this piece Of legis-
lation, because I can find a lot of defects. One more question, if I may.
What if the Secretary defines eligibility to everyone except the very
hard unemployed and a locality or State feels that. a lot of other
people need and have a right to training. How would that situation
fit tb.e concept of local control?

Mr. BLACK. Well, that question is based on an assumption which
think is probably erroneous, that the Secretary of Labor would make
any such declaration of eligibility.

Mr. ScHERLE. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Mr. DANTRTA. I recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin Mr.

Steio-er. Do you have any questions ?
111';. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Black, it is a pleasure

to have you here this mornino-. Let me follow up on a question that
was asked by my colleague froin Iowa and inquire whether you would

4-1E9
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object to modifying any bill reported by the committee so as to pro-
vide, if nothing else, an appeal on eligibility determination by the
Secretary ?

Mr. BLACK. I think, Congressman Steiger, that is a question that
more properly should be referred to the Department of Labor.

Mr. STEIGER. Since you are here and they are not, I thought you
might be willing to ahsvgtr it for them.

Mr. BLACK. No, I will let them speak for themselves, thank you.
Mr. SMGER. I will ask it of the Labor Department. That really

isn't a very fair question and I recognize that. Your statement is a
<rood statement. I think it is helpful to ckar the air about some of the
charges that have been leveled against the manpower bill. I am a little
interested, however, in the legislation that I joined in introducing with
a number of other Members of the Congress.

We included on page 6 a. provision to require that institutional
training be where possible arranged or provided through State edu-
cation and training agencies. That specific requirement of the law is
not in the administration draft. This does affect HEW and I wonder
whether you would concur that some language of this kind would be
helpful to perhaps insure that we do not duplicate?

Mr. BnAcz. That is something I think we would want to take a
close look at. As you know, the institutional program is the one that
we now have responsibility for under MDTA. I think that probably
your concern is taken care of in this provision in the administration
bill which requires that in carrying out the programs, the manpower
agency must utilize to the fullest extent possible those services and
facilities not fmanced under this act which are a.lready available from
various levels of government. And that if it is necessary to purchase
service, that they purchase service from those agencies and then reim-
burse them for them.

But I won't close the door on consideration of the kind of specific
guarantee that you mentioned. I will assure you and Congressman
Scher le, as the closing paragraph on my statement said, that we don't
have any question but that this act can be improved and perfected
and we are willing to consider all suggestions.

Mr. STEIGER. I appreciate that. I hope you will get back to us with
a reaction.

Section. 251 of the Manpower Development Training Act as
amended m.1968 provided in section 231 for the priority use of man-
power traimng slnll centers. This is an amendinent I offered in Ghe
House. I would appreciate from you and, if you would be willing
to submit it for the record, an analysis by Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare on the implementation of section 231 and
an analysis further of how effective theskill centers are.

Mr. BLACK. We would be glad to provide that.
Mr. STEIGER. In addition I would be interested in having you sub-

mit for the record an analysis by the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare on the implementation of the 1968 MDTA amend-
ments and section 309 regarding training and technical assistance.
This, too, is an amendmentAl-aap-I offered in the House and I believe
this information would be htlpful for the committee.

Mr. BLACK. We will do it.
(The analyses referred to follow :)
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CRITERIA FOR MANPOWER TRAINING SKILL CENTERS

1. The operations of the Manpower Training Skills Center should be

fully covered by the annual area and State level CAMPS plan. The

MDTA resources and slots available for thr. Center as well as

linkages with other PrograLls should be included in the CAMPS docu-

ments.

2. The size and enrollment of the Center should be sufficient to

maintain an efficient and economical
operation and to meet other

criteria (items 3 through 10).

3. The Center must have a separate administrative.structure. The

facility itself must be identified as a Manpower Training Skills

Center; and may be either in one or several locations, provided that

all services OF THE CENTER are readily accessible to all trainees.

4. Tte Center must demonstrate the ability to provide comprehensive

services for all trainees; education services including basic

education, Pre-vocational training, communication skills, work

orientation, skill training, and educational counseling. The full

range of E.S. services including employment counseling and placement,

must be available at the Center at ALL times. The Center should also

have available support services, including, but not 7imited to health,

legal, family and child care services preferably on-site. However,

arrangements for referrals to community agencies on a regular basis

are allowable when needed.

5. Each Center should make available training in a variety of occupations

for both male and female trainees. At least four occupational

clusters with several occupational. offerings in each area are needed

to provide opportunity for all trainees.

6. Plans for Centers should be responsive to the continuing needs in the

area, with Programs designed to meet long-range demands of industry

and the local population.

T. Training in the Center should be offered during prime-time. Since the

based operation of the Center is funded by MDTA, the Center's prime-

time must be available to MDTA trainees. When, in addition, training

is offered at other hours, the educational, employment and supportive

services must be available.

8. Provisions for other programs, such as CEP, JOBS, WIN, Transition and

National Contracts, may be made at the Center at any time.

9. Each Center should have falltime Professional and clerical education

and employment staff which may augmented by such part-time persons as

are required

44-425 0 - 70 - pt. 1 - 18
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10. The Centers must have the ability to expam, aad contract ';:%ir

training capability while maintaining an -1,...Lciac ,-,perati...a. This

means the ability to shift both occupational offerings ard services

provided as well as to wiry Center capec-'77: Lta accordance with the

needs of the community and the trainr
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PRIME TIME 2 SHIFT

Location Trainees Enrolled Trainee Canacity Trainee Capacity

17,056

Detroit 819

Cleveland 350

Columbus 300

Mahoning 320

Kansas City, Missouri 224

Kansas City, Kansas 202

Des Moines 235

Hartford 117

Ft. Worth 260

Milwaukee 252

indiannapolis 215

Community Skill Center 597

Los Angeles
Watts, Los Angeles 465

Pacoima, Los Angeles 270

East Los Angeles 575
East Bay Oakland 425

San Francisco 178

Phoenix 305

Philadelphia 332

New York City, New York 1554

Rochester, New York 227

Buffalo, New York 293
Syracuse, New York, 240

White Plains, New York 200

Utica, New York 300

New Hyde Park, 290

New York
Binghamton, New York 127

Albany, New 'fork 145

Trenton, New Jersey 325

Camden, New Jersey 156.

Newark, New Jersey 410

TUcson .208

Birmingham 374

Columbia, South Carolina 101

Gulfport, Mississippi 90

Charleton, South Carolina 125

Miami 186

Memphis 225

Jersey City 311

Boston 463

Atlantic City 221

Brooklyn 334
Jamaica, New York 132

New York City, New York (2) 346

Crewe 116

Wise 165

Norfolk 205

Denver 152

South Bend 128

Muskegon, Michigan 176

Milwaukee 138

Cincinnati 137

Jackson, Ohio 282

Dayton 150

E. St. Louis, Illinois 167

Carbondale 182

Duluth 98

Houston
Dallas M
Oklahoma City, Okla. 108

Wichita :135

Omaha -:2440

Lincoln, Nebraska 90

1619 3238

1550 3100

800 1600

820 1640
290 580

355 710

275 550

520 10p
1160 2320

1850 2700

1525 3050

1200 2400

2065 4130

1075 2150-

2575 5150

1425 2850

900 1800

500 1000

1630 3260

5750 11500
730 1460

700 1400

65 1310

520 1040

670 1340

700 1400

380 760

445 890

370 740

226 452

800 1600

350 700

715 1430

250 500

245 490

225 450

400 800

425 850

375 750

475 950

360 720

500 1000

250 500

600 1200

133 266

385 770

255 510

350 700

--- ---

200 400

712 1424
863 1726

450 900

350 700

200 400

275 550

175 350

500 1000

r, s;. s
230
150

460
300

.....r. 240 480

360 720

200 400
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LIST OF MANPOWER TRAINING SKILL CENTERS

REGION I

Hartford MITA Skill Center
122 Washington Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

Boston MDTA Skill Center
Jtibec Street

East Boston, Massachusetts 02128

REGION II

Bridgeton Manpower Center
Vine Street SChool
Bridgeton, New Jersey

Jersey City MDT Skills Center
760 Montgomery Street-:
Jersey City, New Jersey. 07306

Newark Manpower Skill Center
187 Broadwaar
Newark, New Jersey 07104

META Multi Sb311 Center
2114 Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401

MEM Multi Skill Center
942 Prospect Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08618

Camden MDTA Skills Center
17th &Admiral Wilson Boulevard
Cam6.en, New Jersey 08105

META Center
242 Main Street, West
Rochester, New York 14614

META Center--
917 Madison Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Adult Education Center
Rodhambeau School
228 Fisher Avenue
White Plains, New York 10606

BrooklyAdult Training Center
475 Nostrand Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11216 74
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(REGION II CONTINUED)

Jamaica Adult Training Center
91-ik Merrick Boulevard
Jamaica, New York 1111-32

New York CityAdult Training Center
45 Rivinaton Street .

New York, New York 10002

Williamsburg Adult Training Center
45 ArionFlace
Brooklyn, New York 11206

META Center
366 Coludbus Street
Utica, New York 13501

META Center
55 SouthDenton Avenue
Nassau County
New Hyde Park, New York 11040

META Center
87 Chenango Street
Binghamton, New York 13901

MDTA Center
45 Coludbia Street
Albany, New York 12207

bETA Center
Board of Education
1325 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14209

San Juan Skill Center
Alverio 517, Urb. Roosevelt
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

REGION III

jobn F. Kennedy Center for Vocational Education

734 Schuylkill Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146

Connelley Vocational Technical Skills Center

1501 Bedford Avenue
Pittsburg, pennsylvania 15219

4-4.7' 212 76
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(REGION III CONTIWED)

Southzide Manpower Training Skill Center

Box 258
Nottoway County
Crewe, Virginia 23930

Wise County Manpower Training Skill Center

Box 576
Wise, Virginia 24293

Washington County Manpower Training Skill Center

Route 4
Abingdon, Virginia 24210

Norfolk City Manpower Training Skill Center
Norfolk, Virginia 23501

REGION IV

Birmingham MMTA Education Center
Worth Birmingham, Alabama 35207

Charleston MDT Skill Center
P.O. Box 5272
North Charleston, South Carolina 29406

MDTA Center
Richmond-Lexington
620 Sunset Boulevard
Weat ColuMbia, South Carolina 29169

Miami Skill Center
3240 rl. 27th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33142

MMTA Skill Center
591 Washington Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38105

Manpower Tra:ning Center
P.O. Box 6667 Bandeboro Station
Lorraine Road
Gulfport, Mississippi

REGION V

Indiana Vocztional TeChnical College

Weir Cook Division
6800 West Raymond Street
Indianamolis, Indiana 46241
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(REMO V COTITINUED)

Manuover Training Center
1534 W. Sa;aple Street
South Bend, Indiana 46519

McNemara S7cills Center
1501 Beard Street
Detroit, Michigan 48209

Muskegon Area Skill Training Center
1183 E. Laketon Avenue
Muskegon, Michigan 49442

Milwaukee Technical College Skill Center
1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

AreE Industrial Institute
2000 N. 6th Avenue
Evansville, Indiana 47717

Stowe Adult Center
635 West Seventh Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45203

Manpower Training Center
2640 East 31st Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Adult Education & School Services Center
52 Starling Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Southern Ohio Manpower and Ter.hnical Training Canter
South and Main Streets
Jackson, Ohio 4564o

Mahoning Valley Vocational School
P.O. Box 278
Vienna, Ohio 44473

Garfield Training Center
1340 W. 5th Street
Dayton, Ohio 45407

East St. Louis Center
3360 Missouri Avenue
East St. Louis, Illinois 62205

Carbondale Manucwer Training Center
Ordill Area
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
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(REGION V CONTINUED)

Duluth Comprehensive Facility
1600 London Road
Duluth, Minnesota 55812

REGION VT

Fort Worn MDTA Skill Center
1101 West Vickery Boulevard
Fort Worth, Texas 76104

Texas Lomar Skill Center
1403 Corinth Street
Dallas, Texas 75201

Houston Independent School District
MMTA-ORP Education Building
2704 Leeland Street
Houston, Texas Tr003

Oklahoma City SIbIlls Center
108 RE. 48th Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

REGION VII

Manpower Training Skill Center
1333 Washington Boulevard
Kansas City, Kansas 66102

CentralVocational School
324 Ebrth Emporia
Wichita, Kansas 67202 ,

Pnblic School's MDTA Area Training Faaility
2323 Grand Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri 641o8

Des Moines Conmordhensive Vocational Facility
2403 Bell Avenue
Des Moines, Ioxa 50321

Manpower Training Center
5002 Dodge Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68132

Manpower Training Center

620 North 48th Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68510
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REGION 'VIII

Denver Nannower Training Center
Community College of Denver
1001 East 62nd Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80216

REGION IX

Maricopa County Skills Center
246 South First Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85004

Tucson Skills Center
55 N. 6th Avenue
Tucson, Arizona 85701

Community Skill Center
15020 South Figueroa Street
Gardena (Los Angeles), California 90247

East Los Angeles Skill Center
1230 S. Monterey Pass Road
Monterey Park (Los Angeles), California 91754

Watts Skill Center
840 East--111th Street
Los Angeles, California 90059

Pacoima Skill Center
13299 Louvre Street
Pacoima (Los Angeles), California 91331

East Bay Skills Center
1100-67th.Street
Oakland, CaliZornia' 94603

San Francisco Nannower Training SFUlls Center
1485 Market.Street
San Francisco, California '94103

University of Hvwaii
Manpower Training Section
1040 South Xing Street
HonolUlu, Hawaii 96814.

Mid-Nanhattan Adult Training Center
212 West 120th Street
New York, New York 10027

,
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SKILLS CENTERS-GENERAL INFORMATION ON PRIORITY U SE AND AN NULL IZAT ION

Definition.Financing institutional training programs in designated skills
centers for twelve months or more by allocating sufficient funds and numbers of
trainees to insure a predetermined level of operation.

Ob jectives:
1. Pull together the training activities in a community in order to deliver

quality training at the lowest possible cost
2. Alleviate and if possible eliminnte the problems of on-gain/off-again fund-

ing inherent in the project method of funding training programs.
3. Stabilize funding to maintain a specified capacity level to permit efficient

Center operations.
Number of Centers Annualized.In FY 1970 no centers received additional

Federal funds from the national office for the purpose of annualizing their opera-
tions. However, some 10 or 12 centers have worked on annualizing their opera-
tions by using HEW guidelines.
Major Hurdles to Annualization:

1. Lack of sufficient fund allocation to sldlls centers.
2. Rigidity or lack of understanding on the part of State employment service

officials resulting in their continued requirement for DOT code desig-
nations and for sub-projects--both which limit the movement of indi-
viduals into, out of, and within training.

3. Lack of information concerning the procedures to annualize operations.
4. Lack of cooperation on the part of regional and State CEP officials who

desire to use skills center services.
5. Uncertainty concerning when to start the cycle of annualization since

annualization would commence in centers where coursesof varied length
are currently in operation.

6. In some instances an inability to keep training slots filled. State employ-
ment service offices do not recruit as quickly as needed, thus programs
are not built up to full strength fast enough.

Benefits:
1. Permits maintenance of efficient trainee level for effective operations and

services to trainees.
2. Provides the flexibility to respond to needs of immediate labor market

area. Changes in the labor market requirements necessitate only restruc-
turing training programs under the annualization plan "umbrella".

3. Provides continuity of operations as well as flexibility of programming_
4. Provides climate for open-entry/open-exit training which both HEW and
Labor, in the pilot programs, judged to be a superior method of meeting
the needs of trainees, as well as employers-

5. Simplifies the selection and referral process by permitting a smooth flow
of referrals, thus eliminating the usual job-finding log-jam at periods
during the year.

6. Provides climate for use of the job cluster approach which is beneficial
to varied trainee interests and abilities.

7. Requires no additional HEW forms.

PRIORIT Y TO USE OF SKILLS CENTERS AS REFLECTED IN CAMPS PLANS

The Administrative Mandate.Manpower Administration Order 21-69 pro-
vides administrative guidance for implementing the 1968 amendment to the
MDTA requiring priority use of Mil centers. It states clearly that "evidence
that priority has been given (to kills centers) must be included in the States'
CAMPS Plan".

In spite of this mandate a survey of some 38 State plans revealed that only 2
even mention kills centers. Of these, one indicates that it is trying to give
priority to skills centers; the other states that it will continue to recognize that
they exist ! Yet these were approved CAMPS plans.
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EIGEELIGEETS CONCERNING USE OF SKILLS CENTERS

Region LNo priority in the Connecticut CAMPS plan for the Hartford Skill
Center ; no CEP involvement, either. With the failure to give center facilities
priority and with the inflationary costs in providing training, Hartford reduced
their training slots to approximately 130.

Region LLSkills centers in the region are struggling to keep going. Fund
allocations are reduced and, with inflation, available funds buy less training.

Nassau is planning to approve only three or four projects at the center.
Syracuse has dropped two programs.
White Plains now has only 10 MDT trainees per section. If any drop out,

the section will have to close.
Region III.Most skills centers in the region have no CEP involvement Need

more interagency discussion concerning how the center can serve a predomi-
nantly rural area.

Region V.The capacity for centers in the region is low. Many more training
slots neededfor MDT and for other programs.

Region VI.No real priority is given to skills centers in region. Operations are
hampered by insufficient training slots.

Regfon VILPriority is given to all sidlls centers in the region. In Tulsa, the
local CEP is using center facilities and in Dallas, the OIC is taldng advantage
of the skills center there.

All are moving toward annualization and, when refunding comes up, they
should be fully annualized. In addition, many OICs in the region are moving
toward adoption of the annualization concept to permit smoother and more
flexible operations.

Unfortunately, there is still an underutilization of the prime-time capacity in
the centers with most operating at SO% of capacity or 'below at that time.

The JOBS program has yet to take advantage of skIlls centers training facili-
ties in the region.

A 5T17Dr OF NINETEEN MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING SKILLS CENTERS

[HEW News, Thursday, Feb. 12, 1970]

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has signed a contract with
Olympus Research Corporation (ORC) for a study of 19 Manpower Development
and Training Skills Centers that provide vocational training, basic education,
and employment orientation to the unemployed and underemployed.

Grant Venn, Associate Commissioner for the Bureau of Adult, Vocational and
Library Programs in the U.S. Office of Education, said that the centers tentatively
selected for review are in : Hartford, Philadelphia, Fort Worth, Syracuse, Atlantic
City, Abingdon, Va., West Columbia, S.C., Miami, Indianapolis, Detroit, Cin-
cinnati, Kansas City, Brooklyn (two locations) Phoenix, Des Moines, Gardena
and Monterey, Calif., and Memphis.

Of these, ten will be selected for in-depth study- The studies, to be conducted
in cooperation with the Department of Labor, will assess the effectiveness of
skIlls centers in reducing employment and in training men and women for avail-
able jobs. The contract is for approximately $190,000.

The centers are supported under the Manpower Development and Training
Act.

The review, which -will get underway in the next few months, will provide
information on 'which to base future policy decisions regarding the use of the
centers. In addition, DRC will-point out exemplary praCtices which may be used
at other skills centers and will identify and examine problems in the program.

Garth Mangum, the review project supervisor, is ORC chairman of the board.
He is also McGraw Professor of Economks and director of the Human Resources
Institute at the University of Utah, and research professor ,of economics and
research associate of the C mter for Manpower Policy Studies at George Wash-
ington University.

Dr. Mangum was formerly a research director of the Senate Subcommittee on
Employment and Manpower and executive director of the President's Committee
on Manpower.

He is the author of 15 books and monographs and more than 100 articles on
manpower, poverty, vocational educationiztnd industrial relations.
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THE PURPOSE, IMPLEMENTATION, PROGRAM AND FUTURE OF A REA MANPOWER
INSTITUTES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF STAFF (AMIDS)

I. WHAT /S AMIGS

Area Manpower Institutes for Development of Staff is a nationwide program
of personnel development devoted to serving the needs of persons involved in
manpower training and related human resource agencies. The AMIDS concept
was developed by the 1I.S. Office of Education, Division of Manpower Develop-
ment and Training, and funded under the Manpower Development and Training
Act (MDTA) of 1962, as amended. The full-time staffs which provide a variety
of services on a year round basis for the states within 'heir designated geographic
area of operation place a much needed service at the disposal of manpower agency
personnel when and where needed. The capability of AMIDS staff to respond
to immediate as well as on-going and anticipated needs of those working with
persons from disadvantaged background is the factor which builds success assur-
ances for the instructor and ultimately the trainee in the program.

While manpower agency staff are generally expert in their respective fields,
they need and frequently request assistance for working more effectively with the
disadvantaged_ To achieve their goals of providing the trainee with both occupa-
tional and acadeiric skills requires broad and sensitive recognition of the unique
characteristics which low-income culture life styles produce. Understanding the
cognitive learning styles, levels and techniques of motivation patterns in commu-
nication and relationship, and the experiencial background which shapes and
conditions ones attitudes are factors which can not be ignored by the instructor,
counselor or job supervisor who seeks to maximize his effectiveness in equipping
a trainee for the real world of work.

In recognition of this need. Congress in 1961 authorized the Secretaries of
Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare to prepare persons for work through
spechli manpower training programs. A 1968 amendment to the Act authorizes
training and technical assistance expenditures amounting to two percent of funds
appropriated under the first three titles of the Act. AMIDS is a direct outgrowth
of a response to this 1968 mandate of Congress to provide relevant and sensitive
job training and human resource deployment to help stem the critical waste and
latent development of our nations manpower and human resources. The MDTA
and programs later funded under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, under-
score the need for the preparation of manpower training and related personnel
who can interact successfully with persons from disadvantaged back.grounds.
It became evident, however, that traditional teacher and staff development train-
ing programs sponsored by existing institutions and agencies were not equipped
to respond to this new program priority emphasis.

To meet this need, the Office of Education in 1968 and 1969, established man-
power staff training programs in various areas of the country, known as Area
Manpower Institutes for Development of Staff (AMIDS). Originally these insti-
tutes were located in Detroit, Michigan ; Los Angeles, California ; and the District
of Columbia. Two additional ..`...MIDS institutes located in Montgomery, Alabama
and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma were established in February 1969 to more ade-
quately provide full coverage of the nation with its services. This expansion
provided a national network of services to manpower and human resource agency
personnel to carry out the spirit and intent of the legislative history referred to
earlier.

Section 309 of the amended Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA)
of 1968, carried the intent of expanded functions for AMIDS which was in fact
demonstrated in program thrust for the last half of the calendar year 1969. In the
spirit af this amendment the five national AMIDS staff services not only those
for whom the institutes were originally designed (instructors, counselors, ad-
ministrators, and supervisors), in manpower training programs but also supplied
staff training and technical assistance for the personnel of 43 other agencies
dealing directly with the disadvantaged.

A training seminar conducted by Washington AMIDS in Baltimore, Maryland,
just before Thsnksgiving 1969, exemplified the inter-agency staff training com-
ponent capability. In attendance at this seminar were 392 persons representing
11 agencies. Some of the groups were CEP, New Careers, Employment Services,
OIC, NYC, Baltimore Public Schools, Maryland State Department of Education,
DVR and Morgan State College. Included were secretaries as well as profes-
sional staff personnel from these agencies. It is this spectrum of manpower pro-
gram connected personnel that is embodied in the intent of Section 309.
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AMIDS thus supplements . . . but does not supplant State and local in-service
training programs for manpower personnel. While most States have such pro-
grams, many have not emphasized the particularly severe problems of the "out-
of-school" and "out-of-work" segments of our society. It is recognized that the
usually inadequate educational attainment, the living in impoverished environ-
ments. and the possession of little or no preparation for work of the unemployed
and underemployed are all handicaps. Many are also handicapped by language
or cultural difficulties or by hostility and other emotional problems which make
them unacceptable to employers and sometimes to society in general. These are
the persons who have, for the most part. dropped out of the regular public schools.
The modus operandi of the traditional education has no doubt contributed to
this fact and the alienation of the trainee to the educational environment. If we
are to be successful in assisting the poor and undereducated towards self-help
and self-realization it is apparent that a new and refreshing approach to staff
development is necessary if the intent of the Manpower Development and Train-
ing Act (MDTA) is to he actualized.

The AMIDS thrust of a "person centered" approach to instruction is unique
and imperative. In-service training provided in the past by the professional
teacher-trainers has not proved practical for the manpower teacher and those
who work with the disadvantaged for little attention is given to the heterogeneity
of attitudes, age, health status, and family background which confronts the Man-
power instructor. It is obvious that the methods and procedure which contributed
significantly to the fate of the trainee cannot be used to save the group it has
previously failed. AMIDS staff development training gives impetus to the char-
acteristics, motivations and needs of the trainees, not only to methods and
curriculum emphasis. AMIDS recognizes that the first line of defense against the
dropout is the competent and resourceful instructor. During the sixties much
about teaching technologies has been learned but there is far more to be learned
about the motivations of people who have experienced severe deprivation. Train-
ing which focusses attention on trainee aspirations and correlates this lmowledge
effectively in the classroom will greatly increase lmowledge about eliminating
barriers to learning among the disadvantaged.

At the direction and leadership of officials in the Office of Education pursuing
the intent of Congres,s for the 309 amendment, one AMIDS program above serv-
iced upwards of 43 agencies in staff development. The spectrum of services ren-
dered in the five AMIDS sites range from training of personnel in public and
non-profit private organizations to first-line supervisors whose target constituents
are persons from disadvantaged background&

The creation of this nationwide network of staff development with a philosophy
of self-help based on the dignity of the individual adds the unique dimension
which on/y AMIDS performs. This program possesses the capability of relevance
and flexibility which enables consistent current information and process. In the
interest of maximized success for the trainees in such programs these factors are
mandatory. This "person centered" approach to enable staff to assume a sensitive
role in their relationships upgrades the capabilities in the endeavor of rehabili-
tating the socially and economically deprived. This approach is particularly
appropriate for staff who must have successful interaction with trainees or
employees.
Some of the Agencies Served :

I. Manpower program personnel ;instructors, counselors, administrators,
supervisors and clerical staff). Our original charge.

2. Public SchoolsMDT
3. Department of The Interior
4. Internal Revenue Services
5. E. 0. Agencies
6. U.S. Department of Labor

(a) WIN
(b) CEPU.P.O.
(c) New Careers
(d) NAB/JOBS

7. Urban League
S. Labor Unions
9. Recreation Depariment Personnel

10. Archdiocese of Greater Washington
Civil Service CommissionIAB

12. Department of Public Welfare v!)49
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13. Department of Vocational Rehabilitation
14. Apprenticeship Councils
15. Departments of Correction
16. FAIRMICCO
17. Employment Security
18. NDYP
19. Opportunities Industrialization Center (0.I.C.)
20. Pride
21. Project Build
22. Project Crossroads
23. Project Go
24. United Planning Organization

(a) CEP
(b) NYC
(0) Pre-VocatioPal
(d) PIC Peoples Involvement Corporation
(e) Training Division

25. Board of Trade
26. VEC
27. Washington Job Center
28. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
29. Department of Defense
30. National Roving Leaders (National Recreation Assoc.) A National

Contractor
31. CAMP S

st. LINSAGES, RELATIONSHIP, AND SERVICES TO OTHER AGENCIES

In order to maximize the thrust, coordinate services and avoid needless dupli-
cation among Federal, State and local agencies, the Cooperative Area Manpower
plAnning Systems or CAMPS came into being. AMIDS has provided needed serv-
ices to CAMPS as well as a large number of personnel from public and private
agencies and Departments of Government who are engaged in training the
disadvantage&

Primary emphasis has teen on improving the effectiveness of personnel and
program in MDT Skill Center& including instructors, counselors and
administi-Ators.

Services to other agencies have included their attendance in regular semitn.rs.
special short day or evening seminars, consultative services, lending of instruc-
tional materials and equipment, and detailing of staff to provide full seminar
services, specifically designed for the requesting agency. Seminar participation
has included graduate students ,from universities as well as staff from private
business, the prime criteria being involvement in training the disadvantaged for
employability and assisting them toward self-help in order that they may grow
into full participating citizenship and full-time members of the work force. In
addition to skills training, this has included techniques and methods in the area
of basic education and the ability to "negotiate the system".

Some examples of inter-agency cooperation are listed :
A. Employment Service Personnel have been included in regular Seminars

in order that they may be better able to place people into Skills training and
work with skills centers.

B. JOBS and the National Alliance of Businessmen have participated in semi-
nars and have received consultant services.

-C. OICOpportunities Industrialization Centerspersonnel have had special
seminars provided in a number of cities.

D. Private schoolsstudents, teachers, and staff have attended regular and
special seminars.

E. CEPSConcentrated Employment Serviceehare participated widely in
seminars emphasizing counseling and job development

P. WINWork Incentive Programpersonnel hare been provided with special
seminars emphasizing community services for trainee&

G. LR.S.Internal Revenle Service personnel who deal directly with en;
ployment mail on-the-job training of minority group employees have been provide,'
with special seminars designed to fit their program needs.

H. CAMPSSpecial coordinating seminars have been held for CAMPS per-
sonnel from all member agencies, designe&to improve cooperative planning, man-
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agement and program. Emphasis to improve effective communication and co-
ordination.

I. MDT Institutional-Satellite seminars have been held for the total staffs of
a number of skill centers.

J. InterdepartmentaL Two one-week seminars were held for personnel of the
Department of Interior and the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration,
drawn from the whole nation, and utilizing AMIDS staff from more than one
center.

K Other (private resources and industry).
While each AMIDS was developed and funded t accomplish the same general

purposes, each by nature of the environment in which they are centered and the
persons they serve are confronted by special and unique problems. Some examples
of activities directed toward the clientele they serve are :

1. AMIDS coordinated a three-day Jobs Film Festival in Washington, enthu-
siastically received and endorsed by the Secretaries of HEW and DOL, and at-
tended by personnel from all parts of the United States. Displayed and reviewed
were materials and machines designed to improve employability. The purpose of
this program was to increase the effectiveness of agencies using audio and visual
equipment materials and techniques in working with the disadvantaged. A re-
quest for information came from as far away as Brazil, where they hope to use
the same materials in a U.SA.I.D. program with Portuguese dubbed

2. Selected numbers of MDT trainees were interviewed at several skills cen-
ters for suggested input regarding improved trainee services needed under
MDTA. This information was disseminated and used by AMIDS staffs in Con-
ferences with instructors, counselors, and administrators of instructional and
employment programs for the disadvantaged.

3. The Montgomery AMIDS has developed a record system which will auto-
matically calendar a follow-up contact with participants to insure that they are
provided a second Conference opportunity a year later, which is built upon the
previous Conference they attended and will insure against repetition and lack
of imaginative planning. This AMIDS has also developed an impressive news-
letter which has succeeded in the area of public relations and has also developed
within the participants pride in being an alumnus of AMIDS.

4. The Los Angeles AMIDS has held seminars and special meetings dealing
with English as a second language and the needs of individuals from Mexican-
American, American Indian, and other sub-cultural backgrounds which have
been somewhat smothered by upper middle class environment and social customs.

5. The Oklahoma City AMIDS has been concerned with services to small rural
commimities and what can be done to assist community leaders in developing
their own community leadership resources and with the open entry/wen ended-
occupational cluster concept in MDT scheduling as it relates to counseling and
instructing the undereducated individual.

6. Detroit AMIDS, the first organized, pioneered the AMIDS concept and
moved into satellite operations and began a trial operation on training of MDT
graduates as teacher aides.

III. COSTS

The five AMIDS Programs were all started at different tbnes, and funded
originally for different periods of time, making it difficult to make cost compari-
sons on a yearly basis.

Therefore, a total cost figure is shown for each AMIDS from its original fund-
ing date through December 31, 1969. Per diem and travel costs of participants
(when reimbursed by States for persons under their jurisdiction) are shown
under "C. Travel and Per Diem of Participants."
A. Administrative and operational costs by AMIDS site (includes

matching funds when and where required) :
1. Detroit AMIDS, June 1, 1968, to Dec. 31, 1969 (20

months) $484, 518
2. Washington, D.C., AMIDS, July 1, 1968, to Dec. 31, 1969

(19 months) 512, 059
3. Los Angeles AMIDS, July 1, 1968, to Dec. 31, 1969 (19

months) 227, 700
4. Montgomery AMIDS, Feb. 17, 1969, to Dec. 31, 1969 (10

months) .188, 900
Z. Oklahoma City AMIDS, Feb. 17, 1969, to Dec. 31, 1969

(10 months) 133, 110

A-oltv'S
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B. Total administrative and operational costs of the five AMIDS
through Dec. 31, 1969

1, 546, 2S7

C. Participation costs of all States and territories includes per diem
and travel through Dec. 31_

800, 000

D. Total of all AMIDS operational costs and per diem and travel of
participants through Dec. 31, 1969 9 346, 287

E. Average cost per participant (based upon estimated total of 10,000
participants and AMIDS operational costs only) approximately 154

F. Average cost per participant (based upon estimated 10,000 partici-
pants and both operational costs and costs of participant travel
and per diem) appromately

232

G. '..a.tional AMIDS program evaluation (by contract) (accomplished
fiscal year 1969 through contract with California State Depart-
ment of Education) 60, 000

H. Total all categories_ e, 406, 287

NOTE : As an example, as of this Cate the Montgomery AMIDS program has served

2,379 participants (funding period Feb. 17, 1969, through Dec. 31. 1969. actual conference

sessions began in April).
Total operational costs were $188,900.00--$79.40 is operational cost per

participant.
IV. TOTAL COS1'S Alt. AMIDS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970 (PROJECTED)

A. At level of operation as of Dee. 31, 1969, to be funded under S&D Budgets :

1. AdministrationOperation :
(a) Detroit, $550,000.
(b) Washington, $560,000.
(c) Los Angeles, $200,000.
(d) Montgomery, $350,000.
(e) Oklahoma City, $280,000.

Total, $1,940,000.
2. Participation (travel and per diem for participants), $1,000,000-
3. Evaluation.
4. Total all categories, $2,940,000.

B. Technical assistance and training (section 309).

ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATIONAL COSTS FOR ALL AMIDS

AMIDS Site

Administration
Participant costs and Operation Total

Detroit 3374, 680 $917. 680 31, 292,001

Washington 453,980 1, 108, 020 1, 562, GOO

Los Angeles
261, 000 639, 000 900,000

Montgomery
335, 530 821,470 1,157,000

Oklahoma City no, 000 710, 000 1, 000. 090

Total 1, 715, 190 4. 196,170 5,911, Ca

Note: The program in operation (AMI DS) the past 19 months has been in the spirit of Section 309 of the 1968 Amend-

ments. However, funds have not been allocated for implementation.It is anticipated the AMIDS Programs with 19 months

experience should be mainly funded from Section 309, Technical Assistance and Training Allocation. Travel and per diem

shoukl be increased and the mechanics developed to allow for reimbursements to non-government and other participants

for whom there is presently no eligibility formula.

V. TRAINEE INVoLvEMENT ry A.MIDS

By individualizing instruction an attempt is made to exemplify the person-
centered approach in training instructors with the hope that similar methods Will
be carried over into the training programs. AMIDS recognizes the trainees' need
for self-determination as he progresses through training into full particiPating
citizenship. To fosber this need ANGDS has involved trainees in a variety of waYs-

A. Trainees have been panel speakers discussing a variety of pertinent topics.
B. AMIDS instructors have given demonstration teaching lessons before

trainees for their positive and negative reactions.
C. Trainees in Sidlls centers the benefit of human relations

activities.
z-
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D. Trainees have served as teacher aides in sbill centers and other programs.
E. Trainees have been invited back as guest speakers upon graduation and

employment.
Seventeen months of experience in training those personnel who have partici-

pated in AMIDS seminars have pointed out some weaknesses in the overall man-
power program. These are the result of the reactions of seminar participants all
over the country :

1. There is a need for greater coordination and exchange of information about
trainees among the various agencies engaged in recruitment, testing, training
and employment.

2. It is obvious that a trainee cannot devote his best efforts to the training sit-
uation when he or a member of his immediate family is in need of food, clothing,
medical attention, legal assistance, day-care for pre-school children, transporta-
tion or other basic human needs. Many agencies within the community are
engaged in providing such services to the less fortunate. It is felt that the
instructor is in the best position to know of those needs within his students which
either accelerate or which interfere with learning. He, therefore, is the logical
Person to assist the trainee in finding the proper agency. The instr.ctor requires
orientation, both to recognizing the variety of needs, and the procedure and
sources for finding help for the trainee. In an expanded AMIDS program mate-
rials should be developed to provide these orientations to supportive services.
This could be sPecially designed for traineee readability on various levels. A
separate guide could be developed as a procedural reference for use by the

a Under the pressure of the on-going instructional program little energy has
been devoted to the overall problem of orientating employers to the unique needs
of the disadvantaged and to the continuing problems encountered on the job- This
information, if gathered, could provide valuable feedback into the instructional
program so that job sldlls, grooming, job attitudes, and related sbllls of social
living can be integrated into a meaningful whole.

VL FACILITIES-PROJECTED

The experience o the first year's operation has demonstrated conclusively that
AMIDS services are effective in improving MDT instruction and programs. A
broad variety of related agencies engaged in training the unemployed and under-
employed have participated in the semirars in all five locations. Both MDT and
related agencies have been unanimous in their demands for more and varifd
Idnds of services for improving the effectiveness of their personnel and the pro-
grams they operate. These needs for expanded services are centered around the
development of Technical Assistance Teams, which will be trained to go out
into the communities to provide aid in minority self-help, community manpower
utilization and development, demonstrating teaching methods and proper use
of instructional materials, and other areas. Providing such services will necessi-
tate adding personnel, space, and equipment to support the Technical Assistance
Teams.

The team approach would provide specially designed in-service training pro-
grams with pertinent methodology, curriculum development, new developmental
concepts and resource materials.

The collection, correlation, and analysis of data, and dissemination and utiliza-
tion of findings, and statistical repordng will enhance the effectiveness of these
services as they related to further understanding and support of human resource
agencies and personnel.

A. FacilitiesPresentThe five AMIDS, located strategically throughout the
regions of the country to serve specific portions of the population, each have
physical facilities designed for large and small group instruction, staff offices.
audio-visual equipment, and for the development and storage of instructional
materials for retrieval systems_ When the need dictates, both personnel and
materials are taken into remote areas for satellite seminars. In these eases, space
is either made available in the local skill tenter, or rented in a suitable convenient
place.

The AMIDS resources libraries developed as a result of total staff effort in-
cludes a broad and varied collection of pertinent and useful materials. These in-
clude books (both hiird and soft cover), films, film strips, records, programmed
materials, sound tapes, video tapes, felt board materials, transparencies and
large array of equipment
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Staff participants make good utilization of the materials and equipment and re-
ceive instruction in their application during short seminars or workshop sessions.

The original goals of AllIDS have been partially fulfilled, but such goals de-
mand imagination and resourceful implementation such as AMIDS can provide.

FEMEtTARY 17, 1970.

Subject : Funding of Area Manpon er Institutes for Development of Staff
(AMIDS) with section 309 monies.

To : Mr. Robert Brown, Associate Manpower Administrator for USTES, De-
partment of Labor.

This is to confirm and make a matter of record the agreements reached in your
office on February 11, 1970, subject as above.

On that occasion you recalled that approximately $2.6 million had been in-
cluded in the 1970 budget justification for transfer to our program for training
and technical assistance. I indicated that a significant amount at this money was
now needed so that the funding could be shifted from the State Vocational Serv-
ices Account ($8 million annually, which has never changed despite the increased
demand for such services). I also mentioned that we had wed SVS money in lieu
of allowing the States to establish separate teacher training services, and that
while AMIDS actually started out as a teacher-training program, by demand of
other agencies AMIDS now provide fairly sophisticated "awareness" training
which mixes teachers, supervisors, counselors, and program administrators from
a host of different federal, state and local agencies haring programs for the
same individual to the mutual benefit of all concerned. I mentioned that the
AMIDS have done special seminars for MID. the D.C. government, just to men-
tion a couple of the more recent activities to illustrate their true Section 309
character.

Onr staff also suggested that it was our desire to truly make the AMIDS an
activity jointly and equally shared by our two departments. It was agreed, how-
ever, that this could not be worked out to become effective this fiscal year, but
that before June 30, our two departments should have worked out a plan to make
a transition to a joint operation of AMIDS.

In the interim, however, you agreed that there was funding capability cur-
rently existant for 309 and that USDL had made expenditures against this
account activity. I reaffirmed that while our testimony contributed significantly
to the Steiger amendment and the Senate amendment to the House substitute
bill, making the 2 percent set aside, we had not as yet received any of the funds
although 309 authorized their use by both USDL and HEW. You agreed that you
would take the necessary action with OFMS in TISDL to have some 309 money
transferred to us so that we can switch the funding of AMIDS to that account,
thus relieving State Vocational Services account to permit vs to fund State staff
so badly needed to cooperate in CAMPS.WIN, CEP and other specialized program
activities outside the normal institutional training role.

I also described briefly the need for some experimentation using 309 monies to
develop graduate or advanced graduate curriculums to establish a new discipline
which might be called "manpower planner" which is needed by all manpower
agencies. I mentioned that I had had discussions on this subject with both mem-
bers and staff of the select subcommittee of the House and the Senate during the
summer of 1968, a reflection of which may be found in the remarlm of Mr. Steiger
on pages H8246 and H8247 of the Congressional Record for September 4, 1968.
We are anxious to develope such a model and hope that our staff can work closely
with yours in doing so. It was agreed on February 11, that such discussions would
begin in the near future.

We appreciate your willingness to work with us in this matter.
Best personal regards, HowAnn A. MArrasws,

Director, Div-Wen of Manpower Development and Training.

Mr. STEIGER. One of the provisions about which there has been
question. is that which relates to whether or not the State education
agency and/or vocational educational agency, if they are separate,
ought to be required to be a part of the comprehensive manpower
planning agency at the State level. Are you satisfied that the approach
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used in the administration bill, which says that the State is given
the right to determine whether or not they want that to be and is not
penalized for the failure to include it, is the most effective way of
handling this problem?

Mr. BLACK. Well, the bill provides that first it is the option of the
State to include vocational education or vocational rehabilitation.
There is no provision in here that the State will automatically be
penalized if it does not include either or both of these. It goes on to
provide that only if both the Secretary of Labor and Secretary of
HEW concur that in a particular State one or both of these agencies
should be included in the comprehensive manpower program, only
then would this requirement come into play.

We think, from the standpoint of NEW, that this provides ade-
quate assurance to these agencies that they will not be brought in
against their will or against the will of the State unless there are just
absolutely overriding reasons for the success of the whole program,
that this should be done.

Mr. STEIGER. But couldn't one argument be that manpower de-
velopment and training requires the utilization and expertise and
knowledge of those in education and, therefore, they ought to be a part
of any comprehensive manpower agency, both so as to insure the useof
existing institutions if the3r are appropriate, and in order to get a
better correlation between the needs in education, in basic education,
as well as in technical skill development ?

Mr. BLACK. Certainly you can make that argument and I thinkthat
we would assume in HEW that in most cases it would be the wish of
the States themselves to bring these agencies into the comprehensive
manpower program because, as I indicated in the early stages of my
testimony, what they are doing is so fundamental to the whole effort
that without them you obviously are going to have something less
than a comprehensive program.

But in keeping with our desire to give the States as much flexi-
bility as possible, this was not written in as a mandatory require-
ment.

(The document referred to follows :)
DERAEnCENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Washington, D.C, March 2, 1970.
Hon. Douracs V. DANizts,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on. Labor, Committee on Education and Labor,

House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. CitesamArr: During the February 19 hearing Mr- Steiger asked us to

consider adding a specific requirement that institutional training be provided
through State education and training agencies. I believe the following language
in Section 102(a) (2) of the Administration bill gives the assurance indicated:

"In carrying out programs assisted under this Act, the agency shall be required
to the fullest extent possible to utilize those services and facilities not financed
under this Act, which are available from Federal, State, and local agencies.
Where services and facilities financed under other authority are not available
without reimbursement, the comprehensive manpower agency shall be required
to the fullest extent possible to purchase the use of facilities and services from
Federal, State, and local agencies where available at.reasonable cost The agency
may also make appropriate arrangements to utilize the services and facilities of
private agencies, organimtions, and businesses."

We appreciate this opportunity to supplement the record_
Sincerely yours,

CREED C. BLACK,
rant Secretary for Legislation.
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Mr. STEmER. One last question, Mr. Black. In the work that has
gone on both by the Department of Labor and by your own de-
partment, can you give us any idea at all as to what the reception by
the American Vocational Association and other groups has been to
the Manpower Training Act of 1969 ?

Mr. BLACK. I think Mr. Roudebush could probably give vou a
better reading on that thf.m. I can, because he is in closer toucfi with
the *Troup.

Afr. ROUDEBtlal. I invite attention to the very fine statements that
were presented to this committee by the chairman of the Advisory
Council on Vocational Education and the chairman of the American
Vocational Association. We thought those were fine statements. The
statements did express the feeling that vocational education had not
got the -priority attention that the remedial progr ms have. In the
prepared. statement here of course, we tried to say that the remedial
programs are essential. We point to Mr. Calkin's statement which
would not detract from resources, but their attitude specifically on
ycr question has been that vocational education has been neglected.

Mr. STEIGER. You have, Mr. Roudebush, have you not, worked with
those in the American Vocational Association and other groups ?

Mr. ROUDERCER. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. On the legislation ?
Mr. ROUDEBUSII. Their views have been considered.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you.
Mr. DAivrEss. I now recognize the gentleman from Minnesota, Mr.

Quie. Do you have any questions thr ?
Mr. QIJIE. Yes; thank you, 14r. Chairman. Mr. Black, I think you

had an excellent statement and you addressed yourself to some of the
problems that have been raised by the various 'Deople.; I would like to
ask you about the ones that have been raised by vocational educa-
tional people. I gather there is a substantial fear of the comprehensive
manpower program byvocational educators and the chief school officer
for vocational education, even though Mr. Lowell Burkhart, the di-
rector, testified generally in favor of this legislation in the Senate.

You mentioned, and I will carry on fromwhat Congressman Steiger
questioned you in No. 3 on paste 7, about the question of involving
vocational educltion and rehabilitation in the States' program. Would
you have any objection if we made it mandatory in the law, as we have
done in other laws requiring that certain individuals are included in
the State agencyt that we would requirethat vocational education and
vocational rehabil'tation be a riart of the total picture.

Mr. Blacir. I think I would like to reserve a final answer on that,
but I see some problems offhand with it If you are not mandating
that the programs be included in the comprehensive program, then
it seems to me you might have an. inconsistency- if you then mandate
that the governing body or the advisory body include representatives
of those program&

Mr. Quiz. -Yes; in. other words, you mean, programs funded by this
Manpower Act?

Mr. BrAcilt. We are not saying in the legislation that you have to
include vocational education or vocational rehabilitation -in your
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comprehensive manpower program. So I think we might run into a
little inconsistency to say that somebody repreoenting vocational edu-
cation or somebody representing vocational rehabilitation has to be
on the council.

Mr. Qum I will ask this question and then I will yield on it. How
can you ever run a comprehensive manpower program in any State
without involving vocational education ?

Mr. BLACK. I d.on't think think you can without involving them.
The question is to what extent do you want to involve them under a
mandatory arrangement, to what extent do you want to say to the
State that you have to put your vocational education program in.

Mr. QIITE. You are saying that if we do not include vocational pro-
grams funded outside the comprehensive manpower program, then
why should we mandate them, but rather isn't it your conception that
in every State the comprehensive manpower program will include a
substantial number of programs which will be administered by voca-
tional education or by vocational rehabilitation?

Mr. BLACK. Because you have a provision that the State agency has
to use the services of the existing agencies, and obviously they are
going to be calling on services of vocational education and vocational
rehabilitation.

It seems to us that certainly it is the better arrangement if you
bring these in from the beginning. There are in some States some
statutory requirements which may get in your way here, and I think
that is one of the reasons for not making this mandatory in every
C2Se.

Mr. Qum. That is vocational rehabilitation, not vocational educa-
tion is that true ?

Mr. RornEnusil. The State )planning board would be a separate
group with a separate responsibility for total planning and review.

iThis s behind the provision that -we do mandate vocational education
and rehabilitation in the planning council for planning review. The
comprehensive agency is an administrative unit and it does seem that
,o-enerally it will be more efficient if it can get under its umbrella all of
the agencies it is administering in the program.

But if the State has legislation or a State attitude that they don't
want education administratively tied in, should we not give them this
option ? To do it they may have to change legislation, as Mr. Black
said.

Mr. QIIIE. As I understand it, we have a little problem with voca-
tional education that we have to work out and from what I hear from
them, they aren't fearful that they might be required to be a part of
it but rather that they will be excluded. It seems to me that we remove
a tremendous amount of their fears if we would insure that they were
not only included but included in a way 'that they wouldn't be swal-
lowed up and be an insignificantpart of it. I think we can do that.

iThis s really what we are driving at. It is hard for me to conceive

221
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of a comprehensive manpower program functioning in any State if
they run only the on-the-job-traini 0- type of program and the in-
stitutional type program that they fund through private industry but
leave all of the public programs outside of the agency.

I can't see the Department of Labor approving such a thing.
Mr. BLACK. I think their question of fear of bemg swallowed up is

one that we are not concerned with. Vocational rehabilitation is going
to continue to have its own base in legislation, it is going to have its

iown appropriation, and it will continue to be a program n the-State
with its own council.

Mr. QUM. I think they have considerable clout in local communities
and in the State but they don't in the Federal hierarchy when you
compare them with manpower programs in the Department of Labor.
In fact, when you see 'their position in HEW, they are pretty low
down. I think that is one of the 'problems that I hope you will work
out. I know you want to, both the Secretary and the Commissioner
wants to get it worked out.

You quote in No. 2, "The bill would set up a dual school system."
That is a fear that has been thrown at us often and to what extent have
you Worked with the vocational education people to try and lay out
details of this program to resolve the kind of competition there would
be between private industry getting into the institutional programS
because I think that is AVA's basic fear there.

We see beginning now an educational industrial complex bemg
started and it could be quite a worry to the public school officials.

Mr. BLACK. Yes we have seen that complex at work. As Mr.
Roudebush said earlier, when this legislation was being put together
the vocational education people were consulted and I think have been
kept aboard. I was not active in the formulation of this legislation,
so I can't answer that too Wellmyself.

But I would like to emphasize that it is our feeling that this: one
rovision on page 8 of our bill, section 102, on the requirement that

comprehensive manpower ag,ency just absolutely must use exist-
ing agenciesFederal, State, and. localbefore it turns elsewhere is
about the best reassurance that we can give to the vocational educa-
tion people and to other Government agencies. One of the complaints
that we get often is that there is such a waste of services because some-
times vocational education facilities which are available are not being
used and then. somebody will get a grant from some other part of the
Government to duplicate this and set up the same hind of program or
sonie private organization will try to set up this same kind of pro-
gram, sometimes with the use of Government funds

We are certainly hopeful that that kind of Wasteful duplicatian can
be aVoided through this coniprehensive program,. and I shoUld :think
that this language, which we said in our statement is as strong as we
can make it, would be reassuring on this score.

2S2
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We can certainly, as I indicated earlier in response to Congressman
Steiger's question, take a look at the possibility of trying to be still
more specific in some of these areas. But generally our feding is that
as long as you have this language in here which would mandate the use
of existing facilities and agencies, that there should not be this kind of
concern on the part of vocational education people.

Mr. Quim. I think if we need to have stronger language, we ought
to look at it and undoubtedly will during the markup.

Is there anything in the present law that would give more assur-
ance to the vocational education people that they have the greatest
opportunity to secure the funds rather than private industry or can
I say it the other way, give even more opportunities to private industry
to secure funds under this comprehpnsive program than already exist
in the present law ?

Mr. Rounneusu. Sir, may I respond that I think the history of the
MDT Act on this score has shown a kind of evolution that perhaps has
brought us up, at least in the legislative history and in the reports
and so forth, with a congressional encouragement to make greater use
of some of the private schools, particularly in office type training,
and I think the executive branch responded to this encouragement.
The present language says with regard to private business, the com-
prehensive agency may also make appropriate arrangements to utilize
the private organizations and businesses.

I think the expression of congressional intent on thiswhether we
need to rely basically on the public educational system to provide
skill training and other educational services in the remedial program,
with maybe a leavening of private businessCongressional expres-
sion on this would be useful. It is permissive here.

Mr. Qum Then the possibilities of a dual system is not greater
under the comprehensive act than presently exists

Mr. BnAcx. No greater, sir.
Mr. QITIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Erlen-

_horn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. No questions.
Mr. SrniGEu. Mr. Chairman I will ask the chairman's consent that

the information to be supplied to the record. in response to my ques-
tion be made a part of the record.

Mr. DANIELS. Along that line,..may I cite this. I have heard of pro-
grams that the Manpower Division of the Office of Education has
initiated by national contract that involves such activities as upgrad-
ing the educational and job levels of railroad and steelworkers cre-
ating new careers for hospital and other health workers. Would you
also supply for the record a complete listing of the current projects
of this sort now being managed by- the MDTA staff of your Depart-
ment ?

Mr. Macs. I would be glad to.
(The information referred to follows :)
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THE -RAILROAD INDUSTRY BASIC EDUCATION UPGRADING PROGRAM

A Unique program of aduleeducution is currently in tbe process of:upgrading
the education levels -of 2000 railroad eniployees in the Chicago area- Training is
being offered under. a contract, signed August 13,1969, between- the U.S. Office of
Education, the Association of American Railroads, representing-seven lines serv-
ing Chicago, the Railway Labor Executives Association, represeaUng twenty rail
brotherhoods, and the Board tor Fundamental Education of Indianapolis, Ind-,
which will provide the training.

This14 month program is designed to :mi.& theedncation levels of. rail Work-era,
especially:minority group -employees, in order to encoutage subsequentrefinernent
of job skilla and -to increase-future job mobIlity. Althonght the specifie eurtienlinit
design "for each individual is' tailored topeisonal nee& and induStry job isqUire-
Mentz, alV trainees receive the 'basic 'reading; writing, comprehensiOn, and coin-
putatión skills necessary to assimilat6 Sophisticated Orin training. Workers afso
receive assistance:in preparing tor the. GED pvnininstion; Mr: George Leighty of
the Railway Labor Executives Association noted that this trainin in addition
to providing employees 'with "the basic:skills and knowledge that may help them
Ito get andhold-better-jobs; may (alsO) imProVe their feelings_of econoinic seedrity:: . - ,andmay raise theit self-eateettO -- r

addition,-the program helpt particiPating railroadSmeet increasedpersOn. el
demands created by recent rapid AdvanCes ID tail technology.

-Training is financed by :a :fmading anthorization Of :up to $L milliOn DHEW
funds:provided under the"ManPoWer -Development and Training Act The rail
lines 'and unions jointly select participating employees ; With the coMpanieS
viding training facilities Federal supervision of the program is prOvidedthiough
the Division of --Manpower DevelopMent and Ttaining; as. Office of Education,

Design and operation of this- Pilot effort diawS on the' suceessfulexPerieneebx
a previous Penn Central/DHEW contract to 'train various categories of 'tail
employees in the operation of. new high-speed equipment nisw in aerviee -on:the
,Washington-NeW York "Metroliner" run., The Chicago program .may :be extended
to Other areas based On the findingS Of the current trainingeffort

. . .

.1- !:-
. .

. .. ..
"' -THE Cowman-is' Stinit-Iiniutrat Annia: BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAM

,In the, steel industry adult basic education program some 3360 :steelwOrkers
have received adifit basic education and training for the General Education-De-
veloPment '(GED) test in two Successive pildt programs involving the, cooperation

_ of: eight:major steel companies; the United SteeIworkers Of America' and the
Federal government: . : - .

The principal goal of the program is -to lift the workers' educational:levels! to
enable them to qualify for training and job opportunities when available, :With
the rapid teChnoIogical changes taking place in steelinaking, the need-to **ease
the educational level of employeea-iS of. majdr ImPortance. 'Workers :need: 'an
,educational base that ,perinits them; to be more mobile in order rto-,- tiove 'into
more difficult Joh assignments .and.take part in eompany-sponsored ittp-grading
prOgrains.

At the request of the basic iteel industry and 'dm United SteelWor4era bf
-.Ameriea, the :Department of: Health; -EduCation, 'and ;Welfare: with' the "cOoPera-
.. tion qt the'Departmentof Labor agreed to,,make resourceSavailahre'theroughthe
ManPower Development and _ Training:, Act to support: the pilot -Proiprems
plants in some 12 eitieS, "The training prOgram is -;being conducted by,tjae, Board
tor Funds:Mental -Education of Indianapolis through a ManpOwer Detelottnient
and Training Act contract with the U.S. Office of Education, Diiialot "tif 'Man-

..power Development and, Training. TotaLDepartment of .Healtb;: Education, :and
Welfare training funds associated:with the two, contracts amount to-4.1.W Million.

- . - .

HOW THE PROGRA22 OPERATES .

, :The Board for FUndainental Education ia:providing the adnit basice'ducatiOn
Program for a fourteen mOnth period. Each employee who elects to participate is
offered"six hairs of classrOOM inStruetiOn per week in two-hi:kir Sessions. Training
is held on the plant premises in facilities provided by the steel companies. all
training is on the employees' own-,111.3i.e either before or after his regular work
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shift. All trainees have the opportunity of attending at least 150 classroom in-
structional hours. Individuals who need more than 150 hours of instruction in
order to gain a certain level of proficiency may remain until that level is reached.
regardless of the number of hours programmed. The trainees progress at their
own . speed and should some demonstrate a level of 'proficiency in less than 150
hours of instruction, they are graduated from thatlevel immediately.

LEvEts or nvaTsucTron

The curriculum includes two levels of instruction. The-first level isIthe basic
levelit iS designed for those individuals who: are..performing between thel0.0
and,14.5 _Grade. Rated Seores (GRS) in both word meaning andarithmetic com-
Prehension as shown on tests. A "0-0 person" is identified as one who does not
imo* or cannot recognize the alphabet, or cannot demonstrate his ability to add.
subtract, .thultiplY, or de.. These workers will be graduated from Level I
when they. PrOduce a test score of at least 5.0 on bOth word meaning and arith-
inetic.Compdtation testa. .

Level II is the advanced lei-el and .is design.ed for.individualS who ,are per-
forming between 4.5 and 8.0 Grade Rated Scores in both word.meaning And
arithmetic Computation. Workers are assigned to this class .who have,a functional
slght, vocabulary, but need more wOrk, incomPrehension, inductive.andideductive
reasoning, and vocabulary develoPment. A person with a functional sight vocabu-
lary is one who can read the newsPaPer and communicate in Writing- individuals
,are aaeigned to this class who are skilled in the use of the basic, functions. of
Matbematics..Trainees will be graduated from Level .11 whenthey have -achieved
-a.-teSt; score of it:least 8.0 GB,S in both areas-..- . , : ,

The Moperatlye steel proginm rereients a pioneer effo-it on the Pari!of;Iiii;or.
-roaUaient," and the federal goveraMent ; and should facilitate development of
. "siMilar joint progiatns bi the future.

introduced by otir colleague, Congressman Ayres, and I refer speci-

- .- .
tr fMr.' DANIET.O. I listened carefulli to your ti4irabror this mo. .. . .,. , ..

:Willi entire stitethent Was directe _toWards. the AdimmstratiOxi. .

fically to H.R.. 13172. You did not -make any reference in the course
of your testimony 'co the other two tals. #itroduced by,two members
of thiS"&inniittee, Congressman Steiger, Who apPeared taday and

-questioned-- you 'a few minutes' ago and COnkreS .sman'O'Ea.*!s bill,
-11620 Dii,,yoli 0.:95p to "cOiniiient thout the proviSions of :thoSe,billS?
*ie.:there any' provisiOns: in thOSe bills that yon. think.are good. and
Shoiild be given a, good look at by this committee sand:incorporated
.inanybillthatweraay approve of? : =.- : -, - =. : '....;:z i ,..--.,..::_,:

'--Air.' BiAdit: I *ill 3tist.niake'a :genera:II:C. OfaLtdeat .04 tnera-- -1, _him-
.4tect,iii, ii-4.y.-stateMent, Mr. I:chairman, that11*--e, -thiiiiii all three-bills
are iOing.lan .the right.direction- and they ill have basically-the seine
thrusti; which:is: trying to coordinate'theie variOut inanpier Iii.O-
grams and bring them under a. single umbrella. ., , ,- , ," ,.;

-,...V.re,410.1±6 tranli.ly. 'prefer the.ieneral: outline Olf oiir OWn. bill-lor.:the
,reason-that :We: think it is more specific- noVonly in establishing the
,FederalzState relationship but' in it.S.prifiVisicins lor:the-bities thioiigh
,t,i*PaSS-thrOiigh PrOvisioni.jt.eitaii-liShes.a',.'real.:..1.7-ederatt.e;:jo-cal

Congresman . Steiger's bill, as we understand it and interpret it;!' does
=kir t -e.saine thing' but is ncit as specific in the area 'of thelbcal 'rela-
tionship as the bill which we have is.

Congressman O'llara'S bill is even leSs sO and leaves ranch more
discretion in thehands of the Secretarjr ofU.4,tiOritifialddes4't Spaout
-tbe' Stat-e-and Federal, mudh leiS, local, -relatiolishifi the;WaY".thafronis
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does. As the questioning this morning has indicated, there are always
problems in trying to put together a program of this kind in how far
you go in turning authority and responsibility over to the State and
to the local community and how much of it you reserve at the Federal
level.

I detect some concern here on the_part of some committee members
that we are keeping too much at the Federal level and some concern on
the part of other committee members that we are giving too much to
the States and not keeping enough at the Federal levet We think the
legislation we have proposed strikes a, happy balance between these
coMlicting considerations.

As for specific provisions of the other legislation, I 'don't think I
would want to mOKe any recommendations except to say as I did in
my testimony that we certainly are not wedded to every line in this.
Our feet are not in concrete on this.

Mr. DAxtess. Let's get down to the question of funding which is a
very important question. We have heard that the primary thrust of
this is full employment, guaranteeing a job to anybody who desires to

- work.
I have heard testimony by this committee to the effect that we need

immediately one million jobs. Do you think that the amount of money
authorized by the administration bill will be sufficient to guarantee
employment m the immediate future to one million people. Or do you
believe that the amount of money appropriated by the Steiger bill, for
example, which is much more substantial than any other bill, would
be the proper amount to authorize ?

Mr. Bx.Acx. Let me say first we don't interi3ret the bill as a bill to
guarantee full employment. It is a bill to provide maximum manpower
training and skill for people who ought to be in the labor market. As
you imow, there is a question about employer of last resort or public
employment, which I think a full employment bill would cover to an
extent greater than this one does. This bill does have a povision in
here for public employment but as I think Secretary Shultz mentioned
to the committee. It is not really the thrust of this bill to make the
Government an employer of last resort. There are other legislative
arenas for this kind of full employment legislation.

The basic thrust of this is manpower training to take people who
lack the skills for today's labor market and help them get those skills.
Our legislation at this point has no specific authorizations. It calls for
such sums as may be necessary. I think- that again I would defer to
the Labor Department on the question of how much money they are
recommending. Obviously, as they point out, the total recommended
will be more than the sum of existing programs which could be pulled
together here. HEW's part in this, as far as money is concerned, is in
two areas.

One is with the programs we will continue to operate but which will
be brought under the umbrella such as vocational education and re-
habilitation.

Second, our family assistance plan will call for specific authoriza-
tions or specific amount of money for manpower traaning which will
be approptuited directly to the Department of Labor. Our role in this

1.1
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will be to refer people who are on the family assistance plan to various
manpower agencies for train i 0- or for employment.

But we will be recommendiri:g well in the neighborhood of a quarter
of a billion dollars for that, which will be new mone-v for people par-
ticipating in the welfare program. But what will 'be recommended
directly for the Manpower Training Act is something I think the
Labor Department itself would have to answer, and I think that they
have indicated that when the committee gets to the point of marking up
the bill, they will be prepared to discuss specific dollar figures.

Mr. DANTrx.s. Does the gentleman from 'Pennsylvania have any fur-
ther questions ?

Mr. GATDOS. We have provided under section 5 of the Ayres bie ll,
a. section for extended appropriations. They are talk-mg about 10
percent when the national unemployment figures indicate for a 3-month
period 41/2 oercent. I am assuming that 41h percent was chosen as the
figure based upon our economic approach generally.

We consider that a dtmo-er area and I assume that is why you picked
that figure. It seems to hea general extended appropriations bill. I am
concerned because particularly in the steel industry by the nature of the
industry, the national unemployment figures may be 2 and 3 percent
ftgure or 4 percent of the steel industry again because of its peculiar
status in our national production.

Many times over protracted periods, it is 6 and 7 and 8percent. The
question I ask is, agreeing with the purpose of this provision, wouldn't
it be better to break this down into a regional type of approach, that
the unemployment figure in a specific area is so much, and let that be
the governing factor rather than a national unemployment statistic ?

Mr. BLACK. I can see some problem with that because, of coury,
you have your appropriations set up for a given year and the money is
then allocated among the States anc, it would be hard to change those
allocations.

There are, however, as I recall, a couple ofprovisions here that
would apply. One, a percentage of this moneyI believe, it is 20 per-
cent or something like thatis reserved to the Secretary of Labor for
certain projects of national importance and for research and demon-
stration, and I would think it would be quite likely that in specific prob-
lem areas of this kind, that the Labor Department would look bywpa-
thetically on requests to take that into account.

I think I am not, again, that familiar with the formula by which the
money would be distributed but is there any provision in there for tak-
ing mto account hard core areas of unemployment in distributing the
money among the States in the first place ?

Mr. Room:sum As you said, this of course, is one of the purposes
of the national reserve account, to ake care of local or even State or
region-wide problems. It seems to me a very interesting proposition
if we could use this triggering mechanism on a selective basis. I think
we get into complications which should be examined a little bit further.
We get into complications with the apportionment formula. 'We get
into complications as to whether it would be open-ended with regard
to type of occupations to be trained, if it arises out of a particular
industrial situation.

ti 1
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I think ma1tbe thing could be looked at.
Mr. G,garoos 4- 'would n°136_,s0, because the purposes set forth in the

existj n2. language indicates,' uesire to provide rapid action and I think
that is 'Mow you mget rapid aon, particularly in those particular areas.

Incidentallft.' a correlarY Problem would be because of the 3-month
Period you ts,-.4..,about. tbree sustained or consecutive months, it is con-
ceivable the Oa wonai Agures may indicate an extended appropriation,
the maehineddgoing into oPeration, and then 3 months if the figures
again indicate,Th drop.bel°w 4-% percent, you would cut that 10 per-
cent off and is- arg t° cut off somebody who is in the middle of
a program

Mr. Roup0174t. The project would already be funded.
Mr. GA-spos- TT?, its natural ceLlsequenee.;:,

has ueen funueu for that project.Mr. Butvc0' moue,'
N.Jne question. I have a personal Pet peeve against

theMrISEGr piZrain, ...=Yecause itS concept, because I believe it does
,,ot of go;;"4:blit we llave expenenced horribly at times, ad-

ministrators iron). all parts of -the country coming into an area that
have not even, basic fulidamental concepts of the problems as such,
and instead 0' melAing, c°11rse.,, the facts indicate they have destroyed
the concept sed purnose 41>:1- tne program as initiatid and put into
tageahetein°Les,Isathanlys:13:wc.ietene°'sotbimectseotturtglvuesp as;anline thof inourdivaidlnindualsistevingve

uficils, et cetera, and area administrators that
przatemareccillplf,;110,e':eriouggstseerabtoyrsyoanurdlacracialag: you make refer-

But you Wive lac) guarantee under your existing language that thatwill There sugg'3stions but no absolute guarantee that a
mayor or couneLl 'win be t11-1 designated agBucy-

Mr. BLAcir,...6 tese dec°11s again would be. made at the State and
local level.3).41 decisiolls. 70111d/A be made in Washington to hire
the ai1ininiS0X and vex the people who are going to run these
Programs.

Mr. GATDCP.,_!:(113-Igortanetely that is the same technical language that
existed in. to",`"0 progr!i°,1 and we don't have the same results. 1
think that is of the weamnesses, although I want to emphasize I
agreeThawinirthyoth: Pfollrposercomittofgthmre

Bgri, and yonr colleague for a very
excellent statellient.

Mr. Thauffr' want .t°,thank you, Mr. Black and Mr. Roudebush,
for yoar aPPke heretuis Morning. It has been helpful.

mr. DANT:Os,. Is Dr. asrth maugun? in the room? Dr. Mangum,
will you step '-'cu-ward 1,-cvallt to apologize to you for not being able
to hear your testilnony till! morning .because the House, which usually
meets at 12 ncnri., nieetillg at 11 o'clock today. I am fearful thatif start talcing.3,our testimony, that there will be a quorum call and
it violates the 141.1,es of tin.. Eonse to hear testimony while the House

in session without 1,xle UNtnimous consent of the House of

1%.8Spore:thntatier 1:4-Ld-rt hear yOu testimony in bits, I think it would be
better if we ceu-ld take your testimoveg. at another day and I will give
.Y°11 PrioritY c011sideratior. 1-4
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Mr. STEIGER. If we have Dr. Mangum back, and I am sorry he will
not be able to testify today, I hope it will be possible to put him on
first.

Mr. DANIELS. That is what I meant by giving him priority con-
sideration. If you will constfit with the staff and select a date that is
convenient to yourself, I will promise you now that you will be the
first witness that day.

So any inconvenience that has been caused, I am sorry. Thank you,
Doctor.

Our next hearing will be held on Wednesday, February 25, 9 :30 a.m.
in this room. So the committee stands adjourned until next Wednesday,
Februazy 25.

(Whereupon, at 11 :15 a.m., the hearing adjourned, to reconvene at
9 :30 a.m., Wednesday, February 25, 1970.)
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MAN1)0WER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SEcr Suscoa3rErrrEE EEL ABoR

OF THE COMEITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The sixbcommittee met at 9:35 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
21'75, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara presid-

. infresent : Representatives O'Hara, Gaydos, Quie, Steiger and
Collins.

Staff members present Daniel H. Icrivit, counsel ; Sue Nelson, re-
search assistant ; Cathy Romano, research assistant; Charles Radcliffe,
minority counsel for education; and Dr. Marty LaVor, minority legis-
lative coordinator.

Mr. O'HARA. The Select Subcommittee on tabor w-111 come to order.
The purpose of today's hearing is to hear further testimony with

respect to H.R. 10908 and H.R. 11620 and H.R. 13472 and related. bills
. dealing with manpower development and training
; Our first -witness today is Mr. Oswald W. Zeidler, president of the

National Tool, Die and Precision Machining:Association.
Mr. Zeidler, Welcome to the Select 'Subcommittee On Labor. We are
terested in hearing yo testimon;

y.

STATEMENTS OP OSWALD W. ZEIDLER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
TOOL, DIE ez PRECISION MACHINING ASSOCIATION, AS PEE-
SENTED BY KR. DETWEILEB ; VERNON P. DETWEILER OKAIB-

MAN, NTDPHA APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING COMMTTEE,
AND ZOHN D. DEWITT:FEST, FORMER PRESIDENT, =DMA, AND
MEMBER, FEDERAL COMMITTEE ON APPRENTICESHIP, HART-
FORD, CONN.; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM C. BRASHARES,-PART-
NEB, PEABODY, RIVLIN, KELLY, CLADOTTHOS & LAMBERT,

NTDPMA LEGAL COUNSEL

Mr. DETWEILER. I -have a statement to read for Mr. Zeidler. My
; name is -Vernon Detweiler. and I -am president of the North Penn
;. Machine & Tool Co. of TelfordtPa., which is outside of Philadelphia.

I am here in my capacity as chairman oftheApprenticeShip and train-
ing committee of the National Tool, Die. & Precision: 11fachining
Association.

(51
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The president of our association, Mr. Oswald W. Zeidler, who is
president of Zeidler Tool & Die, Inc., in Detroit, Mich., was scheduled
to lead off our testimony this morning but was unable to join us due
to illness. I, therefore, will present both Mr. Zeidler's testimony and
my own.

Let me introduce also our third witnessthis morning, John D. Dew-
burst, who has been both a national leader in the training movement
of the last decade, as well as the driving force within our association
in our apprenticeship and training programs under contract with the
Federal Government.

Mr. Dewhurst, in addition to managing one of our indury's most
modern and successful companies, has served on numerous Federal,
State and local committees concerned with manpower training. He
recently served on the congressionally mandated Committee on Ad-
ministration of Training programs, which rendered an important
report in 1968, and he continues to serve on the Federal Committee on
Apprenticeship. He has recent13r retired from his own company and
is presently engaged in consulting work and various public service
activities in the manpower training area.

Also joining us this morning is our association's legal counsel, Mr.
William C. Brashares, a partner in the Washington fam of Peabody,
Rivlin, Kelly, Cladouhos & Lambert

With the subcommittee's permission, I would like to_ proceed with
the testimony of Mr. Zeidler and myself and then ask Mr. Dewhurst
to complete our presentation.

Mr. O'HARA. Very well.
Mr. DETwElLnu. Reporting_for Mr. Zeidler. I am appearing this

morning as president of the National Tool, Die & Precision Machin-
ing Association, a trade association comprised of over 1,500 small and
medium-sized businesses in the metalworng industry. In many ways,
our industry is unique : Its businesses are ge:nerally small, but its work
is extremely complex. Its products and services are critical to all hard-
ware production, and in times of defense mobilization the industry
has proved over and over its essential role.

'Before anygross national product is achieved, the tools required-for
mass production must be built by our industry. Therefore, a healthy
toed -and die industry is.-etSential.

The industry was built and expanded on a foundation of skill and
craftsmanship, its greatest asset being its highly trained and experi-
enced manpower force. The demand for th.e industry's services has
expanded faster than its ability to increase that allied force and hence
there is rarely sufficient skilled laber- in the machinist and tool and
diemaker crafts. This explains the longand inten.sive efforts by the
industry and our trade association to train new hands.

Our industry's deep involvement in manpower training began long
before Congress enacted the Manpower Development and Traithng
Act Of 1962, indeed long before tra.mi-rig beeame a matter of public
concern at all.-When the Federal" Government brought new programs
and new funds to the task in 1962 our industry immediately became
a principal participant.

Beginning with our first national training contract with the Labor
iDepartment n 1964 covering 500 apprentices, we became essentially

the prototype national trammg.program, with unique characteristics.
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We pioneered in on-the-job training, putting trainees in hundreds of
small companies. We developed tailormade textbooks and curricula
to fit the realistic.demands of the business. And, most importantly, we
initiated successfully a program of putting trainees in plants, on
payrolls, on a career basis. Our overall rate of first-year attrition,
about 20 percent, is incredibly low considering the length and diffi-
culty of training in the skills of our industry.

In the last several years, as emphasis has shifted more toward train-
ing and hiring of the disadvantaged, our prc!grams have found new
and successful means of creating job-entry training opportunities pro-
viding long-term career prospects, and of adapting our recruitment
and training tools to the .circumstances of these individuals.

To date, our national training procrrams under MDTA contracts
have enrolled nearly 7,200- persons. Nee have administered, nearly $15
million in Federal traini g funds. These efforts have helped our.mdus-
try as well as many of our customers and related metalworking indus-
tries that have obtained our graduates. .

We think also the programs have achieved noteworthy rate of suc-
cess in developing- jobs, good jobs for persons who would otherwise
have been unable to escape subltandard living- and employment
circumstances. , .

We want to continue and expand our training efforts. Our industry
needs it, and the country demands that our. industry be strong and
capable. Thus, we have a (Treat interest in Federal mvolvement in
training and employment. Are have also, we hope a basis for offering
our views on how future Federal training activities can be most help-
ful. That is why we are here today.

The administration's though. tful and far-reaching proposnls for
consolidation of Federal training activities and a greater degree and
sharing of responsibility. with State and local training facilities come
at an opportune time. The administration has wisely determined that
training can be the most important tool to attack poverty and inequial-
ity of opportunity, and that many new hands and many new ideas can
be harnessed in this pursuit.

No one jprogram and no one agency is sufficient for this task. We
firmly believe m encouraging more State and local involvement in
training as proposed in H.R. 13472 and. ILIL 10908. Much can be im-

i; proved- n our training by local treatment of particular local needs;
by bringing both plans and expenditures closer to the constituencies
directly affected.

We also support enthusiastically the proposed consolidation of pres-
ent manpower training, work-training2 and related programs so that
the Government can offer comprehensive job development asssitance
"at one window" rather than requiring the individual in need of help
to shop from agency to agency and progiTam. to program. -

Consolidation, of course, is no magic solution. It may complicate
more than simplify, and certainly it will require tremendous admin.-
istrative efforts to put together truly comprehensive "package-- pro-

On the other hand, hopefully, consolidation will occasion a thorough
rethinking and a careful ranking of priorities.that will bring greatest
efficiency and greatest results in Federal training programs.-
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With these general remarks of support for the basic objectives of
the administration bill, I would like to ask our Association's current
Apprenticeship and Training Committee chairman, Mr. Vernon
Detweiler, to mention more specifically some of the matters we feel
Congress should consider in enacting new manpower tra;ning
legislation.

That was the statement of Mr. Zeidler that was given to you in his
absence due to illness.

I will proceed with my own statement.
Mr. Chairman, and members of this distinguished subcommittee,

we indeed have substantial experience under present manpower train-
ing laws. Much of our Association's time and all of my particular
committee's time is spent on expanding and sharpening our own train-
ing programs. We spend much time, for instance, on developing new
texts and instructional materials. For example, we have for some time
been developing a series of visual aid training programs including
filmstrips and explanatory teaching material to teach the metalcutting
trades and encourage young men to enter them as a life career.

One of our principal educational tasksand I think this should be
a national objective as wellis to reach the high school student who
could enter our skilled trades and find both satisfaction and prosperity
at a very yoirng age, but who feels great social and often parental pres-
sure to go to college, regardless of what his aptitudes and inclinations
mi ht be.

e welcome the participation of more State and local training
facilities in manpower traimng, as encouraged by the administration'-s
pending bill.

Mr. O'HARA. May I ask a question at that point ? By that, do you
mean, to say that you are looking forward to the requirement of con-
tracting with a separate entity in each city and State m which you will
have training programs ?

Mr. DErwsium. Mr. Chairman, if I may, defer for a moment, I
would like to complete the statement, if permissible..

Mr. O'HARA. I would like an answer to my question.
Mr. DETEELER. I would like to say at this point that the experience

we have had in the past contracting with the Government directly has
been vei-y excellent and has worked out very, very well. What we are
saying here is that there are some cases where probably the local ad-
ministration could fill certain needs in certain areas that we p:ssi bly
are not filling now over the broad front in areas other th the
metalcutting trades, sir.

Mr. O'HARA. You think it is a good idea, but not for your particular
contract.

Mr. DETWEELER. Precisely. We like the way we are doing it now.
May I continue -with the statement ?
Mr. O'TTARA Please do.
Mr. DETWEELER. We also welcome the entrance of new private as well

as public entities into federally initiated training activities. I nate in
this regard the imaginative use by the Labor Department of comDrtia
of small businesses in contracts under the JOBS program. There are.
we want to stress, many public and. private entities that can help to'
train and give productive employment, and we must devise a variety

`
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of tools so that some way is found to bring all of their talents to bear
on the need.

In this regard we should note what we feel to be the =live advan-
tages of -.aational training contracts between the Labor Department
an-d the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and national
trade associations such. as NTDPMA. A trade association can be an
ideal training planner and administrator if it has the necessary per-
sonnel and represents an industry that is anxious to train and able to
employ its trainees.

Our association can, more effectively and without the need for a new
intermediary, do what. the new consortium entities are desigwd to do :
Offer .group training and employment opportunities in workable num-
bers, thus enabling participation by small companies that could never
economically operate under an individual Federal contract.

Thus, what a trade association can accomplish in one area, a con-
sortium arrangement may be needed to achieve in another area. Like-
wise what a national trade association can accomplish under a national
conti-act with the Labor Department, a local or regrional entity may
accomplish equally well untter State or local jurisdiction as contem-
plated by the administration.

Recognizing the peculiar attributes of national contracts in given
situations, we strongly support the provisions of the pending bills- spe-
cifically reserving a portion of Federal manpowar trainincr appro-
priations for direct Federal contracts such as ours. Our relationships
over the years with the Labor Department's Manpower Administra-
tion and the Office of Education's Division of Manpower and Training
in HEW have been extremely constructive and have produced results
that would have been long delayed or perhaps precluded under a multi-
tude of separate local contracts.

The Labor Department's initial planning assistance and subsequent
field supervision have brought many advantages of uniformit3r and
maximized the circulation and utilization of new methods and ideas.
The Division of Manpower and Training in HEW has been most help.
ful in channeling our highly modern textbooks and curricula into the
vocational classrooms where our on-the-job trainees begin.

On the basis of our traini-ng experience we would like to suggest also
that highest priority be given in the legislation to methods of develop-
ing and funding programs that offer the greatest promise of job career

idevelopmentthat s, a permanent, career job with room to improve
and to move up, rather than a temporary function that is not econonai-
cally justified once the subsidy expires. There is a natural tendency to
look too on viously at enrollment figures or, in the JOBS program, per-
haps, at overnight employment figures. lie must not train m the ab-
stract, and accordingly the manpower training laws should not permit
funding- of programs, directly or through local agencies, that do not
point directly and realistically to satisfactory long-term employment.

Shortrun "off-the-street" traini g and employment can be not only
very wasteful but disillusioning to those who accept this public assist-
ance. The ability to hire and retain its trainees has been the hallmark
of the NTDPMA training effort. This means not only immediate as-
surance of a job but of a career as well. We think this job development
capability is what Congress and the Labor Department shmild accord

125-70--nt.1-91
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highest priority in determining what new tools to create and how to
use them.

At this point I would like to yield to a man who is truly our asso-
ciation's senior statesman in manpower training, Mr. John Dewhurst,
who will offer some specific recommendations on the pending legisla-
tion and its impkmentation by Federal and State agencies.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Dewhurst ?
Mr. DEWETTRST. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee.

I would like to proceed with this testimony this morning, but first, I
would like to say that I am delighted to see Steve Berman from the
concentrated employment program in Hartford, a longtime friend
of ours. We have mutually supported each other in many of our aims.

I appreciate very much the opportunity to talk to you this morning
in relation to the National Tool and Die and Precision Machining
Association stand on the current bills.

There has been much progress in manpower training since the early
1960's when I and many others first came to Congress to urge Federal
programs in this area. Congress and and the Departments of Labor
and Health, Education, and Welfare, in particular, deserve hig,hest
praise for launching these important and successful programs and re-
fining them over the years to better serve their purposes.

At the same time, A is an appropriate juncture to determine how
far we have come and what tools we must have and add to go further.
We have made a step forward in the recognition by the current ad-
ministration and this Congress that training programs can fill a prin-
cipal role in attacking- some of our country's deepest social and eco-
nomic problems, problems which find their roots in the unavailability
of education and employment opportunity.

Mr. O'HARA. I ask the witness what he thinks this administration
has done to make education and employment opportunities more
available ?

Mr. DEwninisr. I believe there have been strides made in the re-
structuring of some of the programs that have been going on.

Mr. O'HARA. For instance ?
Mr. DEwTroitsr. I believe in the area of the JOBS program, which

had been faltering badly, and it still is, but there have been strides
made to try to overcome some of the deficiencies.

Mr. O'HARA. It isn't as bad as it used to be ?
Mr. DE-wkroltsr. It may be. I am not quite aware of that. There has

been some improvement. We have seen some changes made in our own
instance, our own company, our former company. 'We have made some
innovative approaches to the problem, and we think that it is going
to improve the JOBS program. The principal problem in the JOBS
areaif you don't mind, I will pursue this thought a little bit, rather
than dealing with the piece of paper.

Mr. O'HARA. Please do.
Mr. DEWEMRST. There are two principal problems in the JOBS

program, as I see them. The first is that there is no prejob training
component required, and I personally believe thoroughly in prejob
training components in all training programs before you put a "green"
man into a company where he doesn't know what is expected of him,
and has no way of knowing what is expected of him unless he has
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been trained to do part of the task that is expected of him before he
shows up on the doorstep.

In addition to that, today we are faced with the problems of dis-
advantaged people coming into the work force, and it the job site
hasn't been prepared by sensitivity training for those who will be
doing the training and the employees that are there, you have lost the
ballgame already, and you are going to have high dropout rates.

In addition to that, there are other things such as prefunding. Let's
talk about consortiums for a moment. They are a great idea, but the
T;roblem lies hi the several months of work necessary to pull one to-
(Tether. There is a ,(Treat deal of effort , literally months. In our case,
we have just recently completed acquiringif I may use that terma
JOBS contract, and I believe it took over 9 months; the common gesta-
tion period of a child is of the same term. It is not unusual to see this
sort of thing.

The reason it took us that long is that we felt the normal consortium
plan of operation just didn't cover the deficiencies which we lmew to
exist, particularly in the area of prejob trainmg for technical and
remedial and basic reading, before g,oing on the 3 obsite, and in addi-
tion to that, the question of sensitivity training

Of course, in addition to those things, there is the busing problem
and the child-care problem, and all those other things that you kmow
so much about, that occur constantly day after day, so I am not telling
you anything new.

But we feel very strongly that these things can only be overcome by
a strong prejob training element, and in a consortium, the major
problem in getting them started is a lack of prefunding.

Now, one of the problems in a consortium is that CEP, or some
other agency, the Employment Service or whoever, supplies the re-
cruits and selects and supplies the troops.

The troops, even if they go to a, prejob site for training,, unless all
the elements of the structure are there, including the sensitivity train-
ing both ways, for both the new employee and the jobsite people, the
foreman and supervisors from the companies where these people will
be ultimately employed, unless you have that element, you are dead.
There is no way to get there.

This all takes money, and if Uncle Sam is going to pay after the
fact, rather than before the fact, you are really precluding good prejob
training, and it is an essential element.

Currently, as best as we can Judge, it takes 60 days after you have
started your program to get your first infusion of cash.

Now, this may be fine for General Motors or Chrysler, but it is
not worth a darn for Arrow Tool Co., or anything like them. It is not
worth a dime for anybody who is doing a first-class lolowledgeable
job, not just a conscientious job, but a knowledgeable job, so those two
points I would like to stress strongly, prejob training and prefunding.

They are absolutely necessary to male the JOBS concept work.
I would like to move on to thatpoint.
Mr. O'HARA. Do you feel that substantial progress has been made in

remedying those defects ?
Mr. DEWHURST. I think they have recognized they have a problem,

and I think that when they maize they have a problem, that is a
positive accomplishment.

3,?0
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Mr. O'HARA. I think there have been a lot more problems than
the ones you have described.

Mr. DEWITCRST. Oh, yes; I am centering on the ones that face indus-
try in trying to get into the game. You see, if you played a consortium
route, where the chamber of commerce is the sponsoring agency, -they
have another set of problems, because they are putting diverse indus-
tries into a consortium, and how are you going to properly put the
technical aspects of prejob training into it as well as the sensitivity
training as well as the remedial andbasics and all the other things that
have to come into play ?

I firmly believe that getting the instructors from the final employers'
companies, the people who are going to do the instructing, the fore-
men, the supervisors, the journeymen, whoever they may be that are
going to do the instructing.. They hare got to g,et it in their head that
the person who is comm 0- into the work force is scared to death, first
off, as we all were on ourfirst job.

Now, admittedly, all of these disadvantaged folk that are coming in
aren't on their first job, but they have problems, and we have to rec-
ognize they have problems. I am sure Steve Berman can, and will, re-
lateI haven't talked to him about it, but Steve is aware of a number
of the problems that we have seen in our own company over the years
and the programs across the country, where I have traveled extensively
reviewing these programs in. one form or another since before MDTA
dag.

passing in 1954, before it became popular to be concerned about
disadvantaged people, we initiated a program in our company to bring
disadvantaged, people into the work force. It is something; that we were
brought up to believe was rio-ht, and we were dealing in those days
with our own money, and wedeveloped the scheme of action of pre-
job training, the first year, first in 1951, and thenproceeded from there
to invite companies o.f. the Tool and Die Association local, and also
major companies that are based in the Hartford area into the program
in the succeeding 3,,ears of 1955, 1956, 1957, and we skipped 1958 be-
cause of the recession, and my recollection is that we went on, then, to
1959 and 1960, and we slapped 1961, and when MDTA showed up in
1962 or thereabouts, and in 1963, and cash became available; it was
the plan of action that has been followed by many, many industries.

So when the switchover came in the MDTA orientation, where in
1962 it was based on changes in technology putting people out of work,
and upgrading was needed, and then the emphasis switched to the dis-
advantaged, and rightly so, we had been worbing in those areas since
1951. We 'mew the game, and we have had a chance to run a little bit
ahead of the pack.

When we go further into this question of the basis of MDTA now,
we have got to concern ourselves, again, about upgrading under the
bills that are being considered now, the upgradin 0- factor has to be paid
attention to.

If we put money into upgrading, that then relieves the lower sidlled
entry jobs of the pressure of someone being in the spot, and opens up
that spot for someone from the unskilled force to come into the em-
ployment market.

So, the emphasis now is back, or should be back, to the upgrading
emphasis of the troops that hare been brought in.

321
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Now
'
amain

Mr. 0' Do you feel the administration bill handles that
properly ?

Mr. DEWHERST. I think there are some questions here that are due
for an asse&sment. I don't think the administration bill is the end-all.
I think there are changes that have to be considered. I think the ques-
tion of New Federalism is worthwhile. I think there has been too
much emphasis put or, approvals at too many levels.

For instance,by 1957. , there were 27 approvals that were required
for programs. Now, this is just too many for anyone to bother with,
and that is why national contracts become such a good vehicle to
channel funds, so that if you had a properly structured training asso-
ciation, an association that had a training structure, you could then
see that the programs could work well.

If you had an association that was not properly structured, then
you still had nothing, whether they had a national contract or a local
contract.

One of the problems that I see in ,croing the full route in only local
I shouldn't say only localis the adrnimstration's proposal of 25 per-
cent remaining in Federal hands and 75 percent being in local hands.
I am concerned about that.

The problem, of course, is that y-ou don't really laiow how many
dollars you are talking about, regardless of what the percentages are.

We want to urge that national contracts be continued ; we want to
urge that good programs be continued. Let's not throw something
away; change for the sake of change. If programs are producing, as

iours s, for instance, with a 20-percent dropout rate, and $2,200 per
employeebut let's recogni7e that this $2,200 /3er employee really
has been increased because the people hang in there. They go to full
ter3n. After their school with Federal funds, there is still for the most
of them an additional 3 years of training, where there are no Federal
funds involved. So, our members are spending upwards to six or
eight times the Federal input.

I think this could be hurt if we op too heavily to local control. I
fhirlz- all of the elements,all of tlie potential entity, whether it is
local, State, national associations, national trade unions, joint trade
unions, I think all these things should be used.

I feel rather strongly that we have got to avoid making change for
the sake of change.

There is one problem area that I would like to hit on if I may pro-
ceed with a different thought.

Mr. (maim. Please do.
Mr. DEwizturitsr. There is one problem area I would like to hit on

which is still a significant factor and having deleterious effects on
programs, national or local programs. It wouldn't make any dif-
ference. This is the question of the length of time of funding. fr is
rather difficult to get more than fiscal year funding, and I firnaly be-
lieve that, knowing that there have been some exceptions made, they
have been made in our case, for instance, of exceeding the fiscal year
I think we have had some 18-month contractsbut it is difficult to
negotiate those. I think it should be made easier to (Yet more than fiscal
year funding. I suggest the Labor Deparlanent be given specific
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authorization to permit funds for the entire term to a maximum of
the 31:1DTA programs, to a maximum of 2 years.

In effect, those funds would be recrarded as expended at the time
the contract is signed, and even thoUgh the actual transfer of the
funds wouldn't come until a later date in the second year.

We have touched rather heavily on the consortiums so if we can
skip over this area in my formal testimony, you ca.n read that stuff
b2tter than I can. I will not bore you with that.

I am picking up on page 7. the second paragraph. In both the man-
power training and JOBS programs, we are seeing increased partici-
pation bY consortiums as contracting entities with the Federal agen-
cies. Like most new approaches, some experience is needed before the
most workable form can be achieved. It should, however, be helpful
to consider in these hearings that needs justify a consortium type
contract and what existing facilities should be niilized in their train-
ing performance.

I am referring specifically now to prejob components, and I want
to bring out that I understand last week Assistant Secretary Weber
reaffirmed in another hearing that the consortium method was con-
ceived to bring small businesses into these programs. We have got to
pay atter.'..ion to small business, because of the large number employed
there. I am not concerned about the big fellows:They know how to
take care of themselves pretty well. I am more concerned about the
small fellow and about the humanistic values that are involved in
bringing people into the work force so that they don't get discouraged,
and so that they have been primed to fro to work some place and a
small outfit caiA negotiate, he can't negotiate his deal with a Federal
or local agency. It gets difficult. So, -there is justification for con-
sortiums.

These consortiums, as we see it, are nothing different than the ad-
ministration of a single entity as a national trade association, such as
ours. You are really talInng about the same ldnd of animal, provided
that the consortium is structured for training.

Considerations should be given to whether the consortium approach
has been sufficiently used by small business rather than large business.
Ways should be found to maximize the small business involvement
in consortiums, and two principal suggestions would be improved
prejob training and advance funding as we have discussed earlier.
Further, both the recruit and the small business would benefit greatly
from sensitivity training for the existing plant employees and su-
pervisors.

One matter that will have to be considered in the future regardina
consortium arrangements relates to the residual benefits of Federe7l
trainincr programs for local educational and community institutions.
We shaild not forget the many benefits that have been derived by
local vocational schools, for insiance, as a result of Federal training
contracts which involved use of these local facilities and which re-
sulted in the introduction into them of new and modern techniques
and curriculums.

We have literally raised Cain with some of the schools_ There is
no question of it, and we have had great help in raising Cain by
HEW's Division of Manpower Development and Trainino.. They
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have backed us 100 percent. in our light to introduce modern techniques
and trainino- materials into these scnools where they are training for
our people.Ve consider these people our people, because they are an
essential part of keeping us alive, and we are an essential part in
keeping this Nation healthy in producing the tools witLout which you
build nothincr that is material around here or that you are used to
dealing with, in your automobiles and every place else. We will not
belabor that point, but our industry has to stay strong, and we have
had difficulties for many years in buildinfr our work force, and we have
spent enough time and money on it so that if it were only time and
money we would have had the thing licked.

We criticize the vocational schools, sure we do, but on the other
hand, there have been a lot of residual benefits from our program.
They are teaching today so that they are producing, an acceptable
product in many areas, that is acceptable to us, after all, we are
the fellows in the final analysis who meet the payroll and we are the
guys who have to be satisfied.

On the other hand, we have got to consider private institutions
such as have been formed by our association and our association mem-
bers in several localsRochester, New York, in Wattsspecifically
in Wattsa- d then it will do your heart good if you are somewhat
of a liber.-27 o walk in there and see how many dark faces are in our
school in Watts. We are currently opening, or in the process of open-
ing, an industry school in Springfield, M-ass. I am not sure that there
are others that are being opened. So that we feel we should not exclude
private institutions where it is felt that our own time and money with
some subsidy from Uncle Sam to help us over the hump of startup,
and in particular in the prejob training of these people.

After all, a yoimg man or -a young woman can quite the job at any
time, and if the industry is making an investment, if they were mak-
ing an investment in the machine tool, the machine tool stays, whereas
the investment in training belongs to the one who is getting the train-
ing, and it goes with him when he leaves, and -rightly so. So, we feel
that we have got to do everything that we can to find every avenue.
We can't throw away the old. We have got to be searching for the new.

The competitive nature of duplicating procedures has proved suc-
cessful. This is without saying that the United States was built on
the competitive nature of things, and the 1968 report of the Committee
on Administration of Training Programs, on which I served, the
committee was established by congressional direction, and was par-
ticipated in by the Secretary of Labor and HEW, and the Director of
OEO, and was created to study waste duplication, and inefficiency in
federally financed training programs, and that committee's report
concluded duplication could offer competitive benefits, and was not
necessarily NT:isteful.

I would like to pass on to a couple of the other ideas, one of them
being that I feel we would recommend that Congress create a non-
partisan, independent, commission whose job would be to suggest the
most effective roles for different agencies under existing and new
legislation, and which would monitor the performance of the various
agencies, Federal and State, involved in training so as to maintain a
continuing assessment for the performance of each body and the degree
of coordination among the various parties.
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I have served on enou,gh task forces and study groups to want to
emphasize that the body I am recommending would not be intended for
academic interest. Police weasel words and avoid ,tvetting to the point,
and nobody reads the material but their mothers. My mo-ther has sense
enough not to read the stuff I write.

But I am certain that if such a nonpartisan independent body,
permanent commission were established, and if direction were given
arc.; its production not be for academic interest, but that it be a con-
tinuing referee and with more staffing than the lower level, somewhat
loosely structtired Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning body
(CAMPS) that now attempts to serve all masters in a coordinating
function. If the responsibility is spread too far, there is no control.
So therefore, this new body would help to bring about a structure
wherein each agency would bring about what it is best suited to do.
Surely the importance of training in this coming decade would justify
such a new body.

I would like to bring up an old idea that we had brought before
Congress probably 10 yearsago, and we had stressed lst the Federal
Committee on Apprenticeship, and they had study bodies and it is a
question of tax credits for training. I know it is not popular to think
that today under the fiscal problems of today that we are going to

frget tax credits for trainin, but I still think it is a valid tool. I think
the more we talk about itand think about it, that any tool that we
use, whether it is a direct subsidy paid out after the fact, or whether
it is a tax credit that in effect is prefunding, without the adminis-
trative load, the sooner we will try such new tools. There have
been tax credit bills that have been around. Some of them are good,
and some of them aren't quite so good. I personally believe in a tax
credit bill that would clearly delineate what expenses, and only listed
expenses, and it does not include wacres in my mindthat is a danger-
ous pointI think those thi 0:s tat hare an impact on quality of
training, rather than just quantity, so that we get away from the
worrying about who is trimming Uncle Sam. If we clearly delineate
those items of expenditure that are available under the tax credit, and,
further, we set a limit of dollars or percentage of profit or whatever
vehicle is chosen to be used, I think that it would reduce administrative
problems crreatly.

I wouldt'iike to point to the Presidential task force, the President's
Task Force Minority Report in the 196S President's Task Force on
Occupational Train. in Industay. Our executive vice president, Ed
Hardman, participated as a member of that task force, and at that
time he was the principal advocate of a many-faceted training struc-
ture that envisage:1 using tax credits.

Thank you very much for listening to me. I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to stand on my hind legs and get at you.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
Mr. Steiger ?
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Dewhurst, you represent an association which has

had or does now have ADDTA contracts, is that correct?
Mr. DEwan-Rsr. That is correct. We have had national contracts

since 1964. We have had local contracts since 1963.
Mr. STEIGER. One of the points that you make on pages 7 ar.d S

of your statement relates toit is page 9, excuse merelates to a
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twofold matter, and I would be interested in your specific comments
on two things. One is the relationship between HEW and the Labor
Department. You say that you have used the Division of Manpower
Development Training in HEW, and think highly of it. I am not
clear, however, from your testimony as to whether or not you feel that
any or all of the bills which we have before us would tend to limit
the role of HEW, or cause a problem.

Mr. DEwsursT. In my review of the bills, I felt each of them had
some strong- points, and there were some pomts that needed strength-
ening. I think there is a compromise needed among all of them, and
I think we ought to keep in mind that this is the name of the game.
There are different constituencies that have to be served, and since
different constituencies have to be served, I think- that each of the
three bills under consideration need some modification for them. to be
acceptabla to me personally.

Mr. STEIGER. What, specifically, for example, would you suggest we
modify in order to meet what we are talking- ibout ?

Mr. DEWHURST. One Oi the things I had mentioned specifically
earlier was that under the administration's bill there is a limitation of
25 percent left for Federal control, for final Federal disposal.

(Representative Gaydos presiding.)
Mr. DEWHURST. If it is 25 percent of $4 billion, that is one thing,

but if it is 25 percent of $2.474 billion, that is another story, so that
if you determme in Congress that it is going to be 25 percent, I think
that we are ask:--iig for trouble2 because you don't at the same time
say how many dollars you are going to spend.

So there is one specific instance where I would like to recommend
that.

Mr. STEIGER. Are you opposing decategorization of the present pro-
grams ivhich all three bills provide for ?

Mr. DEWHURST. No, not as such. My concern lies with the potential
of breaking down of valid trainino- structures that currently exist
under national contracts..That is where my principid concern lies this
morning.

Mr. STEIGER. The constituencies being served, you are concerned
about a particular program of the Association.

The -ilroblem obviously lies with whether or not that ought ::,o be a
legitiniate i2oncern of Congress, or whether or not our role is one of
attempting to fmd out what best works to serve people who need train-
ilia- for valid jobs.

Mr. DEWHURST. I understand. Let me say this about that. We have
notedvou would have noted in our conversations earlier that we
speak 431 the humanistic values. We are concerned about people. I
personally am more concerned about people than I am about jobs
affecting our industry at this mothAnt. I personally am.

If I a in speang for the association, I have to be concerned about
the pc-sible bad effect tlit a decategorization might have on them.

At the same time, I think I serve my own purpose in being concerned
about human values. My own purpose in dealing with human values
is to see to it that everyone -that possibly can gets an even break in
this game of life.

I am very concerned about these thinos, because it is something we
have always done. something we have IPeen concerned about. It is the
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way we were brought up, so I can't think that if we destroy a system
that is prodncing jobs that you are not going to hurt those people who
can reasonably expect to have jobs.

Mr. STEIGER. Clearly, one would have to assume that no one is
attempting to destroy a system that is working. My bill and the admin-
istration's bill, and all of them, provide for the Secretary of Labor
to contract on a national contract. basis of the kind that you now have.
It might create problems in that there would be a greater competition,
if the funds were limited, to find those programs that are working
best. Is that correct ?

Mr. DEWHURST. That is correct. That is what I am concerned about.
I am concerned that any time we have a system that is working of
taking a chance on destroying that system.

M. STEIGER. Are you really?
MT. DEWHIIRST. I am, very much so.
Mr. STEIGER. I am ti-ying to find out why you say we are destroying

the. system.
Mr. DEWHMIST. I have fear of destruction of such a system.
Mr. STEIGER. What about the problem of the whole concept of de-

centralization. From what you said, you feel that there ought to be
greater power with the Secretary of Labor.

Mr.. DEWHIIRST. I didn't indicate greater power in the Secretary. of
Labor. I felt greater power should be in a commission whose duty it is
to assess whether or not those programs that are under the control of
HEW or the Secretary of Labor, or wherever they may lie, that those
programs that provide the best for all are carried on. That is where
my concern is. That is why we have recommended a commission that is
sort of a super-CAMPS at the top level. CAMPS today is a body from
eight agencies. If you have eight agencies dealing with manpower
training, I suggest to you that there is competitiveness existing within
those eight agencies, and there can be times when the best interests of
the client is not served.

In this case, I have to think that the client is the person who needs
the training. That is the first consideration.

I think at times the strongest agency or the lonp-est talker or the
loudest talker at suck a meeting may be the one that wins the point.
They cannot be dispassionate when they are dealing with a number of
employees in their own department, the number of dollars under their
control and this type of thing. That is why we recommend a commis-
sion on a super-CAMPS basis.

Mr. STEIGER. I think that is worth some thought. I appreciate very
much your raising that problem this morning. I am not satisfierl that
that is the proper mechanism, frankly.

Mr. BRASHARES. Could I clarify one thing? I think your question
earlier wasn't really answered fully about what the inter. st of this
association is and what interest Congress should have in responcUng
to that.

The interest, of the association here today is to say they have a pro-
gram, they think it has worked, they think Congress should look at it
and determine whether that type of program is in the national interest
and whether it should be continued and encouraged under the new
legislation.
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Conaress should have no concern at all as to whether the association
ads firrther training, contracts.

At the same time, I don't thin we would like to leave the impressik on
that the association is tied to past practices or past programs. That
would be unfortunate, because the Association has really been an inno-
vator in developing new programs along the way, and certainly the
association will remain in the training field under any new proa-rams
that Congress or State oovernments come up with.

What we are trying''to say here today is that this is our experience,
this is what works, we hope you will not rush too abruptly in some new
direction and ignore these past values.

As far as the State and local jurisdiction I think the point can be
summed up as follows : The more hands in the fight, the better. The
more people who are willing to help, fine. The dispersion of funds ac-
cording to a formula, as in your bill, makes sense. But let's consider
this essential point. Let's not give everybody a piece of the money
because they are there. Let's reward the best 4.orograms which promise
the best results, and that is, I think, essentially our position. We can't
say that in any one bill there is a provision that is not good, or that
needs a new provision. We are saying, "Let's go into it with these gen-
eral thoughts."

Mr. STEIGER. That is a good statement. Thank you.
Mr. DEw ukiST. Thanks for telling him what I was trying to say.
Mr. GATDOS. Mr. Collins ?
Mr. Comnrs I just want to commend you on this excellent state-

ment you have made, and I particularly endorse your idea about tax
credit as an additional thou

ight

that we mig-ht consider in the future.
I think there is a lot of merit n that, and I aope the time comes when
we will bring that into the picture.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GA-1'DM Thank u. gentlemen, for appearing before our com-

mittee. As I understand it, your testimony was lengthy, but important.
I know it is going to be very meaningful. Thank you very much.

Mr. DETWEILER. Thank you very much.
Mr. DEWILURST. Thank you very much.
Mr. GATDOS. Our next witness is Dr. Sanford Kravitz.
Doctor it is my pleasure to welcome you here before the com-

mittee. I know you have a rather lengthy report, and at your option,
you mav go throu.gh it in detail.

Dr. IdAvrrz. I will try to oo through it rapidly, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMITT OF DR. SANFORD KRAVITZ, DEAN, SCHOOL OF SOCIAL

WELFARE, STATE UM vERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK,

N.Y.

Dr. KRAVITZ. Thank you for the invitation and the opportunity to
appear befcrc this committee and to testify on these vitally important
pieces of legislation.

I am the dean of a school of social welfare, and I do not, purport
to be an expert on problems of manpower. I bringcertain other creden-
tials and experience to this task.

I was the program coordinator for the President's Committee on
Juvenile Delinquency under Attorn, g General Robert Kennedy ; I
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served as Chairman of the Task Force on Urban Areas and President
Johnson's group planning the war on poverty; and then for 2374
years, I directed the research and demonstration proaram of the
Office of Economic Opportunity-. This was the unit that creveloped the
Upward Bound program, the foster 0-randparents program and the
neighborhood health center proaram. My special profession: interests
have been in areas related to &livery of services, particularly to the
poor.

In preparation for this testimony, I have interviewed a dozen per-
sons who are directly engaged in frontline manpower programs. The
ideas presented in this testimony reflect these sources as well as my
own experience and convictions.

The critical starting point in assessina any legislative proposal re-
laths to the problem definition which thjlegislation implies. A feeling
for its philosophical perspective and underlying assumptions is a
necessary backdrop for assessing the appropriateness of its plans or
recommendations.

The Manpower Training Act of 1969, which is being proposed by
the administration, seems to define the country's manpower problem
in terms of skill development or job training. The act focuses atten-
tion on the consolidation of skill training programs under the au-
thority of the Department of Labor, .discussing in detail a formula
for the decentralization of responsibility for these programs to State
and local units of 0-overnment.

While less specific in terms of State and local involvement, the
Comprehensive Manpower Act of 1969 (herein referred to as the
Steiger bill) also describes a proposed manpower program essentially
in terms of job training. Focusing as they do on the area of skill devel-
opment and training, t ese bills beoin to convey the notion of a prob-
lem caused by a large potential worl force which is prepared to move
into a positive job market, but lact. s the sl6lls or training to meet the
specific requirements of the available jobs. Recent manpower experi-
ence tells us that this is a naive and inaccurate appraisal of the man-
power situations today.

The Nation's poor who make up the unemployed and 'under-
employe are no doubt lacki in marketable skills. But recent man-
power experienc .:. indicates that job training is typicallyan insufficient
input to assure employment. The chronic problem with manpower
programs has been that while providing skills training for the partici-
pants in the program, meaninkful jobs are seldom forthcomilig at the
end of the program. The experience is one of being trained for a
specific job.

Upon completion of training, trainees are either not able to secure
a position in spite of the training provided, or they are placed in
"dead end" jobs. These jobs pay little, offer no chance for promotion,
and are likely_ to be short term due to factors of automation, _fluctua-
tions in the labar market,or changing economic conditions.

This exprience is typical even with the programs offering a so-
called guarantee of employment at the close of-training. The labor
statistics which document unfilled jobs are misleading. For the most
part these are "dead end" jobs, seasonal jobs, or temporary jobs which
are phased in and out cf the labor market depending upon complex
economic variables.
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As one ponders this situation, the hnage of an employment scene
begins to emerge which is characterized by substantial flexibility and
upward mobility in the middle and upper income levels, but enormous
rigidity and. lack of mobility at the lower income levels. The reasons
for this discrepancy in mobility between income levels are complex,
but in large measure, they relate to differences in incentive and oppor-
tunity.

At the middle and upper income levels a large spectrum of incen-
tives and promotion opportunities exists -which msures a high rate of
upgrading and upward motion. This is not the case at the lower income
levels. The result is a job market at the lower income levels which con-
sist§ of jobs offering infrequent or insignificant promotional and ad-
vancement opportunities. Without the upward movement character-
istic at the higher levels of the employment picture entry level jobs in
most industries provide insufficient promise of advancement or secur-
ity- to hold potential applicants.

The fundamental problem is one of inducing upward motion of in-
dividuals already employed in order to open up entry level jobs, a point
made by the previous witness. These openings lead to increasingly
more promising employment opportunities. This End of solution re-
quires the infusion of substantial resources at these various levels, con-
centrating on the upgrading of workers who can be moved forward,
making way for the unemployed person approaching the entry level
position.

Emphasis on upgrading of the already employed, as opposed to
training of the unemployed, would mark a radical shift from man-
power programs of the past. While the rhetoric of program proposals
has in the past paid token attention to the "new careers" concept, and
generation of "career ladders" the program intent has, in the main,
focused on training of the unemployed. It is no wonder that the com-
mon experience of participants in such programs has been one of re-
ceiving training only to discover that either there was no job avail-
able or the job they ultimately obtained was one of the dead end type
described earlier.

Although superficial, this analysis of the manpower situation dem-
onstrates how the problem is not simply one of a lack of sldlls in the
unemployed segments of the society, but a complex relationship of fac-
tors including a profound scarcity of meaningful jobs, and absence of
promotion and advancement opportunities, and a variety of related
conditions which constitute an environment not at all geared to ab-
sorbing the unemployed into the working population.

Against this backdrop, the administration and Steiger bii seem
equally inadequate. Both measures suggest the antiquated notion of
manpower problems simply being the function of an unsidlled popula-
tion in need of job training in order to take its place among the ranks
of the "gainfully employed!'

This assessment of the problem is inaccurate, and the suzgosted solu-
tions expectedly miss the mark.

The Manpower Act, H.R. 11620 (herein referred to as the O'Hara
bill) defines the problem in a very different way. The proposal focuses
on the issue of upg,rading as the key to the manpower problem. The
act recognizes the fact that until now it has not been in the economic
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interest of the emplcyer of low-income people to invest resources in

upgrading activities.
Aistorically, it has been cheaper and more efficient to recruit on the

outside in order to fill jobs requiring broader educational background

and greater skills rather than investing in the development of skills

within the ranks of existing employees.
The authors of the O'Hara bill wisely conclude that the most rea-

sonable way to develop meaningful jobs for the unemployed, and
underemployed is to make it economically advantageous for the in-
dustry to upgrade its existing employees. Of the three bills being con-

sidered by the committee, the O'Hara measure is the only one which
suggests a fundamental understanding of the manpower problem. The

core strategy of the O'Hara bill, unlike the singular approach of ipre-
employment training set forth in the administration and Steiger bills,
focuses on upgrading and the creation of career opportunities at lower

income levels through the development of promotional and incentive

opportunities.
The rationale behind the administration approach to the manpower

situation is particularly perplexing when one ponders the President's
recent commitment to a 4-to-5 percent level of unemployment as an
anti-inflation effort combined with an investment in job training pro-
°rams as an effort to deal with the problems of the unemployed and
underemployed. Given the commitment to such a high level of unem-

ployment and concern with job training rather than "career develop-
ment" one wonders if the administration intends to address the em-
ployment needs of the poor at all.

Job training has the political advantage of appearing to be "doing
somethino-r- about the manpower dilemma without actually affecting

the level of unemployment in the Nation.
I would like to discuss some additional issues. The question of re-

cipient, client, or beneficiary participation in the planning and ad-

mmistration of manpower programs is ignored by the 041ara and
Steiger proposals and only addressed with the most superficial Idnd

of nonspecific rhetoric in the administration proposal. While many
aspects of the 0E0 and more recently the model cbLes experiences
remain obscare, certain facts are fundamentally clear.

Of the numerous governmental efforts wliich have been mounted
as attempts to meet the needs of the Nation's poor, the CAA's were
the first to ever really reach and effectively engage the people. There

is no question that community anger moved these and even the more
established public and private agencies, toward a more efficient and

relevant kind of program.
Not only did community involvement improve the efficiency of these

programs, it also forced them into less bureaucratic modes a opera-
tion. Recipient participation significantly increased the quality of
services and brought the recipient of the services into the institutional
mainstream of American living. Today, the remnants of these pro-
0-rams are largely staffed by one-time recipients of the services who
gradually developed the skills necessary to be the 'providers of the
service. They were often better providers, incidentally, than were the
professionals who preceded them.

One of the chronic failures of manpower programs in the past has
been the total lack of community involvement in the planning and
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delivi ry of their programs. Among other difficulties, this engenders
problems like those d.escribed to me byr a recipient of so-called man-
power services I recently met in New -York City.

This was a black woman who had grown up in the South, but spent
the last several years in New York City. She was separated from her
husband and was attempting to support her three children on welfare
allotments. I met her 3 weeks after taking a job typing in 1 steno pool
of a large New York bank. She was about to quit. She reported hav-
ing

zmcrone

to a ma-apower center where she told the interviewer that she
waslooldng for training in cosmetologyshe wanted to become a
beauty operator.

iThe nterviewer told her that the only kind of training the city
offered for women was basic office practices which she later learned
meant typing. The interviewer encouraged her to join the traininf5
program, suggesting that she could work and save enough money
to enroll in a beautY school at night. The woman was convinced, and
went through the 12-week training program. She indicated that the
manpower center arranged for the bank to interview all 75 partici-
pants in her program. Forty-five were hired -she recalled, the rest were
not able to meet the minimum typing requirements of the bank, and
therefore received no job.

She was hired at $80 per week with the promise of a $10 raise at
the end of 3 months. The woman indicated that her reasons for decid-
ing to leave were that it had become very clear even within 3 weeks
th.at there was no future for her in the bank.

Secretarial and other kinds of jobs in the bank required skills and
education that she did not have, and there was no way to develop those
skills on the job. "It's no life for me," she told me, "to punch that bia
typewriter for the rest of my life for $80 per week."

This woman, as are thousands of others like her. was quite aware
of the shortcomings of this particular program. Sue Imew what her
needs were and was very lucid on how the program had not met them.
As a member of a community plannning group or community board of
directors for a manpower program she could have helped bring that
program in line with the needs-of her peer group. Today when public
officialdom is finally: beginning to concede-the need for meaningful
and snbstantial participation of recipients of services in the determina-
tion of the nature and operation of those services, it is particularly
important that manpower programs reflect this basic inaredient.
Mayors across the Nation are finally recognizing the neeefor this
kind of participation.

The manpower legislation passed by this Congress should make
explicit its intention to promote deep and significant participation of
recipients of service in the pr3grams which. will affect their lives.
The Secretary of Labrr should be instructed to carry out the intent
of the Congress in this regard insuring basic and fundamental citizen
particip ation.

The .Nation needs a manpower policy. At this time there is no
articulation of national policy in the field o t manpower, but only illu-
sions and contradictions set forth by conflicting and inconsistent pro-
grams. The irreconcilable conflict between maintaining a high level
of unemployment and investment in job training programs is a case in
point.
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The time has come for manpower policy to be developed and to serve
as the underpinning of any manpower program which is launched.
Such a policy requires a definition of the problem, a clear and con-
sistent statement of program objectives, an assessment of obstacles
which must be contended with in meeting these objectives, and the out-
line of strategies which will be implemented to begin pursuing the
specified objectives.

Neither the administration bill nor the Steiger proposal take any
steps in setting forth such a policy. The O'Hara bill on' ly begins.

The receipients of manpower services suffer from the sloppy "non-
field" status of manpower. In spite of the enormous wealth of experi-
ence in the area, there exists no organized body of Imowledge, no insti-
tutional base for the training of manpower professionals, no organized
way to pursue, research, and develop innovative ways of meeting
peoples' needs in this area.

The same tired program ideas will not deal with the massivc
problems in this field. P-art of any contemporary manpower leoislation
should include funds to researcn and develop university-based pro-
°rams for the training of "manpower professionals" and-the develop-
:,
ment of new models for dealing with the complex se t. of problems in
this area.

We need a cadre of professionally trained manpower experts who
will begin to lead the way to developing, totally new and innovative
forms of service delivery in this area. The Secretary of Labor should
be instructed to initiate the development of programs al this nature
in universities throughout the Nation. None of the bills currently under
:onsideration recognize or address this need.

The means of program administration outlined by the administra-
tion bill must be viewed as a political strategy to strengthen the power
of Republican Governors rather than haying anything to do with the
efficiency of the program beinc, proposed. It is a politically safe and
not particularly brave notioM'to reinforce existing mechanisms and
develop a large manpower network at the State level. The adminis-
tration proposal spells out its formula for instituting State and local
management of the program.

The Stei,ver proposal is not specific in outlining the relationship of
State and rocal program management but conveys the clear intention
of im-esting the program administration in a relationship at these
levels. There is very little evidence that the large public aaministra-
tions which have traditionally been mandated to provide services in
the manpower area were of significant effectiveness in the past. It is
difficult to ima,:ne how the situation would change with the infusion
of even ,reater resources into these cumbersome State bureaucracies.

The O'Hara proposal offers a radically different approach to pro-
gram administration. Rather than supporting and expanding bureau-
cratic institutions of questionable procram relevance, the O'Hara iill
proposes to fund whomever is able t'i3 demonstrate a capacity to do
the best job in a specific local problem area.

This is essentially the same strategy employed by the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity funding its CAA's during the early days of the
war on. poverty.

I will concede that it was a very unpopularsystem of funding among
local and State politicians who In being bypassed were cut out of their
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traditional role as dispenser of political patronaze. It did get services
to the people, however, and it developed deep and natural ties with
the recipient group in ways which were new to the history of social
welfare.

The O'Hara proposal, and I hope I am not damning it with this
concept, can be likened to the Equal Opportunity Act in the relation-
ship it develops between the Federal funding source and the local
program agency.

Following the 0.00 experience, a battle-scarred Conaress passed
the Model Cities legislation which attempted to avoid the bypassing
of metropolitan officials, mandating a joint planning and admmistra-
tion effort between local recipients of the program and the city offi-
cials. The result, in comparison to the effectiveness of the CAA's, has
been a substantial reduction in program effectiveness due to the built-in
conflicts which sap effort and scarce resources.

The concept implied in the administration and Steiger bills brinas
in yet another level of political concern: The State. This mandates a
three-level "partnership" in order to implement the program for serv-
ice recipients in some far distant place.

It is certain that this added complication will Farther undercut the
benefits received by the people in need of manpower services. In addi-
tion, it will expand State and metropolitan bureaucracies which in the
past have proven to be very inefficient institutions for the purposes
of meeting the needs of people. Authors of both the administration
Bill and the Steiger proposal have totally failed to demonstrate any
rationale supporting the assumption the circuitous routing of State
to city to local level will in any fashion enhance the program objec-
tives. The evidence of recent eaperience suggests the contrary.

The Steiger and administration bills ar) equally inadequate legis-
lative proposals. They make no attempt at an incisive d.efinition of
6,', manpower problem nor are they even helpful in clarifying the
issues. By implication they relate to the problem aE one of a large labor
force in need of skills and trainingr when it has been demonstrated that
the core of the problem has to do with the need for developing "careers"
for the poor through generating incentives that encourage employers
to maintain. del alop, and upgrade their employees. This spurs new
career possibilities for those yet seekingr dmployment. The strength
of the O'Hara proposal lies in its formula wnich rcwards employers
for r.:vgrading employees' overtime.

None of the bills guarantees a broad and meaningful program of
r,cipient participation in the programs to be generated; Congress
snould make clear its commitment to solid citizen participation in the
manpower program in order to assure valid services which meet the
real needs of the target population.

There must be a rational nd coherent ar,"iculation of national man-
power policy vhich will form the foundation of rrograms which are
to be developed. There is also an enormousneed for the development of
an informed and competent cadre of manpower professionals who will
begin to develop totally nf..sv and in.novative N.ays of addressing the
problems in the manpower area. In this light we need the invest-
ment of Federal funds in national universities to encourage the devel-
opment of the manpower field. as a sophisticated discipline which
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will begin to serve as a backdrop for the development of a field and
"profession."

The Congress must consider some serious questions in relationship
to the political objectives of the administration and Steiger bills which
mandate joint State, metropolitan, and neighborhood involvement in
the administration of manpower programs. To what extent will.this
formula prove counterproductive to the best interests of the recipients
of manpower services?

Congressional critics of such prospective legislation need to begin
thinking about how these proposals will appear through the eyes of
the. recipients of its benefits. From their point of view, to what extent
will this program, begin to address their needs ?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GANDOS. Thank you, Dr. Kravitz.
I am sure the distinguis-hed gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger,

has some questions.
Mr. STEIGER. You are right.
I listened with some interest, and read with some interest. I will

simply state beforehand, Dr. Kravitz, that your rhetoric is good, your
facts are weak, and your analysis is even weaker, and I regret that very
much, as a matter of fact, because you have an intriguing background
of having been involved in the beginning efforts of both juvenile de-
linvency prevention and that which created 0E0, and that ought to,
I think, serve us well in trying to assess what we do.

I will first say that I concur that there. is the need for providing
recipient particination. I don't think that is limited just to the poor,
frankly. I think that is true of all people in the society, and that 411
of the bills are weak in that regard. I concur. So there is at least that
one point that you and I might agree on.

I would suggest, however, that the fundamental problem is not one
fundamental problem, but several fundamental problems, and this is
where I w511 disagree with you.

You state explicitly throughout your testimony that tile main prob-
lem is upward mobility. I disagree. I think that is one of several fun-
damental problems in the manpower field. That is the reason, for ex-
ample, that in rny bill on pages 10 and 11 of the eligible activities that
can be fundedthere are 21 of them listed in my proposalNo.1 'ts
programs and training for persons who, though employed, are in need
of additional sElls, and No. S is traini-ig poor persons for on-the-job
training, and so forth, for advancement through career ladders.

Thus, I .would suggest to you that you and I might not be so far
apart in terms of agreeing with the upward mobility concept, agreeing
that it. is one that is important. Where I disagree with you is your
critique of tho administration's bill and my bit and your support ol
the O'Hara bill which, in my judgment, could be taken in the same
light, since there are three titles to it.

One is upgrading, one is training, and one is public service employ-
ment. Do you thmk, now. that you are being fair in your analysis of
the other proposals ?

Further, would you concur with me. that there is somethine more
than just one fundamental problem that manpower policy has to
attack?
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Dr. KnAvirz. Obviously, the answer to your question is "Ycs " I
would concur with you. and I think that is the reason that I stated,loo,
specifically the need for an assessment of manpower policy greater
than any of those bills get it. That task hasn't been done.

I have been concerned about that policy in the field of youth some-
time. We have no coherent. policy in the field of the bridge between
education and employment for youth.

So certainly I would concur with you. I think the O'Hara bill comes
clown hard in the area of upgrading whereas six lines are devoted to
it in your bill. but I am sure that your intent was there, and that you
have +his kind of understanding of the problem.

But the experience of the past has been that given the way those
programs have been administered, there has been relatively little in-
terest in this, and I think many people going through the programs

jhave faced the blank wall of the dead end ob. The new bill should
come down hard on the issue and address that problem. The fact is
that it is one of 24 items would tenc1 to mean that it wc.uld be neglected
in th e. administration's bill.

Mr. STEIGER. But you are making an implicit assumption that You
and I laiow what should be done better in New York City and San
Francisco, and so forth.

Dr. KnAvrrz. In the States Not ou and I, but that the depart-
ments that can deal with those States that laiow somethina about it,
rather than the State bureaucracies particularly the Stare employ-
ment service, which for years have fdinbled this probler,

It is only in the last 2 or 3 years that they have be..gan tofunction in a
meaningfil way. They were dragged screaming in the 20th cent ary.
Those were backward bureaucracies.

I don't see any particular advantage in enhancing their capacity
and cumbersome way of dealing with this. Incidentally, operating
throuR;h the Secretary of Labor doesn't prohibit him from cc atracting
with States to do this. It just makes it not the only way he could do rt,
and I think the provision. of 20 percent of the money to do the other
things is an adequate basis for doing the other things that needed to
be done.

Mr. STEIGER. Let us assume for a moment that we have a number
of issues that you and I can talk about at some length this morning.

Do you agree that there is a problem insofar as the present man-
power programs are concerned bec-use of their categorization, and,
therefore, decategorization is a sensible step ?

Dr. KnAyrrz. I would agree. I think there is much too much frag-
mentation and categorization, and that decategorization is essential.

Mr. STEIGER. If we agree on that, then to what extent do you believe
we ousint to decentralize the administration of them in order to at-
tempt-to bring decisionmaking closer to the people invo1ve-2?

Dr. KRAli z. That is a Imrd question to answer, because I think
the two bills, yo,ir bill and the administration bill, (rive me the sense
from some of my experience in dealing with the States, that there will
be relatively littlethat there won't be much by way of teeth behind
the Department of Labar's approval of States plans, and I think we
had quite a bit of history in the whole business of State plans, and a
areat bit of development of thetoricwe are all good at that, me in-
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cl,ad.ed---where the States submit plans which look quite different
wnen they come out of the pipeline at the end.

So the States can meet the rhetoric and then go about doing what
they want to do, and it is going to be very, very difficult for the De-
partment of Labor to confront a Governor and say, "Hey, your plan
18 out of line, and we are not going to give you the money."

That just isn't °vino- to happen in many cases, because you know
as well as I do the kind of political pressure that develops.

Wisconsin's plan isn't very good, and Mr. STETGEM calls up and says,
-1--tey, what are you guys doing sitting- on the Wisconsin plan r

That is the way the system would work as I have understood it, and
I have lived in part of it.

NTr. STEToEil. I am groping for an answer, because I have some sym-
PatLy with what you are sayi4r. Let me simply say to you that it is my
"la best judgment that this isn't going to work-, the State concept,
w era work unless the Secretary of T.Jabor has the guts to say no to a

tate plan. No is a key and essential element in the success of the
°Aeration.

..N-ow, given that, I have difficulty reconciling your very strong plea
Tor involvement of constituent groups at the local level with the power
wb.ieh you wish to give to the Secretary of Labor to contract directly,
mad therefore more control the operation au d assess priorities and
make determinations about what kind of programs should or should
nott.e operated.

,r)r. ',TIT,- I am sorry, but I don't see tne, inconsistency in that.
Ir. they are lz local group, and come up with a good program and deal
With the Department of Labor, and it has the capacity to assess that
Program without too much of an overlay of bureaucratic intervention,
thatwould meet my requirements for participation.

I am not objecting,. I don't hare any basic objection to giving money
to the States if the States can prove that they can do the job.

X think that could be one option available to the Secretary. but it
srlouldn't be the only option available to the Secretary, whire local
groups have to mediate their efforts through often hostile Governors
n 114 St ate officers.

At least that is the experience.
Mr. STETGER. How do we then develop any kind of rational man-

Power policy. If you go on that basis what you are saying is that we
i_t'll.ght to have no plan. We ought to go ahead and continue the kind of
,naphazard operation we have had up to now when we operate directly
,netween the Secretary and local groups, or between the Director of
kiE0 and local groups. You have. no coordination. You have no eon-
CAt of attempting to determine what the needs are in a metropolitan
area or in a state, and it seems to me you work at cross-purposes with
any effort to at least try to come to grips with the need for some uegree
Of rationality.

If you use your model, you simply end up with a complete hoclge-
Podr-e of programs and needs being met, and again, we are going to,
4 seems to n?e at least, completely miss the point of the story related by
t.he woman in New York, who wanted cosmetology-, but she had to go
111to bank training, and she didn't want to go into bank training. You
are o-oing to continue that same kind of systetil.

Joy
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Dr. KnAvrrz. I don't think any of the bdls really address the issue
of planning. I guess you would argue that the administration bill at
least offers-the hope of that in the development of a State plan. I am
obvioosly not opposed to planning, and I think there is a need for
coordination. I think this could come from a granting of money to
the States for planning and where the States would be forced to work
Wi local groups and involve local groups in the development of
plannin4.

I don't think groups of residents or local peeple who want man-
power progrmns are opposed to planning, either. They want jobs
where the jobs are., but to date, they have been forced into these. dead
end kinds of jobs. I think it is possible to develop mechanisms by
which you do get planning and still have a high degree of local
i nvolvement.

As I hear your argument, you are arguing that the only way to do
this is to give the power to the States to plan, a id I am saying that

dmi't flunk that ondit to he the only way to do it.
Mr. STEMEE. I guess, then. I would have to ask you, what do you
Ncith the State. employment service? -What do you do with $750 mil-

lion, or thereabous, that we spend. I)on't we have a choice to make'?
Yon have to make that choice in a university settino%

Dr. KnAvrrz. The choice, unfortunately., was made about two dec-
ades ago, and that was a wrong choice, and that was to give the
employment service to the States, but that is past history. The choice
is to give the money on the basis of performance and I am notI
have bet.n making a kind of blanket criticism, anC1 I don't mean to,
but I think wlwre employment services can cut the mustard, where
they can come. up with good programs, they ought to be encouraged
to do so.

I think one of the things that would do this would be the genera-
tion of new people in the manpower field who feed into the employment
service and who develop new careers where we lift this service to one
of a real professional level. Tlmt is a long-range way of doing it.

But I don't think that simply because they exist they ought to be
the. bureaucracy that manages this program.

Mr. STEIGER. Dr. Kravitz, I don't disagree with that. I am only say-
ing in my judgment you haven't aome up with a way to handle that
problem. I concur that we ought to have competitiveness, and that
we need to have it on a performance basis. This is, again, where I will
completely disagree. with you. The. facts lead me in a completely op-
posite direction thaii they lead you in terms of the present programs
itid our experience under the present programs versus where we have
to go.

In section 305 of the administration bill and in section 13--F of my
bill, we. touch on the problem of training professionals.

I was the author of the 2-percent set-aside in the 10 6S MDTA bill.
I am not. going to be here to defend. the State employment service,

because I don't think they are worth defending carte blanche, because
they have nuide sonic mistakes.

But eithtr you use them and you bring them up to standard, or
you get rid of them. Now, that is the choice that it seems to me I am
'faced with, and I am of the position and posture to say I intend to use
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them, to try to make them perform to the extent that. we can, but we

are not. going to do that, again, if you leave it. solely hi the Secrehu'y of
Lalior's hairds, since they are, depending upon whom you talk to. a
State program. _Xs I sa:,, I want to try to get some I 1 of understand-

ing of your own view on why we ought not to e route of the
State. employment service, why that holds up so I, ,lope from your
standpoint of attempting to do the job, why State government ought
not to be involved in this relationship with the Federal Govermnent.

Dr. KRAvrrz. Ilease. be assured that I am not arguing that, a State
government ought not to be. in volved. I do think that there is a danger

in the use of die term, "new Federalism," so that it does become a cliche.

and the pattern becomes one of putting the money on a stamp and
running, and that is what I am afraid of.

think we have some history of experience with programs through
the State that indicates that they are ve:.y often insensitive to local
needs, and particularly urban needs, and partieularly the needs of

poor people.
What concerns me greatly is the fact that in these two bills, ',Init, is

where the. major emphasis has come, and I have seen little, at least in
my limited experience, where the States have been as responsive as the

Federal Government.
I think Mr. O'Hara's bill, at least, offers other kinds of options. I am

not. opposed to planning. I, think the States and other kinds of aeeas,
such as metropolitan areas, can be planners. I happen to believe a
metropolitan area is probably a more effective manpower planning
area than a. State.

The Department. of Labor could initiate such planning, could sup-
port such planning in concert with the people and public officials,
without necessarily going through the States.

So there are a. number of options, and those. options ought to he open
to the Secretary of Labor.

Mr. STEIGER. Well, first of all, as you katiw, the administration bill
not in minethere is an automatic passthrough to standard metro-
politan statisical areas.

Dr. KRAvrrz. It is a little vague, and who runs it is also vague, and
the. whole thing is skirted, whether it ends up being the mayor in the
biggest city. I couldn't understand it.

Mr. STEmER. They have now clarified it, and st-ly it is the mayor of
the biggest city.

Dr. KRAvrrz. That obviously creates a lot of problems. Take New
York City, what is the area? The ce_ous area in New York City in-

cludes northern New Jersey and Nassau County, and who is in charge
is all interesting issue.

Mr. STEIGER. Yes, if you have any ideas on that, I wish you would
let us know what to do about. that problem. We don't know how to han-
dle the problem. That. is one that I think is going to bother the com-
mittee greatly.

We. get them from Washington, D.C.. and the.Maryland suburbs, and
the Yirgmia, suburbs. They say one. thing, and the others say another.

I appreciate very much your coming today, and I am sorry that I
took so nnich time. The chainnan will have Solite questions I know,
about this whole area. You have raised sonic mod questions. It is help-
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ful, frankly, to have someone of your b:wkground give us a view
ale it what we should or shouldn't, do. I don't tot:illy aoTee with ou,
obviously, about the direction we should take, but I triink yoll have
raised some very valid ideas that have to be considered.

Mr. tiAynos. Thank von, Mr. Steiger: that wasn't as long
thou:dn. it -,-ould be.

1 would like, to ask sonic practical questions. Yon seem to place
<rreat import, and emphasis on the manpower prolessiomil. Ion sug-
(rest in your statement that some of the, funds are available, that they
be direeted to the universities and I can understand your partiality,
witli your background.

Dr. KRAVITZ. Obviously.
Mr. GAYoos. But, is Nat a necessity hiouldnt. the universities

themselves, on their own initiatives, set 'I, programs and divise pro-.
grams of their own? Isn't that their responsibility?

Dr. KRAVITZ. Well. Mr. Chairman, as you know, both public and
private universities are. under enormous financial constraints these
days.

Mr. GA-VDoti. So is the program.
Dr. KRAVITZ. That is right. But I think we have assumed that man-

power is a Federal responsibility, and therefore. the preparation of
professionals for this field. I am not. saying that the Federal Govern-
ment should pay the whole bill. I don't necessarily believe that, but I
guess what I am addressi»g is the fact that here we have a new field,
really. It is about, 10 years old, that has developed, and there has been
little attention paid to the development of a cadre of people who be-
come the acknowledged researchers, teachers, and developers of
professionals at all levels.

I think there can be manpower professionals at the subprofessional
level, also, and not simply speaking of people who have master's
degrees and Ph. D.'s.

But, my experience over the past S years or so has been that there
is an enorinons transiency in this field, which means that you do not,
develop a cadre of people who can begin to address systematically the
questions that Mr. Steiger was raising, and that, hasn't happened.
There have been people coming in from labor economics, and people
who came in from social work, and people who came in from other
fields, but there hasn't been an acknowledged professional field in the
manpower area, and I think it is important, we begin to address this
a rea.

Obviously, I have biases. I am an educator. I feel the field of social
welfare is one area where this training could take place, both in the
coimseling and in the policy development, area, but there are others,
and I think the Congress ought to insist, that the Labor Department
burin to develop programs in this area. It will take. time, but we can
assume we are going to have manpower problems for a long time to
come, and there is the need to begin working in this area, and there
is also the need of umeli more by way of good demonstration pro-
grams, hard-nosed demonstration programs with good evaluation,
and we need research on the whole question of policy, which we were
discussing earlier.

Mr. GATDOS. But yon would agree with me that there is some
obligation going back to the eamkunity from our institutions?
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Dr. KRAVITZ Obviously, I would; I think the obligation in part.
conics from the responsibility of the institutions to recognize, the pi ob-

lems and begin to develop these programs. They will be encouraged
in that if funds arc available for stipends for students and so forth.

Mr. G.,.yoos. Tlds flows into another matchim, problem or area of
invsible solution, and I am speakinrr Of our technical schools and 2-
year colle<,es.

In that area, would you have an opinion as to whether or not they
cmiid, Mil the bill, so to speak, or would they fit. to this program of
possibly providing us?

Dr. KRAViTZ. To train personnel and mainige these programs?
Mr. GAvnos. Yes.
Dr. Knivrrz. Certainly. I don't know if I stated it before this com-

mittee, but I believe very, very stronr-ly in the concept. and in the devel-

ol»nent of subprolessional manpower to fill these jobs in the human re-

sources area. I think most of the jobs can be done by people with less
education and we typically require through our credentialing proc-
esses, so I think the community colleges could play an important role in

this area.
As I imlicated Ill lily testimony, many of the people manning the

iqq)!rranis iww .111 the comincnity action agencies are people who have

learned by experience. I think tfiat experie»ce has to be built on, it, has
to be enhanced by capacities to become more effective in the field
throueii edncation.

Mr. cixl-u()s. Doctor, I am somewhat intrigued with the distinction
you drew between the relatively new model cities program attack, or
approach to the problem, and the C.A.A.

You mention in there that the model cities included partial partici-
pation by the local officials, and that brings in the political consider-
ations. It doesn't compare in effectiveness or results with the com-
munity action agencies.

Dr. KRAVITZ. You, of course, recognize my biases in that situation.
Mr. GAyaos. But is that true?
Dr. KRAvm. I must. admit that my experience is limited, in perhaps

looking at five or six cities in the general New England-New tork
area. I3nt I think that is true. I think the community action agency
offered a hope for participation involvement that has not been char-
acterized, particularly by the latest regulations in the model cities
program, where the administration has come down very, very hard OR

limitinp. the. amount of participation, at least as I understand the
re<rulat ions.

S 0 I think there has been a great deal of disenchantment at the local

level with the. possibilities for a neighborhood involvement and neigh-
borhood control in the model cities bill, and I reo-ret this deply, be-
cause I think it wiii mean that you will end up witri programs that will
become very, very rapidly bureaucracized, or will become centers for
patronage.

Mr. GAN-Dos. The. reason I asked that question is that I am speaking
from personal experience with a model cities program. I found to
date an excellent cooperation has been accepted completely by the
people. Participation is excellent.

don't pretend to he an expert. in the CAA field. I have had per-
sonal contact with it, but I wouKobserve, if anythine-, based upon my
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observations, of the programs in my particular district, that the model
cities did make up a lot, of deficiencies which were quite. obviously
llissing in the community action programs we had.

I wondered why you picked out. model cities as a failing prognIm ?
Dr. KitAvri-z. It was a followon to the community action program,

and you are right, it was the effort on the part, of people to remedy
deficiencies that they felt existed in the CAA's with regard to the in-
volvement of public officials.

My sense is that in the few cities I know, there has been a gri-at deal
of disenchantment with the program because I think current adminis-
tration policies have come. down much, much harder, or luwe not
placed aS much emphasis, on resident involv3inent and resident con-
trol, as residents were. !ed to believe they were going to have..

It could be. sir, that in your comnirmity this hasn't happened, and
I am delighted to hear that.

Mr. GAynos. If you had one criticism to make of the CAA progriun,
what would it be? Where could it be improved, or is it. a perfect
program?

Dr. KRAvrrz. I am not sure, sir, my sense is that the program has
been so totally fragmented and cho7aped up that 1 am not sure there
is any way to really improve it now. think for its time and period, it
was a great. innovation, and again I underline niv own involvement.
and investment. in the program. 1 think it. was a great innovation. It
moved social welfare programs and social service delivery a genera-
ion ahead in this country.

There were enormous mistakes made. but I think we would contem-
plate tho fact that. in a period of about 2 years over a thousand com-
munities were organized and involved, and take note of the number
of people who got involved, I think it will stand as a landmark of
social legislation in this country, and I think it has been all too often
inappropriately criticized, and many, many programs in the Federal
Government, that have made. far worse mistakes and far worse errors
have been hidden under the cover of anonymity, where the community
act ion program was totally exposed, and I tlunk it has been far more
heavily criticized than it deserved.

It Obviously made mistakes. It was revolutionary in many of its
aspects. I think we have to have. something like it in this country, and
I am not sure. the, model cities is the, exact model. I am not sure we
have found the model, but I think there needs to be the continuing
connnitment to participation of beneficiaries and recipients in the
planning of services which are for their benefit, and I would hope
that, that philosophy, which undergirded the community action pro-
grimi would also undel gird new manpower prop-rams.

Mr. GAYDOS. I agree with many of your observations, and I share
your hopes for the program.

I would like to ask you one more question. I think you put Your
linger on the problem, as the other witnesses have, and that is if we
are talking about training- people, that we provide job opportunities
...for those we train. You do make that distinction in your statement.
The question I want to ask is, the manpower proe.ssional, admittedly
the concept. is good, but is that part of the, solution as you see it to
take care, of hiatus there between the jobs that are open and available
and the people who are making an attempt to fill those jobs?

3 4 2
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-lour paper is excellent: insofar as it. does point out many defieieneies,

hut I don't see ill your Observations or statements a .:;1.aid practica.

solution that would lead its, maybe, along a path of a more immediate
solution.

Dr. KI:AvITZ. I think you are asking me. the .same. question that Mr.
Steiger asked me, and 1 am almost in the position of havin!, to retreat
to the fact that 1 zini no,: a professional in the manpower field. I guess
I would have fo fall back on the sense of concern that it, is the respon-
sibility or the con,oTess and the administration to begin to develop a
coherent numpower policy, and I- think all three bills are correct in
addressing the. frawmentation and categorization of the programs,
and to that extent they address part of the problem.

They all sort of meet 1-)art. of the. prohlem, and I think it. is unfortu-
nate that with the talent available both in the Congress and in the
administration, we are not able to come up with some kind of at least
be...inning effort at a coherent manpower .poliey, and I think that
might to en;rage the attention of this committee as an important. area

concen, even if they have to pass one of those bills and move on.
'nal- -1101dd he a continuing concern for this committee.

rrlivre are other areas of social policy that, suffer from the same
prohlom. We have been deficient in this country in thinking about
rational policy development, :thd manpower is one of the blat:Int areas
where that. is trne. and I think even after it, finishes with lerislation,
this committee ouplit to address itself to the question of what is our
manpower policy.

1 could go on at length, and this committee doesn't have thue, but I
would pinpoint that as a very, very serious problem which must lie
addressed by tl le Con ()Tess.

Mr. GAinos. Thank yon, Doctor, for your excellent statement.
Dr. KRAYrrz. Thank von.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN W. BERMAN, VICE CHAIRMAN, CON-

NECTICUT MANPOWER EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION, BRIDGEPORT,

CONN.

Mr. G.kyoos. I kvsli to thank von for your appearance here today.
and you may have the option to either prese»t your statement in total.
or make re.ferenee to salient. features or points in your statement.

Mr. BEIIGMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to read tile
statement. if is not too long.

Mr. GAYDOS. Proceed.
Mr. BERomAx. I would like to make a correction. I am not tile, direc-

tor of the concentrated employment. program, but rather the manpower
directm of the comuumity renewal team, which is the. commimity
action auency in Hartford, Conn., which sponsors a concentrated em-

ployment program.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I appreciate this op-

portnnity to present the views of the Connecticut Manpower Execu-
tives Association.

The CMEA represents all of the. community action agency man-
power administrations in the State of Connecticut together with Fed-
eral, State, and other local ol e.licials engaed in manpower develop-
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ment. This could inelude th; :JOBS programs, the I:Flinn
League, NYC directors, and so forth.

Comnumity a.ction agencies in the State of Connecticut are now re.-
sponsible for nearly $1n million a year of Federal and State maApower
prooTams, includino the concentrated employment prognun, the
..Neighborhood Youth Corps, and neighborhood empioyment centers.

The proposed, manpower legislation now before Congress, particu-
larly the administration's Manpower Training Act, H.R. 13472, has
many positive features.

1. It seeks to improve the management effectiveness of manpower
programs at. all levels.

2. It recommends the use of block grants, a system which has high
potential for endowing local manpower programs with a higher
de!rree of flexibility. As an example, the local prime sponsor is not
put in a straitjacket. Ile may decide how much money to spend on
new careers, Operation MaMstream, institutional training., or on-the-
job training.

it The act seeks to achieve de(Tntralization by locating the decision-
making process closer to the client population, encouraging more local
mitiative, and placing greater accountability on State and local
agencies,

4. It requires that States and cities set up comprehensive »Ian-
power stilt :res to insure coordMation. plannino., and efficiency.

In ot bor ords, the act strengthens the present cooperative area
manpower pli,uning system which is today like a United Nations,
Nvitholit ( fi i.ceinent powers.

On the critical side, we believe it would be a grievions error to give
the employment service, 01' community action agencies, or any other
organization, a nationnl blank chec.k to conduct manpower programs
at the local level.

We endorse. the view of the national manpower power policy task
foreo to the effect that"detailed planninp- and organization of serv-
ice are best performed at. levels that are in immediate contact with
the beneficiaries of the services."

We agi:ee with the task force. that comnumity action is needed to
meet previously unmet manpower needs; that community action in-
volves beneficiaries in the planning process; that community action has
challenged traditional agencies with innovative programs; provides
alternative routes for talented indieidna% who could not otherwise
have made it. through customary civil service and professional
channels.

We also agree with the task force that it would be most unfortunate
if these benefits were lost. We g.o fmthe,r. It would be more than un-
fortunate, It would be a national tragedy. Aey other course would
diseard.the accumulated insight and knowhow acquired. by community
action in preparing the. poor for jobs that hold some promise of up-
ward mobility.

I am not here to ask for a blanket endorsement of community ac-
tion inanpoww programs. Nor am I here to condemn established Fed-
er:.i and State agencies. such as the employment service. Nor am I here
to emage. in jurisdictional disputes or to defend or attack bureau-

`60.41isin,cratic expansionism or bureaucratic piret,
zak
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We in Connecticut have been singularly fortuna: e in having had
the constructive cooperation of the Connecticut. State Department of
Labor under the leadership of Commissioner Renuto Ricciuti from the
very outset of the. war on poverty.

Long before CEP was established, the employment services of Con-
necticut were outstationing staff to the neighborhood employment
bureaus of the CAA's to assist in screening, counseling, and referring
to job or training slots.

At a meeting held Tuesday, February 24, the cooperation between
community action and the State Depra-tment of Labor was further
extended by the inclnsion of community action manpower administra-
tors in the basic policy planning committee of what in Connecticut
we call the super or umbrella CAMPS manpower agency.

This stands in sharp contrast to the fierce and even jugular strife
which is taking place in other areas. And it is from the advantageous
results of our Connecticut experience, that we can nrge the employ-
ment services and the community action agencies in other States to
devote their energies to cooperaton rather than to combat and to
share such functions as lob development, among others.

Commissioner Ricciuti has asked me to convey to this comomittee
his personal conviction that only by the blending of community itntion
and employment service resources can the underlying ahns of this act
ha electively achieved.

I am here to focus on the pivotal issuethose concepts and methods
that can most effectively enable the poor to lift themselves out of
poverty by getting and holding good jobs.

We would like to remind the committee that the, local prime sponso:
concept is certainly not new. The present language for title I-B of the
Economic Opportunity Act already provides for the designation and
recognition of community program areas for the purpose of plaiming
and conducting comprehensive community work and training pro-
grams. It also provides that prime sponsor agencies call receive funds
for the purposes of planning, administering, coordinating, and evalu-
ating such programs.

It requires that the prime sponsors so designated and all delepte
agencies involved in these. programs provide for the participation of-
residents of the. areas and members of the groups served in the plan-,
ning, conduct, and evaluation of the component programs. The Pe-
partment of Labor, under the terms of the delegation of authority and
memorandum of understanding with OFO has the right to make such
desig-nat ions today.

This present provision already provides much of the. theory of the
local prime sponsorship apparently sought by the Department in its
new legislative proposals. Considering that this amendment, was en-
acted in 1967 and that few, if any, of the areas are yet fully function-
ing nnder its provisions, it is impossible to avoid some belief that, in
seeking to establish a. prime sponsor by some other means the desir-
ability of shiftily away from the community agencies is being
considered.

For this reason we urge you to consider amending thc resent Man-
power Training Act to inisure that it will include the guarantee that
community based agencies wii ich, on the basis of past performance.
have, demonstrated capability and competence. in manpower affairs
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shall continue to serve as prime sponsor under the provisions of the
act.

Mr. STEIGER. Would you 37ield at that point, since I unfortunately
have to leave, and I apologize to you, but on that very point, 1 have
some questions about. the statement on page. 2 as contrasted with the
statement you have just read.

You say on page 2 that you think it would be a grevious error to
give the employment service, and so forth, to (rive theni a blank check
to conduct manpower proebTams on a national level.

men you just got through stating that what we will provide tliere is
a guarantee that community-based agencies shall continue to serve
this prime sponsor.

I am a little hard pressed to reconcile. that posture.
Mr. BERMAN. What I was saving, Mr. Steiger, is that what we are

asking for is that on the basis Of mpast perforance, any single agency,
and this would be a community action agency, the Employment
Service or the Urban League agency that has demonstrated the ability
to run a comprehensive manpower program should be permitted to
continue their work under the prime sponsorship arrangement..

Mr. STEIGER. But we can't guarantee that, can we? That would be
determined by the local ae-ency.

Mr. BERMAN. Right, lint we would like to see stronger language put
into the act that would instruct the Secretary of Labor, or the Gov-
ernor, or the mayor, to take this into consideration in selecting the
prime sponsor.

We are fearful that what might happen, in the langua 70 of the bills
as we read them, that nev,iy created structures will be evolved, v hen in
some casesand only those cases am I talking aboutthere nre
already agencies that have demonstrated the ability to it hdle man-
power programs.

That is all we are asking for.
Mr. STEIGER. 1 appreenite very much that clarification.
Thank you. Thank you for your testimony. Incidentally, it is of

great interest to me, and I appreciate your coming, and. I apologize
'for having to leave.

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, sir.
In this regard, we respectfully suggest that a special Regional

Evaluation and Selection Coimell be. cr d to evaluate and select the
primo sponsor in each standard met.-opolitan area.

Such a council should be composed of economist, manpower experts,
employers, labor, Governinent, and eonmu i spokesmen. They would
be appointed by the Department of Labor's ilegional Manpower Ad-
ministrator, in c<aboration with the regional directors of OEO
and HEW.

In the event the members of the council, over a reasonable period
of time, cannot agree on the designation of prime sponsors within the
various standard metropoliMn statistic areas, the iiithority to do so
would be vested in the mayor of the largest city within each SMSA.

Mr. Chairman, we haye two furilier suggestions for strengthening
the proposed legislation.

To assist the locn I economy to achieve a higher degree of growth,
health, and stability, we. propose that each prime sponsor be assigned
responsibility and funds for establishing a new job-creation unit.346
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Modern job creation means the development of IICW. employment
openimrs where none existed before. It represents a logical extension
of current training and placement activities which is now limited to
preparing and referring the poor to job openings which already exist.

job creation furnishes worthwhile job opportunities, not only for
the unemployed, but for the underemployed as well. In this respect,
job creation consists of five major and reciprocal elements :

1. Expansion of existimr private businesses to create more jobs with
special emphasis on npgrading existing employees, thus increasing
the number of skilled occupations that can be made available.

2. Attraction of new growth industries.
3. Establishment of commulty and/or neighborhood economic

development corporations to be owned and operated by local residents
with whatever technical assistance may be required.

4. Advanced planning for public works programsschools, hospi-
tals, roads, environmental pollution, airports, et ceteraand corre-
sponding job trainin<Y. Blueprints and curriculums are to be held ready
to take, np the employment slack upon the end of the Vietnam war, a
general recession, the impact of automation, and any combination of
these.

5. Special importance should be attached to strengthening the new
public service, careers programs, providing new job opportunities for
the, paraprofessional, who in most instances, could be drawn from the
ranks of the poor. This means a new evaluation of existing Federal,
Stato, and local civil service and merit standardsfrom eligibility
criteria and revisions of current examination content to guarantees for
upward mobility.

In this connection, we strongly nrge that the pnblie employment,
provisions of Congressman Cillara's bill be incorporated in the final
version of the Manpower Act.

Finally, we urge this committee to insure that the poor liave voice
and vote in determining their own employment destinies. We urge
that all State and local groups engaged in comprehensive manpnver
development planning have, at, least one-third of their membership
drawn from among low income past, present, and potential benefits
to be served under this act.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, while we favor the basic objectives
of the Manpower Training Act, we believe they cannot be achieved
unless the bill is amended to include local initiative; the expertise
founded on familiarity with local conditions and. problems ; job
ciyation ; and the kind of local self-d meterination which has been
pioneered by community action during the past, 6 years.

Mr. GA-vno s. Thank you, Mr. Berman.
Mr. Collins, from Texas.
Mr. COLLINs. Let me ask something about your training program.

What percentage of the people placed successfully stay in those jobs?
Mr. T,Eirtrix. Well, as far as those people. who have come into neigh-

borhood employment, centers off the street, who have had a brief coun-
seling session and then have been referred to jobs, the percentage :s

very low. I would say maybe 30 percent at the most.
Those who have gone through a program of work experience or

training, such as the, concentrated employment program, the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps, the retention factor is extremely good. I would
say it is between 60 and 65 perrnt.
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Those who have been through a specially designed training program
which has been created on a partnerslnp arrangement bet ween a private
company or a group of companies and a program, let us say, like the
concentrated employment progr: .1, the retention factor has *been 80 to

percent.
Mr. Coludxs. I am particularly interested in that last remark, where

you say where you are able to tie in with private industry ond they
are able to relate. the man to the job, you have by far t he hest sinyess

Mr. BERMAN. No question, sir.
Mr. COI.LINS. To what extent do you find people are moti voted

today among. the. hard-core unemployed, or among others, to try to
find skilled employment ?

Mr. BERMAN. I am thoroughly convinced that most people want
jobs, they want good jobs, and they -want upward mobility. I think it
is only in the, case where individuals liaye been through] a revol V-
ing doo for a long period of time that they lfave been beaten down
and do not willingly enter the labor market.

These are the people we have to, perhaps, remptivate again, but the
average individual wants nu opportimity, and if he. is given an oppor-
tunity, he can take a job, hold it, and move up in it.

Mr. COLLINS. What are we going to do in society with people who
have the desire to hold better jobs but lack the ability?

Mr. BERMA'. Well, I think all three bills before us now talk to the
area of training, and obviously trairing is the key to that; training,
being education and skilled training, and that has to be ayadable. I
thlnk there has to be an emphasis placed into the area of orientation
and evaluation.

We find that many people coining in our centers really are rict fa-
miliar with what the labor market has to offer. When they are given
an opncrtunity to examine what. our part.k.ular market is, what the
ditierent, jobs a,re, they make, up their own maids, and by and large, iiu
most eases, they are pretty right as to what they want to do, and what
they eventually become capable of handling.

Mr. COLLINS. Today, there is a feeling among many people. that
jobs that lack dignity f:Ire something below them. We have a vast range
of unskilled jobs that make up our labor market.

What is going to be the answer, and wbere is this miskilled pool
(ming to come from with people that will not suffer from frustration,
who will be proud to do unskilled work ?

What do you think is the answer on the skill level ?
Mr. BERMAN. I really have no detailed answer to that, Mr. Collins.

Obviously, tbere are people who can take these jobs and who can
survive in them. I think that. in some cases, if the economic base were
raised, if the incentives to stay on some of those jobs were faere, where
a person could make a living in doing those kinds of jobs, perhaps we
might attract more. I would further suggest that the conditions exist-
ing in many unskilled jobs must be improved.

But uatil that happens, I really don't. have any answers.
Mr. COLLINS. We. are talking about a guaranteed wage concept being

advanced now.
If they get to the guaranteed wage, do yon think that a person should

liave selection of jobs ;Jefore they can qualify ?
The question is raisedthey use the term "suitable employment."
Do you think they should take qp,e hese unskilled jobs or not ?
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Mr. BET:MAN. I think that has to be left up to the individual. I
think, if left up to the individual, he will find the type of job that lw
wants and is capable of handling, particularly if assisted through
counseling, orientation, and evaluation. As far as the minimum wa.e is

concerned, I think we would all agree that it is pretty difficult for a
mperson with a family of three or four to live on a inimum wage of

$1.60 an hour, or even $2 an hour.
This is one of the major problems in our cities today, that most of

the programs we are talking about think they are really doing some-
thing when they come up with a wage of $2 an hour. It is not enough.

don't know what the solution to this is, but we have seen some en-
coura<rincy changes.

We have seen where industry in certain occupational areas has
stepped forward and offered a starting wage, or even a training wage
that is realistic; let us say $2.50 an hour. The resulting high retention
factor more than makes up for what it might cost them in the be-
gMning. The turnover rate is a. very expensive proposition to industry.

Mr. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Arr. GAYDOS. I believe you heard the prior witness testify, and I

think you are in agreement. with him that community participation
and activity participation in administrative policy on the local level is
a fundamental essential?

Mr. Bran/AN. Yes; I agree with that.
Mr. GAIMOS. Maybe you co,dd answer this from your own practical

experience, regarding a technical manpower pro7fessional shortage.
Do you experience that in your administration of the program, winch
seems to be excellent in Connecticut ?

Mr. BERMAN. Definitely, even in the State of Connecticut. There is a
tremendous nee.d for building expertise in the field of manpower, and
I think it does reach across the board, not only from the top admin-
istrators, but also to what we would like to call urban generalists, or
the individual who is working at the local level, particularly in the
fields of counseling and coaching, and there has to be built the mech-
mmism for training and the ability to move up the career ladder.

We have seen a little of this in our State, but much more has to be
done; much more.

Mr. GAMOS. You, as a directorthis is sort of a personal question,
but the reason why I ask it is that apparently from your statement,
your program is excellent, it is meaningful in Connecticut.

Is your background technical, in the field you are in now ?
Mr. BF.ILMA-N. No, I think I could say I learned as I came along in

the past 5 years. I came out of industry, and had a degree in journal-
ism, of all things, but I think it was a process of learning, and I think
this is what is going on now.

I think our imiversities do have to address themselves to this whole
field, and come up with some creative programs directed to the field
of manpower.

Mr. GAinos. In conchision, let me observe that I agree partially
with the concept of the professionals, and by the time you get profes-
sionals togetherI am a lawyer, and when you get two lawyers to-
gether, you have two different opinions.
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I seem ;o find it very difficult to accept a portion of this prorram
being directed to specific professional trniuimu. I think our institu-
tions do have the capacity, and that there am existing programs that
would take. cam of that deficiency. Maybe they should he redilveted,
but I don't see a large expemliture in that direct-4m.

Mr. BERMAN.. I don't think Dr. Kravitz or myself are in favor of
establishing high credentials for one to work in the field of manpower.
What we are sayinp- is that while experience is the best teacher, there
ought to be some relevant educational backpTound that an individual
could seek, if he so chose, particularly as lie advanced in the field of
management.

Mr. GAynos. Thank von, Mr. Berman. for yonr very meaningful
statement.

I would like to call Mr. William Freeman, Acting Director of the
Neighborhood Youth Corp.s_

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM FREEMAN, ACTING DIRECTOR OF THE

NEW YORK CITY NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS; ACCOMPANIED

BY ELI E. COHEN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NATIONAL COMMIT-

TEE ON EMPLOYMENT OF YOUTH

Mr. GAynos. Mr. Freeman. we are limited in time. I. think you
a!rreed to submit a summation of your shitement, but I want to assure
yon that your statement will be made available to eat...11 individual
member, of course. It. will be part of the record, and I am sure it will
receive. the, direct attention of all our committee members.

(The document referred to follows :)

PRErma:o TEsTruoxy By WILLIAM FREEMAN, MEMBER or THE STMRING COM -

Mirl'ER OF' THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION or NEIGH BUR HOOD YOUTI COIn's Dium-rons

AND TI1 E NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY I lEvELOinrENT

I am speaking to you today on behalf of the New York State Association of
NYC Directors, the National Association of NYC Directors which is affiliated with
the National Association for Community Development, and the National Commit-
tee on Employment of Youth. I have also worked *vith the poverty program
sim its inception in 1964.

My work experience includes the Employment Dividon of HARYOU-Act, the
Urban League Street Academy Program, and three years with the Manpower
and Career Development Agency of New York City where I am now the Acting
Director of the NYC Neighborhood Youth Corps Program. Although my testimony
is based in large part on statistics and experiences in New York City it should be
mulerstood that it represents the thinldng of the New York State Association of
NYC Directors, the National Association of NYC Directors as well as the
National Association for Community Development.

In addition, I was raised in Harlem and have lived in New York City for over
22 years.

On May 20. 1909. the Department of Labor mandated that no youth over the
age of 18 would be eligible for the Neighborhood Youth Corps Program after that
date. At the time, in the City of New York. apprcximately 80% of the youth en-
rolled in the program were 18 and over. Todaynine months laterthere are still
a great many enrollees, 18 years and over, hi the program as there have been no
viable niternntives opened to them as yet.

Mso in May of 1909. the Department of Labor issued a directive to all NYC
Projects stating that the age limitation was to be accompanied by a 33% quota
cut-back. The deadline for this cut-back which was originally set for August 31
was later extended to October 15. The quota for the five boroughs of New York
City was trimmed from 2.490 slots to 1,950.Crn

oPrkAJ
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In Septeinher, it was learned that the age limitation and the quota ent-back

were preliminary steps to a complete overhaul on the NYC Program nationally,

and a imrt of a systematic Administrative design to implement a portion of the
Manpower Training Bill through Administrative directive even before Congross
had acted upon it. On December 2. the Pcderat Roister carried the Department of

Labor's intention to implement a neW design. entitled NYC-2. for the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps Program. These intentions included maintaining the age limita-
tion at 11; and 17 year old youth. Upon receiving the completed NVC-2 document,
it was also learned that the Labor Department intende(1 for a youth to receive a
stipend or $2:1.0) per week as opposed to the $45.00 per week which lie presently
receives on a wage basis. A third proposal was to make 11 youth's return to school
the first priority for all NYC Programs.

Although there ore recommendations within the 1101V design \\ilia WO fOoi
MU strengthen tile NYC Pr,grani, we are gravely concerned Ilhont Hie fllrip
areas which I have just outlined.

Four years ago, having spent the two years prior to that 441111 %Act in

Central Harlem. I worked with n private social serviees agency which hail begun
coilege-bonnd prograul for the "hardcore" youth of the Central and West Har-

lem areas. About 14S;(/( of these youth were high-school dropouts uml they notged
in age from ld to 30 yeans. These young people, although many had fathered
ehildren. supported themselves for many years by whatever means available.
and had the equivalent of a. Ph.D, ill terms of a "street" edueation, were still
immature by our basic standards. At 1 hat time, a plirase"protracted adoles-
cence"was coined by the Director of the Program to refer to this innilaturity.

We feel that this plinise is important to bring mit here to help illnstrate the
point that maturity has notldng to do with chronological age; that, because
yinith is IS years, o (NM 110t Ileeesa HO- equimled meet tlie demands
of an adult world. More specifically. that he is not necessarily equipped to meet
adult employment standards as he will_ have to do if tile N1C-2 design is
implemented.

The protracted adolescent. is the youth who has left school at DI or 17. Due to
evolionlic instability and social inequality. he has been dropped, in a broader
sense, by society. Being alienated from society and a systematized way of coping
with life, the youth has turned to hustling, pushing dope, or selling numbers to
support himself. Most Of those youth ore acenstomed to failure. through school,
family life and scattered attempts to earn a wage through traditional employ-
ment ventures, and have become victiins of self-destructive attitudes.

How ean this young* person. en whit up by an adult-oriented program, be ex-
pected to achieve, get to work on time, mid readily accept the standards which
we have set for him? It is unrealistic to ,.xpect this rapid adjustment. We ninst
devise the best method for these young pt ople to achieve Hie best kind of lives
tlmt is witldil their personal "thing" as it is ;ailed today.

Alternatives for the youth who have b.;en eliminated, and will continue to
be eliminated from the NYC Program because of Biz- oge requirement, have been
proposed. However, in taking a closer look at the alternatives, IVO I/111st conelude
that they are either inoperable, inappropriate, inadequate. or, as is true in many
rural areas, are non-existent. For example, the WINS Program which is designed
to service welfare recipients is not opertaing at full scale. It is new mid un-
developed. The Joh Corps, which was cut substantially last year, has lost the
tuft-rest of youth; to my knowledge, with the exception of George Foreman,
tiler: have not been many documented successes. The MDTA Program, althougdi
operating, is reaching only a select group which does not include the youth of
whom we have been speaking. We have little feedback on the JOBS Program
regarding statistics in placement and training, or at least these statistics, when
requested, have not been made available to ns. The Public Service Careers Pro-
gram is yet embryonic. It too. like MDTA, will touch only a committed group
of youth and/or adnIts.

And what about ninon jobs? Or civil service jobs? How easy is it to gain ac-
ceptance in a nnion? Or secure a civil service position? Easy enough if the appli-
cant has the proper credentials, ethnically, religiously, and eductionally. To
eaptnre a Incrativo civil service job, a youth must be able to read and write well.
and. ill most eases, have a high school diploma. Our records show that, at point of
intake, the average NYC enrollee reads at a 5th grade level with a math score
proportionately lower. These scores often hold even when the youth does have
a high school diploma, most frequently a general diploma. This usually means
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that the youth was in school for 1 years lint does not mean that he came away
with much.

of course there is always the private business section, However. the nwt
that the Urban Coalition came to us iast year for assistance in developing private
$eetor jobs dims not give us much encouragement. Furthermore, as a member or
;HI evaluating team for a major bank, 1 learned that bank was having
difficulty in placing poverty applicants within the MA Program- -most of the
jiThs NV cre clerical and most of the applicants Were Puerto Rican males.

The typical 10 and 17 year old youth with whom I have worked in the past is
not ready to live up to the expectations that are hiherent in the NYC-2 desig,n
and the adult manpower training programs. Neither are lie 1 8 through 21 year
olds who are omitted from the new design. This yonth is not prepared to be a
contrilaiting member of soeiety and. if forced too soon, will turn baek to the
streets. If the dollar is invested in the person new, the returns will far greater

/1. the fuOue in terms of his acquircd buying power. his contributions to com-
munity and country. and his position as a taxable citizen. If the dollar is in-
vested in nnrealistic training programs and goals, the loml. state and federal
govermnents will be supporting the person for the rest or his life through varimis
Public services and welfare payments.

Another intention of the authors of the new design was to reMice tlw enrollee
wages. presently $45.00 per went: on a gross hasis, to a $25.00 stipend. The pur-
pose for this reduction in wages was to free monies to provide additional sup-
portive services for yonth, cOlInsehing and rimiediation. We fully support
tile hma of giving youth better se rv ices It M-PVer. Nve resent. monies for these
servit.TS coining mit of the youth's own pocket. Since Nve received a copy of the
now design, we have learned that the stipend NV0111(1 be increased to an amount
equivalent to "7:1% of the MDTA stipend." Although Nve had no definite amonnt
cited to ns, we estimated that this would he approximately per week.
The most reeent figure quoted by tlw Department of I.abor is $40.00 per week.

We realize that the actual figure may he more than the $40.00 estinuite. it may
In, the same. or it. may be even less. However, since the purimse of the Economic
Dpportunity Act of 11102 /11 .1104 was to reduee poverty. and since I hope that
this is rile purpose of this Administration, it is difficult to see how this ("all be
accomplished without enhancing the income of the persons hivolved iii the var-
ious programs. Tlds implies that these programs will make it possible for an un-
employed or under-employed person to receive at least the illininitun wage paid
in any given state. Furthermore. members of NACD and NANYCD representing
all regions of the country concluded that not only shouhl persons be paid the
minhunm wage in a given state. but that also the criteria for selection of program
parti,-ipants should be determined by regional econonlic status.

Tlw NANYCD is also concerned about the elimination of the "wage" concept.
It seems that by eliniinating this concept, we ae taking away an important
learning- step hi the program. Many jobs pay those who till them by the 1141111.
if the person works for that hour, he is paid for that hour. The stipend pays a
youth for the week regardless of whether or not he participates in education
classes and/or training for the entire week. If we aro discussing methods for
helping a youth to successfully adapt to the employment world, then we are
removhig one step in reaching that goal.

The new design stated that the first priority for the youth is their return
to school. Those of us who have worked closely with poverty youth in the
poverty progralus know thut this is not a live option. Youth who have left.
school for whatever reason, e.g., lack of interest, poor grades, difficulty with
authorities, and realizing that schooling has helped only a small percentage of
minority people in the past, will not return. For the most part, those youth W,...re
probably the troublemakers in school and are not wanted hack anyway. In New
York City, I have heard cases cited in which ;the teacher has been encouraged to
do a dossier on a troublemaker because, when this has been eompleted, the youth
can he dismissed from the school. In fact, gentle/nen, after seeing some of the high
schools in New York City, I believe that if I were 10 years old again I would un-
doubtedly drop out, and not for academic reasons.

And yet, quality edueation can be attained by stylizing the educational process
to meet the particular needs of the youth. To refef again to the program for
hard-core youth which I mentioned earlier, the purpose of this program was to
allow these youth the privilege extended to most middle-class youth : the oppor-
tunity to decide for themselves whether or not they wished to finish their high
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school eiluoithm and go on hi vollege. This moit»t to retnrn to an academic high
school course. offered to them by small store-front schools, called -street acad-
emics.- and by two cooperating prep schools. At the time I left this program
to work with the Central Offiee of the Neighborhood Youth Corps. over 150 youth
had been accepted by colleges and niiiveristies throughout the country. Just re-
cently. it was publicized that the C4.tates Post Of Dep ;amour Us
honght the street academy idea and is IlOW ill MO process of establishing small
academies for personnel who reqilire more training for better jobs and for high
school dropouts betwemi 101 and 21 ye:ir8 of ago wile Will 111100 ill1Ve part-time jobs
with the Post Offiee.

What has been accomplished by the street academies has beim done by circum-
venting the conventional educational routes. In fact. .this by-passing process is
still being exercised. The Neighborhood Youth C..nlis-City College
Discovery Project. which WlIK began last 'i0 and which is finuled by the De-
partment. of La Imr, has prepared and ri.e,:,:ninended 29 youth lor High School
Equivalency Diploma examinations. Of t h number, 25 have passed these exams
and have been enrolled in the participating City University institutions.

In the 1 95(rs, with the threat of the gang wars, it was realized that something
bad to be done about solving the nation's youth problems. The Youth Board of
New York City was one of these agency forerunners. In VAL the Juvenile De-
linquency Aet was passed. This Act released the planning money to research 111!:1

develop programs for youth. Later. Mobilization for Youth, Haryon-Act and
Bedford-Stnyvesalit Youth-in-Action were set up as demonstration programs.
As a member of the Haryou-Act Employment Program, and as a Staff person who
assisted in the researeh for the document entitled "Youth In the Ghetto: A
Study of tile ,Consecolences of Powerlessness and a Blueprint for Change." I feel
that Congress mid the Administration realized that a need existed in this coun-
try for youtb-orientod programs. As a result, Harlem Youth Opportunities Tin-
linliteci, hie. was established in Central Harlem, as well as many other youth-
Oriented programs in New York City and other parts of the country. Gentle-
men. 1 feel that the Manpower Training Act of PICO, 118 presently written, and the
lippartment of Labor NYC-2 design, as presently written, takes little of what we

have learned about youth into consideration.
The Neighborhood Youth Corps was created in 1903-1 with the passage of the

Economic Oppirtunity Act. It seems difficult to believe that with all that has
been acknowledged about the situation of youth in this country, that a change
(mild he made back to more traditional approaches, those which helped to create
the "ery problems with which we are dealing today. It would seem that, rather
than to establish a total change, that more strength and support should be built
into what already exists. Therefore. we urg,e the following :

1. That the youth 18 through 21 years of age be permitted to enroll in the
program. It takes a great deal of time and patience to counsel a youth, to help
him explore his interests and to develop ambitions. to help him find a spark
of excitement about a skill, to prepare him academically for this iitairest, and
then to steady him ill that job or skill area while he learns the inner discipline
that mnst accompany any position or responsibility. The NYC Program, by pro-
viding a combination package of vork experience, counseling and remediation,
-offers the youth the chance to experiment and succeed or fail and try again.
During the months he is a part of the program lie can attempt one kind of
experience at a job site, and if he is not interested or adapted to that par-
ticular line, he eon reqnest a change without jeopardizing his future work record
Or cramping an employer's profits.

It is wklely known, and the Department of Labor has given eonfirmation,
that yco.:th nelow tile age of 21 do not settle in their first attempts at employ-
ment. but take several or more jobs which can best be described as "knock-
:1round." jobs. It is unreasonable to expN.t. a youth to leek into a job situation
or au inflexible one-year plan as is presently proposed in the new design.

2. That proper financial support. he provided for each youth during his time of
enrollment. At present, the NYC Program offers a youth the economic base en-
abling him to explore further academic avocations imd/or vocational skill train-
ing. We find it impossible to think that a youth nmy receive less than he is re-
ceiving now, i.e., $45.00 (gross) per week, when it has been reported that the
cost, of living in New York City rose by 7.2% from January, 19(19 to Jainuiry,
11170.

71. That each youth be given the necessary supportive services, especially
counseling and remediation. that these services be relevant to the youth's work
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experience, and that these services he provided by whatever method be.:t brings
nitout the educational results desired. That these st.wices not be financed ont of
the youth's pocket by redueing enrollee wages, but by additional funding. In an
evaluation completed in 100 by the Department of Labor, it was recommended
that tlw New York City NYC Program strengthen the areas of counseling and
rentediation. As funding for these areas has always been spa-.se, in spite of the
filet that they have been labeled priority 'areas by t I te Labor Dentrtment. we
requested all additional allotment to comply with their recoinmendation. How-
ever, were never iwovided. ln fw.t. witell the program underwent a major
cut-hack in 1969, approximately NO New York City staff persons were terminated.
Of this mitnher, over AO lytre counselors and remediation teachers.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps Program has had its share of short-comings.
However. it i8 0111 reeling that much of this has had to do more with the way
the tlesgn was implemented and not with the design itself. It is our prediction
that. if the entirely lo'w NYC-2 approach is instituted, that the U.S. Governinent
will soon find itself in the position of having to devise a new program to meet
the needs of even more disadvantaged youth. To paraplirase Dr. S. M. Milh.q,
noted ecolminist. it seenis :Is though the Government is designing and implement-
ing new progr:LIIIS for the IU70's without any concern for what we gained from our
experiences in the :1960s.

SUCCEAN ;iTORIES

Milpit, Ed irurds: Age : 22. Current Position : Herbert lainnan Pre-Law Student.
Patrolnom 'Ralph Edwards, a 1)11)(1110. of a New Yia.k ghetto, is a man who hzu-:

risen aluwe rhe limitations and disadvantages surroamling him to take full
advantage of the many programs and opportunities a vailal.de to him through the
la(.1lities of the New York City government.

Patrolman Edwards, a former high sehool dropont. is eurrently attomling
Herbert Lehman College as It pre-law student. The road to Lehman Collt,ge was
not an easy one for Patrolman Edwards. Ralph was a high school dropout hack
in 1060 when ho found his way to one of the community agencies who refrred
him to a Neighborhood Youth Corps ,joh in the Pclice Departmont. In retrospect,
Ralph tells ii.; that his einploymeu:: in the Polke Department. was the decisive
factor in his career. Counseled by experienced poWe officers. .who WOre familiar
with many of the problems connected with the ghetto. Ralph was able to find
himself. Ralph, the high school drepout, wanted to beeome a New 'York City
Patrolman. Through the Police Deliartnient, Ralph learned of the Police Cadet
Program. in which lie enrolled and after a six month training period he passed
the exam for Patrolman. He uow works in the 34i!I Preeinct in Manhattan.
Ralph is grateful to those members of New York City's Finest who were thought-
ful and considerate and were so instrunteutal iu helping tim during those
anxious and uncertain days.

He soon learned about SEEK, the pregram run by CR). University whieli
provides funds for told:al. fees and books and special tutoring for eligible youth.
Patrolman Edwards is now in college. When he receives his degree, he may either
stay with the Police Department and use his psychology training to counsel youth
or he may attend the law school. Good luck to one of New York's Fine:..t !

l'rginitt White: Age: 20. Current position: Department of Hospitals---Clork.
V,-ginia Whi.e is one of the city's newest Clerks at the Department of Hospi-

tals. Virginia is the former Out-of-Scluml Neighborhotal Youth Corps enrollee N, ho
was trained at the Office of the City Sheriff. She learned her job so well that
we were able to recommend her for a provisional Clerk job with the D:Tartment
of Hospitals. Her future now looks a good deal brighter.

Dino( G«rdenh ire: Age: 21. Current Position : Delehanty Institute for Auto
Meclianit.,sStndent.Another former Out-of-School enrollee who we are sure is going to be a lig
success is Larry Gardenshire, He worked as an 0, t-of-Sehool Neighlmrhond
Yontli Corps enrollee in the Department of Puldic Works. The youth was eni-
idnyed as an Auto Meelmnie Aide. Larry showed a remarkable interest in his job
and expressed a desire to further his training. He, therefore, took a test to enter
Delehanty Institute of Auto Mechanics. He passed among the top five and was
accepted and is now attending classes and is guaranteed full-time einidoyment
upon completion. Dele"aanty is one of the finest training schools in the country.

In addition to the above, more detailed, success stories a numhe.t of equally
impressive advancements, made by NYC enrollees, are listed on the next few

ges.
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Stella White: Age: 19. Currcut Position : Manufacturers Hanover Trus'-
ia ny--The Teller Trainee Progxani.

Stella was involved in :1 Fve-training program. offered through EDA. which
trains enrollees in office tiroceonres, grooming. switchboard, openition, f.!ing and
typing. The pre-training prograM is geared to meet the needs of each of the
individual enrollees. This type ot tro,inilig also helps the enrollee to gain confi-
dence 0 tal ;1 sense Of responsipillty. Her Placement an a job at ManufactOrers
Hanover Trust Company is a direct result ,-)f this pre-traluing program.

Lonwfmna Buton Ago 19 Correia Position : New York Telephone Coinpi:ny
Ace-fluting Department.

The counseling and remf dintion services offered Lamvanna. during her six
months of enrollment with the corps, assisted her in passi»g 11 test which rpialitied
her for work in the accountink tleDartita,nt of the New York Telephone Con.pally.

is very pleased with her pOtion.
lichopolb Conde: Age: 20. Q,urrout Position: New York Telephone Company-

Delmrtment.
Deborah, too, came fi. 1 RA for assistance in finding 0 job and to receive

reinediation and counseling serviees. The Youth Corps afforded her the oppor-
tunity to prepare for a mennligfnl joh. She was subsequently placed with Hie
Nfrw York Telephone Company hl the accon,tting department and is very satisfied
with her job.

leonalel Lowe: Age: 20. Current : Meat Masters Butcher Training
Program.

Careful. counseling attention was given to Ronald during his tom. months of
enrollment with the Youth A number of work possibilities were investi-
gated before Ronald a placed with the Meat Masters Butcher Training Pro-
gram which is financed by the Hewrtillent of Labor. Ronald has been ill this
program six months and he is expected to graduate next month. He will .then
become a butcher and earn over ,f100 per week.

Hof/alley Gonzalez: Age: 20. 'Cnrpent Position : Manufacturera Hanover Tnist
Company-Teller.

Magalley is a very bri.glit woman. She WilS tutored in English by Mrs.
Doctor, the Neighborhood Ynntil Corps Director at MEND. Magalley was then
piaeed ill a training program tel six- months before she was tired as a Teller at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company. Her salary is $90 per week and she
expects to work her way up from this position.

tlie»r en ido Lee: Age: 19, Corrent Position : New York Rank for Savings-A.T.B.
'rya inee.

Bimivellido came ,to IINH for assist:I/leo in job placenient after dropping tmt
of school at the completion of the 11t11 grade. His ildtial readhig level was
ayfroxiinately 7.4 and Math level, 9.9. His work experience consisted of an
assignment !to a cferical job site in a Settlement House and he received daily
reniediation. His aettdemie standing 'improved. A job was then secured for him
hi a training program at the Nrew -York Bank for Savings, where lie now looks
forward to a career in ha nkhig.

Joyce Snav: Age: 1.8. Culrellt Position : Eqiiii'ahle Life Insurance Company-
Clerk-Typist.

This 'previous NYC enroll& had dropped out of school after completing the
Sth grade. When she initially ca-nie to UNIT. Ler reading level was approximately
4.1 and 3.6 in Math. She 1111 assigned to a clerical position at !the Agency, while
receiving intensive renu4lifition. clerical and typing training. She made ellormons
gains in 'all areas in her :Mort experience in the corps. As a result, 'she was then
accepted for her present po:!;tion at Equitable Life, !offering !her various promo-
tioml opportunities and further !improved academic and vocational !skills.

Rctsi Gnererra: Age: 20. CUrrent Position : New York/City Public Schools-
Pi?.ra -professional.

iletsy, a high school dropnat. came to ENH in October. 1967 for assistam!e in
finding a job and remediatiWl. Sho remained with this Delegate Agel icy for one
full year. initially in a clepical capaeity, mliii then was assigned to work as a
!teacher's aide in an Early Opildlmod Education Program. During her year with

$he zmeeeeded ill colliniet.log remediation through the 11t11 grade. Her first
jou placement was as a salesgirl ill fill MA-4 Program. She later obtained her
present positicil 115 paraln.ofessiolial in New York Piddic Schools.
Wheve she was able !to comhine ber Youth 'Corps CXCV1Cl1 A.` to perform clerical
and teaching aide functions. .55
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Ilegyie Murrell: Age: 10. Current Position : CBS-Assist:nit Televis:un :Nionitor.
Reggie Murrell came to the Community Council NYC office. after drooping out

of swhool in the 11th grade. He wns placed in this Deleg,":ite Agency's mailroom
fur his work ()NI)(:Hi:lice. Vocational counseling and job placement. Leing ;in
extensive part of this Agency's program WaS (Ifilnri,d to him after only :1
months in NYC. Reggie wns considere(i i'Noly for 1) permanent 11:teem:9d. Ile
was initially placed in a watchlunking firm, but found that it offered ldm
renlistic promotional opportunities and subsetmentially returned to C2ommunity
Connell. requesting another placement. Reggie WZ1S Huai placed in the mailroom
at CBS where he stayed. (1 months nnd wos then reassigned ns 1111 Assist:olt Tele-
vision Monitor. CBS is now giving him the opportunity to work in other depart-
ments within their company to brooden hi., work experituee. This firm thinks
so highly of him that they lire also smiding him through a Journalism program
at 1 111)01)10 Eniveristy. It is apparent that this previous NYC enrollee is well
on his way to a successful eareer with CBS. as well as a more optimistic fat nre.

julia .lott: Age 17. Current Position : Chnse Mundiattall Bunk-Teller/Salary
at ::)-:S; per week.

During her clerical work experie»ce the "MEND NYc program,
high school dropout. received remediation in English nnd :Ninth. geared toward
ussisting her in fulfilling a lack in her acmlemic studios whi:b wonld have
hampered her in obtaining :1 permanent. and );waningful job on her own. In
addition, she eceived vocational and neadende counseling to aid her in e:tablish-
lug good work habits. an improved shelf image and to establish a mon: optimistic
outlook in her future. Jnlia then entere:I the Chase Manhattan Bank Training
PN)grain for NVI'Vks. 14,001 vilig a stipend of Syt5 per week. After success-
fully completing this training peogram, she NV:'04 hired by Chase Manhattan for
her present Position. As a result, her future plans include a sincere interest in
loursoing an increased linowledge of kmldng from Clinse

011111cli A,t'e: 16. C:irriait Position : Youth Employniont Services
Seeretn ry/Sala ry at, $70 per week.

Carmen Gavela was a high school dropout who enrolled at MEND beeause she
was unable to st'('n11' Ii j01) on he- own. MEND assisted her by assigning her to
the East Harlem Youth Employment Services whore she gained experience ill
intake, a 11,1 office proeednres. MEND also aided her in providing classes iu English
as a Second Language and vocational ;oonseling. Thk combination of snpportive
service: offering by this Del:gate Agency resulted in her subsigaent hiring by
the joh site as a pernmnent Secretary.

,Cannen...lfereatTh: Age: 19. Current Position : Diners (lob Credit Cafd Corpo-
rationSecretary in conjunction with the College Diseovery Project.

Carmen's first job site assignment. through the Department of Personnel. was
in the volunteer section nt the Hospital of Joint Diseases, where she performed
clerical duties. She was then hIeed :is a Secretary with the Diners Club Credit
Card Corporation. These two pcsitictis enabled Carmen to make a decision to pre-
pare f;ir lic)r High 5,.hoo1 Equiv:delo-y Liplonm. She is now participating in the
College Discovery Project which will give her an opportunity to entor college
upon stweessful completion of the High School Equivalency Examinathm.

Jeannette Fisher: Age: 21. enrrent Position : Abrahaui and StranssMicro-
film Department,

Jeannette dropped out of school mid-way through her final year and discovered
that she e0 uh1 not find employment, In desperation, :The cnme to the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps anG Wati assigned to St. .Tohn's Hospital where she received
counseling and training in clerical skills. In February, 1008, Jeamiette was
hired by Ahraham and Strain::: after a referral by Community Council. She was
placed in the Photographie Delnirtinent as a sales clerk. Her initiative and
ability soon brought her to the attention of the supervisor, and she wns promoted
CO the Microfilm Department. Jeanette has received sevefal raises and can expect
to move np rapidly as her experience grows.

Gail Ellis: Af.,q): 21. Current Position: Morgan State UniversityCollege
Student.

Gail was in the NYC summer program in 1905. and this job helped to defray
the cost of her college (Attention. This was Gail's first job and it helped her to
develop a more ivsponsilde and realistic outlook on life. She i8 a senior effilege
student at present. hilt nfter graduation. Gail plans to teach aau ao gradaatv
work in Guidanee

Cumlyn Brown: Ago: lb. Currenctt'o)gtion: United Neighborhood s:,m-tlement
Ifi)nsiKeymmell Operator 6
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Persional and health problems impaired Candy] 's aldhty to function proper-
ly. After enrolling in the UNII NYC program, she was able to rec'Ave the pro:)er
counseling and sillTortive services she needed. Carolyn was a high school drop-
out. Thr4mgh the NYC remeffiation program, her reading level increased from
5.0 to 7..1 in 3 months. After completing the Keypnnch Training Program, sue
was hired by United Neighborhood Settlement House as a Keypunch Operator.

Irirlcy Cooper: Age: 36. Current Position: First NaConal City BankClerk-
Typist

shirh.y Cooper was a high school dropout who oad not completed the 10111
grade. It was impossible for Shirley to find a decent paying job without a high
school diploma and no skills. She looked forward to becoming involved in the
NYC program which could provide counself;',2;, ,emediation and on the job-
traiLing experience. .A.fter 5 months in the NYC program, Shirley was able to
obtain a lx7rmanent positimi in a eratipany that providA opportimites for ad-
vancement. In a short time. Shirley advanced from the positbra .7? a Page to a
Ch7rk-Typist.

1,'Itanda Feliciano: Age: 18. Current Position : .1lotropolitan Life insurance
Compa nyKoypunch Operator

Prior to her expevienee at UNH NYC program. Rhonda's personal and family
lin, had staled her emotional growth. and :u7r future hmked bleak. Rhonda
laid many personal and family difficulties which eventually caused her to drop
lint of school in the lOth grade. During this time, she 11101 developed a low self-
esteem and needed the guidance aml patience possible front understanding
adults. Through the counselin,g and reim7diation services offered by -UNH,
Rhonda was :Ade to develop a more positive self image. Rhonda Was enrolled
in Keylaurch course at this Agency. and noon gradual bra was employed by
Meiropolitan Life Insuronee Company as a Keypunch Operator.

Anthony and Carmine Bifuleo: Age: 15 and 10. Present, Positions: Blooming-
dale's Mpa nOnent StoreFloor Stipervisor: Building Service Asst.

Antheny and Carmine both were expelled from school at an early agethe
7th gradeand. as a result, they were almost illiterates. After several un-
successful attempts in finding jobs. both lioys decided to register in the NYC
Program. Their emotional and craneatimral handicaps caused both boys to
progress slowly at first. However, the agency through which they were regis-
tered provided the needed guidance and supportive services thus enabling
the brothers 1-,c, obtain the maximum from their job training program.

After one year at Brooklyn Jewish Hospital in the maintenance department,
both were placed at another job site in order to expand their knowledge and
skills in the building services. As a result. Cal:utile- in Id Antlamy have 1)0011
placed in permanent jobs at lihminingdale's Department SN)re in the Building
Services. Ant presently holds the position of floor supervisor in his nnit.

Gloria C'elde: Age 1814 . Current Position : Middlebury CollegeSttidsnt
Gloria loft school in the Ilth grade and. shortly after, enrolled in an NYC

agency remediation program to prepare for her GED examinations nnd for her
College Boards. While in the NYC Program. she Ieceived ,,e1: GED Diploma
:1/1{1 achieved high scores on her College Bi.ard examinations. She excelled in
the ageney's Keypunch Training Program and later secured a position in an
advertising firm.

Gloria's outstanding ability and performance were recognized hy the agency
and slu7 was subsequently given a four-year scholarF7hip to Midullehury.

1.310 Byrd: Age: 21. Present Position: MA Program Food Cooperative
Tra lupe

Ella only completed the 10th grade. She was ill and out of the NYC Program
due to several difficult ploblems. including pregnancy. The agency in which
She S enrolled was able to provide sapportive services, e.g. counseling,
remediation and early childhood education. Her reading level inoreased
4.9 to 7.0. Tho agency was successful in placing her in her present job situation.

Deborah. Word: Age: 201/7. Present Position : Dental Assistant
Deborah is a high school dropout, having completed her 10th year. However,

she registered in the NYC Program where she was able to receive training in
oarly childhood education. us well as. clerical skins. The program also provided
her with necessary counseling and 1:mediation. As a result, she was able to be
placed as a dental assistant.

Vivian Rattle: Age: 201/7. Present 7:osition: Salvation Army Day Ca no Cen-
terAsst. Tea cher.

37
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The a gcney through which she was enrolled provided Vivian, who had left
schm it in the (ith grade, with the remedia (-ion and comiseling that .5 1 w needed.
With these services. a nd through a speeia I trahdng program offered by the
agei.ey. she wls seettre enough to be placed with this day c...) re center as lin
a$sist OTt t teacher.

co Pmr». Age : 181/.. Present Position : Bloomingdale's-Uition-Key-
pumhcr.

ruten had several family problmns in additbm to lin ving left sehool in the
11th grade. In the NYC Prgigrant. she was given intensive counseling to help lier
overet one her family diffieulties. She also received ,,miedial educatiun. Following
enrollment li a Keypunch Tra ining Program. she was able to obtain permanent
stAI its a Keyti.tnAt lqwra tor.

CI:"N Y-COLLE(III DI MIMI-Et:1: PROJECT

Neighborhood Y,outh Corps sueeess stories have been further highlighted, this
yea r t A:ril. 1 llti(.1 to the present), by the Youth Corps involvoment with a sp.,-
(iiti Pilot Project ilesignea to provide our out-of-school Youth Corns enrollees

speeial enrichment. serviees its a means of quolifying them for the GED
and eollego entra ne, thns linking :,,eighborhood ymith Corps to the pnblic college
system of New York City. This program, the CUNY-College Diseovery Project.
has graduated 2:i Neighhorhood Youth Corps enrollees. All but ono of these
gra don tes are now. in the College Discovery Program of the City University 1)1
New York.

Tile 25 willies and agencies :opres(qited are listeit Itelom
lljlliont.sl urg Comm. Pro. (Tel rs. Shirley

1. Klien. Henry-Bronx Community College-January 30th 1970.

lirdartmcnt of Personnel-Miss Ph yll
2. Yee, Ramona-New York City Connn. College-Sept. Stli 1069.

south Bronx Conon unity Corp.-Miss 11olntc
3. lin critie decided to wl.rk full time and to $tart training to be a policewoman

instead of attending College. .1 farri;te MeKi8sic.

Ited ford-tryvesont---Mr.x. liar on. Miants
I. SID1111,011S, Cedric-Kingshorough Community College-September Sth 19119.

Randal! D. Deborah-Bronx Community College-September Stli 1969.

Lori cr West Sifle Comm. Corp.-Alberta Lloyd
G. I muglas. Rose Marie-Bronx Community Cellege January 30, 1070.
7. Sepulveda. Enoch-Manhattan Community College-January 30, 1070.
S. Thomas, Herbert-Bronx Community College-Jo inia ry 30. 1070.
0. Marrone, Gerra rd--Bron Community College-September 8. 1969.

I oryou-A ct-Mr. Joseph Merritre:ather
10. Davis, Arnold -Manhattan Community Coller -January 30, 1970.
11. Hicks. Arthur-Manhattan Community Colleg, -January 30, 1970.
12. Samnda, Albert-Manhattan Community College--.Ta nna ry 30, 1970.
13. Rector. Laverne-Bronx Conmon.ity Cullege-Sept. S, 1969.

Morrison ia. Com in. Pro. Center- -Mrs. Coodmon
14. Kenneth. Gregory-Bronx Community College-Jan. 30, 1970.

Com in unit# Council of (7reater Xcw York-Mr. Bill Temple
15, Cox. Deborall-New York City Connnunity College-Jan. 30, 1970.
16, DelValle, Sondra-Queensborough Community College-January 30. 1970.
17, Friedmann, Day .-Kingshorongh Colinnnnity College-January 30, 1970.
18, Qii '105. Jose-:sronx Community College-September 8, 1970.

Qm: lief/1; 'omm rotity Corp.-Mrs. Wylie
19, Bing. Ernest-Qneensboromdi Comm. College-January 30, 1970.
20. Cohen, Bussell-New York City Comm. College-January 30, 1070.
21. Lewis. Rita--Kingsboroligh Comm. C Alege-Janua ry 30, 1970.
22, Johnson, Michnel-New York City Cchnin. College-January 30. 1070.
2:1. Alston, \Volter-Mnnliolttt n Comm. College-September8, 1969.

''PlgO
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EaNt 'York Comm. Progrc:rs CealcrNinu aurriqa
24. Iternandev., MyrnaNew York City Community CollegeJanuary :t0.
2:1. Billings lea. JaCnnelyn New York City Community CollegeSepteinlwr

191;9.
Slots for youth who (pia I ifs for this pro ject are stip open jn t!ie (TN)" Project.

Onr next entering ('xam will ()II till) 24th of Februrt ry t :00
Recent reports have indicated that all the above st ndents ar doing well.

especially one young hit-Ey. Miss Ramona Yee. whose grade point average ft n her
1st semester j I.S. Ramona Ti-ee. was reading at a 7.0 g:Thle level when she
(literati the CI-NY College Discovery Project. lit four months she ra isei her
reading level to 11.5 ;Ina her math level from a 7.5 to 12.5. Ramona is regist ered
for 17 credits this :Airing semester at New York City Community College.

J11 following is a list of 22 yonth who WV11 VoriOled i, th' Delta rullent II

Persoic's Special Neighborhood Youth Corps Reht Ma e Program and who
have been smwssfully placen in perm:men: Or provisional jobs in New York City
Government or in private industry.

Enrollee City agency ob site

Irwin Klein Air Pollution Control
Loretta Gres Criminal Court
3ruce Marano Community Mental Health
Phyllis Franks Board of Education
Thomas Prochacki do
Dennis Nadel Economic Development Administratio...
Joseph Grant Finance AcirMnistration
Martin Kolb do
Isaac Blanchard Health

Job secured

Clerk temporary.
Provivonal clerk.

Do.
o.

School lunch helper.
Civil service clerk.
Civil service messenger.

Do.
Construction job with Consolidated

Edison.
Provisional clerk.Barbara Johnson do

HOSPITALS
Kathleen Clark Cumberland
Paul Canady Kings County
Rudolph Feliciano Bellevue
Raymond Kimmel Morrisanie
Kenneth Hayward do
John Jennings Sydenlum
Carman Alelendez Morrfrania
Ella Mal Snyder Sydeoham

Housekeeping aide.
Maintenance man.
Dietary aide.
Civil service messenger.
Provisional messenger.
Job in private industry.
Laundry aide.
Institutional aide.

HOUSING
Edwin Acevedo Smith Houses Seasonal caretaker.

William Hough Marble Hill Houses Do.

kandolph Scrdi MDTA training.

Colin Darnell Youth Service Agency Civil service messenge..

Mr. GAYIND.S. Yon may proceed in lIltY manner you please.
Mr. F Thank you.
With me is Mr. Eli Cohen. We will take as little of your time. a:3

possible.
Mr. GATnos. T would like to welcome you to the, committee.
Mr. FmnnrAN. I am here today to speak on behalf of the New York

State Association of NYC Threctors, as a member of the National As-
sociation for Commnnitv Development as a member of the, Natiolud
Association of NYC Directors, as well as a board member of the
National Committee on Employment of Youth.

in September of last year, we were informed that certain NYC
cutbacks, implemented in the spring, were a part of a systematic ad-
ministrative desifm to implement portions of the manpower bill
through administrative directives eve» before Congress had acted on
the bill.

Basically, we. foimd three things wrong with the NYC-2 plan. One
was the traditional approach of sending youth back to school. The
second was the reduction in their wages from $45 a week in New York

q5 9
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City to a $25.60 per week stipend. and the third was the elimination
of all youth, 18 or over, in the program.

I worked with a private social services agency 1 years ago, which
had begun a college-bound program for hard-core youth : 98 percent.
of these youth were high school dropouts and they ranged in age from
16 to 30.

These youth had supported themselves for malty years by whatever
means available, and we considered them as having the eqniva lent of

Pfi. D. in street education.
At that. time, the director of the program coined a phrase. "pro-

tracted adolescence," to describe these youth. We think this illustrates
that mahrity lias nothing to do with chronological age. Because a
youth is 18. or 25. he is not necessarily equipped to meet Cue demands
of the, adult world..

How can this young person, caught. up by an adult-oriented pro-
gram be. expected to achieve, get to work on time, and readily accept
the. standards we. have set for llint? It is unrealistic to expect. this
rapid readjustment. We. must devise the best method for these young
people to achieve the best kinds of lives that is within their personal
"t:.:ing- as it is called today.

Alternatives have been snggested for the youth over 18; the WINS
programTob Corps, public service careers program, JOBS. and
others.

We feel that these programs do not, adequately meet the needs of
youth -1.`1 and over, and in the Job Corps, with the exception of George
il'oremmm, there have not been too many documented successes.

I Thion jobshow etyy is it to gain acceptance by a union ? Easy
enough if the applicant, has the proper credentialsethnically, religi-
ously, and educationally.

The type of 16- or 17-year-old youth with whom I have worked
in the past is not ready to live up to the expectations that are in-
herent In the NYC-2 desitTn and the adult manpower training pro-
gyams. Neither are the 18- to 22-year-olds who are omitted in the
new NYC-2 design.

As I mentioned earlier, the first NYC-2 design reduced the wages
from $45 to $25.60. We later learned that this figure may be $40 per
week. It may be the same, it, may even be less. However, since the
purpose of the. Economic Opportunity Act of 1002 and 1964 was to
reduce poverty, and since I hope this is the purpose of this admin-
istration, it is difficult to see how this can be accomplished without
enhancing the, income of persons involved in the varions programs.

Members of these orgaidzations concluded that not only should
persons be paid the minimum wage in a given State, but the criteria
for seleci,ion of participants should be determined on a regional basis,
and not, nationally.

The first priority was to return youth to school. Youths who have
left school for whatever reason, and realizing that schooling has helped
only a small group of minority people in the past, will not return.

After seeing some of the high schools in New York City, I believe,
if I were 16 years old again I would drop out, and not for academic
reasons.

As I mentioned, in the program witb which I worked before, the
street academy Fogram, or the store-front program, youths were able
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to gain much academically. In fact, when I left the program, 150 of

these youths were in college, and just recently it was publicized that
the 1-.S, Post Office Department has bought the. street academy cim-
cept and will be funding si rect. academies.

In the 1950's, with the threat of gang Ivars, which, again, I was a
part of, it was realized that something had to be done about solving
the Nation's youth problems. In 1901, the juvenile Delinquency Act

was pissed, and organizations in New York City were set up. I
worked as a member of a team that did research on a book that was
titled "Youth in the Ghetto," a study of the consequences of power-
lessness and a blueprint for change.

I believe at that time Congress and the administration realized a
need existed in this country for youth-oriented programs. I feel

the Manpower Act of 1969, as presently written, and the Department
of Labor's NYC-9 program, take little of what we have learned about

youth into consideration.
iIt s widely kiwwii, and the Labor Department has given confirma-

tion, that youth below the age of 21 do not settle in their first attempts
at, employment, but take several or more jobs that can best be described

as "knock around" jobs.
It is.unreasonable to expect a youth to lock into a job situation or

a training situation or an inflexible 1-year training plan as is presently
,

proposedin the Labor De partme,nt's N1C-2 design.
I also feel that youth should he given the opportunity for .the

necessary supportive services, especially counsel'ing and remediation,
that, these services be relevant to the youth's work experience, and that
these services be provided by methods which best bring about the edu-

cational results required.
The Neighborhood Youth Corps program, in eonclusion, has had its

share of shortcomings. However, it is our feeling that much of this
has had to do with the way the design was implemented, and not with

the design itself. It is our prediction that if the entirely new
approach is instituted, the U.S. Government will find itself in the

position of having to devise new programs to meet, the needs of more
disadvantaged youth.

To paraphrase Dr. S. M. Miller, it seems that the Government is

implementing new programs for the 19TO's without any concern for

experience, gained in the 1960's.
Attached to this is a list of success stories of youth, and also a list

of the 25 students who are now attending college in New York City

through the City University of New York's cooperative. program with

the Neighborhood Youth Corps.
Mr. GA-Yon:4. I want to thank you, Mr. Freeman, and I want to assure

yon apin that your statement will appear in its entirety in the record.

T would like to ask S,)cretary Cohen if he has any summations he

would like to make. A.9;ain. I apologize on behalf of the committee
for tlu inconvenience.

Mr. COHEN-. Thank yon for this opportunity.
shall be brief. I want to make two points. My first point is that

believe it, is a mistake to decategorize the program at this time.
My second point is that I think these bills must pay much more at-

tention to the problem of job creation if they are to effectively deal
with the manpower problems of the 1970's.
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Let ine go back and develop these as concisely as I know how. I ani
not opposed to decategorization in principle. I believe that ultimately
we should decategorize the prognun. They should be decate,orized
when we reach the point when we are ready Tor decategorization.

Mr. GAYllos. Would von yield ?
Won't that happen through the national process of attrition ? Aren't

you say im that ?
Mr. Col rEN. NO; I ain saying tlipt we do not vet know enoti;01 about

the several manpower programs to be able to say to the States..-liere is
a laundry list of kinds of programs. Go ahead and develop them.-

Let me give you an example of what I am talking about relative to

tsthe Neiothborhood o.Youth Corps. I am talkin about having the an-
swers to knowing what program does the. besCkind of a, job for which
group, or what is the best way of operating each type of program to
±t.et the best results.

The Neighborhood Youtlt Corps' news design, N YC--..2, is presently
the subject of controversy. They are divided over questions like this:
Who should be served in the Neighborhood Youth Corps program ?
The Manpower Administration says it ought to be the 16- and 17-year-
olds. The 18-year-olds are adults and should go into adult programs.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps directors dealing with these young-
sters on a daily basis say that they have 18-year-olds and older who
are nor mature, and that they need a youth program rather than an
adult program.

In other words, there is a division over what is the. definition of the
population to be served in the NeiAborhood Youth Corps program,
by two knowledgeable groups, which you assume have good will and
integrity, and yet can't get together on who should be served by that
program.

I submit that if you decategorize these program now and say to the
States, "Set up your programs," we have not given the States the pick
aiwe they need in setting them up.

Let me give you ft second example of what. goes on in the new design
for the Neighborhood Youth Corps. 'flie program has been redesigned
by the Manpower Administration to establish a rather traditional or
conventional formal training program. No youngster can came in un-
less he is able to benefit from a full year's training.

The total approach is largely a classroom type with some on-the-job
training, but it basically either ignores or eliminates or delimits the.
work experience approach which is the approtich that the _Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps has used up to now. As you know, under the work
experience approach, the youngster is offered a very concrete situation,
a job in the form of work experience, and he, is paid a wage, even
though it is in effect a stipend.

Here, again, we have a deep division of opinion as to what is the
correct way of working with those young people in the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps. I submit that if NYC directors and the Man-
power Administration are divided on this, how can we expect the
States under decategorization to know what to do?

As a final example, let me cite the fact that as yet nobody has
come up with an adequate program for dealing wifh the problems
of rural youth in the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

What I am sayirig is that we don't have the answers to all our prob-
lems, to all our questions. We don't ,fulle know, even after 4 or 5

-4-.1.'t) -2
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years, what are the best ways to run the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
There are honest differences of opinion, and I think to decategorize
at this point, until we have found some of those answers, would be a
in istake.

Let me go on to my second point, which is that, as I said earlier,
this program, these bills, this legislation, must pay a great deal more
attention to job creation than it does. I don't want. to sound like an
alarmist, but I think it is time that somebody did sound the ahinn
loud and clear. As we attempt to deal with the problem of inflation,
we are running into rising unemployment that undoubtedly will get
worse before it gets better, and the only issue now is how much worse
it gets before it gets better ?

Every time the unemployment rate goes up 1 percent, 800,000 people
lose their jobs.

The Government is carrying out a policy of fighting inflation, which
has the effect of increasing unemployment, and therefore has the
effect, of offsetting one of its other manpower p molicies; naely, the
JOBS program.

Because, as unemployment rises, those who were last hired under
the JOBS program are the first to be fired.

I was told yesterday that Chrysler Corp. in Detroit has laid off
1,000 persons who were employed under the JOBS program.

Now, it sounds like we are solving inflation at the expense of the
eniployinent of the poor aod the minorities.

So you will forgive me if I say that there is a kind of unreal quality
an almost Alice in Wonderland quality, to talk about the coordina-
tion of training and manpower programs when people are losing
their jobs.

In the 1960's this was a valid concern, but in the 1970s with rising
unemployment, I think we have to start thinking about a new ball
oume and start thinking about some new issues.

In fact, we are faced here with more than just a manpower ques-
tion. This is not just a question of what do you traM people for if
there are no jobs. I think, in part, at stake is the effectiveness of all our
.efforts to solve poverty, and to equalize employment opportunities for
minorities, because with unemployment, there will be fewer jobs, ob-
viously, and less income.

We have raised expectations, tut if unemployment continues, peo-
ple are ffoinw to let down, and in a sense we will be worse off than
if we hadn't tried at all.

So I would recommend very urgently that either this legislation
be amended, or if need be, new legislation be drafted to deal with
the pmblem of unemployment.

Mr. GAvoos. Thank you, Secretary Cohen. I would like to intro-
duce the counsel for the in'inority, Mr. Radcliffe, who may have some
questions.

Mr. RAncti FEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't quite follow your logic, Mr. Cohen. If you are saying that

we cannot offer the States a range of choices, because there is a certain
Jack of knowledge or a difference in opinion as to the most effective
progrfuns, I would think you could just as logically conclude that
what we need is a more flexible approach.

Given your premise, and IhiPk -you are right in it, then it seems
to me that it is the highly 'ccategonzed and highly centralized pro-
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grains which, in fact, dmi't offer much hope for finding the answers,
for discovering what will work.

Mr. COHEN. I quite agree that what we need is the opportunity to
experiment more and to find more answers, but I thhik where you and
I possibly part company is how you do that.

I think to do this in some kind of complete laissez-faire way, and
have people experiment here and there with no order to it win not
provide the answers we are looking for. I think what we need are
fairly controlled experiments, controlled in the sense that they be
part of an overall plan that says we ought to look at this, this, and
this, and we will look at it in those and those and those ways.

Rather than turning over to the States, as we will do under at least
two of the bills, a laundry list, as I said earlier, of the kinds of pro-
grams that one might set up, we ought to give them the tested guide-
lines on how to set them up, in -What ways, for what groups, and
so forth.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Aren't you really putting together, or attempting
to put together, two quite separate things'? One is the question of
&categorization, and that is what; I thought was your first point
made in your testimony. The other is the question of how the pro-
giums will be administered and where the focus of decisionmaking
will be located.

Just on the question of whether these programs should be decate-
gorized, I understood yon to say that yon opposed that because we
didn't have enough knowledge of what works.

I am raising the question, assuming that we need more knowledge,
of whether it isn't. better to provide more flexibility in our approach
to these problems, wherever the administrative responsibility is lo-
cated, tlian it is tn contimie with Mghly categorized, centrally pre-
scribed programs?

Cmir.x. I guess where we disauree is that I don't necessarily
assume that you don't have flexibilitY in categories. I don't neces-
sarily assume that categories lead to rigidity.

The bone of my contention is that we are not ready to as yet
say, "Forget all about program categories and set up what you
think you need," because I don't think we are able to tell people
enough, give them enough information as to what kind of progimm
will work given certain needs.

I would like to see, and I shafc your view, the utmost flexibility
at this point within the categories so that we can test out and measure
out to the maximulli degree. what each category will do. Having done
tlmt, at that point I wouM then be in favor of decategorization.

I want to make it very clear that I do not oppose decategorization
forever and in principle. It is just that I feel at this juncture in.
history we need to do more work 'before we are able to do it, and we
need to do it in a. more flexible way.

Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you, Mr. Radcliffe, and I again want to express
our sincere appreciation for your appearance.

It was nice having you, Secretary Cohen, and Director Freeman.
Thalik you very much.
(Wbereupon, at 12 :15 p.m. the hearing adjourned to reconvene at

9 a.m., February 26,1970.)



MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1970

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR Or THE

COMMMEE ox EDUCATION- AM) LABOR,
"Wa8hilwton,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :20 a.m., pursuant to recess,
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels
(ohairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Daniels, Hawkins, Quie, Steiger, and

Erlenbom
Staff members present : Loretta Bowen, clerk; Sue Nelson research

assistant ; Cathy Romano, research assistant; Daniel II. Krivit,
counsel ; and Charles Radcliffe, minority counsel for education.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee 'on Labor will come, h)
order. We are continuing hearings this .:thorning on the important
subject of manpower, and our first wittess is Dr. Leonard Lecht of
the Center for Priority Analysis, National Planning Association, of
1Vash igton , D.C.

Dr. Lecbt, we extend to you; a most cordial welcome. You may
proceed with your testimony, sir..

STATEMENT OF DR. LEONARD LECHT, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER

FOR PRIORITY ANALY4IS, NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION,

WASHINGTON, D.C. /
Dr. LECHT. Thank on, Mr. Chairman. I am Leonard Lecht, Direc-

tor of the Center for Priority Analysis of the National Planning As-

sociation, and I am 71appy to be here to discuss the Manpower Train-
ing Act of 1909. Wiile tlw bills before the committee would all make
pmgress in expanng and improving the training systems, my re-
marks are mainly directed tit the administration bill, H.R. 13472.

For one considration, manpower bottlenecks in the next 5 years
could seriously frustrate the attainment of high priority national
ovals. If we go back to the 1960's, we were frequently alarmed about
s%ortages of scientists and engineers, and then of doctors and nurses,
and frequently About people like teachers or professors. In the 1970's,
it may be justps true that shortages of blue collar workers will also

serve as an obszacle to realizing many of our goals.
To take one example that many of us have been hearing about, and

that is the. c;i.se of housing. We hear a great deal, and with good rea-
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son, of the impact of shortages of mortgage credit, high interest rates,
and rising land values, on the cost of buying a home for millions of
Americans.

But even if money became more available and interest rates went
down, shortawes of skilled labor in the building trades would still

make it diflicUlt to rapidly build many more housing units.
It was for this reason that the Council of Economic Advisers ill

1969, when discussing the 1968 Housing Act, commented that "suc-
cess in ineetinff the national target for housinu recently adopted by
Congress will depend upon the availability ofe'enoagh skilled work-
ers* For similar reasons, President Nixon fills, direAed the Secretary
of Labor and the Secretary of Health, Educaticn, and Welfare to
train more workers in the construction trades, because, to quote the
President, "a shortage of skilled manpower is at the root of many of
the problems faced by the construction industry."

This is true in other areas such as control of water pollution. We
hear a great deal about legislation to do more about the quality of
the environment, to deal with the pollution of the air, or to give us
pure water. To cite one instance, it was estimated that we would need

000 technicians in the mid-1970's in work controlling water pollu-
tion. In 1967, there were fewer than 11,000 water pollution control
technicians in the entire United States.

The extent to which we can train people for jobs in the building
trades, or water pollution control, will to a considerable extent deter-
mine the pace at which we can pursue goals in those areas in the next
10 years.

So, on one side of the picture, manpower bottlenecks provide many
reasons for improving and expanding training. On the other side
of the picture, we are considering enacting other pr'grams which
will have the same effect of enlarging the scope of training. President
Nixon's family assistance plan is a good example there and this
pian joins training with family income payments paia to poor

Secretary of Labor Shultz has estimated that 5 million family heads
would be covered by the proabram and, of this total, over 1 million

awould be required, accordinto the administration's bill, to register
for trainMu or employment!'in order to receive the benefits. Others
would prolrably register voluntarily.

Then the need fer expanding and improving our manpower serv-
ices is evident, because at present they are reaching only a small
proportion of their intended beneficiaries. The largest . group of these
beneficiaries are poor people, or disadvantaged people, who are either
in the labor force or are potentially good candidates for being in the
labor force.

We have recently completed a study for the Manpower Administra-
tion which seeks t'o assess the dimensions of the biggest sMgle com-
ponent of this poor group who are in the labor force, and these are
the people who are either at work or seekina work.

I'Ve looked at this population in 1966, anSwe attempted to get an
estimate based on past trends and recent developments of how many
poor people would still be in the work force in 1975. Our findings are
summarized in table 1 wh'ich follows.
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TABLE 1.ESTIMATED NUMBER OF POOR PERSONS AT WORK OR SEEKING WORK, 1966 AND PROJECTED 1975

(16 TO 64 YEARS OF AGE)

Number (in thousands)
Percent
change,

1966 to 1975Category In 1966
Projected,

1975

Employed full year 4,230 2,672 37
Lsually full time 3,370 1,997 41
Usually part time 860 675 22

Employed part year 3.280 2,148 35
Unemployed 15 weeks or more 660 475 28
Unemployed less than 15 weeks 1,120 765 32
No unemployment 1,500----908 40--__.

No employment but unemployed and looked for work 340 225 34
Unemployed 15 weeks or more 110 70 36
Unemployed less than 15 weeks 230 155 33

Total 7,850 5,045 36

Source:Unpublished data from NPA's study for the Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Lat or, Poor Persons
in the Labor Force: A Universe of Need. The estimates represent "during the year" data rather than annual averages.

In 1966, there were nearly 8 million people who were either work-
ing or looked for work, who according to the Social Security Achni'n-
istration's definition of poverty, were poor. This was a bit less than
10 percent of all the peo0e who had any work experience, or did any
looking for work in 1906.

In addition, there were probably another 000,000 people who should
have been in this total whom we did not include because the census
misses munbers of people, and many of these people are poor people.

Then, there are probably another million people who are not in the
work force, that is, they neither worked nor looked for work, but who
were good potential candidates for training, and this would include
many handicapped persons who could be rehabilitated.. Discouradge
jobseekers who would be looking for work if there were jobs, or if tney
had salable skills, or women who are heads oi poor families who would
work if adequate child-care services were available were in this group.

That was the story in 196G. We attempted to project the number of
pocn peple in the labor force who would still be receiving poverty in-
comes under 1966 standards in 1975. We estimate there would still be
over 5 million poor people in the work force in the mid-1970's.

What does this projection mean? Essentially, it describes the level
of poverty among people in the labor force, assuming that current pro-
grams such as MDTA or public welfare continued at their present
level, and that the GNP grew at 41/2 percent a year after allowing for
price increases.

If GNP grew more slowly, as it is growing right now, then we would
be likely to have more than 5 million poor people still with us in the
work force in the mid-1970's.

If we enacted better programs for assisting the poor, such as the
Comprehensive Manpower Act, or President Nixon's Ftunily Assist-
ance Plan, we would probably reduce the number of poor people in the
work for:ie to less than 5 million 5 years from now.

Of course, manpower programs are only one measure among several
for deahng with poverty. Economic growth has usually been our big-
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gest simde program for dealing vith poverty, and substantial growth

in the next 5 years would undoubtedly push many people out of the
poverty line to a higher level of earnings.

Extensions of collevtive bargaining, or extensions Of coverage of
minimum wage legislation, would have the same effect. What (my fig-
ures do show is that there is a serious imbalance between the size of the
population who could he the beneficiaries of training and the vohime
of training we aetually provide.

To cite. the most recent instance, according to the 1969 Manpower
Report, all of the structured job training programs, and those are the
programs which concentrate on preparing people for full-tinie em-
ployment, all of those programs enrolled about 640,000 people in 1960.

This 1969 enrollment was less than oiw-tenth of the number of poor
people in the labor force in 1966, and it was about one-eighth. about
12 percent, of the 5 million poor persons who»i we have estimated
won ki still be in the work foree in 1975 on the assumption of 4.4 per-
cent GNP growth rate and en rrent program levels.

So, there, is a big gap between the people who need training and what
we have done, although enrollments in training programs has been
growing steadily since the first Manpower Development and Training
legislation was enacted in the early 1960's.

But one of the figuyes which impresses me in our study is the im-

portance of the, working poor as candidates for manpower training.
If we, look at the poor people in the work force in 1966, over half of

them were employed throughout the year. That is, they worked for at
least 50 weeks durinp. the year.

A large majority of this group were typically people who worked for
a fult week when they were employed, and many °d these people are
employed in low wage service occupations which are expected to grow
rapidly Pi the next 10 years.

To eite one instance, we estimate that employment for hospital at-
tendants will increase, by more than half between 1966 and 1975. Hos-
pital attendants include many people who earn low incomes. This is
one of the most rapidly growing occupations in the entire economy.
The projected growth in this .ocenpation compares with an anticipated
growth in total employment of about one-ti fth.

To date, the manpower programs have eoncentrated on the un-
employed. If we look at the whole fiscal 196:-3 to 196'-4 period, the status

of about five-sixths of the MDTA institutional trainees, and about,
three-fifths of en-the-job trainees were listed as unemployed jnst be-
fore they entered the program. It is very understandable that tbe man-
power programs would concentrate on people without employment
and earnings. Yet the role of the workin<Y poor should be considerably
larger in planning priorities for the growth of manpower training ill
the next 5 years. In the 1970's, a high priority for upgrading the work-

ing poor through training will figure in many cases as an alternative to

subsidizing them through family assistanee programs or negative
income tax plans, or similar measures.

If we look at these people, who are the poor people in the work force,.
they suggest a composite drawn from all the left-out groups in Amer-

ican society. We have summarized some of the. key characteristics in

table 2.
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TABLE 2.SELECTED CHARACTECISTICS OF POOR PERSONS WITH A LABOR FORCE ATTACHMENT AND EMPLOYED

NONPOOR PERSONS IN 1966

Percent distribution by
characteristic

Characteristic Poor persons
Employed

nenpoor

Race
white 67. 0 91. u

Nonwhite 32. 0 9.0

Educational attainment:
8 years of elementary school or less 35. 5 22. 0

1 to 3 years of high school 31. 5 19. 0

Occupation:
Service _____ .. . .............. . ._... 29. 5 12. 5

Farm 13.0 4. 0

Nonfarm laborers 10. 5 4. 5

Source: Sec table 1. The educational attainment dul..1 for the employed nonpoor refer to persons I8-years-old and over in

Match 1906.

Poor persons are. characterized by an overrelmsentation of pon-
whites, and of persons with inadequate education, and also of indi-
viduals whose work experience is in less-skilled Occupations.

For example, about three-tenths of the poor per,nns in the work
force in 1966 were nonwhites, but if we look at the people who are
employed during the year, who are not poor, less than one-tenth of
them were nonwhites.

About two-fifths of the people who were not poor had less than a
full high . school education. Over two-thirds of the poor persons who
were, at. work or looking for work had less nan a high school education.

There were two ttnd a. half times as large a proportion of -service
workers among the poor as there were ainong the nonpoor unemployed,
mid three times as many farm workers.

We don't have good data on the prevalence of ill health or phys-mil
handicaps among the two groups in 1066. If we. did, I would venture
the ness that sizeable differentials would also show np for health and
physical handicaps.

So, in effect, the manpower programs are concentrated on individuals
who very frequently suffer from multiple handicaps.

For those whose poverty sterns from an abseiwe of job skills, upgrad-
ing training provides an important and an appropriate solution. For
others, supporting services such as basic education or treatment. for
physical handicaps otters a remedy. Again, there is a major Unbalance
between the dimensions of the need for supporting services to (iet
people.into training and work, and the scope of the services we otter.

To cite. the study again, in 1966, there were 2.8 million poor persons
who had worked, or looked for work, who had completed S years ot'
school or -,ess. This is the level of schooling which is generally re!c,.rded
as the dividing line for functional illiteracy.

But compared to these 2.8 million semi-illiterates in the same year,
only a little more than 200,000 of the poor were enrolled in the bir;ic
education programs for adults conducted in conaection with the Wr
program, the Adult Basic Education program. and the Ecoimmic
OpportImity Act.

The zolininistration bill and the. other measures include ba..;ic edit-
;:ation and supporting services among the activities for Al hich funds
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can be made available. It should be added tlia; ineasure:.,, which lie out-
side of the scope of the training legislation are also essential ingredients
of an active manpower policy if we are to remove the obstacles \V1iRl

employabiritv and tra Ming for the pooh Significantly reducing
the proportion of Negroes and other nonwhites amon g. the poor. for
example, will involve both federally supported education and train-
ing programs and also far-reachini ,. effort by Government, em.ployers
and trade unions, to eliminate racial barriers in hiring, upgrading and
in nonfederally supported training.

The administration bill and the Steiger bill both call for an integra-
tion of manpower services and for a decentralization of the job train-
ing programs to the States and the local areas. Yet, States and local
areas have widely varying capabilities for undertaking_this kind of
planning, and operating these. programs. Some of the States which
probably have the largest discrepancies between needs and prognims
are those tith the least experience and the least capability in this
direction.

To provide. an eximnded information base for the. planning, the ad-
ministration bill provides for the development of a. comprehensive
system of labor market information on a national. State, and local
level. This would include such information as job opportunities, the
employment. outlook in different occupations and skill requirements.
At present, the information of this type which is required for planning
is frequently lacking on a State level, and even more so for local nnits
such as standard metropolitan statistical areas.

While there is considerable. information on the number of people.
who tire trained in the fe'derally supported prop-nuns in different occu-
pations, we have, very little information on the, amount of formal or
informal training in the same. occupations in the private economy.

Generating these types of information and educating and training
more manpower planners and prognim administn:tors will constitute
liigh priority ite.ns if the objectives of the Manpower Training Act
are to be. realiwd. One of the bills, the O'Hara bill, provides specific.
training for people engaged in doing the pli-inning and operation of the
legislation

The administration bill is a forward step in improving the cffec-
tivenessof the manpower programs as a. basis for increasing the role
of training as a remedy for poverty. The Steiger bill .possesses the
added virtue of recognizing the. need for an increase in budget author-
ization to accompl ish this Objective.

It provicrl,2s a specific. increase to billion in fiscal 1.974, about dou-
ble the. 1 9V appropriation.

The. O'Hara bill provides stronger incentives to employers for np-
grading the job skills of trainees. Enactment of the administration
bill with modifications to include recognition that meeting needs for
training with better programs will also justify additional funds, and
also to include stronger incentives for the upgrading of job skill.s of
the working poor would go far toward establishing a comprehensive
progi.arn of manpower services.

This kind of system would increase the appeal of training to the
poor, and therefore, motivation for entering and completing the
pi.ogram.
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By enablinp. the Nation to 11SP MOM Of the ayaihible work force and
to use them in their most .producti ye employment, this legislation
would t.lso increase, our society's capa(ity for real izMg its goals.

Thank you.
M1. DANIELS, 1)1. Le Cht, I want to thank you for a. very, very fine

statement, and a wonderful analysis of our unskilled and unemployed
workers in our society.

You mention that there are about 5 million wm.king poor Is train-
ing the only answer?

Dr. LECIFT. It is one of several. Collective harp Min!). is miother
i.nswer. Extension of the scope of minimum wages is still a further
answer, but training is an important part of this answer. Many of these
people don't have the skills which will get them better jobs, and many
of these people are employed in some fields, often in iniscellaneons
service fields, which pay badly, whereas there are shortages in other
fields, in semitechnical fields, or there are likely to be shortages in inany
of the building trades.

.111. DANIELS. What about occupations in public service? The admiii-
istratmn bill doesn't place much emphasis on that. I would like to have
your thinking on that subject.

Dr, LEC1IT. My opinion is that. there is a large area fm job creation
in the public service field. I Imven't disciissed it in the testimony, al-
though the O'Hara bill makes an important point of this, beeause
would like to see more on the scope of the program; that is, what it
would cost, how many people would be involved, and what the poten-
tials are. I think as a goal 3.t is a very desirable goal.

Mr. DA.Nums. I think ail three las before. this committeethe
O'Hara bill, the Ayres bill, and the, Steiger billall lay emphasis on
the fact, but. two of the billsthe Ayres bill mid the administration
billstress an emphasis upon decentralization, Do you approve. of
that format as set forth in the administration and Steiger bills, or do
you believe that we should follow the principal outline of the O'Hara
bill, which gives greater discretion to the Secretary of Labor in the
awarding of grants?

Dr. LECI117. I would favor the decentralization of the two bills. Cnr-
rently, there is a great deal of overlapping of programs, of duplication
of services. These prognuns can't be roil from Washington. If they
are to be operated effectively and deliver their service-s, this implies
a very considerable degree of decentralization.

Mr. DANTIMS. HOW' about the variance in the plaiming and ,.'mploy-
ment in the 50 States of the Union, each State having a different con-
cept of what should be done? Do you think that would be standardized
more or less through the approval of the plan by the Secretary of
Labor?

Dr. Iirsirr. The authority of the Secretary of Labor in the.two
should be snificient for him to insist on getting plans which made
sense, and I think here we really are stating that the role of the Secre-
tary of Labor is to exercise his judgment as to the capability of the
States to plan, because he has the power to withhold funds or to grant
funds, depending on the caliber of the plans and what they contain,
so the incentives to the States to improve their planning are quite
strong.

\
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Mr. D.Nxit:us. Suppose yon come to a situation like this, where the
myou of a local comninnity approves adoptim a certain plan and

the Governor disapproves of it. How would you resol o thut situation ?
Dr. LEcitT. Happily. I am not the one who is called 111)011 to resolve

it, becaii se. there is no ,,reneral answer to this type of problem. This
is a political problem whkh would have to he resolved tthrough the
political process, tmd there are many provisions built nito the bill
that do make it difficult for arbitrary action.

For one, the Governor has a State manpower planning body, nit
advisory hotly, and all the different groups concerned with num-
powtr programs are inchuled in that body.

Then, the. local prime sponsors would certainly be people who
would have political influence in a State. So, it would seem to me
that i:he clutnces of this being wotked out through compromise would
lw gowl.

Mr. DAN IELS. Thank you, sir.
T call on my colleague from the State of California, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAAVIUNS. Dr. Lecht, on page 10 of your statement, you refer

to other measnres which lie outside the scope of tlie training proposal.
Ycm menticr. .one, which would reduce the proportion of Negroes and
other nonwhites anion<r the poor.

Are you referring to more effective equal employment opportunity
legislation ?

Dr. LEcirr. Certainly, because we can train Negroes and other dis-
advantaged people for jobs, and we can give tlwm the skills with
which to work. If they encounter barriers on account of their roce
and skin color, then they are still not. going to !ref those jobs. So, an
expanded equal opportunity program is certainly tin essential in-
gredient of an twtive manpower policy, which would include training.

Mr. TIAwiu-ss. I just wanted to be more certain that that is speci-
fically what you are referring to.

On pap.e 7, also, you mention the !.rrolips tliat enter the. labor
market as hospital attenclants and so forth.

Does this suggest ti new careers concept in which individuals would
be employed at their low-level entry, but would be assured of the
oppifitunity to obtain training and ad -tincement in connection with
fluit training?

Dr. LEcirr. What. I was stating there is that right now the hospital
attendant is a low-paid occupation, and we are tin affluent socie',.,
and we demand a p-reat many services, such as more medical care.
People usually associate economic. .growth with our being better off,
or most. people being better off. This is true, bin economic growth in
our society also expands tlw demand for the services of many people
who are badly paid, such as hospital attendants.

Well. what do we cto here? One of the things we could do is to
upgrade. the duties of hospital attendants once they are on the job,
becanso there. is a tremendous shortap:e of technicians, semitechnicia us.
labonitory people, assistant nurses, ;Ind similar people in the health
field. We are very unlikely to get the doctors or the nurses that we
would like to have, and uppyading people at the bottom of the occii-
pational ladder and providin[r.them with good opportunities for ad-
vancement is one way of both improving their statns and also .7'asing
the manpower problem we have.
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Mr. HAwKINs.. Are. yon relating this hi sonie way to the family
assistance plan? Some of us have great, concern that under this pro-
posal for family assistance, if it is required that an individual accept
employment in order to receive the assistance, that this may in some
nistances force that individual into accepting low-level employment
opportunities as domestics and elsewhere, without any possibility of
advancing.

Would you agree that this is what the family assistance means, that
those who have, historically been confined to low skills are roing to be
required to accept a job at low skills, and that they will continue to
be at the bottom of the economic heap without any possibility of ad-
vancing, that if this possibility of trainimr and Avancement is not
built into that, type of a plan that what we are doing is con-
filming the inequalities that we have. had heretofore and not really
helping the individual ?lDr. ucHT. I agree very much with what. you say. The family as-
sistance plan, if it doesn't provide opportunities for upgradinfr skills
to a considerable extent would perpetuate poverty and remove people
from the very bottom to the 111;c-idle of the low-income group. It would
remedy the worst of the. destitution and suffering, but many people
would still remain in poverty under a family assistance plan. It seems
to me. that we can take, the poor and divide them up accordim-r to their
labor market potential. There are many people who are poor, perhaps
the bulk of them who are adults, other than female heads of poor
families, who are already in the work force, or would be. in the work
force if they had the skills. These people are candidates for training,
and family assistance is at best a temporary measure until they get a
decent job.

Then there are other people who probably shouldn't work under
any cirounstances, say, because of a physical handicap which couldn't
be treated. Others would be the female heads of poor families with
three or four small preschool children. These people are priueirily
candidates for family assistance.

But I think if we look at American history, the way the p. He in
the labor force have gotten themselves out of poverty has been hy get-
ting better jobs and steadier employment.

Mr. HAWKINs. Thank you very much,
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize my colleague from the State of Wisconsin

Mr. Steiger, author of one of the bills before this committee.
Mr. STME11. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Lecht, I very much appreciate, your testimony, but I am sorry

we didn't have it. yesterday, when we had the witness who was say-
imr that. he thont. the view of both the, administration bill and the
Steiger bill was naive. and unworkable because the need wasn't for
traininp-.

In essence, what your study is saying to us is that among those
who are unemployed, as well as those classified as the workimr poor,
there are a substantial number of people who, if they are t, be up-
p-raded, will require training and supportive services in the next,
decade. Is that, a fair assessment.?

Dr. LECHT. Yes. This is true of a. great many of them who would
otherwise probably not. move out of poverty.
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Mr. STEIWn. That twing the case, if you were to describe briefly
the kind of training opportunities you behve need to be authorized,
how would von go about defining for this committee what we. Ought
to be most. particularly concerned with ?

By way of b:wkground, if I could interject at that point, we have.
a kind of a numing debate. on the subcommittee between those who
say we need job creation of any kind, versus some of the -rest of us
who say the simple act of job creation isn't enough, that. we have to
look ahead to kinds of skills that the economy requires and that we.
are. going to need people to fill.

So, I guess I am asking you for some. guidance as to where you
place the priority ; in what knids of training and skills we ought. to
be concerned with.

Dr. Lixirr. These. are good questions to which I am afraid there
will not be very iidequate, answers for a long t hue. I will give yon my
opinion. Obviously, we have to be concerned with all of these. The.
economy generates a large numher of Jobs if it is growing at, a reason-
ably optimistic ratea rate of about 41A percent a year after allow-
ing for price increases. If we look at what. has been happening to the
unemployed poor in the. population, they have typically been absorbed
by economic growth, but many of them are absorbed in unsatisfac-
tory ways, the employed poor for example. Rather than being un-
employed, or receiving welfare assistance, they work as hospital at-
tendants or parldng lot, attendants.

At the same time, we have bottlenecks in our economy. The, health
ocetipations are full of them. If we were to seriously attempt to g.et
the housing we need, we would have many bottlenecks in connection
with the, building trades.

In an earlier study, we estimated that. rebuilding Ame.rican cities, if
we were to give tins a high priority in the 19.70's, would generate as
many as 10 million jobs directly or indirectly in the industries supply-
ing materials and inputs. We find in that kind of situation not that we
have a surplus of people, but. that we have shortages of people in many
different blue collar occupations, and at many different levels of skill.

Part of this employment is in the public sector. The bulk of this em-
ployment. is in the private sector. We face the proMem of people com-
ing into the economy who frequently don't have. skills, while, at the
same time, shortages of trained manpower cause bottlenecks which
are one of the inflation-producing factors.

Training offers oue effective bridge for overcoming this problem. It
isn't the only one. It is probably our biirgest one.

7.1Ir. STE !OEM That is a very reasonable answer, a very good answer.
Lastly, Dr. Lecht, I simply want to pay tribute to you for the kind

of work I know you have done. I have read your books with great, in-
terest. You do concur that it is essential for us, if we are to have a
rational manpower policy, to get out of the categorization in which we
in fw find ourselves, which doesn't serve the individual, and whieh
doesn't. provide a full range of services which von feel are necessary?
Is that true?

Dr. Lucia. This makes for a great deal of duplication, and the indi-
viduals in the local community frequently get lost attempting to go
through the maze of redtape.
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Mr. STrionn. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELs. Mr. Erlenborn, do von have any questions?
Mr. EIMENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Lecht, I won't take

inueli of the time of the committee, because we do have other Avithesses.
I do want to thank you for your testimony. I was interested in the same
question toat Mr. Steiger asked. I think many of us feel that, we have
!wen derelict for many years in not providing a system that would
identify the job opportunities that are currently available and match
them with those who are seeking employment. I think this is one
of the thimrs that most of the. bills before this subcommittee would
address; themsel ves to.

yon feel that this is one of the thin.n that should be high. on our
list. of priorities?

1)r. LW! IT. Yes. I think everybody in the field would agree that the
compnterized labor-market-information-bank system of matchingpeo-
ple and jobs is long overdue, and it is something we ought to institute
as soon as we can do so.

Mr. Eunuxuon7c. I understand that in Tapan they haye started a, sim-
ilar system. It is not too comprehensive presently. I visited with the
Minister of Labor in Tokyo, Japan, and have some information about
that, whieh I haven't yet read thoroughly. Are you familiar with their
pmgram ?

Dr. LECHT. No, I am not.
Mr. ERLENBORN. I think another item that Mr. Steiger touched

upon, which is a corollary of the current information job opportunity
bank, is to identify the skills that will be necessary in the future. As
we all know, in our changing economy, skills that were desirable and
useful 20 years ago are very little in demand today. Skills that are
useful today may not be in demand 20 years from now.

Do yon think there is sufficient research to identify the change in
demands for job skills?

Dr. LECHT. There is some research. I don't. think it is sufficient.
Where the big deficiency exists are at the State and local level. We
have pretty good information on national trends in jobs, although
there is still much we need more on, say, the impact of Government
pro,grams in creating new jobs, because Government programs have
a big impact, which is frequently overlooked. Legislation like the
'Water Pollution Control Act, or the Mass Transportation Act not only
provide public facilities but they also generate employment., and
I think we need considerably more research in that area.

Bnt, when we get to die State and local levels and attempt to see
what the job opportunities are going to be like in a. given State or
city 5 or 10 years from now, it is much more difficult to say, and we
have far less information, and it is in this area particularly that
enactment of this bill, like enactment of the Vocational Education
Act Amendments of 1968 creates an information gap which requires
cmisiderable additional research.

Mr. ERLENBOWN. Thank yon.
Mr. DANIELS Thank you, Dr. Lecht, on behalf of the members of

the committee, for your testimony.
Mr. DANIELS. This morning we are honored with the presence of

J. Caleb Boggs, U.S. Senator from the State of Delaware, who is
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very, very much interestei ill this nmnpower pKograin. In fact, he is
here in support of a proffam of opportunities indu41'iali7ation cen-
ters and he. has introduced a bill on this subject :ter in the other

body.
There are also present, the Honorable Robert N. C. Nix, Member

of Congress from the State of -Peimsylvania, a very capable and able
member of the. House of Representatives, with whom I have the pleas-

ure to serve on the Post Office and Civil Service Committee.
I extend a most cordial welcome to both of you gentlemen. 1 know

that you both are well acquainted with our next witness, the Reverend
Leon Sullivan, who is the founder of the program known as oppor-
tunities hidustrialization centers, so to each and every one of you
I extend a most cordial welcome.

I shall call upon my colleague in the House, Congressman Nix.
Do you desire to make a statement with regard to our next witness?

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT N. C. NIX, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Nix. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee, I wish to express my appreciation, first of all, for the

opport-unity to cmne here today. I intended to submit a. statement, but
I shall leave this and ask that it be printed in the record.

Mr. DANIE.U".. 'Without objection, so ordered.
(Tlie statement :)

STATE:UENT OF HON. RORERT N. C. NIX, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM TIIE

STATE or Pr.xNsYLA-ANIA

Mr. Chairman, the Opportimities Industrialization Center Program was
founded by Reverend Leon I-I. Sullivan. a Philadelphia Pastor, in an old aban-
doned jail house in the City of Philadelphia in 1964. to provide attimdinal de-
velopment and skill training (for available jobs) for the unskilled and unem-
ployed and underemployed in the concentrated communities and rural areas of
AmerL-a.

The OIC has been phenomenally successful and makes taxpayers out of tax
consumers. The program has developed a national reputation. particularly among
industrial leaders, for its success in the development of manpower to meet the
needs of industry and bushiess.

The Philadelphia OIC prototype, since its 1.eginnhig in 1004 through 1009,
has trained and placed on jobs 10,000 men alM women with new useful skills.
one-third of whom had been on relief rolls and 05 percent of whom were classi-
fied in poverty categories. In Philadelphia alone, there are 5000 additional per-
sons at this time on a waiting list.

Emulating the Philadelphia prototype, 51 operational and 38 partially op-
eratable OICs wire reported at the end of 1060, making a total of 00 OICS
throughout the nation. ..tmoug these 00, Philadelphia, Washington., Brooklyn,
New York, Boston, Oklahoma City and Seattle OIes have the characteristics of

having the best recruitment, job placement, retention, and performance records
of ally training programs in the country.

In spite of the lack of adequate resources. the OIes generally in America.
comprise the best training programs overall hi the nation, with :111 average
national cost of approximately $1000 per person. This amonnts to less than one-
third the cost per individual in other federally ,Tonsored training programs.

Up to December of 1969, 50.000 trainees have been trained in OICs arnams the
country, with 30.000 having been placed into training related jobs; with addi-
tional thousands having received job placements directly from the OIC Feeder
program which provides attitudinal and self-help motivational assistance to

all Ole trainees.
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Since 1064, the Op!:ortunities Industrialization Centers have displayed a
marked capability to provide the kind of training necessary to reduce the
incidence of unemployment, and place significant numbers of disadvfmtaged
workers on the road toeconomic security.

Although the large majority of OIC .trainees are African Americans, OIC
sm-zves all Americans regardless of race or color.

One of the most unique and significant characteristics of the OIC Program is
that it relates to, and is totally in,: olved with the conummnity. OICs are initiated,
regulated, administered and developed by "community leadership" and recruit-
ing is done in the "concentrated community" by community recruiters. on the
sidewalks, in the poolrooms, and all places where the unemployed "hang out."

Recruitments are then placed in a prevocational or "Feeder Programa" where
they are taught hygiene, poise, speech, self-pride, American heritage apprecia-
tion and adaptation to the "world of work." Trainees are then "fed" into OIC
Skill Centers which are established with the assistance of industry, whove
students receive a skill for jobs that are knewa to be available.

A subsidiary of OIC, the Adult Armchair Education Program, pre-a ssi:;ts
by going into the community and into the homes of the indigerous whQvc w(irk
is done to help people with the three Rs, American Heritage appreciatiev. and
other self-help personal and community developmental skills.

Of the 90 OICs under development as of December, 1962,, only ii of the
operating O13s were receiving cowprehensive federal funding. the 1.emaining
GO 01 Cs for the most part, are totally dependent upon private sources of support.

The innaediate future projection of OIC is to train 100 thousand persons
per year into useful jobs with upgrading possibilities. If GIC is provided the
resources to train 100 thousand persons for jobs, it would mean a gain of $66
million dollars annually to the government in the form of welfare payment
savings ; and $40 million dollars in ad'aitional tax revenue ; also, $200 million
dollars annually in additional hicome.

The Reverend Leon Sullivan has a distant dream of what the OIC Program
might be like ten years hence-19S0- they are properly funded. He believes
that if the federal, state and local governments, foundations and private enter-
prises were to invest some $300 million dollars a year in the OIC program in
American cities throughout the country cr:er the next decade, that over 2 million
men and women could be trained for skill prodr ttive jobs that -7ould add more
than $30 billion dollars in new incomes to the national economy, plus untold
savings in relief and welfare checks.

This would mean a one thousand percent dividend in ten years for each dollar
invested in the OICs across the 'United States of America.

Through the medium of the OICs, the nation can turn the corner away from
a rising "welfare" state for the disadvantaged to a new "workfare" state of
self-help for all who are able to work and do a job.

In the event of possible recessions, the OIC would provide an essential "hold-
ing action" for the re-training and re-direction of individuals into public and
private type job markets, and be a prime factor in the concentrated commu-
nities towards maintaining positive attitudes among the people in a time of
national economic :tress. Further, in such situations, OICs would aid in the
development of para-professionals for community services, daycare work mat
other forms of educational programs that v-,Rild be so vitally necessary for
neighborhood rehabilitation projects.

Mr. Nix. Opportunities industrialization center program was
founded hy the Reverend Leon Sullivan in what was then my con-
oTessional district in 1964.

This program, Mr. Chairman, has done more in my view than any
single program ini6at,cd by any one in the Upited States of America.
The architect of that program is Dr. Leon Sullivan and I tun con-
vinced that in his testimony before this subcommittee, he is in a posi-
tion to otter more of substance to this subcommittee in its delibera-
tions than any single person in the United States.

I say this because of his knowledge of the subject, because of his
accomplishments in this field, not only in th2 United States of Amer-
ica., but in other countries of the world.
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I am indeed honored to be here and to have a part alon;-, with
Senator Boggs in the piTisentation of Dr. Sullivan to this committee,

along with his associate.
DA-NiEr.s. Thank you, Congressman Nix.

Senator Boogs.

STATEMENT OF HON. J., CALEB BOGGS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE

STATE OF DELAWARE

Senator B000s. Mr. Chairnam and niembers of the committee. and
Congressman Nix', it is a great honor to appear before this committee,

and I appreciate the invitation and opportunity to be here this morn-

ing with Conoressman Nix and members of the committee, and the
distinguished Dr. Sullivan and Rev. Booth, who will testify before

the committee.
I want, to support and endorse what Congressman Nix has said in

regard to Revend Sullivan.
Congressman Nix must be vey proud, and I iun sure yon are, that

tile OIC was begun in ltis congressional district.
Reverend Sullivan is the architect of this very great and e ffective

pro,irram. He is pastor of the Zion Baptist Church in Philadelphia. He
has a distinguished career in Philadelphia and the Nation. Since his
coming to Philadelphia two decades an, the membership in his
church has grown tenfold, and the church has become increasingly
involved in important. activities of the community.

A decade ago, he founded the Zion Home for the Retire:I, one of the
finest institutions of its kind -in the United States. In :963, Dr. Sulli-
van was cited by Life magazine. as one of the WO outstanding -young
adults in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask permission at this time to sub-
mit for the, record a. biographical sketch, r6sum6, of Dr. Sullivan.
It is fairly complete, but it is so impressive that I think it should be
made a part of the record at this point.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, we will incorporate that sketch as
part of the. record.

(The biographical sketch follows :)

B IOG RA PI ICAL DATA-RIM LEON HOWARD SULLIVAN. A.B., M.A., D.D.,
D. Soc. Sc., LL.D., ED. D.

Born : October 16, 1922, Charleston. West Virginia.
Address : 6825 Milton Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19119.
Title : Pastor, Zion Baptist Church, 1401 West Venango Street, Philadelphia,

Pa. 19140.
Education :

West Virginia State College.
Union Theological Seminary, New York City.
Columbia University, New York City.

Degrees :
Bachelor of ArtsWest Virginia State College.
Master of Arts (Religion )Columbia University.
Doctor of DivinityVirginia Union University ; Dartmouth College.
Doctor of HumanitiesWest Virginia State College.
Doctor of Human LettersDelaware State College.
Doctor of Social SciencesVillanova University.
Doctor of LawsBeaver College; Swarthmore College ; Bowdoin College;

Gannon College ; Temple University ; enison University.
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Doctor of DivinityPrinceton University.
Doctor of EducationJudson College.
Doctor of HumanitiesLincoln University.

Awards :
1955One of the Ten Outstanding Young Men in America ; Outstanding

Young Man of Philadelphia.
1956City of PhiladelphiaGood Citizenship Award ; Afro American

Achievement Award.
1957Silver Beaver Award by the Boy Scouts of America.
1958Outstanding Alumnus Award by West Virginia State College.
19(30Freedom Foundation Awar0.
1963Russwurni Award (Awarded annually to ten outstanding Negroes of

the Year) by the Nationz!l Publishers Association.
1964Philadelphia Fellowship Commission Award.
1960Philadelphia Bok Award (Awarded ammally to outstanding Phila-

delphia Citizen) .
1967William Penn Award, Internatiomil Employment Services Award.
PIGSEdwin T. Dahlberg Peace Award.
1969Freedom Foundation American Exemplar Medal.

In 1963 Reverend Sullivan was cited by Life Magazine as one of the lo0 Out-
standing Young 1.dults in the United States.

Since his coming to Philadelphia in 1950, the membership of the Zion Baptist
Church has grown from 600 to 5,000. The activities of the Church include a Day
Care Center, Federal Credit Union, Community Center Program for Youth and
Adult Activities, Employment Agency, Adult Education Reading Classes, Numer-
ous Athletic Teams, Choral Groups and Family Counseling Service.

In 1900 he founded the Zion Home for the Retired, one of the finest institu-
tions for am care of the aged in Pennsylvania. Reverend Sullivan founded the
Zion Investment Associates, coining out of the membership of Zion Baptist
Church and Zion Investment Associates has completed development of a Million
Dollar Garden Apartment Complex, the first of its kind in the east, and has
built a $1.7 Million Dollar Shopping Center (Progress Plaza), the largest shop-
ping center built, owned and operated by colored people in America.

He bas recently founded Progress Aerospace Enterprises, Inc., a large in-
dnstrial development to involve African Americans in the Aerospace Industry,
mid Progress CP rment Manufacturing Company. In this program Reverend Sulli-
van has designed it in such a way that profits will accrue, uot only back to in-
vestors, but a majority of the profits will flow baek into the .:ommunity to assist
hi educational and scholarship benefits. The Progress Aerospace Enterprises
(PAE) is perhaps the first sizeable aerospace community, self-help enterprise
owned and administered by colored people in the country.

Reverend Sullivan is married to the former Miss Grace Banks ; they have
three children : Son, Howard; Daughters, Julie and Hope.

Senator BOGGS. May I also ask pernlission to submit for the record a.
copy of a, statement in support of the MC and the general purpose of
the legislation which the committee is now considering?

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, it will be incorporated ni the
record.

(The statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF HON. J. CALEB BOGGS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
DELAWARE

Tlmnk you very much for inviting me to appear here today to testify on behalf
of what I believe is very important legislation. The proposed Manpower Bill,
MR. 13742, introduced by the distinguished Congressman from Ohio (Mr. Ayres),
I understand is similar to legislation before the Senate, S. 2838.

It has been my distinct honor to introduce in the Senate on behalf of myself
and six other Senators an amendment to S. 2838 that would establish a. iww
category of programs to be eligible for funds under Title I.

If you will be kind enough, Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen, I would very much
like to explain to you briefly why I introduced my amendment and the important
job that it will accomplish.
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Specifically, the langnage of my amendment is designed to f.nsure that the
Federal Government can and will provide financial support to the Opportunities
1 fulustria t.nters.

The ()IC concept was developed six years ago by UK, Reverend Dr. Leon

Sullil an, a minister in Philadelphia. From this idea and money raised by Dr.
Sullivan's congregation, the 010 concept of self-help job training has been ex-
panded to some 90 cities across the nation. Only one-third of the OICs receive

financial support from the Federal Government. Yet each provides an imp()rtant
adjunct, to Federal manpower programs, an important blending of local needs

national goals.
Earlier this year, I introduced in the Senate. S. 1362, a bill dint would co-

aide the Fedenil Uovernincnt to offer more adequate financial support to the
010 program. Since that time, of course, the proposed Manpower Training Act

has been introduced. My amendment was offered in an attempt to coordinate
the Government's programs for training the unemployed and the underemployed.
It is my belief that the approach of the bill under your consideration, H.R.

13742, has merit : Too many of these programs are widely scattered among vari-

ous agencies, fragmenting tlw effort and underndning the goal.

While I personally believe it is important to formally recognize the OIC
program through legislation. I believe we should not neglect this opportunity
to use the Manpower Training Act to assist the ()IC prognuns and thus strengthen
the Federal Govern, ient's program in manpower training. As this important
Manpower Training proposal is discussed by the Congress, I believe we should

consider the O proposal in conjunction.
Therefore. I offered the amendment. I nuist also add that the Ole approach

meshes well with the intent ot the Manpower Training Act. Beth seelc to invest
increased authority mid responsibility for program development in the States

and cities.
You will notfce that the amendment does not offer any reference to the title

of the Oppoltunities Industrialization Centers. Part of the approach of MIL

13742 is to free the cchtting Manpower Training Programs from die naming

game.
While I believe it may still prove helpful to legislate Federal participation

in the OICs by mune at some later date, every approach shoudd be eol,siered
to insure that this important community program is given our full support.

And as I mentioned, Mr. Chairman. this ()IC concept is the brainchild of the
Reverend Leon Sullivan, pastor of the Zion Baptist Church in Philadelphia. Dr.
Sullivan has a distinguished career in Philadelphia and the Nation. Since his

:oming to Philadelphia two decades ago the membership in his church has
grown nearly ten fold and the church has become increasingly involved in im-
portant activities of the community. A decade ago he founded the Zion Home
for the Retired. one of the finest institutions for the care of the aged in Phila-
delPhia. lii 19113 Dr. Sullivan was cited by Life magazine as one of the outstand-
ing young adults of the United States.

Mr. Chairman, it gives me great honor to introduce and present a fine Ameri-

can leader, Dr. Sullivan.

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF AMENDMENT 440 TO S. 2838

The thrust of the proposed 71anpower Act is its stress on the preparation of
individuals for employment. It, therefore, seems appropriate to me that we
should provide funds through this Act for one of the most successful job train-
ing programs in the country.

I refer to the Opportunities Industrializatn Centers, Inc. The ()IC was
founded in 1963 by the Reverend Dr. Leon Sullivan. He established his first
center in Philadelphia to train and motivate the unemployed and underemployed
persons of this area. The object was to assist them to obtain and keep a job, or to

better their salary.
As of today's date, OICs exist in 90 cities across kmerica ; and Doctor Sullivan

anummeed just last month (January) that a branch yvolild soon be opened in

the Dominican Republic.
As an example of the success of the OIC approach, let me mention a few facts

about the center in Omaha, Nebraska. The Omaha OIC has a board composed

of businessmen, educators, ministers, chemists, and trainees in the program. The

380'"
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Onmha ()IC has a feeder program, which provides pre-vocational training in
reading, writing, budgeting and crediting, how to find a job, motivation and basic
social relations and habits. A personal counselor is available to each trainee
throughout this period.

Vocational training prepares the young man or woman for typing, shorthand,
clerical skills, welding, metal work, machine operations, and many more useful
positions.

Of those who finished vocational tr.lining in Omaha in 1968,95 percent were
immediately placed on jobs. Gentlemen, this Is success.

Onmha's largest corporations and several trade unions helped in funding,
planning training, and placement. The Omaha OIC cooperated with the YMCA
to establish a pre-school for children of trainees.

Omaha is (aie success ; Philadelphia is another. Doctor Sullivan estimates that
OIC has savr:d the State of Pennsylvania two million dollars in welfare pay-
ments, and pvovided twenty million Jollars worth of new Purchasing power in
Philadelphia since 1963. In the 1964-66 Period, the Philadelphia OIC placed three
thousand, one hundred and sixty-seven persons into jobs. Almost all of these men
and women are sail working.

An OIC institute, funded in part by the Department of Labor and 0E0, hos
been created in Philadelphia in an effort to advise other cities on how to set
up OICs.

The cost per trainee of the OIC program is lower than almost any federal and
state job training programs. Private industry has cooperated because the OICs
stress self-helP, and try to instill a sense of self-worth in the trainee. Reports
from industry on the quality of those trainees who have been placed have been
commendable.

OIC programs in some 25 cities now receive some funds from the Office of
Economic Opportunity, the Departments of Labor and Health, Education, and
Welfare, and previous manpower acts. But the OIC reports stress the need to
improve staff salaries, to augment facilities, to finance more follow-up work,
and to improve counseling and staff preparation. This is how federal funds can
help this most worthwhile program.

Six other Senators and myself have offered an amendment to the Manpower
Training Act of 1969 ( S. 2838) which would provide for direct funding of Op-
portunities Industrialization Centers. Co-sponsors of the amendment are Senator
Birch Bayh of Indiana, Senator Henry Bellmon of Oklahoma, Senator Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, Senator Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, Senator
Richard S. Schweiker of Pennsylvania, and Senator Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania.

Others today will talk of the values and needs of the OIC. Let me Simply say
that it is clear that the OICs have provided work and a new life for thousands
of individuals, many of whom have given up on themselves. It can truly be
said that this program has started admirably toward Reverend Sullivan's stated
goal : "To turn the cries in our streets from 'burn baby burn' to 'build brother
build' ". Let us participate in the further advancement and fruition of that noble
and necessary hope.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce Dr. Sullivan for his remarks.

Senator BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, it has been my personal privilege
to visit the OIC in Philadelphia, to spend a day with Dr. Sullivan.
He is a wonderful host but in ad.dition to that, r_e keeps you moving
every minute, to look at every facet of the OIC program, from the
beginning, when a person is taken into the program, through the
various classes, and ,wen in the end. Before I could leave that day, I
went to a service t,aition operated by trainees, people who had been
through the OIC, and I filled up my car with gas and saw the actual
working of the program and the result that we are all looking for.
I think his effort has been one of the greatest in the United States. It
is in about 90 cities now. I think, knowing Dr. Sullivan personally,
that he is one of the greatest men of our time. It is an honor to be here
to join Congressman Nix in presenting the Reverend Dr. Leon Sullivan
to this committee.

Mr. DANIEL.s. Dr. Sullivan, you should feel proud after hearing the
remarks of Senator Boggs and Congressman Nix, two distinguished
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members of the U.S. Congress. You are also going to be questioned
by members .of the committee, and I am sure we will not only be

pleased to hear your testimony, but we have a lot to learn from you.
Senator BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENTS OF REV. LEON SULLIVAN, FOUNDER OF THE OPPOR-

TUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.;

AND REV. L. V. BOOTH, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, OPPORTUNI-

TIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Mr. DANIELS. I see you have a gentleman to your right. Before
you proceed with your presentation, would you be kind enough to
introduce him ?

Dr. SULLIVAN. He is the Rev. L. V. Booth. He is a member of the
board of the national OIC, and is the vice president, regional vice

president, of the regional area OIC of America.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you you may proceed, Dr. Sullivan.
Dr. SULLIVAN. I would lil:.-e to thank you, first, Mr. Chairman, for

the opportunity to make this presentation, and I would like to indi-
cate that the ladies and gentlemen who are seated behind me ure
students and participants in a part of the OIC program in Wash-
ington, D.C.

These ladies and gentlemen were (riven manuals 10 days ago on
how laws are made as an educationa7l process, and as part of our
training process. I am very pleased that they are here, because here
they are getting tangible, real evidence of the process of lawmaking
in our country.

I think it is the first t hue that many of these ladies and gentlemen
have ever had the experience of being in this kind of settincr. In
any case, it is the type of thing that we think important for thetotal
development of an individual, particularly with respect to the appre-
ciation of the values of this country and how it has developed..

Mr. DANIELS. I concur with you in your thought on that subject
matter. It is indeed appalling to find how many people in our culture
have no idea how our laws are made. This is a fine elementary level

in civics, and I trust they will enjoy this morning. I am sure they

will.
Dr. SULLIVAN. I am sure they will.
I would like to make this statement, after which I should like, Mr.

Chairman to present a film as a part of the testimony.
New ancl restructured efforts toward trainingefforts toward train
o.M the unemployed and the underemployed in America must be

tal7en in the immediate future, or the entire country will be covered
by a sea of welfarism and a gulf of hopelessness.

It is generally known that scores of millions of our citizens are
prepared to pertorm only the most menial kinds of jobS; and that
whereas often jobs are plentiful and available, requiring some minimal
technical skill, still the jobs go unfilled even though the manpower
supply is great, because there are not enough people amply trained
to fill the jobs. This is particularly trui, among America's minorities
of color, and the white southern and Appalachian poor.

By the year 2000, the American population will have Trown to
really 300 million. By that time,, c ie to technological developments,

38 's--
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one-half the jobs beincr performed today will not even exist. This
means that if meaninaul manpower and retraining efforts are not
successfully instituted and developed on a broad nationwide scale,
by the year 2000, tens of milLion of the American population, white
and black, will have to be subsidized to some degree hy some form of
welfare or income assistance, even if they are willing and able to
work.

Especially, there is a need for successful massive training and re-
training programs in the concentrated communities and rural areas
where minority citizens of color are so numerous. In these areas, in
addition to skill training, there is need for attitudinal and self-moti-
vational training to assist men and women to qualify on a realistic and
sustaining basis for employment opportunity in "non-dead-end jobs,"
and to also help them become a greater beneficiary, overall, within
the national economy.

For the needs of the poor and the unemployed and the underem-
ployed are not only job related, but involve the trainincr of attitudes
and basic remedial communication and computationafskills.

It is encouraoing that the House of Representatives is taking a
hard new look a manpower legislation to see that new.goals should
be set and that methods utilized to fill some of the realth-tic needs of
die imemployed and underemployed of America.

Up to now, as far as the black community particularly is concerned,
Federal manpower programs have failed utterly in reaching the real
manpower and basic training needs of the masses. The effect has been
tantamount to "a camel passing through the eye of a needle."

The benefits of traditional manpower programs in the black, brown,
and red minority communities in particular, have been so ineffective
as to be insignificant.

Mechanisms have to be provided that will run the gamat of r van-
power delivery service to the employment market. These mechanisms
will have to include recruitment, prevocational, and attitudinal train-
ing, technical and skill education, job development., referral, and
essential followup once a person is on the job. It is essential, also, that
the participation of the community be taken into account. Because,
unless the people in the communitios are involved in the manpower
delivery and trainincr services, any government or privately sponsored
effort, is doomed to ?ailure.

The vast majority of the population in the concentrated community
has lost faith in traditional manpower programs and services and is
looking for other forms of programs and projecth designed to
adequately meet their needs.

In this respect I can see value in the Comprehensive Manpower
Acts, H.R. 10908, 11628, and 13472, especially in those areas where
major emphasis is placed on a program's ability, public or private,
to provide comprehensive employment services and job opportunities
for low-income persons who are unemployed or underemployed. Such
services hopefully, too, must include recruitment, counseling, remedi-
ation, vocational iraining, job development, job placement, and other
appropriate services; and be such aprogram in which residents of the
area to be served shall fully participate in the creation of, the opera-
tion of, and the development of the center ; and where the busmess
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comnmnity in the area to be served is considered in its services and

operation.
One proaram that fits these needed and essential requirements, that

was begue6 years ago in Philadelphia, and that has since spread into
communities large and small across the United States, is the Oppor-
tunities Industrialization Center (OIC). This is a program which fits

into the true American tradition of the people finding a solution to
their own problems.

The Opportunities Industrialization Center program was founded
in an old abandoned jailhouse in the city of Philadelphia in 1964, to
provide attitudinal development and skill training ( for available
jobs), and placement and followup assistance, for the unskilled, unem-
ployed, and underenwloyed in the concentrated communities and
rural areas of America.

The OIC has been phenomenally successful and makes taxpayers
out of tax consumers. The program has developed a national reputa-
tion, particularly among industrial leaders, for its success in the de-
velopment of manpower to meet the needs of industry and business.

The Philadelphk MC prototype, since its beginning in 1961 through
1969, has trained and placed on jobs 10,000 men and women with new
useful skillsthe actual number is 9,400one-third of whom had
been on relief rolls and 95 percent of whom were classified in poverty
categories. In Philadelphia alone, there are some 5,000 additional
persons at this time on a waiting list.

Emulating the Philadelphia prototype, 51 operational and 38 par-
tially operatable OIC's were reported at the end of 1969, making a
total of 90 OTC's throughout the Nation in process of development.
Among these 90, Philadelphia_, Washington, Brooklyn New York,
Boston, Oklahoma City, and Seattle OIC's have the diaracteristics
of having the best recruitment, job placement, retention, and perform
ance records perhaps of any training programs in the country.

In spite of the lack of adequate resources, the OIC's generally in
America, comprise the best tramino programs in my opinion, overall
3.n the Nation with an average national cost of approximately $1,000
per person. Tiiis amounts to less than one-third the cost per individual
in other federally sponsored training programs.

Up to December of 1969, more than 40,000 trainees have been helped
in OIC's .across the country, with 25,000 having been placed into train-
ing related jobs and with additional thousands having received job
placements and help directly from the OIC feeder program, which
provid2s self-help motivational assistance to all OIC trainees.

Since 1961, the Opportunities Industrialization Centers have dis-
played a marked capability to provide the kind of training necessary
to reduce the incidence of unemployment, and place sigmificant num-
bers of disadvantaged workers on the road to economic security. OIC's,
aiso, by their very existence in cities, have inspired new hope among
the deprived masses in these communities where people have found in
MC a "training program that really cares about their needs."

Although the large majority of IOC trainees are African Ameri-
cans, the OIC serves all Americans regardless of race or color. In San
Jose, Calif.., 80 percent of the trainees are Mexican-Americans. In
Oklahoma City, .large nunibers are American Indians. In Seattle, there

,
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are Eskimos. In Roanoke, 60 percent of the trainees a whites. They

take on the needs of the community.
One of the most unique and significant characteristics of the OIC

program is that it relates to, and is totally involved with the com-
munity. OIC's are initiated, regulated, administered, and developed by
community leadership ; and recruiting is done in the concentrated com-
munity by community recruiters, on the sidewalks, in the poolrooms,
and all places where the unemployed hang out. Industry is mvolved in
every process of OIC's local development.

Recruitments are then placed in a prevocational or feeder program
where they are taught hygiene: poise, speech, self-pride, American
heritage appreciation, and adoption to the world of work.

Trainees are then fed into IOC skill centers concommitant with
attitudinal development continaing, which are established with the
assistance of industry, where students receive a skill for jobs that are
known to be available.

A subsidiary of OIC, the adult .armchair education program, pre-
assists by going into the community and into the homes of the in-
digenous where work is done to help people with the three R's, Ameri-
can heritage appreciation, and other self-help personal and community
development skills.

Of the 90 OIC's under development as of December 1969, only 30
of the operating OIC's were receiving comprehensive Federal funding,.
the remaining 60 OIC's for the most part are totally dependent upon
private sources of support.

This has been true, Mr. Chairman, in spite of the fact that millions.
and millions of dollars have been spent in manpower programs in our-
conunumties that have only dripped down in their value to our people,
and the program that people point to in literally every community
where an OIC is established, is ill a program which gets the pro-
verbial run-around, as far as suiport given to it is concerned in the
name of duplication of services. I have often said if we are dupli-
cating services, I don't know where they are, because nothing is being
don; for us in the communities.

If OIC could do what it has done in just a few years, with piece-
meal, fragmented, and uncertain funds, borrowing from Peter to
pay Paul, Mr. Chalrman, you would be surprised how I have to bor-
row from one fund to the other just to keep the program going, and
at the same time developing our capabilities and management skills
as we go along, imagine what MC could do for America if we
were given ample funds to do the job it is clear we are able to do. I
believe.we deserve to have all America help us to help ourselves.

The immediate future projection of OIC is to train 100,000 persons
per year into useful jobs with upgrading possibilities. If OIC is pro-
vided the resources to train 100,000 persons for jobs, it would mean
a gain of $66 million annually to the Government in the form of
welfarP payment savings ; and $40 million in additional tax revenue;
also, $200 million annually in additional. income. All of which would
represent a broadening base of purchasing power for the Nation.

At the average cost of $1,000 per trainee, at this time, the invest-
ment would be returned $3 to $1 at the end of the first year.

I have a distant dream of what the OTC program might be. like

10 years hence---1980-----if they areproperly funded. I believe that if
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the Federal, State, and local governments, foundations, and private
enterprises were to invest some $300 million a. year in the OIC pro-
gram in American cities throughout the country over the next decade,
that over 2 million men and women could be trained for skill produc-
tive jobs that would add, according to the value of a dollar as of
that time, more than $30 billion in new incomes to the national econ-
omy, plus untold savings in relief and welfare checks.

This would mean a 1,000-percent dividend in 10 years for each
dollar invested in the OIC across the United States of America. When
I indicated the breadth of it, Mr. Chairman, I am indicating not only
in the urban centers, but in the rural areas, where OIC agricultural
type programs can be developed, because if we cleared up poverty
completely in every large city.of America today, in 5 years you would
have the problem all over again, because people would come in masses
from the countryside, and-from the hills and the dales, and until
we do something also in the rural areas, the nonurban areas, to help
people there, to magnetize them with opportunity where they are,
and often to magnetize people back from the streets of the big cities
to small communities where they came from, where they would like
to go back if they could, but there is nothing back there for them
to go back to, it would stabilize, to a large measure, a great deal of
the migratory situation in America.. I repeat., if we cleared poverty
up in every American city today totally, in the large American city
only, in 5 years you would have the problem all over again.

Through the medium of the OIC's, the Nation can turn the corner
away from a risino. "welfare" state for the disadvantaged, to a new
"Workfare" state a self-help for all who are able to work and do a
job.

In the, event of possible recessions, the. OTC's would pmvide an
essential "holding action" for the retraining and redirection of in-
dividuals into pullic and private type job markets. and be a prime
factor in the, concentrated communities toward working 'helpfully and
positively with the popl in a time of national economic stress.
Further, in snch situations, OTC's would aid in the development of
para-professionals for community services day care work and other
forms of educational programs that -%rould be so vitally necessary for
neighborhood rehabilitation projects.

Interestingly, the OTC program has made, such an impact that, the
news of its work has spread aronnd the world. To the effoct that OTC
profframs are now in process of development in Nigeria. Ghana. and
the'-bominican Republic. and inquiries about the establishment, of
OTC's are being received from all over the world, not. because, I wanted
to go there, because we have, a great deal to do here at home, but because

our brothers have asked that the OIC program come there.
Tt, is my hope, therefore, that support for the Opportunities Indus-

trialization Center type programs be sp:cifically encouched, without.
necessarily naminff it, in new manpower legislation in order for the
program to adequat-tely and qualitatively do the job that. it has already
demonstrated it, is capable oi doing.

It is my hope that the. expertise and services of the ()IC national
program, which provide technical and educational assistance to OIC
developmental efforts, be utilized more broadly to serve non-OIO pro-
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grams, sholld they desire that service, in order that the OIC techniques
-developed might be made more broadly available.

I can see how OIC type. programs might be utilized in communities
larp.e and small where there is a need for skilled manpower training
and development in those particular communities.

The program is organized in such a way that it can develop linkage
with any institution, or group, public or private, operating anywhere,
in order for the job to be done to "help people to help themselves."

In this respect I honestly feel that the bill should mandate a more
positive participation of the Office of Education and HEW, at both

the national (Washington) and regional levels, both operationally and

from the standpoint of committed and active leadership. I believe that
this is essential if we are to make any kind of in-depth, root attack on
the. problem of black Americans and other minority groups.

For some time I have felt we are oversimplifyino- the dilemma of
p.etting people into jobs. While I, of all people, certaaly wouldn't want
fo underestimate the importance of the job for it is the priority in our
value system, we have got to consider, also, the present. and long-range
goals of minority group Americans in a broader context. HEW, espe-
cia113 the Office of Education with its link to the education comnmnity,
is somewhat peculiarly suited, programwise and philosophically, to
work with the total hiunan beinp- and all of the myriad of conditions of
mind and body resulting from years of deprivalion and second-class
citizenship.

Those who understand the concept of OIC know that we are more
than just a job training program. In OIC we are concerned with the.

whole human spirit. In our centers our aims .and objectives we talk
about "the whole man concept." That is why in Baltimore and other
locations, reports show that there is less turnover of OIC graduates
than with employees from other sources.

Another reason I am hopeful that this manpower bill will mandate
more positive HEW and Office of Education involvement is that our
OIC's . are just beginning to link up with the regular school systrns
across the country. The Office of Education is presently accelerating
its efforts to have OIC's funded through State education agencies
while not destroyino- the distinct and basic characteristics of OIC as
totally a communitY based program. For these characteristics must
never be sacrificed for the value they can serve.

While I am convinced that the remedial work we are doino- with
disadvantaged school dropouts is of great importance, as a realist I
recoonize that the really important croal for OIC's and similar train-
inp- groups is to influence change in the regular school systems and
otrier constitutional units of Government, such as the Employment
Service, and such as the Vocational Education Structure.

Considering the funds from the property tax base and nondiscre-
tional Federal funds available to the regular school systems, we have
got to work with them to achieve meamnolul changes if we hope to
enhance the quality of life for the 20 or 25 million-black Americans
and for 10 million Spanish-speaking Americans, and our many, many
American Indians.

I feel certain that it would be in the best interest of the people to
be served, the taxpayers, and the Government. if this bill provided
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for stronger Office of Education/HEW leadership with the Depart-
ment of Labor, and a more natural link to the country's education
comimmity.

Through our advisory committees we have cultivated excellent con-
tacts with the business community across the country. Hopefully,
some of these contacts could also be used to build bridges linking the
disadvantaged with the business community and with the State educa-
tion agencies and other elements of the community.

I repeat, as of now, of the 90 or more OIC projects and programs
under development in the United States, only a third of them receive
Federal funds and even the flow of these funds for those federally
supplemented programs is extremely poor. It is always to be remem-
bered, OIC was initiated with the people's money, and even in these
contexts, people initiated them first with their own funds.

It is my hope that specific consideration be given to broadening sup-
port to programs such as OIC through the appropriate Federal agen-
cies, into as many communities as possible, in order that a spirit of
hope might come to the tens of millions of people shut out from the
benefits of the free enterprise system due to lack of motivation, atti-
tude, and adequate skill training, and other kinds of educational aids
so crucially needed at this time.

Mr. Chairman, at this time, I should like, if I can, to chow you a.
film of OIC for just a few minutes.

Mr. DANIELS. I would like to extend a cordial welcome to your
trainees, and. I hope tcday they will learn something of real value to
them, of Government in action, and I want to thank you .for having
brought them down so that they can see their Govermnent in action.

Dr. SULLIVAN. May I say, Mr. Chairman, these students are from
the Washington OIC. If we had brought all OIC students, they would
have filled an area a mile square.

All of you from OIC raise your hands.
(Show of hands.)
This is just a small number.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize my colleague from California, Mr.

Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. I would be remiss, Mr. Chairman, and I didn't do

it before because I didn't want to take time from Dr. Sullivan's
presentation, but I would like to say that I have enjoyed Dr. Sullivan's
friendship. I did visit the OIC in Philadelphia., and the same as
Senator Boggs, I suppose I should give testimony this morning in
behaH of Dr. Sullivan's courtesy and the refreshment I received from
that visit. I think it was the most heartwarming operation that I
have aver seen, and I think that Dr. Sullivan's presentation this morn-
ing is but a small evidence. I think that he could spend days telling
us about that operation. I am very pleased with the operation, and I
have discussed with him the possibility of developing the same type
in Los Angeles.

Dr. Sullivan, I am going to be after you until we get the same de-
velopment in Los Angeles as you have in Philadelphia.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. After I learn a little bit more about it, I would like it

in Jersey City, N.J.
Dr. SUELWAN. That woHood. And not to mention Newark.
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Mr. DANIELS. It could produce a great deal of help, I can assure
yOU.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. Will somebody take care of the lights ?
(Whereupon, a film was shown on OIC.)
Mr. DANIELS. That was a very fine presentation, Doctor.
Mr. Booth, you may proceed.
Mr. Boorn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I hope you will bear with

me. I am 1 week out of the hospital, and really an escapee from my
physicians, but the cause was too important to neglect, and I am here
this morning to present a statement. I am here from the Cincinnati
OIC, not one of the most outstanding OIC's of the country in the
sense of achievement, 'but I think one of the most outstanding from
the standpoint of what it has endured.

OIC cameinto a sea oi manpower programs, uninvited, unwanted,
and to the minds of some, would not survive, but it has survived.

So, let me make a statement, and then close out with a few thoughts
that came to me since I came here.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
commktee and speak in behalf of the Cincinnati OIC.

The Cincinnati Opportunities Industrialization Center was estab-
lished in July 1967. The drivinig force behind its development came
from the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance, particularly ffom
Father Hicks of St. Andrews Episcopal Church and the Rev. 'L.
Venchael Booth of Zion Baptist Church.

Members of this alliance were particularly concerned about the
growing .patterns of racial tension in Cincinnati beginning in 1965.

This tension had been expressed. chiefly through some rent strikes
anci demonstrations accompanied by frustrating negotiations with the
board of education, and sit-ins on some building sites in an effort. to
demonstrate tbe discriminatory practies of the labor unions which
had met with little, if any, success. Tensions and frustrations were
mounting. Individually directed incidents of violence had occtured.
In 1967, the estimated rate of unemployment, according to the Kerner
Report, was seven out of every eight Negroes.

In an effort to make a positive response to the existing conditions,
the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance sent representatives of
its body to investigate, with Rev. Leon Sullivan, the possibilities of
establishing an OfC in Cincinnati.

Upon returning from Philadelphia, they recommended that the
community move ahead with plans for developing a center. In co-
operation with local industrial representatives, representatives of the
various manpower development agencies in the city and the repre-
sentatives of the local clergy and Negro community, OIC began its
operation in July 1967.

Our program is designed to serve the greater metropolitan area,
whose population is approximately one and a half million. Within
the city limits there a half a million people, of these, 135,000 of Negro.
This percentage has grown from 16 in 1950 to 22 in 1960 and in 1965

an estimated 24 percent live within the city limits.
Cincinnati also has one of the largest southern Appalachian white

populations of any 'Clty in the country. Similar economic conditions,
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as exist in the Negro community, are prexalent among this portion of
our population.

Contrary to most cities, the concentration of poverty is not in the
central city area alone, rather, it is isolated in nine geographically
defined areas which are often surrounded by wealthy and middle-class
neighborhoods or large industrial complexes.

The city is a manufacturing center whose industrial strength is
Mcreasing.

As the leading trucking center and producer of such diverse products such as
machine tools, soap, chemicals, playing cards, sporting goods, shoes, automobile
parts, jet engines, electronic equipment. cans, beer. elevators, and numerous
other goods and services, there is a continual need for skilled technicians and
service persons. But due to the very limited vocational adult basic education
pmgrams in the greater Cincinnati area, the demand for skilled workers goes
unfulfiRed.

Cincinnati OIC's program is designed to fill the gap between sup-
ply and demand in our labor market. Approximately 30 percent of
our population falls into the aroupings of hard-core unemployed or
imderemployed. Some of the .'characteristic problems of these group-
ings can be generalized.

Fir r4-. of all, the person who falls into one of these economic classi-
fications is poorly prepared to cope with the educational requirements
of our society ; additionally, he lacks the motivation and attitudes
necessary to compete for positions in the skilled trades.

There is also a seriom deficiency in training. Many persons lack the
necessary vocational guidance to gain employment in skilled jobs and
industrial positions at the entry level. As some jobs require the suc-
cessful completion of examinations for entrance, there is a clear need
for training of persons so that they can pass these examinations. Final-
ly, many persons have been automated out of jobs or need refresher
courses in particular areas so that they can reenter the job market.

Our task is to prepare persons to enter the labor market. This means
that we must address ourselves to the characteristic problems of the
hard-core unemployed and the underemployed. Thus, not only do we
train persons for a particular skill, but we also try to foster a sense of
self-pride and self-determination in the trainee. Through a supportive
atmosphere the trainee grows M self-confidence as well as becomes a
competent craftsman or teclmician.

Upon the recommendation of his instructors and his counselor, the
trainee enters his skills training program. Often the skills training
and feeder programs occur simultaneously. The trainee may enter any
one of our skills programs or one offered by any other MDTA and man-
power training efforts in Cincinnati.

Before entering his skills programs, each person is thoroughly
briefed about the various possibilities available to him in all of the pro-
grams, about the qualifications required of him by the employer, and
about the kind of job situations in which he is likely to be working.

We offer in Cincinnati the following vocational courses : keypunch,
secretarial science, slipcover and drapery making, upholstery, auto
mechanics, machine tool operation, broadcast technician, data process-

t'.Tob placement. and followtai : OIC employs a staff of job develop-
ment specialists to p1oma9113 placement of our trained applicants at
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the highest possible skill level. Essential to the performance of this
department is the compilMg of information about the current labor
needs, employment opportunities, technological changes, job require-
ments, and other new developments on the industrial scene. This in-
formation is shared with every department as it is basic tc our pro-
(Tram desion and plannino. as well as the counselino- and the recruit-
ment of trainees.

OIC alumni : When the trainee begins his employment, OIC does not
forget him. For 1 year, longer if necessary, we continue to work with
the 0-raduate while he is on the job. This is an essential ingredient in
the tTital growth and socialization of the individual.

An OIC almnni club has been established to provide continued
contact with the graduates. Support through groun sharing is pro-
vided as they discuss on the job experiences. The followup process
enables the ()IC staff to evaluate its program and make the. necessary
adjustments to meet. the needs of the people we serve, the local com-
munity, and the industrial demands. During the past year, 1969, we
placed 297 persons on permanent jobs; total placements since beginning
of pmgrain is 694 in full-time employment.

Operation Pride: In the fall and winter of 1968, Cincinnati 010
began working with the Cincinnati workhouse and other community
acrencies in tlie development of Operation Pride. The proposed pro-
0-t,ram was to design a technique for the cure of the recidivism rate of in-
mates at the workhouse. This program. of rehabilitation includes educa-
tion, skills training, and postrelease employment with followup.

Central to the educational process is attitudinal change and motiva-
tion. However, academic subjects are stressed just as they are in our
regular feeder cour-es. In most cases, the individual will start his
skills training in the workhouse and then complete it at OIC. Some
of the skills training programs planned for the workhouse are up-
holstery, office machine repair, preventive auto mechanics, secretarial
science, electronie assembly, power sewing, basic bookkeeping, home
nursing, and IBM keypunch.

Mr. -Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, just before I left, my
last instructions were to think of those 87 persons who have been cut
off from street cleaning and other such jobs, and there will be 150
in some other areas, mid other cuts in our city because of budgetary
problems. I have said to our OIC: Let us make contact with these
persons immediately and put them into some kind of procedural train-
ing that they might not lose hope and become a burden to our city.
We are alert to ever-growing opportunities to help people to help
themselves. We have these statistics here, not to impress you, but to
show you that here is an OIC that has had tremendous difficulties in
various ways but has made the following record in the last 2 full
years of funding.

Statistics: (1) Total enrolled in prevocational training to date,
3,334; (2) total completing prevocational training to date, 859; (3)
prevocational trainincr completion rate., 26 percent; (4) total enrolled
in vocational training to date, 1,063; and (5) total nurabltr placed
on jobs since beginning operations, 694.

As a result of OIC training, a substantial number of underemployed
persons were upgraded on tl;keir 4)bs. For an example, of 20 city
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waste collection employees in our program, 18 have been upgraded.
A substantial number of persons coming into our program were moti-
vated to the extent that they were able to secure employment on their
own.

I would like to say this in closing: I believe, and I wish you knew
me better, because you would understand the vantage point from
which I speak, when the so-called revolution broke in Cincinnati, I
was as much asleep as Rip Van Winkle. But I can say to you today, I
am partly awake, and it is so much better to seo scores of young men
and women with hope than to see the young women and men that I met
in the early days of the so-called revolution.

I would like to say this on behalf of our good friend, Dr. Sullivan,
whom we greatly love and admire and appreciate, and certainly wish
that he might be preserved for a long, long time: 0I0 is an authentic
self-help program, designed by blacks for blacks, with builtin ingre-
dients with special application for blacks and other underprivileged
minorities. It is uniquely designed with the American concept of self-
reliance, individual initiative, self-determination, development and
creativity, growth, freedom, progress, prosperity, you name it, a pro-
(Tram that offers a last best hope for America to lift her most deprived
citizens out of ignorance, poverty, and despair to knowledge ar d hope.

This process comes closest to the heart of America's need to help
needy citizens to help themselves. This program is a, product of the
church, for a defenseless section of society that can become a great as-
set in the next decade, or become a total ruin to Ame-zica. This pro-
oTam is as real as the people present here.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity, as T -I)eli<!ve that
with your sensitivity and your minds at work, America is safe.

Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Dr. Sullivan ?
Dr. Sur.LrvAN. Just to conclude this before questions, I would like

to hear from two students here. The names were given me.
Mrs. Doris Bryant. Doris, would you come up?
Mr. DANIELS. Doctor, just a word of caution. In order to afford the

members of the committee an opportunity to ask questions, the pres-
entation of these students will necessarily have to be brief.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Yes.
And David Harling.
Mrs. BRYANT. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name

is Do.:7is Bryant, and I am a member of the OIC, located in Washington,
T a.m a student in the class of merchandising and sales.

I wo/.!d like to let you and others know what OIC means to me.
RecJgaition at OIC is that each i.-Iiriduai merits work and a sense

of dignity, a better understanding of a program -for the black indi-
v i clii al.

The dropout has not been accepted in the world of work. Building
of self-confidence of the individual which makes him enthusiastic aa
a part of the group spirit is important. OTC develops a feeling of re-
sponsibility toward a job, or a better job. It develops a desire for self-
improvement through skills and improvement of one's attitude. It
develops a new- lease on life when the individual feels a chance to get
a head. 392



I would like, to stress that OIC doesn't screen an individual out of
a program. Rather, they attempt to meet the needs of an individual
by educating him from where he is presently.

Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Prior to your enrollment in OIC, were von a school

dropout ?
Mrs. BRYANT. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. He much education did you receive ?

Mrs. BRYANT. I ipleted the 10th grade.
Mr. DANIELS. Are you employed or unemployed?
Mrs. BRYANT. I am employed.
MT DANIELS. How old are you?
Mrs. BRYANT. Twenty.
Mr. DANIELS. As a result of Jour employment in OIC, what kind of

a course did you pursue there?
Mrs. BRYANT. Merchandisino- and sales.
Mr. DANIELS. How long dfd you enroll in that course before you

went out in the employment world?
Mrs. BRYANT. I haven't as yet finished my training.
Mr. DANIELS. How lonu a duration is this training program ?

MrS. BRYANT. Four incniths.
Mr. DANIELS. How many have you completed of it ?
Mrs. BRYANT. Two months.
Mr. DANIELS. You are halfway through ?
Mrs. BRYANT. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you plan to continue ?
Mrs. BRYANT. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. You are not going to drop out ?

'Mrs. BRYANT. 0.
Mr. HARLING. I am a student in OIC in the District of Columbia,

and I enrolled in an opocatin 0. program. I think OIC is a lovely pro-
crram,.and I think if I can. mak: it there others can.

OIC is like a second home to me, because I feel if I have any prob-
lems I can go to any one of the OIC staff members and discuss my
problem. And I think they would help me in every way they know
how.

When I first went to OIC, I said to myself, "OIC is like all the
other programs, where you will go there and learn nothing." But I
stayed with OIC. I stayed there, and. I am. glad I did, because I have
learned a lot there, and I am still learning. And I feel a lot more needs
to be learned.

Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, youncr man.
I would like to take this oppoaunity to compliment you, Dr. Sulli-

van, and also Reverend Booth, for your most interesting and informa-
tive testimony here today. I know I have learned something new here
today. While I had heard of OIC, I had no idea of the type of work
that you were doina and bow you involve yourselves in a community.

Your testimony -'11e,re today certainly gives credence for support
of this prooTam.

Now, er. Sullivan, you said there were 91 OIC centers spread
throughout the country, and approximately one-third are funded by
assistance from the Federal Governmot. Is that correct ?
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Dr. SULLIVAN. Thatis right.
Mr. DANims. Do you know why the other two-thirds have not been,

in view of the fine work being performed by OIC, why it hasn't at-
tained national recognition ?

Dr. SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, that is a big question, and I am in a
position that even I don't, know. Our programs were created out of the,
community with broad support in every community. There have been
a number of reasons stated why. Some have said that we were dupli-
cating services that were already being performed in 011r communities,
and all of us know that this isn't true. No program has come aloir- in
training .and retraining that has done the broad kind of effort that
OIC has done.

As a matter of fact, the feeder program, which is the first, prevoc,a-
tional program in manpower in the country, was created out, of OIC
and, by the admission of the Department of Labor itself, duplicated
in other Federal type programs.

There has been some thought as to whether or not the OIC program
could be controllable,, whether a manpower program should be mas-
sively funded when there are not Federal agencies. The realization has
not been that OIC is the people itself, and that it is a new experiment
in this direction.

Large sums of money have been expended in programs that are
extra-OIC related, extrarel a ted in manpower.

It, snins that, always, directions are seen to get around OIC, or
to try to link OIC into something else, instead of linking something
else into OIC.

Some people have thought perhaps I was trying to build a man-
power empire. There are all kinds of things going on around here
that even I don't understand. All I know is that when I try to seek
support for OTC, someone always pops up ti.nd tells me it can't be
done, or won't, be done. I get. a lot of encouragement, but I don't. get,
.an y money.

Some have said that the idea was to choke OIC out, to get it Out
of the field of manpower, it doesn't belong in manpower, because
what do these preachers know about manpower.

Bat -ve are not, 2-oing to be choked ont. We have been pushed ont,
run c ot, talked about. We. have been dealt out. But we haven't, been
knocked ont, and we are not going to be knocked out, because we aro
going to have these programs whether we get help for them or not.
And we are going to have them, Mr. Chairman, because our survival
depends on it.

Mr. DANIELS This is strictly a poverty-related program ?

Dr. SULLIVAN. Strictly, sir.
Mr. DANIELS. You organized this program in 1964?
Dr. SurmAN. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. During your testimony, you placed much emphasis

upon .;ommunity involvement. Just exactly how can you get the
community involved ?

Dr. Sum,rvAx. First, the request. for an OTC. the request must come
from the community. This must be constituted of people in the com-
munity who have an identity with the aspirations of the community.
Then they go to Philadelphia to see an OIC in action. They go back
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and develop an OTC, and we send technicians to help them at this
point, to set them up.

The boards are people who live in the comnunity. We contract
through the local gimip the business and industry in the area, to find
what jobs are available. Then we hook industry into supporting that
local 01:0 effort by industrial advisory committees and advisory
boards. Then the community itself finds a place for its program.

Many of the places are rebuilt by the hands of the trainees awl by
the community. Money is raised from the community itself, from
blacks, or in the case. of Roanoke, from the white community.

A drive is launched, and then a feeder program is initiated with
volunteers to get going while we develop the, capability to structure a
more comprehensive program. And by that time. it is on its way.

Mr. DANIELS. Are all 91 programs affiliated with a church?
Dr. SULLIVAN. No, sir. All 91 programs have people on the boards

related to churches, but some are unrelated to churches. We started as
church leaders, but it is not a church program per se. OIC is an exten-
sion of my ministry, which is why I am doing it. I think God wants
me to do Y.

But many centers have serving them, Jew, Gentile, whatever they
might be, Catholic, Protestant. But it is open to everyone.. It is not a
church program.

Mr. DANIELS, In the course of your testimony, you said this is not
just a black-oriented program, whereas Dr. Booth said this is a pro-
gram for blacks.

'qr. BOOTH. No; there is no conflict. I did not say that it was only
for blacks. I said it was designed for blacks and other underprivileged
minorities in our own city. Our staftis biracial, or it is nonsectarian
in terms of race.

Mr. DANIELS. I must have irdsunderstood you.
Mr. BOOTH. Blacks are the most visible mincrity.
Mr. DANIELS. I would like to get that cleared up for the record.
Mr, BOOTH. Yes, I would like to get it cleared up. Blacks would

be predominant.
Dr. SULLIVAN. In Charleston, more than half of the pro-

grams are white. And in Iirstmoke, more than half are white.
Mr. DANIEts. In the 91 programs, how many people are enrolled?
Dr. SULLIVAN. About 30,000 at this time.
Mr. DANIELS. How many have graduated?
Dr. SULLIVAN. Overall, about 25,000. You have about 9,000 or 10,000

in Philadelphia alone.
Mr. DANIELS. Can you tell us what your experience has been with

dropouts who originally enrolled? What percentaga failed, to finish?
Dr. SULLIVAN. Well, our program is divided into two parts; first,

the feeder program, which is the prevocational program that every
person must come into, and then the technical-skill program, where a.
person learns a skill. So the intake point is the feeder program.

We find that many people complete the feeder program, which is
a prevocational program, and go directly into a job from there. What
they needed was direction and motivation and some help.

Some go into the skill-training program. All in all7 we have serv-
iced about 50,000 peoplereally, I say, about 40,000 for the record.
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Of that 40,000, 25,000 have rinished a prograr and are now working oil
jobs across this county.

Of the 40,000and it might be moremany thousands have gone
from the feeder directly into jobs. The placement record, I under-
stand, in OTC programs is approximately SO percent.. [An aide. leans
over and speaks to Dr. Sullivan.] He said 85 percent. He is director
of the OIC institute.

I would say 80 to 85 percent.. The retention rate of persons who
get on a job and remain is between 80 and 90 percent. And this is
rather phenomenal. After a single year, persons who stay on the job,
or who are upgraded within the skill area in which they were trained,
so the retention of persons on jobs unquestionably, I think, is an
extraordinary phenomenon in manpower training, and the placement is
very good. The placement is very good because we tie industu into
the program. We know the jobs that are available in the community,
industry comprises our industrial advisory committees, industry
helps us buy equipment, and in the in-service training of our instruc-
tors. So they are helping us to train people -for jobs that exist in
industry.

It is for that reason in Philadelphia that OIC trainees are work-
ing in 800 companies in Philadelphia alone, because industry has had
a part in the development of the program.

Tnat is one reason I think the placement is so high. It is extraor-
dinarily high, and the retention is high.

Mr. D.A NIELS. You have been successful in putting the people to
work, which is the main purpose. of our manpower training programs.

What control is there over the program itself ? How is that regulated
and governed? You have an involvement of various people from the
community, from industry, besides your local people.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Each program is an autonomous OIC unit itself,
with its own beard of directors, a nonprofit board.

Hooked to the board, like a umbilical cord, is the industrial advisory
committee of that particular city. It does not tell the board what to
do, because we can% have that, but gives advice and counsel in terms
of employment opportunities and resources and this type of thin.

We have a national executive board of persons who are elected
once a year to what we call a national assembly, which was held just
a few weeks ago in Chicago, Ill. That executive board makes deter-
minations for the overall program, recommendations for the overall
program, but the autonomy of the program rests in the. local com-
munity. But it is tied together by this fainily of OTC, which is formed
in an executive board, a national board, where the selection of the
person is made from the persons in the assembly.

Mr. DANIELS. What do you estimate to be the cost per trainee ?
Dr. SuLLIvAN. The average cost of a trainee from the street to a

job is approximately $1,000, which is about one-third the cost of an
ordinary Federal program.

Mr. DANIELS. One of the questions involved in our manpower train-
ing is the question of eligibility. Now, you stated that there are 5,000
persons on the waiting list.

How does MC determine a person's eligibility ?
Dr. SuLLIVAN. We determine it on the basis of ifest-come, first-

served, because oo.r centers are very crowded in Philadelphia. We ha-7e,
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5,000 on the waiting list only in Philadelphia. I ima (Tine there. are-
tens of thousands across the country.

But it is a first-come, first-served basis. Some have to wait 6 months
or a yearand we have some people who have been on the waiting
list a year, and they have to wait for slots, because we don't have
resources -for a larger program to serve the people.

Also in the skills we serve, there are sonie skills where there are
fewer slots, and therefore we fill those slots with the persons we think,
and the person thinkswhat we call a. dual type of- counseling vela-
tionslfipwould want to go into a specific skill area. So it is in terms
of first-come, first-served, and then on the basis of what slots are
open for training in a specific area.

Mr. DANIELS. How do you match trainees with jobs l You have had
phenomenal success in havinfr persons graduate from your program,
and you say you have met witri SO- to 90-percent success in getting them
jobs, and this is an unustra flegre,,, of success. And I am very lunch
interested in how you tie them up v:ith the jobs.

Dr. SULLIVAN. It really starts with the feeder proaram. The feeder
program is the prevocational profrram of the OIC. at me describe the
feeder proaram just in a couple, of seconds.

We fourTd that most of us who came to OIC only went beyond the
ninth or 10th year in school. One-third of us were on public welfare.
The average age was around 27 year. So many of us had forgotten
some of the knowledge we had of thn basics of the language, even, how,
really, to pit it down. So in the feeder program we first give a person
a sense of literacy.

We go back and teach the basics of reading, writimr, and arithmetic
all over again. Even if a person finished high school, it doesn't matter.
I went threugh the feeder prooTam myself.

We call it communications ;kills, and people don't mind it too much.
[Laughter.]

Then in the feeder program, we teach grooming, we teach a sense of
self-pride. When we initiate the program, when we decided we wanted
Afro s particularly to know something of their heritage and their
pastand we put into it minority education, and we talked about
Hannibal, and so forth, right down to the present day.

We taught people who were Irish Americans, and others, so that
we see America has many minorities. We teach them the value of work,
of punctuaIit;, of doing a job well. And in all that time, 2 weeks to
3 months, we are matching people up to what they best can do as a job
skill.

Mar.,: people come saying they .-vant a be a secretary, and we find
they would 1):, better to be a keypunch operator, or an electronic-

worke:!. Some gentleman may come to be a plumber, and he
rind hiinsel f better suited to be a lathe operator.
is all done -7ith the counselors and the individui, so that when

the individual finishe,: the feeder program, he is pretty well set in whet,
skill traiziiii.7 he shuid do. Then he goes to a skill center, and while,
he is there -,vc have outreaches, job-opportunity placement workers in
the field, viinteers and some staffing where we have the money, to
alvise ,;t* jobs that are open in a myriad of companies. So when that
person becomes job readywe don't give diplomaswhen tIL t man
becomes job ready to go into a j6b to .7nake some money, then we feed
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him into that job with that company and watch idm progress-6
months, 8 months, a year.

There are problems that the employer can call us back about, or
we will find out fromthe employee himself.

OIC ::s Yale to OIC trainees. We have the same alleoiances to it.
could ask for 10,000 OIC students to be here next morith, and they

would be here. They iv ve allegiance like you have to Yale or Harvard.
It is a people's university of opportunity.

So from the street to a job, that process developed into a job
which makes placement much simpler for us and retention much
higher.

Mr. DANIELS. Doctor, just one further question. You have mentioned
prevocational trainina. Do you feel that we should have prevocational
training, or vocational training, in any manpower program that the
ConoTess would authorize?

DT. SumrvAN. Yes. There is no question. I think that just training
a man for a skill is not enough. A man can be the best-skilled work-
man in the world, and if his attitude isn't right, he wouldn't be of
any use to the company.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins ?
Mr. HAWKINS. Doctor Sullivan, I commend you on your presenta-

tion. There are se-eral questions I would like to ask.
On page 10 oi your statement, you said that it is your hope that

snpport for the opportuniti s industrialization center type programs
could be successful in new manpower legislation in order for the
program to do the job. You have already demonstrated that it is
capable of doing that.

What do 17011 mean by that? Would you clarify that? Do yo t. mean
that it would be necessary in :iorm way to amend the proposals that
we are now considering in order to include OIC for funding, or for
recognition, or lust what do you mean by that?

Dr. STTLLIVAN. The process of amendment would be one. For ex-
ample, I know that in the Senatean amendment is being presented
from the Senate to see that OIC is, in terms of what it does, is en-
couched in the manpower legislation. So if an amendment could be
produced, or whatever process is done legislatively so that the pro-
gram conk; be encouched in itnot naming it. I am perfectly aware
of the difficulties of naming a categorized program, but if C,e process
of OIC is put downit a simple pyocess, because we are probably
the only organization doino. it on a oroad scale in America. It is a
national program. Then th'e funding agencies would know that this
is a program that the American Government wants to see attempted
on a realistic and on a significant seale.

So the reason I said "without limning it" is because I knew it
probably could not be named.

Mr. HAWKINS. I -as handed a bill. H.R. 11225, introduced by Mr.
Taft, and the. title reads : "To Provide Federal Financial Assistance
to Opportunities Industrialization Centers."

You would, I assume, endorse the intent of the bill, but would not
care to have the. OIC specifically named.

Dr. SI,I.LIVAN. Yes, I thin': sc, Congressman Hawkins, from the
standpoint of just the realities of it, because I know the problem that
would be associatel with attempting to name a program.
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Mr. HAWKINS. You are not saying that it isn't possible to obtain full
funding even under the existing program provided the Department
of Labor, which I assume would' be the one, approved the funding and
cooperated with you.

Dr. SULLIVAN. No; it wouldn't be neressary, then, perhaps, Con-
gressman. Perhaps, but, so far, I haven't, and if the Congress of the
United States indicated a mandate somehow that this kind of program
should receive some priority in the development of manpower pro-
grams. then I think I would get far, far, far more support from per-
sons who now are making a totem pole out of me.

Mr. HAWKINS. W0111.1 you feel that the OIC idea in any way com-
petes with the school system, which also operates skill centers, or with
the private trade schools, which are also operating skill centers similar
to yours?

Dr. SULLIVAN. I think, Congressman Hawkins, they wouldn't be
competitive in that respect, because as far as I know, I do not lolow
of a manpower program of the breadth and latitude of OIC reaching
people. to the extent. we are reaching them in the community.

The problem with the vocational school system is that it has missed
the mark as far as the broad mass of the minority population is con-
cerned. Therefore, we are not duplicating it, because it really isn't
being done, so we are moving into an area where service is not being
rendered on the broad base that we think OIC is capable of rendering.

Mr. HAWKINS. With respect to the type of classes and students and
so forth, are these students ordinarily employed, or are they without
any type of financial assistance outside of the training program it-

f ?
Dr. SULLIVAN. Congressman Hawkins, approximately one-third of

all OIC trainees are on public assistance. The thing I want to do is get
people off of welfare. "Hands up, not hands out !"

Incidentally, Mr. Nixon 0-ot that from me. That is mine.
Mr. HAWKINS. The one-tliird, do they continue to re(!eive assistance

during the time they are being trained ?
Dr.-SULLIVAN. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Would the other two-thirds be employed ?
Dr. SUILT-YAN. Many of them are unemployed. You have many

people in OIC who have no connection even with welfare.
There are hundreds of thousands of "unstatistics" in our com-

munities, who are searching for a way out, and then the remainder,
99 percent of the remainder of our persons in the program are
underemployed, people in dead end jobs, and who want upgraded
skills and upgraded opportunities.

I imagine many of these ladies and gentlemen might be working
on jobs at night, but it is a matt, r of upgrading their skills, rather
than the dead end frustrations that millions of our people are ex-
periencing every day.

Mr. ITAwKrNs. Do you depend on anv type of training allowance
during the time the pc rson is being trained ?

Dr:'SuLLIVAN. In several of our programs, training allowances have
been made a.vailabl to us. In most of our programs, no. Ours is truly
motivation, and that is an extraordinary thing.

Mr. HAWKINS. I would think so, because I know many areas that
we cannot, get anyone to go into training unless he is getting an al-
lowance. That seems to be the incentive, actually, for some a them,

.
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more than the training itself. It seems ra ther remarkable that you
have, been able to make such a success without having this great in-
centive to offer (0 individuals.

Dr. SULLIVAN. It is motivation. The night OIC programs are
heavily populated with males. Here during the day, you see many
ladies here. You see some men. That is because the men are work-
ing now. They are working on menial, often sublevel, jobs. but at
night many of our programs, you will find a large number of males
there trying to upgrade their skills. Of these ladies, many of them
are doin er things, but we have created what we call a brotherhood pro-
aram, to help our people with carfare and lunch money, just the bare
necessities to keep going until they get a job.

If there were a fund available to help us supplement male trainees,
for example, we could fill our day courses with men. In Chicago, 100
percent of the OIC programs are male. It is because we have been
able to arrange some kind of subsidy for them.

If it is not available, we will make it on motivation, and we will
igetstopgap jobs for our people, day or night, so that they can make

Mr. IlAwluxs. I have a lot of other questions, but I am sure the
other members would like to have a crack at you also.

Again, I would like to commend you on your operation.
It is my understanding, Mr. Chairman, that this committee may go

on some field trips. If so, I certainly was going- to suggest tlin.t we do
include either Philadelphia or one of the other OIC centers. I think it
would certainly be a great help to the committee and an inspiration to
all of the members of this committee to see all the centers in opera-
tion, as I think some members of this committee have already clone.

Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize my colleague from the State of Minnesota,

Mr. Quie. Do you have any questions?
Mr. Qum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Sullivan, I read a newspaper article about you once, and 1

couldn't imagine that such a person was real. So I went up to Phila-
delphia and saw it and saw the operation of the OIC up there. And I
figured if they were operating the way they said in the newspaper
article, that tht,t would be a tremendous success. And wl ,en I got up
there and saw what you were doing, I wasa believer from then on.

I was immensely impressed by you and what you have done ever
since that time. I have again seen your charismatic personality here,
and I can see why you are one of your people. You lion't talk about
"those people." You talk about "ns."

Dr. SULLIVAN. US.
Mr. QTJIE. I know that is the way they feel about you in the pro-

gram, too. The newspaper indicated that the OIC was "titeir pro-
gram," not a Government program.

As you indicated, this is not just for blacks, but is one that blacks
identify with.

Let me ask you a question about the operation of the
One thing that struck me is that it bas been tremendously successful

in Philadelphia, and 10,000 have been trained. You said 40,000 an over
the country. What makes it more successful in Philadelphia than in
any other place?
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I recognize that there aren't any other Leon Sullivans around. If we
had 91 Leon Sullivans, that would make a difference. But you have
some other tremendous individuals, too.

What is it that enables you to continue in Philadelphia above all

the other OIC's in the country ?
Dr. SULLIVAN. Well, I think we had a head start in Philadelphia, but

the 'amazing fact is that a great deal of the publicity has been on Phila-
delphia, when there are extraordinarily successful programs in other
parts of the country.

The progrm here in Washington, if you could see it, is one of the
most exciting and successful programs we have.

The program in Seattle, Wash., was one of the first programs, be-
cause of its succ:ss, that was taken into the whole State manpower
structure.

The program in Oidahoma City, Okla., is easily the most successful
manpower program in the country. Its statistics are better than
Philadelphia's.

Boston, Mass., is one of the best identifiable programs for the aspira-
tions of the masses that we have in the country.

The concentration of publicity has been on Philadelphia because we
are the largest program. We are able to get more buildings and more
resources locally. But there are many programs that are as good or
better than the OIC program there. It is just that I know more editors
of newspapers and more television companies.

But the thing I would like to see done is to have the full story of
OIC told.

We have such limited resources. In your area, in St. Paul, Minn.,
there is a program there that has had no funding, or support. The
building was secured from the community. That program is dealing
with the most significant nerds with that community. Some of the
most difficult sectors of that community are being dealt with by OIC.

In order for the program to exist, they have to have weekend dances
to pay the coal bill. They have to sell papers to keep the counselors and
the program going.

There are amazmg programs in the country, and I have named a few
of them. And I could name 20 others: Phoenix, Ariz., Omaha,
San Jose, Calif., where 80 percent of the trainees are Mexican Ameri-
cans, is one of the most exciting programs in training in this country
today. I could name many others.

Mr. Qum How is the program in Watts doing ? I visited that whrn
they first got started.

Dr. SULLIVAN. There were two programs that have been closed that
were initiated. One was closed in Los Angeles, and one was closed in
Birmingham, Ala. I am glad you raised the question.

The one was closed in Los Angelesbecause immediately followingthe
riots, the McCone commission made a report indicating that what Los
Aireles needed was an OIC such as Philadelphia. Therefore, without
getting the community involied in its development, without getting
the people involved in where the programs would be, without getting
the community with OIC, somebody graciously and happily gave us
5400,000 to start a program that was an idea, but was not a, fact in
terms of att itnde within the comnmnity.
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When they got the money, we were sc busy getting the program go-
ing with the money that we forgot to do the program.

It also got tied into politics, and one thing we have tried to do at
OIC is to keep it nonpartisan, because it has to be an American pro-
gram for all the people. And so I requested personally that program be
discontinued because it was not functioning as an OIC program. If a
program doesn't function as an OIC program, as far as I am concerned,
it is-better that it be closed rather than continued.

If I had seen Congressman Hawkins before this happened, it
wouldn't have happened.

It happened that last week I got a letter, and it is interesting you
raise the question, from the clergy of Los Angeles and the leaders, ask-
ing if we could brim,. OIC back and start it the right way.

In Birmingham:711a., it was closed because they booked OIC into
a Government program called CEP. The,- said, "We will take your
OIC and make it a part of CEP." I said,-"Take a part of it." And I
made the worst mistake in my life, because when CEP went down,
OIC went down.

I learned two valuable lessons. First, to create OIC's, you must
star m.t fro the community. Let them raise $500 or a thousan-d dollars.
Let industry help with their equipment needs. Let the thing get going
with the initiative of the people first, and then let the municipalities
and the Stath governments and Federal Government support them.

The other thing I learned was, don't get OIC hooked into a Federal
training program, because when that program dies, OIC will die with
it. So we would rather live poor, rather than to dieI can't say
"rich," because we haven't been rich. [Laughter.]

Mr. Quto. I appreciate your answerma that, because I think we
ought to have in the record this information. We have been starting
Federal proarams all over the lot. Is what you told me up in Phila-
delphia stilr true, that a key is that the community sacrifies to get it
started in order to make it a success ?

We have started many Federal ventures that failed. I wish there
was some way we could learn from successful stories like yours. But
lots of times you learn by the mistakes you make. The only thing that
interests me is that you have made fewer mistakes than anyone else.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Congressman Quie, I have made many mistakes. I
make them every day. But we are learning. OIC is in the process of
becoming. We are Crying to develop something that will help our
people massively and realistically. And so we are creating as we go,
and this has never been done before. We are learning as we go.

We had to create the OIC National Institute. That is funded by
Federal funds. It provides assistance to OIC programs that have
Federal funds in them. We need resources to beef up that technical
capability.

I found two big problems we had with OIC's was money resources,
borrowimr fror, l'eter to pay Paul, trying to keep in existence. with
people fiuinc rooms, trying to keep them going. One was re-
sources, and :it I come, to the American people and Cono-ress to
help us:

The other was administrative leadership so that wehave manpower
to lead the programs. You can have a great program, and if you don't
have the leadership, you don't have a program.
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So there was management-training capability, to train managers.
This we did, with funds coming from foundations and private sources
and companies, just trying to keep it together to train managers for
OIC programs. That program is capable of training hundreds of man-
agers and administrators for OIC's.

Some have, said that. you don't have the resources in a small com-
munity, 50,000, to lead OIC. I find the resources and manpower are
there. It has just never been found, refined, and developed.

So we have to take what we have and make what we need, because
the problem is so great that we can't wait for a man to bob up who is
perfect. We have to take what we have and make what we need.

Therefore, we need resources to beef up our OIC Technical Institute
led by this man here, so that we can really get into doing the massive
technical and educational job that we know we can do.

So if the bills could be written, could be modified to include the
OIC conceptI understand there is such a thing as "congressional
intent" on what is to be done with fundsif it would be possible to
name OIC nationally, this would be great. I don't think you gentle-
men could do that. But it, would be great if you could.

Somebody has suggested that this might be one timeI understand
we haven't done it since the days of the Red Crossto actually charter
OIC with a congressional charter. I don't know if that is possible to
do. Perhaps it isn't.

Mr. QUIE. it is possible to do it. We did it with Future Farmers of
America in 1940. It is possible to do it.

Dr. StnzivAN. So any way you can helpin other words, 1. am corn-
ing here with an appeal. We have people. We have a program.

Mr. Steiger, I read your presentation. It is well done, well thought
through. And I think you ought to know that, well thought through.
As a. matter of fact, some of your striff is like stuff I could easily have
taken myself.

But if we Lad the resources to trynot to try, to demonstrate
within the time that this manpower legislation could be, developed, to
see whether a A,.ograni can be created out of America, from the people
of America to help America, to show again that the democratic, process
does workthere are many people who feel it doesn't work except for
a few. If we could do tha, it would give a tangible demonstration of
the democratic process working for the masses, in a program that the
masses created themselves for America. It would do a tremendous thing
for this country.

Mr. Qum. I have two other questions that I will ask together.
One, it seems to me that the people who beaded the OTC's in these,

communities were ministers. Has that changed ? Do yon still have min-
isters heading them?

Secondly, the Federal Government always 11,13 troribles with its pro-
grams taking care of the hustlers. How do you take care of hustlers in
the program?

Dr. Sur,LavAN. OK. Most. of our leaders are not ministers now.
'When we initiated the program, the first couple, of years most, of them

because the niMisters were the ones I knew, and the ones that
would talk to me, about what we, were doing in Philadelphia. I would
meet them at a conference. and they would say, "What are you doilig
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in Philadelphia ? I heard about OIC. I would like to have one in my
town."

But it is not like that now. It is trying to find the best leadership
available in every community. So now the majority of our programs
do not have ministerial kadership. But I do urge ministers in every
community to become active in OIC, because to me it is aui outreach
cif my ministry.

Mr. QUIE. fit all the programs of the Federal Government, they have
problems of hustlers who are going to use it for their advantage.
You show that you are doing this for the people, and you aren't doing
it for Leon Sullivan. All people are not like that.

Dr. SULLIVAN. I hope I am not doing it for myself. I hope I am not.
am doing this thing, Mr. Quie, because I see it is essential i'or my

survival. I take no salary for what I do. I haven't taken a penny's
salary, and I won't. Because if I want America -:,o vohmteer their time
and effort and resources to help a program, I must volunteer what I
have. I -nut personal rescuices into it.

I moagaged my house and put the funds into this TY.ograrn. My
church funds are in it. J do it not only because I think God wants me
to do it, but it is a mattcr of survival. By the year 2000, one-half of
all the jobs we have won't even exist. By the year 2000, one-half, if
we can't cret, blacks, particularly, trained in jobs. able to Jtand on their
own feetly the year 2000, with automation x Jrking jobs out, with
us still at a menial base, one-half of all the Afro's in this country will
either have to be on relief or sulvidized by some kind of income help.

Five years ago, I was in East Germany at the invitation of the
Government. and I went there. And I know what can happen when a
government has control of the people, and when the government gets
to the place where it tells you what you eat, what you wear, where you
go, how much money you can get. When that has control cif your life,
it can have control of your death.

There are a lot of people in this country who still wouldn't mind
having control of my death, so my survival is to get my people wcr..king,
to get us on our feet, so we don't have to lean on people for what we
are, where we live. When I am independent, I can look you in the eye
and say, "I am a man like you are." But when I have to beg and scrape
to you for a few pennies of relief, you have got me, and I am trying
to g-et myself out of your hands like that.

Wi.at do you think of that? [Applause.]
Mr. QUM. Terrific.
Dr. SULLIVAN. So there are no spoofers on OIC. If they are, if I

find them, something ought to be done about it.
The most important person in OIC is the trainee. We tell the peo-

ple, the teachers of OIC. that the trainees aren't there because of them.
They are there because of the trainees. These ladies and gentlemen
are the most important part of OIC. Instead of the big offices and big
cars, I want some benefits to come to the people. OIC is for the people,
not a lot of offic s and bureaucracies and jobs. It is for these, my people.
my brothers and sisters.

Mr. QUIE. If you can, spell out a way 12 ow you do this, so that the
Government can learn from you. I tell you, it will be learning a great
deal. because I know you do a beautiful, tremendous job.
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Dr. SULLIVAN. If you will just give me some money, Brother Quie.
[Applause.]

Mr. DANIELS. I would like to recognize at this time the author of
one of the manpower bills under consideration before this commit-
tee, the gentleman from 'Wisconsin, Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
I really am not at all sure we should ask any questions.
You said it so we]l axid eloquently, Dr. Sullivan. It is good to have

you here this 111:-Yrning.
Do you have a skill center in Detroit?
1t!. SULLIVAN. No, there was an effort twice there, and both were

aoorted. And it was because of the lack of community participation
and involvement. There was an OIC effort that was aarted in 1965.
It faltered because it wasn't community involved. Then it was re-
opened inside a church, because, it became the, orbit of a few per-
sons. And it has not worked. It has never had. a community base.

There have been great requests from industry and labor and the
people, and I think it is being worked on now.

Mr. STEIGER. What is the story in Milwaukee ?
Dr. SuLtav,IN. The Milwaukee OIC program is emerging wonder-

fully. That program had rough sleddinff, too. A great deal of it was
availability of resources so that we coulehave continuity in our teach-
ing and in our administrative work.

When we have had to deal with three agencies they were giving us
moneyto get into OIC, not knowing when one check would come
and another check would come, our people would quit and get an-
other job, and our administrators would have more problems getting
the staff paid than in teaching the students.

We have been recently able to get a fine man, whose name is Dr.
Patton, and now that program is trying to eome together. I think that
in.ogram is

t-oPinz
to be a real menument in that section. We are pleased

with what ishappening there. now.
Mr. STEIGER. I spent some time working on that problem in Milwau-

kee. I am sorry it took so long.
Dr. SULLIVAN. You will be interested to know you have many friends

in Milwaukee, because they told me you were interested in our work.
Mr. STEIGER. You say that one-third of tiff: Ole's are funded to one

extent or another by the Federal Government. Do you have any idea
at all, or can you break down for its Tmin what agencies or from what
programs those funds come, and what th c. level of funding is?

Dr. SuLLEvNx. The triagoncy funding is from 0E0,- the Dera..rt-
nient of Labor and the Departiwnt of HEW. Seventeen of the 30 I
mentioned are federally fi.oded under the. triageney agreement. Fif-
teen are subcontractors under CEP. That means ebere are a couple
overlapping in several programs, and six have EDA grants.

The ED.k grants are very small. The major contributions come h.om
17 programs, from a triagency agreementOEO, Department of La-
bor, and ITEWand 15 subcontra cors under CEP. It is difficult to
work with subcontractors under CEP because. you have the same
problem as in Birminfrham. where OIC is hooked into something, rather
than something hooked into OIC.

You can never do a full OTC hooked in with C P. You ean work in
cooperation with CEP. But you...can't have OIC worked into it, be-
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cause when that has problems, we have problems, too. Those :ire basi-
cally the triapencv agreements.

Arr. STinonn. 1ott undoubtedly the 196S anwndments to the
Manpower Training Act.. One said that there should be a priority
given skill centers. I am biased, because I authored that.

Would you be. able to give its an analysis of how well you think the
Department. of Labor and FIEW are implementing that amendment?

Dr. SULLIVAN. I don't want to be in a position of hurtinp- anybody.
Our skillmost of our skill training centers are very ineffective in our
communities. Large resources are expended in them, but t'.1ey are not
reaching for the most part the target population which we expected
that that would be intended for.

This was one. reason that OIC programs are cropping up even
around where you have skill centers, because the need on any kind of
significant. scale is not being reached. So I know everybody has prob-
lems, and the skill center programs have problems, and I know it. And
they haven't ;lad as much time, perhaps, to get themselves together,
lint the skill centers have a. p.reat deal left to be desired overall, gen-
erally, although there are some specific skill programs that I under-
stand are . ery good.

Mr. STEIGER. The intent, lv)wever, was to also make sure that 010
was classified as a "skill center."

Dr. SULLIVAN. Is that right.
Mr. STEIGER. In the hill that I introduced, with which I know you

are. familiar.
I said that th,_ priority given skill centers and other educational

programs should operate through local educational agencies. I did
that because I think we need to find a way to insure the success of
the programs carried on. If we are not doing it by definition, that is
the problem. And I have to know about it. If thai is not working so
far as vou are concernedis that what you tell me?

Dr. :SULLIVAN. That is not working its fb.r as I am con-erned, to the
extent. tliat I wasn't informed that ()IC was characterized in the
minds of the triagencies as a skill center. anst the opposite is true. I
seem to have been informed that I did not fit into that category. If I
had known what you are telling me now, Mr. Steiger, you would have
known it a long time ago.

Mr. STEIGER. I will have to 0.o back and do a little more checking.
Dr. SULIVAN. One exception is Seattle, Wash. The ()IC's, one not

being regarded 'in the agencies as a "skill center" per se, to benefit
front the produce of that legislationthat is the reason why, if it
were possibleand I don't know if it iswe are hopin..; ()IC could be
named. If that "F.; not possible, just the interpretation as a matter of
congressional irtent mip-ht be helpful to give us some support in that
respect.

Mr. STmovu. I will check on that and get in touch with you,
becanse unless my memory serves me badly, toat was part of the
intent.

One last question, and that relates to what you say in your ques-
tion, ard about which there has always been controversy.

We. have created all kinds of programs., the job opportunities, the
husi ;less sector, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, and, all of these other
Id nds of essentially job. oriented, supposedly, training programs.
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You make a plea that. there be a more positive role for HEW in
the Office of Education, and I assume you make that plea on the basis
that you believe very deeply that there is an important role for the
kind of institutio,ial training that your program offers.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Yes, absolutely.
Mr. STEIGER. I guess what I would like is two things.
One, if you had to choos oased on your experience, are we better

ofT for the. kinds of people with whom you work in OIC with, the Ingn
school dropout, of whatever age, to provide them with some kind of in-
stitutional training so that they get basic skills both in whatever you
called it

Dr. SULLIVAN. The feeder program.
Mr. STEIGER. What is the great word you are using now, computa-

tional skills?
Dr. SULLIVAN. Computational skills.
Mr. STEIGER. Plus the job training.
Second, can you go a little bit further with your statement on page

12, where you talk about what you are doing to work with state educa-
tion agencies ?

Reverend SULLIVAN. It is my opinion that for skill training to be
effective, there riust be computation and communication skills, what
we call the "prevocational" or "feeder" program.

To train a man with a sk4:11 and not the attitude and the basics of
mcstivation is not training a person who is going to benefit, actually,
in the total picture, his job, his employer, or even himself.

Skill training, therefore, must be coupled, as you put it, and acs I see
it in my opinion, with prevocational training, particularly for persons
who have been shut out of the world of work and opportunity. It
is an education process as much as it is a skill-training process. For
that reason we even have to get into literacy preparation. We have
to get into whole areas of heritage education. We have to get into the
whole picture of what America is about, what the free-enterprise
system is about, what the world of work is about. Just training a man
is one part, but it must be coupled with the kind of thing we dis-
cussed here.

And for that kind of thing to be institutionalized, this means, then,
that the Department of .1-Ie.alth, Education, and Welfare should be
more deeply involved and hmnersed in decisions pertaining to these
kin& of educational efforts.

I think that the resources of the Department of HEW can be
brought more into play in buttressing the kinds of program that we
are trying to initiate here. It is an educational mechanism, as well
as being a skill-training mechanism. It is the training of the whole
man.

With respect to the second question, already we are developing
relationships through, and securing State certification to work more
closely with departments of education in the States. We should like,
for example, to develop arrangements whereby school dropouts in our
high schoc 's can have a closed linkage with the intake of OIC's.

Now, Iv,. have stayed away from this -because we didn't want to
interfere with the educational process. We didn't want boards of educa-
tion to flunk that OIC was going to encroach into a province, that
was their own, to the extent that we. have said that persons who
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have discontinued school should wait awhile before they come to
OIC. So we would not put ourselves in the position of interfering
with educational areas of concern.

But if, somehow, OIC could be a central point in this whole educa-
tional meR.hanism, where you have public education, at one end, and
technical schools on the other, this big mass in the middle of under-
employed, uneducated, often people who can hardly read or write,

this big mass of Americanssomething must be put in this center
to help these, our people, to get skills, attitudinal d.evelopment, and a

sense of relationship with the whole order, so that we can be bene-

ficiaries of the whole system, rather than on the outside.
The problem has been, with all the noise and disturbance, it has been

so much like that because we are outside the benefits of the whole sys-
tem. We can't understand it, and we fight it.

Once a person becomes one of the beneficiaries of the system, and
there. is a d.00r in the center, it will be better. They are not going back

to public school, and they can't go to technical schools and universities,
because they don't have the diplomas and qualifications, and somedon't

have the money.
So some institution in the center to provide educational services to

the broad mass of our people has to be provided. And I can see a link-
age, therefore. A program like OIC might become institutionalized,
hoolang into the public education and ultimately into the technical
education. I think we would be able to spread the base of our educa-

tional needs more.
Mr. STEIGER- Mr. Chairman, I simply want to say this has been a

great experience.
Thank you, Dr. Sullivan, for coming. And congratulations on a fan-

tastic job.
Mr. DAxrus. I would like to thank you and Mr. Booth and the two

students who testified here this morning for your testimony. It has
been most interesting and informative. This has been one of the finest
hearings that this committee has held on manpower, and I want to men-
tion that I regret that there are not more of us around who take an
interest in programs of this nature.

The committee standsadjourned. [Applause.]
Mr. D.ixreLs. Our next laearing is scheduled for March 3, 1970.

(Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, March 3, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF THE COMMITTEE oN EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Wa.shington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 :15 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room

2175, Rayburn. House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Burton, Gaydos, and

Erlenborn.
Staff, members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel; Sue Nelson, re-

search assistant; Cathy Romano, research assistant, and Charles W.
Radcliffe, minority counsel foreducation.

Mr. O'HARA (presiding). The Select Subcommittee on Labor of the

Committee on Education andLabor will come to order.
The purpose of today's hearing is to continue taking testimony on

II.R. 10908, H.R. 11620, and H.R. 13172, and related bills dealing with

manpower development and training.
Our first witness today is Mr. Clarence Mitchell, the director of the

Washington Bureau of the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People.
Mr. Mitchell, I am very pleased you are here. I am going to hear a

few words of your testimony, and then I am going to get back to work

on the matter I discussed with you.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE MITCFRET,, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON

BUREAU, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

COLORED PEOPLE

Mr. MrrcHri.L. Thank you, Congressman O'Hara.
It is vital, and you have done a vital job in protecting the interests

of people.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Clarence

Mitchell, director of the Washington Bureau of the National Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Colored People. I appreciate this op-
portunity to present views on behalf of our organization in connection
with your consideration of manpower bills H.R 10908, H.R. 11620,
and H.R. 13172.

(At this point Mr. Daniels assumed the chair.)
Mr. Mrromm. Of these three bills, it appears that H.R. 11620, in-

troduced by Congressman O'Hara and other sponsors, is the most
(407)
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likely to accomplish the desired job of eliminating duplication among
Federal agencies in the manpower field, and at the same time, accom-

plish increased training; and job opporturnties for all Americans.
There is some confusion and duplication in the prozrams designed

to assist what are called the "hard-core unemployed" and/or the "un-

deremployed." Unfortunately, the proposal offered on behalf of the
administration. H.R. 13472, would compound existing confusion, be-

cause it would transfer the responsibility for implementing the man-

power prooTams to the same political entities that have caused the

trouble in the first place. The U.S. Employment Service, State gov-

ernments, county governments, and municipal governments have a

notorious record of racial discrimination. Most of them have an equal-

ly bad record in discriminating asrainst the groups in the low-income

cateo-ory, regardless of whether they are white, black, or other minori-

ties. In most instances, local governments are so busy trying to keep

the salary scales of program employees at a low level that they fail to
understand the importance of paying a decent wage in order to get

an efficient employee. Frequently, if the State and 'local political fig-

ures and unable to scale down the wage paid those operating desirable
programs, the next move is to claim such jobs as political patronage.
This meti-z)s that there is established a standard of political affiliation
first and ability to do the job second.

Many State and local officials seem to be interested in frustrating
rather than promoting imaginative programs. For example, in one
program where the sponsors sought to make a facility used for the

program more sanitary and efficient, the city officials attempted to have

the pastor of the church sponsoring the proo-ram indicted for misuse

of public funds.
I left out the name of that individual, Mr. Daniels and other members

because I didn't want to embarrass the minister who was involved.

But it was an incredible experience. He was the pastor of a church
that was in an old building, and he sought to have a nursery-
school program in order that working mothers mighttake job training.

Well-, it turned out that the health department came in and said,
"You have got to have small laboratory facilities for the children."
The fire department came in and said that the wiring in the place
was bad, that had to be improved. Somebody else came in and said
the kitchen facilities had to be improved.

He did all these things, and I think the cost, for which he had re-
ceipts and that sort of ihing, came to around maybe $10,000. He did
this. And then somebody in the city government actually went to the
prosecutor and said that he ouoht to be indicted for misuse of funds.

Fortunately, the prosecutor was a sensible man, and he did not seek

an indictment. But it is interesting to me that this Idnd of thing would
happen, because the President's welfare program, as he sent it over to
Congress, has a proposal in it that in these places where you are deal-
mg with old buildings for the purpose of trying to set up nursery
schools, there would-be Government expenditure to try to improve
them so they wouldn't be health hazards or fire hazards.
_In other words, what this minister had already done was the same

kind of thmg the President is proposing in his new welfare proo-ram,
but the local officials wanted to indictwanted to indict him for mis-
use of Government funds.
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In another case, where at (I)() staff man sought to have local
youths involved in prorziros that would improve the community,
pressure from county ara city- ofttcials brought about his dismissal
from the job. I have that ctise /ow before 3Ir. Rumsfeld, and I think
he will make a fair disposition of it. For that reason, I don't mention
the man's name. But it is a fact that this has occurred.

Sometimes local progrfolls that would provide employment are
snared by numerous techliicalioes. In one case that came to our atten-
tion, a program that xvoLlki hal,e eventually provided employment for
approximately 30 hard-we nlieinployed was held up for 2 months
because of a dispute abpht oile word in the corporate name of the
sponsoring agency. That N-asvally straightened out, and the program
did get underway. But na4f1e people were out of work, 300 of
them, because of an argiAoellt about one word in the corporate name.

So far as the Employn)eirt ervice is concerned, its record has been
one of dismal failure to ;issi%t persons in need of help in the job field.
I want to expand on tIrt, kr, Chairman.

I have been dealing the Employment Service for many years,
ever since Secretary Scliwlienbach of the Department of Labor. And
it is really an almost liotjels5 proposition to try to get much out of
that agency.

We have observed thatactic5 Of many of these officials over the years.
Usually, they place in er4)plo,tpeht the persons who are well qualified
and probably could obtAio 41;iplo.yrnent without any help. The indi-
viduals who need additai)ijai tfaynng or guidance and job counseling
usually become a part of 0--teri5B-e files gathering dust in local offices.

I might say that Mr. 13,111.to, the Secretary of Labor, indicated that
there had been trouble in teyonlo.ny. He hopes that they can improve
and thinks perhaps they improving. I hope he is right. But, frankly,
I don't have much opti1a opont the possibility of tbe Employment
Service straightening itOf oat.

We have been trying to rilaye the Employment Service offices more
effective in handling rnaclipow.er problems for the last 30 years. Gen-
erally speaking, the conclitiony :have not changed much for the better.

H.R. 11620 provides for 5pl1ed training centers supportive and
followup services to supuenleptwork and training programsinclud-
mg health servicescottli5eling, lay care for children, transportation
assistance, and other sfecial seryices necessary to assist individuals to
achieve success in worl4: And trivining programs. Experience has shown
that all of these are pr4ctit.1-61 necessities if we are to make certain
that our citizens really 1:)e/aefit from the various manpower programs.
Another feature of the bill, providing for employment cen-
ters and mobile emplaitoent_yerrice units, is also vital. Job coachin-
to insure job retention fhad relocation placement, where needed, are
also extremely importakt.

We need bold and in4ig-iiiati% programs for the training, upgrad-
mg and employment of aose Tho now are considered ineligible for
jobs or unsuitable for 1)f0tivtions. From our observations of some
agencies, such as 0E0, N-e beji-ve that they are in a far better position
to initiate and carry out N.-ipritilental prozrams than the oid-line agen-
cies, which are frequentjy %tailed. by people who are long on paper-
work and policies but sllort en productive performance.
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It is also important to maintain the maximum amount of freedom
and flexibility which usually accompany programs under private

sponsorship.
It should be noted that the recent move of State Governors who

threatened to veto legal services and Headstart programs are ex-
amples of the Lind of footdragging and laolitical obstruction which
make some State officials untrustworthy in handling proo-rams that
are desioned to eliminate some problems in the manpoweAeld.

In alfof these efforts, it must be remembered that no matter how
efficient we may be in training- the Nation's manpower nothing is ac-
complished if there are no jobs for the trainees when they are ready
to 0-o into g-ainful employment. The concept of guaranteeing mean-
inglul employment opportunities by maling "public investment to
the extent that the private sector if unable to provide such opportuni-
ties " as contained in section 2 (g), and the concept of meeting "un-

filled imblic needs in such fields as health, recreation, housing and
neighborhood improvement, public safety, maintenance of streets,"
et cetera, as contained in section 2(h) of H.R. 11620, is indispensable
if we are to make a dent in the acute job problems of our citizens in
the so-ealled "disadvantaged" groups.

I would just like to mention this as an example of what I am
talking about. It involves a Government agency, but it is a veu good
program. It is out in the State of Illinois, where the Atomic Energy
Commission has started on this atom-splitting project.

The people out there were determined to try to do something in the
area of reaching hard-core unemployed young people. They recruited
a very able man from the very community in which the project is
beino- built. He, in turn, went into Chicao-o and got young people
whjliterallv were "off the streets," some 'z'of whom hall gotten into
different kinds of trouble.

Interestingly, these were young colored people, but there were also
some Indians. And I think a few in the group were Puerto Ricans.
There was a white man from Arkansas, who-- was an operating engineer
around the premises.

He agreed to be the instructor on teaching these young people how
to operate heavy equipment. It has just been an amazing transforma-
tion of these young 'people, who were sort of just hanging around.
Now they get out, and you can see a real sense of pride as they operate
that heavy equipment. .And they could take the training because they
'mew at the end of the trainin<3 period there would be a job.

That is why I think it is so important that, as we have these train-
ing programs, that we try to be sure that when the people get what-
ever they are being taught, they can then Iget jobs.

It is incredible that in a time of national prosperity and affluence
the only way that some would approach the problem of inflation is to
promote and extend unemployment. As usually happens, increases in
unemployment mean increases of joblessness amorlg Negroes, among
persons of Spanish ancestry, and amono other mmoritv oroups. So
far, we have not been able to provide al employment 'fr:3m private
sources in our country.

The present policies of the administration in office seem to result
in a decrease in jobs in the private sector. It is not yet clear whether
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this also has brought about a decrease in inflation. But, meanwhile,
the people out of work are suffering from the loss of their paychecks.

As we look at the piles of trash in our cities, because we do not have
enough people working in our sanitation departments, and note the
deterioration of our parks and recreational facilities, because we do
not have sufficient maintenance personnel, it seems very clear that
providing jobs on the public payroll to handle these matters would
have the double effect of putting cash in the pockets of those who are
jobless and, at the same time, improve the value and appearance of
our public properties.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify on this important prob-
lem. We sincerely hope that the subcommittee will give speedy ap-
proval to the O'Hara bill.

Thank you.
DAN-ry.r.s. Thank you, Mr. Mitchell, for a very precise statement.

You disapprove of the principles set forth in the Ayres bill to em-
power the States with the necessary authority to bringall of these work
programs under an umbrella and let the Stat-es determine which is best
Of course, it also provides for giving g,rants to central cities so that
they may work in conjunction with the State.

However, that bill further provides for the Governor to veto any
part ionlar program.

I take it from your statement that you disapprove of that and that
you think there is more flexibility in the O'Hara bill.

Mr. ALTO-TELL. There certainly is. In the administration's proposal
as I understand it, if the Governor does not provide a plan that is
satisfactory, there is an appeal to the Secretary of Labor. But anybody
who looks at what we are going through now on the question a
school guidelines with the Department ofHealth, Education, and Wel-
fare would l-mow that it won't mean much to have that kind of
procedure.

I just don't see how it would be possible for the Secretary of Labor
to make an intelligent and effective program work when he has got to
deal with Governors who for various political reasons, might even be
acting_ aminst the intereas of the cities.

unforlunately, there is frequently a big political battle between the
State capital people and the people who are trying to run the cities.

There is also another feature of the administration's bill which would
provide for a Lind of a collaboration between the mayors of cities and
county officials in the surrounding areas. This would be pure poison
for most Negroes, because usually tlaecounties that surround the major
cities of our country are the places to which white people have fled
hecause they want to get away from the Negroes. Very frequently, the
officials in those couniies have a End of a racist approach to things, in
a gentlemanly sort of way, and they act 'against the interests of the
peoples of the cities.

As I said before, that would be a dangerous thing if we put that into

'Mr. DANIELS. Congressman Gaydos?
Mr. GAYDOS. I have no questions.
I would like to compliment the gentleman on his very practical

statement.
44-425-7O-pt. 1-27 413
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Mr. DANTFIT S Mr. Erlenborn g
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell, I appreciate your statement, particularly your refer-

ence to mv congressional district. You didn't mention when you were
talking about Illinois that Weston, the Atomic Energy project, is in

my congressional district, and, as a matter of fact, was almost not
located there because some people fought the placement of this particu-
lar project in Illinois because Illinois didn't have a statewide open
housing law.

I am happy to find good results of the operation.
Mr. MITCHELL. May I interrupt and aelmowledge that I was very

determined not to have that located in Illinois, if we could possibly
avoid it, and I now say that we lost that fight. But we lost it because
the people in that community asserted the kind of leadership which

made it a place that this project could be located in.
They passed, as you know, a fair housing ordinance of their own.

And subsequently, of course;they got the national fair housing legis-
lation, I am happy to say, with your help and cooperation and

leadership.
In addition the Atomic Energy people have been very sensit;re

about their role in buildino- a community that would reallyle a demo-
cratic community. They liave doneI won't say they are perfect, but
certainly they have tried and continue to try to meet these problems.
So I am happy to say that, although I have had many misgivings
and fears about this, the reaction cif the community and your own
personal interest in these matters have helped tremendously in solv-
ing these problems.

I think if other people would react that way, we wouldn't have much
trouble. But I must sav that you and. your associates out there are sort
of unusual people. We- don't run into folks like that in many of these

communities.
Mr. ERLE:N.TBORN. I hone your comments concerning at least one pro-

0-ram in Weston would indicate that you are 0-enerally pretty well

-91eased with the conduct of this nroject.
Mr. MITCHELL. With respect to the employment of operating en-

gineers, yes. I don't lmow about the other crafts, but that one seems
to be good.

Mr. ERLENBORN. The final objection that we had to overcome in the
other body to getting this approved finally came down to the demand
that the counOr adopt a fair housino- ordinance, which was not legally
within the power of the county..I felt that some of the attacits on the
designation of Weston for this project were a bit unfair and unrea-
sonable. And I am pleased that, even thouo-h it was a Democratic ad-
ministration and a Democratic Congress, this Republican district was
awarded the project and that presently, I think, the action of the peo-
ple in the community bears out the promise that they gave at the time
they were seeking the location of this projrct there.

Sir. MITCHELL. I would like to say for the record, Mr. Erlenborn,
that I got into a great deal of difficulty because I mentioned a State
where I thought we could have this located and would not have trouble
on housing. that happened to be the State of Colorado, where, as you
Icaow / there are two Republican Senators, who joined with me in say-
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ing that they thought their State would be a good place in which to
locate this.

immediately got in trouble with people in California, who wanted
it at Sacramento, and people in New York, who somehow or other
wanted it in their State.

But I can't overemphasize the fact that we were not objecting to
this because we didn't want to see the State of Illinois benefit from
it. We were objecting because there had been statewide, consistent
opposition to fair housing legislation. And in that area there was
every reason to believe that without fair housing legislation, the
Negroes would not have any place to live if they came there to work.

The difference in Weston was that instead of behig just intransi-
(rz,ent the people in the community did what they could do about
passing an ordinance. And I remember a speech you made, on the
floor, I believe, about this matter, which is different from the way
people usually react. Usually they fight and say, "We are going to
have it whether we haye fair housing or not."

But you and your associates there attempted to correct the prob-
lem. And I feel certain the project would never have gone there except
that the fact of the good will evident and the prospect of passing
national fair housing legislation were all weighed and resulted in a
favorable disposition for your community.

Mr. EIZLENEORN. In your statement, you mentioned without using
names of individuals or particular cities where this happened, that a
pastor got in trouble for using funds to improve a facility.

Now, your assessment of the motivation of the person who went
to the prosecuting attorney may be right. I don't lmow. But I would
ask you, do you know if the person who expended these funds had
legal authority to use the funds for that purpose? Or might there be
a legitimate dispute as to the utilization of training funas or Head-
start funds for capital expenditures ?

Mr. MITCHELL. Actually, what happened in there, there v;ere ar-
rangements under which it would be possible to allocate certain parts
of the money for capital expenditures. The pvstor of this particular
church is a very civic minded individual. :Ere attempted to allocate
out of his church funds a certain amount el money for the cost of
doing this, since it was a cai?ital improvement, and also a certain
amount of the, project funds, because it wouldn't have been necessary
to do it if they didn't have the project in the first place.

Well, it turned out upon review, there was nothing wronr, with
what he had done, but the publicity vindicating his action and jud!r-
rnent never caught up with the sensational thing that was done in
the first place.

The man who instituted the action was the city auditor in this com-
munity, a very ambitious political figure. I am convinced that he did
itbecause I did talk with himI am convinced he did it purely.
-without any hope of actual prosecution, but with the hope that it
would get enough publicity to discredit the program.

That is about par for the course in many of these communities.
That is why I say I don't think they can be trusted to handle these
programs.

Mr. ERLENBORN. You make refezence, also, to recent moves by State
Governors to threaten vetos of Legal Services and Headstart programs.
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You wouldn't just blanketly condemn the action of the Governor in

such a veto as a racist sort of thing, would you? You would, I hope,

agree that there may be other reasons for the Governor to veto a

particular program or project.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I would say there would be reasons in addi-

tion to the racism. I thin]; I can say publicly what was involved in the

legal situation, because it got a lot of publicity in the papers.
This was the State of Missouri, and the people who were working

in the legal program had been very effective in gettino at the problems

of the poor. Necessarily, when you get at the problems of the poor.

you are getting at the problems that affect Negroes.
The Governor of the State of Miouri said:that he just wasn't going

to clear this program. I am happy to &ay that your former colleague,

who I believe is trying very hard to do a good job, Mr. Rumsfeld,

overrode the Governor in that instance and the program continued.

The Headstart matter to which I referred is in the State of Missis-

sippi, where Governor John Bell Williams, who was always against

any civil rights propositions up here in Congress, when he was a

Member of Congress, is the moving factor there. And I am sorry to

sav that there are more people in Governor's chairs like the Governor

of Missouri and Governor Williams than there are people who want

to be fair to everyone.
So I would concede that there are factors in addition to race, but

I think race is definitely one of them.
Mr. ERLENBORN. In examining the administration's bill and the

powers it. rives to the Governors and to the cities, in your discourse

with our chairman, did you take into consideration the fact that the
administration's bill has a set-aside of funds for standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, so that there will be some guarantee, if the admin-

istration's approach is adopted, that some funds are charged directly

to these metropolitan areas?
Mr. MITCHELL. Oh. I was aware of that. But, as Isaid
Mr. ERLENBORN. Would you aaree this is a good thing to do?

Mr. MITCHELL. Unfortunately, I can't agree, because I don't think

either one could be entrusted to do this in the fashion the administra-

tion's bill proposes.
As I said before, while there are often conflicts between the city and

the State r.overnments, there are many times, when the city officials

themselves, just as in the instance I mentionedthis happened to be

a city official where they were trying to indict the minister----the city

officials themselves are so politically minded, and sogeared to economy

in r.overnment and things of that sort, that they raise all binds a
boogymen that are not related to the program. Snd I fear that even
if you had funds that were specifically earmprked for use of cities
and you eould do this by bypassing the State capitolI still think it

would be better to hare the' Secretary of Labor in the picture.

I mentioned in my testimony this dispute that held up 300 possible

jobs tor people because there was a dispute about a word in the arti-
clesin the name of the corporation. The word was "beautification."
The people who drew up the corporation, who established the corpora-

tion. had put the word "beautification" in there, out of respect to Mrs.

Lyndon Johnson. 410
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This was held up, and we had all kinds of technicalities. We got it
straightened out this way. I went to the Labor Department. I don't
want to get the official in trouble bv mentioning his name, but I just
laid the matter before him. And it took him about 15 minutes to
straighten it out.

Mr. E111.7NBORN. In the administration approach, the States will
only get, a portion of the funds, and then only when the State plan
is acceptable to the Secretary of Labor. And unl.-s they do a good job
in administering that plan, they will not get the additional funds.
So there is the incentive to conduct these manpower training programs
properly so that they can get the additional authority for the expendi-
ture of funds.

I guess there is a basic difference of opinion on whether we can rely
on State and local governments to do these thinas with oversight, or
whether we should have Federal programs witli direct contracts be-
tween the operatinug agency as the prime sponsor and the fredera
agency.

I happen to think that with oversight and the proper guidelines, w..
can trust State and local governments to conduct these program, even
though you may find some examples of individual States or commu-
nities that will not do a good job. I don't think you can blanketiv then
say, "Let's not give any authority to any State or to any local com-
munity to conduct these programs"

I believe in the proper oversight, and NNe can get the conduct of these
programs administratively at a level where they will be much more
meaninolul to the reripienis.

Mr. SfITCHTML. As You may remember, Mr. Shultz in his testimony
as Secretary of Labc:r said that there are about 10,000 of these pri-
vately sponsored programs, that the Department of Labor must super-
vise. And his argument was that this is too much of an administrative
burden.

Well, I don't feel that you meet that problem by doing what the
iadministration bill proposes. And that s, Toll stlift the supervisory

function, in the initial stage, to the State anI1 locet governments. You
put the sponsors of these projects in a kind of advisory role, where
whatever they can contribute will be diluted by the overwhelming
power which is given to the State and local governments.

I would think by the time you fought your way through that forest
of delay and frusiration, you could very well be at the end of a fiscal
year and you would not really accomplish what you set out to do in
the fiist place.

I agree that we ought to do everything we can to encourage local
initiative, and, as Roy Willdns used to say, "Nearoes would be for
States rights in this country if they had some rigRats in the States."

As we cret closer to the point where everybody has rights in the
States, thai: is a .good way to do it. But we aren't at that point yet.
Ansi I believe this program is far too valuable to risk turning it over
to the States and localitie-z under the concent that is describe% as the
"New Federalism." This, to us, is really just more assertion of the
States rights doctrine in a not-too-good sense.

Mr. ERLEN-BoRN. I guess we cant be too proud of the job we do in
administering programs at the Federal level, either.

417
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As an example, the other day we had a briethig from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfai-e in an effort that they have under-
taken to find out administratively how they are doing m conducting
orant-in-aid programs. They found in the health field, for instance,

in some of the small orants that are given for projects, the average
grant was $2,500. The average administrative cost in awarding the
grant was $2,800. And it usually took about 9 months to a year to

approve the °rant.
Tnat kind''of administration at the Federal level doesn't make us

too proud of the job we do.
Mr. MITOECELL. I wouldn't say that the Federal Government is with-

out fault. I always, in an appropriate forum, am making an attack
on what I consider unnecessary redtape.

But let's look at your own State for a minute. If you had the ad-
ministration's program in effect, you could conceivably have the State
of Illinois developing a program of manpower utilization for East
St. Louis, Ill., when, as a practical matter, East St. Louis and St.
Louis, Mo., are really a part of one labor market. And any realistic

iplan, t seems to me, ought to consider that whole area, and the
people in Missouri ought not to consider St. Louis as a separate entity.

And Il.lino should not consider East St. Louis as a separate entity.
But under the administration's program, that is quite likely the

way it will work out, whereas under the O'Hara approach you could
consider this, really, on a kind of aregional basis.

The same thing would be true of the community of Weston. Actu-
ally, the labor supply of the community of Weston, and that county,
is the city of Chicago. Conceivably, you could have the mayor Of

Chicago working on some land of plan and the mayor of Weston work-
ing on some Lind of plan which would not be harmonious, and would
not result in meeting the needs of the people who are available to
work. But with the Federal Government in the picture, vou could
have a harmonious program which would utilize everybo'cly in the
labor market area, which frequency crosses city, county, and State
lines.

Mr. ERLENnoRx. This may be true. It may also work out that you
find one Federal format imposed on a job-training program for a
Spanish-spe:alang community in Texas as it would-be in an Indian
community in one of the Western States.

Mr. MiTo-Frprx, It would be unlikely, Mr. Erlenborn. I would assume
if these programs were operated intelligently, you would take into
consideration the job demands of a community.

I remember in the Southwest at one time we had a lot of demand for
people to work in the oil industry and nonferrous metals

,
and thi

of that land. Certainly, it would be wholly unrealistic to train those
people in how to engage in let's say, merchandising, which would be
a program that you would 'have in the State of New York.

I think, on the basis of my experience, that the Department of Labor
has done that. They do try to make the job program fit the demand
of the community. In addition, there is a provision in the O'Hara bill
which says that you can make it possible for people to move about the
country where they have skills which might be needed somewhere

else.
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Mr. ERLENBORN. I am reminded of the story that I read in the
Chicago Tribune on Sunday about a small community in Texas that
is carrying on a battle with a Federal asrency that is trying to force
them to take free food and food stamps.t'They say they don't have a
lack of food, but they are almost dying for lack of water. If somebody
could only

t'0-et

water to them that would solve their problem.
I think ifyou want to look for examples of poor administration at

any level to make your point, you can find just as many at the Federal
level as at the State and local level.

Mr. MITCFrprx.. I agree, but if you ever embark on a campaign to set
right the Federal Government, take me as a private in the Army.

While we have got one bureaucrat jungle with the Federal Govern-
ment, we would have 50 if we transfer it to the States. And the good
Lord only laiows how many we would have if we transfer it to the cities.

Mr. ERLmNpoinr. You make reference also, here, on page 4, that it is
incredible that in a time of national prosperity the approach to in-
flation is to extend unemployment.

I hope that you don't mean to imply that it is the conscious effort
of this administration to promote or extend unemployment.

As a matter of fact, unemployment has increased. And I think we
all fear that it may continue to increase. This is a resultand I guess
everyone would ao-ree that it probably is a resultof some of the
policies of this adlinistration ; but you don't impute that the motive
of this administration is to promote or extend unemployment, do you ?
It is an unhappy result of some other effort. Wouldn't you agree ?

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, Mr. Erlenborn unfortunately, I can't agree,
because I read the statements made by Mr. Burns I believe, in which
the people malsing those statements seemed to 'be so matter-of-fact
about 2 to 3 million people being out of work. And the general attitude
was, "We are going to do what we are doing, and we loiOw that this will
result in unemployment."

I think, surely, with all of the ingenuity that we have in this country,
we could find some way of cutting back on whatever the forces are that
create inflation without creating the misery of joblessness among 3 to
4 million people. And, unfortunately, many of these people will be
Negroes and other disadvantaged groups.

So that it is hard to see how this isn't a conscious effort to promote
uremployi.nent, although I will admit that maybe their motives are
good. Their motives are to get at inflation. But, at the same time, their
'formula for getting at inflation is a conscious creation of a pool of
imemployed people in order to bring prices down.

Mr. ERLP,NBORN. What bothers me most about your statementand
I have touched on ell three of these points nowis your imputing of
motives.

First of all, in this area, the motives of the adMinistration resulting
in a conscious effort to create unemployment. In the question of Gover-
nors' vetoes of 0E0 programs, you impute their motives are a racist
sort of thing, as you do in the question of the utilization of 0E0 funds
by the pastor of the church.

You don't seem to give the benefit of the doubt to anyone as to
whethermaybe it was an illegal expenditure even though well mean-
filo'. You don't give the benefit of the doubt -eo the comptroller whose

4
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job it is to see that the funds are properly expended. You impute to him

a motive of personal aggrandizement.
That is what bothers me about your statement.
Lastly, on the question of unemployment and what the administra-

tion bill would do. I think pretty generally the End of unemployment
we get in a period such as this is, the low-sldlled or unskilled marginal
employees, the ones that are employed in a period of great expansion in

the economy. What these people need, really, is to become sldlled. That

is what we are talking about here in this manpower program, what the
administration would do in periods of high unemployment. It would
automatically, under this legislation, pump additional funds into man-
power trainin,g to pick up these people that have fallen out of the job
market and give them the kinds of skills that would put them in the
job market, where they could compete on a better basis.

Then, when there is a reduction in employment, they will not be the
victims, because they will have the skills.

I would hope you would give the benefit of the doubt to this ad-
ministration or some of the Governors or even some of the people at
the local level that they do mean well, even though you do find that
some of the results are not to your liking and often not to my liking.
But I would feel better about your appearance before the committee
if you didn't impute motives to these people.

Mr. Mrrc-Frnrm. My imputation of motives is based on a preponder-
ance of evidence. And I think that is the only way you can make a
statement such as I have made if you are going to be fair.

Let us look at the situation that I mentioned about this clergyman.
Here was a man acting wholly out of good will, and a highly active

political official
Mr. ER=Boity. Are you again imputing motives to him ?

Mr. Mrromirm. I am imputing and saying why I am imputing.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Some people might say he was trying to improve

his church with public funds.
Mr. MiTcHELL. That is why I want to explain how I reached the

conclusion that the attack was politically motivated.
In this situation, here was a clergTman who, at the request of the

city government, set up this program. At the request of the fire de-

partment, he changed the wiring. At the request of the health depart-
ment, he changed the plumbing and the lsitchen facilities.

Then, after he had done all that, he was under attack. All this in-
formation was turned over to the prosecutor, and the prosecutor found

it was utterly frivolous and without foundation.
So here you had a public-spirited citizen who was held up to scorn

and ridicule in the press, which enhanced the political fortunes of the

man who accused him, but which did not stand up when submitted to
the official who had the responsibility of bringing action.

Then, I mentioned the situation with respect to the Governor of
Missouri and the Governor of Mississippi.

I got first hand information with respect to
Mr. ERLENBORN. Let me interrupt you at this point and say that you

may be right in some cases? But is it fair to use these examples to create

the impression that any Governor who exercises the right of veto is
therefore a racist ?

420
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This is what bothers me about your approach in your statement.
You don't say the Governor of Mississippi in this particular case
was motivated by racism, but you tend to say that any Governor, wher-
ever he may be, who may attempt to exercise the right of veto, there

i
-

fore per se s racist. I don't think that that is a fair approach.
MITC.u.ELL. I think my statement that the majorityand cer-

tainly I think this can be demonstrated by our experiences with State
onvernmentsall I have to do is look at the employment policies of
most of these State governments. All I have got to do is look at the way
money is expended in the States for public use, and look at the callous
attitude of a lot of the States, where they run a highway through a
Negro community and put ail the people out of their homes.

As I said, the preponderance of the evidence supports what I have
said. I think with respect to Governor Williams

Mr. ERLENSORN. Would you yield just to one point, that there might
be a Governor somewhere who would have another motive?

Mr. MrinFry.T.-L I would sav there would quite likely be Governors
who would have motives in iadition to the questions of racism.

Mr. ERLENBOIL.N. Underlying the Governor's veto would always have
to be racism ?

Mr. MITCHELL. I wouldn't say always, but in far
Mr. ERLENBOR..N. You have now given in on that point.
Mr. MITCE:ELL. I am trying to be fair. I am saying "preponderance

of evidence." You can't take one thing that stands alone and say it
proves a case. But I am speaking out of nationwide experience, per-
sonal observations that I have made in these States and communities.
Every weekend I am out somewhere loong at the way these programs
work in the States of this Union. I have been all over the country, and
I lmow firsthand what happens.

I would say that, even though in some instances it is a benevolent
kind of racism, racism is an ingredient that goes into the decision of
Governors in handling these cases.

Let's suppose you set up a group of State government employees as
the administration proposes. You can start with your State of Illinois,
on to California, New York, wherever you want to pick, and you would
End that if you just took the top State officials, the great majority of
them would be white. And why is that so ?

It is so because these States whether consciously or uncc-sciously,
with or without an3r desire to 13e -unfair, they have assembled 311-white
operations. And this is what happens when you tuna things over to
them.

Mr. ERLENBORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DAN-rer,s. Mr. Burton?
Mr. BDRTON. First, Mr. Mitchell, let me commend you for what I

believe to be the unassailable perception reflected in your statement.
Such is invariably the case when you testify before one of the com-
naittees in the Congress.

I hope my colleague from Illin.ois will join with us to see that
whether or not the aministration primarily intends to have hundreds
and hundreds of thousands of more people out of work as a result
of policies which they must understand are oning to result in just
thatI would hope that he would join with us 't7o reverse those policies
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and, in the meantime join with us in constructing a bill in this im-
portant area that will tend to take most of the rough edges off the
inevitable consequences of the Republican administration's fiscal and

eocnomic
I fully concur in all that you have stated .with reference to the

unfortunate, whether intended or not, racial bias that is more the rule

than the exception in the decentralization of some of these national

programs.
I-recognize that we have some inadequacies and some maladminis-

tration when the Federal Government administers these programs,
just as we have at the State and local level. But I think these ineffi-

ciencies and maladrninistrations are more apt to fall equally upon
the shoulders of all the American citizens when it is done federally.
And it is clear, on the record, thai; it is the nonwhite and Spanish-
speaEng who bear, all too often the brunt of maladministration at
the local level in some sections of die country.

If we are °ping to have inefficiency, at least the adverse impact of
it should be bOrne equally by all Americans.

There is one point that you didn't raise in your statement. I would
be interested in your responding later to us on this point. And that is

the handling of those who are currently receiving public assistance
and the current rule, whereby, in effect, the Labor Department cops
out on the responsibility and refuses, really, to accept the primary
fiscal, as well as administrative responsibility for proving mean-
ingful job training to the poor. Because of the manner in which the
work incentive program is structured, this intended or not, is also

an area that, in my judgment, adversely 'affects those who are driven
to seek income maintenance by accepting public assistance.

They set up the program in a way that really penalizes low-income
persons on public assistance, vis-a-vis some economic counterpart who
may not be.

I intend to propound a specific question with reference to this. and
I hope that you will take the time to look it over and give uS the
benefit of your opinion on that matter.

Mr. MITCH:ELL. Thank you, Mr. Burton. I certainly agree with you
that this is a very serious problem,because the administration has pro-
posed, as you know, a very extensive revision in our welfare problems
in this country, which includes the offering of trainino: opportunities
to welfare recipients, which hopefully would oet them in a condition
where they could take care of themselves and t'eoDme wage earners.

But my experience with the way the Department of Labor, through
the employment serviceapprentice traim 0- and things of that sort
operates, there is not yet the Idnd of initia-iive exercised which will
try to take these welfare recipients or other low-income groups out of
jobs that are just run-of-the-mill jobs and put them in somethino- that
they might really be qualified to do if they had the proper training.

I refer in my testimony to the Atomic Energy project up there in
Illinois I would just expand on it to this extent, to say that the first
group of trainees who went into that operation were taken from the
streets of Chicago. They were real tough hombres and they said at
one point, some of them, to the instructor, or at lealt he told me they
said, "Well, we could make more money in snatching pocketbooks ana
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mugging people than we can make as trainees on this job. So why
should we do it ?"

I would submit if that kind of young person walked into a Depart-
ment of Labor sponsored operation in most of our States and cities, he
probably could get a job as a person collecting trash. They might
refer him to somebody as a yardman, and he would continue in his
despair, frustration, and resentment to the point where, after he made

.:.)uple of weeks' salary and ran out of money, he probably would
aet involved in crime again and go right back to jail.

But in the situation that the Atomic Energy Commission found it-
self in, they saw in these boys the possibility of putti ,a them on this
big earthmoving equipment and training them to be builders in society-,

rather than destructive forces. And you could just see the pride and
self-respect emerge in these youngpeople, so that today they are really
desirable citizens. They have been rescued from crime and that lthid

of thing.
I don't believe the present stance of the Welfare Department, the

Labor Department, and the rest of those included into these problems,

are aiming in that direction
Mr. DANTETs. Would the gentleman yield ?
Would you say it is important to all these programs that we should

inculcate in all of these trainees a spirit of motivation, to do some-
thing for their communities ? Don't you think that is important ?

Mr. MITCHELL. I certainly would, Mr. Daniels.
I heard one of the parole commissioners of the District give a speech

last niaht, and he was talking about the deftness with which people
take w-allets out of the pockets of their victims and the sl6.11s that
some have in analyzing numbers returns and 'following racetrack
forms, and that l6nd of thin:g. His point was that if people had the
native ability to do these things, society must find a way of taing
them away from the unlawful exercise of those talents and put them
into something which is legal and proper.

I think we do it the way you suggest, by giving them inspiration and
aspiration and incentive. So I heartily agree with you.

Mr. DANIELS. Last week we had a witness before this committee,
whom I am sure you 'mow, the Reverend Leon Sullivan, who gave us
fine insight in the program that he is operating in the city of Philadel-
phia, 'mown as "OIC."

I think he has taken an approach which should be ,aiven very care-
ful consideration and study by many of the other people operatirig and
managing otiter similar programs. His organization has met with tre-
mendous success. His program has spread to 90 other cities throughout
the country.

Now, because of the failure of proper manaaement at the top, one
or two programs have fallen by thelwayside. eut by and large, it has
met with tremendous success.

He stated the other day that they have met with about 90-percent suc-
cess in the placement of their trainees in gainful employment.

Another important feature of the program was the fact that they
follow up for 1 year after the trainee leaves their center.

Mr. MITCEEELL. I certainly agree with you, Mr. Daniels, that that
is a wonderful program. And I think the provision of the O'Hara
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bill which provides for job coaching sort of writes into law the spirit
that operates in the program that Reverend Sullivan has.

As you said, they follow up to see that even after people get on the
job, they are able to keep it. And I fear that if we adopt the adminis-
tration program, we would not have the kind of thing that Reverend
Sullivan has already in operation, because under the many, many
things that were operating in the city of Philadelphia, and other
cities, we just never got this kind of thing off the ground until the
Federal Government came through with these grants and programs
that would help.

They brought in industry. General Electric came in, in this case, and
a num ber of other things were adopted which made them workable.

I think if we send this back to the cities and States, as the adminis-
tration. bill proposes, we might as well say goodbye to the Reverend
Sullivans and others, because they would be snoweà under by the local
and State political forces.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Mitchell, I want to thank you for your testimony.
You have been very helpful.

Mr. MrrcHELL. Thank you, Mr. Daniels.
Mr. DANLEas. Our next witness is Mr. Stanley H. Ruttenberg, presi-

dent of Ruttenberg & Associates, Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY H. RUTTENBERG,
RUTTENBERG & ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Thyrr.ENBEno. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am de-
lighted to have the opportunity to accept the invitation of the com-
mittee to appear here today and discuss the manpower legislation par-
ticularly with the background and experience of having served for 6
years in the Department of Labor as the Manpower Administrator and
the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Manpower.

I have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, which I would like
to go through, if I mIght.

I want to emphasize that I am here as a private citizen and not as
the representative of any group or special inierest. This statement and
any comments I might make here tYs mornino- are based on my own
experience in the manpower field. I otTer them eo' you for whatever they

are worth.
I support the general objectives of decentralization of operations,
t-er planning, and sensible administration. In my judgment, no on4

of the three bills that are before the committee really 'deals directly
with the seriousness of some of the problems. And I would like to
speak to those problems in a moment.

But, first, I would like to say at the outset that the public service
employment program as proposed in Congressman O'Hara's bill is
wise, necessary, and an essential feature of any manpower program.
It is a program which must be made available and operational to-local
communities. It is not just enough, as the Departinent of Labor is
proposing now in the public service careers program, to provide for
training Of people who are employed in the public sector. It is essential
that there be federally subsidized jobs in the public sector. And that
is what Congressman O'Hara'sbill does.

2 4
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I would hope any bill reported out would include a public-employ-
ment program, as proposed in Mr. O'Hara's bill.

However, this is not the issue I want to discuss with you today. The
principal issue in the development of comprehensive manpower legis-
lation is the question of how manpower programs are going to be run.
How can the separate pieces of manpower authoritypieces that Con-
crress has enacted during the past 8 or 10 years in response to social and
econorai.c needs as they become identified and delineatedhow can.
these be put together into a cohesive whole that makes sense ?

None of the three bills thatyou have before youneither the ad-
ministration bill, nor the Steiger bill, nor the O'Hara billreally
deals adequately with this issue.

Oil the one hand, there is the problem of structural unemployment,
to which are now being added the problems of cyclical unemployment_
The structural problems are the results of many factors: discrimina-
tion, inadequate education, lack of skills an archaic and even bartiic
welfare system, geographic isolation. P

ix
hysical or mental handicaps,

acre, social alienation, and perhaps other causes.
z'On the other hand, we have a reasonably good kit of manpower tools

to deal with these problemsincluding a capability for outreach,
counseling, orientation, basic education, institutional-skill training,
on-the-job training, work experience, coaching, placement, follow-up,
bonding, mobility assistance, residential training, special programs
for welfare. recipients, for the young and for the Old, and other forms
of assistance. Putting the tools to work on the problems ought to be
easy. But, as we all 'know, it isn't. It isn't, first, because fu-nds have
never been equal to the task and, second, because of the way the tools
were developed, the halfhearted way planning is carried out and the
way programs are actually operated.

There can be no disagreement that comprehensive manpower legis-
lation is needed, and needed now. There are some specifics on pages 3
and 4 that I would like to refer to as terribly important in my judg-
ment. These are

To establish a system that has a strong Federal presence,
influence, and directionwith maximum local participation and
involvement.

To eliminate confusion and overlap of programs and thereby
increase likelihood of achieving national goals-.

To make it possible to operate local manpower projects with
maximum efficiency and maximum benefit to the individuals who
need assistance.

To encourage local flexibility in meeting local manpower
problems.

To reduce unnecessary administrative cost.
To build a solid base from which we can move ahead to develop

and carry out a fully effective national manpower policy.
Comprehensive manpower legislation cannot and ought not be

developed in a vacuum. It must take into account the realities of the
existing system. Moreover, it must recognize the wealmesses as well
as the strengths of our multilevel system of Goverment.

It seems to me that none of the bills before you face these problems
as they are.
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Philosophically, I would like to agree with the approach of the
O'Hara bill, to let the Secretary of Labor decide in each instance
whether a sponsor is o-ood or not and contract with him directly
whoever he might be'' State, local. Government agency, private or
public group. But such an approach is not practical. The manpower
program is too large and too varied for this approach.

President Nixon has asked $3.3 billion for manpower for the next
fiscal year. Such a massive program cannot practically be administered
from Washington. It must be decentralized.

The Steiger bill, which turns over everything, to the States, is
equally unrealistic. The bill ignores the traditionaldisrep-ard of urban
problems which is characteristic of State governmeas. And Mr.
Mitchell has so well addressed himself to that problem.

Moreover, the lon3g-established State-city rivalries are further com-
plicated by the domination of State legislature by suburban and rural
mterests and by frequent differences in political leadership at State
and local governments. While manpower problems are not limited to
the cities, they are to a large extent concentrated in urban areas a fact
which makes the proposed turnover to the States particularly im-
prudent.

The administration bill tries to draw a line between the two ex-
tremes of complete centralization of the O'Hara bill and complete
decentralization to the States in the Steiger bill. But it also does not

deal realistically with the situation as it is. As a result, the adminis-
tration bill ends up being more a cleverly devised, but unduly com-
plicated, administrative contrivance, than it is a workable solution to
the practical problems of manpower-program operation, fund con-
trol, realistic planning or rational delivery of services.

To develop a comprehensive manpower system, one should start
with the individuals who are the target of our national manpower
efforts. What this means is that there must be in every community a

full array of manpower services, arranged in such a way that each
individual can take full advantage of &lose services. The array must

be truly comprehensive and include the usual employment services
by that I mean assistance to individuals in finding jobsservices
gimed at rehabilitation or preparation for employment, manpower-
skill training, work experience leading to employment, and subsidized
employment-in the -public sector. The services must be available to

iall classes of needy ndividuals as part of a unified program. No one
groupwelfare clients, for exampleshould be singled out and
handled separately from the others.

A comprehensive system must meet federally determined national
manpower croals. provide a viable planning. mec.' hanism, and effective
operationalmachinerv. And it must meet these basic criteria :

The system must allow for strong Federal direction to permit the
attainment of national goals and fulfillment of public policy. This

means Federal involvement throughout the manpower process, start-
ing with the initial determination of long- and short-term goals. It
inc-ludes setting standards, the determination and redetermination of
sponsors of local programs, and continuous monitoring and evaluation.

Elected officials must be held accountable for both the planning
and operation of manpower programs within their jurisdictions. This

,
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is necessary because public accountability can only be assured in the

long run through political processes.
Giving responsibility to elected officials isn't enough to assure equi-

table treatment of the disadvantaged. Therefore, there must also be

provision for participation of the people for whom the programs are

intended both in their planning and supervision.
States have responsiloilities which they must meet for the social

and economic welfare of the people who live within their borders.
Manpower planning must be related to other social and economic

programs in the community. We cannot afford to continue separate
planning for coordinating economic and human development

programs.
Manpower planning must take into account the availability of

employment. Therefore, employers must be included in the planning

process from the beginning.
Since the impact of inftupower falls most directly on workers, labor

must also be included in the planning.
Effective planning requires a leadtime long enough for the planners

to weigh available resources against total needs. This requires at
least a 2-year planning cycle.

Ultimately the success of the system lies in the hands of those who

administer it. The gnality of personnel depends on a well-developed.

program of training and recruitment.
Since a new oro-anizational system cannot be successfully imposed

without regard to the existing system, the establishment cif the new

system will have to be a phased operationgradually moving from
where we are to where we want to be.

I would add one more criterion to this list. Perhaps I should have
made it the first instead of the last :

In my experience in government, and out, the simplest machinery

works best. The government administrator's difficulties compouna

with each additional procedural requircirent. Therefore, the system
must be kept as simple as po.sible without eliminating or sacrificing

necessary and useful check-s and balances.
When measured against these criteria, it seems to me that the admin-

istration bill falls short in several important respects.
Let me state, parenthetically, here that one problemand I state

this in all seriousness, after having discussed the problem and listened

to various 'administration witnesses testifyin discussing this bill
is that it is hardly ever described by administration officials as it is

written. It is hard to lakow exactly what is intended. Some specific

points are:
(1) The bill does not protect the independent right of cities or

other local communities to plan and operate their -own manpower

programs.
Although we are assured that .Governors will pick the mayor of

the central city of a standard metropolitan statistical area to be a
prime sponsor. there is no such language in the bill. Local political
responsibility is not required nor guaranteed.

C'ities should be able to plan and operate their own manpower pro-
grams if they want to and have the capability. Moreover, in the case

of large cities, they must be able to deal directly with. the Federal
Government in these matters.

ttiG
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States should have an opportunity to review and comment on the city
plans. And if States can coordinate their other resources with the city
plan they should receive a bonus incentive. But they should not have
a yeti:, authority, as they do under the administration proposal.

(2) The concept of the SMSA as a manpower program area is not
a practical solution to the unemployment problems of the hard core
in our largest cities. It is based on the "overall economic development
plan" concept of the old Area Redevelopment Act. It did not succeed
there and it will not work here.

Metropolitan government mav be the ideal answer to the many-
faceted social. economic, and political problems of the SMSA's. But
until metropolitan government is attained, I would not subject the
administration of manpower programs to its vagaries. I would estab-
lish jprocedures, incentives and mechanisms for the cities to get the
participation of the suburbs. But I would not start with a metropolitan
framework which does not exist.

(3) The Federal involvement is not strong enough in either the
administration or the Steiger bill.

The maintenance of Federal influence and direction is absolutely
vital to the achievement of national manpower objectives. The admin-
istration bill waters down that influence in several ways.

(a) Under section 104, it would appear that responsibility for evalu-
ation is left to the Governors. For an effective national policy, it is
essential that the Federal Government set standards, monitor per-
formance, and evaluate programs. National goals are meaning.less
without strong Federal monitorincr and evaluation.

(b) Sponsor designation must be a responsibility of the Federal
Government. It muit be clear that the operation of manpower pro-
grams is not given to any sponsor as a matter of right, but as a mat-
ter of privilege from the Secrehry of Labor. What is given can there-
fore be taken away. By retaining the authority to designate sponsors,
the Secretary maintains an effective check on the performance of spon-
sors. Delegation of this responsibility to the Governors, as the present
administration bill proposes, weakens the Federal involvement and
puts an undue strain on Federal capability for effective direction.

The only way around this dilemma is to make the Secretary of Labor
responsible for sponsor designation from the start.

c) A contract procedure under which designated sponsors enter
into a contractual agreement with the Secretary. of Labor permits a
stronger Federal involvement in the program. Since the relationship
is a direct one, I believe that it lends itself more readily to sustained
Federal direction than a grant procedure.

(d) A fourth, but no less significant, diminution of Federal in-
volvement is contained in the divided authority provided by the ad-
ministration bill at the Federal level. The Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare is given veto authority over sig-nificant portions
of the manpower programa. situation which must result in confused
administration and a weakeninto; of Federal direction.

Here I cite an example of the CEP program and how they were
developed in 1967 and 1968, which I think supports that view.

(4) In trying to take a middle road, the administration bill has be-
come too complicated to work. 4 2 8
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I do not see the wisdom or necessity of setting up separate agencies to
perform overall administration, operations, planning, and advisory
functions. The functions of advisory planning orounizations are
vaguely defmed and are, in any case, very likely superfruous. Moreover,
the makeup of these boards is so large and varied that congenital pa-
ralysis seems inevitable.

I recommend a single local manpower board, under the chairmanship
of the mayor, consisting of a limited number of representatives of the
limited number of groups most directly concerned with manpower.
Those are the poor, the employers, labor, and the school system. This
local board would lie responsible for both planning and overall admin-
istration of manpower procrrams. It would be the prime sponsor
through which funds wouleflow. Operations could be contracted by
this board to the agency best able to carry out the manpower programs.

I might add here if the OIC in the local community is the one best
able to carry out the program, they would, of course;be permitted to
operate one of the aspects of the overall manpower plan.

Preference would be n4ven to the local employment service, but
only if it demonstrated ability to perform satisfactorily. The commu-
nity action aovncy would not' 13e precluded from full participation in
the progranf Its role would be determined by the mayor's committee.

The State organization structure should also be kept simple, with
one umbrella agency at the State level, not two, as is now the proposal
in the administration bill.

There is another area -here the proposal seems needlessly complex,
overburdened with unnecesso IT administrative layers. The grant pro-
cedure and automatic pass-tlirough to the cities, interjects an extra
layer Of administrative overhead. Once a plan has been approved, the
pass-throug,h 13rocedure serves no purpose. Direct contracts between
the Federl a G-overnment and the prime sponsors would eliminate a
time-consuminf5procedural exercise as well as a whole echelon of paper-
passin ichecks n the middl e.

(5) The poor do not have an effective voice in the planning and su-
pervision of the programs.

Under the administration bill, there is no real provision for the par-
ticipation of the poor. I would suggest that the poor should be repre-
sented on the local manpower-planning committee, which is chaired by
the mayor. They should have their own staff separately funded. This
staff should work with the mayor's staff and the two groups forced to
come to an accommodation so that the local plan in -effect represents
all interests.

The poor as represented by the communiy-action agency should
not be precluded from any participation as is the case in the admin-
istration bill, nor should they be allowed to operate completely in-
dependent of the local elected government.

My proposal provides a way for participation and effective coopera-
tion with the elected government.

(6) None of the comprehensive legislation before you is truly com-
prehensive.

I agree with my good friend, Dr. Sar Levitan, who has testified be-
fore this committee, that this Congress has a unique opportunity to
right some of the wrongs that exist in the present manpower frame-
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work. To leave out of these bills the work-incentive program, theparts
of the Vocational Education Act program that are specifically designed
for the disadvantaged and the handicapped, and the vocational re-
habilitation program, is a mistake that will lead to a continuation of
many of the same problems of cordination and control that we have
today.

I understand that Dr. Calkins, Chairman of HEW's National Ad-
visory Council on Vocational Education, has suggested that the 15
percent disadvantaged-vocational-education funds should be included
in the overall manpower program. I welcome his suggestion. But I
would also add the WIN program and vocational reha-h-ilitation.

I have outlined here what-I think are the chief problems with the
proposals before you. In addition there are some minor flaws in the
administration bill, which I would like to call to your attention. And
I have mentioned about five of those.

Now, if I might go to page 18, my comments thus far have focused
on the gaps which the le,2-islation Ilefore you had left uncovered. I
have not meant to imply by this discussion that there is nothing good
in these bills. That is certainly not the case. In fact, the similarities
of the bills, especially in their -purpose and design, indicate a remark-
able degree of agreement on the main problems and a sincere desire
on the part of all the members of this committee to write legislation
that will effectively deal with those problems. Some of the most inno-
vative features of these bills deserve special mention.

The completion bonus included in the administration bill should
llcqp to solve the wasteful and difficult dropout problem that plagues
many- of our manpower efforts.

Tb.e automatic economic stabilizer, provicli 0- a triggered increase
in appropriations when unemployment reaches-'4.5 percent, is a good
concept. However, as proposed, it is insufficient. Also, it should be
applied selectively, that is, on a State or local basis, not national.

I support the proposal to boost the 10-percent automatic increase
when unemployment reaches 4.5 percent by an additional 10 percent
for each two-tenths percent increase in employment. Above that, I
would also suggest that these additional funds be used only for public
service employment programs, or for a deliberate lengthenino- of train-
ing in selectea occupations, and not be usedthe trigger fads not be
used indiscriminately for any and all manpower programs or services,
as the administration bill permits.

The inclusion bv Mr. Steiger of specifically authorized amounts in
the bill is desirable, as is his provision for special appropriation for a
bonus amount to be given to Grovernors or States which meet certain
requirements.

The proposal for the development and establishment of improved
job-information and job-matching systems will fill 4 real need and
should help to alleviate some of the problems of unemployment and.
underemployment.

An upgrading program, similar to the one included in the O'Hara
bill, should be a part of any comprehensive manpower legislation. This
is an important area that we have neglected for too long.

I have one other broad concern with all three bills, and that is the
question of decategorization. This is a principle which all of us read-

4 3 0
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ily support. But I am not sure whether the support is given in full

recognition of what the term implies. Even the administration bill

does not decategorize completely, since it retains the Job Corps in a

separate category.
If we are really serious, there can be no separate new careers pro-

gram, and no public service careers program, and no institutional

AIDTA program. Decategorization means that Congress and the Fed-

eral executive will have to resist strong constituent pressure for a con-

tinuation of those and other programs. This means rc-iistance to the

vocational education people, to the National Alliance of Business-

men, to the new careerist, and so forth. We have to decide that we

really mean to let local committees decide for themselves what they

need.
Whenever there is a decision made at the top to reserve a certain

amount of money for this or that program, that decision almost has to

be reflected in a subsequent State and local division of the funds. dic-

-tated from the top.
I support decategorization, but I do not suppose for a minute that

it will be easy.
The task which you have set for yourselvesto develop,comprehen-

-sive manpower legislation that will correct present deficiencies, per-

mit the achievement of national manpower goals in the most efficient

way, provide for the full, but correctly balanced participation of all

levels of government in our federal-state system, and give manpower

policy the opportunity to fdl its role as an integral part of both ec-

onomic and social policyand at the same time thread your way
through the political and institutional forces that operate at full tilt
in this areathis is very likely the most difficult task facing this

Congress.
I would be glad to answer any questions. Thank you.
(Mr. Ruttenberg's full statement follows

STATEMENT OE' STANLEY H. RUTIENBERG, Passmsyr, STANLEY H. RUTTENBERG

8.: ASSOCIATES, INC. (FORTurrizrar
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF LABOR FOB MANPOWER)

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity
to discuss with you the issues involved in developing comprehensive manpower

legislation. I want to emphasize that I am here as a private citizen, and not as
the representative of any gToup or special interest This statement and any com-

ments I might make here this morning are based on my own experience in the

manpower field_ I offer them to you for whatever they areworth.
I support the general objectives of decentralization of operations, better plan-

ning and sensible administration. However, no one of the three bills before you

deals with these objectives as well as it should and I will speak to these points
in greater deta il in a few minutes.

I would like to state here that the inclusion of a separately identifiable public
service employment program, as in the O'Hara bill, is both wise and necessary.

Public service employment must be an integral part of any comprehensive man-

power package. It must be one of the options available to local communities in

planning a comprehensive manpower program tailored to local needs. It is not

.enough to provide onlY training for employment in the public sector. as in the

case of the Administration's new Public Service Careers program. There must

also be federally subsidized jobs in the public sector. There are some people,

-or some places, or some times when federally supported public service employ-

ment is the only realistic solution to problems of unemployment I cannot con-

-ceive of any new comprehensive manpower legislation being enacted without
Trovision for such a program.
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However, this is not the issue I want to discuss with you today. The principle
issue in the development of comprehensive manpower legislation is the ques-
tion of how manpower programs are going to be rtm. How can the separate pieces
of manpower authority ;pieces that Congress has enacted during the past eight
or ten years in response to social and economic needs as they became identited
and delineatedhow can these be put together into a cohesive whole that makes
sense. None of the three bills that you have before youneither the administra-
tion bill, nor the Steiger bill, nor the O'Hara billreally deals adequately with
tins issue.

On the one hand, there is the problem of structural unemployment (to which
are now being added the problems of cyclical unemployment). The structural
problems are the results of many factors : discrimination, inadequate education,
lack of sldlls. an archaic and even barbaric welfare system, geographic isola-
tion. physical or mental handicaps, age, social alienation, and perhaps oth.-.1.
causes. On the other hand. we have a reasonably good Llt of manpower tools to
deal with these problemsincluding a capability for outreach, counseling,
orientation, basic education, institutional sldll training, on-the-job taining, work
experience, coaching, placement, follow-up, bonding, mobility assistance, residen-
tial trainino. special programs for welfare recipients. for the young and for the
old, and other forms of assistance. Putting the tools to work on the problems
ought to be easybut as we all know, it isn't. It isn't, first, because funds have
never been equal to the task and second. because of the way the tools were
developed, the half-hearted way planning is carried out, and the way programs
are actually operated. There can be no disagreement that comprehensive man-
power legislation is needed, and needed now :

to establish a system that has a strong federal presence. influence and
direction, with maximum local participation and involvement ;

to eliminate confusion and overlap of programs, and thereby increase
likelihood of achieving national goals ;

to make it possible to operate local manpower projects with maximum
efficiency and maximum benefit to the individuals who need assistance :

to encourage local flexibility in meeting local manpower problems ;
to reduce unnecessary administrative costs, and ;
to build a solid base from which we can move ahead to develop and carry

out a fully effective national manpower policy.
Comprehensive manpower legislation cannot and ought not be developed in a

vacuum. It must take into account the realities of the existing system. More-
over, it must recognize the wealaresses as well as the strengths of our multi-
level system of government It seems to me that none of the bills before you faCi
these problems as they are.

Philosophically, I would like to agree with the approach of the O'Hara bill
and let the Secretary of Labor decide in each instance whether a sponsor is
good or not, and contract with him directlywhoever he might be ; state, local
government agency, private or public group. But such an approach is not prac-
tical. The manpower program is too large and too varied for this approach.
President Nixon has asked $8.8 billion for manpower for the next fiscal year.
Such a massive program mulct practically be administered from Washington.
It must be decentralizztd.

The Steiger bill which turns over everything to the states is equally unreal-
istic. The bill ignores the traditional disregard of urban problems which is char-
acteristic of state governments. Moreover the long-established state-city rivalries
are further complicated by the domination of state legislatures by suburban and
rural interests and by frequent differences in political leadership at state and
local govermnents. While manpower problems are not limited to the cities, they
are to a large extent concentrated in urban areas, a fact which nakes the proposed
turnover to the states particularly imprudent

The administration bill tries to draw a line between the two extremes of com-
plete decentralization of the O'Hara bill and complete decentralization to the
states in the Steiger billbut it also does not deal realistically with the situation
as it is. As a result the administration bill ends up being more a cleverly
devised, but unduly complicated administrative contrivance, than it is a work-
able solution to the practical problems of manpower program operation, fund
control. realistic planning or rational delivery of services.

To develop a comprehensive manpower system one should start with the
individuals who are the target of our national manpower efforts. What this

A tr.
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means is that there must be in every community a full array of manpower
services, arranged in such a way that each individual can take full advantage
of those services. The array must be truly comprehensive and include the usual
employment services (by that I mean assistance to individuals in finding jobs),
services aimed at rehabilitation or preparation for employment, manpower skill
training, work experience leading to employment, and subsidized employment in
the public sector. The services must be available to all classes of needy indi-
viduals as part of a unified program. No one groupwelfare clients for ex-
ampleshould be singled out and handled separately from the others.

A comprehensive system must meet federally determined national manpower
goals, provide a viable planning mechanism, and effective operational ma-
chineryand it must meet these basic criteria :

The system mnst allow for strong federal direction to permit the attainment
of national goals and fulfillment of public policy. This means federal involve-
ment throughout the manpower process starting with the initial determination
of long and short term goals, and includes setting standards, the determina-
tion and re-determination of sponsors of local programs, and continuous monitor-
ing and evaluation.

Elected officials must be held accountable for both the planning and operstion
of manpower programs within their jurisdictions. This is necessary because
public accountability can only be assured in the long run through political
processes.

Giving responsibility to elected officials isn't enough to assure equitable treat-
ment of the disadvantaged. Therefore, there must also be provision for partici-
pation of the people for whom the programs are intended both in their planning
and supervision.

States have responsibilities which they must meet for the social and economic
welfare of the people who live within their borders. They also have considerable
authority and command over manpower and manpower related resources. These
must be turned to serve national manpower goals.

Manpower planning must be related to other social and economic programs
in the community. We cannot afford to continue separate planning for coordinate
economic and human development programs.

Manpower planning must. take into account the availability of employment.
Therefore, employers must be included in the planning process from the
beginning_

Since the impact of manpower falls most directly on workers. labor must also
be included in the planning.

Effective planning requires a lead time long enough for the planners to weigl
available resources against total needs. This requires at least a two-year plan-
ning cycle.

Ultimately the success of the system lies in the hands of those who administer
it The quality of personnel depends on a well developed program of training
and recruitment

Since a new organizational system cannot be successfully imposed without
regard to the existing system, the establishment of the new system will have to
be a phased operationgradually moving from where we are to where we want
to be.

I would add one more criteria to this list. Perhaps, I should have made it the
first instead of the last.

In my experience in government and out, the simplest machinery works best ;
the government administrator's difficulties compound with each additional pro-
cedural requirement Therefore, the system must be kept as simple as possible
without eliminating or sacrificing necessary and useful checks and balances.

"When measured against these criteria, it seems to me that the administration
bill falls short in several important respects. (Let me state parenthetically here
that one problem in discussing this bill is that it is hardly ever described by
administration officials as it is written, so it is hard to haow exactly what is
intended.)

I. The bill does not protect the independent right of cities or other local com-
munities to plan and operate their own manpower programs.. Although we are
assured that governors will pick the mayor of the central city of a Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area to be a prime sponsor, there is no such language
in the bill. Local political responsibility is not required, nor gnaranteed. Cities
should be able to plan and operate their own manpower programs if they want
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to and have the capability. Moreover, in the case of large cities, they must be-

able to deal directly with the federal government in these matters. States should,

have an opportunity to review and comment on the city plans, and if states can

coordinate their other resources with the city plan, they should receive a bonus-

incentive, but they should not have a veto authority as they do under the admin-

istration proposaL
2. The concept of the SMSA as a manpower program area, is not a practical

solution to the unemployment problems of the hardcore in our largest cities. It

is based on the "overall economic development plan" concept of the old Area

Redevelopment Act. It did not succeed thereand it will not work here. Metro-

politan government may be the ideal answer to the many faceted social, economic,

and political problems of the SMSA's, but until metropolitan government is at-

tained, I would not subject the administration of manpower programs to its

vagaries. I would establish procedures, incentives, and mechanisms for the cities

to get the participation of the suburbs, but I would not start with a metro-

politan framework which does not exist. I would not use manpower legislation

to impose a metropolitan government on the SMSA's.
3. The federal government is not strong enough in either the administration

or the Steiger bill. The maintenance of federal influence and direction is abso-

lutely vital to the achievement of national manpower objectives. The adminis-

tration bill waters down that influence in several ways.
(a) Under Section 104, it would appear that responsibility for evaluation is-

left to the governors. For an effective national policy, it is essential that the

federal government set standards, monitor performance. and evaluate programs.
National goals are meaningless without strong federal monitoring and evaluation.

(b) Sponsor designation must be a responsibility of the federal government.

It must be clear that the operation of manpower programs is not given to any

sponsor as a matter of right, but as a matter of privilege from the Secretary of

Labor. What is given can therefore be taken away. By retaining the authority

to designate sponsors, the Secretary maintains an effective check on the per-

formance of sponsors. Delegation of this responsibility to the governors weakens

tbe federal involvement and puts an undue strain on federal capability for
effective direction. Indeed as the administration bill is written, the Secretary
of Labor is put in an untenable position. He cannot realistically overrule the
governor if the governor should happen to choose some sponsor other than the

mayor of the central city. Nor is there any way for him to gracefully interject
himself into a central citysuburb struggle after it has been allowed to develop.

The only way around this dilemma is to make the Secretary of Labor resPo nsible

for sponsor designation from the start.
(c) A contract procedure under which designated sponsors enter into a con-

tractual agreement with the Secretary of Labor permits a stronger federal
involvement in the program. Since the relationship is a direct one, I believe

that it lends itself more readily to sustained federal direction than a grant

procedure.(d) A fourth, but no less significant diminution of fedPral involvement is

contained in the divided authority provided by the administration bill at the
federal leveL The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is given veto
authority over significant portions of the manpower programa situation which

must result in confused administration and a weakening of federal direction.
(This contrasts with requiring only consultation with the Director of 0E0
who perhaps has an even bigger interest in manpower programs.) The situa-
tion that has developed with the CEP program Is a good case in point. CEP
was intended to be a mechanism for the coordination of manpower programs at
the local leveL The first year, 1967, we did manage to pull together five separate
categorical programs into a single contract with a single sponsor in twenty
cities and two rural areas. Orer the next two years. HEW waged a constant
niL uggle to pull the MDTA institutional part of the CEP program away, leaving
CEP without capability directly to offer occupational sL111 trainingand indeed
HEW has been successful: Skill training is no longer an integral part of the
C.u.e. It is separately contracted, with a separate sponsorthe vocational educa-

lion system. If (..I.E.t is not the complete sneeess as a coordinating effort we had

hoped, one reason is certainly because of divided authority at the top. I cannot

see how the administration bill could do anything but make the sitmaion worse
in this regard. There is no question in my mind that coordinst Lion of federal
manpower programs cannot succee WAS it proceeds from a single course .of

authority at the top.
-4
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4 1i trying to take a middle road, the administration bill has become too com-
plicated to Work. I do not see the wisdom or necessity of setting up separate
agencies to Perform overall administration, operations, planning, and advisory
functions. The functions of advisory planning organizations are vaguely defined
and in any ease very likelY superfluous. Moreover the makeup of these boards is
so large and varied that congenital paralysis seems inevitable. I recommend a
single local manpower board, 'under the chairmanship of the mayor, consisting of
a limited number of representatives of the limited number of groups most directly
concerned With manpower. Those are the poor, the employers, labor, and the
school system. This local board would be responsible for both planning and over-
all administration of manpower programs. It would be the prime sponsor through
which funds would flow. Operations could be contracted by this board to the
agency best able to carry out the manpower programs. Preference would be given
to the local employment service, but only if it demonstrated ability to perform
satisfactorily. The community action agency would not be precluded from full
participation in the program ; its role would be determined by the mayor's com-
mittee. The state organizational structure should also be kept simple with one
umbrella agency at the state level, not two.

There is another area where the proposal seems needlessly complex, over-
burdened with unnecessary administrative layers. The grant procedure, and au-
tomatic pass-through to the cities interjects an extra layer of administrative over-
head. Once a plan has been approved the pass-through procedure serves no pur-
pose. Direct contracts between the federal government and the prime sponsors
would eliminate a time consmning procedural exercise as well as a whole echelon
of paper Passing clerks in the middle. Instead of being passed through, why can't
it be passed around, directly to the sponsors. I believe that states have legitimav
responsibilities and a necessary role to fill, but I do not think that passing checks
back and forth is the right answer.

5. The Poor do not have an effective t;oice in the planning and supervision of
programs. Tinder the administration bill, there is no real provision for the parti-
cipation of the poor. I would suggest that the poor should be represented on the
local manpower planning committee which is chaired by the mayor. They should
have their own staff separately fundecL This staff should work with the mayor's
staff and the two groups forced to come to an accommodation so that the local
plan in effect represents all interests. The poor as represented by the community
action agency should not be precluded from any participation as is the case in
the administration bill, nor should they be allowed to operate completely in-
dependent of the local elected government. My proposal provides a way for
participation and effective cooperation with the elected government

6. None of the comprehensive legislation before you is truly comprehensive.
I agree with my good friend Dr. Sar Levitan, that this Congress has a unique
omortunikv to right some of the wronp that exist in the present manpower
framework. To leave out of these bills the Work Incentive program, the parts of
the Yocationai Education Act proam that are specifically designed for the
disadvantaged and the handicapped, and the Vocational Rehabilitation program,
is a mistake that will lead to a continuation of many of the same problems of
coordination and control that we have today. I understand that Dr. Calkins,
Chairman of HEW's National Advisory Council on Vocational Education has
suggested that the 15 percent disadvantaged vocational education funds should
be included in the overall manpower program. I welcome his suggestion. But I
would also add the WIN program and Vocational Rehabilitation.

I have outlined here what I think are the chief problems with "the prOposals
before you- In addition there are some minor flaws in the administration bill
which yoll should be aware of.

Th
ce structure proposed in Section 109 of TItle I seems to leave

the ye alloungowPeaurson aged 18 through 21 who is not the head of a household in
a much more favorable position than younger or older trainees. He seems to be
entitled to a full basic allowance, while the 16 or 17 year old gets a special
youth allowance and the single fellow over 21 gets only half the basic allowance

By comPletely separating the Job Corps from everything else, the Administra-
tion bill Preempts residential training as a national program. There is no oppor-
tunity for local communities to include residential training in their locally de-
veloped prograras. Residential training is as much a component of a comprehen-
sive manpower program as is skill training or work experience or basic educa-
tion, or any other. It must be one of the options available to communities in

,
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planning local manpower programs. There is a need for a national Job Corps, but
only for those areas which cannot plan local residential trainiug as a part of a
local manpower program.

The proposed formula for distribution of funds to the SMSA's would result in
less money going to the large cities in the big urban states that is presently
the case. Moreover, by omitting the factor of unemployment from the city
formula, the bill favors the rural areas at the expense of the urban areas. Of

course, if the appropriation is made sufficiently large to ease the pain of re-
adjustment for these cities, this need not be a problem.

From my reading of the bill, funds that are to be used to support Title III ;
the title authorizing research, a labor market information system, and the ex-
perimental and demonstration programare to be drawn from the 25% of the
total funds reserved by the Secretary of Labor and not apportioned among the
states. I seriously question whether 25% is sufficient to take care of all of the
demands made on this discretionary fund. If this title is funded from the 75%
apportIoned to the states (the bill is not very clear on this point) then we are
in even more serious trouble. Neither research, nor E&D can be successfully
carried out if they are delegated to the statessuch a procedure completely
negates the whole purpose of the program.

My comments thus far have focused on the gaps which the legislation before
you has left uncovered. I have not meant to imply by this discussion that there
is nothing good in these bills. That is certainly not the case, in fact, the similar-
ities of the bills, especially in their purpose and design, indicate a remarkable
degree of agreement on the main problems, and a sincere desire on the part of
all the members of this committee to write legislation that will effectively deal
with those problems. Some of the most innovative features of these bills deserve
special mention.

The completion bonus included in the administration bill should help to solve
the wasteful and difficult dropout problem that plagues many of our manpower
efforts.

The automatic economic stabilizer, providing a triggered increase in appro-
priations when unemployment reaches 4.5% is a good concept. However, as pro-
posed it is insufficient, also it should be applied selectively ; that is on a state or
local basis, not nationaL I support the proposal to boost the 10% automatic in-
crease when unemployment reaches 4.5% by an additional 10% for each two-
tenths percent increase in unemployment I would also suggest that these
additional funds be used only for public service employment programs, or for a
deliberate lengthening of training in selected occupations, and not be used indis-
criminately for any and all manpower programs or services as the administra-
tion bill permits.

The inclusion by Mr. Steiger of specifically authorized amounts in the bill is
desirable as is his provision for special appropriation for a bonus amount to be
given to governors of states which meet certain requirements.

The proposal for the development and establishment of improved job informa-
tion and job matching systems will fill a real need and should help to alleviate
some of the problems of unemploymentand underemployment

An upgrading program, similar to the one included in the O'Hara bill, should
be a part of any comprehensive manpower leslation. This is an important area
that we have neglected for too long.

I hr ve one other broad concern with all three bills, and that is the question
of decategorization. This is a principle which all of us readily support, but I am
not sure whether the support is given in full recognition of what the term im-
plies. Even the administration bill does not decategorize completely, since it re-
tains the Job Corps in a separate category. If we are really serious, there can be
no separate New Careers program, and no Public Service Careers program, and no
institutional MDTA program. Decategorization means that Congress and the
federal executive will have to resist strong constituent pressure for a continua-
tion of those and other programs. This means resistance to the Vocational Educa-
tion people, to the National Alliance of Businessmen, to the New Careerist, and
so forth. We have to decide that we really mean to let local committees decide
for themselves what they need.

Whenever there is a decision made at the top to reserve a certain amount of
money for this or that program, that decision almost has to be reflected in a sub-
sequent state and local division of the funds. dictated from the top. I support de-
cateourization but I do not suppose for a minute that it will be easY.

Vie task which you have:set for yourselvesto develop comprehensive man-
power legislation that will correct present delluiencies, permit the achievement
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national manpower goals in the most efficient way, provide for the full but
correctly balanced participation of all levels of government in our federal-state
system, and give manpower policy the opportunity to fill its role as an integral
part of both economic and social policyand at the same time thread your way
through the political and institutional forces that operate at full tilt in this
area ;this is very likely the most difficult task facing this Congress. I would
be glad to answer any questions. Thank you.

Mr. DA-srms. Mr. Ruttenberg, I want to thank you for your very
comprehensive analysis of the bills before us.

You are very critical of all three bills before us. However, which
ap.proach would you sincerely recommend that this committee follow ?
You are in favor of decentralization, with proper planning. Is that
correct ?

Mr. RuvrENBERG. That is correct. I would take the O'Hara bill and
the administration bill and combine the two into an approach which
would, in effect, make sure :

Ow. that there is decentralization to State and local levels, which
the Oilara bill does not do.

But, second, while you decentralize, do what the administration bill
doesn't do ; that is, maintain a strong Federal presence, Federal in-
volvement and Federal direction, Federal determination of national
manpower opals, assuring that there is complete involvement of the
Federal GoTrernment in the determination of the goals and objectives
and in the planning and approval of the program as they come
forward.

Third, I would add to the administration a concept which is only
partially in the administration bill ; namely, to make sure that there
is a pass-through, orpass-around, of funds to the local city.

Fourth, the local city's plan should be prepared under the direction
of the mayor, and that that plan should then be sent, not to the
Governor for review or veto, but directly to the Federal Government.

iFifth, if the Governor objects to the nclusion of certain items in
the city plan, let him present his objection to the Federal Government,
to the Manpower Administrator or the rezional structure that is estab-
lished. But the mayor's program should come forward to the Federal
Government.

Mr. DANnms. Then you would not have, this pass-through as the
administration bill proposes, givingthe Governor the veto power ?

Mr. RurrENBERG. I would not give the Governor veto power. I
would add to this one other aspeCt, which neither the O'Hara bill
nor the administration bill makes provision for. I think you have
to have the involvement of the local poor and the local indigenous
groups, whether they are minority, disadvantaged, or what-have-you,
at the local level. And I think they have to be involved in the planning
board and involved in a way which is meaningful, which :gives them
a feeling of participation, but not the power of veto, which is, in effect,
what the local poor may have if one looks at the ways in which some
of the community action agencies have operated. nut, on the other
hand, the mayor should not have the power to override the wants of
the poor, but the mayor and the poor must confront each other. The
poor who have developed their own plan worldng on the committee
with a staff and the mayor with his committee staff to confront each
other.
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I think this way you get maximum involvement of the poor without
having full and final authority given to the mayor to decide what to do.

Mr. DANIELS. You approve of decentralization, and you also state
that power should remain with the Secretary of Labor to constantly
review these programs, to make the 0-rants in the first place, to analyze
any objections that mav be made bi'y the Governor or anyone else to
these programs, there Jhould be the continued Federal involvement.

Now, in the course of your statement, you said that the administra-
tion proposes to spend $3.3 billion on this program, that this is too
large a proo-ram for the Secretary to handle. Now, how do you justify
those two statements?

Mr. RurrENBERo. This goes, Mr. Chairman,to my feeling that the
O'Hara bill as it stands is not sufficient to handle the problem. I don't
think you can run a $3.3 billion programand when I was Manpower
Admmistrator, the program was in the neighborhood of $2.5 billion
vou cannot run it from Washington. You cannot possibly determine
-from Washington all the sponsors and all the individuals who should
operate at a local level, nor can you determine what the composition
of a local plan ouoht to be.

Therefore, I tgink the O'Hara bill doesn't go far enough. It should,
but mind you within the concept of the O'Hara bill, it is possible to do
what I am ;alking about; namely, decentralize out to the regions
throughout the country, let the Stategive the State some authority,
which, of course, the O'Hara bill doesn't do directly, but permits, if
the Secretary of Labor so decides. So I think it is possible to maintain
Federal presence and Federal influence through decentralization.

Mr. DANIELs. Inasmuch as you are going to take that ,power away
from the Governors as proposed in the administration bill, what you
are now recommendingwould you do it by setting up regional offices
representing the Secretary of Labor?

Mr. RtrrrENBERo., Yes. The present regional offices that now exist in
the manpowerthe regional manpower administratorsthe city plans
would come to the regional office for review and approval. The man-
power administrators would be authorized to carry out on behalf of the
Secretary of Labor.

Maybe Congressman O'Hara in his bill implies this is the way it
could operate.-I hope he does. It can't be operated from Washington.
You have got to decentralize to the regions with strong, forceful re-
gional officers, regional manpower administrators, who can work
directly with the Governors and the cities.

would give some authority to the Governors. I would give some
authority to the mayors. But I would keep a very careful monitoring
and evaluatinp- authority at the regional office to make sure that the
Governors and cities really perform in accordance with the objectives
stated by the Federal Government.

rr. DAxtEt.s. Do you see a role to be.played by the SMSA ?
Mr. R urr.EXBERG. I do not, actually, in terms of the manpower pro-

grams, think that you can give authority to SMSA., because it is too
large. There is no central person who ls responsible. The authority is
dispersed between county officials, city officials, local mayors of areas.
You just cannot operate a program unless you decide to give to one
person in an area, who is politically responsible to an electorate, the
responsibility for handling the program.
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The way I would handle the SMSA is, in effect, to say to the mayor
of a big city, "It is your responsibility to work out with the surround-
ing: suburban areas your problems of hand li 2; your disadvantaged
and minority people whose jobs might be out m the suburbs, but
those homes might still be in the city"; provide some Idnd of incentive,
some kind of direct encouragement to the mayors to work with the
suburbs, but not to give the authority to the suburbs. I would do this
I would do this until such time as we really organized a metropolitan
oovernment that would enable one to 0:o to one authority within the
metropolitan area and have some decisions made.

Until you have the metropolitan authority, I would sooner stick
with the mayor and give him incentives to work with the surrounding
area s.

Mr. DA.-Krnr.s Do you azree with Mr. Mitchell in his comments on this
matter ?

Mr. RurrENBERG. I think he said that it was wrong to go to the
SMSA, because in a sense the minority individuals would not receive
as much attention or concern, and their problems would be lost and
dispersed within the community that has encouraged the whites to
move out into the suburbs. I agree with that general statement that
Mr. Mitchell made; yes.

Mr. DANIELS. What role do you believe CAMPS should play in this
program ?

Mr. RUTTENBERG. The present CAMPS system is something that
I point back to, saying; that I was responsible as the Manpower Ad-
ministrator for putting into effect. It was the best thing that we
could find at that point in time on a voluntary basis to bring people
together so that everybody who was administering programs, and so
forth, would understand what was going on.

CAMPS is nothing but an organization that shares laiowledge. It
doem't have authority, doesn't adnainister, doesn't come forward with
a real plan as suoh. I would absorb the concept of CAMPS within
State planning committees and the local planning committees that I
have suggested.

Mr. DANEELS. I would like to have your views with reference to the
public service employment programs. You recommended that these
programs should be subsidized. And in talkino: about subsidization,
would this come entirely from the Federal Government, or should
there be an equal contribution by local governments ?

Mr. RUTTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, I think we need to differentiate
between two types of programs. I think we need to have as a man-
power tool and a manpower program a public service employment
program which is completely, federally, subsidized and run, in which
local communities will be g;iven funds to hire individuals and put
them on the payroll to do the vital and necessary public-employment
things that need to be done in the community in the field of health,
education, welfare, and transportation, and so forth.

I think that is essential, because there are, in periods of even low
unemployment, certain individuals who just aren't going to be able to
be fully involved and prepared and trained for fully paid jobs in the
public or private sector. And in periods of rising unemployment, ob-
viously, we need a federally subsidized, 100 percent, program.
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In addition to that, we need to have a public service mreers pro-
crram which is one that the Department of Labor is talking about. And
one has to understand it is a completely different Lind of proaram.

A public service careers program, in effect, trains peopfe for em-
ployment in the local community or in the State, but on the payroll of
the State or local community, as distingruished from having their pay
or stipend picked up by the Federal Government, which is what you
would have in the public serviceemployment program.

Mr. DANTFT.S. Do you think that should be the subject matter of a
separate piece of legislation, or should it be incorporated in an omni-
bus manpower bill?

Mr. RtrrmysERG. I would like to see a public employment program
with Federal subsidization of the entire program included in a com-
prehensive manpower bill.

Mr. DAYEEns. Mr. Ruttenberg, you have been very, very helpful, and
I want to express the thanks of the committee for your testimony here
today. You have really given me somethi to think about very, very
carefully before we report out a bill.

Mr. Rurnamao. Thank you very much,Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DA:inns. The subcom.mittee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock

tomorrow morning, when we will meet in this room.
(Whereupon, at 11 :50 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, March 4, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, NUMMI 4, 1970

HOUSE oF REPRESENTATIA ES,
SELECT SUBCOXSIITELt ON Lazo;
Comptrrrrn ON EDUCATION ANDLABOR,

Washington-, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 :15 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William A. Steiger

presiding.
Present: Representatives Steig,er and Gaydos.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel; Sue Nelson,

research assistant ; Cathy Romano, research assistant; and Charles
Radcliffe, minority counsel foreducation.

Mr. STEIGER. The subcommittee will come to order.
The first witness this mornin.g is Dr. Garth L. Mangum, of the Uni-

versity of Utah, testifying on bills H.R. 10908, H.R. 11620, and H.R.
13472.

Mr. Mn11..011M, it is a pleasure to welcome you to tb; s subcommittee this
morning. You may proceed in any way you wish. If you want to sum-
marize., your statement will be made a part of the record, or you may
proceed in any way you desire.

STATEMEIVI OF DR. GARTH L NANGUN, licGRAW PROMSSOR OF

ECONONICS, 'UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY, 'UTAH

Dr. MANGU3I. Thank you, Mr. Steiger. I will submit my written
testimony for the record.

(The statement referred to follows :)

TESTIMONY OF Da. GARTH L. MAxorra. McGaAw PROFESSOR OF Ecoxcatics.
UNITERMT OF UTAH, SALT LAXE errs; UTAH

The three bills before this Subcommittee are the latest but not last step in a,

to now, eight year experimental effort Its objective has been to develop an
effective system for remedying the disadvantages of a numerous and widely
varying population who find it difficult to compete successfully in the labor
market. Nearly every imanable service which might lessen those disadvantages
has been tried. The critical problem at the moment is to develop an effective

delivery system. The current delivery system has at least three shortcomings:
(1) The indlividual programs which emerged from the trial and error process

reqUire the needy individual to adapt to program requirements rather than hav-
ing a variety of service functions packaged to fit his needs.

(2) The necessary federal Initiative resulted in nationally set policies which
may or may not coincide with local conditions.

(3) There is an almost total lack of accountability ; programs are not effectively
monitored or evaluated, and program operators are not rewarded according to
performance and achievement.

-4.39)
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The three bills before this body are aimed at improving this situation and any
of the three would undoubtedly do so. All agree on the need to decategorize pro-
grams, pooling all budgets, authorizing all conceivable services, adapting the mix
to local and individual need. They differ on the appropriate means for the sec-
ond objectivedecentralization. Before discussing the relative Strengths and
wealmesses of the latter proposals, it may be useful to summarize the manpower
policy experience of the last few years by function, program and agency. In do-
ing so in a few brief pages, oversimplifications will be gross but the characteriza-
tions reasonably accurate.

.A FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO MANPOWER PROGRAMS

The manpower policy lexicon contains new terms and concepts emerging
from the experiences of the past eight years. In general, a manpower service
system is expected to :

search out the disadvantaged (outreach)
bring them in for service (intake)
and identify their needs (testing)
acquaint them with the requirements of the world of work (orientation)

them enough exposure to alternative occupational choices to aid
valid vocational decisions (prevocationaltraining)

offer remedial basic education including language training as necessary
provide entry level sldll training for those not prepared for more exten-

sive training
--use work experience as a method of training

counsel the enrollee in choosing an occupation changing life styles and
solving personal problems

furnish relocation assistance as needed
convince an employer to accept the disadvantaged employee, if neces-

sary restructaring the job to fit the individual's capability and subsidizing
the employer's hiring costs (job development)

follow-up with a job coach to assist adjustment to work discipline
provide various supportive services, depending upon personal obstacles

to employment.
Since each of these service functions may be critical for a particular individual

at a particular time, a complete manpower system Would offer all of them. How-
ever, some are more important than others in the general case. Which should have
priority requires diagnosis of causes. The initial notion was that failure to End
employment durl.-,7 periods of high economic demand was evidence of personal
deficiencies with skill training the best answer. This worked well for those who
lived where jobs were available and were not overburdened by personal problems
or blocked by discrimination. Limited success in central cities caused a shift in
diagnoses with emphasis on institutional obstacles. Changing the hiring prac-
tices of employers became the priority and funds were withdrawn from insti-
tutional training end reallocated to subsidizing private employment. With two
years' experience it appears that some employers have the will to hire the dis-
advantaged, the staff and the profit margins to do so, and the MIAs of jobs which
can be filled by those with little skrn. Others do not and want their employees
"processed" to some minimum standards. Slackening labor markets then began
to reverse the hiring process, trying up new slots and causing familiar "last
in-first out" layoffs.

In retrospect and without reviewing the entire list of manpower functions.
outreach has been rarely necessary since "walk-ins" have exceeded the limited
capacity of the proarns. Basic education (including language training in cer-
tain areas), skill Mining and job development have been the key functions. in-
general. Work experience has been the most disappointing.

In program terms. this means that MDTA and NABa-OBS have been the most
important and most promising, though each individnally has experienced limited
success. Neighborhood Youth Corps. Operation Mainstream and such work ex-
perience programs have provided income and, by and large, useful activity
to the poor but have done little to increace employability. MDTA by itself has
served well those lachIng only Adlls for access to jobs. In the central cities, it has
too often been limited to preparing for low level, unattractive jobs which most
could have obtained without training or providing a hunting license to search for
unavailable jobs. job development, in these circumstances, is -as critical as basic
education and skill training. The subsidized private employment of NAB--.TOSS ap-
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pears to be the best way yet devised to develoP jObs for the disadvantaged. But
too few employers are wiling or able to provide tlecent jobs to the disadvantaged
worker still encumbe by all of his personal disadvantages- r

a. g
unctionally, tored

marry basic education and amp. training with uarantee of employment through
temporary subsidization is the most promising conabination- In programmatic
terms this would encompass a merger of the NiDTA institutional and NAB-
JOBS opportunities.

The slackening of job naarkets makes such a fUnctional merger imperative,
but for the reverse reasons. Unless institutional training provides a buffer for the
laid-off NAB-JGES enrollee, keeping him in the system and inaproving his sldlls,
he will be back on the streets with his previous convictions about society's false
Promises reinforced.

The failure of -work e...-perience programs is disturbing. Most 'Yorkers learn
their jobs on the job. Why haven't they been made more employable as the
result of program participation? My guess as that it is because neither admin-

equistrators or enrollees consider enrollment to be the ivalent of a job. They

na.e.nt should

the objectives achieved. This doesn'twelcome income and activity and consider
mean private enaployment is the only answer- It means that the jobs must be

have the same advan-real. A program. of subsidized public emploY

than in work exP
tages and weaknesses as the program of subS2dized private employment. Money
could be better slient there erience.

SILORTCOISENGS IX DELVER-1- sl'srEys

The deliverY systems for the manpower services remain in disarray. The
Concentrated Employment Programs (CEP.$) was to bring all programs and
services under the roof. If services could not be tailored to individual need,
at least thelndividual should have a choice among the available programs-
META and NI, IN have saccess. Work experi-

remained outside of CEP- The critical function of skill
training was absent Job development has had Exalted

searching for some-ence programs were primarilY Places to park 13:ilile while
thing better for them. For most CEP enrollees there was simPlY no place to go.

C.KMPS Planning has improved but is still best described as "separate agency
plans held together by a common staple." Few Nvotild take seriously a planning
process which lacked the power to reallocate brid

Glaring at the local level almost everywhere J._ the lack of any form of inte-
'et and staff.

led administration_ States and others respond tagrated Planning and cot - federal terms. Thethe availabilitY of federal t.,.)1lars and abnost entirely on
durabi tWeen programs, even ose operatedlitY and iMPerviousness of walls be th
by the same agency is amazi

Many state e
ng-

naployment services have improved notably in their commitment
to serve the disadvantaged ; others not at all. Pew CommunitY A.ction Agencies
have develoPed into effective deliverers of ManPoWer service& Yet their vital

survive "vithout the patronage avail-role in community organization might not ent services are still able to playable through manpower programs. EmploYin
off titeir governors and the federal agency against each other. State and local
public schools have many higher priorities than manpower Programs.

__eThe Labor DePartment's field staff is overwh 1,-oed bY the responsibility of...

negotiating, extending and renegotiating Saw° contracts with 10,000 prime
roved greatly but monitoring andprogram evaluation has IMP

Budgetary processesperformance is almost nonexistent.
sponsors. Overall
evaluating of local
tend to distribute funds unrelated to performa-nce in program administration.
Thus accolmtability suffers- The appropriations Process can Only be described
as ridiculous.

A few governors and mayors have "grasPed the nettle" and are creatino- their
own devices for bringing their own manPower agencies under control and
coordinating or consolidadng their efforts- .AfOst aet as if manpower programs
did not exist-

This characterization is overdrawn because it is designed to identify short-
comings and does not list strengths and notable accomplishment& The progress
of eight years in the manpower policy business is still commendable. The bus-
iness at hand is further improvement. The cmuPrehensivene- endorsed by the
bills under consideration will not solve the complex fez personal
deficiencies, locations' obstacles, educational shortcomings, discrimination and

basic problems --

the lack of eno ugh decent jobs at adequate PaY- They can tidy tip program ad-
ministration, increase flesibllitY and adaptabtY and add to accountability.
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THE ATM/CAM:LITT' OP TEE LEGISLAilvt. PROPOSALS

As a member of the National Manpower Policy Task Force, I endorse in general
terms the Position paper we issued last week entitled, "Improving the Nation's
Manpower Efforts." I wish only to emphasize and add a few points relative
to the above analysis.

The need to decategorize programs, I consider unchallengeable the bills are
deficient only in that they encompass only MDTA and the Economic Opportunity
Act. The same logic would add WIN, Vocational Rehabilitation and establish
ties with Vocational Education for the disadvantaged. The main obstacles are
committee jurisdiction and the provisions of the bills giving primacy to the
Labor Department. The broader consideration is precluded for the moment. A
comprehensive manpower deliverY sYstem at the local level which includes these
budgets and services as well should be recognized as desirable.

There is no good answer to the relative federal, state and local roles in the
delivery of service. The current contract negotiating and administering respon-
sibility is beyond federal capability. States could be effective agencies for de-
centralization but only if they have the commitment and the staff. Staff can be
trained. Real commitment requires conversion ; a reasonable equivalent can be
bought, but only with a forceful monitoring Presence. Labor markets overlap
political jurisdictions and no meaningful metropolitan government exists. Each
bill wrestles with their problem and each reaches its own unsatisfactory com-
promise-

If the administering federal agency has the courage and political backing,
it can delegate to the states and still enforce accountability. There is to now
no working model. Cities large enough to have Congressmen whose political
allegiance is to districts within that city will demand direct access to Washing-
ton. Despite "one man-one vote," many governors do not yet understand and
care about urban problems. Yet every city cannot mount the staff capability
for manpower planning and program administration. Every SMSA is probably
still too many jurisdictionz to treat individually and there should be some
minimum cut off for the pass-through.

A key concept of all three bills is to take policy-mating from bureaucracies and
vest it in (or impose it upon) elected chief executives. This may well be an un-
admitted focal Point of opposition to the proposals. It has the advantage that
Poor service can be penalized at the ballot boxbut only where the target
groups have access to the ballot box. It also opens possibilities for competition
and accountability. Rather than having a residual right to programs, state and
local agencies must deliver or their assignment can be shifted elsewhere. In this
regard, the Administration bill makes a mistake in singling out the employment
service as the key agency, if only by implication. The employment service will
undoubtedly be the key deliverer of service, but it should have to compete for
that role. not onl on a state-wide basis but by city. A third potential advantage
is also threatened by the language of the Administration bilL Each governor
and big city mayor should be given responsibility to produce a plan and administer
a comprehensive program but left to design his own administrative machinery.
There is no reason for national uniformity. Effectiveness rather than form is the
objective.

The major opposition to the proposals aPPears to come from the education
establishmellt. Their charge of a "dual education system" is 'unrealistic because
it ignores the facts that MDTA already exists and the bills add nothing that is
not already in MDTA and the Economic OPPortanity Act. More basic objections
is the strengthening of the Labor Department vis-a-vis HEW and of governors
vis-a-vis state education hierarchies. The latter are desirable. The former not so.
The Labor Department has tended to undervalue institutional training while
HEW has not recov2ized sufficiently the limitations of institutional training
when not lied in with job development and placement. The proposals could be
strengthened objectively and politimuy by assurance on that point. In fact,
with the guarantee of a stronger education role, it might be possible to win a
linkage with vocational education and vocational rehabilitation.

None of the bills give sufficient explicit recognition to the roles of staff train-
ing, research, experiment and demonstration and evaluation. Budgetary prac-
tices should be addressed more specifically- Two year funding is essential and
so is a larger total appropriation. A public service employment provision has
been recognized for several years as one of the gaping holes in the package of
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manpower services. The 10 percent automatic increase in manpower funds as
an automatic stabilizer would be helpful but very smalL If 10 percent is good,
why is not 25 percent better? Shouldn't the amount rise as unemployment rises,
as it will, above 4.5 percent?

The three bills before this subcommittee are addressed to an important need.
It is rare to be able to say of a number of proposals that any one would be an
improvement All three have strengths which could be merged into a major
contribution to the long-range development of manpower policy.

Dr. MANGUM. There is certainly nothing about this business that I
can tell you that you don't latow about, Mr. Chairman, but I will make
a few introductory remarks. Then I would like to be at your service
to the extent that I can answer any questions.

The situation before the subcommittee is rather unique in that there
are three pieces of legislation involved, any one of which would make
a notable improvement in the system of delivery for manpower serv-
ices. Yet, no one of these meets all of the needs and the problems.

This doesn't mean that the administration of manpower programs
in such bad shape that any change would be an improvement. rt just
means that people in Congress and in the administrative offices who
are very lmowledgeable about the needs in manpower programs have
thonfrht very carefully through those needs and have come up with
some very closely related recommendations. They would not serve as
panaceas but would make an important improvement in the way we
administer the programs and in the way we deliver manpower services.

For about S years we have been experimenting in an area where
we never had any experience before, where we were really identify-
ing a new set of problems for a population that had formerly been
ne5rlected.

We are now at a stage where the need is to identify the lessons that
have been learned over the years and to consolidate those &rains. One
of the most important of those lessons has been the identffication of
a series of service functions that seemed to be necessary for various
members of the target groups, no one of whom needs all of the
services. We have to find some way of delivering tbis set of fairly
well-lniown functions.

I will mention something about some of the functions, somethingr
about some of the programs, and something about some of the agen-
cies involved at the State and local level, and then sinnmarize some
of these problems.

It seems to me that out of this experience we come up with two
really critical manpower service functions, the one being the pro-
vision of skills both remedial education and training, and the
other job development. In program terms

'
that means the most im-

portant of all of the programs have been MDTA and NAB-JOBS.
Each has made °Teat contributions, but both have very serious
problems.

The oricrinal assumption in the manpower programs was that the
primary deficiency was within the individual, that if the individual
would te provided with skills he could find himself a job. This turned
out to be true for those people who were located where jobs were,
but for many people in the central city ghettos and in depressed rural
areas, it turnefi out not to be true. You could provide them with a
skill, but what you were providing them with all too often was a
hunfing license to look for a job that did not exist.
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good performance and chastising them for less than good performance.
We must have some way of Inaowing how well the stewardship is being
met by State and local units.

Throughout the country many State and local opvernments are be-
to recognize this set of problems. Withi.t the context of the. .

cr
Federa1 legislation, a few States and a few localities have begun to put
together their own manpower planning and delive7 operations. Their
croal is to take the set of Federal programs and insofar as possible
'adapt them to the needs of the locality and the needs of the target
groups in their particular communities.

I have had the interesting _experience recently of working with the
program which, I think, is furthest advanced in this regard., the Utah
State Manpower Planning Council. It goes further than planning in
that it has operational power and involves the Governor directly in
this process of mald cr manpower decisions. Discussion of that experi-
ence might be helpful.'

You have my testimony before you, Mr. Steiger. If there are any
questions on it or anything that I have said that you would like to
ask me to reflect upon, I would be very happy to be at your service.

Mr. STEIGER. Without objection, the statement will be made a part
of the record preceding your summarized statement.

You have been involved in some evaluation of the present procframs.
Can you crive us some idea as to which programs workwith evaltating
and in wliat cities ? Also what kind of ideas suggestions orexperiences
can you relate to the committee which woiild be ?

Dr. Mtat. Perhaps I should say that I served as staff director
of the Senate subcommittee charged with formulation and passage of
some of the early manpower legislation. Later as executive director of
the President's Committee on Manpower I had some involvement in
the early developments in the adminiaration of manpower pro-
oTams. For the last several years, now going into 5 years, I have been

anced, aloncr with Dr. Levitan, who has already appeared. before the
subcommittee7by the Ford Foundation in an on-goi g evaluation of all
the manpower and antipoverty programs. At one point or another I
have been rather deeply immersed in all of them.

Currently having some concern for the way the programs are work-
ing out at the local. level, I have been engaged in a comparative study
where we have tried to measure the total impact of manpower pro-
grams on some in several cities. We are trying to ask in what way each
city differs today from what it would have been had there never been
a manpower program ? Also, what are the ways that the local political
and economic environment impact on the programs ?

I can reiterate what I have said. After loOking at many of the serv-
ice functions that occur within these programs; that is, such thi gs as
outreach, intake, orientation, remedial education, prevocational train-
ing, skill services, supportive services, and all those, although they
all make their contributions, the really critical ones are the ones I
have mentioned.

1. To take people who lack skills, basic education and even skill with.
with the English language and give the necessary skills of employ-
ability.

2. To link up that training with some kind of job development
process so that the individual who gets his hopes built up and invests
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a good many weeks of time in study to prepare himself for employ-
ment can step into a job rather than goino- through the frustrating
situation of seeing himself right back on the street again.

Now we face another frustrating problem. Very often people who

have made the transition from the traininu program into the job are

now finding themselves back out on the st-reet as the number of jobs
available in the economy decline.

Once again, I would emphasize remedial education, language train-
ing, sldll trairaing, and the linkage with some kind of a job through
some kin d of a job development process as the essentials. Therefore,
the MDTA institutional proo-ram, with particular emphasis on the

experience of some skill cenars around the country, is one essential
element, and tying it to the NAB-JOBS program or its equivalent is

the other.
To now, there has been veryltttle linkage. There were attempts in

the early MDTA program to the institutional and the on-the-job
training, programs, but it turned out to be a very tough tbi g. The
two groups of administrators did not cooperate well and employers
were reluctant to promisejobs in advance of training.

Mr. STEEGER. How do we try to go about working that on the MDTA_

from where we are now ?
Dr. Mitucourx. Both are completely separate pieces of machinery at

this point.
It might be possible in the contract program where employees are

reimbursed for the hiring of the disadvantaged to write out the con-
tract while it is beino. negotiatiated some use of a training, center, be
it a skill center run -through the public schools or a consortium run
by the employers themselves. Some have put together the equivalent
of a skill center and run it as a private operation. At any rate there
could be some contractual tie between training and placement.

The consortium has worked out well in one place that I am aware of
simply because of the commitment of one employer : But I don't see
any reason why the same concept could not be written into a contract
using an MDTA skill center.

Aiiother advantage, which is becoming increasingly im_portant, is
the possibility of creating a reversible process. You could very well
write into that same contract a reversal so that when an individual
placed on a job through the proo-ram faces a layoff, such as the people
in Chrysler and Boeing, and other places, who came through this pro-
o-ram have recently done, he could be bumped back into the skill cen-
Fer. Here he could get some further train-mg and upgrading, along
with a stipend; since we are probably going to provide hini some
income maintenance_ This would be better than seei g him idcked
back out into the street and having the frustration of going back
through the cycle and right back where he started.

Mr. STEIGER. Where is the consortium working 2
Dr. MA.-xorm. The one I am thi-oking of is in San Francisco. It is,

in effect, underwritten by the Lockheed. Aerospace Corp. It really has
about 90 different firms as members, but actually Lockheed has un-
derwritten it and has guaranteed all the other participants if they
lose money on this deal, Lockheed will make it up.

Lockheed has really filled a public role that I think you couldn't
find duplicated anywhere else in the country. It is the role a public
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agency could fill to guarantee both the individual against loss of job
and the company against loss of money.

Mr. STEIGER. Have you an example of a situation under NABJOBS
where they are using the skill center for public vocational skills
training?

Dr. MANGUM. There are none occurino- in any of the cities I have
been studying. I have been told that thei'do exist around the country,
Mr. Chairman, but I have never observed one. Therefore, I wouldn't
be qualified to comment on them.

Mr. STEIGER. Would you have any further expansion of the situa -
tion in Utah as to this being a model for direction in which the States
ought to go ?

Dr. N.E.NC;17:31. Yes. I think there are several insights, some of them
which reflect on the bills and which I hare commented on here. For
one thin7. I have made the point in the written testimony that, from
our experience in Utah, it would be undesirable for Federal legisla-
tion to fix too tightly the model for administration at the State level.

For instance, our program. which is pretty well advanced, would
not be completely in accord With the pattern that is set down in the
administration's bill. It could probably continue to exist, depending
up the way the language is interpreta I don't see any Jeason why
it should be prescribed that States should have separate planning and
organizing agencies, for instance.

Our experience, which is very much in accord with what has oc-
curred elsewhere, is that planning as planning means nothing. That
planning which is not directly tied to the allocation of dollars is not
going to be paid any attention to by anybody. It is a fact that if an
organization can plan and (tqn move staff and can move dollars as a
result of the plans, everybody takes it very seriously.

The CAMPS situaLon has been very difficult. As I have said in the
statement, CAMPS turns out to be a common staple holding to-
o-ether individual plans. People meet to plan, but since the. plan doesn't
effect the distribution of funds, they- don't take it seriously.

Mr. STEIGER. You are not suggesting that you want to provide, neces-
sarily, operational authority in a State manpower agency, but you
are saying that the planning function has to have the ability to al-
locate the resources?

Dr. MA.Norar. That is right. And in this case the reason it can al-
locate the resources is because there is some operating authority as
well. For instance we have just opened 2 weeks ago what I hope
will turn out to be one of the most interesting sIdll centers in the
country. It is not officially designated as a sEll center, we are callin
it a human resources center. All the enrollees in MDTA:

o-

, those in WIN
who are goino- to get education and skill training, vocational rehabili-
tation clientsand enrollees in adult basic education, will all go to the
same center.

The programs require that moneys be assig-ned and backed to indi-
viduals and this will make for a difficult bookkeeping problem. But, in
:ffect, they will all be treated as one group of disadvantaged people
coming for the same set of courses and-other services. This center will
not be run by vocational educators, not by the vocational rehabilitation
people, not by the employment service, but by the State Manpower
Planning Council, and its director and staff will report to the council.
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The council, in turn, has its chairman, its executive director, and its
staff answerable to the Governor. All the members of the appropriate
agencies, which meang the totality- of public education, both general
and vocational, vocational rehabilitation, welfare, anybody w-ho has
a piece of manpower action is required by State law to be a member
of that planning council, and that planning council has the right by
State law to sequester staff from any of these afrencies; has the right
under State lawin fact, the obligation under State lawto review
any proposal going from a State agency to the Federal Government.

It is forbidden by State law that any State agency approach any
Federal agency in the manpower field without the approval of that
manpower planning council very well coordinated in that process.

Mr. STEIGER. I want to direct you to what Mr. Ruttenberg said
yesterday in his testimony, and ask you for your comments on his
criticism of where he felt the administration fell short.

One of the difficult questions that the subcommittee faces is that
related to public service and employment. You indicate in yrour testi-
mony that your experience has been most disappointing. I wonder
whether or not you would like to comment on the experience you have
had on title V of the act, and secondly, do you want further to try
to give us a little more insight into what you consider to be the
failure of the work experience programs ?

Pr. MAxuum. If r may I will reverse the question and say that
I think the failure of work experience procrrams in

'r'o-eneral
has been

the failure of anyone to take them serioesly as work programs. In
effect, we have met our objective in these programs as soon as we .2:et

some money into the hands of poor people. Tile _Neighborhood Youth
Corps, as an example hns served a very good purpose in seeing to it
that young people frOm poor families who n.ded income got income
along with some useful activity. But it was very rarely thought of
serionsly as a work program w"here you really were concerned about
what got produced.

For example, if you think of public service employment, you think-
of the delivery of a public service as the critical element, which would
at the same time employ people who needed the jobs. But when em-
ployment and income is put first, we haven't worried a great deal
about production.

You mentioned title V. It is particularly interesting and appro-
priate because the project within title V which received the most
cri: Icism, in my view, was one of the best formulated, best rim pro-
(*rams we have had in the manpower field. That is because it fit the
needs of the locality so perfectly.

That was the so-called "happy-pappy" program that everybody
used to make fun of down in eastern Kentucky.

It was a situation involving older, inamobile ex-coal miners who
were illiterate. The people who could get jobs had left. These were
men with an average age above 55 who were badlyr in need-of income.
They couldn't draw pu.blic assistance because the State did not make
it available to families with a male family head. They were rural
people, used to hard, grubby work. There was no stigma attached to a
job cutting brush along the' streams and school paths to make it pos-
sible for the kids to get to school. Hard work haia no stigma.
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These people respected a job, and they were welcomed in the com-
munity when they had the job. There was no g..ain in a trainino. pro-
gram for people who could not find jobs when they were trainee. They
had to have income, and the communuity had the present needs

which they could meet.
In contrast, you could take a Neighborhood Youth Corps project in

a central city area. You could do good because the people needed
the income, but those l6ds could use their time to a very much better
advantage, and in the long run society would have been better off to

oive them trainino.
As an example the assignment could be washing of the fire chiefs

car. The car needs washing, the lnd needs income, and it is better
than having him on the street. But isn't there something of longer
lasting; Derain which could have been done?

Mr.-STEIGER. Let me ,ou through Mr. Ruttenberg's testimony and ask
you to comment on each of the criticisms he makes. First, he says the
bill does not protect, that by the administration bill, the rig;ht of the
cities to operate and plan their own manpower programs. Is that a.
fair and valid criticism?

Dr. MANGUM. What it does not do I have already mentionecL To
some degree it specifies what kind of an oro.anization the States and
cities are going to have to do their planning! It assumes that they are
going to do their planning within the Federal guidelines, but it spec-
ifies two filings :

First, it specifies the nature of the planning and administration
operation. Then it specifically singles out one of the manpower agen-
cies in the State and the community as having to participate in this
process. It doesn't say, for instance, that the employment service shall
be the key agency, but since it sinoles out the employment service and
no other, the implication is thaebthe employment service is the key
agency.

I dank:, in all practicality, it probably will be in most cases, but I
think it is important that the employment service, and every other
agency which gets involved in the planning and delivery of services,
stoula have to compete for its right to deliver the services. Part of
the ,o.enius of yours and the other bills that have been introduced here
is that it puts the responsibility and accountability right where it
ought to be, on the politicallyr elected chief executive officer in the
Stite. or in the city. Responsibility rests there rather than on a bureauc-
racy which is very often self-perpetuating and not accountable to
the voters or to any constituency.

I am not sure I agree with the notion that the bills do not protect
the zities right to do their own planning but it structures the way. in
which they plan and who plans to a grealer degree than I would like
to see.

Mr. STEIGER. Second, Mr. Ruttenberg says the concept of the SMSA
as a manpower program is not a pracgicil solution to the unemploy-
ment problems of the hardcore in our larger cities.

He then goes on to say, "I would establish procedures, incentives,
and mechan-isms for the cities to get the participation of the suburbs.
But I would not start with a metropolitan framework which does not
exist." 451
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Dr. MAIN:Gum. I am sure from wrestling with this problem in your
own bill, you recognize there is no satisfactory solution. You can't
create a government where it does not exist. I would assume the reason
in your own bill you choose to rely upon the State government is
because State government is there and there are some definable
boundaries to it.

It seems to me a mistake that is made in the administration bill, as
far as SMSA's are concerned, is to sav there must be a separate plan-
ning operation for every SMSA. There are a lot of SMSA's. The
Labor Department is going to be monitoring more units than it can
handle.

I don't think it is realistic to think that you can keep the large cities
'going through the Governor to get to Washington. As long as a city
is large enough to have congressional districts within the city where
your colleagues really represent that city und nothinc beyond that
city, they are not going to run to the State capital to see if they can ask
for something in Washington. A city of that size is going to have some
autonomy, and there is no good way of handling the situation.

The adlinistration's bill does put in an incentive because it says
to the people in the city, "Look, you can take your choice. You can
either get together to agree upon one of you to be the chairman of
this operation, or you can leave it up to the Governor to appoint
somebody."

I think that is g,oing to be a pretty effective incentive. It is better
to get together to do a little political trading to decide than to leave
it to the Governor.

But I would emphasize that there ought to be some minimum cutoff
in SMSA's Utah, take as an example. We have only a million people.
As it happens, SO percent of that million are in an area 15 miles wide
and 90 miles long, but it happens to have three SMSA's in it. In effect,
there would be three administrative units in that one little confine,
plus another for the rest of the State. In that case, it only makes sense
to have it done by the State. In fact, in our situation no level but
the State is interested or competent in this area.

On the other hand, New York City, Chicago, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, are going to have some of their own action. I would lu:ve rec-
ommended some cutoff, say an SMSA of a million inhabitants, or
something like that, which could have its own planning and oper-
ation. This would limit the number of planners, in effect, and the
number of plans that the Federal Government has to supervise.

Stanley Ruttenberc, has, in a book of his that has just come out,
suggested some speciEe incentives.

I think the administration bill has not a monetary, but a political
incentive, which would also work.

Mr. STEIGER. Third; the Federal involvement is not strong enough
in either the administration or the Steiger bill, according to Rutten-
berg.

MANGT331. That, of course, depends on the strength of the Fed-
eral administrative unit. All of our eFperience up to now would indi-
cate that what Mr. Ruttenberg says is true. If you look at our State
planning experience, such as in vocational rehabilitation and voca-
tional education, what has happened is that 'States have submitted
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all that evident that the Federal agencies kaow how to plan and
administer, or to provide tecb.nical assistance. The Federal Govern-
ment would have to oet into staff training on a much greater degree
than it has in the past. With enough prodding and technical assista.nce

and trainin.., 2. of staff and patience and political couracre over time,

the job could probably be done. Would anybody ever be rough enough
at the Federal level to 0.o in and run a prooTam in a State where the
State wasn't doing the job ? We hav a absolutely no experienCe in nearly
200 years of that kind of athing happening.

r. STEIGER. Fifth, the poor do not have an effective voice in the
planning and supervision of the programs.

Dr. MAGETh1. This, of course is a problem which none of the three
alternative bills really deal witl. This gets into the relationship of
the community action agency and the employment service, for in-

stance.
Something is going to have to be done, and I don't lmow really

what it is going to be, to maintain the existence of the community
aation agencies. As I have already said, they haven't turned out to
be very efficient deliverers of manpower services,, but the investment
has been a good one just the same. It has been the patronage, the jobs,
and money-dispensed by manpower and antipoverty programs, that
have kept the community action agencies alive to the extent they
have been. It is just one of those realities in the world in which we
liye that you can't have a political organization without some form of
patronage, and this has been provided-by these programs.

If we-take the deiivery of services awa,y simplY because it has been
inefficient, then can those programs continue s IVihat is needed is not
just a pro forma, situation where you just elect somebody who be-

comes the representative of the poor and sits on some kinil of plan-
ning board. That is alright at the university where we make the
stud.ents feel they have a part of the action by puting them on tenure
committees, and so forth, but keep them carefully in a minority.

It doesn't become real until the process has the power to change
who gets what piece of the action; who gets a job and who doesn't,
and h.ow does the money flow. The community action agencies, be-

cause they, have had contracts to allow them to dispense money, have
had that Lind of power.

Mr. STEIGER. Lastly, something I think- you have touched on in
your statement, none of the comprehensive legislation before you is

truly comprehensive.
Dr. MANGUM. Yes. This is obviously a political problem. We al/

recognize the necessity to bite things off a piece at a time. These bills

were limited to EOA and MDTA because that was doable.
, It is not realistic politically to bring WIN and the famil3r assist-
ance plan, vocational rehabilitation and other 13rograms into the same
structure. It can be done at the State level. A.s I have already men-
tioned.. I think it has been rather effectively done in the State of
Utah. It may be that is .a point at which these things will have to be
brought together. But it certainly is critical, partictilarly as the WIN
type-activities are enlarged in the family assistance plan

'
that the

action for welfare benefi-ciaries, who are really no different from the
rest of the disadvantaged, be a part of the vilole program.

Mr. STEIGER. Congressman GaYdr,v- e- A
. 4 i,r's
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Mr. GAIDOS. I have no questions. I am sorry I missed. your testi-
mony, but I have observed your responses to Congressman Stei,ger's
questions, and I am sure you are well aware of the subject, and T_ am
sure your statement will be most helpful.

Mr. STEIGER. Dr. Mangum, without wishing to impose further on
your time, it would be helpful, I think, if, based on your testimony,
your background and experience, frankly, -which is perhaps better
than almost anybody we can have, to get from you an examination af
the three alternative bills that exist before the subcommittee m terms
of trying to see where, in your own judgment, we can take pieces and
parts of the bills in an effort to put them together in a comprehensive
manpower bill that the subcommittee can recommend. Would you be
willing to do that

Dr. MANGUM. If I can take 2 or 3 minutes to summarize a few
points, I have alluded to in my testimony, both written and oral. I
think I can take care of that here.

One of the things that I think clearly ought to be done is to remove
the designation that fixes the kind of plannin and administration
operation the States, and localities are to have.

g_
Leave that to a com-

bination of the guidelines that implement the program and the choice
of the Governor and/or the mayor as to the End of organization that
will fit best in his situation. Since it has to have the approval of the
Federal agency, I don't see any reason for it to be dictated or desig-
nated in law. (2) The singling out of the employment service or any
other local agency that gives any implication that it should 1::conie the
key agency should be removed_ (3) I have for a long time been an advo-
cate of the view that we ought to, insofar as possible, have one Federal
agency in manpower. Yet, in advocatina: that, I recognize a rather seri-
ous problem that I should be considered in relation to this bill. For both
the substance of manpower programs and the political chances of the
legislation, the relationship between. educational agencies and man-
power agencies, both at the Federal, State and local level should be
p ondered.

As you are aware, there is a great concern among people in educa-
tion that these bills will cut them off from their role in the manpower
programs. If that were all that were going to happen, I shouldn't
care less. There is no reason why we should try to maintain anybody's
jurisdiction in this legislation.

But there is a real problem. The education agencies have tended to
put too much emphasis on training without any tie to jobs. On the
other hand, the manpower agencies have tended to adopt the value
that as long as we can get somebody on a job, it doesn't matter whether
they get any training or remedial education.

Administratively, in all of this planning process, both of these
points of view should be involved. Both of these sets of acrencies and
facilities must have a voice at the critical planning level. Politically
it would also increase the chances both of getting the bills through
and getting broader comprehensiveness.

Vocational rehabilitation, welfare and vocational education would
be much more likely to become involved if they could be guaranteed
a role in the planning process. These programs could all be linked
more effectively, than if the only voice is from manpower agencies
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separate from any training component. At the same time the final
decisions and plan approvals mustbe unitary.

Am I maldng myself clear ?
M. STEIGER. Yes, you are.
Thank you very, very much for your testimony. I think it is ex-

tremely helpful. Besides that, it is nice to see you here and thank you
for coming.

The next witness is Dr. Arthur Okun, presently residing at the
BrookirES InStitUtion.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR 11. OKUN,- SENIOR FELLOW,

BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. STEIGER. Dr. Okun, it is an honor to have you here this morn-
ing. As with Dr. Mangum, you can either present your testimony or
summarize it, whichever you desire.

Dr. ORL7NT. I would like to summarize it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEIGER. Then without objection, we will submit your testimony

in the record and you may proceed to summarize.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT BY D. ARTHUR 1E. OKUN. SENIOR FELLOW, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION*

My field of concentration as an economist is in the study of growth and fluc-

tuations in our overall economic performance and of policies to promote stable
noninflationary economic growth and prosperity. I am not an expert on the
desipi. implementation, or administration of manpower programs. Indeed. I
hope to learn something about this vital area from the discussion today. But
I Imow this Committee is intently concerned with the important relationships
between our manpower efforts and the functioning of our overall economy. It
is a privilege to appear here today to discuss some of these relationships.

Axn.rum EMPLOYMENT AND ESSENTIAL PRICE STABILITY

It is an historical fact that throughout the past generation, in the periods
when the Nation has enjoyed the lowest rates of unemployment, it has suffered
from inflation; similarly, the costly intervals of recession and economic sluggish-
ness have been periods of price stability. It is not difficult to see why this should
be the case. If markets are very weak and demand is considerably below the
supply capabilities throughout our industries, no businessman will dare raise
his prices for fear of losing sales. and no group of workersorganized or un-
organizedwill ask for significant wage increases for fear of losing jobs. When
total spending demands pick up and,-we move out of a period of sluggishness,
businessmen add to their work force and step uptheir production. If demands keep
strengthening some industries move up to essentially full capacity and some
labor markets generate demands that match the available supplies of labor.
At some point. selective upward pressures on prices and wages begin to develop
in areas where demands for goods and labor begin to outrun supplies.

Thus. the more demand rises, the more employment and the more output that
results. But also the more widespread and intense become the upward pressures
on prices and costs. When full capacity is approached. extra spending has more
impact on raising prices end less effectiveness in stimulating output and em-
ployment. When labor demands for most types of skills and most areas of the
economy are already matching available supplies, several vacancies in the labor
market may be created in the process of adding one actual job. As we saw
during World War II, shortage of goods and of labor in most areas of the
economy can bring unemployment down to very low levelsand make it pre-
dominantly transitional or frictional in character. But the inevitable byprod-
uct of such a situation is a highly disruptive inflation.

*The views expressed are my own and are not necessarily those of the officers. trustees.
or other staff members of the Brooldngs Institution.
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THE DIT-FATIZA. OF FISflAL-MONETARY POLICY

These facts of life create agonizing choices for the makers of fiscal and mone-
tarY policy. The Nation is committed to maximum employment, production, and
purchasing power; and it also is committ er:. to the maintenance of essential
price stability. It can't have all it wants of these goals at the same time. The
required balance is bound to be a painful compromise of our social goals.

We have been out of balance much of the time since late 1965. when Viet-
nam expenditures spurred demands in an economy that was already close to high
employment. The Federal Budget became an enne of inflation because the
extra defense spending was not offset by higher taxes that would have sopped up
private purchasing power. In 1966, a massive dose of restrictive credit success-
fully halted the boom and moderated price increases. although only by disrupt-
ing financial markets and creating a severe setbac.k in honiebuilding. in the
summer of 1967, when prices were rising only moderately, the President urged
Congress to act immediately on a tax increase. During the subsequent year of
delay before fiscal restraint was applied, an inflationary boom gathered great
strength and momenum. It has been an exceedingly stubborn customer ever since.
A combination of reasonable fiscal restraint and extreme monetary restraint
has now clearly ended the boom. Prices and wages have not yet decelerated,
however. Some lag must be expected between the slowdown of the economy find
the slowdown of prices and wages, and the beginning of a gradually improving
price performance should become evident before too long.

Anti-inflaii.onary fiscal-monetary strategy works by bolding down total spend-
ing for goods and services. In doing so, it must inevitably impair employment
opportunities and court some regretable upereep in unemployment. Candidly,
and humbly, I must say that no economist has a remedy for inflation which
completely avoids this most undesirable side effect

How much of a rise of unemployment for how long is a big issue, however.
It depends upon a great many decisions of economic policy. If the Government
enlists the cooperaton of business and labor in restraining price and wage in-
creases, if it uses its manpower, farm, and foreign trade policies to reduce costs
and prices wherever possible, ther_ the duration and intensity of the economic
pain can be minimized. As I have said repeatedly, it is my conviction tha.t not
enough effort has been made in the past year to back up our fiscal and monetary
policies with appropriate anti-inflationary structural policies. I am also deeply
concerned that the stringent tight money that was so essential to halt the booni
last spring and summer may now be weakeninf the economy too much.

The task of stopping inflation without destroying prosperity in the process is
a trying one, and I have no easy solutions or simple answers. It has been said
that an economist must be ambidextrous so that he can say "on the one hand,
and then 022 the other." To follow this professional prescription, I can say that,
on the one hand, we have to recognize as an unpleasant fact of life that inflation
could not be halted unless the unemployment rate was permitted to drift upward
from the 334 percent level of 1969. On the other hand, it would be a needless
social and economic waste and inefficiency to permit a big jump in unemploy-
mentanything approaching the 2 to 3 point jumps experienced in the 1953-54,
1957-56. and 1960-61 recessions would be unconscionable. The 4.3 percent figure
for 1970 used. by President Nixon's Council of Economic Advisers is a prudent
and reasonable benehTrun-k.

TICE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 'UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

The economic and social importance of changes in the unemployment rate
must be interpreted in perspective. The monthly figures always draw responses
ranging from the extreme of frenzy to the extreme of complacency. The facts
here require another set of ambidextrous statements. First, our monthly un-
employment figures are statistically erratic. The unemployment rate can wiggle
from month to month by as much as a half percentage point without signifYing
any real change in the state of the labor market or of the economy. The decline
in the unemployment rate from 3.8 percent in October to 3.5 percent in Novem-
ber and December was probably that kind of insignia-ant, purely statistical
wiggle. Several months of unemployment figures are needed to make a judg-
ment of the basic trend.

On the other hand, the basic trend of unemployment is the most important
and most revealing single barometer of the entire economic situation. .A ny time
the unemployment rate has been rising for several months, you can judge with
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a remarkable degree of reliability that business profits are declining, that eco-
nomic growth is below normal, that the real income of the average American
family is stagnating or actually shrinldng, and that consumer confidence is
waning. Labor is the most important resource of the Nation and it contributes
more than two-thirds of our national income. It is not surprisbr, that the waste
a labor through idleness is a gooa measure of the entire peaormance of the
American economy. Lideed, the unemployment rate shows only the tip of the
iceberg. Much of the cost of a weak economy is submerged in the loss of over-
time work and the increase of partime work, the discouragement of some workers
who stop hunting for jobs because they are convinced sobs are unavailable, and
the accompanying sag in productivity. Because of these submerged losses, when
the unemployment rate iises by 1 percentage point, we tend to lose about 3

percent of real output compared to what we car. produce. A Natoli which is
hardpresSed to meet urgent social goals cannot treat such a loss complacently.

It is important Mo recognize who the unemployed are. A little more than one-
third of the 32 million people unemployed today are men (20 years and over) ;
nearly equal numberseach representing less than a third of total unemploy-
mentare wow u a.nd teenagers. We do not Imow how many unemployed
women are the breadwinners of their households. Unemployment rates among
Negroes are about double those of whites.

Less than half of the total number of unemployedalthough two-thirds of

the jobless menhave become unemployed by losing their last job. Many unem-
ployed women and teenagers .are re-entering the labor force after being out
voluntarily for a while. A substantial fraction of teena.e unemployment consists
of people lookirr, for their first job. In addib.on, about one-seventh of the
unemployed left their last job voluntarily.

In a strong economy, most people who become unemployed find new jobs
within a reasonable period of time. Some, however, suffer several spells of
unemployment withira any year. Even in a high employment year like 196S. 6
million people experienced more than 5 weeks of unemployment during the
year. This means that their wage incomes were cut by at least 10 percent as
a result of unemployment. About half of the jobless at any time are receiving
unemployment compensation benefits which typically replace between a third
and a half of their normal inconies.

These figures make clear that unemployment cannot be equated one-for-one
with acute deprivation of families or with the destruction of jobs.

Again, I must say: on the other hand. When unemployment rises as the
economy weakens, most of the added unemployment is concentrated in the groups
where it has the largest social consequencesamong breadwinners, among the
longer term unemployed, among those who suffer substantial anaotints of unem-
ployment each year. Black workers often are particularly disadvantaged in a
weak labor market Moreover, the psychological impact of unemployment on loss
of confidence in self and society cannot be reckoned.

TheSe psychological impacts extend to people who are not immediately and
directly affected. When unemployment increases, many people who are not laid
off express anxieties about job security and report less satisfaction about their
personal financial situation. In recent months. consumer buying of autos and
household durables has fallen even though consumer incomes hare been rising
in the aggregate. The pattern of this weakening of demand would suggest that
anxieties about unemployment are a key factor. Many families which have not
yet been hit by unemployment are reluctant to make a commitment for a new
automobile or a large-ticket consumer durable in the fear that joblessness could
spread in their dixection. This may be a particularly disturbing thought now
after several years in which skilled workers hare not had to worry about layoffs

and job losses.
3fANPONVER PROGRAMS AND THE OVERALL ECONOMY

Our conception of the role of manpower programs in improving overall
economic performance has shifted considerably in the past eight years. The
widespread concern about automation and technological displacement that pre-
vailed in the early sixties was a basic rationale for initial manpower legisla-

tion. In the strong economy that followed this legislation, the automadon and
other labor-saving technology proved to be much less troublesome than had
been expected. The economy adapted readily to the displacements that came
from an advancing technolo. Most firms which automated nonetheless found
other uses for displaced labor. Li the other cases, labor generslly fmmd other
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employers waiting with open arms. We soon discovered that onr most serious
problems and greatest opportunities for manpower efforts lay elsewhere.

It is remarkable how well our labor markets function without any central
planning or coordination. The market attracts men to places where their pro-
ductive contribution is most needed and attracts industries to areas with an
available labor supply. But there are important gaps of information in these
markets, end the gaps can be closed by public efforts. It is an unconscionable
social waste as well as a personal tragedy whenever a man is jobless while an
employer needs a person with his qualifications. Yet this happens time and
again in our society. This coexistence of unmartned jobs and jobless men can be
eliminated if we develop and utilize comprehensive information about job oppor-
tunities. In particular, we should harness the benefits of computer technology
for this urgent social purpose. It is my inipression that the United States is
considerably behind other countries in the development and effective usa of
matched records on job availabilities and job seekers. I am gra tified that the
legislation before this Committee gives due weight to the importance of such
an information system.

Obviously, even if the number of available jobs equals the number of seekers
and if all possible matches are made, there will continue to be a problem of
round holes and square pegs. Generally, employers' needs for stIlled labor will
outweigh supplies, while unsIdlled job seekers will outweigh the number of
vacancies for unskilled jobs. There are potentialities for employers to scale down
their initial skill requirements for hiring, sometimes subsequently remedying
deficiencies with on-the-job training. There are much greater potentialities for
training employees with skills that fit the existing needs of employers. To ac-
complish their objectives effectively, training programs must be guided by a
careful analysis of the types of skills employers need and the location of job
opportunities. Again information and analysis is essential. Another essential is
the ability of newly trained labor to gain access to employment opportunities. No

matter how well designed, manpower programs could be stymied by artificial
barriers to entry into occupations and labor organizations.

Manpower programs can yield enormous benefits to the entire Nation. They
can generate a more productive labor force capable of improving productivity
and speeding economic growth. They can make an important difference over time
in changing the tradeoff between price stability and high employment in our
economy. They can help make the elusive goal of noninflationary PresPerity a
reality by permitting higher employtm-nt and avoiding bottlenecks of excess
demand. They can diffuse the benefits of prosperity and increase equality of
econondc opportunity.

Just as manpower programs can improve the functioning of onr economy, so
their success depends upon the overall health and strength of the economy.
Manpower efforts and effective policies for steady economic growth must rein-
force each other : they are not substitutes for each other. If the economy is
chronically weak and employers are faced with shrinldng markets, the best con-
ceived and best run training program would merely pour out a stream of better
qualified unemployed, who will become all the more resentful and depressed
by their joblessness.

The .Administration's constractive proposal for a "trigger" that would add
10 percent to manpower appropriations when the unemployment rate exceeded
444 percent must be viewed in light of this reality. I find the proposal highly
attractive, particularly as an added means of cushioning the blow to innocent
victims of an economic slowdown. But I would caution that many types of
manpower training and placement efforts will inevitably be less successful under
conditions of mounting unemployment. It would be obviously self-defeating to
flood the market with qualified job applicants in business firms that were al-
ready laying off workers. To use the benefits of the extra appropriations effec-

tively. they should be channeled into directions that could promise some success
even in a weak labor market This might include short term programs of addi-
tional employment in public service and somewhat more ambitious and longer
training programs that might qualify people to participate in the subsequent
general economic rebound. This could be a helpful landing net, but it nmst not
make us any less careful and alert as we walk the tight rope of noninfiationary
prosperity. We should reaffirm our determination to keep the unemployment
rate under 44i percent as we create desirable safeguards to minimize the costs
of a serious misstep in fiscal-monetary policy.
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LOOKING ABEAD

I am optimistic and enthusiastic about the future of our dynamic and produc-
tive free economy in the years ahead. The current wealmess of the economy
reflects the restraint of economic policies ; the vigor of the economy is being
temporarily leashed in order to club inflation. Our prices slow down, that vigor
can be unleashed and allowed to meet more fully our urgent private and public
needs. As I see it, the homebuildmg and consumer sectors have especially great
potential for growth in the severities. How much and .how fast we should grow
will depend on the productivity of our labor and capital and on the restraint
required to ensure against a resurgence of inflationary pressures. On both these
fronts, comprehensive and coordinated manpower efforts can contribute to our
progress.

tinder the Employment Act's banner of "maximum employment, production,
and purchasing power," our economic record since 1946 has improved immensely
over that of earlier times, and it has kept improving. Despite the blemishes of
wartime inflation in the past several years, the sixties witnessed unprece-
dented growtn in real incomes and employment opportunites and an nnparal-
leled durable prosperity. We have stayed off the business cycle roller-coaster,
and there is no reason to get back on now.

We are now in the threshold of a new era where we can personalize the
objectives of the Employment Act and fulfill the statement of purpose in Mr.
O'Hara's Bill : "Assure an opportunity for employment to every American seek-
ing work." With a comprehensive program of placement, training, and public
employment, the Nation can say directly to all American citizensperhaps
starting with breadwinners of familiesthat they have a meaningful guarantee
of a job opportunity. When that guarantee can be

''.iven
directly and unquali-

fiedly. I am confident that virtually all able-bodied American men will demon-
strate that they want to obtain their incomes by maIng a productive contribu-
tion to society.

Dr. OKIIN. It L. a privilege to be here, especially as someone who
is not an expert on manpower programs. I hope I can be helpful in
talking a little about the economic environment and the background

iof the mportant manpower legislation that is before this committee.
Obviously, there is a close relationship between the success of our
manpower efforts and the functioning of our -verall economy, and
these relationships go in both directions.

Iii proviclincr some perspective on the present situation in the econ-
omy, I e tot'lead off with the toughest messave that any economist
has to deliver, which is that there is some conflia, at least in the short
run, between two things that we want very much as a Nation ; namely,
the end of inflation on the one hand, and the maintenance of a very
high ley el of employment. I wish we had better answers, but we don't
as a profession, and the only answers we have to the problem of
stopping inflation does involve policies which may court some re-
grettable increase in unemployment, and we have seen that beginning
to happen.

Maybe it is easiest to see this in looking at the operation of our
economy as a boiler that is capable of producing some very useful
power but is also capable, when you pour more and more fuel into
a boiler, of generating some noxious smoke in the form of inflationary
price increases. Carried to an extreme, it is capable of straining the
very boiler itself.

That is our problem, of finding essentially the right temperature for
the boiler which will enable us to have as much useful power as we
can get without the noxious smoke and without any strain on the
system itself. Basically, it is the job of the Federal Government,
through its budgetary and credit policies, to try to help find the right
temperature of this economic boiler.
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The Federal Government has to influence the temperature of the
boiler through its expenclitures and its taxes and through the monetary
policies that are pursued by the Federal Reserve. The question is : How
do you do it best? What has been done in the past year is to provide
some restraints, somewhat less fuel into the boiler through a tight
budget and through an extremely tight monetary policy.

This strategy under the Nixon administration is really a continua-
tion of the strategy that had been implemented under the Johnson
administration. The Nation waited too long to make decisions on
financing the Vietnam war in a responsible way, and during- that
period we got an inflationary boom underwayour boiler was over-
heatedand we befran to cool it down.

Well, there has been a lot of heat. in that boiler, and it stayed hot, and
it has been a tough job to cool it off. Now, the boiler is cooled off, but
prices and wages are still rising, and I don't think that one can con-
clude that they have even begun perceptibly to slow down so farin
a sense, the smoke is still pouring out. History tells us that if you keep
the pressure low in the boiler, you will begin to see some improvement
in wages and prices. The stnitegy of slowing down the economy should
help to curb and ultimately eliminate inflation.

But the big issue is how much and for how long will we have to
pay- in terms of slower growth and fewer jobs? Here there are some
really important issues and really important choices for economic

I have begun to get concerned that extremely tight money is cooling
off the boiler too much today. A. shift toward less restraint should
have been taken a couple of months ago. It is now overdue. It should
be taken promptly.

On fiscal policy, the proposals of the administration are in the right
order of magnitude. They would keep the budget reasonably in good
balance for the kind of economy that can be foreseen over the next
year. I think it is regrettable that so much emphasis has been placed
on both sides about whether we will really stay in the black with a
projected $1.3 billion surplus or whether we will go somewhat into the
red. If I had to place a bet on this. I would bet that the budget would
wind up with a moderate deficit, but not a major stimulus. It would
not mean more fuel on the economy. Rather the deficit would reflect
the economic slowdown through a slowdown on the growth of
revenues.

I feel less comfortable with some of the other policies, or more
correctly, the absence of policies in some areas. I do think experience
tells us that we can get some help in the battle of inflation by enlisting
the cooperation of business and labor by restricting wage and price
increases. I reg_ret the administration has felt so strongly that it does
not want to make an effort in this area.

The absence of policies in this area is a policy. It is a statement tc>
business and labor that the White House doesn't care how the discre-
tion invoked in private decisions is used. As soon as the President
made that clear, late last January, you got a real wave of price and
wage increases in several industries that seemed to follow the signal
of a green light..

We can do more under present circumstances to review our foreign
trade policies, some of our policies affecting the regulatory structure
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of the economy, like antitrust and some of our policies influencing the

construction industry. We can start dealing with individual trouble-
some spots in price and wages and try to give some backup to fisPal
and monetary policy in helping to correct inflation and still mamtam
prosperity. We want to lick inflation without puttmg the Pconomy
through the wringer for a very long period of time.

Basically, manpower policies fit into the program of structural poli-
cies that can help us to do a better job of reaching price stability and
maintaining prosperity at the same time. The effect of manpower poli-

cies on the total economy can be viewed in terms of the balance between

job vacancies and jobseekers. At any point in time, there are always
some business firms ready to hire men, and there are always men look-

ing for work.
We can have a higher level of employment and more output if we

can improve the flow of the idle men into the unmanned jobs, and
basically that is what manpower programs try to do. As Mr. Ma crum
pointed out, they try in some degree to get employers to accommodate

their needs to the available labor. They provid.e assistance to jobseek-

er,-, to fmd out where the jobs are. They try to deal with the problems

o round holes and square pegs by providi o jobseekers with the
.kills they need to take the jobs that are currently available.

The better our manpower programs, the fewer vacancies and the
fewer jobless men around at any point in time. The better the balance
between the two, the more output and employment we can have without
courting inflation.

If we keep pumping up the pressure in our economic boiler, we can
get more useful power out of it. We can create some more jobs, but
when we do it in such a way that five or six vacancies are created to
create a job, more inflationary pressure is exerted on the economy.

Now, there has been a good deal of concern and anxietyand right-
fully soabout the importance of unemployment and what it means.
It is awfully easy to make the unemployment problem look small.
When 31,4 percent of our labor force is unemployed, 961,4 percent is
employed. When 41/0 percent is unemployed, you still have 951,4 per-
cent employed, and you can look at it this way and there is not much
to get excited about--961,4 and a53/2. Ninety-five is a good grade, and
we are happy when our kids bring that home from school. Why should
you expect the economy to perform that much better ?

It is easy to make the problem look small by pointing; out how many
people who become unemployed really do find good jobs within a
reasonable period of time.

At the same time, there is another side to this story. As I say in my
prepared statement, an economisthas to be anabidextrous so he can say
on the one hand and on the other hand.

There is a particular problem of looking at unemployment in balance
and perspective. Not for a single month and maybe not even for a
smgle quarter, but for any sustained period of time, the unemployment
rate tells us more about our economy than any other single economic
indicator. You just don't have situations where unemployment is ris-
ing and things are going exceedingly well for the people who still have
jobs. Generally, a period of rising unemployment is a period ofshrink-
ing profits and a period of shrinking real incomes and a period in which
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there are psychological, as well as real, costs on the part of jobholders,
and I think there is much of that psychological impact today.

Our consumers surveys show a great deal of consumer anxiety. Our
consumer buying indicators show that we have had a major decline
in purchases of automobiles and big ticket consumer durables in recent
months, even though aggregate incomes of consumers have been risina.

The phenomenon of weak consumer markets cannot be related to tte
people who have directly lost their jobs. Rather we are in an economic
atmosphere where a lot of people who haven't had to be concerned
much with layoffs and unemployment in recent years when the labor
market was strong suddenly realize they are insecure in their jobs.
They are concerneu iliac unemployment may spread in their direction,
anethey are retrenching in their spending pat-terns. They are feeling
uncomfortable with their security and not 'mowing what is going to
happen to the economy. Knowing that some o:.! their friends and
neighbors have been laia off certainly dramatizes this problem to them.

go we can't take the unemployment problem lightly at all, and we
can't take a sacrifice of output li ightly n a society which has such ur-
oent needs as we do. This underlines the needs for all kinds of policies
ihat can help us to do a better job in maintaining prosperity and price
stability at the same tinie.

As I point out, our labor market policies have an important role in
doing this, and they can yield enormous benefits to the entire Nation.
They can give us a more productive labor force capable of improving
productivity and speeding economic growth. They can make an impor-
tant difference in enablina us to have a somewhat higher temperature in
the boiler without having the noxious smoke of inflation or the strain
on the boiler.

They really strengthen the whole foundation of the system, and they
reinforce the boiler. They help us to diffuse the benefits of prosperity
and bring us nearer to the elusive but important goal of equality of
economic opportunity.

Manpower programs improve the functionng of our economy and
also depend upon a good functioning of the entire economy. Manpower
efforts and effective policies for steady economic growth must go hand
in hand. They can't be viewed as a substitute for each other. -A good
manpower program is not an excuse for a bad fiscal and mone-tary
policy, nor is a good fiscal and monetary policy somethiner which
renders needless aood manpower policies.

I think we are seeing some of the problems which could arise if we
had a weak economy for any extended period of time in impairing the
functioning of our manpower policies.

If our economy were to be chronically weak and if employers were
to be faced chronically with shrinldng or sluggish markets, the best
conceived and best run training prooTam would merely pour out a
stream of better qualified unemploval people. Those people. I fear,
would be all the more resentful ana all the more depressed by their
joblessness once they had the qualifications and were successful grad-
uates of training programs.

We are getting another indication of how a weaker economy and
manpower programs interreact through the recent news on the
termination of the jobs contract by the Chrysler Corp. Now, Chrysler
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has some real internal problems in a situation where automobile de-
mand has coll:Tsed so badly. I am sure the Labor Department wants
employers who are cooperative to feel that they have the flexibility
to make adjustments if unforeseen real needs to retrench arise.

At the same time there is a real cost involved in terminating this
program at this time, and one would wish that there was so.,ne way
of providing a transfer of the people who are losing their opportunities
in the Chrysler program into some alternative, such as public service
employment programs or Lri institutional training program. There
should be some way to cushion the blow to them.

I think this incident throws some light of reality on the adminis-
tration's constructive proposal for a trigger that would add to man-
power appropriations when the unem-ployment rate exceeded 41/2
percent. Now,I find the proposal highly attractive, but I find it attrac-
tive particularly as a means of cushioning the blow the innocent vic-
tims after an economic slowdown. I could caution that many types of
manpower programs will be inevitably less successful under conditions
of mounting unemployment, and the Oirvsler jobs incident is certainly
dramatic recent testimony of how diffiCult it can be to run effective
programs under conditions where the economy is weak.

If would obviously be self-defeating to flood the market with quali-
fied job applicants for business firms that were already laying off their
existing workers. If we lre (roino- to use the benefit of the extra ap--propriations effectively, they would have to be channeled into direc-
tions which could promise some success even in a weak labor market.
I would think that would include short term public service employ-
ment programs. Perhaps in a weak economy, somewhat more ambi-
tious lono-er term training programs could be tried. They would keep
people oa of the force during-the labor slowdown and would qualify
them to participate in the subsequent economic rebound.

In general,- the trigger proposal is helpful in supplying an additional
landing net. But I trust that it will not make us any less careful and
less alert as we are walking the tightrope searching for noninfla-
tionary prosperity. In creatino- desirable safeguards to minimize the
costs of any serious misstep iiifiscal and monetary policy, we should
reaffirm our determination not to make those missteps and to keep the-
employment rate under 41,4 percent where it belongs.
- As I look farther ahead, beyond the cmrent slowdown, I can see
a period of renewed growth and I can be very optimistic and enthu-
siastic about that. I hare no doubt about the capability of our free
economy to crenerate jobs and opportunities, and I have no doubt
about our needs for goods and services to fulfill urgent, private and
public aspirations in the years ahead.

One shouldn't read the current economic situations as a sign of any
basic wealakess in our economy. It is very important to recognize that
we are putting a leash on the vimor of our economy through fiscal and
monetary policies. The economy is just raring to go, and I think that
when the time comes it can be unleashed. If it is unleashed properly,
it will go charging ahead, not too boomy, but along a nod growth
pattern.

Our homebuilding and consumers sectors have especially ,oreat po-
tential for the seventies. How much and how fast we grow will depend
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,on the productivity of our labor and capital and how much we have to
check growth in order to insure against a resurgence of inflationary
pressures it seems to me that on both of these fronts, both in raising the
productivity of labor and in permitting us to have a hig,her tempera-
ture in the boiler without inflation, comprehensive and coordinated
manpower efforts can contribute in a major way to our pro,gress.

We can keep marching under the Employment Act's banner of
"maximum employment, production, and purchasing power" which
has given us an improving- economic record ever since 1946. Despite the
blemishes of wartime inflation in the past several years, the 1960's
witnessed unprecedented growth in our real incomes and our employ-
ment opportunities. It. gave us an unparalleled durable prosperity that
kept us off the old-fashioned business-cycled rollercoaster. It gave new
testimony to the vigor and strength of a free market economy, assisted
by and promoted by appropriate Government policies.

I think, in particular, as we look ahead we ought to set our sights
on a new employment goal that would personalize the objectives of the
Employment Act. Such a goal is reflected in the statement of purpose
of Mr. O'Hara's bill which speaks of "assuring an opportunity of em-
ployment to every American seeking work." Before too long, we
say should directly to all American citizens, maybe starting with
breadwinners of families, you have a meaningful guarantee of a job
opportunity if you want one. It has become a guarantee backed up
by public policy that there is a job for you if you wantto work.

This requires a comprehensive program of placement, traio-, and
public employment. I think public employment has to be a significant,
although not an overwhelming, residual element in the program. We
can make that guarantee with.out an enormous cost. It will really be a
major step forward in social progress when we can tell every able-
bodied. American that, if he wants to work, there is a job for him.

It always strikes me that the American people work harder than any
nation in the world, yet they are always terribl;y concerned that their
neighbors are lazy. Anytime the job opportunities are there, people
take the jobs. The people want to work.

The overwhehm g bulk of Americans, of all creeds and colors, want
to get their income by making a productive contribution to society, and
when we can make that guarantee of a job, I think we will find that
virtually all of our American citizens will take advantage of it and
will want to turn their efforts toward a productive contribution that
earns them an income from a free economy.

Thank you.
Mr. STEIGER- Thank you very much, Dr. Okun.
Mr. Gaydos
Mr. GArnos. Now, I was very impressed with your overall analy-sis

of economic conditions and in. experiencing them, and in analyzing
our economics, you made reference to foreign trade in that area. You
are sugfresting the possibility that we should preanalyze our foreign
trade. Could you expound on that somewhat or enlarge on your think-
inf.,: that foreign trade does and is affecting our economy!

Dr. Oxrx. I believe that we have had enormous benefits from the
frrowth of foreinn trade throughout the postwar period and from the
worldwide liberalization of trade policy that has been accomplished
durinfr that period. -
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I think the instances in which we have been hurt. by imports have

been quite small, quite limited; that they call largely for adjustment
assistance and greater efforts to be competitive ; that they don't call
for trade barriers, by and large.

If we go back over the record of the 1960's, one of the things that
gave us a good measure of protection against insflation in the early
1960's and helped make the inflation less than it would have otherwise

been in the late 1960's was import competition. In many industries the
potential import has been an important friend to the American
e.onsumer.

We have shown again and again that, if our economy isn't over-
heated, we can hold our own in world trade. We have the productivity;
our management and our labor, will find the products which we can do

a better job on than any other nation. Even in an overheated economy,
we have been selling more than we have been buying to foreign
markets. I think we can widen our surplus in a well-managed economy,
and I think we can continue to profit by pushing for liberal trade
policies on all sides.

In the near future there may well be opportunities to reinforce our
battle against inflation with specific measures in foreign trade. I don't
have a program in any sense. One item on the agenda does occur to me,
and that is the oil import quota issue. I think there are at least some
suggestions before the President from his task force that would seem
to promise not only greater efficiency, but also lower cost of products
to consumers.

It seems to me that if we can accelerate the decision withip the
administration in reshaping of the oil import program, that could be

a constructive step to take at this time when we are looking for every
opportunity we have to hold down and bring clown the costs of living.

Mr. GAYDOS. I think one of the main i)oints that you reiterated
several times is, Why train individuals in a manpower approach,
generally or cumulatively, ;:ind then nothave any jobs for them. Aren't
you familiar with the recent catastrophe that occurred with the U.S.
glass industry, our textile industries, and it is now in the area of steel ?

My objection might be unorthodox, but there is deep feeling among
some of my colleagues that foreign tde is the culprit as far as the
unemployment is concerned. We are talEng about going all the way
back to the Smoot-Hawley Act, the voluntary agreements entered into
in 1968, and also the Kenredy round of production in 1962.

As I understand your testimony, unemployment and job availability
is the crux and is the key to solutions which you suggest. Am I wrong
in those areas where I believe rightly criticized foreign trade is indeed
the most important element that we have to consider ?

Dr. Oztmr. I don't rule out the possibility that imports may be a
cause of unemployment under some circumstances in some industries
and in some isolated regions.

It is my considered opinion, looking: at the record, that it has been
a very minor cause of unemplormeni-, in rnera.1. for the Nation : that
it is certainly not a cause of increasing: unemployment today; that in
many cases where you have had transition periods, where particular
industries were releasing workers, possibly because of import compe-
tition, the workers found ready access to other industries.
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I think they can be helped by nutting more emphasis on adjustment

assistance. I think there may be timesand, indeed, there are legal

provisionsfor invoking escape clauses.
But the fact that any particular industry is to contract is not an

argument for erecting tariff barriers. I dont believe that the evidence

suggests that there has been anything that can be called a catastrophe

in the textile industry, although there has been some costs to Ameri-

can investors and some costs to some American workers.
Many of our textile areas have been, despite a declining textile

industry, registering very low and declining unemployment rates
throughout the period. Just look back at the experience in New Eng-

land, which was regarded widely as a depressed area through the

1950's, when the textile factories were moving out.
Mr. GAYDOS. Would youyield at this point ?
Not, moving out, but closing. Fifty percent of the textile industry

doesn't exist today, and those are statistics which are undebatable.
Just recently the U.S. Tariff Commission has authorized subsidy pay-

ments to 550 workers in the U.S. glass industry, and now there is a

suit, a pending suit, on record where the industry itself is seeking like

redress. They are asking the U.S. Treasury to subsidize their loss, and,

as I understand it, this is going to set the pattern. It is going to be

an approach that is going to be almost common in the near future.
We have in the steel industry statistics indicating that 125,000 to

150,000 job losses can be directly attributable to foreign imports, and

that was after our record 1968 year of something like 18 million-plus

tons of imported steel.
The reason there is somewhat of a dispute in the industry is because

of the critical shortage in European coal, iron, and. steel communit les

in the Common Market, and also Japan has confronted the Chinese

mainland in supplying 50 percent of her needs.
I thought when you first said we ought to reanalyze our foreign

policies, I thought you were agreeing with some of the other con-

cepts, but I see you are a free trader.
Dr. Oxuic. I have an open mind on all of these issues. But I think

if W2 look at them carefully, we will find some costs to foreign trade,

but the benefits are overwhelming. I welcome the pattern that is being

set of using adjustment assistance. That is the right way to cushion

the blow in a dynamic economy where there are some real transitional
costs that have to be worried rbout.

Let me take a moment to look at it this way. We have all kinds of
shifts going on as a result of advancing technology in our economy.
There has been a tremendously competitive battle between glass bottles

and tin cans as containers in the United States, and the battle has
shifted again and again. At times, it looks as though metal containers

are on th.e up, and then the glass producers cow in with a no-return
bottle and.

Mr. GATDOS. You are talking about internal competition, aren't

you ?
Dr. OKERC. I find his very analogous. No glass manufacturer will

come to Washinnton and say, "Protect me from those horrible tin
manufacturers." He lmows this is a part of the competitive game and
he lmows this is part of the progress that is inherent in the American
economy to get a better product to the consumer at a lower cost.
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I see the analogy of foreign trade as a perfect one on this score.
It is no more reasonable to plead for protection in general against
foreignglass manufacturers than acrainst domestic tin manufacturers.
In making a plea against foreign ;lass mamifacturers, he is making
a plea against.timerican consumers and against the American exporter
who has an interest in maintaining the open flow of trade which can
only go in both directions.

There is no question that, if America should make a turn toward
Smoot-Hawley, the consequences for our export industriesfor-air-
craft, for heavy machinery, and for the raw materials we export
will be disastrous.

If America keeps its position as a leader toward liberal trade, we
can push the world into a situation where we can do more. For exam-
le, there are very unfortunate barriers to our farm exports today.
ow, our farm economy is immensely productive, and, if we had free

trade in a lot of products, we could really do the job of sellino- the
world food and diminishing any dangers of a -world food shoilage.

We have uot to, it seems to me, find solutions which open those doors
wider and ider and not close the doors to foreion trade n our country.

Mr. GAYDOS. We are on the subject, and eis very interesting. If
Mr- Steiger doesn't mind, let me ask you, and I would agree, if what
you say would be a reality; that is

'
if we would have an honest-to-

oodness free tradebut that hasn'tcr been the situation. Hasn't it been
since the Smoot-Hawley Act in this respect : There are presently in
existence statutes in other countriesand r am spealnng primarily of
the two productive areas, which are the European market and also
Japan. They have in force all types of selective productive devices.
They. have border taxes. They have transmission taxes, equalization.
tas, and they have outright provisions against American imports
aria again this isn't me spealthig, this is admitted by our State
Department.

We don't have a situation by your suggestion of free trade greater
between two countries, of course, than on a worldwide basis which
could or would work. 11-ow, something is wrong. Because the situation

iexists, I am a firm believer n the approach that this country must take
like protective steps.

Mr. STEIGEIL Would the gentleman yiele. ?
Mr. GAyrtos. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. Wouldn't you find it a little bit more difficult to argue

the point we are makingand I agree there are tariff barriers in
other nations. How do we expect them to lower their tariff barriers
if we 0-o about trying to erect new ones?

Mr: GATros. Do 7011 want me to answer ? Well, you hase te) go back
to an analysis of ale entire situation. The question, I think, which
should be answered, to answer your question, is the fact that I don't be-
lieve we have a right to institute and. maintain the same type of
protective devices s they maintained.

The theory is that Japan d3esn't allow specific imports on 100-odd
particular items, absolute prohibition against these imports, and I
think the gentleman will a °Tee with me.

However, the ryverse doesift exist in this comitry. We do not ex-
clude ase pa-Aim-0,11r 100 items in fill.: country to protect against
Japanese exports.
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Mr. STEIGER. It is awfully difficult to horse trade.
Dr. OKU.N. I think that is the point. We should be stepping up our

efforts to horse trade. It is difficult. We have made some progress, and.
I think we have been a lot tougher with some of our trading partners
in recent years in being ready to take advantage of specific retaliatory
provisions. Our relations with Japa. , particularly, are getting a very
thorough going over in terms of what equity requires and what m
turn they are prepared to do.

I would not hesitate to warn that if they don't take some steps in
the direction of liberal tradeand we feel that the balance is not
even nowthat we might have to right the balance in the direction
that none of us would prefer.

At the same time, it is a fact that even with the handicap that
American exporters have through some of these regulations in some
countries, we are able to sell more than we buy, although not a great
deal more under present circumstances. We are taking advantage of
market opportunities, and there are many areas and many countries
which welcome American goods and do not interpose unreasonable
barriers to them.

Obviously, free trade versus protection is a sort of polar extreme.
Nobody is talking about eliniinating all protection and safeguards
for American industry overnight and nobody is tall6ng about putting
100-foot walls up along our shores. This is a matter of degree, and
it is a matter of direction.

I think we have to do all we can to keep the direction going toward
more and more freedom in both directions.

Mr. GAY-DOS. Of course, the common problem. in free trade is the
minimum wage, the unemployment level of individuals and the price
that you pay for that labor.

Now, the Japanese industrialists have penetrated this market with
100,000 Toyota's. We can't assemble an American automobile in Japan.

Getting back to the point that we are speaking of, as far as man-
power approaches and employment, the entire sphere of employment,
as to whether we have enough, how we can control it and stimulate
it, et cetera. I think in that area of foreign trade we find an incentive
area that does affect our employment as we ',mow it and experience it
m this country.

I think that this is an area where it is so sensitive that if we don't
do something, we are going to experience more and more =employ-
ment, and again I am referring to facilities in the steel industry, the
glass industry, electronics, leathers, textiles, anything you can think
of. I think this is a serious probtem.

Mr. STEIGER. If you will pie_d for a moment. I think Chrysler has
now signed an agreement with the permission of the Japanese Gov-
ernment to go ahead and produce and market automobiles in Japan
and that barrier has finally been broken.

Mr. GATDOS. In response to that, Mr. Steiger, this is agaia not the
true situation. It is very limited. It was done as a matter of interna-
tional policy because the pressure was too great. Chrysler was the
only one allowed, and there are some inhibitions and protections as
far as Chrysler's activity, as far as items, of 45 percent of controlling
act; vity. There is a number of them and a number limitation as to how
ma:fly they can manufacture, and there is also a written understanding
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that if the situation changes, at that particular time the agreement is
off. So it is not a fair quid pro quo.

Dr. IDErmr. If I may, I certainly appreciate your concern for this,
and I don't want to make it sound as though it all comes out for the
best in this best of all possible world. There are some real problems
associated with changing flows of trade. I would try to encourage you
not to be alarmed over the recent major upsurge in imports that we
have experienced in the last few years.

I think these have been a reflection, in part, that we have an over-
heated economy. They haven't been a threat as unemployment so
much as a reflection of over employment relative to a balanced labor
market.

In many places imports flooded in because our domestic industry
wasn't really ready and able to meet orders. This was true of machin-
ery in 1966. We had a huge upsurge in machinery. In 1967, it came
down and our exports picked up again.

The same thing happened in textiles. It was a period when textile
prices were highest and shortages began to develop in the United
States that triggered a flood of imports that began to appear subse-
quently when the domestic industry cooled off.

In many of these areas, I would hope that we will see a moderation
of import growth and a better competitive performance by American
industry in an economy that is less subject to inflationary pressure.

I think that one does have to look at labor costs. But we should
make the distinction between the fact that American labor is more
productive and deserves a higher wage than foreign labor and the fact
that we may experience wacre increases of an inflationary character.
We have the most qualified7 most skilled, most effective labor force
in the world, and the reason that wages are twice and three times as
high in the United States as they are in many of our trading partners
is that American labor does the job that justifies that higher wage.

Mr. GAYDOS. Well, I wish I could share your nonconcern for the
cituation. What you are saying is that you are depending upon Amer-
ican technology to make up that difference in the cost. I think that is
what you are saying.

However, that situation has come to pass. For instance, in the steel
industry, 50 percent of our steel production facilities are 25 years or
older, while Japan's production steel facilities are 25 years or younger.

Whether it is in textiles, electronics, or the steel industry, we can't
depend on American technolozy because everybody has them. I wish,
sincerely, that I could share your nonconcern-for this situation, but I
have to see, based on the informaticn I have, that the pattern has de-
veloped over the last 5 years. and try to keep myself up to date and
familiar with the statistics, just the opposite of what you see.

I believe that these figures, which I didn't compute, which are just
a conglomeration of all -of the areas we have been speaki a of, all indi-
cate that we are in de.:p, serious trouble as far as internaLtional trade.

Let me remind you of just one thing; or rather, make particular
emphasis of one particular point. This country has become one of the
greatest nations in the world because of our industrial activities for
findina markets for our products and those markets are shrinking

You can take a look at our exports and compare them. You can take
a look at any one of the facets of industry and take a look at the sta-
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tistics over the last 5 years. and there is no question that we don't en-
joy the almost uninhibited market we had in the last 50 years. We
just don't have it.

Again we get back to the question, if we are going to train people
under this new approach, the Manpower Act we are speaking of, if
we are goinc, to do it, we have to find that one answer which you re-
peatedli referred to, and that is unemploymentwhere are we going
to put these people ?

Dr. 03317N. I would certainly agree that we have to do a real job of
holding our own in world markefs. We are the leaders, and the num-
ber twos and number threes are trying harder. We will hold our own
only if we are prepared to show the performance we have had in the
past.

I would say that my view is not nonconcern as much as well-
founded optimism and confidence in the American economy. It is true
that people catch up to us in many particular lines, and steel is an
outstanding example where we did not maintain our lead.

Now, I think some of the improvement in the steel trade situation
is a reflection of a better and more productive catchup in technology
on the part of the U.S. producers, as well as the major change in the
world steel supply and demand balance.

Every time we say, "Where is our next export surplus going to come
from,' we manage to come up with something new. Our computer ex-
port balance is enormous. On aircraft we keep doing a job that out
performs anybody else, and we will be selling 747's and 727 s to the rest
of the world.

We have got to keep ahead of the game, and it takes a technologically
oriented an-d export oriented economy to do this. Only time can tell
whether my optimism is justified. I hope we have the environment of
liberal trade so we can see whether it is justified within the next few
years.

I would stress that the weakness of the economy we see today is
induced by a real effort to cool it off through a tight budget and tight
money. If we wanted more jobs, we could have th.em overnight by un-
leashing the budget and easing -...-oney.

The reason that that would not be wise policy is because it would
put =ute new pressures on prices and wages. We have got to get
rid of inflation as that is really the limiting factor on job opportunities.

Mr. GAYDOS. I will close with the observation that I hope that when
I meet you 10 years from now that I was wrong.

Mr. 8TEIGER. For those of us that don't have the privilege of serving
on the Joint Economic Committee, this has been a fascinating experi-
ence. Your testimony, Dr. Okun, has been very helpful.

I will ask but one economics questi :m, and then go to some of the
questions on the bills and your comments.

Is the characterization fair that we have gone from what origin-
ally has been a "demand pull" type of inflation to a "cost push" type
of inflation ?

Dr. Ozz-x. I think that is a very accurate one-sentence summary of
where we stand today. Really, cost inflation is the heritage of demand
inflation.

The demand inflation gets started and it creates pressures which
continue to operate long a-fter the initial source is gone. We are coast-
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ing uphill. People are still in a position where they feel they have to

catch up.
It is true of business and it is true of labor. Labor leaders today go

into a negotiation and they look back into 1961 when they signed their

last coneract. and they croi a 5-percent wage increase per year over a
3-year period. They thought they did well at that time.

:Now they look back and say, "We g( '- nothing in terms of real
income. Prices ate nearly all of that gain away, and this time we
are 9.oing to really catch up. We are going to make sure that doesn't
happen again." That is a very understa-ndable attitude.

Businessmen have had some of their profit margins eroded away,.
particularly in 1969 when productivity slowed down. Really it was the
curbing of inflation that hurt profits and not the inflation itself. Dur-

ing the- period when inflation was roaring ahead and we had demand
inflation, profits were doin.g exceedingly well. Everything we have-

since seen in history and all of our texibooks tell us that if you get

rid of the demand pull and have a little patience, the cost push will

ultimately diminish. You don't coast uphill forever.
As I have suggested. I think we can help that process along in a

lot of ways.
Mr. STEIGER. I have been fascinated by watching; the variations of

economic theory insofar as the budget is concerned. You touched on
this and something was said about the one-three surplus that is pro-
jected for 1971. What is the underlying reason for the close attention
now being paid to the budget and the concern over whether it Inl.s
a surplus or deficit where we- have just gone through this most signif-
icant shift in budgetary policy from a S.25 Million deficit to a
billion surplus in 1 fiscal year. which didn't accomplish what many
thought it would, which was the real break on the economy?

Dr. OKUN. I am one of the bad prophets who thought we would
get a much n..)re dramatic and much more prompt effect from that
i-urn in the budget than we did.

I think, frankly. what we have discovered largely was that the
patient had a higher fever than we realized, not that the principle
didn't work. We aid get a slowdown in the economy to some degree. It
did begin with the application of fiscal restraint in mid-1963.

If you look back at the record, you can see a change in pace in the
economy at that time, but not enough of a. change of pace to bring
inflation under control. The prescription had to be repeated applica-
tions of the: sedative medicine, combining fiscal restraint with mone-
tary restraint, which was done last year. We then used both kinds of
sedatives and we kept them on longer, and this has beo-an to do the
job.

I would not read this lesson as aa indication that the budget doesn't
matter. Indeed, if you go back to where the inflation started. the
budget deficits that originated with our big growth of Vietnam spend-
incr were clearly the villain. You can just see the economy spurt out
ofcontrol in 1966 when defense spending rose up and no offsetting
fiscal restraint measures were thken.

Mr. Smouz. Should we go to price and wage controls, as someone
suggested? Some of the views have been that we need a wage and
price control. I am putting them in my own perspective now.
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Dr. Ozu.N. I don't think we should turn to any type of mandatory
price and wage controls. They look good when you don't have them.
Rising prices are a terrible problem. .1f you want them to stop rising,
a law to make them stop rising looks like such a nice solution.

There are other problems in the world, too, and we would learn
about some of them if we had. price and wage controls. Any price
control program that works is going to create some bare shelves; it
is going to have to leave businessmen with an incentive to make their
products a little shoddier and put less in the box to make up for cost
increases. You can't regulate all of those things.

j think I can guess the housewives' attitudes. I lmow how much my
wife dislikes rising prices, but I think controls would create even
more pronounced disappointment.

The creation of a Federal bureaucracy to do a job that the Federal
Government simply couldn't do everywhere through the economy it
seems to me is a very misguided effort.

The market system does a miraculous job. It sets millions of prices
aad wages every day, and the Government really can't replace it.

Although there is tremendous popular support for control measures
today, if they were in effect. for 6 months, people would find all lands
of strains and inequities arising. Today business thinks ofcontrols pri-
marily as something that would hold down higher costs, and labor
thinks of them as something that would primarily hold down prices,
and everybody can love that elephant as long as he is feeling -oliffer-
ent parts that he thinks are appealing and attractive to him. But if you
look at that whole elephant. of a price control system, it would not be
attractive.

Let nit say, as I have said repeatedly in the past yearI feel like
a phonograph record on it, that there are areas cf administered prices
and adrainistered wages in this economy where people have a lot of
discretion at any point in time on whether they raise their prices and
how much of a wage increase they give or demand. I think we could
ffet some mileaffe by enlistinff cooperation in those areas.

Now, those are not the areas to blame for starting our inflation. If
you go back to 196:5 or 1966, business monopoly or labor monopoly was
not the villain. The prices risinff first were the most flexible prices.
For a while unorganized wages were outrumun.g union wages, but
now everybody is on the band.wagon; everybody thinks of himself as
catching up.

I think we can get the participants in the administered price and
administered wage areas to show utmost restraint. If everybody felt
this program would have some chance of success, it would get a lot of
cooperation.

I don't. think there has been a time when business and labor were
more r:ooperativaly aware of how important it is to curb the price
inflation without puttinff the econciay through the wringer of reces-
sion and depression.

Mr. STEIGER. Let me ffo to this le<rislation which we have before us.
You have talked about the trigger mechanism. I assume that in your
discussion, and really in your support, of that devise that it has been
helpful to both economic and manpower policy, you are not talking
about this as somethinff that contribues io an economic rebound; is
that correct ?
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Dr. Oxtrx. I think of it to some extent as a cushioning of the blow.
For example, I can see ways that you can fit it in with the prospects of
an economic rebound in a constructive fashion. I don't bmow whether
there are longer term manpower training programs that people would
like to experiment with if that had some chance of success, it is worth
testing.

It seems to rie in a period like this you would want to keep people
out of the labor market,give them a longer period of training and get
them ready so that basically they are trained to catch the rebound
of the economy. But I dOn't thinic of this as a way to eliminate the slow-

down and generate the rebound. No.
Mr. STEIGER. Second, one thing you did not discuss and I would

ibe interested in your comments, s the question of what. if any, ought
to be the goal of the Federal manpower training program as an up-
grading fUnction for those who are now presently employed and for
those laid off to open up any new jobs ?

Dr. 04ux. This is a difficult area. I think there are some real op-
portunities from what I lolow about it. Certainly in terms of overall
economic balance, 0611 shortages often arise in a position where a little
upgrading could help most to alleviate them. But our most serious
social problems of manpower and our greatest wastes of manpower
today are at the lower end of the still scale. I wouldn't want to see
upgrading emphasized to a point where we would be running a 1,inc1
of trickle-up manpower policy with tbe hope that, by upgrading some
people to a reasonably good position. room would be made -ror the
people at the low end to move up. I don't thin'. liat a trickle-up
is a reliable process.

There is some of it, certainly. But I think you want a much more
pinpointed approach if you are to deal with the very low end of the
sl11 spectrum.

I wish I could be of more help on this. This is a very difficult issue.
I don't really have any forlaula to offer.

Mr. STEIGER. On the other aspect of the administration bill in which,
I would be interested in your comments is the so-called job bank
idea, attempting to match the man on the job with a more rational
basis. Is this something that you think- might be worthy of support?

Dr. Oxxix. In my prepared statement I did refer to the enormous im-

portance of improved matchiing, of using our information systsms
effectively. This is an area where we have greater capability than anv
nation in the world, and it is my impression from casual reading di
programs elsewhere in the world that we are behind. There is no rea-
son for us to be behind.

We can do a lot more to eliminate what is really a tragic waste and
social cost where a man who has the skills that some employer wants
is jobless while the employer is lookin a for a man.

iIt seems to me that is the worst knd cf inefficiency and yet does

happen again and again because of barriers to information, ignorance,
a lack of good flow of information on the matai &problems. The
job bank idea seems ex2eedingly well conceived for this purpose.

In general, we need more detailed information about labor market
situations and prospects in order to help gaide manpower training
programs, and I think we can use the specific informadon about in-
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dividual matching to help develop a more comprehensive information
system.

I have regretted for a long time, that in diagnosing the overall state
of the economy, we have no comprehensive and detailed vacancy data.
We are forced' to rely on other indicators like the "Help Wanted" ad
index that the National Industrial Conference Board compiles every
month. That is a very useful statistic, and it has been declining in re-
cent months another indicator of the softening of the major markets.
But we need more lmowledge of what is going in our labor markets by
industry, occupation, and sldll class.

Mr. STEIGER. The same could be said, could it not, of unemploy-
ment ? You have discussed this and I won't take the time to really g;o
into that. But I have always been concerned that we simply ao by
this 412 percent, I percentthat figure, important as it is, you l''Nulows
has to be considered in terms of what the makeup is. As you say, it tellS
us that one-third of the men are unemployed, one-third of the women,
and who may be entering the labor market.

But we ought to do a better job, for example, of defining hard-core
longterm unemployment, and maybe that should be the most impor-
tant one.

Dr. O.Eux. That is true. We need a lot more information about the
characteristics and nature of the unemployed. I think we have made
more progress in that direction in recent years than we have on the
job availability side. There are some very interestincr things that the
Department of Labor gets out in its Monthly Labo; Review and its
qpecial reports on the cllaracteristics of the unemployed. It has recentiv
had a very interesting analysis of work experience in 1963 -vhich look:s
at the way peor)le fared over a calendar veal. In some ways, I think,
that is a more illuminating indicator of their ob situation than look-
ing at any one point in time or looldng at their experience ia any one
spell of unemployment.

For example, it is important to distinguish between the short term
nonrecurrent spells of unemployment and recurrent spells of unem-
plovment which may be short term, but yet which add up to a great
deil over a year.

A fair number of the unemployed will find a job in the post office
or in a mtail store for Christmas, or fz, job at a swimming pool in the
summer, and in the spring they may be washing cars.

So, if you look at the length of their stints of 'unemployment, they
are always s.aort term unemployed. But Unemployment may be a seri-
ous problem for them even though they never rack up any unbroken
string of 15 or 20 weeks of unemployment.

It is rather striking. The number of people for whom unemployment
adds up to more 'Alan 5 weeks a year---who are taking more than a
10-pereent dent in their potential 2nnual income through unemploy-
mentwas 6 million: even in high-employment years like 1961 and
1963. About 31/2 million of those are adult men. For them unemploy-
ment is a real problem_ -

Mr. STEIGER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania has a question.
Mr. GATuos. A very short guestion. Is Congressman Mahon from

Texas unjustified in his criticism of the administration's approach to
the budget in his criticism of the unified budget, or is his criticism
solid?
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Dr. OKUX. His facts are correct. If on viewed this budget in terms
of the old administrative budget concept, you would find it very, very
substantially in deficit.

Now, the unified budget is not a creation of the Nixon administra-
tion. Indeed, I am proud to say it was something that. was adopted
under the Johnson administration. President Johnson picked a very
wise and effective head of that Commission who is now President
Nixon's Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Kennedy, and it is na:t impres-
sion Mr. Mahon himself was a member of that Commission and sioned

the report.
My good friend and present colleague, Charles Shultze, Director of

the Budget under President Johnson, also found that this report was
a constructive one.

There is an important mesiar:e in the unified budget concept;
namely, that you have to look at the Federal Government's revenue
raising and spending activities in toto if you are appraising their
effe-t on the economy and the money markets. That means that you
should Le looking at the trust funds as well as the administrative
bud,get.

Now, there is a problem of budgetary allocation, which I thinl;
really is dramatized by Mr. Mahon's point. We are runnin.g a very
large surf 7s in our trust funds and running a. deficit on the rest of

our budget.
But from the economist's Doint of view, Federal tax dollars are com-

ing out of taxpayers' pockets whether they go into the highway trust
fund or social security, or they go into the general fund. Fed-
eral expenditures are expenditures whether they are paid for social
security benefits or for general fund ;prrposes. Hence add g this up,
as the enifled budget does, gives us the best single answer we can get

about the total economic impact of the budget.
-Now, we do have to distinguish what the budget does to the economy

from what the economy does to tile budget. If we have an economic
slowdown and corporate profits start fallirg and personal incomes
don't rise much, Federal revenues slow down and that tends to put the
budget in deficit. That is the Lind of a deficit we should aecept.

If we have a weaker economy and get lower revenue, we sh.ouldn't
want to ctt expenditures all th.e more in order to offset that, because
that would make the economy even weaker under those circumstances.

So if we set a budget that will balance, if the economy works out
right, I think we have done a reasonably good job. If the economy is .

weak, it will go int( deficit. If the economy is unusually strong, it will
go into surplus, because the profits and mcomes .will generate more
taxes. I think this is a reasonable strategy.

Mr. GATDOS. Apparently he has had a change of heart since he is now
criticizing the procedure, regardless of who perpetrated the fraud. He
is now questioning the advisabiliuy of that approach.

Dr. OKUN. I think it is important to look at that criticism as a budget
allocation ctuestion. Does the Congress wish to maintain a situation
in which it is building up more revenues than it needs for current out-
lays in the trust funds and basically spending that surplus on other
programs ? In-some instances it would be fair to say that some of our
social security taxes are used for defense spendinz. I- don't think it was
Congress' original intent to finance defense with social security.
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I think those are important issues. But I do think the unified budg-
et's basic message is the right message about overall economic impact.

In days gone by when we did focus on the administrative budget
alone, I think we got a misleading picture of the Federal impact on
the economy. We need different budget concepts for different purposes,
and for the economist's purpose, the unifies concept does work best.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Dr. Okun. Thank you very much fo: -..om-
ing, and we appreciate your helpful testimony and your willingness
to stay and respond to questions.

The subcommittee stands adjourned subject to call.
(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 1970

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT S LECOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
ashington,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 :05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 217,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chn ir-

man of the subcommittee). presiding.
Present : Representatives Perkins, Daniels, Hawkins, Meeds,

Scherle, and Steiger.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel; Sue Nelson, re-

search assistant Cathy Romano, research assistant; and Charles W.
Radcliffe, minority counsel for education,

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will come to order.
This morning we will continue with hearings on the various man-

power bills that are pending before this committee, and which we have
had under consideration foi some time.

I am pleased to welcome t !le Honorable Quentin N. Burdick, Senator
from the great State of North Dakota, a former colleague in the House,
who has won the esteem and affection of not only his colleagues in the
House, but in the other body, and who has always had a great interest
in the problems of his constituents, particularly the Indians of his

State.
Senator, I wonder if you would step forward to the witness table,

together with your consCtuent.
Before you proceed, I would like to acknowledge the presence of the

distinguished chairman of the full committee, the Honorable Carl
Perkins.

Mr. PERKINS. I want to concur in everything that our distinguished
chairman, Congressman Dominick Daniels, has stated about you, Sen-
ator Burdick. It was a great pleasure for me to serve with your dis-
tinguished father in the House of Representatives. We have never had
a more dedicated gentleman to serve in the Congress than your distill-

os,uished father, nor a more colorful figure. I was proud to see you sue-
ceed him in the House of Representrlives, and I have followed your
career in the other body with great interest.

You have made a great contribution to our legislative bodies. I am
delighted to join with the distinguished subcommittee chairman in
welcoming you here this morning.

Senator Bramci:. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, first
of all, I would like to thank my former colleagues for those kind words,
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alld 05 you know T had "H or 19 months in the House. I enjoyed that
period very much. As you know, events occurred that compelled no, to
seek the other body. but I haven't forgotten my association over here
in the ITouse with its great Members.

At this time. I would like to introduce Mr. amerson, who
my right, and Mr. Ankle, who sif-,si at. his right.

Mr. Jaillerson is 011e Of (011' outstanding Indian leaders. ha
former tribal clnlirman and a. former tribal councilman. He is a veteran
of Worhl IL a veteran of the Korean conflict, and presently he
is coordinator for the ITnited Tribes Employment Training Center at

N. Dak.
The. United Tribes is an organization that brin!rs together the four

inn jor reservations in North Dakota, Fort. Totten, Fort Yates, what we
call Turtle Mountain Chi ppewa, and the three, affiliated tribes,

The Indian people in North Dakota, throuph this association, have
formed a unity, and they more or less speak AS (me today concerninp-
their problems, their futures, and their hopes.

So, U give you Mr. Jamerson, who I consider a good fciend, 0
thoroughly qualified man, and I know the subject matter he deals
with will be something he knows from experience, and knows sonic,-
thiiig about.

So, with a great deal of pleasure, Mr.. Chaionan, I present. to you
Mr. Jtunerson,

STATEMENT OF THEODORE XAMERSON, COORDINATOR, UNITED
TRIBES EMPLOYMENT TRAINING CENTER, BISMARCK, N. DAK. ;
ACCOMPANIED BY THEODORE ANKLE, CAP DIRECTOR, STANDING
ROCK SIOUX TRIBE, FORT YATES, N. DAM ; AND JAMES MeLAIN,
TRIBAL COUNCIL, STANDING ROCK SIOUX TRIBE, WAKPALA,
S. DAK.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Jamerson, we extend you a most cordial welcome.
You may proceed with your statement. I do not know if you have a
prepared statement. If you do, you may read it or summarize it.

Mr. JAMERGON. I do.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members of Congress, friends, offi-

cials : It is indeed a pleasure today to have you extend to us this miivi
lege of appearing before, you. I have to my right, Senator Bindick,
who is a real friend of the Indian people, said, Mr. Ted Ankle, who k
our program director for the Standing Rock Indian Reservation Mr.
Ankle is a member of the Standing Roek Sioux graduated from
college, has been in business for I 9 years, and now has come back
to the. reservatiomi to help his people.

I bring to you today, distinguished Members of Congress, a nie-
sage from our Indian people. I am speaking in their behalf. authorized
by the, United Tribes of North Dakota, to represent them today.

I address this to the Select Labor Subcommittee, Education and
Labor Committee, attention, Mr. Dominick V. Daniels, chairman,
Member of Congress, from Theicidore amerson, coordinator, United
Tribes of North Dakota, United. TrIbes Employment Training Cen-
ter, subject, Senate bill .2S38 and bill 13472.
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Aly mime is 'Him( lore .lamerson. coordinator for the -United Tribes
lin' ploymeot Training Center. Bismarck. Dak., and coordinio(r
fin he United Tribes of North Dalwtu, the I )evils Luke Sioux Trilie,
Tortle Mountain Chippewa Tribe. Three Affiliated '17 Vibes (Mandan,
llidatsa, and Arikart.) and the Standing Rock Sioux- Tribe which are
the trilxs that comprise the four I n:lian reservations in North Dakota
and the .-;tioiding Rock Indian Reservation extends into Smith Dakota.

Today we Ore here as official, tribal leaders, euthorized by the -United
Tribes of North Dakota to mpresent 11)&111 i pmsenting this state-

-We want to express l'ifir immensurable apl,reciation and_ gratitude
to the Members of Congress for granting us the privilege and honor
of being pesent. TInink. von.

Past history for the treatment of Our (ban people has not been
very good, today this is a blot on the c()17Si.'ence of America. Today we
are heru request ing and seeking your help in allowing us to continue in
a direction that is meaninp-ful und positive.

The experts on the State level and regional level and self-appointed
experts 011 the national scene have had a tendency to set up material
and social goals that everyone is expected to almin and yet fail to pro-
vide the means for their attainment, it is bad enoufdi for your society
to impose such impossible demands on its own members; it is worse to
1111p0:3e them oil our Indian society.

Down through the years the Federal policy has usually been char-
acterized by a determination to do certain things to the Indian for his
own goodit being assumed that. the, white man as the inheritor of a
larger civilization knows better than the Indian what the hitter"s best
interests are.

Many of our Indian reservations in the Midwest have lost thousands
and thousands of acres of rich land in the development of the Missouri.
River Basin in flood control.

This experience has caused suffering by our Indian people and have
left psychic scars that will be hard to erase in the foreseeable future.

Although the task of analyzing the psychological effects of construc-
tion of the dams must be left to qualified sociologists, it is obvious to
anyone ami1iar with the history of the reservation diwing tins period
that the building of dams disrupted a way of life that had its roots
deep in the past.

For our Indian people it meant flooding the rich grasslands of the
bottom lands, the bread baske1 of our Indian reservations. We were
forced to abandon the rich bottom lands and relocate to the higher
upland acres. Our Indian people had found a way of life which, how-
ever unacceDtable it miglit have been to most affluent, middle class
whites, provided many satisfactions to those who practiced it. From
the Indians' point of view, the building of the dams and the inter-
ference of the old way of life constituted another example of the white
man's persistent effort to force the native people of tlis continent to
become like himself.

Fine new honses are being built for them, complete with water and
sewer and electrical connections, but the jobs are not available to pro-
vide the income needed to keep up the houses and pay for the conven-
iences that accompany them, according to the affluent, middle class
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If the house falls into neglect and disrepair in a few years, many of

the white men will be conth'ined in their belief that Indians are lazy

and it doesn't pay to do anything for them.
Since tbe inception of the 1964 0E0 legislation, and other Federal

programs that are in operation throughout Indian country, the In-
dians are involved in solving their own problems Indians working
with Indians in these programs have caused a motion of the positive
direction which has taken thousands of Indian people off the welfare
rolls and have given the Indian pride, regaining their self-respect and
finally the7 are saying "what are we going to do for ourselves?"

The Indians today note with evidence of suspicion any State-op-
erated programs that are tied in with the. "State politicians." From
past experience, State programs have not been too good when the
politicians have ulterior motives.

Ail the tribes of North Dakota have passed resolutions requesting
the State of North Dakota to place qiudified, experierwed Indian peo-
ple in key State positions. To date this has not been done, and from
all indications, it will not be done unless we continuously remind the

State to do so.
From the facts gathered with States that have Indians and reserm-

tions, North Dakota is the only State that does not, employ Indians
to work with Indians. This a step forward to get our people to assume
more and more responsibility.

The United Tribes of North Dakota go on record today to oppose
any legislation that will cause undue hardship to the Indian reserva-
tion. We oppose the State controlling the manpower programs: we
oppose the State in controlling any Federal-funded programs like
0E0, and so forth.

We want to continue our relationship as is, that is, the Federal
Government dealing directly with our trib councils which compose a
separate political entity. We ask you Members of Congress to consider
seriously amending Senate bill 2838 and House bill 13472 so the tribes
will be the prime sponsors contracting directly with the Federal Gov-

ernment.
Your kind consideration and support will be appreciated and in

all fairness to our Indian people, we are seeking your help to assist
us in moving ahead.

Never before have tbe Indians had the opportunity to operate and
manage their own affairs. What has taken place the last few years
has been very good--Indians being involved in solving their own
problems.

Let us continue to work together but please help us keep the goose
alive. Let. us not kill the goose that laid the golden eggsimply,
this bas.been a golden opportunity for our people to start moving
ahead with your kind assistance and we do not want to get caught
in the crossfire of cheap State poiitics.

We I»dians are concerned. If we k:,o not amend these two bills,
we "nfl set tbe Indians back, and ar.ain we will be used as a political
football.

Your sincere and honest deliberation will be appreciated by our
people.

Thank you.
(The full statement follows :)
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STATEMENT OE THEODORE JAMERSON. COORDINATOR, UNITED TIHBES EMPLOYMENT
TRAIN/IVO CENTER, BISMARCK, N.

The Indians of the United States are deeply concerned with Senate Bill 2838
and House Bill. 13472 which will have a very adverse effect upon the Indian
Tribes and the United States to reach their ultimate goal ot self-sufficiency
and managing their own affairs.

The Indian Tribes of the United States request the members of Congress to
amend these hills to read that "Indian Tribes or 'Indian Reservations be the
prime sponsor of the programs coming »nder these bills."

Your kind attention and support will be appreeiated very much!
Since the inception of the 0E0 programs in 1064 the Indian tribes have

proven that if given an opportunity they can move ahead in a positive directon
and assume more and more responsibility which is the ultimate goal of our
members of Congress.

Currently the arrangement is such that the Indian Tribes are administering
their own programs such as Neighborhood Youth Corps, Operation Mainstream,
etc. by contracting directly with the Federal Government. The Indian tribes
prefer to continue this arrangement by acting as prime sponsor and contracting
direetly with the l'ederal Government.

In recent years the Indian tribes of the United States have moved ahead
in a positive direction!

As Coordinator for the United Tribes of North Dakoia and as an advisory
member of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs twelve member Committee
representing tho total Indian population of the -United States and Alaska, I
can say that it will be shameful and ridiculous to place the destiny of the
Indian tribes in state politics. it is of the utmost importance that we keep
the development of the human resources out of state politics.

prom past history and past treatment of our Indian Tribes by some of our
non-Indian politicians it is a well known fact that we will end up with the
crumbs. I ask you in all fairness to our peOple, the first Americans. that we
he allowed to ('I intinne down the path of progress, and be kept out of the evez
present political footlmil that will result.

We request that you look at the records and compare our success and
progress to what has taken place with the non-Indian programs that aro
under the state.

We humbly seek your support, and we need your help to amend th1s tegislatmn.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Jamerson, does your colleague, Mr. Ankle, de-
sire to make a statement?

Mr. JAMERSON. I would appreciate it if Mr. Ankle would elaborate
on his present position and how he feels toward the present opera-
tion and what would happen if the State did operate our other pro-
grams.

Mr. Ankle?
Mr. DANIELS. Before you promed, then, am I correct in my sum-

marization of your views that you oppose the Federal Government
decentralizing these programs and vesting authority in the States to
operate them?

Mr. .TAMEnsox. Yes, sir ; certain programs, the manpower programs.
Mr. DANIEts. That is a c )1..rect analysis of your views?
Mr. JAMERSON. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Hawkins, do you have any questions?
Mr. IT:\wiuxs. Mr. Jamerson, as I understand, you are advocating

that the bill before you, H.R. 13472, be amended so that the tribal
orcranization you represent in North Dakota may becorae a prime
sponsor In. the operation of the employment program?

Mr. JAMEasoic. Yes, sir.
Mr. ILiwKINs. You have made a statement that I may not have

heard correctly, that no Indians are employed to work among Indians?
Mr. JAMERSON. At the State level. I am talking about the State

capital in North Dakota.
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Mr. IlAwKiNs. That is t he situation in North Dakota, that no-In-
dians are e.nploved hi programs to work among Indhms?

Mr. / menu in key positions, such as the director of-
Indian Nlucation, the executive director of Indian affairs, or any
Indian employed in the State office.

We do have Indians at the reservation level workMg for the State.
Mr. llAwidxs. I see. What efforts have yon made to obtain the em-

ployment of Indians?
Mr. AmEnsox. 'We have adopted resolutions, and are requesting the

present administration in North Dakota to recognize that we do have
qualified Indians to be holdin,, down these key jobs in the State capital.

Mr. If.vwxixs. You have submitted the names of qualified Indians?
Mr. ;IA:um:sox. We haven't. submitted the names, but we have sub-

mitted the recommendations to the man who is the liaison between
the Indinnsandthe State.

Mr. I I AwK Ns. I low about the 0E0 proEram ? Are Indie.ns involved
in any important positions within that program working among the
Indians?

Mr. AMEnsoN. Spealdng about. the State, we do have one Indian
who is a clerk, but the, Director and the other personnel directly under
him are non-Indian. Mr. Ankle aml other Indian people at the reser-
vation, who nre contractinly with the Federal Government at the
present time, do operate their own prognuns withoat going through
tbe State, at the present time.

We have an Indian desk here intWashington, D.C., who is doing a
tremendous job in their area, and I certainly feel that this has been one
of the. answers for motivating our Indian people to get up and start
doing things for themselves.

Mr. IIAwnixs. Do I understand yon to be assertMg that in those
decisions that have affected you, sueh as flood control, the operation of
the poverty program and all of the other programs that you have
never been consulted, or consulted only on a limited basis?

Mr. ,TA3tEusoN. The, flood control was imposed on us through the.
Corps of Engineers, but in the poverty program, we have had the op-
portunity to work with the Federal Government directly and operate
,our own p.ograms and other pro-2:ranis that are beneficial to the
Indians,

Mr. IliwiciNs. Is this the only one of the programs that you have
had any opportunity at all to I;e consulted abolit, the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity programs?

Mr. JAMERSON. 'Yes, and in manpower programs, sir.
Mr. ITAwidxs. Some numpower programs?
Mr. JAMEnsox. Yes.
Mr. ILtwx-INs. I would like to sav that. I certainly agree with you

hi your views, but. I hasten to add that I represent, a minority, fam
afraid that the proposal before us, as well as ir st of the other pro-
posals of this session, seeks to give greater contn.i to the State, and I
think that, you must be faced with that. practical consideration, that
this administration has pledr-ed to turn over to the. States, not only
the operation of the, manpower, but the operation of most of the
other pro.e.rams.

Mr. JAMERSON. Lei, me, interject, this: The United Tribes of North
Dakota recently have formed a. United Tribe of North Dakota Devel-
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opment Corp., which is a nonprofit. organization operated under the
present State laws.

These are four Indian tribal chairmen who comprise a board or.

directors, representing all the tribal councils in the Indian populatimi
of North Dakota.

rrhrough this move, when we were read..;-, we. have. eontracted with
the Federal Govermnent to operate a United Tribes Employment
Training Center at Bismarck, N. Dak., which is serving nine States,
approximately 45 Indian reservations thromrhout the United States.

This training center is operated by the Indians, thmnselves, fcr In-
dians, with the assistance of technical and ma nagenient know-how
experience by Bendix.

This has proven very successful so far. By doing this, we have kept
State politics out. Down thronifli the years, some of our ob Corps
fell bv the. wayside due to State politit..s, but this is not the case with
the United Tribes Employment. Training Center, which is operated
for and like a business.

We, are serving the low-motivated, low-education, the, disadvantaged
people, the. lined-core unemployed. This is the only training center in
the United States, and it is very unique.

'Ile Indians founded it and are operatimr it, and we are getting
something done. We are. trainine. '24 hours a day. Ill some of the train-
ing centers, the' train only from 8 to 5, lint we are happy to say that
we are training -24- hours a day.

We train the. hasband and wife and children. Presently, we have
around SO studems, not. countimr the, children, whieh number nearly
100, in day care, from 7 months old lip throne-1i hipth school, to attend
a nearby school,

This direction that we are. going in now is something that should
be studied by other States thromrhout the IThited States, because it
has caused. the Indians to !yet into business and start, doine- thine.s
for themselves, but we feel, the, Indian reservations that the nmnpower
programs that are being directed to the States for our Indian reserva-
tions should be a. direct pipeline from the Federal Government, here
in Washington, to our tribal counoils, who are a. separate political
entity, different, from State, .0.overnment, and we are. Kee from State
poi i tics.

Thank yon very much.
Mr. IlAwKiNs. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Ankle, you may proceed.
Mr. ANKLE. I certainly appreciate the opportunity to speak to you

people, and that Senator Burdick has eiven me this opportunity to
talk to you people and all concerned.

am an OE0 director, representing North and South Dakota, and
I am here supporting Mr. Jamerson's statement. This is the first time
I have an opportunity to talk in a. congressional buildine.. I taught
school for 19 years, and when I graduated hack in 1951, my mother
said. "Now, you have a. high school education, yor, have the best edu-
cation possible."

At that time, hiph school was feasible, but, today, you must have a
college education, and at that thne the trend was to <Yet out of the
reservation and stay away, because there was no progress.

In fact, if you spoke Indian on the playground, you were on de-
tention. Today we are gettingaway from the lanonage, and most
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educated students have broken away from the reservation; but the best

thing that has ever happened to the reservation is the 0E0 program.
Now., we are bringing the educated people back to the reservation

to help rub this education off on the low-income type of people, and
today the dropout is tremendous, the school dropout, is tremendous

olt the Indian reservations.
Speaking on a national level, and this is put out by the Deportment

of HEW, out of every 100 children enrolled in the fifth grade today
on a national average, only 66.7 percent complete their high school
education.

Out of that 66.7 percent, only 25 will qualify for calege education,
When I think about the. dropout, I shake in my shoes.

So, as OEO director, I have, p.ot a real positive staff now. Our chair-
man's name. is Mr. Doug Skye, who has been with the Federal Govern-
ment, civil service, for 37 years. He is a tribal chairman. He is a very
understanding guy. He nnderstands the problems and stch.

My Headstart director has taught school for 17 years in the. Los
Angeles school systems, and has a master's degree in education. She

is the director of the Headstart program, and we have seven Headstart
centers. which serve a!res 3 to 5, and five out of the seven staffed with
degree ',:oltUng Indian teachers from the reser,:ation.

We are seeking two more teachers to complete our staff for the
comuig year.

At the present time in the 0E0 procrram, we have SO Indian peo-
ple working, and since 1964, when the 0E0 prop-ram was established,
the people in the reservation, their attitudes have changed tremen-
dously. They have good business references now, and they are thinking
ahead at all times.

This summer, with the housing development., we are going to have
a staff of 250 Indian people working.

So we are moving ahead, and I, as a classroom teacher, am trying
to install a positive mental attitude among the people. They have a
tendency to think nep-atively, but I kept reminding them every day to
smile and agree, and try to replace the negative attitude with a posi-
tive mental attitude.

Like Mr. Jamerson said, if we do have the State take over OEO, if
thAt happens, I am afraid. If you have any questions, I will be p-lad
to answer them.

Mr. DANIELS. I-Tow many people are, involved in the, United Tribes
of North Dakota ? Mr. Jamerson mentioned earlier that there aye four
tribes involved. What is the total population ?

Mr. JAMERsow. 21,450 people, approximately, AD.% Daniels.
Mr. DANIELS. On this OEO program that you direct, are all of the

persoimel Indians?
Mr. ANKLE. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. How many people are enrolled in the program ?
Mr. ANKLE. At the present time, like I said, there are 80.
Mr. DANIELS. Eighty ?
Mr. ANKLE. 011 the staff, but we. have housing on the reservation,

and we will have a total staff of SSO.
Mr. DANIELS. Would you elaborate on the housing prooTam you

referred to that is about to commence this summer? This will present
additional opportunity to your enrollees. I would like you to elabo-
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rate on that and explain to Cne committee how they will become
involved.

Mr. AxKLE. Back in South at.kota, March is usually our bad month,
because we have blizzards out there in South Dakota.. In April, we
figure we will (Yet going on the housiit development. We have seven
districts ant tliere in Standing Rook. and some of these people are
low-income families. Some are on aid, and some have various jobs..

The housing development will be according to their income. In
other words, if they are on old-aoe assistance, their rent isn't quite
as high, but we are going to build in the seven districts, perhaps seven.
in Wakpala, and 10 in another, and these are our districts,

Mr. DANIELS. These are financed by the Federal Government and
how many -units are contemplated ?

Mr. ANKLE. About 120.
M. DANIELS. Will the people employed on this construction be all

Indians?
Mr. Axiiin. Yes, we intend that. Most of these, we are dealino. with

real low-income type of people. Their attitudes are negative, ancl they
have never had an opportunity to have a. job, of this sort..

Mr. DAN-Inns. Will you kindly exnla in to the committee where these
Indians receive their know-how, wbere they obtain their training to
be engaged in this type of building construction?

Mr. ANKLE. These people are going to be working on the housing.
Mr. DANMLS. Have they been trained by the depa7rtment programs

you direct ?
Mr. ANKLE. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. And they are engaged 'in all different t-ypes of skills,

plumbing, carpentry, masonry, and so forth ?
Mr. ANKLE. Yes. 'We are trying to teach them some type ,:mf skill

so they can get on their own and compete.
Mr. DANIELS. What is the age range of those enrolled in your

program ?
Mr. ANKLE. On the housing, you. mean ?
Mr. DANIELS. No, in the 0E0 programs?
Mr. ANKLE. It all depends. We try to get our educated people

back and be the appointed heads. I supervise Headstart, adult basic
education, Neighborhood Youth, Career Development, and we are
doing a tremendous job on these various things.

Then I a tbe supervisor over the housing deve' Jpment, and emer-
gency fmood for the poor people, the low-income type of people and
ihen we have neighborood centers where th 2 older people can do faiad-
work, and :ewing, and such to earn extra money. Illey range in age
from 00 to TO, the people that don't. have any opportunity or any in-
come, we try to hire those typt-, of people.

Then we have neighboi:hood food and emergency, and community
health representatives, but these work directly with the Health and
Welfare Department.

They go into homes teach hygiene, sanitizing their homes and
various fundamentals of hyoiene.

Mr. DANIELS. When did triis program commence ?
Mr. ANKLE. Well, we usiially getit all depends. As far as 0E0

is concerned, here at the head office, we are No. 1 in the United States
in progress.
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DANIELS. When was it started, in 1964 ?
Arr. A NKLE. Yes.
ME. DANIELS. Can you tell me. the number of students who have

dropped out otter being enrolled in the eleme,ntary and secondary
schools for the t raining programs?

111% ANKLI Olt our reservation, it. is about 50 percent..
Mr. DANIELS. Fifty percent?
Arr. ANKLE. Yes.
MP. DANIELS. That. is kind of a high average,. Can you tell me the

renson why they dropped out ?
Mr. ..N.N-KT.E. The, irmin purpose is readill!, readiness. Most of these

people don't have home references mid such, and they can't compete,
in school. At their level, they think they are doing great, but when
they ,et in a colle!re. this is where tlwv hove difficulty in re.a.dhig.

T spoke Indian until I was 7. and when T went, into the first
grade I had to learn to speak English, and t his was a handicap, because
I speak Si 0117i Indian.

They ore taldug two stel s : translate Indian into English. and
comprehend it. It is excitim work. and I oin eager to p-et back and
motivate my people, ago 111.

Mr. DANIELS. I think you hove done. an outsta.nding :job from what
you haw, stated here this morning. I would like to compliment yon.

Mr. A N.:xi-a:. Yon have to love peo;ile to work with them like this.
I p.et up every mornim, smilimr and looking forward to the coining day.
It is exciting, because we are rebnildimy. The State doesn't, know the
real. basic fundament als or the Indians.

When I visit, the distrOs, T speak Indian with them, have a cup
of coffee with them, and let. them be involved. You have to be a good
listener to motivate these people.

Mr. DANIELS. It is a fine philosophy, and I hope you will be suc-
ce.'sful.

The gentleman from California, Mr. Hawkins?
Arr. HAWKINS. Are the reservations scattered throupth the States?
Mr. ANKLE. We have no industry on the reservation. We have

$1,900,000 for the. special impact. and so we are going to build a
new motel, cafe. swimming pool. !veil f course, and it. will be right cit the
reservation pretty close to where Sitting Bull was killed.

Arr. HIWKINs. Is this the headquarters that you are speaking of for
the various tribes?

Mr. ANKLE. Yes.
Arr. HAwRi:Nrs. Where is this located ?
Arr. ANKLE. Standinp- Rock.
Arr. HAWKINS. That is all within a specific county. isn't it.?
Mr. ANKLE. Yes. south Si011x County.. ,

Mr. FrAw-nixs. Within that county, what is your population as com-
pared with that outside the, reservation?

Mr. ANKLE. The total population is about 5.000 and with the Indian
ageiicy. we have probably aboilt 850 iiglmt within the area.

ME. HAWKINS. The bill provides that the, area, shouid consist of a
city, county, town, or such other unit of local government, and within
that unit presumably the highest elective official would become the ap-
propriate official for the State to designate.
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I was trying to find out some basis upon which the State would
have rational grounds for desgliating die reservation as the prime
spOnsor, drid if not, it would seem to me tlm.t the language of the bill
should be clarified in orthr that, at le ( in those areas where the
reservation is in a rather dominant role, that the reservation should b0
designated as a prime sponsor.

I see no particular rationalization in designating the county official
or the, official of that particular town 'A,11 i h is nearby as the prime
sponsor on the reservation, itself.

Now, provided we, conld amend the bill in order to so clarify it, do
you think that this would at least he some relief to you in the passag
of this bill, assuming, of course, that the bill is going to be adopted?

Mr. JAMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I want to elaborate, if I may be given
the opportunity?

Mr. DANIELS. Ves, you may.
Mr. .1-A.31-F1ISON-. I had the opportunity to work up all the workable

programs on housing, which we are talking about, and during his
time I was chairman of the Code Review Committee. We had people
in there, erto.ineers, businessmen, contractors, and so forth.

We worked lip a set of codes. building codes, electtical, plumbing,
and so forth, paralleling the, national buildinp- codes, and these codes
were adopted 'by a tribal council in April, around 1963, by the Stand-
ing Rock Sioux Tribe. and most recently, the commissioners of Corson
County, which is all non-Indians, a group of county officids, whiji is
a subdivision of the State, these county conlnlissioners in South Dakota
adopted our codes, and the Sioux County commissioliers follo \Ned suit.
They adopted oar codes, the ones we drew up and ttn: using at pres-
ent, and approved by the people in Wasliington,

ltlat I am trying to say is that. the Indian reservations in our areas
are further ahead ill their administration of the management of: affairs
than some of our political subdivisions of the State.

This is what I am trying to tell you. Ciat it would 1,e ridiculous and
shameful if we did itava to go under the county system, bectrive olu
law enforcement., our schools, onr tribal government, our prog!'ams,
are so far ahead that it, roally ridiculous that we he placed back uI
archaic times.

I certainly (10 lInt 1) ant to seem to take issue with Our county gov-
ernments, but we are moving ahead in a direct ion that Congress really
wants us to Move ahead, and that is a positive direction. We are free
from being caught in pohtical crossfires,

What I am trying to say is that the comit4 s in our reservation, in
our area, are following the examples we set. We include them in our
economic development administration proo-ram.

Most recently, in our last legislation,''I was called upon by the
State legislature committee on industry in the State of North Dakota
to appearimagine this, an Indian from the reservation was called
upon by the State to appear in behalf of tlie State, for their appropria-
tion in economic developmentbecause we at the reservation level are
moving and planning and hoping that we will he left this way.

Thank you.
Mr. HAwRiNs. Mr. Chairman at. the appropriate time I am going

to offer an amendment to allo,q die tribal governments to become prime
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sponsors of the plamnng and operation of these programs. I hope I
can get the support of enough members of the committee to adopt
such an amendment, and I hasten to add that I was very regretful that
I can't do the same thing for the operation of programs in the black
and brown ghettos of America, as well, but certainly there may be

some rationalization that applies to the tribal ffovernment reserva-
tions that will be perhaps persuasive in having tlie members adopt it,
but I do intend to offer the amendment.

Mr. DANIELS. 'We are very happy to have the.tcstimony of both of
these gentlemen here this morning:

Do you have any further questions, Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAwKINs. No further questions.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Scher le.
Mr. SCHEELE. Just a few questions, Mr. Chairman.
You made the statement initially that your 0E0 agency ranks No.

1 in the Nation in progress ?

Mr. ANKLE Yes. The reason why I say this is that on other reserva-
tions, their bookwork and such is not balanced as well as it should be.
Our reports are in the office when thciy are supF.,sed to be and the
auditors went through our books, and they are in A-1 condition.

Mr. SCHEELE. You mean you were A-1 as far as your bookkeeping
system was concerned'?

Mr. ANKLE. That, and our progress as far as bringing tbe educated
people back and rubbing this off on the youngsters. The ages in the
Headstart program are from birth tnti1 4 years of age. Their minds

are like sponges. They are unselectivc, If we can motivate many with
reading readiness, 50 percent of what they hear and see, will be ab-
sorbed and then from 5 to 9, 30 percent, and then from 10 to 17, 20

percent.
So, what we are dealing with right now is the negative type of

people that are sclif.ol dropouts and such, but if we can reach them

at kindergarteri, when they are young, they will be easily motivated.
Mr. SCHEELE. How old is your normal kindergarten ?
l!..1r. ANKLE. From 3 to 5.
Mr. Scrim/LE. Did I read somewhere in some periodical concerning

the Haadstart program, depending on the age, that they had soon for-
gotten most of what they had been taught in Headstart ?

Mr. ANKLE. Well, this isn't so with us. I talk to a lot of prMcipals
of schools, and they said that since we have 0E0, when they become

first. graders they are ready, they have got this reading readiness, and
so they can easily be taught.

Previously to that, most of the Indian people spoke Indian and it

took the first .oTade to motivate them, and by that time they were
already behind.

Mr. SCHEELE. Does your Headstart teach English from the very
beginning?

Mr. ANKLE. Yes.
Mr. SCHEELE. Other than what their normal tow:rue at home is?
Mr. ANKLE. Yes, but at home their parents speak Indian. I can speak

both, which helps. The other day at a tribal council meeting, I made

my speech in En sh.
Mr. SCHERLE. t home, my folks talked German.
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You mentioned NYC as a program ?
Mr. ANKLE. Yes ; Neighborhood Youth Corps.
Mr. SCHEELE. I thought that was a type of a program that would

be fostered by an agency to find employment for particular people. Is
my interpretation correct ?

Mr. ANKLE. Yes. We all work together. You take the Career Devel-
opment, which is an 0E0 program. If they have a high school educa-
tion, at the end of 4 o'clock when the children go home, they talk about
what they did for the day, and they get 2 hours' course credit toward
their college credit.

Mr. SonERLE. What do they talk about ?
Mr. ANKLE. What they did for the day, child psychology, and at

the end of the week, they hand in a report tmd say what they did, and
they get an examination, and they get college credit.

Mr. SCIIERLE. College credit ?
Mr ANNLE. Yes. hi the summertime they go to summer school to

upgrade their college credits. They might get six or eight credits.
Mr. SCHEELE. I think we have jumped from kindergarten to college

awfully fast. Let me see if I can't back up.
You mentioned a moment ago that 50 percent of your enrollees

dropped out of the programs. Is that correct ?
Mr. ANKLE. This is just estimated.
Mr. SCHEELE. It could be higher ?
Mr. ANKLE. It could be higher. It fluctuates.
Mr. SCHEELE. What reason do you give for that ?

Mr. ANKLE. For this dropout, you mean '?
Mr. SCHEELE. Yes.
Mr. ANKLE. Well, what we are trying to do with 0E0 is to give

the parents some type of a job where they can support their chil-
dren toward education so they can have these opportunities. A lot of
them don't have clothing, or clothes to go to schocl, and, of course, if
their parents can work, they can buy textbooks, reference materials in
the home.

Mr. SCHEELE. Aren't textbooks and different school m..tetials pro-
vided to these kids ?

Mr. 'LNKLE. Well, of course, they only spend abont 7 percent of their
time in school, and what I am trying to say here is that 93 percent of
their time is spent at home, church, and in the community. They are
home all sunnuer long. They only spend 7 percent of their time in
school.

Mr. SCHEELE. How would that 7 percent in school compare With the
average child ? Aren't they supposed to go 180 days ?

Mr. ANKLE. Yes ; something like 180 days.
Mr. SHERLE. At 7 percent of their time in your school, they would

have to go nntil they are 70 years old to even graduate from the
eighth grade, wouldn't they ?

Mr. ANKLE. This is from 9 to 4 under their teacher's influence,
so they are home from 4 until 9, and they are home every night,
every weekend, and so what I am trying to average it out-93 per-
cent of the time is spent in the home, church, and community influences.
The other 7 percent is spent in the schools.

Mr. SCHEELE. How long has the 0E0 program been in effect ?
Mr. ANKLE. 1964.
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Mr. JA:NtEnsoN. Mr. Chairman, a correction, please. With the assist-
ance of Federal people, we wrote up the first programs for Standing
Rock Indian Reservations. We went. into effect.on June 6, 1965. This
was the utmia I date that the programs were put into effect at Standing
Rock. but the other reservations, Fort Totten and so forth, did, have
them hefore Standing Rock.

Mr. AxKLE. This is just my fourth month that I am completing. I
have keen teaching and so forth, so I am just learning the busmess.

Mr. r';c LE. IS this what yon would call a CAP agency?
ANK ix. Yes: commimity action program.
;-3(.111-NLE. I IOW many )rograms do you have, rill told?

Mr. A-NI:II:. I I endsrart, adult i education.
Mr. What is that ?
Mr. .1.N KLE. That is for those who drop out of school. It might be

aLe is to 0 or 40, or what have you.
r, Sciirm,E. What Jo yon teach in that?
P. xKLE. I they drop out in sixth grade, we have a head teacher

and two roviitt, teachers. and they jwogress at their own pace and
complete I Year. nail then they givethem this adult basic education
test, which is called a general--GED, the one that servicemen take.
This 1H t-lutivalent to a high school diploma.

Mr, Sciirm.E. You inean if they dropped out, they could get a high
school (sin i valency certificate?

Mr. A_N-KLE. -Yes. This is a real great thing.
Mr, ScliEuLE. Nothing in the world ranks second to education.

ani just tryiii p. t foll(m- the pattern.
Arr. .4t:KI.E. It will be really interesting to have some of you people

come out and visit our Ileadstart program and OEO program in
Standing Rock and see what we are doing.

Mc. ScitralLE. I inn very critical of the OE0 agency, not because of
the goals established by the program, itself, but. the administration
has eertainly disillnsioned me in many instances. When I tun being
criticzd, it is construct i Ayly critical, because I want the money to go to
the peoPle for whom it was designed, and not perpetuate a lot of
administrators.

You also mention a national food aid emergency ?
Mr..VN Kix- Yes.
-A Fr, S(.! EIZLE. -What does that propTain do ?
Mr. ANKLE. That, is for the needy. Probably they are living on old-

age assistance. They can't possibly afford to buy groceries.
Aft% dIlymmLE. Do they get any other welfare money ?

Mr. ANKLE. A lot of these people don't have social security.
Mr. Scum:ix. I know, but some do. Is there no other welfare

money at all ?
Mr. _ANKLE. From the State.
Mr. ScntatLE. What did the people do before the 0E0 came into

existence?
fr. ANKLE. I have bee:n a way from the reservation.

Mr. JAMEllsoN. Mr. Chairman, the Honorable Mr. Scherle wasn't
present when. I made my statement, that before 0E0 came into
Standing Rock or any of the reservations, I would say over SO per-
cent of our Indian poprithtion on our Indian reservations was with-
out work. They were needy, indigent Indian people.
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anpund this same amount. SO percent, are receiving (.0;11110)1Th
ties, but with OE() and our other programs that have come to the-
reservation, we have taken these people oil the welfare rolls, we lulve
placed them into meallin,Jful and good work where they are learning
and establishing work habits. and recognizing tnne. Ivhich is Of real
importance to the Indian people.

We joke about IT, Indian time, but through these i)rograms the
Indian people are standing up and doing something by learning io
work, establishing good work habits. The real problems on our Indian
reservations are not physical or ntttin-al resources. The need is now,
today, to recognize the big problem. which is social and psychological.

Our people are really in need of programs in the field of mental
health. Our people, the majority of them 00 welfare, were not being
motivated prior to these Federal programs. but now, with the little
pro!rrams we do have on the Indian reservathm, we have been lookinr-
thrmigli a long, long tunnel, and we see a dim

But this lIght is 0-etting brighter, because we are scratching the
surface by using OE(..) and other pro<irains that have helped onr In-
dian. people stand on their own two feet and start (loin!). things. be-
cause. Indians manage and operate their 0 MI affairs.

Like I said before, down through the years, flie experts at the S-tlite
level and regional level, and self-appointed experts at the, rational
level, have had a tendency to do thill,s -for the Indian, the individual
Indian, for his own good, without the Indian's best. interests at heart.

What I am trying to say is that 0E0 has motivated our Indian
people in a forward direction. OEO, On the Indian reservation. is
certainly different than the urban OEO programs where yon haven't
really interlocked with your political machinery.

_At the Indian reservations, this is not the case. We are operatin,it
our prognuns in a businesslike numner and that is why we want to

pkee out of bein!T caught in tile crossfire of State polits.
Do you know, through the years, we have been making excuses, and

we want the Members of CCm<Yress to recognize that we have been
nsed as a. political football, but we want to be. left as a political entity
by ourselves, like the Honorable Mr. Hawkins made his recommenda-
tion and offered 1111 amendment, this is 1111 we ask. to live and let live.

Mr. SOTIERLE. Don't misunderstand me. I wonld hw the last one. in
the world to eyer want to take anytltinp. away front you. I am a gtvat
lover of history, and this country. The Indians have made !Treat con-
tributions to the develoinnent of this country. We could never repay
you for the heritage and cu.stoms that helped develop Otis great Conn-
try. I am proud to note that in this one instance, OE() huts ser1"ed a
pVirpose with you people, who are the backbone of this Nation. You
La VC an oppol:tunity to develop your interests, and no one could have
a higher regard than I have for the Sioux Indian, so it is a pleasure
to have you-here this morning.

Mr. JAMEESON. Thank YOU very much.
Mr. Chairman, I wanted to add an introduction. Mr. McLain to my

left, who has been with the tribal council since I1)2o. Ili, is 70 yk,ars
old. Ho is still very active in tribal affairs, and we are happy to have
him with us.

I also want to say that our ne,v Commissioner of Indian Affairs has
taken a real tine step in gettin,r the Indians to become involved in solv-
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ing their own problems, and he is to be commended for his direction.
He is assisting us in doing this, by doing our own thinkimr, and we
certainly respect the Honorable Louis H. Bruce.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you for your testimony.
I assure you your testimony will be given very serious consideration

by this subcommittee.
Mr. JAMELSON. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mitchell Sviridoff, vice president

of the Division of National Affairs of the Ford Foundation.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL SVIRIDOFF, VICE PRESIDENT, DIVISION
OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, FORD FOUNDATION, NEW YO:RIL, N.Y.;

ACCOMPANIED BY BASIL J. WHITING AND ROBERT SC7CaANK

Mr. SvITZILIOrr. Thank you.
Mr. Dxxrm.s. Mr. Sviridoff has appeared here at the request of the

subcommittee, to enlighten the subcommittee on what technical as-
sistance. we can get. in the matters we have under consideration.

Mr. SvIRTDorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me first request that the statement which I have submitted to

you be entered into the record. I would like to summarize it very
briefly.

Mr. DANIELS. Without objection, your statement will be incorpo-
rated into the record at this time.

(The document referred to follows ;)

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL SVIRI DOFF, VICE PRESIDENT, DIVISION OF NATIONAL
AFFAIRS, THE FORD FOUNDATION

I am Mitchell Sviridoff, Vice President for Division of National Affairs of the
Ford Foundation. This Division is responsible for the bulk of the Foundation's
domestic programming apart from tl:e arts and apart from education as pro-
vided by established educational institutions. The Foundation's granth in man-
power are part of our responsibilities and they have averaged approximately
$4 million per year in the last several years.

By way of personal background, I have been involved with labor and man-
power activities for over 30 years. Immediately prior to assuming my post at
the Foundation, I spent two years in New York City first designing and then
administering that City's Human Resources Administration, the first major
attempt to eonthine a big city Mayor's manpower, welfare, community action,
and educational responsibilities in one agency. And for 4 years before that I
was Executive Director of New Haven's Community Progress, Incorporated.
CPI was one of the Ford Foundation's "Grey Areas" projects, which, with the
activities of the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, served as one
of the earlyand, I think, most successfulmodels for the poverty program.

I am accompanied this morning by Mr. Basil Whiting, the Foundation's Pro-
gram Officer handling the the bulk of our manpower efforts, and by Mr. Robert
Sehrank. formerly a Deputy Commissioner of Manpower for the City of New
York and before that Director of the Urban Youth Work Corps of the Lower
East Side's Mobilization for Youth, one of New York City's and the nation's
most consistently innovative and competent experimental and demonstration
agencies. Mr. Schrank is now a consultant to the Foundation.

I am happy this morning, Mr. Chairman, to be able to respond to your request
to assist the Committee in its consideration of the proposed manpower legisla-
tion. I am convinced that in domestic affairs this legislation is second in impor-
ta nee only to the pending welfare reforms. It will not only reorganize the nation's
manpower efforts but, perhaps, also establish a pattern for productive program-
matic relationships between Federal, state, and local governments in a variety
of fields.
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We have just completed a decade of social ferment and change. I will not
dwell at length on a history with which I think we are all familiar, but I do think
it is useful to point out certain developments in manpower during the last eight
years that provide insights of possible value to this Committee in ,!onsidering the
very complex bills before it.

It is fair to say that until 1962 this nation did not have a manpower policy.

It did have an unemployment insurance system and an employment referral
system design. essentially, to ensure that those drawing unemployment ben-
efits stopped doing so as soon as possible. The agencies administering these

programs, the FederalState Employment Services, did not see themselves as
baying special responsibilities for providing services for the lmrd to-employ.

In 1962, the Congress passed the Manpower Development ami. Training Act,
clearly a landmark in the formation of a tuitional manpower policy and the most
important piece of umnpower legislation since the Full Employment Act of 1046.

The MDTA was aimed at the mature, skilled worker who was displaced by auto-

mation or left behind when industry moved out of what became "depressed
areas." Not surprisingly, then. early MDTA programs were devoted mainly to

retraining such workers and were often operated through existing school systems.
Almost immediately, however, the nation became abruptly awareand con-

cerned abouttwo words seldom previously heard in public discourse but now
already and unfortunately accorded the status of cliches : "poverty" and "aflin-

mice." The poor. the unemployed, the subemployed, the underemployed, the drop-

outs, the minorities crushed into central city slums, and the minorities and the
whites "left behind" in rural slumsall became major concerns of public policy.

In terms of legislation affecting manpower programs, we saw the passage of
the Economic Opportuinty Act, the tax cut of 1964, and subsequent significant
amendments to MDTA, EOA, and the SoeP1 Security Aet.

In programmatic terms, we found that the existing institutionsprimarily the
Employment Services and the educational systemswere not able to adapt
quickly or adequately to the needs of the disadvantaged ior a variety of remedial

and other services. We, therefore, began to experiment with new structures and
new techniques, first with he Labor Department's experimental and demon-
stration programs, with the Preskient's Committee on Juveuile Delinquency, and
with the Ford Foundation's Grey Areas programs, and later with the Office

of Economic Opportunity's national emphasis and experimental programs and its
locally sponsored community action agencies.

Many of the earliest of these experiments took place in New Haven at CPI.
It was there that many of the techniques that are now accepted parts of compre-
hensive manpower programs were initiated, tested, or demonstrated. These in-

elude
New outreach techniques, using store-funds in inner-city neighborhoods

niamnd by indigenous non-professionals. The technique was designed to
seek out those needing manpower services and overcome the suspicion and
distrust with which established bureaucracies were viewed. It took man-
power services out of "downtcwn" and placed them into the neightGrhood
where they were needed.

New counseling techniques, again relying on non-professionals to provide
rapport and models of success.

New training institutions, such as neighborhood-based skill centers using
new enrriella instead of the traditional, rigid patterns of vocational edu-

cation.
New types of training, such as heavy reliance on on-the-job training.
New forms of remedial basic education tied to job training and to jobs.
New approaches to dealing with youths who had dropped out or were

thinking of dropping out of school.
Most important was the attemptnot always or even often successfulto pro-

vide a comprehensive array of manpower and supportive services tailored to the

needs of each individual.
Similar experimentation, with varying success under varying sponsorship, was

carried on in other communities around the country. Additional techniques and
services were developed. And over the years the Federal government understand-
ably evolved a multitude of categorical manpower programs often supporting a
specific technique and often aimed at a particular population.

This decade of rapid growth and experimentation in manpower programs yields,

it seems to me, some important lessons and conclusions for the future and espe-

cially for the bill this committee will recommend :
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First, it is clear that the existing Federal categorical manpower programs must
lie consolidated. The great nmnber, variety, and type of such programs is unneces-
sarily confusing and an administrative nightmare for state and local agencies
through which most are operated. In such circumstances rigid, inflexilde, compet-
ing bureaucratic fiefdoms thrive at Federal, state, and local levels. Entrance re-
quirements and training allowances unnecessarily vary and conflict. And some
services are duplicated while others are lacking altogether. Both funds and staff
energy are wasted in coping with problems that have little to do with actual
provisions of sc :vices to those who need them.

Second. we ion ,t move from a program oriented approach to a client centered
one, modelled largely on 'Vocational Rehahilitation oflorts. Consolidating cate-
gorical programs will help on this front as well; it should anew agencies to
respoild flexibly to the needs of each individual, working out with him an "em-
ployability plan" or similar comprehensive scheme calling for and making avail-
abie all the services needed by a client.

Third, there is a need in manpower, as in other public policy areas. to 1.,:)align
the distribntion of funds, of responsibility, and of authority between the various
levels of the Federal syatem. lir 'minnow( r. where service nmst he closely attuned
to local needs, tlu means that Federal programs should be decentralized to states
and. especially, to local governments and agencies. This must be done in a manner
designed to enhance and preserve state and local flexibility, initiative, authority,
ond responsibility. At the same time, however, some of the clangers frequently
associated with a purely block grant approach should be avoided by providing ft.).
Federal guidelines. rules, and regulations relating largely to performance objec-
tives and standards and enforceable by Federal officers on the basis of thorongb
monitoring and evaluation.

Fourth, while it is important to decentralize manpower programs, i is abund-
antly clear from the experience of the past decade that the capacity of state and
local governments and other local agencies effectively to plan for and administer
such programs is severely limited. Archaic governmental structures, rigid and
restrietive civil servie requirement s. and the sheer absence of adequate munhers
of competent experienced manpower personnel (especially among minority
groups) will drastim..11y impede the progress of such decentralized programs. This
means flint a major concern of any new legislation must be the upgrading of
stril e and local manpower capacities.

Fifth, the past decade has also confirmed tbe strength of the tensions existing
between state and city governments. The hostility that frequently breaks to the
surface between these elements of our Federal system is certainly nonproductive
and often counter-productive. I am afraid, howet:er. that these tensions will not lw
easily dissipated in the near future. They are built into the existing political and
socio-economic systems, and no single piece of legislation, even one as important
as the pending' nr'npower legislation, will change that situation. This remlires
great care on the part of those who would decentralize Federal programs. Ignor-
ing tlipse tensions will not do ; rather, legislation must explicitly lay out and
protect the powers iind responsibilities of both levels of goveannient in hopes if
eosuring effective state and local roles and of minimizing conflict between the
tw 1. At the same time incentives for voluntary cooperation should be provided.
I will come back to this point later.

Sixth. the pressures for participation by nrogram elient groups in both plan-
ning and operations are important and not to be denied. They are impmaant
because the success of programs aimed nt the disadvantaged and tbe poor de-
pends heavily upon the rapport hetween ogra in and client. They are not to
lw denied lweanse the economic and soci.2.1 forces causing elitmt groups to seek
participation in decisions affecting their livos are growing. AVe have oll lawolne
aware during this decade that substantial number's of citizensnot just the
Poor and not just radical college youthare beeoming more and more disen-
ch:inte(1 with our increasingly larger. more remote and unresponsive instituthms.
There is a growing feeling that the "system" is not rip to the demands of the
fillies. and making the system adapt »my lw the greatest challenge facing us in
Ihe Seventies. Participation, messy and disruptive though it often is, may he
part of the antidote needed for such emmi. alienation. and aggression. It should
be pointed ont, of course, that participation may take various forms. It does
not necessarily mean control. The hiring of responsible non-professionals from
the community, the inclusion of community representatives on planning and
advisory mechanisms, and the use of community groans to provide needed services
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whore Sill 11 gronfls have t`-,tablished (heir competence are all relevant and appro-
pi-1:i to forms of partie1pa Ohm.

Seventh, programmatic and institutional diversity is o:: utmost importance.
We have learned during the past decade that. ''largc bureaucratie organiza-
tions ahnost never make major changes: in established belmvior patterns: -unless
strongly pressured by outside forces"to quote economist and PIP111-!viil 5eienti5l
Anthony Downs. Nevertheless. (again quoting Downs' "even ii 5111011 dose of
ecmpetition III certain forms could produce importante:en nnlioalchanges
in thn nature and quality" of the services produced by large bureaucracies. This
WI IlaVe SO011 time :Old time again III the last few years New ideas have
b-n-11 generated and school systems, Employment Services, and other state and
local public and private ageneles have been stirred front a shignant ktotoiN quo
by the eliallenge of Head Start programs. Labor Department experimental tind
ihnimistrat ion project5, and the many prog-rams of local community action
agecnies. The most effective of the5e "change agents." it Ille. Wen'
1110,4 tiz t (11.:-Zigile(i thei operations to feed into ond have on effi,et
e5tahlislied institntion5. This means that those designing deceetralized Federal
prnaralns must take pain:: to build-in institutional diversity at state and loeal

Largo_ rigid. monolithie and unclwilenged s:tate acid local bureaucracies
are really not much of au improvement Over Fefieral lOvel bureaueracies and
rcd. tape." And, even though I ant in favor of strict Federal standards of local
progroill perform:111N% 1 am sere that vnriety, diver51`.,, and competith ::1 will
115 ve a greater cffect progra ill quoit; y.

Eighth. it should. he clear to its all Ily now that. manpower policies. important
a5 they are, are peripheral in comparison to the effect or national monetary
and fish-al policy on the conrse of the eeonomy. Blirring a major puldic service
employment program, it is fair to say that manpower programs "create" relatively
few jobs. Manpower programs are designed to put people into jobft and most
jol-r5 are still ill the private seetor. There is serious question new over whether
even an economy in iullation i7:111 provide enough j dfs for all those potentially
al,ie to work, and a recession could easily render mast manpower proe'rams
ro then superfluous. Hence. it is of ntmost importance to maintain a full employ-
ment ecffilmny ahd to explore more fully the issue surrounding a major pablic
job creation progrom.

And ninth, one of the most vexing problems encountered by most social pro-
grams is the uncertainty of funding inherent in the appropriations process.
It is conceivable that more improvement in local programming would result
from the continuity and confidence resulting from long-term funding tlan from
most of the reorganization proposals now in thrt, legislative hopper.

I would like now, Mr. Chairman, to turn more directly to the legislation br,-
fore the Committee. The Committee has the unenviable but unavoidable task,
it seems to me, of striking a balance between a number of competing and con-
flicting considerations :

Efficierwy and professionalism of operation balanced with participation
by clients in planning and administration.

Ple-Ability and responsiveness balanced with national performance
standards.

Change and innovation balanced cv:th stability and continuity.
Tho authority and responsibility of elected officials balanced with the rele-

vance and passion of representatives of the poor.
Ma7oral priorities and prerogatives balanced with those of the Governor.
Inner-city neighborhood.i versus cities versus metropolitan areas.

Each of the three Bills before the Committee is a thoughtful and generally
well-conceived attempt to balance these factors and to strengthen the founda-
thnis of a true national manpower policy (even though none fully copes with
the long-term need to include vocational education, vocational rehabilitation.
and such related programs as the Work Incentive Program). Each 'Bill:

Consolidates the bulk of the existing manpower catego7ical programs.
Mandates provision of truly comprehensive services on a recipient-oriented

basis.
Allows for the establishment of national standards, rules, regulations, and

guidelines and retains a strong role for the Secretary of Labor.
In addition the O'Hara Bill emphasizes the clear need for a public job crea-

tion program and provides for appropriations one year in advance (as does the
Administration's Bill). The Steiger Bill, on the other hand, establishes explicit
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and long-term funding authorizations, and it and the Administratian's Bill both
appropriately concentrate services on the disadvantaged.

It seems to me, howeer, that the thrust of this legislation should be to develop
stato and (especially) local capabilities in the manpower field. And on balance,
the Administration's Bill appears to address itself most directly to this end.
The proposed Manpower Ttaining Act

Decentralizes planning and operation to state governments, with a pass-
through to local governments.

Emphasizes the gradual develop:clent of planning and operating capacities
at both the state and local levels.

Establishes a national computerized job bank.
Establishes an automatic trigger mechanism to increase appropriations

when unemployment rises (althoug't the amount of .such !nercase is probably
inadequate).

These are very important and desirable characteristics and in combination
with the best features of the other two Bills, the proposed Manpower Training
Aet should serve as the basis for the Committee's deliberations. The remainder
of. my own comment;: will concentrate en the MTA.

Despit) its advantages, the proposed Manpower Training Act 'not unexpect-
edly raises a number of questions. In part these questions derive from the lack
of specificity of ninny of the Acts provisions and the considerable authority it
provides the Secretary of Labor. In part, too, the questions relate to the
apparent needs to strengthen the pass-through mechanisms and other provisions
relating to the role of local goy( rnments.

Even though the proposed Manpower Training Act is vague in many respects
.r.nd allows a vary substantial amount of discretion to the Secretary, it is prob-
ably unwise to l"-:dt fle:dbility by making the Act itself more detailed. On the
other hand, the jonialittee would be well advised to obtain from the Secretary
at least a preliminary indication of how he intends to exercise his authority
on at least the following matters and to make its own desires clear in the
legislative history of the Act:

First, the Act won& do away with existing program categories, which, for
all their faults, at least provided sollle guidance to local programmers. Whnt
will the nature of the Secretary's planning guidelines be? Will they mandate a
wide, variety of programs, taking note of the special needs of youth. of present

ew Careerists. of apprentices, of blue conar workers needing upgrading?
Will they permit the latitude necessary for the development of plans relevant
to diverse and varied states and localities?

Second, there are a number of indications that the Secretary intends to
stipulate ia Ids regulations that the State Employment Services be considered
the presumptive mpplier of manpower services regardless of the nature of the
local, prime sponsor. Is this so? If so, would it not be wiser for the Secretary
to limit his standards to perfornmnee objectives and information and report
requirements, allowing services to be provided by a variety of loeal agencies
(including, as the ease may be, the Employment Services) depending upon
their abilities and competence as determined by the loehl prime sponsor in
accordance with Federal criteria?

Third, how does the Secretary intend to specify the formula allocating a
minimum share of a state's allocation to a Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area ? What figures shall be used for labor force and disadvantaged populations?
Who shall make this determination? How will such funds be allocated within
an SMSA, between suburb and central city?

Fourth, the success of tbe programs conducted under this Act will depend
very largely npon the quality and nature of the monitoring and evaluation
conducted by the Secretary and the training and technical assistance provided
to state and local personnel administering programs and staffing state and
area planning bodies. How does the Secretary plan to implement Sections 304
and 305 of Title III? How much of the appropriations available will he
allocate to these functions?

F7ffth, given the tensions between rural and suburban dominated state gov-
ernments and urban are.ts, does the Secretary ph,n to require that central cities
be represented on stab ! and area planning meenanisms in proportion to their
share of !he state's or the area's labor force and disadvantaged population?

The models for the State Comprehensive Manpower Agency and for the state
planning process outlined in the Administration Bill may be too specific. Some
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states have already created or are in the proeess of creating comprehensive ntan-
power agnecies that conibMe the planning mat operational funetitms and that
therefore (-0 not lit the MTA model. These stales neeght ilot be eligible for their
full share of Federal funds under the requirements of the proposed Act. And
while there are some states in whieh the model might work adequately, it may
not lit any stal:e perfectly. In its subsequent hearings aro and the country. then,
the Committee might well attempt to determine whether and how this provisitn
might best be modified.

Section 102 of the proposed Act states that area pious will be included in the
state plan if the Governor ilufis them to be consistent with the Secretary's guide-
lines. But local needs are often best discerned by local people; and in order to
provide a proper balance between state and looal requirements, locn1 aea plans
ought to be assured of inclusien in the stete elan milves the Governor finzis them
significantly inconsistent with the requirenione- of the Stcretary. Such eeclusion
should be -libject to ne api.roled of the Secretary.

The legislation states that the Governer will designate at local prime sponsor
in SMSA's unless heads of government representing 75% of the population of the.
SMSA agree on a sponsor, in whieh case the Governor shall desiguate that
nominee. But, as I understand it Only two of the top ro SMSA's in the notion
have 75% of their population in the central city. Indeed. more than that number
have 75% or close to that ill the suburbs! It is very useful, indeed to foster
metropolitan cooperation in manpower planning and programming, especially
sthee many jobs are in the suburbs. But the central cities are where the manpower
problems are, and it would thus seem appropriate for the highest elected official
of the largest ceatral city in each SMSA to be the preumptive local prime
spon,air, and to be otherwise only at the rteplest of the Governor as approved
by tee Secretary. Other units of government in the SMSA should, of eourse. he
represented on the local area emnprelmneive manpower advisory bodies that
advise the local prime sponsor. Regulations should, of course, stipulate that a
fair share of the SMSA's funds under the Act be allocated to eommuldties withie
tbe SMSA but outside the central city, and plans for the nse of such funds should
be subject to the approval of the area comprehensive llinnpower advisory body.
(Flans for the use of funds within the tentral city should not require sm.]]

approval.)
As noted earlier, neither the legislation nor the Secrrtary's standards, criteria,

rules, or regulations should establish a presumptive snpplier of manpower serv-
ices. To make such a stipulation is to deny the local prime sponsor ths legitimate
authority lie needs to be fully responsible for the provision of services in his
erea. ideally, then, we should see a considerable variety of local agencies in-

a'elved in the provision of manpower services. In one community the School Board
might provide the bulk of such services, in another the Employmeut Service, in
another the connnunity action agency or a model cities agency. end in still an-
other a city human resources ac'elcy. (Regulations should provide that local
prhne sponsors take note of the special characteristics of eonlminlity action
ageneies and their special relationship with disadvantaged coieniunities in select-
ing the suppliers of manpower services.)

The modifications mentioned above sheadd do muell to assure a fairer 'lalance
between the Mayor of central cities and other elements in the state. S th the
inte ests on both sides protected, there remains the question of fostering cooper-
ation. I would suggest that the 5% of appropriations rival are now allocated in
the Act for incentive payments be increased to 10% (and thnt the basic state
share be reduced to 70% of the total). Further, the incentive should not be de-

signed, as in the present proposal, to spur state and loeal governments to greater
contributions of their own resources to manpower programming. As presently
designed the incentive does not seem particularly attraetive anyway (a state's
share of its 1...asie allocation is only 10%; as an "incentive" payment it would
receive only two Federal dollars for eaeh nee dollar of its own).

Rather, the incent've shonli, be paid on e 10% or even further redliced match-
ing basis to those cicies meeting eyemplary standards of integrating their man-
power efforts with those of surrounding communities, to those states and cities
meeting exemplary stendards of integrating their manpower programs with
those of each other, and to those states and cities'ineeting exempiary standards of
cooneenting with other states in labor market areas crossing state lines.

A.though the proposed Act's statement of findings and purpose mentions a
public service employent program, it may be wise to place a greater emphasis

e'e .
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noi this as the single most important missing element in present manpower pro-
gramming. TI O'Hara Rill does this, but it seems to me inadvisable at present
r stipulate rlie creation of a sizable puhlic employment program. The recent
tattunt.-at o the National Manpower Policy Task Force is persuasive in this

rospect. Tlmt statement notes that we simply do not know enough now to mount
a public employnlmit program without running the risk of a disastrous failure
(That might discredit the whole notion. The Task Force goes on to suggest that
a numher of sizable and carefully designed experiments he carried out to dcter-
mine the most appropriate policies and administrative procedures for carrying
out such a progrma. Tlie Committee might well consider stipulating such expert.-
monts clearly in Title III, Section :3011).

Thank you ftpr the opportunity to present these views to you Air. Cluiirman.
I will be happy to try to answer z.ny questions the Committee might haw.

Mr. Svrinnorr. To my left is Mr. Robert Schrank, a inalipow-,..-,i-
vifior to the foundation, and to my ri!dit is Mr. Basil Whiting, our
program officer in charge Of manpower programs.

The past decade has shown rapid growth and experilne»tation in
tinnpowef programs and has yielded, it seems to me, some important
lessons and conclusions for the future and especially for the bill this
committee will recommend:

First, it Ic clear that the existinp. Federal categorical manpower
pmgranis must be consolidated.

Second, we must move from a program-oriented approv.h to a client-
centered one.

Third, there is a need in manpower, as in other public policy areas,
to realine the distribution of funds, of responsibility, and of author-
tv between tlie va rious levels of the federal system.

Fortrth, while it is important to decentralize manpower programs,
it is abundantly clear from the experience of the past decade that the
capacity of State and local governments and other local agencies effec-
tively to plan for and administer such propTams is severely limited.
This means that a major concern of any new legislation must be the
upgrading of State and local manpower capacities.

Fifth, the past decade has also confirmed the strength of the ten-
sions exis',ing between State and city governments. Ignoring these
tensions will not do; rather, legislation must explicitly lay out and
prr,tect the powers and responsibilities of both levels of government
in hopes of insuring effective State and local roles and of minimizing
conflict between the two.

Sixth, the pressures for participation by program client groups in
both planning and operations are. important. and not o be denied. It
should be pointed out, of course, that participation may take various
forms. It. does not necessarily mean control.

The hiring of responsible nonprofessionals from the community,
the inclusion of community respresentatives on planning and advisory
mechanisms, and the usc, of community group-c to provide needed serv-
ices where. such groups have established their competence are all rele-
vant and appropr.late fo,:ms of participation.

4,eventhi, programmatic and institntimml diversity is of utmost im-
portance. We have. learned during the. past decade that large bureau-
cratic or.franizations almost never make major changes in established
behavior patterns unless strongly pressured by outside forces, such as,
in the past, Headstart prtgrams, Labor Department experimental and
demonstration projects, and the many programs of local community
action ageiwies. The most effective of these. "change agents," it seems
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t o me, were those that designed their operations to feed into and ha ve
an effect on established inst itutions.

Eighth, it should be clear to us all by now that manpower policies,
important as they are, are peripheral in comparison to the effect of
national monetary and fiscal policy on the course of the economy.
Hence, it is of utmost haportanee to relate manpower policies and pro-
grams to the cyclical trends in the economy, to maintain a full em-
ployment economy and to explore more fully the issues surrounding
a major public job creation program.

And ninth, it is conceivable that more improvement in local pro-
gramincr would result from the continuity and confidence resulting
from long-term funding than from most of the reorganization pro-
posals now in the legislative hopper.

Each of the three bills bt'F.ore the committee is a thoughtful and gen-
erally well-conceived attempt to strengthen the foundations of a trite
national manpower policy.

Each bill consolidates the bulk of the existing manpower categori-
cal programs ; mandates provision of truly comprehensive services on
a recipient-oriented basis; allows for the establishment of national
standards, ruler, regulations, and guidelines and retains a strong role
for the Secretary of Labor.

In addition, the O'Hara bill emphasizes the clear need for it public
job creation program and provides for appropriations 1 year in ad-'
vance---as does the administration's bill. The Steiger bill, on the
other hand; establishes explicit and long-term funding authorizations,
and it and the administration's bill both appropriately concentrate
services on the disadvantaged.

It seems to me, however, that the thrust of this legislation should be
to develop State and especially local capabilities in the manpower field.
And on balance, the administration's bill appears to address itself
most directly to this end. The proposed Manpower Training Act :

Decentralizes planning and operation to State governments, with
a pass through to local governments :

Emphasizes the gradual development of planning and operation
capacities at both the State and local levels;

Establishes an automatic trigger mechanism to increase appropria-
tions when unemployment rises (although the amount of such hi-
crease is probably inadequate) ; and

Establishes a national compnterized job bank.
These are very important and desirable characteristics and in com-

bination with the best features of the other two bills, the proposed
Manpower Training Act should serve as the basis for the committee's
deliberations. The remainder of my own comments will concentrate on
the MTA.

Despite its advantages, the proposed Manpower Training Aet not
unexpectedly raises a number of questions relating to the specific au-
thority of the Secretary of Labcr and to the role of State and local
governments. The, committee, therefore, would be well advised to ob-
tain from the. Secretary at least , a prel iminary indication of how be
intends to exercise his authority on at least the following mat is
and to make its own desires clear in the legislative history of the,
act :
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First. the act would do away with existing program categories,
which for all their fardts, at least provide some guidance to local
programers. What will be the nature of the Secretary's new planning
amide] ines ?

Second, with regard to the. selection of the presumptive supplier of
manpower services, would it not be wise for the Secretary to allow
these services to be provided by a variety of local agencies (including,
as the case may be, the employment services) depending upon their
abilities and competence as determined by the local prime sponsor
in accordance with Foderal criteria ? This would. allow the local prime
sponsor the legitimate authority he needs to be fully responsible for
the provision of services in his area.

Third, how does the Secretary intend to specify the formula allocat-
ing a miniimim share of a State's allocation to a standard metro-
politan statistical area ?

Fonrth, how much of the appropriations available will the Secre-
tary allocate to the important functions of Federal monitoring and
evaluation, and of training and technical assistance provided to
State and local personnel ?

Fifth, does the Secretary plan to require that central cities be repre-
sented on State and area planning mechanisms in proportion to their
share of the State's or the area's labor force and disadvantaged
population ?

The legislation states that the Governor will designate a local prime
sprnsor in SMSA's miless heads of government. representing 75 per-
vrlit of the population of the SMSA ao.ree on a sponsor. As I under-
stand t. only two of the top 50 SMSA's have 75 percent of their
population in the central city.

Became the central cities are where the manpower problems are,
it would thus seem appropriate for the highest elected official of the
largest central city in each SMSA to be the presumptive local prime
sponsor. Other units of government in the SMSA should. of course,
be represented on the local area comprehensive manpower advisory
bodies and should have the authority to approve the use of funds in
areas outside the central city.

The modifications I have mentioned should do much to assure a
fairer balance be!...ween the mayor of central cities and other elements
in the State. With the interests on both sides protected, there remains
the question of fostering cooperation.

The proposed 5 percent incentive should not. be designed as in the
present proposal, to spur State and local governments to greater con-
tributions of their own resources to manpower programing. Rather,
the incentive shcmld be increased to at least 10 percent and paid to
those cities meeting exemplary standards of integrating their man-
power efforts with those of surromiding communities, and to those
States and cities meeting exemplary standards of integrating their
manpower programs with those of each other and of cooperating with
other States in labor market areas crossing State lines.

Although the proposed act's statement of findings and pm.pose men-
tions a pnblic service emnloyment proo-ran, it may be wise- to place
a greater emphasis on this as the single most important missing ele-
ment in present manpower programing.
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The National Manpower Policy Task Force suggests and I would

agree that a number of sizable and carefully designed experiments be
carried out to determine the most appropriate policies and administra-
tive procedures for carrying out such a program.

That, Mr. Chairman, represents a summary of the statement which
has been entered in the record, and I and my colleagues would be
delighted to respond to your questions.

Mr. DANIELS. Specifically, Mr. Sviridoff, which of the three bills do

you endorse? There were a number of questions with reference to the
administration bill, H.R. 13:172, also, and you say there are many
questions left up in the air and those questions should be resolved.

I would also like to have your views on the administration bill, the
O'Hara bill, and the Steiger proposal.

Mr. SVIRIDOFF. Mr. Chairman, I don't endorse any one of these three
bills. I think all three bills are clearly pointed in the right direction. I
do endorse the principle of decentralization. I do endorse the principle
of .a greater role for States and local government. I do endorse the
pnnciple of comprehensive planning.

I do endorse the principle of abolishing categorical programs and
-of leaving the programing responsibility and the shape of programs
to local bodies.

I am, however, concerned that thc bill, the administration bill, is
somewhat vague and even ambiguous regarding the respective author-
ity of State and local governments, and that the committee would be

well advised to attempt to have this clarified before acting on this
legislat ion.

I think further that it is extremely important that the mechanisms
which have been developed in local communities and cities not be un-
dermined by strengthening the role of the States without regard to the
contributions which local city mechanisms now have the capacity to
provide.

I believe further that it is extremely important that the cities not
be lost, and their interests not be buried in the regional approach, the
SMSA approach, the 75 percent requirement, which now appears in
the administration bill.

A city such as Cleveland, for example, a city even as large as New
ork, cities like Hartford, Trenton, NJ., Boston, cities which have

developed rather substantial and effective local manpower mecha-
nisms, would be subject to the decisionmaking of a body dominated by
suburban communities, when the bulk of the manpower problem exists
within the central cities.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you believe the Governors should have the power
of veto over local pro!-,Yrains ?

Mr. SVIRIDOFF. I think the local program should be accepted by the
State mechanism. I think that should be the first principle, unless there
is some exceptional or compelling reason why it should be vetoed by
the State, but even where a veto is exercised, there should be a clear
line of appeal to the Secretary.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Hawkins ?
Mr. HAWKINS. I am in general agreement with your views. I think

they are certainly highly constructive. There are one or two points,
however, that I would like to have you elaborate on.
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One is the view that. you have maintained that the centralization of
States would result in (Treater consideration of individual needs.

In view of the recorTl of the States, I don't think that I can accept
that as (riving us any assurance that the individual needs are going
to be tal7en care of. It seems to me that largely our problem today is
the fact. that we have left the problem to the States and the States
have a legal obligation as well as the opportunity to do something
without. Federal action, and it has largely been their failure that
causes the problem we have now.

Then, I can't see the logic in believing that by turning the programs
over to the States that we are going to handle individual needs of the
local community.

Perhaps you could elaborate on your belief. The fears of some of
us are that turning the programs over the States will get us into even
more. political controversy than we have at the present time.

M. Sv InmoFF. Mr. Congressman, we are not as far apart as you
may think. I believe the States have an extremely important role to
play in carrying out manpower policy, but whether we believe that or
not, the fact of the matter is that a very substantial responsibility rests
there by virtue of the fact that. State employment services now have
control of the hugest percentage of funds expended on employment
services.

Other employment services are funded by legislation or by tradi-
tion through State agencies. But in order to assure greater responsive-
ness to local needs, what I suggest is that we make sure in this le(Tisla-
tion, if possible, to strengthen the role of the city and of thj'local
mechanisms by assuring that the city mechanism, the local mechanism,
will be the presumptive sponsor, and will be able to provide employ-
ment services if it deems this advisable, or necessary, and will not
be subject to control of regional bodies, which will be dominated by
suburban counties.

All these are pointing in the direction of strengthening the role
of local government so it can more effectively work with. State agen-
cies, while not placing the responsibility exclusively either with the
State or the local community. There must be a greater decTbree of co-
operation.

I think incentives, instead of being directed to stimulating a (=Treater
amount of financial investment from local communities or States,
should be directed toward encouraging States and local communities
to demonstrate that they can cooperate in providing more effective
services.

Mr. HAWKINS. Of course, you are more optimistic about the State
and local commnnities cooperating than I am. The record is not too
(rood to date that the cities feel that the States are (Tiving them a fair
oreak.

Obviously, in turning it over to the States, we are assuming that
is going to change. I am just a little cynical about it. I am a little more
,_.ynical than the two witnesses we just heard from.

If the Indians don't believe the State employment service and the
State service center and the State government are sensitive to them,
then I would say that the black and brown people of the ghettos think
less of these agencies. 503
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Yet, these are some of those who are going t.o be treated or at least
be served by these agencies.

I do think that you do outline in the plan that you suggested, or the
comprehensive advisory councils that would at least control the fund-
ing of the programs, I would think this would be somefting which we
should carefully consider, because obviously in some counties where
there are many cities, most of the larger cities object. to the larger city
being the prime sponsor

I know, unless the smaller cities and unincorporated areas have a
voice in it, I think we will be (Totting into trouble.

The other point which you suggested, wl,ich I think has an
encouraging possibility, is the job creation part of the manpower
rIogIam.

S_1; the present time, most of us are not as much. concerned about
manpower programs as we are more and more being concerned about
the unemployment situation.

Within the context of an economy which has not. accepted full em-
ployment as a goal, apparently, more and more the problem of job
creation becomes important.

Now, you have indicated to some extent that this should be explored,
but it seems to me we don't know enough about this concept. at. the
present time to do very much about it. Are you suggesting, therefore,
that we delay any job creation program, or do I understand you to
have concluded that we should simPly explore it, but that we should
not at this particular time institute any type of a job creation or public
employment program?

Mr. Sy Ildllovv. Let me speak to both of your points and take the
last one first.. I do not believe it would be advisable to try to build into
this manpower act a job creation program. It may be advisable to treat
with that problem in separate leaislation.

What this committee is trying t''o do is develop a. sound program for
the creation of effective manpower instruments at the Federal, State,
and local levels. I think the problem of dealing with recession, of deal-
ing with rising unemployment, is a very serious problem, and I would
be the last one to suggest that Congress should not be alert to that
and responsive to it m some way.

I am not sure precisely what that way should be.. It might well be
through some means of creating jobs not unlike what has been done
in previous periods of recession.

But if we are going to have a public service program, we ought to
.strive to have a quality public service program, and not one which
would be subject to the kind of criticism that has been directed at
.other efforts, such as the new career programs.

In order to do that, I think we have to feel our -way with some care.
I do not believe that the capacity exists presently in local and State
government to carry out a quality public service program on any large
scale. There is a need, a very real need, for some experimentation here
before we make a commitment of a large amount of our resources to a
program which will be subject in a very short time to very serious
criticism, the kind of criticism which I think will set this objective
back a long way.

So, I agree with you that this problem is very critical, and with
respect to this manpowV would make a commitment, to experi-
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mentation that would help develop the capability to handle such a
program on a large scale.

Now, with respect to your first point about cynicism in State agen-
cies, I think your cynicism is not without foundation. However, the
State agencie-1 exist, the State employment services exist, State voca-
tional training departments exist, State departments of education ex-
ist. They have large sums of money, and they have large numbers of
professional employees who have been trained to work in this field.

They cannot be ignored. You cannot wish them away. Nor do I think
we can create a competitive system to take their place. I believe the.
objective has got to be to make them more responsive, to get them to
behave in a way that will not be cause for the kind of cynicism which
you have expressed. I believe the best way to accomplish thatnot the
perfeet way by any meansis to build on the experience that we have
already acquired over the last 10 years in the creation and the strength-
ening of local instruments, city instruments, and inner city neighbor-
hood instruments. Such instruments will work, not in competition with
the State organizations and State departments, but in cooperation with
them, will work to complement their services, will work to help them
change the nature of their services, will work not only as instruments
for the delivrry of services, but as instruments to help bring about
change in th!i)se large and very important bureaucracies whia exist
and which are not going to be wished away.

Mr. TIAWETNS. Of course, you have suggested strong Federal gnide-
lines. I quite agree. However. I think that we have seen that in the
field of education, for example, when we try to turn the progrms
over to (States and toenact stringent Federal guidelines, the guidelines
have become the center of controversy, and if this happens in man-
power, it seems to me that the States are going to accept. the Federal
assistance, but then they are going to -fight the Federal guidelines
which attempt to do the things which you say in terms of encourapino-
or forcing the States to do a. better job, and then I suspect. we would

get into another controversy over the guidelines.
Certainly, I wisb to compliment yon on a very fine statement.

I think it is constructive and gi ves us additional ideas that I think
shonld be considered.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr.

Steiger.
Mr. SrEmEa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I very much appreciate the statement you made this morning.

I think it is one of the best we have had. It raises the kinds of questions
that need to be raised, and I for one am delighted bv the very firm.
and T think. direct belief that you have expressed in &categorization
find decentralization, and your responses to the questions by the gentle-
man from California, on understanding the relationship between pith-
lie service employment and manpower.

There are some points I would like to review with you. Number one,
based upon your experience with the Ford Foundation and before
that, how do we better organize the ability of the central city and
suburb to work together ? You suggest incentives as one way.

Ought we to include all SMSA's, or do we automatically say the
mayor of the central city is to be the presumptive sponsor ? Beyond
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that., what is your own feeling about planning and delivery ?, Shouhl
these be together or separated ?

Mr. SvIRIDOIT. I think the mayor should he the presumptive sponsor.
I haven't thought about whether there ought to be a cutoff point
in the SMSA's; but off the top of my head, I would say you raise
a very good question, and there might well be.

But in either case, I believe one .mayor ought to be the presumptive
sponsor on both planning and delivery ; and what. some people worry
about as a possible conflict between the two ought, I think, to be left
to the sponsor to resolve.

There axe cases in this country, several cases that. I have direct
knowledge of, or have observed, where local sponsors are working
in an excellent, productive, cooperative Nrtnership with the State
departments of education and so on, and at the same time are deliver-
ing some services themselves.

think the city of Cleveland is almost a classic .example of that
kind, of situation. Boston, Trenton, and New Haven in the days when
I was associated with it also come to mind.

Whether the prime sponsor limits itself to planning or whether the
prime sponsor also provides a small degree of services or a large degree
of services, ought to be left to the decision of the local sponsor work-
ing in cooperation with the State agency, and based upon the peculi-
arities of the local circumstances.

I think we ought to be very flexible on that point.
Mr. STEIGER. You raise a very good point which I hope can be used.

I wonder if the administration bill so structures the State and local
planning that we may not be able to take advantage of some ol the
efforts already undertaken?

Would you have any guidance on a point that is being raised in the
committee and about which there is some controversy ? Namely, what
is the relationship between education and manpower training, how
closely ought we to tailor a bill of this kind to assure that there is pro-
vision for basic education coupled with manpower?

Mr. SVIRIDOIT. I would strongly endorse that principle. Let me ask
either of my colleagues, both of whom have had considerable experi-
ence in the field of basic education, to comment on that point.

Mr. &MANIC. I see it as a real new conflict source, but I see that
generally with the legislation, and I don't think that is particularly
troublesome. I would say that it fits into Mr. Sviridoff's concept that
competition in programs can be useful without necessarily setting up
a whole new parallel institution.

The fact of the matter seems to be that no one of these institutions
has so much knowledge it can't learn that something from someone
else in the field.

It seems to me that the inclusion of basic education in the manpower
legislation will help to stimulate a much greater involvement of the
business and industrial sector in what education ought to be.

I consider that one of our major problems with our educational
institutionsthe problems of relevanceis the lack of relationship
between what happens in school and what happens when you go to
work. That simply is a fact that there is very little bridge between the
work world and institutions of business and industry and the world
of the educational institutions.
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ma»power legislation, including basic education in it, as a pos-
sibility of creating such a bridge. I think it would be very useful, even
with the possibility of conflictand I don't think thrt is necessarily
ba d.

Mr. STEEI ER. Do you share the concern expressed by some that
vocational education with manpower context is a creation of a dual
system of education?

Mr. SCHRINK. I suppose there is some semantic problem. It seems
to me if you are going to tyo out and create a whole new set of voca-
tional schools, it might be a dual system. But the manpower programs,
as I have experienced them and as I understand them to be in this
legislation, are not proposed for children going to school.

They are basically for people out of school. Some might argue that
somehow or other the school system failed because students didn't
learn, or ;they weren't prepared to enter the world of work.

So that you can argue that you just ought to extend the school

system beyond where it goes, but the fact that we Hve the problem
might be au indication that some new forms are needed.

would sugtrest that the past experience of manpower programs
has been useful particularly in challenging whether or not the schools
really prepare people to go to work, or whether they just kim; of
hold people in custody u»til they get old enough to leave the system.

Afr. STEIGER. You would agree, Mr. Sviridoff, that one of the things
that is advantageous in terms of the direction in which all of the
bills fro is insuring that the ancillary services in education, housing,
transportation, whatever, are to be included as a part?

Mr. SvIRIDOFF. I do agree, absolutely.
Mr. STEIGER. One of the difficulties we have crot is the we-old

problem of having now built up a constituency.
Mr. SvIRTDCW1`. You have a local constituency as well as a State

one, and neither is going to be wished away.
Mr. STEIGER. Nor should they be. I am speaking really of the cate-

gorical constituencies that have been developed as a result of New

Careers, and MDTA and whatever else. We have to get hold of that
if we are going to get any bill out, and get over that hump. What I
am looking for is what kind of wisdom you can contribute to the
committee in our effort to recognize that the choice isn't between
something and nothine.. The choice is between where we are now
and where we ought to be to service people.

Air. SNIT:II:OFF. I see Mr. Whiting has his hand up, so I will let
him supplement what I say, if I don't take the words out of his
mouth.

I think that this is why it is important that you try to put into the
legislative history of this billand important to try to learn from
the Secretary and put on the recordwhat you and he have in mind
in the way of general guidebnes. This is because your best response
to the categorical constituencythe MDTA constituency, the Youth
Corps constitumcies, and so forthis that the guidelines for this
protrram, as this committee and this Congress see them, do provide
for basic education, for skill training, for youth programs, and so

forth.
But you outdit not to try to write into the legislation those rigid

.categorical constraints which now exist, because this detracts from
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the development of an effective and coherent and comprehensive
program.

It makes development of such coherence and comprehensiveness
impossible, and you want coherence, and you want comprehensiveness,
and you want a program which will respond to the needs of a client
and not to the needs of a categorical constituency. That doesn't mean
you are going to wipe out or obliterate the concerns which we have
already expressed, and this Congress has expressed, for youth pro-
grams for the luring and so forth.

Rather, we Zglit to encourage through guidelines and through the
legislative intent expressed in the process of developing this legisla-
tion, the provision of these services in a way that will male it possible
for local communities to fashion their ,-,omprehensive, coherent pro-
grams in a way which is responsive to their local situation.

I think that is the only way I can say it, and I think this is why
I devote several pages of my formal presentation to this problem.

Mr. Whiting?
Mr. WHITING. What is being attempted here seems to me to be a

compromise between two rather undesirable extremes. The one ex-
treme is a host of categorical prooTams which is undesirable from all
the standpoints we've expcnienceeover the last 10 years.

The other extreme is 1 he notion of a block grant with very little
in the way of guidelines, and very little in the way of assistance. The
bill here will a-ttempt to strike a balance between these two extremes.

The opening sections of the MTA list a set of services that can be
provided. I think it is very undesirable to require in the legislation
that a certain proportion of funds be devoted to a particular service.
It is more desirable to concentrate on how the Secretary will imple-
ment the bill under the considerable authority he has under the law.

The bill will establish a whole new pattern of relationships between
the Federal funding departments and State and local agencies. That
means a oTeat deal of attention needs to be devoted to the process of
setting st7Indards and providing guidelines.

Clearly, it is appropriate for the Secretary to specify that certaili
kinds of services be provided, to set standards of accomplishment,
and to monitor and evaluate local agencies providing the services.

At some point, on the other hand, we get to the point of over-
specifying by regulation. That also deserves close attention.

Mr:STEIOER. May I say in the draft of the bill that I have i:,L-n-
duced, I go a little different way. I set out 2=1 eligible activities be-
cause, frankly, I don't want the Secretary to, by regulation, say that
emphasis needs to be in this area versus that area.. That is, something I
don't think he is in a position to judge. That is up to the local prime
sponsor.

Wouldn't it be better for ns to go in the direction of attempting
to say, "Here are the things for which funds may be used. This is the
laundry list." From that the local community or State will pick and
choose.

Mr. SVIRIDOET. Yes, hut in addition to that, we propose that yon
provide an incentive or bonus to those communities which go beyond
using funds effectively in indivichnd program areas by paying a
bonus to those communities that are planning to tie these programs

44-425-70--pt. 1-33
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together: in some kind of an effective package and to those com-
munities that work effectively with their State agencies.

Mr. STEIGER. Based on performance?
Mr, SVIRIDOFF. Based upon program description and performance.

I think that is a more desirc oie type of incentive than a financial one,

which really benefits those communities which are best able to come

up with a sl-aall sum of money ; and I don't see any special purpose

in that.
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the time that I have been

granted. I want to thank the witnesses, all of them, very, very much.
Mr. DANIELS. I now recognize the gentleman from Washington,

Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Svidiroff, first may I apologize for not being here to hear all

your testimony. I got through very quickly your prepared state-
ment, and I wouid like to compliment you on the preparation of that

statement.
I think, as Mr. Hawkins stated, that it is very helpful to this com-

mittee's deliberations.
I would like to discuss the bill in two very general areas with you,

first following up somewhat what Mr. Steiger posed with reourd to

the role of education and. manpower, "or manpower," and f prefer
that to "and manpower," and I would, like to tell you what I feel in
0-moral terms, and I ask you to respond in general terms, because I

know it is wide open.
I feel that manpower programs are essential today, largely because

of a failure in our educational system to provide skill training for
those who will use it and need it, and if our education system were in-

deed doing what I conceive to be the full job of education, many of

the manpower programs, which we have the need of today, would not

be necessary.
I go from there to the next question or the next statement, and that

is that I would like to see the education system much more involved in

what the manpower program ultimately becomes involved in, and that

is training, retraining, and, actually placing people in empoyment,
and I would like to see any manpower bill which passes this House of

Representatives contain the seed which will enable vocational and
technical education, and our educational system generally, to more

adequately fulfill that role.
Now, if you will respond generally to that and tell me whether you

feel this bill does that, because I unfortunately feel it doesn't do
very much for that field. Can you tell me whether you feel this bill

does that, or if you agree with me?
Mr. SVIEIDOIT. Generally, I agree with you. I doubt this bill does

anything about that problem. It provides no carrot or stick tc the
local community., which has the responsibility to do something about

it. I think this is another area where this committee might consider

ways in which to provide a carrot.
That is, if you paid an incentive bonus to those communities that

demonstrated through their programs and through their performance

that they have successfully involved the local school system and have

1,rought about a change in the way the system offers its services, then I

think the bill would have an effect 09
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I have been told by people wiser than I that this is a difficult thing
for the Government to do, because it is always under pressure to pay
out its money under equal formulas, so everybody gets an equal
amount, but I won't stop trying.

I think there are examples of Federal programs where the Federal
Government has put its money where there is evidence of the highest
dearee of capability, the highest degree of performance, the great-
estt'desi re.

I think this is the only thing that we can do to stimulate the kind of
thing that you described, and which I agree with you is extremely
important.

Mr. SOHRANK. I would like to add this : The MDTA experience has
basically been run by the vocational education schools, and I think it
has (riven the vocational education system a whole new experience in
thist'field and has acted as a catalyst in many ways to make them
begin to think about what the vocational education system does and.
doesn't do.

I would make aguesstimate that many of the local plamiincr orga-
nizations, either city or State, would, in fact, in their local panning
include the vocational education system as part of their training
operation.

I would see no reason why they wouldn't, since that system is in
many ways best equipped to begin to do that, and I think it has an
effect on the system.

Mr. MEEDS. I recognize my question was very general, and purposely
so to evoke general re3ponses, but if I may become a little more specific,
do you have the bills before you, do you have the O'Hara bill?

Mr. SVIRIDOFF. No.
Mr. MEEDS. I will read from paste 9, subsection 13, beginning on

line 4. These are things which the gcretary of Labor would provide :
"Skill training centers wherever consolidation of occupational .

training and related manpower services would promote efficiency and
provide improved services. "

I am one of the people, I guess that Mr. Steiaer described as being
concerned, not that vocational edUcation must aye a complete role in
this, but that programs be so dovetailed and so interrelated and inte-
grated that we not get away from this today, which I hope will occur
in the future, when vocational and technical education is performing
a larger role.

I am. therefore, concerned that if we are !roing to have a skill train-
ing center in an area, or provide for new skill training centers under
this bill, that it be operated by the Secretary of Labor. I think I would
rather see it operated by the local educatior agmcies so that it could
not only respond to the manpower needs and the manpower function,
but could also be responding during the daytime to the local high
schools' educational needs and be under control of the local educational
agency.

I am not clear even in my own mind about this except that I don't
want to widen what I consider to be a presently occurring schism
between education and manpower.

Mr. SVIRIDOFF. Why not, Congressman, both ? That is, why not sub-
stantial amounts of responsibility for traininq in basic education
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placed with vocational education and with other institutions in the
community?

For example, in Philadelphia, why would you not contract or dele-
gate sonic of that responsibility to Rev. Leon Sullivan's OIC?

Maybe you wouldn't do it in some, other area, because there the OIC
might not have so high a level of competency. The OIC in Philadel-
phia clearly has a healthy impact on the institution of vocational edu-
cation in the city of Philadelphia.

There was a timeit is no longer the casein New York when the
Port Authority carried out under contract a rather substantial amount
of vocational education for city agencies. It provided a kind of healthy
competitive situation to the school system and to other instruments
for vocational education.

I would leave that to the, local sponsor, but I would provide again
some carrot to encourage him to improve the vocational education
system and not to try to create a competitive system.

Mr. MEEDS. Seemingly, we may be able to get more money for man-
power programs, considerably more money, because the situation is
acute, and we have legislation which under its authority at this time
.could be appropriatino. $1,250 million to vocational education.

But what happens ?''We in the Congress, through maximum efforts,
,come up with, I think, around 399 million, which is chopped back
down, and vetoed by the President, and we are nowhere near where we
should be in vocational education, and yet the administration is
pushing on and asking for more moneyI agree, because I think we
need itasking for money for manpower programs.

I just become very frustrated when I see a further divergence oc-
curring. I think this young man wanted to respond.

Mr. Wurrixo. It is not automatically desirable to have a unitary
school system.

It is one thing to mandate incorporatior of vocational education
systems in manpower systems, and that is probably undesirable. It is
another thino- to put the carrot up and provide incentives and guide-
lines to foster cooperation. This may change the older and somewhat
unresponsive organizations now providing services.

This is a far more desirable way to
.cro

than mandating in an act,
or in reo-ulations, that certain services be provided by certain institu-
tions nationwide. It is nmch more desirable to fester diversity among
institutions according to the local situation.

The difficulty is setting up the standards so that vou can make a
judgment that in this community the board of educalion is the place
to put the services, and in that community it is the. CAP, and in an-
other the employment service.

But that is the desirable type of standard.
Mr. MEEDS. I appreciate all your comments on that subject. It is

ne that really perplexes me.
Now, I would like to get to the second part. of my question. Your

.statement on page 8, at the bottom you say, "There is serious question
now over whether even an economy in inflation can provide enough
jobs for all those potentially able to work, and a recession could easily
render most manpower programs rather superfluous. Hence, it is of
:utmost importance to maintian a full employment economy and to
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explore more fully the issue surrounding a major public job creation
program."

This statement brings me to the very root of one of the greatest
questions of conscience, and I will be very frank about it, about even
passmg this legislation, and if I may, I will illustrate it, what happens
with people when you go out .and you say, "Well, we are going to
enter you in job traming so you can get a job," and you and I know
reahstically before we even start that the chances of their getting a
job are practically nil.

Is it really fair to hold out the promise or at least the implied
peomise that. there is a job at the end of the road, that they are in
training for something which they can achieve, when, with the eco-
nomic situation as it is today, I do not think personally that it is
realistic that many of the mr.agnially employable people, people with
whom this legishition deals largely, are going to get jobs under the
state of our economy, and aren't we. in fact creating what some English-
man once described as a "generation of dissatisfied English clerks,"
who have been trained, and who have been further frustrated by their
inability to secure employment ?

I nm torn, beause I recognize th( progressive nature of this legis-
lation, the consolidation, the computerized job banks. I have been
pluggmf_r for that now for 4 years, and a number of other good aspects
of this job.

But at the same time, I have charged off on so many good missions
only to find the money cut out from under me or the jobs go at the
end of the. trail, that I am gettinfr a little tired of ra;sing people's ex-
pectations only to have them dashed on our ability to come through.

Mr. SvunnorF. I think you are absolutely right, Congressman.
Clearly more. important than this legislation is the maintenance of
hiph levels of employment. That ought to come first..

But, having said that, it is also clearly desirable to develop finally
in this conntry some kind of rational system for delivering man-
power services and training services, for the obvious reason that a
better system of services will lead, first of all, to more employable
members of the labor market and, second, because an effective system
of fraininL, and edneation and employment services will se:.ve to
raise the level of productivity of our labor force, and will coiaribute
to the creation and ultimately the maintenance of our high employ-
ment economy. But this is not to say that your first point is not the
most critical point.

Mr. MEEDS. Ought we not, then, to be doing what the chairman and
I and others in this Congress tried to do several years ago by amending
the WapTier-Iyser Act, and coming forward with the computerized
job bank and all the delivery system, without coming forward at this
time with, in effect, promises of training and employment.

Mr. SvimnoFp. I would hope Congress could do both. I think they
are both important, and giving some meaning to the Full Employment
Act of 1946 is clearly important.

MP. MEED.S. T would hope we would, too, but let us be realistic.
When we have legishition such as the education bill, and I keep goin-r
back to this, in which there is a difference between our aspiration and
the White House's aspiration, and the amount is ultimately $400 mil-
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lion, and the kind of programs we are talking about here and the
maintenance of high levels of employmentyou know, we are talking
about $20 million.

So, being. realistic, I don't see that the type of thing that you are
asking the Congress to do is going to be done. Agreed, I would like
to do it, and I am sure the chairman would like to do it, and maybe
even the majority members on this committee, but you see, we can't
even get a majority of members for $400 million, so it is not realistic.

Mr. SVIRIDOFF. I have nothing but sympathy for the awkward posi-
tion in Which you fmd yourself.

Mr. DANIELS. With respect to the question Mr. Meeds asked, doesn't
there appear to be an inconsistency between the main objective of this
bill, which is guaranteed employment :9 everyone who desires to
work, and the economic situation and the philosophy we see expressed
in the country today ?

Mr. SVIREDOFF. Yes. But I don't think the best possible version
of the bill can guarantee full employment. This is not a full employ-
ment bill. It is a manpower training and service and assistance bill,
It is an important element in a full employment strategy, but it is
not a full employment bill, and I don't think any of us should delude
.ourselves that this is what it is, or can ever be.

Mr. DANIELS. That view has been expressed here by some of the
witnesses.

Mr. MnEns. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
I think you see my frustrations.
Mr. SvIRIDOFP. All too clearly.
Mr. DANIELS. I want to thank you as chairman of the subcommittee.

You have given us thoughts here to ponder over as to what we should
do in reporting out some legislation along this line.

Your ideas have been most helpful.
Mr. SVIRIDOIT. Thank you for inviting us.
(Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.M. the sub3ommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., March 12, 1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 1970

HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OP THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
ashing ton, D .0 .

The subcommittee met at 10 :20 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Meeds presiding.

Present : Representatives Meeds, Hawkins, Scherle, and Quie.
Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit, counsel ; Charles Rad-

cliffe, minority counsel for education; Sue Nelson, research assistant ;
and Cathy Romano, research assistant.

Mr. MEEDS. The Select Subcommittee on Labor will be in order for
the further consideration of bills H.R. 10908, RR. 11620, and H.R.
15472 and other manpower proposals.

'We are honored this morning to have with us the Under Secretary
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Richard C.
Van Dusen. We welcome you to the committee, and you may proceed
as you wish. I see you have a prepared text. You may read it, or you
may take from it what you like-And testify extemporaneously, but in
any event, your testimony will be made part of the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD C. VAN DUSEN, UNDER SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, ACCOM-

PANIED BY CHARLES T. MUNTAIN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE

SECRETARY FOR LABOR RELATIONS; AND DAVID BrUM, OFFICE

OF GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. VAN DUSEN. I will be guided by whether you would like to hear
the testimony, or proceed immediately to questions.

Mr. MEEDS. We would prefer to have you testify first.
Mr. VAN DUSEN. Good. In that event, Mr. Chairman, I will proceed

with the testimony, if I may.
I certainly welcome the opportunity to discuss with you the pro-

posed Manpower Training Act. The Department of Housing and
Urban Development is convinced that this legislation is timely and
extremely important if the Nation's manpower needs in all areas are
to be met. We are particularly pleased with the structure for man-
power program planning and operations set forth in the bill because
it reflects the administration's policy of sharing with State and local
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aovernment a meanino4ul role in the development and implementa-
t7ion of domestic programs.

There are a number of broad areas where FIUD concerns are
affected by manpower training needs.

1 . METROPOLITAN DE VELOPMENT

We know that we must expand opportunities for lower income
and minority people to live outside of central cities, in some cases in
entirely new communities. Increasingly, it is in the areas outside of
the central cities where we find not only the new housing, but also
jobs, including many of the new kinds of better paying jobs. Access
to these jobs and to housing in the same area will often depend upon
whether a person has, or has ways of acquiring, the skills that the
jobs require.

2. URBAN SERVICES

In such fields as health, housing, transportation, welfare, and gen-
eral government, there is a great gap between the skills that are avail-
able to our State and local government and nonprofit agencies, and the
skills which modern systems of operation require. Many of the people
who might provide these skills are excluded because of basic educa-
tional d.eficiencies or racial discrimination that has prevented them
from acquiring relevant employment experience. Modern training pro-
oTams can help us expand the manpower needed to perform vital
urban services.

3. CITY REDEVELOPMENT

Manpower and manpower training programs are an essential ele-
ment in any effort to improve and rebuild our central cities. For
example, model cities programs simply cannot work without man-
power training components that are both large enough and effective
enough to enable neighborhood residents to secure and hold meaning-
ful employment.

4 . IIOUSING

Our Department's current interest in manpower training is perhaps
clearest in the field of housing and it is this area which I would like to
discuss first.

It is hardly news that the Nation is currently falling far short of
the production levels necessary to meet the housing goal which the
Concrress has established-2G million units over a 10-year period.

M'. MELDS. I would agree.
Mr. VAN DIISEN. Many actions must be taken to catch up, but this

morning we are particularly concerned with the necessityas pointed
out in the President's Economic Reportof increasing significantly
the supply of skilled and semiskilled construction manpower.

We have estimated, for example, that by 1975, we may need an in-
crease in excess of 1 million man-years of skilled labor over what we
have today, without regard to retirements or withdrawals.

There are, unfortunately, severe obstacles which are currently pre-
venting an adequate flow of manpower into the construction industry
labor poolsobstacles which must be overcome. There are simply too
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many peopleand particularly too many minority group individ-
ualswho are being denied entry into the building trades. They are
often unable to secure access through the formal apprenticeship rote
because of age and examination requirements. In some cases, the length,
the training techniques, or other characteristics of apprenticeship
programs make them unnecessarily restrictive or operate as racial
barriers. Nor have significant numbers secured entry through the
more rapid, so-called "informal" route which, it is generally believed,
has been followed by most construction workers in the industry.

Plainly, we must make entry into construction employment pos-
sible f( many more people, especially for the minority groups. This
means, :anong other things, that existing training systems must be
improved. Vocational education programs emphasizing construction
skills should be expanded and made more effective. Training periods
should be shortened, wherever possible. Preapprenticeship recruiting
and training must be provided where needed te provide manpower
ready to enter upon apprenticeships. New programs to parallel tradi-
tional apprenticeship programs should also be established whenever
and wherever they are useful.

And I would stress that wa will have to achkess ourselves to new,
as well as conventional, construction skills. Through our Department's
Operation Breakthrough: we are making an all-out effort to accelerate
innovation and progress in a field that has fallen far behind in apply-
ing modern systems of production and modern technologies. The com-
ing of age of industrialized bmlding techniques must be accompanied
by slutable manpower training programs.

Next, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn to areas of our Depart-
ment's interest in manpower training programs other than housing
as such. This interest is heightened by a number of specific statutory
,i.ovisions the Congress has enacted in recent years. These include

provisions which require that HUD programs provide employment
and training opportunities to lower income persons living in the
areas where our proLrrams are carried out.

Under our model cities program, for example, we are charged with
assuring that programs provide:

Maximum opportunities for employing residents of the area in all phases
* * and enlarged opportunities for work and training.

This is in addition to the requirement in section 103 of the Demon-
stration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act that city gov-
ernments participating in the model cities programwhich includes
practically every major city in the Nationcreate meclignisins for the
comprehen.sive planning and coordination of all services impacting
upon the model neighborhoods. Among these are the services pro-
ruled through manpower training programs. 2his, of course, makes
especially welcome those parts of the proposed Manpower Training
Act which would expand the role of mayors and elected officials in
relation to manpower planning and prograxiiing at the local level.

Another statutory requirement involving HUD in manpower train-
ing is set forth in section 3 of the Housing Act of 1968, as broadened
by the Congress only last year. It requires us, in consultation with
the Secretary of Labor, to assure to the greatest extent feasible that
lower income residents have opportunities for training and employ-
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ment in connection with the whole range of HUD programs. It covers,
in the words of the law itself, any project under any program
providing :

Direct financial assistance in aid of housinr,, urban planning, development,
redevelopment or renewal, public or conntrunit; facilities, and new community
development

In implementino. section 3, HUD has had several conferences with
the Department a Labor. In those discussions, weand by this I
mean our Department and the Department of Laborhave recog-
nized the need to avoid the obvious pitfall of providing only short-
term jobs that amount to little, and -lead nowhere. The objective is
to promote jobs for area residents with a real promise of permanence
or advancement.

The difficulty, of course, is that too seldom are residents of areas
affected by our programs already trained and ready for meaningful
jobs in connection with ITUD projectsincluding the jobs that may
be provided to skilled craftsmen in the construction of HIJD-assisted
housing or faciliees. So, we are commonly confronted with ;she n3C
for training programstraining programs that. do not now exi:it.
And we are confronted also with the need for some vehicle to as9ui:e
that those trained can secure entry into an industry or occuipational
category providing employment that is not limited to HTJD or fed-
erally assisted projects. Very often, this vehicle will be membership in
a union.

From the standpoint of these HUD interests and responsibilities,
there has been some recent progress in manpower training. New kinds
of services outreach, supportive, and followuphave been made
more commonly available in m.der to reach more, disadvantaged people
and to respond better to their needs.

There has been some expansion in training in constructio -I skills;
and a start has been made toward extending more opportuni,,ies for
this training to minority workersincluding those who will be em-
ployed as a result of the new affirmative action plans this administra-
tion has been requiring and helping to develop. Efforts have been made
to improve planning and coordination at Federal, State, and local
levels.

The trouble, however, is not that there has been no progress but
that it has not been enough to keen up with the need. In some areas,
too much time and effort are required simply to maintain old levels
or rates of progress, er to meet old objectives. In otherssuch as
the training of minority workers in constructionit is certainly easier
to see progress by looking at the effort that has been expended on each
forward step than it is by looking at where we are in relation to .tlie
difficulties that remain and how far we have yet to go.

We believe that the improvements included in the proposed Man-
power Tralning Act should prove most helpful in correcting these
failings md. as they are corrected, in enabling in HUD to do a
far bLtter job.

I do not propose to address myself to all of these improvements,
nor do I presome to speak as a technical ex-psrt. There are, however,
several kinds of changes contemplated by this bill which I will mention
because they touch in one wa.y or another upon some special HUD
concern, or because they have parallels in our own experience with
housing ,and urban development pvegteys.
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One of these relates to the combination and simplification of a

variety of manpower programs and authorities. I feel that I can speak

to this based on soine current experience, since HUD for its part is

about to propose legislation that will combine and simplify many of

the needlessly overlapping housing programs which we currently are

administering.
We have made no count to deterinine whether the munber of frag-

mented programs that will be affected by the Manpower Training Act

is at all comparable to the number of housing programs we expect to

consolidate in our own legislative proposals. But I know that the
problems are sufficiently similar that I can secondfrom a different
standpointall that Secretary Shultz and others have already said

as to the rigidities and frustrations of trying to administer, in Sec-

retary, Shultz' words, "a proliferation of categorical programs, each

with its own statutory base, funding source and eligibility require-

ments."
If I would add anythin(T it would be to stress the fact that not

only money, but time, is inefficiently expended on the host of day-to-day

issues that necessarily arise out of such a pr;eration of programs.
This is time that can be better spent upon other, larger and more
sianificant questions. And my concern does not stop with the waste
of Federal funds and energies. State and local public bodies and the

people who are intended to be helped by the programs are the main

losers when the effectiveness of programs is diminished because of

needless fragmentation.
Another aspect of the proposed Manpower Training Act which has

parallels in our own experience relates to the plaiming and operations
structure that the act would establish, particularly at the local level..

Planning on an interjurisdictional or areawide -basis is, as we see

it, essential if we are to deal intellicrently with almost any major prob-

lem of our cities or of urban devefopment. It is highly desirable that
this planning proceed from a specific statutory base which includes
provision for regular funding support.

The act will provide this base. But it will also do something more.

It assigns new responsibilities, in connection with operations as well

as with planning, and at local as well as State levels, to elected executive

officials.The provisions of the act which expand the role of elected local
officials and general units of government should enhance State and
local capacity to coordinate manpower planning with other planning,
including the comprehensive planning programs funded by HUD. In
addition, as I have already said, we think the provisions should serve

to provide many Mayors with a meaningful new tool for the coordi-
nated approach to city 13roblems contemplated by ourmodel cities pro-

(Tram. And we think they will encouracre (Treater attention to some of

the current training needs I have discussed this morning.
Of course, the enactment of the Manpower Training Act will not

in itself produce the fresh approach to manpower training that is
needed. Its provisions necessarily contemplate that new efforts must
be made by many agencies, Federal, State and local,public and pri-
vate, to solve a good many problems that cannot be simply legislated

out of existence.
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Our Department is prepared to play a significant role in these new
efforts, commensurate with the scope and importance of our interests
in manpower training. We will work closely with the Depa!'tment of
Labor, and with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
the Office of Economic Opportunity, and other Federal agencies.

So far as training in the skills and disciplines related to housing and
-urban development is concerned, we ore confident that our assistance
-will be sought in preparation of the guidelines to be used for State
and local planning and also in the review of manpower plans. And
we think we will also have a good deal to contribute when it comes to
stimulating the cooperation of many public and private agencies
whose attitudes may prove crucial in detennining whether the Man-
power Training Act is really 2ffective in helping us meet the Nation's
needs.

Mr. Chairman, you will note that I have proceeded in a somewhat
parochial viewpoint this morning. But I feel that since you have
heard from so many distinguished witnesses on the subject of the bills
before you, and particularly the Manpower Training Act., that you
would be more interested in hearing a witness from the Department
of Housing Development discuss how that act will affect. our concerns;
and that is the reason I addressed myself rather narrowly to its pro-
visions this morning.

I am available for your questions, and will be glad to try to be
helpful.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, and my compli-
ment to yon on touching in your testimony and in effect dedicating
almost all your testimony to the role which you feel your Department

icould play n this legislation. Yon are absolutely correct that we -nave
heard from a great number of witnesses directing their attention pri-
marily of the fi.inctions that some one else may have, and we appreciate
your "rifle" approach to this problem.

I am struck by what you state in your statement on page 4 with
regard to apprenticeship recruiting and your earlier statement, which
I consider to he the realistic goals of the Secretary of I-IUD with
regard to a 10-year period; a 26-million unit goal.

Takin.; those two handles that you have given me here, I would like
to address a very general question to you with regard to the role that
policy can play in the final product, toward the end result of a
manpower program.

It seems to me a good manpower training program has to lead some-
where, and if you go out and either induce somebody to enter man-
power training, or if someone comes in to you and seeks manpower
training, you have to have something at the end of the line for him,
and I am very apprehensive that imder the present state of the econ-
omy we are not going to be able to dotIns, recognizing that there .are
some things in this bill which are delivery systems and coorchnatmn,
which are very good, and which, I think, we ought to proceed with in
any event. But it seems to me that. if we hold this bill out as any
panacea to solve the manpower programs and the .ultimate goal of
placing people in employment that we are going to lust further frus-
trate those marginally em;)loyed and marginally employable people,
because our economy simply is not capable of absorbmg these people

at the present time.
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I think your statement with regard to the shortcomings in reach-
ing our housing croals and in reaching our preapprenticeship recruit-
in 0. goals illustrat7ethis.

ow do you feel the Department of HUD can help us in this
economy to provide more jobs, to provide the necessity, indeed the re-
quirement, that we have more preapprenticeship and apprenticeship
positions Tor minority STOITS ?

Mr. VAN ROSEN. Tbere is, as I have indicated and as you have in-
dicated, an enormous pent-up demand for housing in this country.
We simply are not keeping up with the rate of new family formations
and the rate of deterioration and dilapidation in our older housing.
Therefore, this is an area of our economy in which there is enormous
opportunity both for industry and for the utilization of manpower in
the coining years.

At the moment, of course, one reason why we are having difficulty
translating that pent-up demand into effective demand is the impact cif
inflation, which has sent the cost of housing way up and made mort-
cracre financine. rpon which housing is dependent. a weak competitort5,in the general credit market. So we in the Department are working
dili,(rrently on the aspects of housing finance which will ma3:e more:
money available for housing.

But we are also working diligently on programs which over the long
term will make the housing industry better capable of meeting the
pent-up housing needs and producing housing at relatively lower
costs. And it is here that we feel there is a particularly great oppor-
tunity for people who are, not now sufficiently well trained to take
on skilled trade employment in the construction field.

This is so because as we move to more industrialization, to more off
site fabrication in housing production, we should be able to utilize
manpower with a shorter training period as appropriate to the skill
requirements .of a single aspect of production, as contrasted with the
full range of skills required of--for examplea journeyman car-
penter or electrician. Thus, there will be a great many new jobs for
which men not now skilled can be trained in a relataively brief period.
But these ill be meaningful jobs; they will be jobs which will be
important to the economy and desirable from the standpoint of those
who will be filling them.

Mr. MEEDS. I appreciate your answer, and the efforts of your Sec-
retary, which I consider to be laudable. I just wish that more people
in the administration were listening to him in his efforts to secure
0-eater restraints in other areas. or more financing for the home build-
mg industry, because I think that all the things that you say are true
in the general sense, it is the specifics in which we are falling short, and
we are unable to come up with the kind of money and the kind of
impetus upon our private lending institutions which will put money
into the homebuildincr industry.

Mr. VAN DuSEN. iire are doing remarkably well, Mr. Chairman. in
the relatively small portion of The total housing market where the.
Federal Government, through HUD, has some degree of direct impact.

The FHA-VA sector of the market actually is proceeding at a
higher level .of housing starts now than a year ago, despite the very
dramatic decline in housing starts generally. And-in subsidized hous-
ingfor which our Department has the direct responsibilityif the
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Congress provides the funds requested within the administration's
budget this year, we have every expectation that we will be able to
double the nunTher of housing starts.

But, of course, th3 subsidized sector accounts for only some 15 per-
cent of the total housing production. It is in that °Teat part of the
market which does not receive direct or indirect federal assistance
where we have to address ourselves to the absolutely vital activity of
ffetting inflation under control.

Mr.-MI:Ens, One other very general question: I assume you have had
an opportunity to look at these different proposals.

Mr. VAN DUSEN. I am generally famliar with the O'Hara bill, the
Steiger bill, and, o course, more specifically familiar with the ad-
ministration bill.

Mr. MEEDS. With particular reference to the Steiger bill and the
'O'Hara bill, and I think iprobably the administration bill is some-
where in between, at least n the area I am going to talk about, it ap-
pears to me, and if I am incorrect, please correcf, me, that the Steiger
proposal is much more a State block grant, State planning type of
proposal in which you might talk about a pyramid, with the Gov-
ernor at the top proposino- a State plan which the Secretary on one
corner, the bottom corner O'f the 13yramid, can approve or disapprove,
.and the other Federal agencies that coordinate, say, on another corner
of the pyramid.

In the O'Hara proposal, it would in effect put the Secretary- of
Labor at the top of the pyramid and then the Governor and State
and local, municipal areas down at one, and the other areas of Federal
Departments in another corner.

Just for a creneraI thing, do you think your efforts could best be
coordinated aWer a Governor has submitted a plan to the Secretary
of Labor, or before as I think would occur in the O'Hara proposal ?

Mr. VAN DUSEN. Well, given that choice, I think that an approach
assigning the Governors an early and important role would be pref-
erable, and I will give you several reasons why.

One of the major efforts of our Department is strengthening the
institutional capability of States and local units of government to
serve their citizens more effectively. It is most important to this
effort that we afford States and their Governors with a meaningful
role in the execution of programs directed to achievement of national
goals. Furthermore, where the Governors are playing such a role they

can La extremely helpful in pointing up many problems of which
Federal officials may be unaware. Affer all, conditions do vary from
State to State. Manpower training needs vary from State to State.

If the Governors and their staffs are to participate effectively, and

if he Federal Government is to benefit from their in-put, then we
should solicit their involvement in programs at an early stage. The
Steiger bill does that. The administration bill does that. The ad-
ministration bill goes further in recognizing specifically the impor-
tance of involving local units of government. Because it provides
specific incentivesfor the more effective performance of local as well

as State responsibilities, we think the administration proposal is
particularly desirable.

I hope that gives you a general picture of my views. I would be
delighted to respond more specifically.
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Mr. MELDS. If I may be more specific, let's try to apply this to
your Operation Breakthrough, for instance, and I will state it gen-
erally z;cp you can see my feeling on this.

It seems to me we have to establish national goals in manpower
training, and that in many instances States, and even municipalities,
operate somewhat in the vacuum of their own specific problems,
which may be only peripherally related to national 'problems, and
that if we lay down a policy such as Operation Breakthrough that it
almost has to come from the Federal Government, and those compo-
nents of it which are applicable to the various States picked up and
utilized. I find it very difficult to contemplate how this would work
when you start in reverse, which it seems to me the Steiger proposal
does, that you have State goals and try to then work up to an inverse
pyramid to fit these into national goals, and I think Operation Break-
through is a perfect example.

I know, for instance, in my own State, very near my own congres-
sional district, we have a proposal, a location there, which I, inci-
dentally, feel to be very good---I feel the concept to be goodbut I
find it very difficult to think that this might emanate from the State
of Washington without some national direction.

Mr. VAN DIISEN. If I may, Mr. Chairman, may I compare, not .
tho Steiger bill, but the administration bill with Operation Break-
through and show you how we regard the basic concepts as being
.quite parallel ?

In developing Operation Breakthrough in the Department, we rec-
ognized that many of the vital actions necessary to make Operation
Breakthrough a success were going to have to occur at the State
level and at the local level. This was partly because many of the key
legal powers resided at the State and local levelwith respect to
plannmg, building codes and zoning, for example. Also, it was at
the local level ancr State level that we found much of the knowledge
and expertise needed to identify sites and estimate the market.

Accordingly, one of the very first things we did in Operation
Breakthrough was to bring in a representative group of State G-ov-
ernors and then a very representative group of mayors to expose
them to our plans, solicit their comments, and get the benefit of their
advice in the shaping of the program.

This State and local participation of course has not stopped with the
plaiming. As tbe program has gone on, it has depended upon States
and local governments to propose prototype sites and upon the con-
tinued willingness of those jurisdiction where sites have ben selected
to work with us in making their building codes, zoning and other laws
appropriate for the Ilse of Operation Breakthrough techniques.

Thus, what we have tried to do in Operation Breakthrough is to
marry a Federal :nitiative with a high degree of local participation in
planning, coordination and execution. That, I think, is exactly what
the administration bill contemplates with respect to the manpower
training programs.

It gives the Secretary of Labor the opportunity to exercise the na-
tional initiative, a- the opportunity to reward varying degrees of per-
formance at the local level.

My. MEEDS. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Iowa.
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Mr. SonERLE. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the interpretation of the
various bills given by Mr. Van Dusen. Particularly his approach in
reourd to handling the situation as far as the Department of Housing
ail Urban Development. I compliment you on your presentation.

Mr. VAN DITSEN. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Q7IE. No questions.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. VAN DUSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. The next witness needs no Mtroduction to this commit-

tee, or, indeed, to this Nation. The former Secretary of HEW, the
architect of the present medicare bill, and an expert in social security
and HEW, and now dean of the School of Education at the University
of Michigan, a fine personal friend, and a very fine American, Mr.
Wilbur Cohen.

Welcome to the committee.

STATEMENT OF WILBUR J. COHEN, DEAN, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH.

Mr. Con Ex. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Quie, and Mr. Radcliffe.
Let me say I am glad to come back to this room. It has lots of fond

memories.
I am apologetic that I don't have a written statement.. During the

last 2 weeks I have had a lot of student-faculty confrontations, and
not haying the supporting staff that I had when I was Secretary and
having to write all my statements myself now, I hope you will forgive
me for not complyinc, with the rules of haying a written statement.

Mr. MEEDS. I might say to you, Mr. Secretary, having a written state-
ment has never inhibited you in anyway, or not having one, either one.

Mr. COHEN. I think I would have to admit that is true.
I would also like to say that I have 10 major points that I would

like to make. Some of them you might find not particularly related
to the bills tlmt you axe dealinp- with today in the subcommittee as
much as the overall jurisdiction of the full committee in terms of other
pieces of education .and other legislation. So if you will forgive me,
I am going to try to give you the benefit of my year away from Wash-
ingtea, my concerns with the problems of education that. bear both .
directly and indirectly on the general topic you are discussing today.

First, I would like to say that I believe that something along the
line of what is in Mr. O'Hara's bill on public service emplo)7ment is a
matter of the highest priority in my opinion as I g through the bills
that are pending before this subcommittee and the committee.

I believe that with rising unemployment and with, many imskilled
people, and with mounting welfare rolls and with the problems in the
inner cities and the ghettos, we have had for a long time, we have now,
and we will have in the immediate future, a tremendous need for
undertaking public service employment.

As you know, that is a somewhat more euphonious phrase than the
concept of the Government as the employer of hist resort.

I would like to point out to you, however, something that is very
little known, and that is the concept of public service employment has
already been written into law in part in the 1967 social security
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amendments relating to the welfare program, and they are repeated
in the family assistance bill just reported out by the House Ways and
Means Committee, jointly sponsored by Mr. Mills and Mr. Byrnes.

I say this be-ca.use in my opinion, a. great deal could be done by
further extension of appropriations under that provision of htw which,
as I recall, is section 432I will give you the exact. reference in case
the staff wishes it--132 (b) (3) of the Social Security Act, which re-
lates to the aid to families with dependent children. That section of
the law already authorizes the establislunent of a program of special
work ,projeets for individuals for whom a job in the regular economy
cannot be found.

The object, of course, of the committee in establishing this at, the
time was to try to get. some of the people on welfare into employment.
I handled that legislation in the executive sessions with the commit:1 ee,
supported the enactment of section 432(b) (3) as Secretary, and I
ain in a way happy to see that. the Ways and Means Committee has
not only kept that provision in the existing welfare bill, which will
come up for House action soon, but it, is emphasized in its committee
report, which is just available today, that they are distressed that
that special work project has only been implemented in a meaningful
way in one State despite the fact that the law provided for imple-
mentation in all States.

The bill renewsI am reading from the committee report on page34
The bill renews and emphasizes special work projects and eliminates the com-

plex financing arrangements which the Department of Labor declares has inhi-
bited their growth. Your committee fully expects wide implementation of special
work projects. Your conunittee also believes that those projects may be of criti-
cal importance to the traininn- and placement of welfare recipients if employment
rates fall below existing levelZ

So, Mr. Chairman, I would make two points : I would whole heart-
edly support the public service employment provision under the
O'Hara bill, but I would uro.e that the subcommittee reexamine it in
the light of what is in the Mills-Byrnes bill, and build on it whatever
additional requirements, standards or guidelines they wish. I would
certainly uro.e Members of Congress to support a more extLisive ap-
propriation''for this purpose, which I believe is a matter of high
importance.

I would say that I think of this as so important that I would sup-
port Walter IIeller's proposal that he made yesterday, that if th.-2re
isn't enough money to do it, that we put some of the surtax money, as
he recommended, the 5-percent tax, to finance some of this, because
I believe that unless we are going to deal with this problem in a better
way in the next few years, this is croing to further complicate the
problem in the inner-city and the gh''etto. It is goina to destroy what-
ever progress we are making in race relations, ancrI think of iL as a
matter of very high importance in dealing with the problem of the
poor, and I shall return to this in a moment.

I would also like to say that I think it is of increasing importance
because it is clear that the addition of millions of additional working
poor that are covered in the new welfare program cannot be success-
fully handled, in my opinion, if you want to reduce. the welfare rolls,
without either special work projects, or as in the O'Hara bill, public
service employment.

44-425-70pt. 1-34 24
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I would say this to you, gentlemen, that there will br great deal
of misunderstanding, and there will be a great deal (:): criticism, as
there has been in the past about congressional legislation, if the wel-
fare bill passes and people think that workfare is going to be sub-
stituted for welfare without Congress authorizing a very substantial
public service employment program.

My second point now, Mr. Chairman, is that any prooTam in the
field of manpower must have in it a much more expandeenew careers
program than any of those that have been developed in either the 0E0
lecrislation or the manpower development and training legislation.

Thera is a vast opportunity for very effective use of Federal and
other funds if Congress would accelerate, maximize, develop, and
give more money for new career components, that is, allowing people
at the lower levels to rise in the scale, in terms of education and
income, social and geographical, that kind of mobility that we are
proud of in the United States.

I don't think there is anybody, really, in Congress who disagrees
with me on that objective, because Co' ngress has authorized those
kinds of prooTams in a tentative way.

But I wouR1 like to make three points in that connection : First, I
think more money ought to go directly to community colleges in that
area. I think thai community colleges of this country should have a
larger role and more Federal aid and more leadership and more direc-
tion to take people who might not go on to a 4-year college or the
big State universities, with 2-year terminal 'programs, 3-year asso-
ciate programs, community and adult education programs. Because
I think to lock all that responsibility into the big and leading univer-
sities gets you into a lot of problems about open admissions. It gets
you into problems of financing and whether some people are not qual-
ified to be in college and you get into a lot of arguments, like Vice
President Agnew made about the of education.

Some of that can be avoided if we emphasize tremendous expansion
in the community college area and the post-high school area and get
the community college with the high school, the area vocational
schools and, of course, the universities, as I shall touch on later.

I would be very enthusiastic about some kind of specifically ear-
marked, categorical, or institutional grants in the community college
area for them to take on this kind of a program, and I think it would
be beneficial to all.

Let me say this
Mr. QUIE. Would you yield right there?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Qum. Are you talking about adding that to the manpower

bill rather than putting it in an expansion Of the Vocational Educa-
tion Act?

Mr. ConEN. Well I °mess I would take it where I could get it.
I will touch on this in a moment, Mr. Quie, my views on vocational
education, if I might. You might consider that and my other sugges-
tions on vocational education either in the vocational education bill,
or in a separate bill. I really haven't given any thought to where
it ought to be.

Mr. QUM. It would help if you, from your vantao-e point, could
indicate where you think suck programs should be located-because as
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you know, there is conflict between manpower training and these
programs.

Mr. COHEN. I am going to make a suggestionI don't know that
you will find it immediately acceptable, but I am going to make a sug-
gestion on this matter of the relationship of vocational educatiun to
those other manpower programs in another moment.

Mr. QuiE. Very good.
Mr. COHEN% I might say if there is anything I have thought about

in the last 10 years it is that problem, as you and I and others have
worked on it. I don't know that I have a solution, but I know there
is a big problem there, and it is not being solved now.

Mr. QUIE. We would appreciate having your ideas.
Mr. COHEN. I would like to give you my idea to see whether it has

merit, but it will require a lot of staff work. But I shall make it in
a moment.

Mr. QraE. All right.
Mr. COHEN. In connection with the new careers, and this is true

of ally kind of manpower development training program, but particu-
larly true in new careers there must be money and support for two
things : tutorial work for people who would otherwise fail these pro-
°Tams because they need counseling and guidance, and also for more
instructional help, loecause you would have to have smaller classes.

I am verv concerned that in our effort to bring these people into
manpower aevelopment and training and other programs, we assume

we can train them and work with them as we do with people who are
highly motivated, highly educated, middle-class families.

These people need more help. I have taken into my school 21 new

career people, including some who did not have a high school degree,
and were admitted to the university in a special experimental course.
I would say the amount of staff time and money for the 21 is about
three times as much as you need for 25 other students that would nor-
mally be admitted.

The reason I am concerned is that if we don't do that some are going
to fail, you are wasting a lot of money, and you ai-e accelerating the
frustration without achieving anything.

I am also happy to see that when the Ways and Means Committee,
for instance, in their committee report recommended these programs
for expansion of training for the working poor, they have in there
on pages 32 and the top of 33, a reinforcement of supportive services
for people undergoing trammg, which I think is very pertinent.

The committee report says :
Lack of necessary health and other supportive services has been particularly

damaging to the effective operation of the WIN in a number of States.

Then they go on to provide 90 percent Federal matching along the
lines that you originally included in the GEO leg,islation to give these
supportive services.

What I am saying, in brief, is this : In any of these areas, to go into
the training of the marginal groups, the untrained groups, the people
with little background in education, where we want to raise their
standards, please be sure to consider the supportive services, please
be sure to recognize the tutorial services you need, and please recog-
nize that you have to put more quantity and quality in there if they
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are to be successful. Otherwise, your rate of failure is going to be very
high.

Third, I would like to re-emphasize my point about community
colleges more generally than what I did in the new careers, because
I believe there is a need for vast extension in financial support of
the Federal Government to community colleges, particularly in the
training of teachers and administrators. I would like to suggest
some institutional type grants for community colleges that would be
somewhat like you developed in connection with developing colleges.

Unless we are prepared to provide a larger role of the community
colleges in the training and retraining of people, I think that we are
not going to be able to meet our needs.

That is based on the assumption that for the longer run future.
for a large part of the working population of this country, there is
going to have to be possibly two if not three retrainino- programs
over a person's lifetime, because of the rapid technologi,I.al, scientific
changes in jobs, products, merchandising, packaging, and all the other
consumer attitudes .and changes because of our interests in environ-
mental conditions and so on.

I would lik,3 to mention this to the committee if they are not aware
of it: We have a very serious problem this year. There is now a sur-
plus of Ph. D's graduating this :year with less likelihood of jobs than
at any time in the post-war period. I would say. This is a very serious
thing. I hope the subcommittee will give some attention to the fact
that we have, in terms of supply and demand, an oversnpply and a
lessening of demand, and this could easily be a very frustrating
situation for hundreds of Ph. D's who have been working for the last
3 to S years and now find there is no market.

I would urge you to consider the, possibility that, at this particular
3u1icture, many of those might be willing to go into the community
colleges, since there are not so many jobs in the universities. This
would be helpful in raising the whole level of the community col-
leges, and be a tremendous timely opportunity to, instead of making
community colleges just junior colleges, raising their level, so that
parents and people feel they are getting a good quality of perform-
ance and not a second rate one in the community college.

My next point has to do with vocational education. I have given a
great deal of thought to this the last year, as I had in workino- on the
1963 Vocational Education Amendments, and the 1968 ones. I think
there is a great deal of merit to the contention that vocational educa-
tion is still looked upon, whether by teachers, by parents, by the com-
munities, as a second-class program in this country, and I think that
is a.terribly unfortunate development.

We have in this country now an attitude built up by parents, built
up by students, and built up by the community, that the child who
doesn't go to college and goes to vocational school is obviously a
failure. That is disastrous. That is simply a scandalous psychological
situation. We need many more skilled and semiskilled people in this
country to bolster up other medical professions, nursing homes
almost everythingand if we don't do it, we are going to have a big
failure. Yet this attitude prevails so uniformly that I am . concerned
about it.
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You might say to me, "How are you going to overcome it ?" And
I have one suogestion.

I think the Vocational Education Act and Amendments of 1968
ought to be amended to provide more direct aid to the universities
to make vocational education a part of higher education and raise
its status in ihe educational ladder by making more direct 0-rants to
the universities for the training of teachers and for the development
thing that is recognized as a part of the university program.

I think you will only change this unfortunate image by bringing in
the gres t universities and making the training of these teachers some-
thing that is recoonized as a part of the university program.

In the EPDA legislation, you did authorize some training grants
directly tosome grants to universities. I think there are nine univer-
sities that are now getting such;grants. I hope that the University of
Michigan next year will be added to that list, because I think it is so
important.

What I am saying to the committee is that you should look at this
section, and you may want to authorize something grants to 100 or
200 or 500 institutions of higher education to get them into the voca-
tional educational field.

As long as it is viewed as a secondary school, as a post high school,
as a comimmity college matter exclusively, Without the enthusiastic
role of the higher educational institutions, I think you are not going
to maximize vocational education, which needs to be developed much
more extensively in the United States.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Cohen, if I may interrupt at that point, my recol-
lection is, and both Mr. Quie and I were very active in this, that we, by
amendment to the EPDA, set aside I think, $15 million the first year
'and $20 million the second year andthen $25 million the third year for
precisely what you are suggesting.

Mr. COHEN. Right,
Mr. MsEns. And my present knowledge is that very little of that,

in effect none of that has been funded. Is that your recollection?
Mr. Qui-E. It was not funded.
Mr. MEEDS. There are some EPTA grants in vocational education,

but first of all, they are few, and secondly, they are not in the set-aside
,category we provided.

Mr. COHEN. The EPDA people were out to see me a couple of
-months ago, and there is a pamphlet that eight or nine universities
are getting training grants. I am going to apply for one about a year
from now. But in order to do it, I have to spend $45,000 or $50,000 of
my own money to provide the base to get the grant. Well, I have got to
go around with a tin cup somewhere. I went up to the Senate Appro-
priations Committee up in Lansing the clay before yesterday telling
them how important this is so I can get the money to get the Federal
grant, but I would urge you to expand whatever that is.

I would make that a first priority in the vocational education legis-
lation or appropriation process. I would take that, if it is $15 or $20
million and over the next 5 years, I would raise that to $100 million
.or $200 million. I would get the universities into this. I never ap-
preciated until I got back in the university this year what an over-
whelming problem you have.
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I have members 'Ai my own staff who say :
Don't get into vocational education. That is the high school, that is the

commtmity college. Let somebody else do that.

Well, I think that has been the trouble. That is part of the whole
Wrong psychological attitude.

So, if it is either the EPDA provision, or some other provision,.or
part of the Vocational Education Act itself, I would urge you to in-
crease the money and to make that a No. 1 priority rather than direct
grants to the States for training.

Until you get the universities to take on the leadership role, you are
More likely to spend money on lesser important matters of training
than what ought to be in the future.

Mr. MEEDS. You are certainly talking to friends here.
Mr. COHEN. I don't know whether this suggestion will change the

direction, bnt I though a lot about how to do it, and that seems to me
to be the one I have come across in my experience that is inhibiting a
great deal of the development.

My fifth point., Mr. Chairman, has tc do with something that is not
directly befo7:e this subcommittee today, but before. the full committee,
and that is Lhe bills which are pending by both the majority and
minority membe73 dealing with preschool education, preprimary
school, or what is sometimes called day care or child development.
There are a lot of different names.

Now, T. believe that we are not going to make a successful assault
the whole problem ofI will now call it "womanpower and train-

ing" -unless you have a more effective program of child development or
day care than we have in the United States right now.-

You are not going to be able to meet the manpower needs of our
coimtry in the next 30 years of this decade unless more women work
at least part time, and a great deal of the problem in the welfare rolls
comes from the problem of women who arc heads of families, so you
have got both a supply and demand problem here, and they are not
meshing up. I urge you to read the appropriate parts in the Ways and
Means Committee legislation where the present administration and
others are recommending substantial additional funds for this pur-
pose, which I support wholeheartedly, and I see no reason why the
bills that have been introduced by the majority and minority on early
childhood education could not be enacted to provide the plan require-
ments and the educational component that ought to go into the day
care program so that they are not simply custodial programs.

But if you are going to go out and start through any kind of a
manpower program trying to train many of these unskilled people
with lesser .2ducations, you are going to find lots of them are women,
both black and white, and other ethnic minorities, and you are not
going to be able to successfully do that unless there are more day care
arrangements available for the care of their children. Those are very
difficult problems of families. Should the woman work, or shouldn't
she work? And when should she work? But the fact of the matter,
when you are through considerin,r all these factors, more women want
to work, more women are working, there are more needs for them
and they are going to work, and you must have day care. and good
day.care with a learning component, with the educational institutions
participating.

e-Te,cIa
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In the welfare bill, as reported out by the House Ways and Means
Committee, there was only one line in the bill, which says something
like, "There shall be appropriate arrangements worked out with local
educational agencies." -

What I urge on this committee as its function is to put meat on the
bones of that kind of requirement by the kinds of planning require-
ments and other things in the pending program.

Mr. MEEDS. The Select Education Committee, too.
Mr. COHEN. But I urge it to you because of. your jurisdiction over

the manpower-womanpower training area. You cannot accomplish
that obj.ietive unless you fully support not only day care, but early
childhood programs.

There is no question in my mind but that the 0E0 program and.
Headstart. which has developed the principle of parent involvement
in early education with some kind of a learn iAg experience does offer
very substantial indications of possible success for the future, and
in which I would be willing to invest more Federal dollars, because
I think it is likely to result in a higher degree of success than some
of the other programs.

When you ask me whether the rate of success of such a program is
10, 20, 30, or 40 percent, I don't know. But I know this about most of
the programs. If any program has a 60 percent success rate, I think
it is a pretty good program. Human beings are very complicated, these
problems are very insuperabk, and I: don't want to establish as my
norm for evaluating a program, that if every dollar isn't spent 100
percent successfully. then it is a program not to .be desired.

Now, gentlemen, I am going to make a couple of points here which
are somewhat more controversial, but you will be aware that in this
program, and in the other programs that you are talking about, the
fundamental key over the past years has been the Employment Service.

You can't run a manpower, a local, State, a national manpower
program without the Employment Service.

Now, when I first started my career some years ago, I did spend
some time working on the Employment Service. I was a party to elle
transfer of the Employment Service from the Labor Department to
the Social Security Board so the employment service and unemploy-
ment insurance would be put together. I did testify in the Senate about
not taking the Employment Service out of Social Security and
transferring it to the Labor Department. I only want to say that I
have a bias in the direction that you are not ever p.oing to successfully
master this manpower problem until the U.S. Employment Service
becomes 100 percent federally operated.

Now, the reason I say that, that is absolutely contradictory to the
administration bill. I have thought about this a great deal.

I believe in decentralization. I believe in local responsthility..But
with the way we are developing in this country in terms of mobility
of capital, mobility of labor, these problems of the overwhelming
concentration of people in these inner cities, I do not see how in the next
10 or 20 years. if you want to have coordinated, sliccessful manpower
programs in this country, there is no other alternative, in my mind,
than to have a. National Federal Employment Service and not having
the kind of parochialism that we have in the program at the present
time.
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I recognize that is an extremely controversial issue. I recognize thatit is not likely to be done tomorrow, or nutybe in the foreseeabk futureeven, but I am saying to you that when you report whatever bill outyou are going to report, be carefull about what you promise, because Idon't think you can carry out many of the promises that you would liketo promise on manpower coordination without a single federallyoperated Employment Service.
I don't mean to imply that if yon did that everything in the worldwould automatically becoMe roses and perfume. I think that youstill have a large problem. Then, if yon ask ine in the next question,"If you did that, how- would you get local participation ?" I wouldlmve to say that you wonld have to develop advisory committees onthe local and State levels with employers, with unions, with schoolpeople, and quite frankly, I think there ought to be more vocationaleducation people involved in the Employment Servicu program.When I came to work, and I think Mr. Radcliffe may even rememberthis in connection with the 1963 Vocational Education Amendments,

my biggest problem in drafting the bill that was sent to the committeehere in 1963 was getting the vocational education people and the Em-ployment 5ervice people into the same room to talk about the sameproblem. I will be frank with you. One ni<Tht in my office w-hen I wasAssistant Secretary, when they refused to sit down and meet with me,T said, "Well. if that is so, I am not going to recommend to the Presi-dent of the -United States that he send the Vocational EducationAmendments of 1963 up to the Congress." That was the only way Icould 0.et those men to sit down .in my office to talk about theinterrelationship between vocational education and the EmploymentService.
These were dedicated men, but each thought that his program onghtto remain absolutely 'nviolate, free from any contamination from theother source.
A lot of progress has been made since then. We incorporated amend-ments in 1963 which tended to heal that breach, about registerinp. atan employment service and so on.
I think you have got to find ways in which the vocational educa-tion people and the Employment Service people work more effectivelytogether at the local, State and Natimml points of view.Now. I am p.oing to answer some questions you might ask. You say"Well, vocational education would still be State, and the EmploymentService would be Federal. How is that going to work ?"think it was Emerson who said consistency is the holroblin ofsmall minds, or something of that sort. I don't see that because onepart is completely Federal, the Employment Service, I would notadvocate that the vocational education program be.Mr. HEEDS. If I may interrupt, as a matter of fact, vocational edu-cation institutions at the local level could be part of that feed-in thatyort talked about that, had to come from the local level for the nation-wide employment, service.

Mr. COHEN. Put it this way. I may be wrona. but my view is thatthere probably is more politics in the State employment service thanthere is politics in the State vocational education.Mr. Qum The State employment service is really a hermaphrodite.It isn't fully Federal or fully State.
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I would agree with you that we have to change the situation. I
would prefer that we give States an opportunityto prove they are
fully capable of administering it.

So, we have a number of alternatives. When you talk about federally
run programs, the thing which concerns me is that you may bypass
the State and use the system in 0E0 where they rim them out of
regional offices. I am convinced that either direction you go, either
Federal or State responsibility, you need your offices in the State.

Mr. COHEN. Could I discuss that point with you now on a point that
I think is extremely important?

My mind has worked more on the welfare bill. I think when you get
this new welfare bill passed, you are going to have to go to 50 Federal
offices in 50 States. You see what I mean?

Mr. QME. Yes.
Mr. ConEN, You can't administer this new welfare bill out of nine

regional offices or out of one Washington office, because you have the
sithation that this bill still allows every State to set its own standards.
Minnesota can still go ahead and pay more than $1,600, as it does now-
get its $1,600 per family of four from the Federal Government, and
supplement it, and decide under the bill that it is going to make the
payments, or the Federal Govermnent is going to make the payments.
They may have the choice under this bill.

Blit the Federal Government's role, whatever they decide, must
have a payment agency in either St. Paul or Minneapolis, or wherevr
the State arrangements are now, in order to coordinate the whole
program.

S'-o, I think what you are saying is going to be a developing mecha-
nism that is quite different from the traditional regional office Federal-
State relationships as a result of this program.

Mr. Qum, I am glad to hear you say that. I think one of the reasons
why programs that are federally run fail is that they set up regional
offices too far from the scene of the action.

Mr. COHEN. My most dismal failure as Secretary was an effort to
have the NDEA Act administered ont of the regional offices. I had
to go and do something that we really didn't believe in, which is to
recentralize administration in Washington, because educational people
did not want decentralization through the regional offices. We never
offered them the opportimity of 50 State offices, but I don't, think they
would have liked that either.

Mr. Qum. Yon have a different situation there. Tliey are so locked
in to State, adminiF,:rstion. The education systems, you know, grew
from the. States, an' h., Federal Government is a Johnny- _ome-lately
there. We are talking here about prograins that really ha--en't been
done well before. So, 3 ou have more alternatives h...re than you have
in education.

Mr. COHEN. Maybe this welfare. program will become a basis for
a. new reexamination of administrative relationships between the Fed-
eral Government and the States, and we ought to explore whether
that has any model for vocational education or any other program.

Mr. QIIIE. We will have a chance on that.
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
I would like to make one auxiliary point in that connection. I

guess this is more a Ways and Means problem than yours, but I know
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that the problem in this committee and in the Congress and the Presi-
dent and everybody else is money.

Let me offer a suggestion. There is $12 billion ill reserves in the un-
employment insurance system in the United States right now, in my
opinion much more than is needed for any short-run unemployment.

It would seem to me that some of these vocational education and
other training programs could properly be a charge on the unemploy-
ment insurance program.

Now, I recognize th -hese reserves were built up from payroll taxes.
I realize that there sL ild be a limit of payroll taxes for financing
creneral a3tivities of crovernment. The Employment Service is financed
out of the four-tenths of 1 percent payroll tax that is raised by the
Federal i.:k3vernment, which is in addition to the money that is in the
reserves.

I don't see why a part, in addition to the Employment Service func-
tion, of some of these training, new career, vocational components
shouldn't be borne out of that payroll tax. I would even be in favor of
raising the four-tenths to, say five-tenths, or some other figure, and
have part of this paid out of it.

Because if we are looking at the labor market in terms of unemploy-
ment insurance, and employers want people to be employed and fewer
people unemployed, then the cost of training programs are a proper
charge on the unemployment insurance system.

I happen to believe that a lot of this should be paid out of general
revenues and should be paid by the general taxpayer, but on the other
hand, I am cognizant of the problems of the Federal budget, as the
President and the Congress are.

That $12 billion in the fund has just been building up. You are not
going to spend it for unemployment benefits. To spend $12 billion in
a year or two for unemployment benefits would involve you in a
catastrophy.

Mr. MEEDS. Which we ma5, be headed for.
Mr.

i
COHEN. If you are, you are not going to wait for the unemploy-

ment nsurance system to pay that out over a 2- or 3-year period.
Mr. MEEDS. May I just point out to you, Wilbur, that the unemploy-

ment rate in the State of Washington today is 7.2 percent. Now, that
is phenomenally high.

Mr. COHEN. 'Right.
Mr. MEEDS. And if this were to happen in a lot of other States, which

it could, I suggest that we might use that up pretty fast.
Mr. Qum -Thu have the lumber industry out there.
Mr. MEEDS. You might tell the Boeing Co. that.
Mr. COHEN. I might say this, that if that happens, by the time you

reach $3 or $4 billion worth of expenditures out of that, you would be
doing something else in the U.S. Congress than waiting another year
or two to spend the rest of that $12 billion.

I would say that at least half of that $12 billion is sterilized, in the
sense that you would be doing something else, under the Employment
Act, under Public Works, under works projects, under changing the
Federal Reserve Board policies, and a lot of other things, or housing
constructi on.

Now, that has been building up so rapidly in the past few year, it
was $8 billion in 1965, $9.8 billion in 1966, $10.7 billion in 1967, $11.7

4,..)
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billion in 1968. It is $12.5 billion now. I am not asking you to spend it
all, but there is at least a good half a billion dollars or $1 billion in
there that could be used without endangering that, and look at what
you could do in these programs.

You have been fighting for weeks about what, $200 or $300 million,
maybe $100 million? We 11, you can pick it all up from the unemploy-
ment insurance program, if you find a way to do it. I really think that
what we are doing is we are sterilizing a lot of money over here. I
appreciate that it is kind of hard to get the Ways and Means Committee
to cham-73 that. I have tried for quite a number of years, and have been
100 pr.. cent unsuccessful, but if you gentlemen want to do something
for 3ducation and training, there is a possibility there if you could
explore it.

My seventh point would be something you are well aware of : a sub-
stantial increase in funds for title I of ESEA. I know members of
your committee are in conference on that. I simply want to say that we
have to do more to overcome the disadvantage of these children in
elementary and secondary schools, if you are going to be able to employ
them later when they get out of school. We have to look at the whole
continuum from preschool up to higher education. Despite all the
tlungs I have read about the failures or abuses under title I, I want to
say that I still think it offers, with appropriate amendments, one of the
best ways to get at overcoming the disadvantages that now exist. And I
have seen nothing, in my opinion, that indicates that putting more
money in there, wisely spent, would not be of great national advantage.

My eighth point is really related to that, and that is in connection
with this controversy over desegregation. I have been studying the
Coleman report, as I guess Mr. Moynihan and President Nixon have
at least it looks that way from the message on oducationand I want
to make one sugg,estion to the committee. That is, I think you ought to
invite Professor Coleman to come before the committee, if you haven't
already, because I think this man has got more insight into these com-
plicated problems involving dropouts, discrimination, and ways in
which you might provide some kind of support in the school system
so people would be better oriented to stay in and have vocational
interests.

I don't know have seen comments by Dr. Coleman in the
paper, but I doubt that anybody has had him before a congressional
committee. At least, I don't know if they have. His ideas might be
helpful.

My ninth point is that unless you can reduce the total poverty load
in this country below 25 million, which it is now, your problems on
manpower training are alwayt- going to be more gigantic than you
can solve.

Yon now have 25 million people, by current standards, 25 million
people who have incomes below the poverty line. I must say the Con-
oleos and the Am,rican people could be proud of the fact that we have

-reduced the num'oer in poverty from 38 million to 25 million, a reduc-
tion of 14 million, which is one of the great success stories that our
young people in colleges don't realize. I think the various legislation
that this committee and other committees have dealt with has had
an impact.

5.04
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But there are still 25 million people who are below the poverty linc,
and 14.7 million of these are adnits, and 10.7are family members under
eighteen. Two-thirds are white, and one-third are nonwhite, which is
frequently overlooked.

I believe, that nnless Congress develops a policy that in the next
few years rednees that 25 million to at least 15 million, lees say during
the first part of thiE decade, you are going to have a big problem in
manpower and training, because yon are going to have to be training
people that don't have the possibilities of getting a job or getting in-
come that, matches what, is needed in the society. And the big problem
about, the welfare bill is still this problem, that if yon pay people more
for beine- on welfare than they can get on a job, what is the incentive
for neople to get off the welfare rolls to get, on a job? And if you are
going to train people. on wol fare to [ret oil to get only just as much
income off welfare as when they are on welfare, with no opportunity
to go up the scale in the next 5 or 10 years, the problem is going to be
more difficult.

That is the reason that :you have to have a program: if you want a.
manpower program and edncation policy to work, it has to be con-
sistent, with an attack overall on poverty.

I have. thought. a lot abont that-. Mr. Quie and I worked on the OE0
legislai.ion back in 1904. I think we ought to do about the, sonic thino-
with the poverty program that we did with the Employment Act of
1940, and that, is, instead of just looking at the 0E0 legislation. yon
onght to look at the total program of the Federal Government, as far
as the abolitiiia and rednction of poverty is concerned. And you ought.
to <-ret that. program spelled ont, and then look at what yoa wonhl do
in the manpower field over the next. 1.0 years.

In other words, what T would like to see is a. kind of a 10-year pro-
gram developed by the Congress that looks at the abolition of poverty,
the development of education, and training as three closely interrelated
programs, all of which in a seniie fall to a large. extent within the
jurisdiction of tilis total committee.

'We really dont have this policy expressed like we do in the Employ-
ment Act of 1946 as a to'ality. We have pieces. All those pieces have
done a, lot of good. I think many members of this committee share the
view that we could maybe, reduce soine of those categories, pnt some of
them together, and interrelate them. But. I think the, tnissine- ineTedient
is a lack of congressional policy that translates the totality of dealings
with poverty, education, and training toe-ether into a prop.ram for a
decade.

I think unless and until :you do that., it is going to be hard for all
the parties, the. educators, vocational educators, the. employment serv-
ice., the. welfare people, to see that Congress really has a total philosophy
and a total program. Each is going off in its own direction, trying to
do as good a job as they can. but none of them see the totality.

I have published an article on what I call a 10-point program to
abolish poverty by 1980, which puts all these components together,
and I wortld like, if you have no obriection. to not it into tbe record
at the conclusion of my statement. Be.i!ause I think you might like to
take a look at all the components at some time, if you think there is
any merit to that.

Mr. MEMS. Without objection, it will be. added in the record.
5"`'5
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Mr. Q1:1E. Did it appear in the Congressional Record ?

Mr. COHEN. It appeared in the Cougressional RecorI on Decem-
ber 5.

Mr. Qt-tE. Who put it in?
Mr. COHEN% Senator Mondale.
I will leave a copy with the clerk.
(The article referred to follows :)

[From the Congrps::ional Record, Dee. 5, 19091

A PROGRAM To ABOLISH POVERTY

Mr. MONDALE, Mr. President, Dean Wilbur .J. Cohen, University of Michigan
School of Education, and former Secretary of the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, has prepared an excellent article entitled "A 10-Point
Program To Abolish Poverty by 1980," which will be published shortly in the
Information Please Almanac of 1970.

I have had an opportunity to read this series of wide-ranging and provocative
proposals. They constitute a well-thought-out blueprint for a coordinated attack
on the persistent problem of poverty in the midst of plenty. The proposals, which
range from ending racial discrimination, expanding educational opportunities,
and improving social security to upgrading our health system, reforming the
welfare program, and providing family planning and other social s,.rvices reflect
the breadth and depth of knowledge Dean Cohen has gained from a lifetime of
commitment to programs designed to meet human needs.

I commend this thoughtful article to the attention of the Senate and ask
unanimous consent that it be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the article was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:

"A 10-POINT PROGRAM To ABOLISH POVERTY BY 1980

"(Dy Wilbur J. Cohen)
"The IThited States is rich in material and human resources. In 1971, the

annual gross national product will undoubtedly exceed $1,000 billion ; the average
annual income of families will be approaching $9,000. More over, abundance
is growing.

-Historically, poverty has been the result of inadequate production of goods
and services. This situation still exists in most of Asia, Africa, and South
America. By contrast, th e. abolition of poverty in the United States is no longer
a problem of productive capacity.

"The Nation has the material resources to eliminate poverty. In recent years,
remarkable progress has been made toward the twin goals of the abolition of
poverty and the provision of economic security for all. In addition, there are
sufficient resources to assure the overwhelming majority of Americans whether
at work or retired, whether widowed, orphaned, disabled, or temporarily unem-
ployed) continuing Incomes paid as a matter of rightincomes sufficient to assure
a modest level of living, not just enough to meet the low standard that is used
today to define poverty.

"Although there are different standards of poverty, the Social Security Admin-
istration index is the most widely used. For an urban family of four persons.
the poverty level was $3,412 for the year ,1967 compared with $2,1,74 for
1959. These figures are adjusted for family size and price changes on this
basis. In 1909, there were about 30.4 million people living in poverty ; in 1968
the number was down to 25.4 milliona decline of 14 million persons. In 1959,
22.4% of the U.S. population was below the poverty level; in 1068 this figure
had declined to 12.8% (See tables.)

"We have, however, not only the resources but also much of thr, institutional
.framework to build upon to make poverty a thing of the past anti to better the
economic security of all Americans. Wall a comprehensive and coordinated
plan, the job of eliminating poverty can be accomplished.

"During the 1960's improvements in the social security program have brought
higher benefit pa3ments to a great majority of retired older people, widows and
orphans. and the long-term disabled. Twenty-five million people-1 out of every
8 Americans receive a social security check every month. Because af their
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social security benefits, about two-thirds of these beneficiaries are able to main-
tain a level of living somewhat above the poverty level. Nevertheless, about 8
million social security beneficiaries still live in poverty, even with their benefits.

"Yet. substantial progress has been made in reducing the number of the poor,
in improving the level of Hying for people whose incomes are just above the
poverty level, and even in improving the position of those who are still below
the poverty criterion.

"The striking reduction of poverty during this decade is attributable to eco-
nomic growth, to the various measures taken to make it possible for more people
to participate in the economy through job training, rehabilitation, and improved
educational progra Ills and to the major improvements that have been made in
the social security program.

"Nearly 30% of the poor live in households with an aged or disabled person
at the head. Most of these people could be moved out of poverty through further
improvements in the social insarance and assistance programs. One of the great-
est challenges comes in finding solutions for the rest a the poorthose who,
lived in households where the head worked all year but A. as still poor or could
find work only part of the time or had no job at all. We can find solutions to this
problems by a ten point coordinated program.

"First : A successful national attack on poverty is dependent on poverty is
&pendent on continued economic growth aud economic development :

"We could reduce the poverty group from 25.1 million to about 15 to 20
ii-v7'14)-n in the next 10 years with continued economic growth, and the expansion

r.tablosment in areas where underemployment now exists. This involves
in tax policies, housing, and other programs.

Opportunities for workmeaningful, productive, self-supporthig
y.;./..:,.--must be expanded :conomic security is perhaps best defined as a job when you can work and
income when you can't. Most fundamental is the opportunity work. Job op-
portunities nmst be made available for all who can work, mid programs that
improve the ability of the individual to earn must be expanded.

"Well-planned and useful work, not niade work, can be provided. There are
over 5 million useful, public service jobs that could be developedjobs in hospi-
tals, and. nursing homes, jobs that would contribute to improved roads, parks and
recreation centers, jobs that would help relieve the pains am1 anxieties of
children, the aged, and the disabled.

"For those whose capacity to earn is low, and for those who have a potential
capacity but are unable now to get a job, much can ba done to improve programs
that ptepare them for full participation and full opportunity. Educational.
activities, job training, health and rehabilitation programs, manpower retraining
and relocation, and special programs could enable the disadvantaged young to
compete in the labor market.

"Third: Racial discriminationin jobs, in education, ti.'nd in livingmust
be ended:"Justice and opportunity must become a reality for every American, regaintless
of race, creed, sex, or national origin. Every effort must be made to diligently
carry out the constitutional obligations and statutory requirements of the Civil
Rights Act so that there will be equality for every boy and girl and every family
in the Nation. In additior to its other insidious effects, discrimination is
economically wasteful, cost_ng the Nation about $30 billion a year in terms
of gro.4s national product'People might be equipped for full participation in our economy and in all
aspects of Ameecan life becf,use this is the only worthy goal of a free and dem-
ocratic socis:ty. Wv ar not buy our way out of facim, the tough problems
of r._..ividing oppo.,:anity b the accei:tance of a permanent class of the dis-
ozherited, cone,.-.m.td to live en a dole when they want to be a part of society%
and equiryed. t... Job's are basic to economic security and the first
task is te : ..t tbat everyor is given the chance to learn and to earn.

"Fmirth : I planning ser.'Ices :mist be avtdiable, on a voluntary basis,
to those with lower incomes aa.'t than a college education as they are to
the higher-income, colle.n:e-equeated ;:.L.i.son in the suburb :

"In the period from 19(0 to 1995 low-income women of child-bearing age had
an aannr1 f crtility rate of -,:t13 births per 1,000 wome.:. The rate for :he rest of
the feniate populat. v-as 98 birtts per 1,000. This rate of 98 per 1,000 is con-
sistent with tut ultit,7..t,e family size of about three childrencomidered to be the
size that most. Am?.ricans, tit economic status, or desire.

11)
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"Thus it is considered likely that the poor would bear c. ,lren at tbe same
rate if they had access to the same family planning servic:,.s available to the
nonpoor. And, on that basis, it is estimated than in 1060, among 8.2 million
low-income women of childbearing age, there were 450,000 birth of what might
be called unplanned-for children. Among these 8.2 million women. there were
about 1 million receiving family planning services, and 4 million who were not
but indionted they would if they were available. To provide family planning
services to these 4 million women would cost about $120 million a year. This is
an investment we could afford.

"Fifth : Opportunities 1, r education at all levels must be expanded:
"The vitality and economic growth of our society depends, to a major extent,

upon the effectiveness of American education. We .r. st assure equal access to
high-quality education from preschool through graduate studies. The cost of
educating every American must be recognized as an iavestment in a stronger,
more. vital Nation. To raise the necessary funds, the property tax must be elim-
thated as a source of revenue for education, and the Federal government must
contribute at least one-third of the total cost.

"Quality preschool opportunities, for instance, are essential for disadvantaged
children if they are ever to have the hopes of succeeding in regular classroom
studies. Less than one third of the Nation's 12.5 million children age 3-5 are
enrolled in nursery schools or kindergartens. The proportion of children from
low-income families enrolled is even less than the average.

"The need for modern and effective technical and vocational education is also
self-evident. We need a vastly expanded and a strengthened vocational educa-
tion system, as well as imaginative new ties between school and the world of
work in agriculture, commerce, and industry.

"Cidess children born into poor families have the opportunity to learn and
develop skills, they will not only be poor children but they will face the high prob:
ability that ilwy vi1 be poor adults they themselves will raise poor children.

"Sixth: The social security program should be improved :
"A job today not only provides current income but carries its own insurance

againsl the loss of that income. This social insurance device is an institutional
invention of first-rate importance. It is based on the idea that since a job
underlies economic security, loss of income from the job is a basic cause of
economic insecurity.

"Under social insurance, while a worker earns he contributes a small part of
his earnings to a fund, usually matched by the employer. Ana then, out c these
funds, benefits are paid to partly make vo for the income lost when the worker's
earnings have stopped. Under this Income insurance,' the payments made are
usually related to the amount of tbe earnings lost and are thus designed to
maintain in part the level of living obtained by the worker while he worked.
Cash payments are made under social insurance programs to inake up in part
for earnings lost because of retirement in old age, disability, and the death of
the family breadwinner.

"In the United States, the largest and most important (1 the social insurance
programs is the Federal system popularly called social security. This program
insures against the loss of earnings due to retirement, disability, or death and
pays benefits to meet the great bulk of hospital and medical costs in old age.

"This year 00 million people will contribute to social security. Nim ty percent
of onr population w-ed 65 and over are eligible for monthly social security
benefits. More than 95 out of '00 young children and their mother, are eligihle
for monthly benefits if the family breadwin._er should die. And 4 out of 5 people
of working age have income protection against less of earnings because of the
long-term severe disability of the breadwinner. When the Federal eivil-service
system, the railroad retirement program. and State and local government staff
retirement systems are taken into account, nearly everyone now has protection
under a government program againse the risk of loss of earned income. In addi-
tion, many are earning further protection under systems that build on social
security."Social security provides a highly effective institution for income mainte-
nanceone that is accilltable to the public, has a very hew administrative cost,
and is practically univ:n.sal in application. But it neecb improvement, particu-
larly in the level of benefits.

"Indicative of the need for higher benefit levels is the fact that the overage
social security benefit for 'Tared workers is now about $100 a montn ; for aged
couples it is about $170 ; for aged r ido4,-s, $86; and for disabled workers, $112.
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Many people get lower amounts. and about 2.8 In ill ion beneficiaries get the mini-
mum benefit. The minimum for a worker who goes on the benefit rolls at age us
or later is only $55 a month.

"In September, 1909, President Nixon recommended important changes in
Social Security benefit and contribution structure. His proposal included a 10
percent increase in benefits, and the establishment of an esealator provision whieh
would automatically gear future increases to the cost of living, He asked Con-
gress to make changes in the financial structure, the most ituportant of which
is to increase the maximum contribution and benefit base from $7,S00 to $fs:,000 a
year by 1972. In addition, he recoinmended a change in the retirement test by an
increase III the amount a beneficiary could earn before a rednetion in benefits
would take place from $1,680 to $1,800 a year, he also recommended several other
changes.

"While the President's proposal does repreesnt a liberalization of the program,
it is far from adequate. To bring benefits mid contributions up to adeqnate
standards. the following proposal should be adopted :

"1. Alt, increase 'in benefit /eras. As ii first step, Congress should increase all
social security benefits by at least 15 percent this year, and another 15 percent
two years later, with an increase in the niiiihnum progressively to $100 a month
for the single retired worker or widow and to $150 for the couple.

"2. method of keepinfl the system in line with. rising earnings. Benefits should
he paid based on average earnings over a worker's 5 or 10 eonsecutive years of
highest earnings, rather than on his lifetime average, so that the 'benefits will be
more closely related to the earnings actually lost at the time the worker becomes
disabled, retires, or dies.

"3. _I way to make the program more effective as the basic system. of income
security for those who earn, somewhat above the average, as well as for average
and below-average earners. The present ceiling oil the a mt77a1 amount of earn-
ings counted under the social security prograin should be inereased from the
present $7,800, ift stages, to $15,000. Then automatic adjustment of the ceiling
shoul(1 be provided, to keep it in line with future increases in earnings levels.

-4. Provide imotection against the loss of earnings that arises because of rela-
tively short-term total disability. Disability benefits should be paid beginning
with the fourth month of disability without regard to how long the disability
is expected to last. Under present law. the benefits begin with those for the
seventh mouth of disability and are payable only whore the disability is expected
to last for at least a year,

"5. Improve protection for older workers- by liberalizing the definition. of dis-
ability for worh-ers aged 55 or over. The revised definition should permit benefits
to be paid to a worker aged 55 or over if. lnwause of illness or injury, he can no
longer perform work similar to what he has done in the past. T-nder present, law,
the definition of disability requires that the worker be unable to engage in any
substantial '2:ainful activity.

"11 Improve work ineentires by liberalizing the retirement test provision nyder
which a beneficiary's earnings reduces the benefits he receives. At the present
time ar individual can rw:eive his full benefits if his annual earnings are less
than $1,080. This nmoant shonld be increased to S2,400. The reduction also should
be limited to one-half the amount earned above the exempt amount, regardless
of the total amount of earnings.

"The increase in the earnings-base ceiling proposed would result iii Idgher
income for both the cash benefits and the Medieare parts of social security and
would go a long way toward financing the proposed reforms.

"If the cash benefit program were to remain entirely self-financed, the ultimate
contribnttim rate paid by employees aml the rate paid by employers for the total
social secnrity program would have to be increased somewhat to meet the cost
of all tlic proposals ontlinec. General revenue li"'t neing could be used to meet
part of the increased costs.

"Ways to relieve low-wag-e earners from the burden of the higher rates should
lm explored. One way would be to amend the income-tax laws so that, for low-
income people, a part of the social security contribution would he treated as a
credit against their iacome tax or, if 110 tax were due, could in:, refunded.

"These benefit increases and the other program improvements would hi2lp all
workers and their families, Their most important effect would be to reduce the
number of poor in the future and to f-trovide a level of living somewhat above
poverty for most beneficiaries. But the effect of timse ehi:nges on today's poor
would also be very significant.
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"Seventh : Our health services must he improved :
"High-quality health care must be available to allin the inner city as well as

the suburb. We must rednce the high toll of infant mortality : a more effective
method must be found for financing prenatal and postnatal care for mothers and
children. We shonld also :

"I,. Provide under Medicare for protection against the heavy cost of prescrip-
tion drugs.

":.!. Co r(!:* disabled. social security beneficiaries under Medicare.
"3. Put the .entire Medicare program on a social insurance prepayment basis

so that medical and hospital insurance boil,. n'ould be finaneed from social. secu-
rity contributions and a. matching contribution. from the Federal Government.

"Eighth : We must improve other social insurance programs.
"Oe..zr social insnrance programsunemployment insurance and woikmen's

compensationalthougi not administered by the Federal Government, require
Federal Aandards. Coverage of both of these programs should be expanded, and
benefi t. levels in many States should be substantially improved.

"Life introduction of Federal benefit standards into unemployment insurance,
where there is already a Federal-State relationship, would not be structurally
difficult. In workmen's compensation. which has 'been entirely a State matter,
it would be necessary to establish some new devif a. s'ich as a Federal program
providing a given level of protection, which employers would not have to join
if they presented evidence of membership in a private or State insurance arrange-
ment with an equivalent level of protection.

"Ninth: Onr welfare system must be radically overhauled.
"Drastic changes must be noule in the existing welfare systemin the scope of

coverage, the adequacy of payments, and in the way in which payments are
administered.

"Although work opportu"ities and improvements in social insurance can bring
economic! security to the o verwhehning majority of people. they cannot do the
whole job.

"The Federal-State welfare programs have been confined to certain categories
of recipientsthe aged, the blind, the permanently and totally disabled, and
families with dependent children when a parent is either missing from the home,
dead. disabled, or unemployed. In addition, the States have been allowed to de-
fine the level of assistance provided in these programs. and many have set the
level below any reasonable minimum, and payments vary widely among the
States. General assistance for those not eligible under the Federal-State et ;:e-
gories is entirely supported by State and local money and with few exceptions is
very restrictive.

"There are about 10 million persons receiving assistance paymentsabout 9
million under the federally aided programs. and about one million persons re-
ceiving general assistance not financed with Federal aid. This figure would be
approximately double if the States 'cook full advantage of the Federal eligibility
standards and removed from State plans and administrative procedures the re-
strictions that now bar needy people from getting aosistance. Moreover, because
of the low level of assistance standards in many States a high proportion of
those receiving assistance are still below the poverty level.

"But criticism of existing public assistance programs is not confined to inade-
(plate coverage or inadequate amounts. This list of criticisms is long, going to
the nature of the program itself and its administration. The determination of
eligibility for one is an unnecessarily destructive process, involving the most de-
tailed examination of one's needs and expenditures and frequency prying into the
intimate details of one's life. Moving from detailed budgeting to broad categories
of allowances and to simplified determinations of income and resources would
help to protect the dignity and self respect of the assistance.recipient.

"One problem that has haunted assistance and relief programs for years is how
to provide adequate assistance without destroying economic incentive for those
who can work. Reasonably adequate welfare payments. particularly to a large
family, will sometimes turn oat to be more, than can be earned by a full-time
worker with low skills.

"Under aid to families with dependent children tie Federal Government
assists states to rt'ake payments to families with the father unemployed. In the
29 States that do 1-ot take advantage of this Federal offer and continue to provide
aid only if the father is dead. disabled or absent from the home, the assistance
program is correctly criticized on the grounds that it sets up an incentive for
the unemployed worker to leave boine...

44-425-70pt. 1-35
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"Sulmort for an assistance program that amdies to all in need and that pays
an adequate amount luis been faced with hard going because of the incredible
longeviiy of myths about those whom the programs are supposed to aid : that the
poor live high on welfare handouts aml that the poor are lazy and don't want to

work.
"The myths persist despite the fact that over 3 minim: of those on welfare are

aged or disabled and over 4 million are children, and despite the filet that SO%

of working-age men who are poor but not on welfare have, jobs, and about 75%.of
them are in fulltime jobs.

-President Nixon, in August, 1969, proposed a dramatic reform in the welfare
system which included :

"1. A federally financed and administered assistance plan to replace, the aid to
dependent eidldren ,orograin which would pay each working and non-working

family in the United States a minimum ineonle. For a family of four without any
income the amount paid would be $1,600 a year with $300 additional for each

child.
"2. States would be rei,aired to supplement existing Federal payments to fam-

ilies with dependent el:,i!iren.
-3. A work-incentive provision which allows the family on assistance to keep

first $60 a month earned and also 50 percent above $60 up to a maximum level set
according to the size of ;in, fain iiy.

4. A work componeu:- which requires all family heads to register with the
state employment offiee and accept suitable jobs.

"5. An expanded any-care program for the children of working mothers and a
job-training program to enable the parents to prepare for full-time employment.

G. Federal minimum payment stmuidards for the 3 million aged, blind, and
disabled receiving welfare.

"As in the case of Social Security changes, the proposal includes several needed
revisions. bat does not go far enough. For example, by maintaining some form of
Federal-State cooperation in financing payments, the plan retains the state by

state inequities prevalent under the present system. It does na include' over one
million poor people who .do not have families mid who are not covered under

existing welfare programs.
"Tenth : the services that will help people move out of poverty must be brought

to the peoplewhere and when they need them :
"FanUly planning services, visiting-nurse services, day-uire services for the

children of working mothers, community action prop:anis an':t consumer and

legal at must be available where needA. City Halland Washingtonmust be

closer to the people they govern. There must be an adequate program of consumer
and legal protection for the poor. There must be an end to practices that short-
change the poor in the grocery store. in the welfare office, or the landlord, at the
neighborhood department store, mid in the courtsin short, in all the waystations
that add up life in the ghetto.

"It is important, too, that credit union facilities be available to the poor and
that credit unions take even greater responsibility for the consumer education
of their members,

"A DEMANDING TASK

"The problems of povtady and economic insecurity in the United States do
not lend themselves to easy, magic solutions. They require a combination of de-
liberate. carefully desigued wideranging approaches, for the problems them-
selves are not simple. Being poor means more than not having enough money.
It often moans poor ill spirit. hope, health, and intellectual resources.

"The abolition of poverty will require moneyabout $15 to $20 billion a year
initially. This is only about 11A to 2 % of onr gross national product. We can
afford the money. But money must be aecompanied by far-reaching, penetrating
approaclws. by bohl and coordinated public and private programs that provide
opportunities for the poor. For those who are able to work-, greater emphasis
must be placed on jobs. education, and training. For those who cannot or should

not be expected to work. improvements must be made in the social security pro-
gra in, w:teli, coulbihed with private benefit plans constitute the most effective
institutions for income nmiuteuance. They cannot, of course, do the whole job.
The present welfare system mast be drastically overhauled to adequately serve
those whose needs are not met by other programs. Concomitant with improve-
ments in existing progtams the s illust continue for new and imaginative
programs that will meet the. de. At the decade ahead.
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"Setting the elimination of poverty as a national goal is a huge and complex
undertaking. The nation has the economic capacity, the technological capability,
and the intellectual resources to accomplish this goal before the end of the next
decade. But the most difficult task will be sustaining the determined commit-
ment of the nation to the American promise: Pull and equal opportunity for all
to share in the good life that can be offeredby a dynamic, prosperous, democratic
society.

"TABLE 1.-NUMBER OF PERSONS IN UNITED STATES BELOW POVERTY LEVEL, 1968

"II n millions]

"Characteristic Total White Nonwhite

All persons 25. 4 17. 4 8. 0

A. In families 20. 7 13. 6 7, I

B. Unrelated individuals 4. 7 3. 8 . 9

C. Family members under 18 10. 7 6. 3 4. 4

D. Adults
14. 7 11. 1 3. 6

"Source: Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 28, Aug. 12, 1969, U.S. Department ol Commerce, Bureau of the

Census.

"TABLE 2.-PERCENT OF POPULATION IN UNITED STATES BELOW POVERTY LEVEL, 1968

"Characteristic Total White Nonwhite

All persons
12. 8 10. 0 33, 5

In f arm families 18. 8 15. 9 58, 9

In nonfarm families 9. 5 7. 5 27. 1

Family members under 18 15. 3 10. 7 41. 6

Unrelated individuals 34. 0 32. 2 45.7

"Source: See table 1.

"TABLE 3.-POVERTY LEVELS FOR VARIOUS FAMILY SIZES, 1967

Urban Urban Urban
nonfarm nonfarm farm

male female male

"Size of family head head head

1 member $1, 750 $1, 632 $1, 476

2 members 2, 178 2, 110 1, 341

3 members 2, 674 2, 573 2, 264

4 members 3, 412 3, 393- 2,907

5 mern.Jers 4, 022 3, 984 3, 431

6 members 4, 517 4, 497 3, 852

7 or more members 5, 562 5, 433 4,720

"Source: See table 1."

Mr. QUM. Let me ask you a question. When you talk about the
Congress developing a policy for those three areas, I find the same
thing in the admmiStration. 'We really have no national policy in many
of these areas. I have introduced a bill for a Department of Education
and Manpower Trainina to bring those together. What do you think
of revising the executive'branch so that they can address themselves to
the totality of the problems?

Mr. COM:N. I think there are appropriate ways to reviso it, but I
don't know that any one 1- ision is the sole answer to L,. Put I do see
bringing training, educ , and the poverty programs, or at least
some of the poverty prc, ;, together in the total configuration.

Mr. Qrix. Dc you thini, a super cabinet position similar to what
they did with the Department of Defense for the various branches of
the service could bring those togeArk?'
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Mr. COHEN. Yes, I do. Let me say why my answer to that question is
that. During my 8 years in Washington, at least with. two Presidents,
I feeland- I feel this way now, even with all the problems that
President Nixon has, I think that expanding the number of Cabinet
officers is not wise. I think the President has too many people reporting
to him. I think President Nixon probably has fewer people reporting
to him than, let's say, President Roosevelt had, and I think that is
(rood.

But when I see these bills in Congress to create a new cabinet
department for every single new thing, whether it is consumer in-
terests, which I happen to think is hnportant, whether it is science,
which I happen to think is important, then I start thinking about the
President. I don't think tbe President can have more Cabinet officers
reporting to him. He really needs fewer Cabinet officers. He needs
some mechanism, and I don't have the answer to that, in the way he
deals with major matters of policy, without this fractionated depart-
mental organization.

One reason I favor taking the Post Office out of the Cabinet is that
the President really shouldn't have to deal with most of the problems
that are in the Post Office. Those are managerial problems. Of course,
voters want to get their mail on time, and I know that is a problem to
you. But my answer to your question is based on this : Don't proliferate
departments so much, even if it sounds good, that really overtax the
President's ability to allocate time to what is a major priority to the
President.

Mr. QIIIE. The result of my recommendation could he a consolida-
tion. President Johnson tried to put Commerce and Labor together.
think that would be more feasible if we put manpower and education
together.

When President Nixon first came into office and they spoke of the
s'iper-Cabinet, positions

Mr. COTTEN. President Nixon has a committeeis it the ASH Com-
mitteethat has been working on this.

I discussed with the staff some, of my ideas on the point that, you
mentioned, includin7 this kind of a super-Cabinet, Defense Depart-
ment approach, witli three hybrids, having a Secretary of Health, a
Secretary of Training, and a Secretary of- W(Afare, say under a Sec-
retary cif Health, Education, alad Welfare. That is one possibility,
and I think it. has merit at this time. I think there are other alternatives
that have merit, too. But I would hope that when the ASH Committee,
which I understand has either already reported to the President or
will, that you would have a chance to take that up. I think it is
important.

If you can get some better way to interrelate these programs, it
would be fine.

That comes to my final recommendation.
I have been exploring with a number of people throughout the

country, inclucnng some businessmen and some acaderai,..; people the
possibility of creatino- a corporation which would be a combination of
the public and privaCe sector that would run the Employment Service,
vocational education and the Manpower Development and Training
Act.
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Let's look at this matter now-, in a sort of a different way. What are
you faced with in the manpower program? You want eventually Tor
the man to get a job in private enterprise.

You want to train him, you want him to get some experience, you
want. to get a personnel profile that will enable that person to get, by
and large, in private enterprise at an economic level that is supported
by the productivity of what he. or she does.

The more you think about it in that sense, the more you have to think
about some new kind of cooperation between the public sector and the
private sector.

I think what has been done in the past few years by the National
Association of Businessmen, their jobs program, has a lot of merit.
But what. is happening is that you have got .-N.vo separate wings. You
have the public seetor and the piivate sector, and when I think about
my suggestion, Mr. O'Hara's suggestion, and others, about public
service employment, then my mind grivitates to the point : Couldn't
we have Congress create a corporation ti. c, let's say. had six or five
board members, two from the public sector;two from the private sector,
maybe a, chairman designated by the Pr,!sident. Give this corporation
an. opportunity to be outside the civil service, so they have more
flexibility on employment, so they actually could employ people in
their name. They would be covered by social security, by unemploy-
ment insurance, by worlar.en's compensation.

If, after a period of tiaining, these people were not really earning
the minimum wage, there would be a supplemeitt or a subsidy from the
Federal Government to the corporation to make it up to them.

They would be earning the minimum wage, and when they reached
the point of productivity, you would pay them that minimnm wage
partly from the corporation and partly from the public subsidy.

I think the more I approach the bills pending before this committee
and these various considerations. the more I think you ought to try to
see if there. isr't some new way to enlist the private and public se7tors
together in this corporate enterprise.

I would even be willing to go so far in exploring whether you
shouldn't. give them the authority to issue bonds guaranteed in interest
and principal by the Federal Government up to a certain limit, which
they could use to finance employment projects that would not otherwise
employ people, and with some subsidy from the Federal Government
and some cooperation from business. Maybe many of these people
could be trained, and ycli have to build the on-the-job training pro-
gram somehow in there. And I think the 1-the-job training program,
as fa:: as it has developed, has been good. But it is too little and too
late. And I just leavc you with the. thought that, as I look over your
bills, I think that we are not going to be eminently successful unless
we try out some radically new relationships that we haven't fully
explored.

That concludes my comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HEEDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Cohen. I am not going to

ask :ny questions. because you nave touched on almost all of the things
whion I consider to be of importance.

Mr. Quin. Thanks for f;oming. I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Col-rEN. Thank you.
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Mr, MELDS. If there is a lesson to be learned from your testimony,
it is cic,arly that all these things about which you have spoken are very
interrelated, and the success of any kind of manpower program is
dependent upon a lot more factors than just pushing a button and sug-
gesting that that will solve it. It is dependent upon the welfare pro-
grams of the Nation, upon education, upon job placement, upon voca-
tional education, preschool educationall the things that you have

mentioned.
.Clearly, your testimony, I think 'Nithout question, is the kind of

testimony that points uplo us the diversity of any manpower program.
As alway9, Wilbur, it is a pleasure to have you testify. I just wish

we had about 3 more hours to listen to you further.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. The committee is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12 :03 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-

ve-ne March 17,1970.)
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MANPOWER ACT OF 1969

TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMTVITE ON LABOR

OF THE COMMI12EE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
Wa-shington, D.C.

The subcommi:lee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2175
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Daniels, O'Hara, Burton, Hawkins, and
Scherle.

Also present : Representative Carl Perkins, chairman of the full
committee.

Staff members present : Daniel H. Krivit,counsel ; Sue Nelson, re-
search assistant : Cathy Romano, research assistant ; Charles Radcliffe,
minority counsel for education.

Mr. DANIELS. The Select Subcommittee on Lc bor will come to order.
We coatinue with hearings on H.R. 10908, H.R. 11620 and H.R. 13472
dealing- with Manpower A_ct.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Andrew .J. Biemiller director
of Department of Legislation of AFL-CIO.

We extend to you, Mr. Biemiller, a most cordial welcome.

f2)TLACEMENT OF ANDREW J. BIEMILLER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF LEGISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION 01' LAM & CON-
GRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGLNIZATIONS

Mr. BIEMILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed in any manner you desire. I know

you have a statement.
Mr. BIEMILLER. It is reasonably short, and I think A', e will go with

it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am accompanied by Mr. Goldfinger, Department of Research,

AFL-CIO.
At the outset, let we make it clear that we in the AFL-CIO believf;

that fhe problem with which this committee is wrestling ranks -,7ith
the major domestic issues that will come before this Congress.

rtssence, that problem is jobsgood jobs, at decent wage levels,
for eve:T American able to workin order to achieve fall emrwyment
in America.

That's how we view manpower legislation, and we quito ;'.ranldy say
to you : Manpower legislation that does not, include job creation is not
manpower legislation at all. It serves no other purtlose than to delinle
the public.
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through that 5.ystem. The deficiency has been esiweiall marked in I:lose holds
technically ealled "labor-intensive"in which 1111111;tii beings are needed to help

other human beings who can't pay for the services. The field bearings which th:s
Submininiftee has already conducted have already brought to light 0 numbm
of examples. 'Witnesses have pointed out unmet needs for school aides: probation
end. welfare field workers ; medieal outreach workers for nrograms in preven-
tive modWine; hospital aides; manpower training aides ; and community workers

for fire and poliee departments. Finding useful work to do in the public sell or
will probably be one of the lesser problems of a public service employment
prdgram.

Administration spokesmen have repeatedly asserted in 2eeent weeks that a
pnbiiv servivi employment program is provided for in the Administration 11,lan-

powpr Bill. Yon have to look bard to find it. Under the Administration proposals,
public service employment is one of the many kinds of programs on Which state
and local .authorities may spend their share of nialiptiwer fimds. To the extent
that signifi(-ant funds. are spent on public service employment, expenditures on
the other types of worthwhile manpmer programs will necessarily be CUrta
In many states and loealities, there is a strong likelihood that individuals and

gr(mps. With VeZ,t ea interests in established programs would C(Itilhine forees to

defeat any attempt to drain funds from their own programs in order to set up a
new program of public service employment.

To give a publie service employment program a fighting chane.e of success, a
special appropriation and central planning in the Federal government are
essential. A number of different approaches sTfould be thoroughly tested, and the
tests should be ea refully moidtored. Obviously, it will be essential to place heavy
reliance on State .,nd local authorities to thirelop specific proposals and to
administer the programs on a looal basis, BM the enwrgiug In.oldien of chronic
unemployment is national in seope and has its origins in powerful forces that are
reshaping the whole economy. Federal directhm and coordination, rather than
spotty and uncoordinated local I ;tl...aves, are needed to make a public service
employment program fully responsive to the national problem that it is intended

to alleviate.
As I have previously suggested, there is a close and logical el:inflection between

the welfare reform proposals and a public service employment program. One of

the basic assumptions of the welfare proposals is that with a monetary incentive
and some training, tens of thousands of welfare recipients will get jobs in the
private sector of the economy ; and if there are mil: now enough jobs for all who

seek them, the argument runs, "economic growth" will create the jobs. The
basic flaw in this approach is that, even with training, the vast majority of the

job-seekers from the welfare rolls will necessarily be looking for work in the
lower half of the labor marketand job opportunities there eontimwd to shrink

even during a period of record-breaking and unsustainable ceonomic growth.
Obvhmsly, we shout not plan to move all employable welfare recipients onto

publie payrolls permanently. No doubt some will find it possible to move into
private :ector jobs. But the prospects of all workers in the lower strata of the

labor market would be greatly enhanced by a government program specifically

designed to strengthen the demand for low-skilled, poorly-educated workers by

financing useful jobs for them.
In lfit13, the Senate Subcommittee on Manpower conducted extensive hearings

on "The Manpower Revolution " Sonw witnesses in those hearings predicted that
tax-cutting alone would not cure chronically excessive unemployment. A much

larger manpower program was an equally essential component of a full employ-

ment program, they argued. Such predientions no doubt contribnted in sonw

degree to the
'-^Teat

expansion of manpower programs that ensuedfrom a Fed-
eral ontlay of$3SO million in fiscal 1964 to an outlay of more than $2 billion in
fiscal 1.9G9; and these irograms obviously made a substantial contribution to

lower unemployment rates in the late 1900's. So those 1963 prophecies were

in some measure self-defeating. If my predictions today that we face a growing

problem of chronic unemployment are made to appear false by the adoption of

effeetive remedial measures, I will welcome that kind of defeat.

Mr. KILLINGSWORT11. I want to analyze. the economic basis for a pub-

lic service program. I think the chief point that emerges from my

Gig


